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Product  of  n  n**  roots  of  1  is  +1  or  — 1  according  as  n  is  odd  or  even.  Gener- 

alize for  the  n  n**  roots  of  m.    No.  59   :   
Product,  transform  x^  -fy*  -\-z^  — 2y»  ««  — 2««  ̂   — 2a:«  y«  into  a.     No.  54       t 
Prove  thatcosnv/'7+coB8n«/7+cos5n«/7=A  or  —4,  according  as  n  is  odd  or  ev- 

en.    No.  67    8( 
Quadratics,  equations  solved  by.     No.  68. . .  —    23 
Series,  sum  to  n  terms  and  find  n^  term.    No.  58   
Telegraph  poles,  how  many  minutes  to  count  poles  that  number  counted  may 

equal  miles  per  hour  train  runs.   -No.  60   



Triangles,  two  right  triangles  so  placed  as  to  have  eommon  base,  knowing  hy- 
potenuses and  perpendicular  distance  from  intersection  of  hypotenuse 

to  base,  to  find  base.    General  case  discussed.    No.  66      62h64 

OEOMETBY. 

Ellipse,  to  find  length  of  diameter,  when^major  and  minor  axes,  and  an^fle 
which  diameter  forms  with  major  axis  is  given.     No.  66               180 

Ellipses,  loci  of  foci  of  variable,  passing  through  the  foci  of  a  given  ellipse  and 
having  the  tangents  at  ends  of  major  axes  for  directrices,  form  a  pair  of  cir- 

cles passing  through  extremities  of  major  axis  of  fixed  ellipse  and  having  for 
diameters  the  semi-latas  rectum  of  fixed  ellipse.    No.  60           276 

Hyperbola — a  rectangular,  cannot  be  cut  from  right  circular  cone,  if  the  angle 
at  its  vertex  is  less  than  a  right  angle.    No.  68     809-310 

Imaginary  points,  an  independent  number  of  conjugate  pairs  of  such  points  on 
a  real  line.    No.  67           214 

Parallelopiped — ^rectangular,  length  of  rectangular  parallelopiped  inscribed  in. 
No.  41   :    66 

Pole  problem,  find  length  of  white  part  of  painted,  standing  on  hill-side,  with 
given  data.    No.  68    144 

Nine-points  circle,  locus  of  centers  of  isogonal  transformations  of  all  diameters 
of  circumcircle  of  any  triangle  is  the.    No.  66           218 

Note  on  the  solutions  of  problem  46    60 
Rolling  ellipse,  surface  on  which  rolls  determined,  when  its  center  moves  in  a 

hoHsontal  line.     No.  62   '    144 
Sehwatt's  problems  involving  proofs  in  the  geometry  of  the  triangle.  Nos.  48, 
64,  and  68   17, 179, 289 

Tangent  plane  of  any  point  of  surface  aS  sfl  +^  ifl  +<^'  ̂   ̂ 2bcyt'\-2acxx-\-2abxy 
intersects  the  surface  ayi+6jrjr+cxy=0  in  two  straight  lines  at  right  angles 
to  one  another.     No.  69           241 

Trapezoid,  having  given  base,  altitude,  and  angle  formed  by  intersection  of 
diagonals,  to  construct.    No.  61           118 

Triangle,  isosceles  is  maximum  of  all,  inscribed  in  segment  of  circle,  with 
chord  as  base.    No.  49        66 

Triangle,  to  divide  into  ratio  of  m  to  n  by  line  perpendicular  to  base.    No.  60. .         118 
Triangles,  find  value  of  perpendiculars  from  point  of  intersection  of  bisectors 

of  angles  A,  BfC  of  triangle  on  sides  of  triangle  A'B'C't  in  terms  of  radii  of 
inscribed  and  circumscribed  circles  of  ABC  and  distances  of  center  of  circum- 
icribed  circle  from  center  of  escribed  circle.    No.  61           277 

Triangles,  two  triangles  Are  equal  if  they  have  two  sides  and  the  median  of  one 
of  them  equal,  each  to  each.     No.  62           277 

Triangle,  bisectors  of  angles  A,B,C,  meet  sides  in  A\  R\  C.    No.  64   310-312 
CAJXJULU8. 

Cube  revolved  on  diagonal,  define  figure  described  and  calculate  its  volume. 

No.  86   .'    20 
Definite  integrals,  error  in  example  in  Williamson's  Iniegrhl  Calculus  corrected. 
No.  48     21,    60, 167 

Differential  equation  dy-i-da:=y{x—y)-t-xix-\-y)  solved.    No.  53    313 
Draw  bridge,  path  of  man  crossing  a,  while  opening,  and  ratio  of  rate  in  his 
path  and  velocity  of  end  of  bridge,  required.    No.  50    250 

Ellipsoid,  find  maximum,  cut  out  of  given  right  conic  frustum.    No.  51    260 
Letaf  of  strophoid,  in  leaf  of,  find  axis  of  inscribed  leaf  of  lemniscate,  and  in  leaf 

of  lemniscate  find  axis  of  inscribed  leaf  of  strophoid.    No.  49    182 



Path  of  fly  passing  over  diameter  of  revolving  table,  and  ratio  of  rates  of  table 
and  fly,  determined.     No.  46           119 

Rainfall,  depth  of  water  in  circular  section  basin  after  rain,  and  height,  and 
diameters  at  different  heights,  the  diameter  being  trebled  for  every  inch  in 
height,  given ;  what  was  rainfall  7    No.  48    147 

Solid,  find  surface,  volume,  and  center  of  gravity  of  each,  where  it  has  a  square 
for  its  base  and  all  parallel  sections  squares,  and  two  sections  through  mid- 

dle points  of  opposite  sides  of  the  square  semi-circles.    No.  64   814-817 
Target,  where  a,  in  line  of  two  lights  of  given  intensities,  must  be  set  up  to  re- 

ceive maximum  illumination.    No.  62    268 

"The  Thistle  of  Scotland''  curve,  find  equation  and  determine  asymptotes. 
No.  44.       21-22 

Vault,  find  convex  surface  and  volume  of,  whose  floor  forms  a  square,  and  all 
parallel  sections  squares,  the  two  vertical  sections  through  middle  points  of 
opposite  sides  being  equal  semi-circles.     No.  47    146 

Volume  of  tetrahedron  whose  edges  are  lines  joining  points  il ,  B,  C,  D  in  space, 
D  remaining  fixed  and  At  B,C  moving,  and  co-ordinates  of  points  given,  re- 

quired times  when,  will  be  a  certain  number  of  cubic  inches.    No.  46    121 

MECHANICS. 

Balloon,  required  volume  of  hydrogen  to  be  put  into  balloon  so  as  to  be  on 
point  of  ascending  with  man.    No.  86    248 

Box,  time  to  empty  rectangular,  if  vertical  slit  is  made  in  middle  of  side.    No. 
86        279 

Motion,  to  determine,  of  perfectly  elastic  but  rough  mass  AT  and  radius  R^  let 
fall,  while  rotating,  on  horizontal  plane.    No.  31    148 

Person  standing  in  swing,  rises  at  lowest  point  and  crouches  at  highest.  No.  89  819-320 
Prolate  spheroid  of  revolution,  fixed  at  focus  is  given  a  blow  at  extremity  of 

minor  axis,  etc.    No.  88        817-818 
Resultant  attraction,  if  particle  is  placed  within  thin  cylindrical  shell  without 

ends.     No.  84           217 
Sphere  and  board,  if  board  is  balanced  but  inclined  and  sphere  liberated  above 

point  of  suspension,  to  find  motion  of  the  system.     No.  87           280 
Stalk,  at  what  angle  wedge-shaped  blade  struck  to  sever,  with  least  force.  No. 

88        186 
Wind  pump,  to  find  pressure  along  the  axis  of  wheel.    No.  82   186,  242 

DIOPHANTINE   ANALYSIS. 

Decompose  into  sums  of  two  squares  18*  .61*  .     No.  86    80 
Demonstrate  that  x«  +(2ar— S)*  +(11*— 8n)«  =n«  sfi  ,  when  n  is  any  number,  and 

fiS  +1=8*.    No.  88        161 
Equation  x«  +y*  =0*  ,  solved.    No.  46    282 
Equation,  what  is  the,  when  sum  of  three  positive  integral  cubic  roots  of,  is  a 

square.     No.  40       187 
Find  first  four  integral  values  of  n  in  n( 611—8 )-f-2sBa  square.    No.  87           161 
Find  first  tkx  integral  values  of  n  in  n(n+l>-i-2=a  square.    No.  86    81 
General  solution,  finding  values  of  a  and  b  to  make  x  and  y  integral  in 

flc*  +jf|/afy=o  and  y*  +y|/  ry^sb.     No.  46           282^ 
Least  integral  values  of  a,  6,  c,  d,  to  find  in  given  equation.    No.  41           188 
Note  on  solutions  of  problem  27   >       

Number,  what  is  the,  when  the  m<^  root  of  the  n*^  power  of  an  integral  number 
is  a  perfect  p^  power.    No.  89   



Parallelograms,  required  all,  whose  sides  a,  h  and  diagonals  e,  d  are  rational. 
No.  42        88,219,820-^22 

Prove  that  [n(n4- l)(2ii+l)]-f-6  is  a  whole  number  for  all  valves  of  n;  and 
(ii(n— lKn+l)]-*-24  when,n  is  odd.    No.  84    80 

Series  of  integral  numbers,  find,  in  which  sum  of  any  two  consecutive  terms  is 
the  square  of  their  difference.    No.  43           221 

Triangle,  hypotenuse  of  right  triangle  extended  at  both  extremities  and  lines 
drawn  from  right  angle  to  extremities,  to  find  integral  values  for  all  lines. 
No.  44   :    221 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Average  area  of  all  right  triangles  having  constant  hypotenuse.    No.  26.66-60,  228,  266 
Arrows  sticking  in  target,  show  chance,  etc.    No.  88           824 
Earth  from  sun,  average  distance  neglecting  perturbations.    No.  29   164,  267 
Mean  area  of  dodecagonal  surface  formed  by  joining  random  points,  one  in  each 

sectoral  triangle  of  regular  inscribed  dodecagon.    No..27    84 
Notes  on  problem  26   68-60,  228,  266 
Note  on  problem  88           828 
Ordinates,  find  chance  that,  of  two  points  taken  at  random  in  circumference  of 

a  semi-circle,  fall  on  either  side  of  a  point  taken  at  random  on  the  diameter. 
No.  84        269 

Random  sector,  to  find  average  area  of,  whose  vertex  is  a  random  point  in  a 
given  circle.     No.  82   ,           268 

Rectangle,  to  find  average  length  of  a  line  drawn  across  opposite  sides.  No.  81         191 
Regular  polygons,  average  area  of  all,  having  a  constant  apothem.    No.  88           268 
Square,  find  chance  tha|  distance  of  two  points  within  a,  shall  not  exceed  a 

side.     No.  86              286 
Triangles,  average  area  of  all,  having  a  given  base  and  vertical  angle.     No.  28         168 
Triangles,  average  area  of  all,. inscribed  in  a  given  circle.     No,  80           190 
Triangles,  average  area  of  all,  having  two  sides  a  and  6.     No.  87   828-824 

MISOELLANEOUS. 

Center  of  gravity  of  plane  surface,  when  sum  of  distances  of  that  point  frota 
all  other  points  is  a  minimum.    No.  80    86 

Chord,  length  of,  cutting  off  1-6  of  area  of  given  circle.    No.  86           196 
Field,  area  when  distances  from  point  without  square,  to  comers  A,  B,  C,  are 

given.     No.  88           166 
Fomalhout  and  An  tares,  sidereal  time  to  observer  in  given  latitude  when  they 

have  same  altitude.    No.  86   192,  224-226 
Note  on  solution  IV,  page  190,  Vol.  II    90 
Note  on  problem4    91 
Parallelogram,  volume  of  solid  generated  by  variable,  required.     No.  84   826-827 
Pendulum,  length  of,  when  clock  gains  so  much,  and  length  to  keep  true  time. 

No.  89    290 
Stalk,  at  what  inclination,  vertical  cylindric,  struck  to  sever  by  least  blow. 
No.81    88 

Storm,  how  far  off  when  edge  of  storm-cloud  is  just  visible  above  horizon,  if 
doud  is  one  mile  above  earth.    No.  82    88 

Son,  at  what  angle  with  horiion  will  rise  in  given  latitude.    No.  88           288 
Tract  of  land,  determine  from  data  of  problem,  dimensions  and  area  of  rectan- 

gular, and  of  largest  square  field  inscribed  in  the  two  right  triangles  formed 
by  its  diagonal.     No.  87           226 

Sidereal  time  to  observer  in  given  latitude*,  when  Fomalhout  and  Antares  have 
tame  altitude.    No.  86   192,  224,  827 
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BOLYAI  FARKAS.  [WOLFGANG  BOLYAI.] 

BY  DB.  OBOBOE  BBUCE  HAL8TBD. 

OR  the  treatment  of  parallels,  what  Frischanf  calls  '^das  anschaQlichste 
Axiom,"  is  due  to  Uie  researches  of  Bolyai  Farkas.  He  gives  it  in  his 
*'Kiiner  Grondriss  eines  Versnchs"  etc.,  p.  46,  as  follows:  ''Koennten 

jede  3  Pnnkte,  die  nicht  in  einer  Geraden  sind,  in  eine  Sphaere  fallen ;  so  waere 

das  Sncl.  Ax.  XI.  hewiesen."  Thus  the  space  whose  every  three  points  are  co- 
strai^t  or  ooncyclic  is  Euclidean. 

But  in  his  Autobiography  written  in  Magyar,  of  which  my  forthcoming 

life  of  the  Bolyais  contains  the  first  translation  ever  made,  he  says  :  '*Yet  I  was 
not  satisfied  with  my  attempts  to  prove  the  Problem  of  Parallels,  which  was  as- 
cribable  to  the  long  discontinuance  of  my  studies,  or  more  probably  it  was  due  to 
myself  that  I  drove  this  problem  to  the  point  which  robbed  my  rest,  deprived  me 

of  tranquility." 
Hitherto  what  was  known  of  the  Bolyais  came  wholly  from  the  published 

works  of  the  father,  Bolyai  Farkas,  and  from  a  brief  article  by  Architect 

Fr.  Schmidt  of  Budapest,  **Aus  dem  Leben  zweier  ungarischer  Mathematiker, 
Johann  und  Wolfgang  Bolyai  von  Bolya.  Grunerts  Archiv,  Bd.  48,  1868,  p.  217. 

In  two  communications  sent  me  in  September  and  October,  1895,  Herr 
Bcfamidt  has  very  kindly  and  graciously  put  at  my  disposal  the  results  of  his  sub- 
^uent  researches  which  I  will  here  reproduce.  But  meantime  I  have  from  en- 

tirely another  source  come  most  unexpectedly  into  possession  of  original 
documents  so  extensive,  so  precious  that  I  have  determined  to  issue  them  in  a 
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separate  volume  devoted  wholly  to  the  life  of  the  Bolyais ;  but  these  are  not  used 
Id  the  sketch  here  given. 

Bolyai  Farkas  was  bom  February  9th,  1775,  at  Bolya  in  that  part 

of  Transylvania  (Erd61y)  called  8z6kelyfold.  He  studied  first  at  Enyed,  after- 
ward at  Klausenburg  (Kolozsv&r),  then  went  with  Baron  Simon  Kem6ny  to  Jena 

and  afterward  to  Goettingen.  ̂ ere  he  met  Gauss,  then  in  his  19th  year,  and 
the  two  formed  a  friendship  which  lasted  for  life. 

The  letters  of  Gauss  to  his  friend  were  sent  by  Bolyai  in  1S55  to  Professor 
Sartorius  von  Walterhausen,  then  working  on  his  biography  of  Gauss.  Bvery- 
one  who  met  Bolyai  felt  that  he  was  a  profound  thinker  and  a  beautifid  character. 

Benzenberg  said  in  a  letter  written  in  1801  that  Bolyai  was  one  of  the  most 
extraordinary  men  he  had  ever  known. 

He  returned  home  in  1799,  and  in  January,  1804,  was  made  professor  of 
mathematics  in  the  Reformed  College  of  Maros-V&s&rhely.  Here  for  47  years  of 
active  teaching  he  had.  for  scholars  nearly  all  the  professors  and  nobility  of  the 
next  generation  in  Erd61y. 

Sylvester  has  said  that  mathematics  is  poesy. 

Bolyai's  first  published  works  were  dramas. 
His  first  published  book  on  mathematics  was  an  arithmetic  :  As  arithme- 

tica  eleje.  8vo.  I — ^XVI,  1 — 162  pp.  The  copy  in  the  library  of  the  Reformed 
College  is  enriched.with  notes  by  Bolyai  J&nos. 

Next  followed  his  chief  work,  to  which  he  constantly  refers  in  his  later 
writings.     It  is  in  Latin,  two  volumes,  8vo.  with  title  as  follows :  Tbntamsh  | 
JuvENTUTBM  Studiosam  |  IN  Elementa  Matheseos  Puils,  Elementaris  ao  I 
SUBLIMI0BI8,    METHEDO     INTUITIVA,    EVIDENTIA —  |  QUE     HUIC     PROPRIA,     IKTB0> 

DucENDi.  I  Cum  appendice  triplice.  I 
Auctore  Professore  Matheseos  etPhysicesChemiseque  |  Publ.  Ordinario.  | 

Tomus  Primus.  |  Maro9  Vdsdrhtlyini.     1832.  |  Typis  CoUegii  Reformatorum  per 
JosEPHUM,  et  I  SiMEONEM  Kali  de  fels5  Vist.  |  At  the  back  of  the  title :  Imprim- 

atur. I  M.  Vteirhelyini  Die  |  12  Octobris  1829.  | 
The  now  world  renowned  Appendix  by  Bolyai  Jdnos  was  an  afterthought  of 

the  father,  who  prompted  the  son  not  'to  occupy  himself  with  the  theory  of  par* 
allels,'  as  Staeckel  says,  but  to  translate  from  the  German  into  Latin  a  condensa* 
tion  of  his  treatise,  of  which  the  principles  were  discovered  and  properly  appre- 

ciated in  1823,  and  which  was  given  in  writing  to  J.  W.  von  Eckwehr  in  1826. 
The  father,  without  waiting  for  Vol.  II.,  inserted  this  Latin  translation^ 

with  separate  paging  (1 — 26),  as  an  Appendix  to  his  Vol.  I.,  where,  oountinK 

a  page  for  the  title  and  a  page  'Explicatio  signorum,'  it  has  twenty-six  numbered 
pages,  followed  by  two  unnumbered  pages  of  Errata. 

The  treatise  itself,  therefore,  contains  only  twenty-fDur  pages — ^the  mos^ 
extraordinary  two  dozen  pages  in  the  whole  history  of  thought  I 

Milton  received  but  a  paltry  5  pounds  for  lus  Paradise  Lost ;  but  it  was  aA 

least  plus  5.  Bolyai  Janos,  as  we  learn  from  Vol.  II.,  p.  384  of  ̂ Ttniamen^^  con-* 
tributed  for  the  printing  of  his  eternal  26  pages,  104  florins  54kreuzers. 
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That  this  Appendix  was  finished  oonsiderably  before  the  Vol.  I.,  which  it 
»W8,  is  seen  from  the  references  in  the  text,  breathing  a  just  admiration  for 
Appendix  and  the  genius  of  its  author, 

Thus  Bolyai  Farkas  says,  p.  452  :  Elegans  est  conceptus  HmUium,  quern 
B.  Appendieis  Auctor  dedit ;  again,  p.  .489 :  Appendieis  Auelor,  rem 
nine  singulari  aggressus,  Geometriam  pro  omni  casu  absolute  veram  posuit ; 

□avis  e  magna  mole',  tantum  summe  necessaria,  in  Appendice  hujus  tomi  ex- 
tent, multis  (ut  tetraedri  resolutione  generali,  pluribusque  aliis  disquisition- 

1  elegantibus)  brevitatis  studio  omissis.  And  the  volume  ends  as  follows,  p. 
:  Nee  operae  pretium  est  plura  referre  ;  quum  res  tota  ex  altiori  contempla- 
is  puncto,  in  ima  prenetranti  oculo,  tractetur  in  Appendice  sequente,  a  quovis 
li  veritatis  purae  alumno  digna  legi. 

The  father  gives  a  brief  resum^  of  the  results  of  his  own  determined,  life- 
;,  desperate  efforts  to  do  that  at  which  Saccheri,  J.  H.  Lambert,  Gauss  also 

iailed,  to  establish  Euclid's  theory  of  parallels  a  prum. 
He  says,  p.  490:  **tentamina  idcirco  quae  olim  feceram,  breviter  expo- 

ia  veniunt ;  ne  saltem  alius  quis  operam  eandem  perdat."  He  anticipates  J. 
i)oeuf  s  "Prol6goin^nes  philosophiques  de  la  g6om6trie  et  solution  des  postu- 
,"  with  the  full  consciousness  in  addition  that  it  is  not  the  solution, — that  the 
1  solution  has  crowned  not  his  own  intense  efforts,  but  the  genius  of  his  son. 

This  son's  Appendix  which  makes  all  preceding  space  only  a  special  case, 
f  a  species  under  a  genus,  and  so  requiring  a  descriprive  adjective,  Eudidsan^ 
wonderful  production  of  pure  genius,  this  strange  Hungarian  flower 

I  saved  for  the  world  after  more  than  thirty-five  years  of  oblivion,  by  the  rare 
dition  of  Professor  Richard  Baltzer  of  Dresden,  afterward  professor  in  the  Uni- 
sity  of  Giessen.  He  it  was  who  first  did  justice  publicly  to  the  works 
jobachevski  and  Bolyai. 

Incited  by  Baltzer,  1866,  J.  Hoiiel  issued  a  French  translation  of  Loba- 

fski's  Theory  of  Parallels  and  in  a  note  to  his  Preface  says :  **M.  Richard 
ker,  dans  la  seconde  Edition  de  ses  excellents  ̂ Umenis  de  Oiomdtrie,  a,  le 

mier,  introduit  ces  notions  exactes  k  la  place  qu'elles  doivent  occuper." 
nor  to  Baltzef  I    But  alas  I  father  and  son  were  already  in  their  graves  I 

Fr.  Schmidt  in  the. article  cited  (1868)  says:  ''It  was  nearly  forty  years 
ore  these  profound  views  were  rescued  from  oblivion,  and  Dr.  R.  Baltzer,  of 
isden,  has  acquired  imperishable  titles  to  the  gratitude  of  all  friends  of  science 
ihe  first  to  draw  attention  to  the  works  of  Bolyai,  in  the  second  edition  of  his 
ellent  Elemente  der  Mathematik  (1866-67).  Following  the  steps  of  Baltzer, 
^feasor  Hoiiel,  of  Bordeaux,  in  a  brochure  entitled :  Essai  critique  sur 
principes  fondamentaux  de  la  G^om^trie  ^l^mentaire,  has  give  extracts  from 

Ijrai's  book,  which  will  help  in  securing  for  these  new  ideas  the  justice  they 
irit." 

The  father  refers  to  the  son's  Appendix  again  in  a  subsequent  book,  Urtan 
mei  Kezdoknek  [Elements  of  the  science  of  space  for  beginners]  (1850-51),  pp. 
.   Id  the  College  are  preserved  three  sets  of  figures  for  this  book,  two  by  the 



aathor,  and  one  by  his  grandson,  a  son  of  Jdnos.  The  last  work  of  Bolyai  Far- 
kas,  the  only  one  composed  in  German,  is  entitled:  Knrzer  Gnmdrisa  einei 
Versnchs 

I.  Die  Arithmetik,  dnrch  zvekmassig  Konstmirte  Begriffe,  von  eingelnl- 
deten  nnd  nnendlichokleinen  Grossen  gereinigt,  anschanlich  nnd  logisch-Btxeng 
darzustellen. 

II.  In  der  Geometrie,  die  Begriffe  der  geraden  Linie,  der  Bbene,  dei 
Winkels  allgemein,  der  winkellosen  Formen,  and  der  Kmmmen,  der  versdiied- 
enen  Arten  der  Gleichheit  u.d.gl.  nicht  nnr  scharf  zn  bestimmen ;  sondem  audi 
ihr  Seyn  im  Raume  su  beweisen :  nnd  da  die  Frage,  oh  zwey  van  der  dritim 
geechniiiene  Oeraden^  wenn  die  summe  der  inneren  Winkd  nicht  =212,  $iA 
schneiden  oder  nicht  f  Niemand  anf  der  Erde  ohne  ein  Axiom  (wie  Eoklid  difl 

XI)  aufrastellen,  beantworten  wird  ;  die  davon  unabhangige  Geometrie  abrosoii- 
dem ;  and  eine  aof  die  /a- Antwort,  andere  anf  das  NHn  so  za  baaen,  das  die 
Formeln  der  letzten,  auf  ein  Wink  auch  in  der  ersten  giiltig  seyen. 

Nach  ein  lateinischen  Werke  von  1829,  M.  V&s&rhely,  and  eben  daselbst 
gedrackten  angrischen. 

Maros  V&s&rhely  1851.    8vo.  pp.  88. 

In  this  book  he  says,  referring  to  his  son's  Appendix  :  *^Some  copies  of 
the  work  published  here  were  sent  at  that  time  to  Vienna,  to  Berlin,  to  Gk^ettin^ 
gen   From  Goettingen  the  giant  of  mathematics,  who  from  his  pinnacle 
embraces  in  the  same  view  the  stars  and  the  abysses,  wrote  that  he  was  surprised 

to  see  accomplished,  what  he  had  begun,  only  to  leave  it  behind  in  his  papers.'' 
This  refers  to  1832.  The  only  other  record  that  Gauss  ever  mentioned  the  book 
is  a  letter  from  Gerling  written  October  31st,  1851,  to  Wolfgang  Bolyai  on  receipt 

of  a  copy  of 'Kurzer  Grundriss.'  Gerling,  a  scholar  of  Gauss,  had  been  from 
1817  Professor  of  Astronomy  at  Marburg.  He  writes :  '*I  do  not  mention  my 
earlier  occupation  with  the  theory  of  parallels,  for  already  in  the  year  1810 — 1812 
with  Gauss,  as  earlier  as  1809  with  J.  F.  Pfaff  I  had  learned  to  perceive,  how  all 
previous  attempts  to  prove  the  Euclidean  axiom  had  miscarried.  I  had  then  al- 

so obtained  preliminary  knowledge  of  your  works,  and  so,  when  I  first  [1890] 
had  to  print  something  of  my  view  thereon,  wrote  it  exactly  so,  as  it  yet  stands 
to  read  on  page  187  of  the  latest  edition. 

We  had  about  this  time  [1819]  here  a  law  professor  Schweikart,  who  was 
formerly  in  Charkow,  and  had  attained  to  similar  ideas,  since  without  help  of  the 
Euclidean  axiom  he  developed  in  its  beginnings  a  geometry  which  he  called  As- 
tralgeometry.  What  he  communicated  to  me  thereon,  I  sent  to  Gauss,  who  then 
informed  me,  how  much  farther  already  had  been  attained  on  this  way  and  later 
also  expressed  himself  about  the  great  acquisition,  which  is  offered  to  the  few 

expert  judges  in  the  Appendix  to  your  book." 
The  latest  edition'  mentioned  appeared  in  1851,  and  the  passage  refarred 

to  is :  **This  proof  [of  the  parallel-axiom]  has  been  sought  in  manifold  ways  by 
acute  mathematicians,  but  yet  until  now  not  found  with  complete  sufficiency. 
So  long  as  it  fails,  the  theorem,  as  all  founded  on  it,  reniains  a  hypothesis,  whose 



Yftlidity  for  t>iir  life  indeed  is  sufficiently  proven  by  experience^  whose  general, 

neeeuary  ezacineee  however  could  be  doubted  without  absurdity." 
Alas  I  that  this  feeble  utterance  should  have  seemed  sufficient  for  more 

than  thirty  years  to  the  associate  of  Gauss  and  Schweikart,  the  latter  certainly 
one  of  the  independent  discoverers  of  the  non-Euclidean  geometry.  But  then 
since  neither  of  these  sufficiently  realized,  the  transcendent  importance  of  the 
matter  to  publish  any  of  their  thoughts  on  the  subject,  a  more  adequate  concep- 
tion  of  the  issues  at  stake  could  scarcely  be  expected  of  the  scholar  and  colleague. 
How  different  with  Bolyai  J&nos  and  Lobach6vski,  who  claimed  at  onoe, 
unflinchingly,  that  their  discovery  marked  an  epoch  in  human  thought  so 
momentous  as  to  be  unsurpassed  by  anything  recorded  in  the  history  of  philoso- 

phy or  of  science,  demonstrating  as  had  never  been  proven  before  the  supremacy 
of  pure  reason  at  the  very  moment  of  overthrowing  what  had  forever  seemed  its 
surest  possession,  the  axioms  of  geometry. 

Atutirit  Texas,  December  16ih,  1S96. 

THE  DVFUCATIOH  OF  THE  NOTATION  FOR  IBRATIONALS. 

By  JOS.  V.  COLLDre.  Ph.  D.,  State  Ibnnal  S«liool,  Sttreni  Point,  Wbeontin. 

Authorities  agree  in  crediting  Rudolff  (1525),  the  German  cossist,  with  the 
introduction  of  the  radical  sign,  |/,  not  precisely  as  we  use  it,  but  one  such  mark 
for  a  square  root,  three.for  a  cube,  and  two  for  a  fourth  root.  Cantor  thinks  it 
probably  originated  from  a  West- Arabian  custom  of  using  dots,  by  makings  Knee 
of  the  dots,  and  connecting  them  in  the  making  by  lighter  lines.  These  dots  in 
torn  originated,  it  is  thought,  in  the  use  of  the  letter,  dschim,  the  first  in  the  Ar- 

abian word  for  root.  Rudolff  was  followed  by  Stifel  in  the  ̂ employment  of  this . 
notation,  and  afterwards  Girard  (1638)  changed  it  to  the  present  form.  By  the 
middle  of  the  17th  century  the  mark  had  come  into  general  use.  The  exponent 
notation;  though  first  used  by  Rudolff  and  Stifel  in  a  crude  form,  was  employed 
as  we  now  have  it  for  integral  values  of  the  exponents  by  Descartes.  Soon  after, 
Wallis,  in  his  arithmetica  infinitorum  (1656),  interpreted  and  used  the  simpler 
forms  of  fractional  exponents,  though  Stevin  (1585)  had  suggested  the  meaning 

to  be  assigned  them.  Then  in  1676  Newton  wrote  to  Oldenburg  ''since  algebnu 
ists  write  a',  a',  a^,  etc.,  for  cui,  aaa,  aaaa,  etc.,  so  I  write  a* ,  al ,  ai  ,  for  ya, 
|/a',  i/e.a*."  Newton  went  further  in  connection  with  his  binomial  theorem, 
and  generalized  this  use  of  exponents  into  the  exponential  function.  The  ques- 

tion naturally  arises  why  was  it  that  the  old  notation  for  roots  was  not  replaced 
by  the  new  as  had  been  done  in  numerous  instances  before  ?    Doubtless  the  best 
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reason  for  this  is  the  fact  that  the  radical  signs  were  firmlj  intrenched 
by  extended  use  before  the  fractional  exponents  as  we  have  them  were  even 
thought  of. 

Now  from  one  standpoint  at  least  this  duplication  of  marks  for  one  of  the 
commonest  operations  in  mathematics  is  unfortunate.  It  certainly  complicates 
unnecessarily  a  rather  difficult  part  of  elementary  algebra.  Doubtless  all  wonld 
agree  that  one  or  the  other  should  be  given  up  unless  there  is  a  good  and  suffi- 

cient reason  for  its  retention.  If  either  is  to  be  discarded  there  is  no  question  for 
a  moment  as  to  which  should  go.  The  use  of  fractional  exponents  is  in  perfect 
accord  with  that  of  integral  ones,  and  introduces  no  new  marks  or  conventioDS, 
while  the  radical  sign  notation  is  out  of  harmony  with  everything  else  in  the  al- 

gebraic notation.  The  radical  sign  and  index  are  new  marks,  while  the  fraction- 
al exponent  is  an  old  quantity  in  a  new  place  whose  interpretation  is  quite  nator- 

al.  However,  it  should  be  said  that  the  fractional  exponent  notation  is 

ambiguous,  since,  in  general* 

fa  r  will  not  be  the  same  as  f  a**  J  ,  though  each  reduces  to  a*  .  Never- 

theless, even  here  the  fractional  exponent  notation  is  to  be  preferred  to  the 
others,  since  the  elementary  treatment  of  irrationals  virtually  depends  on  the  ig- 

noring of  this  difference.  (See,  for  example,  Todhunter's  Algebra,  ed.  1877,  p. 
153 ;  Chrystal's  Treatise,  Chapter  X,  Part  II.)  Not  a  few  authors  succeed 
by  their  manner  of  treatment  in  slurring  this  over.  In  this  connection  it  ought 

to  be  said  that  some  authors'  books  show  distinct  traces  of  their  having  been  con- 
fused by  the  double  surd  notation.  If  authors  themselves  are  not  clear  in  their 

treatment  of  irrationals,  it  is  likely  that  their  students  also  will  be  more  or  less 
pucsled.  This  of  itself  would  be  a  sufficient  justification  of  an  effort  to  remove 
the  difficulty. 

One  obstacle  in  the  way  of  dispensing  entirely  with  the  radical  signs  con- 
sists in  the  practical  difficulty  of  writing  and  printing  fractional  exponents.  But 

this,  one  is  constrained  to  believe,  can  readily  be  overcome.  And  first  it  may  be 
remarked  that  there  is  the  same  justification  for  omitting  the  numerator  1  in  a 
fractional  exponent  that  there  is  for  never  writing  the  integral  exponent  1.  When 
omitted  it  can  be  understood.  Then  again  there  is  the  same  justification 
for  dropping  the  denominator  2  in  the  exponent  that  there  is  for  understanding 
the  radical  index  2  when  no  index  is  written.  Thus  all  that  is  left  of  the  frac- 

tional exponent  i  is  the  horizontal  line  or  the  solidus  oblique  line.  To  make  the 
changes  suggested  clear  to  the  reader,  some  expressions  are  written  below  with 
their  values  in  the  three  notations : 

RADICAL  NOTATION.       FRAG.  EXPONENT  NOT.       PROPOSED  NOTATION. 

2i'a  -  2o*  -  2o/* 

•The  marks  for  primes  would  differ  from  this  sign  In  being  shorter  and  rertloal.   However /it  wonld 
be  better  to  write  snbsoripts  In  place  of  them. 



3f'26 
- 

3(26)» 

- 

3(26)^  » 
I'O+m 

- 

(a+m)» 

V      2a6c      / 
- (o+m)/ 4  lo»+6»+c» 

^      2abc 

/o»  +  6»+c»\/4 
\      2abe      ) 

i/ix*+8xy*y 
_ 

(a;«+3xy»)« 

,  or  iz- 

•+3!ty»)»^» 
The  proposed  notation  would  do  away  with  yinculums  and  would  use  pref- 

enbly  the  solidus  sign  for  division  as  is  the  tendency  now  in  English  mathemat- 

ical and  scientific  books.  In  printing,  \^  would  be  replaced  by  y  on  one  type, 
iod  in  script  the  latter  would  be  made,  without  lifting  the  pen,  in  loop  form. 
However,  when  the  numerator  of  the  fractional  exponent  is  other  than  unity,  the 
iuiulI  fractional  exponent  notation  (which  for  this  case  is  preferable  to  the  radi- 

cal sign  notation)  would  be  employed.  Notice  that  by  the  simple  changes  pro- 
posed, which  are  perfectly  natural  ones,  all  the  advantages  of  the  duplicate  nota- 

tion would  be  preserved  with  none  of  its  disadvantages,  such  as  the  use  of  the 
unsightly  hieroglyphic-like  radical  sign  (giving  as  it  does  a  forbidding  appearance 
to  the  printed  page),  and  the  confusiqn  which  arises  from  the  simultaneous  use 
of  two  distinct  notations  for  the  same  operation. 

In  conclusion  it  should  be  emphasized  that  mathematicians  themselves  are 
not  likely  to  feel  the  need  or  approve  of  any  change  in  the  algebraic  notation. 
Like  the  reform  in  spelling,  it  is  in  the  interest  chiefly  of  the  hundreds  of  thous- 

ands of  students  of  elementary  mathematics  yet  to  come,  and  not  in  that  of  those 
who  have  already  mastered  the  two  notations,  that  this  reform  is  urged.  Surely 
it  is  not  too  much  to  ask  that  the  fractional  exponents  as  now  written  be 
employed  exclusively  (instead  of  largely  as  now)  in  all  higher  works  involving 
the  use  of  algebraical  symbols.  The  abridgments  would  then  be  likely  to  come 
is  a  matter  of  course. 

Blema  Point,  Wiiconnn,  May  11,  1896. 

INTRODUCTION  TO  SUBSTITUTION  GROUPS. 

By  0.  A.  MITiTiKB,  Ph.  D.,  Leipiig,  Otrmany. 

[Contlnaed  from  December  Number.] 

The  Construction  of  Non-Pbimitive  Groups  with  Three  Systems  of 
Non-Primitivity. 

Let  the  degree  of  the  required  group  0  be  3n.  O  must  be  a  subgroup  (us- 
ing subgroup  in  its  broad  sense  in  wnich  it  includes  the  group  itself  and  identity) of 
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(ajOi   an)all(6t6,   6n)all(c,c,   Cn)all. 

If  6^1  is  not  identity,*  its  coDStituents  must  be  conjugate  transitiv 
subgroups  of  these  three  systems. 

If  we  designate  the  systems  bj  A,  B,  and  C,  the  permutations  of  the  sys 
tems  must  correspond  to  a  group  of  these  three  letters,  for  if  these  permutation 
would  not  form  a  group  of  operations  G  itself  could  not  be  a  group.  Hence  ev 

ery  non-primitive  group  with  three  systems  must  correspond  to  one  of  th< 
following  groups  : 

iABC)cyc  (^PC)all 

Since  the  former  of  these  is  a  subgroup  of  the  latter  it  follows  that 

at  least  a  part  of  every  non-primitive  group  in  three  systems  corresponds  to 

(ABC)cyc 

we  proceed  to  find  this  part.  By  a  course  of  reasoning  similar  to  that  employefl 
under  two  systems  it  follows  that  all  the  substitutions  which  transform  any  0^ 
according  to  ABC  must  be  contained  in 

(oitti   an)all(6,6,   6n)all(c,c,   c„)all  a,6,Ci.a,6,c, .   an^Cn 

and  all  those  which  transform  O^  according  to  ABC  must  be  contained  in 

(Oiai   a»")all(6,6,   6n)all(c,Ci   Cn)all  a|C,6,.a,c,6,   anCnK 

These  sets  are  not  independent,  for  if 

8y  ;^=1,  2,   ....  (n/)> 

represents  the  substitution  of  one  set  then  will  the  (n!)^  different  corresponding 
vidues  of 

V 
represent  the  substitutions  of  the  other  set. 

If  in  any  non-primitive  group  6,  stands  for  the  substitution  belonging  tc 
the  first  set  and  6r,  for  those  belonging  to  the  second  set,  and  if  </,  and  p,  rep- 

resent the  number  of  substitutions  in  G,  and  G,  respectively  we  derive  from  thi 

fact  that  if  a  group  contains  ap  it  must  also  contain  aZ  that 

If  in  any  non-primitive  group  we  multiply  any  substitution  of  O^  by  al 

*Thl«  case  was  not  considered  under  two  systenu  of  non-prlmitivlty.  It  waa  nnneoeasary  to  oonai« 
er  it.  For,  alnoe  a  transitlTe  gronp  oontalna  aubstltatlona  which  replace  a  given  letter  by  all  of  the  le 
tera  inrolTed  It  foUows  that  the  order  of  a  non-prlmltlTe  group  is  always  equal  to  its  degree.  It  can  ea 
ily  be  shown  that  the  order  of  any  transitlTe  group  Is  a  multiple  of  Its  degree. 



the  rabfltitations  of  (?,  we  obtain  g^  different  snbeiitutions  of  6, ,  hence 
> 

If  we  multiply  a  given  Bubstitotion  of  O^  into  all  the  substitutions'  of  0, 
weobtain  (/,  different  substitutions  of  G|,  hence 

9t=9i' 
Combining  the  last  two  relations  with  the  preceding  we  obtain  for  any  non- 

primitive  group  with  three  systems  of  non-primiti vity 

9\^9i^9i- 

Since  the  relation  between  0^  and  6|  is  such  that  we  can  derive  one  di- 
rectly from  the  other  we  shall  generally  consider  only  0^.  But  6,  can  be  direct- 

ly obtained  from  G)  provided  we  have  given  one  of  the  substitutions  of  G,. 
HeDce  to  construct  the  non-primitive  group  (or  the  part  of  a  non-primitive 
group)  corresponding  to 

iABC)cyc 

it  is  only  necessary  to  find  Of  and  one  substitution  isy)  corresponding,  to  ABC. 
8y  must  clearly  satisfy  the  following  conditions  : 
(1)  Its  cube  is  found  in  Of. 
(2)  It  transforms  G^  into  itself. 
(i)  It  permutes  the  systems  according  to  ABC. 
These  three  conditions  are  sufiicient  for  if  any  substitution  Sy  frilfills  these 

conditions  then  is 

a  DOD-primitive  group  for 

G^ByQ\'^0^%yG^8y      8y    ̂ 0^8y  ■ 

etc.,  etc.,  etc. 
It  remains  to  prove  that  the  three  given  conditions  are  necessary  as  well 

as  sufficient,  i,  e.^  we  have  to  show  that  none  of  the  three  pair  of  conditions  is 
sufficient.    The  pair  which  excludes  the  last  condition  is  evidently  insufficient, 
snd  the  following  examples  prove  that  the  other  two  pair  are  also  insufficient. 

1 1 1 1 

ahc- 

def      , 

ghi 

abc.dej.ghi 

ach 
dfe 

gih 

ach.dfe.gih ah,dfi»gh 
ac.df,gi 

bc.^J.hi 
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For  aehbdg.efi  satisfies  the  second  and  third  but  not  the  first  of  the  thre 
conditions  if  we  take  the  first  of  these  groups  for  G|,  and  aehhficdg  satisfies  th 
first  and  third  but  not  the  second  if  we  take  the  second  of  these  groups  for  0| 
Henoe  we  see  that  the  three  given  conditions  are  necessary  as  well  as  sufllcienf 

If  the  transitive  constituents  of  Of  admit  onlj  a  cyclical  (not  a  symmetric 
permutation  then  it  is  impossible  to  construct  a  O  corresponding  to  iABCy»i 
and  involving  the  given  O^.  If  they  admit  a  symmetric  permutation  we  hav 
to  add  to  the  part  of  O  corresponding  to  iABC)cyc  sufficient  substitution 
to  make  it  correspond  to  iABC)all.  By  a  course  of  reasoning  similar  to  thi 
which  we  have  just  pursued  we  prove  that  it  is  only  necessary  to  find  one  subeti 

tution  8^  corresponding  to  AB^  and  that  8  a  must  satisfy  the  following  conditions 
(1)  Interchange  the  first  two  systems. 
(2)  Have  its  square  in  G^. 
(3)  Transform  the  group  corresponding  to  ABC  into  itself. 
To  fix  these  ideas  we  proceed  to  the  construction  of  the  non-primitivi 

groups  of  degree  six  which  contain  three  systems  of  non-primitivity.  We  shiU 
then  have  found  all  the  non-primitive  groups  up  to  degree  eight  as  no  such  groapi 
can  exist  for  degree  seven,  or  any  other  prime  degree. 

Non-Primitive  OROuPd  of  Degree  Six  with  Three  Systems  of 
Non-Primitivity. 

Oi  must  be  one  of  the  following  four  groups :  (a5)(cc2)(f/),  •{  {ah)icd 
(ef )  ̂pos,  {ab.cd.ef),  1  O^  must  be  contained  in 

(a6)(cd)(«f )  ace.bdf 

(a)  If  Of^{ab)(cd)(ef)  then  will  ace. 5c2/ evidently  satisfy  the  three  neces 
sary  conditions,  we  thus  obtain  a  non-primitive  group  corresponding  to  ABC 
whose  order  is  24,  viz : 

(1)  iab)(cd){ef)  (a(?«.6d/)cyc-(a6cd«/),4,* 

For  8^  we  may  take  ac.bd.  This  leads  to  a  group  of  order  48  which  hs 
the  preceding  group  as  a  self-conjugate  sub-group.    The  group  is 

(2)  (a6)(cd)(c/)(ace.6d/)cyc(ac.6d)-(a6cd«/)4 « 

(b)  If  0| « -^  (ab)(ccl)(e/)  )>po8  we  can  again  use  ace.bdf  for  8y.  We  thn 
obtain  a  second  non-primitive  group  of  order  12,  viz  : 

(3)  i  {ab)icd){ef)  J^pos  iace.bdf)^{abedef), ,.  f 

This  is  the  only  group  that  corresponds  to  ABC  since  the  negative  substi 
tutions  which  correspond  to  the  most  general  G,  do  not  have  their  cubes  in  thi 

•The  foot  note  in  regard  to  (ofredeDa*   eppUes  alao  to  this  group. 

tTbe  foot  note  In  regerd  to  (a6etk^)a«   applies  alao  to  thia  groap. 
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O].      For  %g  we  maj  take  both  oeAd  and  adbc.    We  thus  obtain  two  additional 
gionps  of  order  24,  yis  : 

(4)  ^  (afr)(ecl)(ef)  )'po8(aee.6d/)(atf.6d)»(H-aftcd),4 

(5)  ^  (ab)(edXef ) -{  po8  (aee.6d/)(ad6(;)-(d:a6cd),4 

(c)  If  O,  a(a6.al.e/),  «y  may  again  equal  (ue.bdf.  The  two  snbetitutionB 
afr.e(i.«/and  ace. bd/ generate  the  gronp.  The  first  interchanges  the  two  cycles  of 
the  second  and  the  second  interchanges  the  three  cycles  of  the  first.  The  result- 

ing group  must  therefore  have  two  as  well  as  three  systems  of  non-primitivity, 
and  hence  is  found  in  the  former  list.  All  the  other  three  possible  groups  cor- 

responding to  ABC  are  conjugate  to  this. 

For  9fl  we  may  use  oc.&d,  but  with  aee.hdf  this  will  generate  (ace.6d/)all. 
Hence  this  group  is  also  found  in  the  list  of  non-primitive  groups  with  two  sys- 

tems of  non-primitivity.  Hence  there  is  no  additional  non-primitive  group  for 
0|«(ab.al.ef). 

(d)  If  Ot«l  the  second  condition  ofsy  is  satisfied  by  every  substitution. 
The  substitutions  that  may  correspond  to  ABC  must  be  of  the  third  order  and 
are  therefore  all  conjugate  so  that  we  need  to  consider  only  one  of  them. 
We  thus  obtain  the  intransitive  group 

(ace.6d/)cyc. 

If  we  take  ae.bd  for  $fl  we  obtain  an  intransitive  group  corresponding  to 

{ABCyBXL  Ifwetakea5.dc.e/for8y9  we  obtain  a  non-primitive  group  which  is  al- 
so non-primitive  in  two  systems  as  is  evident.  Hence  0]al  leads  to  no  new 

non-primitive  group. 
We  have  now  examined  the  entire  region  through  degree  six  with  a  view 

to  its  non-primitive  groups  and  have  found  the  following 
List  of  Non-Primitive  Groups  Through  Degree  Six. 

D^pree Order 
No. 

Group 

4 4 1 
(abcd)^ 

2 (a6cd)cyc 
8 1 

(a6cd)a 

6 6 1 
(abcdef)^ 

2 (a6cd«/)cyc 
12 1 

(o6cd«jf),. 

2 
(a6cde/)i,. 

18 1 
(a6cd«/)|g 

24 1 
(+a5cd€/),4 

2 
(dba6cd«/),4 

8 
(o6cd«/),4. 

86 1 
(a6cd€/)|. 

i 
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2  iabedef)^^^ 
48  1  iahcdef)it^ 
72  1  (ahcdej)^^ 

General  Hemarks  on  the  Construction  of  Non-Prtmitive  Groups. 

Let  it  be  required  to  find  the  non-primitive  groups  of  degree  n,  n  being  a 
composite  positive  integer  greater  than  three,  and  let 

be  all  the  positive  integral   factors  of  n  (excepting  unity)  which  satisfy  the 
relation 

     ,     «=•!,  2,     .     .     .     « 

"<"^       {/  indicates  only  the  arithmetic  root. 

Hence  we  may  divide  n  as  follows : 

No.  of  Systems  No.  of  Letters  in  Ksich  System 

n 

5.  '^^^ 

Two  of  these  relations  will  become  identical  when  m^si/n  for  some  value 
of  a  in  the  series 

Otherwise  they  will  all  be  different.      From  these  we  see  that  the 
of  different  ways  of  dividing  n  into  systems  is  odd  or  even  as  n  is  or  is  not  a 
feet  square. 

The  work  of  finding  all  the  non-primitive  groups  for  any  one  of  these  di- 
visions into  system^,  e,  g.  the  one  which  contains  m,  systems,  may  be  resolved 

into  the  following  steps : 

(1)  Contruct  the  groups  (the  G^,'s)  which  have  conjugate  transitive  con- 
stituent groups  from  each  of  these  systems  and  are  so  constituted  that  their  ooOf 
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lents  admit  of  the  permatatioDB  of  some  transitiTe  group  of  degree  m, .  The 
ititnent  traoBltive  gronpa  are  clearly  of  degree—  unless  Cj^^l.  The  last 
I  does  not  need  ooDsideratioD  when  the  order  of  the  transiUve  group  of  degree 
is  not  a  mnltiple  of  n. 

KOBT-EUCLIDEAK  OEOKBTBT:  HISTOBICAL  AHD 
EXPOSITORT. 

Fig.  12. 

ScROLioN  IV  :     /n  vhieh  it  expounded  on  a  figure  a  certain  eonrideratioH 

vjkieh  Euclid  probably  thought,  in  order  to  eatablish  that  Postulate  oj  hie  <u  'per 
evident. 

I  premise  first:     within  any  acnte  angle  BAX 
g,  12.)  can  be  drawn  from  any  point  X  of  AX  a  cer- 
1  straight  XB,  which  under  designated  even  if  obtuse 
^e  B,  which  onlr  with  this  acute  BAX  Calls  short  of 
I  right  angles ;  a  certain  XB,  say  I,  can  be  drawn, 
ich  at  a  finite   remove  meets  this  AB  in  a  certain 

at  B.     For  just  that  I  have  demonstrated  in  a  Schol- 
afler  P.  XIII.     I  premise  secondly :     these  AB,  AX 

f.  25)  can  be  understood  as  produced  into  the  infinite 
□  to  certain  points  Y,  and  Z ;  and  likewise  the  afore- 

said XB  (into  the  infinite  and  itself  produced 
even  to  a  certain  point  V)  can  be  understood  tO' 
be  so  moved  above  this  AB  toward  the  parts  of 
the  point  Z,  that  the  angle  at  the  point  X  toward 
the  parts  of  the  point  A  is  always  equal  to  the 
certain  given  obtuse  angle  R. 

I  premise  thirdly :     that  Euclidean  Pos- 
Fig.  25.  tulate  would  be  liable  now  to  no  doubt,  if  the 

aforesaid  XKin  this  however  great  motion  above 
straight  A  Z  cute  always  that  ̂   y  in  certain  points  B,  D,  H,  P,  and  so  succes' 
ly  in  other  points  more  remote  from  this  point  A. 

The  reason  is  evident ;  since  thus  any  two  straights  AB,  XH  lying  in  the 
e  plane,  upon  which  any  straight  AX  cutting  makes  two  angles  toward  the 
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same  ports  BAX^  HXA,  less  than  two  right  angles,  must  at  length  meet  toward 
those  parts  in  one  and  the  same  point  H, 

I  premise  fourthly  :  likewise  will  be  no  doubt  over  the  truth  of  the  pre- 
ceding hypothetical  assumption,  if  those  later  external  angles  YHD^  YDP  and  so 

any  other  succeeding  ones,  either  always  are  equal  to  the  preceding  external  an- 
gle YBD^  or  at  least  always  will  be  not  so  much  less  but  that  any  one  of  them 

always  will  be  greater  than  any  little  designated  acute  angle  K,  For,  this  hold- 
ing, it  is  manifest  that  this  XY  in  that  however  great  motion  of  its  toward  the 

parts  of  the  point  Z,  never  will  cease  to  cut  the  aforesaid  AY  ;  which  assuredly 
(from  the  preceding  note)  is  sufficient  for  establishing  the  controverted  postulate. 

Solely  therefore  remains,  that  a  certain  adversary  may  say  those  exter- 
nal angles  at  greater  and  greater  distance  from  that  point  A  may  become  always 

less  without  any  determinate  limit. 
But  thence  would  follow,  that  that  XY  in  that  motion  of  its  above 

the  straight  AZ  would'  at  length  meet  ̂ 4  K  in  a  certain  point  P  without  any  angle 
with  the  segment  PY^  so  that  indeed  a  segment  of  the  two  straights  APY^  and 
XPY  would  be  in  this  way  common. 

But  this  is  evidently  repugnant  to  the  nature  of  the  straight  line.  [The 
possibility  that  P  may  be  a  point  at  infinity  is  here  overlooked.] 

But  if  indeed  to  anyone  may  seem  less  opportune  the  obtuse  angle  at  that 
point  X  toward  the  parts  of  the  point  ̂ 4,  it  may  easily  be  supposed  right ;  bo  that 
ihdieed  (in  the  motion  of  the  aforesaid  XY  at  angles  always  right  above 
the  straight  AZ)  more  manifestly  may  appear  that  the  single  points  of  that  XY 
are  always  moved  equably  relatively  to  the  basal  AZ  ;  and  therefore  the  aforesaid 

XY  cannot  go  over  from  a  secant  into  a  non-secant  of  the  other  indefinite  A  K, 
unless  eithier  once  in  some  point  it  precisely  touches  it,  or  meets  it  in  some  point 
P,  where  it  has  with  this  AY  2l  common  segment  PY ;  each  of  which  I  will  show 
contrary  to  the  nature  of  the  straight  line  in  P.  XXXIII. 

Therefore  in  accordance  with  the  true  idea  of  the  straight  line,  must  that 

XY^  in  however  great  distance  of  the  point  JTfrom  the  point  ̂ 4,  always  meet 
in  some  point  this  AY.  And  that  this  indeed  (however  small  is  supposed 
the  acute  angle  at  the  point  ̂ )  is  sufficient  for  demonstrating,  against  the 
hypothesis  of  acute  angle,  the  Euclidean  Postulate,  will  follow  from  P.  XXVII. 

[To  be  Contiiiaed .  1 

THE  BOND  PROBLEM. 

By  J.  K.  ELLWOOD.  A.  M..  CoUaz  S«liool,  Fittibnrf ,  PnuuylraBiA. 

What  shonld  an  investor  pay  for  one  7  per  cent.  $100.  bond  to  ran  290  years,  interest 
payable  serai-annaally,  in  order  to  realise  8  per  cent,  per  annam,  payable semi-annaally? 

I 
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Let  X^the  price  paid ;  i?«4%,  the  semi-annual  rate  the  investor  realizes ; 
(«the  whole  number  of  interest  payments ;  radi^,  the  rate  the  bond  draws 
semi-annually ;  va-flOO. 

Besides  the  interest,  the  investor  gains  v—x.  which  will  be  due  in  it  years. 

To  liquidate  both  of  these  by  equal  payments  requires  each  semi-annual  payment  * 
to  include  the  interest  (rv)  and  such  portion  of  the  discount  (v—x)  as  would, 
compounded  semi-annually  at  R%,  amount  to  v—X  in  it  years. 

Let  y  be  such  a  sum  ;  then 

^l  +  i?)^~'«amount  of  1st  installment  at  end  of  it  years. 
y(l+/?)«-'—       *'       **  2nd        **  *'    **         "       '* 

y(l+i?)=  **       **  (t-l)^'' 

yil-j-Ry^  **       **  e«* 

t(    11         ((       it 

il  ((         (I  H  (I 

Hence,  y[(l-h /?)<-' +(!  +  /?)'-'+   (1 4- /?)  +  !]=  v-X 

Summing  the  geometrical  progression  within  the  brackets,  we  have 

^A^*Si--±y,..,, 

whence  y*- 

Therefore  each  of  the  (  equal  payments  is 

^  ,      R(v-X) ^'^   (!  +  /?)'  -1  ' 

which  divided  by  X  gives  R. 

Solve  this  equation  for  X  and  we  have  : 

^*        R{i+Ry          ^  ̂' 
In  the  above  general  equation  substitute  values  from  the  problem  and  we 

^^100C04-.031Vf31(104)*«_    14-31x1.04*" 

have : 

.04(1.04)*»  .04x1.04*" 

The  easy  numerical  computations  are  as  follows  : 

401og  1.04-0.0170333x40=0.681332,  which  corresponds  to  4.801 

1  +  31x4.801       17.3035 
.04x4.801  .19204 

=  90. 1036. 
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.'.  $90.1036  is  the  price  to  be  paid  for  a  7%  $100  bond,  interest  payable 
semi-annually  for  20  years,  in  order  to  realize  8%  per  annum,  payable  semi-an- 
nually. 

The  general  equation  (^4)  can  be  applied  to  the  solution  of  the  quarterly 

bond.  '  In  so  applying  it  '*we  solve  the  government  problem  which  confronted 
the  Secretary  of  the  Treasury  when  he  placed  the  late  $50,000,000  loan  on  the 

market."  This  problem  has  been  admirably  solved  by  Theodore  L.  DeLand, 
the  distinguished  Examiner  of  the  U.  S.  Civil  Service  Commission,  first  by  alge- 

braic analysis  in  The  American  Mathematical  Monthly,  and  later  by  using  the 
Calculus  of  Finite  Differences.  The  latter  solution  was  issued  undercover  of  the 

Mathematical  Magazine^  January,  1895. 

Secretary  Carlisle  desired  to  sell  10- year  5%  $100  bonds,  interest  payable 
quarterly,  at  a  price  that  would  enable  the  purchaser  to  realize  3%,  interest  pay- 

able quarterly. 
Using  these  data,  we  ha,ve  R^i%,  raU%,  t^iO,  Substituting  values, 

equation  {A)  becomes : 

100(.00t-.01O-hlK1.0075)*<>       Itx  1.0075*  <>-i 

*"  .0075  X  1.0075*  •  "  .0075  X  1.0075*  •' 

401og  1.0075-0.0032451  X  40^0.129804,  which  corresponds  to  1.34835. 

1*21134835-^ 

.0075x1.34835      ̂ ^'•-^^^• 

.'.  $117.22yV  is  a  just  price  for  the  bonds  mentioned. 

Problems  of  this  kind  may  be  solved  very  readily  by  arithmetic, 
follows : 

Take  the  first  problem  above.     The  bond  yields  $7.  per  annum,  which  i 
8%  of  $87.50.     This  would  be  the  price  if  only  $87.50  were  to  be  paid  the  inv 
tor  at  maturity.     But  he  will  receive  $12.50  more,  hence  he  must  now  give, 
addition  to  the  $87.50,  a  sum  that  will  in  20  years  at  8%  compound  semi-ann 
interest  amount  to  $12.50. 

/$12.50-h$4.80102-2.6036. 

.'.  $87.50-t-$2.6036»$90.1036,  the  price. 

When  bonds  are  bought  at  a  premium,  the  present  value  must  be  deduet^^^ 
from  the  sum  that  would  be  the  price  to  be  paid  provided  that  sum  were  to 
paid  the  investor  at  maturity. 

Such  problems  are  readily  solved,  but  the  arithmetician  requires  a  vei 

complete  compound  interest  table  to  cover  all*  cases. 
The  tables  used  by  brokers  give  the  same  prices  as  those  obtained  by  tto^ 

methods  herein  set  forth  ;  but  they  extend  only  to  6%  bonds  to  run  60  years. 



GEOMETRY. 

tj  B.  r.  mOL,  SvriacOtU,  ■«.   AH  voatribBtloai  to  thli  dcputasrat  d 

SOLUnOHS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

a.  fWfwii  kr  L  J.  SOBWATT.  n.  O.,  D>lMnlO  gi  Pna«TtfMl«.  FhlUripfeta.  tnt^tnalt. 

TheSimMii  lino  belonging  to  one  poiDt  of  interMction  ofBrocanl'aDlainBlarora  tri- 
■Bgle  viUi  the  clrcnmclTclfl  of  thi«  triuigle,  is  either  pftrkllel  or  perpeDdicnUr  to  the  heeec- 
tor  of  the  Kngle  formed  hj  the  aide  BC  at  the  tnangle  ABC  *tu\  the  corresponding  aide 

B'  C  of  Brocard's  triangle. 
SolBtton  by  tb<  PXOFOUE. 

We  shall  first  prove  the  fnllowing  lenrniA : 

1.  If  upon  the  sides  of  the  triangle  ABC  are  constmcted  similar  isosceles 

triugles  BA^C,  CB,A,  and  ACtB,  and  if  the  perpendicular  A^Ma  is  prodaced 

below  AC,  so  that  .<4't  if  a  is  equal  to  .^ ,  ̂a  then  is  .^Ct.<4'tB(  a  parallelogram. 

but 

but 

Fig.  1. 

TfCtSA- t=i^C,BC+i(CBA- ,  ; 
^CBA'^=^A,BC; 
^CtBA' t=^CtBC+^A,BC  ; 
ifA,BC=i^C,BA, 

^C,BA'  t^:fC,BC+'^CtBA=^A£C. 



The  tri&ngle  AtBMa  ie  similar  to  triangle  C,BMt  (since  they  an  ri^ 
triaDgles  having  ̂ AfBC^^CtBA). 

Therefore  A^B  :  C,B=BM,  :  BM^  ■■ '2  ■  2  " 
bat  AtB=A'  ,B ; 
hence  A' ,B :  C,B=a  :  c, 

and  since  the  "^f-A'  tBC,=%ABC,  therefore  is  triangle  A'  ,BC,  similar  to  trlan^ 
ABC.  In  a  similar  manner  can  be  proved  that  the  triao^e  B,CA' ,  is  also  8iin< 
ilar  to  triangle  ABC,  and  therefore  A' ^BC,  and  B^CA' ^  are  similar  to  one  in- 
other.  But  A' ^B—A' tC  and  consequently  are  the  triangles  A' ^BC^  and 
B,CA'  t  not  only  similar  bat  also  equal  and  therefore  B^A'  t=OfA.  In  aaiin- 
ilar  manner  can  be  proved  that  ABf:=C,A\  ot  AC^A'  ̂ B^  is  a  parallelogram. 

2.     The  triangles  ABC  and  A^B^C,  have  the  same  median  point  E. 

^ttoe  AO^A'  fBf  is  a  parallelogram,  the  diagonals  AA' ^  and  A,Cf  will 
bisect  each  other  at  the  point  M\.  A,if'a  is  a  median  line  in  the  trian^s 
A,B,C,  as  well  as  in  the  triangle  A  A, A '  f,  A  second  median  line  in  the  triu- 

gle  AAfA',  is  AMa  (since  A^Ma=A' tUa);  we  have,  therefore,  that  AfS= 
2EM'a  KnAAE=ZEMa.  But  ̂ Jf,  is  also  a  median  line  in  the  triangle  J£(?, 
therefore  is  E  the  median  point  in  the  triangle  ABC  as  well  as  in  the  triangle 



Af.B^f  and  C,  were  the  vertices  of  similar  isosceles  triangles  constructed 

upon  the  sides  of  the  triangle  ABC,  and  let  KA^,  KB^,  and  KC^  meet  the  sides 

BC^  ̂ C,and  AB  respectively  at  il,^,  -^t/?*  ̂ ^^  ̂ tyi  ̂ ^^  ̂ ^  ̂^^  ̂   proved  that 

triangle  A^^c  ̂ tfl  ̂ ty  ̂^  similar  to  triangle  A^  B^  C,,  the  center  of  similitude 

being  K.  If  we  erect  a  perpendicular  at  il,^  to  BC  to  meet  Brocard's  Diameter 
at  Q,,  then,  putting  for  Ay  May  B^Mt,  their  equals  JTi^a ,  iTiTb  respectively, 

{A^BjC^  is  Brocard's  triangle),  we  have 

or 

Therefore 

KKa  A  ( ffK       Q  J  K 

Since  the  triangles '^4 1 ̂ C  and  B^AC  are  similar,  we  have 

A  fMa         Mq  C         (I  Ay  Ma 
J?j  Afft        Mfi  C        h        By  Mjf 

A^Ma         BfM^        B^pB^        QfM 

A^Ma         B^Mfi        B^qK        Q%K 

A,aK  "  B^pK  ' 

BtfiB^  _  C^yC^  _Q^M Similarly  we  get 

or,  triangles  A^fi^C^  and  A^^B^^C^y  are  similar,  and  K  is  the  center  of  simil- 
itude.    From  the  equation 

B^fiQt      QfM 

B,fiK~Q^' it  follows  that  B^^Q^  is  parallel  to  B^M,  and  since  B^M  is  perpendicular  to  i4C, 

therefore  B^^Q^  is  also  perpendicular  to  AC^  or  the  perpendicular  at  B^AioAC 

passes  through  Q,.  Similarly,  the  perpendicular  at  C,^  to  AB  passes  through 
Qf  If,  now,  Qf  is  made  to  coincide  with  either  Q,  or  Q4,  the  points  of  inter- 

^ion  of  Brocard's  Diameter  and  the  circumcircle  of  the  triangle  ABC,  the 

triangle  A^^B^^C^y  will  then  degenerate  into  the  straight  lines  QsaQsbQ^e  and 
^iaQib  Qac  which  are  the  Simson  lines  belonging  to  Q,  and  Q4  with  respect  to 
the  circumcircle  of  the  triangle.  The  triangle  ̂ 4, 5,  C,  will  degenerate  into  the 
straight  lines  A^B^C^  and  A^B^C^,  which  will  be  parallel  to  the  Simson  lines  be- 

loDgingto  Q,  and  Q^;  and  they  will  pass  through  the  median  point  E,  for  the 

'ines  i4,J?,C,  and  A^B^C^  still  have  the  median  point  E  in  common. with  ̂ J?C. 
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Alao,  i4,,  /?,,  C,  and  A^,  B^,  C^  are  on  the.perpendicalars  at  the  middle  pointi 
of  the  respective  sides  of  the  triangle  ABC.  Since  the  Simeon  lines  to  Qs  and 
Q4  correspond  to  the  extremities  of  a  diameter,  they  are  perpendicular  to  eidi 
other,  and  therefore  their  parallels  A^B^Cg  and  A^B^C^  are  also  perpendicoln 
to  each  other. 

Furthermore,  Qia^a=QAa^a, 

and  Qio^b-*  J^a  f^a=Qia^i  '  A^K^=A^Ma:  A^A^^ 

or  A^Ma:  A^A^=A^Ma:  A^A^y 

whence  {MaA^,  ̂ 3^4}  ̂ ^  <^  harmonic  range,  and  E{MaA^y  ̂ ^z^a)  ̂ ^ 

harmonic  pencil.     Since  '>(.A^EA^=^'^^  EA^  will  bisect  the  angle  A^EM^, 
Now,  in  two  similar  triangles  the  bisectors  of  the  angles  formed  by  any 

line  in  one  triangle  with  the  corresponding  line  in  the  other  triangle  are  pandld 
to  each  other,  hence  the  bisector  of  the  angle  formed  by  il,£  and  EM^^  at  the 

line  AE,  t.  «. ,  the  line  A^B^C^ , — which  is  parallel  to  Uie  Simson  line  bekmgiqg 
to  one  of  the  points  of  intersection  of  Brocard's  Diameter,  and  the  drcomciida 
about  the  triangle  ABC, — ^is  parallel  to  the  bisector  of  the  angle  formed  by  Bj, 
C, ,  and  BC.  (For  particulars  I  can  refer  to  my  Geometrical  Treatment  of 
curves  which  are  isogonal  conjugate  to  a  straight  line  with  respect  to  a  triangle, 
published  by  Leach,  Shewell  and  Sanborn,  New  York.) 

An  excellent  aolntlon  of  thin  problem  was  also  reoelved  trom  ProfeMor  O.  B.  II .  Zott. 

CALCULUS. 

Condoeted  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Monterey,  Va.   AU  eontribntioni  to  thii  dipartaent  tkoaM  bo  aai  to  Un. 

SOLTTTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

86.   Proposed  by  H.  G.  WmTAKER,  B.  So..  M.  E.,  Proftssor  of  Mathematiai,  Kanal  lMii^'6Ml 
niladslpUa,  Pmasalrania. 

A  cabe  is  revolved  on  its  diagonal  as  an  axis.    Define  the  figare  described  and  eika- 
iate  its  volnme. 

m.   Solution  by  the  PROPOSER. 

The  ̂   BDE  has  each  side=|/2a,  hence  the  radius  of  its  dremnseribed 

':ircle=i|  6a.  Hence  the  distance  of  i4  to  the  plane  of  BDE=iy^Sa,  Tike 
the  origin  at  the  center  of  the  cube  and  the  line  i4G  as  the  axis  of  Z.  The 
revolution  will  bring  each  line  of  the  gauche  hexagon  EHDCBF  into  either 



le  position  of  DE  or  BF.      The  equationa  of  DH  are  x=\\/2,  y=~y'2i,  and 
le  equations  of  fiFatez=— l|.'2,y=— v^2i.     Id  either  case 

'=1  andy*=2t"  and  z"+y*^2i*  +  -=-whichiB  the  eqoation 

r  the  Borface  generated  by  the  ganche  hexagon  EHDCBF. 
luB  surface  oonld  also  be  generated  by  the  hyperbola 

'^2*'  +  i.     Hence  the  volnme  of  the  fayperboloid  of  one 

appe  generated= J  xx*dz,  the  upper  limit  being  i|/3a  and 

le  lower  limit  — i/Sa.     This  integral  is  ̂ m/'ia*. 
The  lines  AB,  AE,  and  AD  generate  a  cone,  radius=i|/6a,  altitude= 

^8a,  volume^ ^ ff|/3n * . 
The  lines  OF,  OH,  and  GC  generate  another  cone  of  the  same  size. 

The  sum  of  the  volumes  of  the  three  solidB=i>r|/8a*=1.8138a*. 
[Kora.—'nkl*  •aloUoB  br  the  Proposer  la  tonar  tluui  that  ̂ tbd  Id  th«  NoTemtHir  number,  4iid  Upnb- 

tted  b*aaaa«  ■ereral  ol  our  (MMMrlboton  tailed  to  oomprehaBd  the  abbrerlated  aolallan  prerlooilr  pab- 
Aed.  Prof.  WhUekereaaerM  that  the  eolation  br  Or.  Kerr  In  the  SepteBber-Ootober  Domber  la  Ineor- 
■M,  while  the  Utter  aa^a  ha  doaa  not  eairetaMPTOt.  Wbltaker'a  hrperbolold.  Tba  aboTe  leemi  lobe 
onaet,  bat  weahall  be  ̂ ad  to  have  the  oiltlolama  ol  other  oonMbatora.— Bniran.] 

41.   Frepoaid  bj  FnleMM  0.  K.  WBITB.  A.  H.,  Tndaltu.  IndiaM. 

^—~ —  — =logCtan^),  When  n>0  and  <1. 

[  Williamton'i  Intrgnl  Caleulut,  p.  IS4,] 

CtBBtnt  b;  0.  W.  H.  BUCK.  1.  H.,  Prahuor  d  MathematlM  in  Wialtfui  Aatitaj,  WQbnhaB, 

There   Beema   to   be   an  error   in    No.  43,   an  I   And   the  following  in   mjr  cop]'  of 
WilliajnKm  : 

/'  a^-'+z-"       dx 
t       1  +  x         logz ' *hicb  givee  the  reqalred  rnnlt. 

Find  tbe  eqeation  of  a  cnrve  In  which  p=J[ff'j,  in  which 
I  ia  eqnal  to  SC,  aa  intercept  of  anjr  aecant  drawn  from  the 

Mner  £  of  tbe  rectangle  A  EDB,  and  prolonged  to  cat  AB  pro- 
inged  in  C.  Let  eqoal  incrementa  of  f  be  proportional  to  tbe 

|aal  incrementiiof  DB  ae  divided  by  the  secant  EF,  $  being 
iro  when  BC  coincides  with  ED,  and  lf=2v  when  EF  pauee 
iroDgh  B,    Determine  the  asyinptotee. 

M  and  AttroBomr  Is  Irrtag  CoUep, 
rf  Mathnalin  ud  AppUtd  SdaoM. 
B..  D.  So.,  PralHwr  ol  Xathimatlu, 

1,  OnlTWiltr  P.  0..  MUtUaippl. 

Referring  to  the  diagram  given  by  the  Proposer  of  this  problem,  July-Au- 
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gnst  (1895)  Monthly,  we  have  from  the  similar  triangles  FBC  and  FDE  the  fol- 
lowing proportions :     BO :  DE  ::  BF :  DF,  or  p  ;  6  :;  2flr— ^  ;  &. 

.'.  (p+6)^=2?r6   (1),  which  is  the  polar  equation  of  The  Thistle  of 
Seotlandy  adopting  the  suggestipn  of  Prof.  MacCord. 

Since  p*(d^/dp)=— [(2?r— 6^«  /2w]6,  there  is  a  rectilinear  asymptote  par- 
allel to  the  initial  line  and  at  a  distance  2nb  above  it.  Making  ̂ =oo,  we  have 

from  (1)  the  equation  p=— 6  ;  and  this  equation  characterizes  an  asymptotic  dr- 
cle  of  radius  b,  or  a  circular  asymptote  of  same  radius,  of  the  curve. 

NoTB.— The  deriratioii  of  (1)  can  be  affected  In,  at  least,  three  different  ways  ;  and,  aooordlnir  to  the 
conditions  of  the  problem,  (1)  may  also  be  written 

{p-\'b)e=ab   (2). 

n.   Solution  by  WILLIAM  S7MX0HDS,  A.  M.,  Professor  of  Ifathoniaties  and  Astronomy,  Badfle  CoUsft, 
Santa  Bosa,  P.  0.  Sobastopol,  Oalifomia. 

„    •  BC        BF        BD-DF        BD      , 
From  figure  given  -^=  -^^=  _g^^_=  -^-1, 

p      2?r           ̂     26flr 
or  -^=-g — 1 ;  P=-jg   o,  the  equation  of  the  curve. 

When  ̂ =0,  p=»,  and  subtangent  =— 26;r. 
The  curve  has,  therefore,  an  asymptote  parallel  to  OX  at  a  distance  above 

it,  26 ;r,  the  circumference  of  a  circle  with  radius  AB, 

The  curve  is  concave  toward  the  pole  and  intersects  the  axis  perpendicu- 
larly and  at  a  distance  b  to  the  left  of  the  pole. 

Elaborately  solved  by  0.  W.  ANTHONY,  and  (7.  W.  M.  BLACK. 

Errata. — On  page  363,  of  last  issue,  line  4.  omit  i/3  in  the  numerator  of 

the  second  term  ;  line  9,  in  the  numerator,  for  **(a*+a:*)*'  read  (a*— a:*)  ;  line 
11,  in  the  denominator  of  the  second  term,  for  **4''  read  4*  ;  line  14,  for  **  +  »» 
read  =,  before  the  last  expression  ;  page  364,  line  16,  for  **of '  read  to  ;  line  17, 
insert  comma  after  **length";  line  17,  for  **2n'*  read  2;r  ;  line  18,  for  **«^,"  read 
Tf*  ;  on  same  page,  problem  No.  **43"  should  be  No.  42 ;  page  365,  line  1,  for 
**2*-'''  read  z*-';  and  in  line  2,  of  solution  III.,  for  **n*+y*'*  in  the  exponent, 
read  x'+y*. 

PROBLEMS. 

61.   Propossd  by  F.  P.  MATZ,  D.  So.,  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Mathematios  and  Astronomy  in  Irving  CoOofs, 
Mtehaniesbnrf ,  Psnnsyhania. 

Find  the  mai^imain  ellipsoid  that  can  be  cat  oat  of  a  given  right  conic  frustram. 

68.   Proposed  by  0.  W.  AHTHOIT,  M.  So.,  Professor  of  Kathsmaties  in  lew  Windsor  College,  lew  Windsor, 
Maryland. 

There  are  two  lights  of  intensities  m  and  n.  Where  mast  a  target,  whose  surface  is 

parallel  to  the  line  joining  the  two  lights,  be  set  up  in  order  that  it  shall  receive  the  maxi- 
mam  illamination  per  anit  of  area. 
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EDITORIALS. 

In  this  issue  will  be  found  a  bill  with  the  amount  due  us  to  the  end  of 
1896  marked  thereon. 

The  great  work  of  preparing  the  list  of  contributors  and  the  index  for  Vol. 
II.  is  to  be  credited  to  Editor  Colaw. 

Prof.  O.  H.  Harvill  is  now  permanently  located  at  Athens,  Texas,  from 
which  place  the  Mathematical  Mesaetiger  will  be  issued. 

Persons  wishing  to  discontinue  their  subscriptions  to  the  Monthly,  and 
who  are  not  in  arrears,  should  return  this  number  with  their.names  written  upon 
the  wrapper. 

Mr.  John  McDowell  of  Philadelphia,  writes  as  follows  :  'Tind  enclosed 
three  dollars,  being  amount  of  subscription  for  your  valuable  journal.  The  Amer- 

ican Mathematical  Monthly,  for  '96." 

This  number  of  the  Monthly  has  been  cut  short  in  order  that  we  may 
catch  up  in  its  publication.  We  shall  cut  the  February  number  some  also.  The 
March  number  will  contain  the  regular  departments  again. 

Prof.  P.  S.  Berg,  Larimore,  North  Dakota,  writes,  ''Enclosed  find  three 
dollars  as  my  subscription  to  The  American  Mathematical  Monthly.  .  .  . 

I  should  not  be  without  it  if  the  subscription  price  were  five  dollars." 

Dr.  O.  A.  Miller,  Leipzig,  Germany,  writing  in  reference  to  the  Monthly, 

says,  ''When  I  return  I  hope  to  be  able  to  do  much  more  towards  aiding  such  ef- 
forts towards  advancing  the  cause  of  mathematics  in  the  United  States.  You  are 

doing  a  great  work.     I  hope  you  will  not  be  discouraged  in  it." 

Our  valued  contributor.  Dr.  Alexander  Macfarlane,  has  an  article  on  Qua- 
ternions in  Science  of  January  17th.  He  has  also  prepared  the  article  on  Vector 

Analysis  and  Quaternions  in  Higher  Mathematics  for  Engineering  CoUegee,  a  work 
edited  by  Drs.  Mansfield  Merriman  and  Robert  8.  Woodward,  and  which  is  ex- 

pected to  be  ready  in  July. 

Dr.  O.  B.  M.  Zerr,  of  Texarkana  College,  says,  in  a  letter  of  January  7th,  *'I 
will  remit  subscription  for  '96  in  a  few  weeks.  I  will  remit  $3.00  and  am  willing 
^P&y  15.00  if  necessary.  1  find  myself  very  much  benefited  by  the  excellent 
Bolntions  and  excellent  papers  that  appear  in  each  number  of  the  Monthly.  Do 
not  allow  its  publication  to  cease,  rather  raise  the  subscription  price,  I  am  satis- 

fied the  subscribers  will  stand  by  you." 
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NOTES. 

Drs.  Fisher  and  Sch  watt's  translation  of  Dr.  H.  Dnr^ge's  Elements  of  the 
Theory  of  Functions  is  now  ready. 

Alexander  Macmillan,  the  younger  of  the  two  brothers  of  the  firm  Mac- 
millan  &  Co.,  died  in  England  on  January  25. 

THE  LOBACHEVSKI  PRIZE. 

On  May  1,  1895,  the  Lobach^vski  Fund  had  reached,  beyond  all  expenses, 
8840  roubles,  95  kopeks. 

This  sum  permits  the  accomplishment  of  the  double  aim  of  the  committee : 
to  found  an  international  prize  for  research  in  geometry,  especially  non- Euclidean 
geometry,  and  to  erect  a  bust  of  the  celebrated  scientist. 

The  prize,  500  roubles,  will  be  adjudged  every  three  years  to  the  best 
works  or  memoirs  on  geometry,  especially  non-Euclidean  geometry. 

The  prize  will  be  given  for  works  printed  in  the  Russian,  French,  German, 
English,  Itijian,  or  Latin,  sent  to  the  Physico-Maihematical  Society  of  Kasto  by 
the  authors,  published  during  ttfe  six  years  which  precede  the  adjudication  of  the 

prize.  Works  to  compete  must  be  sent  to  the  Society  at  the  latest  one  year  be- 
fore the  day  of  award,  October  22  old  style  (November  3). 

The  first  prize  will  be  adjudged  October  22  (November  3),  1897. 
To  award  the  prize,  the  Society  will  form  a  commission  to  choose  judges 

among  Russian  or  foreign  scientists. 
The  work  of  the  judges  (reporters)  will  be  recompensed  by  medals  of  gold, 

bearing  the  name  of  Lobach^vski. 
As  a  fixed  capital  to  found  this  prize,  60(X)  roubles  were  invested. 
Of  the  sum  collected,  an  additional  20(X)  roubles  goes  to  share  the 

of  erecting  a  bust  of  Lobach6vski  in  the  park  bearing  his  name  in  front  of  th< 
University  edifice  in  Kazin,  the  remainder  of  the  cost  to  be  borne  by  the  Munid 
pal  Council. 

A  special  committee,  consisting  of  representatives  of  the  Municipal  Conn 
cil  and  of  the  Physico- Mathematical  Society,  has  made  a  contract  with  Mile.  I>il 
Ion,  who  engages  for  30(X)  roubles  to  furnish  a  bronze  bust  of  Lobach^vski,  to 
placed  on  a  granite  pedestal,  the  height  of  the  monument  to  exceed  3  meters. 

It  is  hoped  to  unveil  the  bust  between  the  15th  and  25th  of  September* 
1896. 

This  'f(5te  math^matique'  will  follow  the  ̂ congr^s  des  savants  russes 
uralistes  et  math^maticiens'  at  Kiev  from  1st  to  12th  of  September,  1896,  and 
during  the  grand  Russian  Exposition  artistic  and  industrial  at  Nijny-Novgorodi 
the  summer  and  autumn  of  1896.     Foreigners  in  any  way  identified  with  tt» 
name  of  Lobach6vski  are  invited  to  the  f&te,  and  such  as  accept  will  be  the 
of  the  city  and  University  of  Kaz&n. 

For  a  second  bust  of  Lobachdvski  to  be  placed  in  the  Assembly  Hall  oft 



University,  200  roubles  have  been  given  from  the  Lobach^vski  fund,  the  remain- 
der of  the  cost  to  be  borne  by  the  professors  of  the  University. 

The  residue  of  the  sum  already  collected  (640  r.  95  k.)  will  be  added  to 
the  fixed  capital.  The  augmentation  of  the  capital  will  permit  of  a  new  edition 

of  Lobach^vski's  works  in  a  few  years,  the  first  volume  of  the  Kaz&n  edition  hav- 
ing already  become  rare  (out  of  print). 

The  Physico- Mathematical  Society  of  Kaz&n  has  already  received  a  large 
number  of  works  and  memoirs  relating  to  Lobach^vski  and  non-Euclidean  geom- 

etry, and  now  having  added  its  own  collection  of  the  printed  and  manuscript 
works  of  Lobach^vski,  the  Society  has  inaugurated  a  separate  library  under  the 
tiame  Bibliotheea  LobachHfskiana,  It  is  hoped  that  in  time  this  library  will  col- 

lect all  the  literature  of  non-Euclidean  geometry  and  be  an  indispensable  aid  to 
tboee  engaged  in  its  development. 

All  writers  on  this  fecund  subject  are  begged  to  send  to  this  library  copies 
of  their  works. 

Alas!  That  the  Mathematico-physical  Society  of  Hungary,  a. country 
having  an  equal  claim  to  all  the  honors  of  the  non-Euclidean  geometry  through 
the  genius  of  Bolyai  J&nos,  should  have  been  content  with  placing  in  1894  a 
inonnmental  stone  on  his  long  neglected  grave  in  Maros- Vds&rhely  I 

Oboroe  Bbuce  Halsted. 
AutUn,  Texoi, 

THE  UNIVERSITY  OF  CHICAGO:   SUMMER,  1896. 

The  following  mathematical  courses  will  be  offered  :     By  Professor  Moare^ 

l^heory  of  numbers.  Differential  equations  (with  introduction  to  Lie's  continuous 
^i^naformation  groups);  by  Professor  Boha,  Theory  of  substitutions,  Theory  of 
Unctions  of  a  complex  variable ;  by  Professor  Miller^  of  the   University  of  In- 
d.]ana,  Analytical  geometry  of  three  dimensions  ;  by  Dr.  Young,  Conferences  on 
mathematica]  pedagogy,  Theory  of  equations,  College  algebra ;  by  Mr.  Slaught, 
Advanced  integral  calculus,  ̂   Introductory  course  in   differential   and  integral 
calculus ;  and  by  Mr.  Baker ,  Anal3rtical  geometry  of  the  plane.      The  pedagog- 

ical conferences  are  two  hours  weekly  for  six  weeks  and  the  other  courses  are 
tour  or  five  hours  weekly  for  twelve  weeks  from  July  1, 1896.    Those  who  expect 
to  work  in  mathematics  in  the  University  of  Chicago  during  the  coming  sunmier 
u  well  as  those  who  desire  further  information  are  requested  to  communicate 
with  Professor  Moore. 

it. 
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BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Elemmtary  Menguratian.  By  F.  H.  Stevens,  M.  A.,  Formerly  Scholar  of 

Queen's  College,  Oxford ;  A  Master  of  the  Military  Side,  Clifton  College.  12mo. 
cloth,  243  pp.     Price,  90  cents,  net.     New  York :     Macmillan  &  Co. 

This  text-book  of  Elementary  Mensaration  is  divided  into  two  parts.  The  first  part 
provides  for  those  stadeots  whose  knowledge  of  Geometry  is  confined  to  Euclid's  First 
Book,  and  Algebra  to  the  meaning  of  the  simplest  symbols.  In  the  second  part  more  diffi- 

cult questions  are  offered  to  students  who  have  mastered  the  Sixth  Book  of  Euclid,  havs 
attained  some  facility  in  ordinary  Algebraical  methods  as  far  as  the  Binomial  Theorem 
and  have  made  a  beginning  with  Trigonometry. 

Under  each  rule  is  given  an  illustrative  solution  neatly  worked  out,  and  proofs  of 
formulae  have  been  given  or  indicated  whenever  they  seemed  likely  to  be  intelligent  to  the 
learner.  The  book  is  in  every  way  worthy  of  the  consideration  of  teachers  who  are 
needing  a  good  elementary  text  on  Mensuration.  B.  F.  F. 

Prohlema  in  Differential  Calculus  Supplementary  to  a  Treatise  on  Differen- 
tial Calculus.  By  W.  £.  Byerly,  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Harvard 

University.  8vo.  cloth,  viii  and  72  pp.  Price,  80  cents.  Boston  and  Chicago : 
Oinn  &  Co. 

An  excellent  collection  of  about  350  problems  to  supplement  the  author's  Treatise 
on  the  Difflsrential  Calculus.  While  these  problems  were  especially  prepared  to  use  in 

connectioa  with  Dr.  Byerly's  Calculus  they  will  be  found  useful  wherever  the  subject  is studied.  B.  F.  F. 

Computation  Rules  and  Logarithms  with  Tables  for  other  Useful  Fvnctiontt, 
By  Silas  W.  Holman,  Professor  of  Physics  at  the  Massachusetts  Institute  of 
Technology.   8  vo.  cloth,  73  pp.   Price,  $1.00,  net.    New  York:  Macmillan  &  Co. 

Besides  a  Table  of  Five  Place  Logarithms  containing  an  abbreviated  Table  for  One 
and  Two  Place  Numbers,  a  table  for  five  place  numbers  from  1.0  to  1.1,  avoiding  interpola- 

tion, a  table  for  all  four  place  numbers  with  interpolation  tables  for  the  fifth  place ;  a  tablM 
of  logarithms  of  sines,  cosines,  tangents,  and  cotangents  to  four  places;  aqd  a  table  ofl 
logarithms  of  sines,  cosines,  tangents,  and  cotangents  to  five  places;  there  is  also  a  tonm 
place  logarithm  table  of  numbers  from  1  to  10 ;  a  table  of  square  roots  and  squares 
numbers  from  1  to  100 ;  a  table  of  reciprocals  of  numbers  from  1  to  1000 ;  a  table  of  slidis 
wire  ratios ;  a  table  of  natural  sines,  cosines,  tangents,  and  cotangents,  and  a  number  o 
tables  of  mathematical  constants. 

A  very  useful  book  for  the  practical  computer.  B.  F.  F. 

Algebra  for  Schools  and  Colleges.     By  William  Freeland,  A.  B.,  Head  Mais^— 
ter  of  the  Harvard  School,  New  York  City.      8vo.  cloth,  310  pp.      Introductio 
Price,  $1.12.     New  York  :     Longmans,  Oreen  &  Co. 

With  the  exception  of  two  or  three  instances,  the  author  sets  no  claim  to  originality 
The  book  is  designed  to  meet  the  requirements  of  those  students  who  present  themseli 
for  the  maximum  courses  in  Freshman  work  for  students  who  have  advanced  through  ttB« 
subject  of  Quadratics  only. 

Throughout  the  course  tests  for  revision  hsve  been  inserted,  and  a  collection  of  5O0 
carefully  graded  Miscellaneous  Examples  has  been  given  at  the  end  of  the  book.  Tbs 
number  of  examples  in  the  book  is  5,200.  It  is  very  neatly  printed  on  a  good  quality  of 
paper.  B.  P.  F. 
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A  Primer  of  the  History  of  Mathematics,  By  W.  W.  Rouse  Ball,  Fellow 
d  Tutor  of  Trinity  Ck>llege,  Cambridge,  England.  12mo.  cloth,  162  pp. 
Loe,  65  cents.     New  York  :     Macmillan  &  Co. 

This  mo«t  charming  little  book  oaght  to  be  used  in  all  Algebra  and  Geometry 
■MS  in  order  to  awaken  early  an  interest  in  the  History  of  Mathematics.  A  few  years 
>,  I  gaye  a  short  lectnre  to  a  class  of  abodt  00  stadente  in  Algebra,  on  the  Arabic 

Item  of  Notation.  After  the  lectnre,  a  yonng  man  said  to  me,  "Is  it  possible  that 
ithmetic  and  Algebra  have  come  down  to  ns  in  their  present  form  by  a  gradual  deyelop- 
nt.  I  thought  they  were  always  as  they  are  now."  Were  some  such  work  as  Mr.  Ball's 
mer  used  in  oar  classes  in  Algebra  and  Geometry,  snch  dense  ignorance  concerning  one 
the  greatest  departments  of  hnman  knowledge  woold  not  exist.  No  one  having  then 
idied  Arthemetic  would  suppose  that  the  subject  sprung  from  the  hnman  mind  as 
rfect  as  Minerva  from  the  head  of  Jupiter.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Elements  of  Physics.  A  College  Text  Book.  By  Edward  L.  Nichols 
id  William  S.  Franklin.  In  three  volumes.  Vol.  I.  Mechanics  and  Heat. 

ro.  cloth,  228  pp.     Price,  $1.50.     New  York:     Macmillan  <&  Co. 
In  this  valuable  treatise  on  Physics,  the  authors  have  not  attempted  to  lift  the 

adent  over  difficulties  and  set  him  down  in  easy  places.  The  work,  it  appears,  is  written 
ith  a  view  of  giving  the  student  the  best  possible  advantage  of  the  subject.  The  authors 
tve  squarely  faced  the  difficulties  of  the  subject  and  have,  as  occasion  demanded,  used 
a  Cidculus  rather  than  encounter  a  subject  by  long,  laborious  and  indirect  methods 
oiding  the  use  of  the  Calculus.  However,  the  degree  of  mathematical  experience  of  the 
dergraduate  reader  has  been  kept  in  view  and  the  various  proofs  and  demonstrations 
ve  been  given  the  simplest  possible  form.  The  concepts  of  directed  and  distribnted 
antity  are  briefly  treated  in  Chspter  II  of  Vol.  I. 

From  what  we  know  of  the  first  volume  we  believe  that  this  Treatise  will  prove  to  be 
»  best  that  has  yet  appeared  in  this  country.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Basis.  A  Monthly  Magazine.  Devoted  to  Good  Citizenship.  Edited 

"  Judge  Albion  W.  Tourgee,  May ville,  New  York.     Price,  $1.60  per  year. 
The  Basis  for  January  is  a  pleasant  surprise  in  its  new  cover.  The  leading  editorial 

Doonoes  the  retirement  of  the  greenback  as  an  ''Epoch-Making  Crime."  In  "A 
itander's  Notes",  Judge  Tourgee  treats  especially  the  lack  of  earnest  effi>rt  on  the  part 
the  colored  race  for  the  betterment  of  their  condition.  The  Mob-Record,  the  Depart- 
nt  of  Qood  Government  Clubs  and  ''Today's  Thought"  are  well  in  evidence.  There  is 
(ood  short  story  and  other  characteristic  matter.  The  number  speaks  well  of  the  new 
maaement  of  The  Bant  and  its  new  home  on  the  Chautauqua  Hills. 

The  Review  oj  Reviews.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine, 
iited  by.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year.  Single  number,  25  cents.  The 
mew  of  Reviews  Co.,  New  York  City. 

The  Review  of  Reviews  for  February  contains  an  article  which,  in  the  compass  of  two 
fes,  makes  perhaps  the  most  telling  and  effective  exposure  of  the  recent  Turkish 
Mucres  that  has  yet  been  attempted  in  the  English  language.  The  article  is  based 
pon  full  accounts  of  the  massacres,  written  on  the  ground  by  trustworty  and  intelligent 
enoQs— French,  English,  American,  Turk,  Kurd,  and  Armenian—who  were  eye-witnesses 
ftbe  terrible  scenes.  The  article  estimates  the  number  of  killed  in  the  massacres  thus 
IT  at  60,000,  the  property  destroyed  at  $40,000,000,  and  the  number  of  starving  survivors 
it  350,000. 
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Elements  of  the  Theory  of  Functions  of  a  Complex  Variable  with  especial 
reference  to  the  methods  of  Riemann.  By  Dr.  H.  Durege,  late  Professor  in  the^ 
University  of  Prague.  Authorized  translation  from  the  fourth  German  Bdition. 
By  Oeorge  Eghert  Fisher,  M.  A.,  Ph.  D.,  Assistant  Professor  of  Mathematics  in 
the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  and  Isaac  J.  Schwatt,  Ph.  D.,  Instmctor 
in  Mathematics  in  the  University  of  Pennsylvania.  Large  8vo.  cloth,  288  pp. 
Price,  $2.50.     Philadelphia  :     G.  £.  Fisher  and  I.  J.  Schwatt. 

This  valaable  work  comes  to  as  jast  in  time  for  notice  in  this  issae  of  the  Moiithi«t. 
From  only  a  carsory  examination  of  it,  we  do  not  hesitate  to  emphasize  what  was  said  of 
it  in  the  last  issae.  The  work  will  afford  a  most  excellent  introduction  to  the  atady  of  the 

Theory  of  Fancttons  and  the  intelligent  reading  of  the  larger  Treatises— sach  as  Forsyth's. 
The  mechanical  and  typographical  execution  of  the  book  is  first  class.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Number  Concept,  Its  Origin  and  Development.  By  Levi  Leonard 

Connant,  Ph:  D.,  Associate  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the  Worcester  Poljrtech- 
nic  Institute.     8vo.  cloth,  218  pp.     Price,  $2.00.     New  York  :     Macmillan  &  Co. 

This  work  forms  a  most  valuable  addition  to  the  literature  of  mathematics.  The 
first  chapter  treats  on  Counting ;  the  second,  Number  System  Limits ;  the  third  and  foarth, 
Origin  of  Namber  Words ;  the  fifth,  Miscellaneous  Number  Bases;  the  sixth,  The  Quinary 
System ;  the  seventh.  The  Vigesimal  8ystem. 

The  treatment  of  these  subjects  is  very  interesting  and  evince  careful  slady  and 
research.  B.  F.  F. 
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NORMAL  SCHOOL,  YP8ILANTI,  MICHIGAN. 

"^^D  0  EXTENSIVE  has  become  the  modem  geometry  of  the  triangle  that  one 
<^^^  scarcely  realizes  that  it  has  almost  entirely  developed  within  the  last 

qnarter  of  a  century,  and  that  most  of  ils  discoverers  are  still  among  the 
living.  Lemoine,  Brocard,  Neuberg,  Tucker,  and  W.  J.  C.  Miller  whose  mathe- 
xxiatical  work  in  the  Educational  Times  has  done  so  much  for  the  subject, — these 
and  many  others  have  lived  to  Bee  their  labors  crowned  with  honor  by  lovers  of 
S^eometry. 

To  none  of  these  more  than  to  Emile-Michel-Hvacinthe  Lemoine  is  due  the 
bonor  of  having  started  this  movement,  and  to  him  is  the  following  brief  sketch 
devoted. 

M.  Lemoine  was  bom  at  Qnimper,  Finist^re,  in  the  west  of  France,  Nov. 
22, 1840.     His  father,  a  retired  captain,  who  had  been  in  all  of  the  campaigns  of 
the  Empire  after  1807,  placed  him  as  foundation  scholar  in  the  military  Prytan6e 
of  La  Fl^cbe,  whence  he  proceeded  to  the  £cole  Polytechnique.    He  entered  this 
gnat  breeding  place  of  mathematicians  at  the  age  of  twenty,  the  year  of 

his  Other's  death,  and  completed  the  course  in  due  time.     Instead  of  accepting 
>ny  of  the  careers  offered  by  the  State  to  all  graduates  of  the  Polytechnic  School, 
M.  Lemoine  determined  to  make  his  own  way.     Indeed,  for  the  next  few  years, 
^though  engaged  in  science  teaching  in  Paris,  he  seems  to  have  run  the  round  of 
pleasure  of  which  that  city  is  the  home  par  excellence.     Of  great  versatility  and 
exceptional  conversational  powers,  with  an  originality  that  fascinated  and  a  per- 
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Bonality  that  impressed  his  large  circle  of  friends,  he  lived  the  life  of  a  diUiUmU 
in  the  best  sense  of  the  term,  and  drank  at  the  fountains  of  pleasure,  of  politioB, 
of  the  arts,  and  of  the  sciences. 

In  these  days  Lemoine  led  as  varied  a  life  in  education  as  in  the 
less  scholastic  walks.  We  find  him  a  student  in  the  £cole  des  Mines,  then 

preparateur  of  M.  Janssen  at  the  £cole  d'Architecture, — supplying  the  place  of 
his  former  professor,  M.  Kioes,  in  the  preparatory  course  of  the  £cole  des  Beaux 

Arts, — perfecting  his  knowledge  of  chemistry  in  the  laboratory  of  Wurti, 
for  whom  he  always  had  a  great  admiration  and  between  whom  and  himself  then 

was  much  affection,-^frequenting  the  courses  of  the  £cole  de  M^decine,  the  hoe- 
pitals  and  the  clinics, — dabbling  in  philology, — and  ending  up  by  trying  the  law 
for  a  year.  This  last  fancy  he  was  forced  to  forego  because  he  found  himself  in 
disgrace  with  the  Empire  through  his  republican  principles  and  his  liberal  viewi 
on  church  matters.  During  these  years,  too,  Lemoine  traveled  as  his  income 
would  allow,  and  when  his  income  failed  him  he  not  Infrequently  traveled  ai 
tutor  in  some  wealthy  family.  Thus  it  was  that  he  started  out  in  his  work  as  i 

teacher,  full  of  life  and  health  and  hopes,  although  possibly  scattering  his  atten- 
tion too  much  for  a  career  of  highest  success. 

But  however  the  result  may  have  been,  an  unforeseen  accident  nipped  the 

experiment  in  the  bud.  In  1870,  when  only  a  little  more  than  twenty-nine  yean 
old,  a  laryngeal  difficulty  put  an  end  to  his  teaching,  and  required  him  to  leave 
Paris  and  seek  rest  at  Grenoble.  In  the  army  for  ̂   time,  he  returned  to  Paris  i 
couple  of  months  after  the  Commune,  and  for  a  number  of  years  filled 
divers  positions  in  the  engineering  line.  Finally,  in  1886,  he  was  appointed  dtj 
engineer  at  the  head  of  the  gas  department,  a  position  which  he  still  holds. 

It  is,  however,  with  his  mathematical  work  that  we  are  concerned  direct- 
ly. In  1871  he,  together  with  eight  or  ten  other  mathematicians,  issued  the  cir- 
cular which  started  the  Soci^t6  Math6matique  of  France.  He  was  among  the 

first  to  follow  and  to  assist  d' Almeida  in  founding  the  Journal  de  Physique  and 
the  Soci6t6  de  Physique.  He  joined  with  Wurtz,  Friedel  and  others  in 

the  organization  of  the  Association  Fraii^aise  pour  I'Avancement  des  Sciences. 
It  was  while  yet  a  boy  in  his  teens  at  La  Fl^che,  that,  in  1858,  he  published  a 
short  note  in  the  Nouvelles  Annales  de  Math^matiques,  which  discussed  certain 
properties  of  the  triangle.  But  it  was  at  the  Congr^s  de  Lyon  of  the  Association 

FrauQaise  pour  I'Avancement  des  Sciences,  in  1873,  that  he  presented  his  brief 
but  noteworthy  paper  Sur  qvelques  propriiUs  d^un  point  remarquable  de  (rtanyb, 
and  thus,  as  Casey  says,  made  himself  known  as  the  founder  of  the  modern 
geometry  of  the  triangle.  In  the  same  year  he  published  a  short  note  in 
the  Nouvelles  Annales  on  the  same  subject.  In  1874  he  presented  at  the  Congrte 
de  Lille  a  second  paper  on  the  geometry  of  the  triangle,  entitled  Note  sur  lee  pro- 
priitie  du  center  dee  midianee  antiparaileles  dans  un  triangle,  a  point  which  has 
since  been  quite  generally  known  as  the  Lemoine  point,  althoueh  it  is  also  called 
the  symmedian  point  in  England,  and  the  Chrehe  point  in  Germany.  The 
first  paper  (1873)  contains  among  others  the  familiar  theorem  which  may  now  be 
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ated  thns :  "The  three  parallelB  to  the  sides  of  a  triangle  through  its  Lemoine 
»iiit  meet  the  sides  in  six  concyclic  points  (the  first  Lemoine  circle)."  By  the 
emoine  (symmedian)  point  is  meant  the  point  of  concurrence  of  the  symmedians 

r  a  triangle.  Since  the  appearance  of  these  two  papers,  Lemoine's  name  has 
sen  fJMniliar  to  all  readers  of  the  mathematical  joumids  in  every  country,  and  it 
I  for  these  contrihutions  that  he  seems  destined  to  he  known,  rather  than  for  his 
^iamiirographie  which  he  considers  his  greatest  work. 

La  Otem^trographie,  of  which  he  had  the  first  ideas  in  1888,  was  suggest- 

d  by  him  in  a  memoir,  on  a  more  general  theme,  presented  to  the  Congr^s  d' 
^ran  of  the  Association  Fran^ise  pour  1' Avancement  des  Sciences.  The  title  of 
be  paper  is  De  la  muwre  de  la  rimpliciti  dans  less  Sciences  mathSmatiqueSj  but 
or  lack  of  time  the  study  was  limited  to  the  simplicity  of  geometric  construc- 
lons.  On  the  same  subject  he  published  a  short  note  in  the  Camptee  Rendue  of 
he  Academy  for  that  year, — more  strictly  Sur  lamesure  de  la  eimpliciii  dans  Us 
mMfniciiafM  giomitriques.  Since  then  he  has  published  numerous  articles  on  the 
iame  or  kindred  subjects,  in  various  journals,  among  them  Mathesis  (1888), 
lonmal  des  math^matiques  616mentaires  (1889),  Nouvelles  Annales  de  Mathi- 
matiques  (1892),  in  which  last  named  article  he  considers  especially  the  Prob- 

lem of  ApoUonius.  Finally,  in  1892,  at  the  Congr^s  de  Pau  and  again  at  Besan- 
900  in  1893  and  at  Caen  in  1894,  a  series  of  papers  was  presented  on  La  QiomiU 
rographie  au  Vart  des  constructions  Oiomitriques,  which  may  be  considered 

u  dosing  the  subject  of  "geometrography"  as  applied  either  to  the  geometry  of 
the  rale  and  compasses  alone,  or  to  those  constructions  which  admit  the  square, 
u  in  descriptive  geometry. 

Next  in  importance  to  the  subject  of  **geometrography,"  M.  Lemoine 
nnks  his  work  on  Ck)ntinuous  Transformation  which  permits  of  forming  without 
^it,  almost  mechanically,  a  great  number  of  formulee  and  theorems  relative  to 
toe  trian^e  and  to  the  tetrahedron.  The  principal  memoirs  which  he  has  pre- 
lented  on  this  subject  are  the  following :  Sur  Us  transformations  systifnaiiques 

dm  firmules  relatives  au  triangU,  Congr^s  de  Marseille  *1891 ;  J^tude  sur  nne ftonteUe  transformation  dite  transformation  continue^  in  Mathesis  for  1891 ;  Une 

1^  d^analogies  dans  U  triangU  et  la  specification  de  certaines  analogies  d  une 
tnm^finmaium  dite  trantformatiofS  continue,  in  the  Nouvelles  Annales  for  1893 ;  and 
hilly  a  memoir  entitled  Applications  au  titrahdre  de  la  transformation  continue. 

Three  other  geometric  studies  have  been  undertaken  by  M.  Lemoine, 
which  deserve  especial  mention.  One  is  the  study  of  Triangles  Orthologiques, 

Sterner  demonstrated  that  if  two  triangles  ABC,  A  B'C*  are  such  that  the  per- 
pendiculars drawn  from  i4,  B,  C,  respectively,  on  B*C\  C'A\  A' B'  are  concur- 

not,  then,  reciprocally,  the  perpendiculars  drawn  from  A\B\C\on  BC,  CA, 
iB^  respectively,  are  concurrent.  Lemoine  calls  these  triangles  orthologiques  and 
oakas  them  the  basis  of  a  theory  developed  in  several  memoirs,  notably  in  one 
ireeented  at  the  Congr^s  de  Limoges  in  1890.  He  has  also  published  three 
mpen  on  the  application  of  geometry  to  the  calculus  of  probabilities,  in  the  Bul- 
itin  de  la  8oci6te  Math6matique  (1883),  the  Nouvelles  Annales  (1884),   and 
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the  proceedings  of  the  Congpr^s  de  Grenoble  (1885).  And  finally,  there  ahould 
be  mentioned  a  memoir  presented  at  the  Congr^s  de  Nantes  m  1875,  entitM 
J^iude  BysUmaiique  du  tHraidre  equifacial  (in  which  the  four  fusee  have  aqul 
area.) 

But  in  some  respects  the  crowning  labor  of  M.  Lemoine  is  the  ereattoii  of 
UlniemUdiaire  de$  Maikdmaticiena,  the  details  of  which  should  be  told  as  a  mil* 
ter  of  historic  interest,  especially  as  they  have  not  heretofore  appeared.  Thk 
publication,  although  still  in  its  infancy,  is  known  throughout  the  mathematkil 
world.  It  consists  simply  of  questions  and  answers,  questions  which  ooi 
asks  for  information  and  not  for  the  mere  pleasure  of  displaying  some  pmk, 
questions  which  bring  one  into  a  kind  of  personal  relation,  to  his  co-workiii 
whether  they  be  in  Russia  or  South  Africa.  The  idea  of  the  journal  is  pmif 

M.  Lemoine's,  and  for  some  time  it  had  been  in  his  mind,  but  unhappily  wMi 
no  thought  of  its  realization,  until  the  genial  influence  of  a  quiet  dinner  and  boon 
good  cigars  brought  about  its  fruition.  M.  Laisant  had  long  been  a  frieDi 

of  Lemoine's,  and  it  was  no  uncommon  thing  for  the  former  to  dine  with  the  lit- 
ter at  his  home  in  Rue  Littr6.  On  such  an  occasion,  in  March,  1898,  « 

they  were  enjoying  a  quiet  smoke  sfter  dinner,  the  talk  ran  as  usual  into  maUis* 
matics,  and  Lemoine  suggested  the  idea  of  the  journal.  Laisant  at  once  saw  tin 
value  of  the  scheme  and  urged  his  friend  to  join  him  in  carrying  it  cot 
M.  Lemoine  replied  that  it  seemed  impossible  both  because  he  was  muflh 
occupied  with  other  matters,  and  because  of  ill  health  (from  which,  onhapjnlyi 
he  is  still  suffering).  Nevertheless,  M.  Laisant  was  so  persuasive  and  tiM 
influence  of  the  dinner  and  the  cigars  so  happy  that  before  they  separated  tbe 
project  had  taken  such  form  that  the  very  next  day  it  was  laid  before  thair 
friend  Oauthier-VillarH,  the  great  mathematical  publisher,  and  the  joQiml 

was  ushered  into  being.  ''Before  dinner,  nothing  could  have  persuaded  me,'' M. 
Lemoine  writes,  ''that  this  idea  which  I  had  fornfed  for  others  would  ever  be  r^ 
alized  by  me  ;  after  dinner,  the  journal  was  a  possibility ;  the  next  day,  it  was  n 

accomplished  fact."  Its  publication  began  in  January,  1894,  and  each  editor 
serves  during  six  months  of  the  year. 

As  one  surveys  the  labors  of  Lemoine  it  would  seem,  from  present  appetr- 
ances^  that  his  most  valuable  work  is  the  foundation  of  V Intemidiaire^  a  publi- 

cation which  bids  fair  to  continue  for  generations  because  it  is  really  needed. 

His  most  original  mathematical  work  seems  to  be  his  "geometrography," — ^pure- 
ly a  creation  of  his  own,  and  a  contribution  which  enters  into  the  mathematicil 

work  of  the  military  schools  of  Brussels  and  Turin,  the  polytechnic  schools  of 
Zurich  and  Milan,  and  more  or  less  in  many  other  places.  The  work  which  will 
bring  his  name  to  the  most  readers  is  his  study  of  the  modem  geometry  of  the 
triangle.  In  general  it  may  be  said  that  his  contribution  to  geometry  has  beeo 
the  very  valuable  >vork  of  showing  that  the  synthetic  field  is  by  no  menu 
exhausted;  that  Euclid  left  something  for  this  generation  to  accomplish; 
and  that  an  original  mind  can  find  abundant  material  in  even  so  simple  a  figoie 
as  the  simplest  polygon.  How  suggestive  is  this  of  the  vast  field  tvhich  awaits 
investigators  of  the  more  complex  geometric  figures  I 
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This  sketch  should  not  close  without  a  brief  reference  to  the  influence  that 
C.  Liemoine  has  exerted  in  the  realm  of  music.  The  soirees  of  M.  and  Mme. 

/emoine  are  justly  celebi'ated,  and  each  week  of  the  winter  sees  an  assemblage 
epresenting  the  aneiens  Hevies  of  the  £cole  Polytechnique,  the  £oole  Normale, 
he  Marine,  and  in  general  a  good  part  of  the  scientific,  literary,  and  artistic  dr-^ 

des  of  Paris,  to  listen  to  a  musical  programme  as  original  as  the  mathematical' 
abors  of  the  host.  These  soirees  have  exerted  a  great  influence  in  a  musical 
iraj,  the  type  which  they  haye  fixed  being  adopted  by  many  societies  in 
ind  about  Paris.  One  amusing  feature  of  these  meetings  is  the  name  which  des- 

ignates them.  If  the  writer  may  be  pardoned  a  personal  allusion,  he  once 
ittended  an  examination  in  the  £cole  Polytechnique  by  M.  Hermann  Laurent. 

It  was  one  of  the  most  severe  he  had  ever  seen, — ^an  exceptionally  bright  young 
man  submitted  to  an  oral  examination  that  would  certainly  have  floored 
most  American  professors, — ^the  examiner,  a  dyspeptic  looking  man  as  cold  and 
as  keen  as  steel  and  apparently  as  unsympathetic  as  ice,  though  in  reality  on^  of 
the  most  genial  of  men.  To  this  justly  celebrated  mathematician,  M.  Laurent, 

is  due  the  name  of  M.  Lemoine's  soirees,  '*La  Trompette."  Long  ago  he 
one  day  remarked  to  M.  Lemoine  in  a  jesting  way,  as  the  latter  was  excusing 

himself  to  attend  one  of  his  musical  reunions,  *'Stay  here  with  me,  let  the  trum- 
pet alone."  Struck  by  the  name,  Lemoine  adopted  it,  and  La  Trompette 

has  ever  since  designated  the  delightful  soirees  with  which  the  Paris  cultured 
world  is  familiar. 

A  final  word  concerning  the  modesty  of  M.  Lemoine.  He  estimates  his 
poeition  exactly.  He  says  that  he  is  not  a  mathematician.  He  has  no  claim  to 
nok  with  Hermits,  Poincar6,  Picard,  Painlev6,  Appell,  Jordan,  Bertrand,  Tan- 

nery, Darboux,  or  any  of  that  famous  circle  which  is  making  Paris  such  a  center  of 
study  in  the  fields  of  higher  modem  mathematics.  But  all  mathematicians  feel 
thai  he  has  done  a  noteworthy  work  in  other  lines,  and  for  this  his  name  will  be 
known  and  prominently  known  in  the  history  of  mathematics. 

Yptilanti,  Michigan,  March,  1896, 

MATHEMATICIANS  ABE  NEEDED. 

By  SSIG  DOOLITTLE.  A.  M..  Ghieago,  DUnoU. 

There  is  no  study  of  which  the  conceptions  are  more  grand,  nor  of  which 
the  theorems  are  more  comprehensive  and  profound  than  the  study  of  Physical 
Aitionomy.  There  is  no  study  affording  an  application  of  Pure  Mathematics  in 
which  the  perfect  harmony  of  its  various  parts  is  more  evident ;  none  in  which 
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reason  plays  a  greater  part  nor  approximation  a  less  one.  The  beanty  and  sini* 
plicity  of  its  first  propositions  richly  reward  the  early  attention  of  the  stadeotk 
and  in  the  end  he  is  led  to  the  wonderful  theorems  of  La  Place  on  the  stability  d 
the  solar  system  and  the  conditions  of  its  formation;  theorems  which  Batm 
Fourier  has  justly  named  the  highest  which  the  human  intelligence  can  pxopoii. 

It  is  remarkable  that  more  young  mathematicians  do  not  enter  this  absorb- 
ing  field.  The  common  impression  that  it  requires  an  unusual  mathematinl 
training  is  largely  erroneous.  Such  a  thorough  knowledge  of  Calcnlns  and 
Mechanics  as  is  shown  by  the  many  contributors  of  the  Monthly  is  ftdly  suiB- 
cient.  Physical  Astronomy  demands  patient  and  steadfast  work ;  mere  brillianoi 
and  versatility  can  accomplish  no  more  of  fundamental  importance  here  than  ii 
any  other  true  science. 

I  would  urge  upon  those  who  are  now  fitted  to  enter  this  or  othar 
like  work,  the  great  necessity  of  concentrating  their  energies  upon  it.  It  shoiiU 
be  the  one  object  of  every  devoted  student  to  perfect  and  advance  his  own  sdenei. 

It  is  to  this  that  'his  whole  work  must  be  directed.  To  such  an  one  yetn 
of  fragmentary  study,  first  on  one  subject  and  then  on  another,  are  nttedf 
wasted. 

It  is  the  disastrous  mistake  of  many  students  that  they  do  not  realise  how 
soon  study  for  mere  amusement  or  culture  should  give  place  to  something 
higher.  They  fear,  often  mistakenly,  that  they  are  incapable  of  beginning  wortt 
of  real  importance :  instead  of  arranging  then  a  definite  series  of  studies  to 

prepare  themselves,  they  continue  to  dissipate  their  strength  and  accom- 
plish nothing. 
Physical  Astronomy  is  calling  in  many  directions  for  original  work. 

In  this  country  it  is  comparatively  neglected.  There  are  many  who  are  being 
attracted  by  the  pleasures  of  Photography  and  Spectroscopy,  but  there  are  few 
who  realize  the  field  which  the  Fundamental  Astronomy  opens  to  them.  It  con- 

tains many  problems  of  the  deepest  interest.  It  is  filled  with  questions  whose 
answer  requires,  not  an  expensive  observatory,  but  rather  mathematical  patience 
or  skill. 

Readers  of  the  Monthly  who  are  determined  to  accomplish  something 
may  well  devote  themselves  to  this  science.  The  certainty  of  their  adding 
to  the  sum  of  human  knowledge  is  here  greater  than  in  Pure  Mathematics,  tbe 
reward  of  faithful  work  unaccompanied  by  special  genius  far  more  certain.  The 

explanation  of  the  variable  stars,  of  the  cause  and  nature  of  the  sun's  pecolitf 
rotation,  more  complete  theories  of  the  satellites  and  of  the  figures  and  attrac- 

tions of  the  Heavenly  Bodies,  the  determination  of  the  perturbations  of  the  aster- 
oids and  other  planets  and  the  causes  of  the  anomalies  which  occur,  and  the  aUe 

discussion  of  a  multitude  of  observations  relating  to  these  and  other  problems  are 
a  very  few  of  the  many  directions  in  which  original  work  is  needed. 

As  with  any  true  science.  Physical  Astronomy  requires  from  those  who 
enter  upon  it  long  and  patient  devotion.     Its  rewards  are  not  bestowed  by 
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dunce,  nor  are  the;  on  that  account  of  lesB  valoe.  It  ia  of  little  popular  interest. 
Ita  diBcoveties  are  seldom  Bensational.  But  its  dignity  and  importance  caonot 
be  over-estimated.  Of  American  Astronomers,  the  names  of  Hill  and  Newoomb 
will  go  down  through  the  ages :  their  researcbes  will  never  loae  their  importance. 
And  whoever  adds  to  this  science  ia  contributing  to  a  knowledge  which  afaall  en- 
dnre  forever. 

Baron  Fourier  aaid  of  La  Pla(» : 

"Your  Bncceaaors,  gentlemen,  will  witnesa  the  accompliahment  of  the  great 
phenomena  whoae  laws  he  discovered.  They  will  obaerve  in  the  motions  of  the 
Hoon  the  changes  which  he  predicted  and  of  which  he  alone  was  able  to  asaign 

the  caoae.  The  continned  observation  of  Jupiter's  satellites  will  perpetuate  the 
memory  of  the  inventor  of  the  laws  which  govern  them  in  their  couraea.  The 
great  ineqoality  of  Jupiter  and  Saturn,  running  tbroogh  their  long  perioda,  and 
giving  to  these  bodiee  new  sitnationa  will  recall  without  ceaaii^  one  of  his  most 
istoniahing  diacoveries.  These  are  the  titles  of  a  true  glory  which  nothing  can 
txtingnish.  The  spectacle  of  the  heavens  will  be  changed,  but  at  those  remote 

apocha  the  glory  of  the  inventor  will  continue  forever  ;  the  traces  of  his  genioe 

bear  the  seal  of  immortality." 
CUeago  VrnxenUy,  FArvary  9th,  1896. 

HON-EnCLEDEAir  OEOHETBT:  HISTOBICAL  AND 
EZF08IT0BT. 

"2  PBOPoeinoN  XXII.    If  two  atraighu  AB,  CD  exiating  in  the  «ain«  plane 
7    iltnd  perpendintlar  to  a  certain  straight  BD  ;  6w(  A  C  join- 
I     ing  1&«M  perpendieulare  makea  with  them  internal  acute 

'  anglee  (in  hypothetia  oj  acute  angle):  IsayiFig.  2Q)  the 
terminated  straightt  AC,  BD  have  a  common  perpendicu- 

lar, and  indeed  within  the  iimila  fixed  by  the  designated 

pointt  A  and  C. 
Proof.     For  if   AB,    CD  are  equal,    it   follows 

(ftom  P.    II)  that  Ihe  straight  LK,    by   which  these  Fig.  20. 
two    AC   and    BD   are    bisected,    will  be  to  them  a 

common  perpendicular.     But  if  either  be  the  greater,  as  suppose  AB;  let  fall  to 
Bi>  (according  to  En.  I.  12)  from  any  point  £  of  i1  £7  the  perpendicular  LIC,iaeeU 
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ing  the  other  BD  in  K.  But  it  will  meet  it  in  some  point  K  existing  between  the 
points  B  and  D ;  otherwise  (contrary  to  Eu.  I.  17)  the  perpendicular  LK  would 
cut  either  AB^  or  CD,  perpendicular  to  the  same  BD.  So  if  the  angles  at  the 
point  L  are  not  right,  one  of  them  will  be  acute  and  the  other  obtuse.  Let  the 
obtuse  be  toward  the  point  C  But  now  LK  is  understood  so  to  proceed  toward 
AB^  that  it  always  stands  at  right  angles  to  BD^  and  likewise  opportunely 
increased,  or  diminished,  in  some  point  of  it  cuts  the  straight  AC.  It  follows 
that  the  angles  at  the  intersection  points  with  A  C  cannot  all  be  obtuse  toward  the 

parts  of  the  point  C,  lest  at  length  in  that  point  ̂ ,  where  the  straight  LK  is  con- 
gruent with  the  straight  AB^  the  angle  at  the  point  A  toward  the  parts 

of  the  point  C  should  be  obtuse,  when  toward  these  parts  it  is  by  hypothesis 

acute.  Since  therefore  the  angle  at  the  point  L  of  this  LK  is  by  hypothesis  ob- 
tuse toward  the  parts  of  the  point  C,  the  straight  LK  will  not  change  over  in  this 

motion  so  as  to  make  in  some  point  of  it  with  the  straight  ̂ C  an  angle  acute  to- 
ward the  parts  of  the  aforesaid  point  C,  unless,  before,  it  changes  over  so  as  to 

make  in  some  point  of  it  with  this  AC  an  angle  right  towards  the  parts  of  this 
same  point  C,  Therefore  between  the  points  A^  and  L  will  be  some  one  inter- 

mediate point  H,  in  which  HK  (perpendicular  to  this  BD  is  also  perpendicular  to 
to  the  other  AC. 

In  a  similar  manner  is  shown  to  be  present  a  certain  XK  between  ZJT, 
CD,  which  is  perpendicular  both  to  the  straight  BD,  and  to  the  straight  ACy  if 
namely  an  angle  at  the  point  L  is  assumed  to  be  obtuse  toward  the  parts  of  the 

point  A. 
It  follows  therefore  that  the  strights  A  C,  BD  will  have  a  common  perpen- 

dicular, and  indeed  within  the  limits  fixed  by  the  designated  points  A,  and  C, 
when  the  joins  AB,  CD  exist  in  the  same  plane  and  are  perpendicular  to  BD. 

Quod  erat,  etc. 
[To  be  Continned.l 

nrTSODVCTION  TO  SXnBSTITVTION  GBOTTPS. 

By  0.  A.  MILLER,  Ph.  D.,  Leipzig,  Oerm&oy. 

[Oontiniied  from  January  Namber.] 

(2)  For  each  generating  substitution  «« in  a  transitive  group  of  degree  mi 

find  a  substitution  sp  which  (a)  interchanges  the  systems  in  the  same  way  as  «« in- 

terchanges its  elements,  (6)  has  its  h^^  power  in  G^  where  jfe  is  the  order  of  «.  ,  t.  e. 
the  lowest  positive  value  of  x  which  satisfies  the  equation  8^=1,  and  (c)  ifs^is 
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e  first  substitution  which  corresponds  to  a  generating  substitution  in  the  group 

degree  m^,  <^  needs  only  to  transform  G^  into  itself;  otherwise  8^  must  trans- 
nn  the  group  already  found  in  the  same  way  as  «« transforms  the  corresponding 
urt  of  its  group.  Continue  until  all  the  generating  substitutions  <«  have 
ien  used.     We  will  thus  obtain  a  non-primitive  group. 

(3)  Determine  whether  the  non-primitive  group  just  found  is  different 
cm  each  one  of  those  already  in  the  list. 

The  relation  which  exists  between  the  required  non-primitive  group  O  and 

le  given  group  of  degree  m^  0^  is  called  a  ̂ i,  1  isomorphism^  or  a  ̂ i,  1  cotres- 
ondenee.  The  problem  of  constructing  all  the  non-primitive  groups  of  degree  n 
as  its  more  difficult  elements  in  common  with  the  problem  of  establishing  an  a, 
correspondence  between  two  groups  as  may  at  once  be  inferred  from  the  given 

elation.  We  shall  not  pursue  this  subject  for  the  present  since  only  its  most  ev- 
loit  principles  need  to  be  employed  when  n  is  small. 

To  this  development  of  the  elementary  methods  pursued  in  the  construc- 
ion  of  non-primitive  groups  we  will  add  a  proof  of  the  general  theorem  to  which 
f  e  referred  in  a  foot-note.  For  the  sake  of  simplicity  we  shall  not  give  the  the- 
)reiD  in  its  most  general  form. 

Theorem,  Given  that  the  number  of  the  systems  of  non-primitivity  is  n  and 
thai  the  group  which  does  not  interchange  the  systems  G,  is  the  product  of  n  conju- 
gale  transitive  groups  of  which  one  is  found  in  each  system^  then  there  is  only  one 
wn-primitive  group  based  upon  the  given  G^  and  isomorphic  to  a  transitive  group 
A/n  tUmenis  which  is  generated  by  a  single  substitution. 

There  certainly  is  one  such  group  for  we  may  chose  s^  so  that  it  will  simply 
permute  the  systems  in  the  same  way  as  <«  permutes  its  elements  and  will  have 
the  same  order  as  ««  .  Since  Sp  simply  permutes  the  systems,  t.  e.  it  permutes 
the  systems  as  units  without  permuting  the  elements  of  the  systems,  it  must  also 

transform  O,  into  itself.  *  Hence  G^  and  sp  generate  a  non-primitive  group  when- 
ever G,  differs  from  identity. 

Let  t|  ,  t* ,   (J|(  the  upper  index  standing  for  the  systems  in  the  same 
order  as  they  are  represented  by  the  letters  of  ««  and  the  lower  index  for  the  par- 

ticular substitution  in  the  system)  be  any  substitution  in  the  n  systems  which 
transform  the  n  constituents  of  6r,  into  themselves.     Then  will 

Kt:   «> 

1^  a  symbol  for  all  the  substitutions  whose  degree  ̂   the  degree  of  the  required 
^up  which  transform  Gj  into  itself  and  permute  the  systems  in  the  same  way 
^  «.  permutes  its  elements.  If  this  general  substitution  satisfies  the  other  con- 

dition which  must  be  satisfied  if  it,  with  the  given  (?|,  generates  a  non-primitive 
^up  we  have 

(t\tl   t^sp  )*'=8ome  substitution  in  G,, 
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where  K  is  the  emallest  positive  value  of  x  in  the  equation 

Since(t:t:   t;«,  )r=e;  t;   <;«;«;   »;   t*t^   «;_, 

we  know  that  t\t\   t^Sf  may  be  multiplied  by  some  substitution  of  6,  so  as 
to  give  for  the  new  Cs 

<:«:   <:=!   (^) 

Consider  now  the  equations 

iK\  k:   K;)-%k\  K\   KX'= 

k{k*k\^,K^^   K\K\t,=l\t\   «««,  . 

We  see  directly  that  the  following  is  a  solution  of  the  last  equation  if  (il)  is 
satisfied : 

K\  =1,  K\  =«:  ,K\=t\t\   Jir:=t?t»   t;^,. 

Hence  all  the  possible  groups  are  conjugate  to  the  one  already  given  and 
our  theorem  is  proved.  This  theorem  may  be  employed  with  respect  to  the  first 
subgroups  as  well  as  with  respect  to  the  entire  groups. 

In  our  next  paper  we  shall  consider  the  construction  of  the  third  and  last 
class  of  groups,  viz :  the  primitive  groups. 

[To  be  Continiied.] 

OH  AN  INTEBESTINO  STSTEM  OF  aUADBATIC  EaVATIOHB. 

By  DR.  B.  H.  MOOBE,  Unireni^  of  Chioago,  and  EMMA  C.  ACKEBMAO,  Miehigkn  State  Boraal  8«hooL 

In  C.  Smith's  Algebra,  fourth  edition,  p.  134,  are  given  for  solution,  ex- 
amples 61,  62,  63,  which  are  as  follows  (the  third  with  a  slight  modification): 

61.     The  roots  of  the  equation  a;*+fna!+m*  +  a»0  are  X|,  x,  ;  show  that 

•This  equation  follows  from  the  simpler  one 

(t«)-»=«-»(-> 
and  thU  la  true  beoaoM  U  we  molttpljr  both  memben  by  U  we  obtoln  an  Identttjr. 



62.  The  roots  of  the  equation  («»  +  l)(a»  + 1)— iiiaa<aaj—  1) =0  are  x,  ,X| ; 
aihow  that  («|  ■ +  l)(x,»+l)— fnap|a;,(a;,x,— 1)— 0. 

63.  The  roots  of  the  equation  a(x«+ma;+m«)+6m»x»—0  are  «i,  x,  ; 
show  thata(aJi*+aJia;,+aj,*)+6X|*Xg*— 0. 

The  equations  possess  the  following  properties  :  (1),  the  equation  is  of 
the  seoond  degree  in  the  variable  x  and  the  constant  a  ;  (2),  the  roots  x^ ,  x,  of 
the  equation  are  related  to  each  other  exactly  as  are  the  variable  x  and  constant  a. 

We  seek  to  generalize  these  theorems  and  formulate  this  problem  : 
To  determine  aU  quadratic  equaiione  of  the  form 

2      2 

/(i,  m)=0, 
2     2  2     2  2     2 

^here  the  function  f^x^m)  ie  a  symmetric  function  f(Xym)=f(m,x)  ofitetnoo  argu- 
menti  x  and  m  of  the  second  degree  in  each  of  them^  characterized  by  the  property 
tk€U  between  the  two  roots  x,,  x,  which  are  functions  of  m  the  relation 

i  i 

/(x,,x,)sO 
Ao/d«  as  an  identity  in  m. 

I.  Let/(x,m)sa+A(iii-f x)+6mx+5f(iii*+x*)+/(m»x+x*r»)+cm»x»  =0. 

II.  '.'/(^i)^t)^>    <^^    ̂ 1    <^^   ̂ t    ̂ ^^6    ̂ ^^  places  of    X    and    m, 

We  are  to  investigate  now  the  conditions  on  the  parameters  a,  6,  c,  /, 
^,  h  that  must  hold  in  order  that/(X|  ,x,)  may  as  a  function  of  m  be  identically 
O.  The  problem  then  is  not  necessarily  to  prove  /(x,,x,}=0  for  all  equations, 
bat  to  find  all  equations  for  which  it  is  true  that/(X|,x,)N). 

III.  Let  Kx*+Lx+M=0  be  the  original  equation  ;  X|  and  x,  the  roots  ; 
then  —  Jr(x,  +x,)=L  ;  ir(x,x,)=iJf. 

Comparing  this  equation  with  I  : 

K^+fm-^cm*, 

I^h+bm-hfm*, 

iJf=a + ̂ m +flfwi* . 

IV.  Transform  equation  in  I  to  this  form  : 

a+h(x+m)  +  ib'-2g)xm+g(x+my'hf{xm)(x-hm)+e(xmy=0. 

V.  Also  equation  in  II  to  this  form  : 
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VI.  Multiply  V  by  K*: 

VII.  VI  becomes,  by  substituting  for  XjX,  and  Xj  +«t  their  Talues  u 
given  in  III : 

where  /IT,  £,  M  are  given  in  terms  of  m  in  III. 
Since  VII  is  an  identity  in  m,  the  coefficients  of  the  different  powers  of  n 

are  each  zero  ;  .*.  the  condition  in  VII  requires  that  five  polynomials  homogen- 
eous in  a,  b,  c,  /,  g,  h  of  degree  three  shall  be  zero.  Since  there  are  six  letters 

there  are  five  ratios  ;  .*.  there  are  five  unknowns  in  five  equations.  This  systen 
of  five  cubic  equations  turns  out  to  be  extremely  simple. 

For,  in  VII,  substituting  for  if,  L,  1^  their  values  involving  m  as  given  i 
III,  collecting  terms  with  reference  to  m,  and  using  detached  coefficients,  we  have 

ag*  2afg  a/*-f2ac^  2acf  ac*       =aK^ 

ag(Jb'-2g)  {afi'gh)(b-2g)  iac-\-fh+g*)(h--2g)  (ch-^fg%h-2g)  cg{h-2g)  =(b''2g)I£k 

gh*  2hgh  h'g'^2fgh  2hfg  f*g       ̂ L« 

^afh      -(a6/+;A«)    ̂ {af^^hfh^fgh)    ^(Jfh+hfg)      -/*(/     =^fLM. 

a^c  2ach  ch*-\-2ang  2cgh  eg*       =cM*. 

Simplifying  and  letting  c^,  c,   be  coefficient  of  m®,  m*   

c^^a{{h-'g)g-{-ac~fh}=0. 

c,^h{{b^g)g^ac'-fh}=0. 

c,=(6+2flr){(6-flf)flf4  ac-fh}.=0, 

e^=c{{h^g)g'^ac—fh}.=0. 

This  means  that  given /(x,  m)=0  as  in  I,then/(xt,  a;,)^,  if,  and  only  i 
either  a=2A=6+25r=2/=c=0,  or  (6— 5r)^+oc— yA=0;  the  second  alternative; 
one  condition,  homogeneous,  of  degree  two,  between  the  six  homogeneous  par 
meters.    Therefore, 
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a+h(m+x)+lmx+gim*  +x*)+f{m*x+x*m)4'cni*x^=^ 
8     8  8     8 

(in  which  thejirit  member  it  a  eymmetric  function  f(Xy  m)=f  (fii,a;)  of  its  two  argu- 
mente  x  and  m  of  the  second  degree  in  each  of  them),  whose  parameters  are  related 
by  the  equation 

(fi'-g)g+ae-fh=0, 

— and,  apart  from  the  relatively  trivial  equation 

p(x* — 2mx + *»•  )=0, 

only  those  fquations  whose  parameters  are  so  related — are  characterized  by  the  prop- 
erty that  between  the  two  roots  x^ ,  x,  which  are  functions  of  m  the  relation 

3     8 

holds  as  an  identity  in  m. 

November  t$,  2S96, 

aVADRATVSE  OF  THE  CIRCLE. 

By  WILLIAM  E.  HEAL,  A.  M .,  Mimbtr  of  the  London  Mathomatie&l  Sodaty,  and  Tronsnrer  of  Gnnt  Oonntj, 
Marion,  Indiana. 

The  problem  of  the  quadrature  of  the  circle,  or  what  amounts  to  the  same 
thing,  drawing  a  straight  line  equal  in  length  to  the  circumference  of  a  given  cir- 

cle, occupied  the  attention  of  mathematicians  at  a  very  early  date.  Long  before 
the  time  of  Archimedes,  geometers  had  attacked  the  problem  with  but  one  result : 
failure.  And  for  more  than  twenty  centuries  mathematicians  have  been  strug- 
g^mg  with  the  problem.  Many  claimed  to  have  solved  it,  but  their  analysis  has 
been,  in  every  case,  found  to  be  fatally  defective.  After  centuries  of  attempt  and 
£ulure  mathematicians  began  to  suspect  that  the  problem  might  not  admit  of 
solution.  James  Gregory  was  the  first  to  attempt  a  proof  of  the  impossibility  of 
the  quadrature  of  the  circle.  In  the  opinion  of  Montucla  he  succeeded ;  but  later 
mathematicians  have  not  so  decided.  Not  a  score  of  years  have  passed  since  a 
rigid  proof  was  given  that  the  solution  of  the  problem  is  really  impossible  under 
the  conditions  usually  understood  :  that  is,  by  the  use  of  the  rule  and  compass 
only. 

i 
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It  is  well  known  from  the  geometry  that  the  ratio  of  the  drcnmfeienoe  to 
the  diameter  of  a  circle  is  constant.  This  constant  ratio  is  usually  denoted  bj 
the  Greek  letter  n^  and  it  follows  at  once  that  if  ̂   is  a  number  oommensnraUe 
with  unity  that  it  can  be  constructed  geometrically,  and  the  problem  is  solved. 
Lambert,  in  a  memoir  presented  to  the  Berlin  academy  in  1761,  was  the  first  to 
prove  that  n  is  incommensurable.  Other  proofs  of  this  result  have  been  given, 

especially  by  Hermite  in  Crelle's  Journal,  Vol.  76,  which  demonstration  is  repro- 
duced in  the  Traite  de  Geometrie  of  Rouche  and  Comberousse,  4th  edition.  But 

this  result,  however  interesting  in  itself,  does  not  prove  the  impossibilitj 
of  a  geometrical  construction  of  n.  For  example,  the  square  root  of  2  (or 
any  non-quadrate  number)  is  incommensurable  but  is  easily  oonstroctad 
geometrically.  The  first  real  advance  towards  the  solution  of  the  problem  wtf 
made  by  Hermite  in  1873.  Hermite  succeeded  in  proving  that  the  number  6,  the 
base  of  the  Naperian  system  of  logarithms  is  not  only  incommensurable  but  that 
it  can  not  be  a  root  of  a  rational  algebraic  equation  of  any  degree  whatever. 
Such  a  number  is  called  transcendent.  If  the  number  n  could  be  proved  to  be 
transcendent  the  vexed  question  of  the  quadrature  of  the  circle  would  be  settled 
once  for  all.  For  this  problem  requires  to  derive  the  number  ;r  by  a  finite  nmn* 
her  of  elementary  geometrical  constructions.  As  two  straight  lines,  or  a  straight 
line  and  a  circle,  or  two  circles,  have  not  more  than  two  intersections,  these  pro- 

cesses, or  any  finite  combination  of  them,  can  be  expressed  algebraically 
in  a  comparatively  simple  form  ;  so  that  the  solution  of  the  problem  of  the  quad- 

rature of  the  circle  would  mean  that  n  can  be  expressed  as  the  root  of  an  algebra- 
ic equation  solvable  by  square  roots.  Hermite  did  not  succeed  in  proving  thai  n 

is  a  transcendent  number,  but  in  1882  Lindemann  extended  Hermite's  proof  to 
include  the  number  n  as  well  as  e  among  the  transcendent  numbers.  Hermite 

and  Lindemann 's  methods  are  complicated  and  obscure  and  many  mathematiciaia 
attempted  to  simplify  them.  But  not  until  very  recently  were  these  attempts 
rewarded  with  any  degree  of  success.  In  January,  1893,  Hilbert  published 
a  proof  of  the  transcendency  of  e  and  n  that  reduces  the  problem  to  such  simple 
terms  as  to  be  understood  by  mathematicians  having  only  a  modenle 

understanding  of  the  principles  of  the  calculus.  Hilbert's  proof  depends  upon 
certain  properties  of  the  definite  integral 

J*    2  ̂Qz-l)(2-2)(2-3)   iz-^n)  'Y^^e-'dz, 
suggested  by  the  investigations  of  Hermite. 

Immediately  after  the  publication  of  Hilbert' s  proof,  Hurwitz  published  a 
proof  for  the  transcendency  of  e  based  on  still  more  elementary  principles.  And 
finally,  in  May,  1893,  Gordan  published  a  proof  of  the  transcendency  of  e  and  n 

in  which  only  the  known  development  of  e*  in  powers  of  x  is  made  use  of.  This 
last  proof  is  so  simple  that  it  should  be  introduced  into  university  teaching  every- 

where.   The  numbers  e  and  n  are  very  intimately  related,  and  before  proceeding 
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to  (Jordan's  proof  of  the  transcendency  of  these  two  fundamental  numbers  I  wish 
to  give  here  a  well  known  proof  that  e  is  incommensurable.    We  have 

11  11 

1^    '    J_3     ̂   [r_    ̂    \r+l 

Assume,  now,  that  e  is  a  rational  number — ,  where  a  and  r  are  integers, 

and  the  fraction — is  in  its  lowest  terms.     Multiply  this  equation  by  \r  and  we 

see  that  all  the  terms  preceding  the  term-j — — y-are  integers.    The  series 

4-  /    .  .•  /    .  ftv  -f  /    .  ̂ v/    .  ftv/    .  ov   iB  less  than 
r+1       (r+l)(r+2)  ̂   (r+l)(r+2)(r+3) 

r+1^  (r+l)«  ̂   (r+l)» 
1 

That  is  less  than  — .    Thus  we  have  an  integer  equal  to  a  proper  fraction 

which  is  impossible.  I  will  now  give  Gordan's  proof  of  the  transcendency  of  e 
and  ir.  The  proof  for  e  will  be  seen  to  be  an  extension  of  the  above  well-known 
proof  of  the  irrationality  of  e  and  apparently  should  have  been  discovered  long 
ago. 

The  function  eF  is  defined  by  the  series 

X*  x^ e*=l+x+— rs-  + 

This,  if  we  introduce  the  symbolic  notation 

and  multiply  by  this  quantity  and  any  whole  number  Cr,  passes  into  the  form 

(1)  erhr^=e,(x + hy-h  e^Ur 

X  X* in  which  Uf:=—--:  + r+1       (r+l)(r+2) 

If  ;i=mod.x 

we  have  mod.Ur<«^ ; 

and  if  we  put  Ur=qref*, 

mod.9r<l* 

0 
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From  (1)  it  follows : 

erhr^=€f(x + hy + efOfqrJe^, 

And  &'2erh''=2cr(x'h  hy+e^Sc'^^. T^O  T'^  f^ 

And  if  we  put  2Ser  af  =^r),  Scr  qr  af=^(x) ; 
r=o  T'^o 

(2)  ^4ih)=iKx+h)  +  e^i^ix). 

If,  now,  there  is  an  equation  with  integral  ooeffidents,  satisfied  b 
number  e: 

then  from  (2)  we  have 

(3)  0=  2ct^k-^h)-^S.Ctiik)e'. 

If  we  choose  for  ̂   the  function 

and  for  p  a  prime  number  greater  than  the  numbers  n  and  c^,   ther 

^k-^-h)  in  formula  (3)  become  whole  numbers. 

^^  +  1),  ̂ (^+2)   ^(^+n) 

have  the  factor  p,  but 

has  not.     If  we  let  p  increase,  then  ̂   and  ̂   become  as  small  as  we  pleaae 
formula  (3)  is  impossible,  and  the  number  e  transcendent. 

If  iTT  is  a  root  of  an  equation  with  integral  coefficients  : 

(4)  c(a;-w,)(a;-tt)i). ....  .(x'-Wp)=0, 

then  we  have  the  formula 

(6)  (l+e«.)(l  +  e«.). . . . .  .(l  +  e''P)=0. 
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If  e— 1  vaniBhiiig  quantities  are  found  among  the  rnxms 

and  we  designate  those  remaining  by 

<*!»  «ii  «s   ^ 

and  their  moduli  by 

»i»  ̂ t»  ̂ 1   ^"» 

formula  (5)  becomes 

(6)  0=c+*2^«^*. k^l 

The  symmetric  functions  of  ewt,  as  well  as  those  of  eat,  are  whole  numbers. 
By  formula  (2)  we  have 

(7)  (h=e^h)  +  2  ̂ at+h)  +  2  ««*^f»(aO. 

and  let  p  be  a  prime  number  greater  than  the  numbers 

e  ;  n  ;  e  ;  c^a^a^   0.. 

The  quantities  ̂ h)  and  2  ̂ at+h)  are  whole  numbers  : 

2^at-^h) 

contains  the  &cU>r  p^  but  e^h)  does  not. 
Up  increases  the  moduli  of  ̂   and  ̂   become  as  small  as  we  please. 
Formula  (7)  is  impossible,  and  therefore  ̂   is  a  transcendent  number. 

I 
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THE  CENTBOID  OF  AREAS  AND  VOLUMES. 

By  0.  B.  M.  ZER£,  A.  M .,  Ph.  D.,  Profeiior  of  Mathematiei  and  Applied  Seienea,  Ttxarkam  CoUegt,  Ttarkua, 
ArkanBas-TeiM. 

It  is  the  object  of  this  paper  to  put  on  record,  once  for  all,  general  values 

for  the  centroid  of  areas,  represented  by  the  curvef — J  +  (-?-)        "  ' 

and  the  centroid  of  volumes  represented  by  the  surface 

8  S  8 

(-,-) ""  -  ar  *  (f ) 

»♦._, 

I.    Areas,     Let  the  density  vary  as  a:*  "V"**  *^c  thickness  being  constant. 

j   I  x^y^'^dxdy              J  j  x^-h/dxdy 
Then  X  =   ,    y=   . 

ffx^-h/-^dxdy  ffx^-h/^-^dxdy 

a^+W  /'|^\2m+  1) j  r  |-|-(2n+l)  \ 

r|^-\2m+l)+  4-(2h  +  1)+i} (2w+l)(27H-l) 

x  = a*b'  /•j^(2m+l)jr  jl-(2n+l)j 

+  1K2U-H)     rj|(2m4.1)+4(2n  +  l)  +  lj 
(2m+l)(2n+l) 

a   U). 

l\ln  +  n+^-^)lXkm+ln+^+l) 
Similarly,  y  =   h   (B), 
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This  gives  the  centroid  of  a  quadrant  of  the  area  whatever  be  the  values  of 
k^  I,  m,  n.    Let  i;^{==l,  so  that  the  density  is  the  same  throughout  the  whole 

,_r(2ffi-h  l)/Xm-hn-h2)       ̂ _  /X2n 4. l)I\m -f  n 4- 2)  . 

•'•'""/Xw+l)/X2m+n+f)^'  y-r(n+l)/Xm+2n+f)'^: 

Let  m=n=0,  then(— )  +  (-|-)  =1. 

-,_/X  1)7X2)     _  4a     ,__/Xl)/X2),  _  4b 

•*•  *""/Xl)/X|)*""  3?r  '  ̂"~/Xl)/Xf)    "~  3?r  * 

Lettii=n=l.  then(^)^+(^)*=l. 

^_  r(3)r(4)     _266a     -_  r(3)r(4)  ̂   _ 

Lettii=n=2,  then(-^)*+ (^)*=1. 

2666 

3167r- 
r(6)n6)  2.4.8.12.16.20     4a 

a  — 

A})AV)       3.6.7.9.11.13.15*   n' 
-      A6)r(6)  2.4.8.12.16.20     46^ 

^■"  /X})r(V)    "3.6.7.9.11.13.16*  »-  • 

Let  m«0,n-l,  then(— )*+  (-|^)*-1. 

-    /\1)/X3)        16a     _    /X3)/X3), 1286 

7Xi)m)        15^'^     /XlVXf)        lO^^-- 

Let  m-n-f,  then(— )*+  (-y)*«l. 

.    -    /X4)/X6)  a     _    /X4)r(5).        6     ̂ ,  *     .,     r  ̂ u  u 

' "^1X2)1X7)    ""~6'  y'^7X2)/Y7)    ""6"'  centroid  of  the  area  be- 

tween  the  parabola  and  its  tangents  as  axes. 
Let  the  density  vary  as  xy,  so  that  l;«8  2«2. 

-,^r(3m+t)/X2ffi-h2n-h3)       -    r(3n-ht)/T2w-h2n-f  3)  . 
•  •  *""A2m+l)/X3m+2n+J)  ^'  y" r(2n+l)r(2m+3n+J)  ̂ ' 

Let  m-n-0,  then  (—)  +(-1-^-1. 
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.   -_AI)A8)   8a     -_iXt)A8)i.  _  8t 

Letm=n=l,  then(-^)^+ (-|-)*=1. 

.  -_  ni)A7)     _128a     -_  /Tt)n7)  ̂   _128fc 

•  *""  A8)/1CV)         429  •  *"  i'(8)r(V)   ~  429  ' 

Let  m=n=f ,  then(-^)*+  (-|-)*=1. 

_      fX6)Z1[9)        2o   _      A6)rC9)  ̂      26 

•  •  '"  r(4)ail)*  "  9  •  *  "  n4)All)    "  9  ' 

Let  the  density  vary  as  x  the  distance  from  the  axis  of  ordinates  so  th 
t=2,  4=1. 

.   __  /X3m+f)/X2ro+n+t)       _    7X2n4.1)/X2wH-n+t),^ 

•  •  '       /X2m+l)/X3m+n+3)  "'  '~'r(n+J)/X2m+2n+8) 

Let  TO=n=0,  then(— )  +  (-|.y=l. 

•  *  '     iXl)'X3)        16  *  *  "/XOAS)    "  8  • 

Let  i»-n-l,  then(-^)*+  (-|.)*«i. 

.   -_  AD^XV)  „     49.45TO   __  /X3)/XV)  ̂      636 
•  •  *~  /X8)/X7)  2'*     '  *—  /X|)/X7)  "  ~884  * 

Let  m-n-l,  then  (-|-)*+ (-|-)*-l. 

.  -      /X6)/X7)  .     6a    _    JWTCT)  .      86 

•  •*       /1C4)/X9)  "  ~14  '  ""  A2)/T9)  " -28  • 
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Let  the  density  vary  as  y  the  distance  from  the  axis  of  abscissas  so  that 

1,  l='2. 

.  -_  !\2m+l)I\m+2n+i)       _    rf8n+t)fXm+2n-H). 

•  •  *      /Xm+»)'X2i»+2n+8)  *'  ''~iX2»+l)/Xm+8n+8) 

Let  i»=n=0,  then(-^)*+  (-|-)*=1. 

.   -_Al)nt)„  _  3a     -_/Xt)/Xi),.  _3>rfc 
•  ''~IXi)r(3)         8  '  ̂~IXl)IX3y  ~  16  • 

Let  in=n=l,  then(^y  +  (-|-)*=1. 

.    __  /X8)/XV)  ̂       63a^    -_  At)/XW  .  _49.45yfc 
•  •  *      r(t)/X7)      "884  '  ""  /X3)/X7)      ~    2'* 

Let  m=n^l,  then(^)*+  (-|-)*=1. 

_      r(4)JlC7)         3a   _      r(6)r(7)^      66 

•  •  *  "  rx2)r\9) "  "28 '  »'"r(4)r(9)  ""m" 
[To  be  Oonttnued .  ] 
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ARITHMETIC. 

Oondnetad  by  B.  F.  FHXEL,  SpringfUld,  Mo.  All  oontribntioiis  to  thii  doptrtmoit  ilumld  bo  Mat  to  Ub. 

SOLUTIONS  or  PROBLEMS. 

VOTE  on  the  Solution  of  Problem  08,  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  A.  M.,  Prindpal  of  Higli  Sohool,  momtmvf,  ft. 

As  originally  proposed  the  problem  read  '*with  7%  annual  interest  from 
date,"  while,  it  would  seem  by  inadvertence,  as  reproduced  in  the  Noyember 
number,  it  reads  **with  interest  at  7  per  cent,  from  date." 

I  do  not  find  the  subject  of  ̂* Partial  Payments  on  Notes  with  Annual  In^ 
terest*^  treated  in  any  of  our  Arithmetics,  except  in  Olney's  The  Science  of  Aritk' 
metiCy  but  there  are  doubtless  other  exceptions. 

On  page  191  of  Science  of  Arithmetic  it  is  stated  that  when  partial 
payments  are  made  on  notes  which  bear  Annual  Interest,  at  other  times 
than  those  at  which  the  annual  interest  falls  due,  the  method  usually  adopted  is 
as  follows : 

Find  the  interest  on  the  note  for  1  year ;  and  find  also  the  amount  of  the 

payments  made  during  the  year  from  the  times  they  were  severally  made  to  the 
end  of  the  year. 

If  the  payments  amoimt  to  more  than  the  interest  due,  take  their  amoufU 
from  the  amount  of  the  note,  and  make  the  remainder  a  new  principal. 

But  if  the  aviount  of  the  payments  does  not  equal  the  interest  due^  iheprinei' 
pal  remains  unchanged,  and  the  amount  of  the  payments  is  taken  from  the  interestf 

the  remainder  being  treated  as' deferred  interest. 
Proceed  in  this  manner  with  each  year  till  the  time  of  settlement,  the  last 

period  being  that  from  the  time  the  last  annual  interest  fell  due  to  the  time  of 
settlement. 

Mr.  Wilke's  solution  does  not  folio  nr  in  all  points  the  rule  here  laid  down 
as  the  usual  one.  The  question  is,  what  is  the  rule  in  Ohio  where  the  note  waiT 
drawn  ? 

66.   PropOMd  by  J.  C.  COBBDI,  Pine  Blnlf,  ArkuMts. 

How  long  will  it  take  to  coont  a  million,  in  the  following  manner :  the  connter  is 
to  pronoonce  each  syllable  in  the  names  of  the  snccessivo  nnmbers  at  the  rate  of  one  per 
second? 

Solution  by  B.  F.  TAHET,  A.  M.,  Profaisor  of  MathanatieB,  Mount  Union  Collore,  AUisnoi,  OUo. 

One,  two,   ,  nine— ̂ 0  syllables— of  the  first  order,  are  each 
pronounced  9  times  in  every  hundred. 

.-.  The  total  for  these  is  9 x  10 x  10000=  900000. 
The  same,  of  the  fourth  order,  are  each  pronounced  9000  times 

in  every  hundred  thousand. 
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.-.  The  total  for  these  is  9000  x  10  x  10= 
Ten,  eleven,   ,  nineteen — 20  syllables — of  the  first  and  sec- 

ond orders,  are  each  pronounced  once  in  every  hundred. 
.-.  The  total  for  these  is  20  x  10000= 
The  same,  of  the  fourth  and  fifth  orders,  are  each  pronounced 

1000  times  in  every  hundred  thousand. 
.-.  The  total  for  these  is  10  x  20  x  10000= 
Twenty,  thirty,   ,  ninety — 17  syllables — of  the  second  or- 

der, are  each  pronounced  10  times  in  every  hundred. 
.-.  The  total  for  these  is  10  x  17  x  10000= 
The  same,  of  the  fifth  order,  are  each  pronounced  10000  times 

in  every  hundred  thousand. 
.-.  The  total  for  these  is  10 x  17 x  10000= 
One  hundred,  two  hundred,   ,  nine  hundred — 28  syllables 

—of  the  third  order,  are  each  pronounced  100  times  in  every  thousand. 
.-.  The  total  for  these  is  28  x  100  x  1000= 
The  same,  for  the  sixth  order,  are  each  pronounced  100000 

times. 

.-.  The  total  for  these  is  28  x  100000= 
Thousand  is  pronounced  999000  times. 
.'.  The  total  for  this  word  is 
The  number  of  syllables  in  one  million  is 
The  grand  total  is 

.'.  18198003  seconds=152  days,  18  hours,  6  minutes,  43  sec- 
ondSy  the  time  required. 

900000. 

200000. 

200000. 

1700000. 

1700000. 

2800000. 

2800000. 

1998000. 8. 

13198003. 

[Ohas.  O.  Croae,  New  Windsor,  Maryland,  sent  In  a  solution  of  problem  48.  The  solution  Is  by  Al- 
and to  rery  good,  but  as  the  space  In  the  Mohtblt  Is  very  limited  even  for  unsolved  problems,  we 
omit  hto  solution.  The  published  solution  of  problem  48  is  not  valuable  because  of  Its  brerllj, 
each  step  to  the  statement  of  a  very  elementary  mathematical  proposition,  and  henoe  can  be 

ebBprahended  by  any  one  who  has  mastered  these  simple  propositions.  It  is  no  discredit  to  a  solutloii 
to  be  Umg  If  at  the  same  time  It  to  clear  In  Its  statements.    Eorron. ] 

ALGEBRA. 

by  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Montarsy,  Va.  All  oontributiona  to  this  department  should  be  sent  to  Urn. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FBOBLEMS. 

M.   ftepoMd  by  FrolMior  E.  W.  MORBELL,  Department  of  Mathematiei,  Montpelier  Seminary,  Mon^e- 

TraDsform  x*-f  y*+z*— 2y*z*— 2«*a;*— 2a;*3/*  into  a  product. 
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I.   Sdntion  bj  ROBERT  E.  MOSITZ.  B.  8«..  FrofaMor  of  Mathmatiet  in  Hastiiiti  OoDaf 
V«bntka ;  and  EDOAS  XE8IEB,  Bovldtr,  Oolorado. 

Adding  and  subtracting  4y*c',  we  have 

(ajt-yt-2t)t«(22/a5)«=(a:«-y«-««-2ya5)(a;«-y«-r«+2y») 

=[x»-(y+z)«][x«-(y-0'] 

=(«-y-2)(x+y+«)(a;-y  f  «)(«+ y— «), 

or— (y+z— x)(x+y+2)(«— y+z)(a;-t-y— 2). 
Similarly  solyed  by   0.    W,  ASTHOSY,  J,  8CHBPPER,  C.  D.  8CHMITT,  H.  C.  WIL 

YANNEY,  and  O.  B.  M.  ZERR, 

XL   Sdntion  by  A.  P.  BEAD,  A.  M.,  daranee.  MinoorL 

By  the  method  of  the  last  solution,  we  get 

[x«-(y4-2)«][aj«-(y-2;)«]=(x-y-2;)(x+y+«)(x-y+z)(«+y-2) 

In  a  similar  way  by  adding  and  subtracting  first  Ax*z*  and  then  A 

obtain  (y— 2— 2)(y+a:4-2)(y— a;+2)(y4-a;— «), 

and  (2-a:-y)(2  +  a;+y)(z-x  +  y)(2+x-y). 
Also  solyed  In  this  way  hj  M.  A.  6RUBER. 

m.   Solution  by  ALFRED  HUXE.  0.  E.,  D.  So.,  Profosaor  of  Matbomatiet,  Uniffnity  of 
UniYorgity,  Iiafayotta  Coonty,  XisBiuippi. 

aj*  +  y*-l-z*  — 2y*2*  — 2z*a;'— 2x*y'  may  be  expressed  as  the  deten 

0 11    1 
1 

0    2«    y« 1 
z«     0    X* 

1 
3/«    a;«      0 

which,  as  in  Buruside  and  Panton^s  Theory  of  Equations,  second  edition, 
or,  as  in  Weld's  Theory  of  Determinants,  pages  41  and  42,  may  be  reso! 
the  factors 

—  (x  +  y  +  z)(y  +  z— a;)(z  +  z— y)(x+y— z). 

00.   Fhypoiod  by  MABGDS  BAKER,  M.  A.,  IT.  S.  Oeoloffieal  Surrey,  Washington,  D.  G. 

Two  right  triangles  ABC  and  ABD  are  so  placed  as  to  h 
side  x^^AB)  in  common.  From  P  the  intersection  of  their  hypot< 

drawn  e  perpendicular  to  x.  Knowing  the  hypotenuses  a « 39  feet  and  b- 
and  the  perpendicular  c^l2\  feet,  find  x.     Note  this  theorem 

  1-   1-  —  or  ■  =H   === — , 
m       n         c        |/a«+z«         |/6*— a;«  c 

where  m  and  n  are  the  altitudes  of  the  two  triangles,  respectively.     . 
locus  of  P,     Discuss  the  case  when  the  triangles  are  general  (not  right  ai 



Let  AB-x,  PQ-e,  AC—a,  BD-b,  CB-m,  AD~n. 

Fram  the  trUiigleB  ABC  and  AOP,  we  get 

m  :c-ac  -.x—OB   (1), 

From  the  trianeJea  ABD  and  BOP,  wi  get 

n:  e^x-.GB   (2). 

Klimiiuting  OB  between  (1)  «nd  (2),  we  get 

1  ,    1        1      _        1  1  1 

Suta-8g.  6-25,  c-12|. 

/b»- 

1/1621- 

1/625- 

Let  1621-z'-y». 

■ '  y      |/y*-896       90" 
.-.  7s*-180y»-6272y»  +  1612803/-1086800=0.     .-.  y-86, 1-15. 

Fer  tocoB  of  P,  let  M  be  the  origin.     Using  poiar  co-ordinateB,  we  get 

mm  v
^"'- ,  «ad- 

rBin« 

l/fc«-
 

',  for  the  eqnations  to  AC  aai  BD. x—rcoBd 

The  Tilne  of  z  from  the  first  in  the  second  gives 

ia*-b*)(.r±a)*-(,a*=fL2a*r)tm*e.    If  o-fc,  r-±*o. 

For  the  general  triangle,  let  EF-x,  P'O'—e,  EC=a,  DF^b,  BC—m^ 
=11.    Then  from  similar  rig^t  triangles,  we  deduce  the  relation : 

— (* —  ̂   b' — n*)H   (i—  \/a*—m*)—x. 

Adding,  AO+BG~AB^ 

m  : 

t ::  AB  :  ia.     .-.AG 

n IV.  AB:  BO.     .-.  SO 

.      c.AB_^  c.AB 



u 

i 

m-^/a«— a;«-v'1621-x«  ;  n«|/6« -a;«-|/625-x«. 
1  17 

Whence  — ==  H    » -j^.    Solving,  a;=sl6. 

v/1621-aj«      i/626-a;«        90  *' 

[SCHEFFER,   SCHMITT.] 

Puttingi46—x,PGa«y,  we  find  from  yb^-^AB*  :  y^AB  :  x, 

uiB*—     ,       ,  ;  and  Bubstituting  this  in   5   =  T7pI^"^t"»  ''^^  ̂   ̂^^  ̂ ^ 

Cartesian  equation  of  the  locus  -^^   ,.  ,  .  '  ,  '^    *=    - 

Changing  this  into    the    polar    equation    by    putting   x^r  cos  0,    y^r  sin  ̂ , 

,  ,    ,      .            ,  ̂   .                  6|,/a'  — ft'cos'^' a;»4-3i»sBr*,  we  obtain  r=   ^^    . 
6  8in  6^+V^a*-^*co8«^ 

Also  solyed  hj  A.  H,  BELL  and  H»  C.  WILKES,  [See  No.  M,  Gtoometay,  y<d.  I,  page  MS,  for  aa- 
other  aolutioii  of  a  similar  problem.  BCr.  Bell  sends  a  trlgonometrioal  solution ,  and  sajs  that  lila  Tlew  of 
the  problem  In  greneral  Is  to  have  giren  a,  b,  c,  and  angles  ABO^BAD^it  to  find  the  base.    Bdrob.] 

Brrata. — On  page  369,  line  16  of  December  issue,  for  **ti+ti"  read 
'1  +'t )  P'^  ̂ ^f  ̂ ^^®  ̂ )  ̂°  ̂ ^^  denominator  for  **ms"  read  m' ;  page  860,  under 
Case  III.,  for  **— 4w*<n*"  read  — 4m*>n'  ;  in  the  last  line  on  same  page  inseit 
i  before  the  second  radical;  and  on  page  361,  line  3,  of  problem  52,  for 

"(2)"  read  (3). 

PROBLEMS. 

08.   Propossd  bj  0.  B.  M.  ZERR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Profsssor  of  Mathematiei  and  Applisd  SeltBot,  Tnu- 
kana  Collage,  Tezarkana,  Arkansas-Tsiai.. 

A  man  raises  1  chicken  the  first  year  ;  6,  the  second  ;  35,  the  third  ;  180,  the  foarth  ; 
921,  the  fifth  ;  4626,  the  sixth  ;  23215,  the  seventh  ;  116160,  the  eighth  ;  and  so  on.  .How 
many  does  he  raise  the  20th  year,  and  how  many  in  the  twenty  years  ? 

68.   FtopoMd  by  F.  M.  8HBLDS,  Goopwood,  IDniiiippi. 

A,  B,  and  C  bonght  aneqnal  shares  in  200  acres  of  land  at  same  price  per  acre,  which 
they  sold  for  $286.90.  A  gained  as  mnch  per  cent,  on  his  part  as  he  had  acres,  B  gained  | 
as  moch  per  cent,  on  his  part  as  A  did,  and  C  lost  $9.10  on  the  cost  of  his  part ;  the  total 
net  gain  was  43A  per  cent.  How  mnch  land  did  each  bny,  and  what  did  each  receive  per 
acre  at  the  sale  7 



GEOMETRY. 

OMfcaU*  br  ».  F.  FHKIL,  Bpriacfltld,  Ho.    AU  osnlribitiinu  U  tbli  dapuimsat  ihsolil  b)  Mat  ta  Ua. 

SOLUTIOKS  OT  FS0BLEH8. 

41.    ft»p«nl  br  p.  r.  mn,  ■.  Sa.,  n.  D.,  holuur  ol  Hatbaautlst  ud  iMnaaaj,  Irrlot  OoOip. 

Find  the  length  (z]  or  •  ractknsaUr  parsllelopiped  b=.5  faet,  ud  1^=3  feet,  whicb  csn 
ba  (fioTinu/^  mteriUd  ia  k  rMUDgaUr  par«lle)opiped  L=S3  feet,  .6=04  faet,  and  H=W  feet. 

n.    BDfadioB  br  A.  H.  BELL,  Elllibon.  nUnali,  and  B.  F.  FUZU,  A.  K.,  ProlMMr  iil¥ilf  iTIw  ud 
Ikjdaa,  OniT  OoUtn,  BprloffiiM.  Ma. 

Let  AB=L=SS  feet,  -1E=B=64  feet,  AD=H=K  feet,  rt7FB'-P=the 
required  inBcribed  paraJIelopiped,  Tlf— 6— 5  feet,  irr=ft=3  feet,  BK=t,- 

JM=y,  and  ira=r5=[7/'=rQ=r. 

Then  ffH=.^lf=fl-*,  B/=Z,E=((.'-i*)4 ,  and  ̂ /=H£=L-(6»-t»>l . 

In  the  right  triangle  IAM,JA*  +  A  M*  =IM* ,  or 

[A_(6«_2-)l  y  +  (B~zy=y'   (1). 

In  the  Bimilar  triangles  JAM  and  IBK,  we  have 

AI :  BK=IM  :  IK.  or  t-(h'-2*)i  :  z=y  :  h  ; 

whence  ip=6[Z,-(6'-i')l  ]   (2). 

Solving  (2)  for  y  and  substituting  its  value  in  (1)  we  have,  after  reducing 
and  freeing  of  radicals, 

4,«_4B»'  +  [t'  +  B«-4h'>»  +  2B6'i-(/>'-h')J.'=0   (3). 
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Restoring  nnmben,  we  have 

4«*-.2662««+1088&«+3200«- 171600=0   (4). 

Solving  this  eqtitttion  by  Horner^  $  Method,  we  find  t^A.    /.  y^b'— s*  "-S. 

.-.  From  (1)  or  (2),  y-100. 

If  in  (3)  we  let  £a-lOO,  B=50,  and  6=8  and  solve  the  equation  again  for 
2,  we  find  s=2.750413+=37.  .*.  JIF-1.5248.  .-.  iF/2- 109.4494698746751+ 
feet,  the  required  length  of  the  parallelopiped. 

Had  we  solved  equation  (2)  for  z  and  substituted  its  value  in  (1),  we 
would  have  obtained  an  equation  which  would  give  the  length  of  the  rectan^e 
IMLK,  but  it  would  require  a  great  deal  of  work  to  free  the  equation  of  radidals. 
We  shall  now  obtain  such  an  equation,  or  formula. 

Let  AB^L,  BH^B,  e=^AIM,  and  x^IM.  Then  AI^xocmB, 
AMwrnxBinS,  IBwmh  Bin6^,  BK^h  cos^. 

••.  Area  of  ABHE^2\\AIxAM+\BIxBK]+IMxIK 
-(x«-f  6«)cos6^  sin6^-o6   (1). 

Also  a;coB6^4-b  sin^^^L   (2), 
X  sin6^-h6coB6t=5   (8). 

Squaring  (2)  and  (8)  and  adding  the  results,  we  have 

««-fc«-f4(asin^cos^=I«+5*   (4). 

Equating  sin6^  oos6^  in  (1)  and  (4),  we  have,  after  an  easy  reduction, 

a;4-.(It+5t  ̂ .26«)x«+4L56«-6«(i*+^*-fc')==0    .(6), 
an  equation  which  gives  the  length  of  the  longest  rectangle  of  given  width  which 
can  be  diagonally  inscribed  in  a  given  rectangle. 

[Non.—Itlalnitjiislloefolfr.  BeUtoaaytluitbewMoldlgttdfopioteBlloiiCMidviCoroiulylMfoi* 
bereoelTMlapropsriMArliicfoldaoUtmtluittlMpabllahed  tolutton  of  Dr.  ICati  and  Mr.  Buil— un  to 
wrong.  ItwaaalmpljAOMeoflluiittBliuttceoomBioiilydoiMtoiiMBwlMiiwot^^ 
And  reftaM  to  ozamiiio  their  Qlaims.  Thto  probtam  was  propoMd  n  few  yesn  mo  tn  tbo  Seftool  FMtor*  mkA 
aft  lluiit  time  we  aotredtiie  problem  tboiicb  we  did  not  trj  to  obUtn  the  nnmerioelreeolt.  WbanDr.  Man 
and  Mr.  Borleaon  aent  In  tbeir  aoliition,  It  aeemed  to  na  on  ooraoiy  ewamtwatlon  to  be  <rt»CalBed  ob  IIw 
aameplanpnranedbynaafewyearaago.  But  after  Mr.  Ben  had  wrtt>an  tone  on  ae?eral  dlfleret  ooea 

alona,  we  offered  to  pabliah  hto  aolatlon  that  onr  readera  might  ooihpare  the  reeolta. '  But  beCove  dotaf BO,  we  examined  tiie  pnbUahed  solution  In  tiie  Maj  No.  Vol.  II  and  found  that  it  waa  wvosg.  Ite  mnmar- 
loal  calenlation  of  •»  WB  to  due  to  Mr.  Ben,  aa  to  alao  the  last  equation  and  the  method  of  oblalalag 
It.    BDRon.] 

49.   Plropoiad  by  J.  0.  WILLIAMS,  BflOM,  Vfw  Torfc. 

Of  all  triangles  inscribed  in  a  given  segment  of  a  circle,  with  the  chord  as  bate,  the 
isosceles  is  the  mazimnm. 

L   Sohition  by  M.  A.  OBUBBB,  War  Dtpartmeat,  WaiWngtea,  D.  0.,  and  A.  P.  BBBD,  tlaftriilwidMi 
of  S«heois,  OlartaM,  Misionri. 

The  bases  being  equal,  the  maximum  triangle  is  the  one  having  the  great- 
est altitude. 

% 



In  tnj  legmeni  of  •  aide,  the  gnateft  perpoidicalftr  tlut  can  Iw  inwa 
to  the  diord,  is  the  parpendioolu  to  the  middle  of  the  chord.  This  perpendicQ' 
Iw  is  the  altitade  of  ttw  isoeedes  triangle. 

.-.  Th9  isosceles  triangle  Is  the  maximom. 

n.  lifcrtiM  tT  J.  M.  oomT.  1.  iL,  ftmrtrtwiwt  «i  sitwh,  »ntanr,  Tfaiiafa.  ud  X.  nsm, ■wii^,  Oiliiali. 
As  the  segment  may  be  greater  or  len  than  a  aemi-oircle,  the  general  proof 

is  fbr  tiie  cuds.  In  the  flgnxe  it  is  obviona  that  the 

isoeoelee  trian^  P'BC  u  greater  than  any  other  tri- 
ang^  ASO,  aa  Ut  altitudt  it  grtaUr.  Having  the 
given  dtord  as  the  oommon  base,  the  area  depends  en- 
tirdy  on  the  altitnde.  Bat  the  isosodes  triangle  is  a 
mailtnnm  both  in  jMriawtrr  and  ana. 

Draw  PK  perpendhmlar  to  AB.  Then  the  tri- 

an^ea  APM,  P'i>B are  similar,  and  the  diameterP'P 
JM>AP  :  .-.  P'  B  ia>AU. 

But  2AM=AB+CA  {Jtidiardiott  and  Ramtty'$ 
Modern  Plan*  Otowutry,  pp.  84,  131). 

. '.  P'BC  has  the  maximnm  perimeter. 
Atmmamvr  M.  L.  axEMWooD  ud  o.  a.  jr.  xxxjt. 

FBOBLEHS. 

St.  ItaSMii  kfLt.  SOnUR,  ffe.  D.,  Uitnfritr  tt  Pwacjtinwk.  fWlNtolrU*,  ttam^Unit. 

Prove  geometrically : 
If  throngh  the  center  of  perspective  i>  of  a  given  triangle  ABC  and 

its  Btooatd  triangle  A'B'C  be  drawn  straight  lines  so  as  to  pass  throa^  S„  S^ 
and  A,  (Am  St,  and  A.  are  the  middle  points  of  thp  sides  BC,  AC,  and  AS  of  the 
trian^e  ABC)  and  if  8,Di  is  made  eqoal  to  DS„  8tD,  eqnd  to  DS^  and  ScD, 

•qoal  to  ZW, then  are  (1)  the  figures  D,0'AO,  D,0'BOmi  />i 0' CO  paiallelo- 
gnaaa  (0  and  0'  are  Brocard's  points),  (2)  the  triangles  D^D,D,  and  ABC  are 
eqoal,  aoAiS)D,A,  i>,B, and 7>,C  intersect  in  8,  (A is  the  middle pointof  00'). 

fs.  hiiMii  bj  rmmoi  a.  suir.  n.  i:,  xn  >mi,  oauwOoBL 

Let  ab  and  cd  be  reepeotivdy  the  major  and  minor  axes  of  an  ellipse,  and 
let  ff  be  Hm  angle  which  a  diameter  th  forms  with  the  major  axis ;  it  is  required 
to  SDd  the  length  of  this  diameter. 



AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Oondnetad  by  B.  F.  FUKXL,  SftingHOA,  Mo.  AU  oontribntloiis  to  thii  dtp«rtiBeiit  ihoiM  bo  Mit  toU& 

NOTE  ON  PROBLEM  26,  AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

BY  G.  B.  M.  ZERR. 

In  reply  to  Dr.  Martin,  for  whom  I  have  the  utmost  respect,  I  have  th^ 

following  remarks  to  make.      The  problem  that  gives  the  result  ia'  is  differen*^ 

a« 

from  the  problem  that  gives  the  result^-.     In  the  former  the  right  angle  remains 

fixed  and  does  not  lie  on  a  circle  as  Dr.  Martin  states.  The  problem  is  as  foL» 
lows :  Find  the  average  area  of  all  triangles  formed  by  a  straight  line  of  constaa^ 
length  a  sliding  so  that  its  extremities  constantly  touch  two  fixed  straight  lines 
at  right  angles  to  one  another.  In  the  problem  under  consideration  the  hypote- 

nuse a  is  fixed  and  the  right  angle  moves  on  the  semi-circumference.    In  the  first 

case  the  average  length  of  one  leg  isj     xdx  /  j    dx=ia.    In  the  second  case  Ume 
/M  /•a         • 

average  length  is  I  xds  /  I  ds—a  /it.  In  the  first  case  the  average  area  of  all 

the  triangles  isJ   \x\    a*  —  x*dx/  j  dx=la*.     In  the  second  case  the  average 

area  isj  ixya*^x*ds/\   rf«=:— ,  where  ds  represents  an  element   of 

It  is  plainly  evident  that  in  the  result  ia*  the  leg  does  not  and  cannot  change  its 
direction  or  its  average  length  would  not  be  ia.     In  the  second  case  it  is  constant- 

ly changing  its  direction  and  the  right  angle  is  moving  on  a  semicircumfereDce. 
The  problem  calls  for  a  given. hypotenuse  and  not  one  that  is  constantly  chang- 

ingits  direction  ;  hence  the  result  jr—  is  the  correct  result. 

DR.  MARTIN'S  RESULT  IS  NOT  CORRECT. 
F.  P.  MATZ. 

Cause  the  problem  to  read  :  **Find  the  average  area  of  all  right-angled 
triangles  having  a  given  hypotenuse,  if  an  arm  of  the  triangle  vary  uniformly  f^ 
then  Dr.  Martin's  result,  J/i*,  is  perfectly  correct. 

Strip  the  problem  of  this  italicised  condition  ;  that  is,  make  the  problem 
read  as  originally  proposed;  then  the  number  of  possible  right-angled  trian- 

gles is  proportional  to  the  length  of  the  semicircumference  of  which  the  given  hy- 
potenuse is  the  diameter.  This  is  the  correct  plan  of  solution.  By  adhering  to 

this  plan  of  solution,  the  correct  result,  h*  /2r,  is  obtained,  regardless  as  to 
choice  of  independent  variable. 

Dr.   Martin's  result,    t/i',  is  too  great;  for  he,  by  making  the  number 
of  possible  right-angled  triangles  *' proportional  to  the  given  hypotenuse,"  ignores 



the  cODBideratiOD  of  the  areas  of  practically  an  infiailade  of  ri^t-angled  triangles 
of  ahicfa  the  major  portion  bare  one  rather  amall  acute  angle — tbuB  giving  tfaem 
ueu  mailer  than  ih'. 

Since  not  only  all  of  Dr.  Martin's  ignored  right-angled  triangles,  but 
aUpouible  right-angled  triangles,  have  been  properly  averaged  in  my  solutions 

ladingto  (the  resolt)  h*  /2t,  I  repeat  that  this  result  is  the  correct  one. 

A  REPLY  TO  DR.  MARTIN'S  NOTE. 
BY  THB   EniTOR  OF  THIS   DEFABTUBNT. 

I  will  say  at  first,  that  I  too,  have  profound  regard  for  Dr.  Martin,  and  his 
ojnnion  on  a  subject  in  which  he  was  the  pioneer  writer  in  America  should  not 
bt  issuled  simply  for  the  sake  of  controversy. 

His  a^:nment  is  entirely  sound  as  to  fact  but  not  as  to  interpretation.  It 
iitnia  the  triangles  are  not  uniformly  distributed  on  the 
tamjciicQmference  if  the  number  of  triangles  is  to  be 
obtained  by  varying  one  of  the  legs  of  the  triangle.  That 
thii  is  true  may  be  easily  shown  from  the  figurd.  Let 
iC=rft,  the  hypotenuse,  and  BO=i,  angle  BDC=ff. 
TheDx=a  sin  ̂ ilSDC^a  sin  \8.    Differentiating,  .we  have 

j^=la(»s  itf=iai/i(oosC+ 1).  .  ■.  dx increases )/  l(co8C+ 1) 
timet  IS  fast  as  d6.  When  0^0,  dx  and  d9  are  increasing  equally,  and  when 
^l',  dx  is  increasing  1^2  times  as  fast  as  dft.  Hence  it  is  evident  that 
1  greater  number  of  triangles  exist  for  a  certain  length  of  arc  in  the  vicinity  of  the 
vertex  of  the  s^micircumference  whose  diameter  is  the  hypotenuse,  than  for  the 
■une  length  of  arc  near  the  origin  0  when  the  number  of  triangles  is  made  a 
ftiDetion  of  one  of  the  legs  of  the  triangle,  and  therefore  Dr.  Martin's  conclusion 
iisoond  if  we  grant  his  assumption,  namely,  that  the  number  of  triangles  is  a 
inoction  of  one  of  the  legs  of  the  triangle. 

Bnt  this  assumption  is  what  we  refuse  to  grant.  We  believe  that  there 

Ve  other  triangles  that  are  to  be  interpolated  in  the  series  in  order  that  the  total- 
ity of  the  triangles  may  be  obtained  and  that  these  interpolated  triangles 

tre  found  by  making  the  totality  a  function  of  the  semicircumference. 

From  this  consideration,   it  is  evident  that  Dr.  Martin's  result,   la*, 

is  greater  than  tbe  reBult,=— ,  which  we  are  defending.  The  reason  is,  that  ac- 

cording to  his  interpretation,  the  triangles  are  most  numerous  when  x=^\y'2a, 
that  is  to  say,  when  the  vertex  of  the  triangle  coincides  with  the  vertex  of  the 
aemidrcumfereDce.  Hence  the  sum  of  the  areas  of  the  triangles  ought  to 
be  greater  than  when  only  as  many  triangles  are  taken  in  one  portion  of  the  arc 
of  Uie  semi  circumference  as  in  any  other. 

If  the  radius  DB  is  made  to  revolve  with  uniform  velocity  about  the  point 
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D  and  Us  extremity  B  be  joined  with  the  points  A  and  C  then  the  totality  of  tii- 
ingles  will  be  fonned  and  they  will  be  nnifonnly  distribated  on  the  semidicnm- 
ference  whose  diameter  is  the  hypotennse. 

The  question  is  not  whether  the  triangles  are  uniformly  distributed  or  not 
but  what  method  gives  the  Maliiy  of  the  series. 

Drury  ColUffe,  Jamuary  f7, 1896. 

NOTES. 

Errata.    Professor  Beman  calls  my  attention  to  a  manifest  error  in  Pro- 

fessor Klein's  paper  which  I  translated  for  the  December  namber.    Vol.  II,  pip 

850,  should  give  the  series-j=l— 1+1—1+ ....     Theseries  1—1+1—1+.... 

=log«2  instead  of  -^.  D.  B.  Sioth. 

Dr.   B.  A.   Bowser  writes :    Should  not  problem  48  [Calculus]    reid 

— =-j   j   ,  as  in  Price's  Calculus,  Vol.  II,  page  120  ? 

NOTE  ON  THE  SOLUTIONS  OP  PROBLEM  45,  PAQKS  274^76. 

BY  ARTEMA8  MARTIN,  LL.  D. 

There  is  but  one  case  in  Problem  45,  Oeometr  j,  a$  propoied.    Only  the 
circumscribing  circle  is  required. 

The  final  result  may  be  expressed  in  the  more  simple  form 

2  /  lahcia + 6 + c)] — {ab + ac + 6c)' 

In  the  second  solution,  page  275,  the  equation 

**cos  BCA=coB(,BCA+BCOf)'' 

should  be  cos  BCA=oob(,ACO+BCO). 
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EDITORIALS. 

We  shall  be  pleased  to  reoeive  a  catalogue  firom  each  of  the  schools 
i  colleges  where  the  Monthly  is  taken. 

Charles  De  Medici,  of  New  York  City,  writes,  *'Yoar  magasine  has  eer- 
ily more  merit  than  any  other  of  the  kind  and  ought  to  be  well  supported." 

George  W.  Howe,  Professor  of  Mathematics,  State  Normal  School, 

iirensburg.  Mo.,  says,  ''The  Monthly  is  a  welcome  visitor  and  I  trust 
t  you  will  continue  it." 

This  number  was  delayed  more  than  two  weeks  because  of  the  failure  of 
le  proof  reaching  its  destination.  We  feel  confident  that  the  March  number 
[  be  mailed  by  the  last  of  the  month,  and  that  thereafter  the  Monthly  will 
etr  regularly. 

Cooper  D.  Schmitt,  Professor  of  Mathematics,  University  of  Tennessee, 

^,  "I  enclose  my  subscription  for  the  current  year.     I  wish  I  had  time  to 
you  how  much  I  enjoy  the  Monthly  and  thb  good  I  get  from  it.    It 
caused  me  to  study  along  certain  lines  that  I  had  never  before  entered  upon, 

I  feel  that  it  does  me  an  immense  amount  of  good." 

We  are  very  thankful  for  the  kind  words  that  come  from  many  of  our  oon- 
Dtors  respecting  the  Monthly.     That  the  work  of  getting  out  such  a  peripdi- 
Bvery  month  is  very  arduous  is  not  realised  by  all.    That  some  errors  creep 
its  pages  is  not  surprising  when  every  one  thoroughly  realizes  the  great 

k  connected  with  the  enterprise. 

Professor  B.  P.  Thompson,  of  Miama  University,  Oxford,  Ohio,  writes, 
lend  you  with  pleasure  $2.00  for  Thb  American  Mathematical  Monthly  for 
I,  I  get  many  a  useful  item,  or  point  in  discussion  from  it,  and  I  hope  you 
r  prosper  in  the  good  work  of  putting  into  print  the  thoughts  of  the  present 
kers  in  our  beloved  science." 

Professor  Thompson  promises  to  contribute  a  paper  on  the  "Mechanics  of 

Bicycle." 

In  The  Advance  in  Education  is  an  article,  ''A  Class  in  Geometry  under 
Laboratory  Plan,"  by  Adelia  R.  Hombrook,  High  School,  Evansville,  Ind. 
m  this  article  we  see  that  good  practical  use  is  made  of  the  Monthly  in  the 

iroom.  She  says,  "A  group  of  boys,  most  of  whom  hope  to  go  to  the  Poly- 
nic  school,  are  working  on  a  problem  given  them  yesterday.  They  are  much 
ressed  with  it,  because  it  came  out  of  the  [American]  Mathematical  Monthly. 
y  had  never  seen  any  mathematical  publications  except  the  text  books,  and 
Monthly^  with  its  intricate  diagrams,  mysterious  figures,  and  unfamiliar 

18  was  a  revelation  to  them."      There  are  thousands  of  teachers  in  our  High 
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Schools  that  could  most  profitably  follow  the  writer  of  the  above  article's  plan. 
Not  necessarily  that  the  Monthly  be  used  but  that  the  teachers  of  mathematidi 
carry  the  spirit  of  the  great  living  subject  into  their  classrooms.  There 
is  no  better  way  to  do  this  than  for  every  teacher  to  take  some  gpod  magwine 
especially  devoted  to  his  favorite  study. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Elf  merits  of  the  Differential  and  Integral  Calculus  with  Examples  Hid 
Practical  Applications.  By  J.  W*  Nicholson,  A.  M.,  LL.  D.,  President  and 
Professor  of  Mathematics,  Louisiana  State  University  and  Agricultural  and 

Mechanical  College.     8vo.  Cloth,  256  pp.     New  York  and  New  Orleans :    Uai* 
versity  Publishing  Co. 

We  have  long  been  expectiDg  this  ODiqae  work  on  the  Calcalos  as  Col.  Nioholiooa^ 
prised  ns  more  than  a  year  ago  that  he  was  preparing  a  work  on  the  sobject  which  be  ii- 
pected  wonid  create  a  stir  among  mathematicians.  In  this,  I  think  he  will  realiie  hii  ft 
pectation,  as  his  work  is  a  great  departure  from  the. long  beaten  path  of  the  Imdftioial 

Calcnlns.  None  of  the  metaphysical  specolations  of  Newton,  Leibini,  Camot,  D'AlemlNfti 
Berkeley,  Dnhamel,  Cavalieri,  Marqnis  de  L'Hopital,  etc.,  are  met  with,  in  reading  thii 
book.  The  idea  is  simply  an  extention  of  mathematical  principles  withoai  assaming  fagoa 
metaphysical  propositions. 

The  chief  distinctions  of  this  treatise  is  that,  (1)  it  is  based  on  the  coneepttoBSf 
Proportional  Variatiorm,  (2)  the  treatment  of  <ie  as  a  variable,  (3)  a  rigorous  dedoctioB  af 

simple  tests  of  absolnte  convergency,  without  recourse  to  the  remainder  in  Taylor's  forms- 
la,  (4)  an  extension  of  the  ordinary  rules  for  finding  maxima  and  minima,  (5)  a  cdiaplsr  os 
Independent  Integration,  (6)  integration  by  independent  coefficients,  (7)  the  introdaction  of 

tum8  in  curve  tracing,  and  (8)  a  new  proof  of  Taylor's  formula. 
The  treatment  of  dx  as  a  variable  is  the  only  rational  way  of  viewing  dr  as  a  qnanti^ 

at  all.  We  do  not  think  that  Col.  Nicholson  has  wandered  too  far  from  the  asaal  method 
of  treating  the  subject  and  we  are  sure  the  beginner  in  Calculus  will  hail  the  work  with  joy. 

It  is  time  for  the  Calculus  to  be  treated  on  sound  mathematical  principles  and  sot 
those  of  metaphysics.  We  very  gladly  recommend  this  new  work  to  the  favorable  consid- 

eration of  teachers  and  students  desiring  a  good  text  book  on  the  Calculus.    B.  F.  F. 

The  Science  Absolute  of  Space.  Independent  of  the  truth  or  falsity  of  Ea- 

clid's  Axiom  XI  (which  can  never  be  proved  a  priori).  By  John  Bolyai.  Trans- 
lated from  the  Latin  by  Dr.  George  Bruce  Halsted,  President  of  the  Texas  Acad- 

emy of  Science.  Fourth  edition.  Vol.  three  of  the  Neomonic  Series.  Publish- 
ed at  the  Neomon,  2407  Guadalupe  Street,  Austin,  Texas.  Cloth,  71  pp. 

Price,  $1.00. 

Dr.  Halsted  has  just  got  out  the  fourth  edition  of  his  translation  of  Bolyai's  "Sdsoei 
Absolute  of  Space."  The  work  is  enriched  by  many  interesting  particulars  conoemiii| 
the  lives  of  the  celebrated  author  of  the  Non-Euclidean  Geometry,  Bolyai  Janos,  and  hii 
father,  Bolyai  Farkas.    This  little  work  is  worth  a  careful  reading  at  least  once  a  year. B.  F.  F. 
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Concrete  Oeometryfor  Beginners,  By  A.  R.  Hombrook,  A.  M.,  Teacher  of 
•thematics  in  High  School,  Evansville,  Indiana.  12mo.  Cloth,  201  pp. 
tice,  75  cents.     New  York  and  Chicago :     American  Book  Co. 

This  book  is  designed  as  an  Introdactory  Coarse  to  the  Study  of  Demonstrative  Ge- 
Dstry.  The  aathor  is  a  very  thorough  and  efficient  teacher  of  mathematics,  and 
intensely  interested  in  the  subject.  The  book  is  carefully  and  skillfully  written,  and  can 
)t  be  too  highly  recommended  for  the  place  it  is  designed  to  occupy.  Were  all  students 
irefully  instructed  by  the  Laboratory  Method,  in  Concrete  Geometry,  better  results  would 
)  obtained  while  studying  Demonstrative  Geometry.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Review  of  Revieufs.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine, 
idited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year.  Single  namber,  25  cents, 
he  Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  New  York  City. 

During  these  months  of  extraordinary  unrest  in  foreign  politics,  the  RevUw  of  Reviewi 
ifotes  its  attention  in  large  measure  to  international  affairs.  Its  editorial  department 
itcusses  matters  in  South  Africa,  the  attitude  of  the  fp^at  European  powers,  and  the  most 
lesnt  phases  of  the  movement  among  the  nations  for  the  arbitration  of  disbutes ;  the 
Isieh  namber  also  contains  a  most  timely  article  on  "The  Government  of  France  and  Its 
eeent  Changes,"  by  Baron  Pierre  de  Coubertin  ;  "A  Review  of  Canadian  Affairs,"  by  J. 
^  Bossell,  and  a  character  sketch  of  "Cecil  Rhodes,  of  Africa,"  by  W.  T.  Stead.  It  can 
Mdly  be  said  that  the  Review  ofReviewB  is  narrowly  provincial  in  its  outlook  on  men  and 
roitsl 

The  Cosmopolitan.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Ed- 
ed  by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1.00  per  year.  Single  number,  10  cents. 
rrington-on-the-Hudson,  New  York. 

The  price  of  this  magnificent  magasine  has  been  so  reduced  as  to  make  it  possible  for 
«r-fifths  of  the  homes  of  America  to  enjoy  its  choice  reading.  The  March  number  is  re- 

lets with  the  best  literature  of  the  present  time. 
See  our  club  rate  in  December  number  and  then  give  us  your  order  for  the  Review  ef. 

mem$  and  the  CoemopoKtan, 
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EW  AHS  OLD  FSOOTS  OF  THE  FTTHAGOREAV  THEOREM. 

J  VXU.  I.  IinET,  A.  ■.,  Xout  Vnloa  {kOf,  Ulun.  Ohia.  ud  JiMU  A.  OALDmmi),  I.  >•., 

It  is  proposed  in  these  papers  to  giveamorearlesi  complete  list  of  prooft, 
b  new  and  old,  of  this  celebrated  aod  practical  theorem.  Ad  attempt  in  made 
classification  based  apon  immediate  prindples  used  in  the  proofs.  Due  credit 
1  be  gtven  in  all  known  cases.  A  historical  note  will  be  appended  to  the  com- 
iedliat. 

THBOBKIC. 

The  tquare  deteribed  ujjon  the  hypotenvee  of  a  right  triangle  is  equivaltnt  to 
inim  of  tke  i^area  deicribed  upon  the  other  tteo  ridee. 

PROOFS. 

I.      BKBCLTUia  FROM  LiNKAB  RbLATIONS  OF  SiVILAK  RlQHT  TBIANaLKS. 

Let  ̂ BC  be  a  A  r^hf-angled  at  C.  Draw 

I  perpendicniar  to  AB.  There  are  thus  three  sim- 
r  right  triangles. 

Letting^(7=b,  BC=a,  AB=c,  CD^=x,  AD=y, 
*=e—ii,  we  obtain  the  following  proportions,  with 
ir  resulting  eqoatioas : 

O)- 

(2)- 
(8). 

C4). 

.  ye=£h* . 

Fig.  1. 
.1. 

y:fc: 
'.  6r=ny   2. 

■.  ex=tth   .,.  ..3. 

.-.  x*=cy-y*   4 



(5).    y  :  X  ::  b  :  a.    ,•.  bx=ay   

(6).    X  :  e—y  ::  6  :  o.      .■.  ax^h{e—y)   

(7).     e—y  :  a  ::  a:  c.      .■.  c(c— j/)=o'   

(8).    e—y  :  a  ;:  a: :  b.      .-.  a!c=fe{c— y)   

(9).    a  :  e  ::  X  ;  h.     .-.  ex^ab.  •   
From  (he  nine  diSierent  proportions,  there  are  derived  bat  six  diff 

'eqnatioDB,  equation  2  being  derived  ftom  proportion  (2)  or  (6),  3  from  (3)  oj 
and  6  from  <6)  or  (8). 

It  iB  evident  that  from  no  single  equation  can  we  determine  the  rel 
between  a,  b,  and  c,  the  sides  of  the  given  right  A. 

It  is  also  evident  that  there  ie  but  one  set  of  twos  which  will  give  the 
tion  desired,  viz.,  equations  1  and  6.  If  we  add  these,  member  by  membei 

get  directly  e*=!a*+b'.  Giving  to  this  form  the  usual  geometrical  interp 
tion,  we  tbos  have  one  proof  of  the  theorem.  This,  though  in  a  different  f 
is  one  of  the  methods  usnally  found  in  the  books.     It  is  credited  to  Legendi 

We  now  proceed  to  find  combinations  of  threes,  which  will  give  there 

ed  relation.    There  are  ̂ 7^=20  sets  of  three  equationB  out  of  the  six.     B 

these,  four  mast  be  rejected,  since  they  contain  1  and  6,  which  two  alone  f 
the  theorem,  as  alroady  shown  ;  also  the  following  three  sets,  since  in  ead 
the  equations  ara  dependent :  I,  2,  3 ;  2,  4,  G ;  3,  fi,  6.  There  are,  then,  lei 
following  thirteen  sets,  from  each  of  which,  if  we  eliminate  x  and  y 

getc*=a*+b*:  1,2,4;  1,2,6;  1,3,  4;  1,  3,  6;  1,4,  6;  2,  3,  4;  2,  8,  6;  2, 
2,  4,  6 ;  2,  6,  6 ;  3,  4,  fi  ;  3,  4,  6 ;  4,  6,  6. 

Of  these  thirteen  sets,  there  are  six  that  contain  one  equation  1 
derived  frgm  either  of  two  proportionB ;  six  sets  containing  two  each  such  i 
tions ;  and  one  containing  three.  Thereforo,  inclnding  the  proof  already  g 

then  are  1  +  6x2+6x2* -l-2i:=46  proofe,  by  this  method. 
II.  Let  ABC  be  a  a  right-angled  at  C.  Draw  a  line  perpendicnl 

AB  from  A,  meeting  BO  produced,  as  at  D. 
Letting  A  0=6,  BC=a,  AB=c,  AD=x, 

D€h=jf,  BD==y+a,  and  proceeding  as  in  the  preced- 
ii^  case,  we  find  that  this  method  also  yields  46  dif- 

ferent prooft.  The  details  are  left  to  be  carried  out 
by  the  reader.  Fig.  2. 

III.  Let  ABC  be    a    A   right-angled  at  C.     Draw   DE  perpendi 
to  AB  so  that  DE=DC.  Then  will  BE=BC.   a  ADE  | 
is  similar  to  &.  ABC. 

Letting   AC=b,    BC=a,  AB=c,    AE=e- 
DE=iDC=x,  AD=b—x,  we  have  : 



(2).     c-a  :  b  ::  b~x  :  e.     .■.^^"— ^t"   2. 

(8).    ir:a::fr-K:c.     .■.!e=-^   8. 

Prom  'th«  three  eqnatioDB,  it  is  evident  that  we  may  obtain  three  proofe 
hj  this  method. 

IV.     Let  ABC  be   a   ̂   ri^t-angled  at  C.    Extend  AB  io  D  making 
BIh=BC.    Draw  a  line  perpendicnlar  to  AD  at  D,  1 
msetiDg  AC  produced  aa  at  E.      Then  will  CE=DE, 
ind  A  ASD  will  be  similar  to  A  ̂ £(7. 

Letting  AC=t:h,  BC=a,  AB=e,  AD=e+a, 
DB=z,  AE^^+b,  and  proceeding  aa  in  the  last  case,  , 
n  obUin  three  moi«  proofe,  making  in  all,  thus  far,  I 
Sepnmla.  Fig.  4. 

In  oar  next  paper,   we  shall  give  a  method  whose  results  reach  into 
tbt  thcnuands. 

(To  baa 

*. 

VOV-EirCUDEAN  OXOHETBY:  HISTOBICAL  AKS 
EZFOSITOST. 

[OodUdiim]  from  Febrnwy  Nimilior.] 

'PBOPOfllTtON  XXIII.     If  any  two  itraightt  AX,  BX  (Fig.  27.)  exiat  in  the 
ploiWt  tither  they  have  (even  tn  the  hypothesit  of  acute  angle)  a  common  per* 

orpntonged  toward  either  the  tame  part,  unless  tomelime  at  a  finite 
mu  elriket  upon  the  other,  they  multiaUy  approach  ever  more  toward  each 

afe  Ftaof.  From  ttky  point  A  of  AX  is  let  fall  to  the  Btraight  BX  the  perpen- 
MHb  as.  If  BA  makes  with  AX  a  right  an^e,  we  have  the  asserted  case 
w9m  oommon  perpendicular.  But  otherwise  this  straight  makes  toward  one 
tt  ttw  othw  part,  aa  lappose  toward  the  parts  of  the  point  X,  an  acute  angle. 



Bo  in  the  aforesaid  stnugbt  AX  between  the  points  A  and  X  any  pointa  D,  S,  i 
are  designated,  from  which  ate  let  foil  to  the  sttaight  BX  the 
perpendiculars  I>K,  HK,  LK.    If  any  one  angle  at  the  points 

D,H,Lbe  acute  toward  the  parts  of  the  point  A,  it  follovt'S 
(from  the  preceding)  that  AX,  BX  will  hare  a  common  per< 

pendicnlar. 
But  if  every  angle  of  this  sort  be  greater  than  acute ; 

either  some  one  will  be  rigjit,  and  thus  again  we  will  have  the 
asserted  case  of  the  common  perpendicular,  since  all  angles  at 
the  points  K  are  supposed  right  ;  or  all  those  angles  toward 

the  parts  of  the  point  A  are  obtuse,  and  therefore  all  there-  "'&■  ̂ '* WJth  acnte  toward  the  parts  of  the  point  X,  and  so  again  I  ai^e :  Since  i 

the  quadrilateral  KDHK  the  angles  at  the  points  K  are  right,  but  tbe  ang^e  i 
the  point  D  is  acute,  the  side  DK  will  be  (from  Cor.  II.  after  P.  III.)  great* 
than  the  side  HK. 

In  a  similar  way  the  side  HK  is  shown  to  he  greater  than  the  side  LK 
and  so  always,  romparing  to  each  other  perpeDdiculars  from  any  ever  highe 
points  of  ̂ Xletfall  upon  the  other  £^.  Wherefore  AX,  5^ mutually  approtd 
each  other  ever  more  toward  the  parts  of  the  point  X;  Which  is  the  second  par 
of  the  disjunct  proposition. 

From  all  which  follows  that  any  two  straights  AX,  BX,  which  exist  in  tli< 
same  plane,  either  have  Ceven  in  tbe  hypothesis  of  acute  angle)  a  common  par 
pendicular,  or  produced  toward  either  the  same  part,  unless  sometime  at  a  finiti 
distance  one  strikes  upon  the  other,  mutually  approach  each  other  ever  more. 

Quod  erat  etc. CoROLLAHY  I.  Uencc  the  angles  toward  the  base  AB  will  be  alwaji 
obtuse  at  each  point  of  AX,  from  which  is  let  fall  a  perpendicular  to  tbe  strai^l 
BX:  will  be,  I  say,  always  obtuse,  as  often  as  those  two  .i4.r  and  £X  mutually  sp> 
prooch  each  other  ever  more  toward  the  parts  of  the  points  X ;  which  indeet 
ought  to  be  understood  in  a  sane  way,  of  course,  of  perpendiculars  let  fall  befon 
the  aforesaid  meeting,  if  perchance  one  should  strike  upon  the  other  at  a  finiti 
distance. 

ScHOLiON.  I  see  indeed  that  it  may  be  here  inqoirod,  in  what  way  can  b 
shown  the  existence  of  that  common  perpendicular,  as  often  as  any  atraigh 

PFBD  (Fig.  28.)  meeting  two  AX,  BX  in  pointa  F,  and  H.  makei  towar. 
the  same  parts  two  internal  angles  A  HF,  BFH, 
not  themselves  indeed  right,  but  nevertheless  to- 

gether equal  to  two  rights.  But  behold  that  com- 
mon perpendicular  geometrically  demonstrated. 
FH  being,  bisected  in  M,  perpendiculars 

MK,  ML  are  let  foU  to  AX  tad  BX.  The  angle 
MFL  will  be  equal  (Eu.  1. 13)  to  the  angls  MHK, 
which  indeed  is  supposed  to  make  up  two  right  Fig.  28. 
angles  with  the  angle  BFH.      Moreover  the  angles  at  the  points  K  and  L  at 
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t ;  and  again  MF,  MH  are  equal.  Therefore  (Ea.  I.  26)  so  are  the  angles 
C(|  HMK  equal.  Wherefore  the  angle  HMKmakeB  two  right  angles  with  the 

rjf£,  since  with  this  the  angle  FML  (Eu.  I.  13)  makes  two  right  angles. 
(Ea.  I.  14)  KML  will  he  one  continuous  straight  line,  consequently  the 

perpendicular  of  the  aforesaid  straights  AX,  BX,    Quod  erat  etc. 
[To  be  Gontlnaed .  ] 

nrntoDircTioN  to  svBSTinrTioN  gboups. 

By  0.  A.  lOLLEB,  Fh.  D..  Uipiif ,  Qmnaj. 

[Oontlnaed  from  February  Number.] 

The  Construction  of  the  Primitive  Groups. 

We  have  shown  that  all  the  intransitive  and  the  non-primitive  groups  of  a 
in  degree,  may  be  made  to  depend  upon  groups  of  a  lower  degree.  We  shall 
I  prove  a  similar  property  of  the  primitive  groups. 

It  must  however  not  be  inferred  that  this  will  solve,  in  a  satisfactory  man- 
the  problem  of  constructing  all  the  groups  of  a  given  degree.      The  elemen- 

'  methods  to   which  we  have  confined  ourselves  require  a  large  number 
;rials  if  the  degree  is  large.     Some  briefer  methods   will  be  given  later 
even  these  will  only  tend  to  make  the  construction  of  all  the  groups 
given  degree  practical  for  somewha!i  larger  degrees. 

It  is  not  difficult  to  give  general  theorems  which  include  all  the  groups  of 
ven  type,  as,  for  instance,  the  theorem  at  the  end  of  our  discussion  of  the 
rtmction  of  the  non-primitive  groups ;  but  new  types  arise  continually  and  no 
-tentative  method  by  means  of  which  all  the  groups  of  any  given  degree  may 
Dund  has  yet^  been  published. 

We  proceed  to  prove  some  theorems  which  apply  to  all  transitive  groups 
are  especially  useful  in  the  construction  uf  primitive  groups.  Unless  the 
aiy  is  stated  the  symbols  G,  g,  and  n  will  respresent  respectively  the  group 
Mr  Mnaideration,  its  order  and  its  degree. 

Let   US    consider   the    transitive    group    0  which  contains  the  letters 
II^   ,  On.    The  substitutions  of  G  which  do  not  contain  a,  (i.  e.,  those 
rill  r^lace  a^  by  itself)  may  be  represented  by 

As  every  group  must  contain  the  identical  substitution  if  the  number  of  its 

I 
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letters  is  finite  and  this  is  the  only  kind  we  are  considering  now,  the  minimum 
value  of  r  is  unity. 

Since  Q  is  transitive  it  must  contain  some  substitution  «r+i  which  replaces 
a,  by  cT).  We  desire  to  find  all  the  substitutions  of  G  which  have  this  property. 
If  »k  is  such  a  substitution  then  will 

belong  to  the  first  line,  since  Sk  replaces  a,  by  a,  and  Sr^X  replaces agbyai  «iir^| 
must  leave  O]  unchanged.     Hence  we  have  the  equations 

Mr~}=«.  (a«l,  2,   r) 
St  —  Sm.  «rfl. 

Since  the  condition  expressed  by  the  last  equation  is  sufficient  as  well  as 

necessary  it  follows  that  there  are  just  r  different  substitutions  in  G,  which  traiu- 
form  a,  into  a,.  Similarly  there  are  exactly  r  substitutions  in  Q  which  replAoe 
a,  by  a,,  etc.  From  this  we  see^that  the  number  of  substitutions  which  replAoe 
a|  by  itself  is  equal  to  the  number  of  those  which  replace  a,  by  any  other  letter 
of  G.  We  have  imposed  no  condition  upon  a^  which  is  not  satisfied  by  each  of 

the  other  letters  so  that  the  property  which  we  have  proved  in  regard  to  a,  )ie« 
longs  to  all  the  letters.  That  r  has  the  same  value  for  each  of  the  letters  foUowi 
from  the  following  considerations  : 

If  the  substitutions  of  Q  which  do  not  contain  a«  are 

then  will 

Br^iQ^8^-^r^  substitutions  of  G  which  do  not  contain  a,  and 

«r:j;iOt«r+i=*'  substitutions  of  G  which  do  not  contain  a,. 

From  the  first  of  these  two  equations  we  have  r'^^r  and  from  the  second 
r<r\  hence  r*  ̂ r.  Similar  remarks  clearly  apply  to  all  the  letters  of  0. 
We  may  embody  the  results  at  which  we  have  arrived  in  the  following 

Theorem  :  The  number  of  euheiiiuiions  (r)  of  any  transitive  group  (0), 
which  do  not  contain  any  given  letter,  is  equal  to  the  number  of  substitutions  whiA 
replace  a  letter  by  any  required  other  letter  of  the  group. 

Corollary  /.  g^nr,  t.  e.  the  order  of  any  transitive  group  is  a  multiple  tf 
its  degree. 

Corollary  II.  The  average  number  of  letters  in  all  the  substitutions  of 

a  transitive  group  of  degree  n  is  n— 1.* 

•Since  erery  IntnnAlttye  group  may  be  resolved  into  transltlYe  constltaent  groups  whose  seiMunito 
elements  enter  an  equal  number  of  the  snbstitattons  of  the  intransitive  group,  the  general  statement  ol 
this  oorollaij  is  as  follows:  The  average  nutnber  itf  letterg  in  all  the  eubttUutiont  of  any  group  ie  »— «»  »  beiai 
tMe  degree  of  the  group  and  tithe  nmmber  ttfUe  traHiUive  eenttUuenU. 
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The  last  corollary  may  be  proved  as  follows  :    Since  G  contains  only  g-i-n 
n  —  1 

snbstitQtions  that  do  not  involve  a«  it  must  contain  g—g/n'»   ^  that  involve 

n  —  1 
a«  .     Hence  all  the  g  substitntions  of  G  contain  n  x   a»(n— 1)^  letters. Tl 

From  this  corollary  we  may  directly  derive  the  following  : 

Corollary  III,  Every  tranHiive  grouj*  eontaina  at  least  n— 1  subeiiiutions 
of  the  n*  degree. 

Corollary  IV,  If  the  order  of  a  transitive  group  exceeds  its  degree  it  must 

contain  substitutions  of  a  lower  than  the  n^  degree  and  hence  n  conjugate  subgroups 
6] ,  6,,   ,  (?„  whose  degree  is  at  most  n— 1.     These  n  subgroups  need  not  all 
be  distinct. 

We  may  divide  the  primitive  groups  into  two  classes.  (1)  Those  whose 

order  is  equal  to  their  degree — ^the  regular  primitive  groups — and  (2)  those  whose 
order  is  6  times  their  degree,  where  6  is  a  positive  integer  larger  than  1. 

We  proceed  to  consider  the  first  one  of  these  classes.  Since  the  average 
number  of  letters  in  its  substitutions  is  n— 1  it  must  contain  n— 1  substitutions 

of  the  n^  degree,  i,  e,  all  its  substitutions  except  unity  are  of  the  n'*  degree. 
If  any  one  of  these  n— 1  substitutions  consists  of  two  or  more  cycles  all  of 

these  cycles  will  be  of  the  same  order,  i.  e,  they  will  all  contain  the  same  num- 
ber of  letters,  otherwise  some  power  of  this  substitution  would  at  the  same  time 

differ  from  identity  and  not  contain  all  the  letters  of  the  group. 
We  proceed  to  prove  the  following 

Theorem  :  Whenever  a  regular  group  contains  a  substitution  («)  which  con* 
tains  more  than  one  cycle  it  is  non-primitive. 

Let  s^a^a^    Or,  6,   •    Some  substitution  of  0  (s^)  re- 
places tti  by  6| .     If  we  transform  s  with  respect  to  a,  we  have 

0|     8  S*  ̂ ^  0*0m,,,,,,  Of  •  .  • 

If  we  assume  that 

6.  =-a^  (a,  /Jfr) 

we  have  as  a  consequence  that  s^  replaces  a«  by  ap  ,  This  is  also  done  by  a^-«. 
Since  only  one  substitution  of  G  can  perform  this  operation  we  have  as  a  second 
consequence  of  the  given  assumption 

The  latter  of  these  transforms  the  cycle  a^a^   Or  into  itself  and  the 

former  does  not,  the  given  assumption  is  therefore  untenable  and  the  cycle  of  6's 
must  be  distinct  from  the  cycle  of  a's. 

If  these  a's  and  6's  do  not  include  all  the  letters  of  0  there  must  be  some 

# 
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substitution  of  0  C«b)  which  replaces  a,  by  some  new  letter  Cf     We  now  deriTe 
the  substitution 

Ha     O    OA^'v^va  •  •  •  •  •  •  vS  •••••• 

We  have  already  proved  that  these  c's  are  all  different  from  the  a's.  It 
remains  to  show  that  they  do  not  include  any  h. 

From  c,  ■s6^ 

it  would  follow  that  8|  replaced  a^  by  b^  and  therefore  that 

This  is  impossible  since  the  second  member  replaces  the  a's  by  the  b's  and 
the  first  replaces  a,  by  c^. 

Continuing  in  this  manner  we  must  finally  exhaust  the  letters  of  6  and 
obtain  the  I  distinct  cycles 

a^a^   Or,  ?>,6g   br,   ,  i,Z,   Ir 

where  lr=n,  the  degree  of  G, 
We  proceed  to  prove  that  these  cycles  may  be  used  as  systems  of  noD- 

primitivity.  This  is,  of  course,  included  in  the  proof  that  the  substitutions  coid- 
posed  of  these  cycles 

is  transformed  into  itself  by  all  the  substitutions  of  G. 
Let  8«  represent  any  substitution  of  G  ;  we  desire  to  prove  that 

If  «,  replaces  Cy  by  b^  we  have 

The  second  member  replaces  Cy+p  by  6^+p  where  p  satisfies  the  congruence 

y-^-Py  /»+P=(J  (mod  r),  ((^=1.  2,   r). 

Hence  ««  must  replace  the  c's  in  order  by  the  6's  in  order.  Since  similar 
remarks  apply  to  all  the  cycles  it  follows  that  ««  which  is  any  substitution  of  0 
transforms  t  into  itself  and  our  theorem  is  proved. 

By  starting  with  the  different  cycles  of  G  which  contain  the  same  letter  we 

obtain  different  systems  of  non-primitivity  for  the  same  group.* 

*Of.  Jordan,  Tralte  das  8abstitotIon«,  f76;  and  Netto,  Theoiy  of  8abstitation«  (Amerioan  BdltioB), 
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From  the  lacft  theorem  we  see  that  a  regular  group  caDnot  be  primitive  tin- 
Jeas  it  is  genewted  by  a  single  cycle  involving  a  prime  number  of  letters.  Since 
soch  a  group  must  be  primitive  we  have  the  following 

Thborbm  :  The  regular  primitive  grtmpe  and  the  prime  numbere  have  a  1,1 
correepcndenee ;  i,  e.  for  each  prime  number  there  is  one  regular  primitive  group 
and  for  each  regular  primitive  group  there  is  one  prime  number. 

[To  be  OoDtlmMd.] 

THE  CEVTBOID  OF  ASEAB  AND  VOLUMES. 

Bj  0.  B.  M.  SBBR,  A.  IL,  Fli.  D^  PlroltMor  of  MMlMBMtiM  ud  Applitd  Sdtaot,  TtnrkiBft  OoUifft.  Tnwltti^ 

[OontlBiied  from  Febnuuy  Number.] 

II.     Volumes.    Let  the  density  vary  as  jc^-y-V-*.    Then 

CCCxy-V-^dxdydM  CCCa*-hf^z^-^dxdydz 

f ̂ fif'h^-hh^dxdydt  fffi/^-hf^-y-^dzdydz 

C  C  Ci^h^-^dxdydt 

jyj^a:*  -y- V-^dxdydz 
^+1 

a*fiW  rj^\2m+l)|  r  |-|-(2n+l)  \  r{-i-)2p  +  l)  \ 

rj^\2m+l)+  4^2n+l)  +  ±(2p+l)+lj (2»+l)(an+l)(2i)+l) 

a^Vif  rjA.(2m  +  l)j  r  j4-(2n-l)  }  i'  {\i2p4-l)  } 

(8.»-HX2if+l)(l^-H)  M>'"^^)+  4<2«+l)  +  T(2p+l)  +  lj 
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nhn+m+  *±l)r(km+*n+  Ij,+^±*±i+i) 
••.  *>»   a   (C). 

IXhm+-^)IXhm+kn+lp+m+^^^^=p±^+l) 

y-   6   (D). 

AIj)+P+ ^)r(ftm+Jtn+/p+ ^±|±i+l) 
«■  —   c   (.E). 

rXlp+-^)l\hm+hn-¥  Ip+p+^±*±i±l+l) 

This  gives  the  centroid  of  the  eighth  part  of  the  Tolome  whatever  may  be 
the  valnes  of  h,  k,  I,  m,  n,  p. 

Let  m^nop,  and  also  let  the  density  vary  as  xtp  so  that  h=k^l^2. 

x__  'y_     J_     /X3M4-})r(6i»>+4) ••    a"    h~    r  "A2TO+l)r(7m+f)' 

Let«i-0,  .  .  — -    j^  -  ̂   "/YlVXn     IT*  *"'  l"7^   +  VT^  +  V~/  "*• 

'••    a        6        c       /X3)/XV)        11.18.17.19' 

'»'(^)'*a)'*(i)'='- 
Letm-l     •    *  ̂   y  ̂   ̂  „   /X6)/X13)  ̂    10 
i^i  TO     f,  .  .    ̂         6         c        /X4)/X16)        91  ' 

'«'(^)'*a)'^(T)'-'. 
the  centroid  of  the  volume  bounded  by  the  positive  portion  of  the  co-ordinate 
planes. 

Let  m^n^Pi  and  let  the  density  be  the  same  throughout  the  solid  so  thai, 
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*'  •  •    o        6        c         /Xl)n7)       128  '  ̂°\  a)  ̂ \bJ  ̂ \e  )      *" 

«      I     .    '  -  »  -  i"  -  n4)/X7)_     3     f„,^  «=  V  .  ̂  y  Vj. /' M*     1 
'*-»'••  T"T" -7- 7x2)7x9)  ■2r'Mir J  +W  +\t)  "^' 

Let  m~n~p,  and  let  tbe  density  vaiy  as  xy,  so  that  hsik^2, 1~li 

y        n[3m+l)/X5m+J)        7       r(2m+l)l\5m+i) 

a         b       y(2m+l)/X6m+4)'      e         /Xm+J)/X6t«+4)  ' 

Let«.«o   -^   y  _  ni)r(i)      5t 
•  •  ■    o  6  /Xl)/X4)        32  ' 

L=  /Xl)/X})  , A  forf_£_V+p_V+f^V.l 

i^«     1     .  _L     JL     nt)^XV)      5.7.11.13.16>r i>«TO-i,  ..    ̂   -    J    "■iX8)/X10)~  2»* 

7         n3)r(V)     6.11.13         /  ̂   \«.  ̂   »  \».  r  «    \«_i 

7"    TTiKXiO)       2'»    ''°'V  a
  /  ■^V~r/  """VT";  ̂ • 

Letm=l,-.-.^-4-''^'^
''^"^ 

•JO     > 

yX4)/(i3)      33 

e       1X2)1X13)       22'      V  a)  ̂ \  bJ  ̂ \  e  J        ' 

Let  mvn«>p,  and  let  the  density  vary  as  x  so  that  h=2,  k^l^l. 
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JL     A3m-f|)/X4m-|-3)       y  7       r(2m+l)]\4m+3) 
••    a  *r(2m+l)/X6m-f|)'       6    *    c    **  /Xt»+i)/X5ni-f  J)  ' 

Let  m-0,  then  for  (-^)*+  (-y)  "f  ("y)*""! 

il     ni)r(S)     1.  JL    il    ni)/X3)     16 

L«„-.,«.»fo,(-^)V(-|-)^  (-:-)'.. 

i_     At)r(7)        2^       £^    _T_     r(3)r(7)  2'« 
a  "  /X3)/(V)"  3.11.13  '"6  "    c    "^(f)'('i^)  "6.7.9.11.13*  ' 

L«..,,....nfo.(-i)'+(i)'+ (-£-)♦.. 

r(6)r(9)  ̂   2      y  ̂   r^-n4)r(9)  ̂   i 
a        y(4)/(ll)         9   '     6         c       /X2)/dl)        15' 

Thus  we  could  multiply  examples  almost  without  number. 
If  a=5  we  get  another  series  of  areas. 
If  a»5ac  we  get  another  series  of  solids. 
If  b»c  or  a»c  we  get  still  another  series  of  solids. 
But  formulae  (A),  (B),  (C),  (Z)),  (E)  apply  to  them  all. 
One  more  example  and  we  will  proceed  to  the  discussion  of  surfaces, 

the  density  vary  as  x^y^z^  and  let  the  equation  to  the  surface  be 

80  that  h^4,  l;»3,  {-*2,  m»l,  n»2,  p»3 

-     ̂ V)RV)        5.7.9.11.13.23.29.31.37.39.41>ra 

•'•  '■*/X6)/(23)  *"  2»'» 

-     /X10)^'(V)r      5.9.29.31.37.416 
^■nVW(24)  11.2«« nV)'(24) 

-     /XV)iIV)       5.7.9.11. 13.13.17.19.29.31.37.4lT/; 

*  ■/X7)/(25)  ̂   "*  2»^ 

The  prodigious  amount  of  work  to  accomplish  this  by  the  ordinary  m 
od  would  be  impossible. 

[To  be  Gontlnaed .  j 



THE  AKOLE-STW  AOCOBDINO  TO  FLATTAIR. 

Br  miHMr  JOHI  I.  LTLI,  Ph.  D.,  WateiHtv  flalligi,  FiltaB,  Ha. 

In  Playfiur's  Kaclid,  pages  296  and  296,  there  is  given  a  short  method  for 
sg  the  angle-snm  of  a  rectilineal  triangle. 

As  the  BoundnesB  of  this  method  has  been  called  in  question  hj  the  Hyper- 
le  theorif>ts,  it  is  incumbent  apun  teachers  of  geometry  to  examine  both  tbe 
lod  itself  and  the  criticisms  to  which  it  has  been  subjected. 

John  Play&ir  in  treating  of  the  angle-sum  says — "It  is  of  importance  in 
uning  tbe  Elemenla  of  Science,  to  couiect  truths  by  the  shortest  chain  pos- 
t ;  and  till  that  is  done,  we  can  never  consider  them  as  being  placed  in  their 
.ml  order. 

The  reasoning  in  the  first  of  tbe  following  propositions  is  so  simple,  that 

ems  hardly  susceptible  of  abbreviation,  and  it  has  the  advantage  of  connect- 
immediately  two  truths  so  much  alike,  that  one  might  conclude,  even  &om 
iMxe  enunciations,  that  they  are  but  different  cases  of  the  same  general  theo- 
,  vii..  That  all  tbe  angles  about  a  point,  and  all  tbe  exterior  angles  of  any 
lineal  figure,  are  constantly  of  the  same  magnitude,  and  equal  to  four  right 
es. 

DEFINITION. 

If,  while  one  extremity  of  a  straight  line  remains  fixed  at  A,  tbe  line  itself 
B  about  that  point  ̂ m  the  position  AB  to  the 

ti<m  AC,  it  is  said  to  describe  the  angle  BAC  con- 
ed by  the  lines  AB  and  AC. 
CoroUary.  If  a  line  turn  about  a  point  from 

positiou  AC  till  it  come  into  the  position  AC  again,  it^describes  angles  which 
t(q;ether  equal  to  four  right  angles.  This  is  evident  from  the  second  corollary 
tie  fifteenth,  1. 

PROPOSITION  I. 

All  the  exterior  angles  of  any  rectilineal  figure  are  together  equal  to  four 
t  angles. 

1.     Let  the  rectilineal  figure  be  the  triangle  ABC,  of  which  tbe  exterior 
es  are  DC  A,  FAB,  QBC ;  these  angles  are  together 
il  to  four  right  angi  es. 

Let  tbe  line  CD,  placed  in  the  direction  BC  produced, 
about  the  point  C  till  it  coincide  with  CE,  a  part  of  the 
CA,  and  have  described  the  exterior  angle  DCE  or 

1. 

Let  it  then  be  carried  along  the  line  CA,  till  it  be  in 
position  AF,  that  is,  in  the  direction  of  CA  produced, 
the  point  A  remaining  fixed,  let  it  turn  about  A  till  it  describe  the  angle 
i,  and  coincide  with  a  part  of  the  line  AB. 
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Let  it  next  be  carried  along  AB  until  it  come  into  the  position  BC 
by  turning  about  B,  let  it  describe  the  angle  GBC  so  as  to  coincide  with  a  p 
BC. 

Lastly,  let  it  be  carried  along  BC  till  it  coincide  with  CD  its  first  poe 
Then,  because  the.line  CD  has  turned  about  one  of  its  extremities 

has  come  into  the  position  CD  again,  it  has  by  the  corollary  to  the  above  d 
tion  described  angles  which  are  together  equal  to  four  right  angles  ;  but  the 
les  which  it  has  described  are  the  three  exterior  angles  of  the  tri 
ABC  J  therefore  the  exterior  angles  of  the  triangle  ABC  are  equal  to  four 
angles. 

2.  If  the  rectilineal  figure  have  any  number  of  sides,  the  propositi 
demonstrated  just  as  in  the  case  of  a  triangle.  Therefore  all  the  exterior  s 
of  any  rectilineal  figure  are  together  equal  to  four  right  angles. 

Corollary  1.  Hence,  all  the  interior  angles  of  any  triangle  are  equal  1 
right  angles.  For  all  the  angles  of  the  triangle,  both  exterior  and  interio: 
equal  to  six  right  angles,  and  the  exterior  being  equal  to  four  right  anglef 

interior  are  equal  to  two  right  angles." 
In  this  demonstration  o/  the  angle  sum  Playfair  evidently  regard 

method  employed  by  him  as  legitimate,  simple,  direct  and  brief. 
The  Riemannian,  division  of  the  Hyper-Space  theorists  assumes 

a  plane  is  the  surface  of  an  immense  sphere,  and  that  straight  lines  are  c 
that  come  back  to  their  starting  points,  and,  hence,  raises  the  objection  thai 

lines  can  not  be  slid  along  and  then  rotated  as  Playfair's  demonstration  req 
This  objection  of  the  Riemannian  School  obviously  rests  on  the  false  b 

that  a  plane  is  a  spherical  surface  and  that  straight  lines  are  curves.     The 
dation  being  insecure,  that  which  is  built  thereon  can  not  stand.      The  obj* 
obliterates  the  distinction  between  spherical  geometry  and  plane  geometry. 

If  it  be  true  that  a  plane  is  perfectly  flat  and  that  straight  lines  are  d 
of  curvature,  the  objection  that  we  are  considering  is  seen  to  have  no  force. 

The  Riemannian  theorists  tell  us  that  for  ought  they  know  straight 

may  be  curves.  They  begin  by  doubting  the  truth  of  Euclid's  second  postu! 
*'That  a  terminated  straight  line  may  be  produced  to  any  length  in  a  straight 
— and  his  Proposition  XXXII,  Book  I.  They  are  believers,  also,  as 
as  doubters.  They  believe  that  the  angle-sum  of  a  rectilineal  triangle  is  g 
than  two  right  angles.  They  believe  that  if  a  straight  line  be  extended  i 
ultimately  return  to  the  starting  point. 

The  Euclidean  geometers  doubt  these  articles  of  Riemannian  faith,  ai 

lieve  that  the  angle-sum  of  a  rectilineal  triangle  is  equal  to  two  right  angles 
that  the  longer  a  straight  line  is  the  further  apart  are  its  ends. 

The  Riemannians  doubt  what  the  Euclideans  believe  and  believe  wh 
Euclideans  doubt.  Those  who  undertake  to  teach  both  of  these  doctrines 

contradict  each  other  have  failed  to  reckon  with  the  logical  laws  of  non-cont 
tion  and  excluded  middle.  We  notice  further  that  the  Riemannian  objecti 

Playfair's  demonstration  is  in  conflict  with  Proposition  I  of  Lobatsche^^ 
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Theory  of  Parallels.  Says  the  Russian  Pangeometer — **A  straight  line  fits  upon 
itself  in  all  its  positions.  By  this  I  mean  that  during  the  revolution  of  the  sur- 

face containing  it  the  straight  line  does  not  change  its  place,  if  it  goes  through  two 
mimoving  points  in  the  surface :  (t.  e.,  if  we  turn  the  surface  containing  it  about 

tiro  points  of  the  line,  the  line  does  not  move)."  These  statements  can  not 
be  made  of  any  arc  of  any  circle,  and,  hence,  can  not  be  made  of  Riemannian 
straight  lines  that  are  assumed  to  have  constant  positive  curvature.  What 
Lobatschewsky  says  respecting  the  straight  line  in  his  theorem  I  is  inconsistent, 
of  course,  with  his  doctrine  that  the  angle-sum  is  less  than  two  right  angles.  But 
we  are  not  quoting  Lobatschewsky  now  to  show  that  his  theory  is  inconsistent 
with  itself,  but  with  that  of  Riemann. 

Another  objection  to  Playfair'B  demonstration  is  that  a  triangle  drawn  on 
a  blackboard  is  not  bounded  by  lines  perfectly  straight,  since  the  surface  of  the 
board  is  uneven. 

This  objection  does  not  hold  against  the  triangle  whose  vertices  are 
the  three  points  A,  B,  and  C  in  space  and  whose  sides  are  destitute  of  curvature. 

The  geometer,  whether  he  proceeds  anal3rtically  or  synthetically,  naturally 
regards  space  as  extending  beyond  himself  on  all  sides  without  bounds,  and  be- 

tween any  two  points  A  and  B  located  therein  he  can  draw  an  absolutely  straight 
line  with  his  mind,  although  he  may  be  unable  to  do  so  with  his  hand.  Some 
metaphysicians  doubt  these  facts.  What  is  it  that  they  have  not  doubted  ?  The 
fooction  of  a  metaphysician,  however,  is  to  explain  facts,  not  to  doubt  or  discred- 

it them. 

Three  points  A,  B,  and  C  not  in  the  same  straight  line  may  be  located  in 
trinally  extended  objective  space  and  connected  by  the  straight  lines  AB, 
AC,  and  BC.  Hence,  a  rectilineal  triangle  in  objective  space  is  possible.  When 
we  say  rectilineal  triangle  we  do  not  mean  a  bogus  triangle  with  wrinkled  sides, 
bat  a  genuine  triangle  with  straight  sides.  When  we  say  straight  sides  we  do 
not  mean  wrinkled  sides.  The  rectilineal  triangle  ABC  of  the  geometer  is  per- 

fect. His  ability  to  cognize  such  a  triangle  is  shown  in  the  fact  that  he  does  cog- 
niie  it.  This  fact,  too,  has  been  doubted.  What  a  wonderful  endowment  that 
moat  be  that  enables  man  to  people  space  with  faultlessly  perfect  forms  I  This 
lofty  power  of  iiltelligence  in  man,  nay  even  his  own  doubt  respecting  it,  differ- 

entiates him  from  the  lower  animals. 
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DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

OmdatUd  hjJ.U.  OOUW,  Meatartr,  Ta.  in  tentritatiMW  to  tUt  itfitmmt  ikoBli  k*  MM  tt  Ua 

soLirrioirs  of  fbobleks. 

84.   PropoMd  by  S.  H.  TOUVG,  Wwt  Snnlrary,  PtimijIfmBia. 

Prove  (1)  that  -^^   ~   ^Ib  a  whole  number  for  all  yalaee  of  n;  ao 

(2)  prove  that-^   ^   is  a  whole  number  when  n  is  odd. 

I.   SohitiOB  by  OOOFES  D.  SGHXITT,  A.  M.,  ProfMior  of  Mftthtmitiflo,  UaiTflnitj  of  Twiwiii,  In 
tIUo,  Tonnooioo. 

(1).'   l«+2»+3»+4»  +  .   +„«_2^!L!:l}J?!L!:lL«a  whole  bnmh 
for  all  integral  values  of  n. 

(2).     Let  n=2m+l=:an  odd  number  for  all  integral  values  of  m. 

.     (n-l)n(n-fl)       m(fyi-f  l)(2m+l) 
•  •   24   6   ^^'"^  ̂   ̂̂ ^' 

n.   Sohitkm  by  JOSIAH  H.  DRUMMOID,  LL.  D..  Portland.  Maino. 

As  n  and  n-h  1  are  consecutive  numbers,  one  of  them  must  be  even  and 
divisible  by  two.  But  n  must  be  of  the  form  of  3/),  3p-|-l}  or  3p+2.  If  of  1 
form  of  3/>,  it  is  divisible  by  three  ;  if  of  the  form  3/>+2,  then  n-l-1  or  8p+3 
divisible  by  three  ;  if  of  the  form  3/>  + 1,  then  (2n+ 1)  becomes  6/«+8,  and  is  < 

visible  by  three.  Hence  n^n  +  l)(2n  -f  1)  is  divisible  by  twice  three,  or  six,  wbi 
ever  the  value  of  n  is. 

2.  (n— l)n(n+l)  of  which  the  middle  one  is  odd.  One  of  every  thi 
consecutive  numbers  is  always  divisible  by  three:  one  of  two  consecutive  ei 

numbers  is  always  divisible  by  four  and  the  other  by  two.  Hence  (n— l)n(n+ 
when  n  is  odd,  is  always  divisible  by  2 x  3x  4  or  24. 

Also  ootyed  by  0.    W,  ANTHONY,   M,  A,   QRVBER,  EDOAR  KR8NER,   E,    W.    MORRELL, 
aCHEFFERt  E,  L.  SHERWOOD,  B.  F,  YANNEY,  and  Q.  B.  M.  ZERR, 

S5.   Propoaod  by  0.  B.  M.  Z£BB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Proltssor  ol  MathemaUei  and  AppUod  Soionoo  in  Tk 
kana  OoUogo,  Ttxarkana,  Arkanias-Tezas. 

Decompose  into  the  sum  of  two  squares  the  number  13*. 61'. 

L   Solution  by  E.  L.  SHESWOOD,  A.  M..  Professor  of  Mathomaties  in  Mississippi  Hormal  GoUoffO,  B 
ton.  Miss.,  and  E.  W.  MORRELL,  Department  of  Mathematios  in  Montpelier  Seminary,  Mon^poUor,  VonBont 

13*.61»  =  13«.61«.61  =  13«.61«(5'-|-6-)«13«.61».6«  +  13«.61«.6V 

n.   Solntion  by  M.  A.  ORUBER,  A.  M.,  War  Department,  Washington,  D.  C. 

Put  13«.61*  =  (p«  +  g«)?(m«+n«)»,  in  which  p  =  3,  g=2,  w«6,  ti»6. 
decomposing  into  the  sum  of  two  squares,  we  find 
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(p»+g«)«(m«-fn«)*-[m(p«+g*)(m*-8n«)]«  +  [n(p*+9«)(3m«-n»)]«- 

[m(p«-g«)(iii«-8n«)±2npg(8m«-n»)]«  + 

[n(p«— g«)(8m*-n*)qF2fnpg(m«— 8n«)]«  = 

making  tix  sets  of  the  sam  of  two  squares. 
Substituting  the  respective  values  of  p,  q,  m,  and  n,  we  have 

13«.61«-i8042«  +6896«  =4758«  +8966«  -8810«  +4883« 

=6150«  +738«  -6490«  +2867«  - 1830«  +  6917« . 
SolTvd  wtth  these  siz  Mto  of  rahias  by  il.  if.  BELL,  mad  wtth  tlie  Are  mm  last  In  order  by  the  PBO- 

fOttJT.   Alaoeolredby/'  H.  DBUMMOND,  C  D.  8CHMITT,  ead  A.  J>*.  YANKEY. 

M.  PropoMd  by  M.  A.  OBUBIR,  A.  M.,  War  DtpartatBt,  Waihiiiitoa,  D.  0. 

Find  the  first  six  integral  values  of  n  in-^-^ — ^i*  a . 

L  SehitlMbyPlrafMMr  J.8GHimB.A.M..HM«itowB,  lUrytoad,  aiBd  0.  W.  ARHOIT,  M.  8e..  Fro- 
Immt  «I  MifliwMrtii  la  Hew  Wiadier  OeUife,  Hew  Wiadier,  Xarylaad. 

t— 1 
We  have  n»+n«2y*.     Putting  n-»—s-,   we  obtain  e*— 8y*  — 1.     Since 

t»8,y«>l,  satisfy  this  equation,  we  have  e«i[(3+2|/2)«'+(3— 2|/2)*"],  where 
for  m  successive  integral  numbers  must  be  chosen.    The  required  values  of  n  we 

then  obtain  from  the  relation  n«B— ^. 

For  mi^l,  2,  8,  4,  5,  6,  in  succession,  we  find  in  order  the  corresponding 
▼aloes  of  (-8,  17,  99,  577,  3863,  19601,  and  n->l,  8,  49,  288,  1681,  9800. 

n.  Sehrtiea  bj  A.  H.  BELL,  HiUibore,  OUaoU. 

fl(n-f  1) 
Let  -^-o — -^  D  "y'  say  ;  then  clearing  of  fractions,* multiplying  by  4,  and 

idding  1  to  both  members,  etc.,  (2n+l)'->8y'  +  l«>  a  ̂ x*  say. 

.'.  n=^- .    Again  «•— 8y»«l.     The  let  convergent  for  the  |/8*f^  or. 
le  solution  of  this  celebrated  equation  and  the  value  of  x  and  y  can  be  found,  on 
ige  63,  Vol.  I.  of  Monthly. 

The  general  value  for  x  is  x,i4.i->2X|  xx,.— x^-i,  hence  x«»l,  x,-"3, 
-6x8-1-17, aj,-6x  17-3=99,  x^  =6x99- 17-677,x,-6x6?7-99=3363, 
idxc— 19601,  etc. 

.'.  The  required  values  of  n—1,  8,  49,  288,  1681,  9800,  etc. 

m.   SehitleB  by  the  raOFOSlR. 

When   s — '^  D I  one  of  the  factors,  n  and  n— 1,  is  a  square  and  the 
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other  two  times  a  square.    Being  known  one  of  the  values  of  n  in       ̂ ^ — «■  0 , 

the  value  next  succeeding  as  well  as  the  vaJue  just  preceding  can  be  found  byl 
following  formula  which  I  deduced  by  inspection  : 

<n+i)_(2n..H=b3^"'^Y'0* 
in  which  n|  is  a  known  value  of  n.    By  inspection  we  find  that  when  n^ 

^^^^5 — ^=D  =1*.     Now  put  1*1=1,  and  substituting  in  the  formula,  we  obfc 

n(n4-Vi 
-1— — ^=6'  or  0*,  6'  being  the  a  next  succeeding  and  0*  the  square  just  p 

cedmglV  From^^^^^^  =6«,  we  obtain  n=8(=2x2«),  or  -9(=-3«),  i 
n-f-l=9(=8*)  or  — 8(=-2x2«).  Now  put  n,=8,  and  substituting  in  the  foi 

ula,  we  get — s — ^=(85)'  or  (—I)*,  the  positive  value  being  the  next  succe 

ing  square  and  the  negative  value  the  one  just  preceding,  the  latter  being 
n(n-\-l) 

square  with  which  we  started.     From-^-x — ^=36»,  we  find  n=49  or  —60,  i 

n  4- 1=50  or  —49.     By  continuing  this  process,  we  find  the  first  six  positive 

tegral  values  of  n  in^^y"^^=a,  to  be  1,  8,  49,  288,  1681,  and  9800. 

IV.   Solvtion  by  BXIJ.  F.  7AIVET,  A.  M.,  ProlMSor  of  lUUiematiat,  Konnt  Unioa  CoUegt,  AIUtBei 

Let  n«p*  or  p'  — 1,  since  it  must  be  a  perfect  power,  or  a  perfect  poi 

leeBi.    Then  !i^-i^^^^^li-««;  whence,  p»±l-?£;-2g«   ( 

Adding  2q*'h4pq-k-p^  to  each  member  of  equation  (1),  we  have, 

27«-f-4pg+2p«±l-«47«  +4pg+p«  ;  or  (2g+p)*dbl«2(g+p)«   I 
Since  equations  (1)  and  (2)  are  the  same  in  form,  if  we  find  one  set  of 

tegral  values  forp  and  q  in  (1),  we  can  then  readily  find  succeeding  values 

(2).     Now,  for  p»l.  9'»1.     .*.  Other  values  are  :  3  and  2 ;  7  and  5  ;  17  and 

41  and  29  ;  99  and  70 ;  and  so  on.     Then  by  formula  5^!i+l)_»  p«(p«  =bl)^ 

first  positive  integral  values  of  n  are  found  to  be  1,  8,  49,  288,  1691,  9800. 
Also  solred  hj  J,  H.  DRUMMOSD,  C,  D.  8CHMITT,  H,  C,  WILKB8,  (7.   B,  M.  ZERR,  and 

PttOPOSEn. 

Errata.    On  page  368  of  December  issue,  line  4,  for  ̂ '(10+2)"  i 
(10"+2)  ;  line  9,  at  end,  for  **J?«"  read.J?,«  ;  line  12,  for  **J?«"  read  J?|«,  and 
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B+l^A^y*  read  (B+l— -4,)  ;  line  19,  for  ̂ ^hypothenuse"  read  hypotenuse  ; 
)e  22,  leave  out  comma  after  6 ;  line  26,  for  '^p,  6,  d,"  read  p,  d,  6,;  line  30,  for 
13, 14,  15,"  read  13,  15,  14 ;  page  369,  line  8,  for  ''from"  read  for ;  line  25,  for 
the"  read  their;  line  35,  for  ''a^'  +  l"  read  a"*+l ;  page  370,  line  2,  insert  a 
»mma  before  the  sign  of  equality  ;  and  credit  J.  H.  Drummond  with  a  solution 
:  No.  32. 

NOTES,  CRITICISMS,  ETC.,  BY  ARTEMUS  MARTIN,  LL.  D. 

On  page  285  Mr.  Adcock  gives  ''An  Equation  for  the  sum  of  Squares  equal 
Square"  which  he  says  he  has  not  seen  published.  I  used  the  same  method 
Qthe  Mathematical  Magazine,  Vol.  II.,  page  71,  to  find  three  square  numbers 
rhose  sum  is  a  square  ;  and  in  a  paper  I  had  read  at  the  last  meeting  of  the  Am- 
riean  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science  I  found  in  the  same  way  four 
qnares  whose  sum  is  a  square.  It  is  easily  seen  that  the  formula  may 
le  extended  so  as  to  find  any  number  of  squares  whose  sum  is  a  square. 

Note  on  Solutions  of  Problem  27,  pp.  329-331 . — In  the  Mathematical  Mag- 
mine,  Vol.  II.,  No.  9,  page  157,  I  have  given  a  general  method  of  finding  any 
mmber  (greater  than  two)  of  positive  cube  numbers  whose  sum  is  a  cube,  and  on 
)ige  168  applied  it  to  the  case  of  five  cubes,  obtaining  the  set 

6»  +  ll»  +  13»+18»+20»=26». 

In  Problem  42,  p.  332,  ''2a«+26»-c«+d«"  should  be  2a»-f  26«=<T*-f  d«. 

PROBLEMS. 

46.  PropoMd  by  J.  K.  ELLWOOD.  A.  M..  PriaeipAl  of  CoUaz  Sohool,  Pittiborff.  Pran. 

Solve  the  equation  x'  -|-y«  —  a*. 

46.  PnpoMd  by  JOSIAH  H.  DRUMMOID.  LL.  D..  PortUnd,  MaiM. 

Qive  a*  general  solution,  finding  such  values  of  d^and  h  in  x'+a;|/lry  ""a 

*Qdy*+y|/'l^»6  as  will  make  x  and  y  integral. 
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AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

OoDdmtUd  ii  S.  P.  niOL,  ifhatfiM,  Ma.   AO  ooatcOnlloM  M  tUi  itpaitent  A* 

soLvnoirs  ot  fbobleks. 

Find  the  meao  area  of  tbe  dotUeagonal  turface  formed  by  joining  in  <tii 
ttie  pointe  taken  at  random,  one  in  each  $tebrral  triangle  of  a  regular  iiucrib 
dodecagon. 

Let  AOB  and  BOC  be  two  adjacent  Bectora  of  tbe  regular  dodecagon, 
the  dodecagon  be  determined  by  ita  apDthem=a. 

Let  ̂ P,0B=6^,   .cP,OB=e,,    OP,=p„  OP,==Pt 

Then  area  of  triangle  P,OPf= 

*p,p,  BinCW,  +  ff,). 

And  average  area  of  triangle^ 

4=J--'        •        '        ' 

r,'  /!'  r,"  fy'^<<ipt<i«^d''n 
OJf=nsec(#,-j^). 

OJ\r=rtBecC«,-^). 

r"    r"eec»(W, - ^^ Bec«(»,-^ ) sin  («,  +  f,)dW, d-i». 
Then  <J=lo»   . 

Tbe  numerator  may  be  written 

/I"  [8ec'(<9,-^)J^'Bec«(6'.-  ̂ )fli„[(tf,_  ̂ )+(W.+^)]dtf,]rf« 
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The  part  under  the  last  integral  sign  may  be  written,  after  expansion  and 
some  minor  reductions, 

M 

•*.  The  numerator  may  be  written : 

^''^  (l^)/!'  ''-(^.-  Ti^--^^*  "^^'^  ■ 

TIm  integral  may  be  written 

=(after  redactions  similar  to  those  above) 

IS 

.  The  numerator  reduces  to 

D^G-i^]' It  may  also  be  shown  that  the  denominator  reduces  to 

K(j^]'- 
And  the  mean  area  of  dodecagon—area  of  12  such  triangles  a|a*. 

Soliitioiki  of  this  problem  were  reoeired  from  O.  B.  M.  Zerr  and  the  Propoier,  the  Utter  fumiahliiflr 
isotattona. 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 

Oondatted  hj  J.  M .  COLAW,  MonUny,  Va.   AU  ooatribationi  to  thi*  depvtmnt  ihonM  ba  uat  to  Ua 

SOLUTIONS  or  PBOBLEMS. 

30.   PropoMd  by  S.  J.  ADCOCK,  LarehUDd,  WtmB  Covd^,  Illinois. 

When  the  Bum  of  the  distances  of  a  point  of  a  plane  surface,  from  all  oU 

points,  is  a  minimum,  that  point  is  the  center  of  gravity  of  the  plane  surface. 

lY.   DiseusiioD  by  0.  W.  AHTHOVT,  M.  Se.,  Professor  of  Mathaauttios  in  New  Windsor  College,  I 
Windsor,  lUrylvid. 

I.  Consider  the  following  problem  :  Find  a  point  within  a  plane  surfai 

such  that  the  sum  of  the  n'*  power  of  the  distances  to  all  other  points  of  the  sa 
face  shall  be  a  minimum. 

5=J'J[(x,-x)«+(y,-y)-]"  dxdy. 
For  minimum — 

dx -=2n  JJ[(2:,-2-)«-h(y,-j/)«y  \x,'-x)dxdy=0    (1 

(1)  and  (2)  may  be  satisfied  in  several  ways. 
(-4).     The  curve  may  be  such  that  the  integration  in  question  perforra 

over  the  surface  reduce  to  zero. 

(i?).    [(x,-x)«  +  (y,-2/)' J"rfxc/?/=0,  or, 

//[(a:,-x)2f(i/,-2/)«]"  '(ix(fy= 

(x,  —  x)c/x</i/=0,  or  I   I  (xj  — x)«/x(/i/-=C,    -C r  (x ,  —  x)c/x</i/=0, 

l(yi-V)dxdy=:0, =0,  and  r  r (y,  -y)dxdy=Ci 

We  shall  only  consider  (C),  as  it  is  the  only  one  which  leads  to  the  cods 
eration  of  the  center  of  gravity. 
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C^  +  C  Cxdxdy  C,  +  CCxdxdy 

From  (3)  and  (4),  x,=   *—^   ,  and  i/,=   . 
j  dxdy  j  dxdy 

Therefore  (x^,  y,)  is  the  center  of  gravity  only  when  C^  and  C,  are  zero. 
For  this  condition  to  be  fulfilled  the  first  member  of  (3)  and  (4)  must  be  evident- 

ly zero.  From  (1)  and  (2)  we  see  that  this  will  be  true  generally  only  when 
n-l=0,  t.  «.,  n=l.  Hence  there  can  be  no  general  proposition  except  for  the 
sum  of  the  squares  of  the  distances. 

-^-  2« JJ[(x,  -x)«  +(y, -y^ylx, -x)dx%-0, 

-^-  2nJJ[(xr-ar)«+(2/,-y)«]"  (y, -i/)dx(iy-0. 

//[(a:, -x)« +  (y, -y)«]"''xdx
Jy Whence  x, 

JJ[(aJi-a;)«  +  (y,-y)«]"     dxdy 

J  J  L(^i  -a:)*  +  (y ,  -y)«  J     ydxdy 
and  y,  =   —-^   . 

^^[(aJ,  -a:)«  +(y,  -y)«  J      dxdy 

For  (x, ,  y, )  to  be  identical  with  center  of  gravity  n— 1  must  be  zero. 

III.  Prof.  Zerr  in  his  proof  has  S^  I  DdA,     He  then  writes 

■^ — SB   j^   .     He  should  have  written  -? — =  j     ̂   ̂  di4;  the  integration 

^^  with  respect  to  A  and  the  differentiation  with  respect  to  x, ,  and  the  two  do 
^^^  destroy  each  other. 

IV.  The  proposition  fails  to  hold  for  the  simplest  case  imaginable,  an  in- 

definitely narrow  tectangle,  or  straight  line.  Thus  let  AB  be  a  straight  line,  P 
^y  point  on  that  line.    AP^a^  AB^l^  PQ^x,    Then  the  sum  of  distances  from 
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A   I   S   B 

a;cfe-»[l»-2aq.   ̂ — 2Z-0  for  mininmm,  %.  e.,  l-O  which  is  an 
absurdity.    The  sum  of  squares  a  minimum  vnU  hold  in  this  case. 

V.    The  same  proof  that  Prof.  Zerr  gives  will  hold  for  any  power  of  the 
distance,  which  proposition  is  highly  improbable. 

81.   PropoMd  by  F.  P.  MATZ.  D.  8e.,  Ph.  D.,  ProftMor  of  Mithtittiw  aiBd  AitroBMy  <»  bviiff  Odli|i. 
MMbaniMlrarf  ,  Piiw. 

In  order  that  a  vertical  cylindric  stalk  may  be  severed  by  a  blow  of  mini- 
mum force,  the  stalk  must  be  struck  at  what  inclination  by  a  sharp  wedge-shaped 

blade  ? 

Solvtioa  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBSS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  PirafMMr  of  Mithtittiw  aiBd  Apptttd  SdMM  in  Tmifeuft 
CoU«gt,  Tturlrtna,  Arfc.-Tti. 

Let /^ 6^) —the  force  necessary  to  sever  a  unit  of  area,  where  S  is  the  in- 
clination to  the  horizon.    Let  r= radius  of  stalk. 

.*.  The  area  of  section  made  in  cutting  is  ;rr'8eo6^,  the  area  of  an  ellipee 
with  semi-axes  r  and  rsec6^.      .\irr*faec(f^^=B.  minimum.      This  can  be  made 

1  ■■-T-. 
88.   Propoatd  by  S.  H.  WBIGHT,  M.  D.,  ▲.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Piaa  Tan,  H0w  Torfc. 

Intermittent  reflections  of  flashes  of  light  on  a  clear  sky  after  dark,  indi- 

cated a  storm  was  progressing  below  the  horizon.  Refraction  of  34'  on  the  hori- 
zon, brought  the  upper  edge  of  the  storm-cloud  up  to  the  horizon,  and  was  just 

visible.    How  far  off  was  the  storm  if  the  cloud  was  one  mile  above  the  earth  ? 

I.   SolntioB  by  the  PROPOSES. 

In  the  plane  triangle  ABC^  let  C  be  the  center  of  the  Earth,  A  the  place  of 

the  observer,  and  B  that  of  the  cloud.  Then  ̂ C—Earth's  mean  radiu8«B3959 
miles,  ■■&,  J^Cb3960  miles,  ̂ a,  AB^c,  the  required  distance.  The  angle 

J^^C=the  nadir  distance  of  the  cloud,   being    90^— 34'»89^26'i-il.     Then 

8in5  =  ̂5^.     .-.  J5=88'-36'36",  and  180°-U+;?-l-68'24'  =  C,  and a 

c  =  ̂=.  ̂ =136.367  mJles. 

n.   SolntioB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBSS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  ProfMior  of  Mttbematiei  and  Apptttd  SdtBM  la  tvau* 
kana  GoUegv,  Ttiarlrana,  Ark.«Tti. 

Let  A  be  the  position  of  the  observer,  B  the  cloud,  0  the  center  of  ih^ 
earth,  i2=mean  radius  of  the  earth=3958  miles. 

.-.  AC=2R%in\A0C.    ^ACB=^'\'UOC,  ̂ BAC=iAOC'^U\ 



■   AO-  BCcoB(.A0C-34-)  ..^      ■■■^^■l 
■'■^^-     am(M6C-84')      ^*^-     ̂ ^^giO 

8iD(M00-84'l       '■'''•     HHH^I 

.;  ■•■C0BU0C-84')=^^''"^p°ff*'~\     .-.    XOC=r6H']6".      From    (2) 
'     AB=im.77S  miles. 

Erbata.  Onpagefie,  second  lioe  from  top,  for  "— 2562Z*"  read  — 266Z*; 
f  litth  liue  from  top  for  "Z-2.760413"  read  7*2.760458368,  and  for 

I  "rjt-1.624S"  read  ITA*  1.2968390864 ;  and  in  Note,  second  line  from  bottom, 
I     for  "i-ITJi-' read  x-ITfl. 

PBOBLDMS. 

M.  riQiani  ̂   8.  H.  VUOBI,  K.  D.,  A.  IL,  Fb.  D.,  Pram  Tu.  In  Torfc. 

In  latitude  42°80'  DOrtb=X,  at  what  angle  with  the  horixon,  will  the  ran 
riie,  ita  decliiiation=22°  north=d? 

m.  tmtmt  br  tm  ratt.  o.  z„  tmnK  WaUcu. 

The  pendulum  of  a  clock  which  gsine  6  aeconda  in  1  botir  and  13  minntes, 
nukn  6000  vibratione  in  1  hour  and  9}  minutes.    What  is  the  length  of  the  pen- 
dolnm  T    And  what  length  should  it  have  to  keep  true  time  7 

QUERIES  AND  INFORMATION. 

(MmM  br  J.  K.  OOUW,  HManr,  V«.  in  MBtrlb*tl«Bi  to  tkli  dipartMBt  itagaU  b*  Hot  U  Um. 

The  Origin  of  n. — At  least  from  the  time  of  Archimedes  «  has  stood  for  the 
■■■unbet  axpresBJng  how  many  times  the  diameter  the  circumference  is.  It  is  the 
"■itiil  letter  of  the  Greek  word  Trtpi^iptia,  meaning  periphery.  If  the  diameter 
■■token  M  a  unit,  then  ir  stands  for  the  periphery,  or  circumference.  This  is 
>o  Kply  to  query  of  Lottie  Smith  in  December  Number. 

Benj.  F.  Yanney, 

Mount  Union  College,  Alliance,  Ohio. 
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An  ExpresHan  for  7t. — Though  the  result  is  not  new,  I  have  not  seen  it 
developed  as  follows : 

Since  «<»=— 1,     .•.  tTlog«=log(— 1). 

log(-l) 
.'.  fr=~ 

Bbnj.  F.  Yanney. 

Referring  to  the  Note  of  R,  Oreentcood  in  the  December  Number^  I  would 

state  that  (1)  probably  the  other  root  was  infinite.  Thus  the  equations  x*— -3f*=6 
and  X'^y^=6  have  roots  x=S  or  »,  and  y=2  or  — ».  (2)  The  proof  that  imagin- 

ary roots  enter  in  pairs  assumes  that  all  the  coefficients  are  real.  The  eqaalibn 
X*— 6tx» a*— a6i  has  roots:  a  and  — a+&t  but  its  coefficients  are  not  all  real. 

(3)  The  equation  i,/2z,— 2— (3a:— 5)=0  or  A  must  be  multiplied  by 
|/2x'— 2  +  (42;— 5)=J^  or  0  to  give  a  quadratic  equation.  The  given  equation  is 
not  of  the  second  degree  as  Mr.  Greenwood  seems  to  imply  but  of  the  |  degree. 
An  infinite  number  of  equations  can  be  written  that  have  no  roots  at  all :  for  in- 

stance,  2a;— 5+|/^a;*  — 7=0  (or  ?).  This  when  combined  with  its  congeneric 
2x— 5— |/a;'— 7=?  or  Ogives  a  quadratic;  the  last  expression  takes  both  roots 
leaving  no  root  for  the  first  form.  The  demonstration  that  every  equation  has  a 
root  referred  to  equations  free  from  surds.  H.  C.  Whitaker, 

Manual  Training  School,  Philadelphia. 

AnothtT  Reply.  By  squaring  the  equation,  we  get  2x'— 2=(8a5— 6)*  . .  .(1) 
=2x*— 2— (3x— 6)'  'aO,  which  is  equivalent  to  transposing  the  member 3x— 5,  and 
then  multiplying  the  equation  by  ̂'2a;"— 2  +  (3a:— 5)=0.  By  doingthis  we  have 
really  introduced  a  new  equation,  which  is  satisfied  for  x=:|. 

Observe  tljat  (1)  is  satisfied  for  both  x=3,  and  a;=(,  for  it  contains  both 
the  original  equation  and  the  one  introduced  by  tl\p  questionable  operation  of 
squaring.  Therefore,  if  the  given  equation  means  the  positive  root  of 

(2a;*— 2)— 3x— 5,  then  3  is  the  only  value  of  z  that  will  satisfy  it. 
If  d:|/2i«^2=3x-5,  both  3  and  f  will. 

Benj.  F.  Yanney, 

Mount  Union  College,  Alliance,  Ohio. 

Note  on  Solution  /K.,  Page  190.  It  does  not  follow  that  triangies  AEL 
and  ADK  are  equal  because  the  triangles  i4£L  and  ADK  are  similar  respectively 
to  AFN  and  AGM^  and  the  solution  fails. 

I  would  like  to  see  a  direct  proof  of  this  problem.  It .  is  said  that 
the  mathematician  Todhunter  failed  to  produce  a  direct  proof  of  it. 

George  Lillby, 

394  Hall  Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

Problem  by  Euler,  One  answer  is  given,  but- he  adds  there  are  many  more. 

Legendre  asks  for  a  general  solution  as  Euler*8  solution  is  lost :  and  he  says  such 



I  Mlntion  would  be  very  mnch  prized  by  mathematiciani,  if  it  coald  be  given. 
1st.     The  suRi  of  the  squares  of  each,  horiiontat,  vertical,  or  diagonal  rows 

shill  be  equal, — 10  conditioDS. 

=Ei]ler'9  Nambers. 

2nd.     The  sam  of  their  products  taken  two  and  two=0,  taking  any  two 
nwt,  horisontal,  vertical,  and  diagooala, — 12  conditions. 

AE+BF+CQ+DH^)=AD+FG+KL+NQ,  etc. 

HiLLsBORO,  III.,  Mathekatioal  Club. 

,  Nate  on  No.  4— AftaeeUaneoua.  Is  regard  to  No.  4  MiscellaneoiiB,  I  had 
vorked  the  problem  with  the  osBuniption  made  by  Prof.  Hume,  but  rejected  my 
■olntion,  as  on  further  thought  I  did  not  consider  the  assumption  warranted. 
The  oonstactly  changing  curvature  carries  with  it  a  change  in  actnal  contact  aa 
«M  Si  in  the  amount  ground  off,  which  I  have  not  been  able  to  analyze.  The 
•Momption  made  would  seem  to  apply  if  the  stones  were  kept  pressed  together 
vith  inch  a  force  as  would  not  yield,  and  would  cause  the  particles  to  overlap 
for  I  constant  distance.  This  also  would  require  a  coastaotly  changing  preamre 
or  idjustment. 

I  should  like  to  ask  whether  any  one  knows  of  a  principle  which  will  wp- 
pl7  to  the  effect  of  friction  in  a  case  of  this  kind. 

C.  W.  M.  Black, 

Wesleyan  Academy,  Wilbraham,  Mass. 

Query.  Is  a  man  who  writes  for  publication  in  a  Mathematical  Magazine  a 

''Note  on  Helmholtz's  use  of  the  terms  'Surface'  and  'Space'  as  identical  in 
nMtoing",  properly  to  be  considered  sane? 

Agun  when  he  asks  "Does  the  'immortal'  Helmholtz  in  his  Lectures  on 
the— 'Origin  and  Significance  of  Geometrical  Axioms' — ^uee  the  terms  'surface' 
ud'ipBce'  sa  identical  in  meaning?"  since  Helmholtz  never  delivered  any  lectares 
aada  this  title,  wonld  it  be  sane  to  attempt  to  answer? 

O.  B.  Halstbd. 
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The  equation  from  Bell's  Algebra,  quoted  by  Mr.  Greenwood,  (Monthly, 
Vol.,  p.  372)  is  consistent  if  the  radical  be  given  the  double  sign.     The  eqnitioii 
should  be    

=fcv/2a;«-2=8a;— 6. 

The  value  a;=8  belongs  to  the  upper  sign,  2=|  to  the  lower. 
Wx.  E.  Hkal. 

The  answer  to  query  (Monthly,  Vol.  II.,  p.  247)  is  not  satisfiustory.  Itii 

true  *'\Ve  have  no  method  of  finding  the  cube  root  by  meanis  of  a  compass"  [and 
rule]  but  that  does  not  prove  the  imposHhility  of  a  solution.  What  I  wish,  is  a 
rigorous  proof  of  the  impossibility  of  expressing  the  roots  of  a  cubic  equation  by 
a  geometrical  construction.  Wm.  E.  Hbal. 

Concerning  the  value  of  factorial  zero,  Chrystal  says  (Text  Book  of  Alge- 

bra, Part  II.,  page  4)  ''Strictly  speaking  0 1  has  no  meaning.  It  is  convenieot, 
however,  to  use  it,  with  the  understanding  that  its  value  is  1  ;  by  so  doing  we 

avoid  the  exceptional  treatment  of  initial  terms  in  many  series." 
Wm.  E.  Hbal. 

IS  THERE  MORE  THAN  ONE  ILLIMITABLE  SPACE? 

The  Metageometers  assume  without  proof  that  there  are  many  varieties  of 
space,  differing  in  curvature,  in  the  number  of  dimensions  and  in  extent. 
Is  their  assumption  axiomatic  or  does  it  need  proof?  Is  it  not  really  inconsis- 

tent with  the  hypothesis  that  space  is  everywhere  and  illimitable  ? 
The  Metageometers  concede  that  the  space  that  contains  our  Universe  qity 

for  aught  Ihey  know  to  the  contrary,  be  trinally  extended,  i.  e.,  throu|^  any 
point  of  it,  whatever,  three  straight  lines  may  be  drawn  mutually  at  right  anglies 
to  each  other.  Notwithstanding  this  concession,  they  assume  that  there  are  two 
varieties  of  space  at  least,  the  number  of  whose  dimensions  is  less  than  three. 

They  call  a  surface  a  variety  of  space  that  has  two  dimensions,  and  a  line 
a  variety  of  space  that  has  one  dimension. 

The  Euclidian  geometers  locate  all  their  lines  and  surfaces  in  the  one, 
trinally  extended,  illimitable  space.  They  do  not  regard  these  lines  and  surfiuxs 
as  distinct  varieties  of  space  that  may  be  classed  under  an  n-fold  species. 

Some  of  the  Metageometers  call  a  line  one  dimensional  space,  and  a  sur- 
face two  dimensional  space,  apparently  with  the  expectation  that  this  ambigoous 

use  of  the  word  space  will  somehow  assist  them  in  ascending  from  our  tridimen- 
sional space  to  a  hypothetical  one  of  four  dimensions,  and  from  that  to  one  of  five 

dimensions,  and  so  on.  This  is  certainly  a  most  hazardous  enterprise  that  they 
have  undertaken.  They  are  attempting  to  scale  the  transcendental  heights  ol 
Hyper-space  with  an  analogical  ladder  constructed  out  of  defective  timber.  The 
two  bottom  rounds — one  dimensional  space  and  two  dimensional  space — are  un- 

able to  endure  the  strain  put  upon  them.  We  do  not  mount  to  trinally  ex- 
tended space  from  surfaces,  nor  to  surfaces  from  lines.  But  we  start  with  trin- 

ally extended  space  and  in  it  locate  surfaces  and  lines. 
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Snooessftil  atoent  cannot  be  made  from  tridimensional  space  to  fourdimen- 
nonal  space. 

Ist. — ^Becanse  no  one  knows  or  can  know  the  direction  from  8-fold  space 
to  4-fold,  even  if  the  latter  exists. 

2nd. — Because  no  one  knows  or  can  know  that  4-fold  space  exists  for  the 
reason  that  the  fundamental  laws  of  thought  are  violated  in  every  effort  of  the 
mind  to  cognise  it.  Legitimate  thinking  cannot  proceed  in  violation  of  logical 

liw,  but  stultification  may  do  so.  The  so-called  '^generalised  space"  of  the 
Metageometers  is  believed  to  be  the  joint  product  of  pseudo-generalization, 
peendo-analogical  reasoning,  and  pseudo-analjrtical  interpretation. 

John  N.  Lyle. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

TrigaAamHry  far  SehooU  and  Colleges.  By  Frederick  Anderegg,  A.  M., 
Professor  of  Mathematics,  and  Bdward  Drake  Roe,  Jr.,  A.  M.,  Associate  Profess- 

or of  Mathematics  in  Oberlin  College.  8vo.  Cloth,  108  pp.  Boston  :  Oinn  &  Co. 
This  little  work  is  a  decided  improvement  over  most  modem  treatises  on  trigonomet- 

Vf'  It  treats  the  sobject  with  clearness  and  accuracy  and  leads  the  student  to  an  easy  ac- 
(jatintanee  with  modem  higher  mathematics.  A  number  of  new  features  are  introduced. 
Tbii  it  the  first  book  we  have  yet  seen  in  which  it  is  shown  that  Plane  Trigonometry  is  a 
ipedal  case  of  Spherical  Trigonometry.  Many  other  subjects  of  equsl  interest  and  impor- 
ttneft  are  discussed.    The  authors  deserve  much  credit  for  this  original  and  unique  worlc. 

B.  F.  F. 

An  EUmentary  Treatise  on  Rigid  Dynamics,  By  W.  J.  Loudon,  B.  A., 

Demonstrator  in  Physics  in  the  University  of  Toronto.  Svo.  Cloth,  236  pp. 
Price,  t2.25.     New  York :     Macmillkn  &  Co. 

This  is  a  most  excellent  treatise  on  Rigid  Dynamics.  The  subjects  treated  are  made 
▼0ry  dear  and  the  student  is  still  further  aided  in  grasping  those  complex  and  difficult 
principles  by  very  beautiful  and  accurate  diagrams.  Any  student  who  has  mastered 
Um  ealcnlns  can  take  up  this  work  without  any  difficulty.  At  the  close  of  each  subject  is  a 
lilt  of  problems.  The  book  closes  with  306  problems  all  of  which  are  very  interesting  to  the 
•tndsnt  of  dynamics.  Some  of  tbese  excellent  problems  will  appear  in  future  numbers  of 
the  MoKTHLT.  B.  F.  F. 

Notations  de  Logique  Malhirnatique,     Par  Q.  Peano,  Professeur  d' Analyse 
infinit^simale  It  1' University  de  Turin.      Introduction  au  Formulaire  de  Math6- 
mstiqne  Public  par  la  Revista  di  MatematicOj  Turin.     Pamphlet,  52  pages. 

A  very  interesting  and  valuable  treatment  of  the  notations  of  mathematical  logic. 
B,  F.  F. 
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Periodico  di  Mathematiea.    By  L'Insegnamento  Seoondario.      Pabblicato 
per  cura  di  Aurelio  Lugli,  Professor  di  matematica  nel  R.  Istitatotecnioo  di  Roma. 

The  Janoary-Febmary  namber  of  this  magaiine  contains  a  nomber  of  important  pa- 
pers and  the  solatioos  of  7  problems.  B.  F.  F. 

El  Progreso  Mathemdtico  Periodico  de  Mathem&ticas  Pnras  y  Aplicadas. 

Director  D.  Zoel  G.  de  Qaldeano,  Catedrdtico  de  Geometria  Analica  en  la  Univer- 
sidad  de  Zaragoza. 

In  this  Jonrnal  are  pablished  problems  which  are  proposed  by  the  best  mathemati- 
cians in  the  world.    The  solutions  are  illastrated  by  beantifal  diagrams.         B.  F.  F. 

Annals  of  Mathematics.  Ormond  Slone,  Editor,  Office  of  Publication,  Uni- 
versity of  Virginia.     Bi-monthly.     Price,  $2.00. 

The  September  (1895)  namber  contains  the  following  articles :  On  the  improbability 
of  Finding  Shoals  in  the  Open  Sea  by  Sailing  over  the  Geographical  Positions  in  which  they 
are  Charted.  By  Mr.  G.  W.  Littlehale.  Note  on  the  Congruence  2^i^— )»  (2n)!/(nl)f , 
where  2n-fl  is  a  prime.  By  Prof.  Frank  Morley.  Equations  and  Variablee  Associated 
with  the  Linear  Differential  Equation.  By  Dr.  Geo.  F.  Metsler.  The  Calculus  of  Varia- 

tions.   By  Dr.  Harris  Hancock.  B.  F.  F. 

March  Monthly  Magazine  Number  of  The  Outlook.*  Price,  tl.  per  year  io 
advance.     The  Outlook  Company,  13  Astor  Place,  New  York. 

The  illustrated  monthly  "Magazine  Number  of  The  Outlook  for  March 'has  nearly  fifty 
pages  of  reading  matter,  and  more  illustrations  than  any  of  the  previous  issues.  Dr.  R.  L, 

Dickinson  writes  as  an  expert  on  hygienic  and  pracUcal  aspects  of  "Bicycling  for  Women/' 
with  cuts  showing  just  what  is  right  and  wrong  about  women's  riding;  Edward  Everett 
Hale  tells  of  the  ''Higher  Life  of  Boston ;"  there  is  a  pleasant  "Spectator"  talk  about  pic- 

turesque New  Orleans;  Charleston  of  to-day  is  compared  with  its  ante-bellum  lifein  Mr.  W^ 
J.  Abbot's  "From  Atlanta  to  the  Sea;"  Martin  Luther  is  the  subject  of  a  fine  article  by  priK 
feasor  Harnack,  the  great  German  theologian ;  and  Mr.  A  R.  Kimball  has  a  readable  artid^ 
about  Pensance  and  the  Newlyn  school  of  artists.  All  these  articles  are  fully  illnstrateci. 

Ian  Maclaren's  novel  gains  in  interest  and  humor. 

The  Cosmopolitan.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magaxine.  Ed- 
ited by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  tl.OO  per  year.  Single  number,  10  cents. 

Irvington-on-the-Hudson,  New  York. 
The  General  of  the  Army,  the  General  commanding  the  U.  8.  Corps  of  Engineers, 

Vice-Pres.  Webb  of  the  New  York  Central,  and  John  Jacob  Astor,  compose  The  CoswutpoHltm 
Maganne'a  Board  of  Judges  to  decide  the  merits  of  the  Horseless  Carriages  which  will  be 
entered  in  the  May  trials,  for  which  the  The  Cosmopolitan  offers  $3000  in  prises.    This  com- 

mittee is  undoubtedly  the  most  distinguished  that  has  ever  consented  to  act  upon  the  <w- 
caslon  of  the  trial  of  a  new  and  useful  invention.    The  interest  which  these  gentlemen 
have  shown  in  accepting  places  upon  the  committee  is  indicative  of  the  importance  of  the 
subject,  and  that  the  contest  itself  will  be  watched  with  marked  interest  on  both  sides  of 

the  Atlantic.    Frank  Stockton's  new  story,  ''Mrs.  Cliff's  Yacht,"  which  begins  in  the  April 
Cosmftpolitan,  promises  to  be  one  of  the  most  interesting  ever  written  by  that  fascinatini; 

story-teller.    Readersof  "The  Adventures  of  Captain  Horn"  will  find  in  ''Mrs.  CliflTs  Yacht" 
something  that  they  have  been  waiting  for. 
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JOHN  NEWTON  LYLE. 

BY  F.  P.  MATZ,  8C.  D.,  PH.  D.,  PROFE880R  OP  MATHEMATICS  AND  ASTRONOMY  IN  IRV- 

ING OOLLBGB,  MBCHANIC8BURG,  PENNSYLVANIA. 

.OHN   NEWTON   LYLE   was  born  in  Ralls  County,   Missouri,   March 
5,  1886. 

**The  space  in  which  this  county  is  located  is  trinally  extended,  and 
therefore  objective.     It  has  no  curvature,  either  positive  or  negative. 

Here  planes  are  flat,  and  perpendiculars  to  a  transversal  are  equidistant. 
If  Lobatschewsky  had  been  bom  and  raised  in  Ralls  County,  he  would  per- 

haps never  have  doubted  that  two  straight  lines  equidistant  from  each  other  may  he 
drawn  in  the  same  plane,  nor  written  a  theory  of  parallels  in  which  this  postulate 

of  Bound  geometry  is  discredited.  The  hills,  rocks,  streams,  trees,  and  hard-pan 
of  Ralls  County  exist  in  tridimensional  space, — objective  to  the  minds  of  the  in- 
babitants  who  till  the  soil,  feed  the  herds,  quarry  the  rock,  fell  the  trees, 
and  hunt  the  wild  game.  These  physical  objects  are  realities  having  an  objective 
existence  ;  and  the  space  occupied  by  them,  and  that  in  which  they  are  contain- 

ed, is  also  an  objective  entity  although  not  a  material  one.  It  is  believed  that 
HelmholtK«  was  right  in  maintaining  against  Kant  the  objectivity  of  space, 

bat  wrong  in  regarding  it  as  a  physical  thing  to  be  moulded  like  potter's  clay. 
Sir  Isaac  Newton  held  the  opinion  that  space  was  immaterial,  immovable,  and 
nnalterable,  as  well  as  trinally  extended,  continuous,  and  unbounded. 

Immanuel  Kant  professed  to  cognize  a  real,  objective,  extended  world  as 
existing  in  a  space  that,  according  to  his  philosophy  had  no  existende  outside  of 
his  awn  mind.     It  would  seem  that  if  there  is  an  extended  world,  there  must  be 
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an  extended  spatial  entity  to  contain  it.       If  space  is  not  extended,  and  therefore 
not  objective,  there  can  be  no  real,  extended,  objective,  material  world. 

If  Immanuel  Kant's  experiences  in  early  life  had  been  those  of  &  pioneer's 
son  in  Ralls  County,  Missouri,  he  would  not  in  all  probability  have  undertaken 
in  his  riper  years  the  contract  of  building  a  real  world  in  a  nan-exiatent  place. 

If  Fichte,  or  Hegel,  had  ever  galloped  after  a  wild  steer  for  half  a  day 
through  a  Ralls  County  forest  or  been  thrown  from  a  bucking  mustang  on  the 

phenomenal  hard-pan  of  northeastern  Missouri,  they  doubtless  would  not  have 

felt  inclined  to  regard  this  real  matter-of-fact  world  as  an  idealieiic  dream.^* 
The  ancestors  of  John  Newton  Lyle,  on  the  paternal  side,  came  from 

northern  Ireland  ;  and  on  the  maternal  side,  from  England  and  Wales.  They 

settled  in  Berkeley  County,  Virginia,  in  the  last  century  ;  and  many  of  their  de- 
scendants are  still  to  be  found  there. 

Samuel  Oldham  Lyle,  the  father  of  the  subject  of  this  sketch,  emigrated 
from  Berkeley  County,  Virginia,  in  1832,  to  Ralls  County,  Missouri,  where  he 
purchased  a  farm  ;  married,  Ann  Rebecca,  the  daughter  of  William  Gerard,  and 
reared  his  family.  This  pioneer  couple  were  intellectual  in  their  tastes,  great 
readers,  ambitious  to  make  a  pleasant  home  for  their  children,  and  give  each  of 
them  an  education. 

Ann  Rebecca's  father,  William  Gerard,  emigrated  from  Berkeley  County, 
Virginia,  to  Kentucky,  during  the  last  decade  of  the  last  century,  where- 
he  learned  the  printing  business,  and  edited  and  published  for  many  years  the 
Argus,  a  newspaper,  at  Frankfort,  Kentucky.  He  was  a  man  of  affairs,  as  well 
as  of  extensive  reading  ;  and  he  was  also  a  practical  politician  intimately  associa- 

ted with  the  statesmen  of  his  adopted  State.  He  came  with  his  family  to  north- 
eastern Missouri,  in  1830. 

John  Newton  Lyle,  in  his  early  boyhood,  was  thrown  in  his  Grandfather 

Gerard's  society  a  great  deal,  and  received  from  him  powerful  impulses  towards 
intellectual  pursuits.  The  venerable  man  treated  his  grandson  more  as  a  com- 

panion than  as  a  boy  needing  a  rod  for  his  misdemeanors,  aroused  his  curiosity 
by  well-directed  questions,  corrected  his  mistakes,  and  entertained  him  with  an- 

ecdotes about  Amos  Kendall,  the  elder  Blair,  and  Henry  Clay. 

Samuel  Oldham  Lyle  was  an  enterprising,  independent,  and  fearless  pion- 
eer, passionately  fond  of  the  chase  and  free  life  in  the  wild  west ;  but,  at 

the  same  time,  he  was  diligent  in  his  farming  and  stock-raising.  He  was  &  man 
of  quick  intelligence,  unfailing  memory,  and  sound  judgment,  who  appreciated 
the  value  and  importance  of  education  ;  and  he  gave  to  his  children  the 
best  school  advantages  that  his  circumstances  would  allow. 

Young  Lyle,  at  six  years  of  age,  was  placed  in  a  district  school  ;  and  here 
he  remained  until  he  reached  the  age  of  twelve.  In  November,  1848,  he  entered 
a  classical  school  taught  by  the  Rev.  William  T.  Dickson,  at  West  Ely,  Marion 
County,  three  miles  from  the  home  of  the  young  pupil.  He  studied  the  rudi- 

ments of  the  Latin  and  Greek  languages,  Euclid's  Elements,  and  Day's  Algebra. 
Mr.  Dickson  was  a  native  of  the  State  of  Maine,  and  came  West  with  Dr. 
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Bxra  Styles  Ely,  to  attend  Marion  College,  some  time  in  the  Thirties.  **He  was 
an  enthusiastic  and  successful  instructor  in  the  branches  of  learning  that  he  pro- 

fessed to  teach.  He  did  not  tell  his  scholars  anjrthing  about  differential  coeffic- 
ients, integrals,  or  Cartesian  co-ordinates.  He  was  silent  as  to  determinants, 

trilinears,  and  Non-Buclidean  Geometry.  He  did  understand  Euclid's  Ele- 
ments, however  ;  and  he  taught  the  science,  clearly,  thoroughly,  and  ably.  With 

him,  straight  lines  were  never  )!exed  or  curved.  Tangents  to  circumferences  were 
never  confounded  with  the  curves  to  which  they  were  tangent.  Planes  were  flat 
superficies  ;  and,  in  no  instance,  were  they  spherical  or  psaudo-spherical.  He 
showed  the  meaning  of  demonstration,  by  demonsiratingiheorems.  He  illustrat- 

ed by  practical  examples,  the  difference  between  direct  and  indirect  proof.  He 
was  &  true  teacher,  and  succeeded  well  in  imparting  to  his  pupils  something  of 

his  own  appreciation  and  admiration  of  the  enduring  work  of  Alexandria's 
immortal  geometer." 

In  the  fall  of  1851,  within  three  miles  of  Samuel  Oldham  Lyle's  farm, 
Van  Rensselaer  Academy  was  founded,  at  the  head  of  which  was  the  Rev.  J.  P. 
Finley,  afterwards  a  professor  in  Westminster  College,  and  the  founder  of  a  class- 

ical institution  at  Brookfield,  Missouri.      John  Newton  Lyle  entered  this  Acad 
emy,  in  October,  1851  ;  and  he  was  a  student  there  three  successive  winters, 
&rming  during  the  summer.     Here  he  continued  his  studies  in  Latin  and  Qreek, 

reviewed  Euclid,  then  took  up   Davies'   Legendre   and   Robinson's  Algebra. 
At  this  time,   he,   also,   studied  Trigonometry  and  Surveying.     Mr.  Finley's 
ttttes  were  classical,  rather  than  mathematical ;  and  his  pupil,  J.  N.  Lyle,  whilst 
it  the  Academy,  devoted  his  energies  almost  exclusively  to  mastering  the  Latin 
md  Greek  texts  put  into  his  hands. 

Before  he  was  nineteen  years  of  age  he  took  charge  of  his  first  school  in 
Monroe  County,  early  in  September,  1854  ;  thus  he  began  his  long  career  as  a 
teieher,  which  he  has  continued  almost  uninterruptedly  until  the  present  time. 
He  worked  with  the  definite  plan  of  preparing  for  College  and  earning  the  funds 
neeeesary  for  securing  a  collegiate  education.  He  taught  two  years  in  the  public 
schools  of  Monroe  County,  spending  his  evenings  and  Saturdays  in  study. 

During  these  years  he  plodded  without  assistance,  through  Davies'  Anal- 
yticsl  Geometry.   .  Having  finished  this  self-imposed  task,  a  strong  desire  took 

powession  of  him  to  advance  farther  and  investigate  Davies'  Differential  and  In- 
tegral Calculus.      Accordingly  one  sultry  day  in  August,  1856,  he  rode  from  his 

fitkher's  farm  to  Hannibal,  purchased  the  book,  and  on  returning  home  immed- 
iately sought  a  secluded  sp6t  in  the  forest  and  began  the  study  of  the  first  differ- 
ential ooeflScient  as  explained  by  Charles  Davies.      He  was  thoroughly  disgusted 

thai  hot  August  afternoon,   with   Davies'   description  of  differentials  as  the 
'^tiaoes"  of  vanishing  increments.     He  persevered,  however,  notwithstanding  his 
diaaalisfaction  with  the  author's  theory  of  differentials  and  differential  coefficients. 
A  copy  of  Loomis's  Calculus,  which  came  in  his  way,  was  eagerly  studied. 
IxMmia's  theory  of  difierentials  as  rates  of  variation  had  the  advantage  of  being 
intelligible,  and  certainly  offered  something  more  substantial  to  be  grasped  by 
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the  mind  than  a  mere  ''trace"  of  a  yanishing  increment  or  the  ''ghost  of 
a  departed  quantity." 

"Ratee  of  variation  Bie  finite  quantities.  If  differentials  are  rates  of  varia- 
tion, then,  of  necessity,  they  must  be  definitequantities.  The  Leibnitaiaa  hypoih- 

hesisthat  differentials  are  infinitely  ama^^afitittea  contradicts  the  hypotheets  that 

they  are  rates  of  variation. ' '  During  the  fall  of  1856,  he  studied  both  Loomis  and 
Davies  on  the  Calculus.  This  work  was  done  entirely  without  the  instmotioa  of 
a  teacher  ;  because  there  was  no  one  within  reach,  who  had  studied  thoii 

branches,  to  whom  )ie  could  apply  for  aid.  "T^i«  method  ofetudy^  whilst  labor- 
ious  and  beset  with  many  inconveniences,  woe  conducive  to  independence  ef 

thought  and  (ution,  and  the  formation  of  the  habit  of  self -reliance.*^ 
The  first  p&rt  of  the  year  1857,  John  Newton  Lyle  taught  mathematics  in 

Bethel  College,  a  Baptist  Institution  located  at  Palmyra,  Missouri.  The  appor- 
tunity  of  attending  Marietta  College,  for  which  he  had  long  planned  and  toiled, 
now  presented  itself.  On  examination  he  entered  the  Junior  Class  in  Marietta 
College,  the  fall  of  1857  ;  and  he  continued  in  that  Institution,  until  his  gradoa- 
tion  in  1859. 

President  Israel  Ward  Andrews  conducted  the  examination  in  Mathemat" 

ics,  and  expressed  himself  as  highly  gratified  with  the  candidate's  proficient ; 
and  on  making  inquiry  as  to  who  taught  him  Analytical  Geometry,  seemed 
amused  when  informed  that  his  only  instructor  was  the  youthful  pedagogue  be- 

fore him  seeking  admittance  to  the  privileges  of  the  College.  Dr.  Andrews  wm 

his  warm  and  steadfast  friend,  from  the  date  of  that  morning's  interriew 
on  Mathematics. 

J.  N.  Lyle,  in  College,  sought  to  utilize  the  advantages  of  the  library  and 
his  literary  society  as  well  as  those  of  the  recitation-room  and  the  l&boratoij. 
His  special  delight  was  to  participate  in  :the  Saturday-morning  debates  held  in 
the  hall  of  the  Alpha  Kappa  Society.  The  enjoyableness  of  the  excitement  ftr 
outweighed  the  unpleasantness  of  the  collisions  incident  to  such  exerdsee. 

He  lost  no  time  in  obtaining  from  the  College  Library  De  Morgan's  DlfEw- 
ential  and  Integral  Calculus,  in  order  to  learn  that  author's  opinions  respecting 
the  principles  of  the  science.  "He  was  interested  in  noting  that  De  Morgan  em- 

ployed variables  that  increased,  and  decreased,  indefinitely  without  limit,  instead 
of  the  hierarchy  of  infinitely  great,  and  infinitely  small,  ̂ quantities  of  the 
Leibnitsian  hypothesis.  Whilst  no  lost  value  was  attributed  to  these  variaUei, 

every  value  that  they  did  have,  vrsB  finite.  The  hypothesis  of  increasing,  and 
decreasing,  variables  having  finite  values  not  only  works  well  in  practice,  bnthai 
the  advantage  over  the  hypothesis  of  Leibnits  in  that  it  is  intelligible  and  doM 
not  mvolve  contradiction.  It  also  harmonizes  well  with  the  view  that  differen- 

tials are  rates  of  variation.  Further,  in  considering  a  limit,  we  note  that  the  in- 
terval between  a  limit  and  the  variable  that  approaiches  it,  is  itself  a  variable  that 

decreases  without  limit.  From  this  point  of  view,  the  absurdity  of  regarding  a 
variable  that  increases  without  limit  as  having  a  limit  appropriately  Sjrmboliaed 
by  00  ,  is  quite  evident. 
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No  benefit  aocmes  to  the  Science  of  the  Calcnlns,  from  De  Morgan's 
hypothesiB  that  there  are  two  kinds  of  zeros — the  absolute  zero,  and  the  indifinitely 
tmaU  quotient.  The  absolute  zero  is  destitate  of  all  value  ;  in  fact,  it  is  the  ne- 

gation of  quantity, — and  hence  can  not  be  treated  as  quantity,  without  violating 
the  logical  law  of  Non-Contradiction.  A  quotient  may  become  indefinitely 
small,  but  can  not  become  so  small  as  not  to  be  quantity.  To  name  a  quotient 
sero,  is  manifestly  a  misnomer.  Mathematical  and  logical  confusion  is  liable  to 
result  from  the  ambiguous  use  of  the  symbol  0.  Treating  quantity  as  no  quan- 

tity, or  no  quantity  as  quantity,  is  a  procedure  which  may  be  profitably 

dispensed  with  in  Mathematics." 
E.  W.  Evans,  of  Yale,  came  to  Marietta  College,  as  Professor  of  Mathe- 

matics, at  the  same  time  that  J.  N.  Lylfi  entered  as  a  student.  The  young  pro- 
fessor seemed  very  lonesome  as  his  wife  remained  in  the  East  that  fall. 

He  would  come  over  to  Lyle's  room  of  evenings  and  remain  for  hours.  His  con- 
versation which  took  a  wide  range  was  quite  instructive  to  his  western  pupil. 

Mathematics  was  discussed  a  great  deal,  but  not  exclusively.  He  believed  most 

religiously  that  '* brevity  is  the  soul  of  wit."  He  once  said  :  '*Lyle,  the  longer 
1  live  the  more  I  like  *short  things'."  His  pupil  furnished  his  share  of  the  in- 

tellectual picnic  with  anecdotes  and  experiences  respecting  that  portion  of  the 
West  where  Mark  Twain  was  born,  Tom  Sawyer  flourished,  and  Captain  Sellers 
bored  with  a  big  auger. 

The  two  years  immediately  after  graduation  he  spent  in  teaching  in  Pettis 
and  Morgan  Counties,  Missouri.  His  leisure  hours  were  occupied  in  reading 
law-books.  In  the  spring  of  1862,  he  was  ofiered  the  chair  of  Mathematics  and 
Natural  Science  in  Westminster  College,  a  position  he  held  until  1865,  when  he 
went  to  Carondelet,  a  suburb  of  St.  Louis,  where  he  taught  a  Qrammar  School  ; 
but  in  the  fall  of  the  same  year,  he  accepted  the  position  of  Acting  Professor  of 
Mathematics  and  Natural  Science  in  his  Alma  Mater,  Marietta  College.  He  con- 

tinued there  three  years  ;  at  the  expiration  of  which  time,  he  returned  to  Fulton, 
as  Professor  of  Natural  Science  in  Westminster  College.  Here  he  has  since  re- 

mained. First  and  last,  as  the  exigencies  of  College- work  might  require,  he  has 
taught  branches  in  nearly  every  department  of  the  Institution. 

He  is  an  active  member  of  The  Missouri  Teacher^ s  Academy.  To  educa- 
tional journals  he  has  contributed  hundreds  of  articles  principally  on  Mathemati- 

cal Philosophy.  During  the  last  three  years  preceding  1890,  he  had  published 
in  the  Missouri  School  Journal  not  less  than  sixty-one  articles.  He  has  written 
an  unpublished  manuscript  on  the  Differential  and  Integral  Calculus. 

The  degree  of  Ph.  D.,  was  conferred  on  him  by  Marietta  College,  in  1881. 
In  1868,  Professor  Lyle  was  married  to  Miss  Margaret  T.  Hays^  daughter  of  John 
B.  Hays,  M.  D.,  of  Marion  County,  Missouri,  who  until  her  death,  December  26, 
1882,  in  spite  of  ill  health  and  great  suffering,  led  such  a  life  of  unselfish  devo- 

tion to  husband,  children,  and  friends,  as  called  forth  constant  admiration  of  the 
talent,  energy,  and  piety,  that  enabled  her  to  accomplish  so  much.  Three  of  the 
five  children  of  this  couple  are  living,  two  daughters  and  a  son.  Rev.  Edward 

I 
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Hays  Lyle,  an  alumnus  of  Westminster  College,  a  Theological  student  of  Prince- 
ton Seminary  for  two  years,  and  at  present  a  minister  in  charge  of  a  church  at 

La  Junta,  Colorado. 
Dr.  Lyle,  in  1884,  married  his  second  wife.  Miss  Mattie  B.  Grant, 

a  scholarly  and  cultured  lady,  of  Bardstown,  Kentucky. 
Dr.  Lyle  has  been  for  many  years  an  Elder  in  the  Presbyterian  Church, 

the  church  of  his  ancestors  for,  at  least,  the  century  and  a  half  that  have  elapsed 
since  his  Great  Grandfather  emigrated  from  the  northern  part  of  Ireland 
to  Berkeley  County,  Virginia. 

THE  CENTBOn)  OF  ABEAS  AND  VOLUMES. 

By  0.  B.  M.  TfESBL,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Profeuor  of  Mathematiei  and  Applied  Seienee,  Tezarkaiia  CoUes*.  Tttarltai, 
ArkAiuts-Teias. 

[Concluded.) 

We  will  now  find  the  centroid  of  the  eighth  part  of  the  surface 
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*  =« 

4aj(l-  «t)^e,-f  )-(l-2«»)£(e,  ̂ )  } 

a 

26(a«  +  a6-f6«) 
3a(a  +  6)(l^l27^1og^y 

8in  ->e           ̂ ^^  r=re Since  the  limit  of   and  — ^   ^^  1  when  c=0  we  have,  in  eitht 

case,  when  a»&,  «  "■y  ̂ r^^ia.     The  surface  of  the  fourth  part  of  the  parabolo: 
2*+y*a2a*2,  for«-«A. 

»'o-'o      ■^  2a*t-x*  2J  o  *^ 

-^{  (a«+2fc)l~a»  }. 

=  -^  I  2(a«+4;i)|/2oU  +  4^«  —  aMog  ̂    ^^   J>. 
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The  Bur&ce  of  the  fourth  part  of  the  cone  x'  +y*  -^a'z*,  for  «»&. 
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nrTBODUCTION  TO  SUBSTITUTION  GROUPS. 

By  0.  A.  MTTifiTO,  Fb.  D.,  Iiaipzif ,  Oeraiuiy. 

[Continaed  from  Mmroh  Number.] 

Having  disposed  of  the  regular  primitive  groups  we  turn  now  to 
those  whose  order  exceeds  their  degree.  We  have  proved  that  all  of  thoM 

involve  n  conjugate  subgroups  whose  degree  is  at  most  equal  to  n— 1.  Suppose 
the  degree  of  these  subgroups  were  n-^2.  Without  loss  of  generality  we  miy 
then  assume  that  the  following  identities  are  satisfied  : 

G,=G„G,=ff4,   On^i^On. 
• 

If  ̂ 1  represents  the  order  of  G,  we  see  that  2^,  substitutions  of  O  trans- 
form 6,  into  itself,  viz.,  those  which  replace  a^  by  itself  and  those  which  replioe 

a  I  by  Og.  All  of  the  ̂ ^  substitptions  which  replace  a,  by  a^  must  therefore  also 
replace  a^  by  a,,  t.  e.,  contain  the  cycle  a,ag.  Similar  remarks  apply  to 
the  other  couples  a^a^,   ^ .  o^-ian. 

We  inquire  whether  these  couples  may  be  used  as  systems  of  non-primi* 

tivity.  We  have  already  proved  that  every  substitution  that  replaces  one*  letter 
of  a  couple  by  the  other  contains  the  couple  as  a  distinct  cycle.  It  remains  to 
show  that  the  couples  are  interchanged  as  units  by  the  substitutions  of  d.  8op> 
pose  one  of  these  substitutions  i  replaces  a^  by  a,.     Then  will 

tGst-i-G^ 

t  must  therefore  replace  a^  by  a^.  Since  similar  remarks  apply  to  the  other 

couples  we  have  proved  that  the  couples  can  be  used  as  systems  of  noD- 
primitivity. 

In  an  exactly  similar  way  we  can  prove  the  general  case  that  if  the  degree 

of  the  conjugate  subgroups  is  n^a  (a>l)  then  systems  of  a  letters  each  may  be 
used  as  systems  of  non-primitivity.     Hence  the 

Theorem.  Whenever  a  tranHtive  group  contains  a  subgroup  whose  degree 

is  less  than  n—  1  and  which  involves  aU  the  substitutions  that  do  not  contain  a  gi9SB 
letter  it  must  be  non-primitive. 

Having  developed  some  of  the  most  important  properties  of  the  subgroapi 
of  G  which  do  not  contain  a  given  letter  we  proceed  to  inquire  into  their  substi- 

tutions.    Suppose  that  among  the  substitutions  of  a  transitive  group  G 

has  only  one  solution  ;  t.  e.,  there  is  only  one  cycle  of  this  type  in  the  group 
which  contains  a^ .     Then  there  can  be  only  one  value  of  y  for  each  ft  in 

^ 
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OfiOy  (^-1,  2,   n) 

since  any  a  can  be  transformed  into  a, 4  All  the  conjugates  of  a, a.  are  therefore 

distinct  and  may  be  used  as  systems  of  non-primitivity  of  the  given  transitive 
group. 

More  generally  speaking  we  may  say  that  if  G  contains  a  subgroup 

O'  whose  degree  n'  is  less  than  the  degree  of  G  and  if  any  given  letter  of  G  (a,) 
is  found  in  only  one  of  the  transforms  of  G'  with  respect  to  G,  then  will  these transforms 

G\  G'\   ,  G" 

constitute  systems  of  non-primitivity  of  G. 
For  if  Q^  and  0^  had  a  common  letter  then  would  the  substitution 

ef  G  which  transforms  this  common  letter  into  a,  lead  to  two  such  groups  both  of 
which  would  involve  a^.  This  is  contrary  to  the  hypothesis.  These  conjugate 
subgroups  must  therefore  involve  distinct  sets  of  letters  which  may  be  regarded 

the  systems  of  non-primitivity  of  G,    Hence  the 
Thborbm.  If  a  primitive  group  coniainn  a  subgroup  whose  degree  is  less 

\han  ike  degree  of  the  group  it  must  also  contain  a  substitution  which  transforms 
this  subgroup  into  one  which  contains  any  one  of  its  letters  together  with  at  least  one 
Mw  letter. 

From  this  theorem  it  follows  that  if  a  primitive  group  whose  degree  ex- 
ceeds 2  contains  the  cycle  a^a^  it  must  also  contain  a,as  {a^  representing  any 

suitable  letter,  different  from  a^  and  a,)  and  therefore  the  symmetric  group  of 
these  three  letters  (a,a|a,)all. 

If  a  primitive  group  whose  degree  exceeds  three  contains  (a|a|a,)all  it 
mast,  according  to  the  given  theorem,  also  contain  {a^a^afi  )all  where  at  least 

3ff|  one  of  the  two  subscripts  or,  /3  exceeds  3.  Representing  this  by  4  we  can  easily 
iXr     show  that  the  group  must  contain  at  least  all  the  substitutions  of 

pft'  (a,ata8  04)all 
>/ 

whose  degree  does  not  exceed  3.  For  if  any  such  substitution  is  given  we  can 
find  some  substitution  of  (a|aga3)all  which  is  either  the  same  or  differs  from  it 

only  in  having  another  letter  a.  where  the  given  substitution  has  a^.  The  trans- 
form of  this  substitution  with  respect  to  a«  a^  (which  is  known  to  be  in 

the  group)  will  be  the  given  substitution.  Since  every  substitution  of  the  fourth 
degree  is  the  product  of  two  substitutions  of  a  lower  degree  the  given  primitive 

group  must  contain 

(a,a,asa4)all. 

In  general,  if  a  primitive  group  whose  degree  exceeds  m  contains 

(fllttt   OmW^ 
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it  miiBt  also  oontain 

ia^cLm,   a^)all 

where  the  nmnher  of  anbecriptB  1,  or,   >i  is  m  and  at  least  one  of  them  ex- 
ceeds m.    Representing  this  by  m+l  we  see  that  O  must  oontain 

a^a^+i  (tt-1,  2,   aj). 

We  consider  now  any  sobstitntion  of 

(oiOf   a«+i)all 

whose  degree  does  not  exceed  m.     We  can  find  some  snbstitntions  in 

(OlOf   (hm)9ll 

which  is  either  the  same  or  differs  from  it  only  in  having  a.  where  this  has  Omiv 
In  this  case  the  transform  with  respect  to  a«  On+i  will  be  the  given  sabstitution. 
Since  a  substitution  of  the  m  +  T  degree  (mf2)  may  be  regarded  as  the  product  of 
two  substitutions  of  a  lower  degree  the  given  primitive  group  must  oontain 

(ttiOi   «i»+i)all. 

Calling  tn+l  m'  we  can  prove  in  the  same  way  that  0  contains  the  sjm- 
metric  group  of  m'  + 1  am+2  letters,  etc.    Hence  the 

Theorem.  Whenever  a  primitive  group  contains  a  symmeirie  euhgnmpef^ 
lower  degree  it  muit  be  a  eymmetric  group, 

CoBOLLABY.  If  a  primitive  group  contains  a  substitution  of  the  form  a^a^ 
it  is  symmetric. 

We  will  now  suppose  that  the  primitive  group  contains 

a^a^a^. 

If  its  degree  exceeds  3  it  must  also  contain 

A]  a.  ap 

where  at  least  one  of  the  two  letters,  say  or,  is  greater  than  3.  We  shall  represent 
this  by  4,  O  then  contains  the  two  substitutions 

and  therefore 

ia^a^a^a^)pos. 

In  general,  if  a  primitive  group  whose  degree  exceeds  m  contains 
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it  must  also  contain 

{a^<U   a^)po8 

where  the  number  of  anbecriptB  1,  or,   /iism  and  at  least  one  of  them  ex- 
ceeds m.    Representing  this  by  tn+l  we  see  that  O  contains 

fU  o^+iop  («—l,  2,   m). 

y  It  must  therefore  contain  at  least  all  of  thellnibBtitations  of 

(aiflt   ««+i)pos 

I      whose  degree  does  not  exceed  m.    For  if  a  is  any  such  substitution  containing 
[      a«+i  there  is  some  substitution  i^  in 

(Olttf   o«i)po8 

which  differs  from  •  only  in  having  a^  where  «  has  0.4.1.  If  ft  exceeds  m  we 
make  awmd  then  will  a.  a«+ia^  transform  $1  into  «.  If  /fi^tn  we  transform  the 
substitution 

with  respect  to  some  substitution  of  {a^a^   a«,)pos.    80  that  in  place  of  o^ 
we  may  have  a  letter  not  found  in  a.     Let  this  transform  be 

Oy  a^^iae  {y,  ef  m). 

We  now  take  horn  the  substitutions  of  (aiOi.... ..a«)pos  the  one  tg 
which  differs  from  8  only  in  having  Oy  where  8  has  Ow-m  if  «  does  not  contain  a,  , 
and  the  one  tg  which  differs  from  «  only  in  having  a^ ,  a,  where  8  has  a, ,  On+i  if 
•  contains  Oy  .    The  transform  of  these  with  respect  to 

will  be  the  required  substitution  8. 
This  proves  that  O  contains  all  the  substitutions  of  (.a^a^   aM+i)pos 

whose  degree  is  equal  to  or  less  than  m.    These  generate  {a^a^    a«i4.i)pos, 

for  any  positive  substitution  of  the  (111+ 1)^  degree  im>2)  may  be  considered  as 
the  product  of  two  positive  substitutions  of  a  lower  degree.     [Let  «= . .  .cm^.  . . 

be  any  positive  substitution  of  the  (m+1)'*  degree  and  «|   a^Op   be 
any  positive  substitution  of  a  lower  than  the  (m  +  l)'*  degree.    Then  will  a,  in 

«««j«^  or  ii|aai~^« 

I 
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be  also  a  positive  substitution  wbose  degree  ̂ ].*    Hence  the 
Theorem,     /f  a  primitive  group  contain$  a  iubititution  of  the  form  a^d^ai 

but  none  of  the  form  a^a^  it  ie  the  alternating  group. 
We  are  now  in  possession  of  the  following  important  fiicts  in  regard  to  any 

primitive  group  O. 
(1)  If  ̂ on,  Gmust  be  generated  by  a  single  cycle  which  involves  a  prime 

number  of  letters,  and  for  each  prime  number  there  is  one  and  only  one  soch 
primitive  group. 

(2)  If  g  does  not  equal  n  it  must  be  a  larger  multiple  of  n  and  O  most 
contain  n  conjugate  subgroups  whose  degree  is  n— 1  and  whose  order  is  g^hn, 

(9)  If  O  contains  a  substitution  of  the  form  aiO,  or  one  of  the  fimn 
a^a^a^  it  must  contain  the  alternating  group. 

(4)  Both  the  alternating  and  the  symmetric  groups  have  a  1,  1  ooncs- 
pondence  to  the  positive  integers  beginning  with  2. 

(5)  The  order  of  the  symmetric  group  is  n  1  and  that  of  the  altematiiig 
group  is  in\. 

(6)  The  average  number  of  letters  in  all  the  substitutions  of  a  transitife 

group  is  n*-!. 
(7)  Every  transitive  group  contains  at  least  n— 1  substitutions  of  the  a* 

degree. 
The  three  classes  of  primitive  groups,  regular,  alternating,  and  symsMt- 

ric,  each  of  which  contains  an  infinite  number  of  members,  are  distinct  when  ii>8. 
The  groups  that  belong  to  these  classes  for  any  value  of  n  are  well  known.  B 
remains  to  determine  those  whose  order  satisfies  the  inequality 

n>g>in\. 

Before  pursuing  the  general  discussion  any  farther  we  shall  seek  all  the 
primitive  groups  whose  degree  does  not  exceed  six.  In  doing  this  we  shall  me 
some  methods  which  will  be  of  service  in  the  further  study  of  this  subject.  Molt 
of  the  methods,  however,  may  serve  as  illustrations  of  the  theorems  which  ban 
been  developed. 

[To  be  OontlBiied.] 

*It  oan  be  etmOj  prored  thAt  If  a  group  oontatn* 

a^a^a^  (flr-l,  2,   n) 
It  oontetiM  tlie  altemmtliig  group  of  degree  »,  and  If  It  oontalns 

a^a^  (a— 1,  2,   n) 
It  oontains  the  ejrmmetrlo  groiip  of  degree  ».    Cole's  Netto,  ff  il,  15. 
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VOir-EUCLIDEAir  GEOMETBT:  HISTORICAL  AHD 
EXPOSITORT. 

IrOIOSa  BBDOB  HAL8TID,  A.  M.,  (PriBMtea);  Ph.  D.,  (Johai  Hopldai);  Mambtr  oi  tht  London  MatlMMt- 
iotl  SoeioCj;  and  Plrvitiior  oi  Mntiiimatiw  in  tlM  UnlTonitj  oi  Ttnt,  Avitin,  Tttu. 

[Oontlnned  tram  Mnrch  Number*] 

Corollary  II.  Bnt  again  I  am  able  hence  to  show  thai  those  two  Btrai^ta 
.4 J,  J?jr,  meeting  which  the  straight  PFHD  makes  either  two  internal  angles  to- 

ward the  same  parts  equal  to  two  right  angles,  or  consequently  (from  Bu.  I.  13 
lod  15)  alternate  external  or  internal  angles  equal  to  one  another,  or  again,  from 
the  same  cause,  an  external  (as  suppose  DHX)  equal  to  an  internal  and  opposite 
EFX  ;  that,  say  I,  those  two  straights  not  even  in  their  infinite  production  can 
meet  one  another. 

For  if  from  any  point  N  of  AX  is  let  fall  to  BX  the  perpendicular  iVA,  this 
will  be  in  the  hyx>othesis  of  acute  angle  (which  alone  in  any  case  can  hinder  us) 
greater  (from  III.  Cor.  I.)  than  the  common  perpendicular  KL.  Therefore  those 
two  straights  AX^  BX  cannot  ever  meet  one  another. 

But  furthermore  here  thou  hast  demonstrated  propositions  27  and  28  of 
the  first  book  of  Buclid,  and  indeed  without  immediate  dependence  from  the  pre- 

ceding 16  and  17  of  the  same  first  book,  about  which  difficulties  could  arise  when 
the  triangle  should  be  of  infinite  sides  on  a  finite  base  ;  to  which  sort  of  a  trian- 

gle without  doubt  would  refer  one  who  believed  that  these  two  strai^ts  AX^  BX 
met  one  another  at  least  at  an  infinite  distance,  although  the  angles  at  the  trans- 
?enal  PFHD  were  such  as  we  have  supposed. 

Moreover,  on  account  of  the  demonstrated  common  perpendicular  KL^ 
nrely  those  two  KX^  LX  cannot  come  together  toward  the  part  of  the  points  X, 
ainee  also  (from  a  superposition  easily  understood)  toward  the  other  part 
also  would  meet  at  the  same  time  the  remaining  and  themselves  unterminated 
KA,  LB.  Wherefore  two  straights  AX,  BX-  would  enclose  a  space  ;  which  is 
oontrary  to  the  nature  of  the  straight  line. 

But  these  things  are  later.  For  in  the  preceding  I  have  never  applied 
either  the  IGth  or  17th  of  the  first  book  of  Euclid,  except  where  clearly  it  treats 
of  a  triangle  bounded  on  every  side,  as  indeed  I  promised  I  would  so  take  care  to 
do  fit  Proemio  ad  Lectorem. 

(To  be  OontlBiied . ) 



VKW  AHD  OLD  PB00F8  OF  THX  FTTHAGOBEAK  THIOSEX. 

Ir  UW.  r.  UUBT,  A.  IL.  MmM  Uiin  OoO^i.  IDtaMi,  OUa,  ud  Mias  A.  (ULDIIBUB.  a.  ■•, 
Ouiy  Uainnitr.  im*in,  FmmjItuI*. 

(Oamanad  tram  Haroh  HoMlMr.] 

V.    L«t  ̂ £C  be  A  rigfat-angled  at  C.      Dnw  FD  perpradieaUi  to  jilt, 
meeting  either  leg  prodnced.     There  are  thne  four  sjiqi- 
lar  right  triangles. 

Letting  AC=b,  AB=e,  BC=A,  CD=x,  CE=y, 
AF=i,  BB=a—y,  FB=c—t,  AD=b+x,  FE=v,  ED=w, 
FD=^+w,  we  obtaiD  the  fotlowing  proportioaB,  with 
their  reanlting  eqaations : 

(1). 
(2). 

(8). 

(4)- 

(«). 
(6). 

(7). 

(8). 

(»). 
(10).     f:y 

(11).    .:y 

(12).     b+x 

(18).    t:v 

Fig.  6. 

b+x.     .'.  b(b+x)=a   

V+W,      .•.  bQB+K)=aM   

o  :  •+«.     .-.  e(p+v))=aib+x)   I. 

10.     .'.  &v=ey   4. 

.*.  bx!=ay   S. 

.'.«= 

:  6+*  ;  ». 
r  »+w  :  I. 

to  ::  »+»  :  *. 

;  b+x  :  a—y. 

.  fc(o— y)=ai   7. 

.  6(e— i)=a»   8. 

.-.  e(c-f)=fl(«-y)   »■ 

.-.  t»=y(6+at)   10. 

.-.  «=3<t-+w)   11. 

t.      .-.  x(6+a;)=w(e+tt)   It 

■.  tia-y)=vi.b+x)   U. 

■.  «(«-f)=i»(f+w)   U. 

-f.     .-.  tc-i)(6+):)=(a-yK*+«)..-lf- 

a—y.     .',  j/(a— s)=«o   It 

e-..      .■.y(c-i)=«   IT. 

x  :  c— *.     .■.  w(c~«)=i(o— y)   18. 
We  are  now  to  find  combinations  of  the  above  equations  from  which  tb* 

elements  x,  y,  t,  v,  w,  can  be  eliminated,  thus  leaving  aa  the  relation  existing  b» 
tween  a,  b,  and  c. 

It  is  evident  tbiA  from  no  single  equation,  nor  from  any  set  of  two  eqi» 
tioni,  can  the  relation  be  determined. 

(H). 
(16). 

(18). 

(17). 

(18). 

b+x  :  a—y  ::  v+w  : 

yiv  : 



Ill 

There  remaiiiB  three  possible  cases  of  oombinstions  to  be  considered  : 
1.  When  three  of  the  elements  2,  y,  c,  v,  10,  are  involved. 
2.  When  fonr. 

3.  When  five,  or  all. 
5  4  3 

FibstCasb.    Of  this  case  there  are -^-r^=10  possible    combinations  of 

B  unknown  elements  :    v,  to,  x  ;  v,  to,  y;  and  so  on. 

Before  taking  up  these  in  detail,  we  note  that  by  inspection  of  the  proper- 
ly U  easily  may  be  seen  that  the  following  eighteen  sets  of  equations  each 

dependent  eqnatiods : 
\%^  2,  8  ;  4.  6.  6  ;  7,  8,  9  ;  10,  11,  12  ;  13,  14,  16  ;  16,  17,  18  ;  1,  4,  10  ;  1, 

6,  11  ;  2,  8,  14  ;  3,  6,  12  ;  3,  9,  16  ;  4,  7,  16  ;  6,  18,  17  ;  6.  9,  18  ;  10, 
11,  14,  17  ;  12,  16,  18. 

I,  in  our  search  for  possible  combinations,  all  such  must  be  rejected 
iSldn  any  of  these  sets. 

There  are  three  equations  involving  v,  to,  ar ;  3,  6,  12.  But  this  cdmbi- 
on  must  be  rejectee!  for  the  reason  just  given.  For  the  same  reason,  or 
nse  there  is  wanting  a  sufficient  number  of  equations  involving  the  three  un- 
wn  elements,  the  other  nine  combinations  must  be  rejected,  except  the  com- 
ition  X,  y,  z,  which  elements  are  involved  in  equations  1,  6,  9.  If  we  elimin- 

z,  y,  z  from  these  equations,  we  obtain  the  desired  relation,  c*=a*  +  6*. 
It  should  be  observed,  in  passing,  that  future  combinations  including  1,  6, 

Qust  also  be  rejected. 

Second  Case.     Of  this  case  there  are     '.  '  '    =5  possible  combinations 

our  unknown  elements;  and,  besides,  the  exceptional  combination,  v+to,  x, 
,  v+10  being  regarded  as  a  single  unknown. 

Before  proceeding  to  investigate  this  case,  it  is  necessary  to  call  attention 
sets  of  four  dependent  equations.  Take,  for  example,  the  set  1,  2,  6,  12. 
im  1  add  2,  3  is  obtained.  But  3  with  6  and  12  gives  a  set  of  three  depend- 
equations ;  hence  the  set  1,  2,  6,  12  must  be  rejected.  A  little  stndy  of  the 
iteen  sets  given  in  Case  1,  will  disclose  forty-five  sets  of  four  dependent 
tations. 

The  equations  involving  the  unknown  elements  v,  10,  x,  y^  are  3,  4,  6,  6, 
7  fi  **  4 

.2,  16.     Out  of  these  seven  equations,  there  are     '.  '    —  =  36  combinations, 

ing  four  at  a  time.  Of  these  thirty-five  sets,  fourteen  are  to  be  rejected,  for 
ions  previously  stated.  The  remaining  twenty-one  sets,  of  which  7,  6,  4,  3, 
type,  and  to  which  the  other  twenty  easily  can  be  reduced,  give,  after  the 
nown  elements  have  been  eliminated,  the  desired  relation  between  a, 
ad  c. 

Similarly,  we  find  twenty-one  sets  each  of  four  equations,  involving 
P,  X,  z)  and  (v,  10,  y,  z),  and  seventeen  each  involving, (v,  x,  y,  z),  (to,  x,  y,  z). 
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and  (v+10,  X,  y,  <),  thus  making  in  all  114  proofs  for  this  case. 

Third  Cask.    Of  this  case,  there  are  JMZJ|!^1M1=8668  sets  of  the 

eighteen  equations,  taking  five  at  a  time. 
To  determine  how  many  of  this  number  must  be  rejected,  proceed  as  fol- 
lows.   Begin  with  the  list  of  sets  of  dependent  equations  found  in  Case  1. 

Notice  that  there  are  — j-^=106  sets  of  the  eighteen  equations  taking  five  at  a 

time,  each  containing  equations  1,  2,  3  ;  the  same  number  containing  equationi 
4,  5,  6;  and  so  on,  till  we  come  to  1,  4,  10;  for  while  there  are  105 
sets  containing  equations  1,  4,  10,  three  of  them  have  already  been 
counted  out.  So  proceed,  with  the  entire  list  of  sets  of  dependent  equations  in 
Case  1,  then  with  the  set  1,  5,  9,  following  thi6  with  the  sets  of  Case  2.  We 
thus  find  that  there  are  3746  sets  of  five  to  be  rejected,  either  because  they  con- 

tain sub-sets  of  dependent  equations  or  sub-sets  of  equations  from  which  the  de- 
sired relation  between  a,  6,  c,  is  obtained. 
One  more  class  must  be  rejected :  sets  of  five  dependent  equations.  For 

example,  10,  9,  7,  6,  3,  whiclT  is  a  type  of  all  the  others — 72  in  number— 
and  from  which  the  72  can  easily  be  deduced. 

Deducting  from  8568, 3746  +  73,  we  have  remaining  4749  sets  of  five,  firam 

which  can  be  derived  the  identity  c^=^a*'hb*. 
.'.  1+114+4749=4864,  the  number  of  proofs  by  this  method. 

EXAMPI.BS  : 

1.  cr+cw— aa;=a6        8. 

&tO:=(^   4. 

aw=cx   6. 

cv'hhy=^ah   7. 

4  in  6,  hz=ay   6. 

4,  6  and  7  m  3,  a6-.f>y+^-  ̂ =^^-     •  •  <?*=«*+^*- 

2.  o— 6a:=6«        1. 

bv  +  hw'-az^O   i 

hw=:ey   4. 

hx=ay       5. 

cv-^by^^ab     7. 

1  in  2,  «?+cu?— o«=afe   8. 

4,  5,  and  7  in  3,  same  as  in  1st  example. 

i 
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VI.     Let  if  fiC  be  A  riitht-angled  at  C.     Prodnoe  ACta  some  point  u  D. 
Dnw  DF  perpdndicoUr  to  AB,  prodaced,  uid  meeting 

CB,  prodooed. 
Employing  notation  aimiUi  to  that  naed  in  V., 

and  proceeding  somewhat  in  the  same  manner,  we  find 
that  this  method  also  yields  a  Urge  namber  of  proofs, 
in  fact  the  same  number  that  we  foand  in  V. 

[Tob Pig.  6. 

ARITHMETIC. 

OmHlti  kr  a.  r.  inZIL,  Sfil>tSM,  Ma.   an  •MMbvUtx  ta  OU  ««putMBt  ikmU  ta  Hst  U  Ub. 

SOLUnOKS  OF  FSOBLEMS. 

•s.  Pn*kN<  kr  r.  p.  nan.  h,  sc  n.  n., : 
r  la  imas  Oil- 

A,  B,  aod  0  can  walk  at  the  rale  ota=3,  b=4,  and  »e6  milN,  per  bonr.  They  itert 
bom  WaahingtoD,  at  m— 1,  m—S,  and  p^  o'clock,  P.  H.,  ratpectlTelj.  When  B  oTflrtakaa 
A,  he  !■  ordered  (by  A)'back  to  C.  Wben  will  B  and  C  meat  T  BnppoM  B  bad  ordered  A 
b«ek  to  C,  when  wonld  A  and  C  meet  T  In  eaae  all  three  ooatlane  walking  ahead,  at  wbat 
Uma  will  the;  neet  1 

■olalln  br  P.  S.  ma,  Unwc*.  lortk  DikatL 

Since  B  gains  1  mile  in  1  bonr  on  A,  to  gain  8  miles  will  require  8  boara, 

or  it  will  be  6  o'clock  and  12  miles  irom  starting  point  when  B  and  A  meet.  C 
has  traveled  10  miles.  Since  B  and  C  travel  9  miles  in  1  hour,  they  will  travel 

2  miles  in  f  hour,  hence  they  will  meet  at  5)  o'clock.  Since  A  and  C  travel  8 
noilea  in  1  hour,  they  will  travel  2  miles  in  I  hour,  hence  they  will  meet  at  5} 
o'clock. 

In  case  all  three  continue  walking  ahead,  as  stated  above  A  and  B 

will  meet  at  5  o'clock.  Since  C  gains  2  miles  od  A  in  1  hour,  to  gun  6  miles 
will  require  8  hoars.  Hence  they  will  meet  at  6  o'clock.  Since  G  gains  1  mile 
on  B  In  1  hoar,  to  gain  4  miles  will  require  4  hours.  Hence  it  will  be  7  o'clock 
when  they  meet. 

ain  Mivad  br  B.  r.  takkmt  aad  ff.  o.  wiuca. 

n.  Fwf«Mi  by  L.  1,  naziR.  w«Mn,  ouo. 
Sappoae  that  In  a  meadow  the  gnm  t«  of  oniform  cinalltj  and  srowtb  and  tbat  6 

oxen  or  10  colta  conld  eat  np  3  acrM  of  the  paatare  In  ̂   of  the  time  in  which  10  oxen  and  6 
eolte  ooold  eat  ap  8  acrea ;  or  tbat  600  abeep  would  reqaire  It-  weeka  longer  than  600  sheep 
to  eat  ap  e  acres. 
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In  what  time  would  an  ox,  a  colt,  and  a  sheep  together  eat  np  an  acre  of  the  paslnra 
on  the  enppoBltion  that  589  sheep  eat  as  mach  in  a  whek  as  6  oxen  and  11  colts  7  By  Arithi- 
metic,  if  possihle.— Hunter's  Arithmetic.    (Unsolved  in  School  Ftn'tor.) 

Sotetioa  ̂   B.  r.  TAinr,  A  M.,  PftiMMr  oi  Matiiwwtlci,  MMat  UaiM  OoUh*.  AtUsMt,  Oiio. 

1.  By  first  oondition,  the  eating  capacity  of  a  colt  is  to  thai  of  an  ox  m 
6  :  10. 

.*•  By  last  condition,  the  eating  capacity  of  a  colt  is  to  that  of  a  sheep  u 
589  :  21. 

.*.  The  eating  capacity  of  a  colt  is  to  that  of  a  sheep,  an  ox,  and  a  colt  to- 
gether, as  1767  :  4775. 

2.  .*.  The  first  two  conditions  of  the  problem  may  be  stated  as  followB: 
10  colts  could  eat  np  8  acres  of  the  pasture  in  ̂ i  of  the  time  in  which  17 

colts  could  eat  up  6  acres,  or  1400  colts  would  require  2f  weeks  longer  than  1540 
colts  to  eat  up  589  acres. 

8.  -  Let  42tt  be  the  amount  of  grass  consumed  each  week  by  a  colt. 
4.  Suppose  the  time  it  takes  10  colts  to  eat  up  8  acres  is  18  weeks  ;  then, 

the  time  it  takes  17  colts  to  eat  up  6  acres  would  be  25  weeks. 

5.  .'.  (10xl8x42u)-»-^2520u,  total  amount  of  pasture  eaten  from  1 
acre  in  18  weeks  ;  and  (17x25x42u)-»-6=2975u,  total  amount  of  pasture  eaten 
from  1  acre  in  25  weeks.  * 

6.  .-.  (2975tt-2520u)-5-(26-18)=65u,  obviously  the  amount  of  growth 
on  1  acre  in  1  week,  and  the  same  result  that  would  be  obtained  whatever  the 
time  supposed  in  (4). 

7.  .*.  2520u— 18  X  65u=1850u,  amount  of  pasture  originally  on  1  acre. 
8.  .-.  (589xl850u)-H(1400x42u-689x65tt)=4H[}*,  the  niimber  of 

weeks  it  would  take  1400  colts  to  eat  of  589  acres  of  pasture ;  similarly,  the  time 

required  for  1540  colts  is  found  to  be  ̂ fHl^  weeks.  Now,  the  difference 
between  these  two  numbers,  ̂ ^^^m  ̂ ^^^^  •  ̂\  weeks,  the  true  difference  :: 
18  weeks,  the  supposed  time  :  the  true  time. 

9.  .*.  Since  the  only  number  that  needs  correcting,  to  enable  us  to  com- 
plete the  solution,  is  1850u,  the  amount  of  pasture  originally  on  1  acre,  the  time 

required  for  an  ox,  a  colt,  and  a  sheep  together  to  eat  up  1  acre,  is 

,20       4108x5i79      ,..-^  ,     ,4775 ^.„       ̂ -  ,     ̂ 2482499         ,        . 

<T^  l59630^n-76Xl350u)-^(^-^^-^x42n-65^         11757354  ̂ ^^-   ̂ "^''^ 
H.  O.  WUkM  gets  142.15+  days. 

NoTB.  This  problem  appeared  a  few  yean  ago  In  the  School  Vititor,  With  no  lltUe  dtflonlty,  v» 
oMalned  a  solution  by  ̂ i^ebra.  The  solation  was  not  pabliahed  becaoae  of  the  diffloolt  oonpoaltloB.  It 
la  strange  that  saoh  a  problem  should  appear  in  an  arithmetio  which  is  to  be  used  by  boys  and  girts  tt 
years  old  and  upwards.    Bditob. 
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PROBLEMS.       . 

M.   rwpond  hf  B.  f .  FUUL,  A.  M.,  Protofior  oi  lUthtaatiM  and  PhyilM,  Drary  OoUtf*,  SprinfflAd, 

Two  men,  A  and  B,  in  Boston,  hire  a  carriage  for  $26,  to  go  to  Concord,  N.  H.,  and 
back,  the  distance  heing  72  miles,  with  the  privilege  of  taking  in  three  more  persons. 
UsTing  gone  20  miles,  they  take  in  C ;  at  Ooncord,  they  take  in  D ;  and  when  within  80 
miles  of  Boston,  they  take  in  £.  How  moch  shall  each  man  pay  7  [From  QrumXtafn  Nai" 
ifmfd  Arithmeticl 

W.   Pnymi  by  IBAAO  L.  BITIiUOE.  MoBtarty.  Tlrgiaia. 

A  broker  charges  me  1)  per  cent,  brokerage  for  buying  some  oncorrent  bank  bills  at 
SO  per  cent,  discoant.  Of  these  bills  4  of  960.  each  become  worthless,  but  the  remainder  I 
dispose  of  at  par,  and  make  by  the  operation  1364.  What  was  the  face  amoont  7  [Which 
tnswer  is  correct,  $3000,  or  $30482f  7] 

ALGEBRA. 

GoidBetad  by  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Montaray,  Ya.  AU  aontribntioBi  to  tUa  dapartaMat  should  be  seat  to  hiss. 

SOLVTIOnS  OF  PROBLEHS. 

fS.  PMfaaad  by  CHA8.  E.  1ITEB8.  Caaton,  Ohio,  and  Hob.  J08IAH  H.  DRUMMOID,  LL.  D.,  Portlaad, 

(a)  How  much  can  be  paid  for  a  bond,  bearing  6  per  cent,  interest,  and  having  ten 
years  to  ran,  so  as  to  realise  8  per  cent,  on  the  investment  7  (b)  ILt  what  price  most  the 
lofemment  sell  6  per  cent.  $100  bonds  to  ran  ten  years,  interest  payable  annaally,  to  make 
tbem  the  same  to  the  bayer  as  8  per  cent,  bonds  at  par,  to  ran  ten  years,  interest  payable 
tanaally,  provided  the  bayer  can  invest  all  interest  received  at  4  per  cent,  interest,  payable 
•ODoally  7 

BohitioB  by  J.  X.  ELWOOD,  A.  M.,  Priadpal  of  OoUaz  Sohool,  Pfttsbars,  PsBasylYaaia. 

Let  x^price,  aaface,  nanumber  of  periods,  i?a>rate  bond  bears,  r^rate 

10  be  realiied,  r'  arate  on  interest. 
The  interest  on  bond  is  an  annuity  at  compoand  interest  whose  final  value 

Ra 

»  — r[(l  +  r')"  — 1],  which  added  to  iheface  value  of  bond  must  equal  the  com- 

oand  amount  of  the  price  for  n  periods,  or  xCl  +  r)". 

•  •  a;«    ̂ ^^"^^^^^^y^"^^^  .     For  (a),  a-100,  n«10,   i?-.06,   r-.03, -.03. 
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.'.  X' 
'""""   y^??""'^  -1117.0604. 

Fop  (fe),  a- 100.  n-10,  /?-.05,  r-.OB,  r'-i.04. 

.  ̂ .  100+ -/.a^"-!)  ,>n9.0777. 

If  in  (a)  interest  were  payable  semi-annually,  we  should  have  o-bIOO, 

n-20,  A=.025,  r>-.015,  r'-.015,  and  xa|117.168+,  or  $117.17  as  given  in  the tables  of  bond  values  used  by  brokers  and  bankers. 
Atoo  aolTed  I17  E.  W.  MOBMELL,  B,  P,  YANCEY  Mid  G.  B.  M,  MEBB.    Prof.  MmmU  ottalMd  M 

reralto  $us.aBS  and  tll7.fl8l;  and  PropoMr.  to  last  part,  fU7.M. 

57.   PTtfMad  ̂   J.  0.  OOBBH,  PIm  Bluff,  Arkaaiai. 

Find  the  quotient  of 

(•
- 

a, 

*  •  •  •  Cvi 

a,»    («-a,)«   ag* 

Oi.' 

a. 
i—aJ 

a*     a* 
a*   , 

  "•! 

  a. 

1   •   •  •   alSg 

  «• 

On 

a. 

On* .  •  •  •  • 

..•^Oa 

SohitloB  by  G.  B.  M.  ZEBB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Praftiior  oi  Matbwatiw  and  Ippttad  SeinM  a 
OoUiCtt  TffiririBt.  ArkaBiaa"Tijm. 

Let  Q»the  quotient  and  as  we  can  exchange  row  for  column  without  alter- 
ing the  value,  we  get 

Q- 

(»-a,)« 
ai'(«-a,)» 

On' 

a,*  (»— ag)*   an* 
a, 

a|«.(«— aO* 

«i 

«— a, 

•  a. 
•  a, 

a 
i— a, 

All  the  elements  in  the  t'*  column  of  the  numerator  being  a«*,  of  the  de- 
nominator Of,  except  in  the  t'*  row  which  is  («— a^)'  for  numerator,  and  M^Oi  for 

denominator.    Hence,  we  have 

Q- 

1, 

0,       0,       0   :. 
1, 

(»— «i)*,    «f*.      «iV    ••• 

1, 

a,*,     (»~a,*,)    a,*,    .... 

1, 

•    •    • 

a,«,        o,«,      («-o,)*,  .. 

1, 
1, 

1. 1, 

0, 

0, 

«tl 

«— a 

«ti 

t> 

0... 

Multiply  first  column  of  numerator  by  o^*,  of  the  denominator  by  a«  and 
subtract  from  the  i'*  column ;  do  this  for  each  column  and  the  value  is  unalterad. 
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2- 

1. 
- ■«1*, 

-a,», 
-«,»,... 1. 

<» 

-2o, 
),      0, 0,      

1, 

0, 

•(•-2o, 
), 

0...... 
1. 

•   .   • .  • 

0. 

0, 

•     ••••••      • t     •     •      • 

-2o.),. . 

1. 

-«!. 

-«•, 

—a,,   .. 

1. 

»-2o,, 

0, 

0,    ... 

1. 
0, 

«-2a„ 

0,    ... 

1, 

•  •  . 

0, 

•     ••••••••1 

0, 

•—2a,,  .. 

Let  u»(»— 2a,)(«-2a,)(«— 2ag)   («— 2o,i). 

2 

a, 

•— 2a<        «— 2a|        «— 2at        «— 2a, 

.-.  Q« 
-•{•+21^}  '-•{•+21^} 
•{'+27Ar}      [>+2TVi 

EttATA.    On  page  52  of  last  iasae,  line  3  from  bottom,  read  ■■  before 

,  aod  in  the  denominator  read  |/  a*— x*  for  ̂ 'y^  a'  -f  x*  ";  on  pageSS^line  16, 

end  the  radical  sign  oyer  a*— x*  and  i»'— x',  in  the  nnmerators. 

PROBLEMS. 

M.  r>rymt  ky  A.  H.  BBLU  Bti  IM.  Hilliboro.  DliMii. 

Solve  the  equations : 

a*x« (2x*-a«)|/x«+y«   (1). 
....(2). 

6»y-(2y«-6«Vx«+y* 

«.  Pnymi  »y  OOOPH  D.  SCmPTT,  A.  M.,  Tnimmt  d  Mulifattii,  U^hntiity  et 

Prove  that  cos  -y  -I-  cob  — = — h  cos  -y~~i  o'  — *>  according  as  n  is  odd 
Wfllt 
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GEOMETRY. 

OMdnaUd  b;  B.  F.  PUUL,  SprlDcflild.  Ho.    AH  aoatrlbotlan*  u  tUi  dapw^Mt  *b«mU  bt  not  U  Ite. 

SOLUTIOKS  OF  FBOBLEKS. 

M.   fHjMil  ̂   B.  r.  mUL,  A.  ■.,  FtoImh 

IWVl. 

Divide  «  trianglB  into  tha  ratio  of  n  U a  perpeadlcalar  to  the  btae. 

Ql  Hkthim 

n  br  a  llD 

Let  ..IBC  be  the  triangle.  -  Draw  the  altitude  BD.     Divide  the  baae  AC  at 
E  BO  that  AE  :  EC^m  :  n.     Draw  the  line  BE. 

Then  £i.ABE  :  ̂ EBC—AE  :  EC-m  :n   (1). 

Take  M/*  a  mean  proportional  between  AE 
and  AD,  then  draw  OF  parallel  to  BD. 

Then  A^/'G  :  A^DB-^F»  :  AD*. 

But  AF*-AEx  AD. 

.-.  ̂ AFO  :  aADB-AExAD  :  ̂ Z>*-^£  :  AD~e,ABE  :  a^IIB. 

.-.  A^fO-A^B£and  ^EBC—FQBC. 

Hence,  nsingiu  (1),  we  have  /^.AFQ  :  FGBC-m  :  n.        Q.  E.  D. 

XBBS,  A.  v.,  n.  D.,  ProlMwr  of  Malttoatiu  ud  ApplUd  Sdma*  a  Tau- 

Oonatmct  a  tropeiold,  given  the  bawa,  the  altitude,  and  the  angle  fornied  by  the  in— 
tenection  of  the  diagonal*. 

SohUra  bf  J.  own  XAKORT,  B.  X.,  OtmdBtf*  TOlav  ud  i 
UilMiltr,  iMhtUli.  TuuuHM ;  ruOtUCX  K.  BORT,  A.  B.,  B«w  Hayi,  Oa 
bpntovB,  Mujlud ;  B.  f,  SIIX,  PrintiiiKl  si  Klfh  gdlMt.  Bock  Eoan  Bpitagi,  1 

Let  a  and  b  be  the  bases,  p  the  perpendicalars,  and  .,4  the  angle  between 
the  diagonals. 

TakeBO—a+frand  describe  upon 

BC  a  segment  to  contain  an  angle— to  A, 
Tfae  problem  is  poaaible  when  p  is  less 
than  the  greater  segment  of  the  diameter 

perpendicular  to  BC.  Take  CE=p  and 
perpendimlar  to  BC.  Draw  EH  paral- 

lel to  BC  cutting  the  circle  in  M  and  Q. 
Draw  BO  and  GO,  Also  draw  DF  par- 
sllel  to   BG   and  D/f  parallel  to   GC. 



Then  is  DCFO  or  BDOH  the  required  trapeioid.  YotBD^QF^h,  DC^HO^a, 
^iDKCmm^LDmM^BGC^A,  and  CE^p.  By  treating  the  point  m  as  we  did 
6  we  get  two  other  trapesoids  auawering  all  conditionB. 

niaprobtem  was  ioItwI  In  a  irfmihir maiiMr bj  COOPAJK  D.  8CHMITT,  A.  H,  BELL,  J,  aCHMT- 
nu,  B,  F.  aufE,  J.  jr.  colaw,  p.  s.  bbbo,  o.  w,  anthont,  e.  w,  mobbell,  /.  c,  obeoo, 
Md  H.  /.  QAEBTBEB. 

PROBLEMS. 

M.  ftiioiii  ̂   WnXIAM  BOOTIR,  A.  M.,  Ph..  D.,  PMiMMr  oi MathtrntiM and  AftroiMij,  Ohio  Unl- 

Tbe  loeas  of  the  centers  of  the  isogonal  transfohnations  of  all  the  diameters  of  the 
drenaiclrde  of  any  triangle  is  the  nine-points  circle.    Broeard, 

m.  ftiioiii  ̂   J.  own  MAHOnT,  B.  E.,  OfadvaU  Ftflow  and  Aniataat  in  MathmatlM.  Yaadirbilt 
• 

that  pahs  of  points,  on  a  straight  line  may  be  so  related  harmonically  that  a 
mal  poiats  will  be  harmonic  with  regard  to  a  pair  of  imaginary  points,  and  by  this 
ypofe  that  there  are  an  indefinite  number  of  conjugate  pairs  of  imaginary  points  on 

CALCULUS. 

GniMUd  hy  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Moatirty,  Ya.   AD  eontribntioni  to  thia  dopartmoat  thoald  bo  toat  to  his. 

soLvnons  of  problems. 

by  COOMI  ULUr.  Ph.  D..  LL.  D.,  PHaoifal  of  Pitfk  Sohool.  Se4  HaU  Stmt,  Portland. 

A  fly  starts  horn  a  point  in  the  circumference  of  a  table,  S  feet  in  diameter,  and  trav- 
ihsaiftinBly  akmg  the  diameter  to  a  point  in  the  circumference  of  the  table  directly  oppo- 

rili  the  stemng'  point.  The  table  moves  uniformly  to  the  right  about  a  center  axis 
h  neh  ma»»sr  that  It  makes  one  complete  revolution  while  the  fly  passes  over  its  diame- 
hr.  ftod  the  ahsolsto  path  described  by  the  fly  and  the  ratio  of  rates  of  movement  of  the 

-^-  iMhilM  If  tho  PlOPOait. 
1- J,  .  -TIm  carve  described  by  the  fly  is  the  spiral  of  Archimedes.      Its  equation 

ly  25,  or  the  absolute  path  described  by  the  fly,  is  63.994+  inches. 

If  we  take  the  Naperian  logarithm  of  (^+|/1  + v')  the  resnlt  is  69.6+  inches. 



The  ratio  of  ntei=  -g— =*■     The  ratio  of  rates  in  tpact=-zr^         ̂ 1.76+. 

n.   lotaUaakja.  B.  M.ZnK.Fk.B.,  FrolNMrriHathMatUilmtnrtuBOollHt.l^utaM.AA- 
aMwTHM  ;  nai  Prahnw  J.  BCBirm,  A.  ■.,  Ba(«iUwa,  HvtIuI. 

Let  P  be  the  position  of  the  fly  when  ̂ 4  baa  moved  to  C,  and  let  A  move 

mtimeaaafaataai'.    Let  0^=r,  OP=p,  ̂ COA=-B. 
Then  mPC=AC.     .-.  in(r— p)=r». 

Km—  t!*)       K  fr—  tf)     -  a<t.  -  ^^^I^^H 
.-.  p=-^   ^=  -^   i,  BiDCe  m=)r.     Thu  I^^I^^H 

ia  the  equation  to  the  fly's  path.  ^|^^^^^^H 

.-,  S=J^— j/l  +  Cir-fl)'  dff 

=Vl  +  ir«  +  -^log(>r+/i+lF»). 

•    .-.  J=||v'rH^+-ilog(jr+|/lT^)|^6.886feet. 

3n-      I88S        13 

m.   SalatiM  br  PnI.  J.  M.  BJUntr,  a.  H..  OU  Mmltr  OoH*c«,  lonk  OmllM.  »<  J.  O.  OMB,  Iw- 

wWMtat  rf  OVJ  SckMli.  Bfuil,  lailui.  ^ 

Let  (p,  ")  denote  the  co-ordinates  of  P,  and  since  j4  Aand  APare  in  a  con- 
stant ratio,  p  and  "  are  in  the  same  ratio,  which  de- 

note by  c. 

Hence,  #^—pc  [Archimedean  spiral]   (1). 
By  theory  of  currea, 

'^fi"-*^)''"   <»)■ 

From(l),— jj5i-=^-,andp— -j-,    Snbstitnting 

these  Talnea  in  (2).  S=  --/"( 1  +  "* )»  dH   (8). 

Integiitting  (3)  by  formula  for  reducing  p=t  /2, 

-=[^^ii^]>^  >"«[•+. -'-^r   («). 



Batr 
drcQinference 

SubstitntiDg  in  (4),  and  redacing, 

ff=6.4fiSS+  feet. 

The  movement  of  the  fly  in  iia  path  ii  the  resnltant  of  the  motion  of  the 
flj  along  the  diameter  and  the  motion  of  the  table  to  the  right  about  ita  axia. 

The  nte  of  motion  of  the  Ay  in  its  path  ia  variable,  and  is  mesanred  at  any  in. 
■tant  by  the  mesaoring  circle  given  by  any  particnlar  valne  of  fi.  So  that  the  ra> 
tio  of  tiie  motion  of  the  table  to  that  of  the  fly  can  be  fonnd  for  any  particalat 

'MvaalrMbrO.  W.  AKTBOHY  aaA  K.  l..  aaMMWOOO.    Pror.  Sacrwood'awUMtom  win  be  p«l»- 

I,  WnmntkrJLfi 
tM^»wiijli»ti, 

0.  WHRiKBR.  M.  I..  ■«.  0..  : 

There  am  four  polata,  A ,  B,  C,  and  D  in  spaoe.  Point  D  remaiai  Bxed  with  its  oo-or- 
dhutlM  (1,  S,  S)  fMt.  At  ■  BiTen  Uroe  A  !•  at  (2, 3,  4)  teat,  U  movhiK  In  a  ■tralght  line  at 
Dm  nU  of  9  fMt  per  mioate,  and  hu  paMed  throDKh  (6,  Q,  10)  feet ;  A  !■  at  (1,  4,  S)  bet, 
BoiM  In  a  itraigbt  line  at  tbe  rate  of  7  feet  per  mlnate.  and  will  paw  tbroogh  (—8,  S,  8) 
hM ;  C  !■  at  the  origin  and  movae  along  tbe  azla  of  X  In  the  direction  ol  x  poaltlTe  at  the 
[Ueof  SfMt  per  mlnnte. 

The  motion  of  the  point*  being  continaooa  before  and  after  the  given  tine,  raqolied 
Iba  tiinBa  whan  the  vol n me  of  the  tetrahedron  wboeeedgM  are thelloMjotnlDgtheee  point* 
•111  be  lOe  cnbic  Incbea. 

The  length  of  abaae  edge  [from  (x,,  y,,  i,)  to  (x,,  y,,  t,)]  is  well  known 

Finding  the  distance  from  (xiyiCi)  to  this  edge,  multiplying  thia 
bf  the  length  of  the  edge  jast  given,  the  area  of  tbe  baae  Is II '—^  Ui  y.  1 1 

y.  <*  1 i  y«  *i  1 1 

Finding  the  distance  from  (x^yfS^)  to  this  baae,  multiply  this  distance  by 

the  UM  of  the  base  just  given,  the  volume  of  tbe  tetrahedron  is  fonnd  to  be  * 

I  y»  «i 
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SubstitotiDg  the  giyen  yalues  of  the  co-ordinates,  we  have 

i 
2-e    3— 2t  4— 2t  1 
l-.8t  4-.2t  2  +  6t  1 

6t        0  0  1 
12  2  1 

=  K. 

This  reduces  to  16e*-14('+2e=d=.0625;  whence  hj  solving,  t=-.026, 
.045,  .125,  .217,  .684,  and  .705  seconds,  respectiyelj. 

AlMSOlyedby/.  8CHEFFER  Mid  Q,  B.  M.  BERR. 

PROBLEMS. 

68.»  Plvpoid  by  0.  D.  SMITH,  A.  M..  PlrafMMr  of  MathtnatiM,  Aliteat  Pblyttelute  iMlitalt,  Aitan. 

Solve  the  differential  equation,  dy  /dx=y(x-^y)  /xix-^y);  and  show  thtt 
x==y  log(x  y). 

64.   ftofOMd  by  Plraf.  J.  SOHXFFIR,  A.  M..  Hafmtowii,  IfaryUiid. 

A  certain  solid  has  a  square, «Bide=a,  for  its  base,  and  all  parallel  sections  are sqaaiWi 
the  two  sections  throagh  the  middle  points  of  the  opposite  sides  of  the  square  are  ssllli-€i^ 
clss,  however.    Find  sarfaoe,  volome,  and  the  centers  of  gravity  of  each. 

QUERIES  AMD  INFORMATION. 

OoBdsettd  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Monti>rty.  V&.   All  ooatribstloaa  to  this  d«psrta«nt  ibosM  bt  MSt  to  Mm. 

PLAYFAIR'8  PSCUDO-PROOF  OF  THE  ANQLC-SUM. 
BY  OEORGB  BRUCE  HAL8TBD. 

The  living  person  who  has  most  capital  invested  in  Play&ir's  fallaciooB 
demonstration  reproduced  in  the  Ma^rch  numl)er  of  Thb  American  Mathematical 

MoNTHtY,  pp.  77 — 79,  is  Professor  George  C.  Edwards  of  the  University  of  Cali- 
fornia, who  unfortunately  gives  it  as  the  basis  for  his  treatment  of  parallels  in  §16 

of  his  Elementa  of  Geometry,  Macraillan,  1895. 

His  §16  is  Playfair's  Proposition  I  ''AH  the  exterior  angles  equal  four 
right  angles,"  with  Playfair's  fallacious  proof.  Then  his  §17  is  ̂ 'Theorem.  If 
two  straight  lines  make  equal  angles  with  a  third  straight  line  intersecting  them, 

they  will  make  equal  angles  with  any  straight  line  intersecting  them,"  in  prov- 
ing which  he  twice  cites  §16.  Then  as  Exercise  1  under  §17  he  has  '^Establish 

the  theorem  when  the  fourth  line  passes  through  B."  But  this  very  special  case 
of  his  §17  he  assumes  in  his  §16,  thus  making  his  treatment  of  parallels  a  simple 
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fumentumin  eirculo.  I  wrote  this  to  Professor  Edwards  and  he  wrote  in  answer 
At  clearly  seemed  an  explicit  acknowledgment  of  it.  But  it  was  so  nnlike  a 

radoxer  to  acknowledge  a  fallacy,  that  in  wonder  I  wrote  again,  ''You  mean  to 
te  that  in  your  proof  of  the  theorem  §16  of  your  book,  you  do  assume  (without 
ting  the  assumption)  your  Exercise  1  under  your  §17.  Am  I  right  in  this  un- 

rstanding  of  your  letter  ?"  And  strange  as  it  may  seem  he  wrote  March  7th, 
M,  '*You  are  practically  right  in  your  understanding  of  my  letter  of  February 
ad." 

I  have  giyen  three  different  exposures  of  Playfair's  fallacy  in  the  fourth 
Ition  of  my  Bolyai  pp.  65 — 71. 

THEORY  AND  PRACTICE  COMBINED. 

BY  WARRBN  HOLDEN,  GIRARD  COLLEGE,  PHILADEI.PHIA,  PENNSYLVANIA. 

Common  experience,  applied  to  Mechanical  and  Engineering  problems, 
s  always  been  in  harmony  with  the  principles  of  Euclidean  Geometry.  With 
)  overthrow  of  these  principles  we  might  expect  chaos  to  come  again.  And  if 
ithematics  has  not  yet  demonstrated  all  of  these  principles,  so  much  the  worse 
Mathematics.  Let  its  Professors  try  again.  Their  failure  in  any  particular 

)e  does  not  establish  the  opposite. 
Abstract  studies  in  Philosophy,  unmodified  and  unillustrated  by  human 

perience,  have  often  led  to  bewildering  vagaries.  Does  not  a  similar  fate,  from 
rresponding  causes,  impend  over  Non- Euclidean  Oeometry?  Theory  and 
actice  should  go  hand  in  hand. 

All  mathematical  instruments  in  use,  whether  in  the  department  of 
echanics,  Physics  or  Engineering,  are  constructed  upon  the  basis  of  Euclidean 
eometry.  Where  are  the  instruments  of  precision  which  serve  to  illustrate  and 
)pl7  the  principles  of  Non-Euclidean  Geometry  ? 

QUERlEa 
1.    Pleaoe  give  me  address  of  pablishing  honte  that  pnbliBhes  the  most  reliable  works 

B  How  to  Galcolate  Timber  on  the  Stamp,  also  names  of  most  reliable  works  on  same. 
John  Bridom. 

EDITORIALS. 

Prof.  C.  A.  Waldo  is  now  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Purdue  University, 
tikyette,  Indiana. 

Seienety  March  27,  contains  an  able  article,  The  Essence  of  Number,  by 
r.  George  Bruce  Halsted. 

Prof.  J.  A.  Calderhead  has  been  elected  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the 

iny  University,  Pittsburg,  Pennsylvania. 
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Dr.  Byerly's  Fourier's  Series  and  Spherical  Harmonics,  we  are  informed 
by  the  Publishers,  is  gaining  an  international  reputation. 

Dr.  E.  H.  Moore  has  been  promoted  to  Head  Professor  of  Mathematics  in 
the  University  of  Chicago.     This  is  a  merited  recognition. 

Professor  J.  J.  Sylvester,  formerly  of  the  Johns  Hopkins  Univeinty,  hit 
just  been  made  a  Foreign  Member  of  the  Turin  Royal  Academy  of  Science. 

Our  subscribers  will  do  us  a  kindness  by  sending  us  the  names  of  peiMNii 
who  are  likely  to  subscribe  for  the  Monthly,  as  we  would  be  pleased  to  send  such 
persons  sample  copies. 

A  few  of  our  former  subscribers  who  are  in  arrears  have  asked  us  to  disooD- 
tinue  the  Monthly  to  their  address.  In  no  case  will  we  discontinue  to  send  the 

Monthly  until  the  amount  due  us  is  paid. 

Mr.  W.  J.  C.  Miller,  who  is  editor  of  the  Mathematical  Department  of  the 

Educational  Times,  London,  England,  says,  *The  American  Mathbmatical 
Monthly  is  one  of  the  best  magazines  that  I  receive."  Mr.  Miller  has  edited 
the  Mathematical  Department  of  the  Educational  Times  for  over  30  years. 

M.  A.  Gruber,  of  Washington,  D.  C,  writes:  You  will  please  fiod 

enclosed  a  Money  Order  of  $3.00  as  my  subscription  to  The  American  Matbi- 
MATiCAL  Monthly  for  1896.  It  is  a  magazine  worthy  of  long  life ;  if  the  addi- 

tional mite  is  any  assistance  in  putting  it  upon  a  paying  basis,  I  shall  always  re- 
main among  your  best  friends. 

We  have  on  hand  a  few  bound  copies  of  Volumes  I  and  II  which  we  will 

sell  at  $2.75  each.  By  special  arrangements  with  the  binders  we  can  have  ?ol- 
umes  of  the  Monthly  bound  for  75  cents.  If  any  of  our  subscribers  wish 
to  avail  themselves  of  this  opportunity  to  have  their  volumes  of  the  Monthly 
bound,  they  may  send  them  to  B.  F.  Finkel,  Springfield,  Mo. 

Philadelphia  Summer  Meeting  will  hold  its  fourth  session,  July  6— Sl« 
1896,  in  the  buildings  of  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  under  the  auspices  of 
the  American  Society  for  the  Extension  of  University  Teaching.  Department  B 
— Mathematics  :  I.  Methods  of  Teaching  Mathematics  ;  II.  Plane  and  Solid  Ge- 

ometry ;  III.  Algebra  (Elementary  Course);  IV.  Algebra  (Advanced  Course);  V. 
Trigonometry  ;  VI.  Analytical  Geometry ;  VII.  Differential  and  Integral  Calcu- 

lus; VIII.  Theory  of  Equations  and  Determinants ;  IX.  Differential  Equatiom  ; 
X.  Theory  of  Functions. 

The  lecturers  are  I.  J.  Schwatt,  Ph.  D.,  and  G.  H.  Hallett,  M.  A.,  of  the 
University  of  Pennsylvania.  On  Wednesday  evening.  July  8,  Dr.  Schwatt  wiU 
deliver  to  the  students  of  all  departments  of  the  Summer  Meeting  an  address  on 
the  Philosophy  and  Utility  of  the  Calculus. 

We  are  sorry  to  announce  the  death  of  one  of  our  valued  contributors,  T. 
P.   Stowell,   of  Rochester,  N.  Y.,  which  occurred  February  21Hh,  1896.    Mr. 

ii 
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Slowell'8  Dame  has  been  closely  associated  with  nearly  all  the  mathematical  jour- 
nals published  in  this  oonntry  within  the  last  fifty  years.  The  following  sketch 

is  taken  from  The  Union  and  Advertiser,  Rochester,  New  York : 
Thomas  P.  Stowell,  of  No.  2^  Atkinson  street,  died  Saturday  at  the  home 

of  the  fi&mily,  aged  77  years.  Mr.  Stowell,  who  had  resided  in  the  city 

nnce  April  1,  1864,  at  the  residence  now  occupied  by  the  family,  was  bom  Sep- 
tember 5,  1819,  and  was  widely  known,  respected  and  esteemed,  not  only 

in  Rochester  but  throughout  the  entire  country.  He  graduated  from  the 
well-known  Hallowell  University  of  Virginia,  and  was  considered  one  of  the 
ablest  mathematicians  in  the  United  States.  He  retired  from  business  in  1895,  in 

the  enjoyment  of  robust  health,  having  apparently  the  strength  and  certainly  the 
•ppea ranee  of  a  middle-aged  man. 

Mr.  Stowell  had  been  a  member  of  St.  Luke's  Church  during  the  entire 
period  of  his  residence  in  Rochester.  He  leaves  a  wife  and  five  children, 
Miss  Anna  Stowell,  Miss  M.  Louise  Stowell,  Dr.  Henry  F.  Stowell,  and  C.  L. 
Stowell,  all  of  this  city,  and  Charles  F.  Stowell  of  Albany. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

S}filabu$  of  Geometry.  By  G.  A.  Wentworth,  A.  M.,  Author  of  a  Series  of 
Text-books  in  Mikthematics.     Pamphlet  form.    50  pages.     Boston  and  Chicago  : 
Oinn  &  Co. 

This  pamphlet  contains  the  ennnciations  of  the  propoBitions  and  corollaries  of  the 
iQthor's  text-book  in  Geometry,  nnmbered  as  they  are  in  the  text-book.        B.  F.  F. 

Rational  Mathematics,     By  Charles  De  Medici. 
Under  the  above  title  the  author  is  publishing  a  work— The  New  Geometry  and  Com- 

mensa rational  Arithmetic— which  is  divided  into  three  sections:  A,  B,  C.  In  Section 
A,  Part  I,  the  first  principles  and  primary  elements  of  Geometry  are  taught ;  Part  II.  First 
principles  of  ('Om mensuration,  founded  on  the  Natural  Division  and  Inherent  Dimensions 
of  Qeometric  Elements  are  taught;  Part  III.  Classification  of  Geometric  Figures  and 
Forms.  Kfction  B,  Geometry  Study  and  Practice.  The  work  is  published  by  A.  Lovell  h 
Co.,  New  York.  B.  F.  F. 

Elementary  Treatise  on  Electricity  and  Magnetism  Founded  on  Joobert's 
Traits  £l^mentaire  D'£l6ctricit6.  By  G.  C.  Foster,  F.  R.  S.,  Quain  Professor  of 
Physics  in  University  CoUege,  London,  and  B.  Atkinson,  Ph.  D.,  formerly  Pro- 

fessor of  Bxperimental  Science  in  the  Staff  College.  8vo.  Cloth,  562  pp.  Intro^ 
(faction  price,  $1.80.     New  York :  Longmans,  Green  <&  Co. 

Tbia  treatise  on  Electricity  and  Magnetism  is  confined  to  facts,  hypotheses  being 
itodionsly  avoided.    The  treatment  of  each  subject  is  clear,  simple,  direct,  and  ezbausUve. 
H^henever  necessary,  the  higher  mathematics  are  used  in  compututions  and  the  establish- 

ment of  electrical  laws.    It  is  the  best  treatise  on  Electricity  and  Magnetism  that  we  have 

yet  seen  and  we  heartily  commend  it  to  any  person  desiring*  a  good  work  on  these  impor- tant sofajects.  .  B.  F.  F. 
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EUfnentary  Algebra.  Bj  J.  A.  Gillett,  Professor  in  the  New  York  Nor- 
mal  College.  8vo.  Half  Leather  Back.  412  pp.  New  York  :  Henry  Holt  A  Co. 

Among  other  commendable  features  of  this  book  may  be  mentioned,  (1)  the  promio- 
enoe  given  to  problems  and  the  oonseqaent  introduction  of  the  eq nation,  (2)  the  attention 
given  to  negative  quantities,  (3)  the  attention  given  to  the  formal  laws  of  Algebra,— the 
Commntative,  the  Associative  and  the  Distributive  laws,  and  (4)  the  simplicity,  cleamsst, 
and  logical  srrangement  of  the  matter.  The  book  is  beautifully  printed  and  handsomely 
bound,  and  presents  a  most  attractive  appearance. 

The  Review  of  Reviewe,  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magaiine. 
Edited  by  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year.  Single  number  25  cents.  The 
Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  New  York  City. 

The  Review  qf  Reviewi  is  almost  indispensable  to  the  general  reader  who  wishes  to 
keep  abreast  of  the  rapidly  developing  international  questions  of  the  day.  In  the  ikpril 
number  there  is  a  full  and  able  editorial  discussion  of  the  complicated  African  situation, 

which  is  described  as  "the  drama  of 'Europe  in  Africa.'  "  The  mixed  interests  and  motivM 
of  England,  Russia,  Italy  and  France  in  the  Dark  Continent  are  clearly  set  forth.  Rosiis'i 
general  attitude  toward  the  European  powers  is  also  discussed,  and  the  editor  eommssti 

briefly  on  America's  relations  with  Spain,  our  interests  in  the  Cuban  revolution,  and  the 
present  status  of  the  Yenesoelan  boundary  dispute.  In  addition  to  this  editorial  treatmsst 
(in  the  department  entitled  "The  Progress  of  the  World")  the  Review  presents  a  remarkably 
complete  survey  of  the  Cuban  situation  by  Murat  Halstead,  a  summary  of  the  best  corraet 
thouffht  in  England  on  the  subject  of  international  arbitration,  and  a  vivid  aooount  of  the 
relief  work  now  going  on  in  Armenia.  In  short  the  Review  of  Reviewe  records  a  montb'i activities  in  both  hemispheres. 

April  Monthly  Magazine  Number  of  the  Outlook.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in 
advance.     The  Outlook  Company,  13  Astor  Place,  New  York. 

In  the  April  Msgasine  Number  of  The  Outlook  there  will  apposr  an  article  on  Willian 
H.  Presoott,  by  Kenyon  West.  It  will  be  in  commemoration  of  tne  centenary  of  the  grast 
American  historian,  who  was  born  Mav  4, 1796.  The  article  will  be  enriched  by  unmsrosi 
portraits  and  other  illustrations  contirbnted  from  the  private  collection  of  members  of  ths 
PreScott  family,  who  have  been  interested  in  Kenyon  West's  tribute  to  Prescott.  AmoDg 
these  are  Mr.  Arthur  Dexter,  of  Boston,  the  nephew  of  the  historian  :  Mrs.  Roger  Woleott, 
Prescotts  grand-daughter,  who  lives  also  in  Boston ;  and  Mr.  Linsee  rrescott  of  Greenwich, 
Conn.,  who  is  the  son  of  Prescott's  eldest  son. 

The  CoBtnopolitan.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magaiine.  Ed* 
ited  by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  Single  num- 

ber, 10  cents.     Irvington-on-the-Hudson,  New  York. 
The  April  Coemopolitan  contains  the  followiufc :  A  word  about  Golf,  Golfers,  swl 

Golf-links  in  England  and  Scotland,  by  Price  Collier ;  Vicissitudes  of  the  Dead,  by  KlesnAf 
Lewis ;  Development  of  the  Overland  Mail  Service,  by  Thomas  L.  James ;  The  Lyceum,  by 
James  B.  Pond  ;  Mrs.  ClifTs  Yacht,  by  Frank  B.  Stockton ;  The  Bargain  of  Faust  (Poem) 
by  Alice  W.  Rollins;  Hilda  Stafford,  by  Beatrice  Harraden.  Each  of  these  articles  are 
beautifully  illustrated. 

The  following  periodicals  have  been  received  :  Journal  de  Math^matiques 
£l6mentaire8,  (15  Mars  1896);  American  Journal  of  Mathematics,  (April,  IMS); 

The  Mathematical  Gazette,  (October,  1895);  L'Interm6diaire  des  Matbimatie- 
Mens,  (Mars,  1896);  El  Progreso  Matem&tico,  (Tomo  V.  Ano  1895);  Notes  and 

Queries,  (April,  1896);  The  Kansas  University  Quarterly,  (January,  1896);  Pop- 
ular Astronomy,  (June,  1895);  The  Monist,  (April,  1896);  Bulletin  of  the  Ameri- 
can Mathematical  Society,  (March,  1896);  The  Educational  Times,  (March,  1896). 
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A  SPECIAL  COMPLEX  OF  THE  SECOKD  DEOBEE  AND  ITS 
BELATION  WITK  THE  PENCILS  OF  CIRCLES. 

By  DR.  ASIOLD  KMCH,  Univargity  of  Xaaiai,  Lawranaa,  Kaaiai. 

1.  Before  entering  upon  the  treatment  of  this  problem  I  will  make  a  few 
preliminary  remarks  which,  although  well  known  to  the  reader,  may  give 
a  dearer  conception  of  what  follows. 

If  a  straight  line  is  given  we  can  write  the  equations  of  its  projections  up- 
on the  co-ordinate  planes  in  the  following  form  :*  ^ 

(1)  M=zX^xZ, 
N=xY^yX, 

where  x,  y,  z  designate  the  current  co-ordinates.  1*he  six  constants  L,  3f ;  iV,  JT, 
I^)  Z  can  be  considered  as  the  co-ordinates  of  the  straight  line  and  satisfy  the relitioD 

(2)  LX'^MY'^NZ==0. 

An  algebraic  complex  of  straight  lines  of  the  n^  degree  is  defined  by  an 
equation  of  the  form 

(3)  F(L,  Af,  JV,  X,  r,  Z)=0, 

^  being  a  polynom  of  the  n^  degree  and  homogeneous  in  L,  Af,  N,  X,  Y,  Z. 
Through  every  point  in  spaces  passes  an  infinite  number  of  lines  belong- 

iof  to  the  complex ;  they  form  a  cone  of  the  n'*  order,  and  in  every  plane  lies  an 
iofinlie  number  of  lines  belonging  to  the  complex  and  enveloping  a  curve  of  the 

«We  oae  the  deatgnation  of  M.  Ploard  In  his  Traile  dAnaly$et  Vol.  I,  p.  US. 
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n'*  class.  Thus,  a  special  kind  of  a  complex  of  the  n'*  d^pree  may  be  obtained 
by  all  the  tangents  of  a  surface  of  the  n'*  order,  or  the  secants  of  a  curve  in  spaoe 
of  the  n**  order, 

2.  In  our  problem  we  define  as  a  special  complex  P  of  the  second  dsgrae 

the  system  of  secants  passing  through  a  fixed  conic.  Eyery  point  in  space  deter- 
mines a  cone  of  the  second  order,  whose  elements  belong  to  the  complex  and 

every  plane  intersects  the  conic  in  two  points  whic^h  represent  a  degeneratsd 
curve  of  the  second  class,  whose  tangents  belong  to  the  complex. 

The  conic  itself  we  will  describe  in  the  following  manner : 
Through  any  two  fixed  points  A  and  B  of  thezy-planedraw  thetwocirdei 

(4)  F,=(x-oO*+(y-ft,)«-r,«=0, 

(5)  t/,=-(x-a,)«  +  {y-fe,)»-r,«=0, 
and  form  the  pencil  of  circles 

(6)  U,-XU^=0 

passing  through  A  and  B.  At  the  center  of  every  circle  of  the  pencil  erect  a  per* 
pendicular  to  the  xy-plane  and  ̂ ual  to  the  radius  of  the  circle  above  and  below 
the  xy-plane.  The  extremities  of  these  perpendiculars  lie  in  an  equilateral  hy- 

perbola H  whose  plane  passes  through  the  central  line  of  the  pencil  of  drdei 

anid  is  perpendicular  to  tne  xy-plane.  The  vertices'  of  the  hyperbola  are  eqoil 
distant  from  the  xy-plane  and  lie  in  a  perpendicular  through  the  center  of  the 
circle  with  the  sect  AB  as  a  diameter.* 

To  every  point  of  the  equilateral  hyperbola  belongs  a  circle  of  the  peeoil 
(6),  whicli  with  the  point  determines  a  right  cone  whose  elements  all  include  •&- 

gles  of  45^  with  the  zy-plane.  We  may  ask  what  is  the  character  of  the  system 
of  4ines  R  passing  through  the  equilateral  hyperbola  and  including  angles  of  46^ 
with  the  xy-plane.  For  this  purpose  intersect  the  eone-direetor  of  these  lines 
with  the  plane  at  infinity  and  establish  the  new  complex  Q  consisting  of  all  the 
lines  passing  through  the  intersection.  As  the  intersection  is  a  circle  I,  the  com- 

plex  is  of  the  second  degree  and  contains  all  the  lines  including  angles  of  45^ 
with  the  plane  xy. 

Evidently  the  system  R  is  the  common  solution  of  the  complex  P  and  Q 
and  is  therefore  a  ctmgruenee.  The  degree  of  this  congruence  is  6,  since  the  de- 

grees of  P  and  Q  are  2,  and  since  the  hyperbola  H  and  the  circle  /  have 
two  points  in  common.  Through  each  point  in  space  pass  two  lines,  and  in  each 
plane  lie  four  lines  belonging  to  the  congruence.  It  is  therefore  of  the  second 
order  and  of  the  fourth  class.  Since  the  equilateral  hyperbola  H  is  symmetrical 
in  regard  to  the  xy-plane,  it  is  easily  seen  that  the  complex  and  the  congruence 
connected  with  it  are  symmetrical  to  the  zy-plane,  in  other  words  they  are 
reflected  into  themselves.  It  is  known  that  through  every  generatrix  of  a  con- 

gruence of  straight  lines  pass  two  developable  surfaces  whose  elements  belong  to 

•The  thought  to  reproM&t  points  In  space  by  drolee  in  «  pUme  originated  with  Prof.  W.  Ftodtar,  oi 
ZnHoh,  who  applied  it  in  his  beaatlfal  treatise  on  *  *  (VetoympJMe,**  Teabner,  Leipiig. 
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the  oongnience.  In  our  oongraence  R  the  developable  surfaces  through  a  gener- 
atrix D  are  the  right  cone  having  its  vertex  in  the  hyperbola  H  and  the  hyper- 
bolic cylinder  passing  through  H.  The  focal  surface  of  the  congruence  degener- 

ates into  the  hyperbola  H  and  the  plane  at  infinity.  If  we  designate  the  repre- 

aentataon  of  a  pencil  of  circles  by  Fiedler's  method,  and  the  complex  and  con- 
gmence  of  rays  connected  with  it  as  eyclographie^  we  may  now  state  the  theorems 

The  theory  of  the  peneiU  of  circles  ie  identical  vfith  the  theory  of  the  cydo- 
graphic  congruence. 

3.  To  the  first  pencil  of  circles  through  A  and  B^  or  cyclographiccongni- 
SDce,  we  add  another  pencil  of  circles  through  the  points  C  and  Z>,  or 
cydographic  congruence.    It  may  be  determined  by  two  circles 

(7)  K,=(x-c,)«  +  {y-(i,)«-f,«==0, 

(8)  K,=(x-c,)«+(y-(i,)«-f,«=0, 

passing  through  C  and  D  and  assumes  the  form 

(9)  V,^mV,=0. 

The  corresponding  congruence  is  obtained  as  in  the  first  pencil.  Desig- 
nating this  congruence  by  5  and  the  complex  through  the  hyperbola  0  which 

rapresents'the  pencil  (9)  by  T  we  have  to  solve  the  problem  to  fliid  the  common 
ptri  of  the  congruences  R  and  5,  or  as  these  have  the  circle  /  at  infinity  in  com- 

mon, to  find  the  common  figure  of  the  complexes  P,  Q,  and  T.  Each  of  the  hy- 
perbolas H  and  0  intersect  the  circle  /  in  two  points  and  as  the  complexes  are 

iU  of  the  second  degree,  they  have  a  ruled  surface  in  common  whose  degree  ac- 
eoiding  to  the  rules  of  algebra  is 

2x2x2x2—2x2—2x2=8. 

To  a  generatrix  in  this  ruled  surface  of  the  eighth  order  can  be  found  one 
in  the  same  surface  symmetrical  to  the  first  in  regard  to  the  ani/*plane.  Hence 
the  whole  surface  is  Sjrmmetrical  to  the  xy-plane  and  as  it  contains  two  double 
gmeratrices  through  the  circular  points  of  the  circle  J,  it  intersects  the  xy-plane 
in  •  bicircular  curve  of  the  fourth  order.  Every  generatrix  of  the  surface  inter- 

lecto  the  ary-plane  in  a  point  of  the  curve  and  includes  an  angle  of  45°  with  the 
«y-plsne. 

Through  each  generatrix  pass  four  developable  surfaces,  two  hyperbolic 
cylinders  and  two  cones  of  the  second  order.  These  cones  are  tangent  to  each 
other  and  intersect  the  zy-plane  in  two  tangent  circles.  As  these  circles  always 

pen  through  A,  B  and  C,  D  and' as  their  point  of  tangency  lies  in  the  above  curve we  have  the  theorem  : 

The  locue  of  the  pointe  of  tangtncy  of  each  two  tangent  circles  of  two  pencils  of 
drdes  is  a  bicircular  curve  of  the  fourth  order. 

Figure  1  will  show  the  relation  c^  these  pencils  in  the  case  that  each  two 
ciides  ire  tangent. 



4.  We  will  now  tftke  another  view  of  the  problem.  For  fixed  nlaei  of 
k  and  fi  the  eqafttions  of  two  circle§  reapectively  belonging  to  the  pencil  (6}  ud 

(9)  may  be  written  ' 

where  *f|=o,»  +  6,*-r,*,  M,=a,*  +  b,*—r,*, 

The  condition  that  the  circle  (10)  is  orthogonal  to  the  circle  (11)  ia 

-o,-An,  c,-nc,   ,ab,-Xb,    rf^-»(d,      W,-XJJ,       A',-//7f,     . 

It  it  now  possible  to  determine  the  co-efBcienta  of  this  equation  roch  IW 
for  variable  parameters  the  pencils  (10)  and  (11)  are  projective.  In  thi> 
case  each  two  corresponding  circles  are  orthogonal.  1 

Evidently  we  have  to  put  /j=A,  which  after  some  reductions  gives  (brthe    | 
equation  of  condition 

[2a,e,+26,d,-W^,-JV,]-A[2rt,c,+26,d,-Af,-A',+2rt,c,  +  26,d,-ilf,-y»l 

+\*[2a,c,+26,<i,-^,-;V,]-=0.  (I2j 
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This  indicstes  that  in  the  first  place  the  circles  (4)  and  (7),  and  (6)  and 
(mat  be  orthogonal.    Secondly,  for  every  value  of  A  there  roust  be 

Thia  equation  is  satisfied  if  the  circles  (5)  and  (7),  and  (4)  and  (8)  are  or- 
In  thia  case  the  pencils  (6)  and  (9)  are  said  to  be  conjugate  pencils  of 

JBvwy  circle  of  the  one  pencil  is  orthogonal  to  every  other  circle  of  the 
fai  equation  (12)  we  do  not  desire  to  change  the  points  ii,  £,  C,  D. 

«|Qalion  can  be  satisfied  by  changing  the  radii  of  the  cirdes  (4),  (5), 
^oriddi  gives  for  the  solutions  of  Af ,,  Af,,  iV|,  i^T,  three  equations  with 

quantities.     We  can  however  fix  one  of  the  circles  Without  alter- 
ifiuU.     This  implies  the  theorem  : 
pmuiU  of  eircUa  can  he  made  projective  in  one  and  only  one  way  such 

ling  circUe  in  tke  projecliviiy  are  orthogonal. 
The  product  of  these  projective  pencils  is  a  bicircular  curve  of  the  fourth 

r,  as  it  is  well  known.  In  figure  2,  we  consider  the  two  pencils  of  circles 

ugh  A  and  £,  and  C  and  D\  where  C  and  />'  are /assumed  to  be  imagin- 
and  on  the  line  I  and  in  these  pencils  two  orthogonal  circles  U  and  V  inter* 

log  each  other  in  two  points  /  and  /' .  In  these  points  draw  tangent  circles 
7  having  their  centers  on  l.  These  circles  are  orthogonal  to  V  and  intersect 
1  other  in  two  fixed  points  C  and  Z>,  t.  e.,  they  belong  to  the  conjugate  pen- 

)f  circles  of  the  pencil  through  C  and  D' .     Whence  the  general  theorem : 
The  loeue  of  the  pointe  of  tangency  of  each  two  tangent-circles  of  two  pencih  of 

liiis  a  bicircular  curve  of  the  fourth  order.  The  savie  curve  is  also  produced  by 
of  the  pencils  and  the  projective  conjugate  pencil  of  the  other  pencil. 

Under  the  given  conditions  the   equation  of  the  curve  may  be  written 

It  is  eaaily  seen  that  this  curve  passes  through  the  four  points  Aj  By  C,D 
as  stated  in  the  theorem  contains  the  circular  points  at  infinity  as  double- 
its. 

5.  Without  entering  into  further  details  on  the  nature  of  this  curve 
nay  be  mentioned  that  there  exists  an  interesting  connection  between  this 

re  and  the  circular  curves  of  the  third  order*  if  these  are  considered  as  locii  of 
its  from  which  two  sects  AB  and  CD  appear  under  the  same  angle.  An 
logon  exists  in  space,  the  discussion  of  which  however  goes  over  the  limits  of 
I  article.  A  paper  on  this  subject  by  the  author  was  read  in  the  January  ses- 
\  of  the  Kansas  Academy  of  Science  and  will  appear  in  the  next  volume  of  the 
laactiona  of  this  Academy. 

PROBLEMS. 

1.  Oiven  n  straight  lines  in  a  plane.  Another  straight  line  in  this  plane 
moires  about  a  fixed  point  and  in  every  position  intersects  the  n    lines 



ID  «  points.  These  points  determine  n  "sects"  measured  ftom  the  fix«d  point  - 
and  their  algebraic  bdid  represents  a  point  on  the  revolving  line.  What  it  tb* 
cnrve  which  this  point  describes  7 

2.     Find  a  geometrical  constructioD  for  the  following  problem :    Givea    I 
the  distances  AO,  BO,  CO  of  the  points  A,  B,  Cof  an  eqnilatenl  triani^efroinB 
fixed  point  0.    Construct  the  equilateral  triangle,  or  trungtee  satisfying  these 
conditions. 

S.     What  is  the  locos  of  the  points  from  which  any  two  saeta  in  space  AS    j 
and  CD  (not  in  the  same  plane)  appear  under  the  same  constant  angle  T 

KOH-GUCLIDEAN  OEOXETST:  HISTOaiCAL  AMU 
EZF08ITOBT. 

[Or 

auad  from  April  M 

Fig.  27. 

PbopobitiOn  XXIV.  The  naint  hypotherit  rematntn; ,-  /  any  lAe/ew  m^ 
gUt  togtther  {Fig.  27. )o/ the  guadrilaterat  KDHK  nearer  the 
hoK  AB  are  lei»  (tn  hjipolhent  of  acute  angle)  than  thejovr 
amulet  together  of  the  quadrilaternl  KULK  more  remote  from 
tha  tame  baea;  and  indeed  lhi»  it  to,  tehether  thote  two  AX, 
BX  lomaehereat  a  finite  dietanee  meet  toward  the  parti  of 
the  point  X;  or  never  me/(  one  another;  hitt  toward  ihote 
parti  either  ever  more  mutually  approach  each  (^her,  or  tome- 
tshere  receive  a  common  perpmdintlar,  after  which  of  eonrie 
(in  aeeordanet  with  Cor.  11.  of  the  preceding  propoiilion)  (o- 
vard  the  wame  parli  they  begin  mutuatly  to  eeparale. 

Proof.  Here  however  we  suppose  the  portions  A'^assoroed  to  be  mutual- 
ly equal.  Since  therefore  (from  the  preceding)  the  side  DK  is  greater  than  the 

side  UK,  and  similarly  HK  greater  than  the  side  LK,  the  portion  MK  in  SK  it 

assumed  equal  to  LK,  and  in  DK  the  portion  NK  equal  to  HK ;  and  MN,  UK, 
LK  are  joined,  tmly  the  intermediate  point  K  with  the  point  L,  and  the  point  K 
near  to  the  point  B  with  the  point  M. 

Now  1  proceed  thus. 
Since  indeed  the  sides  uf  the  triangle  KKL  (I  make  beginning  always  from 

the  point  K  nearer  the  point  B)  are  equal  to  the  sides  of  the  triangle  KKM,  and 
the  included  angles  equal,  as  being  right,  equal  also  will  be  (from  Eo.  I.  4)  tbt 
bases  LK,   MK,   and  likewise  equal  the  angles  which  correspond  mntnallj. 
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lese  bases,  indeed  the  angle  KLK  to  the  angle  KMK^  and  the  angle  LKK  tp 
ani^e  MKK.    Therefore  equal  also  are  the  remainders  NKM  and  HKL. 
erefore,  smce  the  sides  NKy  KM  of  the  triangle  NKM  are  equal  in  the  same 
'  to  the  sides  HK^  KL  of  the  triangle  HKL^  equal  also  will  be  (from  the  same 
I.  4)  the  bases  NM^  HL^  the  angles  KNM^  KHL,  and  finally  the  angles 

N^  KLH.    But  in  the  preceding  triangles  are  already  proved  equal  the  angles 
K,  KMK,    Therefore  the  whole  angle  NMK  is  equal  to  the  whole  angle  HLK, 

Wherefore,  since  all  angles  at  the  points  K  are  right,  it  follows  manifestly 
four  angles  together  of  the  quadrilateral  KNMK  ire  equal  to  all  four  angles 
)lher  of  the  quadrilateral  KHLK. 

Bui  since  the  two  angles  together  at  the  points  A^.and  M  in  the  quadrilat- 
KNMK  are  greater,  in  hypothesis  of  acute  angle,  than  the  two  angles 

ither  (from  Cor.  imer  P.  XVI)  at  the  points  D  and  H  in  the  quadrilateral 
HM^  or  the  quadrilateral  KDHK,  the  consequence  thence  is,  that  (the  com- 
i  right  angles  ̂ t  the  points  K  being  added)  the  four  angles  together  of  the 
drilateral  KNMK,  or  the  quadrilateral  KHLK  are  greater  (in  hjrpothesis  of 
e  angle)  than  the  four  angles  together  of  the  quadrilateral  KDHK. 

Quod  erat  demonstrandum. 

COROIXARY. 

But  it  ought  here  opportunely  to  be  observed,  nothing  will  fail  in  the  ar- 
lent  made,  although  the  angle  at  the.  point  L  is  assumed  right,  together  with 
olheeis  of  acute  angle.    For  still  that  common  perpendicular  LK  would  be 
{fnm  Cor.  I.  after  II  of  this)  than  the  other  perpendicular  HK^  from  which 

B  still  a  portion  MK  could  be  assumed  equal  to  the  aforesaid  LK. 
j(>.  Which  standing,  it  follows  that  no  hindrance  can  intervene. 

[To  be  Contiiiiied.l 

IHTBODUCTIOV  TO  SVBSTITVTION  OBOVPS. 

By  0.  A.  MIIJiKl.  Ph.  D.,  Iitipii(»  Otnauy. 

[Oontlnaed  from  April  Number.] 

Primitive  Groups  of  Two,  Thrke,  and  Four,  Letters. 

Since  all  of  these  must  contain  substitutions  of  the  form  a^a^  or  of 
form  aiOgOi  they  must  all  contain  the  symmetric  group.  The  following  is 
efore  a  complete  list : 
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Degree. Order. 
Group. 

2 2 
(a6) 

3 3 (o6c) 

6 
(a6c)all 4 12 
(ahed)poB 

24 
(ah€d)M. 

Primitive  Groupb  of  Fivr  Lrttkrh. 

All  the  transitive  groupe  of  this  degree  must  be  primitive  and  there  most 
be  one  regular  group,  viz : 

(1)  (ahcde). 

The  lowest  order  of  any  other  possible  primitive  group  is  10.  Such 
a  primitive  group  would  contain  five  subgroups  of  the  form  (ah,rd)  and  therefore 
four  substitutions  of  degree  5.  All  the  substitutions  of  degree  5  whose  powen  do 
not  contain  a  substitution  of  the  type  a^a^  are  of  the  type  a^a^a^a^a^.  Hence 
all  the  substitutions  of  degree  5  of  a  primitive  group  which  is  not  the  symmetric 
group  must  be  of  the  given  type. 

If  a  primitive  group  of  order  10  exists  we  may  therefore  assume  that  it 
contains 

(ahcde) 

and  some  substitutions  of  the  form  ab,cd.    These  substitutions  are  all  equal  to 

(ahcde)S 

where  5  is  any  one  among  them.  They  therefore  transform  the  substitutions  of 
(abede)  into  the  same  power.  This  cannot  be  the  first  power  for  a  substitution 
consisting  of  a  single  cycle  can  be  transformed  into  the  first  power  only  by  its 
own  powers.  If  we  represent  this  power  by  a  and  observe  that  the  product  of 

two  of  these  supstitutions  is  equal  to  some  substitution  in  (ahcde)  we  have* 

a«sl  (mod  6),  (l<a<6). 

Since  this  has  only  one  solution  it  follows  that  there  is  only  one  group  of 
order  10.  We  may  find  the  substitutions  by  writing  the  fourth  power  of  ahcde 
under  ahcde^  thus, 

'''If  8,  and  f  g  transform  s  into  «*  we  have 

iig-*«,  -'««!«,  =«t~V  «,=»g~'M J. «,""*»»,   a  times 
=«•  .«•.«•      a  times 

> 
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abede  ahede  abcde  ahcde  abede 
aedeb  haede  ehaed  debae  edcha. 

The  required  subetitntionB  are 

he,ed  o/i.re  ae.de  ad. be  ae.bd 

[We  might  evideotly  have  obtained  all  of  these  by  multiplying  one  into 
(flbcde)}.    Hence  the  group  of  order  10  is 

(2)  iahede){ah.ee)={abede)  | , . 

All  the  BubetitutionB  that  transform  (abede)  into  itself  form  a  group. 
There  are  five  substitutions  that  transform  the  substitutions  of  {abede)  into  their 
first  power,  therefore  there  must  be  five  that  transform  them  into  each  of  their 
other  powers.  We  thus  obtain  a  group  of  order  20  which  is  generated  by  abede 
and  some  substitution  beed  which  transforms  this  into  ita  second  power.  We 
have  therefore 

(8)  iahcde){bred)={ahcde)^^. 

There  cannot  be  more  than  one  of  this  order  because  each  would  have  to 

contain  five  conjugate  subgroups  of  one  of  the  two  types 

(a6c(f)4,  (abed) 

and  therefore  only  one  subgroup  (necessarily  self  conjugate)  of  the  type 

{ahcde). 

This  may  be  supposed  to  be  the  same  in  all  of  the  groups ;  but  there  is 
only  one  set  of  twenty  substitutions  that  transform  this  into  itself.  The  groups 
are  therefore  identical. 

For  all  the  other  possible  orders  the  subgroups  of  degree  4  would  contain 
either  a  substitution  of  the  type  ah  or  one  of  the  type  abe.  Hence  all  the  other 
primitive  groups  are  the  alternating  and  the  symmetric  group.  The  following  is 
a  complete  list  of  the  primitive  groups  of  degree  five. 

Order. 
Group. 

5 (abedey 
10 

(abede)  ̂ . 

20 
(abede)  f^ 

60 (abede)pos 
120 (abedf)BM 

i 
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These  groups  oould  also  have  been  feond  in  the  following  manner,  without 
employing  the  groups  of  a  lower  degree.  We  know  that  there  is  one  group  of 
each  of  the  three  classes — ^regular,  alternating  and  symmetric.  We  know  also 
that  the  order  of  each  of  the  other  primitive  groups  exceeds  five  and  that  they 
do  not  contain  any  substitutions  of  either  of  the  two  types 

ah  abe 

Hence  they  can  contain  only  substitutions  of  the  fourth  and  fifth  d^rees 
together  with  unity. 

Since  the  average  number  of  letters  in  all  the  substitutions  of  these  groups 
must  be  four  each  group  can  contain  only  four  substitutions  of  the  fifth  degree. 
The  only  type  of  substitutions  of  the  fifth  degree  which  can  be  used  is 

abrde. 

All  these  primitive  groups  may  therefore  be  supposed  to  contain . 

iabrde) 

as  a  self-conjugate  subgroup  and  to  be  subgroups  of  the  group  of  order  20  which 
contains  all  the  substitutions  that  transfoi^n  (^abcde)  into  itself. 

Any  negative  substitution  of  this  group  together  with  (.abcde)  generates  the 
entire  group,  the  only  subgroup  besides  the  group  itself  and  (abede)  must  there- 

fore consist  of  the  positive  substitutions  of  the  group.  Hence  there  are  only  two 
primitive  groups  of  degree  five  in  addition  to  the  regular,  alternating,  and 
symmetric  groups.     The  generating  substitutions  of  these  groups  are  evident. 

Primitive  Groups  of  Six  Letters. 

There  is  no  regular  group.  If  there  were  a  group  of  order  30  it  would 
contain  24  substitutions  of  the  type  abcde  and  five  substitutions  of  degree 
six.  These  five  substitutions  would  generate  a  regular  group ;  for  only  one  of 
them  could  replace  a  given  letter  by  any  required  letter  since  there  are  four  of 
the  form  abcde  which  perform  this  operation,  and  therefore  the  product  of 
any  two  must  be  of  degree  six  or  it  must  be  unity. 

[To  be  Oomttniied.] 

i 
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SmULTAHEOVS  QVADSATIC  SQVATiaVfl. 

Bj  L  H.  UTIIT,  iMtrattorol  Math— tlw.  Wmo  Htfli  Bthool,  Wmo,  ftai. 

This  discussion  is  restricted  to  the  special  cases  of  simultaneous  quadratic 
equations  of  n  variables  which  always  admit  of  tolution.  It  is  assumed  that 
solutions  are  always  possible  : 

(1)  When  there  is  one  equation  of  the  second  degree  and  one  variable. 
(2)  When  all  equations  except  one  are  of  the  first  degree. 

Let  9,  9i       9i,:=terms  of  the  second  degree. 

Let  p,  Pi   I>i,=terms  of  the  first  degree. 

Let  k^  kf   l;M=ab8olute  terms. 

Let /,  Z|      ^=ab8olute  terms. 
Let  fii=a  constant  factor. 

Let  x,  X|   Z|,=the  variables. 

Let  9| ,  v,   f;i,=the  variables  when  the  equations  are  trans- 
formed. 

Cask  1.  When  one  equation  is  general,  «and  the  rest  are  of  the  first 
degree,  or  reducible  to  the  first  degree ;  t.  e.  when  they  assume  any  of  the  fol- 

lowing forms : 

(1)  (p+*r=o. 

(2)  (|>  +  *)(Pl+*l)   '(Pn'^kn)=0. 

(8)  (|>+t)*+w(l>,+*i)*=0. 

(4)  ip + *)*• + m(j>  +  ky  -^  1=0. 

In  the  next  four  cases  one  or  more  of  the  equations  may  assume  the  above 
tonoB  instead  of  ̂ e  forms  of  these  cases. 

Cabb  2.  When  each  equation  can  be  resolved  into  two  factors  of  the  first 
degiree  and  an  .absolute  term  and  when  one  of  these  factors  is  common  to 
all  equations. 

(;'+*)(Pi+*i)+^==o. 

(p+^)(Pn'^kn)'^ln==0. 

Bliminate  the  common  factor.  There  are  now  n~l  equations  of  the  first 
degree. 

Casb  3.  When  each  equation  can  be  resolved  into  two.  factors  of  the  first 
degree  and  an  absolute  term  and  when  each  factor  occurs  in  two  equations. 

As  in  the  previous  case,  n— 1  equations  of  the  first  degree  can  be  obtained. 
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I (Pi+*i)(Pt+fcf)+'i=0. (Pi+*t)0>i+*t)+'i=o. 

(|)»+*«)(p,+fc,)+J»=0. 

Cabs  4.  When  like  terms  save  the  terms  in  which  one  variable  oocqtb, 
are  equal,  or  can  be  made  equal  in  all  equations.  The  terms  can  be  made  eqnil 
when  the  co-efficients  of  like  terms  are  proportional  in  all  equations,  or  whn 
they  are  all  similar  and  but  one  occurs  in  each  equation.  By  eliminating  than 
equal  terms  we  can  obtain  n— 1  equations  in  whichthe  same  variable  will  oceu 
in  each  term.  By  dividing  by  this  variable,  we  can  reduce  each  of  theae  eqiiS' 
tions  to  the  first  degree. 

Cask  5.  When  like  terms  of  the  second  degree  are  equal,  or  can  be  madi 
equal,  in  all  equations.  Like  terms  can  be  made  equal  when  they  meet  with  tlM 
requirements  indicated  in  Case  4.  Eliminate  the  terms  of  the  second  degree. 
There  are  now  n— 1  equations  of  the  first  degree. 

Case  6.  When  the  equations  are  homogeneous  and  like  terms  save  thoM 
in  which  one  variable  occurs  and  the  absolute  term,  are  equal,  or  csn  be 
made  equal  in  all  equations.  The  requirements  for  making  like  terms  equl 
are  given  in  Case  4. 

< 

\ 

Let  x,=:f;|X,  Xg=VfX   3iin='V^.     Eliminate  x*.      We  now  have  a— 1 
equations  with  n— 1  variables  which  meet  with  the  requirements  of  Case  5. 

Case  7.  When  two  equations  are  homogeneous  and  the  rest  are  of 
the  first  degree,  or  reducible  to  the  first  degree,  with  no  absolute  term.  Elimin- 

ate all  except  two  variables  from  the  two  homogeneous  equations  by  mesns  of 
the  equations  of  the  first  degree.  These  two  equations  will  then  be  homogeDeooi 
and  will  ftU  under  Case  6. 

Case  8.  When  the  terms  containing  one  variable  are  equal,  or  cin 
be  made  equal,  in  all  equations  and  the  remaining  terms  meet  with  the  requir^ 
ments  of  Case  6.  Eliminate  the  terms  containing  this  variable.  We  now  hato 
n— 1  equations  and  n— 1  variables  which  fall  under  Case  6. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

Goa4v«Ud  by  B.  F.  lUUBL,  Spriaffltld*  Ko.   All  oostribiitioBi  to  thii  dopartarat  ihovld  be  M&t  to  hin. 

SOtUTIOVS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

67.    PlropoMd  by  L.  B.  FRAXES.  WtitoB,  OUo. 

Soppose  that  in  a  meadow  the  graas  is  of  aniform  quality  and  growth  and  that  6 
oxen  or  10  colts  coald  eat  ap  3  acres  of  the  pasture  in  ̂   of  the  time  in  which  10  oxen  and  6 
colts  ooold  eat  up  8  acres ;  or  that  000  sheep  would  require  2p  weeks  lotoger  than  660  sheep 
to  eat  up  9  acres. 

In  what  time  would  an  oz,  a  colt  and  a  sheep  together  eat  up  an  acre  of  the.  pasture 
on  the  supposition  that  689  sheep  eat  as  much  in  a  week  as  6  oxen  and  11  colts?  By  Arith- 

metic, if  possible.— Hunter's  Arithmetic.    (Unsolved  in  School  Vitiior.) 

n.   SohitioB  by  Henry  Hetton.  M.  8.,  AtUatie,  Iowa. 

Since  6  oxen=10  oolts,  1  oz==l}  oolts,  and  6  oxen  and  11  colt8=21  oolts 

=589  sheep.     .*.  1  colt=28fV  sheep  and  1  ox=:l{x28fV  eheep=46t}  sheep. 
10  oxen  and  6  oolt8=22}  colts,  eat  8  acres  of  grass  in  the  same  time  that 

t  of  221  colts  or  2|  colts  eat  1  acre,  and  3}  oolts  eat  an  acre  in  the  same  time 
that  10  colts  eat  3  acres.  Hence  3i  colts  eat  an  acre  in  (I  the  time  that  2|  colts 
eat  it.  In  (f  the  time  3i  colts  eat  as  much  grass  as  }{  of  3i  colts  or  2f  colts 
would  eat  it  in  the  fnll  time.  The  difference  between  2f  colts  and  3i  colts  is  }| 
of  a  colt.  The  difference  in  the  grass  eaten  by  them  is  f\  of  the  growth.  Hence 
ii  of  a  colt  eats  y\  of  the  growth.  Hence  to  eat  all  the  growth  will  reqaire  V  ̂^ 

H  of  a  colt  or  }|  of  a  colt=}|  of  28|'t  8heep=43it|  sheep.  To  eat  the  growth  on 
9  acres  will  require  9  tiroes  43i||  8heep=390}|  sheep.  600-390t{=209{i. 
660-3^}|==269ti.  Hence  it  will  require  209}}  sheep  2f  weeks  longer  to  eat 
the  original  grass  on  9  acres  than  it  will  269f}  sheep  to  eat  the  same.  Hence 
209)j[  sheep  eat  in  the  2^  weeks  what  the  60  other  sheep  eat  in  the  first  part  of 
the  time.      Hence  this  time  is  209}}  x2f  weeks -4-60=9[||}  weeks.      Hence  it 
will  take  269}}  sheep  9J||{  weeks  to  eat  the  original  grass  on  9  acres.     To  eat  1 
acre  will  require  them  liV/iV  weeks. 

An  ox,  a  colt,  and  a  sheep=75}}  sheep. 
If  75f  {  sheep  were  eating  on  one  acre,  43}t|  sheep  would  eat  the  growth 

leaving  32}|^  sheep  to  eat  the  original  grass.       If  it  require  269}}  sheep  IfV/^r 

weeks  to  do  this,  it  will  require  32}|i  sheep  (269}} -«-32}}i)xl,V//r  week8= 
Qi'iVWi^A  weeks. 

58.   rropoeei  by  B.  F.  imiL,  A.  M.,  Proleeeor  of  lUthiaatiee  ud  Fbytiee,  Drory  OoUege,  SpriacfliU. 

Two  men,  A  and  B,  in  Boston,  hire  a  carriage  for  |25,  to  go  to  Concord,  N.  H.,  and 
back,  the  distance  being  72  miles,  with  the  privilege  of  taking  in  three  more  persons. 
Having  gone  20  miles,  they  take  in  C  ;  at  Concord,  they  take  in  D  ;  and  when  within  30 
milee  of  Boston,  they  take  in  £.  How  mach  shall  each  man  pay  ?  [From  OreenUafB  JVol- 

icncl  ArithmeUe.'] 
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L  SotatiMi  by  H.  0.  WHRAXH.  A.  M..  M.  I..  ftdtMHf  ti  Mitfc^rttM,  Htaatl  tnUkH  liftHi 

If  we  denote  taking  one  person  one  mile  by  a  penon-mile,  tiien  ibe  total 
person-miles  was  514  and  the  cost  of  each  of  them  was  4.8688  cents ;  the  cost  of 
taking  A  and  B  144  mUes  was  $7  each  ;  thecostof  taking  C  124  miles  was  16.08; 
the  cost  of  taking  D  72  miles  was  $8.60,  and  the  cost  of  taking  B  80  miles  wia 
$1.46. 

n.  SotatiM  hf  r.  M.  IbOAW.  BoffdMtowi,  Btw  J«i«7 ;  0.  B.  M.  am. X  IL.  fit  »..  IMmviI 
mmOm  aai  AffHad  SamM,  TinrkiM  OoOtft,  TtaarteM,  IrkMiM^taM,  aai  K.  0.  WOJBm»  ftril 

BsB|  Wtil  TIfglate. 

Five  men  ride  80  miles ;  fbnr,  42  miles ;  three,  52  miles ;  and  two,  10 
miles. 

.*.  B  pays  for  ̂   of  80=6  miles. 
D  pays  for  i  of  80+ i  of  42=16)  miles. 
C  pays  for  i  of  80+  i  of  42+ i  of  52=881  miles. 
B  pays  for  i  of  80+ i  of  42+i  of  52+i  of  20=48|  miles. 
A  pays  for  i  of  80+i  of  42+i  of  52+i  of  20=48|  mUes. 
144:48|=$25:$7.609(|i,  share  of  each  A  and  B. 
144:88|=$25:$5.878i%^f,  share  of  C. 
144:16i=$25:$2.864W,  share  of  D. 
144:6=125:11.0411,  share  of  B. 

m.   SotaliMi  bj  A.  F.  BUD,  A.  M..  CUrwMt,  MiMOwl,  aai  J.  0.  OOBBDI.  Hm  BhdT.  AtHswi 

144  milesi- distance  A  rides,  144  milesi-distance  B  rides,  124  noilss-dii- 
tance  C  rides,  72  miles » distance  D  rides,  and  80  miles^distance  B  rides. 

They  should  each  pay  in  proportion  to  the  distance  each  rides.    Heneo 
itt  of  $25i-$7.00Hf -amount  A  should  pay. 
it!  of  $25i-$7.00Hf-amount  B  should  pay. 
In  of  •25i-|6.08tVri-amount  C  should  pay. 
j\\  of  $25«$8.50VyT-ainount  D  should  pay. 
/ff  of  $25«$1.45|ff  i-amount  B  should  pay. 

[Von.    OraoUaAf  glTM  the  Mawen  M  oMAlBed  In  tlie  MOOBd  aotatioa.    BvlwetltfBkltlihMil 
wotf  the  problem  on  the  priiiol|»le  that  eeoh  paj  in  proportioii  to  the  dirtaaoe  he  ildee.   This  ] 
pnraUe  in  praettoe  at  the  preeeot  time  end  U  Jut  in  Its  appUoetloii.    Bdrob.] 

PROBLEMS. 

SS.  ftaptirf  by  J.  K.  BLLWOOD,  A.  M.,  FHartpal  at  OoMai  Saheal.  Ptttrtwf, 

A  pipe  1  foot  long  and  {J  inch  in  diameter  has  a  half-inch  orifioe  and  weighs  If  ponds. 
What  is  the  diameter  of  a  pipe  of  the  same  length  and  orifloe,  hot  weighing  41  ovaess  T 

S\.  ftepoaai  hf  f.  F.  MATI,  M.  St.,  fh.  D..  ftdtwiw  ol  MithwiitiM  aai 
liga,  MMhsiriaihwf •  rUMnyifaaia. 

Insured  my  store  for  a/6thsf  th  part  of  iu  yaloe,  at  r^\\  per  cent.;  but  «mni  aftH«* 
ward  the  store  was  bomed  down,  and  my  loss  OTor  the  insnrance  was  VLaBNlflO.  WlMt 
was  the  yalne  of  my  store  ? 
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ALGEBRA. 

^  J.  M.  OOIiAW.  Itayvqr.  Ya.  All  muMMiam  to  thfa  iiptffUiwt  ilwrid  b^  Mt  to  tei. 

SOLUnOVS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

iS.   ftopoMi  ̂   a  0.  DOIBAiai.  Jr..  <hiUM^  OoiM*  Gowrtj,  Wtv  York. 

Sum  the  mtIm  1, 1, 1,  2,  3, 4,  6,  9,  IS,  19,  etc.,  to  n  terms ;  elao  whet  ie  the  ntt  term  T 

ioe  hf  OOOm  D.  maaan,  a.  H.,  Praiijior  ol  lUtlMaMtiai,  UilfMltj  ol 
aei  ftat  F.  8.  HM,  Urteort.  Wortk  Dakota. 

The  eeriee  is  evidently  made  op  as  follows  from  the  different  rows  in  Pas- 

cal's Triangle,  beginning  three/arther  to  the  right  every  time ;  thns, 

a.    1      1      1 
h. 
c. 

d. 

e. 

/.
 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   

1 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 

18    
1 8 6 

10 
16 21 28 

8tt 

4« 66 
1 4 10 20 

1 
85 
6 

66 
16 

84 

86 
1 

1,     1,     1,     2,     8,     4     6,     9,   18,   19,   28,  41,   60,   88, 129, 189,  etc. 

The  n^  term  of  (a)  is  1 ;  the  (n— 8)^*  term  of  (b)is  n— 8 ;  the(n— 6)^*  term 

of  (c)  is  (^-g)^-^)  ;  the  (n-9)^  term  of  (d)  ̂ ,(n-7)(n^8)(n^9)  ,     ̂ ^    ̂ ^ 

(t^i2)«  term  of  (.)  is (n-9)(n-10)(n-ll)(n-12)    ^^  ̂   ̂^      j,^^  ̂ ^  ̂ ^ LI 

term  of  the  original  series  is  composed  of  the  sum  of  the  above  different  terms ;  t.  e. 

H(ii    g)|^*"*y~^^  I  (»-7)(n--8)(H-9)  ^    (»^9)(-10)(n-ll)(n-12) 
2_       -  [3_  -  M 

+       Also,  the  snm  of  n  terms  of  (a)  is  n;  of  (n— 8)  terms  of  (6)  is 

(«-8Xn~2)  .  ̂j^^_^^  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^  ̂^^  ̂  (n-6Xn-6)(n~4).    ^^   ̂ ^^   ̂ ^^   ̂ ^ 

(•-«)  terns  of  (d)  i,  (n-9)(n-8)(n-7)(»-6)  ^^    ̂ ^^   ̂ _^^ 

I   

(i>-8)(n-2)  .     (iir-6X«-6)(n-4)    .    (n-9)(n-8)(«-7)(n-6)   . 

  j3— +   j^   +   jj^   + 
AIM  atitwd  by  B.  F,  TAKNEY  aad  0.  B.  If.  lU^JT. 

# 
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M.  ftvpoMi  hf  DAfXD  lUOm  SMITH,  fh.  D.,  ftdtMHf  ol  MitliMiittM  la  mOicui  Mttto 
Sthool,  Tfrilaitl,  MlehlCAB. 

Prove  Uimt  the  prodoct  of  the  n  n^  roots  of  1  is  +1  or  —1  aocording  as  » is  odd  or  •?• 
Bn.    Prove  snd  generalise,  for  the  n  n^  roots  of  m. 

L   Bohitloa  by  0.  W.  AITHOVT,  M.  8«.,  PnfMMf  ol  MitliMUfiM  is  Wtw  WiaiMr  CoUitt.  1^  Wlii> 

I.  (l)ii  »co8   hi/  — Ism   . 

The  several  roots  are :     i^^-^,  e(*'^nw-\  £(4./ii)k-i^   ^lK»-i)-/«]r-i. 

.-.  Prodact-£(»~'>'^'-'-cos(n— l)7r+v^— 1  sin(n— l)jr«dbl. 
If  n  is  even  prodact  is  negative ;  if  n  is  odd  product  is  positive. 

II.  Let  m»x+yj/— 1. 

Then  (x+y»/-l)ir-(yl^F+yr)^[eo8(?!!^)+^/-l  8in(?!!^  J, 

where  6^=tan-' — . 

P=l/«T4:p  £[(»-J)w+#l»/-i  =  ̂cos  ((n-l)ir  +  6>)  +  |/-l  sin[(n-l)jr+q] 

V>'  x«+y«  =d=|/'x«-fy»  fcos^+l/— 1  sin^  "1. 

n.   SolitioB  by  B.  F.  TAIIET.  A.  M..  ProlaMor  of  lUtbonatifla  in  Mount  UaloB  OoOtft,  lllliir*  <^ 

I.  jc*— 1»0  is  the  equation  from  which  are  derived  the  n  n'*  roots  ̂   ̂* 

Now,  since  lin  the  equation  is  negative  there  is  one  positive  real  Toot  andCf*"^^ 

if  any,  imaginary  roots,  if  n  is  odd  ;  and  there  is  one  positive  real  root,  on^  ̂ ^ 
ative  real  root,  and  (n— 2),  if  any,  imaginary  roots,  if  n  is  even.     .*.  Sincr^ 
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^nary  roots  occur  in  conjugate  pairs,  and  since  the  product  of  any  two  con- 

te  imaginaries  is  a  positive  real  number,  the  sign  of  the  product' of  the  nn*^ 
s  of  1  when  n  is  odd,  is  4-  ;  and  when  n  is  even,  — . 

Furthermore,  since  the  successive  powers  of  the  first  imaginary  root  of  1, 

I  the  1st  to  the  n'*,  give  us  all  the  n^  roots  of  1,  therefore,  if  we  denote  the 
imaginary  root  by  oc,  we  shall  have  as  the  product  of  the  n  n*^  roots, 

►•.«*   00^^00^    1  .    Butoy"»l.     ,\  oy    1  M-f  1  when  n  is  odd  ;  and 

,  when  n  is  even.  But  of  these  last  two  signs,  ~  must  be  chosen,  for  reasons 
§;Ded  in  the  preceding  paragraph. 

II.  That  the  theorem  is  true  in  general  for  the  n  n'^  roots  of  m,  is  made 
lent  when  we  remember  that  the  n  n'*  roots  of  any  number  may  be  found  by 
tiplying  any  one  of  the  n'*  roots  of  such  number  by  the  different  n*^  roots  of 

For  then,  we  would  have  m»  x  iw.w»x  «•   m*.c»*— mc»»    i  ■■  +m  or 
« . 

;  according  as  n  is  odd  or  even,  as  shown  above. 
AIM  aolred  by  COOPER  D.  8CHMITT. 

Ebrata.     In  numerator  of  the  expression,  in  next  to  last  Ipe,  on  page 

of  last  issue,  for  '*/?a"  read -?-;  on  page  117,  line  4,  for  '*«{«— 2a,)"  read 

•2a^);  and  in  ̂ 'Errata,"  for  ''last  issue"  read  February  issud    Also  prob- 

9  numbered  56,  57,  58,  59,  60,  61,  62,  63,  64,  65,  should  be  Nos.  58,  59,  60,  ' 
62,  63, '64,  65,  66,  67,  respectively. 

PROBLEMS. 

M.   PMpoMd  by  BOBEST  J.  ALIT.  A.  U,,  Profeffor  of  lUtlMMtiM  to  IntuuL  UnlTWiity,  BloMilaff- 

Sum  to  n  terms  the  series,  n  cos  ̂ +(n — 1)  cos  26^+ (n— 2)  cos  36^4-,  etc. 
[ChryBtaVs  Algebra.] 

6Q.  IVopwti  by  Prof.  C.  X.  WHRB.  A.  M..  Trafalgir,  laiteaa. 

Prove  that  ir*=fca?»-*  +  af-*ifc   +(ifcl)«-ia;  +  (ifcl)"«(a;qpl)*d= 
Kqpl)»-i+^(xqpl)«-*ifc   +(ifcl)»x,  where  A,  B,  C,   are  the binom- 
coefficients  of  the  (n  +  1)^  order. 
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GEOMETRY. 

OoalHtid  ky  B.  F.  mxn.  ̂ Hifflril.  Mo.   AS  MMrOalfaM  to  ttli  4if«(MM  ikMU  t«  MM  U  k 

SOLUnOVS  OF  FSOBLEMS. 

T  of  ■  rolling  ellipae  ■ 
which  tho  BlllpM  rolli. 

L  >.,  Fh.  0.,  FMfMMT lIlhaMWtlM  Mi  AfflM  B«MMi,  XnutaM 

Let  BPA  be  a  qvadnnt  of  the  ellipse  semJ-Bxes  AC,  and  BC,  O  the  p> 
tion  of  the  oenter  when  BC  coincides  with  OY,  and  ̂ BCP 
-0.    Then 

PC-y- 
y'a*ooB»#-tb*8in"#       |,'l— e'sin'C 

.*.  The  ellipse  rolls  on  the  inner  surface  of  the 
i^Undw 

When  e— 0,  this  becomes  y'+i*— b'. 
TofindtheBbsGiesEof  the  point  of  contact,  we  have,  eincearci^A— azci 

dt~y'r*dH*  +  dr*~y'y*dff+di/*  since  PC^r^yj 

also  d»^y/dx*+dy*. 

.-.'^dx'-i^dy'^yy'dti'+dy*. 

.-.  dx-ydft,  or  x-   fyd(f  -  f     _^£!— ̂ -.bFC*.  *). 
•^  ''  i,'l-<('sin»#       ̂   '    ̂ 

When  e-0,  j:-I>#. 
[No  otbar  aoMloB  ot  tUi  problam  wm  raoBlrM] .    Bpitob.  ] 

A  pole,  A  eerUln  length  of  whoM  top  is  ptiotad  white,  is  aUndiDK  on  the  side  i 
hill.    A  pereoD  at  A  i>bMr*Mthat  the  white  part  of  the  pole  anbtenda  an  an|l«  eqoal  b 



and  oti  walkfBK  to  B,  ■  disUnea  a,  diractlj'  down  the  hill  towarda  the  foot  of  the  {tola  tha 
whtu  part  anbtauda  the  aame  ansla.  What  la  tha  laogtb  of  the  whlta  part,  if  the  point  B 
ia  at  a  diatanea  h  ttma  tha  foot  of  the  pole  T 

L  ̂   M.,  Fk.  9.. : 
■  aat  AnIM  t^mm,  ' 

L«t  DE  be  the  length  painted  white ;  then  a  drcle  will  pau  thmagh  A ,  B, 
D,  B.  Let  ̂ EAD~^EBD-a,  AB-a,  BC-h,  ̂ DAB-^OEB-H,  ^ABE 
~^ADE—<ft,  DC-y,  and  DE=x. 

Then  (a!+y)y-(<i+l»6-.   (1). 

AEia^aintpinn^a+ti-i-^),  x:  AE^mnaiaia^. 

Blll(0f+  »+<f)      
ft:»+y— Binfl:Bm(«+ V)   

(j!+»):o+fc-Bin(a+#):8in(rt+«») 

KUtDinstiug  0  between  (3)  uid  (4), 

2b(z4y)'coBff 0+6 +h*  }8in'(«+*)-(i-hy)»Bm'a. 

Vliminating  fi  between  (2)  and  (S), 

l{b*x*~x*ix+yy}>  +4a'h*x*lx  +  y)*nn'a]nn*ia-i  tp) 

-ia'»m*a{x+tf)*{h*x'+x^lx  +  y)*} 

8in*(a+9»)+a*(x+y)*ain*a«-0  ,., 

Eliminating  aiD(a+  9>)  between  (Q)  and  (6)  we  gat  an  equation  in  x  and  y 
whidi  with  (1)  gives  ob  the  ralne  of  z. 

aohwd  via  ramt  la  Mimi  ot  CC  bj  J .  B.  BOLMSa.  aad  rSMPKglCK  ».  BOKBT. 

PROBLEMS. 

•B.   tnfott  kj  L  J.  BOHWAR.  n.  S.,  Urtnetor  In  lUtb 

1.  The  point  of  IntenecUon  K,'  of  the  tangent  drawn  to  the  drcumoircle 
abont  the  triangle  ABC  at  A  and  the  side  BC  it  harmonic  conjugate  to  K,  with 
ivapect  to  BC.  (AT.  ia  the  poiot  where  the  symmedian  line  through  A  of  the  tri> 
angle  ABC  meets  the  side  BC.) 

3.  The  pointful'  is  the  center  of  the  Apollonins  circle  passing  throogh 
A  of  the  triangle  ABC. 

3.  Grebes  point  ia  on  the  line  joining  the  middle  point  of  any  aide  of  a 
triuigle  with  the  middle  point  of  the  altitude  to  this  side. 

i 



Show  Uist  theUngent  pUnext  any  point  of  fhe  inrfica  a'x'  +  b'y*+^t' 
=ibejp+2aex)i+2tAxy  intereecU  tlie  BOt&ce  ayf+&£t-f-ccy=0  in  two  itnigiil 
linw  at  right  angle*  to  one  another. 

CALCULUS. 

OmIhUI  fer  J.  M.  COLAm,  Itnunj.  Ta.   All  MBtrlbrntlau  u  thU  i^uts 

SOLTTTtOKS  07  FSOBLEMB. 

Tbe  floor  of  a  tidU  torm*  a  Hoare,  and  all  aectioM  paratlal  to  ft  a»  a 
two  Tertlcal  lectioii*  through  the  mtdille  polata  of  the  oppaalte  aidea  of  the  fl 
aeml-clrclea.    Find  the  eonvex  eurface  and  the  volnme  of  the  Taalt. 

Let  ̂ AC/}repreaent  tb«  base  Bquare,eide=2n,  and  K EI  and 

equal  aemUcircle?,   radiu8=a.     Let  LMHO  be 

another  square  parallel  to  the  base  aquare,  and 

St  the  distance  PE^x  from   it.     The  area  of 

LMN0iB=4(,a*-x'), 

.:  Vol.=4j^(o«-x«)dx=|o'. 

Denoting  ̂ PEti  b;  ",  we  have  for  the  sorfacc 

j:-»' 

fWi,  where  t  a 8a  coB''fl(a'')  =  8n».      Or  for  the  volume,  dV=Aa*  cob' 

the  vertical  distance.    i=a  nin^ ;  d£=a  vaefdt*. 

.-.    r=4a»J^TO8»«d#,  =«»/'W»3#+3cos)fOrffl-^J-. 

n.   SolBtiaB  bl  BXU.  F.  TAHII,  A.  ■..  Prdunr  of  HlHttHw  In  Hran  Eeiaa  OsUm*.   *m.-^ 
OUs,  '  '  ™ 

The  convex  surface  of  the  vault  ia  equivalent  to  the  surface  of  a  right  dr- 



nlir  cylinder  intercepted  by  nnother  right  drcnlar  cylinder,  their  axes  intereect- 
ing  It  fight  AOglea,  the  two  cylinders  being  equal,  and  tiie  diameter  of  each  eqoal 
to  that  of  the  vertical  Bcctions  of  the  TaoU. 

.  Letting  the  radiu«-o,  S^Saf  j'"' 

tiongof  the  cylinders  beingz*+i*— a*,  and  x*+y*^a*. 
The  Tolnme  ia  equivalent  to  that  of  foot  wedges  cat  from  the  cylinder, 

**+y*~a*,  by  the  planes,  I— 0,  and  I— z. 

Uao  wnOni  \u  E.  L.  SHSKWOOD  aad  S.  B.  M.  IMKM. 

48.    Pwywrt  ̂   g.  B.  IL  XEMM.  A.  M..  Ph.  P.,  Prafwiw  d  Muhwtlw  tad  inUti  Mmm,1niAu» 

I  have  a  circnlaf  Motion  baaln  12  inchea  In  perpendicular  hal|ht ;  the  diametert  are 
M  rallowB :    At  baae,  2  f ncbea ;  one  Inch  perpendlcnlar  bright,  S  IncbM ;  two  inches  per- 
Nddlenlar  height,  18  Inchet ;  thrM  hiohet  perpendicalar  height,  M  fnchea ;  and  M  Od,  the    ' 
llameter  being  trebled  for  vnrj  Inch  In  height.     After  a  rain  the  water  In  the  baslD  la  six 
■ebea  deep,  what  was  the  ralufsUT 

■■  d  HMhnuIlM,  Mlwiuippt  Vsnal  OalWg*.  ■ 

Tbe  baain  is  generated  by  revolving  the  cnrve  x^S'  abont  the  .axis  of  y. 

,*.  Volume  of  water- —wj    x'dy— xj    S'^dy.  ^^^^^^^H 

8"-l       581440ir  ^^^^^H 

•2lo|S  ■    21oga  ■  ^^^^^m 

IiMxaideptb  of  rain-fall,  then  since  radius  of  top  of  baain^S",  V=»S**x. 

■  br  0.  T.  ARSOir.  H.  St.,  FTDhMor  ol  MMhMtttM  In  «■*  WlmiMor  0«U*c*,  Itw  Wlad- 

Call  X  the  length  of  any  radius,  and  y  the  vertical  distance,  y  being  I  at 

le   bottom  of  the  basin.     Then  the  equation  of  side  of  baain  is    x=3'-'. 

The  radius  of  upper  baae^S**.     Call  A  the  rainiUl,  then 
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Alao  solred  hj  A.  H.  HOLMES,  J.  8CHKFFEB,  and  B.  F,  YANNRY, 

Bbbata.     In  last  issue,  page  120,  line  4  from  bottom,  for''p=-2~"  read, 

PROBLEMS. 

M.   PlropoMd  bj  OKOBOB  LILLET,  Ph.  D..  LL.  D..  Friadpd  of  P&rk  Sebool.  S94  HaB  StrMi.  Foitlui 
Ongoa. 

A  horse  is  tethered  by  s  rope,  a  feet  long,  fastened  to  a  post  in  a  cironlar  fence  en- 
closing  a  circalar  piece  of  ground  6  feet  in  diameter.  If  the  horse  is  oatside  of  the  feoee 
over  how  mach  groond  can  he  feed  ?  If  he  is  inside  the  fence  over  how  mach  groond  cu 
he  feed  7    b>a  in  each  case. 

Sa.   Proposed  hf  Prof.  B.  P.  BUBLB80B.  Oatida  Oaitle,  Btv  York. 

Find  (1)  the  length  t  of  the  closed  cnnre  of  the  cardioid  ;  (2)  its  area  A  ;  (3)  if  made 
to  revoWe  about  its  axis  2a,  find  the  roaximam  longitudinal  circumference  C  of  the  solid 
generated  ;  (4)  find  the  surface  K  of  the  same  ;  (5)  its  volume  V  ;  (6)  the  distanon  a^  of  tin 
center  of  gravity  of  the  solid  from  the  origin  0  ;  and  (7)  the  distance  pio  of  the  osnterof 
gravity  of  the  plane  curve  from  the  origin  0. 

MECHANICS. 

Ooadoetad  bj  B.  P.  PIBKEL.  Springfield,  Ho.   All  eontributions  to  this  dtpartmaat  ihould  be  aaM  to  Ub. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

81.   Propoaad  by  0.  W.  ABTHOBT,  M.  Se.,  Profooior  of  Mathtnatiea  in  Btw  Wiadior  Galkga,  lit 
Windaor,  Maryland. 

A  perfectly  elastic,  but  perfectly  rough  massilf,  and  radius  R,  rotating  in  a  verticii 
plane  with  an  angular  velocity  a?,  is  let  fall  from  a  height,  a,  upon  a  perfectly  elastic  bat 
perfectly  rough  horiaontal  plane.  Determine  the  motion  of  the  body  after  striking 
the  plane.    What  will  be  its  ultimate  motion  7 

n.   Sdatlon  by  0.  B.  M  ZEBB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Pioleaoor  of  MathtBaties  and  AppUad  SoiaDoa.  taaita» 
GoUafa.  Taiarkaaa,  Arkanaaa-Teiaa. 

Let  V  be  the  vertical  velocity  of  the  center  just  before  impact ;  u,  v,  the 
horisontal  and  vertical  velocities  of  the  center  just  after  the  first  impact ;  C0,  the 
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liar  velocity  after  first  impact ;  u'  the  velocity  of  the  center  just  before  the 
nd  impact;  u,,  a>,the  values  of  u,  09,  just  after  the  second*  impact,  l;thera- 
i  of  gyration. 

The  equations  of  motion  for  first  impact  are 

(v+  r)(l:«+/?«)=2K(l:«-f /?•)   (1). 

tt(ifc«+/?«)=G>m-«     (2). 

The  geometrical  condition  for  no  sliding  is 

U— i2G9|=0   13), 

.-.  v=i/2ag^ u=^Roif,  aii=fa7,  u'=y'v*  +u^=\y4cj*R* -»- dSag. 

If  fihe  the  angle  the  center  of  the  sphere  makes  with  the  plane  just  after 
pact  we  easily  get 

^          u            u     2Rco 

Thus  the  motion  is  determined  after  striking  the  plane.  Let  F  be  the  im- 
Ise  arising  from  friction,  then  the  equations  of  motion  for  second  impact  are, 

Mu^=Mu'co»/!f+F   (4), 

|Af/?«<»,=|Afi?«G>,-i?F   (5), 

i  the  geometrical  condition  u |  — i?Gi>,=0. .      (6). 

.-.  F /M^-^{u^ cos/3-- Rco^),  tt,=ii<»,=^ftt'cos/^ +?/?<»,, 

iu'cos/H=Raf^,  .*.  F/M=Oj  and  no  impulsive  friction  is  called  into  play  af- 
the  first  impact.  Hence  the  center  of  the  sphere  describes  the  same  parabola 
ereach  impact  and  the  ultimate  motion  is  the  same  as  that  after  striking  the 
ine. 

m.   SOirtlM  k7  tba  PBOPOSIR. 

Each  motion  of  the  sphere  may  be  considered,  in  its  reactionary  effect, 
irately.  The  motion  of  translation  will  cause  the  sphere  to  rebound  after 

lb  impact  to  its  original  altitude.'  The  time  taken  to  attain  the  altitude  a  will 
12a 
9 

The  effect  of  the  motion  of  rotation  may  be  considered  in  this  way :  Let 
n>tating  sphere  be  brought  into  contact  with  a  plane  slowly.  The  sphere  will, 
oouTse,  roll  along  the  plane.  The  energy  of  translation  and  rotation  being 
M  to  the  original  energy,  Ey  we  shall  have  the  same  result  in  the  case 

'"Vf 
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under  oonsideralion,  that  is,  we  shall  have  the  same  velodty  parallel  to  tbe 
plane,  and  the  same  angular  velocity  as  if  the  sphere  were  in  contact  with  the 
plane,  because  there  is  no  slipping  at  the  instance  of  contact. 

Let  f;,=velocity  parallel  to  the  plane.     Then-^— new  angular  velodtj 

Energy  of  translation «  i^fvi  * . 

New  energy  of  roiaiion^^MR^oD^^'m^Mv^*, 

.-.  \MR*ca*^iMv,*-^^Mv^*.     Whence, 

.-.  f;,«>|/fi2a>,  and 

The  distance  which  the  sphere  will  move  parallel  to  the  plane  while  it  is 

attaining  its  highest  altitude  will  be»(9|«2^=— i2o9. 

From  these  data,  knowing  that  the  curve  will  be  a  parabola,  we  obUin 

,      4R*oif* 
yt    a.   _   X, 

the  highest  point  in  the  origin.    The  distance  between  first  and  second  impact  is 
4  |/a  /7g  Rco,    As  to  the  subsequent  motion,  we  have  the  equation  of  ener|7 

and  the  subsequent  parabola  will  be  the  same  as  tbe  first. 

PROBLEMS. 

S7.   Vtv^omk  by  0.  W.  AITHOVT,  M.  8e.,  Profttior  of  MtthOTntttoi  ud  Aitfoaimy,  Itw  WtaiiMr  (W- 
lagt,  Wtw  WiadMT,  lUryluii. 

A  thin  board  of  which  the  elements  are  given  is  balanced  at  the  center  bat  inclined 
at  an  angle.  A  sphere  of  known  dimeneione  is  pot  directly  above  the  point  of  sospeniioa 
and  liberated.  Find  the  motion  of  the  system.  That  is,  find  (a)  the  time  ontil  the  sphere 
leavee  the  board,  (b)  the  nltimate  angular  velocity  of  the  board. 

Proyon*  by  B.  F.  imiL,  A.  M..  Profetior  of  Mttlieaatioi  sad  Fhyiios,  Drvy  OoUice, 
Minoarl. 

A  prolate  spheriod  of  revolution  is  fixed  at  its  focus ;  a  blow  is  given  it  at  the  eztrsB- 
ity  of  tbe  axis  minor  in  a  line  tangent  to  the  direction  perpendicular  to  the  axis  mijor. 

Find  the  axis  about  which  the  body  begins  to  rotate.    [From  Loudon**  Rigid  Dlrnomiet.] 
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DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

OMiaeud  by  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Moatirtj,  Va.   All  ooatriMittoH  ta  this  dtptftOMBt  thmild  bt  sMt  ta  kia. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

S7.   A«poMd  by  A.  R.  BILL.  Boi  IM.  Hillfbofo.  nUMii. 

Find  the  first  four  integral  valnes  of  n  in   5   ^  ■»  a  . 

I.   BohrtioD  by  tha  FB0P08ES,  aad  Prof.  J.  SOHIFfBB,  A.  M.»  HaftntovB,  lUrjlAnd. 

Let  the  heptagonal  numbers — ^— ̂  — L«.a«.yt      Clearing  of  fractions, 

len  multiplying  by  20  and  adding  9  to  both  sides,  (lOn— 3)*  ->40y*  +9=  a  -x*. 
.  n-(x+3)/10   (1).    Leta;«-40y«-9bewritten3«a;,«— 40.3«yi«-8«. 
ividing  by  3'  and  solving  X|*— 40yi*»l,  the  convergent  of  |/40  is  19/8. 
.  X|  =  19 ;  by  the  general  formula  x»4.i»2X|  xx»— x»-i,  we  have  x,*l,  19,  721, 
7379,  1039681,  39,  480,  499,  etc.  As  x«3x,  and  as  integral  values  for  n  can 
aly  be  obtained  by  the  numbers  ending  in  9,  then  in  (1)  n»l,  6,  8214, 
nd  11844150. 

n.   SotetiM  by  JO8IAH  R.  DEUMMOID.  LL.  D..  PbrtUad.  lUlar 

The  expression  readily  reduces  to  lOn*— 6n»  a   (1).      It  is  readily 
een  that  n—1  satisfies  this  equation.  Taken—m+l|  substitute  it  in  (1),  reduce 

nd  we  have  10m*+14m+4»a  *(say)  (pm^2)*,  from  which  we  obtain 
a»(4p+14)/(p**10).  Take  p»4  and  we  have  m«>5,  and  n»6,  the  second 
raiae.  Now  take  n^m+ii^  substitute  in  (1)  and  reduce  as  before  and  we  find, 

a»43,  and  n»49,  the  third  value.  In  (4p4-14)/(p*-10)  Uke  f)-il9/6, 
o'-lOt-l  /36  and  we  have  m— 960,  and  n=961,  the  fourth  value. 

m.   SotetioB  by  M.  A.  OXDBVS,  A.  M.,  War  Dtptrtatnt,  WMhisftM.  D.  0. 

If  we  put  the  expression  equal  x'  and  reduce,  we  readily  obtain 
10ii=3d=^4Ox*  +  9.  Putting  x=l,  2,  9,  40  and  77,  respectively,  I  find  the  first 
four  integral  values  of  n  to  be,  respectively,  ±:1,  6,  -^25,  and  49. 

IS.   PiropoMd  by  H.  C.  WILXSS,  SlnU  Bun,  Wett  Virfinia. 

Let  n  be  any  number  and  let  n'  +  l=x. 
Then  x»  +  (2x— 3)»  H-(nx-3n)«=n>x».     Demonstrate. 

L   SttatiM  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  Se.,  Praftiaor  of  MalbmatiM  in  Itw  Windaor  CoU«c«.  'tw 

The  simplest  way  is  to  substitute  the  value  of  x  and  expand.     An  identity 
the  result. 

n.    SetattM  by  ASTEMAS  MABTH,  LL.  D.,  U.  S.  Com!  tad  OMdttie  Svnwj  OHtoa.  WAahiaftoa,  D.  C. 

Substituting    n«  +  l    for  x,    (n'-f  l)>+(2n»-l)>+(n*-2n)»=(n*+n)«, 
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which,  if  we  put  e  for  n,  is  the  same  as  equation  (12)  on  page  165  of  Vol.  II.»  No. 
9  of  the  Maihematiedl  Magazine,  and  is  an  identity  aa  will  be  fonnd  by  perfonn- 
ing  the  indicated  operations  and  adding. 

m.   Solvtioa  by  BIU.  F.  TAIRT,  A.  M..  ProfSMor  of  MathanttiM  ia  lIovBt  UbIm  OoUtgt,  AIHum. 
OUo. 

Suppose  the  statement  true  :    «•  -|-(2a:— 3)'  +(n«— 3n)*=n*«*. 

Then,  «»+8««-36a;« -h64a;-27+n>a;»-9n»a;« -h27n»a;-27n«=n«««. 

Whence,   (x-l)(a;«-3x+3)-n*(x'-3a;+3)=0.      Whence,  «-l-n«=0. 

Whence,  n^  +  l=tE,  which  is  the  hypothesis.     .*.  The  above  supposition 
is  true. 

nr.   SolvtIoB  by  COORB  D.  SCHMITT,  JL  M.,  Praftiaor  of  Matbtmatiot  in  tba  Unifanitj  of  fmaamm, 
Kaoifilla,  TMummm. 

Performing  the  operations  we  have 

a;»  +  8«« -36a;« +  54:5-27+n«a;» -9n»a;« 4  27n»x-27n>,  or 

9a:»-36a;«+54x-27+n>a;»-9n»a;«  +  27n»(a;-l),  butn»=x-l  ; 

hence  9a;«— 36a;«  +54x-27+n*a;»— 9n>a;«  +27(x— !)•,  which  upon  reduction  gives 

9a;»-9a:«-9n»x«+n»x»,=9a:«-9a:«-9x'(«-l)+n«a;«, 

Alio  aolTed  b7  /.  H.  DBUMMOND,  JT.  A.  QRVBKR,  J,  8CHMFFEE,  and  G.  B.  M.  MEMM. 

Vnfo§9A  by  P.  P.  MATZ,  M.  Se.,  Pb.  D.,  Prdwior  of  Matbwaattoi  and Aitronoay  ia  Irfiaf  OoOagt, 
Maabaaiwbnrg,  Pumayhraiila. 

The  m^  root  of  the  n^  power  of  an  iniegrcU  number  is  a  perfect  p^^  power. 
What  is  the  number  ? 

SotattoH  bj  J.  H.DBinilI0ID,  IL.  D..  Portland,  ]CaiBa;M.  A.  OSUBER,  A.  M..  WaiMnffton,  D.O..aa« 
J.  SCHEPPJUti  A.  M.,  HagantowB,  Maryland. 

Let  a;^'*'**=a^,  then  x=a^,  in  which  a  may  be  any  integral  number  :  for 
the  n^  power  of  a/^  must  also  be  a  p'^  power.  [J.  H.  Drummond.] 

Manifestly  any  whole  number  raised  to  the  mp^  power. 
[J.  SCHKFFBR.] 

Let  x=the  integral  number.  Then  2^*^^==a^.  Raising  to  m^  power  and 
extracting  n^  root,  we  obtain  x==a«»P-^,  or  "i/d*'.  .•.  The  required  integral 
number  is  the  n'*  root  of  the  mp*^  power  of  any  integer,  mp  being  a  multiple  of  n. 

[M.  A.  Orubkb.] 
AlM>  aolred  by  Q,  B.  M,  ZEEE. 

i 



M.   Fill  ml  k7  K.  A.  «DBn.  A.  M.,  Tw  D«wt>MM,  WuUaitoB,  D.  0. 
Find  tha  lint  dx  mU  of  nluM  ia  whieh  tha  aain  of  two  eonaaeativa  inlagnl  aqtiMM 

,nals  a  aqnare. 

M.   fWnaM  by  ■■  r.  TAMHT.  A.  M.,  Prdwtor  at  Martwwttoa  la  M«m  PaltB  Otllin,  Afflmi,  Om. 
If  ̂ j  poaiUve  Integral  noinber  N  ba  divided  bj  another  poilUva  integral  nam  bar  D, 

«vinf  a  remainder  of  1,  then  anj  podtlre  Integral  power  «f  IT,  divided  b^  D,  will  leave  a 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

gwfcWii  hj  B.  r.  mziL,  SrriMlWd,  K>.   M  •oBbttattpaa  to  tUi  ttyaitwit  ikoaU  b*  MM  to  hte. 

SOLITTIOirS  07  PK0BLEM8. 

n.  tni—i  tj  *.  F.  nanL,  a.  X.,  FlolMur  ot  IfattMaUM.  Oimry  OdUp,  BftlMfldl,  W   I 
What  la  the  average  area  of  all  trlanglea  having  a  given  baae,  b,  and  a  given  vertieal 

agla,  .T 

Mmttoa  kr  tka  nOFOSIE. 

Let  ABC  be  a  triangle  whose  base  AC^b  and  vertical  aogle  ABC^a, 
r«t5C^^,  ̂ BAC=9,uiA  A  average  area  reqaired. 

'IWD  t=— — iinft  and  BD=x  Bin.^lBCA Bin  a 

=-: — Binff  »in(P+  a). 

.-.  Area  of  the  triangle  ̂ a-i — 9iu8  nniO+a). 

The  limits  of  0  are  0  and  x—a. 

"=   pr;^   =2(.-.).i../!  i>'»"»(»+»)'« 

-5;   r-^   rc-jBinflooaff+JffCcoBa+Jain'fBinttn'"" i\ii — (r)ain<r  L  Jo 
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Corollary.      Let  a=i  v ;  then  ̂ =-0 — >  ̂^  same  ae  problem  26. 

INoTB.^Bj  mtfke  In  BomlMriiiff  tiM  probtoms  In  thta  departBant,  munlMr  M  was  oaitted.  Ite 
•bore  proMMB  And  Mdvtioii  ar«  tauMited  that  problcims  be  noinbttred  eo— enttrely.    BDitom.] 

M.   PiropoMd  by  JOHI  DOLMAI.  Jr..  PUkddphte,  PimiiylfMlA. 

Neglecting  pertnrbatioiis,  what  is  the  average  distance  of  the  earth  from  the  eon  ? 

SobitloB  by  WILUAM  HOOTIR.  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  ProfSMor  of  Matbwtttitt  ud  AMUm&mj,  OUo  Uwinni- 
tj,  AthmiB,  Obio. 

The    focQB    being   the    pole,    the    polar    equation    to    the    ellipse   it 

l-ecoaW   
^' 

I.    The  radii  vectores  being  drawn  at  equal  angular  intervals, 

f-^      r.T^ 
ecoB6^ m'   -.a(l-r«J«)   -.a|.'l-d«  =6. 

fde  f  de 

II.     If  X  be  the  abscissa  of  any  point  on  the  curve,  the  focal  distance  is 

r«a— «r   (2), 

(a— ea5)<|« 

—a 

and  m"—   =a, 

dx 

—a 

the  points  on  the  curve  being  so  taken  that  their  abscissas  increase  uniformly.. 

III.     If  the  number  of  radii  vectores  depends  upon  the  length  of  the 
curve. 

711      = 

/d
. 

ds  being  an  element  of  the  curve. 

Alio  Mdred  M  I.  abore  by  Prtufi.  F,  P.  MATZ,  and  0.  W.  ANTHONY,  and  aa  lU.  by  Fr^.  e.  M. 
jr.  JJEJIJt. 

PROBLEMS. 

87.   FropoMd  by  HURT  HIATOI.  M.  Se.,  AUaatio.  Iowa. 

Required  the  average  area  of  all  triangles  two  of  whose  sides  are  a  and  b. 



»«■   fnvMalkrB.  r.  mOL^II..  FnlMMi'atllatkMUlMulFkrdM.OiwrOdUp.^ilngWd, 

Two  ■rrom  BmatlckiiiB  in  A  elrcalar  Urfet :  ahow  that  tbechaDcethftttbelrdUUnee 
■  Ci««l«r  than  tbermdiDiof  the  tergst  [iitv/tr.     [From  Todhmltr'i  Integral  CalaAu,  p>gs 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

CmImM  fer  J-  h  oouw,  Mwnmr.  Vk.  j 

SOLVnOHS  OF  PAOBLEMS. 

U.   Hiiml  kr  hd.  AUXAXBU  XOSB,  0.  I..  B«baitopol,  (Mltanta. 

From  A  iMint  P  wittaoQt  A  iqokre  Qeld  ABC,lhBiUU$,ace»PA,  PB.taiPCmfMVinA 
>  the  coriMn  ara,  retpecttTslr,  7D,  40,  and  60  chains.    What  is  the  area  of  the  Beld  T 

L    MMlM  hjA.S.  BILL,  HUUmts,  lUlaol*,  aul  A.  H.  HOLMXB.  Braaivia,  IUm. 

Let  a>b>c  equal  the  dietancee  70,  60,  and  40,  and  let  x=a  Bide  of  the 

■qnare  field.     Then  cobj4=   ^   ,  and  this  multiplied 

2x  2x         ' 

ien.alw,  SE=^*~'^~'
'* . 

■   (a'-c'-0'+  Cf-c'-x')' 

AreaofBqnare=a!*=ira*+b»±|/  4c'(<<»+b»— *;*>-(«»-6')»  "1  - . .  .(3). 
Then  area  required =(8500 :t 65 1 6.901)-!- 2 =750. 84)  or  99.156  acres. 

The  second  is  the  value  required ;  the  other  is  for  point  within  the  field. 

n.    Soiatin  br  S.  B.  X.  ZEBB.  A.  IL,  Fb.  D.,  fnlnMT  d  IbthiMtUi  ud  ApplM  SiiwaM.  luutua 
lifa.  Tnuftaaa,  ArtUM*-TMw, 

Let  ABCD  be  the  square,  0X=70=o,  OB=40=c,  0(7=60=6,  0  the  orl- 

I,  (t, y)oo-ordinatesof./4,(u,  ti)oo-ordinatesofC,  ^ABE=9,^EBC!=-^—S. 

.-.  ix~cy  +y*!=lM-ey  +v* ,  at*+v»=a»,  u'+ti«=6«   (1,  2,  3). 
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tan#— ^,  cots— ^.  .■.-^-~'-^^^.    .-.yt—C^-cKu-c)   (4.) 

(2)  and  (3)  in  (1)  and  (4>  gives,  2e(«-«)-a*-I.*,   (6), 

(a»-r«)(h»-u»)-t*-e)'Cu-<)»   (6).    (5)  in  (6)  givM 

{4a«c«-{a«-6*)»-4cu(a«-fc*)-4c'«'}(fr'-u»)-(a»-6»+?i«— 2c')  («-«)•■ 

.-.  (74176-520tt-16u»X3600-«»)-(4tt-9S)*(tt-40)». 

.-.  82u»-2MOu»+826«+8157376-0.     Letu-iJ-W- 

Tbia  equation  has  three  roots.  , 

.■.1,-28.02208,1, 1-86.23197, 1,-68.43863. 

.-.  u, -62.60641, u,-66.81680,  u,-— 28.86630. 

.-.  Xi-69.36641,  Xt-82.&6580,  X|--12.10630. 

.-.  y,-9.47772,  y,«i68.94635. 

The  first  values  satisfy  the  problem  in  ques- 
tion ;  the  second  must  be  rejected  as  not  admissi- 

ble ;  while  the  third  values  satisfy  the  problem  for  the  point  within  the  field. 

.'.  area  ABCD~{x^)'  -<-y' -961.6672  square  chains-96. 16672  acres. 
When  the  point  is  within  field,  area>>(T — i;)*-F]/'— 7468.424  sqaaie 

chains— 746.8424  acres. 

AlM>  M>l*e>l  bj  O.   W.  A.VTMOHr. 

H.   ft'limibjTHOB.  n.UTLOK.C.X.,  IL0.,I>«p«rtmMtalXnflBtnlM.nBlnnlt7  0lTnm&,aaMlB, 

Qtvu  a  variable  p>ralleloKrom  ABCP,  where  P  remaina  fixed.  A  moTes  on  an  li^ 
rsfttlar  plane  cnive  (closed)  and  C  idotm  on  aootber  irregalar  plaoe  carve  {cloaed}  whoea 
plane  is  parallel  to  tbe  plane  of  (ij)  curve.  The  generatnrPC  moves  completalraroand  and 
returns  to  Its  initial  position,  AA  always  moving  parallel  to  PC,  and,  of  course,  retams  la 
its  Initial  poillion.  If  distance  between  planes  {A)  and  (C7)=A,  show  by  elementarj  matbs- 
niaDcs  and  wittaont  naing  theorem  of  Koppe  thst  volaine  of  solid  generated  by. variable 

parallelogram  ABCP=ih  (area  generated  by  ..iP+area  generated  by  BC). 

U.   hvpond  kr  P.  ■.  FUUT,  Una  BoaM,  8L  LodIi,  Hlnoari. 

Suppose  two  cyllBdri(«l  Iron  shafts,  each  B  Inches  In  diameter  and  reapecttvely,  M 
snd  40  feet  in  heluhl,  are  both  standing  perpendienlar  at  the  sea  level.    They  start  to  fall 
in  still  air,  bow  long  will  It  reqnire  each  one  to  fall  to  a  horisontal  podtion  T 



iO.   PlrvpoMd  hf  WnUAH  SIMMOnNI.  A.  M..  ProfsMor  of  Matlwtttitt  ud  Iftrraeaiy.  PiMUto  Ool- Itft,  StBiA  Bom,  OyUonia. 
A  atimiglil  inflexible  b«r  of  aniform  weight  and  thickness,  length  m  is  suspended  at 

the  two  ends  by  a  string  withoat  weight,  length  l>m  passing  freely  over  a  peg  driven  in  a 
perpendienlar  wall.    Describe  and  analyse  the  curve  traced  on  the  wall  by  the  ends  of  the 
banging  bar. 

NoTB. — Problem  No.  43,  Calcnlus,  should  read  as  suggested  by  Dr.  B.  A. 
Bowser  on  page  60  of  February  number.  Prof.  Black  had  noted  the  correct  form 
in  his  copy  of  Williamson,  and  so  sent  it  to  the  Monthly,  but  an  error  was  made 

in  printing  the  expression.  A  letter  from  Dr.  Williamson,  Trinity  College,  Dub- 
Bn^  Irdand,  acknowledges  the  error  in  his  work,  and  says  it  will  be  corrected  in 
thiftitlioiiming  new  edition  of  his  book. 

-    Wamtbd. — Some  one  to  give  a  list,  partial  or  complete,  of  the  curves  of 

IkifAutti  degree  that  have  received  particular  names,  such  as  the  ̂ 'Lemniscate," 

"'"    "  HM,"  "DevU's  Walking  Stick,"  "Conchoid,''  etc. Cooper  D.  Sohmitt. 

BOOKS. 

Warren  Collntm^$  First  Ltiwas  :  Intellectual  Arithmetic  upon  the  Induc- 
tive Method  of  Instruction  (1891). 

JET.  N.  Wheder^s  Second  Lessons  (1893).  Boston,  Nejir  York,  and  Chicago : 
Houghton,  Mifflin  and  Company. 

First  Lessons,  which  has  been  famons  for  three-fonrths  of  a  century,  contains, 
besldea  the  foor  fundamental  operations,  little  bnt  fractions  and  denominate  numbers.    It 
has  BO  roles  and  but  little  written  work.     It  follows  the  inductive  method— the  method  of" 

"Praetlce  before  Theory"— which  is  based  on  the  soundest  psychological  principles.     This 
book  nbonld  be  in  the  hands  of  every  teacher,  whether  used  as  a  class  book  or  not. 

Wheeler's  Second  Lessons  is  intended  as  a  continuation  of  Colbum's  First' Lessons, and  ia  well  adapted  for  that  purpose.  J.  M.  G. 

hogariihmie  Tables.  By  Professor  George  William  Jones,  of  Cornell  Uni- 
▼ersity.  Sixth  Edition.  Royal  8 vo.  Cloth.  160  pages.  Price,  $1.00.  Pub- 

lished by  the  author. 
These  are  the  best  tables  that  we  have  yet  seen.  Eighteen  tables  (four-place,  six* 

pkwey  ten-place)  with  full  explanation  for  their  use,  for  use  in  the  class-room,  labotatory, 
d  the  office.  The  tables  of  Mathematical  Constants,  Chemistry,  Engineering,  and  Phya- 
deserve  apeeial  mention.  Also  Table  IX  which  gives  the  prime  factors  of  composite 

nambers  less  than  20000,  and  Tables  X  and  XI  which  give  the  squares  and  cubes  of  all 
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three  figure  nambers  in  fall.    If  yoo  want  a  complete  and  Taloable  set  of  tables  boy  a  eopj 
of  Prof.  Jones,  and  yon  will  need  none  other.  B.  F.  F. 

Mathematical  Papers  Read  at  the  International  Mathematical  CongreM 
held  in  Connection  with  the  Colombian  Exposition,  Chicago,  1898.  Edited  bj 
the  Committee  of  the  Congress,  E.  Hastings  Moore.  Oskar  Bolsa,  Heinricb 
Maschke,  Henry  S.  White.  Large  8yo.  Cloth,  412  pages.  Price,  $4.00,  New 
York :     Macmillan  &  Co. 

This  important  collection  of  important  mathematical  papers  is  giyen  to  the  mathe- 
maticians of  all  time  at  no  small  amount  of  labor  at  the  hands  of  the  editors. 

It  is  especially  fitting  that  these  papers,  many  of  which  indicate  the  high- water  maric 
of  the  development  of  mathematics  at  the  present  time,  should  be  collected  and  bound  for 
the  kMnefit  of  the  mathematicians  of  the  centuries  yet  to  be. 

Neither  the  management  of  the  Bzpoaltion  nor  the  goTemment  of  the  United  Statoa  bed  made  any 
proTlaiona  for  the  pabUcatioa  of  the  prooeedlngs  of  any  of  the  Chicago  Oongraaaea.  No  imbilsher  wia 
found  willing  to  iaane  the  papers  at  his  own  risk. 

At  last  a  8:narantee  fond  of  one  thousand  dollars  in  all  was  subscribed,  six  hundred  dollars  by  ths 
American  Mathematical  Society,  and  four  hundred  dollars  bj  members  of  the  Soctetj  and  olher  mathS; 
matlcians.  On  the  t>asis  of  this  giuaranty  fund  the  publication  of  the  Tolume  of  the  papers  was  mads 
possible,  the  American  Mathematical  Society  assuming  the  financial,  and  the  Chicago Oomeitttee  the  ed- 

itorial responsibility.    Fr^fdee. »»    W  »    m  • 

NOTES. 
Dr.  William  B.  Smith,  of  the  Tulane  University  of  Louisiana,  basin  press 

the  first  volume  of  his  Infinitisiroal  Analysis. 

The  Jane  number  of  the  Monthly  will  be  mailed  about  the  16th  of  the 

month.     In  this  issue  will  appear  the  biography  of  Mr.  W.  J.  C.  Miller. 

Dr.  George  Bruce  Halsted,  of  the  University  of  Texas,  and  Dr.  David  E. 
Smith,  of  the  Michigan  State  Normal  School,  will  spend  the  summer  in  Europe. 
Dr.  Halsted  will  visit  Paris,  Genoa,  Buda  Pest,  Moskow,  Kasan,  etc. 

Errata.     In  Prof.  G.  B.  M.  Zerr's  paper,  'The  Centroid  of  Areas  and 
Volumes,''   in  value  of  F,   bottom  of  page  73,   in  numerator  read   i(2p-|-l) 

for  *4)2;*-|-l),'*  and  in  denominator  read  -|-(2n  +  l)  for  **-g-  (2n  -  1)"  and 

-|-(2m  + 1)  for  **-|-(2m+ 1).  Page  76,  line  8  read  (-^)  for  *•— ."  Page  102,  last 

line,  read  .aMog(5!±^t^^2^^ 

Page  103,  first  line,  last  expression  in  numerator  read  |'2a'^-f-44*  for 
**v'2o*/i-f  4/i'*'  and  in  second  line  read  rfx  for  **6x." 





'.  J.  C.  MiLLER. 
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BIOGBAPHT. 

MR.  W.  J.  C.  MILLER. 

BY  B.  F.  FINKEL. 

^^HE  native  place  of  Mr.  Miller  is  in  one  of  the  most  beautiful  parts  of  the 
^n  South  coast  of  England.  Of  this  district  he  has  given  a  sketch  in  an  ar- 

ticle (in  Nature-Notes  for  August,  1894)  entitled  a  '^Devonian  Headland/' 
which  he  describes  as  lying  deep  within  the  great  West  Bay  of  Dorset  and 

^evoD,  and  to  which  sea-birds  have  always  flocked  as  to  a  chosen  retreat.  The 
pUnd  chalk  downs  end  in  lofty  clifis  that  run  sheer  to  the  water's  edge :  and 
loee  by,  both  east  and  west,  clear  brooks,  which  spring  from  the  underlying 
Teen-sand,  have  worn  out  charming  little  valleys  that  bear  the  Celtic  name  of 
ombes.  The  headland  itself  bears  a  Norse  name,  derived  from  a  village  that 
ies  in  the  eastern  valley, — ^it  was  a  little  way  off  on  the  shores  of  the  same  great 
Mty,  that  the  Norsemen  had  their  first  historic  conflict  with  the  English — but  the 
tillage  itself  might  well  bear  a  similar  place-name  with  its  western  neighbor, 
ftnd  be  called  more  appropriately,  Chalcombe. 

The  district  was  a  perfect  paradise  of  birds,  with  which  he  became  perfect- 
ly familiar  as  a  boy,  and  on  which,  in  later  life,  he  loved  to  write  articles  describ- 
ing their  various  habits.  The  mobbing,  by  a  mingled  flock  of  rooks  and  jack- 

daws, of  a  pair  of  ancient  ravens  that  had  built  for  ages  in  a  neighboring  cliff, 
till,  at  last,  the  powerful  ravens,  worn  out  by  numbers,  would  find  shelter  from 
their  tormentors  in  some  wood,  or  cleft,  or  cave  :  the  motions  and  chirpings  of 
the  stone-chats  and  the  win-chats  in  the  furze-bushes :  the  swift  and  dazsling 
fligbt  of  the  king-fisher :  the  finding  of  the  habitat  of  the  dipper  or  water-ousel — 
--a  soDg-blrd  that  dives,  and  wades,  and  swims — ^watching  its  motions  under 
water,  and  finding  its  nest  year  after  year  in  the  same  stream  :  and  the  delight- 
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ful  turr>tnrr  of  the  tnrUe-doves  in  the  woods,  reminding  him  that,  for  six 

months,  he  might  say,  with  Virgil's  MelibsBas, 
**Neo  gemero  aerU  oeMabit  tortiir  ab  nlmo": 

these  and  many  such  sights  and  sounds  he  was  ever  delighted  to  recall  tnd 
record. 

In  such  pleasant  regions  as  these,  Mr.  Miller  was  •  bom,  on  August 
31,  1832 ;  here  he  roamed  as  a  boy,  always  fond  of  books ;  and  amid  these  soeoei 
he  acquired  that  love  of  Nature,  and  especially  of  bird-life,  that  never  afterwaidi 
deserted  him.  From  the  village-school  he  Went  to  the  Independent  College  of 
Taunton  in  Somerset,  where  he  had  for  a  time,  the  teaching  of  a  distinguished 
Mathematician ;  and  from  there  he  matriculated  with  mathematical  honors  tt 
the  University  of  London.  Then  came  the  great  disappointment  of  his  life.  He 
was  desirous  to  enter  the  great  mathematical  University  of  Cambridge ;  but  his  y 
parents  belonged  to  the  sect  that  had  trampled  down  King,  Church,  and  Aristoc- 

racy, one  after  the  other ;  that  had  formed  an  army  that  had  never  met,  either  in 
the  British  Islands  or  on  the  Continent,  an  enemy  that  could  stand  its  onset ;  and 
had  sent  across  the  Atlantic  a  band  which,  fleeing  from  persecution,  had  founded 
the  third  home  of  the  great  English  race.  Thus  they  could  not  endure  that 
a  son  of  theirs  should  submit  to  the  tests  then  imposed  in  the  University ;  so  be 
had  to  give  it  up.  Years  afterward,  he  learned  from  eminent  mathematiciaiis, 

that  the  best  of  all  science  was  learned  by  one's  own  self,  and  never  derived  from 
any  Professors  at  College  or  University.  But  he  would  then  have  gladly  submit- 

ted to  any  test,  if  he  had  been  allowed. 
So  he  turned  to  study  and  instruction  in  mathematics  ;  and  after  teaching 

at  various  Institutions,  became  finally  Professor  at  Huddersfield  College  in  Yorl[- 
shire,  where  he  remained  many  years,  till  he  took  the  post  that  he  now  holdi. 
There  it  was  that  he  devised,  and,  after  many  trials,  got  a  Publisher  to  under-  j^ 
take,  the  series  of  Volumes  that  he  has  edited  ever  since,  and  of  which  he  is  now 
engaged  upon  the  sixty-fifth  Volume.  It  was  in  1861  that  he  conceived  the 
idea  of  devising  some  plan  whereby  the  contributions  to  the  mathematicil 

columns  of  ths  Educational  Timea^  which  had  been  for  some  years  under  his  Bd* 
itorship,  might  be  presented,  apart  from  other  matter,  in  a  more  convenient  form 
than  could  be  furnished  by  the  pages  of  the  Journal ;  and,  after  ascertaining  the 
views  of  his  contributors,  and  obtaining  promises  of  support,  the  mathematicel 
solutions  that  appeared  in  each  number  were,  from  Midsummer,  18d8,  printed 
off,  in  the  narrow  columns  then  in  use,  from  the  journalistic  types  ;  and  at  the 
end  of  a  year  the  collection  was,  in  July,  1864,  issued  as  the  first  of  the  seriee. 
By  and  by  the  narrow  columns  were  altered  to  wider  columns ;  and  then  the  con- 

tributors were  not  content  to  wait  a  year  for  their  articles :  thus,  ultimately,  the 
issues  took  place  at  half-yearly  intervals. 

The  series  that  took  its  rise  from  such  small  beginnings  has  gone  on  con- 
tinuously from  that  time  to  this  ;  and  is  going  on  still.  After  26  years  it  wtf 

necessary  to  issue  a  second  edition  of  the  first  volume  ;  and  this  was  brought  ont 
with  improvements,  uniform  with  the  other  Volumes,  in  the  wider  columns,  in 



1886.     In  these  Volumee  there  have  appeared,  firom  time  to  time,  articles  in  al- 
most all  branches  of  Mathematics,  and  the  leading  Mathematicians  of  all  coun- 
tries have  oontinnonsly  helped  the  work  forward.    One  valued  contributor, 

among  early  ones,  was  Dr.  Hirst,  F.  R.  S.,  who  developed,  in  varions  articles, 
those  elegant  branches  of  Geometry  in  which  all  took  a  deep  interest ;  and  who, 
at  last,  collected  and  published  his  contributions  in  a  separate  Volume.    Other 
important  contributors  to  the  early  Volumes  were  Professor  Cayley,  to  whom 
many  articles  were  due  ;  and  the  too-early  lost  Professor  Clifford,  who,  being  a 
fellow  Devonian  with  the  Editor,  began  to  write  when  he  was  flying  kites,  and 
continued  to  furnish  articles  that  increased  in  number  and  value  through  many 
volumes,  accompanied  by  letters  to  the  Editor  that  contained  comments  and 
developed  views  that  were  often  more  interesting  than  the  articles  themselves. 
The  comparatively  new  theory  of  Local  Probability  was  largely  developed  in  the 
early  Volumes  by  such  writers  as  Woolhouse,  Clarke,  Crofton,  Stephen  Watson, 
our  countryman,  the  late  Professor  E.  B.  Seits  who  was  a  great  master  of  difficult 
Probability  Problems,  and  others.      These  contributors  have  all  passed  into  the 
silent  land.     From  a  contributor  who,  it  is  to  be  feared,  is  gettiitg  near  it.  Pro- 

feasor  Sylvester,  articles  followed  in  such  quick 'succession  that,  from  the  very 
eirliest  times,  there  were  but  three  or  four  numbers  of  the  Journal,  apd  those 
through  the  merest  inadvertence,  that  did  not  contain,  till  the  very  last,  at  least 
one  of  his  articles. 

In  1876,  Mr.  Miller  obtained  the  highly  responsible  post  of  Executive  Of- 
ficer (Registrar  and  Secretary)  of  the  General  Medical  Council,  an  office  in  which 

he  has  remained  ever  since,  continuing  to  edit,  at  his  leisure,  the  mathematical 
periodical  that  has  nofir  attained  to  its  65th  Volume.  Among  Editors  of  Mathe- 

'  iDStics  this  is  deemed  to  establish  for  Mr.  Miller  what  is  termed  **a  Record":  see- 
]  iog  that  no  other  Mathematical  Editor  has  ever,  it  is  believed,  gone  on  so  long, 

with  such  laborious  work  as  this.  Always  interested  in  Literature,  no  less  than 
in  Science,  he  edited  for  his  Students  at  Huddersfield  College  a  Magazine 
in  which  there  came  forward  young  contributors  who  afterward  attained  to  emi- 

nence, whereof  one  has  recently  written  an  able  book  on  the  geography  and  re- 
Boarces  of  Africa. 

During  this  time,   he  has  been  living  in  the  finest  of  all  the  suburbs 
s|    of  London,  in  that  Richmond  whose  name  has  been  transferred  to  many  other 

places,  notably  to  that  city  which  figured  so  largely  in  the  Civil  War.     Under  the 
title  of  ''a  Bird-loved  Suburb  of  London"  he  has  written  an  article  to  set  forth  its 

i:    Bird-life,  and  its  many  beauties. 
t  Here  he  founded  in  1887,  a  Literary  Society  of  which  he  is  still  President, 
oj    tnd  before  which,   on  March  20th,   one    of   his    Mathematical    contributors, 

Mr.  George  Heppel,  m.  a.,  lectured  on  the  ''Origins  of  European  Poetry."     In 
^    the  course  of  his  introductory  remarks  that  evening,  the  chairman,  Mr.  Miller, 

k;    B&id,  '*We  are  this  evening  entering  upon  a  new  departure.     Hitherto,  the  lec- 
turers have  been  members  of  our  own  society,  but,  in  bringing  in  now  for  the 

firet  time  a  lecturer  from  outside,  we  are  adopting  a  course  that  might  hereafter 

■
I
 

/ 
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be  worked  ont  with  advantage  by  our  able  and  energetic  secretary.  Mr.  Heppel 
is  a  mathematician,  and  such  men  have  long  been  found  pecnliariy  sensitive  to 
the  influence  of  the  sister-arts  of  music  and  poetry.  The  very  greatest  of  all  liv- 

ing mathematicians  [Professor  Sylvester]  called  the  attention  of  the  Royal  8ooie> 
ty,  twenty-five  years  ago,  to  the  cointidence  or  parallelism,  which  observtiion 
has  long  made  familiar,  between  the  mathematical  and  the  musical  ethos  :  music 
being  the  mathematics  of  the  sense,  mathematics  the  music  of  reason ;  the  soul 
of  each  the  same.  Music  the  dream,  mathematics  the  working  life  ;  each  to  re- 

ceive its  consummation  from  the  other  when  the  human  intelligence,  elevated  to 

its  perfect  type,  shall  shine  forth  glorified  in  some  future  Beethoven-Qaoss." 
Other  doings  of  Mr.  Miller's  during  his  life  in  Richmond,  and  his  oflidal 

duties  at  the  General  Medical  Council,  are  set  forth  in  the  following  artide 
firom  the  Richrnond  and  Twickenham  Timea  for  August  17,  1889  : — 

*  *11ioae  who  attended  the  meetiiigs  of  the  Klchmond  Atheiusom,  end  the  far lersernmnber whonei 
the  reports  of  the  proceedings  of  that  body,  are  familiar  with  the  pleasant,  graoefolly  wordad,  and  oflia 
emdlte  little  q»eeohes  of  Mr.  W.  J.  O.  Miller,  a  member  of  the  oooncll  who  has  alwjijs  been.  In  a  doiM* 
sense,  a  right-hand  man  to  the  chainnan,  sitttng  apon  his  right  on  the  platform,  and  alwajrs  readj,  ham* 
erer  abtmse  the  sobjeot,  to  sare  a  debate  from  flagging  hj  filling  ap  the  regnlatlon  ten  mlnmles  wtthie- 
marics  which  are  always  appropriate,  often  profound,  inrarlably  coached  in  the  haiiptoak 
and  aboonding  in  qaotatlons  from  the  poets,  displaying  a  memory  which  Is  the  sidmlratJon  of  all. 
paratlTely  few,  howerer,  in  Blohmond  know  of  the  laborioos  and  dlfllcnlt  daties  in  the  wotl^  of 
matlcs  to  which  Mr.  Miller  has  deroted  himself  for  more  than  thirty  years,  as  editor  of  tlio 
Timet  t  or  of  the  position  which  he  has  filled  for  thirteen  years  as  the  sole  ezecntlTe  olBoer  (i 
secretary  by  name)  in  the  management  of  the  bosiness  of  the  (General  Medical  Oooncll. 

With  regard  to  Mr.  Miller's  editorial  daties,  many  eminent  mathematicians  hare  glrea 
testimony  to  their  ralne.  Ilias  Professor  Sylyester— the  first  of  living  mathematicians  speaks  of  hhn ai 
^^kn  excellent  mathematician ,  extensively  and  critically  versed  in  all  parts  of  the  science,  a  good  wHtti 
and  lectarer  on  varioas  sabjects  of  natoral  science  and  other  parts  of  hanum  knowledge  lying  ovlrfdeliii 
own  more  special  porsaits,  and  a  most  able  and  painstaking  editor.  .  .  .  His  sdentlflo  attalamMli 
are  of  a  high  order;  he  is  deeply  skilled  in  nearly  all  the  departments  of  the  highest  mathematles,  and  ii 
a  novice  in  none.  His  laboar  as  mathematical  editor  of  the  Bdvcational  lYmet,  in  which  hie  own  orlgliil 
papers  sre  fit  company  for  those  of  oar  foremost  analysts,  is  proof  of  that.  It  woald  be  a  n&lstake  to  flip* 
pose  him  a  mere  schoolmaster  or  a  mere  mathematioian.  He  is  a  soand  classical  scholar,  and  an  endlM 
man  of  letters. ' '  Hie  late  lamented  Professor  OlifTord  considered  that  the  mathematical  portion  of  fin 
RdutatUmal  Timet  **has  done  more  to  saggest  and  encoarage  original  research  than  any  other  anfoyiM 
periodical. >  >  Bqoally  gratifying  words  sre  ased  by  Sir  Bobert  Ball,  Professor  Tait,  Dr.  Hirst,  Bev.  Dr. 
Booth,  Professor  Crofton,  Colonel  Clarke,  Dr.  S.  T.  Hall,  Professor  Townsend,  Professor  Tcofi 
Dr.  Todhnnter,  Bev,  George  Salmon,  Professor  Oayley,  Professor Bverett,  and  otheta  whoee  i 
have  raised  them  to  the  highest  eminence.  It  has  often  been  said  that  by  Mr.  Miller *a 
work,  the  coltore  and  study  of  the  science  hsve  been  more  advanced  than  by  any  two  or  three 
pot  together,  in  any  or  all  parts  of  the  world.  When  he  commenced  this  important  work  he  M 
bat  what  was  then  an  utterly  obscure  and  almost  unknown  journal  to  use  as  his  means  of  IntefOOBaml- 
cation  and  publication.  Now  he  has  nearly  five  hundred  vigorous  co&trlbutors,  from  all  parli  of 
the  globe.  Many  are  educated  .Hindoos  (professors  and  others);  many  are  Americans  or  AnatraUiat; 
still  more  sre  Germans,  Frenchmen,  Bussians,  or  Italians;  some  sre  Spaniards;  and  some  write  fkoBttt 
South  American  Bepublics. 

Hie  multifarious  work  of  the  General  Medical  Oouncil  has  more  than  quadrupled  ainoe  Mr.  WBm 
took  it  in  charge  thirteen  years  ago.    Bstablistied  to  carry  out  the  voluminous  Medical  Aots  (vihkfc 
cover  fifty-nine  pages  of  the  iledkal  Begitter),  the  Oouncil  had  to  take  charge,  in  1078,  of  all  the  dsattrti 
in  the  empire,  and  since  then  of  various  other  matters,  including,  quite  recently,  the  registratloB  of  am- 
itary  officers.    Many  testimonies  to  the  appreciation  of  Mr.  Miller's  services  have  been  given  If 
the  Council,  and  by  the  medical  newspapers.    Thus  the  Medical  Pretty  in  a  recent  article  on  tlio  GeMfil 

Medical  Oouncil,  says  that— **Bvery  session  marks  a  distinct  Improvement  in  the  bwstnnas  mUHii 
of  the  Oouncil,  and  In  the  amount  of  work  accomplished,  results  which  may  fairly  be  attrilmted  In  M 
small  degree  to  a  more  vigorous  presidential  contsol,  and  to  the  efficiency  of  the  business  siranteaminti. 
which  depend  so  much  for  their  success  on  the  services  of  a  competent  and  attentive  registrar.**   Iks 
BrttUh  Uedteal  Journal  ̂   in  reviewing  the  Minutee  <tf  the  Oeneral  iiedieal  Cbwicil,  says— **T1ie  Votaoas 
has  been  edited  by  Mr.  W.  J.  C.  Miller,  s.  a.  ,  the  Beglstrar  of  the  General  Council,  with  the  care  whieh 
he  has  accustomed  us  to  expect  from  him. '  *    The  Report  qf  the  StatUUeal  Oommiitee  qf  the  GtmenU  JMtaai 
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te  aaotlif  work  of  which  Kr.  Miller  has  charge,  aad  la  notlclBg  thla  the  Medkat  Pre—  aasrs— *  *  We 
I  that  Ita  eompllatioo  la  chiefly  due  to  the  energy  and  noted  mathematical  akIU  of  Mr.  Miller,  the 

of  the  OooDoU,  and  If  we  are  correct  in  thla  awwmptlon  we  can  only  remark  that  both  the  pro- 
aad  the  Medical  Oooncll  owe  that  gentleman  much  thanks  for  work  which,  though  no  doubt  a  la- 

ir of  lore,  mnst  InTOlre  great  derotlon  of  time  and  mental  capacity.*'  Another  work  of  the  atmoat 
pnitniiee  to  the  pobUc,  and  for  the  annoal  pnbllcation  of  which  Mr.  Miller  la  reaponalblc,  la  the  Uedi- 
I  JHpftitr.  which  haa  now  grown  to  a  Tolmne  of  ItlSBlmgea.  In  addition  to  thla  there  la  the  AmMtf't 
iMcr  (SB  pagea),  bealdea  the  Jfeiliflal  Sludente'  RegUUr,  the  latter  alone  requiring  100  pagea.  It  would 
<Hfliwilt  to  ipeak  too  highly  of  the  care  exhibited  in  the  compilation  of  theae  Important  worka.  Befer- 
C  to  the  lasnea  for  the  preaent  year,  the  MedUeal  Prea  aays  *  *11iey  diaplay  all  the  iwogreaaiTe  ImproTe- 
mftwhlehhaabeenmanlfeetedalnceMr.  Miller  took  them  in  hand." 

Being  an  ardent  lorer  of  adence  and  literature,  Mr.  Miller  haa  all  hia  life  atriren  to  aid  others  In 
•rteff  their  dellghta,  hj  lectures,  writings,  and  teaching.  And  all  thla  work,  editorial  and  other,  haa 
Ml  not  only  unraniuneratlTe,  but  carried  on  with  no  little  outlay.  But  the  world*a  best  workers  haTC 
mys  been  the  most  unselflsh.  Mr.  Miller  has  at  leaat  the  gratMcation  of  knowing  that  hIa  fnTonrlte 
renlla  haTC  been*  greatly  adyanced  by  his  efforts,  and  that  he  has  earned  the  gratitude  of  many 
lo  hare  reaped  the  adrantages  of  his  self-denying  work .  * ' 

Mr.  Miller  was  one  of  the  earliest  members  of  the  LoDclon  Mathematical 

iciety ;  bat  as  he  found  that,  with  his  official  duties,  and  his  Editorial  work,  he 
fold  not  spare  time  to  attend  the  Meetings,  he  was  reluctantly  compelled  to  re- 
pi  his  membership.  Since  that  time,  he  has  had  to  devote  the  whole  of  his 
oall  leisure  to  the  duties  of  his  Editorship,  which  goes  on  increasing  every 
onth,  with  new  contributors  from  foreign  countries,  especially  India,  where  an 
ilarged  interest  is  rapidly  growing  in  all  the  articles  that  are  pnblished  in  his 
ramal.  Mr.  Miller  is  a  great  admirer  t>f  America  and  American  wajrs  of  man- 
{ing ;  he  entertains  a  high  opinion  of  our  magazine,  and  says  it  is  one  of  the  best 
lit  comes  to  him.  He  has  a  large  circle  of  friends  and  admirers  in  America, 
lost  of  whom  are  contributors  to  the  Mathematical  Department  in  the  Edwia- 
ioaol  T%me9. 

BE  EZPOVEirTAL  DE VELOFMEVT  FOB  REAL  EXFOVEim. 

Wf  WILUAM  BBUIMIW  SMITH.  Ph.  D.,  (CHMagw)  Proftisor  el  MathMatiM.  TnfauM  Ualrmlty,  Itw 
Orlaaat,  Lauisiaaa. 

The  'Exponental  Series  is  of  such  fundamental  and  far-reaching  import- 
ice,  it  is  so  indi^ensable  to  all  higher  Analysis,  that  it  seems  strange  so  few  if 
17  deductions  of  it  accessible  to  the  English  reader  should  be  carefully  oonduct- 
;  not  even  that  given  by  Chrystal  in  his  superb  Treatue  an  Algebra  can  lay 
kim  to  rigor.  It  may  be  worth  while  then,  under  no  pretense  of  novelty,  to  at- 
npi  to  supply  this  lack  in  some  measure. 

I.     We  consider  the  expansion  given  by  the  Binomial  Theorem  : 

/         «  y  X    .  n(n-l)  x«         n(n-l)(n-2)     x» 
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=i+x+  (i-4)e+^  *"4^^  *-4>  ]i+   
where  x  is  finite  and  positive,  while  n  is  j»orit%ve  and  inU^jmil,  and  we  inq 
whether  this  series  tends  toward  a  definite  form  and  value  as  n  IncreaBes  witi 
limit. 

12                        k 
We  denote  the  differences  1   ,  1   ,   1        by 

d,,   dtt   and  the  products  of  these,  dj,  d|d,,  d|d,c(g,   d 

  d*»   byPi»Pi.P«i   Ptj   

Then  plainly  l>d,>d,>d,>   >d*>   

and  also  l>p,  >Pt>Pt>  •   >P*>   

In  the  expansion  there  are  n+1  terms,  which  we  may  write  (•,<!, 

  trj  ..... .t..     We  consider. the  sum  i^+it  +   +ir  and  denote  it 

8r ;  then  the  sum    of  remaining   n-^r   terms    we    denote    by  '  F^-  so  i 

(l  +^y  ̂Sr+  Vr  where 

Since  n  is  to  be  taken  ̂ reat  at  vnUy  r  may  also  be  taken  great  al  lottt 
yet  always  leas  than  n.     We  now  ask,  what  becomes  of  5,.  as  r  increases  witl 

limit  while  always  r<n^    Since  all  the  p's  are  <1,  it  is  plaiv  that 

However  we  can  make  each  of  the  p's>l— <r,  where  <r  is  «maU  at  tPtU, 
is  enough  to  prove  this  for  the  least  of  the  p's,  p^*     We  have 

p^(i.4_)(i  .4.)   ( i-^Sx  i-!xs.-i. 

Now  (1-— )r-'=i.-(r  if  1-—  =(l-(r);=i,  or  if — =l-(l-(r)f:^,  1 
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n>   J-. 

Now  for  any  finite  value  of  r  however  great,  and  for  any  finite  value  of  c 
iowever  emaU,  this  fraction  on  the  right  will  always  be  finite  and  perfectly  difin- 
Ite,  though  perhaps  very  great ;  hence  it  will  always  be  possible  to  choose  n  equal 
or  even  greater  (in  case  the  fraction  be  not  integral  in  value);  hence  it  will 
always  be  possible  to  make  pr>l'^(f,  no  matter  how  great  r  or  how  small  <r,  by 
merely  choosing  n  great  enough,  and  this  we  can  always  do,  since  n  is  quite  at 
onr  will. 

Hence  S,>(l-(r){(l+«+i^+   +  —  }. 

Hence  {l  +  it+^+   ^.?l}>5^>(l«(r)  {l^x+^+   -f  y-^}. 

Hence 5r  differs  from  {   }  by  less  than  <r{ . . . . }.     Now  this  brace,  {....} 
is  of  course  finite  for  all  finite  values  of  r,  and  it  also  remains  finite  (for  x  finite) 

eveD  for  r  increasing  without  limit.    For  the  ratio  of  two  consecutive  terms  is-r- 

ind  this  ratio  is  not  only  finitely  <1  for  ifc>a;  but  it  becomes  ever  smaller  and 
smiller,  sinking  below  every  assignable  degree  of  parvitude  as  k  increases  with- 
oQt  limit,  X  of  course  being  finite  and  fixed,  however  great.     Hence  <r{ ......}  is 
small  at  will,  since  the  product  of  a  magnitude  small  at  will  multiplied  bjf 
t  finite  number  is  itself  small  at  will.     Hence  the  two  magnitudes  {     }  and 
(l-<r){     }  close  down  upon  each  other  as  r  increases  without  limit,  hence 
they  close  down  upon  Sr  always  between  them,  so  that  we  have 

Lim.fifr-1-f  «+^+  ;   -f  ̂ 
_Lr'     'i_r- 

for  f  and  n  increasing  without  limit,  n>r,    >It  remains  to  examine  F^.     We  may 

write  F^— tr+Kl+dr+i  TlfY'*'^''^'^''^*  (r-f  2)(r-|'3)  "^    ̂* 

Now  tr+t<  I      «  and  this,  we  have  just  seen  is  small  at  will  for  r  great  at 

;   ̂iU,  or  tr^j<:,<T.     Also  the  parenthesis  (     )<[H — to"  +  T~Zo^r'*"   1» /■
 

^d  this  bracket  [   ]  is  finite  for  all  finite  values  of  n  and  r,  and  it  has  1  for 

^^ limit  as  n  and  r  increase  without  limit.      Hence  rr<^»  or  Lim.  Kr— 0,*hence 
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Lim «•  •     «» 

im.  (IH   )"=1  +^+72"*"  TS**"   in  infinitum. 

II.  Thus  fax  n  has  been  integral  at  every  stage  of  value.  What  if  it  be 
fr€Letional  or  irrational  f  The  preceding  proof  does  not  then  apply  but  we  shall 
always  have  n  lying  between  two  consecutive  integers,  or  ii^<n<fi?+l. 

Now  (1 H   )"  <  (iH   )*»+',  a  greater  number  raised  to  a  higher  power ;  or VI  to 

(l-f--)-<(l+— )'(l+~).     Likewi8e(l+-?-)">(l  +  -4T-)»,    a    smaller 

number  to  a  lower  power.    Or(l+--)*'  >  (1  +  — ^)**^'/(lH — tt)- ^  n  '  w+1  '      ̂          w+1  ' 

Now  for  w  and  u^+l  increasing  without  limit  we  have  just  proved  that 

(iH   )*and(H   r-r )**"*■'  *>otb  close  down  upon  one  and  the  same  Limit, 

X*    .   x» 

X  X 

Also  the  multiplier  l-j   and  the  divisor  1-1 — — r-  both  close  down  upon 
*^  w  w+1  "^ 

X  X 

the  same  limit  1 ;  hence  the  product  (1-i   )*.(l-i   )  and  the  quotient 

X  X 

(iH — r<-)*'^'/(l+ — r-r)  ̂ ^^  close  down  upon  the  same  Limit, 
w+1  '      ̂          w+1  ̂   *^  ' 

X*  ..   X* l  +  *+T2+T8+ 

hence  (IH   )"  lying  always  between  this  product  and  this  quotient  itself  doeea 

X  'X^        x^ 

down  upon  the  same  limit;  hence  Lim. (IH   )*"  l+*+T2+y5+   for 

finite  positive  x  and  for  positive  n  increasing  no  matter  how  without  limit. 
X 

III.     For  a;  negative  we  must  consider  (1   )".     This  we  write =£—0, 

a  sum  of  even  powers,  less  a  sum  of  odd  powers,  of  x.  Bach  of  these  we  break 
up  into  two  parts,  8r  and  F^,  and  reiterate  the  foregoing  argument  with  insignifi- 

cant and  self-evident  modifications.     There,  results 
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«  .-      -         .  «■      «• 

Lim.d-— )«-l-x+-^--,^+ 

fbr  finite  podtive  x  and  n  increasing  no  matter  how  without  limit.    Or 

X   ̂ ^         ̂      ,       .  X*         •£* 

Lim.(l+  — )*  =  1  -f  «+ j2"^  "jl"'" 

for  any  finite  real  x  positive  or  negative,  n  increasing  any  way  without  limit. 
ly.    For  n  negative  we  have 

Now  as  n  increases  without  limit,  so  also  does  n— x,  for  x  finite  no  matter 

bow  great ;  hence  (1-i   )*~*  approaches  as  its  limit  the  series 

x«   .  «» 
1 4-«+-r5-l-  -[3+   and  (1   y  approaches  1  as  its  limit  manifestly  ;  hence 

X  .   _       .    .      .  x*    .  X* Lim.(l--)--l+x+^+^+ 

«•    .  x» 

I 

Hence  Lim.(l  H   )*— 1  +«+-r2"*'  TS"^   ^^  ̂ ^  finite  real  values  of  x,  for 

real  n  increaeing  mthoui  limit  no  matter  hoWj  poeitivdy  or  negatively. 

For  x-1  we  obtain  Lim.(l-f -ir-l  +  l  +  ̂ -jg  +  -Jg  +  -~-+  —-+.... 

7  The  number  defined  by  this  series  and  denoted  by  e,  is  one  of  the  three 
irrationals  ()r,  i,  e)  all-important  to  analysis.     That  e  is  irrational  may  be  easily 

seen  thus  :    Consider  the  first  (p+1)  terms  1  + 1  +-7-2+  ~T~3"^   ~i — '  ̂^ 

—   ram  Sp  ia  -j—  where  to  is  some  integer  no  matter  what ;  the  remainder 

r       1.1.      ,.  1  f  1 
+  -nrni+ .     1    f     1  1         ) 

IPjp  +  r  (p+IXp+2)  "^   I Ip+l      lj»+2    IJPIJ>  +  1     (p+l)(p+2) 
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<5^?+T-(^+l)i-+   )<Ii-     Hence^<«<^. 

Now  as  p  increases  without  limit  these  two  fractions  close  down  upon  each* 
other  and  upon  e  always  between  them.     It  is  plain  that  there  is  no  fixed  ftac- 

tion  as  N  /D,  always  between-j—  and  — j — ;  for  however  great  D  might  be,  we 

could  choose  p  so  large,  that  _[p  would  include  all  the  factors  of  D;  henoe 

-=r-«  -r-i  whereas  e>---r.    In  fact  as  the  two  fractions-r-  and  —,   dose  down D       if  IP  1E  [p. 

on  each  other  and  on  their  common  limit  e  they  j*a88  over  (either  the  one  or  the 
other)  every  assignable  fraction  lying  between  them. 

The  importance  of  e  lies  in  the  fact  that  the  series  l-^x-^-r-^-j-    is 

expressible  through  it.     We  have 

(l+-^r  -  {n +-^ -)"/'}'- {d+jj^*/*}'.    Hence 

Lim.d  +-^r«Lim.{(  l  +  -i^)«/'}'«{Lim.(  1+^^)*/*}', 

where  we  indeed  assume  that  the  Limit  of  the  Power  equals  the  Power  of  the 
Limit.     But  this  is  plainly  correct,  at  least  in  the  present  case  ;  for 

n  /x 

Hence  Lim.{(l  + — 7-)*'^*}'*  Lim.(e  +  (r)-^  =  Lim.(e'+(rx<!*-'+   )m^e'  for rl"    ̂ r     X 

all  finite  real  values  of  a;.     Hence 

X  X*  x' 
Lim.(l  +   )'»«^=l-|-x  +      -+  -  1-3+   *w  infinitum. 

Herewith  then  the  exponental  development  is  established  for  all  finite  real 
values  of  the  exponent. 

Tulane  Univernty^  May,  1896, 
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UU.  r.  ZimT.  A.  M.,  MMtt  IMm  Otitan.  AUuM,  Ohfo,  Mi<  JAMH  1.  OAUUBnUO,  I.  ■«.. 
Omi7  IMfMMr.  Mubwc-  PMMfbuift. 

lOoaBn—d  fnm  April  HombM'.  | 

VII.  Ijet  ABC  be  K  A  right  angled  «t  C.     Prodnoe  £0  making  BD=BA. 
I  D^.     From  £,  the  middle  point  of  CD, 
f  a  perpendicular  meeting  />vf,  as  at  F. 
I  FA.    i^ADC  is  aimilar  to  £^BFE. 

.:  AC  :  BE  ::  DC  :  FE. 

.-.  AC  :  BC+<.AB~BC)-h2  ::  AB-BC 
C+2. 

.-.  a£^a6+Sc. 
Bon.-4Ua  proof  U  aiadlMd  to  RoCmaa. 

VIII.  Triangles  BDJ!",  BFff,  and  FDE,  Fig.  7. ■iroilar. 

Letting  BD^BA^e,  AC^h,  BC-n,  BE-^^^,DE^~^,  Ffi--^, 
>z,  BF^y,  we  obtain  the  following : 

(1).    ̂ ■.. ::.:,.     .-..•-'^   1. 

(2).    -^:  X  ::  -^  :  y.     .-.  l...(<-o)y   2. 

(8).     .■..■.■.±:y.-    .-..y-.t    8. 
...       e— a        h   _       h       c  +  n  .       ,     i. 

W-   T-^-2-"    2  --T-    ■•■''-«■='■'   ■•• 

(6)--^   :4  ■■  '■'■     ■■  '«  =  ('-<■)»   2. 

(«)■    -J    ■—""»:»•     .■■*!(=(»+">   5. 
C7,.    ̂ ■.,::y:,.     .-.  V- *±2I    0. 
(8)-    ̂ ^  ■■  H  ■■■-I  ■■ '■     .-.  t!(-<e+a)i   6. 
(9).    y:c::±:..     .:  ̂ J-^    8. 
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Prom  4  we  get  c*—a*+b*. 
The  set  2  and  6  givea  the  same  runlt.  Bnt  equation  S  may  oome  Atlm 

proportion  (2)  or  (6),  and  6  from  (6}  or  (8),  thus  making  four  proofii  for  this  nt. 
The  following  Bets  of  three  eqnatjona  fbnuBh  fimrteen  prooft,  sinoe  eaeb 

Bet  can  come  from  two  or  more  seta  of  three  proportions :  1,  2,  6 ;  1,  8,  6 ;  1, 8, 
6;  1,  6,  6;  2,  3,  6.    Total  number  of  proofs  for  this  method  is  19. 

IX.  Comparing  the  triangles  BDF,  BFE,  ADO,  BLC,  and  ALF,  Kg.  7, 
we  may  put  the  result  in  the  following  condensed  form : 

DF-x 

y.FB^y 

::BD~e 

i»'-J6  1  DC-c^a  :  LC~z  :  FL-y~v 

EB^iifi+a)  :  AC~b  :  CB~a  :  AF-x 

FB-y  :  AD-2z  LB~v  :  AL»h-x. 

From  this  we  easily  may  derive  thirty  different  simple  proportions, -WW 
^ve  twenty-seren  different  equations.  Some  idea  of  the  Qumber  of  proofs  ibti 
may  be  obtained  from  different  sets  of  these  equations,  can  be  formed  from  tht 
&ct  that  there  are  17d60  sets  of  four  equations,  to  say  nothing  of  seta  of  time 
and  of  five.  Of  conrse,  many  of  the  setn  must  be  rejected  for  reasons  BtatedfbUf 
in  V.     We  leave  details  to  the  reader. 

  t      1     _^t  __%      J    __i 

X.  Suppose  the  theorem   true.     Then   AB~AC+BC,   BO—CD+BD, 

and  AC-AD~OD. 

.-.  AB~ADa 

Bat  0D~ AD- BD. 

.-.  AB-AD+2An-  BD+BD. 

.-.  AB=AD+BD,  which  is  true. 

.'.  The  supposition  is  true. 
Nora.— TUa  metlind  U  credited  to  Hnffmui, 

_     S    1        1 

XI.  In  FJR.  1,  ̂ J5<,  -,  or  >  AU+BC.  Supposeit  less.  Then,  since 

'AB-iAD-\-DB)*~(CD-i-DB-\-DBy,  and  AC~(ClFBC-i-DB)*, 

(,CD+DB+  DB)*  <iCfFDC-t'DB-)*+BC. 

.-.  {CD+DB)*<BClCl)+DB). 

.-.  BOCD+ifB,  which  is  absurd.     For  were  the  supposition  troe,  we   »   »     .-  » 
should  have  BC<.CP+DB,  as  can  easily  be  shown. 

_  .1       1   .» 

Similarly  the  supposition  that  AB>AC+BC  can  be  proven  false. 

.-.  AB-AC+BC. 



XII. BC-a BF-f. 

AO=b 
AF-v  : 

AB-c AE-u  : 
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:  2)F=y :  DB^t 

: EF^x  :  AE^v 

:  ED=t  :  AD-v\-y. 

The  above  oondeneed  form  is  self-ezplanatoiy, 

u  mm  bIbo  the  two  followiDg. 
WelMve  the.aeleotion  of  simple  proportionB,  Fig.  8. 

the  derivatioa  kdA  aolntion  of  conaequeot  equations,  a^  an  exercise  for  the 
interaated  reader. 

XIII.    fiC-a  :  D£»z  :  DL-y, 

::.  AB^h  :  AB=t  :  LF-FE-v, 

::  AS—e  :  AD~v¥y  :  DF—x-v. 

XIV.    BC-o  ; 

Fig.  10. 

nmoDucnoH  to  svbstitutioh  okoufs. 

Bj  •.  a.  MLLIB,  Ph.  D.,  Upiit,  Otfwar. 

Bach  of  the  regular  gronpa  of  degree  six  containB  only  one  subgroup  af  the 

type  {.ahe.Aefi.  Since  no  anbatitntion  of  the  form  ahcdt  can  tranafbm  this  into  ' 
itaelf  the  group  of  order  80  is  impoaaible. 

If  a  %roup  of  order  60  exiata  it  must  contain  six  aubgronps  of  the  t3rp6 

{abedt'ixf.  We  may  asanme  that  it  contains  (obcde),  |— 0/.  Ot  mnat  then  con- 
tain ae.de  and  a  aubatitutiou  of  the  type  aitede  which  coataina  the  letters  a,  c,  d, 

c,/.  We  may  assume  that  this  anbatitntion  ia  aed^eji.  It  is  then  necessary 
that  acdt.aedytJi^aSiefd^e.ac.de.     Hence 

aedttifi^ac4fe  or  aeefd. 
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Since  aeefd.cMee^hef  every  group  of  order  60  must  oontain 

(a6cde}i«  and  aedfe. 

These  enbetitntions  geneifate  a  group  whose  order  ̂ 60,.  henoe  only  one 
group  of  order  60  is  possible. 

We  shall  prove  that  these  substitutions  'generate  a  group  of  order  60 
by  employing  a  very  elementary  but  somewhat  lengthy  method.  RepresentiDg 
the  substitutions  of  (a&al«) 1 0—1,  abede^  acebd,  adbee,  aedeb,  ahxe,  ae.de^  ad.tc, 
r.&d,  be.cd  respectively  by  !««,,  ««,  <|,  <4,  «|,  c,,  <.|,  Sg,  <t,  <i«  and  acdfebj 
,  we  form  the  rectangle 

1    ••      *!       'it 
t    <«t    <|(    $1^1 

t*    «,«•    «,«•   «!««• 
t»   «,«»  «,t»   «,ot» 
e*  «,t*  «,t*   «,ot* 

Where  t^  is  any  substitution  generated  by  {abcde)^^  and  oedfe  which 
is  not  found  in  the  preceding  five  rows.  These  substitutions  are  all  different. 

They  form  a  group*  if  t,  ̂  is  contained  in  the  first  five  rows  and 

t^   8fi     S<y    t^    or    <y    t,,     t^Sfi    **<y    t^    OT    8y    if 

(A^'-l,  2,   10),  (or,  d-1,  2,   4). 

Instead  of  allowing  fl  to  have  10  values  it  is  clearly  suflBdent  to  assign  to 
it  only  the  two  values  of  2  and  6  since  ahcde  and  ab.ce  generate  (abcde)i^.  ̂ ^^ 

following  shows  that  the  necessary  conditions  are  fulfilled ': 

t«j=ad/.fece=«io<*       t»g  =aeb,edf=8^t* 
t^8^=aed.bcf=t^*        t*  8^=^adcfb=8^t^ 
t^8g=afdbc—8^t^         i^8^==afedb=8^i 

t^*=:ade.bfe=8^0        t^8f=bd,cf=8^t* 

( J «  J  =^acf,'bed=:8^  t* 
There  is  therefore  one  group  of  order  60,  viz  : 

(1)  iabede)i^iaedfe)={abcdef)^^. 

If  there  is  a  primitive  group  of  order  120  it  may  be  ̂ issumed  that  it  oon- 

•In  the  above  rectangle /is  followed  by  the  ume  letter  m  In  the  correepondlng  ( or  1^.  Staoe  tt  i» 
not  followed  by  6  In  I,  aed,b^  oiumot  be  contained  in  the  first  five  lines  and  maj  therefore  be  need  for  &• 
All  theee  relations  maj  be  readily  found  if  this  property  is  obsenred. 
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jins  (ahede)^ «  and  therefore  iabedef)^^.  Since  half  of  its  aubatitntiona  muat  be 
oegative  it  mnat  contain  (^abcdef)^^  aa  a  aelf-conjugate  anbgronp. 

The  order  of  a  gropp  which  aatiafiea  theae  conditiona  cannot  be  leaa  than 
120.  From  thia  we  aee  that  there  cannot  be  more  than  one  gronp  of  thia  order. 
That  there  ia  one  followa  from  the  facta  that  ctebe  belonga  to  (.abede)^^  and  trana- 
forms  acdfe  into  aebdf=i8^i^y  =Bome  aubatitution  of  iabcdef)^^. 

The  other  primitive  gronpa  of  degree  six  muat  contain  anbgronpa  of  degree 
five  which  contain  anbatitutiona  of  one  of  the  two  typea 

ab  abc 

They  mnat  therefore  be  the  alternating  and  the  Sjrmmetric  group^  The 
following  ia  therefore  a  complete  liat  of  these  groups  : 

Order 

Group 

60 
iabcdej)^^ 

120 
(a6cd£/),,o 

360 (abcdef)po9 
720 {abcdef)all 

Remarks. 

We  have  now  finished  the  explanationa  of  the  elementary  methoda  of 
^up  conatruction.  By  means  of  these  we  have  been  able  to  find,  with  a 

reasonable  amount  of  labor,  all  the  groups  whose  degree  does  not  exceed  six.  It 
K^rcely  needs  to  be  stated  that  this  labor  could  have  beep  considerably  reduced 
>y  employing  more  advanced  methoda.  In  fact,  we  did  not  endeavor  so  much 
0  find  these  groups  by  the  leaat  labor  aa  to  find  them  in  such  a  way  as  to  ilMsw 
rate  some  of  the  most  important  elementary  methods  of  group  construction. 

We  are  indebted  to  our  honored  teacher,  Professor  F.N.  Cole  not  only  for 
uany  of  theae  methods  but  alao  for  the  fundamental  ideas. 

Moat  of  the  theorems  that  we  have  developed  are  found  in  Part  I 

»f  Netto'a  Theory  of  Substitutiona  (American  Edition).  In  some  instances 
t  seemed  desirable  to  change  the  method  of  proof  either  'because  we  had  not  yet 
leyeloped  the  principlea  upon  which  Netto'a  proof  ia  baaed,  or  becauae-  we 
iesired  to  call  attention  to  some  special  property.  In  a  few  inatancea  our  pur- 

poses required  us  to  pursue  the  demonstration  farther  than  is  done  by  this 
tmhor. 

We  did  not  enter  into  a  apecial  study  of  methods  of  operating  with  substi- 
toiions.  Some  of  the  more  important  onea  have  been  incidentally  explained. 

For  farther  explanationa  we  would  refer  to  Sonet's  Alg^bre  Sup6rieure,  Part  IV, 
(this  part  is  found  in  the  second  volume  of  this  work),  and  to  Part  I  of  Netto. 

In  these  works  is  also  found  considerable  on  the  analysis  of  a  substitution. 

The  first  15  pagea  of  the  first  volume  of  Gordan's  Invariantentheurie  contain  con- 
nderable  on  this  point.     For  the  more  advanced  methods  of  operation  we  have 
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to  refer  to  the  classical  work  on  this  subject,  Jordan's  Traat£  des 
and  to  the  periodicals. 

Before  entering  upon  the  development  of  more  advanced  methods  of  groap 
oonstmction  we  shall  study  some  of  the  relations  which  exist  between  substita- 
tion  groups  and  functions  containing  a  finite  number  of  letters.  These  relations 
will  not  only  show  how  substitution  groups  may  be  utilised  but  they  may  alio 
serve  as  a  means  of  arriving  at  important  properties  of  subetitutioii  groups. 

Leiptig,  Oermany,  September  $0, 1895, 

SIMITLTANEOVS  aVADBATIC  EaVATIOHS. 

By  I.  H.  BBTllT,  M.  A.,  Iiiftnietor  of  lUthtBtttiet,  Waoo  Hish  Sekool,  Wmo.  Vma. 

[Ctontiniied  ftrom  Maj  Number.] 

The  discussion  in  this  article  is  restricted  to  two  unknown  quantities. 
Gases  1,  2,  4,  and  5  apply  to  two  variables  just  as  they  are  stated  in  the  preYions 
article.  In  Case  3,  the  restriction  that  each  factor  must  occur  twice  is  UQDeoes* 
sary  when  only  two  variables  occur.  It  is  sufficient  for  one  &ctor  to  occur  in  eicb 
equation.  This  reduces  Case  3  to  Case  2.  For  two  variables,  Cases  6,  7,  and  8 
become  one  and  the  same,  as  no  restrictions  are  necessary. 

The  following  Cases  are  applicable  to  two  variables  only.  Bzpnss 
the. equations  thus  for  Cases  9  and  10  : 

a«*  +6y*  -f  (oy-f  cla;+«y+/««0.  1. 

a'««+6'y«+c'xy+(i'a;+e'y+/'«0.  2. 

Cask  9.  When  a  :  a'  ::  c  :  c'  ::  d  :  d' .  If  this  is  true,  it  is  obnoof 
that  the  terms  containing  x  can  be  eliminated.  This  holds  true  when'  the  tenns 
of  any  one,  or  any  two,  of  the  three  ratios  are  zero. 

Cask  10.  When  a  :  a'  ::  6:6'  ::  d«  :  d'«  ::  ««  :  «'•,  and  when  d  :  i' 
••  «  •  *' 

By  alternation,-3-=  3-7  ,  — =  —7. a      a        a        a 

Let  ■4-=r.    Then  jT=r,  —-  =r • ,  —7  ==r« . a  a  a  a 
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e=dr,  e'=d'r,  h=ar\  b'=a'r*. 

DiTide  equation  1  by  ad,  and  equation  2  by  a'd' . 

f r»y*    ,  x+ry  ,     cxy-h/  _^  ag*-fr»y*    ,  ag+ry  ,  e'xy+f* 
d         "*■     a    "*■       Sar"^-  d'        "*■     a'   "*■    a'd' 

Let  x=r(ti+v)»  y«u— «,  and  snbetitnte.  Eliminate  «'  and  solve  the  re- 
ing  equation.  The  signs  of  d  and  e,  and  of  d'  and  e'  must  be  alike  in  both, 
mlike  in  both  equations.  They  cannot  be  alike  in  one  and  unlike  in  the 
Br.    Symmetrical  equations  are  a  special  form  of  this  case. 

Cask  11.     When  the  two  equations  can  be  expressed  as  follows : 

By  factoring,  one  value,  and  only  one,  of  z  and  y  can  be  found.  The 

trvard  Catch"  is  a  special  form  of  this  Case. 

ARITHMETIC. 

ttuM  bf  B.  P.  mOL,  Spriogfldd,  Ma.  AD  Mstribatiooa  to  tUa  dtparlMMt  AaM  U  Mat  te  Ub. 

SOLUTIONS  or  PROBLEMS. 

fS.  PMpoMd  hf  BAAO  L.  BIVIRAOX,  MoaUrty,  VirfiBift. 

A  broker  charges  me  1}  per  cent  brokerage  for  baying  fpine  anenrrent  bank  bills  at 
Mr  cent,  diacoant.  Of  these  bills,  4  of  160.  each  become  worthleaa,  bat  the  remainder  I 
Dae  of  at  par,  and  make  by  the  operation  $864.  What  was  the  flMe  amount  7  [Which 
rer  is  correct,  $9000,  or  I3048H  7] 

L   S«tatlOB  by  J.  0.  COBBDI.  Flae  BlnB.  ArUaiai ;  H.  C.  WOEBS.  SkoO  Bu,  W«t  Virgiaia ;  tad  0. 
.  IBBB,  A.  IL,  Ph.  D.,  Proliiaor  of  Matht— tiw  tad  AppUad  Sdtaaa,  Tttarkaaa  OoUtgt,  Ttearkaaa,  Ai^ 

80%  +  lJ%==8lJ%;  iQo%-m%=m%. 
t864-f(4x$50)=$564,  amount  he  would  have  made  if  he  had  disposed  of 

It  par. 
t664-i-18}%=$d048}4,  the  correct  face  amount. 
The  other  result  is  obtained  as  follows : 

U%of80%=li%. 
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80%  +  ll9fc=8U9fc;  100%-81i%=18t%. 
$564+18|%=|3000. 
The  latter  is  commission  on  money  invested  and  not  brokerage  on  bills 

bought. 

n.   SolntiMi  by  F.  M.  MeOAW,  Bordaatowa,  Itw  Jtrnj. 

Market  Value + Brokerage  equals  whole  cost,  therefore  gain  %  was 
1.00-(.80+.015)=.185. 

The  net  gain  in  money  was  $364  to  which  we  add  the  $200  lost,  making  a 
gross  gain  of  $564.     Then  18.5%»$564,  whence  $564+.185a>$8058H,  &ce. 

To  determine  which  answer  is  correct,  assume  the  answer  and  work  back- 
wards. . 
I.  Assume  $3048}f  as  face,  then 
$3048{f  X  .815»cost»$2484H, 
$304814- $200(lost)  =  $2848H 
$2848H-$2484H«$364,  net  gain.     Answer. 
II.  Assume  $3000  as  face,  then  the  same  operations  produce  a  gain 

of  only  $855. 
Also  aolTed  hj  A.  P,  REED,  H.  C.  WHITTAKER,  P,  8,  BERO,  and  /.  8CHEFFER. 

We  reoelTed  aolationa  of  problem  66,  too  late  for  credit  in  last  Umie,  ftom  /.  8CHEF9ER,  B.  <• 
R0BBIN8,  and  P.  8.  BERO. 

I 

PBOBLEMS. 

68.   PropoMd  by  F.  P.  MATZ,  Sc.  D.,  Ph.  D.,  ProfMior  of  MathnutiM  and  Aftrmmny  ia  Irriiff  OiOi|i>' MMk^Mbvrf ,  PtDDSjlTania. 

A  dealer  buys  milk  at  m=sb  cents  t>er  qnart,  and  sells  it  at  n=6  cents  per  quart.    Bow 
mach  water  has  he  pat  with  the  milk,  if  his  rate  of  profit  is  |>=60  per  cent.7 

68.   Propoa«d  by  J.  A.  CALDERHEAD.  M.  Sc..  Profetior  of  Matiiomatiet,  Carry  UatYorBlty,  HtHM' 
PtaaiylTaaia. 

I  owe  A  $100  dne  in  2  years,  and  $200  due  in  4  years ;  when  will  the  payment  of  $800 
eqaitably  discharge  the  debt,  money  being  worth  6  per  cent.7 

64.   Propoood  by  J.  K.  ELLWOOD,  A.  M.,  Priaoipal  of  Cbliax  8c)iool,  Pittibarg,  Ptaaiylfaaia. 

If  27  men  in  10  days  of  7  hoars  each  for  $375  dig  a  ditch  70  rods  long,  26  feet  vide* 
and  4  feet  deep,  how  long  a  ditch  40  feet  wide  and  3  feet  deep  will  16  men  dig  in  16  dayi  of 
9  hoars  each  for  $600? 

[77  2-9  rods  and  88  8-0  rods  have  been  obUined.  *  Which  is  correct  7] 
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ALGEBRA. 

GwAwttd  ̂   J.  M.  OOLAW,  Mprnttrty,  Va.  All  «ontribntioiii  to  thia  daptrtoMiit  thovld  bf  mbI  to  Urn. 

SOLVTIOHS  07  PBOBLEMS. 

eo.  Propoood  hf  BOBBST  J.  ILBT,  A.  M.,  Profaiior  of  IfAtliomatiet  ia  ladian  Uninnitj,  BIoobIb^ 

Telegrmph  poles  are  a  yards  apart ;  for  how  many  miDUtes  mqst  one  connt  poles  in 

rder  that  the  namber  of  poles  counted  may  be  equal  to  the  number  of  miles  per  hour  that 
be  trtin  is  running  7 

L  SolvtioB  by  fBBDEBIOX  B.  HOBBT,  A.  B.^  low  HaTtn,  OoaaMtievt. 

The  problem  is  independent  of  the  number  of  poles  counted,  and  of  the 
lumber  of  miles  per  hour  the  train  is  running.     We  will  call  this  number  N, 

.*.  oN^ihe  number  of  yards  the  train  runs  while  the  poles  are  counted. 
LUo,  1760J\r*Bnumber  of  yarda  per  hour  the  train  runs.  .'.  aAr/1760/V»the 
Faction  of  an  hour  during  which  the  poles  are  counted. 

.-.  60aA^/1760iVs3a/88«number  of  minutes  during  which  the  poles  are 
»Qnted. 

n.   Sohition  by  M.  A.  OBUBEB,  A.  M.,  War  Dtpartaitnt,  Wtihlnftoii,  D.  C;  and  W.  H.  OABTBB,  Pro- 
iHor  of  Mathwwtiei,  CtBteaary  CoUifo  of  Louisiana,  Jaekson,  Loaiiiaaa. 

Let  z^ihe  number  of  minutes,  aiid  let  renumber  of  miles  per  hour  the 
rain  is  running.  Also,  1760  /a^nnmher  of  poles  in  a  mile,  and  rx  /60«number 
>f  miles  the  train  runs  in  x  minutes.  Then,  ra;/60x  1760/a»88ra;/3a»namf 
)eruf  poles  passed  in  x  minutes,  or  while  the  train  is  running  rx/60  miles. 

.-.  SSrx/Sa-^r;  whence  xs 3a /88. 
The  number  of  minutes  depends  upon  the  distance  the  poles  are  apart  ir- 

espective  of  the  rate  of  the  train. 
AIM  aolTOd  by  0.  IF.  ANTPONY,  P,  S,  BBRO,  A.  H,  HOLMES,  C.  2>.  SCHMITT,  H,  C.  WTLKES, 

1.  F.  YANNKY,  and  (7.  B,  M,  ZERB, 

61.  Propoiod  by  COOFEB  D.  SCHMITT,  M.  A.,  Professor  of  Mathomaties,  UnlTorsi^  of  Ttnasssoo.  Kmx- 
ilh,  TnntiSiO. 

Demonstrate  the  identity  2^+'^(a:»  ̂*  J^i**^')  '"**^'- 

I.  Solnttoa  by  0.  W.  AITHOBT,  M.  8c.,  Professor  of  Matbematies  in  lew  Windsor  CoUege,  lew  Wiad- 
'•  Barylaad. 

It  may  be  proved  inductively  that^^e*'«-j^  j^^/^'-C^-Dj^^i**''- 

Change  n  to  n+3  ;  then 
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Clearing  of  firactions  and  transposing, 

Multiply  through  by  a^+^,  and  we  have 

#2  ifi>+' 

Multiply  through  by  2^+'  and  differentiate  n  times,  and  we  have 

Hence,  if  the  form  given  is  true  for  n,  it  will  be  true  for  n+1.     It  may 
easily  verified  that  it  is  true  for  n«2.    Therefore  it  is  generally  true. 

n.   SolntioB  by  HEIBT  HEATOI,  M.  8..  Atlantie.  Iowa,  and  G.  B.  M.  ZSSS,  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  VmA 
MathMuUiM  tad  AfpUtd  SeianM,  Tenrkaaa  CoUift,  TtauinuM,  IrkaBtat-TiiM. 

(to '    "2  v/  x'  dx*  4x1  •  dx»  *  8x1 

«    .,    e»^'(xl-ftx+15t/x-16)       .    .   d»    ̂ .    g»^'(»-8|/x+8) 
dx*'  16x»  •     •  •*  dx*^  8 

{''«:^'"}™'.V«'"(»/a=-i).2':^{x«  S^n-ey. dx^     dx*       '     "      ̂ "^         ■"      (to*  *     (to 

Alsoxi  ̂ e»'«-Vf«''*(«* -6*+lV*-16)- 

^{^^  ̂^')-it'''(.^-W'+i), 

^{^  ̂•"}-Ae'"(|/a'-l).  2'^{x.  ̂^►'-}-e.'x. 
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Hence  generally  2**+'^— {aJ!»+*j— ̂ e»^«}«-e»^«. 
Alio  aolTed  tfj  B,  F,  YANNMY, 

PROBLEMS. 

70.  Vt9fvni  kjJ.  A.  OAliPIEIIKIP,  A.  B..  nrofaiaor  of  KatlMBitiai,  Owry  Uolftnltj.  PIttitwi, 

Qiyen  -^^o+S+'^'a^—'^T"  to  find  x. 
71.  Vt9§m9i  kj  F.  P.  MATS,  D.  &•.,  Ph.  D.,  nrofsiaor  of  Mitllwtiai  and  Aitroaony  In  Lrfiof  Oolkgt, 

itarf  ,  Fna^hruda. 

When  x«0,  find  the  the  limit  of  the  expression 

GEOMETRY. 

'••duud  by  B.  F.  FOUL,  SprinfOtld,  Mo.  lU  MMritatioH  to  tUt  <ofwlaoat  thoaU  ko  MM  to  Urn. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FBOBLEMS. 

M.  Pwpond  bj  L  J.  8GEWATT,  Ph.  D.,  UniTtnStj  of  Pniiitylfmiiift,  Phlltdtlphia,  PtmnjlTaBia. 

Prove  geometrically : 
If  through  the  center  of  perspective  Z)  of  a  given  triangle  ABC  and  its 

Pocard  triangle  A'RC  be  drawn  straight  lines  so  as  to  pass  through  5«,  8^  and 
c  (^at  ̂ftf  And  Se  are  the  middle  points  of  the  sides  BC^  AC^  and  AB  of  the  tri- 
^e  ABC)  and  if  S^A ,  is  made  equal  to  Z)5«,  S^D^  equal  to  D8^,  and  SeD^  equal 

»  2)5,  then  are  (1)  the  figures  D^O'AO,  D^O'BO  and  D^ffCO  parallelograms  (0 
tid  O*  are  Brocard's  points),  (2)  the  triangles  D^D^D^  and  ABC  are  equal,  and 
0  Z),il,  DgB,  and  Z),C  intersect  in  S,  {S  is  the  middle  point  of  Off). 

StthitionbjO.  B.  M.  ZBRB,  A.  M.,  Pb.  D.,  Profauor  of  lUthtBatlM  Md  AppBod  SdOMt,  Toarkatt  Gol- 
B«,  Ttnrkaaa,  ArkaniM-Ttttt. 

Since  AC,  DD^  and  BC,  DD^  bisect  each  other  the  quadrilaterals  ADCD^ 
ad  BDCDx  are  parallelograms,  and  ̂ Dt,  BD^  both  being  equal  and  paral- 
)1  to  DC  are  equal  and  parallel  to  each^ther.  Hence  ABD^D^  is  a  parallelo- 
ram  and  AB  \%  equal  and  parallel  to  /),/),.  Similarly,  i4C  is  equal  and  par- 

cel to  /),/)«,  and  i?C  is  equal  and  parallel  to  D^D^. 

.*.   Triangle  il^C^is  equal  to  triangle  D^D^D^.    Also  AD<^,  BD^,  and 
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CDt  mtenect  at  the  tame  point.    For  BD^  and  CD,  bisect 
and  AD,  bisect  each  other. 

.-.  BDf,  AD,,Uid  CDibinctone 
another  in  the  ume  point.  Since  tri- 

angle BDC=tn»ag\f  D^AD,,  DD,=thK 
perpendiculer distance  from  A  to  DgDg. 

Draw  AH,  00.,  ffO",,  7)7).  per- 
pendicular to  BC;  theo  the  point  of  inter- 

section of  the  threeltne8^i>,,Bi>,,  CDt 

ia  distant  from  BC,  HAH-DD,). 

DD,= 
2h*t 

(Schwatt'B  Carres,  p.  10). 

^"     ""'=  ,  ,"1  .  Z~_'  „  ̂         'V        ■      (Schwatt'B  Curves,  p.  9). 

.-.  ADi,  BDt,  CD^  intersect  at  the  mid-point  of  00'. 

.-.Since   AD^,   Off;   BD,,   00';   CD,,  0&  all  bisect  one  another,  tbt 
qaadrilaterals  AOD^ff,  BOD^ff,  COD,0'  are  parallelograms. 

SS.   FnvMd  hf  nXDEUCK  E.  HOVIT,  Fh.  B..  Mn  BtTM.  CtMMtksL 

Let  (lb  andedbe  retpectivelr  the  major  and  minor  asM  of  an  elllpae,  and  let  abetlw 

,  BatattoB  bj  tbt  PS0F08ER. 

Solution.  Draw  the  semicircle  afh  on  the  diameter  ab.  Prodaoe  ed  to/, 

and  draw  the  tangents  to  the  ellipse  and  the  at- 

I  cle  parallel  to  ab  atthepoints  dand/reepectiTe- 
I  ly.  Produce  Ih  to  intersect  de  at  e.  Draw  tj 
I  perpendicular  to  ab  intersecting  fy  at  g.  Draw 

I  go  intersecting  the  semicircle  at  k.  Draw  U 
]  perpendicular  to  ab  intersecting  oc  at  &  one  es- 
I  tremity  of  the  diameter  Ih. 

AKAI.YBIB.  The  semiellipse  adb  may  be 

I  considered  as  the  projection  on  the  plane  of  the 
I  paper  of  the  semicircle  a/6,  the  latter  beitq; 
revolved  about  the  diameter  ab  into  a  position 
when /is  projected  at  d.  The  tangent /jr  which 

is  parallel  to  ab  is  projected  at  de  also  parallel  to  ab.  The  poinU  e  and  A  are  re- 
spectively the  projectious  o(g  and  t.    Since  the  projection  of  every  point  on  the 
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mieiicla  is  found  in  a  line  drawn  throngh  it  perpendicular  to  ab,  the  axis  about 

'hiah  the  eemicirele  reyolyee,  hk  drawn  perpendicolar  to  ah  intersects  oe  at 
Mi  |N«i  one  point  of  the  ellipse ;  and  therefore  one  extremity  of  the  diameter 

.^ 

If  ■.  a  Wmmt,  a.  IL;  n^  D.,  nrofMior  oC  Watlitmitiw.  MftBMl  Tniidaff  Sdwol, 
;  W.  ■.  OABUl,  PiofiMoi  of  Mathwiirtw.  OtBtnify  Oolltft  oC  LoiidaM,  Jtsk- 

iwaii.  e.  KAIOnnr.  S.  l^  Aidrtut  in  Matlitmitiw.  TaOirMH  V^tmtHj,  lMkfillt» 

dr\ 

!"  If  we  denote  oft  by  a,  ed  by  6  and  tangent  a  by  m,  we  have  the  equations 

— j-  +  -4j—l  and  y^mx  which  intersect  at 

(a6  abm        \       ,  /   ah   ahm        \ 

the  distance  between  these  points  being  equal  to 

2ah 

Atoo  aolTed  t^  a.  B,  M.  IMMM,  J.  80BMFFMM,  and  WILLIAM  BOOVMM. ,   f     l-fm>
 

PROBLEMS. 

60.  PirafOMd  by  WILLIAM  HOOYIB.  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  nrofMior  of  Mathmatiw  and  Arttwowy,  OatoUai* 
writj,  Atbfi,  Ohio. 

Prove  that  the  lod  of  the  foci  of  the  variable  ellipses  form  a  pair  of  circles 
»S8Sing  through  the  extremities  of  the  major  axis  of  the  fixed  ellipse  and  having 
or  diameters  the  semi-latasrectum  of  the  fixed  ellipse. 

61.   Propoiod  by  WnXLIM  I.  HIAL,  Maaibor  oC  tka  LoMoa  MatkaaMtteal  Sadoty,  aad  Tnaaaror  oC 

Let  the  bisectors  of  the  angles  A,  By   C  of  a  triangle  intersect  in  0 

Dd  meet  the  sides  opposite  A^  B^  Cm  A'  ̂   B\  C .    Prove  that  the  perpendiou- 

irs  form  0  on  the  sides  of  the  triangle  ̂ '^'C  srep^--^-,  pg—  -t-,  p,—  -t- (•|  Ug  «*j 

'here  r,  R  are  the  radii  of  the  inscribed  and  circumscribed  circles  of  the  triangle 
[BC  and  d|,  d,,  d^  are  the  distances  of  the  center  of  the  circumscribed  circle 
t)m  the  centers  of  the  three  e8crit>ed  circles. 

es.   Pwpoaad  by  F.  P.  MATI,  D.  St.,  Ph.  D..  Phrfaiior  of  Mathaawtlaa  aad  Aatroaoay  la  Inriaf  Ool- 
la,  Maahaakibft,  Paaaayhraaia. 

Prove  that  two  triangles  are  equal  if  they  have  two  sides  and  the  tnedian 
one  of  them  equal,  each  to  each. 
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CALCULUS. 

OoBduetcd  hj  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Montfrty,  1%.  lU  MBtribvtIoii  to  tUi  doptrtam  ihovM  U  tmX  to 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

40.   PropoMd  bj  B.  F.  BUSLBSOI.  Ondda  Outit.  I«w  Tork. 

FiDd  (1)  in  the  leaf  of  the  strophoid  whose  axis  is  a  the  axis  of  an  inscribed  leaf  of 
the  lemniscate,  the  node  of  the  former  coinciding  with  the  cmnode  of  the  latter.  Find  (2) 
in  a  leaf  of  the  lemniscate  whose  axis  is  b  the  axis  a  of  an  inscribed  leaf  of  the  strophoid, 
the  node  of  the  former  also  coinciding  with  the  cranode  of  the  latter. 

SolntioB  bj  0.  W.  M.  BLACK,  A.  M.,  FTofMior  of  MsthiSMtiM  in  WMloyaa  Aeadomy,  WUbcaksai.  Ms^ 
nohoiotti. 

Solving  the  equatians,  r  C086^+a  co826^»0  (strophoid),  and  r^e*coB2& 

(lemniscate),  we  find  they  coincide  when  s\n(f'^\/i  (1),  or  sink's    |?_Jn?__    (2). 

^2a*— «• (1)  shows  that  they  coincide  at  the  origin  for  ail  valueB  of  a  and  e.  We 
have  to  find  the  relation  between  the  axes  a  and  e  which  will  make  the  curves* 
tangent  at  the  points  determined  by  (2),  provided  those  points  are  on  both  the 
leaves.    Let  ̂ «»^  made  by  the  tangent  at  any  point,  with  the  radius  vector 

d  6 

drawn  to  that  point.    Then  by  the  formula  tan^^r  j-. 

dr     =pmn2^ 
Now  for  the  lemniscate  r«dbei/'oo826^.  -ttj""   

X     A    ̂      — :nif  V^B2(f  \  2sin«6^-l tan#=:±:ei/co82^(— '^ — ^-077-)=   : — ==  •  •   (8). 

For  the  strophoid  r«»— ocos2^/co86^. 

dr /d6^-— a(— 2oos«Bin2^+co82«8in^  /cob«</. 

tan#= [aoo8«  ̂ co826^ /[acos6^(— 2cos^in26^-f  cos26>iiin^] 

=  [|/l-8in«6f(l-28in«6^]/[8in<9(28in«^-3)]   (4). 

Now  equate  (3)  and  (4)  and  substitute  from  (1), 

X|/l-8in«^(l-28in«60] /[8in<?(28in«^-3)]-(28in«^-l) /28in^l/l-8in«e^. 

28in^(l-8in«^)(l-28in«6^-8in/y(l-28in«60(3-28in«6/), 

2,/Kl-J)(l-l)-rKl-l)(3-l)orO-0, 

\ 
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which  BhowB  thai  the  conres  are  tangent  at  point  (6^*8in~'|/),  r^O)  for  any 
value  of  a  and  e.    Again  sobBtitnting  from  (2), 

V2a«-««^2a«-  ««A2a«-  e«/     V2«»- e*^^**""  «*A2a«-  eV' 

This  resolves  into  the  three  equations :      p  ""^'  — 0,  whence  e=:^a   <6) ; 

^2a*—  e* 

e« 

2a« 

^-— 1-0,  whence  «=0   (6)  ; 

2S^=2S^^'  ''*''''''*  e==bav/2    .(7). 

From  (6)  substituted  in  (2),  sin^—O.    .*.  the  curves  are  tangent  at  the  exn 
^mity  of  the  eommon  axis,  and  the  equations  become, 

r  cos^+a  cos2^-0   (8), 

r*^a*  cos2<5^   (9). 

From  (9)  r^  «dba|/cos2^. 

cos^  ^  ^  l-sin«^  *^  S  l-8in«6^ 

Since  for  any  value  of  sin^  numerically  less  than  |/},     |1     2sm       ̂ g 

S  1— sin*6^ 

nu- 

merically less  than  1,  r,  is  then  numerically  less  than  r, .  But  by  tracing  the 
Curves  the  leaf  of  each  is  seen  to  be  formed  by  values  of  H  determined  by  this 

limit.  .*.  every  point  of  the  leaf  of  the  strophoid  lies  witbin  the  lemniscate,  and 
the  former  is  in  this  case  inscribed.  From  (6)  equation  of  lemniscate  becomes 

v**»0,   and  the  curve  becomes  a  point.      From   (7)  by  substituting  in  (2) 

Bin^  s   I — ^__  an  impossible  value. 

Accordingly  the  leaf  of  the  strophoid  can  be  inscribed  in  the  leaf  of  the 
lemniscate  when  their  axes  are  equal,  and  under  no  condition  can  the  leaf  of  the 
lemniscate  with  an  axis  greater  than  0  be  inscribed  in  the  leaf  of  the  strophoid. 

Alao  aolred  by  O,  B,  M,  SERB,  And  the  PBOPOSEB. 

[It  will  be  aeen  that  Professor  Blsok's  remit  does  not  realise  the  intentloii  of  the  problem  as  flTen 
by  the  Proposer.  Howerer,  eren  for  the  Proposer's  reading  of  the  problem,  his  solatlon  seems  to  as  to 
be  def eotire  in  sereral  points.    We  may  gire  Professor  2&err* s  solution  later.    BoRon.  ] 



sa  fraiMil  ty  Ui^Ql  UUXt.  tfc.  D,  LL.  »..  tUmtitl  tt  Hrt  U^mt.  W*  Wtt  iMMt,  ftilhi* 

AdMwbridia,  aftatlDlaDitta,iDOTMnnlforml;aboDt  KcmttfSxU.  AttbelMtaat 
it  bogsn  to  open,  »  mui  ileppod  on  the  uid ;  and,  wftlkloi  at  a  nniform  rata  In  the  att^ht 
Una  paaring  thrangb  Ita  Muter,  rMoh«d  tbo  oppoalte  end  inet  aa  It  made  n  oomplata  raro- 
lationt.  Find  the  abaotnta  path  dMoribad  by  Uw  nan,  and  tba  ratio  of  bia  nto  of  motlOD 
In  thU  path  and  the  Tetocity  of  the  end  .of  the  brld|e.  Apptj  the  raanlt  to  the  eaae  wbta 
itaESlO,  and  ii=S. 

■•htfM  kj  X.  L.  SBUVOOD,  a.  It.  Fiiliiiir  «l  IQtfc^MM  la  HkArirfllenHl  IMitt.  MieW. 

Let  the  man  start  at  (7  and  walk  toward  E,  the  table  tnming  pontively. 

He  will  traverse  A,  while  the  table  tanu~s- -Sir.*   Aavelooi- 
tiee  are  uniform,  we  have, 

CP  :  PCS  ::  R  :  m,  or  p  :  0  ii  R  :  Mn, 

whetioe  p—  —  ia  tke  equation  of  Uie  curve. 

Ab  dl-[(pd9)* +dp*]i  we  have. 

aj^^J"*^  {l  +  fl»]t<f#,  and 

i-^[«.n(l  +  ir«.««)t  +log(».n+,/l  +  jr».n«)]. 

If  a-100  feet,  and  n-2, 

i:--^-[2»v'I+4'r«  +  Iog(2ir-|-|/l  +  4»«)]-838.8. 
[No.  41,  CaWfwt.] 

If  a— 36  inches,  and  n—  1,  we  have, 

L^^[Ky'l  +  ̂ +logix+i/r+l^]-69.6+  inches. 
[No.  45,  Cakidu$.} 

If  a*-820,  and  n— 2,  we  have, 
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i-^[2;r|/l+4jr«+log(2;r+|/l+4jr«  )]  =  1082.66  feet. 

[No.  50,  Caleului.] 

The  niio  of  nies  of -extremity  of  the  bridge  and  the  man  in  his  path  is : 

2  \/l+(f* 

The  ratio  of  rates  of  extremity  of  bridge  and  the  man's  wtMing  is : 
nan 

a 

ilM  mtnd  hj  G.  B,  M.  MERR  and  C.  W,  M,  BLACK, 

PROBLEMS. 

It.  fHimi  kj  F.  M.  MaOAW.  A.  M..  MathawtiMl  DaptftiMBt,  Bordnttfwa  lOlltMy  lastltatt,  B«^ 

Solve  the  following  equation  :     (1  ■+-«*)-3zr —  ̂   x^  +  2y-0. 

M.  PropoMd  by  0.  W.  IITHOIT,  M.  8«.,  ProfaiMr  of  lUthtouttlM  In  Itw  Wladiar  OollHt,  I«w  WM- 

A  line  patses  throagh  a  fixed  point  and  rotates  nniformlj  abont  this  point.  Another 
passes  throagh  a  point  which  moves  nniformly  along  the  arc  of  a  given  carve  and  ro* 
1  anifonnlj  abont  thi^  point.  Develop  a  method  for  finding  the  locns  of  Intersection 
lese  two  lines.    Apply  to  case  of  circle  and  straight  line. 

MECHANICS. 

iliftfld  by  B.  P.  FDnOL,  Spriagitld,  Mo.   All  ooatribntioiii  to  thif  doptrtmaat  ibovUI  bo  Mat  to  bia. 

SOLTTTIONS  OF  FSOBLEMS. 

tt.   ftopooid  by  OTTO  CLATTOI,  A  B.,  Powlor,  ladians. 

The  wheel  of  a  wind  pump  has  60  fans,  each  turned  at  an  angle  of  46^'  to  the  direction 
le  axis,  and  each  having  160  square  inches  exposed  to  the  wind.    If  the  wind  blows 
s  velocity  of  V  and  the  wheel  rotates  with  velocity  oot  what  is  the  component  of  force 
ressare  along  the  axis  if  it  is  turned  at  an  angle  a  to  the  direction  of  the  wind,  assum- 
he  resistance  of  the  wheel  in  turning  to  be  /2  7 

No  aoliitioB  of  this  problem  hao  been  received. 
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U.  PirafOMd  kj  F.  p.  mn,  D.  &•..  riL  D.,  nrofMior  of  MathiMtlM  ABd 

At  what  angle  with  the  azie  of  a  atalk  maat  a  sharp  wedge-shaped  hlade  be  atrockyin 
order  to  ««wr  the  atalk  with  the  Ua$t  force  ? 

L   SohitlMi  b7  0.  B.  M.  ZKRB,  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  rroiMMT  of  MathtMtiii  ABd  AffUti 
OoDigtt  Tttnurkua,  i^Hrimit-TtTH 

Let  <p  be  the  inolinstion  of  the  axis  of  the  stalk  to  the  blade.  il»area  of 

of  section  made  by  blade,  r«> radius  of  stalk,  and  suppose  resistance  per  unit  of 
area  to  vary  sajiqf). 

.'.  /{^resistance  per  unit  of  area<Bm/(^). 

.*.  il«»?rr*cosec^. 

.-.  Work  of  cutting  any  section  is  7fr*mf{<p)coBec<p.  This  may  be  made  a 
minimum  when/t^)  is  known. 

n.  Solution  bj  0.  W.  IITHOIT,  M.  8«.,  Prof OMor  of  lUthoMllM  and  AitroMSj,  Vew  VtaiMr  CM^ 
Itft,  low  Windior,  lUrylaBd. 

Since  the  blade  is  sharp  we  may  neglect  the  force  required  to  oat  thimigb 
the  fibres  and  only  regard  that  required  to  produce  longitudinal  oompreeaioii. 

Call  k  the  coefficient  of  longitudinal  compression,  6  the  angle  of  the  Uade, 
and  ̂   the  angle  which  the  lower  surface  of  the  blade  makes  with  the  horiiontal. 

Then  when  the  blade  has  just  cut  through  the  stalk  the  force  upon  eaeh  aorfiioe 
parallel  to  the  axis  of  the  stalk  will  be 

dF«ib[tan(^+ 6^)-ten^]xyda;. 

Resolving  these  parallel  to  the  surface  of  wedge  and  parallel  to  median  line 

of  wedge  we  have— 

where  F^  is  the  force  perpendicular  to  base  of  wedge. 

Then  F,^k.   ̂ ^^*-^^+^^*)  [tan(^.f ^-tan^]/^xycix sin-g- 

«2ibcosyLsec(^+6^-|-sec^J  J    xydx. 

-— 1««0  for  mmimum. 

.•.  sec(^+^tan(^-f  ^)  +  8ec^tan^=0.     By  some  obvious  reductions 
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8m(^+-^).{  co8»(#  +-^)+8eo*|-}=0, 

whence  ̂ = 

2  •
 

That  is,  the  medial  line  is  horizontal.    The  second  factor  gives  imaginary 
reaolts,  except  when  ̂ =0. 

PROBLEMS. 

89.   PrapoMd  bj  B.  P.  FHKIL,  A.  M.,  Prolauor  of  Mtthwtict  tad  Flijtiei  In  Druy  Collafft,  Spriaf- 

A  person  whose  height  is  a  and  weight  W  stands  in  a  swing  whose  length  is  L  Bap- 
posing  the  initial  inclination  of  the  swing  to  the  vertical  is  a  and  that  the  person  always 
eroQches  when  in  the  highest  position  and  stands  ap  when  in  the  lowest,  his  center 
of  gravity  moving  through  a  distance  b  measnred  from  lower  part  of  swing  upward,  find 
how  mach  the  arc  is  increased  after  n  complete  vibrations. 

40.  fttpond  bj  F.  P.  KATZ,  8«.  D.,  Pb.  D.,  Profauor  of  Mathtmatica  aad  Attroaoaij  ia  Irfiag  Col- 
lagt.  Maabaniwbarg,  Paaaajlvaaia. 

Find  the  law  of  the  force,  in  order  that  the  orbit  may  be  a  Oassinian  Oval. 

41.  Propostd  by  0.  W.ailTHOIT,  M.  8«.,  ProfaiMr  of  ICathematiet  and  Astronomy,  Itw  HHndsor  Gol- 
lego.  Mow  Wladsor,  Maiylaad. 

If  the  earth  were  a  perfect  sphere  and  had  a  frictionless  sorfaoe,  what  would  be  the 
motion  of  a  ball  placed  at  a  given  latitude  ? 

DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

Coadaotsd  by  J.  M.  GOLAW,  Moattroy,  Va.   All  eontribnUoas  to  this  dopar6aont  shoald  bo  soat  to  hia. 

SOLUTIOirS  OF  FSOBLEMS. 

40.   Proposod  by  P.  P.  KATZ,  D.  80.,  Ph.  D.,  Profossor  of  ICathomaties  and  Astronomy  in  Irrinf  CoUogo, 
Moobaniosbarg,  Ponnsylvania. 

The  sum  of  three  positive  integral  cubic  roots  of  an  equation  is  a  square.    What  is 
the  equation  7 

L    Solation  by  I.  L.  8HBRW00D,  A.  M.,  Profossor  of  Mathsawitios  and  Soioaos  ia  Mississippi  lormal  Ool- 
Isga,  Hoeston,  Mississippi. 

Let  a,  6,  and  e  be  the  roots  of  the  equation. 

We  then  have  a'  +  6*-f  c*— D  . 

This  condition  is  satisfied  by  the  equation  v^(v'+8v*-|-27v')»  d,  where 

M 
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a'oBV*,  b*aB8v*  and  c'«27v*.    Forming  the  equation  from  the  roots,  we  have: 
X*— (a*+6»+c»)««+(a*6»+oM  +  6»c»)«— a*6»c*«-0. 

Substituting  values  of  a,  6,  c  and  reducing,  we  have  : 

«•— 3er»««+261«^»«-2ier^*=0,  where  'V*  may  be  1,  2,  8,  etc.,  in  anc 
cession. 

n.   8ol«tlMi  bj  A.  H.  HOLIIBS.  Bnuiwtek.  lUiat,  tad  0.  B.  M.  flOO,  A.  IL,  flu  D^  FlilMwrf 
MiflUMirtM  In  Ttarkaaa  Oolltft,  Ttnrkaaa,  ArkaniM-Ttsat. 

Let  a,  6,  c  be  the  roots  of  the  cubic  equation. 

.*.  «•— (a+6+c)x*  +(a6  +  ac-f  6c)a5»a6c,  is  the  equation.  j 
Let  aai5m',  6»3m*,  c«»m*.     .*.  6m*-f  3m*+m«»9fii*. 
.•.«»-9m«««+23m*x-16m»     (1). 
Let  awtm^-^-mny  6=n*— win,  c=2mn,  iii>n. 

.-.  x»— (m+n)«x»  +(3m»n-f  3wn»)a;-2m*n»— 2m»n*   (2). 
(1)  and  (2)  both  satisfy  the  conditions. 

41.  Vnfuni  hj  H.  C.  WILDS.  8k«U  Run.  Wtit  Tirgiaia. 

qi^^M^=Me+^   (1);  j^(a+ci_^  m+i)_   ^ ab                  ed  '  ̂   ac  hd 

^^^^^^   -   ̂ ^^^^    (3),  to  find  the  least  integral  values  of  a,  5,  e,  i 

I.   SolvtfoB  bj  tilt  PSOPOSBR. 

The  sum  of  equations  (1),  (2)  and  (3),  after  clearing  effractions,  cid  be 
reduced  to  20d(o6-f  oc+6c)«»llla6c   (4). 

Eliminating  from  (1)  and  (4),  6(2«b9c. 
Eliminating  from  (2)  and  (4),  5(2«>96. 
Eliminating  from  (3)  and  (4),  4ds9a. 

.'.  The  numbers  are  in  the  ratio  a4,  65,  c6,  cl9,  which  will  be  the  letst  in- 
tegers that  will  satisfy  the  equation.     [See  problem  No.  36.] 

n.   Sohitloa  bj  A.  H.  BBLL,  RUUboro,  DUaoii. 

Arranging,    50acd+  506cd-81a6c+81a6c2.  (1). 
lbaed+  566cd«--75a&c+56a6d.         (2). 
65acd—  66&rd-66a6c-65a6d.  (3). 

(1)  X  3  150acd+ 1506c(2^243a6c-f  243a6d.         (4). 
(2)  X  2  150acd- 1 126cd«—  150a6c+ 1  I2ahd.  (5). 
(4)-(5)  2626c(i-393a6c+131a6d.  (6). 
(2)  X 13  976acd-7286cd--975a6c+728a6d.  (7). 
(3)X  15  975acd— 9906c(i-990a6c»975a6(i.  (8). 
(7)- (8)  2626c(i— 1965a6cH-1703a6d.(9). 
(9).(6),  and  reducing  Ze^2d,  .'.  c=2,  and  d— 3  (10). 
These  values  in  (1)  and  (2),  etc.,  a^A  and  6«>5  (11). 
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To  obtain  the  relatiye  values  between  the  two  sets  of  values  (10)  and  (11), 

take  (6)  x  1703-(9)  x  131,  results  in  9a»4d.  .*.  a«4  and  d-9,  b«6  and  e->6. 
These  are  prime  to  each  other,     .'.are  the  least  values. 

fill*. 
in.   SolstfoB  b7  OOOna  D.  SCHIIITT,  M.  a.,  nrofMior  of  Mitlnmiriw,  UniTtnitj  of  TMnttiM.  laili- 

The  equations  can  be  written  :    60f   h  -r-)™  81  ( —  +  "T )» 

Let  1/anx,  l/&«y,  l/e«>f,  and  l/doiu,  and.  the  equations  become 
60x+60y— 8U-81U-0;  66x— 762^+66s— 76tt«0;  66a;-66y-66z+66u«-0. 

Thus  we  have  three  equations  with  four  unknown  quantities. 

By  determinants  x  :  y  :  z  :  u  :: 

60,  -81,  -81 80,  -81,-81 60,     60,  -81 60,     60,  -81 76.     56,  -76 • 66,     66,  -76 
• 
• 56,  -76,  -76 • 66,  -76,     66 

66,  -66,     66 66,  -66,      66 66,  -66,     66 66,  -66,  -66 

Evaluating  the  determinants,  we  have, 

x:y:z:u::  (131)«90  :  (181)«72  :  (181)«60  :  (131)«40, 
or  X  :  3^  :  f  :  u  ::  90  :  72  :  60  :  40. 
Hence  1/a  :  1/6  :  1/e  :  1/d  ::  90  :  72  :  60  :  40, 
ora;6::c:d::  4:6:6:9; 
whence  aa>4,  6»6,  c«»6,  d»9  are  the  lowest  values. 

AIM  aolred  by  A,  H.- HOLMES, 

PROBLEMS. 

47.   PirofOMd  b7  KDMUID  FISH,  HilUboro  nUaoif . 

A  rectangular  field,  whose  length  and  breadth  in  rods  are  in  whole  nnmders,  is  en- 
closed with  a  fence  and  subdivided  by  fences  on  both  diagonals,  the  total  length 

of  the  fences  is  2204  rods ;  required  the  sides  and  area. 

Propostd  by  8TLVXSTEB  ROBBOrS,  lorth  BruMh  Dtpot,  Iiw  Jtntj. 

The  edges  of  a  rectangular  parallelepiped  are  within  1  of  the  proportion 

2  :  3  :  9,  and  they  are  2x:tl,  3«  and  9a:,  (2a;:f:l)*  +  (3x)«-f  (9x)*=the  diagonal 
aqiiared=94a;'=f:4a;-f  1=  □ .    To  find  four  integral  values  for  x. 

I 
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AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

CMdmiM  br  B.  r.  FtnEL,  SprhwUdd,  Ho.   m  MBtrfbatlau  u  tUi  dcpartaMt  «k«d<  ta  mut  U  Ub. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FROBLEHS. 

so.   FnpoMd  bj  r.  P.  lUTZ.  M.  A..  H.  S*.,  Ph.  D.,  PtoImmt  «I  lUtklmBtia  ul  Agtnmtmj  ia  Intac 
CtlUf*'  MMkuinbn^,  Fumqlivaik. 

Find  the  average  area  of  all  the  trianslea  which  cio  be  iDMrib«d  In  a  givta  did*. 

Let  P,  OPf  be  any  inscribed  triangle ;  and  through  0  draw  any 
OA.    Two  cases  havti  now  to  be  considered  :  (1),  the  trian- 

gle may  lie  wholly  on  one  side  of  the  diameter  OA  ;  (2),  the 
triangle  may  lie  partly  on  one  side  of  the  diameter  OA . 

I.  Put  0A=2r,  ̂ AOP,=^,  and  ̂ AOP,=S; 
then  OP,=2rco8^,  0P,=2rcos^,  and  the  area  of  the 

A,  P,OPt,  =A',  =2r'co8^sffsinC^— #)■  Hencetheaver- 
age  area  of  the  triangles  in  this  caee,  is 

=-  ~[Bin2*-2^co82^  ]''=  "^   ^**- 

II.  Put   ̂ AOP^=i>■,   then   the  area  of  the  triangle  P,OPt,   =A", 
=-2r'coBficoBfBiji{ff+f).    Hence  the  average  area  of  the  triangles  in  tbia  case,  ii 

At=f*'J*'A"dffdf+  J*'J"dW^=  -^'"/[-^J^'sinWcosfld* 

+  ljycos.«d«]=-^'[fxi  +  *x^]=4^   .(2). 

Hence  the  required  average  area  becomes 

A=KA,+A,)=3r'/2i   (8). 

H.   aolBtlaB  bj  0.  W.  UTHOir.  M.  St.,  PreliHor  of  Mitkimulo*  ud  JMntfamj.  Wtw  WladMr  (W- 
Uf*,  lr>  Wladaor,  Utrjltai, 

We  readily  get  the  area  of  triangle 

=  — „~{8in2.^+ein2B+sin20}, 



which,  by  virtQG  of  the  teMion  A+B+C=jr,  reducee  to 

■^{mn2A+eia3B-Bin2(A+B}}. 

C  C  {BiaZA  +  BiaZB— ain2( A +B)]dAdB 

.  Average  area  =  -;,   

y.y.  ''''''* 
St.   mpwii  bj  B.  F.  rmiL,  l.  M.,  PnlHur  si  ItUbmtKi  ud  PhjriM  1>  inaj  CdIIhi,  Sfftai- 

Hiid  tha  avange  length  of  a  Hoe  drawn  acroi*  the  upposlte  tidei  of  a  rectangla. 

^-:  'Lit  ABCD  be  the  rectangle,  F6  the  random  line.     Let  AB=l,  BC=b, 

'BimFO={b*  +  ix—yy)i. 
.  The  Ilmita  of  x  are  0  and  { ;  of  y,  0  and  x. 
Bence  tbe  reqnired  average  area  is 

A=   

= -^/./!  (*■• +("^- *>■*' '**'*!' 

=  -^/^{i(fc*+i*)t+6Mog[z+(M+x»)*]-6Mogfc}<ie 

For  the  line  Kh,  we  get,  by  writing  I  for  6  and  b  for  [, 

Cor.  I.      If  1=6,  J=l(aj/2)+/log(l  +  i/2) — |^i/2-lI+-J-. 

Cor.  II.    If[=fc=l,  ̂ =l(2-i.'2)+log(l+|/2),  which  18  the  same  reanlt 
as  given  in  mUtamnm'*  Jntej^ral  Coiculua,  page  4M. 

AIM  acdrad  Mj  F.  P.  MATX. 
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PROBLEMS. 

80.   ffWf  Mt*  by  0.  W.  AWHOMT,  M.  St.,  Rrofww  of  lUtllWMrtiM  in  Itw  Wiaiwr  CMItg^,  ̂ w 
Mv,  Marjlaiid. 

A  man  ia  at  the  center  of  a  circalar  desert ;  he  travela  at  a  given  rate  but  in  a  pefeol' 
ly  random  manner.    What  is  the  probability  that  he  will  be  off  the  desert  in  a  given  time? 

40.   PropoMd  by  HEIST  HEATOI,  M.  S«..  AtUntia.  lova. 

If  every  point  of  an  ellipse  be  Joined  with  every  other  point,  what  ia  the  average 
length  of  the  chords  thos  drawn? 

41.   Proposed  by  P.  P.  KATZ,  D.  Se.,  Pb.  D.,  Profeseor  of  ICtthematieB  sad  letroBoaqr  in  Inrlic  Ooll||i, 
Meebaniesbvrf ,  PeaMylvmia. 

A  line  is  drawn  at  random  across  the  chord  and  ffivm  arc  of  a  circalar  iegment  Flod     I 
ean  area  of  the  divitiont,  \ the  mean 

J 

> 

I 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Oosdseied  by  J.  M.  GOLAW.  Monterey,  Vs.   All  ooatribntioai  to  thii  department  elioald  be  eent  to  Ua. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

S5.   Proposed  by  WILLIAM  STMMOHDS,  A.  M.,  Professor  of  MathenMties  and  Aetronoay  in  PasiiiOit*      . 
lofo,  Santa  Boea,  California;  P.  0.,  Sebastopol,  Galifomin.  < 

To  an  observer  whose  latitude  is  40  degrees  north,  what  is  the  sidereal  time  whea 

Fomalhont  and  Antares  have  the  same  altitude  :  taking  the  Right  Ascension  and  Dedina' 
tion  of  the  former  to  be  22  hours,  52  minutes,  —30  degrees,  12  minutes ;  of  the  latter 
16  hours,  23  minutes,  —26  degrees,  12  minutes  ? 

Selntlon  by  0.  B.  M.  ZIRB,  A.  M.,  Pb.  D.,  Profeesor  of  Matbemnties  and  AppBed  8ei«Mt,  Tmites^ 
OeUege,  Terarbana,  Arkansas-Texas. 

Let  A.«B latitude  of  observer,  a,  d,  a,,  d^  the  Right  Ascension  and  Dedia^ 
ation  of  Fomalhont  and  Antares,  respectively,  /^aaltitude,  h,  A,  the  hour  angles  " 

.'.  sin/5=8inA8ind-f  cosXcosdcosA»siuAsind,  4-cosXcosd|COS^i. 
Also  A-f  a«»A,-f  a^. 

ButX«40°,  a-343%  a,  =246°  46',  d--30°  12',  (J,--26*»  12'. 
.-.  66207co8fc-68734cosfc,  -3964   (1). 
A^-A«£r-.£r,«97°  16',  co8(fc, -fc)-.  12620   (2). 
Let  cosA—x,  cos^,  ̂ y. 

.-.  from  (2)y-.1262a5db^'.98407-.98407x*.     This  in (1)  gives 67632. 769^- 
q=68184.81634|/r^«  «3964. 

...  a;«-.06716x-. 68216,  .-.  x«.79211  or  -.73496. 
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.-.  h—37^  37'  or  iyi°  18'  12'.  h~2  honn,  80  minuteB,  28  secoode,  or  9 
iDTB,  9  mmates,  12.8  aeoonds. 

.'.  sidereal  time=l  boot,  22  minates,  28  seoonds,  or  8  honrs,  1  mhinte, 
i.8  seconda. 

U.   PnpoMd  k;  J.  E.  BLLTOOD.  A.  IL,  Mm^  al  Ibt  OoBu  khMl.  FUUbBrt.  HtmJtnaU. 

"Whktlitha  Itogth  of  a  chord  cattl&B  off  one-flfth  of  tha  •■«•  of  ■  drclewhoN 
iunetarialOfbetT" 

I.   Mattom  k;  S.  B.  M.  ZIU.  A.  IL,  Ffe.  D.,  I 

Let  the  chord  subtend  an  angle~29,  a— rsdins  of  circle.  Then  the  length 
i  the  chord— 2a  BID  0. 

.-.  a*(»— 8in«ooBff)-}iro». 

.-.  ff-BinfcoBii'-i*,  ;■.  fl-60''82'  nearly. 

.-.  chord-2aBiD<!=10Bin#-8.7064  feet. 

__      otatloD  bj  BOJ.  p.  TinnT.  A.  M..  Pratm 
lUi,  ud  Frgl.  P.  8.  UBO,  LulwM.  Ignh  DUoW. 

I^et  <f— the  angle  at  the  center,  sobtended  by  the  required  chord.  Then 

OBtnf— the  length  of  the  required  chord.  Now-^5^)i26,  the  area  of  the  sector, 

-5siti0l/(25—25eiQ*e')i  the  areaofthe  triangle,  —  6t,  the  given  area  of  the  seg- 

lent.     Whence,  by  redaction,  t^jt-t— flinfleoBC—  -^. 

.■.-^jr-aBinWcosC-J*.     .'.  .0349065»-9in2fl-1.256687. 
From  which  we  readily  find,  by  Buppoaition,  the  value  of  0;  and  from 

lis,  the  value  of  lOeintf  to  be  8.706,  the  length  of  the  chord  required. 

By  Reversion  of  Series.  Let  the  given  diameter 

>10— £  and  1/6  of  circle — axr* /d,  radius— r. 
?o obtain  the  greatest  oonvergeucy  iu  the  aeries,  let  ACB, 

hesDgleattheeenter—2tf  and  take  the  sector  ACD=r'&/2 
mi  T*tinlhot(t/2'' ACE. 

Then  r'(S— ainffooafl)/2— OUT*  /2d  or  arc*— air/d 
+  C0((Jj/  (l-cos'tf)   (1). 

Hake  cosf— x,  and  when  expanded, 

a»  I*       X*         3x'    _     8.6a:* 
~d"*''    T     27i     2X6      T.4.6.8' 

By  trigonometry  or  calcnlus,  we  have, 

•  3.&r'  3.6.7 

arcW--;3 — X-: 2.8     2.4.6       2.4.6.7      2.4.6.6.9' 
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(2)- (8)  and  -♦-  by  2,  etc., 

(d— 2a);r V9m~-   --^   aa X   3r  — 

6x» 

6      40      112       1152 

etc., 

Assume  x»Ay-hBy*-\-Cy'^-\-Dy'^-\-Ey*+  etc., 

(4). 

(5). The  powers  of  a;  substituted  in  (4),  y^Ay+ 

r -T>'  +  l^-- -2—  40  )2/*  +  1^—2-  -  -2-  -  -r-  Tl2"r +^- 

.-.  il-l,  5-1/6,  C- 13/120,  Z)«493/6040,  JS;-37869/862880,  etc.,m(6). 
x»oo8^-y+y>  /6+13y»  /120+493y'  /6040+37869y»  /362880+  etc,,. . . .(i). 

Substituting  values,  3/a8»r/20-0.471239-logarithm  1.678241+. 
2nd»0.017441 
3rd=0.002617 
4th»0.000505 
5th»0.000118 

E6timated-0.000025 

cos(9b  0.491845 

2nd  term  y»  =1.019724— 
6    0.778151. 

0.017441=1.241573 

4th  term  y'=3.712688 

498/5040.... "2.990416 
0.000505-=4.708104 

8rd  term  y'= 8.1 

18  /120=T.Oa4768 

0.002517 +='8.4009W 
5th  term  y»  =1.069171 

37369/862880. . .  .1.012787 

0.00018=4.071908 

Chord  i45=10/(l-cos«^=8.7068+.    .4CZ>=60<^82'  17"  nearly. 

Vinu.'-'FfirmalM  (it)  is  also  a  general  aolatton  tor  the  height  of  the  oironlar  segment  (see  yieblwi 
tr,  page  75,  Vol.  11) .   When  the  angle  ACDIm  less  than  60o,  solre  (1)  for  sin#,  and  we  hare. 

Ohord^D.slni.    It  wiU  be  notloed  that  the  ooiiTergenoj,  in  part,  depends  on  the 
Tahie  of  y . 

olths 

PBOBLEMS. 

4S.  PropoMd  by  E.  B.  S800TT,  6188  KUis  Aftant,  Cbleaffo,  nUaoii. 

To  find  a  triangle  whose  aides  and  median  lines  are  commensorabie. 

43.   PropoMd  by  H.  C.  WILOS,  Sknll  San,  West  Yirgiaia. 

To  find,  if  possible,  a  right  angled  triangle,  the  bisectors  of  the  acnte  anglea  of 
which,  can  be  expressed  by  integral  whole  nnmbers. 
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44.   ftofoitd  bj  VnL  P.  8.  BIRO,  huimor;  Voith  DakoU. 

Two  treet  whose  heights  are  40  and  80  feet,  respectively,  stand  on  opposite  sides  of 
a  stream  90  feet  wide.  What  path  does  a  sqairrel  take  in  leaping  from  the  top  of  the  high- 

er to  the  top  of  the  lower  7    What  is  the  length  of  the  path  7 

EDITORIALS. 

The  Augoat-September  number  of  the  Monthly  will  be  issued  about  the 
20th  of  September. 

The  address  of  Editor  Finkel,  after  July  Ist,  will  be  The  University  of 
Chicago,  Chicago,  Illinois. 

This  issue  has  been  delayed  on  account  of  our  engravers  missending  the 

pkte  for  Mr.  Miller's  portrait. 

The  University  of  Pennsylvania  has  conferred  the  degree  of  Doctor  of 
Philosophy  on  our  valued  contributor,  H.  C.  Whitaker:  We  congratulate  Prof. 
M^hitaker  on  this  merited  recognition  of  his  ability. 

PERIODICALS. 

Annual  Recreation  Niimher  of  the  Outlook.     The  Outlook  Publishing  Co., 
13  Astor  Place,  New  York  City. 

The  OuUook*$  seventh  annual  Recreation  Namber  contains  nearly  a  hundred  pages 
and  scores  of  illustrations.  Nearly  all  of  the  special  articles  relate  to  OQtdo9r  life,  sport, 
recreation,  and  vacation  possibilities.  Among  the  writers  are  Ian  Maclaren,  the  Rev.  Dr. 
Henry  van  Dyke,  the  Rev.  Dr.  Charles  H.  Parkhnrst,  Kirk  Mnnroe,  General  A.  W.  Qreely, 
Ponltney  Bigelow,  and  many  others. 

The  Review  of  Reviews.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magaadne. 
Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  advance.  Single  number, 
25  cents.    Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  New  York  City. 

The  June  number  of  The  Review  of  ReviewM  is,  as  nsaal,  fall  of  the  history  of  the  im- 
portant events  that  are  taking  place  in  various  parts  of  the  world.  Dr.  Shaw,  the  editor, 

has  given  a  close  analysis  of  the  political  situation  which  is  now  being  worked  out  at  St. 
Louis. 

Hie  Cosmopolitan.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Ed- 
ited by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  Single  num- 
ber, 10  cents.     Irvington-on-the- Hudson,  New  York. 
The  June  number  of  The  Co$mopolitan  is  keeping  up  its  literary  merit,  but  is  each 

time  improving  in  the  artistic  excellence  which  it  embodies. 
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APPLICATIONS  or  SUBSTITUTION  OBOUPS. 

By  0.  A.  MILLER,  Ph.  D.,  Parii,  FnuiM. 

Lagrange  seems  to  have  been  the  first  to  give  a  clear  statement  and 

t  least  a  partial  proof*  of  the  following  fundamental 
Thsorkm  I.  The  number  (N)  of  different  formal  values  which  are  obtained 

^permuting  the  n  eUmente  of  a  given  function  in  every  poaeible  manner  i$  a  divie- 
r  of  nl.t 

About  thirty  years  later  Ruffini  proved  that  JV  cannot  have  the  Values  8  or 

when  n=5,  in  his  work,  ̂ ^Teoria  generale  delle  equaxioni,  in  cui  H  dimostraim- 
(^mbtle  la  Boluzione  algebraica  deUe  equazioni  generali  di  grado  euperiore  al 

tiarto,"  Bologna,  1799.    He  thus  proved  also  that  N  cannot  be  equal  to  every 
ivisorofni. 

As  it  was  known  that  the  value  of  N  is  the  quotient  obtained  by  dividing 
I  by  the  order  of  the  largest  substitution  group  which  transforms  the  function 
ito  itself  it  became  an  important  problem  to  determine  all  the  possible  orders 
I  the  substitution  groups  of  n  elements,  especially  since  il  was  believed  that  this 

ould  throw  light  on  the  solution  of  the  general  equation  of  the  n**  degree.  This 
roblem  has  been  solved  only  for  small  values  of  n. 

The  gitren  theorem  of  Lagrange  indicates  the  most  direct  application 

'  substitution  groups  and  therefore  naturally  furnished  the  starting  point  for  the 
irly  investigations  in  this  subject.  It  may  be  readily  proved  in  the  following 
anner-.^ 

Let  ̂ ,  the  given  function,  be  unchanged  only  by  the  substitutions  in  the 

•The  proof  gtren  by  Lagrange  In  his  arttde,  **SeJlexlmu  tur  la  retolMHom  aigeMqi»e  dei  tqwUlom," 
BDiolrea  de  rAoademle  de  Berlin,  1770  and  1771,  aeema  to  bare  been  generally  considered  as  complete. 
.  Mathlea,  Oomptes  Bendns,  46,  page  1017.  Bnrkbardt,  on  the  contrary,  seems  to  regard  it  as  inoom- 
ite.    Of.  Zeitschrift  far  Mathematik,  1802,  page  141. 

Tai^i>s.s>  •  •  •  •  -M. 

tCf .  Netto's  Theory  of  Bnbstitattons  (Cole's  edition)  f4l. 
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first  row  of  the  following  rectangle.   (These  form  a  group,  for  the  pzodnct  of  anj 
two  leaves  f  unchanged  and  is  therefore  found  in  this  row.) 

a,=l 
«... 

tm 

Sftm 

SA 

f'm 

»mtm 

TO=- 

n\ 

f/f  will  assume  the  same  formal  value  if  any  one  of  the  substitutions  of  t 
given  row  is  applied  to  it,  for  the  first  fiictor  leaves  it  unchanged  and  the  second 
factor  is  the  same  throughout  the  row.    If  we  assume  that  t^  (fi=2^  8,      m) 
is  not  found  in  a  preceding  row  the  substitutions  of  the  rectangle  are  all  difierent, 
for  from 

we  would  have  (;^,,  y^,  y^^ot) 

This  is  impossible  unless  /9,  =fi^  and  Sy,=l.  In  this  case  t^s,^  and  l^i,, 
occupy  the  same  place  in  the  given  rectangle. 

Since  there  are  just  n\  substitutions  of  n  elements  the  given  rectangle  con- 
tains each  substitution  once  and  only  once.  If  t^,  and  t^.  would  transform  f  in- 

to the  same  function  (^, )  then  would  the  products  of  all  the  substitutions  in  the 

rows  containing  tft^  and  t^^  into  a  substitution*  ty  which  transforms  ^|  into  ̂   gin 
2a  different  substitutions  that  transform  if?  into  itself.  This  is  contrary  to  the 
hypothesis.     Therefore  N=m=  a  divisor  of  nl. 

One  of  the  best  known  functions  to  which  these  elementary  principles  ci 
substitution  groups  are  commonly  spplied  is  the  anharmonic  ratio  of  four 
points.!  If  the  four  points  are  represented  by  i4,  ̂ ,  C,  and  Z>,  their  anharmonic 
or  cross  ratio  may  be  represented  by 

,   AB      AD        AB.CD 
^=7^n^-i--TC^    or 

CB        CD        AD.CB  • 

It  is  required  to  find  the  number  of  formal  values  of  ̂   when  the  points 
are  interchanged  in  every  possible  manner.  We  may  do  this  by  dividing  41=34 
by  the  order  of  the  largest  group  of  degree  four  that  transforms  ^  into  itself. 
Since  ̂   is  unchanged  by  the  substitution  AB.CD  and  also  by  the  substitutioii 

•Since  the  leotangle  oontaina  ell  the  poMlble  sabetitatloiLi  of  »  dlementi.  It  nrast  oontala  tbm  tevww 
of  each  of  Iti  sabetltatlons.    We  shAll  always  consider  » to  be  a  finite  number. 

tOf .  Baldness  and  Morlejr's. 
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{AB.CD)^.  We  know  that  there  are  only  three  groups*  of  degree  fonr  which 
dude  {AB.CD)^  and  that  these  contain  either  a  substitution  of  the  form  AB  or 
e  of  the  form  ABC,  As  no  such  substitution  transforms  i>  into  itself 
B.CD)^  is  the  largest  group  that  has  this  property.  The  number  of  different 
lues  of  f  is  therefore  24-i-4=6. 

To  find  these  six  values  of  ̂   we  may  arrange  the  substitutions  of  four  ele- 
mts  as  follows : 

1  AB.CD  AC.BD  AD.BC 

AB CD ACBD ADBC 

AC ABCD BD ADCB 
AD ABDC ACDB 

BC 

ABO ACD BDC ADB  , 
ACB BCD ABD 

ADC 

Since  all  the  substitutions  of  a  row  transform  ^  into  the  same  function  we 
Q  find  the  six  formal  values  of  ̂   by  applying  to  it  the  six  substitutions  of  the 
8t  column  in  this  rectangle.!    We  thus  obtain  the  following,  in  order : 

BA.CD 

B,CD  _.    BA.CD   AD,CB   ^     CB,AD  _   1 

O.CB-'^'^'BD.CA-^     AD.CB^.AB,CD    "  h^l'^  CD.AB-  k' AD.CB 

3.CA      AD.CB--AB,CD  BC.AD  _    1       CA.BD      k^-l   1^ 
LCB  "~         AD.CB         "^^    *  '  BD.AC  ~  l-F    CD.BA  ~^     k  fc  * 

This  example  furnishes  also  a  clear  illustration  of  what  we  mean  by  *'<2t/- 
entfomial  va/tiet."  The  six  given  values  of  ̂   are  all  different  as  to  form  but 
Day  have  such  values  that  they  are  not  all  really  different.  E.  g.,  if  1;=— 1, 
)y  coincide  in  pairs.  In  this  case  the  ratio  is  called  harmonic.  If  fc=an  im- 
nary  cube  root  of  —1,  they  coincide  in  triplets  and  the  ratio  is  called 
lianharmonie. 

It  should  be  observed  that  each  one  of  the  four  subgroups  of  {ABCD)Blly 
ich  are  of  the  form  (i4^C)all,  has  one  substitution  in  each  row.  Hence  the 
lowing 

Theorkm  II.  Th€  gix  different  formal  valuet^  of  an  anharmonic  ratio 

^our  points  may  be  obtained  by  transforming  any  three  of  its  points  symmetrieaUy. 

•It  Is  eTfd€Bt  that  the  tanotlon  is  not  STmmstrio.     It  would  therefore  only  be  neoeMsvy.  to  eramlne 
Ith  reapeot  to  the  oth«r  two  groups. 
fTbUm  Is  oiearlj  only  one  of  the  4086  different  ways  In  which  the  six  transforming  sabstttottons  may 
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If  0  is  the  largest  group  which  transforms  a  function  (^)  into  itself  we  saj 
that  if  beUmga  to  O.  The  same  relation  is  also  expressed  by  saying  that 

0  bdangi  to  if,*  The  former  of  these  two  expressions  is  to  be  preferred  since 
only  one  group  helong$  to  any  given  if  while  an  infinite  number  offuneiioHB  bdemg 
to  any  given  0.    This  may  be  readily  proved  as  follows  :t 

We  first  suppose  that  G  is  the  symmetric  group  of  n  elements.  Eveiy 
symmetric  function  of  these  elements  will  then  belong  to  0.  That  their  num- 

ber is  infinite,  follows  directly  from  the  fact  that  both  a  and  b  can  have  an  infin- 
ite number  of  different  values  without  impairing  the  symmetry  of  the  following 

functions  4 

*i*+x,*+a;4"+   -f  x„*+5X|a!,X|   «„    A, 

We  may  now  suppose  that  G  consists  of  a  single  substitution,  vis.,  identity. 
In  this  case  every  .function  of  the  n  elements  which  is  changed  in  form  by  each 
substitution  of  these  elements  belongs  to  G,    If  we  suppose  that  a|,a,,  aj, 
  ,  a.  represent  n  different  given  numbers,  the  following  function  belongs  to 
0: 

a,a;,  -f  a,x,  +a^x^  +   +«iiX»    ;   -B. 

We  may  now  assign  all  the  possible  values  of  a,  with  the  exception  of  the 
finite  number  of  values  represented  by  a«,  a,,   ,  a».    In  this  way  we  oh- 
tain  an  infinite  number  of  functions  belonging  to  G. 

We  finally  suppose  that  G  represents  any  other  group  whose  order  is  g. 
If  we  apply  the  substitutions  of  G  to  any  one  of  the  functions  of  B  we  obtain  g 

different  functions,  ̂ '|,  if^,  i/f^,   ,  i^g.     In  any  of  the  functions  A  we  mtj 
suppose  n=g  nnd  the  x's,  in  order,  replaced  by  these  ̂ 's.  The  resulting  function 
belongs  to  this  G.  It  is  clear  that  we  obtain  an  infinite  number  of  such  faoc- 
tions  even  by  using  a  particular  function  of  either  A  or  B.  We  did  not  prove 
that  all  the  functions  belonging  to  G  can  be  obtained  in  this  way.  In  fact,  this 
is  not  the  case.  As  it  follows  from  the  definition  that  only  one  group  belongp  to 
a  given  function  the  proof  is  complete. 

We  have  thus  far  only  considered  the  relations  between  groups  and  Itane- 
tions  when  all  the  elements  of  the  function  which  are  permuted  and  no  others 
are  explicitly  contained  in  the  corresponding  group.  We  have  also  only  consid- 

ered the  number  of  values  of  a  function  when  its  elements  are  permuted  accord- 
ing to  the  symmetric  group.  That  the  arguments  which  were  employed  apply 

to  much  more  general  cases  may  be  illustrated  by  means  of  the  following  well- 
known  Trigonometry  formula 

"S  be 

•Cf .  Netto,  Theorj  of  SnlMtitiitlons  (Cole's  Edition)  {28. 
tn>ld,|SO. 
t   If  a  and  b  are  complex  namben,  A  represents  ««  different  functions. 
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If  we  regard  the  first  member  of  this  equation  as  a  function  of  the  three 

angles  Ay  £,  C  of  a  triangle  it  belongs  to  the  group  (BC)  and  is  therefore  a  three- 
valued  function  of  the  angles.  The  second  member  belongs  to  the  group  (jbe)  and 
is  therefore  a  three- valued  function  of  the  sides.  Hence  the  formula  says  that  a 
givet^  three-valued  fun^ion  of  the  angles  %$  equcd  to  a  given  three-valued  function  of 
the  eidee. 

As  no  special  properties  were  imposed  upon  any  the  sides  or  angles  in  de- 
riving the  formula  the  tiiree  different  values  of  the  angles  must  correspond  sep- 

arately to  the  three  different  values  of  the  sides.  It  remains  only  to  find 
the  substitutions  which  transform  the  given  formula  into  the  other  two.  To  do 
this  we  may  arrange  the  substitutions  of  the  angles  and  the  sides,  in  the  usual 
manner,  as  follows : 

1 BC 

AB ABC 
AC ACB 

1 be 

ah 
ahe 

ae atb 

Since  the  substitutions  of  a  row  transform  the  corresponding  functions  in 
the  same  way  and  the  rows  of  the  two  rectangles  evidently  correspond  in  order, 
we  may  effect  the  required  transformation  by  any  two  substitutions  such  that  one 
belongs  to  the  first  and  the  other  to  the  second  of  the  following  two  rows : 

AB.ab,  AB.abe,  ABC.ab,  ABC.ahe 

AC.aCy  AC.aeh^  ACB.ac,  ACB.ach 

If  we  use  the  last  one  of  each  of  these  rows  we  have  the  rule  frequently 

given  in  the  text-books,  viz.,  *'The  corresponding  formulas  for  the  other  two  an- 
gles may  be  obtained  from  this  by  the  cyclical  interchange  of  the  letters." 

The  given  formula  might  also  be  studied  by  employing  a  single  group  in 
place  of  two.  The  most  convenient  group  is  the  intransitive  group  of  degree  six 
and  order  36  which  is  obtained  by  multiplying  the  symmetric  group  of  the  angles 

into  the  symmetric  group  of  the  sides.*  Since  the  given  formula  is  transformed 
into  itself  only  by  the  following  four  substitutions  of  this  group 

1,  BCy  he,  BC.hc, 

it  is  a  nine-valued  function  with  respect  to  this  group.f  Sincesubstitutions  of 
this  group  transform  the  first  member  of  the  given  formula  into  its  three  values 
without  affecting  the  second  member,  these  nine  values  may  be  arranged  into 
three  triplets,  each  of  which  has  the  same  second  member.  By  very  simple 
trials  we  can  show  that  six  of  these  relations  are  absurd.  Since  three  must  be 
true  the  remaining  relations  are  the  required  formulas. 

•Cf .  nils  Joonal,  Vol.  II,  page  a07. 
fThU  mMj  be  proved  in  ezaotlj  the  tenie  way  as  Lagrange*!  theorem  was  prored. 
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Since  similar  remarks  apply  to  a  large  nmnber  of  the  other  Trigonometry 
formulas,  it  is  clear  that  these  foinnulas  can  be  discussed  in  a  more  general  and 
more  definite  manner  by  presupposing  a  thprough  knowledge  of  the  given 
elementary  principles  of  sabstitotion  groups. 

It  is  also  easy  to  show  that  many  problems  of  fiustoring  can  be  discussed 
more  completely  by  presupposing  a  knowledge  of  these  groups.  The  following 
is  a  very  simple  illustration : 

a«— 6«— c«  +2&c=(o-f  6-c)(a-6+0  . . . ;   C. 

The  expression  belongs  to  the  group  (5c)  and  is  therefore  a  three-valued 
function;  its  factors  belong  to  the  groups  (ab)  and  (oc)  respectively  and 
are  therefore  also  three-valued  functions.  Hence  C  indicates  an  equality  be- 

tween a  given  three- valued  function  and  the  product  of  two  other  three- valued 
functions.  These  functions  belong  to  three  distinct  groups.  Arranging  the  sub- 

stitutions of  these  groups  in  the  usual  manner,  we  have 

1 be 1 ab 1 
ae ah abe ac abe ab aeb 

ae acb 
be 

acb be abe 

The  three  values  of  the  given  expression*  may  be  obtained  by  applying 
to  it  one  substitution  from  each  of  the  three  rows  of  the  first  rectangle,  e.  g.,  the 
first  column.  The  factors  of  these  transforms  may  evidently  be  found  by  apply- 

ing the  same  substitutions  to  the  given  factors.  Since  ab  and  ae  transform  one 
of  the  factors  into  itself  it  follows  that  the  three  conjugate  expressions  contain 
only  three  distinct  linear  factors,  viz.,  the  three  values  of  any  one  of  them. 

These  observations  indicate  how  we  may  readily  determine  the  total  num- 
ber of  substitutions  by  means  of  which  the  factors  of  all  the  conjugates  of  a  given 

expression  may  be  found  from  those  of  the  given  expression.  They  have 
brought  us  in  contact  with,  at  least,  three  important  questions,  vis. : 

1.  What  relations  exist  between  the  factors  of  a  sysjtem  of  conjugate  ex- 
pression ? 

2.  What  relations  exist  between  the  groups  of  the  factors  and  the  group 
of  the  expression  ? 

8.  To  what  extent  may  these  relations  be  utilized  in  the  process  of 
factoring  ? 

•The  MBM  idea  U  expressed  bj  **tbe  three  oonjngmtes  of  the  glr^n  expreeston*'  or  bj  **tbm  Ikiee 
transfonns  of  the  giren  expression.  * ' 
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THE  BINOMIAL  THEOREM. 

By  0.  B.  M.  ZBBB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  TWarttmt,  Toif. 

I  use  the  following  rale  for  expanding  all  binomials,  whether  the  expon- 
ent IB  integral  or  fractional,  positive  or  negative. 

The  number  of  terms  of  a  binomial  expansion  is  one  more  than  the  expon- 
ent when  the  exponent  is  a  positive  integer,  otherwise  the  number  of  terms  is  in- 

finite. For  the  first  term  of  the  expansion,  raise  the  first  term  of  the  binomial 
to  the  required  power.  For  any  other  term  of  the  expansion,  multiply  the  pre- 

ceding term  by  the  second  term  of  the  binomial,  and  this  product  by  the  expon- 
ent of  the  power  diminished  by  two  less  than  the  number  of  terms  from  the  be- 

ginning, divide  this  product  by  the  product  of  the  first  term  of  the  binomial  into 
one  less  than  the  number  of  terms  from  the  beginning,  always  observing 
the  proper  algebraic  signs  of  the  binomial  terms. 

ax  1.2. (oac)" 

.  m(m--l)(m-2)   im'-r+2)iax)^{hy)^'  .. 

^   "^  1.2.3   (r-.l)(aa;r-'  "^   ^    ̂* 

{A)  gives  the  expansion  without  reducing  the  terms. 

(1).     To  expand  (Sxdz4y) » . 

l8t  term  =(8x)»=243x»  ;  2nd  term  =.?^?5ii^|^M^==dbl620x*3/ ; 

^,  ̂              d=1620x*vx(db4y)x4     -ooa  ■  . 
8rd  term  =   1-^ — ^ — =4820x»y« ; 

.^.  ̂              4820x»y*x(db4y)x3    _^c„^n-«  ■ 
4th  term  =   ^-t"5        =d=6760a:*y'  ; 

c*u  s,              ±5760a:«y»  x  (±4y)  x  2     ooAr^  a 
5th  term  =   ^T^   ^^^-^— =3840xy*  ; 

^^,1  8840XV*  X  (d=4«)  X  1         _^.naA    K 
6th  term  =       r\ —      =^  1024y«. 

.-.  (8a:±4y)»=:i248x»d=  1620a;*y+4320x«y«±  5760a:V +3840xy*dbl024y». 
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(2).    To  expand  (a*  -f  2fr)^ 

Ist  term=(a«)^=a«*;  2iKi  term  =^^^4^=1^^  **; 

8rd  term  =   s— i   =84a'  •d*  ;  4th  term  =   5 — =   ^28(io"6' : 

-^.  ̂              280a»6*.26.4      k^w.,..    «^,  .             660a«6^26.8      ^to  41.1 5th  term  =   -, — =   =660o*6*  ;  6th  term  =   = — =   =672a*6» ; 

^^.  ̂              672a*6».26.2      ^.q  ...    «...             44Sa*6«.26.1      ,^., 
7th  term  =   g— 5   =448a»6« ;  8th  term  =   „    ̂     — =1286^ . 

.-.  (a*  +  26)'»=a^*  +  14a««6+84a^»6«-f280a»6» 

-f  660a«6* +672a*6»  +  448o*6«  +  128b^ 

(8).    To  ex[>aDd  (2+a:)-^  . 

l8t  term  =(2)^*  =i ;  2nd  term  =1  x?^^i^^=  -  i|-; 

8rdterm:--^x  -^^  =  -jg-;  4th  term  =^x  --^^^^^. 

tux.  *  *^*       a;x(-6)     Ifo* 5thterm=-32-x-^^=^328- 

.-.  (2+a;)     — i     I6"*"n[6      "32"*"  f28"        

(4).   To  expand  (1+^)?. 

8  *' 

l8t  term
  
=(1)

8  
=1 ;  2nd 

 
term

  
=   r   =x  ; 

«. -3-.*                                     iaj'.-g-.C— *) 
8rd  term  =  — g-T — =Ja;«  ;  4th  term  =   g-r   =— ^k  . 

5th  term  =   j-^   =^x*. 
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.-.  (1+^)1  =l+a!-|-^x«-A**+i4TX*-    

(5).    Toexpand(8+12a)t . 

l8t  tem  =(8)1  =4 ;  2nd  term  =^'^|'**  =4o  ; 

8,dfra,=l5:l|^=-a.;  4th  tem  = -"'y-^^  =  Y' 

-^.12o.(-I)  7^, 

6tb  term  =   j^   ="  -12"' 

.-.  (8+12o)»=4+4o-o«  +  |o«  — ,Vo*  +   
(6).    To  expand  (4a— 8z)-t . 

1st  term  =(4o)-»  =-J-r:  2nd  tenn=T5^,   (-"'X"*)  =  JL. '         2at '  2a>  4a  2» 

i^rrr,  -     ""         (-8g)(-|)    _  3x*  .     ...    .   ̂   _  8x»       (-8g)(-t)  _   Sx*  . 

_  ,  8x»     (-8x)(-t)        86x* 5th  term  =  -j-r-.  -^ — ta —     =  ta  i  • 4a<  4.4a  loai 

,.      ...        1     ,     «     .    8x»  .    6x»^   86x* 
...(4a-8x)-»=^+^+^+-^+3^+   

~2otr  ̂ a  +  2tt»+  4a»*    80*^   )' 

The  r**  term  in  XA)  i,"<"-^>^"-?   (»»-r-f  2y (6y)-', '  1.2.3   (r— l)(ax)»^' 

a 

(7).     Find  the  4th  term  of  (-y + 96) ̂   • 

10x9x8x(-^)^»(96)» 
m=10,  r=4.     .•.4th  term  =   =40o'6*. 

1.2.3.(-|-)» 
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(8).    Find  the  28th  term  of  (6x+8y)'V 
m=30,  r=28. 

.  .  28th terra-   1.2.8   26.27.(fo)«^   =    |_27    Jj  (^)  <^>    ' 

(9).    Find  the  8th  term  of  ( 1  +  2x)-* . 
m=— J,  r=8. 

•    8th  term  -(-*K-tK-tK~l)(-t)(-V)(-V)a)-*(2a^r   tfto! ..8th  term-  ______  _-     ^^  . 

(10).    Find  the  10th  term  of  (1 +3a«)y. 
m=V,  *'=10. 

.  .  lutn  term-  — .         1.2.3.4.6.6.7.8.9.(1)»  ""      "sT"' 

(11).    Find  the  5th  term  of  (3a- 26)-' . 
m=— 1,  r=5. 

.   5th  term  __(-l)(-2)(-3)(-4)(&i)-'  (26)^ _  166* .  .  5th  term  -  ____  -  2435"»' 

These  are  enough  examples  to  illustrate  both  the  rule  and  the  general 
term. 

I  have  used  this  method  with  my  classes  for  several  years  and  find 
it  easier  and  better  than  any  other  method  I  have  ever  used.  I  have  never  seen 
this  method  in  this  form.  If  any  of  the  readers  of  the  Monthly  have  ever  seen 
it,  I  would  be  pleased  to  know  where  to  find  it. 
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L  OEOKETSICAL  FBOOF  THAT  Ox >  IS  nTDETEBXIRATE. 

Jt-t.  finXL,  A.  v.,  PriliMir  rf  IbtbiMUM  ud  njibm  ii  Dcvt  Otikflt,  8priD(fl«U.  WitoBiL 

The  Proof  that  I  shall  offer  is  not  new  perhaps,  bnt  I  have  never  seen  it 
print,  and  for  that  reason  I  shall  give  it  in  the  Monthly. 

The  proof  follows  as  a  corollary  of  the  following 
Fboposition  :  The  area  0/  the  etirface  generated  by  a  itraight  Uw  remlviftg 

kI  oh  oxt*  in  iti  plane  it  eqwU  to  the  product  of  the  pr((jection  of  the  Hne  on  the 
I  fry  tht  einumfermee  whose  radiH$  it  a  prrpendicular  erected  at  the  middle 
Ui^the  line  and  temhuited  by  the  axit. 

Let- AB  be  the  straight  line  revolved  about  C2>  as  an  axis.  When  AB  ia 
parallel  to  the  axis  CX,  the  surfacb  generated  by  AB  is  the  convex  surface  of 
frustum  of  a  cone. 

.-.  Area  generated  by  ̂ £=^0x2«3fO. 

Bat  MO  :  AE  ::  MJt  :  AB,  or 

ABxMO=AExMR=CDxMR. 

.'.  Area  generated  by  AB=CDx2irMR.  Now  it  AB  is  made  to  approach 
pradicolarity,  MR  will  approach  parallelism  to  CX,  and,  in  consequence,  CD 

1  approach  0  as  its  limit  and  MR  will  approach  ■«  as  its  limit.  Hence,  in  the 
it,  we  have 

area  generated  by  AB=CDx'2jtMR=Ox2trx'». 

Bnt  area  generated  by  AB  when  AB  is  perpendicular  to  CX  1b 

•C*—AC*}.  Hence,  w(BC«— ilC*)==0x2TX«>,  or  BC*—AC*=ixOx-*> 
X<o.  When  AC=0,  we  have  Ox«=£C*.  Now  BC  is  entirely  arbitrary, 
KM,  Ox<e  is  indeterminate.  But  when  BO  is  a  definite  quantity,  as  for 
nple  8,  then  Ox  »  has  the  definite  value  9. 

The  fundamental  type  of  synbiils  of  indetermination  is-jr-,andtothistype. 
0x1 
0 c  may  be  reduced.     Thus,  Ox«>=Ox-t-^  "o""  IT'     '^''^  indeterminate- 
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When  these  forms  oocar  as  the  answers  of  problems,  they  have,  in  gener- 
al, perfectly  definite  values,  and  these  definite  values  must  be  found.  But  when 

these  forms  stand  apart  from  the  consideration  of  problems,  they  are  perfectly 
meaningless, 

Drury  College,  September  I4, 1S96, 

ARITHMETIC. 

OoBdi«ttd  by  B.  F.  FDnOBL,  Spriagfltld,  Mo.  All  eontribiitioBi  to  thii  dopaitaoai  ikooM  bt  Mstto  kia. 

SOLUTIONS  or  PBOBLEMS. 

60.  ftopoMd  by  J.  K.  BLLWOOD.  A.  M ..  PHndpal  of  Colfax  Sohool.  Ftttsbvr.  FnMylfmaia. 

A  pipe  1  foot  long  and  27-82  inch  in  diameter  has  a  half-ineh  orifice  and  weighi  If 
pounds.  What  is  the  diameter  of  a  pipe  the  same  length  and  orifice,  but  weighing  41 
ounces? 

I.   SohitloB  by  F.  M.  MoOAW,  A.  M.,  ProfetMr  of  ]latli«Mtioi,  Bor4wtowB  MilitMy  iMlttatt,  B«4»- 
towB,  Vfv  Jtnoy. 

Let  7,  ■«  volume  of  "solid"  pipe. 
Let  7,  B  volume  of  bore. 
Then  K|—  7, » volume  of  metal n;r(||}|)  cubic  inches. 
Since  weights  are  proportional  to  volumes,  ̂ (|HI)  •  V^^2S  :  41,  where 

V^  »B  volume  of  required  size  of  pipe. 
Add  to  this  volume  of  bore»  7,,  and  we  have, 

7,+  Tg-B  r^-snew  "solid"  pipe«B;r(|{|l}})  cubic  inches. 

Hence  A-{»(Hfff)-*-'f.l2}»  "«A*i%V»  and  Z)-.9625  inches. 

n.   SohitioB  by  XDWABD  B.  SOBBUS,  lUattr  in  MatlioiMtiM  and  Pbyiiet,  UwrtBotfOlt  Sokool,  Jaw 
moofiUt,  Vfv  Jtnoy. 

The  voltbnes  of  the  two  pipes  will  have  the  same  ratio  as  their  weights. 

^^  [("2")  ""  ("2")  J        w         D^^d*         w 

4(4)'- {4)'] 
Hence,      r-/  n'  vt      /  j  vt-i* "^J  ̂^ jy  — i«~  w'  ' 
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where  the  D*%  represent  the  diameters  of  the  pipes,  and  d  the  common  diameter 
of  their  arifiee$.    From  this 

-l/*l[(H)*-(*)*]+i-|/|UR-.96248+  inches. 
AlM>  aolred  t^^  O,  B.  M.  XERR,  H.  C.  WILKES,  and  /.  BCHEFPER. 

01.   PropoMd  by  F.  P.  MATZ,  M.  Se.,  Ph.  D.,  Fraftnor  of  lUfthaawliM  ud  litroaonj  in  Irttaf  Ool- 
Itfe,  Maehinlailwrf,  FnuMyiTABia. 

Insured  my  store  for  a/6th=s|th  of  its  value,  at  r^=\k% ;  but  soon  afterward  the  store 
was  burned  down,  and  my  loss  over  the  insurance  was  |L=f4160.  What  was  the  value  of 
my  store? 

L    SolvtioD  by  HOV.  J08IAH  H.  DBITICMOID.  LL.  D.,  Pttrtlaad,  Mtiiit. 

Constming  the  terms  of  this  question  as  they  are  nsed  in  legal  and  insnr- 
aoce  circles  the  solution  is  |4,150x4»|16,600. 

But  the  proposer  evidently  intends  to  redkon  ihe  premium  paid  as  a  part 

of  the  "lossJ' 
Then  for  every  $4.00  of  value  $3.00  was  insured  at  a  cost  of  8.75  cents, 

leaving  $1.0375  of  loss. 
Hence  1.0375  :  4  ::  4150  :  16,000. 

n.   SotatiOB  by  J.  SOHOTER,  A.  M.,  Hsffwitowii,  MaryisBd. 

The  value  of  the  policy  is-r-.  ttv)^*  ̂   representing  the  value  of  the  store. 

We  have,  therefore,  obviously, 

■['  -t('  -rni]"'-  •■•'=^*['  -t('  -rar)]- 

Substituting  numerical  value,  we  find  £=$16,000. 

m.   SolBtioB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBSS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Tenrkana,  Arkansat-Teiu ;  P.  S.  BXBG,  Urimore,  Vorth 
Dakota ;  aad  A.  P.  READ,  A.  K..  ClartiiM,  Miisonri. 

Let  8=va]ue  of  store. 

-,.  an      fh  '^  a\        r        as        are         / 
Then  ,-5-=(_^J,;  _x  -5-=^oo5-.  •••( 

6  —  a       ar 
1006 

)«=rL. 

.'.  «=: 

lOO&L _  400(4150)  ̂ ^ 
1006— lOOa+ar 

Also  solred  t^  EDWARD  R,  R0BBIN8,  and  F.  M,  MeOAW. 
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PROBLEMS. 

66.  FropoMd  by  F.  P.  MATZ.  M.  U„  Ph.  D.,  Profoawr  of  lUtlMBfttiM  ud  Agtnmomj  in  Irfii«  Oil- 
lagt,  MMhanietbwf  f  Pvnns jlmnU. 

Bought  April  4, 1804,  250  yards  of  broadcloth  at  |5.87|  per  yard,  leas  12A  and  10^ 
discount  for  cash  payment.  Sold  September  5, 1804,  at  15, 10,  and  b%  on  quoied  price,  the 
cloth ;  and  in  settlement  received  a  00-day  note  which  I  had  discounted  at  bk%,  October 
10, 1804,  by  the  First  National  Bank  of  Baltimore,  Maryland.  BiBckoning  6%  interest  on 
the  money  invested  in  the  cloth,  what  is  the  profit  made? 

06.  PropoMd  by  F.  P.  MATZ,  IL  8«.,  Ph.  D.,  Phrftnor  of  MaftheBAtiet  and  litronoaiy  in  Irfiaf  Gol- 
Iftft,  MMhanietbwf ,  Pnmiylnknia. 

Brown  adds  771=10%  of  water  to  the  pure  wine  he  buys,  and  then  sells  the  mixture 
at  a  price  7i=10%  greater  than  the  cost  price  of  the  pure  wine.  What  is  his  rate  per  cent, 
of  profit? 

ALGEBRA. 

OoadaetMi  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Montaray,  Va.     All  eontributions  to  this  deptitatnt  thonld  bt  itat  to  Ua. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FBOBLEMS. 

8S.   Rropotad  by  Profetsor  C.  E.  WHITE,  A.  M.,  TrahUgar,  Indiana. 

Prove  that  every  algebraic  equation  can  be  tmnsfonned  into  another  equation  of  the 
same  degree,  but  which  wants  its  nth  term. 

I.   SohitioB  by  HEERT  HEATOI,  M.  So.,  County  Surveyor,  Atlantie,  Iowa. 

To  illustrate,  let  x* -fax' -I- fez' -I- ex  4-d—O  be  any  equation  of  the  fourth 
degree.     Put  x=y+|> ;  then  the  equation  becomes 

y*  +  (4|}  +  a)y'  +  (6p«  +3a|>  +  6)3/'  -f  (4/)»  +3a|>« 

+  26;* -h  c)j/+|}* -I- a|}>  +  6|>«  +  rp + d=0. 

Since  we  are  at  liberty  to  give  p  any  value,  we  may  give  it  the  value  that 

will  make  4|}-f  a=0  or  —  a/4  ;  then  will  the  coefficient  of  y*  disappear.  It  is 
also  evident  that  we  may  give  p  such  a  value  that  any  desired  coefficient  will  dis- 

appear. It  is  also  evident  that  to  find  the  desired  value  of  |>  by  this  method  re- 
quires for  the  second  term,  the  solution  of  an  equation  of  the  first  degree ;  for  the 

third  term,  the  solution  of  m  equation  of  the  second  degree,  etc.  It  is  further 
evident  that  this  is  true  without  regard  to  the  degree  of  the  original  equation. 



.    211 n.   SotatioB  by  BUJ.  F.  TinnST,  A.  M.,  AraiitMr  of  lUthwttiw  in  Kout  Uaioa  CoUtft,  AlUaMt, 
OUe. 

If  not  already  so,  any  equation  of  the  n'*  degree  may  be  reduced  to  the 
form  a5*+i4ai»-'+5a^-*+   +L=0.     Now,  by  putting  for  jc,  a!+o,  we  obtain 
a  new  equation  whose  roots  differ  from  the  corresponding  roots  of  the  given 
equation  by  a,  (and  whose  degree,  therefore,  is  still  the  n^)  viz.: 

(na+i4)a!"-'+(5i^jjpi^ 

+   +  (a»+i4a*-'+5a*-^*+   +Z;=0. 

As  a  is  an  arbitrary  constant,  it  may  be  selected  so  that  (na+ i4)=0,  or 

(!^l)«.  +  („-l)^a+B)=0. 

or  any  coefficient,  except  the  first,  =0.    Hence,  any  term,  except  the  first,  may 
thus  be  removed. 

HL   SolvtioB  bj  0.  W.  AHTHOIT,  M.  8«.,  Profetior  of  lUtbematief  and  Aitronomj  ia  Vev  Wladior 
CoUaft,  lev  Windior,  tUrylaad. 

Every  algebraic  equation  may  be  written 

X'Sa.X^'^+S'afi.X^-'   =0. 

The  coefficient  of  the  n'*  term  will  be  2afiy.   to  n— 1  factors.     Now  in  place 
of  X  write  JT-f-^ ;  then  or,  fly  y,  etc.,  will  be  changed  into  a-^-k,  fl-^h^  X+K 
etc.     The  coefficient  of  ti**  term  will  then  be  dblXa-^h)i/3-^k){y-\'h)   to 
fi—  1  terms.  If  we  equate  this  to  zero,  we  may  consider  it  an  equation  of  degree 
n— 1  in  h.  This  will  give  n— 1  values  of  h.  Therefore  there  are  n— 1  transfor- 

mations which  will  make  the  n'*  term  vanfsh.  Consider  the  first  term,  n— 1 ; 
there  are  in  that  case  no  transformations. 

AlM>  aolTed  bj  PROF.  S.  W.  MORRRLL. 

03.   PropoMd  by  J.  A.  CALDKRHKAD,  A.  B..  Profetsor  of  M&tbomatief  in  Cnrry  UniTortitj,  Pittobwf, 
FnnfjlTnafa. 

Given  x*  -f  a:|/a:y=10,  and  y*  -|-y|/xy=20  to  find  x  and  y  by  quadratics. 

L    SotatioB  bj  S.  L.  BBOWI,  A.  M.,  ProfoMor  of  Mithomatiot,  Capital  Uni?enitj,  Golombaa,  OUo ; 
Hnsr  HEATOV,  M.  So.,  Atlantio,  Iowa ;  and  0.  B.  M.  ZEES,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Twarlrana,  Arkanaai-Ttiaa. 

Factoring,  we  have  x*  (a:*  H-y*  )=-10,  yJ  (x*  +y4  )=20.^ 

.-.  yi  /xi  =2,  ̂   =2x5  .     .-.  y^^4x. 
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.'.  ̂   3=dbx&  ̂ 2,  this  in  either  equation  gives 

««(l=fc^2)=10,    .-.  x=dbj_^0     ,  y=±^4j. 

10 

1±^2 

n.  SolvtioB  by  J.  K.  ILLWOOD.  A.  M..  MatifX  of  Coliu  School,  ntlibvf ,  FOu^ylvaBia ;  OOOVIE 
D.  SGHmn,  A.  M.,  ProfOMor  of  Mtthomttioi,  Unifinitj  of  Ttnaiiioo,  Kaoifillo,  Vnaonoo ;  wM  If.  ▲. 
OBUBIS,  A.  M.,  War  Doptrtaoat,  WMbiaftoB,  D.  C. 

Factoring  the  given  equations,  we  obtain 

xy'xii/x'^y'y)=10=a,   (1),     y|/y(j/x+j/y)=20=6,   (2). 

( l)-i-(2) gives— *^^ — =ir*    Squaring  and  redncing,  we  get 
VvV       ̂  

x^h^         ,    ,      x^h 

Substituting  in  first  given  equation,  we  have  «•  H — ?— =<* ; 

m.  SolutioB  by  BEIJ.  F.  TAIIXT,  A.  M.,  Flvfouor  of  lUthoBAtiet.  Moimt  Uaion  GoOofO,  AUiaMO, 
OUo ;  and  Prof.  K.  W.  MORBXLL,  MootpoUor  Somiiiary,  IContpoUor,  Vormont. 

The  given  equations  may  be  written, 

a;i/^=10-x*   (1),  yi'i^=20-y«   (2). 

(1)X (2),  a:«3r"=200-20x«-10y«  +a;'«y*.       .'.  2a;«  +y«=20   (3). 

From  (2)  and  (3),  2x^=yy^.   .\  y=xf'4   (4). 

(4)  in  (1),  x=^   I      ̂Q     .      .'.y=^rWK. 

IV.   SotatioD  by  J.  H.  DSUMMOID,  LL.  D.,  Fortiaad,  MalM ;  A.  H.  HOUEES,  Bnuiviok.  Kaiao ;  aad 
0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  So.,  Vov  Wiadior  Oollo(0,  Vov  Windaor,  Maryland. 

Let  y=v*x,  then  a;«(H-t?)=a=10,  and  t?*x«(l+t;)=6=20. 

\  a  l/a»  +6»  ^  1  +  ̂ 2/ 



T.   Sphrtira  by  COUB.  A.  H0BB8,  A.  M.,  lUstor  of  M&tbeBAtiei  ia  tht  B«lmoBt  Sehool,  B«lmoBt,  Mat- 

«« +xt  y*  —10,  y«  +a*  y»  «20.     Let  y-v«. 

Thena:«+t;»a;«-10,  ««x*+t;i  x*-20. 

•         ̂ 0  ^    •  20  10  20 

Dividing  by  10,  and  clearing  of  fractions,  9I  —2,  9—2> . 

1+2*'        V  l+'^2       "        V  l+^'Z      ̂ 1 

20^2 

+^2 VL   SotaUea  by  J.  ▼.  VAT80I,  WUb  OrMk.  OUo;  u4  H.  0.  WnjOS,  8kaU  Ban.  TM  Tlrilah. 

Put  X— m*,  y— n*.    Then,  the  given  equations  become,  after  fiutering, 

m*(m+n)-10   (1),  and  n*(>n+n)-20   (2).      Whence  n«m^2. 

Then  in  (1)  m*(«»+mf  2)>-10,  or  m^l  f  f  2)-10. 

.'.  TO*—  ,  .  ,,n,  and  TO*»±  I   lil   ,  —x. H-f'2'  ^  l+f'2 

Also,  ««,  -y,  -±  [20^2 \  1  +  ̂ 2 

GEOMETRY. 

Omdaettd  by  B.  F.  FIIJUL,  SpringtUld,  Mo.  All  ooatributioiia  to  tUs  doptrtatBt  ihonid  bt  SMt  to  hte. 

SOLTTTIOirS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

M.   PMpoMd  by  wmiAM  HOOyBR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  PralMior  of  M&tbaiwliot  ud  Astramiy,  Ohio 
UaiTWiity,  AthOM,  OUo. 

The  locus  of  the  centers  of  the  isogonal  transformations  of  all  the  dianieters  of  the 

eircmncirole  of  any  triangle  is  the  nine-points  circle.    Brocard. 
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I.   BolBUMi  by  a.B.lLZKBa.A.M..Pt.D..PwhM«r  ■!  IfatliMWlM  iW  ApflM  Idww  fm  TanitoM 

Let   0  aod  if  be  the  circuni   «nd  ortho-centerfi  respeotiTely  of  the  tri> 
angle  ̂ £C.    Draw  the  diameter  DB,  connect  E  and  H, 
and  ̂ m  F  the  mid-point  of  £H  draw  FQ  parallel  to  OE.  I 

Now  H  and  0  are  inverse  points. 

0  is  the" mid-point  of  irOandfli^=iO£-aconBtftnt. 
.'.  0  is  the  center  and  OF  the  radius  of  the  nine- 

point  drcle. 
.'.  The  locQS  ofFia  the  nine-point  circle. 

n.   Sititin  Ij  tb*  FBOFOSSa. 

Let  la+mfi+ny^O   (1)  be  any  diameter.     The  isogonld  tnii»> 
formation  of  (1)  is 

i-+^+y=»   <.^- 
Now  (1),  passing  throagh  the  center  of  the  circnmcircle,  the  ooordiiutei  of 

which  are  proportional  to  coe^,  tsosB,  coaC,  gives  the  relation 

(cos^+tncosB+ncosC— 0   (8), 

Also,  the  center  of  (2),  which  is  an  eqailsteral  hTperbola,  with  oonditioD 

'  (S),  is  given  by 

I        —  ag'4-  ba/S+eay        m     aafi—bfi*  +  c0y 

n  ~    bPy—ey*  +aay  '        n~  ttfiy—cy'  +  aay   ^  '' 

Dividing  (3)  by  n,  and  substituting  equations  (4),  and  reducing, 

a/Sy+bay+eafi~aa*coBA—bfi*oMB—cy*eoBC~0   (6), 

the  nine- points  circle. 

57.   PraiBii*  bf  '-  OWSM  HAEOnr,  B.  I..  Ondnata  FiDo*  ud  lulMut  in  Witliiaillw.  ThjmWU 
UalTMii^,  VubrlDf,  TmuHM. 

Show  that  pain  of  points,  on  a  straight  line,  ma;  be  so  related  harmoDieoll;  that  a 
pair  of  real  points  will  be  haimonio  with  regard  to  a  pair  ol  imaginarjr  points,  and  by  this 
means  prove  that  there  are  an  indefinite  number  o(  conjugate  pain  of  imaginar;  point*  on 
a  real  line. 

L   a«lBtlM  )9  VlUUlf  HOOVn.  a.  M.,  n.  p..  CntaMr  «l  Mttlwwtle*  and  litnaoiar  t>  OU* 

If  the  four  points  \»  A,  B,  C,  D,  and  the  axis  of  x  coincide  with  the  given 
str^ght  line.  A,  B  may  be  supposed  given  by 



aa;«  -f  2/5x+r=0    .(1), 

orx=rMi^Sr    (2). 

and  C,  />,  by  a'x*'^2/3'x'\-r'=0   (3). 

.  Bow  18  long  as  y  exceeds  fiy  (2)  gives  imaginary  values  for  x,  and  so  for 
aUbiptir  of  values  for  (3),  which  does  not  violate  the  condition 

ar'^ot'r=2/3fi'    (4), 

aoy  number  of  values  of  fi,  y  in  (2)  always  being  consistent  with  (4). 

n.   Sotatkm  by  JOHl  B.  FAUOBT,  A.  M.,  Imtrnetor  ia  M&theBAtiei,  Indiana  UniTertity,  BIoominftMi, 

Using  trilinear  coordinates,  take  B  and  C  for  the  two  real  points  on  the 

real  line  ar=0,  i.  e.,  6/5-f  cx=2  A .    B*+K^y*=0,  is  the  equation  of  two  lines 
through  A ;  that  is  /3+K%y^==0y  and  fi-^Kiy=^0,      These  lines  form  with 
fi=0  iAC)  and  y=^0  {AB)  a  harmonic  pencil,  and  hence 
intersect  BC  in  two  points  forming  with  B  and  C  a  har- 

monic range. 
Moreover  these  lines  are  imaginary  for  all  real 

yalues  of  K  and  hence  must  intersect  BC  in  imaginary 
points,  otherwise  they  would  contain  two  real  points, 
which  is  impossible. 

The  coordinates  of  the  points  of  intersections  of  these  imaginary  lines  may 

be  found  by  solving  with  6>5-|-cx=2  a  .    Thus  fi=—K%y  gives 

/      uir-^       o.      A  2ac       .      2^Kb     . 
(^-^K^)y==^^  and  y  -- ^.^^.^,  -f  TF  +  tijfT* 

,  ̂         2^K*h  2^Kc     .        ,  ̂      ir. 

2ac   2^Kh     .        ,  ̂ _  2AKn  2AKe     . 
y^  e^  +  b^-K*       c«-|-6«A^  **  ̂ "  c*+b*K*  ̂   c^  +  b*K»  *' 

If  P  and  Q  denote  the  imaginary  points  of  intersection,  we  see  that  their 

ooordinates  are  conjugates.  These  points  are  called  **conjugu6s  harmoniques" 
with  respect  to  B  and  C,  by  M.  Chasles. 

It  is  evident  that  by  giving  different  values  to  iT  an  infinite  number  of 
snch  points  can  be  found. 
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m.   SolvtioB  by  tiM  VSOFOSBR. 

The  roots  of  ax'+2&x+c«-0  and  a'a;'+2&'x+c'»0  will  be. harmonic  if 
oc'  +o'c— 266'  —0  (see  Scott's  Geometry,  page  46). 

Let  x'=p'  give  the  points  A  and  B,  Let  a;=:Oif=jr<(0^»|i)  be  mid- 
way  between  the  other  points,  P  and  Q.    The  equation  giving  P  and  Q  i0 

o'a;*+26'x+c'=0,  with  the  conditions  — -— JT.and  c'— p*a'— 0, 

ora;«— 2Jra;+p«-0. 

But  since  K<p^  iT*— p^<0,  the  roots  of  this  equation  are  imaginary,  and 
since  there  are  an  indefinite  number  of  values  for  ̂ <p,  there  will  be  an  indefin- 

ite number  of  pairs  of  imaginary  points  on  the  line  harmonic  with  the  given  real 

pair.    (Scott's  (Geometry,  page  45.) 
Solved  In  A  ■imilar  manner  by  O,  B.  M.  XKRR, 

I 

PROBLEMS. 

6S.  FropoMd  by  ILFBID  HUME,  C.  E.,  D.  8«.,  PlrofMior  of  Mtthcmatiot,  UBirwiity  of  WMiiiiiii,  P. 
0.  Uniftnity,  MiiiMnL 

Prove,  analytically  : — ^A  rectangular  hyperbola  cannot  be  cut  from  a  rif^t 
circular  cone  unless  the  angle  at  its  vertex  is  greater  than  a  right  angle. 

04.  FropoMd  by  WHJIAM  E.  HEAL,  Membtr  of  tht  London  Mntheatttioal  SodoCy  and  TNaamr  at 
Chrant  Gonnty.  Marion,  Indiana. 

Let  the  bisectors  of  the  angles  il,  J?,  C  of  a  triangle  meet  the  sides  oppo- 

site i4,  J?,  C  in  i4' ,  ̂' ,  C .  Let  A  A ' ,  BB' ,  QC  meet  the  sides  of  the  triangle 
A'B'  C  in  A' y  B\  C.  Let  this  process  continue  indefinitely.  Express  tbe 
sides  and  angles  of  the  triangle  ̂ ("»)J?(««)C(«*)  in  terms  of  the  sides  and  angles  of 
the  original  triangle  ABO. 
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MECHANICS. 

CoodseUd  by  B.  F.  FlIJUL,  SpriBffitld,  Mo.  All  aontributionf  to  tliis  doptrtaent  ihovld  bt  Mutto  him. 

SOLTTTIONS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

S4.   ftroyoiod  bj  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  8o.,  Fivftiior  of  lUtheBAtiet  and  litroaonj,  lev  Windior  Ool* 
ifft.  Itw  Wiadaor,  MtfTkBd. 

A  iMurtide  is  placed  within  a  thin  cylindrical  shell  without  ends.  Find  the  resultant 

UtraetSoD,  the  cylinder  being  composed  of  matter  attracting  according  to  the  laws 
>f  nature. 

Botatioa  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBSS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Trofoiior  of  Mathomatioi  sad  AppUod  Sdonot  in  Ttnrkaaa 
Cotteft,  Ttaarkaaa,  ArkaniM-Toias. 

Let  r=2aBinO  be  the  eqnatioii  to  the  cylinder,  so  that  the  origin  is  in  the 

surface  of  the  cylinder  at  cue  end,  then  y=r8in6^=2a8in'6^,  z=rco96^=2a8in^co86', 
l=leDgth  of  cylinder,  (z,  y,  z)  coordinflrtes  of  any  point  in  the  shell,  p=den0ity, 
i;=thickne8S  of  shell.  It  is  always  possible  to  take  the  axes  of  coordinates  so 
that  the  particle  will  lie  in  the  plane  of  the  axis  ofy;  let  (m,  n,  o)  be  the  coor- 

dinates of  the  particle,  mass  unity. 

d9=2adzd&y  p=|/(x— w)*  +  (y— n)'+z'=v/(x— m)*+n*— 4a(n— a)sin*^,  n>o. 

This  will  give  attraction  for  all  possible  positions  of  the  particle.     For  n<a^ 

p=^/(x-m)<+(2a-n)«-4a(a-n)sin«(J;r— 6^, 

^d  the  solution  would  be  the  same  as  for  n^a. 

Let  J^J^=6»,     ..^"^VI^ .  =<''■      '"^"7°^  -d. 

Resolving  the  attractions  parallel  to  the  axes,  we  easily  get 

ni  (^x   ni)dOdx 
.     4(a;-m)«-fn«-4a(n-a)8in«6^}i 

^2aptr(  '     '  \ ^  •  L/m«+n«-4a(n-a)sin«^       j/  (i-m)«+n«-4a(n-a)sin«(/  J 

2apk      r,w  ..    ̂   2apk  _» ,     ̂  

dS 
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v—9     1.  f  r*  (.2aBia*0—n)dOdx 
r-zaptj  J  ,((x-ift)«+n«-4o(n-o)8in«0}l  ' 

=2api  r  |__J=^=__ 

■•■  ̂/m«  +n«-  4a(n-  o)8m*6^  >  n*-4a(n-  o)8in«5 

_aplbn(2o--n)_  r»  r   I— m  ^ 

i/'m«4-««-4o(n-a^8m^^»'--*«(w-a)8in*^' 

apt    p^  _il^  4-  ^'^  ld9 
n-aJ  ol  y'  ((-m)«+n«-4a(n-a)8in^     i/m*  +n«-4a(n  —  a)Bm*^)     ' 

(n— a)v^  G— w)*+n*      *  (n— a)v  w*+n*      • 

^  ̂^  J  <J  i»((x-w)«  +n«-4a(n-a)8in«^}l 

F=re8ultant  attraction  =|/X«  +  F*  +Z«. 

When  n=a,  the  particle  i8  on  the  axi8  of  the  cylinder,  then 

F=X=2napk  '  ̂ 

When  iii=i2,  the  particle  i8  at  the  center  of  the  cylinder,  and  F=0. 
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When  m=Z,  n=^a,  F--=z2napk  \  —    *   

1  1 
When  ii»=0,  n=o,  F='^2fraph 

When  n=2a  the  particle  is  on  the  su^ace  of  the  cylinder, 

then &■=— m-ii    ^*^n   m  .  a  i>  <*=!• 
m"  +  4a* '  (ft— m)'  +  4a" 

.*.  The  elliptic  function  of  the  third  order  in  Y  disappears. 

PROBLEMS. 

48.   FropoMd  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  Bc„  Profetior  of  M&tbeBAtiei  and  litroBony,  lev  Windior  Gol- 
ft,  lev  Wia4ior,  MarylABd. 

Find  the  time  of  vibration  of  a  particle  Blightly  displaced  from  the  center  of  a  solid 
ylinder  in  direction  of  the  axis,  the  matter  of  the  cylinder  atlracting  according  to  the 
«W8  of  nature. 

49.   PropoMd  by  B.  F.  FHKEL,  ▲.  M.,  Profetsor  of  Matbtaiatiot  and  Phyiioi,  Dmry  CoUogt,  Sprtaf- 
MiMlMOvL 

Two  weights  P  and  Q  rest  on  the  concave  side  of  a  parabola  whose  axis  is  horizontal, 

ind  are  connected  by'  a  string,  length  I,  which  passes  over  a  smooth  peg  at  the  focus,  F, 
[BowMfT^i  Analfftie  Meehanict,  page  64.] 

DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

^^vettd  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  MoBUny,  Va.     All  eontributioiii  to  tUi  dopartmont  ihovld  bo  stat  to  Vtm. 

SOLTTTIONS  OP  PROBLEMS. 

4S.   Fropoood  by  W.  B.  ESOOTT,  0188  Ellii  Atooiio.  Chicago,  niinoia. 

In  a  parallelogram,  sides  a  and  ft,  diagonals  c  and  d,  2a*  -f  26'  =  c*  -f  (f*  .    Find  all 
'he  parallelograms,  not  rectangles,  whose  sides  and  diagonals  are  rational. 

Examples:    abed 
4 7 9 7 
16 

7 
21 13 

8 e 
13 

11 
8 11 

17 

e 
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SolutioB  by  M.  A.  OSUBER,  A.  M.,  War  Deptrtmtnt,  WtaUngtoB,  D.  0. 

By  means  of  the  sides  and  diagonals  we  can  form,  in  each  parallelogrtm, 
two  different  triangles,  the  sides  of  one  being  a,  6,  and  c,  and  of  the  other,  a,  5, 
and  d. 

Take  the  triangle,  sides  a,  &,  and  c  and  pnt  a^n^  h^n-^p^  and  e^2n±q. 
From  the  relations  of  the  sum  and  the  difference  of  any  two  sides  to  the  tluTd 

side,  we  have  the  following  conditions:  pzpq'^O  and  pzpq^2n.  For  p—q, 
c»»2n  +  g  ;  and  for  p-^q,  c«2n— g.   

The  rncrfian  upon  c  is  l/2|/2Ca* +  6*  )—c*.      But  as  the  diagonils  of  t 
parallelogram      bisect     each      other,      this     median    equals     id.       Whence    ' 
d««2(a«+6«)-c«»4n(|>qFg)H-2;)*-g«. 

Then  n»   77  ̂*    ,  ̂  .     But  we  have  found  that  2n>p=i=(i.      Therefore 
4(pqF9) 

— 2(Zr:q)^   >l>=Fg'     Whence  d>2pzpq. 

Putd-2;,=Fg+t.     Then  a^n^^^^^^^^ "^
  f^'-^^'; 

.ndc^2n^qJ^P^^''Z'^^V^'-^'  ^     i 

in  which  p,  (},  and  t  are  any  integers.  |)  and  q  may  also  be  zei-o,  but  only  one  of 
them  in  the  same  operation.  When  p^q  and  when  q^p,  we  use  q  only  asjKMi* 
live,  [+9];  but  when  |>>(},  we  can  use  q  as  both  poniive  and  negative. 

When  numerical  values,  assigned  to  p,  q,  and  t,  render  a  and  h  or  a,  5,  and 
c  fractional,  integral  results  are  obtained  by  multiplying  a,  6,  c,  and  d  by  the 
least  common  denominator  of  the  fractions. 

Examples: — (1).  Fxxt  p^2,  <^=»1,  and  (*2.  Then,  for p+g,  o«»7/2, 
6««ll/2,  c«6,  and  d=7  ;  or  in  integers,  7,  11,  12,  and  14^  , 

(2).  Put|>=3,  9«1,  and  (=2.  Then  o«4,  6=7,  c«7,  and  d«-9.  Also 
a«4,  6—7,  c=9,  and  d»7. 

For  !>—<?,  o«9/2,  6=13/2,  c-lO,  d-5;  or  in  integers,  9,  18,  20  and  10.. 
When  <^=0,  or  when  c=2o,  we  have  aa»[(2p  +  *)•— 2p*]/4f, 

6-[(2|)-f  0'  +  2;>']/4p,  c-[(2p  +  0*-2p«]/2;),  and  d«2|)4t. 
Examples :--(l).  Put  p«l,  and  t  =  2.  Then  a«7/2,  6=9/2,  c=7, 

and  d=4  ;  or  in  integers,  7,  i*,  14,  and  8. 
(2).  ?uip  =  t=2.  Then  a«7/2,  6=11 /2,  c-7,  and  d-6;  or  in  in- 

tegers,  7,  11,  14,  and  12. 

When     |>«0,     or     when     a=6,     we    have    a=[(/=p9)*+9*]/4^«6, 
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="[('=F9)'""9']/29i  *°d  ̂ "*=F9;  or,  in  integral  form,  a»6»(i=p9)*+9*, 
?-2Ktq=29),  and  d^^iqitzfiq). 

Examples : — (1).     Pnt  t»q— 1.     Then  a— &»5,  c=6,  and  d»8. 
(2).  Put  <-8  and  9-I.  Then  ij=6=17,  r==30,  and  d=16.  Also 

1=6=6,  c=6,  and  d=8. 

When  g-p,  we  have.  o-[(3|)  +  ()«-p«]/8|>,  6=[(8p+0*+7p*]/8p, 
c-[(3i>  +  0*— Sp"]/4p,  and  (i»3p  +  e. 

When  tegs/),  we  have,  in  integral  form,  a^lUpj  b=23p,  c=:22p,  and 
d^32/). 

Thus  we  continue  making  general  values  for  a,  b,  r,  and  d,  under  a  num- 
ber of  other  conditions ;  as,  t^q;  t^p  ;  i^2q»2p,  etc. 

4S.   PropoMd  bj  M.  A.  OSUBER,  A.  M.,  War  DtpartrntBt,  WtaUiictOB.  D.  C. 

Find  the  series  of  integral  numbers  in  which  the  sum  of  any  two  consecutive  terods 
is  the  square  of  their  difference. 

L   SohitiOB  bj  J.  H.  DSUMMOVD,  LL.  D..  PtrOand.  Malos.  and  ths  FSOPOSES. 

Let  X  and  x+m  be  two  consecutive  numbers.  Then  we  have  2a;+m«m'» 
and  z»tii(m— 1)/2,  and  x+w«fii(m+l)/2.    But  7n(w+l)/2  is  the  sum  of  the 
terms  in  the  series  1 4  243+4    +m.     Hence  the  m^  term  .of  the 
series  required  is  the  sum  of  m  terms  of  this  series,  and  we  have  1,  3,  6,  10,  16, 
  w(m-l)/2. 

n.  Sohitioa  bj  COOPMt  D.  SCHMITT.  M.  1.,  Prafetior  of  MatbeBAtief,  UniTsrsitj  of  TtouiMstt,  Kaoi- 
vlllt,  TtBBtuM ;  0.  W.  IITHOIT,  M.  So.,  Profetior  of  Matbomatios,  low  Windsor  OoUofo,  lev  Windsor, 
lUrylaad ;  and  BUJ.  F.  TAIIST,  A.  K..  Profossor  of  Matboinatios.  Mount  Union  CoUoffo,  AUianoo,  OUo. 

By  the  conditions  we  must  have  a;+2/*"(2c— 3/)',  x  and  y  representing  two 
consecutive    terms   in*  the   series.    Solving    as    a    quadratic  in  x,  we    have 
x»(2y  +  l)/2=b|^  (8y+l)/4.     Hence  8y+l  must  be  a  square. 

Wheny-1,  8.v+l«3*,a;»3; 
y=3,  8y+l-6«,a:-6; 
y-.6,  8v+l-7«,a:-10; 

and  the  series  is,  1,  3,  6,  10,  15,  21,  28,  36,  45,  etc.,  or  the  system  of  triangular 

numbers  as  set  forth  in  Pascal's  Triangle. 
AlM>  solved  hj  A.  H.  HOLMES,  E^  W.  MORRELL,  H,  C,  WILKES,  and  O.  B.  M,  EERR. 

44.   Fropoood  bj  A.  H.  HOUBS.  Box  MS,  Bmnswiek,  Maine. 

The  hypotenuse  of  a  right-angled  triangle  ABC,  right-angled  at  ̂ ,  is  extended 
pqamlly  at  both  extremities  so  that  BE=CD.  Draw  AD  and  AE.  Find  integral  values 
Tar  all  the  lines  in  the  figure  thus  made. 

Sotatioa  bj  M.  A.  OSUBER,  A.  M.,  War  Dtpartmtnt,  Wasbin^ton,  D.  C. 

Construct  the  «figure  as  indicated  by  the  problem.  Then  draw  BF  equal 
ind  parallel  to  ̂ C,  and  draw  CF,  AF,  EF,  and  DF.  Then  will  ABFC  be  a  rec- 
angle ;  and  the  diagonals  BC  and  AF  are  equal. 

It  is  also  evident  that  AE^DF  and  AD^EF.     Whence  AEFD  is  an  ob- 
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liqne-angled  parallelogram,  or  rhomboid,  of  which  AE  and  AD  are  the  ud«i, 
and  ED  and  AF  the  diagonals. 

Let  x^BE^CD,  and  put  a^AD,  b^AE,  cED,  and  d-AF^mBC,  tak- 
ing e>d.  Then  2a;+d-c,  and  2;»(c-d)  /2.  If  /i>c,  i4J?  and  AD  fall  inside  of 

il^  and  AC^  and  the  hypotenuse  EC  would  be  eontraeted  instead  of  exteinded. 
We  now  find  integral  values  for  a,  &,  c,  and  d.  This  has  been  done  in 

the  solution  of  No.  42,  in  this  issue,  and  need  not  be  reproduced  here. 
By  this  process  we  find  integral  values  for  all  the  lines  except  the  two  legs, 

AB  and  AC,  of  the  right-angled  triangle.  By  means  of  the  median  and  the  per- 
pendicular upon  BCj  we  readily  find 

J&«-d[46«-(c-(i)»]/4c  and  Ic"-d[4a*-(c-d)»]/4<:. 

Now,  if  these  expressions  can  be  rendered  squares,  without  destroying  the 
relations  of  a,  &,  c,  and  d,  AB  and  AC  will  also  be  rational  and  integral.  But  I 
have  not  yet  succeeded  in  accomplishing  this.  We  shall  now  illustrate  by  means 
of  a  few  examples. 

From  Diophantine  problem  No.  42,  take  the  set  of  values,  a«i4,  6*7, 
c— S«,  and  d-7.  Then  2x+7-9;  whence  x^l.  .*.  il2)»4,  AE^mJ^  ED^9, 
BC'^AF^l,  BE^DC^l,    AB^-^n2/Z,  and  Ic»-86/8. 

Take  the  set  of  values,  a-8,  &->ll,  c»l7,  and  d-9.  Then  2x+9«il7; 

and  x=4.    Also  JS*=945 /17,  and  ac*  =432  /17. 
PartUl  aohitioiia  atoo  reoelred  from  /.  H.  DRUMMOND,  A,  H,  BELL,  and  thePBOPOSEM. 

PROBLEMS. 

51.   PropoMd  bj  H.  C.  WILKES,  SkoU  Sim,  Wtft  VirgioU. 

The  difference  between  the  roots  of  two  successive  triangular  square  numbers  eqaab 
the  sum  of  two  successive  integral  numbers,  the  sum  of  whose  squares  will  be  a  square 
number.    Demonstrate. 

S8.   FropoMd  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  8«.,  ProfMior  of  Mithtmatit  and  Istroaonj,  Vtw  Wfaiier  Osl- 
lagt.  Vow  Windsor,  Marylaad. 

Prove  that  a  "magic  square"  of  nine  integral  elements,  whose  rows,  oolumns,  end 
diag6nals  have  a  constant  sum,  is  only  possible  when  this  sum  is  a  multiple  of  three. 



AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

CMJimJ  by  B.  r.  raSZL,  atrimttM.  Mo.   All  MatrlbatloBi  te  tUi  iqutant  ikoaU  U  tMttolta. 

REPLY  TO  THE  REPLIES  TO  MY  "NOTE  ON  AVERAQE  AND  PROBABILITY."- 

,  LL.  D.,  : 

I  wuB  to  say  first  that  I  reaffirm  all  that  I  stated  nn  pages  S70  and  871, 
Vol.  II.,  No,  12,  and  theo  peoceed  to  consider  the  replies  of  the  Repliera. 

I.  Professor  Zerr  starts  out  with  the  statement  that  "The  problem  that 
gives  the  remit  (a'   is  difierent  from    the    problem    that   gives  the    resnlt 

s—  ■"     This  is  snperflnoQS  infonnatioo ;  I  had  clearly,  set  forth  that  fact  in  my 

"Note."  Bnt  the  truth  of  the  next  sentence,  "In  the  former  the  right  angle  re- 
nudns  fixed  and  does  not  lie  on  a  circle  as  Dr.  Martin  states,"  I  do  not  admit, 
•od  will  proceed  to  prove  its  falsity. 

Let  AB=a,  the  given  hypotenuse,  which  shall 
remain  jSxnl. 

Draw  A,B,  .4,fi,  A^B,  ̂ .£,  and  so  on,  the 

sides  AA^,  AA„  AA^,  AAi,  etc.,  increasing  uni- 
formly from  0  towards  a,  the  cooaecutive  differences, 

AA,—AAt,  AA^—AAf,  AA^—AA^,  etc.,  being  all 
equal  to  each  other,  and  each  difference  less 
than  any  assignable  quantity.  Thus  will  be  had  all 
pout&lc  right-angleJ  triangles  having  the  hypotenuse 

a,  and,  as  I  stated  on  page  371,  the  right  angles  are  sll  situated  on  the  semi-dr- 
cnmference  whose  diameter  is  the  given  hypoteoDse  a  ;  but  they  (the  right  ang- 

lea)  are  not  aniformly  distribnted  on  this  semicircumference  because  the  chords' 
AA^,  AAf,  AAf,  AA^,  etc.,  increase  (or  vary)  uniformly  and  therefore  their 
arcs  can  not  increase  (or  vary)  uuiformly. 

Professor  Zerr  continues  :  "The  problem  [the  one  that  gives  the  resnlt 
)a*]  is  as  follows :  'Find  the  average  area  of  all  triangles  formed  by  a  straight. 
line  of  constant  length  a  sliding  so  that  its  extremities  constantly  touch  two  fixed 

straight^ines  at  right  angles  to  one  another'."  With  all  due  deference  to  Pro- 
fessor Zerr,  I  beg  leave  to  say  that  I  have.nol  conceived  the  triangles  to  be  gen* 

erated  in  any  such  way,  as  I  have  clearly  shown  by  the  diagram  above. 

The  remainder  of  Professor  Zerr's  "Note"  does  not  require  considering  as 
it  has  nothing  to  do  with  the  matter  in  hand. 

II.  I  discard  the  "tail"  in  italics  Profi^ssor  Matz  has  appended  to  the 

problem  ;  it  is  not  needed  to  "fly  the  bile." 
I  will  take  up  his  third  and  fourth  paragraphs.  In  his  third  para- 

graph he  says  that  I,  by  making  the  number  of  possible  right-angled  triangles 

"proportional  to  the  given  hypotenuse,"  ignore  an  infinitude  of  right-angled  tri- 
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angles.  Now  if  Professor  MaU  can  prove  that  there  are  any  right-angled  triangles 
having  the  hypotenuse  a  besides  those  obtained  by  varying  one  leg  uniformly 

from  0  to  a,  I — would  like  to  see  the  proof.  How  can  there  be  any  other  trian- 
gles, if  we  have  a  leg  for  every  possible  value  from  0  to  a  ? 

III.  I  will  pass  over  the  first  and  second  paragraphs  of  the  Editor's 
''Reply."  In  regard  to  the  third  paragraph  I  deny  that  any  triangles  can  be  in- 

terpolated, and  demand  proof.  If  one  leg  takes  all  possible  values  from  0  to  a, 
every  triangle  has  been  included  and  there  can  not  be  any  other. 

IV.  My  solution,  which  I  desire  to  reproduce  here,  is  as  follows : 

Let  X  denote  one  leg  of  any  one  of  the  triangles,  then  |/(a*— x*)  will  de- 
note the  other  leg.  The  area  of  this  triangle  is  }x|/(a^— x'),  and  the  true  aver- 

age  of  this  is 

J    Jxcix|/(o*— x*)-*-  I    cfx,  =Ia*. 

V.     I  think  I  have  considered  and  fully  refuted  every  objection  that  hss 
been  jraised  against  my  solution. 

Correction.— Vol.  II.,  page  371,  for  ,**p.  82"  read  p.  282. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Condvetad  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Monterey,  Va.     All  eontribntione  to  thii  department  ihovid  bt  teat  to  kia. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

85.   Propoaed  by  WnjJAM  STMMOVDS.  A.  M.,  Profeaior  of  Mathematioa  and  Aatroaomj  in  FlMUtoGel- 
leye,  Santa  Soea,  Oalilomia ;  P.  0.,  Sebaatopol,  California. 

To  an  observer  whose  iHtitude  is  40  degrees  north,  whnt  is  the  sidereal  time  when 

Fomalhout  and  Antares  have  the  same  altitude ;  taking  the  Right  Ascension  and  Declina- 
tion of  the  former  to  be  22  hours,  62  minutes,  — 30  degrees,  12  minutes ;  of  thf  latter  16 

hours,  28  minutes,  — 26  degrees,  12  minuter  ? 

n.   Gorreeted  lolntion  by  JOHV  M.  ARHOLD,  Crompton,  Rhode  bland  ;  and  Prof.  0.  B.  M.  ZBSE,  A  K^** 
Ph.  D.,  Texarkana,  Arkansas-Tezai. 

Let  A.=latitude  of  observer,  a,  tf,  or,,  tf,  the  Right  Ascension  and  Decline 
ation  of  Fomalhout  and  Antares,  respectively,  /^—altitude,  h,h^  the  hour  angles 

This  event  can  happen  only  when  Antares  is  west  and  Fomalhout  east  o- 
the  meridian. 

,    sin/0=sinA8in<f+co8XcosAco8^         1  r.,^ 

=sinAsin(y|+co8Aco8(y|C08^,    J        ^  •^ 
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a—h=ay  +ht,  or  *+&,=«— a,   (2). 

BatX=40°,  a=843°,  <r,=245*'  45'.     tf=-30°  12',  *,=-26''  12'. 

.-.  662066coefc-687337oo8fc,  =39538   (8). 

oo8(A+fc,)=co897''  16'=-. 12620   (4). 

Let  coafc=a:.  ooBA,=y.     From  (4)  y=-.1262fti:±.992006/l— »*.     ThiB 
3)  givcB,  748806.92941^681841. 7407|/1- a:' =39638. 

.-.  !(«-.057786x=.461771.     .-.  i=.701626  or  -.6^890. 

.*.  &=45°  26'  31'  or  130'^  4'  67".     The  fint  vnlne  of  h  gjree  A,  poBitire. 
,-.  h^S  honra,  1  minute,  46  Beconds. 
.-.  Bidereal  tiine=a— h=19  hours,  60  minutes,  14  Beconds. 

tt,   Vnraut  bj  r.  IL  SBULDS,  Oaarmott,  HiMiulp^ 

A  gentleman  owned  and  lived  in  the  center,  R,  of  k  rectangular  treet  of  land  whow) 
onsl,  D,  was  SOOiodB,  dividing  the  tract  into  two  equal  right-angled  triaaglet,  in  each 
hleh  ia  Inicribed  the  largest  square  field,  t'  and  F, ,  poulble ;  the  north  and  Muth 
idar;  lines  of  the  two  square  fields  being  extended  and  Joined  formed  a  little  reotan- 
r  lot.  A,  in  the  center  around  the  reeidence.  The  difference  in  the  area  of  the  rnft'rf 
lagular  traet  and  the  lum  of  the  areas  of  the  two  square'fleldA,  F,  F, ,  is  1871  acrte. 
•■  the  dimensions  and  area  of  the  entire  tract,  and  one  of  the  square  fields,  For  F,. 

L  MatiM  br  8.  B.  K.  tEBM,  A.  K..  Fb.  D..  Tnimm  ol  KathnatlM  at  inUti  SatooM  U  ToaAsM 
It,  Tnartaaa,  ArkaBnt-Tnai. 

Let  AB=a,  AD=h,  AH=x.      .:  o'  +  !.«=1226*       (1^ 
ab—2z*=187t  a(!reB=30000  square  rode. .  .(2). 

1  triangles  BAPmA  BEK.  HI^E^^H^IH 
From  (3)  z*(a*+2n&+b*)=a*b*   (4).  ̂ ^SSSS^^Sm 
(1)  and  (2)  in  (4)  gives  62500r*  ̂ 900000000.      ̂ Sle^BMpHI z*=14400  square  rods^W  acres.  I^^^I^^^^hH z=120-n>ds.  ^^^^^^^3l^^P 
.-.  afr=68800  square  ntdB=367  acres. 
.-.  o+fc=490rodB.    a-fi=70  rods.     .-.  n=280,  !>=210. 

n.  Sohtlsa  br  ISAAC  L.  UTISAOK,  MoDtotj,  TirclBla. 

Vi  a^AB  and  h^AD,  then  aft— area  of  entire  farm.     Now  nA/Ca  +  fc)— 

',  since  it  is  the  side  of  an  inscribed  square  nf  a  triangle. 
.*.  [o5 /Co +  6)] '"the  area  of  For  /",.     Hence,  we  readily  obtain. 

aft- 2[a6/(tt +  (.)]'  =  187  J  x  160. . 
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Whence  a»280  rods,  and  6»210  rods ;  also  a&»58800  square  rods»367} 

acres.   .*.  a6 /(a +6)=  120  rods,  and  [a6 /(a +6)] •■8  14400  square  rods » 90  acres. 

m.   Solvtion  by  A.  H.  BELL,  Box  184,  HiUiboro,  UUnoii. 

Let  350  rods»87}  chains»2a,  DK^a^-y  andf  BK^a+y.    Also,  187} 

acres«1875    square    chaiDes=6*,    and    side    of  squarersx;    then    DO^EB^ 

|/(a+y)«— «• ,  DH^ BF^i/ (a-y)«-x« , 

(l/(a+y)«-««  +a:)«+(| '(a-y)»^-«*+a:)«-4a«   (1). 

Plainly,  «|/^(a +y)*  — «« -^xy  (o— y)« — «« =  6»   (2). 

(2)x2,  and  subtracted  from  (1),  when  expanded,  ̂ *»a'^b'   (8). 

a+y  :  a-y  ::  v'(a  +  y)«-a;«  :  x.       .-.  a;«=(a«-y«)»/2(a«+y«)..,.(4). 

Substituting  values,  y= 6.25  chains,  a;'«-90  acres;  a;<«30  chains,  J?£«b/)0« 
40  chains,  BF^DH^22.b  chains,  AB^DC^IO  chains,  i4Z)»J?C— 52i  chiniB, 
Z)Cx^Z>r=367i  acres,  in  the  rectangle. 

Also  solTed  by  P.  8.  BBRO,  A,  H,  HOLMES,  mod  B,  P.  TANSBT,. 

PROBLEMS. 

45.   PropoMd  b7  SDWARD  R.  S0BBIH8,  XuUr  in  MatliamatlM  and  FhyiiM,  UwrmtflUi  Saksil 
LftvrtnMfilto,  Vww  Jtntj. 

Bequired  several  numbers  each  of  which,  divided  by  10  leaves  a  remainder  9 ;  by  9 
leaves  8 ;  by  8  leaves  7 ;  by  7  leaves  6,  and  so  on.  Also  find  the  least  such  number  which, 
when  divided  by  28  leaves  27 ;  by  27  leaves  26 ;  by  26  leaves  25 ;  by  25  leaves  24,  ef  eeUra  U 
unum. 

M.   ftppoMd  by  A.  H.  HOLMES,  Box  968,  Bmniwiek,  Maine. 

The  base  BC  of  the  triangle  ABC  is  2c,  the  sum  of  the  two  sides,  AB  and  BC^  is  9a. 
BP  is  always  perpendicular  to  AB  and  cuts  ̂ IC  in  P.    What  is  the  locus  of  the  point  P? 

47.  Proyosid  by  8.  HABT  WRIGHT,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Psnn  Tan,  Vew  Tork. 

In  longitude  75  degrees  west  of  Grreenwich,  latitude  4S  degrees,  80  minutes  north  oh 

January  1, 1896,  at  8  o'clock  A.  M.,  local  time.  What  points  of  the  ecliptic  were  then  ris- 
ing, setting  and  on  the  meridian  ?  Any  other  necessary  data  may  be  taken  from  an 

ephemeris. 

48.  ftppoitd  by  P.  P.  MATZ,  M.  8e.,  Ph.  B.,  ProfeMor  of  Mathomatiei -and  AitroMay  in  lirviac  Oil* 
Isfi,  MsehaaiMbiirf ,  Ptaniylvaaia. 

In  case  of  mUehancet  with  what  force  would  the  cow,  weighing  waB700  pounds,  Jump- 
ing over  the  moon,  have  struck  Her  Lunar  Majesty  in  the  face  ? 
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EDITOFtlALS. 

Our  valued  contributor,  Sylvester  Robbins,  who  is  visiting  in  Southern 
lO,  made  Prof.  William  Hoover  a  pleasant  call  a  few  days  ago. 

Professors  W.  W.  Beman  and  D.  E.  Smith  are  preparmg  a  translation  of 

nn's  Vortrage  uber  ausgewahlte  Fragen  der  Elementargeometrie.  It  will  be 
led  during  the  winter  by  Oinn  &  Co. 

We  are  grieved  to  record  the  death  of  our  valued  contributor  and  subscriber, 
)f.  H.  A.  Newton,  of  Yale  University,  whose  death  occured  August  12th.  In 
itnre  number  of  the  Monthly  will  appear  a  biographical  sketch  of  his  life,  by 
oolleague,  Prof.  A.  W.  Phillips. 

The  friends  of  Drury  College  will  be  pained  to  learn  of  the  death 
a  member  of  its  Faculty,  Prof.  William  J.  Whitney,  of  the  Department 
Sistory,  whose  death,  caused  by  typhoid  fever,  occurred  on  September  26th, 

the  home  of  his  father,  near  Findley's  Lake,  New  York.  His  broad  scholar- 
p,  his  accurate  judgment,  and  the  fine  qualities  of  his  character  made  him  a 
at  favorite  among  the  Faculty  and  students  of  the  College.  Professor 
litney  was  a  most  intimate  and  helpful  friend  of  Editor  Finkel,  and  in  his 
ith  we  sustain  a  great  loss. 

BOOKS. 

EUmenis  of  Plane  and  Spherical  Trigonometry^  A  Text-book  for  Colleges 
[  Schools.  By  Edwin  S.  Crawley,  Ph.  D.,  Assistant  Professor  of  Mathematics 

be  University  of  Pennsylvania.  Second  edition,  revised  and  enlarged.  8vo.* 
tb,  178  pagei^.  Price,  $1.00.  Published  by  the  Author,  Philadelphia,  Penn. 

This  book  contains  all  that  is  needed  on  the  subject  of  Trigonometry  in  our  best  ool- 
«.  The  author  has  omitted  nothing  that  is  necessary  in  studying  the  branches  of 

hematics  following  Trigonometry.  Such  important  subjects  as  De  Moivre's  Theorem, 
lerfoolic  Functions,  Theorems  relating  to  the  escribed  circles  and  Brocard's  points  are 
sisely  treated:  The  book  is  very  beautifully  printed,  and  substantially  bound  in  cloth, 
do  not  hesitate  to  recommend  this  book  to  teachers  and  students  desiring  a  good  text 
he  subject  treated.  B.  F.  F. 

Higher  Mathematics.   A  Text-book  foj  Classical  and  Engineering  Colleges. 
ted  by  Mansfield  Merriman,  Professor  of  Civil  Engineering  in  Lehigh  Uni- 
lity,  and  Robert  S.  Woodward,  Professor  of  Mechanics  in  Columbia  Univer- 

Large  8vo.,  576  pages.      Price,  $5.00.     New  York  :  John  Wiley  &  Sons. 
This  volume  is  designed  especially  for  the  use  of  Junior  and  Senior  Classes  in  Gol- 

■  and  Technical  Schools,  but  it  is  equally  well  adapted  to  tlie  use  of  advanced  students 
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and  readers  of  Mathematics  generally.  The  editors  have  called  to  their  assistaoce  the 
best  mathematicians  in  the  country,  and  thus  given  the  book  weight  of  authority  never 
before  given  an  American  Mathematical  Text-book.  The  book  contains  a  concise  treat- 

ment of  the  following  subjects,  not  commonly  found  in  text-books  but  upon  which  lectures 
are  now  given  in  our  best  classical  and  technical  institutions: 

'Chapter  I.  The  Solution  of  Equations,  by  Mansfield  Merriman,  Professor  of  Civil 
Engineering  in  Lehigh  University ;  Chapter  II .  Determinants,  by  Laenas  Oifford  Weld, 
Professor  of  Ma^thematics  in  State  University  of  Iowa;  Chapter  in..  Projective  Geometry, 
by  George  Bruce  Halsted,  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the  University  of  Texas ;  Chapter 
IV.  Hyperbolic  Functions,  by  James  McMahon,  Associate  Prof essor  of  Mathematics  in 
Cornell  University ;  Chapter  V.  Harmonic  Functions,  by  Professor  William  E.  Byerly, 
Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Harvard  University ;  Chapter  Vl.  Functions  of  a  Complex 
Variable,  by  Thomas  S.  Fiske,  Adjunct  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Columbia  University  r 
Chapter  VII.  Differential  Equations,  by  W.  Woolsey  Johnson,  Professor  of  Mathematics 

in  the  U.  S.  Naval  Academy ;  Chapter  VIII.  Grassmann's  Space  Analysis,  by  Edward  W. 
Hyde,  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the  University  of  Cincinnati ;  Chapter  IX.  Vector 
Analysis  and  Quaternions,  by  Alexander  Maicfarlane,  Lecturer  in  Civil  Engineering  in  Le- 

high University ;  Chapter  X.  Probabilities  and  Theory  of  Errors,  by  Robert  8.  Wood- 
ward, Professor  of  Mechanics  in  Columbia  University ;  Chapter  XI.  History  of  Modem 

Mathematics,  by  David  Eugene  Smith,  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Michigan  State  Nor- 
mal School. 
It  is  to  be  hoped  that  all  classical  colleges  and  other  institutions  of  learning  that 

have  no  provision  for  mathematical  study  in  the  Junior  and  Senior  years  will  so  arrange 
the  course  of  study  that  the  Higher  Mathematics  as  here  presented  may  be  pursued  during 
the  last  two  years  of  college  work,  so  that  the  student,  during  these  years,  may  ifot  be  de- 

prived of  the  rigid  discipline  of  mind  and  the  culture  derived  from  its  study.    B.  F.  F. 

Elementary  Algebra.  By  H.  8.  Hall,  M.  A.,  and  8.  R.  Knight,  B.  A. 
Revised  and  Enlarged  for  the  use  of  American  Schools  by  F.  L.  8evenoak^  A.  M., 

Assistant  Principal  of  the  Academic  Department,  8tevens  Institute  of  Technol- 
ogy. 8vo.  Cloth  and  Leather  Back.  416  pages.  Price,  $1.10.  New.  York: 

Macmillan  &  Co. 

Only  words  of  commendation  can  be  said  of  this  book.  The  complete  and  aocurmte 
treatment  of  each  subject,  the  abundant  illustrations,  the  scientific  arrangement  of  the 
subjects,  go  to  make  up  all  that  could  be  desired  in  a  good  text-book.  This  book  together 
with  the  author's  Higher  Algebra,  makes  a  very  exhaustive  course  in  Algebra.    B.  F.  F. 

Euclidian  Oeometry.  By  J.  A.  Gillet,  Professor  in  New  York  Normal 

College.  8vo.  Cloth  and  Leather  Back.  436  pages...  New  York:  Henry  Holt 
&Co. 

This  book,  as  its  name  implies,  reverts  to  the  purely  geometric  methods  of  Euclid. 
The  author  maintains  sharply  throughout  the  work,  the  distinction  between  the  processes 
of  pure  geometry  on  the  one  hand  and  those  of  aritlimetic  and  algebra  on  the  other.  The 
auuior  says,  ** Euclidian  Geometry  bears  to  modem  geometry  very  mu6h  the  same  relation 
that  arithmetic  bears  to  algebra.  Its  theorems  are  less  seneral  and  it  admits  of  positive 
maffnitude  only.  For  this  reason  its  simple  and  rigorously  logical  methods  can  never  be 
replaced  by  those  of  synthetic  geometry,  either  as  a  factor  in  general  education  or  as  a 
foundation  for  advanced  study.'^  We  can  not  agree  with  the  Author  in  his  last  statement. 
It  has  been  our  experience  in  teaching  ̂ ometry  that  the  boy  or  girl,  who  studies  geome- 
trv  for  the  mental  discipline  it-gives  nim  and  not  merely  for  grades,  feels  better  satisOed 
when  he  has  demonstrated  a  proposition  in  its  entirety,  than  he  does  when  he  hasdenMiiK 
strated  one  which  he  feels  must  be  enlarp^ed,  as  he  advances  in  the  study  of  BCathematics, 
to  satisfy  all  cases.  However,  there  is  much  in  the  book  to  commend  it  favoraldy 
to  teachers.  B.  F.  F. 

S 
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MATHEMATICAL  nrFINITT  AND  THE  DQTESENTIAL. 

By  ntAISLn  A.  BXOHBB,  MilwaakM,  Wiseomia. 

Mathematics,  as  defined  by  the  great  mathematiciaD,  Benjamin  Pierce,  is 
the  science  which  draws  necessary  conclusions.  In  its  broadest  sense,  it  deals 
with  conceptions  from  which  necessary  conclusions  are  drawn.  A  mathematical 
conception  is  any  conception  which,  by  means  of  a  finite  number  of  specified  ele- 

ments, is  precisely  and  completely  defined  and  determined.  To  denote  the  de- 

pendence of  a  mathematical  conception  on  its  elements,  the  word**manifoldness," 
introduced  by  Riemann,  has  been  recently  adopted.  Manifoldness  may  be 
looked  upon  as  the  genus,  and  function,  as  the  species.  This  conception  reaches 
down  to  the  very  foundation  of  mathematical  concepts  and  principles.  It  is  the 
central  idea  from  which  the  whole  field  and  range  of  the  mathematical  sciences 
may  be  surveyed.  Time,  space,  and  numbers  are  included  in  the  notion,  mani- 
foldness. 

Manifoldness  may  be  defined  according  to  Dr.  Cantor  as  being  in  general 
every  muchness  or  complexity  which  may  be  conceived  as  a  unit,  or  a  number  of 
objects,  oonceptipns,  or  elements  which  are  united  in  one  law  or  system. 

Manifoldness  may  be  devidecf  into  discrete  and  continuous.  Proceeding 
with  the  conception  of  whole  numbers  as  it  is  obtained  by  counting  and  extend- 

ing the  same  by  means  of  the  divisibility  of  numbers  so  as  to  include  the  concep- 
tion of  the  rational  system  of  numbers,  we  have  one  of  the  elements  which  enter 

into  the  conception  of  a  discrete  manifoldness.  The  irrational  system  of  num- 
bers is  included  in  the  conception  of  continuous  manifoldness.  This  must  not  be 

considered  as  an  inherent  division,  for  it  is  well  to  note  here  that  in  the  higher 
analysis,  in  one  instance  and  for  one  purpose,  a  conception  may  be  considered  as 
a  discrete  manifoldness  and  for  another  purpose  as  a  continuous  manifoldness. 
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The  three  laws  of  operation,  i.  e.,  the  law  of  commutation,  of  association, 
and  of  distribution,  hold  good  in  all  forms  of  calculation,  whether  discretsor  con* 
tinuous  manifoldness.  From  these  laws,  the  four  processes,  ̂ ddition,  subtrac- 

tion, multiplication,  and  division  are  derived. 
Number,  in  all  its  forms,  whether  finite  or  infinite,  rational  or  irrational^ 

constant  or  variable,  continuous  or  discontinuous,  is  included  as  one  of  the  ele- 
ments of  manifoldness. 

We  will  now  consider  number  with  special  reference  to  its  limits,  infinity 
and  sero,  by  the  introduction  of  the  conception  of  variability,  of  continuity,  and 
of  the  differential. 

By    means    of.  an    unlimited    continuous    series  of   rational  numbers, 
oTi ,  or,,  <r|,   £r„,  whose  terms  have  the  property  that  there  be  given 
to  every  number  d,  however  small,  a  place  n,  from  which  the  difference  of  sU 
succeeding  numbers  remains  smaller  than  6^  we  define  a  definite  number  which 
is  called  a  limit  of  this  series.  The  creation  of  this  conception  admits  of  a  com- 

parison of  rational  numbers  with  respect  to  their  magnitude.  If  all  the  numbers 
of  the  series  differ  after  the  place  <t„  by  less  than  the  number  6^  then  the  limit  is 
a  number  which  lies  between  a^—6  and  ̂ n+<)\  which,  because  6  may  be  chosen 
as  small  as  we  please,  can  be  expressed  by  a  rational  number  as  near  as 
we  please. 

The  totality  of  all  numbers  of  an  interval,  for  example,  0  to  1,  consists 
not  only  of  all  numbers  between  0  and  1,  but  of  the  totality  of  all  numbers  which 
may  be  interpolated  between  the  limiting  values  of  the  defined  series  of  numbers. 
This  totality  we  dominate  the  aggregate  or  inclusive  of  the  continuous  series  of 
numbers. 

It  is  apparent  that  the  conception  of  a  limit  of  variability  and  of  continu- 
ity have  their  root  in  irrationality.  The  two  conceptions  attached  to  a  limit  are 

in  their  nature  enticely  different.  In  the  first  instance,  a  limit  mi^y  be  defined 
as  a  limit  of  a  variable,  a  limitless  increasing  or  decreasing;  in  the  second 
instance  a  limit  means  that  which  exceeds  all  limits  of  measurable  number,  either 
because  it  possesses  no  magnitude  or  because  the  amount  or  extent  would  not  be 
exhausted  by  means  of  all  the  series  of  all  numbers  though  they  were  being  per- 

fected. In  the  first  case,  we  deal  with  variable  numbers  ;  in  the  second  case  with 
the  conception  of  the  absolute  value  of  the  numbers  derived  from  the  formation 
of  zero  and  the  conception  of  infinity. 

Zero  and  infinity  are  the  limits  of  Ihe  natural  series  of  numbers.  They 
are  derived  in  the  same  manner  as  the  rational  series  of  numbers.  Infinity  is 
the  result  of  unlimited  addition  of  unity  or  other  positive  numbers,  the  unlimited 
multiplication  of  whole  numbers  except  unity.  Zero  is  derived  from  the  sob- 
traction  of  two  equal  numbers.  These  are  the  fundamental  conceptions  of  seio, 
and  infinity  as  derived  in  the  lower  analysis.  It  is  evident  from  the  diffanmt 
ways  in  which  each  of  these  symbols  are  derived  that  they  have  different  mean- 

ings attached  to  them.  We  may  note  here  that  every  problem  carries  inherently 
with  it  its  solution.     The  meaning  of  every  symbol  depends  upon  its  origin,  deriv- 

^ 
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ion  and  relation.  In  different  problems  they  may  have  different  meanings, 
ymbols  of  quantity,  like  words,  haye  different  definitions,  and  these  are  to  be 
etermined  aooDrding  to  the  nature  of  the  problem  and  their  relation  to  other 
fmbols. 

In  the  higher  analysis,  the  conceptions  of  infinity  and  zero  present  them- 
slyes  more  systematically  in  the  developement  of  infinite  series,  infinite  pro- 
nets,  infinite  continued  fractions,  etc.  An  infinite  number  is  defined  as  a  yaria- 
le  number,  whose  absolute  value  is  conceived  as  being  in  an  unlimited  state  of 
icreasing  or  decreasing.  In  the  first  instance  it  is  called  infinitely  large,  in  the 
9Cond,  infinitely  small.  The  addition  of  a  number  of  infinitely  large  or  infinite- 
f  small  numbers  will  produce  an  infinitely  largie  or  small  number.  The  differ- 
Qce  between  two  infinitely  large  or  infinitely  small  numbers,  where  either  or 
oth  are  equal,  is  zero.  However,  if  they  are  not  eqqal,  the  difference  can  never 
e  a  finite  linmber,  but  must  always  be  an  infinite  number ;  otherwise  an  infinite 
umber  would  be  increased  or  decreased  by  a  finite  number,  which  is  without 
leaning. 

The  addition  and  subtraction  of  infinite  numbers  can  never  produce  any- 
iiing  else  than  infinite  numbers  or,,  in  a  particular  case,  zero.  Again  the  multi- 
lication  or  division  of  an  infinite  number  by  a  finite  number  or  by  infinity  will 
roduce  like  results,  1.  e.,  it  may  be  merely  an  indicated  operation,  not  a  com- 
leted  operation.     For  instance, 

^2xa>=2  oo  ;  nxoo=n  oo;  oo  xoc  =qo  •,  Ac. 

t  is  apparent  that  the  unlimited  number  of  changes  which  may  be  thought  of 
inder  the  conception  of  infinity  as  defined  here  are  extraordinarily  manifold. 

If  we  conceive  an  ip finite  number  to  grow  so  that  it  is  continuously  twice 
B  large  as  any  other  infinite  number,  then  the  first  is  derived  from  the  second 
fj  multiplying  by  two  or  the  second  by  dividing  by  two.  Multiplying  an  infi- 
lite  number  by  another  gives  us  infinity  of  a  higher  power  or  dividing  gives  us 
nfinity  of  a  lower  power.  Every  change  in  value  of  a  variable  suggests  an  in- 
rement. 

There  are  two  kinds  of  conceptions  associated  with  increments :  the  one  is 
hat  the  absolute  value  of  the  increment  is  capable  of  divisibility.  The  oondi- 
ions,  however,  of  which  are  such  that  it  cannot  be  conceived  smaller.  The  oth- 
ir  is  that  the  absolute  value  is  incapable  of  divisibility.  In  the  first  instance 
he  increments  are  of  such  a  nature  that  the  variables  must  stand  in  a  certain  re- 

ation  to  one  another  and  if  this  takes  place  they  are  known  in  higher  mathemat- 
C8  as  differentials ;  those  of  the  second  kind  are  of  that  nature  that  they  do  not 
tand  in  any  relation  to  one  another ;  these  may  be  called  absolute  elements  of 
[uantity. 

Thus,  if  we  pass  from  one  interval  of  value  of  a  variable  to  another,  there 
ies  between  the  two  a  difference  which  must  be  considered  as  possessing  quaa^ 
ity,  but  does  not  possess  the  capability  of  divisibility  and  this  difference  in 



cnmento  is  «n  element  of  quantity.     IncramentB  mad  diflbrantials  an  not  identi' 
cal.     The  farmer  are  vested  with  qnuitity,  while  the  Utter  are  vested  with  qnal- 
itf ,  i.  e.,  they  are  formal  in  their  natnre. 

Milwauktt,  Wiicotitin,  September,  1896. 

A  PSOBLEK  IN  ASTBONOHT. 

Br  0-  B.  H.  ZSai,  A.  ».,  n.  D.,  TmrtBM,  A^ua>-T«a>. 

To  find  the  Dittnnce  from  the  Earth  to  the  Sun  knowing  the  dittannfroM^  < 
Inferior  planet  to  the  Svn  enpposing  the  planet*  to  deteribe  eireUa  around  the  S%». 

Let  P  be  a  point  on  the  epicycltc  curve  PQ,  OC  the  radiai  of  tha  deferent, 

CPthe  radiuB  of  the  epicycle.      Let  CO  :  CB=n  :  1.     .-.  CB= — . 

„       ,.  ,  ,    .,      transverse  velocity 
Now  the  aneular  velocity^   t--   :   -' radius  vector 

The  transverse  velocity  of  E  is  represented  by  EA  in  magnitnde,  and  i 
direction  by  BA.      Let  the  linear  velocity 
of  the  mean  point  (0)  be  V,  the  linear  ve- 

locity of  the  moving  point  in  the  epicycle  is 

,PC 

•CO- 
nV: 

.  The  transverse  velocity=' 

^„.EBcobBEO; 

^.^,Eo^m^o>;^om^, 

,        ,    :      nV  BE*  +  EO*-BO' 
•■■  Angular  velocity^    -      ^   
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Let  the  deferential  angle=6,  then  angle  ECD=(n^l)0, 
.-.  BE*=CE*'^CB»'^2CE.CBcoB^n-l)e 

cn*  en 

E0*==C0*+CE*-^2C0.CEooBin--l)f^ 

J?0»=C0«(1 — -y. 

Sobetitnting  these  valaes  in  (^4)  we  get 

An-mi.r  ̂ «in.if.  -  "^     CO* -htiCJg* 4(n4-l)CO.CJgoo8(n-l)^ Angular  velocity  ~^^.        —^j-——-^—-^^—^——       , 

Now  in  inferior  conjunction,  if  the  moving  planet  is  inferior,  (n^  1)^=180°. 

.-.  Angular  velocity— ^^.      cO*-^CE*-2CO.CE      ' 

Let  CO=R,  CE^r. 

Then  Angular  velocity  =-g-.       .p__    , — ^   . 

Now  «=[   ^j* ,  also  puttingTg-=a'. 

«•.  AacolMr  velodty  =a».   

!■  f  *  Mr*     Jg  +  H   
  r -{■f)'si =  oa 

(5) 

=  Oh 

{^
- 
 ■)

• 

(C). 
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Let  the  distance  from  the  earth  to  the  bqki  be  known  to  find  the  distance 
from  the  planet  to  the  sun. 

Let  -p-=P»  then  (B)  becomea 

Angular  velocity=  co.   (jz:^   =  ̂   •   (i-p)i   

1— p-»  ,si,    i«p4  oa 
1— p  I'p    1— p  1/ p+p 

Let  the  distance  from  the  planet  to  the  sun  be  known  to  find  the  distance 
from  the  earth  to  the  sun. 

Let  — =p',  then  (C)  becomes T 

AngoUr  velocity=  a>.^   (p'-U*   =^  *"   {p'- 1)«   

=  *"--7^n~T+T77    ^*^- 

Case  I.  A  planet  transits  the  sun's  disc  at  such  a  rate  that  the  sun's  di- 
ameter S  would  be  traversed  in  time  U    Find  the  planet's  distance  from  the  sun. 
Let  p=p]anet's  distance,  unity  being  the  earth's  distance,  and  let  no  be 

the  earth's  angular  velocity  around  the  sun=sun's  angular  velocity  around  the 
earth,  and  let  t'  be  the  time  in  which  the  sun  in  his  annual  course  moves  through 
a  distance  equal  to  his  own  apparent  diameter;   then    ooi*=S,     From   (/)) 

the  planet's  angular  velocity  about  theearth=   z^   . 
l/p+P 

.*.  That  is  the  planet's  retrograde  gain  on  the  sun  is 

aa  _5  __  ooV 

VP-^P 

i         t 

■■■'=>m-^)   ■   ">• 

Case  II.     If  we  wish  to  find  the  earth's  distance  knowing  the  planet's  dis- 
tance, then  let  the  planet's  distance  be  unity  and  the  earth's  distance=/>'. 
Proceeding  the  same  as  before  using  (E)  we  get 
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1  +  l/P' 

7-+  <» s     oof  ,   t'-t  .  ,    t'-e 

.-.  v^P'=-^{(t'-0+  i/e'«-3e«+2«' }. 

.-.  P'.=  ̂ |a'+t)+,/t'«-3t«+2er| 
(2). 

Suppose  VeDUB  transits  the  sun's  disc  at  such  a  rate  that  the  sun's  appar- 
ent diameter  would  be  traversed  in  7i  hours,  and  at  the  same  time  the  sun  in  his 

annual  course  moves  through  a  distance  equal  to  his  own  apparent  diameter  in  12 

hours.  Required  (1)  the  distance  from  Venus  to  the  sun,  the  earth's  distance 
being  unity,  and  (2)  the  distance  from  the  earth  to  the  sun,  Venus's  distance  be- 

ing unity. 

Now  t»7i,  i'^\2 ;  hence  for  first  case  substituting  in  (1) 

p^i(V-i/V:)-.721824. 

For  the  second  case  substitute  in  (2) 

p'=yi,{68-h|/1428}-1.38638. 
   • 

(The  above  ia  snggested  in  Proctor's  Geometry  of  the  Cycloid.) 

A  PBOPOsiTioir  nr  determinants. 

By  ALFIBD  HDIIB,  G.  S.,  D.  8e.,  Proftsior  of  Matiitmitlct  in  the  UoiTtnitj  of  lOtiiitippi. 

Theorem. — The  product  of  two  numbers,  each  the^sum  of  four  squares,  is 
the  sum  of  eight  squares. 

a+6|/— 1    — c+d|/--i 
c+d|/— 1        a— 6^/— 1 

o +61/15     — c+cI|/Z4    0 
c+d|/— 1        a— 6|/— I    0 0  0  1 

x(-l)    flf+>^|/-i    0    -r+V-1 

0  1  0 

-(-1) 
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Euler's  Theorem  is  an  easy  corollary  of  this,  and  viee-verBa. 
Vnirenity  of  Mi$tti»9ippi,  March,  1896, 

A  METHOD  OF  SOLVIirO  aVAOBATIC  EaUATIOVS. 

»j  Vnt.  HBRT  HBATOI,  M.  8«.,  AtlMti^  bw«. 

I 
1 

Let  it  be  required  to  solve  the  equation 

aa;«  +fce+c-0   .(1). 

Transposing  the  middle  term  we  have 

aa;«+c--fcr   (2). 

Squaring,  a«x*  +2oca:*+c«— 6«x«   (8). 

Subtracting  Aact*,  a«x*— 2o<a«— (6*— 4ar)x*   (4). 

Extracting  the  square  root,  ojc*— c«±(|.' 6* — 4a(r)x    .(6). 

Adding  equation  (2),  2a«aj«— (— 6dn/6«— 4flk;)aj   (6). 

Whence  x,"^^!
^'^'""^^^ 

2a 

Let  it  be  required  to  solve  the  equation  dx'— 2x^*21. 
Transposing  2x  to  the  second  member  and  21  to  the  first,  the  equalkm 

becomes 

3x«— 21«2x   (7). 
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Squaring,  9x*-126x« +441 -4a:«   (8). 

AddiDg  twice  126x«,  9x*  +  126x«+441-256«*   (9). 

Extracting  the  square  root,  3««  +  21  =  ±16x        (10). 

Adding  equation  (7),  6x»«18sc  or  —  Hx. 

.-.  x-3or— 2J. 
Is  this  new  ? 

[Non.— We  do  not  remember  of  erer  hftviiig  seen  this  method .    If  anj  of  our  readers  hare  seen  It 
here ,  please  let  ns  know .    Editor.  1 

ON  THE  DOCTRINE  OF  PARALLELS. 

By  Hon.  JOSIAH  H.  DBUMMOVD.  LL.  D.,  Portland,  Mains. 

I  desire  to  enter  my  protest  against  any  assumption  that  parallel  lines,  ex- 
led  to  an  infinite  distance,  do,  or  do  not,  intersect.  The  human  mind  cannot 
prehend  the  infinite  and,  therefore,  we  cannot  determine  the  question.  We 
use  modes  of  reasoning  involving  infinite  quantities,  hut  we  can  rely  upon 

results  aiily  no  far  as  hwnan  experience  shows  that  they  are  correct.  It  is  true, 
a  mode  of  reasoning  in  such  cases,  which  leads  to  a  result  found  hy  human 

»rience  to  be  correct  in  a  particular  case,  may  generally  be  assumed  to  be 
ect  in  all  cases.  Without  human  experience,  the  proposition  that  if  two  ob- 
\  are  moving  in  the  same  line  in  the  same  direction  at  different  velocities,  the 
in  advance  will  move  over  an  appreciable  space  while  the  other  is  moving 

'  the  space  between  them  and,  therefore,  that  the  one  can  never  overtake  the 
r,  could  never  have  been  successfully  denied.  I  hold  that  this  doctrine  ap- 
3  to  much  of  the  discussion  of  the  present  day,  and  some  of  the  propositions 
ve  been  able  to  deny,  and  old  propositions  denied  I  have  been  able  to  affirm, 
.use  I  knew  that  human  experience  had  settled  the  matter. 

Whether  Euclid's  reasoning  was,  or  was  not  correct,  I  have  never  seen  a 
in  which  the  result  which  he  reached  has  not  been  found  to  be  absolutely 
ect  by  human  experience. 

The  quotation  which  Professor  Lyle  makes  from  Lotze  (Vol.  II. 
)  375)  involves  the  arrogant  assumption  that  the  human  mind  is  infinite  in 
scope  of  its  reasoning  power.  Mathematicians,  of  all  men,  should  not  claim 
a  proposition  involving  the  infinite,  cannot  be  true,  because  we  cannot  corn- 
end  the  possibility  of  its  being  true. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

CoadiieUd  by  B.  P.  FHKIL,  Springflsld,  Mo.  10  ooatribntioBi  to  tkii  doptrlant  ikMdd  bo  oni  to  Mm. 

soLirriovs  of  pbobleks. 

ftopoMd  b7  P.  P.  MATS,  So.  D.,  Ph.  D.,  Profoiior  of  MtthoBatioi  to4  AttmoBj  la  Irflaff  OoOict, 
MoebaaiMbiirg,  PoaoiylfaBiA. 

A  dealer  buys  mUk  at  ms=6  cents  per  quart,  and  sells  it  at  ns6  oenta  per  quart. 
How  mnoh  water  has  he  pat  with  the  n^ilk,  if  his  rate  of  profit  is  psOO^^f 

BotatlOB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZXBR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Tuarkaaa.  ArkaaMO-TOnt.  aad  J.  P.  YOTBBS.  W«t»> 
TUlo,Ohlo. 

m(l+;>)"»price  at  which  a  quart  of  pure  milk  would  sell  at  a  profit  of  p%. 

— — ^>B number  of  quarts  at  n  cents  sold  for  m(l  -^-p)  cents, 
fi 

.'.  — ^ — ^—  1  « —       ̂ ^   i^amount  of  water  added  to  each  quart  of 

milk.     Let  m>*5,  n»6,  p-».60. 

.*.   ^   "■!.     .'.  He  adds  one  quart  of  water  to  3  quarts  of  milk. 

Also  oolTOd  by  E.  Jt.  ROBBINS,  P.  8.  BERO,  P.  M,  HONEY. 

as.  PkopoMd  by  J.  A.  GALDXBHBAO,  M.  So.,  ProlMior  of  Mathti—tici  la  Garry  Uaifinlty,  Pfttsbaig. 
POaaiylfaBia. 

I  owe  A  $100  due  in  2  years,  and  $200  due  in  4  years ;  when  will  the  payment  of  $800 
equitably  discharge  the  debt,  money  being  worth  6%? 

L   Solatioa  by  P.  S.  BEBO,  Larimoro,  Vorth  Dakota;  BDWABD  B.  BOBBIBS,  UvroaoofUlo,  Vov  Im- 
Mf ;  PBBDEBIOK  B.  HOIBT,  Ph.  B.,  low  HaToa,  Gonnoetievt. 

I^resent  worth  of  $100  for  2  years  at  6% =$89.28. 

Present  worth  of  $200  for  4  years  at  6%= $161.29.  j 
$250.57-$89.28+$161.29-sum  of  present  worths, 
The  time  required  for  $250.57  at  6%  to  amount  to  $800  is  the  time  sought 
Interest  of  $250.57  for  one  year  at  6%— $15.0342. 
$800— $250.57»$49.48,  interest  for  the  whole  term. 
Hence  time  equals  49.43-i-15.0342»8.2878  years. 

n.   SohitiOB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBBB,  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  Ttztrkana.  Arkaaito-TaiM ;  J.  P.  T0TH1B8,  Wmth 
Titto,OUo. 

The  interest  on  $100  for  2  years  at  6%— $12. 
The  interest  on  $200  for  4  years  at  6%»$48. 
The  interest  on  $800  for  1  year  at  6%— $18. 
($12+$48)-i-$18«$60-4-$18»3  years,  4  months. 



Or,  tlOO  for  2  years-t  200  for  1  year. 
t200  for  4  year8«|  800  for  1  year. 

tlOOO  for  1  years. 
tlO0O-i-|300->8  years,  4  months. 
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PBOBLEMS. 

97.  ftopotid  kj  B.  F.  fUDL,  A.  M.,  PlrofoMor  of  Mathtmatii  And  PhyiiM  in  Drary  Colltgt,  Sprinr- 

A  agreed  to  work  a  year  for  $800  and  a  suit  of  clothes.  At  the  end  of  five  months 
he  left,  receiving  for  his  wages  |60  and  the  clothes.    What  was  the  suit  worth? 

M.   ftopotid  ky  F.  P.  UkfZ,  8e.  D.,  Ph.  D.,  Pnftisor  of  MathOBfttioi  and  Aitroaomy  in  Inriag  OoUift, 
MaofcairioofcTf,  PwatyhraaSa. 

The  population  of  a  city  is  annually  increasing  m=2|%.  If  the  population  now  is 
Pss4S862l,  what  was  it  n=3  years  ago?  At  this  rate  of  increase,  what  will  the  population 
be  fi^years  hende? 

GEOMETRY. 

Coadsetod  ky  B.  F.  PUKBL,  Springflold,  Mo.   All  eoBtribotioni  to  thii  drpartintnt  should  bo  Mat  to  hia. 

SOLUTIOirS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

68.   ftopooid  hy  I*  i«  8CEWATT,  Ph.  D..  laftniotor  in  MathOBAtiM,  UaiTtnitj  of  Pwatylfaiila,  Phlia- 
dolphia,  PSBBsyhraaSa. 

1.  The  point  of  intersection  IT.'  of  the  tangent  drawn  to  the  circumcircle 
abont  the  trian^^e  ABC  at  A  and  the  side  BO  is  harmonic  conjugate  to  if.  with 

respect  to  BC.  (ir«  is  the  point  where  the  symmed'tan  line  through  A  of  the  tri- 
angle ABO  meets  the  side  BC) 
2.  The  point  if/  is  the  center  of  the  ApoUonius  circle  passing  through  A 

of  the  triangle  ABC, 
8.  Grebes  point  is  on  the  line  joining  the  middle  point  of  any  side  of  a 

triangle  with  the  middle  point  of  the  altitude  to  this  side. 

L   SolatloB  hy  WnXIAM  HOOVSB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Profoiaor  of  MathomatiM  ud  Aftronomy,  Ohio  Uol- 
Ohlo. 

1.     In  trilinears,  the  equation  to  the  circumcircle  of  the  triangle  of  refer- 
ence is 

afly-^bay-^-ea/S^O   (1). 



The  tangent  to  this  circle  at  A  is 

by+cft~0   (8). 

The  eqaatioD  to  the  eymmediau  through  A  ie 

V-c/S-0   (S). 

(2)  and  (3)  are  conjugates  to  fi^O,  y^O. 
2.  The  circle  of  ApoUuniaB  pasBce  through  A  and  the  points  of  intersec- 

tion  of  the  intemsJ  and  external  bisectors  of  the  angle  A  of  the  triangle  nf  refer- 
ence with  the  side  BC.  The  coordinates  of  the  center  of  this  circle  are  plainly 

the  half  sum  of  those  uf  the    intersections    of   the  hiaectora  with   BC,   or 

(0,    .,_  ,  ,      .^_  ̂   J.     This  is  the  point  of  intersection  of  (2)  and  a— 0. 

3.  The  coordinates  of  Grebe's  point  are  proportional  to  a,  ft,  e. 

The  mid-point  of  a  is  (0,  -;,-sinC,   -„  sinB),   and  of  the  altitude  on  a, 

(^     -^8in2e,    4-8'n2fl)- 

The  line  through  these  points  is  CTsin(B— C)  +  >-siuC— >SBinB=0,  which 
is  satisfied  b7  a-a,  /S-b,  y-e. 

n.   SotaUoD  bj  0.  B.  M,  ZSU,  1.  M..  Pb.  D..  Twtrkuu.  Arkuuu-Tou. 

Using  trilinear  coordinates  we  get, 

(1),  equation  to  AK^  is, /SsinC+ysinB-O,  or/3c+>'6"0;  to  ̂ B,  >"«0; 

io  AK.,  fic-yh^O;  io  AC,  /S=0. 

,-.AK;,  AB,  AK.,   AC   form  a 

harmonic  pencil. 

.-.  K,'  and  K^  are  hamionic  con- 

jugate. 
(2).     Draw  AK,'"  bisecting 

^r)AB. 
Then  ̂ AK,-B~^K;K,'"A  +  ..£JC.'AK:-'-B-C,  and 
^K:AK,"--^K^-AB-^K^-AB=-W-iA-C-«i(.B-C}. 
.-.  ̂ Ka' Ka'"A~^K^-AK^"' ;  .-.  K^' Ka'"-AK^'-.AK„". 
.'.  Ka '  is  the  center  of  the  required  circle. 
(3).  The  equation  to  the  straight  line  through  Grebe's  point  and  the 

mid-point  of  BC  is  the  same  as  the  equation  of  the  strught  line  tbrou^ 
mid-point  of  BC  and  the  midpoint  of  the  perpendicular  from  A  ou  BC,  both  be- 

ing sinCB— C)a-BinB^-^8inC>'=0. 

m.    SolBttsB  br  F.  II,  IIoBAV.  A.  N.,  ProlMSOT  ol   lUtlinutlsi.  Bordaotown  HlHtuy  lottltBU.  B«- 
dratowB,  law  JuMr,  ud  J.  C.  CDEBII,  Pin*  Blnll.  Arkuiui. 

(1).     Let  ABC  be  a  ;  AK,',  the  tangent  at  A  ;  and  K,  point  where  Bvm- 
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medi&n  mestB  the  Bide  BC.  T^ke  AN— AC,  and  AM~AB.  Than  in  AXJW, 

AH,  thft  median,  ii  the  Bymmediau  of  £^ABC.  Lines  BC,  and  ifjV  are  aati- 
ptrallel.  Also,  since  ̂ ABC-^BAD,  each  being  meas- 

ared  by  iwita  AC,  the  Unee  BCand^JT.'areaDtiparallel. 
Wherefore  MIf  is  parallel  b>  the  tangent  line  AK,'. 

Now  we  have  a  pencil  of  four  rays  AB,  AH,  AC, 

AK,'  in  which  one  ray  AH  bisects  a  line  parallel  to  its 
conjugate,  and  included  between  the  other  pair  of  conju- 

gate rays  ;  hence  the  pencil  is  harmonic,  and  any  line,  as 

BK^',  drawn  across  the  peodl  will  cnt  ont  an  harmonic 
range  {BC.iT.ff,'}.  Q.  B.  D. 

(3).  Draw  ST  perpendicular  to  AC  atitsmiddle 
point  S ;  draw  BT,  and  it  is  a  aymmedian  line  ( Halsted : 

Syn.  Geom.  (648.),  hence  it  passes  through  Grebe's  point 
(ur  I^moine's  Point)  K.  Now  as  A{BC,  K,K,')  is  an  harmonic  pencil, 
{BR,  KT)  is  an  harmonic  range ;  whence  8{BR,  KT)  is  an  harmonic  pencil. 
Draw  altitude  BP,  and  it  ie  ||  to  my  8T,  and  is  therefore  bisected  by  the  ray  8K, 

the  conjugate  of  57".  Therefore  the  line  joining  the  middle  point,  S,  of  a  side, 
and  the  middle  point  of  the  altitude  to  that  side  passes  through  Grebe's  point. 

Q.  K.  D. «•.    PrartMl  \j  WILLUH  KOOTIB.  1.  V.,  Fh.  S..  Frohwor  o(  MilkMktlM  ud  AibononT.  0U«  <'■(■ 
MnMr.  likwa.  out. 

Show  that  the  tangent  plane  at  any  point  of  the  surface  a*x*+h*y*  +e*t' 
—ibeyt-\-iaext-^2abxy  intersects  the  surface  ajn+Euz-f  cxy—O  iu  two  straight 
lines  at  right  angles  to  one  another. 

The  tangent  plane  at  (/',  y',  *')  to  ̂ '-0   <t)  is 

('-:)-^+(»-»')-^+<'-')-f-"  ■■   «' 
Here  F-a*r*  +b»y'  +e'i' -2beyi— 2(lcre-2a^7y   (3). 

dF 

"ii 

-2<-o«'-V+'»')    W)- 

Then  (2)  becomes  by  &id  of  (S), 

a(aa:'— hy'~ia')x+6C-oz'  +  6y'-re')y  +  e{- 
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It  may  be  shown  that  the  condition  that 

Ix-^my-^nz^O   (6)  cuts  ayz-^.hxz-hcxy^O   (7) 

in  two  straight  lines  including  a  right  angle  is  amn+M+etm^O   (8). 

Comparing    (6)    and    (6),      Z-a(aa;'— 6y'— a'),     w-6(— a«'  +  6y'-«'), 
n«»e(— ax'— 6y'4-«'),  and  (8)  becomes 

a6c{a»«'«-(fcy'-tt')»  +  6V*-(«'-««')*  +  <?*«'*-(««'-^T}=0   (9), 

an  identity  by  aid  of  (3). 
Also  aolred  by  HENBY  HBATON  and  J.  8CHEFFER. 

PBOBLEMS. 

M.   PropoMd  by  I.  J.  8CHWATT,  Ph.  D..  ProfoMor  of  lUthCBAtiM,  Ualrtnitj  «l  PMacytvaBia,  PUte- 
Mphift.  Ptnaaylfaaia. 

Prove  in  a  pure  geometrical  way  the  following : 

The  axes  of  the  ellipse  isogonal  to  Lemoine's  line  with  respect  to  a  triangTe  (Steiner'i 
ellipse)  are  parallel  to  Simson's  lines  belonging  to  the  extremities  of  Brocard's  Diameter. 

66.   Propofid  by  WnXIAM  HOOVBR.  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  P^f Mior  of  MathoBatiit  and  AstfWMiij,  Okio  Ual- 
Ttnity,  Athtnt,  Ohio. 

The  locus  of  points  whose  polars  with  respect  to  a  given  parabola  touch  the  circle  of 
curvature  at  the  vertex  is  an  equilateral  hyperbola. 

MECHANICS. 

Gondaetod  by  B.  F.  YVnXL^  Sprincfleld.  Mo.   All  eontribatioiii  to  this  d#paitaoBt  tboald  bo  soBt  to  hte. 

SOLITTIONS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

88.   ftopoood  by  OTTO  GLATTOV,  A.  B..  Fowler,  Indiana. 

The  wheel  of  a  wind  pump  has  00  fans,  each  turned  at  an  angle  of  46®  to  the  direction 
of  the  axis,  and  each  having  150  square  inches  exposed  to  the  wind.  If  the  wind  blows  with 
a  velocity  of  V  and  the  wheel  rotates  with  velocity  co,  what  is  the  component  of  fosce  or 
pressure  along  the  axis  if  it  is  turned  at  an  angte  a  to  the  direction  of  the  wind  asauming 
the  resistance  of  the  wheel  in  turning  to  be  72  ? 

Solation  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBBB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Toiarkant,  Arkaniat-Ttiai. 

Let  .^=projecting  area  of  fans  exposed  to  the  wind,  in  square  feet, 
7=  velocity  of  wind  in  feet  per  second, 
.ff=horse  hower  of  pump, 
i?=extreme  radius  of  fans  in  feet, 



r=inner  ndiui  of  fans  in  feet, 

=n(1iQfi  of  center  of  peicussion,  in  feet, =r-^- 
=nnmbeT  of  revolationi  of  fans  per  minote, 

fi^mtan  angle  of  fani  to  the  plane  of  motion. 

„   „    .        ,   „    .      .           __.  „    AUam0cMfi  („    a«8in>  \ t 
BrNystrom'sHecnanicB  we  get  ff= — -  fijnnQo — \"   To — )  ■ 

Let  AB,  CD,  FB  be  the  direction  of  the  axis,  fane,  and  wind,  reapectiTely. 

Then  ̂ =:60xl60xBin(^- a) 

H-144=.|»ain(?i'-«). 

1261<»8in(^-  tf)(l»^'-i<B^'  2)* 
"="'  ''=T-      ■  ■  ■"=   117040000   

H'=H— A/83000=effective  horse  power. 

M.   rnpoMi  b7  0-  a-  M.  nu,  a.  M..  n.  D.,  Tnvtvw,  iirlun»-Tnu. 
A  man  weighs  IGO  pounda  1  hia  balloon  with  all  its  attachmpnU  wpighii  GOO  pounds. 

What  Tolame  ot  pure  hydrogen  must  be  made  and  put  into  the  bitlloon  ao  thnt  it  will  be 
on  tho  point  of  aacending  with  the  man  T  How  many  kilognims  of  tine  and  of  hydrogNi 
ralphata  wiU  be  uaed  generating  the  hydrogen  T  Give  volume  of  hydrogen  in  cubic  feet, 
given  that  one  litre  of  hydrogen  weighs  .0896  gnuns. 

Matka  by  P.  S.  BKU,  UilBon.  Itrtk  Dakota,  aad  tki  PS0P08XB. 

1  grain •-.0022048  ponnds.     1  cubic  foot-28.316  litrra. 
Let  temperataro  and  preasnre  be  normal. 

.-.  1  cubic  foot  of  hydrogen  weighs  28.315x.08fl6x. 0022046-. 005593123 

poonda. 1  cnbic  foot  of  air  weighs 28.316xl.293x.002204S  =  .0807132<ll  pounds. 

.-.  The  lifting  power  of  1  cubic  foot  of  hydrogen  is  .080713261  pounds 
—  .006693123  pounds-.076120138  pounds. 

500  pounds +160  pouudB-i660  pounds. 
650-1- .0761 20138 -8652. 806  cubic  feet  of  hydrogen. 
8662.806  X  .0O6693I23+2.204U-21.9624  kilograms  of  hydrogen  used. 
Zn+H,80^-ZnS0^-\-Ht.     r.  HtSOt  :  H,-x  :  21.9624. 

AS  :  2-x  :  21.9524.     .'.  z- 1076.6676  kilograms  of  hydrogen  sulphate. 
Zn:/ft-x:  21.9624.   65:  2-x  :  21.9524.   ..  j:-713.463kilogramsofainc. 

Alan  intTHl  hj  A.  P.  BSMD. 
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PBOBLEKS. 

44.  ftvpoMd  ky  0.  W.  AlTHOIT,  M.  8e..  PlrafoMor  of  Mathtttiti  and  AttroMSj.  Ifv  WlaiMr  (M- 
lagt.  Ifv  Windior,  lUrjUad. 

There  is  a  triangle  whose  sides  repqlse  a  center  of  force  within  the  triani^e  with  in 
intensity  that  varies  inversely  as  the  distance  of  the  center  of  force  from  each  point  of 
the  sides  of  the  triangle.    What  is  the  position  of  equilibrium  of  the  center  ? 

40.   F^poMd  by  H.  0.  WHITIKIB.  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  Plrafoisor  of  Mithimrtoi,  Mamal  IMiiaff  UM, 
Pkilsislpkia,  FnuylfaBia. 

A  fifty-pound  cannon-ball  is  projected  vertically  upward  with  a  velocity  of  800  feet 
per  second.  Find  the  height  to  which  it  will  rise  and  the  time  of  flight,  assuming  the  faii- 
tial  resistance  of  the  air  on  the  ball  to  be  10  pounds  and  the  resistance  to  vary  as  the  square 
of  the  veloci^. 

ALGEBRA. 

Goaiaotod  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  MoBttroy,  Ta.   All  eoatribuUoiii  to  this  dtpsrtaMat  ihoaM  bo  loat  to  Ub. 

SOLITTIONS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

04.   Fropotod  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEIS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Ttnrkaaa.  Arksiuas-Taiai. 

A  man  raises  1  chicken  the  first  year ;  6,  the  second ;  d5,  the  third ;  180,  the  fourth ; 
921,  the  fifth;  4626,  the  sixth;  28216,  the  seventh;  116160,  the  eighth;  and  so  on.  How 
many  does  he  raise  the  20th  year,  and  how  many  in  the  twenty  years  ? 

I.   Eolation  by  A.  H.  HOLMES,  Box  068,  Bniniwiek,  Mafaio. 

4  •  —  1.        4  *  —1 
We  easily  find  by  inspection  I7c+i—5C/x»^ — s   ,  or — «-:— ,   according o  o 

as  X  is  odd  or  even.     Integrating  and  reducing,  we  have 
x-H  xfJ 

C^x=J[5'+4x5'-«+4»x5»-*+etc.  --—*  —  -  or  ̂  '  ""^]» 

23x4  «  -12x-47 
o  > Summing,  .9,»V«[^^*+4x6*-i  +  4«  x5*-»+etc. - 

xf8 

11x4  »  -12X-47, 
or   ^   ]. 

Putting  x«20,  and  performing  operations  indicated,  we  have, 
f7, 0=28,383,163,779,300,  and  5, „ -36,478,964,491,110. 
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n.   BoladM  ky  J.  SUIUIffU,  A.  II.,  Htcwftswa,  Mtrjltnd. 

The  nambera  in  the  problem  may  be  represented  under  the  following  form  : 
1  6  85  180  921  4626 

5xO-f-J,        5x1+1,        5x6+5,        5x85+5,       5x180+21,       5x921  +  21, 

28215  116160 

5x4626+85,        5x28215+85,        etc. 

The  general  term  of  the  nnmbers  1,  5,  21,  82,  etc.,  ia  i(4'— 1),  as  can  be 
easily  found  by  Finite  Differences.  Expressing  the  (2x— l)th  term  of  the  above 

teries  by  #X2x-l),  we  have,  by  Finite  Differences,  Fi2x—  1)— 0.5^-^ + C,  .4'+  C, . 
Jobetitating  for  x  successively  1,  2,  8,  we  have  the  three  equations: 
>C+4C,  +C,-1,  125C+16C,  +C,-85,  8125C+64C,  +C,-92I,  whence 
7—25/84,  C,  — 1/7,  C,-l/12. 

.•.^2x-1)-?^-^+tV   (I). 

To  find  FX2x),  multiply  FX2x-l)  by  5  and  add  i(4'-l),  thus, 

i^2x)-^-A.4x+,V          (II). 

By  summing  the  geometrical  series  5*  +6*  +   5**-',  5* +5*  +   
i^«+t^  4^49  +48  4.   4',  we  find 

Klv+S        4«+l 

^^'"^^"2016""  "2r"'" ''»''"'" ^'^' *°* 

2^2a;)-^-A.4«+i+  Ax+/«|. 

Consequently  ̂ ^^^      (""^"^e — A.4»+»+in+M   (HI)  ; 

2ir^'^"W~»-^*'*-^*^-^^VV      (IV). 

The  formulae  I  and  III  are  to  be  employed  for  an  odd  number  of  terms, 

and  II  and  IV  for  an  even  one.   Thus,  F(20)-|^'-,«,.4'*  +tV-28888163779800; 

2^20) -g^-lM"  •  +  V +  TVr-35478954491110. 
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m.   Sohitioii  by  A.  M.  HUOHLXTT.  A.  M.,  AnodaU  FHadptl  And  ProftMor  of  MtthMMtlM  is 
dolph-IUeoii  Aeadtmy,  B«iford  Citj,  Tirginia. 

1.  Write  out  to  **n"  terms  the  series  :     1,  5,  25,  125,  625,   5«+». 
2.  Begin  at  8rd  term  and  write  the  series :  4,  20,  100,   4.5*-*. 
3.  Begin  at  5th  term  and  write  the  series :  16,  4'. 5,  4*.5*~~*. 

4.  Begin  at  (n— l)th  term  and  write  the  series :  4  '  ,  4  *  .5,  n  being  even. 

*zl 

5.  Begin  at  nth  term  and  write  the  series :  4  *  ,  n  being  odd. 
The  nth  term  in  the  required  series  is  the  sum  of  all  the  numbers  in  the 

nth  term  of  the  above  arrangement  plus  all  that  precede  it.  Denqte  the  sum  by 
8,  then,  if  n  is  even, 

a-  < 

1  +  5+25   +5»-» 
+4  +  4.5   -i-4.6»-» 

+  4  •   +4  •   .5 

5"--l     4(5*-»-l) 

*z? 

4  »  (5«-l) 

(1). 

«» t 

If  n  is  odd, 

1  +  5+35   5»-M 
4+4.5   4.5»-» 

4  * 

6»»-l     4(5«-»-l) 
4     "^         4 

»-ii 

4^V    «. 

»+« 

(1)  finally  becomes  :     ,ij{5»+«+ 7-8.4  •  } 

(8). 

n+l 

and  (2)  becomes  Vc{S"'^*+7-12.4  «  }   (4). 

(3)  gives  the  even  terms ;  (4)  gives  the  odd  terms. 

1st  term  by  (4)  =  8V(6*+V-12.4) 
2nd  term  by  (3)-Vt(5*+7-8.4«) 
3rd  term  by  (4)- gV(5»  + 7-12.4*) 
4th  term  by  (3)-gV(fi«  +  7-8.4») 

5th  term  by  (4)-i,V(6''+7-12.4») 

To  sum  the  series  : — 

«+« 

nth  term  by  (3)-«V(5*+*+V— 8.4  «  ),  n  being  even, 

nth  term  by  (4)-|,^(5»+^«+7-12.4  •  ),  n  being  odd. 

Denote  the  sum  by  S,  then,  n  being  even^ 

i 
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5..  j,{5!!!^+7n-ll<ilfi«>-}   (5). 
Similarly,  n  being  odd, 

«+• 

S.,v{5:^^^+7n-^i:^}     (6). 
By  (3),  the  20th  tenn  is :    ̂ V{6»«  +7-8.4^ « }«28,383, 163,779,300. 

/rx  *u    4       *    *                     1  f6»'-126    .,^^         (4'»-16)  , (5),  the  twenty  terms  are :    ,V{   1   ^  140—11  ̂    s — —} 

-36,478,954,491,110. 
lY.   Selvtioa  by  the  FSOPOSEB. 

Let  it  be  required  to  sum  to  n  terms  and  find  the  nth  term  of  the  series  : 

H-6a:+35x»  +  180x»+921«*  +  4626a:»+23215x«+116160x'»+   
Let  the  scale  of  relation  be  denoted  by  m,  n,  p,  q. 

.-.  921«*  =  1809a:»  +  36paj«  +6na;+f»   (1). 

4626«»-921ga;*  x  180pa;»+36nx»  +  6mx     (2). 

23215x« -46269a;* +921paj*  +  180na;*  +  35ma:«   (3). 

116160x'«232169x«+4626px»+921naj*  +  180wix»   (4). 

.*.  «ia«20r*,  n=«  — 24x*,  p*»— «•,  q^Bx, 

Since  the  series  has  a  quadruple  scale  of  relation  it  must  be  composed  of 
B  sum  of  four  geometrical  series.  The  ration  of  these  series  will  be  the  roots 
the  biquadratic  equation 

r*«.6xr»-x«»^-24a;«r+20x*   (6). 

.•.  r, -ss2x,  r,»— 2x,  r, —fix,  r^^x. 

Let  a^ ,  a^,  a,,  a4  be  the  first  terms  of  these  sets  of  series ;  then 

a|H-Ot4-a,+a4  =  l   (6). 

a,r, +a,r,  + a,r|+04r4  =  2a,— 2o,4-6a|  4- a4  =  6   (7). 

atr,«+a,r,«  +  a,r3«  +  tt4r4«=4a,+4a,+26a,+04— 36   (8). 

a,r^ '  +  atr,»  +  a,r3»  4-04r4»  =8a,  -8tt,  +  126a,  +O4  =  180   (9). 

.-.  a, =-2/3,  a,=2/21,  as=126/84,  a^=l /12. 
Hence  the  series  are : 

-2/3-4x/3-8x«  /3-16x*  /3-32x*  /3-64x»  /3- . . . . ,   (10). 

2/21-4x/21  +  8x«  /21-16x»  /21  +  32x*  /2i-64x»  /21+   (11). 

)  /84  +  626x  /84  •!-  3126x»  /84  +  16626x*  /84 

+  78126X*  /84+390626X*  /84+   (12). 
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1  /12+ap/12+««  /12+x»  /12+x*  /12+x»  /12+   (18). 

Let  i4»S  i4„*,  i4»*,  i4»«,  fi^„\  8^*,  Sn*^  Sn^  represent  the  nth  terms,  sod 
the  sum  of  n  terms  of  the  series  (10),  (11),  (12),  (18).    Then, 

^J— |(2x)-i,  ̂ ,t-A(±2x)-S  il,,«-W(6«)^\  ^••-I'l 

*■'-  -•(^i^).  "■-4^^).  *-w(5^). 

».*-M&')- 
Let  il.,  Snt  be  the  tith  term  and  the  sam  of  n  terms  of  the  original  series. 

.-.  il^-TiV{5*+*+7(l-2«+«)=f:2»+«}aJ*-i. 

-^       ,  f  126(6*g*-l)       66(2«x*-l)  ,  8(=fc2*ig*-l  ,  7(g»-l)l 
^•"'^t       fe=l  2x-l      ■*■    -2x-l     "*"     x-1    J  • 

The  tipper  sign  to  be  used  when  n  is  even.  Now  let  x-bI,  naB20,  and  we 
will  get  the  required  results  for  the  problem.  i4,««288881687798(X>,  the  num- 

ber the  twentieth  year  ;  i9,«— 35478954491110,  the  number  in  twenty  years. 
Also  aolred  by  EDWARD  B,  BOBBINS. 

66.   FropoMd  ky  F.  M.  SHIELDS,  Coopvood,  MiMitfipFi. 

Af  By  and  0  hought  unequal  shares  in  200  acres  of  land  at  the  same  priee  per  acre, 
which  they  sold  for  $286.90.  A  gained  as  much  per  cent,  on  his  part  as  he  had  aerea,  B 

gained  5-8  as  much  per  cent,  on  his  part  as  A  did,  and  0  lost  $9.10  bn  the  cost  of  hia  part; 
the  total  net  gain  was  48  9-20  per  cent.  How  much  land  did  each  buy,  and  what  did  each 
receive  per  acre  at  the  sale? 

L   Sohitioii  by  W.  H.  CARTES,  Profoisor  of  MathtmatiM  in  Ctatonary  OoUtft  of  fioalihiM,  Jukwa. 
Loviiiasa* 

Let  z^  y,  and  z  be  the  number  of  acres  bought  by  A,  B,  and  G,  respective- 

ly.    .'.  aj-|-y+2!=200   ,   (1). 
Since  the  selling  price  is  t286.90  and  the  gain  per  cent,  is  48.46,  the  cost 

is  t200.  Let  m=co8t  per  acre  ;  then  mx,  my,  and  m*  represent  the  oost  of  the 

shares  of  A,  B,  and  C,  respectively.  .'.  t»(«4-y+«)=200.  .'.  m=l.  .•,  the 
cost  of  the  share  of  each=uumber  of  acres  he  bought. 

x-^A's  gain  per  cent.,  and  5x/8=B'8  gain  per  cent. 
.-.  x-hx*  /100-|-y-»-5xy /800+2-|9.10=|286.90. 
.-.  xV100-|-6xy/800=|96.     .*.  8x»  +  5xy=76800. 

76800-8X*      15360     8x 

•••  y=—5i   =-^-T      (2). 
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If  the  namber  Of  acres  bought  by  each  is  to  be  integral,  then  (1)  and  (2) 

are  to  be  solved  for  positive  integral  values  of  a;,  y,  and  z.  Since  y  is  to  be  inte* 

gral,  X  must  be  a  factor  15360  and  must  be  divisible  by  5.  15360=6x8x21*. 
.-.  the  factors  of  15360  which  are  divisible  by  5,  are  5,  10,  15,  20,  30,  40,  60,  80, 
120,  160,  etc.  If  X  has  any  of  these  values  less  than  80,  t  will  be  negative  ;  if  x 
has  any  values  greater  than  80,  y  is  negative.  If  x=80,  ̂ =64,  and  x=^56. 
.*.  80,  64,  and  56  are  the  shares  of  A,  B,  and  C. 

The  amounts  each  received  per  acre  at  the  sale  are  easily  found  to  be 
tl.80,  tl.50,  andtO.83}. 

n.    Sal«tl0Bh7XinrABDK.S0BBnrS,  Mtit^iaMathCMtiMudltyiiMiBthaUwrtB^^ 
UwTWttfiUt,  Ifv  Jtntj, 

Let  sc,  y,  and  200— x—^  represent  the  number  of  acres  which  A,  B,  and  G 
bought,  respectively.    Then  by  the  problem, 

x+x«  /100+y+5xy/800  +  200-x-y— 9.10=286.90. 

This  gives  8x« +5x^=76,800 ;  or  y=(76800-8x«)/5x.    Solving  for  posi- 
tive integers  in  x,  we  have,  when 

x=  75,     80,  85,      90, 
y=1074,  64,  44K,  26|, 

Accepting  the  integral  values  we  obtain : 

A's  purchase  consisted  of  80  acres  and  sold  for  tl44 ; 
B's  purchase  consisted  of  64  acres  and  sold  for  t96 ; 
C's  purchase  consisted  of  56  acres  and  sold  for  t46.90. 
Hence  A  received  tl|  per  acre ;  B,  tU  ;  and  C,  tjtj. 

m.   SolBtloB  ky  H.  Q.  WILESS,  Skull  Snn*  Wtit  Virginia. 

Since  by  the  terms  of  the  problem  the  price  paid  for  the  land  was  tl  per 
acre,  let  8^,  y,  t  be  the  number  of  acres  bought,  and  the  number  of  dollars  paid, 
by  A,  B,  and  C,  respectively. 

Then  8x-|-y  +  «=200. .  .(1).     8x+64x»  /100+y+5xy /1004-2=296. .  .(2). 

Subtracting  (1)  from  (2),  and  clearing,  64x'+5xy=9600.  Factoring, 
x(64x+5y)=10(960).    Let  x=10 ;  then  5y=320,  and  y=64. 

.'.  80,  64,  56  are  numbers  satisfying  the  conditions.  See  solution  of  a 
similar  problem  on  page  76  of  Vol.  II. 

IV.   Sofartioa  k7  A.  M.  HUOHLXTT,  A.  M..  AnodaU  Priaeipal  aad  ftoftMor  of  MathcmatiM  ia  laa- 
dolph«llaMa  Aeadaaqr,  Badford  Oitj,  Virgiaia. 

Let  X,   y,   and  z  represent  the  shares  of  A,   B,  snd  C,   respectively. 
x+y-f  z=200   (1).     Since  C  lost  t9.10,  he  must  have  bought  at  least  9.10 
acres.     Therefore  190.90  is  the  maximum  limit  of  x+y. 

x  +  x«  /100-|-y-hxy/160+z=296   (2). 

(1)  in  (2)  gives  x«  /100  +  xy/160=96.     .*.  y =( 76800 -8x»)/5x   (3). 
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.-.  190.90>aj+(76800-8aj«)/6a;.     .-.  190.90>(76800-8««)/6a;. 
As  X  decreases,  (76800— 3a;*)  /5x  increases. 

.-.  the  equation  (76800-3a;« ) /6x-190.90.   (4) 

gives  the  minimum  limit  of  x. 

.*.  66.48+  is  the  minimum  limit  of  x   (5). 

From  (3),  y«(76800— 8x*)/6x,  we  get,  since  y  must  have  some  value, 
76800>8x*;   hence  8x«« 76800  gives  maximum  limit  of  x.     .-.  97.97+  is  the  |'. 
maximum  limit  of  x.    Hence,  any  values  of  x  between  66.48+  and  97.97+  will 
satisfy  the  conditions  of  the  problem.      Example :    Let  x»774.      Then  from  (8) 

y-76|t;  .-.  Z-47H. 
.'.  A  received    tl36.65Hf ;    B    received    tll2.171|f.      .*.   C    received 

$38.07}H  ;  but  he  paid  $47.17}Jf .     .*.  C  lost  f9.10. 
AlBo  solred  by  ̂ 4.  J7.  HOLMES,  J.  SCHRFFBB^  and  O.  B,  M.  ZEBR. 

PROBLEMS. 

78.   FMpoMd  by  CHAS.  G.  CROSS,  LayUmtriUa,  Mtryland. 

Prove  that  — '^-======»|/6— |/2  +  i/3— 2,  when  reduced  to  its  lowest  terms. 
4xv/6— 1/2 

78.   PropOMd  by  0.  B.  M.  ZESR,  A.  M.,  Pb.  D..  Tezarkana,  ArkaniM-Ttiai. 

Find  the  worth  of  ench  of  five  persons,  A,  B,  G,  D,  and  £,  knowing,  Ist,  that  when 

A'b  worth  is  added  to  a  times  what  B,  G,  D,  and  £  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  m ;  2nd,  when 
B's  worth  is  added  to  h  times  what  A,  G,  D,  and  E  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  n ;  8rd,  when 
G's  worth  is  added  to  c  times  what  A.  B,  D,  and  E  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  p ;  4th,  when 
D'b  worth  is  added  to  d  times  what  A,  B,  G,  and  £  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  q ;  5th,  when 
E's  worth  is  added  to  e  times  what  A,  B,  G,  and  D  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  r. 

CALCULUS. 

Goadnetad  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  llonter«y,  V&.   All  eoatribationi  to  this  deptrtmeat  iboald  bt  Mat  to  bin. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PBOBLEKS. 

fil.   PrapoMd  by  F.  P.  MATZ.  Se.  D.,  Pb.  D.,  ProlMior  of  Mathrauitioi  &nd  Astronomy  in  Irvia^  CoUegt. 
Moebanictborg,  PenniylTania. 

Find  the  maximum  ellijisoid  that  can  be  cut  out  of  a  given  right  conic  fruRtum. 
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L   SotatiM  k7  S.  &  H.  EUR.  A.  ■.,  Ph.  D.,  Tnutut,  Irtuuu-Iuu. 
A  complete  solution  of  this  problem  without  any  assumptionB  would  be  a 

task  greater  than  I  cate  to  undertake  at  present.  We  will,  therefore,  aanume  the 
cone  to  be  one  of  revolution.  Let  2&— height  of  frustum,  R,  r  radii  of  the  lowei 
and  upper  bases,  respectirely,  I,  m,  p  the  coordinates  of  the  vertex. 

x'  /a*+jf*  /b*+i*  /c*  =  l,  the  equation  to  the  ellipsoid. 

.*.  (jj— *)*  +  (n— y)'™[(fi— r)/2A]*Cm— a;)*  is  the  equation  to  the  cone. 
We  will  (tirtber  assume  that  this  cone  is  the  tangent  cone  to  the  maximum 

ellipmid,  then  the  equation  to  the  cone  is 

(«•  /a'  +n*  /b*+p*  /c»- l)(i»  /«•  +y«  /h'  +i»  /e'-\) 

-(mx/a«4nj,/h»+piA'-I)'. 

Fron^  these  two  equalions  to  the  cune  we  get  n— 7)— 0. 

[(«-r)/2A]»-«r/Cm»-ft»)orm-[(ii+r)/Cii-r)]A. 

.'.  The  center  of  the  frustum  and  the  center  of  the  ellipS'iid  roinride,  nnd 
the  ellipsoid  is  one  of  revolution. 

.■.  i'/a*  +  Cy'+i')/6'  — 1  is  its  oqaation.'    ,-,  a=h,  b—f/~J{^. 
F— (vAArwolume  of  maximum  ellipsoid. 

n.    Botithw  bT  C.  W.  K.  BUCK,  A.  M.,  ProlMMr  ol  lUthautlH  In  Wnhrui  Aaidtar,  WUtrtkui, 

The  figure  shows  vertical  section  of  frustum  and  inscribed  ellipsoid,  with 
axis  of  X  coinciding  with  axis  of  cune,  and  axis  of  y  in  base.  Let  d  and  c  be  radii 
of  bases,  and  h  the  altitude.  Then  (0,  d)  and  (.k,  e)  repre- 

sent points  A  and  B,  respectively. 

(i--a)*/o*  +  y*/'(»*  —  l  is  equation  to  inscribed  el- 
lipse.    .'.  equation  to  AB,  as  tangent  to  ellipse,  is 

a^yy,+b*(z-a)lx,-a)~a*b*   (1), 

X,  and  y,  being  coordinates  of  point  of  contact.     Snbstituting  coordinates  of  A 
and  B  for  x  and  y  in  (1), 

a*dyf+b*(—x)ix,-a)-a*b* 

Solving  (2)  for  a-,  and?/,, 

j:,-ahd/(bd-ad+iic)\  ,,,, 

y,-b*h/lbd-ad  +  ar)\   •■**'■ 

Substituting  from  (3)  for  x  and  y  in  equation  of  ellipse  and  solving  we  ob- 

tain 6»  =  [(fcrf«  +  2orf(c-rO]  /ft. 
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Now  volume  of  ellipsoid  r=4/8(?ra*«)=43r/8^[adU+2a«d(c— d)]. 

dV/da=i7i  /3^[d»  A+4ad(c-d)]   (4). 

Equating  (4)  to  0,  we  find  a=dA/4(d-c>   (5), 

and  6*=d»  /2   (6). 

Also,  d«  7/do«=16;rd(c— d)/8A,  which  is  negative  since  d>e.  Now  the 
ellipsoid  will  be  entirely  within  the  frustum  if  2a  is  not  greater  than  A,  which 
from  (5)  gives,  dh  /^id—c)  is  not  greater  than  A  or  c  is  not  greater  than  id.  So 
volume  of  maximum  ellipsoid^ 

-TT'Tn   :--7>-=-fl--j   f  'f  <^  is  not  greater  than  Id,  or  -^hh^,   if  c>M,   the 
8    4(d  —  c)   2        6    d— c »  »  3        ' 

latter  result  being  true,  since  (4)  shows  but  one  maximum,  and  Fis  a  continuous 
function  of  ̂ . 

m.   Solvtioa  ky  0.  W.  AlTHOIT,  M.  So.,  PlroftMor  of  MaUiOBfttlM  ud  Ittroaoay,  Ifv  Wttdmr  Otl- 
logtt  low  Windior,  MtryUad. 

Take  the  base  of  the  frustum  as  the  plane  xi,  and  the  axis  of  the  fhistum 
as  the  axis  of  y.  We  may,  without  loss  of  generality,  take  one  axis  parallel  to 
the  axis  of  z.    The  equation  of  the  ellipsoid  may  then  be  written  : 

Ax*-^By*  +  Cxy-^Dx+Ey+Hz*  +F=0   (1). 

We  find  the  axes  of  the  ellipsoid  to  be : 

a=v//?/P,  b=i/R/Q,  e=i,''R/H, 

where  R=F(e*'-4AB)-^AE*  +-BZ)«-CZ)«)/(4i4B-C«). 

P=l  /2[A-^B±:y'iA^By-^C*], 

Q=l  /2[A  +J?=F/U-i?)«  +  C«], 

Volume  of  ellip8oid=4/3(»'a6c) 

__,     [FiC*-4AB)'^AE*'^BD*-CDE]l     1 

^^  l4AB^C*y  '^/H   ^^' 

A  little  consideration  will  show  that  the  ellipsoid  to  be  a  maximum  niiMt 
touch  the  larger  base  of  the  frustum  and  also  the  conical  surface.  The  condition 
that  it  touch  the  lower  base  is  D*^4AF=^0   (8): 

The  condition  that  it  shall  not  cut  the  upper  base  is 

(Ch  +  D)*-4A{Bh'-^Eh'^Fi<0   ..(4), 
where  h  is  the  altitude  of  the  frustum. 



To  find  the  condition  that  the  ellipsoid  shall  be  tangent  to  conical  sorfaoe, 
we  assume  the  equation  of  complete  cone  to  be : 

m«(««+2»)-(y-.ib)»   (6). 

For  intersection  of  (1)  and  (5), 

If  this  ellipse  have  no  axes, 

-C/)(i;m«-2ib)m«-0. 

Solving  this  for  B  we  obtain, 

m»[Z)»m»-4U-fl')(lirib»+Fiii«)]  m» ' 

Sabstitnte  the  value  of  A  given  in  (3), 

J.     4FCIKEm^'-2k)m*^iD*'-4FH)  {Em*-2ky-4FC^mHHk*'^Fm^)     JB 

If  we  were  then  to  substitute  these  values  of  .4  and  B  in  equation  (2),  we 
shonld  obtain  a  value  of  V  which  contains  the  variables  C,  Z>,  E^  F,  and  H^  in- 

dependent, except  as  to  the  condition  given  in  (4).  By  the  ordinary  methods  of 

^  maximum  and  minimum,  five  equations  can  be  formed  and  the  maximum  critical 
values  of  the  five  letters  determined.     But  life  is  too  short  to  do  this. 

If  we  assume  that  two  of  the  axes  are  parallel  to  the  bases  of  the  frustum, 
we  obtain  r»|xtan'^^'6— 2^*},  where^»altitude  of  oomplete  cone,  ̂ «isemi- 
angle  of  cone,  and  6==  semi- vertical  axis  of  ellipsoid.  From  this  for  maximum, 
6-P/4. 

iS.   FropoMd  %j  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  So.,  ProftMor  of  lUthoaatiM  ud  Aitronomy,  Xtw  Wlndior  Col- 
l«gt,  Ifv  Windior,  Mt^rltnd. 

There  ai^  two  lights  of  inteneities  m  and  n.  Where  must  a  target,  whose  surface  is 
parallel  to  the  line  joining  the  two  lights,  be  set  up  in  order  that  it  shall  receive  the  max- 

imum illumination  per  unit  of  area  ? 

L   Solution  by  the  FSOPOSSa. 

If  we  take  the  point  where  the  light  with  intensity  I  is  situated  as  the  or- 
igin of  coordinates,  we  have  readily  from  the  principles  of  Optics, 

/■■ty/(x«-|.ytji  ̂ .|^y/[(a_>,;)i-|.yt]l  ^   x  and  y  being  the  coordinates  of  the 
bull's-eye. 



dl          -Sbji             8iii(»-fi)y  ,, 

d,        (,■+,•)!   T  [(„_,)■ +j.]l       "   ^  '• 

From  (1)  y-0   (o), 

[••-i-s-]'         1-.       *"'• 

F.o,(.,  ['--y^fi'-^.i^ra;^   ,0, 
From  (6)wid  (Oy* •«(*»— 3!) /2   (rf)- 

From  (6)  y-±xl  Ca-ir)i  J^^Z^pE^     (e). 

By  (a)  and  (d),>z— 0;  x-a;  that  is,  the  lights  tbemMlres  most  be  lued, 
aabnU'e-ejre.  B7(a)and(e)weobtaintheadditionalconditioD  x— aP  /(P +•••  )i 
which  is  the  point  of  minimum  illamination  ud  the  line  joining  ths  two  li^ts. 

Other  critical  points  will  be  obtained  by  solving  (d)  and  (0)  Bimultaneoaaly, — « 
task  which  seems  to  be  almost  impossible. 

a.   Sohtkn  br  a.  B.  M.  aaot.  A.  a..  K.  D..  tnrtut.  litun»-lau. 

Let  A,  B,he  the  lights,  intensities  in,  n;  £  the  center  of  the  target,  imdins 

ED=r,  AB=a,  AF=x,  EF=t,  ̂ DAB=»,  '^CnA=*. 

.-.  toBine /AD*  +MiD^ /BC*=I. 

a\a0=t/AD=t  /|/*»  +  (z+r)», 

sin^=«  /i''«*  +  (o-i:4r)«. 

■■{.'+(a:+r)M»     *   {,«+{o-x+r)«}< 

Differentiating  with  reference  to  t, 

Mx+r)*~2nu*  .  v{<i-x+r}*-2nt* 

{.«+{z+r)«)l   +    (.*  +  (a-x+r)'}.="-**   
d)' 

Differentiating  with  respect  to  X, 

w(a!+r)        _          n(o-T+r) 

(«*+(x+r)»}'         {«»+(<i-x+r)»}'  '   ^^^- 
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From  (1)  uid  (2),  j=v/*(a:+r){a— a+r).     ThiB  value  oft  in  (2)  givee 

m(x+r)   «(«— j+r)   

{{x+r)(a+x+8r)}l         {{a-x+r%ia+Sr-^)}i    ' 

n  equation  of  the  eighth  degree  to  fiDd  x. 

Ifm=n,  3:=ia,  i=(Jo  +  r)i-*=*(»a+r),/2. 
Ifn=0, 1=0,  r=»r|/2. 

m.   aofadlom  bj  a.  W.  M.  buck,  a.  M..  PMmmt  «I  Wtlii— Bm  ti  WmUju  l«tdnf.  VUhnbu. 

Let  A  be  any  poeition  of  target,  AD(,=y)  be  perpendicular  from  A  to  AC, 
s  line  Gonoecting  the  positions  of  the  two  tights.  Let  x  equal  part  of  BC(.=a) 
i  off  by  AD.  By  laws  of  light,  intensity  of  light  ̂ ^^^^^^^^^^^ 
«ived  from  ^^^^^^^^^^^^1 

~AB^'~  ^  ,,  x'+yt  -  {T*+y*)1  •  ̂ ^^^IB^I 
ffimilarly,  that  received  from  C=-=z   ^ — ==!-■ 

[(a-i)»  +  y»]t 

Then  total  intensity  at  v4  orn=mi/(x*+y«)-l+ny[(o-x)»+y»]-l.   ..(1). 

4u/dx=-SjRTy(x*-i-s*yi-i--MH-x)y[ia-x)'+y*]-t   (2). 

/rfS=«(xi+j,»)-t_8mj,»(K»+y«)-l+t.[{o-x)* 

+j/*]-l-3ny*[(«-;e)»+j(»]-I   (8). 

Kqoating  (3)  to  0,  we  have 

y=0   (4). 

   {6). 
[(a-x)'+y']l   ̂  »{a-x) 
(T'+y«)t  mx 

Sqoating  (8)  to  U,  we  tanve 

[(«-x)»+y]-l{3ny»-n[(«-at)«  +  y»])=Cx'+y»)-l[m(x«+!,')-3my«], 

or  [(«-a=)*+y'l'  ̂ »[2»*-(o-x)«] {x«+y«)»  m(r»-2»«) 

(a— x)»  _  —n{,a—x)* 

.(6). 

BoIviriE  (4)  and  (6),  '       J    =       "  ,    '  ,  ohicb  givea 



(7). 

;«aor  0  or   I 
1— ^m+n  .        

and  y=0, 

From  (5)  and  (6)  -^^  =    \n(x«.-2y«)     '  *°^  «'   T^   ^^ 

Instead  of  finding  second  differential  coefficients,  substitute  from  (7)  in  (1), 

«a»o  and  x»0,  maken«-«>.     x=   ==,  makes  n«0. 
.1— ^n-i-m 

We  can  show  that  (8)  does  not  produce  any  new  condition  foramaximam. 
To  make  y  real  x  is  not  <0  nor  >a. 

If  X">a  or  0,  wfi  have  the  values  found  in  (7).     Now  for  any  value  of  x  be- 
tween 0  and  a,  y  in  (8)  is  seen  to  be  finite,  and  n  in  (I)  is  also  finite. 
So  x^a  or  x=0  with  y*«0,  producing  the  only  infinite  values  of  n  indicate 

the  positions  of  maximum  intensity  of  illumination  to  be  directly  in  front 
of  either  light. 

PROBLEMS. 

69.   PropoMd  by  MOSES  0.  8TEVEV8,  M.  A.,  Dtptrtmtot  of  lUtbnatiei,  PudM  Unttmity.  Ul^ittA. 

8..v..-^(..+,.,.-[.*(4n«. 
[From  For»yth*»  Differential  Eguaii<m$,] 

60.   FropoMd  by  8ETH  FEATT,  G.  E.,  Auyria,  Miehigan. 

To  remove  (l/a)th  of  the  volume  of  a  sphere  of  a  given  radius  by  a  conical  hde, 

whose  axis  is  the  axis  of  a  sphere,  and  whose  vertex  is  at  the  surface  of  the  sphere.  Bf- 
quired  the  height  of  the  cone  and  the  diameter  of  its  base. 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Coadvettd  by  B.  F.  FHKEL,  Springfield,  Mo.   All  eontribntioiii  to  tbii  drpartmeat  thouU  bt  itat  to  Un. 

NOTE  ON  PROBLEM  26. 

After  carefully  reading  Dr.  Martin's  ''Reply  to  Replies  on  Problem  26,"  we 
see  no  reason  for  changing  our  opinion  respecting  the  solution  we  have  been  de- 

fending.    We  may,  however,  be  led  to  agree  with  Dr.  E.  H.  Moore,  Dr.  William 
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ioover,  and  Prof.  Henry  Heaton,  that  there  is  no  correct  solution  of  the  problem. 
That  is  to  say,  in  so  much  as  the  problem  is  stated  in  the  indefinite  form,  a  solu- 

tion taking  any  one  of  the  elements  of  a  triangle  of  which  the  area  is  a  function 
will  lead  to  a  correct  result     But  it  does  seem  to  us  that  this  statement,  while  it 
is  true  in  general,  does  not  apply  in  this  case.     It  was  asked  of  us  during  the 
summer  whether  anyone  had  sent  in  a  solution  assuming  the  altitude  as  the  var- 

iable.   Now  we  think  it  is  quite  clear  that  a  solution  which  assumes  the  altitude 
of  the  triangle  as  the  variable  can,  in  no  way  be  correct,  for  the  solution  would 
include  not  only  right  triangles,  but  oblique  triangles  as  well.     The  result  is 

2  I      iapdp  -s- 1      dp==ia*,  where  p  is  the  altitude. 

But  if  p  is  made  a  function  of  the  angle  at  the  center  of  the  circle  subtehd- 

ed  by  a  side,  the  result  will  be  7^—.     We  think,  hpwever,  that  this  controversy 

has  been  carried  on  long  enough,  and  therefore  it  is  desirable  that  it  close  with- 
out farther  discussion.     Editoh. 

NOTE  ON  PROBLEM  29. 
BY  HENRY  BEATON. 

When  the  points  to  which  r  is  measured  are  distributed  symmetrically 
with  respect  to  the  minor  axis  the  different  radii  vectores  majf  be  arranged 
in  pairs  such  that  the  sum  of  the  lengths  of  each  pair  will  be  2a.  Hence,  using 

Dr.  Hoover's  notation,  m"  and  m'"  each  equal  a.  m'"  may  be  shown  to  equal  a 
by  the  calculus,  thus  : 

r=a— fx,  art^=   j—z   r-r   . 
(a"— a;")* 

Hence  «'"-  p(a~«:)(a;-e'x«)*  dx^  p»   (a«-.'xV 

^'+«   (o«-g«a;«)Mg        r+"   (a«-e«x>)*(fg  _ 

o«-x« 
A  fourth   very  obvious  case  of  this  problem  is    when   the    distances 

re  measured  at  equal  intervals  of  time. 

•hen  vr'^frdA  -J- J*  dA  =f-^  ̂ ^-^^ ~2^^ 

Corollary;     Let  «=0,  then  'm!'"=^a^  as  it  evidently  should. 



ta.    PriFOMd  by  t.  P.  MAM.  St.  P..  Pfc.  P..  ProlMW  tt  lm%\mMn  m*  Uamtmj ]^it^at attifi, 
M«tli>irtCTbwt,  PnujlnnU. 

Find  the  nverago  nnui  of  thp  random  wclor  whuac  vertex  U  a  random  point  in  a 
given  circle. 

SdBtloB  ij  0.  B.  M.  mi,  A.  a.,  Fk.  D.,  InarfcaM,  AitauM-Tnw. 

Let  P  be  the  ruidom  point.      Tbrongh  P  dnw  the  chorda  AC,  DE  farm- 
ing  the  eector  DPC.   Prom  A  draw  the  diameter  AB  and 

the    chord    AD.      Let    AB-2r,    AP~t,    ̂ BAP-<p, 

^^AD^ff,  area  DPC^u,  J»reqaired  average.      Then 

u=r*(,^—tf-^iun2H+inQ2ip')~ncoB9K\ai_q>—f>). 

The  limits  of  «>  ue  — lir  and  +|x;  of  tp,  ti  and 

Iff ;  of  t,  0  and  ̂ rcoatp^i. 

.-.  AJ-±hh   -   ^r-  f  P «dfti^. 

"if^J        J      ['*<»B*<p(29(— 2fl— ■in2»+Bin2p)— 8coB«coe»^in(9»— #)]<l«dv» 

-- n|^P*(3»«-12ffC+#'-16coB««-i-4Bin*ft»B'(»)<iW  =^^*-  -^. 
AIM  lolTBd  br  Itaa  PMOPOaXM. 

U.    PnpwWbrF.  p.  1UTX.S*.  a.  Fk.D.,  FnlMMr*iMUkMWlaBBdlrtraM«flabvlBcOri)«*. 

Find  the  average  iret^  of  all  regular  polygone  having  a  conitant  apothem. 

Sotitloa  br  S.  B.  H.  xm,  A.  ■.,  Fk.  D.,  Tnarkaoa,  ArkauwTua*. 

Let  a^conetant  apothem,  2zKBide,  2W— central  angle  of  polygon. 

.'.  -^—number  of  aidea,  -■■•  —area  of  polygon. 

.  j4— average  area— ira   ■•  -yaj 

j        dx 

'Mxd* 

-F-X 
•  where  x— atan" 



Zy'Sa* 

+irjr(^-T^« 

-— 2--+^ir.'"+»'"+"'"+''^"'+- 

.  F.  niKIL.  A.  M.,  FnlMMr  d  KUbontin  *ad  Fkrdu  li  Dnuj  OoUtfa.  8fria(- 

polnta  Are  taken  at  rniidoiii  un  th<>  circumference  ot  a  semicircle.     FiTid  the 
Oat  their  urdinatent  fall  on   either  aide  ol  a.  point  taken  at  randon   on  the 

■  tj  a.  a.  U.  zns.  a,  M.,  n.  D..  T«ntrkta>,  Irkauu-Iuu. 
Let  P  be  the  raDduni  point  on  the  diameter  AE.    Draw  BP  perpendicalar 

I  AE.    TheD  one  point  mnel  fall  sumewhere,  u  at  C,  on 
re  j4fi,  the  other  aomewhere,  as  at  i),  on  arc  BE.     The 
lance  thua  obtuned  most  be  doubled  as  D  might  fall  on 
Band  Con  BE. 

Let-40-imity,  ^BOA~f>,  ̂ COA^tp,  ^DOA~t. 
Then  Of-coaW.     .-.  W(OP)   8iu«-/«, 
Let  p^required  chance. 

f*  J*  f'sinHHtfd'pdf 

j''  C  C Bin»d0dipd-t' 

-  —.J"  J**  feinHded'pdp 

=  ̂J^(ir«-#»)BitiW#-^. 

U,    PrspoMd  br  OHAXLXB  X.  MrEBB,  CuUD,  Ohio. 

A  ntt«>ndB  chiirch4  HundafHout  ot  6;  B.BHundajB  uut  uf  6;  ai4  U,  0  tjjndiyjout 
[  7.     \V)iat  ia  tlit>  probahilitjr  uf  an  evi>nt  tiiat  A  and  B  will  h^  at  churcli  and  C  will  not? 

M.   PropoMd  bj  EEIKT  KUT9I,  H.  B«..  Adaatls.  lewa. 
In  a  Circle  wlioae  ntdiua  in  a,  choids  are  drawn  through  a  point  dialant  b  from  the 

i^nt^r.     What  ia  tlie  Hverage  Ipngtii  of  Buch  nhoids,  (1),  if  a  choid  is  drawn  from  ever; 
ojnt  ot  tilt!  rircumfpreiirH-.  and  (2).  if  the;  nn-  drawn  thmugli  tiie  point  at  equal  angular 
itfrvalK  T 
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EDITORIALS. 

Prof.  John  N.  Lyle,  of  WestminBter  College,  has  resigned  his  position  on 
account  of  ill  health,  and  is  now  living  in  Bentonville,  Arkansas. 

We  shall  he  pleased  to  have  our  subscrihers  send  us  the  names  of  person! 
likely  to  subscribe  for  the  Monthly,  in  order  that  we  may  send  such  person! 
sample  copies. 

Any  reader  of  the  Monthly  having  a  copy  of  Salmon^B  Higher  PUnu 
Curves^  third  edition,  and  wishing  to  sell  the  same,  should  write  to  us  stating  the 
price  of  the  book. 

We  have  only  six  complete  sets  of  Volumes  I  and  II,  of  the  Monthly. 
Volume  I  will  be  sent  to  any  address  in  the  United  States  or  Canada  for  tS.OO; 
Volume  II  will  be  sent  on  receipt  of  $2.50. 

Prof.  Robert  J.  Aley,  of  Indiana  University,  is  now  studying  mathematic! 
in  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  having  received  a  Mathematical  Fellowship 
in  that  Institution  last  spring. 

In  our  August-September  number,  we  sent  out  bills  to  all  those  who  are 
owing  us.  We  hope  that  the  matter  of  remittance  may  receive  the  attention  of 
all  those  who  are  in  arrears,  as  the  Monthly  is  greatly  in  need  of  ftinds.  All 
bills  not  paid  by  December  Slst  will  be  sent  to  an  attorney  for  collection. 

Prof.  A.  B.  Nelson,  of  Centre  College,  Kentucky,  says,  in  a  letter  of  Octo- 

ber Idth,  **  You  deserve  the  thanks  of  mathematicians  in  this  country  for  your  self- 
sacrificing  labors  in  behalf  of  our  favorite  science."  We  desire  to  thank  Profe!- 
sor  Nelson  as  well  as  many  others  who  have  thus  expressed  their  appreciation  of 
our  labor.     Surely  it  is  a  labor  of  love. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Elementary  Solid  Oeomeiry  and  Mensuration.  By  Henry  Dallas  Thomp- 
son, D.  Sc.,  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Princeton  University. 

8vo.  Cloth,  200  pages.     Price,  $125.     New  York :     The  Macmillan  Co. 
In  this  book,  the  author  lays  the  foundation  of  his  subject  in  clear  cat  and  aoearate 

definitions  and  well  illustrated  postulates.  The  diagrams  are  very  fine,  showing  very  aoenr- 
ately  to  the  eye  the  relation  of  the  points,  lines,  and  planes.  There  are  namerooa  original 
exerciser  scattered  throughout  the  book.  B.  F.  F. 
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Tke  EUmefUM  of  Algebra.  Adapted  for  use  in  High  Schools,  Academies^ 
and  Colleges.  By  Lymao  Hall,  Graduate  United  States  Military  Academy,  and 
Professor  of  Mathematies,  Georgia  School  of  Technology.  8vo.  Cloth  and 
Leather  Back,  368  pages.    Chicago :    American  Book  Co. 

This  work  is  intended  for  beginners  who  have  mastered  the  principles  of  any  good 
oommon  school  Arithmetic.  The  familiar  methods  of  arithmetic  are  preserved,  in  older 
to  gradually  convince  the  student  that  algebra  is  merely  an  extension  of  the  mathematical 
knowledge  he  already  possesses.    Preface,  B.  F.  F. 

Trigonometry  for  Beginner$,  By  the  Rev.  J.  B.  Lock,  M.  A.,  Fellow  of 
Gk>nville  and  Caius  College,  Cambridge,  Formerly  Master  at  Eaton.  Revised 

and  Enlarged  for  the  use  of  American  Schools,  by  John  A.  Miller,  A.  M.,  Assis- 
tant Professor  of  Mathematics,  Leland  Stanford  Jr.  University,  Professor  (elect) 

of  Mechanics  and  Mathematical  Astronomy,  Indiana  University.  Large  8vo. 
Cloth,  148  and  64  paj;es.    Price,  tl.lO. 

As  we  have  not  seen  the  original  book,  we  do  not  know  just  how  materially  Professor 
Hiller  has  changed  it.  He  tells  us  in  his  Preface  that  it  differs  from  the  original,  chiefly 
in  the  following  particulars:  (1)  The  subject  matter  of  Chapter  VII  formerly  followed 
that  of  Chapters  VO  and  IX ;  (2)  the  addition  formulae  are  proved  for  angles  of  any  mag- 

nitude, and  for  more  than  two  angles ;  (8)  a  chapter  on  Inverse  Trigonometric  Functions ; 
and  two  chapters  on  Spherical  Trigonometry  have  been  added ;  (4)  logarithmic  and  trigon- 

ometric tables  have  been  inserted.  Some  of  the  trigonometrical  formulfe  are  very  neatly 
established  by  Geometrical  Proof.  B.  F.  F. 

A  School  Algebra,  Designed  for  use  in  High  Schools  and  Academies.  By 

Emerson  £.  White,  A.  M.,  LL.  D.,  Author  of  Series  of  Mathematics,"  ''Ele- 

ments of  Pedagogy,"  ''School  Management,"  etc.  8vo.  Cloth  and  Leather 
Back,  394  pagqiB.    Chicago :    American  Book  Co. 

The  author's  aim  has  been  to  prepare  a  school  algebra  that  is  pedagogically  sound 
as  well  as  mathematically  accurate.  Few  educators  will  question  Dr.  White's  ability  to 
write  a  work  pedagogically  sound,  but  many  mathematicians,  upon  examination  of  his 
treatment  of  Undetermined  CoeffieienU,  Chapter  XXI.,  will  question  the  mathematical  ac- 

curacy of  his  text  on  algebra.  His  treatment  of  Undetermined  CoeflBcients  is  that  given 
in  most  algebras  written  during  the  last  and  present  century.  This  demonstration  is  now 
pretty  generally  admitted  to  be  incorrect,  and  correct  demonstrations  are  being  publish- 

ed in  most  recent  works.  However,  upon  the  whole,  the  book  is  one  well  suited  for  the 
purpose  for  which  it  is  written.  B.  F.  F. 

• 

ElemetUa  of  Geometry,   By  Andrew  W.  Phillips,  Ph.  D.,  and  Irving  Fisher, 
Ph.  D.,  Professors  in  Yale  University.     Large  8vo.  Cloth  and  Leather  Back, 
540  pages.     Price,  tL75.     New  York :     Harper  &  Bros. 

There  are  several  features  in  this  work  that  make  it  especially  interesting.  Of  these 
the  most  prominent  are  the  beautiful  diagrams.  These  are  photo-engravings  arranged 
side  by  side  with  skeleton  drawings  of  geometrical  figures.  The  photographs  were  taken 
from  actual  models  recently  constructed  for  use  in  the  class-rooms  of  Yale  University.  In 
this  respect  the  work  excels  anything  that  has  yet  appeared  in  this  country.  The  work  is 
characterized  by  clearness  of  presentation,  both  in  the  form  of  the  diagrams  and  the  nat- 

ural and  symmetrical  methods  of  proof.  The  book  closes  with  a  short  but  very  clear  treat- 
ment of  Modem  Geometry.  This  will  be  helpful  to  those  teachers  who  desire  a  knowledge  of 
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the  three  kinds  of  Geometrieff.    We  believe  that  this  work  is  destined  to  be  very  exten- 
sively used  throughout  the  country.  B.  F.  F. 

A  Hutary  of  Eleftieniary  Mathematics^  with  Hints  and  Methods  of  Teach- 
ing. By  Florian  Cajori,  Ph.  D.,  Profeaaor  of  Physics  in  Ck>lorado  College.  8vo. 

Cloth,  304  pages.     Price,  tl.50.     New  York :     The  Macmillan  Co. 

The  book  is  by  no  means  an  abridged  edition  of  the  author's  Hit^ory  of  Mathnnatfcg. 
It  is  an  entirely  new  book  giving  a  somewhat  detailed  account  of  the  rise,  struggle,  and 
progress  of  Arithmetic,  Algebra,  and  Geometry.  The  book  should  be  read  by  all  teachen 
of  these  subjects,  and  by  mathematical  students  generally.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Cotmopolitan.  Ad  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  *  Edited  by  John 
Brisben  Walker.  Price,  fl.OO  per  year.  Single  numbes,  10  cents.  Irvington- 
on-the-Hudson,  New  York. 

The  October  number  contains  the  following:  A  Summer  Tour  in  the  Scottish  High- 
lands ;  The  Story  of  a  Child  Trainer ;  The  Perils  and  Wonders  of  a  True  Desert ;  A  Modern 

Fairy  Tale ;  Hofman's  Object  Lesson ;  Personal  Recollections  of  the  Tai-Ping  Rebellion ; 
The  Modem  Woman  Out-of-Doors ;  The  True  History  of  our  Cooks ;  To  a  Hyacinth  Bulb 
(poem).  B.  F.  F. 

The  Review  of  Reviews.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magasine. 
Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year.  Single  number,  25  cents. 
The  Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  New  York. 

In  the  September  and  October  numbers  of  The  Rerieir  of  Rrvieitn^  the  editor  has  giv- 
en a  remarkably  fair  and  unprejudiced  account  of  the  progress  of  the  present  pcditicsl 

campaign.  It  is  a  great  satisfaction,  after  having  rend  statements  in  the  daily  papers, 
which  are  believed  to  be  misrepresenting,  to  go  to  The  Rerint  of  Revieim  and  get  the  facts 
there  given  by  its  able  editor.  The  November  number  contains  a  very  able  article  on  the 

''Summing  Up  of  the  Vital  Issues  of  1896,"  by  Rev.  Dr.  Lyman  Abbott.  Also  the  questioD 
"Would  Free  Coinage  Benefit  Wage  Earners?"  is  debated  by  Dr.  Chas.  B.  Spahr  and  Prof. 
Richmond  Mayo-Smith.  This  number  also  offers  a  remarkable  symposium  of  current 
thought  on  "What  Should  be  Done  with  Turkey?'^  The  Monthly  suggests  in  answer^ to 
this  question,  that  Turkey  be  given  a  material  and  HubstantiMl  roust  by  the  civilised  world. 

B.  F.  F. 

Errata. 

After  the  word,  ellipses,  page  181,  problem  60,  insert,  *' passing  throngfa 
the  foci  of  a  given  ellipse  and  having  the  tangents  at  the  ends  of  the  major  azeB 

for  directrices.** 

Page  206,  line  1,  for  **§''  read  }. 
Page  206,  line  1,  for  ''J**  read  f . 
Page  205,  line  12,  for  **4a'**  read  2a». 

Page  206,  line  3,  for  '*(6x»«*'  read  (6ar)*«. 

Page  217,  line  16,  for  **j/**  read  z. 

Throughout  the  solution  to  problem  84,  Mechanics,  for  '^E'^  ''  read  F^ 
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irVMBEB  AND  FRACTIONS. 

By  J.  K.  SLLWOOD,  A.  IL,  PItUlrarf ,  FenntylTftnia. 

A  clear  understanding  of  what  number  is  and  what  gives  rise  to  the  num- 
ber idea  removes  all  difficulty  from  the  grasping  of  the /roction  idea. 

Number  does  not  inhere  in  objects,  cannot  be  perceived  by  the  senses ; 
otherwise  the  mere  presentation  of  2,  3   n  objects  to  the  senses  would  give 
rise  to  the  idea  of  number.      There  is  in  every  sound  mind  a  measuring  instinct, 
which,  in  the  nature  of  things,  is  just  as  essential  to  life  and  progress  as  is  mem- 

ory.   Both  the  physical  and  ideal  worlds  are  full  of  entities — vague  wholes-^ 
which  the  mind  must  measure  for  the  purpose  of  making  them  more  definite. 

Measuring  requires  a  **unit  of  measure."    Naturally  the  first  measurements 
made  by  a  child  are  vague  ;  as  when  he  measures  (counts)  the  chairs  in  a  room, 
the  marbles  in  his  pocket,  the  fingers  on  his  hand.     His  units  of  measure — 
chair,  marble,  finger — are  indefinite,  as  are  the  results  of  his  processes.    A  later 
stage  involves  exact  measurements  ;  i.  e.,  an  exactly  defined  unit  of  measure  is 
Used.     A  whole  (of  quantity),  say  a  piece  of  cloth,  is  to  be  measured — made 
definite  in  value.     A  yard  (exactly  defined  as  3  feet  or  36  inches)  is  taken  as  the 
tinit  and  applied  (say)  ten  times.   Then  ten  repetitions  of  the  unit  is  the  number. 
Considered  by  itself  the  ten  is  pure  number  j  the  result  of  a  purely  mental  process ; 
it  expresses  the  ratio  of  the  measured  quantity  to  the  measuring  unit.     Applied 
to  the  unit  of  measure,  then  ten  expresses  the  numerical  value  of  the  measured 

quantity — 10  yards  of  cloth.     This  ten  yards,  it  is  evident,  is  quantity^  not  num- 
ber.    It  is  what  arithmetics  erroneously  call  ''concrete  number."     In  this  exam- 

ple the  pure  number  indicates  either  of  two  things  :  (a)  that  the  unit  is  taken 
ten  times,  or  (&)  that  ten  parts  (units)  are  taken  one  time.     It  answers  the  ques- 

tion ''how  many?"     Applied  to  the  unit,  it  answers  the  question  "how  much?" 
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The  number  and  unit  of  measure  together  give  the  absolute  magnitude  of 
the  quantity;  the  number  alone  gives  the  relative  value.  Hence  we  may 
say  that  nuv^her  ie  the  ratio  of  the  quantity  measured  to  the  unit  ofmewMre. 

It  IS  plain  that  any  quantity  may  be  used  as  a  unit  of  measure.  Measure- 
ment is  more  exact  when  this  unit  is  itself  made  up  of  a  definite  number  of  equal 

parts — ^measured  by  some  other  unit,  which  may  be  called  **primary"  to  distin- 
guish it  from  the  actual  or  direct  unit  of  measure,  which  may  be  called  ̂ 'derived/' 

Thus,  if  the  unit  of  measure  is  three  feet  and  iC  is  taken  ten  times,  we  have  the 
primary  unit  one  foot,  the  derived  unit  three  feet^  and  the  number  of  derived  units, 
ten.  We  have  ten  threes.  To  find  the  number  of  primary  units  weusemultipli« 
cation,  which  gives  thirty  ones  ;  the  quantity  is  now  more  definite. 

Again,  in  the  quantity  5xt3,  the  primary  unit  \s  tl|  the  derived  (direct, 
actual)  unit  $3,  five  of  which=15  primary  units. 

The  derived  unit  is  not  necessarily  a  multiple  of  the  primary  unit ;  it  may 
be  one  or  more  of  its  equal  parts.  Thus  in  t|t  the  primary  unit  is,  as  above,  II, 
while  the  derived  unit  is  ft,  the  number  of  them^ii^tf.  The  fraction  |  expresses 

the  ratio  of  the  measured  quantity  (t|)  to  the  primary  unit  ($1).  The  numera- 
tor shows  how  many  derived  units  make  up  the  quantity,  the  denominator  shows 

the  relation  between  the  derived  and  primary  units.  It  is  thus  seen  that 
the  fraction  involves  no  new  idea.  Its  notation  is  more  complete  than  that  of  the 

integer  in  that  it  defines  the  derived  unit — makes  explicit  what  is  implied  in  the 
integral  notation.  This  appears  in  the  processes  of  finding  the  value  of  5  hats 
(a)  at  t3  each,  (f>)  at  t}  each. 

6x  $3=5x3  x$l=15x$l=$16. 

5x$l=5x]rxri=}  x$l=${. 

The  denominator  2  shows  the  relation  between  the  derived  unit  ($})  and 
the  primary  unit  ($1).  In  $15,  however,  there  is  nothing  to  show  the  relation 
between  $3  and  $1.  (This  is  seen  in  5x3x$l).  In  no  other  respect  does  the 
fraction  differ  from  the  integer.  Both  15  and  (  express  ratio  to  the  primary  unit 
$1.  The  15  shows  the  number  of  primary  units,  but  not  that  of  the  derived 
units.     The  (  shows  both  ;  there  are  5  derived  units,  {  primary  units. 

In  view  of  these  facts  it  appears  that  a  correct  definition  of  number  indudei 
that  of  fraction^  which  is  simply  a  number  whose  notation  gives  a  more  complete 
statement  of  the  mental  processes  by  which  number  is  constituted.  For  mathe- 

matical purposes  Newton^s  definition  cannot  be  much  improved :  ̂ 'Number 
is  the  abstract  ratio  of  one  quantity  to  another  quantity  of  the  same  kind." 
Ratio  being  a  pure  abstraction,  the  word  '^abstract"  should  be  omitted.  Eoler 
says,  * 'Number  is  the  ratio  of  one  quantity  to  another  quantity  taken  as  unit*' 
Drs.  McLellan  and  Dewey  define  number  as,  *'The  repetition  of  a  certain  magni- 

tude used  as  the  unit  of  measurement  to  equal  or  express  the  comparative  value 

of  a  magnitude  of  the  same  kind."'^ 

*IB  oonclQslon  I  wish  to  say  that  every  live  teacher  sboald  read  **T%«  Ptyofcoiofy  nT  JTiiinlir." 



It  IB  clwr  that  —  of  any  mignitnde  ma;  be  repeated  aa  a  nnit  jaat  aa  well 

aa  —  or  — ;  it  ia  equally  plain  that  —  la  aa  much  an  expresaion  of  ratio  as  ia 

m.     Hence  each  defioition  applies  to  fractions  aa  well  aa  integers. 

It  is  neither  neceaaary  nor  advisable  to  divide  ("break")  single  thinga 
(individaals,  as  apples)  into  parts  in  order  to  get  fractions.  Id  oonnting 

the  egga  in  a  doien  (e.  g.)  the  wee  baim  ia  on  the  border  of  the  Eairjrland  of  fne- 
titms,  though  he  may  not  be  conscious  of  it.  At  an;  stage  of  his  counting 
ths  reenlt  is  either  integral  or  fractional.  Five  eggs  is  integral  with  respect  to 

the  unit  (1  egg) ;  it  is  fractional  with  respect  to  the  untli/  or  whole  (dosen)— 6 
oat  of  12,  6  tvtlftht.  Five  half-yardg  is  just  as  integral  as  5  yardi.  The  ratio  in 
each  isjEm.  But  in  |  yards  the  ratio  is  | ;  tbe  fractional  idea  is  present,  owing 
to  the  denominator,  which  defines  the  unit  of  measnre. 

SOME   TSIOOKOMETBIC   RELATIONS   PROVED 
OEOXETRICALLT. 

tj  p.  B.  PHILBUOK,  0.  X..  PlanllK,  Lmklua. 

Most  trigonotnetric  fonnuln  may  be  proven  geometrically  in  an  elegant 
manner ;  and  moreover,  the  relations  between  the  trigonometric  functions  may  be 
shown  at  a  glance  by  means  of  the  geometric  figures.  The  results  ate  all  the 
more  interesting,  too,  when  proven  also  directly  from  first  principles.  For  this 
reason  the  fbllowing  exercises  are  ofTered. 

For  convenience,  describe  the  arc  A  YX,  and  take 
tbe  radins  AC  for  the  unit  of  measurement.  Let  tbe  arc 

jlX=2andarc  AY=y.  Take  >f  at  tbe  middle  otXY,  and 
draw  lines  aa  indicated. 

Then  DK^siny,  HX=tijix,  EM=BioUx+y),  KY^ 

ain)(z— y),  JVX=Bini— siny,  A'J'=coBy— coax,  CE= 
coBi(.x+if),  CK=ooBHx-y). 

That  is,  siDx+siDy=2Binl{^+!')«>8i(x— y)., 



orcoM+coBy=^2coB*(«;+y)cos((«— y)   (2). 

The  trJuigleB  CEM  and  XXY  are  similar ; 

that  IB,  ainz— 8iny=ooBi(*+y)BinKa:— y)    (8). 

Slnitarly,  y7  =  ̂,  or  NY^iEU^^<=iElt.KY, 

or  co§x — ooay^— 2Binl(x-f  y)Bm((z— y)   (4). 

EqoaUon  (1)  can  be  made  very  neefiil  io  computing  trigODOmetrio  tablea, 
aa  the  writer  intends  satiseqnentlj  to  show. 

Now  let  AM=x  and  MY=MX=y.    Then   A  r=i-y  and  AX=x^,. 

W.have(Oif)'-(Oir)'=(Cr)'-(C/ir)'=(Ar)')'.    B°^y*=^=jJ^- 
Th«i»fore(jfi)'-(*rF)'=.(ir)'=(ifr)'-(jiri)', 

or  (KF)'-iKL)'={aE)'-(.KY)-, 

or  {KF+KL){KF~KL)={ME)*-iKY)*, 

ciHXxDY=(ME)'-I.KYy. 

That  l8,  ein{x+y)8in(a:— y)=sin*a:— 8in*y=coB»i/— coe'z   (6), 

,  .  CM  CK  KY 
^"■CE=CF''KL- 
Therefore  (C£)'-(CF)'=<*rI.)"=(*rn"— (ir)", 

or  I.CF)'-iLY)'=(CEi'-(KY)\ 

<yi  t.CF-LY%CF+LY)~CHy.CD-l.CE)--iKy'i'. 

That  iB,  C0B<i+y)COB(i— y)— coB»i— Bin*y— C08*y— Bin'a;   (6). 

Let  DO^R  the  radine  of  a  circle.      Let  the  angle  CDBr^ix,      Then 
DAB-DBA-CBE-x. 

Then  we  have  tanxa  ̂ ^,  alao  tanx— ~^^. 

The  productof  these  gives,  tan»x--j=-,  or  Cfix^£-CB£jV 
EC      I  BE\*    ,     , 

"'ae-K-ae)  -'*°'- 
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.,        EC       yer82z      1— co82a;        Bin2x       ̂        r        v      ••  /tv 

^^'  BE'  -isar — si^  -  r+^si^-**"*  f"~  '^'"^   (^>- 

Then  l+t«n«x-l+||-  ̂ - 1§. 

,  J5C      AE-EC     AC-2EC      2(R-EC) 
l-tan  x-i-^^  -  ~~AE~  "       JI       "        AE      ' 

DE  R 
cot2xB-77=-  and  cose€22;a -ttft.     From  these  values  we  at  once  have, BE  BE 

2tanx       2BE  AE       BE      ,  ̂   ,q^ 

rniSii-T:&-^5-^'«^'^2"   ^®>- 

2tang       2BE        AE               BE          BE          ̂   .^ 

Ir—tan'ir*  i4Jg? ' 2(/2-i;C)  "  R^EC'^DE  "^^^^   W- 

*     .  ̂ o    40^  EC      2DEBE      EC'^2DE      AE     .  ,.^^ 

o         o^          «     t        2RBE      EC     2R-EC     AE     ,  .... 
2co8ec2a^x-tan«x-  ^-^.-j^-  ̂    __.  _.l   (11). 

l-tan«x     2(i2-fiC)  AE       R-CE      ED          „  .,„, 

I+uHii^   3^-25-  =  — S-=-F-~«2x   (12). 

^         ̂ ^      iJ— -ED      -EC    ̂   1-C082«        sin2x  ,,Q^ 
008eG22;— G0t2«=:   Up — =  ̂ ^=tanx  =   ^-jj—  =  :r--   =-     (Id)* 2?J&         P^  8in2x        l  +  oo82x 

^    .     ,„      i2+-EZ>      AE        '  sin2x        l-hcos2x  .,.v CO8ec2x  +  00t2x=   ^=i   =-r^^=COtX=-z   ^  =   r-g —   (14). BE  BE  1— co82x        8in2x 

l-fBin2a;— cos2x^  R-^BE^-ED      R-^BE+ED  ^  EC-k-BE 

l+sm2x+  oo82x"'  R  '^  R  "  AE-^BE  * 

iw  J  jp-^  JM)!_  CE-^BE  _         EC-^-BE 
^""-*^—    i?c    '    •  xi;4-J?^  ""•(j?js;)«-hi;c+Bi? 

_ec{ec±be)_ec  ,-. 

~  bWecTbe)^  be^^''''   ^^°^* 



AE      .  AB 
Again,  008!i:= -.-_-,  u»ooosz=-t^. 

2AE     AE 
Twicetbeprodact  of  these  givei  2caa'x=-j^^-s—. 

"  AC~ 

Twice  the  product  of  I 

2ain'x=^.     I~<x>s2x=^^=^=  ̂ .      .-.  l-coa2i=28in'i   (17). 

To  prove  the  "TuigeDt  Proportion,"  let  ABC  be  &  plane  triangle,  tb« 
parta  being  represented  as  usnal.  Take  CE=CA  and  draw  AEB.  Draw  BSE 
perpendicular  to  AH,  to  meet  AC  prolonged  in  K.  Now 
coDBidering  tbe  triangles  ABC  and  ACE,  the  sum  of  the  ^^^^^^^^^B 
angles  at  A  and  £  of  the  one  is  eqnal  to  tbe  sum  of  tbe  an-  ̂ ^^^^^^^H 
gles  at  A  tad  B  of  the  other.  Hence  CAE+CEA^A  +  B;  ̂ ^^^^^H 
and  CAE=CEA=BEB=HA  +  B).  ^^^^^H 

Alao  BAE=A—i(A+By^HA-B).    Tbe  angles  at       ̂ ^^^^^| 
B  and  K  of  tbe  triangle  BCK  are  equal ;  for  CBK  is  the 
onmplement  of  BEH  or  AEC,  and  BKC  is  the  complement  of  tbe  eqnal  aa^e 
CAE.    Hence  CK=CB=a  and  AK=a-t-b. 

Now  ,anK^-B)=^  and  UnJU+B)=^.    .-.   tanK^+^  =  gy- 

.  .{1). 
.    BH  _    BE  _  n-h            JantM-g)  _a-6 

ifX"        .^^"   a+6  ■    ■■    UntU+J3)"a+6     

From  tbe  tnangle  ABE,  -^=-j_j^,  or-^=_^^^i-..(2,. 

In  the  triangle  AHK,  AH=AKcotHAK=ta+b)coai(A  +  B). 

In  the  triangle  ABH,  AH=ABcoaBAH=ccoeHA-B). 

Kqaating.wehave.-^^   cosiU+g)       ^^^- 

E^iuation  (3)  divided  bf  (2)  also  gives  (1). 



TWO  PESPENDICULABS  TO  A  TIIAVSVEBSAL. 

By  JOHl  I.  LTLB,  Fh.  D.,  BtatooTilto,  Arkanns. 

Do  two  perpendiculars  to  a  transveraal  intersect  ? 
Both  Euclid  and  Lobatechewsky  affirm  that  they  do  not.  Euclid  regards 

the  two  perpendiculars  as  equidistant,  whilst  Lobatschewsky  considers  them  as 
diverging. 

Experience  confirms  the  view  that  the  distance  between  the  perpendiculars 
is  a  constant.  As  long  as  this  is  the  case  it  is  evident  that  intersection  is  impos- 

sible. If  the  perpendiculars  do  not  approach  each  other  within  the  range  of  ob- 
servation and  experience  what  would  auology  and  induction  indicatp  ?  Would 

they  not  unmistakably  favor  the  hypothesis  that  the  perpendiculars  do  not  inter- 
sect beyond  the  limits  of  observation  and  experience  ?  Our  knowledge  of  the 

here  and  the  noto,  if  at  all  accurate,  must  assuredly  count  for  something  elsewhere 
and  tomorrow. 

But  aside  from  conclusions  based  on  purely  empirical  data  and  obtained 
by  analogical  and  inductive  processes  the  assumption  that  a  straight  line  that  has 
Abegbming  and  an  end  is  infinite  involves  contradiction  and  is  therefore  absurd. 
Omb  end  of  each  perpendicular  is  at  the  transversal.  If  these  perpendiculars  in- 
leiaact  each  of  them  has  two  ends.  But  two  ends  is  the  distinctive  characteristic 
of  a  finite  straight  line. 

The  ftirther  assumption  that  the  intersection  takes  place  at  a  hypothetical 

place  called  "infinity"  does  not  remove  the  difficulty  in  the  slightest.  7*1170  ends 
are  still  attributed  to  the  supposed  infinite  line. 

There  is  in  reality  a  new  difficulty  and  a  very  serious  one,  for  the  logicitl 
law  of  non-contradiction  is  violated. 

The  difficulty  is  not  that  the  human  mind  by  reaison  of  its  limited  powers 
is  unable  to  cognize  an  unlimited  straight  line  and  discover  what  will  or  will  not 

take  place  *'at  infinity,"  but  it  is  that  the  mind  by  reason  of  the  logical  law  of 
non-contradiction  can  not  cognize  a  line  that  is  at  the  same  time  both  unlimited 
and  limited. 

As  a  result  of  this  brief  investigation  we  find  that  there  are  insuperable 
difficulties,  logical,  geometrical,  and  philosophical,  in  the  hypothesis  that 

two  perpendiculars  to  a  transversal  intersect  at  a  supposed  place  called  'infinity.'' 
Notwithstanding  these  difficulties  in  the  way  of  this  hypothesis  many  an- 

alysts daily  and  habitually  accept  it.  They  do  make  the  ''assumption  that  par- 
allel lines,  extended  to  an  infinite  distance,  do  intersect." 
Euclid  flatly  contradicts  this  hypothesis  in  his  statement  that  ''parallels 

never  meet  however  far  they  may  be  produced."  In  favor  of  Euclid's  statement 
there  is  nothing  in  logic,  science  or  geometry  known  to  man  that  conflicts  with 

it.  I  understand  Mr.  Drummond's  protest  to  extend  not  only  to  Euclid's 
aBsumption  but  also  to  the  assumption  that  Euclid  contradicts. 
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If  the  analysts  ''can  not  comprehend  the  infinite"  why  do  they  employ 
the  symbol  of  the  infinite  so  freely  in  their  equations  and  decide  without  hesita- 

tion so  many  questions  against  the  Alexandrian  geometer?  The  analysts  make 
large  use  of  the  symbol  «  in  their  equations.  Do  they  or  do  they  not  compre- 

hend the  meaning  of  the  symbolism  employed  ?  If  they  find  «  incomprehen- 
sible, can  they  not  obtain  all  legitimate  resultl^  by  the  aid  of  jlintte  quantities  alone  ? 

DEVELOPMENT  OF  SIN^  AND  COS^. 

By  J.  M.  BAIOT.  Trinitj  GoUoge,  Trinity.  Horth  CaroUaa. 

In  discussing  the  power  of  the  calculus  with  my  own  students  in  Trinity 

College,  I,  several,  years  ago,  sprung  the  question  *'why  can  the  trigonometric 
functions,  sine  and  cosine,  be  developed  by  series?" 

The  calculus  very  readily  furnished  the  series ;  but  it  did  not  expose  the 
exponential  nature  of  the  functions. 

The  fact  that  the  value  of  the  functions  can  be  expressed  by  series  forced 
me  to  the  conclusion  that  the  reason  existed  in  the  nature  of  the  functions  them- 

selves, and,  therefore,  they  should  yield  this  result  directly. 
Before  proceeding  to  obtain  the  series  directly  from  the  functions,  it  will 

be  necessary  to  produce  a  series  involving  an  exponential  function.  The  otject 
thereafter  will  be  to  trace  the  law  which  connects  sine  and  cosine  with  this  expo- 

nential function. 

We  will  develop  f  H   )    I     which  gives  us  a  simple  converging  series. 

This  series  can  be  made  to  express  an  exponential  function. 

Denoting  f  1 H   J  J     by  e;  that  is,  as  x  increases  Indefinitely,  the  Ztmtl- 

ing  value  of  this  flinction  f  1 H   j    I     is  «. 

•.  <;=H-1  "*"i~o+ i~o~»r*  ®^**     ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^  K®^ 

«•
 

{(^■^4-)1J'-^^^+r2+r?F-^^^-'   »)' 

-^-{('-^nj--'-^. 

(2). 

*Thi8  gireB  0=S.7UI8,  the  Naperian  baae. 
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andlog(  1+-00-)-  -w^oge   (3). 

To  expose  the  principles  which  connect  sin^  and  cos^  with  the  above 
eqoations,  and  thns  show  that  they  can  be  expressed  by  series. 

By  geometry,  cos'^^+sin*^—!      . .  .(4). 

The  first  member  of  (4)  may  be  expressed  thns ;    cos'6^— (— 8in*6)a-l. 

(4),  therefore,  becomes  cos^^— (— sin^6^)—l    (6). 

Factoring  first  member  of  (5),  we  have, 

(cos^+8inV^)(<»86^— sinV^)=l  •  •  •   W- 
      • 

Taking  log.  of  (6),  we  have  log{cos6'+8in6'|/IIT)  +  log(co8^— 8in6^l,/Z4)aB0, 

or  log(cos6^+sin6^|/IZi)= —log(cos^— sin^j/HI)   (7). 
Denoting  either  member  of  (7)  by  y,  we  have, 

log(cos#+8in6^|/=4)«y,     )  /ox 

and  log(cos6^— sin#|/ZIl)a-— y,  j      ^^' 

.-.  cos^+sinV-i-10«'»   (9),  and  co8<?-sinV=l-10-«'   (10). 

Summing  (9)  and  (10),  2co8^-10y+  IQ-"'   (11). 

By  trigonometry,  cos*|6^-l(l  +  co86^)-K2+2co86^) 

w-  K10«'+2  + 10-"'),  [from  (11)]   (12), 

and  -sin«|6^-Kco86^-l)-K2co8<5^-2)-»K10^-2  +  10-«'),  [from  (11)]. . .  .(13). 

Extracting  square  roots  of  (12)  and  (13), 

cos|6^-10'+10^   (14), 

and  8inlV-l"10'-10^f   (16). 

Adding  (14)  and  (16),  C08|6^+8in|<y|/i::i«.lo'   (16). 

Comparing  (16)  and  (9),  we  see  that  ̂   may  be  changed  into  iO^  provided 
that  y  is  changed  into  iy.  The  same  changes  may,. therefore,  be  made  in  (16) : 
(^  may  be  changed  into  (6^,  if  iy  is  changed  into  ky.    (16),  therefore,  becomes 

cos i^+siniVZ^-lO*   (17). 
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Repeating  this  change,  we  have,  cosiO-^Bmiff^/l-i^lO*   (18). 

Thus  we  see  that  tf  may  be  divided  by  any  power  of  2,  however  great,  pro- 
vided y  is  divided  by  the  same  power. 

Let,  then,  m«2"   (19). 

11  -y 
We  then  have,  cob— ^+  sin— ^i^  ~i-  10~    (20). m  m 

Taking  log  of  (20),  we  have,  log(co8— <?+  sifi— ^|/=i)  — ^   (21). 

But  when  n  in  (19)  becomes  infinite,  m  becomes  infinite. 

.'.cos  — 6^  in  the  limit  equals  1,  and  sin — OyZIi  in  the  limit  equals  the 

arc.     .-.  (21)  becomes  log(l  +  —  |,^Z4)-X   (22). 

But  from  (3),  (22)  becomes — i/IIIlog«— — ,  or  y— 6^|/'^loge      (23). 

Substituting  this  value  of  y  in  (8),  log(cos^+sin6'l  ̂ Z-l)— 6^|/IIiloge.  .(24), 

and  log(cos6'— sin^l/III)—  — ^|/^log«   (26). 

Whence  co86^+sinV^-«**'~^   (26), 

and  cos6^-sinV^-«"**'~^   (27). 

Adding  (26)  and  (27),  and  dividing  by  2,  cos^«  *(«•»" -^  +  «-^-*)   (28). 

by  subtracting  (27)  from  (26),  and  multiplying  by  i/I^, 

8in6»--K«*»'-^-«-*»'-^)|/'=I   (2»). 

(28)  and  (29)  enable  us  to  develop  cos9  and  sin^  in  a  series  arranged  ac- 

cording to  the  powers  of  6^.  Since  (6^|/z:i)«--6^«,  ((y,/=I)>=.  — 6^»|/Z3, 

(6^1 'HI)*  =  6^^,  the  substitution  of  6^|/iri  for  0  in  (1),  gives 

^.->-i+v^-j^;-^i^+3^+-^5l^   (30). 

and  ̂ ^-.-1- V=I-j;-2+  -^+  -YTirSA-  TIJaT   ^^'^- 

Half  the  sum  of  (30)  and  (31)  by  (28)  gives 
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co8»-l__^  ________+ etc.. 

and  half  the  difference  of  (30)  and  (31)  by  (29)  gives 

The  above  are  the  required  series.     It  is  hoped  that  the  law  connecting 
co8^  and  8in6^  has  been  made  plain. 

(28)  and  (28)  are  Baler's  results  reached  in  a  different  way. 
From  (28)  and  (29)  Demoiyre's  Theorem,  which  enables  us  to  obtain  the 

n  roots  of  y*+la«0  and  y*— 1«0,  is  derived. 
November  4,  1893. 

ARITHMETIC. 

Coadvetad  by  B.  F.  VOKML,  Spriaffltld,  Mo.   All  ooatiibntioBi  to  thii  dfpartmoat  ihosld  bo  tont  to  Urn. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

0S.   Propoood  by  J.  A.  GALDXBHEAO,  M.  S«.,  Profoiior  of  MathomAtiet  la  Carry  UaiTonity,  Fittibarf , 
PomnylTaaia. 

I  owe  A  $100  due  in  2  years,  and  $200  due  in  4  years ;  when  will  the  payment  of  $800 
equitably  discharge  the  debt,  money  being  worth  6%  ? 

m.   Solatioa  by  tho  PR0P08SS. 

Let  X— equated  time. 
Now  the  amount  of  $100  for  (x— 2)  years+the  present  worth  of  $200  due 

(4— x)  years  hence  ma8t»$300. 
100 +6(x— 2) « amount  of  $100  for  («-2)  years  at  6%. 
10000 

fnn^Q    « present  worth  of  $200  due  (4— x)  years  hence  at  6%. 

...  ioo+6(x-2,  +  -^-300. 

.*.  x»d.31533+yearss3  years,  3  months,  24  days. 
Proof.     $107.89-amount  of  $100  for  1.31533  years  at  6%. 
$192.11»pre8ent  worth  of  $200  due  0.68467  year  heuce  at  6%. 
$107.89+ $192.11 -$300. 

Query  :    Will  the  answers  prove  as  obtained  to  the  solutions  of  this  prob- 
lem on  page  238,  Vol.  III.? 
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04.   PropoMd  by  J.  K.  ELLWOOD,  A.  M.,  Prineipftl  of  CkiUai  8«hool,  FitUlmrf  f  PMia^Tlvftaia. 

If  27  men  in  10  days  of  7  hours  each  for  $875  dig  a  ditch  70  rods  long,  25  feet  wide, 
and  4  feet  deep,  how  long  a  ditch  40  feet  wide  and  3  feet  deep  will  15  men  dig  In  16  days 
of  9  hours  each  for  $600  ? 

I.   Solution  by  M.  A.  ORUBEE,  A.  M.,  War  DepartmeBt,  WashiagtOB,  D.  C. 

The  following  method  of  solution  I  have  found  to  be  infallible  for  all  prob- 
lems of  Compound  Proportion. 

The  first  ratio  (simple)  has  for  its  antecedent  the  quantity  to  he  founds  and 
for  its  consequent  the  corresponding  similar  quantity  of  the  problem  ;  hence  z:70. 

We  now  reason  as  follows :  Work,  time,  etc.,  as  the  case  may  be,  being 

equal,  can  a  longer  or  shorter  ditch  be  dug — 
(1).  By  digging  it  40  feet  wide  than  by  digging  it  25  feet  wide  ?  Byi- 

dently  shorter ;  hence  25:40. 

(2).  By  digging  it  3  feet  deep  than  by  digging  it  4  feet  deep  ?  Longer  ; 
hence  4:3. 

(3). 

(4). 
(5). 

hence  9:7. 

(6). 

With  15  men  than  with  27  men?    Shorter ;  hence  15:27. 

In  16  days  than  in  10  days  ?     Longer ;  hence  16:10. 

By  working  9  hours  a  day  than  by  working  7  hours? 

With  $500  than  with  $375  ?     Longer ;  hence  500:375. 
25  :  40 

Longer ; 

Whence,  a;  :  70::  -< 

4 
15 

16 

9 

500 

3 
27 

10 

7 

375 

88& 

Solred  with  same  result  by  P.  8.  BERQ  and  EDWARD  B,  BOBBINS. 

n.   Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERS,  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  Tezarkana,  Arkaniaa-teiaa. 

There  are  two  interpretations  of  the  problem. 
(1).     The  men  are  paid   by  the  cubic  foot;   in  this  case  the  Becond 

lot  should  handle  Ht«|  as  much  dirt  as  the  first  lot. 
.     70x25x4      ,„„     _-,       ,    ,     ̂ ,     ̂ j..  ,_ 

.-.  f  X     ̂      . — «ijii«77|  rods  length  of  ditch. 
(2).  Both  ditches  are  dug  by  contract  and  the  men  are  worked  at  their 

best  all  the  time  ;  in  this  case  the  amount  received  has  nothing  to  do  with  the 
length  of  the  ditch. 

,    27    .      .   70    .       ,    15    .      ,    X     . 

X  = 

70x25x4x15x16x9      ^^,      ̂  

—27x10x7x40x3      ^^^^  '^^" 



[NoTB.    8B|  to  obtained  by  mnlttplTiiig  661  by  f  • ) 

Solred  with  mbm  result  u  In  (1)  by  FREDERICK  R.  HONEY. 

[Norn.  There  ■eemi  to  be  some  dlssgreement  among  oor  oontribntors  as  to  the  oorreot  eolation  of 
this  problem.  I,  howerer,  agree  with  Mr.  Omber,  and  hare  need  his  method  of  solution  for  sereral 
years.    For  a  more  detailed  statement  of  this  method  the  reader  is  referred  to  my  MathmnaUeal  SolmUcn 

00.   Propossd  by  F.  P.  MATZ,  8«.  D.,  Ph.  D.,  Proltsior  of  Mathtmaties  and  Astronomy  in  Inring  OoUigt, 
Meshaalosbarg,  Poansyhrania. 

Bought  April  4, 1894,  250  yards  of  broadcloth  at  $5,874  per  yard,  less  124  and  10% 
diaeoant  for  cash  payment.  Sold  September  5, 1894,  at  15, 10,  and  5^  on  quoted  price,  the 
cloth ;  and  in  settlement  received  a  90-day  note  which  I  had  discounted  at  54%*  October 
19, 1894,  by  the  First  National  Bank  of  Baltimore,  Maryland.  Reckoning  6%  interest  on 
the  money  invested  in  the  cloth,  what  is  the  profit  made  ? 

L   Sohitioa  by  P.  8.  BSBO,  Larimore,  forth  Dakota,  and  G.  B.  M.  ZEBE,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Taarkaaa, 

1.00-.12I-.87I,  1.00-.10-.90.     .-.  1.00x.87|x.90-78f%. 
$5,874  X  .781 X  250»$1068.203125»co8t. 
From  April  4th  to  September  5th  is  5  months,  1  day,  at  6%,  $1.  amounts 

to  $1.0254.     $1058.203125 xl.0254»$1084.8336. 
1.00  +  . 15-1.15,  1.00-h.iO-l.lO,  1.00+ .05- 105%. 
1.15x1.10x1.05-132.825%. 
$5,374  X  1.82825  X  250 -$1784.8359375. 
From  October  19th  to  December  8tb,  50  days,  at  54%,  $l.-.007}t. 
$1.00-$.007H-$.992H. 
$1784  8359375  X  .992U =$1771.2017. 
$1771.2017-$1084.8336=:  $686.3681  profit. 

PROBLEMS. 

60.   Propostd  by  BDOAB  H.  J0H180I,  Profoisor  of  Mathema^ot,  Emory  Collift.  Oxford,  Ooorgia. 

Every  man  in  a  certain  group  belongs  to  at  least  one  of  these  classes :  Methodists, 
Democrats,  Farmers.  In  the  group  there  are  10  Methodists,  12  Democrats.  18  Farmers; 
8  men  who  are  Methodists  and  Democrats,  4  who  are  Democrats  and  Farmers,  5  who  are 
Methodists  and  Farmeurs.  Finally,  there  are  2  men  who  are  at  t}ie  same  time  Methodists, 
Democrats  and  Farmers.    Required  the  number  of  men  in  the  group. 

70.  PropoMd  by  J.  A.  GALDESHIAO,  M.  8«.,  Profoisor  of  Mathtmatiet  ia  Gurry  Unfroriity^  PIttibvrr, 

A  owes  me  $100  due  in  2  years,  and  I  owe  him  $200  due  in  4  years ;  when  can  I  pay 
him  $100  to  settle  the  account  equitably,  money  being  worth  6%  ? 
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GEOMETRY. 

OnimtUA  by  B.  P.  FHOL,  SpriifffliM,  Mo.  AU  oontribtttlPM  to  tUs  difartmat  ihMM  b« 

soLirrioNS  of  problems. 

60.   PropoMd  by  WILLIAM  HOOVBS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  PnftMor  of  KathoMtiit  ud  AUroMsy.  OUo  Uil- 
Tinity,  AthoM,  OUo. 

Prove  that  the  loci  of  the  foci  of  variable  ellipses  passing  through  the  foci  of  a  given 
ellipse  and  having  the  tangents  at  the  ends  of  the  major  axes  for  directrices  form  a  pair  of 
circles  passing  through  the  extremities  of  the  major  axis  of  the  fixed  ellipse  and  having  for 
diameters  the  semi-latas  rectum  of  the  fixed  ellipse. 

SolatioB  by  tho  PR0P08ES. 

If  the  given  ellipae  is  — | — h  -^j-=l   , 

(1), 

the  equation  to  the  required  ellipse  is  of  the  form  — j+  -sL__i_=i   (2). 

o«««  .    n« 

«i  _ 

This  passing  through  (o^ ,  0),  we  have  — ^  +  -ir-¥=l   ^   (3). 

The  directrix  of  (2)  is  x=— ^.  .(4),  e,  being  the  eccentricity  of  (2),  and  z=^a,  .(6) 

is  the  tangent  to  the  given  ellipse  at  the  extremity  of  its  major  axis.     Then 

=o   (6),  or  ai=aei    .(7),  o,e,=tf«, «   (8). 

Let  (x' ,  y' )  be  the  coordinatesa>f  the  right  hand  focus  of  (2)  in  any  one  of 

its  positions ;  then  a,e,  =x'        (9),  n=y'   (10),  and  by  (8) 

and(9), «,»=^,   l-e,«=^^   (11). 

Also  by  (7),  o,  •=o««|  «=ax'   (12) ; 

/.  6,«=o,«(l-«,«)=x'(a^x')   (13),  and  (8)  becomes 

■^^■^  x'(a-x')""^    (^^>- 

Reducing,  x'«  +  y'«—o(l  +  ««)x'=—o»«*   (16),  a  circle  whose  center 

is  on  the  axis  of  x,  passing  through  (a,  0),  and  having  diameter   . a 
Aloo  solred  by  O.  B.  M»  SERB. 



tl.   Jriptwi  hr  WnUiM  B.  HUL,  llMbw  «l  tk«  Lm4m  MMtMMMMl  BMiMr,  ud  Tnum  ■! 
Otwt  OmiIj,  MulM,  bHuM. 

L«t  the  biuGton  of  the  uiglei  A,  B,  0  of  a  triangle  intersect  in  0  and 

meet  th«  aidea  opposite  A,  B,  C  in  A',  B",  C.     Prove  that  the  perpendicalan 

form  Oon  the  aidaaof  tha  triangle  A'B'C  arep,=—j~-,p,=—j—,ji,=-j— whore 
T,Jtne  tha  radii  of  the  inanibed  and  ciroamacribed  drcles  of  tb«  triangle  ABC 
and  di,  d,,  dt  an  tha  diatanoes  of  the  center  of  the  drcnmscribed  circle  from  the 
osntera  of  the  escribed  circles. 

MMioa  kr  a.  B.  M.  zm,  l.  M.,  PL  D„  Tnukut.  artuMt^na. 

Uaing  trilinear  coordinates,  equation  to  CD  is  a—fi=0  ;  to  ifJS,  a— ^'=0. 

/  2a _2A_ 

a+fc 0),(-?^.O.^^V r  Vo+c'    '  a+ej' 

are  the  coordinatea  of  D,  E. 

.'.  /S^)*— o^O,  is  the  eqaation  to  DB, 
The  distance  from  0,  (r,  r,  r)  tKan  this  line  is, 

t/  3a6c+ 2oDsC— 2co8^  -(■  Scosfi 

laofc<+g*c+fc'e-c*-aft*— oc'— t«+fl'6+bc*+tt* 

J afcc+(a+h+c)(o+b— cKo— fc+c)  |abc+8«(»— 6)(«— c) 

r- 

If         4a 

Similarly  Tt=^^,  P*=~d~- 

ittroMBT  ia  Irriag  floDigl, 

Prore  that  two  triuiglei  arc  equal  If  they  havr  two  ildM  and  tht  median  of  onr  of 
theai  equal,  each  to  each. 



Let  AB=A'ff,  AC=A-C,  BD=B'D'.  £,ABD=£iA'B'D',  bscaase  iJl 
the  Bidea  &re  equal,  each  to  each. 

Then  s^BDC=^B'D'C',  haviog 
two  Bides  and  included  angle  of  one^ 
two  Bides  and  ioclnded  angle  of  the 
other. 

.-.   £.ABC=aA'B'C. 
AIM  MlTAd  b7  EDWAXD  B.  BOBBINS,  M.  A.  QBVBSB,  ud  S.  B.  M.  BBBB. 

ei.  Pufoii*  br  ALFSiD  mna,  a.  z..  d.  a<.,  proiMur  d  ibtbBwHoi,  UntMniir  d  mmwiwi.  t. 
0.,  Dolnnltr.  lUnlKlprl. 

A  FMtangular  hyperboU  cannot  be  cut  from  ■  rigbt  oiKulsr  cone  if  the  angtt  at  it* 
wrtec  it  UtM  than  a  right  angU, 

Sotatloa  br  th*  PEOPOSKS. 

Let  the  hsse  and  the  axis  of  the  cone  coincide  with  the  xy-plane  and  the 
f-Bxii  respectively.     Then  if  c  denote  the  altitude  of  the  cone  and  ̂   the  angle 
which  any  one  of  its  elements  makes  with  the  base,  its  eqoaUon  is 

(i«+y»)Un*^(*-c)«. 

The  eqoation  of  a  plane  throngh  the  y-axis  and  inclined  at  an  angle  6  to 
the  «y-plaae  is 

i=xtan*'. 

The  projection  on  the  ry-plane  of  the  intetBection  of  the  two  sarfacea  is 

{x»+y*)tan'^=(rtan6'— e)«=x»tan»#-2crtan«+e». 

This  becomes,  when  referred  to  rectangular  axea  in  the  plane  of  the  section, 

tbeorigiDaudi/-azi8beingaDGhanged,  (z*a)B*fl+y*)tan*^=ar*ein*<'— actsiniy+e". 
or  z*(coB*nan*^— Bin*fj+9'tan*^+2cx8inA'— e'=0,  which  represents  a  rectang- 

ular hyperbola  if  tan*^+coB*Man*^—8iD*0^=O.     From  this  equation, 

sin*g=  t^,j  .  .  =2ain*^,  and8inW=±|/"2'8in^, 

Since  sin^  cannot  be  greater  than  — r=.,  6  cannot  exceed  4fi°.     Hence  the 

V  2 
angle  at  the  vertex  of  the  cone  cannot  be  less  than  90°. 

•7.   VnfMMt  hjT.M.  PBBSI.  St  Looli,  Ko. 

Bequired:    The  length  ot  a  piece  of  carpet  that  la  a  yaid  wide  with  aqaare  end*, 
that  oan  be  placed  diagonally  in  a  room  40  feet  long  and  BO  feet  wid#,  the  eomera  of  th«> 
carpet  Jnat  touching  the  walls  ot  the  room. 
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68.  ftrafMtd  by  UOIAID  1.  DZCXSOir,  M.  A..  Fh.  D.,  Twmm^  Ptflow  of  Mitttiittkw,  Uairmi^  of 
GUMigo;  OUMffO,  nitaoli. 

Suppose  a  circle  of  unit  radius  divided  at  the  points  A,  A^,  A^^  A^,  .... 
into  n  equal  parts.  [This  division  cannot  in  general  be  affected  by  geometry.] 
TknN^  A  draw  the  diameter  OA  and  join  0  with  i4, ,  A^^  i4,,   An-it  wheren 

iirwippoaed  to  be  odd. 

Prove  that  04,  — 0i4g  +  0il,  — 0-44+   :±zOAn-u  ©very  other  chord 

bring  affected  with  the  minus  sign. 

MECHANICS. 

Coa4«8t«d  by  B.  F.  FUUIs  Sprinffltld,  Mo.  All  ooBtribotioBi  to  thii  d^ptitBoat  ihould  bo  tont  to  Urn. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

86.   Propoood  by  0.  W.  AmOVT,  M.  S«.,  Profoiior  of  Mathomatlet,  low  Windsor  Collogf,  low  Wind- 
sor, Maryland. 

A  vertical  slit  is  made  in  the  middle  of  the  side  of  a  rectangular  box  containing 
water.    What  is  the  time  required  to  empty  the  box  ? 

L   SolntioB  by  G.  B.  M.  ZEBE,  A.  M..  Fh..D..  Tozarkana,  Arkaasas-Teias. 

Let  a-,  &,  A«length,  width,  and  depth  of  box,  c^width  of  slit,  mncoeffic- 
ient  of  contraction,  2»  distance  of  surface  of  water  from  bottom  of  box,  x» distance 

of  any  elemental  ai-ea  of  slit  from  bottom  of  box. 
.'.  The  quantity  discharged  through  the  slit  in  an  element  of  time  is 

Q'^{mci/2gJ    |/  «— x  dx]dt^^mc\/2g  2*  di^abdx. 

...t— ^^r*    4'«?5^(!^^^^^,  for  depth  (/i-V)^ 2mci/2gJ  v    2*  mci/2ghh' 

When  ̂ 'sO,  t»  infinity  or  it  is  impossible  to  absolutely  empty  the  box. 

n.   Solution  by  thoPBOPOSBB. 

Let  £» distance  from  base  of  box  to  any  point  in  the  vertical  slit  below 
surface  of  water. 

Let  ys  distance  from  base  of  box  to  surface  of  water. 
The  velocity  of  discharge  for  point  x«|/2^(y— a;). 
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.-.  dF»ky^2g{y'^x)dz,  where  ifc»width  of  slit,  and  F—flow  of  water. 

Whence  F^ly/2^ ̂  VV^^  dx-  ̂*^^^  y« . 

Call  V  the  yolume  of  water  in  the  box  at  any  instant. 

Then  t-  =-  — o^y*  •     ̂ "*  V'«a6y,  where  a  and  6  are  the  dimensions 

of  base  of  box.     .*.     .,     »  — '  ̂  y>  . at  o 

From  which  t  _|^JJy-ldy-j^[^-  J=],  m  and  «  being  the 

depths  of  water  at  beginning  and  end  of  time  of  discharge. 

If  n»0,  or  the  box  is  emptied-,  t^*®. 

If  m»«>,  {«■   ;  or  the  time  to  empty  a  box  of  infinite  depth  to  a  fin- 
ky/2gn 

ite  depth  is  finite. 

S7.   Proposad  bj  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  8«.,  Profeuor  of  Mathem&tiet  and  Aftroaomy,  low  Windoor  Gol- 
loffo,  Ifw  Wiadior,  Ifarylud. 

A  thin  board,  of  which  the  elements  are  given,  is  balanced  at  the  center  but  inclined 
at  an  angle.  A  sphere  of  known  dimensions  is  put  directly  above  the  point  of  suspension 
and  liberated.  Find  the  motion  of  the  system.  That  is,  find  (a)  the  time  until  the  sphere 
le-aves  the  board,  {h)  the  ultimate  angular  velocity  of  the  board. 

Solution  by  WnJJAM  HOOVEE,  A.  M..  Pb.  D.,  ProlOMor  of  Matbematioi  and  AatronoiBy,  Oblo  UnlTonity. 
Athtni,  Obio. 

Take  the  horizontal  line  through  the  point  making  the  greatest  angle  with 

the  plane  in  its  initial  position  as  the  axis  of  x,  and  the  axis  oiy  vertically  down- 
ward through  the  same  point.  Let  R  and  T  be  the  normal  and  tangential  reac- 
tions of  the  plane  and  sphere  at  any  time  t  from  the  commencement  of  motion,  ̂  

and  ̂   the  angles  of  rotation  of  the  sphere  and  of  the  plane,  m,  ib,  a  the  mass,  ra- 
dius of  gyration,  and  radius  of  the  sphere,  and  rsthe  distance  the  sphere  has 

moved  on  the  plane,  and  x  and  y  the  coordinates  of  the  center  of  the  sphere. 
Resolving  horizontally  and  vertically,  and  taking  moments  about  the  cen- 

ter of  the  sphere, 

m^-^=/?ein^— Tcos^   ^^)'  m-^«m<;— /?cos^— TTsin^   (2). 

mi« *^Ta   (8).      We  also  have  <y=— -f.^   (4), 

J— rcos^-Hasin^   (5),  and  y^rsin^— ocos^        (6). 
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Bliminating  T  from  (1)  and  (2),  sin^T-j —  ooe^g^  -  — -5*08^  ...  (7). 

BliminatiDg  TtaidR  from  (1),  (2),  and  (3), 

'•^+"°^"^'°^-Tati-   ^^'' 

Piom(4),  5^j— —  3ji-+j^   ^»>' 

'torn  (6)  and  (6),  ̂ ^-cos^-  28m^-^-  «08^ 

i'y       .    .d'r  ̂   _       .drdi 

— r8m^^—  o8m^=^  +  acoB^=^   (10), 

drd^         .    M* —  rtinr 

dt* 

+  rco8^  +  oco8^+a8in^   (")• 

EUminating^,  ̂ ,  ̂   from  (7)  and  (8). dt*  'dt*  'dt 

-drd^^    d*^  ̂     d^*  .     R  ,,„, 

o«+t'  d*r        d<l>*  ̂    a*+k*  dV         .    .  ,,„, 
-5^dt"'"5<5-+-ii— dt^-^'"^   (^*^>- 

12)  and  (13)  8«em  to  indicate  that  one  more  condition  at  least  should  be  given. 

PROBLEMS. 

46.  PtopoMd  by  H.  C.  WUITAKER,  A.  M.,  Pb.  D.,  ProffaMor  of  Mathem&tiet,  Manaal  Training  8«hool, 
iladtlpkift,  PttniylTania. 

''There  was  an  old  woman  tossed  up  in  a  basket 
Ninety  times  as  high  as  the  moon."  Moilier  Goose. 

Neglecting  the  resistance  of  the  air,  how  long  did  it  take  the  old  lady  to  go  up  ? 

47.  PtopoMd  by  0.  W.  AITHOVT.  M.  8e.,  Profeuor  of  Matbonatiet  and  Aatronomy,  Hrv  Windsor  Col- 
;%,  Vsw  Windsor,  Maryland. 

What  is  the  focus  of  the  convex  surface  of  a  plano-convex  lens,  index  |i,  which  will 
nverge  parallel  monochromatic  rays  to  a  given  focus,  the  rays  entering  the  lens  on  the 
ane  side  ? 
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DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

CondvetMl  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  MoBtany,  Va.  All  ooatrttraUoiii  to  this  diptrtoMBt  ihoold  b«  Mat  to  kte. 

SOLUTIONCr  OF  PROBLEMS.  ^ 

45.   Propoted  by  J.  K.  ELLWOOD,  A.  M.,  frinoipftl  of  Colfax  8«hool,  PItUbarf ,  P^aasylfaBla. 

Solve  the  equation  x*+y'— a*. 

L   SolatioB  by  M.  A.  GRUBSR,  A.  M.,  War  Departmoat,  WAahiagtoa,  D.  G. 

Pat  yJ^^.    Then  we  readily  obtain  x«  +  {  ^g^^  }  *  -  {  ̂̂   ]\ 
which  is  a  general  formula  for  finding  the  sum  of  a  cube  aud  a  square  equal  to  4 
square,  x  and  n  representing  any  values.  We  have  also  the  general  conditioQ, 
derived  from  the  formula,  nx+y^a.  By  taking  n<"l,  and  putting  x^^  oonseco- 
tively,  the  natural  numbers  beginning  with  unity,  we  obtain  a  series  of  equaiioofl 

in  which  the  consecutive  values  both  of  y  and  a  form  the  series  of  integral  num- 
bers the  sum  of  any  two  consecutive  terms  of  which  is  the  square  of  their  difference, 

[Problem  43,  page  370,  Vol.  II.] 

n.   Solatioa  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEBE,  A.  M.,  Pb.  D.,  Tezarkaaa,  Arkaatat-Texaf. 

Let  y=«mx,  then  x'+m*x*««o*.     .'.  x+m*— o* /jb*»6*,  .'.  &•— m*»«, 
where  h  and  m  can  be  any  integers  6>m.     We  append  some  values. 

X 

1 
3 
5 
7 
9 

&c, 

m.   SolatioB  by  M.  G.  STEVEVS,  M.  A..  Departmoat  of  ICathematiea,  Pardae  UaiYtnity,  htytajt^ 
ladiaaa. 

If  a;  beany  integer  and  y=   ^— ̂ ,  thenx'+y*as   j   «a*. 

.-.  a^— — 9—^.     If  xs=l,  then  ̂ =1.     If  x» 2,  then  a » 3,  and  so  on. 
2/-0  y=l 

IV.   SolatioB  by  A.  H.  BELL.  Box  184.  Hilliboro,  niiaoii. 

We  write  x*=so*— y*.     From  the  well  known  form 

win=»f — s — )  ""  ( — 9 — )  »  if  x'=mn,  the  problem  is  answered. 

I 

b m 
1 0 
2 1 
3 2 
4 3 
5 4 

&c. &c. 

y a 
0 1 
3 6 

10 15 
21 

28 
36 

45 
&c. &c. 
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Let  m  and  n  be  4  and  2;  or  27  and  1 ;  or  9  and  3;  etc.;  then  2^  +  1*— 3*; 
-h  13«-14«  ;  3>+3«-6«  ;  etc. 

▼.    SotettoB  ̂ 7  H.  G.  WIL08.  SkiUl  Rna,  Wwt  VirgiBtau 

g»»(a-i-y)(a— y).  Let  a+y—x*  and  a—y^x,  then  x*+a;«2a,  and 

^>}^l/'2a+^.  Let  a  be  any  triangular  number,  and  from  the  above  formula, 
Qtegral  values  for  x,  a,  and  y  can  be  found. 

VL     SolvtioB  bj  0.  W.  AmOIT;  M.  8«.,  ProfMior  of  Matlitmatiet  ud  AftronoiBy,  law  Windsor  Goi- 
■tt.  low  WiadMr,  lUrylaBd. 

Letx«l^.  Thenx*+y*— o*  becomes  y*{ife*y+l}— a*.  This  will  be  a 
iquare  if  y«ife»+2.  .-.  y— i*+2,  and  xa-i(**+2)  will  be  a  solution,  where  h  is 
any  integer.  If  ib«l,  y»3,  x«3  and  x>+y'»36.  If  ifc-2, 2/«10,  x«20,  and 
x>+y*-8100,  etc.,  etc. 

fn.   BohitioB  by  J.  H.  DBUMMOID,  LL.  D..  PortUnd,  Maine. 

(A).  If  the  problem  is  to  be  taken  literally,  y«i/a*  — x'  in  which  x  may 
tny  number  whose  third  power  <  than  a*.    But  this  does  not  give  exact  results. 

(B).  If  it  means  that  x*  +y'»  □ ,  let  x^my  and  we  have  m'y+ia  a  » 
(8ty)6«  andy-(6«— l)/m»  and  x-(6«  — l)/m«  ;  but  then  o«6(6«-l)/m>, 
in  which  m  and  h  may  be  any  numbers  greater  than  unity,  but  the  value  of  a  de- 

pends on  X  and  y. 

(G).  By  transposing  x'»a*— y*  ;  take  x»a— y,  then  x'»a+2/,  and 
a*— 2ay+y*«a+y,  and  y«(2o+  i=fc^/8o+l)/2.  As  y  must  be  less  than  a  to 
make  x  positive,  the  sign  of  the  radical  term,  must  be  negative.  It  is  readily 

•een  that  a»n{n-\-l)/2  makes  8a+l  a  square,  and  by  reducing  we  get 
y«n(n— 1)/2  and  x»n,  in  which  n  may  be  any  number. 

(D).  If  the  question  means  to  find  exact  values  of  x  and  y  for  any  valu^ 
of  a,  I  cannot  solve  it. 

46.  FropoMd  by  J08XAH  H.  DBUMMOID.  LL.  D..  PorUnad.  Maino. 

In  x*+X|/l^— a   (1)  and  y*+yi/'iy'«6   (2)  find  such  values  of 
a  find  h  as  will  make  x  and  y  integral ;  give  a  general  solution. 

L  Sofaition  by  tho  FBOPOSXS. 

Take  y^m^x,  and  by  combining  the  two  equations  and  reducing  we  have, 
h  b 
-^(m+l)«m'(m+l)  and  consequently  m^ « — . 

From  (1)  we  have  xr.=fc   l_!?L_.     Take  o«c*  and  m+l«d*  and  substi- 

Nm+1 ^^ting,  we  have  x^c/d.     To  make  this  value  integral,  take  c^^de;  then  x«i«, 
tnd    y«^m*x—«(d*  — !)•.      But    a^c^,    and    c^dx*»de,       .*.  o«d*e* ;     but 
6»am*<"(2*e*(d*  — 1)*,  in  which  o  may  be  any  whole  number>l,  and  e  any 
whole  number. 
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n.   SoltttioB  by  M.  A.  OBIJBEB,  A.  M.,  Wtr  DtpartMat.  WMUafftoa,  D.  0. 

In  order  that|/~j^  be  integral  and  rational,  we  put  x^rm*  and  ya»m*,  r, 
m,  and  n  being  any  integers.  Whence  we  readily  find  that  when  a^r^m^im+n) 
and  ba^r'n'Cm-f  n),  x  and  y  are  integral. 

Now  put  r«>l,  m>B3,  and  n»2,  and  we  obtain  x*+X|/Ty""135  and 

y*  +yi/"xj/»40 ;  whence  a:=9  and  y=4. 
Put  r=2,  wi=2,  and  n=l ;  then  a:* -i-«|/"Ty=96  and  y*  +  yg,'' "7^=12  ; 

whence  x=8,  and  y=2. 

m.   Solntioa  by  A.  H.  BELL.  Box  184.  Hilltbon.  nUaoit. 

The  only  condition  to  fill  is  to  make  7y=  a .  Take  x=4,  y=l,  and  a=24, 
6=8,  etc.,  etc. 

I¥.   Solntioa  by  H.  0.  WnjCES.  SlraU  Rwi.  West  Yirgivkt. 

Let  m*=a:,  n*=y.  Then  wi'(m+n)=ci  ;  n*(m+n)=6.  .*.  To  make  i 
and  y  integral,  a  and  6  must  have  a  common  factor  {m-^n).  The  remaining £k- 
tors  will  be  m*  and  n».  Let  a=448,  6=189  ;  then  a:=16,  y=9.  7(64)mr=4; 
7(27)n=3. 

v.   Sohitioa  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR.  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  Ttxarkaaa.  ArkaaMf-Ttni. 

Let  P=x4 ,  Q=.,^  .    Then  P*  +  P»Q  -<,   (i).     Q*  +  Q«P=6   (2). 

ttl  ^  .61 

(l)H-(2),  P^q^a/h,     .-.  P'=x=^  (2-y=:t  .-.—^ |/  a*  +6*  Y^  a»  +6* 

Leto={i(t>i*+n«)}»,*={i(m«-n«)}». 

4m        '    ̂  "  4wi        * 

Let  m=pn.     .'■  J^-=fc      ̂ ^        ,    3/==*=         4^        ■ 

Let  n=2p.     .*.  x==fc2p« (/)«  +  !)«,  y==fc2p«(p*-l)*. 
.-.  a={2p*(p«  +  l)}»,  6={2p«(p«-.l)}». 

YI.   Sotatioa  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT.  M.  S«..  ProfMaor  of  lUtbomatiot  tad  Aitroaoaiy.  low  Wiadaor  Col- 
lofft.  Vfw  Wiadior.  MaryUad 

Let  y=w«a;.     Then  x«(l  +  ni)=a,  and  a;*mUl-Pm)=6. 

6*  ai  6i 

«*'  ,/  a*  +6*  '  "^     |/  a»  +6»  * 

Let  a=/)'  ;  6  =  g".     Then  x= — ^        ;  y= — ^ 
1/  |)+9  1 ''  P+9 



Letp=2r> ;  q= 

Lrtr=i+l;«=i-I.      Then  , _2<ii'-I*)*  ,     _2ik*+l*)* 

Lstt=ttk.    Then*=2t'(l-a*)»;y=2t'Cl  +  a«)V 
Now    a=^*=8r»»»=8(J:»-i«)'=8i:Vl-a»)»,    and    fc=g»=(r«  +  <»)»= 

8(**+i«)»==((4*(l  +  a*)»,  where  or  and  i  are  integere. 

U.  FrafH*  kT  Ju  H.  UU.  Boi  184,  Hillibcra,  DUboU. 

Oiren  x'  — 114^*=73  to  find  the  least  valnee  of  x  and  y  in  integers. 

64.   FreroHi  b;  JOaUB  H.  DSnMMOID.  LL  D.,  PorUud,  Halai. 

In  the  expression  2x*-^2nx  +  b*,  find  two  series  of  ralnes  for  x  in  integral 
terms  of  a  and  h. 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

OoWmM  ^  B.  F.  TVnML  irrtagBM,  Ko.   All  MBMbstlou  ts  thli  dtputsfot  ikooM  bt  Mat  to  Ub. 

SOLUTIOKS  OT  FS0BLEK8. 

U.   ft»>w«i  bf  B.  f.  niKKL,  A.  ■..  ProlMur  ol  MklbimitlM  ud  Fhjclu  la  Drarj  Oalltp.  Spilic- 

Find  the  eh&nce  that  the  distance  ot  two  iioints  within  k  »quarp  ihftll  not  exceed  m 
aide  of  the  squarp.     [From  Byerly',*  Jntrgml  Calnilut.] 

I.   a«)«ll«a  br  ALWn  O.  SNtra,  Tki  UBlnnltT  d  Ootonds,  BoiMv,  Otitrada. 

a  is  one  side  of  the  square ;  P  and  Q  the  two  points ;  (x,  y)  the  point  P 
with  0  for  origin ;  and  r  and  ̂   the  polar  coordinates  of  Q,  with  P 
as  origin.     Then  the  favorable  cases  are 

All  the  cases— a*. a*— a*.     Therefore,  p—v— y. 
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□.    golnUon  bT  J-  ■■-  OOUW,  A.  ■.,  PrlaUpkl  d  Elfk  Ssbool.  KaaUrar.  Vlifliila. 

Let  a=a  Bide  of  the  square  ABCD,  and  join  A  with  aoy  point  P  within 
the  given  equare.     Then  as  AP  represents  the  distance  and 
direction  of  the  second  point  from  the  first,  the  area  of  the 
rectangle    PECF   repreaents   the    nnmber    of   ways    the 
two  points  can  be  taken. 

Let  AP=x,  AH=x\  and  ̂ PAB=0. 

When  z'=a86cff,  PF=a-xaiD0,  PE^a-xcos». 
.-.  Area  PECF=(_a-~caioS)(.a~xc!OB(f). 
Hence  the  required  chance  is 

I      J      {a—xaini>)(a—xcoiff)xdHdx 

J     J      (n-MinflKo— xcos#)wi»(Ja! 

{ a — xsin  #)  C  a — xcoa  #)irf  W(f  a: 

=ij      (6-4Bin(i'-4co8i9+3siu''coBC)d#=w-V- 

m.    SolBtlaa  hj  LEWIS  IKIUKK,  SMiitr  in  tbt  DniTant^  d  ColoiadB,  BoiM«r,  Ootanio. 

Take  a  rectangle  ABCD,  with  sides  AB=b,  and  BC=a,  sach  that  a  ia  not 
greater  than  6 ;  and  consider  the  chance  that  the  proposed 
distance  shall  exceed  b.  Let  N  be  the  number  of  favorable 

cases ;  then  if  a  be  increased  infiniteBimally.  dN  will  be 
the  nnmber  of  new  cases  introduced  by  placing  each  point 
in  turn  on  the  differential  slice  along  h  while  the  other  one 
traverses  the  mixttlinear  area  DEF. 

That  is,  taking  AP  equal  to  x, 

"'=*[.f,,._..  (»'-|-l/li'-"'-f  ̂ i-- 

J-jJi"]* =2[2afc— o6|/  6»— n»   ^   s-  +  '>'">"^'tl-]''«;  and, 

ff=2[«<6'  +±,/ ((,■-<.')• -,°f-  ■^4n6'<».-'-2— 6V  '"-»*  ]  +  C. 

V 



SiDce  lf=0  irbeu  a=0,  C  =-«-;  md. 

If  now  a=b,  JV=i»'(V — ») ;  *nd  the  whole  Dumber  of  casee=b*.  Hence 
ttka  cdbance  that  the  proposed  distance  shsil  exceed  b  is  V~';  therefore, 
the  efaanoe  that  it  will  not  exceed  b  is  n—'^. 

IT.    BgtaUra  bj  LIVIB  — Twreg,  Banlor  la  thi  DilTtnltr  of  Oolondo,  Boolte',  Oal«nd*. 

Let  a  be  one  side  of  the  square,  and  0  the  origin.  With  center  0  and  ra^ 
dins  a  dracribe  a  quadrant.  Let  P  any  point  within 
the  square  (x,  y)  be  one  point,  and  Q  be  the  other  point. 
With  center  P  and  radins  a  describe  the  circle  C.  Now  Q 
may  be  anywhere  within  the  area  cominoD  to  thia  circle  and 
the  sqaaie.  The  favorable  cases  may  then  be  found  by 
confining  Q  within  the  rectangle  xy  while  P  traverses  the 
entire  square,  and  then  takingfour  times  the  result.  Hence, 

+  y,/c 
-y»+n»ain-' 

'~]dxdy  \ 

T.    SotatioB  br  B.  8.  If .  EU£,  A.  If ..  Fta.  D.,  TraukuK.  Arkum-Inu. 

This  problem  affords  a  splendid  test  of  the  currectness  of  the  general  value 
for  Miy  oonvez  area  as  demonstraled  in  problem  26,  page 

S81,  September-October  Uohthly. 
Let  AK,  AL^p,  ̂ LAB=S,  EF,  GH=C. 
For  EF,  C~aaec0 ;  the  limits  of  p  are  aain#  to  acoaff. 
For  QH;  C^paec&coBecff ;  the  limits  of  p  are  asinAx)sA 

to  osin^.     The  limits  of  ̂f  are  0  to  ix. 
From  problem  26, 

A  =  g^f/(C'-3a*C+24»)dMp. 

.-.    ̂ =5-7-1       1^       {p»8ec»cosec'«'— 8a»pBecft»secC  +  2«')(Wrfp 

+  77^^"  r™^Crt*8ec'«-3a'sec«+2a»)dWp. 



Zi=l  J"    (tan»eec'#-88iiift!08e'-6tanff+8«inff)(i6i 

+i  p*  i»ee*9—taii0aec*»—8+3tanff+2ooBi)~it.mff)i«. 

.".  ̂ ^V""'''    p^l—A=jr—V=reqtiired  chance. 

FEOBLEMS. 

44.   FnpoMd  br  HKIKT  BXATOI,  M.  Be.,  Atlutla,  Ism. 

What  ia  the  average  length  of  all  the  chords  that  may  be  drftwn  from  one  extieraiti 
of  the  major  axis  of  an  ellipse  if  they  are  drawn  at  equal  angular  Interrali  T 

«.    Frapanl  by  J.  0.  VILLUMB.  BoMod,  MuuakaMtU. 

At  the  end  of  the  fifth  Inning  the  base  ball  score  atanda  7  to  9,    What  is  the  proba- 
bOlty  of  winning  for  either  team  ? 

.   fKlDSl*  by  J.  A.  OiLBimmtlB,  U.  8i..  Proltwor  d  KUhamatlst  la  Carry  UatTsrslty.  Pllttbari; 

Four  men  starting  from  raridom  points  on  the  circumference  of  a  circular  field  and 
traveling  at  different  rates,  take  random  straight  courses  ncross  it;  find  the  chance  that  at 
least  two  of  tliem  will  meet. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

CoBlutW  by  J.  H.  COUW,  Hoottny,  ?s.    All  oanlribntiooi  to  ttait  daparuunt  thnU  ba  uat  to  hla. 

SOLUTIOVS  OF  FROBLEHS. 

M.    FnpNBd  by  a.  H.  WBISHT.  H.  B..  A.  M.,  Fb.  D.,  Paaa  Tu.  law  Tark. 

In  latitude  42"30'  notthi=A,  at  what  angle  with  the  hnnion  rIU  the  bud 

rise,  itB  <]ecliDatioa=22^  north-—*!? 

I.    Salntlan  by  tka  PKOPOBU. 

Let  BA  be  a  {lortioa  of  the  equator,  CA  =fi.  a  portion  of  a  meridian  paw- 

ing through  the  Bun  at  C  when  rising,  and  deac-ribing  a  small- 
circle  arc  CE,  parallel  with  BA,  nnd  let  BC  be  a  portion  of 

the  horizon.  Then  the  angles  ECA,  and  BAC,  each -90^, 
because  meridians  cut  the  eqtiatur  and  circles  of  declination 

at  right  angles.  Now  CBA=90^~\,  then  BinBC.^=Bini 

BecS^cosBCE.     .-.  /?r7?=43"ia'37'=reqnired  angle. 



n.    Solitla  bj  a.  B.  M.  SBSK.  A.  M.,  Fk.  D..  Ti 

Letx*+t*»R'   (1)  be  the  equation  to  the  horieon.     Then, 
ocosA+yBinA— Ainiy   (2)  i§  the  eqnation  to  the  plane  of  the  son's 
path.     (1)  and  (2)  intersect  in  the  points 

^ind 

The  equation  for  the  tangent  plane  for  t  positive  is. 

xsind  4-  *v'cos '  X— Bin '  6'^BcorX  . 

.-.  We  must  find  the  angle  ̂   between  the  two  lines  iti  space. 

x8in<J+*|/co8*A— sin'tf— ^cosA.  >  ,„ 

MJOBX+ jflinA-Jisintf  |   '■**J' 

Mlnrf+i|/cos*A— sin**— JicosA  1 

sin'T ,   I=coa. 

S  !  +  «»  +  (' 

,    sin  A 
cob4 

,  ̂ 43n8'37'. 

m.    SolatloB  bj  J.  8CHEFFZB,  A.  N..  BktinUvD.  MujiMaA. 

Let  ZfO  represent  the  horizon,  Zthe  zenith  of  the  place  of  observation,  EQ 
the  equator,  P  the  north  pole,  DL  the  diurnal  circle 
of  the  sun,  and  S  the  position  of  the  sun  at  rising. 
In  the  qaadrantal  spherical  triangle  ZPS,   we  have 

^5=90°,  Z/'=90^-A,  PS  =  90^~S. 
We  find  co8ZS/'  =  sinA/cos*,  but  ̂ ZSP  is 

equal  to  the  angle  which  a  tangent  at  S  of  the  circle 
DSL  makes  with  the  horizon. 

,*.  ooex=- — i-  denoting  by  x  the  required  an- 

gla.    For  the  given  concrete  values  we  find  x  — 43°14'. 
[HoTB.— Prof.  H.  O.  Wliltukm  obtatDcd  m  the  Dumerlaal  re*alt  (or  tbe  reqolrad  uiglii  To  degra**, 

■  BlsnMa,  Mtaocnda,  uid  Prot.  B.  W.  Uomll  obtained  megreaa.  (inlnal«>>  4.1  ■somidi.  Ttia  ramlt 
irlrMi  la  tbe  pnbllihcd  Mlntlnnii  Menu  to  as  lo  be  the  oomcl  oor.) 

I 
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89.   ftopoied  by  SXTH  FKATT,  0. 1.,  AMyria,  ]fi«ldCAB. 

The  pendulum  of  a  clock  which  gainfl  6  seconds  in  1  hour  and  18  minute,  makes  6000 
vibrations  in  1  hour  and  9ii  minutes.  What  is  the  length  of  the  pendulum  7  And  what 
length  should  it  have  to  keep  true  time  ? 

L   Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZSSS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Texarkana,  Arkaatts-Ttiai. 

Regarding  1  hour,  13  minutes  and  1  hour,  9i  minutes  as  registered  by  i 

clock  keeping  correct  time,  ̂ »32.16,  ̂ »3.1416,  t^^\/{l/g).  Then  1  hour, 
9i  minutes B> 41 70  seconds. 

...  t=UW-m-  ^J— .      .-.  f-^|?^-1.67393ft.«18.88716  inches. 

1  hour,  13  minutes » 4380  seconds. 

4380x200 

139 

4380  X  200 

number  of  vibrations  in  1  hour,  13  seconds. 

4386  seconds. 

.-.  t' 

139 

4386  X  139   731x139 
4880  X  200   730x200 

""sg  ' 

.  (731 X  139)«c^  _ 

•  •  '      (730x200;r)«"^-^^^^^*^  ̂
'^^*- 

.*.  r»  18.93892  inches^lengtti  to  keep  true  time. 

n.   Solntion  by  E.  W.  MOERELL,  ProfMSor  of  Matbamatiea  in  Montpolier  Seminary,  MontpoUtr,  YtrmoBt. 

1  hour  and  9i  minute8  =  4l70  seconds.  4170  seconds-*- 6000 ». 695  sec- 

onds, the  time  of  one  vibration.  From  Mechanics  Zet*^//r*,  whence  /» 18.886 
inches,  the  length  of  the  pendulum.  Again,  1  hour  and  13  minutes  «4380  sec- 

onds. 4380-T-.695»876/.139»number  of  vibrations  in  1  hour  and  13  niinuteff. 
As  the  pendulum  gains  6  seconds  in  that  time,  6-h(876/.139)s.834/876» 
.0095,  the  time  in  seconds  gained  in  one  vibration. 

J.  .695  seconds +.0095  seconds ». 69595  seconds,  the  time  of  vibrations  of 
pendulum  to  keep  correct  time.  Hence  by  substitutions  in  the  above  formula 
{«■  18.9379  inches,  the  length  of  pendulum  to  keep  true  time. 

[Nora.— The  reoolts  sent  In  with  the  problem  by  the  Proposer  were,  18.8968S+  Inches,  and  for  tme 
time  .OOaoBB-f  Inches  longer.  Prof.  P.  8.  Berg  In  his  solntion  obtained  for  length  of  pendolam  M.smvs 
laches,  and  12.888  Inches  as  the  length  to  keep  tme  time.    Borron.  1 

PROBLEMS. 

40.   Proposed  by  J.  SCHSFFER.  A.  M..  Htgorttown.  Maryland. 

Give  a  general  proof  that  the  centre  of  gravity,  or  centroid,  determines  that  point 
from  which  the  sum  of  the  diKtHnces  to  all  other  points  of  a  given  area  ia  the  minimum. 

^ 
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50.   Pyofm<  toj  J.  K.  ILLWOOD,  A.  M.,  Priadptl  of  Oolftz  8«liool.  PitUlrarf ,  Ptnmjlft&iA. 

I)e8cribe  and  compute  the  actual  path  traversed  by  the  moon  in  July  and  August, 
1896,  taking  into  account  the  motion  of  the  earth  around  the  sun. 

61.   PnpMtd  by  P.  M.  SHIELDS,  Coopwood,  MissiMippi. 

A  stock  dealer  traveled  from  his  home  H,  due  north  across  a  lake  L  40  miles  wide  to 

a  city,  and  bought  156  horses  and  177  mules  for  $28681  ;*he  then  traveled  farther  due  north 
to  At  and  bought  at  same  price  468  horses  and  285  mules  for  $52245 ;  he  then  traveled  from 
A  due  west  180  miles  to  B^  and  bought  120  cows;  he  then  traveled  due  north  to 
C,  and  bodght  250  sheep ;  he  then  traveled  from  C  due  ̂ ast  880  miles  to  D,  and  bought  800 
goats, — paying  1-4  as  much  for  cows  as  horses,  and  1-9  as  much  for  sheep  as  mules,  and  1-2 
as  much  for  goats  as  sheep ;  at  D  he  turned  and  traveled  in  a  straight  line  to  the  city,  a 
distance  equal  to  the  sum  of  the  entire  distance  he  traveled  due  north  from  his  home  H\ 
he  sold  all  his  stock  at  a  profit  of  20^^.  How  far  did  he  travel  from  his  home  H  the  entire 
trip  around  and  back  to  the  city  ?  What  was  the  cost  of  each  head  of  stock,  and  what  was 
the  entire  gain  7 

68.   Propossd  by  I.  J.  WISEBAGK,  M.  D..  St.  Pvtanbnrg,  Peangylvtaia. 

What  is  the  volume  of  a  segment  of  a  right  cone,  whose  diameter  is  6  inches  and  per- 
pendicular 9  inches  ?  The  section  being  parallel  with  the  perpendicular  of  the  cone  and 

includes  1-4  of  its  circumference  at  the  base. 

NOTES. 

NOTE  ON  ARTICLE  IN  AUQUST-SEPTEMBER  NUMBER,  VOL.  IM. 
BY  WARREN  HOLDEN. 

Referring  to  the  demoDstration  on  page  207  (current  volume)  without  dis- 
puting the  conclusion,  allow  me  to  submit  the  following  considerations : 

In  Algebra,  when  zero  is  a  factor  in  *any  term,  the  product  is  zero. 
Accordingly  0  x  <»  »0.     In  the  course  of  the  demonstration  appears  the  expression 

—^  ■>  — ,  or  the  denominators  being  equal,  Ox  1">0.     Would  this  result  affect 
the  conclusion  in  any  way  ? 

NOTE  ON  ELIMINATION. 

BY  J.  C.  CORBIN,  PINE  BLUFF,  ARKANSAS. 

The  operation  of  elimination  by  addition  and  subtraction  may  often 
be  shortened,  by  the  process  and  rule  given  below : 

I.     6x+7y«43. 
llx+9y-69. 

To  eliminate y.    (9x6— 7xll)x«9x43-7x69.     \-  x-3. 
To  eliminate x.     (Ilx7-6x9)y-llx43-6x69.     •.•  y-4. 

§ 
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II.     21x+202^-165. 
77x-.30y-296. 

To  eliminate  x.    (3 x 21 4-2 x  77)2/-3 x  165+2 x 295.     -.'  ̂ -^5. 
To  eliminate  y.    (11 X  20+3  x30)a;»llx  165-3x295. 
This  is,  substantially,  the  Determinant  method  ;  but  it  is  derived  from  the 

ordinary  algebraic  process  by  omitting  all  unessential  workt  The  rule  is  :  The 
difference  (sum)  of  the  products  containing  x  (y)  is  equal  to  the  difference  (sum) 
of  the  numerical  products. 

EDITORIALS. 

A  few  complete  sets  of  Vol.  I.  and  Vol.  II.  are  still  left.  We  will  send 
Vol.  I.  to  any  address  in  the  United  States  for  $2.,  and  Vul.  II.  for  $2.50.  Send 
in  your  order  at  once. 

Prof.  J.  A.  Calderhead,  of  Curry  University,  Pittsburg,  Pennsylvania,  sent 
in  $3.  as  his  subscription  to  the  Monthly  for  1896.  We  are  very  thankful  for 
the  material  encouragement  the  friends  of  the  Monthly  are  giving  it. 

A  conference  of  the  American  Mathematical  Society  will  convene  in  room 

35  of  Ryerson  Physical  Laboratory  of  the  University  of  Chicago,  at  10  o'clock, 
Thursday  forenoon,  December  31,  1896.  It  is  expected  that  the  conference  will 
have  three  or  four  sessions  and  will  adjourn  on  Friday,  January  1,  1897.  Dur- 

ing the  sessions  of  this  conference  Qome  very  important  subjects  will  be  discussed. 
Let  every  one  interested  in  Mathematics  attend  this  conference. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

The  ̂ Elements  of  Plane  Geometry,  By  Charles  A.  Hobbs,  A.  M.,  Mathe- 
matical Master. in  the  Volkmann  School,  Boston,  Mass.  8vo.  Cloth  and  Leather 

Back,  240  pages.     Price,  75  cents.     New  York  :    -A.  Lovell  <&  Co. 
In  this  book  the  author  hns  taken  what  seems  to  him  to  be  a  middle  ground  between 

the  method  of  the  students'  following  set  demonstrations  of  a  number  of  propositions  and 
that  of  the  students'  producing  all  the  argument  in  the  course  of  a  demonstration  from  or- 

iginal resources.  There  are  720  original  propositions  throughout  the  book  besides  many 
numerical  exercises.    The  book  is  worthy  the  recognition  of  teachers.  B.  F.  B. 
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Number  and  It$  Algebra :  A  Syllabus  of  Lectures  on  the  Theory  of  Num- 
ber and  Its  Algebra  Introductory  to  a  Course  in  Algebra.  By  Arthur  Lefevre, 

C.  E.,  Instructor  in  Pure  Mathematics,  University  of  Texas.  8vo.  Cloth,  230 
pages.     Boston  :     D.  C.  Heath  &  Co. 

From  only  a  eursory  examination  of  this  book  we  can  say  that  it  occupies  a  unique 
place  in  the  literature  of  Mathematics.  A  careful  reading  of  its  contents  by  teachers  will 
make  the  concept  of  numbers  clear,  and  place  their  applications  and  the  teaching  of  them 
on  a  solid  foundation.  B.  F,  F. 

A  Primer  of  the  Calculu$.  By  B.  Sherman  Gould,  Member  of  American 
Society  of  Civil  Engineers.  16mo.  Boards,  92  pages.  Price,  50  cents.  New 
York :     D.  Van  Nostrand  Co. 

This  little  work  is  a  development  of  the  infinitesimal  Calculus  as  far  as  the  first  differ- 
entials of  algebraic  functions  of  one*  independent  variable  and  their  corresponding  integ- 

rals. Its  size  permits  it  to  be  carried  about  in  the  coat  pocket  and  thus  the  self-taught 
may  have  at  his  command  a  work  which  he  may  read  and  study  during  his  leisure. 

B.  F.  F. 

ElemenlB  of  the  Differential  Calculus.  By  Edgar  W.  Bass,  Professor  of 
Mathematics  in  the  United  States  Military  Academy.  12mo.  Cloth,  354  pages. 
New  York :    John  Wiley  <fe  Sons. 

The  author  says:  "This  text-book  has  been  prepared  for  the  use  of  the  cadets  of  the 
United  States  Military  Academy  who  begin  the  subject  with  a  knowledge  of  the  elements 
of  Algebra,  Geometry,  and  Trigonometry  which  ranges  from  fair  to  excellent.  •  •  •  • 
My  experience  leads  me  to  the  belief  that  the  more  rigorous  and  comprehensive  method 
of  infinitesimals  is  suitable  only  for  a  treatise  and  not  for  a  text-book  intended  for 

beginners." 
The  author  has,  therefore,  laid  the  foundation  of  his  book  on  the  methods  of  limits 

— ^the  most  accurate  and  simple  of  all  the  methods  of  presentation.  One  among  the  many 
commendable  features  of  the  book  is  the  numerous,  beautiful,  and  accurate  diagrams  used 
to  aid  in  establishing  the  various  principles  upon  which  the  Calculus  is  based.  In  this  re^ 
spect,  it  will  appeal  most  favorably  to  the  beginner.  The  book  is  one  I  most  heartily  rec- 

ommend, and  it  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  author  will  follow  it  up  by  an  equally  good  work 
on  the  Integral  Calculus.  B.  F.  F. 

TAst  of  Transitive  SubatitiUion  Qroupe  of  Degree  Twelve.  By  G.  A.  Miller, 
Ph.  D.,  Gottingen,  Germany.  Extracted  from  The  Quarterly  Journal  of  Pure 

and  Applied  Mathematics,  No.  Ill,  1896,  pages  193—284'. 
Dr.  Miller  has  given  the  subject  of  Substitution  a  great  deal  of  study  and  he 

has  written  a  number  of  articles  on  it.  These  various  articles  may  be  found  in  the  leading 
Mathematical  Journals  of  America  and  Europe.  Those  who  are  interested  in  this  subject 
will  find  this  article  very  helpful.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Criterion  for  Two-Term  Prismoidal  Formulas.  By  Dr.  George  Bruce 
Halsted.    Pamphlet,  14  pages. 

This  interesting  and  valuable  paper  was  presented  to  the  Texas  Academy  of  Science 
at  its  meeting,  April  5, 1886.  It  contains  many  historical  references  and  gives  a  pretty  full 
history  of  the  development  of  that  interesting  formula.     Write  to  Dr.  Halsted  for  a  <^py. 

B.  F.  F. 

f 
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Projective  OraupB  of  Perepective  CoUineaiiona  in  the  Plane  Treated  Synthet' 
icaUy.    Pamphlet,  34  pages. 

A  diBsertation  presented  to  the  Faculty  of  the  Uniyenity  of  Kansaatyy  Arnold  Em^ 
to  attain  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Philosophy.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Outlook  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine,  Number  for  October.  Price, 
10  cents.    The  Outlook  Co.,  13  Astor  Place,  New  York. 

This  number  contains  a  full  account  of  Princeton's  160th  Anniversary,  by  Henry  Van 
Dyke,  with  pictures;  The  Boys'  Republic,  by  Washington  Gladden,  with  twelve  pictures; 
William  Morris:  A  Poet's  Workshop,  by  R.  F.  Zueblin,  with  five  pictures;  The  Founder  of the  Y.  M.  C.  A.,  by  Lord  Kinnaird,  with  nine  pictures.  B.  F.  F. 

Popular  Astronomy .  Edited  by  W.  W..  Payne  and  H.  G.  Wilson,  Oood- 
sell  Observatory  of  Carlton  College,  Northfield,  Minnesota. 

The  November  number  contains  the  following:  The  Teaching  of  Descriptive  Aatroo- 
omy;  Sketch  of  Astronomical  Work  at  Munich:  Biography  of  Prof.  H.  A.  Newton, 
New  York  Evening  Post;  The  Theory  of  Probability— An  Historical  Sketch;  The  Mooo; The  Constitution  and  Function  of  Gases ;  The  Twilight ;  The  Fixed  Stars ;  The  Planets  and 
Constellations  for  October;  Variable  Stars.  B.  F.  F. 

Prace  Matematyczen-Fizyczne.  Wydawane.  Przez  8.  Dicksteina,  Warsaw, 
Russia. 

The  Mathematical  Oautte.  Edited  by  F.  S.  Macauley,  St.  Paul's  School, 
West  Kensington,  W.  London,  England.     Price,  3s.  per  year. 

The  OauUe  aims  at  satisfying  a  want  felt  by  many  students  for  a  Journal  of  Elemen- 
tary Mathematics  and  is  especially  intended  to  be  useful  to  teachers.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Cosmopolitan,  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magasine.  Ed- 
ited by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  Single  num- 
ber, 10  cents.     Irvington-on-the-Hudson. 

The  Review  of  Reviews.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Maguine, 
Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year.  Single  number,  25  cents. 
The  Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  New  York. 

Errata  in  October  Number. 

Page  246,  line  a,  for  **5«+»''  read  6*-». Page  246,  line  14,  insert  +  before  last  term  of  (1). 
n-l  n-i 

Page  246,  line  15,  for  "4  «  .5"  read  4  •  .5. 
Page  246,  line  19,  insert  -f-  before  last  term  in  (2). 
Page  247,  line  12,  for  *'4626x»"  read  4626x»,  and  for  *«  x  "  read  +. 
Page  248,  line  9,  complete  parenthesis  after  numerator  of  next  to  last  term. 

Page  250,  problem  72  should  read  2^/2  +  ,/ 8/(4  +  |/6— v''2). 
Page  261,  line  7  from  bottom,  for  *^(— x)"  read  (— o). 
Page  252,  1.20,  read  i?-[F  (C«-.4il5)  +  il^«-|-BZ>«-OZ)«]/(4i4J?-C«). 
Page  252,  line  2  from  bottom,  reverse  last  mark  of  parenthesis  after  F. 

Page  253,  line  5,  for  *'(^m*-2ib)''  read  (^m«— 2%. 
Page  254«  line  2,  second  «  should  be  +. 
Page  255,  line  14,  for  **n=,"  etc.  read  u. 
Page  255,  line  18,  for  V(3)"  read  (2).           
Page  256,  line  1,  in  denominator,  for  '*^m-f-n"  read  f^n-^m. 

\ 
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LIE'S  VIEWS  ON  SEVERAL  IMPOBTAirr  POnTTS  IV  MODERN 
MATHEMATICS. 

By  G.  A.  MILLER.  Ph.  D..  OStSiiiftn,  Otrmaay. 

It  18  generally  admitted  that  America  has  contribtited  comparatively  little 
towards  the  advancement  of  the  science  of  mathematics.  During  the  last  twenty 
years  there  has  been  a  rapidly  increasing  progress  in  this  direction.  Several 
European  countries  have  also  moved  forward  at  a  rapid  rate  during  this  period, 
so  that  our  relative  position  is  not  improving  as  rapidly  as  might  be  desired. 

The  standard  of  general  scholarship  required  for  the  higher  degrees  at  our 
better  institutions  is  comparatively  high  but  the  number  of  important  discoveries 
does  not  yet  correspond  to  this  standard.  In  fact,  the  two  are  not  apt  to  advance 
very  far  together,  for  the  field  of  mathematics  is  so  extensive  that  most  are  com- 

pelled to  choose  between  a  superficial  acquaintance^  with  the  whole  range 
of  mathematical  research  and  an  exhaustive  knowledge  of  only  a  few  subjects. 

In  view  of  these  facts  it  is  natural  that  there  should  be  many  who  strive  to 
lead  American  mathematical  talent  to  those  newer  regions  which  seem  to  offer 
the  most  fruitful  fields  of  investigation.  While  there  is  a  great  difference 
of  opinion  with  respect  to  these  regions  yet  the  most  successful  investigators  are 
in  the  best  possible  position  to  judge  in  regard  to  them. 

The  view  expressed  by  Klein  during  last  year,  in  his  address  on  Ariihme' 
iizing  Mathematici^  that  Lie  in  Leipzig,  Germany,  and  Poincar6  in  Paris,  France, 
are  the  two  most  active  mathematical  investigators  of  the  present  day,  is  quite 
generally  held.  The  following  translation  of  a  part  of  the  introductory  remarks 
of  an  article*  published  during  last  year  by  the  former  of  these  may  therefore  be 

•Beriohte  der  Koenlgl.    Saeoha.    Qesellsobaft,  1886. 
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of  considerable  interest,  as  it  contains  the  views  of  the  author  in  regard  to  sever 
al  important  points  in  mathematics,  especially  in  regard  to  the  most  important 
newer  regions. 

**In  this  century  the  concepts  known  as  substitution  and  substitution 
group,  transformation  and  transformation  group,  operation  and  operation  group, 
invariant,  differential  invariant,  and  differential  parameter,  appear  continually 
more  clearly  as  the  most  important  concepts  of  mathematics.  While  the  curve 
as  the  representation  of  a  function  of  a  single  variable  has  been  the  most  impor- 

tant object  of  mathematical  investigation  for  nearly  two  centuries  from  Descartes, 
while  on  the  other  hand,  the  concept  of  transformation  first  appeared  in  this  cen- 

tury as  an  expedient  in  the  study  of  curves  and  surfaces,  there  has  gradually  de- 
veloped in  the  last  decades  a  general  theory  of  transformations  whose  elements 

are  presented  by  the  transformation  itself  while  the  series  of  transformations,  in 
particular  the  transformation  groups,  constitute  the  object. 

The  general  theory  of  transformations  is  a  branch  of  analysis  in  the  sense 
that  it  can  be  developed  by  purely  analytic  methods.  It  has  however  the 
material  geometrical  property  that  its  operations  are  not  only  conceivable 
but  directly  intuitive  to  a  large  extent. 

If  we  consider  that  the  difference  between  the  analytic  and  the  synthetic 
methods  exists  in  the  fact  that  the  synthesist  reasons  with  concepts  while 
the  analyst  operates  with  symbols,  according  to  fixed  rules,  we  may  see  an  im- 

portant property  of  the  theory  of  transformations  in  this  that  its  theorems  can  be 
developed  in  an  elegant  analytic  as  well  as  in  a  perspicuous  even  intuitively  clear 
manner.  It  is  due  to  this  fact  that  the  theory  of  transformations  is  considerably 
simpler  than  the  theory  of  substitutions. 

It  should  be  added  that  different  branches  of  mathematics  have  contribut- 
ed to  the  development  of  the  theory  of  transformations  and  that  many  parts  of 

mathematics  have  already  been  considerably  advanced  by  means  of  this  theory. 
The  theory  of  differential  equations  is  the  most  important  branch  of  math- 

ematics. Each  department  of  physics  presents  problems  which  depend  upon  the 
integration  of  differential  equations.  In  general,  the  theory  of  differential  equa- 

tions involves  the  road  towards  the  explanation  of  all  natural  phenomena  which 
require  time.  While  this  theory  has  an  infinite  practical  value  it  has  also  a  cor- 

responding theoretic  importance  since  it  leads  in  a  rational  manner  to  the  study 

of  new  important  functions  and  classes  of  functions." 
Gottingfn,  Germany,  Ortober  S6,  1S9€. 

V 
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NUMBER,  COnirriVO,  MEASVREMEirT. 

Bj  GSOEOI  BBUCB  HALSTBO,  M.  A.  (Priiie«ton),  Ph.  D.  (Johiu  Hopkiiii),  ProlMaor  of  BUthtmatiot  in  the 
Unirenity  of  Ttni,  Anitia.  Ttni. 

Counting  is  essentially  prior  to  measuring,  but  also  the  primary  number 
concept  is  essentially  prior  to  counting  and  necessary  to  explain  the  meaning, 
cause  and  aim  of  counting.  It  is  here  maintained  that  integral  number  had  not 
a  metric  origin,  nor  was  metric  in  its  original  purpose  ;  that  integral  number  did 
not  involve  the  idea  of  ratio,  that  in  fact  it  was  enormously  simpler  than 
that  very  delicate  concept,  ratio.  Number  is  primarily  a  quality  of  an  artificial 
individual.  The  stress  laid  upon  it,  the  importance  attached  to  this  quality 
comes  first  from  the  advantage  of  being  able  to  identify  one  of  these  artificial  in- 

dividuals. By  artificial  is  meant  *'of  human  make."  The  characteristic 
of  these  artificial  individuals  is  that  each,  though  made  an  individual,  is  con- 

ceived as  consisting  of  other  individuals. 
The  primitive  function  of  number  is  to  serve  the  purposes  of  identification. 

But  again,  counting,  which  consists  in  associating  with  each  primitive  individual 
in  an  artificial  individual  a  distinct  primitive  individual  in  a  familiar  artificial 
individual,  is  thus  itself  essentially  the  identification,  by  a  one-to-one  correspon- 

dence, of  an  unfamiliar  with  a  familiar  thing.  Thus  primitive  counting  decides 
which  of  the  familiar  groups  of  fingers  is  to  have  its  numeric  quality  attached  to 
the  unfamiliar  group  counted. 

This  primitive  use  of  number  in  defining  by  identification  is  illustrated  by 

an  ordinary  pack  of  playing  cards,  where  the  identification  of  King,' Queen,  and 
Knave  is  not  more  clearly  qualitative  and  opposed  to  every  mode  of  measuremecN; 
than  is  the  identification  of  ace,  deuce,  and  tray  ;  and  indeed  that  the  King  out- 

values the  Knave  has  more  to  do  with  measurement  than  the  fact  that  the  ace 

outvalueB  the  tray. 
Counting  implies  first  a  known  series  of  groups,  mental  wholes  each  made 

up  of  distinct  wholes  ;  secondly  an  unfamiliar  mental  whole  ;  thirdly  the  identi- 
fication of  the  unfamiliar  group  by  its  one-to-one  correspondence  with  a  familiar 

group  of  the  known  series. 
Absolutely  no  idea  of  a  unit,  of  measurement,  of  amount,  of  value  or  even 

of  equality  is  necessarily  involved  or  indeed  ordinarily  used.  One  counts  when 
one  wishes  to  find  out  whether  the  same  group  of  horses  has  been  driven  back  at 
night  that  were  taken  out  in  the  morning  ;  where  counting  is  a  process  of  identi- 

fication which  it  would  seem  intentionally  humorous  or  comical  to  try  to  connect 
fundamentally  with  any  idea  of  a  unit  of  reference  or  of  some  value  to  be  ascer- 

tained, or  of  the  setting  off  of  a  horse  as  a  sample  unit  of  value  and  then  equat- 
ing the  total  value  to  the  number  of  such  units.  Such  an  argumentum  in  cireulo 

may  perhaps  be  funny,  but  it  is  neither  fact  nor  mathematics.  Mathematics  af- 
terwards defines  numerical  equality  by  means  of  one-to-one  correspondence^ 
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which  is  absolately  distinct  and  away  apart  from  the  idea  of  ratio.  We  may  say 
with  perfect  certainty  that  there  is  no  implicit  presence  of  the  ratio  idea 
in  primitive  number. 

From  the  contemplation  of  the  primitive  individual  in  relation  to  the  arti- 

ficial individual  spring  the  related  ideas  **one"  and  *'many."  An  indiyidual 
thought  of  in  contrast  to  **a  many"  as  not-many  gives  the  idea  of-**a  one."  A 
many  composed  of  **a  one"  and  another  *'one"  is  characterized  as  ''two." 
A  many  composed  of  ''a  one"  and  the  special  many  ''a  two"  is  characteriied  as 
''three."  And  so  on  ;  at  first  absolutely  without  counting,  in  fact  before  the  in- 

vention of  that  patent  process  of  identification  now  called  counting.  For  a  con- 
siderable period  of  its  early  life  every  child  uses  a  number  system  consisting  of 

only  three  terms,  one,  two,  many^  and  no  counting.  As  datum  may  be  taken  a 
psychical  continuum,  and  distinctness  may  be  found  the  outcome  of  a  process  of 
differentiation  ;  but  what  may  be  spoken  of  as  the  physically  originated  primitive 
individuals,  however  complete  in  their  distinctness,  have  no  numeric  suggestion 
or  quality.  The  intuitive  but  creative  apperception  and  synthesis  of  a  manifold 
must  precede  its  conscious  analysis  which  alone  gives  number.  It  is  only  to 
conceptual  unities  that  the  numeric  quality  pertains.  Such  conceptual  unities 
are  of  human  make  and  in  a  sense  are  not  in  nature,  while  on  the  other  hand, 
though  the  world  we  consciously  perceive  is  out  and  Out  a  mental  phenomenon, 
yet  the  primitive  individuals,  distinct  things,  while  forming  part  of  the  artificial 
unities,  exist  in  another  way,  in  that  they  are  subsisting  somehow  in  nature  as 
well  as  in  conscious  perception. 

In  reference  to  these  fundamental  matters  some  strange  blunders  liave 
been  made  of  late  by  eminent  philosophers  and  teachers,  not  mathematicians* 

The  number-picture  of  a  group  is  a  selective  photograph  of  the  gpsify, 
which  takes  or  represents  only  one  quality  of  the  group,  but  takes  that  sE'M 
once.  •.   V 

This  picture  process  only  applies  primarily  to  those  particular  artii(i|il 
wholes  which  may  be  called  discrete  aggregates.  But  the  overwhelming  iiii|Mii|» 
ance  of  the  number-picture,  primarily  as  a  means  of  identification,  led,  after  SSA* 
tnries  of  its  use,  to  a  human  invention  as  clearly  a  device  of  man  for  himsrif  asis 
the  telephone.  This  was  a  device  for  making  a  primitive  individual  thinkable 
as  a  recognizable  and  recoverable  artificial. individual  of  the  kind  having  numerie 
quality.  This  recondite  device  is  measurement.  Measurement  is  an  artifice  for 
making  a  primitive  individual  conceivable  as  an  artificial  individual  of  the  group 
kind,  and  so  having  a  number  picture.  The  height  of  a  horse,  by  use  af  the  unit 

"a  hand,"  is  thinkable  as  a  discrete  aggregate  and  so  has  a  number-picture  iden- 
tifiable by  comparison  with  the  standard  set  of  pictures^  that  is  by  counting,  as 

say  16. 

In  Euclid's  wonderful  Fifth  Book  a  ratio  is  never  a  number.  Newton, 
with  the  purpose  of  taking  in  the  so-called  surds  or  irrationals  of  arithmetic  and 
algebra,  assumed  a  ratio  to  be  a  number.  Any  continuity  in  his  number-system 
comes  then  from  the  continuity  in  the  magnitude  whose  ratio  to  a  chosen  unit  for 



t  mognitDde  is  taken.     He  never  gftve  any  arithmetical  or  algebraic  proof  of 
continoity  of  any  namber-systeni. 
Aiutin,  Ttiei. 

SW  AHD  OLD  PKOOFB  OF  THE  PYTHAGOREAN  THEOBEK. 

II.      FbOOFS  UbmDLTINO   FBOU    StBAIOHT-LINR  PbOPKBTIBS  or  THR  ClBCLE. 

XV.  Let  ABC  be  ̂   rigbt-angled  at  C.  Witb 
ler  extremity,  aa  B,  of  the  bypotenase,  aa  a  center, 
1  witb  a  radins  eqnal  to  tbe  bypotenuBe,  describe  a 
d«.  Produce  the  lege  of  the  ii  to  chords.  One  of 
I  chords,  as  DE,  will  be  a  diameter. 

Then  AC.CL^DC.CE,  or6*=(e-«)(e+o). 

XVI.  Let  ABC  be  a  right-angled  at  C.   ;With 
either  extremity,   aa  B,  of  the  Fig.  11. 

I  bypotennse,  as  tbe  center,  and 
1  witb  a  radios  equal  to  tbe  adjacent  leg,  describe  a  circle. 

I  Produce  tbe  hypotennse  to  a  secant. . 

Thea  AC*  =  A E. AD,  or  6»=(b— a)(c+o). 

NoTp.— Thla  outbod  U  slTen  hj  BMurdioD  In  SitnU*'!  MMmmatt' 
foHiMy,  No.  II,  UN;  aUo  br  HoBbubd,  and.  la  t  MUgbOj  MStna* 
,  br  WIpper,  the  latUr  MMtni  thM  tbe  prool  1*  fonnd  In  "HnbvH 

Alfvbna,"  WnroBb,  ITM.    It  wmi  kBOvotolb*  writer*,  how- 
ever, IndeitendeBllj  ol  Ihaee  sonroM. 

XVII.  Let  ABC  be  a  A  right-angled  at  C. 
Cam  I.      Whra  tht  Ivn  Irgi  art  vjiequal. 
With  C  as  a  center,  and  with  the  shorter  leg,  as 

',  aa  a  radios,  describe  a  circle.     Produce  AC  Xo  a -sec- 
Draw  CL  perpendicalar  \»  AB. 

Then  AD.AH^AE.AB, 

'  or  ib-a){h+a)=r{c-lLB}. 
Substituting  for  LB  any  of  its  equivalents  is 

ne  of  the  sides  of  the  given  Ci ,  and  reducing,  we  get,  i 

l^ig.  V£. 
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Ca»e  2.     When  the  two  lege  are  e^uot. 

We  easily  pass,  b;  tbe  naual  method  of  the  theury  of  limits,  frum  Case  1 
to  Case  2. 

XVIII.  Same  as  in  XVII,  except  that  the  circle  is  described  with  the 
longer  leg,  as  ̂ C,  as  a  radius.     Then,  prudnce  all  the 
sides  to  chords. 

Then  AS.BL=BE.BO, 

or  c.Bi=C6+o)((»-a)   (1). 

Also,  ̂ B:  AH  ::  AC  :  AL,  ■ 
or.  e:2b  ::  b:  e+BL, 

whence,  «'  +c.Bt=26«   (2). 

(l)in(2),  c«=(i'+6'.  Fig.  14. 

When  tbe  lege  are  eqnal,  we  pass  from  the  case  given  as  saggested  in  Case 
2  of  XVII. 

XIX.  Same  as  in  XVII,  except  that  both  cases 
are  treated  alike,  and  the  circle  is  described  with  a  rad- 
ina  eqnal  to  tbe  perpendicular  from  C  ta  AB.  Then 
produce  the  legs  to  secants,  and  draw  CD, 

Then  AT)*=AH.AE=b*~(n>*  ; 

gD"=o'-f7Jj'  ; 

also,  2AD.DB=2rTt'. 

Adding,  «*=«•  +  !>».  Fig.  15. 

XX.  Let  ABC  be  a   A   right-angled  at   C.      Produce   either. leg,  as 
AC,  throQgh  C,  making  CD=AC.    Join   BD.    Circum- 

scribe a  circle  about   A  ABP,   and   produce  BC  to  a 
liameier. 

Then  W*=AB.BD- 

-AC.CD, 

oro»=e«-6«. 

.-..«*=«• +  6'. 
XXI.     Fig.  16. 

AB.BD=BE.BC, 

ore«=a'-fa.CE=fl» 

+  b* 

MOTB.-The  IM  two  u»  xpKlal 
lOHVI 

unil •reKli 
iTn  br CoatlDDOll.l 

Fig.  16. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

Coadv«Ud  kj  B.  F.  niKKL,  Spriagfitld,  ICo.   All  eoBtribtftioaa  to  tkii  diptrtaaat  thosld  b«  unX  to  him. 

SOLUTIOirS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

M.   yrijMii  by  J.  X.  BLLWOOD.  A.  M.,  Prineipal  of  Colfax  Sebool,  Pftttbvf ,  PtBaijlfaaiA. 

If  37  men  In  10  days  of  7  hours  each  for  |875  dig  a  ditoh  70  rods  long,  26  feet  wide, 
and  4  leet  deep,  how  long  a  ditch  40  feet  wide  and  8  feet  deep  will  16  men  dig  in  16  days 
of  9  hoon  ea<;h  for  |600  ? 

m.   Solotioa  by  tka  PB0P08ES. 

Mr.  Oruber's  method  is  all  right  except  the  a99umpii(m  that  the  length  of 
the  ditch  increases  as  the  price  paid.  The  t375  pays  for  1890  hours*  labor  ;  at 
the  same  rate,  $500  would  pay  for  2520  hours'  work.  But  there  are  only  2160 
hours  worked.  Hence,  the  efficiency  must  be  increased  i.  That  is,  the  ditch 
wiU  be  661  rods  x  1=77)  rods  long. 

Or,  in  another  light :  Since  1890  hours'  labor  are  worth  $375,  2160 
hmm'  work,  at  same  wages,  are  worth  t428f .  Bat  they  get  $500,  an  increase  of 
i  m  before. 

In  this  problem  the  time  is  limited — fixed — hence  the  only  thing  that  can 
▼aty  is  the  efficiency  of  the  workmen.  And  it  seems  plain  that  it  must  increase 
as  the  hourly  price  increases — not  as  the  gross  price.     Suppose 

2  men  in  1  day  of  10  hours  for  $20  dig  x  rods,  and 

3  men  in  2  days  of  10  hours  for  $40  dig  y  rods.    What  is  the  ratio  of  yto  x? 

Can  the  efficiency,  or  productiveness,  be  found  without  considering  the 
hmifly  wages  ? 

•I.  FiritMii  b^  F.  P.  MATZ,  M.  Se..  Ph.  D.,  Profatior  of  Mathtmatioa  aad  Aitroaomj  in  Inriaf  Col- 
l||i^  MmkuMbmrt,  POBBtylfaaia. . 

Brown  adds  m=10%  of  water  to  the  pure  wine  he  buys,  and  then  sells  the  mixture 
si  a  price  n^lO^^  greater  than  the  cost  price  of  the  pure  wine.  What  is  his  rate  per  cent. 
of  profit? 

Solatioa  bj  I.  W.  MORRELL,  Profasur  of  Matbomatiet  in  Moatptliar  Seniaary,  Moatpolior,  Venaoat. 

Let  100%=cost  of  the  wine.  Then  110%  of  110%=121%,  the  selling 

price  of  the  mixture.     Hence,  121%— 100%=21%,  the  gain. 

67.    Propottd  by  B.  P.  mfKEL.  A.  M.,  Profetior  of  Matbematiet  and  Phytiet  In  Dmry  College ,  Spriof- 
field.  Miisonrl. 

A  agreed  to  work  n  year  for  $300  and  a  8uit  of  clothes.  At  the  end  of  five  months 
he  left,  receiving  for  his  wages  |S0  and  the  clothes.     What  was  the  suit  worth  ? 

0 
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Sohitton  bj  P.  8.  BUtO,  UrtaBort,  lorth  D4k»to. 

Since  he  received  $300  and  a  soit  of  clothes  for  a  year,  for  one  month  he 
received  $25  and  ̂   suit  of  clothes,  and  for  five  months  he  received  $125  and  ̂  
suit  of  clothes.  He  received  $60  and  the  clothes,  hence  lOO-hsuit  of  dothes= 
$125+ A  suit  of  clothes,  or  ̂ \  SQit==|65.     Whence  once  sait=|lllf . 

AUo  aolTed  by  JT.  W.  MOMMELL  and  JAMEB  F.  tAWMMNOE,  • 

68.   PropoMd  bj  F.  P.  MATZ,  M.  Se..  Ph.  D..  AroiMSor  of  lUthoMtiM  and  Aittro— y  la  Lnteff  Ool- 
Itft,  MMhaaiMbirf t  Pmn^jrlfaiiia. 

The  population  of  a  city  is  annually  increasing  mas2|JV.    If  the  population  now  ii 
Pxs6892I,  what  was  it  nss3  years  ago  7    At  this  rate  of  increase,  what  will  the  popnlatioo 
be  ns=B  years  hence  ? 

Sehitian  by  P.  8.  BUtO,  Urimora,  lorth  Dahvta. 

Let  100%=what  the  population  was  3  years  ago.  Then  the  population  at 

present  is  (100%  +  2i%)>.  Hence  (100%+2i%)>=68921.  Whence  100%= 
64000,  the  population  3  years  ago.  In  3  years  hence  the  population  will  be 

(100%+2J%)»  of  68921,  or  74220.378766626. 
89.  Propoood  by  BDOAS  M.  J0RI80I,  Piroffiaor  of  MathoBttlot,  Bnory  GoUoft,  Oiford.  Ooorgia. 
Every  man  in  a  certain  group  belongs  to  at  least  one  of  these  classes;  Methodists, 

Democrats,  Farmers.  In  the  group  there  are  10  Methodists,  12  Democrats.  18  Farmers ;  8 
men  who  are  Methodists  and  Democrats,  4  who  are  Democrats  and  Farmers,  5  who  are 
Methodists  apd  Farmers.  Finally,  there  are  2  men  who  are  at  the  same  time  Methodists, 
Democrets  and  Farmers.    Required  the  number  of  men  in  the  group. 

L   Solvtioa  by  J.  0.  OOBBn,  Fiao  Bhifl.  Arkaani. 

Using  obvious  abbreviations,  we  can  form  the  following  table  in  which 
each  small  letter  denotes  a  man  : 

Methodists.  Democrats.  Fanners. 

a,  h  a,  h  a,  & 

c,  d,  e,  /,  g  h,  i,  j,  k  h,  i,  j,  k 
I,  m,  n  I,  m,  n  r,  s 0,  p,  q 

Counting  each  letter  once  only,  gives  19  ;  10  in  the  first  column,  12  in  the 
second  column,  and  13  in  the  third  column. 

n.   Solvtioa  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBBR.  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Twaurkaiia,  ArkanML»>Tuas,  and  FBBDXBIOK  B.  HOBBT. 
Ph.  B.,  Bow  HaTon,  Coanootievt. 

Methodists.  Democrats.  Farmers.  Total. 
8                                3                                0  3 

0                                 4                                 4  4 
6                                 0                                 6  6 
2                                 2                                 2  2 

10  9  11  14 
0  3  2  6 

10  12  13  19 

.'.19  men  in  the  group. 
Aim  m>lYod  by  B.  W.  MORRRLL,  JAMBS  F,  LAWRBNCB  and  P.  S.  BBRQ. 
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ALGEBRA. 

bj  J.  M.  OOLAW.  MMttnf,  ?«.  All  «0Btritati«Bs  to  tkii  diptrtaaat  ikimid  b«  mt  to  him. 

soLimoirs  of  pboblems. 

M.   yrijMii  by  A.  H.  BIU,  Boi  IM.  Hillfboro.  nUMit. 

Solve  the  equations : 

a«x=(2x*— o«)/«MV   (1), 

6»y=(2y»-6*)/xHV    •   (2). 

L   Bohitioa  bj  G.  B.  M.  HBR,  A.  M..  Fh.  D.,  Ttarkan,  ArtesMt-TttM. 

Let  «=roo8^,  y=r8in^.    Then  the  equations  hecome 

a«oosfc=2r«coB«<^-a«    (1), 

6«Binfc=:2r«Bin«^-6«   (2). 

Wliminating  r*  from  (1)  and  (2)  we  get 

^^5^^^=-'--   (»)• 

or  b(l-f  tani9)=dr|/2  atantf   (4^. 

Let  f=Uni9  ;  then  (4)  becomes 

f 

+,._(!  ̂ ?1^«).=1   (6). 

Let  u=s— i  ;  then  (5)  becomes 

„._,(2=^VL«)„  =  A(8±?i^«)     (6). 
When  a  and  h  are  known  we  can  find  u  from  (6),  after  which  z  and  r  and 

nally  x  and  y  become  known. 

n.    BdirtiM  bj  HURT  DATOI,  M.  So.,  Atlutia.  Iowa. 

As  in  preceding  solution, 

a*coB^=2r«coB«  6^-a*   (8), 
6«8in^=2r*Bin««^-6«   (4). 
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.-.  2r«co8«6^=a«(l  +  co86^).   (6),  and  2r«8m«^=6«(l+8m^   (6). 

DMd„.  <5,  ̂   (4,,  u..^-^(i±!2j)-^(!S^^')   („. 

.-.  a«tan«^ec6^+a«Un««^=6«8ec/5l+6*tan/^   (8). 

.-.  (aHan«^-6«)8ec^=6«tan^-a«tan«e^   (9). 

Squaring  (9)  and  substituting  for  sec*^  its  value  1  +tan'^,  performing  op- 
erations indicated  and  arranging  with  reference  to  tan^, 

a*tan«6^-2a«fe«tan*6^+2a«6«tan»6'-2a«6n*+ft*=0   (10). 

Transposing  the  three  middle  terms  and  subtracting  2a*6*tan*^, 

a^tan«6^-2a«6«Un»6^+6*=2a«6«(tan*6^-2Un"6^-f  tan*^')   (11). 

Extracting  square  root,  a«tan»6^— 6«=±a6(Un«6^— tan^|/2   (12). 

Whence  Un»  ='^^/^  ■»-  3^  [^(ya±46 1/2) 

+  ̂(=h24a»6|/2-39a«6«±24a6»  v/2)»  T 

+  -i[^^(9a±46|/2)-Y(±24a»6|/2-39a«6«±24a6V2)*  1*. 

L 

From  equation  (5),  z=a  I  "*"  ̂^^=aco8i6^,  and  from  equation 

y=6  Jl±JlH?=6co8(i7r-J60=--^(cosJ<^--sinJ6^. 

(6) 

If  a=h,  from  (12),  tan/^=l  or  -^l^^-l-±J(=fc2|/2-l)* . 

m.    Solvtioa  by  J.  8CHEFFEE,  A.  M.,  Hagtntown,  Maryland. 

Dividing  (1)  by  (2)  and  putting  y=tx,  we  obtain 

X*
 

a«6«(l-0         ,,,         ,     a«6«e(l-t) 
=2((a'(-6«)'  ̂ °<^^^^«y=2(a«t-6-) 

Substituting  these  in  (1),  we  obtain  finally  the  equation 
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2b'  2b*  2b*  b^ 
/»•  /»•  /i»  /»• a*  a'  tt' 

Solving  this  for  numerical  valaes  of  a  and  b,  we  get  the  values  of  x  and  3/ 
cm  the  above  expressionB. 

The  same  equation  may  be  arrived  at  by  putting  x=rco8^,  y=rBinff,  The 

iven  equation  then  changes  into  o*cos6^=2r*co8*6^— a*  ;  b*sin6^=2r'sin'6'— b*. 
dding,  we  get  a*co8^-f  b*sin<^=2r'— (a*-|-b*),  whence  r*=J[a*cos^4-b*sin6^ 

-««+6«].     Also.  r«=1.5!£??^. -■  '  COS*  6^ 

Equalising,  changing  into  the  tsngent  function,  the  latter  being  denoted 

7  t,  we' obtain  the  same  equation  as  above. 

nr.   SolBtiM  bj  H.  C.  WnXBS.  SksU  Sm,  Wtft  Virfiaia. 

Putting  x«+y«=««  ;  then  from  (1),  a«(x4-0=2«V  and  from  (2), 
*(y+s)=2«y*.  Any  rational  value  for  s  will  give  integral  [?]  fractional  values 
►ra«  andb«.  Let  «=6,  a«=46/4,  and  b«=160/9  ;  «=18,  a«=:=326/9,  and 
»=3744/26  ;  «=17,  a«=2176/26,  and  b«=3826/16. 

67.   ftvpoMd  bj  COOPIE  D.  SGHMITT,  A.  M.,  PlroffMor  of  lUtktmatiM,  Uaifinltj  of  TeaatiMt, 
Monrilto,  TtaaoiMt. 

Prove  that  cos— =-  +  cos — = — H  cos — 7— ==1  or  —  },  according  as  n  is  odd 

r  even  J  [and  not  a  multiple  of  7]. 

I.   Sotatioa  bj  0.  B.  M.  ZSBR.  ▲.  M..  Ph.  D.,  TtnrkaaA,  ArkauM-Toni. 

sm — = — =  2sm — = —  cos  — ^ — . 7  7  / 

.    4n«'  2n«'      ̂   .      nyr  Snv sm — =   sm — ;=— =  2sm — =—  cos  — =— 7  I  7  7 

.    Gnw"        .    4n«'       ̂   .     nw"  5n«' sm — =   sin — = — =  28m — =—  cos 

7    • 

.-.  C08  — = — h  cos  — = — h  cos  — ;r~=  01      =  — o  '   t    — ^ 
7  7*7         2sm^n7r  2sm^nn- 

:— ico8Yi^=:^i,  according  as  n  is  odd  or  evei). 

n.    Sotatioa  bj  J.  SCHIFPBR,  ▲.  M.,  Ravtrttown,  Maryland. 

Bmplojring  the  well-known  formula 

2*"*        r    ,  ,       -..,     co8[a+K*>— l)blHinlnb 

f 
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and  patting  6=2a,  n=3,  we  have  C09a+C0B3a+C085a=   ;   =  i—. — . Bina  Bina 

D  A    Mu      iSinGa      .  sinGa+sina      .       sinla.coBfa      , But  either  i— — =  }   ;   1=   ^.   2   J, Bina  Bina  Bina 

.Bin 6a      ,  8in6a— Bina    .  ,       ooBla.BinIa    .  , 
or,   i—, — =1   :   hJ=   —-   — +J. Bina  Bina  Bina 

„  ...  -  X  •     XL    r  Binln/rcoBAnw"      ,  ,   . Putting  a=ln7r,  we  get  m  the  fonner  case    .   ,   '*   i,    and  m 
**        '  °  Bin^^ff' 

the  latter    r-s — ^   hi.     If  w  is  even,  sminn=0,  if  odd,  coBin9r==:0. 
Bin|n;r  >  »  i 

Q.  E.  D. in.   Solution  bj  OTTO  0.  CLATTOI.  A.  B.,  Towlw,  ladiuui. 

Unite  iBt  and  Srd  terms  of  the  left  member  ;  then  by  factoring,  we  have, 

(2coBfn«'4-l)co8^n»'=|  or  —J. 

Substituting  for  (2co8fn7r4-l),  we  have    ^-:— r —   =Jor— J^from 

,  .  ,    ,  sinfnTr      ,    sin— InTf      ,  . 
which  I— r-T — =*. — ^—r^   =1  or  —1. 

This  being  an  identical  equation  the  problem  is  proved  ;  for  ratio 

sin— ^n;r      ,  ^  ,.  •      jj — :— -!   =1  or  —1,  according  as  n  ib  odd  or  even. 

IV.   Solution  by  JOHV  B.  FAUOHT,  A.  M.,  lattnietor  In  Mathtmttice  in  Indiana  Univanitj,  Blooain^ 
ton.  Indiana. 

The  equation  (1),  (coB6^4-iBin6^)'=— 1,  t.  «.,  C0876/+iBin76^=— 1,  is  clearly 

satisfied  when  ̂   has  either  of  the  following  values  :  ̂ rr,  {n',  ̂ tt,  l^ir,  f  x',  ̂ n 

and  \f7r. 

.-.  (2),  (cosn^+iBinn6')'=(— 1)"  is  satisfied  by  ̂ =|»',  l^tr,  fr,  fir,  fir, 

V  «■  or  V-«',  or  n(f=\nfr^  ̂ n^r^  ̂ nfr,  }n7r,  fnTf,  Xf-nrr  or  V^'*"* 

But  (3),  (cosn6^+tBinn6^)'=cos'n«^+7ico8«n*inn^— 2lco8»n6tein«n^ 

-35ico8*n^in«n^  -»-  36co8"n^in^n^  +  21tcos«n^in»n^— 7coBnftiin«n^— tsin'n^ 

.-.  (4),  cos'n^— 21coB»n^in«n6^4-35cos*n<^in^n^— 7co8n«Bin«n^=(— 1)". 

Or  (5),   64co8'n6^-112co8»n^-»-56coB»n6'-7coBn6^-(-l)»=0,    of    which 
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oo8|n»',  co8(n»',  oosfnn',  oosfn^,  cosfnir,  cobV*^^  &Qd  cosV-n'^'  ̂ re  the  ratio. 

Now  co84nir=:T:l,  according  as  n  is  Olid  oi  even,  and  coaV^'^^^^l^^  > 

co8)n«'=co84n^. 

Hence  we  have  (6),  (coBn^=fcl)(64co8«n^iF64coB»n6^— 48co8*n6^=fc48coe«n6^ 

-f  8ooB*n^:pco8n6'+l)=0,  according  as  n  is  odd  or  even. 

.*.  (7),  2(cos^n«'+co8fnjr-|-cos4n?r)=±tl==fcl.  Or  cosln^r+cosllnr 

'^coB^n7trm^^^  according  as  n  is  odd  or  even. 

We  might  deduce  a  number  of  equally  interesting  results,  thus, 

(cos)Yi^.cos4n;r.cosfnff')*  »tV* 

.*.  cos}n^.cosl|n;r.cos4n^>B±|,  when  n  is  either  odd  or  even^  etc. 

GEOMETRY. 

CoBdvetad  bj  B.  F.  FIIKIEL,  Spriagfleld,  Mo.   All  eontribntioiii  to  this  department  thovld  be  tent  to  bia. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

es.   Proposed  bj  ALFRED  HUME.  G.  I..  D.  8e..  Professor  of  lUthemsties,  Universitj  of  Mississippi,  P. 
0.,  Uairersitj  of  lOssissippi. 

A  rectangular  hyperbola  cannot  be  cut  from  a  right  circular  cone  if  the  angle  at  its 
vertex  is  less  than  a  right  angle. 

n.   Selvtioa  by  F.  M.  MeOAW,  A.  M.,  Professor  of  lUtJiematiee,  Bordentowa  MUitary  Institato.  Bordea- 
towB,  leiT  Jersey. 

Assume  axes  of  coordinates  at  right  angles. 
(a)  The  equation  of  the  surface  of  a  cone  with  axis  of  z  as  axis  of  cone,  and 

origin  at  the  vertex  of  cone  is 

x«+y«-2*tan«it7=0   (1) 

where  v=angle  at  vertex. 
(6)  The  equation  of  a  plane  to  same  axes  and  origin  as  above,  in  terms  of 

its  direction  cosines  and  perpendicular  from  origin  is 

^+wiy+n«=#   (2). 

Eliminate  z  between  (1)  and  (2),  and  then  we  have  the  conic 



in  which  a  is  snbetitated  for  tuiils. 

In  order  th&t  this  conio  may  be  an  equilateral  hyperbola,  the  ai^e 
between  its  asymptotes 

(«•— Mar*  )x*—2IfBa:*iry +(*»*—«■  a' )y*=0 
mast  be  a  right  angle,  the  condition  for  which  is  (for  rectangular  axes) 

n'—l*a*+n'—m'a*=0,  or  «»=2n*/I»+m»   (4). 

Now,  in  order  that  the  plane  above  considered  shall  cat  out  the  hyperbo- 
ta,  the  angle  whose  direction  cosine  is  n  most  be  less  than  )v  ;  that  is  to  say,  ( 

and  m  must  both  be  less  than  n.  Hence,  l*  +  m'  ie  necessarily  less  than  «*4-*>' 
or  2n*  ;  or  the  fraction  (4)  is  an  improper  fraction,  whence  <i'(^=t«n*}f) 
is  greater  than  imity.  This  establishes  tbat  iv  n  greater  than  46°,  and 
tr  is  greater  than  90".  Q.  E.  D. 

m.    SolBtiaa  tj  eiOSOI  LILLXT.  LI..  S.,  Pntlud,  Ortcw. 

Let  ABF  be  a  section  of  the  cone  made  by  the  plane  of  the  paper  p 
through  ite  axis  AM ;  OPQNH  any  section  of  the  cone 
made  by  a  plane  perpendicular  to  the  plane  ABF.  Pass 
a  plane  through  P  at  right  angles  to  ̂4  ilf  cutting  the  plane 
ABF  in  DE.  Draw  OL  parallel  to  BF,  and  HK  parallel 
to  AF.  Let  ̂ MAB^a,  ^AOH=ff,  AO=c,  OH=x, 
and  HP=y. 

HP*  ̂ HD  X  HE.     HE=^^^, 

DH=LK^2c.\na-  "'"^^4  2.)  ̂
 cosa 

Sesin^sina        ainHam(H+2a'\    . 
.■.  y*  =   X   — T   i-z*. "  cosa  cos*<» 

The  section  represented  by  the  equation  is  any  hyperbola  when  ff+2a  is 

greater  than  180°.      Comparingthe  equation  with  y'=   x  +~g-x*,    we  have 

2ft*  _  2gsina  aad         b'  _  8inffsin(#42a) 
a   ~"       eosa     '        a*  cos'dr 



e'cos'tf  mnrt  not  be  greater  thui  anity.  But  e*=2 ;  therefore,  eoe'a  mast 
not  be  greater  than  t,  and  <>  mnet  not  be  leei  than  4&°.  Hence,  the  angle  at  the 
vertex  of  the  cone  mnet  not  be  tesa  than  a  right  angle  ;  therefore,  it  is  greater 
than  a  right  angle. 

/(  may,  however,  be  equal  to  that  angU. 

Note  on  the  angle  between  the  aaj/mptotet  of  the  hyperbola. 
Let  ̂ the  angle  between  the  aermptotes,  and  we  have  aeGl^=«,  where  e 

is  the  ezcentricity  of  the  brperbola. 

Bec"JrfcoB*a^*'co8"i»,  or   rr-r^e*«>a»a,    but   e'cos'a  mast    not    be 

COB*)^  ' be  greater  than  unity,  aee  eolation  of  problem  63.  Henoe,  cobM  mnet  not  be 
lesB  than  coaaand  or  must  not  be  less  than  i^  ;  or  the  angle  at  the  vertex  of  the, 
right  cireolar  oone,  from  which  the  hyperbola  is  cat,  mast  not  be  less  than  the 
attgle  between  the  asymptotes.     It  nay,  however,  be  equal  to  that  angle. 

I.   tuiMm  kr  W.  B.  OAXm.  PralwMr  «l  lUUiMUiM  la  Ooauou?  OoUig*  at  Loaliluk,  JmAwa, 

If  tha  azia  of  the  cone  be  the  axis  i ;  ft,  the  distance  of  the  vertex  f^rom 
igio,  and  ft  the  aemi^angle  at  the  vertex,  the  equation  of  the  cone  ia 

(«!»+y')t*n*(!»^-#)={A-«)'. 

TJm  section  of  this  cone  made  by  a  plane  through  the  axis  y  is  a  conic  sec- 
tion, and  if  the  angle  which  the  plane  makes  with  zy  be  ̂   and  the  carve  of  in- 

tersection be  referred  to  axes  in  its  own  plane,  its  equation  is 

y*tan'l90''—ff)+x*con*^[tAa*(90°--ff)—\Aa*4i]+2kxa,m^—h*~0. 

If  this  is  a  rectangular  hyperbola,  then 

tan'(90''-»)=coBV[tan»^-Un«{90''— ff)]. 

i 
l/cosVW— ff) 

.-.  90''-«<4fi^.     .-. -ff<-46°.     .■.2«>90^ 

An  hyperbola  may  also  be  cut  from  this  cone  by  a  plane  parallel  to  the 
!,     ItB  equation  then  is,  if  the  cutting  plane  is  y=a, 
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(i»  +  a»)tan*{90°— #)=(A— 0*. 

If  this  be  a  rectAognlor  hyperboU, 

taaVflO"— ff)=l        taDCW— ff)=l        (-1  makeB  (JnegatiTc). 

.-.  90''-#=46°.     .-.  C=4B°.     .■.2(fe=90°. 

This  imblani  wu  alio  tolved  IB  wi  axosUMit  -■*"""  bj  O.  B.  M.  MERB. 

64,    ProftMl  t7  WtLlUH  B.  BKU.  Kwb«r  •(  tk*  Ltadaa  IUlk*ml«t)   BoaMf.  ut  ftMNfW  * 
OnM  Oouitj,  Muliu,  ladiuu. 

Let  tbe  bisectors  of  tbe  snglee  j4,  £,  Oof  a  triuigle  meet  the  aides  oppo- 

site A,  B,  C  in  A',  ff,  C.  Let  AA\  BB",  CC  meet  the  sides  of  the  triangta 
A'BC  in  A' ,  B',  C  Let  this  process  continae  indefinitely.  Express  the 
sides  and  angles  of  the  triangle  ̂ ("OB***}^"*'  in  terms  of  the  sides  and  angles  of 
the  original  triangle  ABC. 

BolmtloB  tj  9.  B.  H.  EEBB.  A.  N.,  Pb.  D..  TMXtant,  Aft»BM»TMU. 

Using  trilinear  coordinates  we  have  /3—y^O,  y—a~Q,  a—fi^O  for  tlw 

eqnations  to  AA',  BB",  CC  respectively. 

\    '    6+c*       b  +  cJ'      Vo+c'    '  a  +  e/' 

\a  +  b'       a+b'    "/ 

are  the  coordinates  of  A',  B',  C  respectively. 
.-.  a+fi-y^O,  a+y-0~O,  0+y-a 

—0  are  the  eqnations  to   A'B',   A'C,   ffC 
respectively. 

/      4.a   2a   2^      _\    (      2fl   4a   2£i,        \ 
\  2o  +  6+e  '    ia+h+r.    '    2o-*-6  +  c  /'  V  a+2b  +  e  '    a  +  2b+r  '    a  +  2h  +  e  /' 

/       2a  2a   4^         \ 
\  a  +  h+2e  '    o  +  b+2c  '    a  +  fc  +  2c  J 

are  the  coordinates  of  ̂ 4",  B",  C"  respectively. 
.-.  a  +  /3— 8>'-0,  a  +  y-Zfi-'i),  >5+y-3a=0arBthe  equations  to  A"C, 

A"C",  B"C  respectively. 

/        4a   6a  6a  \   /   6^ 
V  2a+86+8r  '    2o+36+3c  '    2a+35+3c  /'  \  3o  +  : 2b+3c  '    Ba+2b+3e  ' 
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6a  \    /        6a  6a  4a 
3a+2b+3<; 

\    /        6a   ^A   4A  \ 
/'  V  3a+36+2c  '    3a+36+2c  '    3a  +  36+2c  / 

are  the  coordinates  of  i4'",  B"\  C"  respectively. 
.-.  3a+3A— S^'-O,  3ar+3>^— 5A-0,  Bfi-^SySa^O  are  the  equations  to 

A'"jr'\  A'"C"\  R"C"  respectively. 

12  a  10  a  10  a        \   /        10  a  12  a /         12a   10a   10a        \   /   1 
\  6a-|-5ft  +  6c  '    6a+56+5c  '    6a-»-66+6r  /'  V  6a + 6ft+6c  '    6a+66-»-6<r  ' 

10  a         \    /         10  a  10  a  12  a \    /         10a   10a   12a         \ 
/'  \  6a+66+6c  '    6a-|-5fe+6c  '    5a-»-56  +  6c  / 6a+66+6er  /'  V  6a+66+6c  '    6a-|-5fe+6c  '    5a-»-56 

are  the  coordinates  of  A'"\  F'",  C"  respectively. 
.-.  6a+6/?-ll>'«0,  6ar4.6>'-ll/?-0,  6>5+6>'-lla«0  are  the  equations 

to  A""R"\  A""C"",  R"'C""  respectively. 
In  what  follows,  the  upper  signs  are  used  for  m  odd,  and  the  lower  for  m 

even.    The  mth  term  of  the  series  1,  3,  5,  11,  21,  43,  85,  etc.,  is  K2"*=i=l). 

^  /  4a(2"»-^if1)            2A(2'*=fcl)   
"M    a(2»->  :^l)a+(2«=fcl)(6+r)    '  2(2~-»  :Fl)a+(2-=fcl)(6+'?)    ' 

*jr^  2A(2*=fcl)  '\        f  2A(2*=fcl) r)'   ( lQ»-»:f:l)a  +  (2*dbl)(6+0    /*       V     2(2~-»  :|:l)6+(2-=fcl)(a+c)     ' 

4a(2«*-1:f1)  2A(2*dbl) 

( 

2(-i«-*=Fl)6+(2"=fcl)(o  +  c)    '  2(2«»-»  :Fl)6+(2«»=fcl)( 

2a(2~±1)  2A(2«*=fcl) 

a-^-c)  r 

2(2«-i:Fl)c+(2«*±l)(a+6)    '  2(2~-i:|:l)c+(2~=fcl)(a+6)    ' 

4a(2'*-1:f1) 
2(2^-»  :|:l)c+(2^=fcl)(a  +  f)) a  +  M    / 

are  the  coordinates  of  i4"*,  B^,  C^  respectively. 
.-.  J(2«»=fcl)(a+/6r)-*(2~+*  =Fl)r-0,  l(2~±l)(ar+r)-K2~+»  =f1)/?«0, 

|(2~=fcl)(/?+r)— *(2**+*  :|:l)ar-0,  (1,  2,  3)  are  the  equations  to  i4~^,  i4~0, 
B^C^  respectively. 

From  (1)  and  (2),  (1)  and  (3),  (2)  and  (3)  respectively,  we  get 

  S{2^+^  (2^-1  ipljsin^-f  2~(2*~=fcl)(sinB+sinC)}   
tan  ̂ "*"3(2»i»-i)4.2(5.2*~-i:F2~+l)cos.4-2(2~=bl)(2~-»  :|:l)(cos5+cosC) 
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j^_   3{2*»  +K2^-^iFl)8iiLg+2«(2»*i=l)(amiiH-8mC)}   
""    3(2*»- 1)  +  2(6.2*~-1:f2-^-  l)co8B-2(2-=fcl)(2«*  '^=pl)ico%A'^coBC) 

^^_   3{2^^K2"^-^iFl)BinC-h2»(2"'=fc:l)(8inii-t-8in^)}   
~"    3(2««-l)  +  2(6.2*— i:F2--fl)co8C-2(2"=fcl)(2*»-i:Fl)C«>8i4-»-coe^ 

Let  i4=area  of  A^^^B^^W^^\  |)=perpendicular  from  0<*»>  on  i4<*»)B<«»>. 

.-.  i4=[27a6cA.2*»]-*-[{2(2-»-»::Fl>-»-(2*»=fcl)(6-»-c)} 

{2(2«»-i:Fl)6-»-(2*»d=l)(a+c)}{2(2*»-i:Fl)«+(2~:tl)(a+5)}l 

1)=:[9 A  .2*» +i]+[{(2«»=fcl)(a-»-6)+2(2- -»iFl)c} 

|/3(2**+i+ 1)  +  2(2«*±  1)C2*» +i::Fl)(co8i4  +  co8^-2(2*±l>«co8q. 

But  i4=J|)yl(~)5('»).     .-.  i4<'»)B<'»)=2^/|>. 

...  ̂ (m)p(m) 

_3a6c|/3(2>'»+^+l)-f2(2^=fcl)(2«*+^=Fl)(co8il-fco&g)-2(2*»=bl)«coee 

—        {2(2«»-»:Fl)«*-»-C2*»=fcl)(6+c)}{2(2~-i:|:l)6+(2*»=fcl)(o+c)} 

^  fm>pfm)  _3a6c|/3(2»*+^  -f  1)  -f  2(2^d:  1)(2"*  +>=f  l)(co8i4  -f  cosC)  -2(2'*=i=J  )«CDaB 
{2(2«»~»:Fl)a-»-(2~±l)(64-c)}{2(2«-i:|:l)c+(2«»±l)(o-f6)} 

mm)  prm>_3a^Ck'3(2»^+^4'l)4-2(2^=fcl)(2^+>=Fl)(co8B-fco8B)-2(2*»dbl)«co8il 

^    ̂     ""        {2(2«»-»:Fl)6  +  (2°»=fcl)(a+c)}{202~-»:Fl)c+(2«n±l)(o-h6)} 

All  principles  necessary  to  understand  the  above  solution  will  be  fonnd  in 

the  chapter  on  'Trilinear  Coordinates"  in  Todhunter's  Conic  Sections. 
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CALCULUS. 

Coadaetad  bj  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Koattrtj,  Va.   All  ooatribatioai  to  this  departmtat  ihoaU  b«  Mat  to.  him. 

SOLUTIOirS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

tfS.   PropoMd  hj  0.  D.  SMITH,  ▲.  M.,  AroitMor  of  Mathtmatiot,  Alabama  FolytMhaio  lattitato,  Aabara, 

Solve  the  differential  equation,  c2y/ciz=y(x— 3/)/x(x+y),  and  show  that 

L  Bolatioa  by  J.  8CHIPPBS,  A.  M..  Hanntowa.  Maryiaad ;  0.  W.  M.  BLACK,  AroiMSor  of  Mathtmat- 
iea  ia  Wttlojaa  Aoadomy,  WUbraham,  MaiiaehaMtts ;  aad  P.  8.  BUtll,  lArimort,  lorth  Dahata. 

Clearing  of  fractions  we  obtain  after  transposing  two  terms 

yizdy + ydx)=x(ydx^xdy) . 

Dividing  by  y*,  we  have 

xdy-f  y</x=«y.  ̂     ̂ ^  ̂  ,  or,  d(a:y)==xy.d(-~).      .-.  -~^=  d(-^). 

Integrating,  log(axy)=(x)H-(y),  whence  x=ylog(axy). 
The  result  given  is  not  general  enough,  the  constant  having  been  left  out 

of  consideration. 

n.  Solatioa  by  W.  W.  LAVDIS,  A.  M.,  Dopartmeat  of  Mathomaties  aad  Aitroaomy  ia  DieUaioa  CoUtft* 
GteiisU.  Ptaatylfaaia ;  F.  M.  MeOAW,  A.  M.,  ProfoMor  of  MathoMtiot,  Bofdaatowa  Military  laititato.  Bofd- 
aatova,  low  Jtnty ;  J.  OWBI  MAHOIBT,  B.  E.,  Oradaato  Follow  aad  Aidftaat  ia  Mathomaties,  Vaadorbilt 
UaiYonity,  Issh?illo,  TOaaossoo ;  0.  B.  M.  ZBBR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Tonrfcaaa,  Arkaasas-Toias ;  aad  A.  R. 
H0LMB8,  Braaswiok,  Maiao. 

Let  y=vxy  then  the  equation  becomes 

The  variables  are  separable,  whence 

2^+  -^  +  —  =0.     Integrating,  -^=Hogv + logx. 

.'.  l/v=logi?4-logx*=log(vx'). 

.*.  x/y=logCxy),  or  x=ylog(xy),  when  no  constsnt  is  added,  or  x=ylog(xy) 
-f  Cy  where  C  is  an  arbitrary  constant. 
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UL   SohitioB  by  M.  0.  STETEIS,  M.  A.,  MathtrntlMl  DtpartmBt,  Pwtat  Viifvritj,  Uh^m»,  U^  ' 
aaa ;  HEVST  HEATOl,  M.  8«.,  AUaatie.  Iowa ;  JOHl  B.  riUaHT.  A.  M..  laMrMtor  is  IhffcWMtki  te  Ii*> 
aaa  UniTtriHy,  BloominfftOB.  Indiaiia ;  tad  J.  0.  OBIQO,  A.  M..  BraiO,  IndiMlL 

Pat  y=vx  and  we  have 

"-^"dJ=^  x^-^vx^    =i:Hr=^-.rM  '    Whence, -^dr  + —=0. 

Integrating,  —  l/r+log(ra;«)-»-C=0,  or  z/y=log(a:y)  +  C,  and  x=ylog(f3f) 

The  C  should  not  be  omitted  unless  the  conditions  of  the  question  giTing 
rise  to  the  equation  are  such  as  to  make  it  zero. 

IV.   BolvtioB  by  H.  C.  WHITTAXES.  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  ProftMor  of  MatlmntiM,  MumI  TMidaff  SthMl. 
PhiladtlphU.  PemiiylTaiiift. 

Let  y=x'*v^  and  substitute  in  the  given  equation  and  we  obtain 

dx  ""  g'Cl  +  xJ^-V 

This  will  reduce  to  a  simple  form  if  we  take  p=l  and  9=^  1,  giving 

^=-7TT—Tr^  or  dv(l'\-v-^)=2x-^dx. dx        a;(l+r~*)  ^ 

r  +  logt?=lo<^«  ;  a:/y+log(a;/y)=logx«. 
a:/y=logx«— log(a;/y)=log(xy),  whence  x=y\og{xy), 

M.   PropoMd  by  J.  8GHEFFBR,  A.  M.,  Haftntown,  Maryland. 

A  certain  solid  has  a  square,  side=a,  for  its  base,  and  all  parallel  aectioni  an 
squares,  the  two  sections  through  the  middle  points  of  the  opposite  side  of  the  square  aif 
semi-circles,  however.    Find  surface,  volume,  and  center  of  gravity  of  each. 

I.   Solatton  by  HXIBT  HEATOl,  M.  8«.,  Atlantie,  lova. 

The  length  of  a  side  of  a  parallel  section  distant  x  from  the  base  ii 

(a*— 4x*)^ .  If  dxhe  the  distance  between  two  parallel  sections,  the  distance  be- 
tween two  corresponding  sides  is  adx/(a*—4x*)^ .     Hence  the  surface 

8=4Jadx=2a*;  the  volume  r=J*  (o«-4j«)dx=Ja»  ; 

the  distance  of  the  center  of  gravity  of  the  surface  from  the  base  is 

^  ,    I      (ixdx=ha ; 2a«  J  0 
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and  the  distance  of  the  center  of  gravity  of  the  volume  from  the  base  is 

8  r** 

n.   SolitloB  by  J.  C.  HOLE,  M.  A.,  M.  0.  K..  Prafeuor  d  OMI  EafinMriBf  in  tht  Statt  A.  M.  Gol- 

1«C**  OoOacf  8t*tioii,  TtiM.' 
Take  the  intersection  of  the  planes  of  the  circalar  sections  as  the  axis  of  s, 

the  origin  being  in  the  center  of  the  base.  Then  since  the  radios  of  each  drde  is 
ia  we  shall  have  for  the  projection  of  one  foarth  of  the  elementary  area  intercep- 

ted between  two  planes  parallel  to  the  base,  and  distant  dz  from  each  other,  npon 
the  plane  of  one  of  the  circles, 

dS,coBO=y  ia*— «*.d«, 

where  &  is  the  angle  made  by  this  elementary  area  with  the  plane  of  projection. 

But  cos^=^   1   ,  and  the  whole  surface  is  S=4  I     odz=2a*   (1). 

The  center  of  gravity  of  ̂9  is  distant  from  the  base 

azdt 

■■=-b— =♦•   «>■ 

For  the  volume,  taking  planes  parallel  to  the  base, 

F=J^  V  ta«-««.2|/  Ja«-««.dz=J^  (a«-4««)cfe=a«/8   (8), 

and  its  center  of  gravity  above  the  base  is 

gt=    '      ̂  ,   =M   (4). 

The  figure  will  be  a  cloistered  arch  formed  by  the  intersection  of  two  right 
semi-cylinders. 

m.   SohitioB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZXSR.  A.  M.»  Ph.  D.,  Ttiarkana.  Arkansu-Ttnt. 

Let  X*  +««=hi*   (1),  y*  +««=Jo«   (2)  be  the  equations  to  the 
cylinders  which  form  the  groin.     From  (1)  dz/dx^-^x/z^  dz/dy=0. 



Jo  Jo      »  J*  J*   y'  lo*— *■         "^  •   ̂ "ta*— »■ 

V=fff  dtdxdy=4f*'  p""  "*"J™"'"~*"dfd«Iy  =  f*"  (o"  -*>•  )di=iB' . 

Center  of  graving  of  «urf»ce=   =ia}       \dxdy=ia. 

ff^      '   ' 
Center  of  gravity  of  Tolnnie=   ™— j- i    t(a*— 4t*}«it«,*|a, 

n.   Balitln  br  J.  0.  aUOa.  a.  M..  BrwU,  lottM. 

Let  the  given  fignre  represent  a  section  of  the  solid  throng^  the  middle 
point  oftwooppositesidesof  the  base.     We  have  T^a/2, 

and  the  equation  of  the  circle  EDF  i9x*+y'^r*..  ..t,l), 
and   XC'"(2y)*— 4(r*— a!*)»^,»a  section  parallel  to 
the  base,  and  for  the  volume 

V~if  (r*-x*)(Ia!-|r»-Ja' 

be  g 

,  an' 

Por  the  center  of  gravity  of  the  volnme, 

J*  x{_A^)dx        4fxir'-x*)dx 

The  surface  may  be  considered  to  be  generated  by 
the  sides  of  a  section  parallel  to  the  ba^e,  and  we  have  for  the  surface, 

J^i(r»-i*)d!r-|r-T\a. 
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For  the  center  of  gravity  of  the  curved  aarbuee  we  have, 

i-  —J- .  — ^j — tJI'"**'  -*^'  -*"• 

For  the  center  of  gravity  of  the  whole  surface,  since  the  carved  surface  is 
twice  that  of  the  base  we  have,  J i^i.ia-Bia. 

AlaoaohredbyH.  C.  WHITAXEB,  C.  W,  M.  BLACK,  and  the  PBOPOOKB. 

Professors  Black  and  Scheffer  used  ''side—2a"  as  in  Problem  47,  instead 
of  nde^a,  and  hence  their  results  did  not  agree  with  those  in  the  published  so- 

lutions. The  results  obtained  were  :  Volume-- 8a' /8,  surface»8a',  center  of 
gravity  of  volume  «8a/8,  and  center  of  gravity  of  surface  «ia.  See  problem  42 
for  two  additional  solutions  for  surface  and  volume.  Bditob. 

MECHANICS. 

CondaeUd  by  B.  F.  FHKBL,  Sprinfffltld,  Mo.   All  oontiilratioai  to  thif  dopartmnt  ihovld  bo  lont  to  him. 

soLirriONS  jot  problems. 

SS.   ftopoiid  by  B.  F.  FHKBL,  A.  M.,  ProloMor  of  MathoBittiot  tad  Phyifot  is  Drwy  OoUoft,  Sprinff- 

A  prolate  spheroid  of  revolution  is  fixed  at  its  focus ;  a  blow  is  given  it  at  the  extrem- 
ity of  the  axis  minor  in  a  line  tangent  to  the  direction  perpendicular  to  the  axis  major. 

Find  the  axis  about  which  the  body  begins  to  rotate.    [From  Laudan'B  Rigid  Dynamie$,] 

SitatiM  by  Q,  B.  M.  ZXSR.  A.  IL.  Ph.  D.,  TtnrkaBA,  Arkuaao-Ttai. 

The  general  equations  of  motion  are  : 

A  oOg^  {2mxy)  oi>p^(  2mxz)  0Og=L 
BoOy^{2myz)oOg^{2myx)oOg==M  \   (1). 

The  equation  to  the  ellipsoid  with  focus  as  origin  is  a^y*  +a*z*+h*x* 

:2ae6*«+6*.     Now  2mxy=2mxz=2myz=0.     ,'.  (1)  reduce  to 

,=if    [ Aa>g=L 

Cgo 
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Let  2af6«a:+6*— 6«z«=a«c«.    Then 

S      \  iv*+z*)dxdvdz 

^«    •^  -a(l-«) 

/M(l+«)         /^    

=  4>il  I      (a;'+y*)|/ c*— y*  cixdy 

4   •/  -a(l-«) 

Let  the  blow=P  be  struck  perpendicular  to  the  plane  (xy),  then  the 
ments  of  the  impulsive  forces  about  the  axes  are  L=P6,  M=Pae,  N=0. 

These  in  (2)  give 

f^fji7rah^a)x=Ph 1 
*  CO,        1  -f  2e*  *  ae 

'  Let  F  be  the  focus,  0  the  center  of  the  ellipsoid.     Then  on  the  minor 

in  the  plane  (a:y),  take  0E=  ̂   ,  ̂  g  »ft»  then  will  FjE  be  the  axis  required. 

Leta=6,  6=4.     .•.«={.     .•.  OiE=A6=Jf.     The  resultant  angula; 
locity  will  be 

15P  ^„  P         ̂ „       3Pl/1993         ^  r    r      . 
Q   iTr-0/^=-RTo   >Q^=  ooAig   1  when  a=5,  6=4. 



M.   ftiiaul  6r  >■  r.  mUL,  A.  M..  PnlHHr  at  N Wwwri. 

A  poncm  whoM  height  I«  a  and  weight  V  atanda  in  k  nring  whoae  length  I«  I.  Sup* 
Dg  the  Inlttal  inolinatlon  of  the  awing  to  the  Tertle«l  ii  a  and  that  the  person  ftlwKja 
AhM  wheo  In  the  higheat  poaition  and  ataods  up  when  in  the  lowest,  his  center  of  grav- 
noTlng  through  adiatancA  b  meaaured  from  lower  part  of  awing  upwaid,  find  how  much 
an  la  iaeromicd  after  n  complete  vibrationa. 

L  Bolatlw  bj  0.  W.  AI^IT,  M.  St..  Pnt«ur  at  Matkoaatlw,  (UbbWu  Uolnnltr,  IhiUaftoa. 

L«t  RS  be  the  psth  of  the  center  of  gravity  from  extreme  position  to  verti- 
TU the  path  from  vertical  to  other  extreme  poBition. 

OP=l,RP=-t,  (say),  TS^b;  ̂ ROS=a,^TOU 
',.  et«. 

The  energy  acquired  by  awing  in  passing  from 

ySis  (i-k)(l—CMa-)W. 
When    it    has    passed    to    V   the  energy    is 

i— fr)(l-coBtf,)ir. 
By  conservation  of  energy 

((_i_6)(l_coSflf,)  »'=«-*)(l-co8a)  W. 

Whence  1— coBtfi^^  (1— cosg). 

Id  passing  back  to  original  position 

1— C08g,=  ._.  (.i—f^oB^t)  =(i_iZzi:  )  (!—«>■*)■ 

For  two  complete  vibrations  1— cos'r,  =1, — r — r-)  (1— coea). 

In  like  manner  for  n  complete  vibrations 

1— TOBa',,=(^— ̂ ^J     (1— COS(r)orBin(*<r,,)=(|— ̂ ^j  sinCiff), 

;h  enables  us  to  compote  the  increase  in  amplitude. 

liBt  0  be  the  point  of  suspension  of  the  swing,  S  the  position  of  the  center 
ravity  of  the  man  when  crouching,  and  T  its  position  when  the  raaa  is  stand- 
and  Q  the  lower  end  of  the  swing. 

Let  OQ— I,  SQ^k,  the  dislsnce  from  lower  end  of  swing  to  the  center  of 
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gravity  of  the  maD  when  he  is  crouching,  ST^-b,  ̂ QOP^a,  and  j£<JOK-»,, 
Then  the  Telocity,  v,  cif  the  man  at  the  point 

Q,^y2gl(l—k){l~c:oai»)f  Bowaer^t  Analytical Meehaniet, 
page  360,  Article   192.     Hence,  hie  energy  doe  to  his 

weight  — -H— «*—  Wil—k)il—eosir).      ThiB  energy  will 

carry  him  to  Kand  eqnaU   If(I— ;t— b)(l— coaA,),  since 
the  man  rises  at  the  point  Q.     Since  be  crouchro  at  the 
point   V,  hie  energy   at  the  point  Q  on  hia  retnm  is 
ir(I— *)(1— coal',).    This  energy   will  carry  him  to  a 
point  to  the  left  of  S,  and  the  enei^  expended  will  be  W(l'~k—byll—eett,), 
where  9,  is  the  angle  between  the  vertical  and  the  swing. 

According  to  the  principle  of  the  conoervation  of  energy,  we  have, 

H'(I-i)(l-cosff)-  Wd-t-ftXl-cos*,)   (1), 

lfCi-it)(]  -cos",)-  WCI-fc-fcXX-eosff,)   (2), 

jr{i- t)(l-coBW,)-  H'a-fc-bXl-coB*',)   (8), 

H'CI-t)(!-cosfl»,_,)-lF(l-i-fc)(l-co8'V-i)   {2«). 

Multiplying  these  equations  together  member  for  member,  and  eolTtng  for 
1— cosf,H.  we  have, 

l-coBfl„-(-j;^=^)*"(l-cosa),orain'(iff,.)-(-(i[^)*"('>'n'*'»)- 

Whence,  8in**,,-.(^^:]^)%inia,  or  »t.-2Bin-"[(-j-|=^)»in»«l. 

DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

CoDdoeUd  by  J.  H.  COLAW,  ManUnr.  Vk.   All  eoDtribatlou  to  tU*  (l*p«rtaB*at  tbomU  b*  Hat  ta  ttm. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PS0BLEK8. 

«B.   PrapoMd  br  £.  B.  EBCOTT,  Otalsftfa.  UUiul*- 

Reqiiin^  nil  the  piiraJIploKramii  whose  HklPR  a,  h  nnd  dingonKl*  ir,  if,  Kr«  rational. 
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n.   SotallM  l»7  W.  r.  ma.  Ottova,  Ouada. 

The  ooDditions  are,  2(a'  +6')=c*  +  (i*,  with  the  condition  that  a,  6,  c  and 
k,  d  ahall  be  c^Mtble  of  forming  triangles  (sum  of  any  two  sides  greater  than 
cJUvd  Mb),    That  is,  if  we  suppose  a>6,  c>d,  a  +  h  must  he  greater  than  c^ 

'6<ii.    These  two  conditions  again  are  the  same,  for  if  a+6>c  and 
i)sc*+d*,  2(a«4-6»)-(a+6)«<d«  or  a-6<rf. 

Lsfe  OS  suppose  the  numbers  involved  to  be  integers.  We  have 

[••+6«)=(a+6)«+(a-6)«.  If  c=o+6,  rf=a— 6,  the  parallelogram 
I,  the  angle  opposite  to  the  diagonal  c  becoming  180^.  But  if  not,  we 

.▼•  a  number  e*  +d*  which  is  resolvable  into  the  sum  of  two  squares  in  another 
17.  Henoe,  as  may  easily  be  proved,  a' +  6'  is  resolvable  into  factors,  which, 
'  a  theorem  in  the  Theory  of  Numbers,  are  (whether  prime  or  composite)  each 
pressible  as  the  sum  of  two  squares.  Also  every  prime  number  of  the  form 
+  1  is  expressible  as  the  sum  of  two  squares,  and  every  number  which  is  the 
m  of  two  squares  is  the  product  of  prime  factors  of  the  form  4n+ 1.  (The  only 

en  prime  2=1*  +  1*  or  a  power  thereof  may  also  be  a  factor,  which  case  will  be 
nsidered  further  on). 

Hence  we  have  a  rule  to  find  a  and  b  so  ss  to  make  c  and  d  rational. 

Form  a' +6*  by  multiplying  together  two  or  more  of  the  various  prime 
imbers  of  the  form  4n+l,  such  as  5,  13,  17,  29,  etc. 

The  product  may  be  expressed  in  two  ways  at  least  as  the  sum  of 

o  squares.    Thus  we  shall  have,/*  +^«=^«-f  fc*. 
.-.  2(/*  +j^*)=(^'  +t)*.+  (^— *)*,  which  gives  a  solution  by  putting/=a, 

=h,  A+ib=c,  h—k=d,  provided  that,  (following  the  condition  for  a  possible 

angle)/— <;r<fc—J;. 
If /— p>^— i;,  we  must  take  h  and  k  for  a  and  h  ̂f-k-g  ejid  f^g  for  c  aivd 

Then  2(M+*«)=(/+^)«+(/-^)«. 
That  is,  of  the  two  equal  sums  into  which  the  product  has  been  resolved, 

ke  that  for  a^-^b*  which  has  the  less  difference  between  its  components. 
For  example,  multiply  5  by  13=65. 
66=8«  +  l«=7«  +4«  and  7-4=3<8-l.  Hence  a=7,  6=4,  ̂ =8,  i:=l, 

d2(7«+4«)=(8+l)«  +  (8-l)«=9«  +  7«. 
.*.  e=9,  (i=7.  And  7,  4,  9  ;  7,  4,  7  are  possible  sides  for  triangles.  The 

mponents  of  the  product  can  readily  be  found  from  the  components  of 
e  prime  factors,  thus : 

Let  JV=(p«+g*)(r«  +  ««)=p«r«+2pgr«+g«««-»-g«r«—  2pqr8'^p*B*=p*r* 
2pqr8+q^s*  +q*r*  +2pgr«+p«««=(pr+g«)«(gr— |}«)«=(pr— 7«)«+(gr+p»)«. 

For  example,  to  resolve  65  into  the  sum  of  two  squares. 

65=13  x5=(3«+2«)(2«  +  l«).     Here  pr+g«=3x  2 +2x1=8. 
TT— p«=2x2— 3x1=1.    pr-g«=3x2— 2x1=4, 

^+p«=2x2+3xl=7.     .-.  65=8«  +  l«=4«  +  7«. 
A  third  factor,  r|*+«i*,  can  be  introduced  by  putting  l>f+g«=p,, 

^p$z=q^ ,  and  multiplying  out  (Pi  *  +  9i  •)(r|  •  +  «,•)  as  before. 
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Observe  that  this  gives  two  forms  for  the  product,  and  two  more  would  be 

got  by  putting  pr—9<=j> I,  qr+p8±=q^y  so  that  with  three  factors  there  will  be 
four  forms  for  the  product.  These  forms  may  be  taken  any  two  together  giving 
4.8/1.2=6  solutions  for  c  and  d. 

In  the  preceding  it  has  been  assumed  that  a  and  b  have  no  common  fiu* 
tor.  If  they  have  one  (which  may  be  any  number  whatever)  the  preceding  in* 
vestigation  will  still  hold.  But  such  factors  of  the  common  measure  of  a  and  h 

as  are  not  primes  of  the  form  4n+ 1  will  re-appear  as  common  factors  of  e  and  i. 

It  is  to  be  noted  that  if  a*  -h6'=2x  a  single  prime  factor  a*  +  6'  can  be  ezproi- 
ed  as  the  sum  of  two  squares  in  one  way  only,  viz  :  a*  -^h*=2(p*+q^)=(p+qy 
-|-(p— g)*.  For  the  factors  of  a*+^*  are  ji'  +  g*  and  r*+«'  where  r=«=l,  and 
in  multiplying^(p*+g*)(r' -!-«•)  the  two  expressions  (7r+j>«)*-|-(pr— g#)*  and 
(pr-^qsy+iqr-^pa)*  become  identical  when  r=a=l,  and  these  two  cannot 
be  equated  to  a  Uiird  and  different  sum  of  two  squares  without  factoring  p^-^^t 
which  is  by  supposition  a  prime.  Hence  when  i(a*  +6')  is  a  prime  the  solutioB 
faUs,  for  we  get  2(a«+ft*)=4(i>«  +  g«)=(2p)*  +  (2g)«=(a+6)«  +  (o— 6)«,  which 
does  not  give  a  parallelogram.  So  also  when  a*  +  6'  is  a  product  of  a  prime  by 
any.  odd  power  of  2.  An  even  power  of  2  may  however  be  used,  for  example, 

a«+6«=260=2«x6xl8=2«(3«+2«)(2«  +  l«)=(6«+4«)(2«  +  l«)=16«4'2« 
=14«-|-8«  and  2(o«  +  6«)=2(14«+8«)=2(16«-|-2«)=18«  +  14«=c«+d«. 

The  above  discussion  made  on  the  assumption  that  a,  6,  c,  d  are  Integers, 
is  readily  extended  to  give  solutions  in  rational  fractions. 

Thus  1886=6xl8x29=42«  +  ll«=34«+27«. 

...  7«+(V)*=(V)*  +  (l)*  and2{(V)«+(»)M=(V)*  +  (V)*. 

Note  on  solution  of  problem  37,  page  151.  The  failure  to  give  the  least 

values  in  my  solution  was  due  to  solving  x, '— 40y,  '=1 ;  by  continued  fractions, 
we  obtain  positive  integral  values  for  x  and  y^  but  y  does  not  enter  into  the  re- 

quired values  directly  ;  hence  may  be  fractional.     This  point  was  overlooked. 
To  obtain  all  these  values,  let  x=(x,)-s-(z,),  3^=(yt)~*~('i)9  ̂ ^^  ̂ ^ 

a;,t-«,«=40y,«=10y,«.  (a;t+«i)(«i-«>)=l^i*.  Lety,«=p«9«  and  10=any 
two  factors. 

Xg4.2g=^*  or  2p*      ) 
Xg — tf'^lOq*  or  5<7'  ) 

Add  and  subtract,  then 

a;g=p«-f  10g«  or2p«  +  69«  ) 
Z^=:^p*zt\Oq*  or  ::p2p*ztbq*        [• 
y,=2p9  ) 

p  and  q  taken  at  pleasure  will  give  an  infinite  number  of  values,  integral  and 

fractionah    Mr.  Gruber's  list  is  correct.  A.  H.  Bkll. 
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AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Gaa4««ted  l»7  B.  P.  FHKBL,  Spriafffleld,  Mo.   All  Matribvtiou  to  thif  dtpartmtat  sbovld  bo  lont  to  him. 

SOLUTIONS  or  PROBLEMS. 

N&te  on  Problem  33.    By  Henry  Heaton,  Atlantic,  Iowa. 
The  result  obtained  in  the  published  solution  of  this  problem  cannot 

be  correct. 

The  area  of  the  regular  pentagon  is  3.6327a*.  The  area  of  each  of  the  in- 
finite number  of  regular  polygons  whose  apothem  is  a  and  number  of  sides  greater 

than  five,  is  less  than  8.6327a*,  whilci  that  of  only  two,  the  square  and  triangle, 
is  greater.  Hence  the  average  area  of  all  regular  polygons  with  apothem  a  is  less 

than  3.6327a*.  Hence  the  result  obtained  in  the  published  solution  (3.8693a*) 
is  too  large. 

In  a  similar  manner  it  may  be  shown  that  any  result  larger  than  a*  ̂   is  too 
large,  while  it  is  evident  that  any  result  smaller  than  that  is  too  small. 

S7.   Prapoiod  b7  HEVST  HEATOl,  M.  So..  Atbatio,  Iowa. 

Required  the  average  area  of  all  triangles  two  of  whose  sides  are  a  and  6. 

I.   SohitloB  by  tho  PB0P08ES. 

It  is  well  known  that  every  triangle  consists  of  six  parts,  three  sides  and 
three  angles,  and  one  side  with  any  two  other  parts  determines  the  triangle. 

In  constructing  this  triangle  we  may  use  all  possible  values,  first,  of  the 
included  angle  C,  second,  of  the  third  side,  c,  third,  of  the  angle  A,  and  fourth, 
of  the  angle  B.    This  gives  us  four  cases. 

I.  Put  angle  C=^.     Then  A,=^  C  sinOdO^  C  dH=—. 

II.  Put  side  c=ir.      ThenA^=iC^    [(a+6)«-x«]*  [z«-(a-6)*]*  dx. 

(To  integrate  this  expression  put  a;=[(a-|-6)*— 4a6sin^i ). 
III.  Put  angle  A=ff,  h  being<a,  then 

A^  =  J6J^[6cos<9+(aV^*8in«<^4  ]B\x\ffdff^fd(f= 
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IV.    Put  angle  ̂ =^.    For  every  value  of  B  there  are  two  iriaogiei 

whose  average  arc  is  ia*8infcos6^.    Hence, 

b_  6 

^^  =  Ja«J'*^"'**  sinfco8M6>-i-J*^"*!dfc=J6«-i-sin-i-^. 

GoBOLLABY.  If  6=a,  A ,  =a*/ir^  and  A^=a^/S.  These  are  double  the 
values  found  in  the  solutions  of  problem  26,  as  thej  evidently  should  be.  The 
values  of  ilt  <^^  ̂ ^4  do  not  hold  when  6=a,  for  the  reason  that  while  the  sum 
of  the  areas  remains  the  same  the  number  of  triangles  is  reduced  one-half  at  the 
moment  that  6=a. 

n.   SotatioB  by  a.  B.  IC.  ZXSR.  A.  M.,  Pk.  D..  Toarfcua, 

Let  2=third  side,  il=area,  J=average  area. 

.-.  i4=Jv''(a+6)«— «V**— <«-^)*- 

/■+6  /^+6
  I    /•a+b 

0-6  •^  a-b         ̂ ^  •^  a-6 

Let(a+6)--x«=4a6y».  ^-^^=«t. 

.   ̂ _2a*b    pyS/1-y'dy  ,      py«,/l-e«y«dy 

m.   SolvUoa  by  0.  W.  AITHOVT.  M.  S«.,  ProfMior  of  Mathowtiei,  ColnnbiaB  Uairflriitj.  WtaUiilM. 
D.  C,  tad  A.  P.  BEED,  OlaraaM,  Miiioari. 

The  area  of  triangle  is  a  =^iabB\n0, 

Hence,  average  area=ia6  j     8in6^d^-i-j    (W^iahl—coB  0  I  -i-?r= — . 

88.   PropoMd  by  B.  F.  FDnOL.  A.  M.,  Profotsor  of  lUthtaiatiei  aad  Phyiiot,  Drvry  OtUaft.  SiriiV> 
field,  MiMoori. 

Two  arrows  are  slicking  in  a  circular  target  :  show  that  the  chance  that 
their  distance  is  greater  than  the  radius  of  the  target  is  3|/3/4y.  [From  TadhwU' 
er^8  Integral  Calculus,  page  335.] 



.   BdMlM  hr  0-  V>  UTROn.  JL  S«^  Vtvtmur  at 

Let  Q  be  the  position  of  one  arrow. 

hll>— Hn.  CoIbbUu  Dolnriltr,  WuUactOB, 

Call  the  rftdiuB  o(,target  R,  and  let 

The  area  PflSR=2R*cor^~Py'R'-iipy. 
Then  the  chance  that  tJie  seoond  arrow  is  within 

above  region  ia 

T"--§B-i^'^  «■-'""'• 
The  cbaoce  that  the  fini  arrow  ie  at  a  distance  p  from  the  center  is 

2xpdp   2pdo 

The  chance  that  the  (wo  arrows  are  as  indicated  above  is 

The  sum  of  iM  aacb  chancea  ia 

.-.  Chance  that  the  second  arrow  is  withoMt  the  region  PNSR  ia 

\         iir  /      4i 

a.   SotatloB  b7  HURT  aUTOI,  X.  8<..  Atluti*.  Iowl 

Let  0  be  the  center  of  the  target  and  A  the  position  of  one  of  the  arrnwa. 
Q  if  the  distance  between  the  arrowa  ia  greater  Ihaii 
radine,  a,  the  other  arrow  must  lie  oatside  the  arc 
7  drawn  from  A  ob  center  and  radius  n.     If  AO='Z, 
irea  of  the  surface  ontaide  of  the  arc  BEC  ia 

S=2o'Bin-'  (s^  )  +  li(4n'  ■ 

The  probability  that  the  one  arrow  in  at  the  dis- 
X  from  the  center  is  2'rrdz-i-a*!i—23'dx+a*.    The   probability  that  the 



otbei  is  OD  the  Borbce  oDtaida  the  arc  EEC  is  S-t-a'x.    Hence  the  reqiund 
probability  is 

P=— ̂   C"  Sxdx.    Pati=2o8infl. 

ThenP=^J™*'(tf+sinflco8fl)8iiiflco86t=8|,'8/4)r. 

m.   ■dottoa  by  S.  B.  K.  ZKSft,  A.  H.,  n.  D.,  TMuteM,  ArtauuuJtCBl.  I 

Let  i>,    Q  be  the  arrowa,  SQ~x,   PQ~y,   8T~u,  OR—,  ̂ D0B»9, 
OA~a.  I 

An  element  of  area  at  Q  ia  dadx  ;  at  P,  ydSdy. 

The  limite  of  x  and  0  are  u— a  ;  of  y,  u~x  and  a, 
and  donbled ;  of  i,  0  and  la|/3,  and  donbled  ;  of  #,  0  and 

iir,  and  donbled.       ̂ — chance,  ti—2^a'—('. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

OaaduUd  bf  J.  M.  OOUW,  Hoaurtj.  T».   All  aontribBtlow  to  thu  diputaimt  ihoold  b*  Mat  m  Ua. 

SOLUTIONS  OP  PSOBLEHS. 

U.  FTopoMd  br  TB08.  0.  TAILOR.  0.  B.,  M.  C;  It«t«ltB«iit  «t  tmHantOat,  Doitmltr  «t  T*di.  Am- 
Ub,  T*m. 

Qlven  a  variableparallelogram  MBCP,  where  PrematnBflxed.  A  mOTei  on  animg- 
ular  plane  curre  (cIoMd)  and  C  moves  on  another  irregnlar  plane  ourre  (eloeed)  wboM 
plane  ii  parallel  to  the  plane  of  {A )  curve.  The  generator  PC  moves  completel;  atonad 
and  returns  to  Iti  initial  poaition,  AB  always  moving  parallel  to  PC, and,  of  courae.retnmi 
to  Ita  Initial  poaition.  If  distance  between  planes  {A)  and  (C)=A,  show  b;  elementarr 
mathematics  and  without  usin^  theorem  of  Koppe  that  volome  of  solid  generated  by  var- 
iable  parallelogram  >t£CP=lh  (area  generated  bj  '4P4-area  generated  by  BC). 
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Solution  by  tho  FB0P08ER. 

Let  (il)aiarea  generated  by  PA  ;  (J3)i»area  curve  generated  by  B  ;  (C) 
««area  curve  generated  by  C, 

Project  area  (A)  orthogonally  on  plane  of  (,B)  and  (C).  Then  by  Elliott's 
Extension  of  Holditch's  Theorem 

S^x(A)-^yiB)'-xy(C). 

where  x4-y»l,  and  x  and  y  are  the  radii  in  which  the  section  S  divides  the  gen- 
erator.    Make  x»2/«-i. 

.-.  S4=1M)  +  1(5)-J(C). 

But  by  Newton's  formula,  F»  volume  of  whole  solid 

-ifl'{U)  +  454  +(5)}-fl'{J[(^  +  U)]-i(C)}. 

Volume  of  cotie » tH{C) .     .  • .  Volume  generated  by 

APC^-Jfl^{U)  +  [(J5)-(C)]}  =  J-ff{area  ̂ P+area  J?(?}. 

84.   PropoMd  by  WILLIAM  STMMOVDS.  A.  M.,  Proftaior  of  lUthtmatios  ud  Astronomy  in  Ftoiilo  Gol« 
Itgt.  Santa  Bom,  Oalifornia ;  P.  0.,  Sobaitopol,  CaliloniUt. 

To  an  observer  whose  latitude  is  40  degrees  north,  what  is  the  sidereal  time  when 
Fomalhout  and  Antares  have  the  same  altitude :  taking  the  Right  Ascension  and  Declina- 

tion of  the  former  to  be  22  hours,  52  minntes,  — 80  degrees,  12  minutes ;  of  the  latter,  16 
hours,  28  minutes,  — ^26  degrees,  12  minutes  ?. 

n.   Solntion  (oontinnod)  by  0.  B.  M.  ZESR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Tenrkana,  Arkanni. 

^-130°  4'  57"  for  upper  meridian. 
.-.  180° -130°  4'  57' =49°  55'  3'  =  ̂ ,  for  lower  meridian. 
.'.  ̂ *« 3  hours,  19  minutes,  40.2  seconds. 
.'.  sidereal  time  for  equal  altitudes  on  latitude  40°  south  is  a— ^«*  19  hours, 

32  minutes,  19.8  seconds. 

a— ^— 12»7  hours,  32  minutes,  19.8  seconds  is  sidereal  time  on  upper 
meridian  at  same  moment. 

Dr.  8.  Hart* Wright  communicated  to  me  the  following  rather  startling  dis- 
covery which  is  probably  responsible  for  the  problem ;  The  arc  of  a  great  circle 

passing  to  and  between  the  two  stars  actually  passed  through  the  Nadir.  Now 
when  the  stars  are  of  equal  altitudes  they  are  equally  distant  from  the  Nadir  as 
well  as  from  the  Zenith. 

.*.  The  arc  between  them >-« 82°  51'  52.5'  must  be  bisected,  each  being  41° 
26'  56*'. 

These  facts,  if  they  had  been  stated,  would  have  made  the  problem  quite 
simple. 

See  problem  and  solution  in  August- September  number. 
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PROBLEMS  FOB  SOLVTION. 

ARITHMETIC. 

71.   Pirop<M«d  b7  J.  0.  OALDEBHEAD.  M.  8«.»  Plofeuor  of  Mttbtmtici  in  Ovrrj  Unirmitj,  FHtrtvg, 
PiantylTaiiift. 

A  man  owes  me  $200  dae  in  2  years,  and  I  owe  him  $100  due  in  4  years ;  when  can  he 
pay  me  $100  to  settle  the  account  equitably,  money  being  worth  6%  ? 

78.   PropoMd  by  W.  H.  GABTEB,  ProfMsor  of  MathawtiM,  Otataoary  OoUtfft  of  LovWaaa,  JiMlm, 

Though  the  length  of  my  field  is  1-7  longer  than  my  neighbor's,  and  its  qaality  is  l-^ 
better,  yet  as  its  breadth  is  1-4  less,  his  is  worth  $600  more  than  mine.  What  Is  mine 
worth  7    Encyclopedia  BriUanica, 

78.   nropof«d  l»y  lELSOl  8.  BORAT,  South  Janoy  lattitato,  Bridftton,  low  Jonty. 

I  would  like  to  change  problem  70,  Arithmetic,  to  read  as  follows  and  have  it  pro- 
posed for  solution : 
A  owes  me  $100  due  in  2  years,  and  I  owe  him  $200  due  in  4  years.  When  can  I 

pay  him  $100  to  settle  the  account  equitably,  money  being  worth  6%,  and  the  intertMt  to 
draw  intere$t  until  the  time  of  settlement  t 

Solve  by  simple  arithmetic  without  the  aid  of  algebraic  symbols. 

74.   nropof od  by  JOHI  T.  FAIBGHILD,  Priadpal  of  Grtwfli  OoUoc**  Orawfli  Gollofo,  Ohio. 

When  U.  8.  bonds  are  quoted  in  London  at  106|  and  in  Philadelphia  at  112i,  exchange 
$4.80i,  gold  quoted  at  107,  how  much  more  was  a  $1000  U.  8.  bond  worth  in  London  than 
in  Philadelphia  ? 

ALQEBRA. 
74.   PropoMd  by  lELSOl  8.  BOBAT,  Soath  Jonty  Institato,  Bridgotoa,  low  Jonty. 

Solve  according  to  the  conditions  given  : 

V/   1-f  JK First,  sqaare  without  transposing  and  then  solve ;  second,  transpose  |/lr+l 
and  then  solve.    Obtain  the  same  roots  as  in  the  first  way  of  9olying. 

70.   Propoied  by  B.  F.  BUBLESOl,  Onoida  Gutle,  lew  Tork. 

Mr.  B's  farm  is  in  shape  a  quadrilateral,  both  inscriptible  and  dream- 
scriptible,  and  contains  an  area  of  l:^  10752  square  rods.  The  square  described 
on  the  radius  of  its  inscribed  circle  contains  r'«>2304  sqirare  rods;  while  the 
square  described  on  the  radius  of  its  circumscribed  circle  contains  an  area  of 
/^'  »7345  square  rods.     Required  the  lengths  of  the  sides  of  his  farm. 

76.   Propoiod  by  E.  B.  ESGOTT,  FoIlo#  in  MatboBatieo,  UniTonity  of  Cbioafo.  OUtoco.  nUaoif. 

Prove  the  identities 

2».3^  2».8.17  '  2* .3.17.677 

g-v^5  J_  1.  1 
O  1  ~f  ~    9   7       •       Q  n  AT       * 

3.7    '    3.7.47     ■     8.7.47.2207 



77.   PropoMd  by  0. 1.  HOnon,  laitruetor  in  Mathtinttici  tad  PhjiiM  in  Hifh  Sdiool,  KaiMhefUr, 
HamptUrt. 

Solve  the  equation,  (6x«+a;-3)«— 48«-(«+16)«. 

GEOMETRY. 

eo.   PropoMd  by  WILLIAM  STMMOIDS,  M.  A.,  FirofaMor  of  Ibtbtinatiei  aod  Aitronomy  in  HtULt  Ool- 
Bt,  Santa  Soia,  Odifornia ;  P.  0.,  Stbaitopol,  California. 

To  divide  a  square  card  into  right-lined  sections  in  a  manner,  that  a  rect- 
agle  of  a  given  breadth  can  be  formed  from  the  sections ;  likewise,  form  a  square 

'om  a  rectangular  card. 

70.   Propooid  by  WILLIAM  HOOyXR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Profotior  of  Mathtmatiei  and  Aitronomy '  in  Ohio niTonity,  Atiient,  Ohio. 

Prove  that  the  locus  of  the  center  of  the  circle  which  passes  through  the 
ertex  of  a  parabola  and  through  its  intersections  with  arnormal  chord  is  the  par- 
bola  2y*«'ax— a*,  the  equation  to  the  given  parabola  being  y^'^Aax, 

71.  Prove  by  pure  geometry  :  A  perpendicular  at  the  middle  point,  ilf«,  of 

he  side  BC  of  the  triangle  ABC  meets  the  circumcircle  in  il' .  On  this  perpen- 
icular  A"  and  A'"  are  teken  so  that  lf^"-.lf^'  and  A^A'^'^AH.  (HU  the 
rtbocenter  of  triangle  ABC).    Prove  that  A"^  is  on  the  circumcircle.      Anon, 

78.   Piropooid  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  8«.,  ProfoMor  of  Mathtmatioa,  Oolnmbian  Unhmsity,  WaaUnf- 
IB,  D.  C. 

If  a  line  with  its  extremities  upon  two  curves  move  in  any  manner  what- 
ver,  (the  line  may  vary  in  length),  and  P  a  point  upon  the  line  which  divides  it 
3  the  ratio  mm  describe  a  curve,  the  area  of  this  curve  will  be  given  by 
iie  formula — 

(m-^ny 

73.  Prove  by  pure  geometry :  (1)  A\  R,  and  C  are  the  middle  points 
f  the  arcs  BC,  CA,  and  AB  respectively.  With  these  points  as  centers,  circles 
re  described  passing  through  B  and  C,  C  and  A,  and  A  and  B  respectively, 
rove  that  these  circles  intersect  in  0,  the  center  of  the  incircle  of  the  triangle 

BC ;  (2),  that  0,  the  center  of  the  incircle,  is  Nagel's  point  of  the  triangle 
^rmed  by  joining  the  middle  points  of  the  sides.  Anonymous,^ 

CALCULUS. 

01.   Piropoaid  by  W.  H.  CASTEB,  Profotior  of  Mathomatiet,  Contonary  Collego  of  Loniiiana,  Jaekion, 

If  rsasinn*  is  the  polar  equation  of  a  curve,  show  (1)  that  the  curve  consists  of  n  or 
i  loops  according  as  n  is  an  odd  or  an  even  integer;  (2)  that  its  area  is  i  or  ̂   of  the  cir- 
imscribing  circle  according  as  n  is  an  add  or  an  even  integer. 

69.    Proposid  by  A.  H.  HOLMES.  Bmnawiek.  Maint. 

A  buclcet  is  in  the  form  of  a  frustum  of  a  cone  having  its  smaller  end  as  a  base. 
a  inches  in  diameter  at  base  and  b  inches  in  diameter  at  top,  and  its  perpendiculi 
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height  is  c  inches.  It  contains  water  the  perpendicular  height  of  which  is  |c  inches.  Whit 
is  the  greatest  height,  from  the  plane  on  which  the  vessel  rests,  to  which  the  snrfaoe  of 
the  water  will  rise  when  the  bucket  is  overturned,  no  allowance  being  made  for  the  thick- 

ness of  the  material  of  the  bucket. 

08.   PropoMd  by  B.  F.  FHKEL,  A.  M.,  FlrofaMor  of  Matbematifif  tad  PliTiiet  in  Drory  OoDtft,  Sprisg^ 
fldd.  MiMonrL 

What  is  the  volume  removed  by  boring  an  auger  hole  radius  R  through  a  right  cyl- 
inder radius  72,  the  center  of  the  auger  hole  to  pass  at  a  distance  c  from  the  axis  of  the 

cylinder  and  inclined  to  the  axis  at  an  angle  «  ? 

d4.   PropoMd  by  E.  8.  LOOmS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  ProfaMor  of  Mathematiei,  Hifh  School,  OUfilaad.  OUa 
Find  volhme  and  surface  generated  by  revolving  about  y,  the  catenary 

y=io(f«\«+«-«\«),  from  x=0  to  x=a.    [Osborne's  Calculus^  page  265.,  example  8.1 

IMECHANICS. 

48.  PropoMd  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEBB,  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  Teiarkant.  Arkansai,  Texas. 
Two  equal  heavy  rings  connected  by  a  string  passing  over  a  peg  at  the  tocm  of  a 

conic  section  will  be  in  equilibrium  at  all  points  on  the  curve. 

49.  Proposed  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  8e.,  Professor  of  Mathematies,  Colaabiaa  Univmity,  Washtir 
ton.  D.  C. 

A  rectangular  stick  of  timber  of  known  dimensions  is  placed  upon  a  platform 
of  given  height  in  a  vertical  position  with  the  center  above  the  edge  of   platform, 
and  slightly  displaced  from  the  vertical.    Where  and  in  what  manner  will  it  strike 
the  ground. 

60.  Proposed  by  J.  8CHEFFEB,  A.  M.,  Hagerstown,  Maryland. 
A  plane  quadrilateral  ABCD  in  the  vertical  wall  of  a  cistern,  filled  with  water,  hai 

its  four  vertices  ̂ ,  B,  C,  D  at  the  distances  10  feet,  4  feet,  6  feet,  and  7  feet  reapeetively, 
from  the  surface  of  the  water.  The  projections.of  AB,  BC,  and  CD  upon  the  surface  are 
respectively  2  feet,  8  feet,  and  1  foot.  Find  the  pressure  of  the  water  upon  the  quadrilat- 

eral, and  the  position  of  the  center  of  mean  pressure. 

61.  Proposed  by  H.  C.  WHITAKEB,  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Mathematies,  Manual  Traiaiaf  8shsii, 
Philadelphia,  Pennsylrania. 

*  *  Swift  of  foot  was  Hiawatha. 
He  ooold  shoot  an  arrow  from  him 
And  ran  forward  with  snoh  fleetness 
That  the  arrow  fell  behind  him  I 
Strong  of  arm  was  Hiawatha; 
He  ooold  shoot  ten  arrows  upward 
Shoot  them  with  such  strength  and  swiftness 
That  the  tenth  had  left  the  bowstring 
Bre  the  first  to  earth  had  fallen.'*  LonofeUow, 

Assuming  Hiawatha  to  have  been  able  to  shoot  an  arrow  every  second  and  to  have 
aimed  when  not  shooting  vertically  so  that  the  arrow  might  have  the  longest  range ;  what 

was  Hiawatha's  time  in  a  hundred  yards  7 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

47.  Proposed  by  EEXij  HEATOI,  M.  8e.,  Atlantic,  Iowa. 

What  is  the  average  length  of  the  chords  that  may  be  drawn  from  one  extremity  of 
the  major  axis  of  an  ellipse  to  every  point  of  the  curve  ? 

48.  Proposed  by  P.  H.  PHILBBIOK,  C.  E.,  Pineville/  Louisiana. 

i4,  B,  Q,  D,  and  E  play  with  dice,  each  throwing  three,  three  successive  times,  for  a 
stake  a.    A,  B,  and  C  throw ;  C  throwing  the  highest,  52.    What  is  his  expectation  ? 

\ 
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49.   PropoMd  by  B.  f,  FHIXL,  1.  M^  VnHuwr  of  MttliMBttiM  tad  PhjiiM  in  Drary  OoUaft,  S^nf- 

A  square  whose  side  is  2a  and  an  equilateral  triangle  whose  altitude  is  8a  are  fasten- 
ed together  at  their  centers,  but  otherwise  free  to  move.  If  they  are  thrown  on  a  floor  at 

random,  what  is  the  average  area  comjnon  to  both  7 

60.  Fropofsd  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEBB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Ttnrkaaa,  ArkaoMt-Ttxii. 
Find  (1),  the  average  length  of  all  straight  lines  having  a  given  direction,  between  0 

and  a ;  (2),  the  average  length  of  chords  drawn  from  one  extremity  of  the  diameter  a  of  a 
semi-circle  to  all  points  in  the  semi-circumference ;  and  (8),  flnd  the  average  area  of  all  tri- 

angles formed  by  a  straight  line  of  constant  length  a  sliding  between  two  straight  lines  at 
right  angles. 

[Bolntioii*  of  these  problems  ahoiild  be  sent  to  the  editors  of  the  respeotiye  deiNUtmeiits  on  or  be- 
fore February  l,  1S07.  | 

EDITORIALS. 

Our  valued  oontributor,  Prof.  O.  W.  Anthony,  has  been  elected  Professor 
of  Mathematics  in  the  Columbian  University,  Washington,  D.  C. 

James  F.  Lawrence,  I.  F.  Yothers,  G.  B.  M.  Zerr,  J.C.  Corbin,  Frederick 
R.  Honey,  H.  C.  Wilkes,  and  Nelson  S.  Roray  should  have  received  credit  for 
solving  Nos.  66,  67,  68,  and  69,  Department  of  Arithmetic.  O.  W.  Anthony 
should  have  received  credit  for  solving  No.  63,  Department  of  Geometry.  We 
wish  to  state  again  that  all  solutions,  to  receive  credit,  should  be  sent  to  the 
proper  editor ;  but  this  remark  does  not  apply  to  the  above  persons. 

The  Monthly  will  soon  begin  its  fourth  volume.  Will  not  every  one 
of  its  old  subscribers  try  and  secure  one  new  subscriber  for  the  coming  year  ? 

Send  us  names  of  persons  likely  to  subscribe  and  we  shall  take  pleasure  in  send- 
ing them  sample  copies.  Persons  sending  us  three  new  subscribers  and  remit- 

ting us  $6.00  will  receive  a  years  subscription  as  a  premium. 

Some  of  our  readers  have  suggested  that  we  publish  in  groups  portraits  of 
our  contributors.  If  this  suggestion  meets  the  approval  of  our  contributors,  we 
shall  be  pleased  to  receive  photos  which  we  will  have  grouped  by  one  of  the  best 
artists  in  Springfield,  and  shall  furnish  the  plates  at  cost  to  us.  We  shall 
be  pleased  to  hear  from  the  contributors  to  the  Monthly  in  reference  to 
this  matter. 

A  letter  from  Dr.  Halsted  dated  November  27tb,  1896,  says,  **For  four 
months  I  was  buridd  in  the  uttermost  parts  of  Hungary,  Russia,  and  Siberia,  and 
am  just  getting  used  to  English  again.  I  made  many  important  finds  and  had 

many  strange  experiences."  There  are  few  other  Americans  whose  travels 
in  Russia  would  have  been  as  important  to  the  Non- Euclidean  Geometry  as  this 

trip  of  Dr.  Halsted's.  He  is  already  working  on  some  very  important  transla- 
tions which  will  soon  be  made  known  for  the  first  time  to  English  speaking 

mathematicians. 
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BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Elements  of  Mechanics^  Including  KenematicB,  Kinetics,  and  StaticB,  with 

Applications.  By  Thomas  Wallace  Wright,  "M.  A.,  Ph.  D.,  Professor  in  Union 
College.  8vo.  Cloth,  372  pages.  Price,  $2.50.  New  York:  D.  Van  Nostnnd 
Company. 

This  is  a  completely  rewritten  edition  of  the  author's  Text-book  of  Mechanics.  The 
same  general  plan  has  been  followed,  but  many  changes  in  detail  have  made,  so  the  book 
comes  before  the  public  with  a  new  name.  In  this  book  much  use  is  made  of  thegra^iies] 
method ;  machines  are  discussed  in  great  detail ;  the  important  subjects  of  oscillatioo  and 
rotation  have  been  treated  with  more  fullness  than  is .  usual  in  an  elementary  treatise. 
Numerous  well  chosen  problems  are  appended  to  the  discussion,  while  at  the  end  of  eaeh 
chapter  is  added  a  series  of  examination  questions.  Historical  notes  are  freely  intenpen- 
ed  to  add  a  more  live  interest  to  the  subject.  This  is  a  very  excellent  book  and  we  verj 
heartily  recommend  it  to  teachers  desiring  a  good  work  on  Mechanics.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Elemenia  of  Phyrics.  A  College  Text-book.  By  Bdward  L.  Nicholi 
and  William  8.  Franklin.  In  three  volumes.  Vol.  II.  Blectricity  and  Magnet- 

ism. 8vo.  Cloth,  ix  and  272  pages.  Price,  $1.50.  New  York:  The  Macmil- 
Ian  Co. 

In  the  study  of  tliis  excellent  work  a  knowledge  of  the  elementary  principles  of  the 
calculus  and  quaternions  is  required.    This  fact  will  preclude  its  use  in  many  colleges.    The 
authors  recognizing,  however,  that  there  is  a  growing  tendency  among  the  best  coUe^ 
to  increase  the  requirements  in  mathematics,  these  colleges  realizing  that  the  diiiei^ne 
received  from  the  study  of  mathematics  is  not  excelled  by  any  other  branch  of  study,  nafe 
not  slurred  over  certain  parts  of  Physics  containing  real  ana  unavoidnhle  difflnMeM.  Nor 
have  those  portions  containing  these  difficulties  be^n  omitted,  but  they  have  been  faced 
frankly ;  the  statements  involving  them  having  been  reduced  to  the  siiuplest  form  which 
is  compatible  with  accuracy.  Colleges  in  which  only  one  course  is  offered  in  Physios 
should  at  once  so  adjust  their  courses  of  study  as  to  make  it  possible  to  use  a  text-book 
such  as  the  one  before  us,  as  a  course  of  Physics  pursued  in  accordance  with  the  plan  of 
this  work  will  be  of  inQnitely  more  value  both  from  a  practical  and  an  educational  point  of 
view,  than  two  or  three  popular  courses  requiring  only  a  knowledge  of  Elemental  Alge- bra and  Oncometry.  B.  F.  F. 

Elements  of  Plane  and  Spherical  Trigonometry.  By  C.  W.  Crockett,  Pro- 
fessor of  Mathematics  and  Astronomy,  Renssellaer  Poljrtechnic  Institute,  Troy, 

New  York.  Large  8vo.  Cloth,  1V^2  pages  and  120  pages  of  tables.  Price,  $1.25. 

New  York  and  Chicago  :     American  Book  Company. 

This  work  is  fully  up  to  the  standard  of  good  text-books.  It  contains  a  full  course 
in  Plane  and  Spherical  Trigonometry ;  in  fact,  all  that  is  needed  in  a  course  in  the  best 
schools  and  colleges.  There  are  manv  examples  and  illustrations.  The  typographical  and 
mechanical  execution  of  the  work  is  nrst-claes.  fi.  F.  F. 

Darwinism  and  Non-Euclidean  Geometry,  Reprint  from  the  Bulletin  de 

La  Soci^t^  Physico-Math^matique  de  Kasan.  Tome  VI.  No.  3—4.  By  Dr. 
George  Bruce  Halsted.    Pamphlet,  4  pages. 

This  interesting  article  seems  to  have  been  written  by  Dr.  Halsted  while  visiting  st 
Kasan  in  July  and  August  of  last  sumujer.  In  his  travels  he  explored  many  libraries  and 
made  many  important  finds.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Maine  Fanner'*  s  Almanac  for  1897. 
Through  the  courtesy  of  Prof.  William  Hoover,  of  Ath^s,  Ohio,  we  received  a  copy 

of  this  notea  little  Almanac,  which,  among  other  important  and  useful  information,  con- 
tains two  pages  devoted  to  Mathematical  Questions  and  Solutions.  The  price  of  the  Al- 

manac is  10  cents.  B.  F.  F. 
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PrtBmoidal  Fcrmulae^  with  Special  Derivation  of  Two-Term  Formalae. 
By  Thomas  U.  Taylor,  G.  B.  (University  of  Virginia),  M.  C.  B.  (Cornell),  Asso- 
eiate  Professor  of  Applied    Mathematics,    University  of  Texas.      Pamphlet, 
05  pages. 

This  paper,  which  was  read  before  the  Texas  Academy  of  Science,  March,  1896,  adds 
some  valuable  material  to  the  literature  of  Prismoidal  Formalae.  B.  F.  F. 

MaikenuUieal  QuMttons  and  SolutioM.  From  the  '*Bducational  Times," 
with  an  Appendix.  Bdited  by  W.  J.  C.  Miller,  B.  A.  Vol.  LXV.,  8vo.  Boards, 
1S8  pages.    Francis  Hodgson,  89  Farringdon  Street,  B.  C,  London. 

This  valuable  reprint  contains  solutions  of  about  165  problems.  Our  readers  who  se- 
eme  it  will  find  many  interesting  problems  with  their  solutions.  The  price  is  6s.,  8d., 
pos^iaid.  J.  M.  0. 

JSlansntary  Hydro-SUiiies.  University  Tutorial  Series.  By  William 
Briggs  and  G.  H.  Bryan.  Cloth,  208  pages.  Price,  50  cents.  New  York  :  W. 
B.  Clive,  G5  Fifth  Avenne. 

This  work  is  written  in  a  suggestive  and  attractive  manner.  In  scope  and  in  method 
it  Is  admirably  adapted  to  class  use  as  an  elementary  text.  In  the  examples  results  are 
dedooed  from  first  principles,  and  thus  the  student  is  not  lead  to  rely  on  memory  for  his 
formulae.  The  new  features  are  good,  the  examples  are  numerous  and  well  selected,  and 
the  tc^^ieal  index  oonvenient  and  useful.  J.  M.  C. 

Inductive  Manu<U  of  Straight  Line  and  Circle.  By  William  J.  Meyers, 
Professor  of  Mathematics,  State  Agricultural  College  of  Colorado.  Published  by 
the  Author,  Fort  Collins,  Colorado,  1896.     113  pages.     Price,  60  cents. 

The  fundamental  idea  of  the  book  seems  to  be  to  furnish  the  student  the  tools  and 
vyiterial,  and  by  the  9id  of  helpful  questions  where  needed,  to  have  him  work  up  his  ideas 
for  hims^,  in  all  eases  leaving  some  actual  work  and  thought  to  the  student  himself.  As 
disSingoishiDg  features  we  notice :  A  constant  effort  to  keep  prominent  the  connection  be- 

tween geometrical  relations  and  their  applications  in  the  arts ;  the  early  introduction  and 
nse  of  the  notions  of  locus  and  of  symmetry ;  distinction  between  the  obverse  and  reverse 
of  plane  figures;  and  the  closeness  of  relation  between  regular  chains,  polygons,  and  the 
ehnde.  There  are  numerous  exercises  and  problems.  It  must  be  left  to  actual  trial  to  de- 

termine its  adiH^tation  to  dass  use.  J.  M.  C. 

The  Alumni  Bulletin  of  the  University  of  Virginia,  for  November,  contains 
■n  appreeiative  sketch,  with  portrait,  of  our  esteemed  subscriber,  Professor  Charles  Soott 
Yeoahle,  LL.  D.,  who  lately  retired  from  the  head  professorship  of  mathematics  at 
the  University  of  Virginia,  a  position  he  has  held  for  over  thirty  years.         J.  M.  C. 

We  have  received  the  following  valuable  papers,  in  pamphlet  form,  from 

Dr.  Artemas  Martin,  editor  of  the  Mathematical  Magazine:  **  About  Cube  Num- 
bers whose  Sum  is  a  Cube  Number";  About  Biquadrate  Numbers  whose  Sum  is 

a  Biquadrate  Number";  Notes  about  Square  Numbers  whose  Sum  is  either 
a  Square  or  the  Sum  of  other  Squares";  On  Fifth-Power  Numbers  whose  Sum  is 
a  Fifth  Power";  and  ̂ 'Solutions  of  the  *Duck'  Problem."  Those  interested  in 
the  subjects  of  which  these  papers  treat  cannot  afford  to  miss  them. 

The  last  number  of  the  Magasine^  issued  in  May,  1896,  contains  the  paper  on  Biquad- 
rate Numbers,  and  the  second  installment  of  that  on  Cube  Numbers.  Three  interesting 

problems  are  solved  and  ten  new  ones  are  proposed.  J.  M.  C. 
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The  following  periodicals  haTe  been  reoeiTed  :  Jotimal  de  Mathfaiaftiq[iKi 
El^mentaires,  (ler  December,  1896)  ;  American  Journal  of  MathemBticBy  (OelQ- 

ber,  1896)  ;  The  Mathematical  Gazette,  (October,  1896)  ;  L'  IntermMiaie  d« 
Math^matidens,  (November,  1896)  ;  Miscellaneons  Notes  and  Queries,  (Deem- 
ber)  ;  The  Kansas  University  Quarterly,  (October,  1896)  ,  The  Monist,  (Ootobar, 
1896)  ;  Bulletin  of  the  American  Mathematical  Society,  (December,  1896) ;  The 
Bdacational  Times,  (November,  1896) ;  The  Mathematical  Review,  (July,  1896) ; 
The  Mathematical  Magazine,  (No.  10,  issued  in  May,  1896)  ;. Annals  of  Mathe- 

matics, (September,  1896).  J.  M.  C. 

• 

The  Ambrican  Mathematical  Monthly's  Clubbing  I^ist : 
RBOULAR  PRIOX.        WITH  KOXIRLT. 

The  Review  of  Reviews    |2  50    |4  00 
The  Forum    8  00    4  M 
The  CoBmopolitan    1  00    3  S 
The  Arena    8  00    4  M 
The  Century    4  00    IM 
St.  Nicholas    8  00    4 10 
Popular  Astronomy    2  60    i% 
Atlantic  Monthly    4  00    5  00 
The  Critic  (weekly)    8  00    SOO 
The  Ohio  Educational  Monthly    1  50. .   , .      8  10 
American  Journal  of  Education    1  00    2  80 

McClure's    1  00    2  80 
Mathematical  Magazine  (quarterly)        1  (X)    8  00 
Annals  of  Mathematics  (bi-monthly)    2  00    4  00 
Other  magazines  not  mentioned  above  may  be  obtained  from  us  at  reduced  rates. 

B.  F.  FiNKBL  and  J.  M.  Col.\w,  £}ditor8. 

Errata. 

On  page  221,  for  ̂ 'numbers"  read  ienns  in  line  16. 
In  solution  of  problem  42,  page  220,  the  part  under  Example  2,  reading, 

**Forp— g,  a=9/2,  6=13/2,  etc.,*'  should  be  under  Example  1,  to  tally  with 
**for  j}+g,  etc.'* 

Page  234,  line  6,  for  "/c>-*"  read  p-*. 

Page  234,  line  6,  for  |,/p^p"  read  p+i/'p". Page  243,  line  5,  omit  decimal  point  in  denominator. 

Page  268,  in  Figure,  read  D  for  **F*  and  B  for  '*/)*'. 
Page  259,  multiply  the  numerator  of  the  right  hand  member  in  the  yaliie 

ofpby2. 

*  Page  288,  problem  38,  the  figure  is  wrong.  The  arc  CE  should  be  paraUd 
to  J9i4,  as  the  solution  says.  Also,  BC,  which  is  an  arc  of  the  horizon,  should  be 
in  a  level  plane. 
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LGEBRA  (See  Solutions  and  Problems). 
RITHMBTIC  (See  Solutions  and  Problems). 
lOQRAPHIES  (With  Portraits)— 

DeMorgan,  AugastUB,  by  Dr.  George  Bruce  Halsted         1-6 
Houel,  Chiillaume  Jales,  by  Dr.  George  Bruce  HaU^      99-101 
Newton,  Hubert  Anson,  by  Prof.  Andrew  W.  Phillips      67-71 
Sylvester,  James  Joseph,  by  Dr.  George  Bruce  Halsted.   169-168 
Vasiliev,  Alexander  Vasilievitch,  by  Dr.  George  Bruce  Halsted    265-267 
Wood ,  DeVolson    197-199 
Euler,  Leonhard,  by  B.  F.  Finkel   297-802 

^OOKS,  Reviewed,  33-34,  64-65,  98,  124-127,  158,  195-196,  281-234,  259-263, 
294-296,  324-328. 

EUmenlM  of  Analytical  Oeometry  of  Two  DimensionBf  by  Briot  and  Bouquet, — 
translated  and  edited  by  James  Harrington  Boyd,  88;  The  (huline$  of  QtMtter' 
nfOfu,  by  Lieutenant-Colonel  H.  W.  L.  Hime,  84 ;  Plane  Surveying,  by  Wil- 

liam G.  Raymond,  84 ;  DeterminanU,  by  J.  M.  Taylor,  64 ;  ElemenU  of  Theor- 

etical Phy9ic$,  by  Dr.  0.  Christiansen  .—translated  by  W.  F.  Magie,  66 ;  PH'n- 
eiples  of  Mechanism,  by  Stillman  W.  Robinson,  66;  (1)  Maeauley'i  Esiay  on 
Milton,  (2)  Shakespeare^B  Mideummer  Night*8  Dream,  (8)  Scott*8  Wooditock,  (4) 
Milton  L'AUegro,  II  Penaeroso,  Comun,  Lycidaa,  (6)  "George  Elliot's"  Sitae 
Mamer,  issued  by  American  Book  Company,  66;  ̂ n  Elementary  Treatise  on 

Plane  Trigonametry,  by  £.  W.  Hobson  and  C.  M.  Jessop,  66;  Composite  Oeom- 
etrieal  Figures,  by  George  A.  Andrews,  98 ;  NcUional  Geographic  Motiographs : 
(1)  Physiographic  Processes,  by  J.  W.  Powell,  (2)  Physiographic  Regions  of  the 
U.  8.,  by  J.  W.  Powell,  (8)  Lakes  and  Sinks  of  Nevada,  by  I.  C.  Russell,  (4) 
Mt.  Shasta,  by  J.  S.  Diller,  98;  Algebra  Reviews,  by  Edward  Rutledge  Rob- 
bins,  124;  Thoughts  on  Religion,  by  the  late  George  John  Romanes,— edited 
by  Charles  Gore,  124 ;  Darwin,  and  After  Darwin,  by  George  John  Romanes, 
124;  University  Algebra,  by  C.  A.  Van  Velser  and  Chas.  S.Slichter,  126;  Text- 
Book  on  Dynamics,  by  William  Briggs  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  126;  Theoretiedl 

Mechanics:  Fluids,  by  J.  Edward  Taylor,  126 ;  A  Treatise  on  Elementary  Hyd- 
rostatics, by  John  Greaves,  126 ;  Geometry  of  the  Similar  Figures  and  the  Plane, 

by  C  W.  C.  Barlow  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  126;  Modem  Plane  Geometry,  by 
G.  Richardson  and  A.  8.  Ramsey,  126;  Our  Notions  of  Number  and  Space,  by 
Herbert  Nichols,  assisted  by  W.  E.  Parsons,  126;  Business:  Forms,  Customs, 
and  Accounts,  by  Seymour  Eaton,  126;  Spencerian  System  of  Penmanship: 
Common  School  Course:  No.  10, — Connected  Business  Forms,  No.  11, — Double 
Entry  Bookkeeping,  126;  Patriotic  Citizenship,  by  Thomas  J.  Morgan,  127;  El- 
ftmentary  Lessons  in  Algebra,  by  Stewart  B.  Sabin  and  Charles  D.  Lowry,  127 ; 
Elements  of  Plane  Geometry,  by  John  Macnie, — edited  by  Emerson  E.  White, 
127 ;  Inductive  Studies  in  English  Grammar,  by  William  R.  Harper  and  Isaac 

M.  Burgess,  127,  Theory  of  DiscreU  Manifoldness,  by  F.  W.  Franklin,  168;  Re- 
cent  Books  on 'Quaternions,  by  Dr.  Alexander  Macfarlane,  168;  Application  of 
Hyperbolic  Analysis  to  the  Discharge  of  a  Condenser,  by  Dr.  Alexander  Macfar- 

lane, 168;  Introduction  to  American  Literature,  by  F.  V.  N.  Painter,  168,  Dif- 
ferenHal  EqucUionfi,  by  D.  A.  Murray,  195;  Analytical  Geometry,  by  F.  R.  Bail- 

ey and  F.  S.  Woods,  196;  Higher  Algebra,  by  George  Lilley,  196;  The  Non- 
Regular  Transitive  Substitution  Groups  whose  Order  is  the  Product  of  Three  Un- 

equal Prime  Numbers,  by  Dr.  G.  A.  Miller,  281 ;  A  History  of  the  United  StaUs, 



by  Allen  C.  Thomas,  281 ;  The  Tutoriol  Statics ^  by  William  Briggp  and  6.  H. 
Bryan,  281;  Orammar  School  Arithmetic  by  Qrades,  by  Eliakim  Hastings 
Moore,  282 ;  Elementary  Text-Book  of  Phytic*,  by  Prof.  Wm.  A.  Anthony  and 
Cyrus  F.  Brackett,— revised  by  Prof.  William  Francis  Magie,  282;  Theory  of 
Phytic*,  by  Joseph  S.  Ames,  282 ;  The  New  Arithmetic:  Part  One  for  Teachers, 
by  William  W.  Speer,  282 ;  Mathematical  Queetioru  and  Solutian$,  from  the 

"Educational  Times,"  283 ;  Descriptive  Geometry:  Straight  Line  and  Cuntet,  by 
William  J.  Meyers,  288 ;  Introduction  to  Infinite  Series,  by  William  P.  Osgood, 
283;  Intermediate  Algebra,  by  William  Briggs  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  2BS;  Elemen- 

tary and  Constructional  Geometry,  by  Edgar  H.  Nichols,  288;  The  Science 
of  Mechanics,  by  Dr.  Ernst  Mach, — translated  by  Thomas  J.  McCormaek,  284 : 
Elementary  Mathematical  Astronomy,  by  G.  W.  G.  Barlow  and  G.  H.  Bryan, 
284 ;  A  Text-Book  of  Light,  by  B.  Wallace  Stewart,  259 ;  On  the  TraneiHte  Sub^ 
stitution  Groups  that  are  Simply  Isomorphic  to  the  Symmetric  or  Alternating 
Group  of  Degree  Six,  by  Dr.  G.  A.  Miller,  260 ;  New  Principles  of  Geometrg  with 
Complete  Theory  of  Parallels,  by  Nicoldi  Ivdnovish  Lobach^vski, — translated 
by  Dr.  Greorge  Bruce  Halsted,  280 ;  A  Text-Book  of  Physics,  by  Edwin  H.  Hall 
and  Joseph  Y.  Bergen,  260;  Ordinary  Differential  Equations,  by  James  Morris 
Page,  260 ;  On  the  Primitive  Substitution  Groups  of  Degree  Fifteen,  by  Dr.  G.  A. 
Miller,  261 ;  Higher  Arithmetic,  by  WoQSter  Woodruff  Beman  and  David  Eu- 

gene Smith,  261 ;  A  Brief  Introduction  to  the  Infinitesimal  Calculus,  by  Irving 
Fisher,  261-268;  Plane  and  Solid  Analytical  Geometry,  by  Frederick  H.  Bailey 
and  Frederick  S.  Woods,  294 ;  Famous  Problems  of  Elementary  Geometry, 

translated  by  Wooster  Woodruff  Beman  and  David  Eugene  Smith,  294;  Pop- 
ular Scientific  Lectures,  bj  Dr.  Ernst  Mach, — translated  by  Thomas  J.  MoCor- 

mack,  294 ;  Field  Manual  for  Railroad  Engineers,  by  J.  0.  Nagle,  294 ;  A  Chap- 
ter in  the  History  of  Mathematics,  by  W.  W.  Beman,  295;  Darwin  and  After 

Darwin:  Part  II.,  Post- Darwinian  Questions,  by  Dr.  Romanes,  295;  The  /Vo6o- 
bility  of  Hit  when  the  Probable  Error  in  Aim  is  Known,  vnth  a  Comparieon  of 
the  Probabilities  of  Hit  by  the  Method  of  Independent  and  Parallel  Fires  from 
Mortar  Batteries,  by  Mansfield  Merriman,  296;  Contributions  to  the  Geometry 
of  the  Triangle,  by  Robert  J.  Aley,  296;  Elements  of  the  Differential  and  Integ^ 
ral  Calculus,  by  William  S.  Hall,  824;  The  Calculus  for  Engineers,  with  Appli- 

cations to  Technical  Problems,  by  Prof.  Robert  H.  Smith,  325;  The  Tutorial 
Trigonometry,  by  William  Briggs  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  825;  Regular  Pionts  of 
Linear  Differential  Equations  of  the  Second  Order,  by  Maxime  Bocher,  825 ; 
Pcut  and  Present  Tendencies  in  Engineering  Education,  by  Mansfield  Merrinmn, 
825;  Macfarlane  on  Discharge  of  Condenser,  by  Alexander  Macfarlane,  825; 
Numerical  Problems  in  Plane  Geometry,  by  J.  G.  Estill,  326;  Euclid:  Books  /. 

— /F.,  by  Rupert  Deakin,  326;  School  Geometry,  by  J.  Fred  Smith,326;  Infal- 
lible Logic,  by  Thomas  D.  Hawley,  326;  Elementary  Arithmetic,  hj  William 

W.  Speer,  327. 
DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS  (See  Solutions  and  Problems). 

EDITORIALS,  32.33,  63-64,  124,  194-196,  230-231,  259,  323-324. 
ERRATA,  66,  236,  828. 

GEOMETRY  (See  Solutions  and  Problems). 

MATHEMATICAL  PAPERS— 
Aley,  Robert  J.,  A  Device  for  Extracting  the  Square  Root  of  Certain  Sard 

Quantities      204- 
Bumham,  A.  C,  On  a  Solution  of  the  General  Biquadratic  Equation   243- 
On  the  Complex  Roots  of  Numerical  Equations  of  the  Third  and  Fourth 
Degree   201 



Galderhead,  J.  A.,  Equation  of  Payments       24&-247 
Calderhead,  James  A.,  and  Ben].  J.  Yaoneyt  New  and  Old  Proofs  of  the 
Pythagorean  Theorem   11-12,79-81,108-170,250-251,  287-268 

Graber,  M.  A«,  Integral  Sides  of  Right  Triangles    106-106 
Halsted,  George  Bruce,  Non-Euclidean  Geometry :  Historical  and  Expository 
  10,  77-79, 101-102, 170-171,  200.  247-249,  26^270,  807-808 

Heal,  Wm.  E.,  Some  Divisibility  Tests     .  171-172 
Hopkins,  G.  I.,  Euclidean  Geometry  Without  Disputed  Axioms    261-255 
Johnson,  Edgar  H.,  Concerning  Conies  through  Four  Points    104-105 
Kellogg,  Late  Ansel  N.,  Empirical  Formulae  for  Approximate  Computation . .    85-49 
Kummel],  Charles  H.,  Discussion  of  Merit  Contests  in  College  Examinations 

by  the  Method  of  Least  Squares    129-182 
Lilley,  Greorge,  Zero,  Infinitesimals,  Infinity,  and  the  Fundamental  Symbol 

of  Indetermination        255-259 

Lovett,  Edgar  Odell,  Sophus  Lie's  Transformation  Groups.  .287-242,  270-275,  806-818 

Lyle,  John "N.,  Multi-Directional  Geometry    128 
Macule,  John,  Introduction  to  Differentiation    172-175 
MiUer,  G.  A.,  On  the  Solution  of  the  Quadratic  Equation   5-9,    71-77 
Nicholson,  J.  W.,  A  Simple  Deduction  of  the  Differential  of  logx    806 
Philbrick,  P.  H.,  A  Theorem  on  Prismoid        108 

Boe,  £.  D.,  Jr.,  On  the  Circular  Points  at  Infinity   182-145,  286 
Two  Developments   k   »      82-66 

Stevens,  M.  C. ,  A  Method  for  Developing  cos^  «  and  ski^  i    108-104 
Tanney,  Ben].  F.,  and  James  A.  Calderhead,  New  and  Old  Proofs  of  the 
Pythagorean  Theorem   11-12,79-81,168-170,250-251,267-269 

Zerr,  G.  B.  M.,  Moments  of  Inertia. . :       808-806 
SCHANIC8  (See  Solutions  and  Problems). 

[SCELLANEOUS  (See  Solutions  and  Problems). 

)TE8,  96-98,  122-123,  291-294. 
International  Congress  of  Mathematicians  at  Zurich  in  1897,  by  Dr.  (George 

Bruce  Halsted,9B-97;'*The  same  old  blunder,"  by  Dr.  Halsted,  97-98;  Death 
of  James  Joseph  Sylvester,  98 ;  Notes  on  Problem  39,  by  Lewis  Neikirk  and 

J.  B.  Webb,  119-120;  Note  on  Mr.  Becher's  Article  in  October  (1896)  number 
of  MoNTHT^T,  by  J.  R.  Baldwin,  122;  Note  on  Professor  Lilley's  Criticism 
(Monthly,  Vol.  HI.,  No.  8)  of  the  Solution  IV.  (Vol.  II.,  page  190),  by  Wm. 
E.  Heal,  122-128;  Multi-Directional  Geometry,  by  John  N.  Lyle,  128;  Death 
of  Prof.  OUis  Howard  Kendall,  124;  Death  of  De  Volson  Wood,  281 ;  Correc- 

tions and  Revisions  of  the  Article  "On  the  Circular  Points  at  Infinity,"  286; 
The  Irving  Hopkins  Fallacy,  by  George  Bruce  Halsted,  291 ;  Note  on  Profes- 

sor Hopkin's  paper  on  **£uclidean  Geometry  without  Disputed  Axioms,"  by 
Ben].  F.  Yanney,  291;  Note*  on  Dr.  Lilley's  Article  in  the  October  number, 
by  Prof.  Milton  L.  Comstock,  292;  Note  on  Dr.  Lilley's  Article,  by  Henry 
Heaton,  292;  Note  on  the  Same  Article,  by  Editor  Finkel,  293. 

>RTRAITS,  Facing  pages  1,  67,  99,  169,  197,  237,  265. 
DeMorgan,  1 ;  H.  A.  Newton,  67 ;  Houel,  99;  Sylvester,  169 ;  De  Volson  Wood, 
197 ;  Zerr,  Arnold.  Heal,  Drummond,  Anthony,  237 ;  Vasiliev,  265. 

CRIODICALS,  34,  66,  127-128,  196^,  234-236,  263-264,  296,  327-328. 
>LUTIONS  AND  PROBLEMS. 

ARITHMETIC. 

Account,  A  owes  me  $100  due  in  2  years,  and  I  owe  him  $200  due  in  4  years, 
when  can  I  pay  him  $100  to  settle  equitably  ?     No.  70      12-18 



Aoooant,  if  he  owes  me  |200  and  I  owe  him  $100,  when  he  can  pay  $100  to  set- 
tle.   No.  71   60 

Aoooont,  same  as  No.  70,  except  that  interest  draws  interest  to  time  of  set- 
tlement.   No.  78    87 

Bonds,  how  much  more,  qaotatiotions  given,  was  a  $1000  U.  8.  bond  worth 
in  London  than  in  Philadelphia.    No.  74   106, 146 

Gask,  how  much  water  in  wine  cask  after  drawing  and  supplying  water,  and 
then  drawing  mixture  and  adding  wine.    No.  80    176-177 

Gattle,  to  find  how  many  horses,  eows  and  sheep  a  Texan  owns.     No.  78 —  147, 210 
Elephants,  to  divide  an  estate  of  17,  among  three  sons.    No.  76           100 
Field,  length  and  quality  given,  to  find  worth.    No.  72      60^1 
Gk>ld  pieces,  to  find  how  many  $20  pieces  in  a  room.     No.  70       175-176 
Notes,  what  must  be  paid  on  certain  date  for  three  notes  of  same  date,  due 

at  different  tiroes,  to  realise  S%  compound  interest  on  investment.  No.  88  275-276 
Sun,  to  find  distance  body  will  fall  in  first  second,  on  the  sun.     No.  81           200 
Train,  time  to-count  clicking  of  rails  under,  that  number  counted  may  equal 

speed  of  train  in  miles  per  hour.     No.  77   146-147 
Traveling,  to  find  find  distance  traveled  by  each  of  two  men.  No.  82   20(^210 
Trench,  men  digging,  for  loaves,  to  find  worth  of  barrel  of  fiour,  in  problem 

in  proportion.    No.  75           100 
ALGEBRA. 

Algebraic  equation,  prove  that  x^  ±  ocn-i^z^-i^   -|-(i  1)«— ijt-f  (±  1  )■  = 
ixw  ly^  ±  A{x:f  iyn-l^B(x:f  l)n-~ii:   -f(i:l)*a^.    No.  68      6SW4 

Equation,  in  f(a-\-x)-\-fia-'X)^fc,  to  find  x.     No.  70    147-140 
Limit,  to  find  limit  of  given  expression,  when  a:=0.    No.  71    149-lGO 
Prove  that  [2  k«+F«1/[4+  »'6—  V2]=  Vd—  V2-\-  I'S— 2.    No.  72   210-211 
Quadrilateral  farm,in8criptible  and  circumscriptible,  with  area,  ete.,  given, ' 

to  find  sides  of  farm.    No.  75      815-618 
Series,  sum  to  n  terms,  nco8«  -f  (n— l)co82«  -f  (n->2)co88#  ,  ete.  No.  68      51-68 
Solve  according  to  given  conditions :    ̂ xTi-{-^x=S/yi+x.    No.  74   814-815 
Worth,  to  find  of  each  of  6  persons,  under  conditions  given  in  the  problem. 

No.  73    211-212 
GEOMETRY. 

Aley's  problems  involving  proofs  in  the  geometry  of  the  triangle.    Nos.  71, 
73,  and  74   177-178,  178-179 

Card,  to  divide  a  square,  into  right-lined  sections,  that  a  given  rectangle  can 
be  formed  from  them ;  likewise,  a  square  from  a  rectangular  card.    No.  60  150-162 

Carpet,  to  find  length  of  piece  that  can  be  placed  diagonally  in  room.  No.  67    87-80 
Circle,  divided  at  A,  Ai  ̂   A%  ̂   At   into  n  equal  parts,  has  diameter 

through  A  and  0  Joined  with  points  of  division,  to  prove  that  OAi  —Oils 
-f  0.4s  —0.44  +   ±  0.44(«=.i) .     No.  68    110-111 

Curve,  formula  for  area  of  given,  to  find  (unsolved).    No.  72           178 
Ellipse,  to  find  area  of,  which  is  isogonal  conjugate  to  a  given  straight  line 

with  respect  to  given  triangle.    No.  77    214-215 
Hyperbola,  locus  of  points  whose  polars  with  respect  to  a  given  parabola 

touch  circle  of  curvature  at  vertex  is  an  equilateral.    No.  66       15-16 
Locus  of  ultimate  intersections  of  plane,  passing  through  (0, 0,  c)  and  touch- 

ing circle  a:»  -f  !/*  =«*  ,  «=0.    No.  75    180-181 
Normals  to  parabola,  required  number  that  can  be  drawn  from  any  point. 

No.  78    276-278 
Parabola,  to  prove  that  locus  of  center  of  circle  which  passes  through  vertex 

of  a,  and  through  its  intersections  with  a  normal  chord  is  the  parabola  2yS 
=ax—a^  .    No.  70    111-112 

^ 



Qoadrilateiml,  sides  given,  and  diagonals  eqaal,  to  find  them,  and  also  area. 
No.  48          66-M 

Qaadrilateral,  to  oonstmct  of  given  area,  the  diagonals  given,  cutting  each 
other  in  given  ratios,  and  at  given  angle.    No.  70    278-270 

Ratio  of  ilO  to  OA' ,  where  0  is  center  of  inscribed  circle,  and  AO  produced 
meets  circamcirole  in  A' .    No.  74        170 

Steiner's  ellipse,  axes  of,  are  parallel  to  Simson's  lines  belonging  to  extrem- 
ities of  Brocaid's  Diameter.    No.  65      18-16 

Triangular  piece  of  land,  to  find  dimensions  of,  when  lines  from  point  with- 
in, to  angles,  etc.,  given.    No.  76    212-218 

CALCULUS. 

Bucket,  in  form  of  frustum  of  cone,  with  diameters  at  base  and  top,  and  it^s 
perpendicular  height,  given,  to  find  height  to  which  water  contained  there- 

in will  rise  when  bucket  is  overturned.    No.  62   810-828 
Cardioid,  to  find  length  of  closed  curve  of,  its  area,  maximum  longitudinal 
circumference  of  solid  generated,  if  made  to  revolve  about  its  axis,  etc. 
No.  66       10-21 

Curve,  polar  equation  given,  to  find  loops  and  area.     No.  61    818-810 
Differential  equation  solved.    No.  60    216-217 
Horse  tethered  by  rope  to  post  in  circular  fence  around  circular  piece  of 
ground,  to  find  ground  fed  over.     No.  66       16-10 

Leaf  of  strophoid,  in  leaf  of,  find  axis  of  inscribed  leaf  of  lemniscate,  and  in 
leaf  of  lemniscate  find  axis  of  inscribed  leaf  of  strophoid.    No.  40    162-166 

Method  for  finding  locus  of  intersection  of  two  lines,  one  of  which  passes 
tlirough  a  fixed  point  and  rotates  uniformly  about  this  point,  and  the  oth- 

er passes  through  a  point  which  moves  uniformly  along  the  arc  of  a  given 
circle,  and  rotates  about  this  point.    No.  68   67-60,    60-00 

Solve  the  equation  (l-^x*  )d»  y/dafl^  — (2a:)dy/<ix-|-2y=d.    No.  67      6ft-67 
Sphere— cone,  to  remove  given  part  of  sphere  by  conical  hole,  whose  axis  is 

that  of  sphere,  and  vertex  at  surface  of  same,  and  find  height  of  cone  and 
diameter  of  its  base.    No.  60    217-210 

MECHANICS. 

Ball,  particle,  motion  of,  at  given  latitude,  if  earth  a  perfect  sphere  with 
frictionless  surface.    No.  41   22,    60-60 

Gannon-ball,  projected  upward  with  given  velocity,  to  find  height  to  which 
will  rise  and  the  time  of  fiight.     No.  46           118 

Gassinian  oval,  to  find  law  of  the  force  that  the  orbit  may  be.     No.  40    22 
Ghain,  if  a,  of  given  length  is  hung  over  a  smooth  peg  with  one  end  higher 

than  the  other  and  let  go,  to  find  time  chain  will  run  off  the  pin.  No.  62. .  270-281 
Equilibrium,  position  of,  of  center  of  triangle,  whose  sides  repulse  a  center 

of  force  with  an  intensity  that  varies  inversely  as  the  distance  of  center  of 
force  from  each  side.    No.  44   112-118,  166-167 

Hiawatha,  to  find  how  "swift  of  foot."    No.  61    220-221 
Lens,  focus  of  convex  surface  of  a  plano-convex,  which  will  converge  parallel 

monochromatic  rays  to  a  given  focus.    No.  47              116 
Locus  of  center  of  gravity,  to  find,  of  an  arc  of  constant  length  for  a  para- 

bola.    No.68           281 

Quadrilateral,  to  find  pressure  of  water  upon  in  given  problem,  and  the  pos- 
ition of  the  center  of  mean  pressure.    No  60   210-220 

Bings,  two  equal  heavy,  connected  by  string  over  a  peg  at  focus  of  a  conic, 
will  be  in  equilibrium  at  all  points  on  the  curve.    No.  48      116 



Stick  of  timber,  rectangalar,  of  known  dimensions,  placed  on  platform ,  etc., 
when  and  in  what  manner  will  strike  the  ground.     No.  49   181-10 

Vibration  of  particle,  to  find  time  of,  slightly  displaced  from  center  of  a  sol- 
id cylinder  in  direction  of  axis.     No.  42   

Weights,  two  rest  on  concave  side  of  a  parabola  whose  axis  Is  horiiontal, 

and  are  connected  by  a  string  over  a  peg  at  focus.    No.  48      00-tt 
Woman— moon,  how  long  for  old  lady  to  go  up,  "if  tossed  in  a  basket  ninety 

times  as  high  as  the  moon."    No.  46    114-llS 
DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

Field,  to  find  sides  and  area  of  rectangular,  enclosed  with  fence  and  subdi- 
vided by  fences  on  both  diagonals.    No.  49           IM 

Least  values,  to  find,  of  x  and  y  in  integers,  in  afi  — 114^yS  =7  8.    No.  68 —  281-281 
'*Magic  Square,"  prove  that  a,  of  9  integral  elements,  whose  rows,  eolonins, 

and  diagonals  have  a  constant  sum,  is  only  possible  when  this  sum  is  a 
multiple  of  three.    No.  62           189 

Number,  if  any  positive  integral,  be  divided  by  another,  with  remainder  of 
one,  then  any  positive  integral  power  of  first  divided  by  second,  will  leave 
a  remainder  1.    No.  48      28-29 

Parallelopiped,  edges  of  a  rectangular,  within  1  of  a  given  proportion « etc, 
to  find  integral  values  for  x.    No.  60    186-lflT 

Series  of  values,  find  two,  for  x  in  integral  terms  of  a  and  &,  in  the  expresaion  . 
22*  — 2ax+6a.    No.  64    282-2811 

Sum  of  two  consecutive  integral  squares  equals  a  square,  to  find  six  seta  of 
values.    No.  47      24-28 

Triangular  square  numbers,  the  difference  between  the  roots  of  two  sucoea- 
sive  triangular  numbers,  that  are  also  square  numbers,  equals  the  sum  of 
two  successive  integral  numbers,  the  sum  of  whose  squares  will  be  a  square 
Dumber.    No.  51    189-UI 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Average  length  of  chords  drawn  from  every  point  of  circumference  in  circle 
of  given  radius,  through  a  point  a  given  dist.  from  center,  etc.    No.  48  98,  117-118 

Base  ball,  to  find  the  probability  of  either  team  winning,  when  score  at  end 
of  fifth  inning  is  given.    No.  46    118-111 

Chance  that  sixteenth  day  will  be  cloudy,  if  clear  for  fifteen  consecutive 
days.     No.  66                   2M 

Church,  probability  that  A  and  B  will  be  at,  and  C  not,  when  previous  at- 
tendance of  each  is  given.    No.  42    80 

Chords,  average  length  of  all,  that  may  be  drawn  from  one  extremity  of  the 
major  axis  of  an  ellipse,  if  drawn  at  equal  angular  intervals.    No<  44      98-M 

Circular  field,  to  find  chance  that  at  least  two  of  four  men,  starting  from 
random  points  on  circumference,  at  random  courses,  across  it,  will  meet. 
No.  48           119 

Desert,  to  find  probability  that  a  man  at  center  of  circular,  will  be  off  in  a 
given  time.    No.  39   .29, 80-61,         120 

Dice,  to  find  expectations  of  one  of  the  players.    No.  48           190 
Ellipse,  to  find  average  length  of  the  chords  drawn  by  loining  every  point  t>f, 

with  every  other  point.     No.  40      29-80 
Ellipse,  to  find  average  length  of  the  chords  that  may  be  drawn  from  one  ex- 

tremity of  the  major  axis  to  every  point  of  the  curve.    No.  47           119 
Man  at  center  of  circle,  when  diamet<er  equals  three  of  his  steps,  to  find  the 

probability  that  he  will  step  outside  of  circle  at  two,  and  also  at  three 
steps.    No.  54       288-2M 



Mean  area  of  divisions,  when  line  drawn  at  random  across  the  chord  and  given 
arc  of  circular  segment.    No.  41    80 

Notes  on  problem  No.  39     119-120 
Segment,  find  average  volume  of,  cut  off  from  sphere  by  plane.    No.  67    192-198 
Sentences,  chances  two  pupils  will  translate  words  in,  from  Latin,  in  same 

order.     No.  68  (unsolved)         68 
Straight  line,  chance  that  no  part  greater  than  h,  if  one  of  given  length  is 

divided  into  three  parts  by  two  points  taken  at  random.    No.  62   221-222 
Square  and  triangle,  to  find  average  arc  common  to  both,  if  fastened  togeth- 

er and  thrown  on  floor  at  random.    No.  49    191 

Triangles — lines — chords,  to  find  average  area  and  length,  respectively,  in 
the  given  problem..  No.  60    191-198 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Gentroid  to  give  general  proof  that,  determines  that  point  from  which  sum 
of  distance  to  all  other  points  of  a  given  area  is  the  minimum.    No.  49 —         286 

Conical  section,  to  find  volume  of  a  segment  of  aright  cone,  whose  diameter 
and  perpendicular  is  given,  if  section  is  parallel  with  perpendicular  of  cone 
and  includes  k  of  its  circumference  at  base.    No.  62    287-289 

Ecliptic,  what  points  of,  were  rising,  setting,  and  on  the  meridian,  in  given 
latitude  and  longitude,  at  given  time.    No.  47    226-227 

EUipse,  to  describe  curve  marked  out  by  foci,  if  ellipse  confined  to  one  ver- 
tical plane  is  suspended  from  a  fixed  point  in  space,  coincident  with  a  mov- 
able point  on  its  circumference.    No.  41     82 

Hanging  bar,  to  describe  and  analyse  curve  traced  on  wall  by  two  ends  of, 
suspended  at  two  ends  by  string  over  peg  in  perpendicular  wall.    No.  41. .    81-82 

Locus  of  P,  if  base  BC  of  triangle  ABC  is  2c,  sum  of  two  sides  2a,  and  BP 
always  perpendicular  to  AB,  and  cuts  AC  in  P.    No.  46    226-226 

Moon,  in  case  of  mischaneCf  with  what  force  cow  Jumping  over,  would  have 
struck  Her  Lunar  Majesty  in  the  face.    No.  48            227 

Numbers,  required  several,  each  of  which  when  divided  by  10  leaves  9 ;  by  9 
Ieaves8,etc.    No.46   228-224 

Path  of  moon,  describe  and  compute  actual  of,  in  July  and  August,  1886. 
No.  60  (unsolved)           286 

Path  of  squirrel,  to  find,  when  squirrel  Jumps  from  top  of  one  tree  to  top 
of  another  of  different  height.    No.  44    96 

Shafts  falling,  to  find  time  in  which  each  of  two  cylindrical  iron  shafts, 
standing  perpendicular  at  the  sea  level,  fall  in  still  air.    No.  40    81 

Stock  dealer  traveling  and  buying  and  selling  stock,  from  data  given  to  find 
how  far  he  traveled  from  home  the  entire  trip,  cost  of  each  head  of  stock 

and  entire  gain.    No.  61    286-286 
Triangle,  to  find,  whose  sides  and  median  lines  are  commensurable.    No.  42    94-M 
Triangle,  to  find,  if  possible, a  right  angled,  the  bisectors  of  the  acute  angles 

of  which  can  be  expressed  in  integral  whole  numbers.    No.  43    96 
Volume  of  a  segment  of  a  right  cone,  to  find  when  diameter  and  perpendic- 

ular of  cone  are  given,  if  section  parallel  with  perpendicular  of  cone  and 
includes  k  of  its  circumference  at  base.    No.  62    287-289 
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BIOOSAPHT. 

DE  MORGAN. 

BY  GEORGE  BRUCE  HAL8TED. 

tUGUSTUS  DE  MORGAN  is  fortunately  a  well-known  character.     The 
world  has  an  excellent  sketch  of  him  by  his  pupil  Jevons  in  the  Ency- 

clopaedia Britannica,  from  which  I  copy  literally  some  of  the  prelimin- 
ary biographic  data  here  given.      If  I  am  able  to  add  anything  specific- 

'  new  to  this  part  of  the  paper,  it  is  from  a  life-long  study  of  his  works,  and 
ly  conversations  about  him  with  the  great  Sylvester,  who  knew  him  very 
mately. 

Augustus  De  Morgan  was  born  in  June,  1806,  in  India.     On  his  mother's 
he  was  descended  from  James  Dodson,  F.  R.  S.,  author  of  the  Anti-Loga- 

tnic  Canon  and  other  mathematical  works  of  merit,  and  a  friend  of  De  Moivre. 
Augustus  lost  one  eye  in  bis  early  infancy,  and  this  prevented  his  joining  in 

usual  games.     He  read  algebra  ''like  a  novel,''  and  pricked  out  equations  on 
school  pew  instead  of  listening  to  the  sermons. 

When  16  years  old  he  entered  Trinity  College,  Cambridge,  and  studied  his 
hematics  partly  under  the  tuition  of  Airy,  making  many  friends,  including 
teachers  Whewell  and  Peacock.     In  1825  he  gained  a  Trinity  Scholarship. 

But  De  Morgan's  attention  was  by  no  means  confined  to  mathematics,  and 
love  of  wide  reading  somewhat  interfered  with  his  success  in  the  mathemat- 
tripos,  in  which  he  took  fourth  place  in  1827,  before  he  had  completed  his 

;  year. 
He  was  prevented  from  taking  his  M.  A.  degree,  or  from  obtaining  a  fel- 



lowship,  by  his  conscientious  objection  to  signing  the  theological  teats  then  re- 

qnired  from  masters  of  arts  and  Fellows  at  Cambridge.  Jevons  bmjb^  ''a  strong 
repugnance  to  any  sectarian  restraint  upon  the  freedom  of  opinion  was  one  of  De 

Morgan's  most  marked  characteristics  throughout  life." 
A  career  in  his  own  university  being  thus  closed  against  him,  on  the 

twenty-third  of  February,  1 828,  he  was  elected  Professor  ef  Mathematics  in  Uni- 
versity College,  London,  and  began  lecturing  at  the  early  age  of  22  years. 
But  the  regents  of  this  College  claimed  the  right  of  dismissing  a  professoi 

without  assigning  reasons,  and  acted  upon  this  principle  in  dismissing  the  Pro- 

fessor of  Anatomy.  Immediately  De  Morgan  resigned  in  protest.  After  the* 
regulations  were  changed  he  was  invited  to  resume  his  chair,  was  reappointed, 
and  served  for  the  next  80  years.  His  dislike  to  honorary  titles  led  him  to  refiue 
the  offer  of  LL.  D.  from  the  University  of  Edinburgh. 

In  1866  a  discussion  arose  as  to  the  true  interpretation  of  the  prindpls  of 
religious  neutrality  avowedly  adopted  by  the  College.  De  Morgan  held  that  any 

consideration  of  a  candidate's  ecclesiastical  position  or  creed  or  lack  of  creed  wai 
inconsistent  with  the  principle.  In  protest  against  a  violation  of  this  principle 
he  resigned  a  second  time  in  a  letter  dated  November  10th,  1866.  He  wai 

always  remarkably  free  from  any  touch  of  sordid  self-interest. 
As  a  teacher,  De  Morgan  was  particularly  gifted.  A  voluminous  writer  on 

mathematics,  he  contributed  essentially  to  those  expansions  of  the  fiindamental 
concepts  which  have  rendered  possible  the  new  algebras,  such  as  Quaternions, 
and  have  generalized  the  whole  idea  of  a  mathematical  algorithm,  until  now  an 

American  produces  a  thesis  entitled  ̂ ^Mathematics  the  Science  of  Algorithms." 
His  logical  work  alone  would  give  De  Morgan  lasting  fame.  Here 

he  stands  alongside  his  immortal  contemporary,  Boole.  The  eternally  memora- 

ble year  in  the  history  of  Logic  was  1847,  in  which  George  Boole  issued  'The 

Mathematical  Analysis  of  Logic,  being  an  Essay  toward  a  Calculus  of 'Deductive 
Reasoning,"  von  Staudt  published  his  ̂ 'Geometrie  der  Lage,"  a  mathematics  ut- 

terly freed  from  any  idea  of  quantity,  a  mathelnatics  strictly  qualitative,  and  De 

Morgan  printed  his  fundamental  treatise,  called  **Formal  Logic ;  or,  the  Calculoi 
of  Inference,  Necessary  and  Probable." 

The  great  memoirs  produced  in  1850,  1858.  1860,  1863  are  preserved,  if 

buried,  in  the  inaccessible  **  Cam  bridge  Philosophical  Transactions."  De  Mor* 
gan's  great  combination  of  logical  with  mathematical  learning,  and  his  prominent 
position  in  London,  the  great  metropolis,  made  him  the  man  to  whom  resorted 

all  the  Circle-Squarers,  Angle-Trisectors,  Perpetual- Motionists,  Triangle-Angl^ 
sumers.  Adding  this  curious  experience  to  his  great  bibliographic  knowledge  of 
what  had  been  attempted  in  that  way  in  the  past,  he  formed  a  large  book  called 

''A  Budget  of  Paradoxes,"  which  is  one  of  the  most  interesting  trestieei 
ever  written  on  what  may  be  called  extended  fallacies.  This  charming  book  hts 

steadily  advanced  in  market  price  until  I  find  it  cited  in  Macmillan's  Catalogae 
No.  245  (1086)  at  fifty  shillings  per  copy. 

It  was  De  Morgan  who  first  gave  a  thorough  treatment  of  contrary,  neg»- 



tive,  or  contradictory  tenns,  though  in  just  the  Bense  I  have  heard  babies  use 
tbem  while  learning  our  language.  But  remember  it  is  Darwinism  that  has  since 

taught  the  world  to  learn  at  the  feet  of  babes.  Bain  says  :  '^According  to  the  true 
view  of  contrariety,  as  given  by  De  Morgan,  the  negative  is  a  remainder,  gained 
by  the  subtraction  of  the  positive  from  the  universe  ;  the  negative  of  X  is  U-^-X^ 
and  may  be  symbolized  by  a  distinct  mark,  x  ;  whence  X  and  x  are  the  opposites 

under  a  given  universe  ;  not  —X  is  2,  and  not— x  is  AT." 
Of  the  separation  of  logic  and  mathematic  De  Morgan  says  :  ''The  effect 

has  been  unfortunate.  .  .  .  The  sciences  of  which  we  speak  may  be  consid- 
ered either  as  disciplines  of  the  mind,  or  as  instruments  in  the  investigation  of 

nature  and  the  advancement  of  the  arts.  In  the  former  point  of  view  their  object 
iq  to  strengthen  the  power  of  logical  deduction  by  frequent  examples ;  to  give  a 
view  of  the  difference  between  reasoning  on  probable  premises  and  on  certain  ones 
by  the  construction  of  a  body  of  results  which  in  no  case  involve  any  of  the  un- 

certainty arising  from  the  previous  introduction  of  what  may  be  false  ;  to  estab- 
lish confidence  in  abstract  reasoning  by  the  exhibition  of  processes  whose  results 

may  be  verified  in  many  ways ;  to  help  in  enabling  to  acquire  correct  notions  of 
generalization  ;  to  give  caution  in  receiving  that  which  at  first  sight  appears  good 
reasoning ;  to  instill  a  correct  estimate  of  the  powers  of  the  mind  by  pointing  out 
the  enormous  extent  of  the  consequences  which  may  be  developed  out  of  a  few  of 
its  most  fundamental  notions  ;  and  to  give  the  luxury  of  pursuing  a  study  in  which 
self-interest  cannot  lay  down  premises  nor  deduce  conclusions. 

As  instruments  in  the  investigation  of  nature  and  the  advancement  of  the 
arts  it  is  the  object  of  these  two  sciences  to  find  out  truth  in  every  matter 
in  which  nature  is  to  be  investigated,  or  her  powers  and  those  of  the  mind  to  be 
applied  to  the  physical  progress  of  the  human  race,  or  their  advancement  in  the 

knowledge  of  the  material  creation." 
De  Morgan  was  fond  of  laughing  at  the  metaphysicians.  He  says  :  ''We 

know  all  about  can  and  cannot  from  our  cradles ;  we  never  feel  the  same  assur- 
ance about  is  and  Ib  not, 

A  philosopher,  in  a  dark  age,  may  determine  to  set  out  with  a  knowledge 
of  the  naturally  possible  and  impossible  ;  but  not  even  a  philosopher  ever  pre- 

tended to  set  out  with  a  knowledge  of  the  existent  and  non-existent." 
Aristotle  and  all  the  old  logicians  said  that  the  whole  of  the  middle  term 

must  be  taken  in  at  least  one  of  the  premises.  As  they  put  it,  the  middle  term 
must  be  distributed  at  least  once  in  the  premises,  otherwise  the  minor  term  may 
be  compared  with  one  part  and  the  major  \vith  another  part  of  it.     From 

Some  men  are  poets. 
Some  men  are  Indians, 

nothing  follows.  But  the  Aristotelians  were  wrong,  as  De  Morgan  clearly  showed 
in  his  doctrine  of  Plurative  Judgments.  For  example,  if  we  have  given  the 
premises, 



Most  men  are  nnednoatad. 
Most  men  are  sopersUtioiiB, 

according  to  Aristotle  we  are  not  warranted  in  drawing  any  conclusion ;  for  the 
middle  term  is  men,  and  in  neither  premise  is  anjrthing  said  about  all  men. 

But,  in  point  of  fact,  we  can  draw  the  perfectly  valid  conclusion, 
Some  unednoated  men  are  snperstitions. 

Again  Aristotle  is  contradicted  by  numerically  definite  judgments.  In  these 

there  is  inference  when  the  quantities  of  the  middle  term  in  the  two  premhes  to- 
gether exceed  the  whole  quantity  of  that  term. 
Lambert  first  thought  of  this  principle.  De  Morgan  reconceived  it  aod 

extended  its  use. 

Suppose  we  grant  the  premises, 
Two-thirds  of  all  adolts  are  women. 

The  number  of  women  who  have  been  married  is  never  greater  than  the  total 
number  of  men.     It  follows  that  half  the  entire  number  of  women  are  single. 

Still,  easy  and  certain  as  such  reasoning  is,  it  may  be  difficult  to  alogidan 
trained  only  in  the  traditional  logic. 

In  a  Princeton  '* Manual  of  Logic"  the  only  numerically  definite  syllogism 
given  was  erroneous,  and  stood  so  for  years.  I  stated  this  to  the  author,  and  in 
the  latest  stereotyped  edition  it  has  been  changed.  The  Syllogism  he  gave  was 
as  follows : 

"60  out  of  every  100  are  onreflecUng. 
**eo  oat  of  every  100  are  restless. 
"Therefore,  20  oat  of  every  100  restless  persons  are  onrelleetlng.*' 

After  pointing  out  to  him  the  fault  in  what  he  had  been  teaching  for  years, 
the  following  has  been  substituted  : 

"60  oat  of  this  100  are  onreflectlng. 
"60  oat  of  this  100  are  restless. 
"  .*.  20  restless  persons  are  nnreflectins. * '  I 

But  De  Morgan's  greatest  work  was  connected  with  his  development  of  the 
Logic  of  Relatives,  independently  discovered  by  Robert  Leslie  Ellis  after  reading 

Boole's  **Laws  of  Thought." 
One  of  De  Morgan's  last  memoirs,  in  the  tenth  volume  of  the  "Cambridge 

Transactions,"  was  on  the  Logic  of  Relations,  which  is,  in  the  mathematical 
sense,  a  far-reaching  generalization  of  the  old  logic.  In  our  modern  mathematics 
everything  is  generalized  as  far  as  possible.  Every  study  of  a  generalization 
gives  additional  power  over  the  particular.  We  need  to  go  beyond  and  lookback 
from  an  elevation. 

Any  first-rate  mathematician  working  in  logic  would  attempt  to  general- 
ize, and,  in  fact,  Boole  generalized  the  scholastic  logic  in  a  manner  entirely  dif- 

ferent from  De  Morgan.  In  De  Morgan's  view  of  the  subject,  the  purely  formal 
proposition  with  judgment  wholly  void  of  matter,  is  seen  in  * 'There  is  the  probt- 
bility'x  that  X  is  in  the  relation  L  to  F."  The  syllogism  is  the  determination ot 
the  relation  which  exists  between  two  objects  of  thought  bymeansof  the  relation 



in  which  each  of  them  stands  to  some  third  ohject  which  is  the  middle  term. 

The  pure  general  form  of  the  syllogism,  when  its  premises  are  absolutely  assert- 

ed, is  as  follows :  A'is  in  the  relation  L  to  Y,  Y  is  in  the  relation  Mio  Z;  there- 
fore X  is  in  the  relation  '*L  of  3f,"  compounded  of  L  and  JIf ,  to  Z.  In  ordinary 

logic  the  actual  composition  of  the  relation  is  made  by  our  consciousness  of  its 
iranntive  character.  A  relation  is  transitive  when,  being  compounded  with  it- 

self, it  reproduces  itself;  that  is,  L  is  transitive  when  every  L  of  L  is  L  ;  for  ex- 

ample ''brother.*' 
Thus  De  Morgan  broke  away  from  that  paltry  narrowness  which  asserts 

that  our  minds  in  pure  thinking  can  use  nothing  but  the  relation  of  identity ;  from 
the  Jevons  sophism  that  thought  cannot  move  because  all  thought  is  the  substi- 

tution of  identicals. 

So  we  see  that  in  logic,  as  in  mathematics,  we  may  develop  a  whole  sys- 
tem of  theorems  about  symbols  which  are  to  be  used  in  a  given  manner ; 

and  then  to  make  this  whole  system  true  of  a  desired  relation  or  subject  matter 
we  have  only  to  show  that  this  relation  or  subject  matter  fulfills  the  few  funda- 

mental principles  of  the  system. 
De  Morgan  treated  of  convertible  and  inconvertible  relatives,  repeating 

relatives;  non-repeating  relatives,  transitive  and  intransitive  relatives,  and  inaug- 
nrated  a  general  system. 

To  what  tremendous  estate  this  system  has  grown  may  be  seen  in  the  649 

pages  of  Ernst  Schroeder's  Treatise,  "Algebra  und  Logik  der  Relative ;"  Leipzig, 
Teubner,  1895,  on  whose  first  page,  as  founder  of  the  system,  stands  the  name 
of  Augustus  De  Morgan. 

ON  THE  SOLXrriON  OF  THE  aUADBATIC  EaUATION. 

By  0.  A.  MILLER,  Pb.  D.,  Paris,  Fninee. 

One  of  the  most  important  applications  of  substitution  groups  occurs  in 
the  theory  of  the  solution  of  algebraic  equations.     It  seems  desirable  that  a  fairly 
Complete  discussion  of  the  solution  of  the  quadratic  equation  should  precede  the 
study  of  this  application.     It  is  hoped  that  this  discussion  will  not  be  without 
interest  in  itself  even  if  the  facts  with  which  we  have  to  deal  are  well  known.  As 

we  shall  need  a  clear  idea  of  the  domain  of  rationality  we  shall  first  develop  sev- 
eral elementary  concepts  which  involve  the  notion  of  groups  and  naturally  lead 

to  the  more  general  concept  of  the  domain  of  rationality. 
Let  us  first  consider  the  totality  of  numbers  (T,)  formed  by  all  the  posi- 

tive integers,*  each  positive  integer  occurring  once  and  only  once.     By  adding 

•We  shall  thronghont  oonflne  our  attention  to  the  finite.    Not  only  are  the  nomben  to  be  regarded 
aiB  Unite  but  the  number  of  times  that  a  Riven  operation  is  to  be  performed  is  also  to  be  considered  finite. 
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any  one  of  these  to  itself  or  to  any  other  number  in  T]  we  obtain  no  new  num- 
ber. We  may  therefore  say  that  T]  forms  a  group  (Gj)  with  respect  to  addition. 

It  is  evident  that  T,  also  forms  a  group  (G,)  with  respect  to  multiplicatioD. 

Bach  of  these  two  groups  contains  an  indefinite  number  of  subgroups.*  To  ev- 
ery subgroup  of  G|  there  corresponds  a  subgroup  of  O^  which  contains  the  same 

numbers  but  the  converse  is  not  true.  For  instance,  all  the  positive  integral 
powers  of  any  prime  number  form  a  subgroup  of  O^f  but  they  do  not  form  a 
subgroup  of  6r|. 

We  shall  not  enter  upon  the  discussion  of  the  subgroups  found  in  O^  and  (4, 
but  only  call  attention  to  a  few  of  the  most  simple  ones.  All  the  even  positive 
integers  clearly  form  a  subgroup  of  both  of  these  groups.  We  may  inquire  what 
is  the  smallest  subgroup  that  contains  any  given  positive  integer  a.     In  Of  tbii 

subgroup  is  a*  ,  ̂ =1,  2,  3,   while  in  G,  this  subgroup  is  /9a,  /9=1,  2,  8, 
Hence  unity  is  a  subgroup  of  0^  but  not  of  6, .  As  O,  contains  no  sob- 

group  that  involves  unity  we  may  say  that  it  is  generated  by  this  element.  6, 
is  generated  by  all  the  prime  numbers  together  with  unity. 

The  totality  of  negative  integers  (T,  also  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  ad- 
dition but  it  does  not  form  a  group  with  respect  to  multiplication.  It  is  clear 

that  the  smallest  group  with  respect  to  multiplication  that  contains  T^  must  alio 
contain  T^ .  That  is,  T,  +  Tf=Ti  is  a  totality  which  forms  a  group  with  respect 
to  multiplication.  T,  also  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  each  of  the  operatioDi 
addition  and  subtraction.  The  group  with  respect  to  subtraction  does  not  contain 

any  subgroup  involving  either  T,  or  7,,  that  with  respect  to  multiplication  con- 
tains a  subgroup  that  involves  T^  but  none  that  involves  7|,  while  that  with  r^ 

spect  to  addition  contains  a  subgroup  that  includes  T,  and  also  one  that  inelodei 

Among  the  numbers  which  are  now  in  common  use  those  included  in  7*1 
are  perhaps  of  special  importance  as  is  also  indicated  by  the  fact  that  they  m 
frequently  called  the  natural  numbers.  In  considering  the  groups  which  certain 

totalities  of  numbers  form  with  respect  to  given  operations  it  is  therefore  of  spec- 
ial importance  to  inquire  into  the  smallest  groups  that  contain  T| .  We  have  al- 

ready seen  that  with  respect  to  subtraction  this  smallest  group  includes  other 
numbers  than  those  contained  in  T^ .  Similarly  we  observe  that  with  respect 
to  division^  this  smallest  group  includes  an  additional  totality  of  numbers,  vii: 
the  fractions  whose  numerators  and  denominators  are  positive  integers. 

Instead  of  inquiring  into  the  smallest  totality  of  numbers  that  contains  fi 
and  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  a  given  operation  we  may  also  inquire  into  the 
smallest  totality  that  contains  T,  and  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  each 
of  a  given  number  of  dififerent  operations.     For  instance,  the  smallest  totality 

•The  term  BObgroap  is  ased,  as  luaal,  to  represent  a  group  that  U  contained  in  the  larg^  groopo^ 
der  oonalderatlon. 

fFor  breyity  we  shall  say  that  certain  elements  .of  a  group  form  a  subgroup  instead  of  sajtag  tM 
these  elements  form  a  group  If  they  are  combined  according  to  the  same  operation  as  the  eleoMats  of  lit 
group. 

|As  we  have  excluded  the  inflnite  we  are  not  allowed  to  diyide  by  0.  We  may  regmrd  this  aa  an  !■- 
possible  operation  in  the  region  to  which  we  confine  our  observations. 



(7*4)  that  contains  T-^  and  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  each  of  the  four  funda- 
mental operations — addition,  subtraction,  multiplication,  and  division — is  that 

which  is  formed  by  all  the  rational  numbers.  If  we  form  the  smallest  totality 
that  contains  unity  and  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  each  of  these  four  opera- 

tions we  evidently  arrive  again  at  T^.  On  this  account  the  totality  of  all 
the  rational  numbers  is  generally  called  the  domain  unity.  This  is  the  simplest 
domain  of  rationality.* 

It  would  be  of  interest  to  consider  all  the  different  types  of  subgroups  of 
the  groups  formed  by  T^  with  respect  to  the  given  fundamental  operations.  We 
shall  not  enter  into  this  field  as  the  matter  has  probably  been  sufficiently  devel- 

oped for  our  present  purposes.  We  would  remark,  however,  that  a  careful  study 
of  these  matters  seems  to  us  to  be  one  of  the  simplest  roads  towards  forming  a 
clear  notion  of  groups  as  well  as  of  the  domain  of  rationality. 

The  operations  which  we  have  thus  far  considered  may  be  represented  by 
the  simple  equations  : 

a+fc=x,     a  — 6=a:,     ox6=x,     oH-fe=a;. 

We  have  seen  that  x  is  always  a  rational  number  when  both  a  and  h  are 
such  numbers.  In  other  words,  we  have  seen  that  when  we  take  a  and  h  from 
the  totality  of  numbers  represented  by  T^,  x  will  also  belong  to  this  totality,  but 
when  we  take  a  and  h  from  one  of  the  other  totalities  of  numbers  that  have  been 

considered — T, ,  T,,  T, — we  cannot  affirm  that  x  belongs  to  the  same  totality  in 
all  the  equations. 

At  an  early  stage  in  the  development  of  mathematics  it  became  necessary 
to  solve  equations  of  a  higher  than  the  first  degree.  One  of  the  great  difficulties 
which  presented  itself  at  this  point  was  the  fact  that  T^  does  not  form  a  group 
with  respect  to  the  algebraic  operations  whose  degree  exceeds  one.  As  long  as 
these  operations  can  be  represented  by  a  binomial  equation  of  the  form 

x**=o 

n  being  a  positive  integer  and  a  being  a  positive  rational  number,  the  difficulty 
was  not  much  greater  than  that  which  had  to  be  overcome  at  preceding  stages, 
for  the  extension  of  the  totality  of  numbers  in  such  a  way  as  to  include  irrational 
numbers  does  not  seem  an  irrational  adventure,  even  if  the  association  of  these 
numbers  with  matters  of  observation  is  not  so  direct  and  evident  as  it  had  been 
in  the  preceding  cases. 

■ 

*The  totality  of  rmtioiuU  fnnotlons  with  Integral  coefflolents  of  a  iciven  number  of  determinate  or  Jn- 
determlnate  independent  qnantities  (Bt  B\  B*\   )  is  called,  after  Kroneoker,  a  domain  of  raUoi|al- 
itj.  In  other  words,  it  is  the  smallest  totality  that  contains  these  ijoantities  and  forms  a  group  with  re- 

spect to  the  four  fundamental  operations.  In  the  domain  unity  we  have  clearly  only  one  such  quantity 
and  this  is  determinate,  vis:  B^l.  We  shall  soon  consider  a  domain  of  one  indeterminate  quanti^  or 
parameter.  Sometimes  the  given  B*b  are  defined  as  Indeterminate  parameters.  According  to  this  defln- 
itloD  the  domain  unity  contains  no  parameter.  This  domain  is  clearly  generated  by  any  rational  finite 
number  except  0.    It  may  therefore  be  called  the  domain  S,  S,   as  well  as  the  domain  l. 



A  much  more  Berious  difficulty  preBentcd  itself  when  it  was  required  to 
introduce  the  operation  indicated  by  the  general  quadratic  equations 

a;«4.6a;-fc=0.  {A). 

Even  if  we  take  b  and  c  from  the  totality  7,  it  often  happens  that  we  can 
not  find  any  number  among  those  that  have  been  considered  which  comes  near 
towards  satisfying  this  equation.  Hence  the  totality  of  real  numbers  (Tg)  can 
clearly  not  form  a  group  with  respect  to  this  operation.  With  respect  to  the  four 
fundamental  operations  T^  forms  a  group  which  contains  T^  as  a  subgroup. 

It  should  however  not  be  inferred  that  none  of  the  numbers  that  have  been 

considered  form  a  group  with  respect  to  the  operation  (A).  In  order  that  a  sin- 
gle number  (a)  may  have  this  property  it  is  necessary  and  sufficient  that  x==ct 

satisfies  the  equation 

Hence  there  are  two  numbers  (— }  and  0)  each  of  which  forms  a  group 
with  respect  to  the  quadratic  equation.  0  also  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  the 

four  fundamental  operations  but  —  i  does  not  have  this  property.  It  should  al- 
so be  observed  that  when  a=— }  it  is  not  the  only  value  ofx  that  satisfies  the 

given  equation  and  that  the  term  group  has  therefore  to  used  in  a  somewhat  re- 
stricted sense  when  we  say  that  —  }  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  the  quadratic 

equation. 
But,  even  if  it  was  known  that  certain  special  numbers  form  a  group  with 

respect  to  the  operation  (.4),  and,  what  is  more  important,  that  x  belongs  to  the 

totality  of  numbers  T^  for  a  large  number  of  types  of  {A)  yet  the  matter  remain- 
ed in  an  unsatisfactory  state  as  long  as  no  totality  of  numbers  was  known  which 

includes  T^  and  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  {A).  The  struggle  for  light  on 
this  point  was  a  long  one,  reaching  far  into  our  century.  We  cannot  enter  into 
a  history  of  this  struggle.  It  must  suffice  to  state  that  the  triumph  was  largely 
due  to  the  elegant  geometrical  representation  of  the  complex  number  by  means 
of  points  in  the  plane.  This  was  not  the  first  nor  last  assistance  that  algebra  has 
received  from  his  sister  geometry.  On  the  other  hand,  algebra  has  a  very  bril- 

liant record  of  services  rendered  to  his  ambitious  sister. 

The  importance  of  the  adoption  of  the  complex  numbers  (T)  cannot  be 
fully  appreciated  if  we  confine  our  attention  to  the  quadratic  equation.  If  the 
general  algebraic  operations  of  each  of  the  following  degrees  had  again  required 
equally  great  extension  in  the  number  system  this  would  soon  have  become  ex- 

ceedingly difficult  and  the  progress  in  the  solution  of  the  algebraic  equations  could 
not  have  been  so  rapid.  The  great  importance  of  the  adoption  of  the  totality  of 
numbers  T  may  therefore  be  said  to  be  due  to  the  fact  that  it  forms  a  group  with 
respect  to  the  general  algebraic  operation  indicated  by  the  following  equation 

\ 

OoX"+a,x*-i  +  o,x*-H   -ha»=0  (B), 



where  a, ,  a, ,  a, ,   ,  an  belong  to  T  and  n  belongs  to  T] .       In  other  words 

if  the  coefficients  of  (B)  belong  to  the  'domain  of  the  indeterminate  parameter 

R=zy^a        (a  belonging  to  Tj) 

X  will  also  belong  to  this  domain.  Or  again,  B  can  be  resolved  into  factors  with- 
out using  numbers  that  lie  outside  of  T, 

While  we  cannot  fully  appreciate  the  importance  of  the  adoption  of  the 
complex  numbers  when  we  confine  our  attention  to  the  quadratic  equation,  yet 
in  this  equation  we  see  the  source  of  T  and  with  it  we  naturally  associate 

the*  wonderful  progress  achieved  by  means  of  T,  It  is  however  not  our  object  to 
enter  upon  the  discussion  of  the  important  position  which  the  quadratic  equation 

occupies  in  the  development  of  mathematics  even  if  an  idea  of  this  position  nat- 
urally increases  the  interest  in  this  equation  and  hence  also  in  its  discussion  as 

an  algebraic  operation. 
To  convey  an  idea  of  the  importance  of  the  concept  domain  of  rationality 

we  shall  consider  an  application.  Suppose  that  we  have  an  equation  of  the  form 

(B)  and  that  its  coefficients  belong  to  a  certain  domain  of  rationality  T'  while 
none  of  its  factors  belong  to  this  domain.*  Suppose  that  we  have  any  other 

equation  whose  coefficients  also  belong  to  T'  and  that  these  two  equations  have 
a  common  root.  We  can  then  say  that  the  first  equation  is  a  factor  of  the  second. 
In  other  words,  we  know  that  all  the  roots  of  the  first  equation  are  also  roots  of 
the  second.  The  truth  of  this  statement  follows  directly  from  the  fact  that  the 
coefficients  of  the  greatest  common  divisor  of  the  two  equations  must  belong  to 

T'.  This  greatest  common  divisor  must  therefore  be  the  first  member  of 
the  first  equation. 

If  we  have  any  complex  number 

a-^-bi 

the  quadratic  equation  which  contains  this  number  and  its  conjugate  for  its  roots 
is 

a:«-2ax-|-o«-f6«==0.  (C). 

The  coefficients  of  this  equation  belong  to  T^ .  Suppose  now  that  we  have 
any  other  equation  that  contains  a+6t.  From  the  proof  just  given  it  follows  that 
it  must  also  contain  (C).  The  same  remarks  clearly  apply  to  surd  roots  of  the 
form 

a=b|/6. 

Hence  we  see  that  the  given  statement  includes  the  theorems  that  if  an 
equation  with  real  coefficients  contains  the  root  a +6t  it  also  contains  the  root 
a— hi,  and  if  an  equation  whose  coefficients  are  rational  contains  a  surd  root  of 

the  form  a+^b  it  also  contains  a—y^b  as  a  root. 

*In  thin  cane  we  say  that  the  eqnation  In  irredacible  in  the  domain  T*. 



THE  HOir-EVCLIDEAir  GEOXEntY:    HISTOBICAL  AXD 
EZPOSITOBY. 

lOouUnnml  rrom  Ma;  Nnmbar.] 

SCBOLION. 

Nevertbelees  it  might  be  doabted,  wlietlier,  from  whatever  point  K  it*- 
SQroed  indeed  in  BX  before  the  meeting  of  this  BX  with  the  other  AX)  ersctad 
toward  the  parts  of  the  straight  AX,  a  perpendicular  must  meet  this  (fig.  29)  in 
some  point  L ;  provided  of  course  those  two,  before  the 
aforesaid  meeting,  are  assomed  ever  more  to  approach 
each   other  mutaally   [and  not  to  meet  at  any  finite 

Bnt  I  say  it  will  follow  completely  thus. 
Proof.  Let  there  be  assigned  in  BX  any  point 

whatever  K.  In  AX  is  taken  a  certain  AM  equal  to  the 
sum  of  this  BK  and  of  twice  AB. 

Then  from  the  point  M  is  drawn  to  £X  (according 

to  Eu.  I.  12)  the  perpendicular  MN.     According  to  the  Fig.  'in. 
present  supposition,  MN  will  be  less  than  AB.  Wherefore  AM  (made  equal  to 
the  sum  of  BK  and  of  double  A  B)  will  be  greater  than  the  sum  of  BK,  A  B,  and 
NM.  Now  it  behooves  to  show  this  same  AM  to  be  less  than  the  sum  of  iJiV, 

AB,  and  MN,  that  thence  it  may  follow  this  BN  is  greater  than  the  aforesaid 
BK,  and  therefore  the  point  K  lies  between  the  points  B  and  N. 

Join  BM.  The  side  AM  will  be  (from  Eu.  I.  20)  less  than  the  Lwo  re- 
maining sides  together  AB  and  BM.  Again  the  side  BM  (from  the  same  Eu.  I. 

20)  will  be  leas  than  the  two  sides  together  BN  a.aA  MN.  TherefurethSBide^Jtf 
will  be  by  much  less  than  the  three  sides  together  AB,  BN,  and  NM.  But  thie 
was  to  be  shown,  in  order  to  deduce  that  the  point  K  lies  between  the  points  B 
and  N.  Thence  however  it  follows,  that  the  perpendicular  from  the  point 
K  erected  toward  the  parts  of  AX  must  meet  this  in  some  point  L  stationed  be- 

tween the  points  A  and  Jf  ;  else  obviously  (against  Eu.  I.  17)  it  must  co:  either 
AB  or  MN  perpendiculars  to  BX. 

Quod  etc. 
|To  be  ConUaned.l I 



W  An>  OLD  PROOFS  OF  THE  FYTHAOOBEAH  THEOSEX. 

[OmtlBBeil  from  Daoambsr  Hamber. ) 

XXII.     Let  ABC  be  a  triangle,  right-angled  at  C.    Aasurae  CB<CA. 
plstfl  the  figure  u  indicated,  the  point  E  being 
la  middle  of  it  B. 

There  «re  three  cases  :  (1)  when  E  is  with- 
Jte  cirele,  (2)  in  the  cimimference,  (3)  within 

We  treat  bot  one  case,  when  E  is  with- 
The  other  cases  may  be  treated  in  a 

Add  (I)  and  (2),  }c= 

id  It  cvsdUed,  b7  Wlpi>er,  to  Kraeger,  IIM.    Tbonch  la  the  nrlKtnal.  the  lorn  u 
all  w«  Rutr  pu*i  bj  the  tl>«or7  at  llulla.  I« 

XXIII.  Let  ABC  be  a  triangle,  right-angled  at 
CircnmBcribe  the  triangle  by  a  circle.  Complete  the 
iDgle.     Then, 

ABCD=CB-  ADJrAC-  DB,  OT  c*=a*  -irh* . 

,    ThOBfkt  till*  mithod  miut  hBTebMnkDnwnlDdependentlf 
MBU  that  lu  lint 

M  when  the  lega  an  equal. 

Fig.  18. XXIV.     Let  ABC  be  a  triangle,  right-angled 
at  C.    Construct  circles  wiih  .4C  and  BC  as  diameters, 

respectively.  TheBecircleBwillintersectin  J.S,  asatD. 

Then,  AC=An  AB,  and  BC-^BDAB. 

Add,  AC +BC=AniAD4- nny.-XB. 
Ron.    ThlK  I*  nn«  nf  RIohanlBnB'a. 



XXV.  Let  ABC  be  a  triangle,  right-angled  at  C.    Complete  the  figi 
indicated. 

Then,  AC=AHAD,  and  BC=BLBE. 

Add,  AC+SC=zAHAD+BLBE 

=^(.AB-BC)(AB+BC)  +  (.AB-AC)iAB+AC). 

.-.  AB=AC+BC. 

Ricfaardaon'B  method  is  somewhat   different. 
Thus:  Fig.  20. 

AC+BC^AHiAB+BO+BUAB+AC) 

=ABiAB-¥BL)+AHBC+BLAC  +  BLAB-HL-AB 

=AB(,AH+BL-i-\-AH  BC  +  BUBL-i-2AC)-BLAB 

=AB{AH+BLy+AHBn+BH-BLiAH+BIf} 

=ABiAH+BL)  +  iAH+BH)(.BH-BL} 

=AB(AH+BL)+ABHL^AB{AH+BL+HI)=TB. 

XXVI.  Fig.  20. 

EH  :  ED  ::  HL  :  DL.    (See  OIney,  §071).     .-.  EHDL=EDHl, 

OT{AC+AB~BC)iBC+AB~AC)^{AC+AB+BC)(.AC+BO-AB). 

.•.AB=AC+BC. 

ARITHMETIC. 

0«Bda«Ud  br  B.  F.  RIXEL,  SpHagflald;  Ha.    All  wntiibiitloiu  la  thla  lipartont  iboaU  b*  MM  H 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

70.   FrapoMd  b}  J.  A.  CALSEKHEIS,  H.  Ss..  FtdImmt  oI  lUtbmullei  Id  Gunj  UnlnnlQ,  Mt 
FmiuylTuUa. 

A  owes  me  |100  due  in  2  ;eiir«,Rnd  lowehjin  |300due  in  4  yeitrs;  whenCMil 

him  tlOO  to  M>ttlt>  thp  lUHHiunt  pqiiitHbly .  mnnejr  N>inK  wnrth  8^  ? 



t.    8olMl«a  by  tht  PKOnSER.  tod  F.  S.  BESO,  Urimor*.  lortli  thkot*. 

Ijet  z==the  time, 

^^^ow  the  ainuunt  of  $200  for  (z-4)  years-the  amount  of  «100  for  (x-2] 

^^fcst=S100. 
^^H0'»-12(z-4)=l52-f  12r=amountuf  $200for(i:— 4)  years  at  G%. 

^^Hpi-f  6(z— 2)-.88+&c=amoUDt  of  HOC  for  ix—2)  years  at  fi%. 

^^^(I62  +  12T)-(»i8ffte)=IOO.     .-.  1=6  years. 
■  B.   Solution  bf  Hon.  J.  H.  DKUMIIOVD.  LL.  D..  FartlsBd.  IblDt. 

Computing  at  simple  interest, 

$II(— IHI=I'^2,J„  amount  equitably  due  now. 

Hence,  $100— t72,}f =1271  |f  to  be  earned  as  interest. 

927|;f-(-(72,^iX  ,it)=m,  the  number  of  years  reqnired. 

tn.    SolatloB  Wj  RLSOI  8.  KOUT,  Sonth  Jtntj  IniUtaU,  Brtdctua.  In  Imtj. 

In  this  I  asetime  interest  to  remain  unpaid  until  the  time  of  settlement, 
■<1  to  draw  no  interest. 

A  owes  me  to-day  the  present  worth  of  |100  due  in  2  years  at  6%, 

•89.29. 
I  owe  A  to-day  the  present  worth  of  |200  due  in  four  years  at  6%, 

<161.29. 
That  is,  I  owe  A  $72  more  than  he  owes  me.  Hence  the  problem  reduces 

i«lf  to  the  question,  when  will  the  excess  of  my  interest  over  his  plus 
S  amoant  to  $100  ?    That  is,  my  interest  must  exceed  his  by  S28. 

My  yearly  excess  is  $4.32.  Hence  to  gain  $28,  6.481  years  will  be 

quired. 

GEOMETRY. 

br  B.  r.  FIBKtl.,  Sprincflild.  Ho.    All  ooBtribationi  to  thli  dtputmrni  iboold  In  mtta  Un. 

SOLUTIOKS  OF  PSOBLEHS. 

ta.    Tnffid  br  L  J.  SOBWATT,  Pb.  D.,  Praluour  ol  lUt>«mMl«i.  Dni*titltr  d  PMUTtrulk,  Pbila- 

The  axe*  of  the  ellipse  isogonal  to  I^emoine's  line  with  respect  to  n  triangle  (Steiner'a 
^fv),  arv  parallel  to  Simion'R  linen  belnnfjing  to  llieeitn-mitieii  iit  Bmcud'g  Disnieter. 



BolBttoa  bj  r.  M.  HaOAT.  A.  I 

Let  the  triangle  be  ABC;  center  of  circumcircle,  Jtf ;  v4,B,C, ,  the  B 

triangle  with  vertices  un  parallels  thro'  Grebe's  point  and  perpendicDlm  a 
points  of  sides  of  ABC.  It  is  known  that  ABC  and  A,B,Cf  are  Blmilor. 
be  the  medio-centre,  or  centre  of  gravity,  of  ABC,  It  is  known  that  B  i 

medio-centre  ot  A,B^C,.  Let  MK,  Brocard's  diameter  (or  the  diameter  of 
about  Brocard's  triangle)  be  produced  to  meet  circamcircle  of  ABC  in  the  | 
Qi  and  Q^. 

By  the  construction,  the  vertices  of  Brocard's  triangle  are  also  the  t« 
of  three  similar  isosceles  triangles  ;  for  these  isosceles  triauglee  have  u  alti 

the  perpendiculars  from  Grebe's  point  upon  the  sides  of  j4£C,  and  it  is  k 
that  these  perpendiculars  are  as  the  sides.  Hence  the  triangles  have  baaei 
altitudes  proportional,  and  therefore  are  similar. 

If,  now ,  any  three  similar  isosceles  triangles  be  conetmcted  npon  the 
of  ABC,  their  vertices  A^,  £,,  C,,  will  be  the  vertices  of  a  triangle  havin 
same  medio-centre  as  ABC  or  A,B,C,.  The  proof  of  this  is  similar  U 
which  is  known  to  establish  £tbe  same  for  ABC,  and  A,B,C,. 

Draw  KAt,  KB^.  KC,  to  meet  sides  of  triangle  ABC  in  point*  A^ 

Ct,  respectively.  Then  triangle  A»^BtfC»,  is  similar  to  the  triangle  A^BfC, 
centre  of  similitude  is  K.  This  may  be  proved  as  follows  :  Erect  a  perpet 

lar  at  At,  to  cut  Brocard's  diameter  (produced)  at  Q,,  then 

AtMa  :  KK.=AuAf  :  A^K=Q,M  :  Q^K. 
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Triangles  A^BC^  and  B^AC  are  similar  by  construction,  hence 

A^M»:  B^Mt=:MJJ  :  Mt,C=a  :  h=A^M»  :  B^M^, 

where  a  :  &  is  ratio  of  two  sides  of  triangle  ABC. 
We  may  write  this  last 

A^M^  :  A^M^^B^Mh  :  B.Mt^Bfffi^  :  B^JC^Q^M  :  Q^K  (2). 

From  (1)  and  (2)  we  have, 

Aft^Ag  I  A%Ji.^=B^B^  I  B^fiKf 

hence  the  lines  A^B^  and  i49.^g^  become  parallel,  and  if  the  same  course  of  reas- 
oning be  pursued  with  regard  to  the  other  sides,  the  triangles  are  seen  to  be  sim- 

ilar, with  iTthe  center  of  similitude. 

Now,  firom  the  equality,  Bt^B^  :  B^^Q^M  :  Q^K,  it  follows  that  B^Q^  is 
parallel  to  B^M;  and  since  B^M  is  perpendicular  to  i4C,  ̂ Q«  is  also  perpen- 

dicular to  i4  C  Similarly,  the  perpendicular  to  i4 J?  at  C^  passes  through  Q, ,  and 
we  have  already  that  the  perpendicular  to  BC  at  Au  passes  through  Q,.  If  Q, 
be  caused  to  coincide  with  either  Q,  or  Q^,  then  triangle  A^B^C^  will  degener- 

ate into  the  straight  lines  Q^mQibQ^ey  and  Q^aQAbQ^e  which  are  the  Simson  lines 
belonging  to  Q,  and  Q^.  Also  triangle  A^B^C^  will  degenerate  into  the  straight 

lines  .4sJ?,C|,  aaid  A^B^C^^  which  are  parallel  to  Simson's  lines,  to  Q,,  Q4. 
These  lines  will  also  pass  through  the  medio-centre,  E,  since  the  triangles  which 
degenerate  continually  have  E  as  the  medio-centre.  Since  the  Simson  lines  are 
perpendicular  to  each  other  (see  Geometry  of  Simson  lines),  these  last  mentioned 
lines  through  £,  are  perpendicular  to  each  other.  Since  we  know  that  the  el- 

lipse (Steiner's)  has  these  lines  for  axes,  the  proposition  is  proved.    Q.  E.  D. 

Note.  The  above  solution  I  got  from  Dr.  Schwatt.  An  elegant  demon- 

stration of  properties  of  the  ellipse  is  given  in  Schwatt's  Isogonal  Curves, 
(Leach,  Shewell  &  Sanborn,  New  York).  F.  M.  M. 

This  problem  was  also  solved  hj  Prof.  O.  B.  M.  Zerr.    Prof.  WillUm  Hoover  did  not  solve  It,  bat 
referred  to  the  proof  given  in  ClBMy't  AnalyUeal  0«om«lry,  Edition  of  lfl8B,  Articles  SM,  9U  (Cor.  1). 

ee.   Prepoisd  by  WILLIAM  HOOVXB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Profissor  of  Mathematies  and  Astronomy,  Ohio  Uai- 
Ttrsity.  Athens,  Ohio. 

The  locas  of  points  whose  polars  with  respect  to  a  given  parabola  touch  the  circle  of 
curvature  at  the  vertex  is  an  equilateral  hyperbola. 

L    Solntton  by  th€  PSOPOS]^. 

By  Salmon's  Contc  Sections,  Sixth  Edition,  Ex.  4,  page  234,  the  equation 
to  the  circle  osculating  a  parabola  y*=px   (1)  at  (x' ,  y' )  is 

(p«+4px')(y«-px)={2iyy'-p(x-ha:')}{2yi/+pa:— 3px'}   (2). 
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At  the  vertex,  «'— 0,  y'— 0,  and  (2)  becomes 

x*+y*'-px=0   (3>. 

I^  (^1  f  2/i )  ̂®  A^y  point  on  the  required  locus,  its  polar  with  respect  to  (1)  is 

2>x— 2y,y+;>a;,=0   (4). 

The  condition  that  (4)  touches  (3)  is 

«i  •— !/i*— P«i=0   (^)» 

an  equilateral  hyperbola. » 

n.   Solution  by  J.  SCHEFFEE,  A.  M.,  Hafferttowa,  Karyland ;  CHAS.  0.  FDSTEAR.  ProitMor  of  Mttk- 
tinatiM,  Agrieultand  and  Meoh&nieal  GolUfe,  CoUafe  SUtion,  Tezai ;  tad  0.  B.  M.  ZXRR,  Tttarkmaa,  Irk. 

Let  y*  =4ax  be  the  equation  to  the  parabola,  (6,  c)  any  point. 

Then  cy=2o(a;  +  6)   (l)'is  the  polar  of  (6,  c).    x*+y^=az   (2) 
is  the  circle  of  curvature  at  the  vertex.     The  value  of  y  from  (1)  in  (2)  gives 

c«x«  -f  4a«aj*  -f  8a«6a;+4a«6«=ac«a;   (3). 

From  (3)  we  find  the  condition  that  (1)  should  be  tangent  to  (2)  to  be 

a«c*=8a»6c«  +  16o«6«c«.     .-.  (;«=8a6  +  166«. 

.-.  a«=(46  +  a)«-c«   (4). 

(4)  represents  an  equilateral  hyperbola. 

CALCULUS. 

Condneted  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Monterey,  Va.    All  eontribntions  to  thii  deptrtment  ihoiild  be  Mat  to  hte. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

56.   Proposed  by  OEOROE  LILLET,  Ph.  D.,  LL.  D.,  Prineip&l  of  Park  Sebool,  S04  Hall  Stiaat.  PMbai, 
Oregon. 

A  horse  is  tethered  by  a  rope,  a  feet  long,  fastened  to  a  post  in  a  circular  fence  en- 
closing a  circular  piece  of  grouhd  b  feet  in  diameter.  If  the  horse  is  tethered  outside  of 

the  fence  over  how  much  ground  can  he  feed  ?  If  he  is  inside  the  fence  over  how  much 
ground  can  he  feed  ?    bi»  greater  than  a  in  each  case. 



Conndet  tmCEFM A.     C^=CP=o,  feet.     CC'=CH=ib,  feet.     Let 
Z  BCF=4.    HM=a.tc  HF=\h^.    The  area  element  ia  \{HH)*di, 

.:  ana  CnFMA=if    b***d4,=^. 

Hence,  when  the  horee  is  oatside,  he  can  graze  orer 

7r(4a+36v),  square  feet. 

Draw  PE  at  right  angles  to  DC.     Let  x=CE, 
and  ̂ PCE=0. 

Area  of  sector  P(?';)=Jj"  rfrtdff,=*a'co8-»^^^,=pector  NC'D. 

Area  of  sector  PCCHF^tfc*  xangle  PCC, =ifc»co8->(-  —V 

Area  of  triangle  /'CC=i6^'h'-4a:^ 

,-.  areaof  8egment/'J'ffC=16»coB-»(—  ,-)— *6i'fc»— 4^»,=segment  ̂ C'f. 

Hence,  area  of  CBPNP^  a»C08-'-j-  +  kb*  cos-' 

feet ;  the  space  graied  over  inside  the  fence. 

n.   BghtlOB  bf  0.  W.  M.  BUOX,  A.  M.,  Pwl>MDt  d  MrthiMHw  la  WmIiju  AsmUbt.  mibnbka. 

Id  first  part  required  area  equals  that  of  semicircle  ALB+2xAMFHC. 
Let  HM  be  a  portion  of  rope  unwound  and  equal  to  HF.  Let  ̂   HCF=:4, 
^MCF=B,  CM=p,  and  take  CF  for  polar  axis.     Then 

ff=ib*  +  HU%kb*  +  Hb*4'). 

4  =-~i/i^^^.     5^=coBC*-(i'),=cos(-|-i^  i^:^-fi  y 

«=4^- <,.-!..-»,.-.  (j»J. 



_i/  ifl»-b* dp  -  bt/ip»-b*   2p*  rziT'     *'' 

dA  _dA    dB     _fi*        i/4p*—b*    _  pj/ip'—b* 

dp       dV    dp'  ~   i   ̂         bp       '  ~  26  ' 

Limits  of  p  for  CFMA  are  Been  to  be  t&  and  y'a'  +  ib*. 

.-.  A«  c/'jf^=^/j;^^  p^ipnir*  dp,  =^. 

AniiFBCAif=CFMA  +  C'CA-CFHC,=a*/Zb+ah/4—ab/i=a*/3b. 

.-.  Area  FBLAFHC=2a*/&b+na*/2. 

Internal  area  is  composed  of  2xaegmeDt  PHC+sector  PDNC 

BJDl  Z  POC'=(  Ja/i6)=a/fc.     Z  PCC'=28in->C«/6). 

ZPC;V=2»r-4Bin->(a/6).     Z  i*CJ>?=T-2Bin"Ko/6). 

8ec.P2)JVC=-|^(T-28in-'^),  Bector CPffC=-|^(28in-> -^ V=-^iin-' (y) 

ZiPCC'=ia|/i6*-Jo»,=*a|.  ft«-o». 

Segment  PHC'=-jBln-i -^ — lav/fc»— o». 

.■.  Internal  area  ̂ -^-fnr— 2Bin-'-r-)+  -g-sin-'-r — \a^'h*—a* , 

=j;ro'-|-,/  6«-a«  +(J6«-a«)8in->(^). 

m.   SolnlH  br  a.  B.  M.  TEK£,  a.  ■.,  n.  D.,  Tnuteo*.  ArtuMa-Tou. 

Let  A  be  the  point  where  the  horae  iBtetbered.     AF^a,  AO^t/2.    Am 

£^PG£^F£=2  area  £^»area  of  semicircle  tf/TP. 

.•.A=j'p*dS+iTa*  ;  but/3=JW. 

Let  x*+y'^ib*,  be  the  equation  to  circle 
center  0.     (a;— l6)'+y*=a',  be  the  equation  to  circle  center  A 



j4'=ftrM  of  segment  fiLC+ area  of  segment  BAC, 

6»    f   ■     .^2a    ,-ri   i-\     2aCfc»-2a»)v'  fr*-o*  > 

,  \'  h*  —  a*      ay'  ft*— a' 

/  ft'-g'  ) 

ft-        1' 
-(^^)^ -=-•»■. 

AIM  ■oiTBd  br  /.  aaaxwrma  taAA.s.  bolmeb. 

Idk  Ouib.  Xnr  Tort. 

Find  (1)  the  length  i  of  the  oloaed  ouireof  the  cudioid ;  (2)  iti  area  A  ;  (S)  if  made  to 
olve  about  iti  azia  2a,  find  the  maiimum  longitudinal  oircumference  C  of  the  (olid  gen- 
ted;  (4)fiDdtheaiirfam  JiTottheunie;  (B)ita  volume  7;  (e}th«dfBt«iH!a;tt  ot  theoen* 
of  grafitj  of  the  solid  from  the  origin  0;  and  (7)  the  diitanoe  m  of  the  center  of  grav- 
of  the  plane  ourre  from  the  origin  0. 

From  A  draw  any  chord  AC. 

t  Sototioa  by  '•  SOnrRS,  A.  ■„  Bac«fMa*a,  HarTlaBd. 

Let  AB^a  be  the  diameter  of  a  circle, 
ike  CP  and  CF=h,  then  will  the  locos  of  P 
F  betheLima^on.  li  AP=r,  lPAB=e,if9 
d  at  once  the  polar  eqnation  of  the  Limafon 
be  r=aaiBH+b.  If  b>a,  the  cnrve  cuneiets 
ant  one  loop ;  if  b<ia,  Jt  has  two  loops,  and  if 
a  the  curve  becomes  the  Cardioid,  the  polar 
lation  of  which  is  rsaCl+cos").  It  can  eae- 
be  shown  that  the  cardioid  is  an  epicycloid, 
generating  circle  of  which  is  equal  to  the  fixed 

;  also,  drawing  through  the  center  0  of  the 

]•  •  line  parallel  to  AP  cutting  the  circumference  of  the  circle  at  D,  and  draw- 
thiOO^  P  a  line  paimllel  to  CD,  this  tine  is  a  tangent  to  the  cardioid  at  P. 
t  dMnot  problems  proposed  are  best  solved  by  means  of  the  polar  equation 

(J).    The  length  .=2j^d» J  ,■  +(-^)'  .=2aJ'<»«IM»,= 

(2).    The  area  il=  I"  rM«,=a*J^(l  +coB(*)«d#,=|>ra'. 
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(3).  To  find  the  maximum  ordinate,  rBmB=aiBm(^'^iBiD2ff  is  to  be 

a  maximum.  By  differentiation  we  find  6^=60''.  .'.  maximum  ordiDate=:|a|/'3, 
and  circumference  •C=}Tai/  3. 

(4) .     Surface  Ar=2 rf  rsin ffdffj  r*  +  (—\ 

=  47ra*  Pd  +  cos^sin^cosJ/^rf^^.rrr-ie^ro*  C coB^iMcosiff,^ 

For  the  distance  Xg  of  the  center  of  gravity  of  this  surface  we  have 

Kxg=:  27cfr*Biuffco9ffid8/dft).dff,  =47ra«J^(l  +  co86^«sin/^co8^.ooBlW^, 

B2wa^ 

=_64Ta»  [2j^cos«l/^dcosl6>.  f  cosMMcosjq,^. 
820^0^ 

63 

_  320?ra»       32to«  _,^ 

(6).     Volume,  F=2;r  I       |  rdrdff.rB\nff,=^^  I    (l+008/?)*8inW^ 

=   g-J     (l+C08/?)»d(l  +  C08^),=— g-. 

(6).    The  distance  x^  of  this  volume  from  the  origin  we  find  from 

F«.=  2jrf  J^*"^Wd6fein6Vsin6^,==^~^J^(l  +  cos^*8in 

=82;ra*j"  cos^  ̂ i^sin'i^d^^,^^^^^^^^^^ 

2ljr«o*       8jro» 

(7).     The  distance  Xp  of  the  center  of  gravity  of  the  arc  of  the  curve  fn>in 
the  origin  is  found  by 

«;,=3  2j^r8in6'.2acosi<^.d<V,=l6a«  pco8*l/^.8ini/^.(i<^, 

=-  32a«  J'cos*  J^d(co8j60,=??~-,      .-.  x.=:^^^Ha=in  ; 
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id  the  diatance  x\  of  the  area  of  the  curve  from  the  origin  is  found  by 

-      ,  »       «      •     8jra*       - 
=f»'a*.  ,',  X  ,=j«'a"H — — ={a. 

n.    Sotatim  by  G.  B.  M.  ZESl,  A.  M..  Pk.  D..  Terarktna.  Arkaima-Ttiti. 

Let  r=a(l+0086^,  be  the  equation  to  the  Cardioid. 

(1).     «/2=2apcoB(i/?)rf^,=4a.     .-.  i»=8a. 

(2).     i4=2o«  P'co8*(J^)'i^,=K3«ra«). 

(3).     C=2jrp,  where  p=r8in^,=a8in6^(l  +  co8^.    rip=2aco8*6'+aco8^— o. 

.-.  008^=1  or  —1.     .'.for  a  maximum  6^=60'". 

,-.  C=2jra(l  +  co8iT)8ini7r,=:K3|/  8«'a). 

(4).     K^^na^  PcoB»(J^)8in/^d/^,=i(32ffo«). 

^  0 

I  r«8in^d6rfr,=-^^J^^  1    co8«(i^8in^d^. 

.-.  F=J(8jra»). 

J     J  r"8in«co8^d/^dr  J    co8"(J^co8<V8in^rf^ 
(6).    Xp  =— ?   ^   ,  ̂ !o— ?   

J      J         r*8in/^ri^dr  J    cosM^sin^d^ 

/n»  /Hi(i+oo«i)  /•»» 
I       I  r^cosHdffdr  I      (H)8<(i^)co8^d<y 

(7).    </•  =    !     ̂!     ,  =ta 
Vfcr     /Hl(l+COfl«)  •         /*•» 

Al«n  aAhred  hj  C.  IF.  If.  BLACK. 
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MECHANICS. 

CoadvetAd  l»y  B.  F.  TOEXL,  SpriBfflald,  Mo.   AU  MatrUmtioBt  to  tUa  d^purtamU  ifcowM  ko  ititttlta. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

iO.   PropoNd  b7  F.  P.  MATZ.  8e.  D.,  Pk.  D.,  Profttsor  of  lUUiiBAtiot  and  AftroMi^  !■  Iniiff  (M* 
Ug;  Meehaniotbarg,  PonniylTania. 

Find  the  law<of  the  force,  in  order  that  the  orbit  may  be  a  Catainian  Oval. 

Solvtioii  by  ft.  B.  M.  ZERE,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  TtzarfcaBa,  Arkanm-TtaM. 

Let  r*  +2c'r*co82^a«m*  — c*  —a*   (1)  be  the  equation  to  the  o?tl. 
Then  a*tt*«2c^tt«coB2^+l,  where  u— 1/r. 

du  c^usm20  . 

d»        c«co826^-o*tt«     

(c«8in  2^-^  +  2c«tt00826^(c«co92<^-o*w« 

5^"  \  +(2c«8in26^+2a*w-~^>:«t48in2^/ 

(c«co82/5^-a*tt«)« 

"  \  r(a*+2r«)»  j 

F-force-/i«u«(u  +^j^)  — ^+  --,-.  JffT' 

M(7r^«4-21r''m^-f3r*c*--9c*r«-2c^mV*-m«r^) 
r«(m*-c*+2r*)» 

M{7r»-f21m*r»-9cV-h3rc'— 2c*m*r-m»f} 

41.  Proposed  by  0.  W.  AHTHOVT,  M.  8e.,  Profeuor  of  lUtheiiuitiei,  Columbian  UaiTmity,  WuUir 
ton,  D.  C. 

If  the  earth  were  a  perfect  sphere  and  had  a  frictionless  surface,  what  would  be  thf 
motion  of  a  ball  placed  at  a  given  latitude  ? 

[No  8olution  of  thi8  plroblem  has  been  received.     Editor]. 

42.  PropoMd  by  0.  W.  AHTHOVT,  M.  Be.,  Profeiior  of  Matbematiei,  Colombian  UafToriity,  WvHaf 
ton,  D.  C. 

Find  the  time  of  vibration  of  a  particle  slightly  displaced  from  the  center  of  a  solid 
cylinder  in  direction  of  the  axis,  the  matter  of  the  cylinder  attracting  according  to  the 
laws  of  nature. 
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SolitiaB  kf  tha  FBOPOSES. 

Consider  the  particle  displaced  by  the  amoant  x  from  the  center  of  the 
t7liDder.  The  matter  attracting  it  will  be  a  cylinder  of  length  2x  at  the  opposite 
md  of  the  cylinder.  Call  y  the  distance  of  any  particle  from  the  axis  of  cylinder 
ind  f  the  distance  of  particle  from  the  end  of  cylinder  with  length  2x  measured 
Tom  the  end  towards  the  center. 

The  attraction  of  the  cylinder  upon  the  particle  displaced  from  the  center 

l-2;rr'    C .  y{a-X'^2)dydz  j^J^rrCVdz  (a-a;-hO&       H 

4jra;-.2jr|/(o+a:)«+/?«— 2;r|/Ca-a-)«  +  /?* 

4jra;-2jr|/(o« -I- /?«)+(j« -I- 2oj)-2;r|/ (a< +/?*)  +  (^•-2ax) 

^"-2'((«*+^*)'+»(^TW+   } 

-2n{ia*+R*)^  +  i^^^   } 

x» 

.4t«-4.(««  +  ««)»-2»^^^^ 

Since  the  displacement  is  to  be  slight,  we  may  neglect  x'  and  all  higher towers. 

.-.  (d«x/dt«)r.4irx— 4?r(a«  +  i?«)*  -ax-d,  for  brevity. 

d*x         dv        dv     dx  dv  dz  j        •        •     oj    .  l 
dt«  di         dx    di  dt        '        dx 

When  the  displacement  is  a  maximum  the  particle  is  at  rest.     Call  the 
Jnplitude  a. 

Then  t  -  r       ^"     -  p__=_^-_= •^  0|/  cx«  —  2<ir—  car*  -f  2rfnf       ̂   oy  ( 2da—  ra« )  +  {rx*  — 

/*[(2da-cflr« )  +  («:«-  2dx)]-Wx  - — =J   ., 

2dx) 

neglecting  higher  powers  of  x. 

I   S 
■■    I    ,  neglecting  the  square  of  a. 

^8t  |/a'  +  /?* 
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DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

OoBdvetad  by  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Moatarey,  Y*.    All  MntrilratiOBi  to  tUa  d^purtBMit  tkmOi  bt  aoat  to  bte. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

47.   PropoMd  by  M.  A.  GRUBER.  A.  M.,  War  DtpartnaBt,  WaaUafton  D.  0. 

Find  the  first  six  sets  of  values  in  which  the  sum  of  two  consecutive  int^tgral  squam 
equals  a  square. 

I.   Solvtion  by  ASTEMAS  MASTH.  LL.  D..  U.  8.  Coaat  aad  Gaodatid  Sway  OSaa.  Waalriagtoa.  D.  C 

Let  iixn^l)  and  iixn-^l)  be  two  oonsecative  integers,  and  y.'  the  ram  of 
their  squares  ;  then  we  must  have 

Kx.-l)«  +  Ka^.+  l)«-y««,  or  x,«-2y,«  — 1   (1), 
which  may  be  written 

{Xn-ynV'^)i^'^ynV2)^^l   (2). 

When  n»l,  we  have 

(a?,— yiv/2)(«,  -»-yi| /2)--l   (8); 

also,  raising  (3)  to  the  (2n+l)th  power,  we  have 

(aJ,-y,i/2)*^+Ka:,+y,|/2)»*+i«-l   (4). 

where  n  may  be  0,  1,  2,  8,  4,  etc. 

Assuming  a;„— i/„|/2-(a;,— y,  |/2)^+S 

a^n+j/iiv  2»(X|  +yi|/^2)^+*,  as  we  are  at  liberty  to  do,  we  find 

a^-[(af,  +y,  l/2)«"  ̂ '  +  {x,  -y,  |/2)«»+i]/2, 

yn=[(x,+{^,l/2)^^^-(T,-y,,/2)*»^i]/2|/2. 

It  is  easily  seen  that  x, «!  and  yi » 1 ;  therefore 

Xn=[(v/2  +  l)«»^i-(,/2«l)«"+i]/2,  yn-[(|.^2  +  l)»*^i  +  (,/2..1)*»^i]/2,/2, 

and  the  required  numbers  are 

i[(/2-f  l)«"+i-(|/2-l)«"^i.-2]  and  J[(|,^2  +  l)«»+i-(|/2-l)*»-^»+2]. 

The  operation  of  involution  is  very  tedious  except  whenn  is  a  small  num- 
ber.    When  Xn  and  y,.  are  very  large  numbers  we  have  from  (1)  very  netrlj 
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/y^  =|/^2,  and  the  values  of  Xn  and  yn  are  the  numerators  and  denominators 
the  odd  oonvergents  to  \/2  expanded  as  a  continued  fraction,  after  the  first, 
le  successive  odd  convergents  are 

1/1,  7/6,  41/29,  239/169,  1393/985,  8119/6741,  etc. 

The  values  of  Xn  and  yn  are  connected  by  the  relations 

=-.ex,_i— a:»_i   (6),  yn  =6y«-i— y«_i   (6), 

bfch  afford  an  easy  method  of  computing  the  successive  sets  of  numbers 
quired.  When  n=rl  we  easily  find  from  the  general  formulas  the  first  set,  3 
id  4,  and  then  from  (6)  the  successive  sets,  which  are 

2nd  set        20,        21, 
3d  •*        119,      120, 
4th  "        696,      697, 
6th  ••      4059,    4060, 
6th  '*    23660,  23661. 

See  the  Mathematieal  Vintar,  Vol.  I.,  No.  3,  page  56,  where  the  fifth  and 
xth  sets  are  erroneously  given  as  4058,  4059  and  23657,  23658.  The  root  of 
le  sum  of  the  squares  of  the  sixth  set  should  be  33461  instead  of  33457.  The 
10  set  is  given  on  the  same  page  ;  and  also  on  page  122  where  the  numbers  are 
und  by  Mr.  K.  8.  Putnam  by  a  different  method. 

These  numbers  solve  the  geometrical  problem — **To  find  rational  right- 
igled  triangles  whose  legs  are  consecutive  numbers." 

n.    SohitioB  by  A.  H.  BXLL,  HUltboro,  lUinoii. 

We  have  «•  +  (x  + 1)«  —  D ,  or  2x«  +  2x+ 1  =  D   (1). 

Take  i4x«±J?x+0=» D  =»y«        (2). 
(2)Xii,  and  add  and  subtract,  etc. 

(i4x=tB/2)«-i4y«+J?V4-i4C-  D  -t«   (3). 

.-.  t«-i4y«-BV4-^0   U). 
Also  x^ii^B/2)/A   (B). 

Let  (i4)  reduce  to  t«— i4y«=-±2)   (4)  ; 

d  a  complete  quoiiedt'* i,\'' A +  M)/D.  Then  the  preceding  convergent  will 
i/y  and  will  answer  the  +  or  —Das  it  is  an  odd  or  even  number  of  fraction. 

Also  v«— ^tt«-l   (6). 
(4)  X  (6),  and  add  and  subtract  2Auvyt,  etc. 

(vt=fci4yu)«-^(ntdbvy)«-db2),  or  <,«-i4y„«-=fc/)   (0). 
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But  in  the  problem  U)  is  t«— 2y«  — — 1       (6). 

Then  we  also  have  in/yn  -(2vV-i— t»-«)/(2i^»-.i— y»-»)   (7). 

l/2.    Number  of  complete  fractionssinteger  :  1,  2,  etc. 

Complete  quotients- (y  2 +0)/l  :  (v/2+l)/l,  (/2  +  l)/l,  etc. 

Partial  quotientssBl  :  2,  2,  etc. 

Convergents«-1/0,  1/1  :  3/2,  7/6,  etc. 

.-.  t/y=l/l,  7/5,  etc.     v/u-l/O,  3/2.     2r,=6,  v.=l. 

.-.  (0)  or  (7)  t=l,  7,  41,  239,  1393,  8119,  47321,  etc. 

(B)  x=0/2,  3,  20,  119,  696,  4069,  23660,  etc. 

z+1  will  give  the  six  sets  of  values  required. 

Note.     2v=Jlf=magic  M  of  Roberts  and  Robins. 

m.   Solution  by  tht  PROPOSER. 

Take  the  formula  for  finding  the  sum  of  two  integral  squares  equal  to  a 
square : 

(2mp)«  +  (m«-w«)»=(m'+n«)«   {A). 

Then    will    the    difference    between    2mn    and    m*— n'  be  1.       When 

w*— n'>2nin,   we  have  m'— n*— 2mn=l;   whence  m=ndb|/2»*  +  l.     Whan 

2mn>m'— n*,  we  have  2mn— (m*— n*)=l,  whence  m=nd=|/ 2n*  — 1.    Substitut- 
ing these  values  of  m  in  (^4),  we  obtain 

[2n(n=b,/2n«=bl)]«  +  [2n(n=b,/2n«=bl)=fcl]« 

=[2ii(n=fcv  2«*=*=l)  +  2n«dbl]«   (J?). 

It  now  remains  to  make  2ii*-f  1=D,  and  2ii'  — 1=D.  We  find,  by  in- 
spection, that  the  first  value  of  n  in  2n*H-l=D,  is  0,  and  in  2n*  — 1=D,  is  1. 

Knowing  these  two  values,  we  find  the  succeeding  values  from  the  formnlt, 

n=:2n,  +n,,  in  which  n,  is  the  last  found  known  value  of  b,  and  n,  the  value 
just  preceding.  Whence  w=0,  1,  2,  5,  12.  29,  70,  169,  408,  986,  etc.  Zero  and 
the  even  numbers  are  the  values  of  n  in  2n'  +  l=D,  and  the  odd  numbers  in 
2n*—  1— 0  ;  the  first  two  values  of  each  series  being  known,  the  succeeding  values 
can  be  found  by  the  formula,  n=6n|— n,. 

It  is  also  noticeable  that  the  consecutive  odd  number  values  of  n  are  the 

consecutive  values  of  the  root  of  the  square  that  equals  the  sum  of  two  consecu- 
tive integral  squares.  Substituting,  now,  the  values  of  n  in  (^),  we  obtain,  re- 

spectively, 0«H-1*=1«,  4»+3«=6«,  20«+21«=29«,  120«  +  119*=169«,  696«+ 
697«=985»,  4060«-f  4059*  =5741 «,  23660*  4  23661*  =3346P,  etc. 
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Or,  from  solution  III  of  Problem  36,  Vol.  III.,  No.  3,  page  82,  we  find 
that  when  one  of  the  triangular  sgoare  numbers  is  taken  as  n(n+])/2,  the  next 

in  order,  is  terms  of  n  is  [2n4-l-f3|,-'  ti(n-|-l)/2]*.  '  The  difference  of  the  roots 
of  these  two  successive  triangular  square  numbers  is  2n  +  l+2^n(n+ 1)/2.  The 

sum  of  the  roots  is  2«+l  +  4|/n(n-l-l)/2,  which,  when  n(n 4- 1)/2=  a,  equals 
the  sum  of  the  two  consecutive  integral  numbers,  n +2 1/ n(n+ 1)/2  and 
n  +  H-2|/fi(n+l)/2. 

But  [n+2|/  n(n+l)/2]«  +  [n+l  +  2/  n(n+l)/2]« 

— 6n«  +  6n  +  l  +  (8ti+4)i/'  n(n+ l)/2=[2n  +  l 4  2|/  n(n+l)/2]«. 

We  here  have  a  general  formula  in  which  the  sum  of  the  squares  of  two  con- 
secutive integers  equals  a  square.  To  obtain  integral  numerical  results,  we  as- 

sign the  successive  values  of  n  in  n(n +  1)/2=D,  1,  8,  49,  288,  1681,  9800,  etc. 
Whence  we  have  3«  +  4«=5*;  20'  +  21«=29*  ;  119«  +  120«=169«  ;  696«+697« 
=986*  ;  4069«-f  4060«=5741«  ;  23660«+ 2366 !•  =33461 «,  etc. 

IV.   SolvtUm  by  Hon.  J.  H.  DBUMMOID,  LL.  D.,  PertUnd.  Maine. 

Let  a;=one  number  and  x+l=the  other;  then  x'-f  ii;*+2x+l  will  be  the 
sum  of  two  consecutive  squares.  Then  2x'4-2a:-|-l=D=(say)  (tux— 1)*,  from 
which  we  readily  obtain  x=2(m+l)/(m'— 2).  It  is  readily  seen  that  x  is  integ- 

ral when  m=2.  Then  we  have  2/1,  10/7,  58/41,  etc.,  for  values  of  m  which 
give  integral  values  of  x,  viz.,  3,  119,  4059,  etc.  The  other  series  which  makes x 
integral  is  3/2,  17/12,  99/70,  etc.,  and  x=20,  696, 28660,  etc.  The  six  values  of 
X,  therefore,  are  3,  20,  119,  696,  4059,  23660,  and  of  x+1,  4,  21,  120,  697,  4060, 
23661,  and  the  squares  of  these  values  are  probably  the  squares  required.  I  say 

^'probably,"  because  it  cannot  be  mathematically  determined  that  some  other 
method  of  solution  will  not  give  other  results  that  show  that  there  are  other  values 
less  than  23660  besides  those  I  have  given. 

[The  following  is  my  formula  for  obtaining  integral  values  of  a  fraction 

whose  denominator  is  p'— 2,  which  I  assume  in  this  solution.  I  have  never  seen 
the  formula  in  print  and  do  not  know  how  generally  it  is  known. 

If  r/a  is  of  such  a  value  of  p  as  will  give  an  integral  result,  then 
(3r-f-4«)/(2r+38)  is  another  value  ofp  that  gives  an  integral  result,  and  so  on 
ad  infinitum.  If  the  numerator  is  even,  there  will  be  two  different  series  of  values 
ofp,  the  initial  term  in  one  being  2/1,  and  in  the  other  3/2 ;  if  the  numerator 
is  odd,  the  series  beginning  with  8/2  will  give  integral  results.  By  means  of 
this  formula  an  infinite  number  (mathematically  speaking)  of  integral  values  of  x 

may  be  obtained  in  the' equation  2x'  +  ax  +  &'  =  D,  in  terms  of  a  and  6;  and  in 
the  equation  2x'  +  2axf  6*,  two  series  (infinite)  of  integral  values  in  terms  of  a 
and  6  may  be  obtained.  In  both  cases,  however,  the  numbers  increase  in  value 
very  rapidly.] 
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Y.   SdvtioB  by  A.  H.  HOLMES,  Brauvlok,  MAiaa. 

«•  + («+!)•=  a  or2a;«+2«+l=D.     Let  x=y+p. 
.*.  2y'  +  (4p+2)y+2|)'+2p+l=a,  from  which  we  find  the  law  of  the 

series  to  be  :  6=1 + 3a + 2|/2a'  +  2a + 1 .  Let  a=d  and  we  find  6=20.  Then 
by  the  same  law,  c=119,  ({=696,  6=4059,  and  /=23660.  Therefore,  we  ha?e 
for  the  first  six  sets  of  values :  (3  and  4),  (20  and  21),  (119,  120),  (696  and  697), 
(4059  and  4060),  and  (23660  and  23661). 

VL   Solvtion  by  H.  C.  WILKSS,  SknU  Run,  Wait  Yirfinia. 

We  have  x«-f  (a;+l)«=j/«=4n  +  l,  then  a;(a;-hl)/2=n.  Substitating  this 
value  for  n  in  4n+l=y'  we  have  x*+x=(y*  — 1)/2.  Putting  x-f  («+!)=<  or 
x=(t— 1)/2,  we  obtain  t'— 2y*=— 1.  Since  t=7,  y=5  satisfy  this  equation, 
the  first  values  of  x+(x+l)  and  y  will  be  7  and  5. 

.'.  3*-f  4*=5*.  From  inspection  of  solution  II,  Problem  36,  Vol.  Ill, 
page  81,  we  find  a  formula  for  obtaining  the  succeeding  values  of  x+(x-M)  andy. 

x+  +  (xl).  y. 

6x7-1=41,  6x5-1=29,  20«+2l«=29«, 

6x41-7=239,  6x29-5=169,  119«  +  120«=169», 

6x239-41=1393,  6x  169-29=985,  696*  +  697«=985«, 

6x1393-239=8119,  6x985-169=5741,  4059«  +4060«=6741«, 

6x8119-2392=47321.  6x5741-985=33461.  23660 «+ 2366 1  •  =33461  •. 
Alao  solved  by  /.  SCHEFFEB  and  G.  B,  M.  EEBB. 

4S.   Propoaad  by  B.  F.  YAXSKI,  A.  M.,  Profaisor  of  Mathematiei  in  Movnt  Union  CoUaca.  AlliaaM.  0. 

If  any  positive  integral  number  N  be  divided  by  another  positive  integral  number  D, 
leaving  a  remainder  1,  then  any  positive  integral  power  of  iV,  divided  by  /),  will  leave  t 
remainder  of  1. 

I.   Solntion  by  ASTEMIS  MASTO,  LL.  D..  U.  S.  Coast  and  Oaodatie  Sorvay  Offiaa,  Waahinftoa.  D.  C. 

Leti\r=n2)+1,  then 

,  wi(m— 1)   ,  ̂ ,  ,        ̂     , 
  -^-^   ^n«P«+wnZ)+l, 

=Z)[n"7)*-»+  wn"-»/)«-«+'?^^^^^-^^^^    +^_i)nt/)4.nin]  +1, 

•     2 

which  proves  the  proposition. 
Solved  In  a  nimilar  manner  by  If .  A,  OBUBBB  and  O,  B.  M.  EBBB. 



29 IL  SohitioB  by  J.  0.  OOBBH,  Pia«  Blaff,  ArkaosM ;  P.  8.  BERO.  Larimore.  Vorth  Dakota ;  E.  W,  MOE- 
BSLL,  Montptttar  SaniBary,  Moatpalier,  Ytrmont ;  A.  P.  EEAD.  A.  M.,  Clareaea,  Mitaonri ;  and  0.  8.  WE8T- 
GOTT,  PiriMipal  Vorth  Otdaago  Hif  h  8ehool,  Chieago. 

Put  J\r=n2)-H,  then  it  is  evident  that  if  J\r=n2)4-1  be  raised  to  any  posi- 
tive integral  power,  the  last  term  will  be  I  and  every  other  term  will  contain  D 

as  a  factor ;  hence  if  this  power  be  divided  by  D  the  remainder  will  be  1. 
Alao  aolTed  in  a  aimilar  waj  by  it.  H.  BRLL,  JOSIAH  H.  DBUMMOND,  ABTSMAS  MARTIN 

and  /.  aCHSFFEB. 

UL  SohitioB  by  J.  0.  MAHOVET,  B.  E.,  M.  8.,  Oradnat*  Fellow  and  AaiUtant  in  Mathomatioi,  Vaadtr- 
UH  Uaivanity.  Eaahvfllo,  TenaoiMt. 

If  a=a',  6=6',  esc',  d=d\  etc.,  mod(/)), 
then  abed   ^fi'Vc'd'   mod(Z>). 

Leta=6=c=(i,  etc.,=iV,  and  o'=6'=c'=(i',  etc.,=l,  then  Ar*=l  mod(2)). 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Conduotad  by  B.  F.  FHKEL,  Sprinfffield,  Mo.   All  eontribntioiit  to  thii  dtpartmf  nt  should  bo  Mot  to  him. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

89.    Propoood  by  0.  W.  AHTHOVT,  M.  So.,  Profoisor  of  Mathematies,  Colambiaa  UniYonity,  Washinc^ 
toa.  D.  C. 

A  man  is  at  the  center  of  a  circular  desert ;  he  travels  at  a  given  rate  but  in  9l  perfect- 
ly random  manner.    What  is  the  probability  that  he  will  be  off  the  desert  in  n  given  time? 

No  solution  of  this  problem  has  been  received. 

40.   Propoood  by  HEIBT  HEATOE,  M.  8e.,  Atlaotio,  Iowa. 

If  every  point  of  an  ellipse  be  joined  with  every  other  point,  what  is  the  average 
length  of  the  chords  thus  drawn  ? 

Solation  by  the  PROPOSES. 

Let  acos^  and  (6/a)sin^  be  the  coordinates  of  one  point,  and  acos^  and 
(6/a)8in^  those  of  another. 

The  length  of  the  chord  joining  them  is 

5* 

/ir
=[a

»(c
os^

— 

cos
6)'

+ 

— |-(
sin

^— 

sin
^*]

* 

. 

Let  s,  and  s,=lengths  of  elliptic  arcs  from  point  (a,  0)  to  points 

(aco86^,  -r-8in6^  and  (acos^,  -^sin6')  respectively,  and  let  5=whole  distance 
around  the  ellipse. 
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Then  -^=a(l-«»<»B»«^*  •nd-^=o(l-«»008*^)». 
Then  the  required  average  is 

This  equation  cannot  be  integrated  in  general  terms. 
Bolred  In  the  Mune  nuuiner  by  O.  B.  M,  EBBB, 

41.  ftofnt  by  F.  P.  MATZ,  8«.  D..  Pb.  D.,  Profinor  of  Matbaatlei  and  AitroMny  ia  frttar  Oi^ 
lags,  MMbaniMburf,  PvnniylTania. 

A  line  is  drawn  at  random  across  the  chord  and  given  arc  of  a  circular  ■egnwoi 
Find  the  mean  area  of  the  divisions. 

Solvtioii  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEEB,  A.  M.,  Pb.  D.,  Tezarkaaa,  Arkaiiaat-Tttmi. 

Let  i4=area  of  given  segment,  A^,  A^  mean  areas  of  the  two  divisions. 

Bnt,  since  the  line  is  a  random  line,  i4  ,=i4,. 

Alao  solved  by  HENRY  HRATON, 

4S.   Propoied  by  CHARLES  E.  MTESS,  Csaton,  Ohio. 

A  attends  church  4  Sundays  out  of  6 ;  B,  6  Sundays  out  of  6 ;  and  0,  6  Sundays  oat 
of  7.    What  is  the  probability  of  an  event  that  A  and  B  will  be  at  church  and  0  will  not? 

Solvtton  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEEB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Texarkans,  Arkansaa-Tozaa,  and  B.  F.  FHKEL,  A.  M.,  Pn- 
lonor  of  Mathonaties  and  Pbydet,  Drury  CoUefO,  Spriogfldd,  Miuovri. 

The  chance  that  A  attends  church=}. 
The  chance  that  B  attends  church=f . 
The  chanCe  that  C  attends  charch=f . 
The  chance  that  A  is  not  at  church=i. 
The  chance  that  B  is  not  at  church=}. 
The  chance  that  C  is  not  at  church=it. 
The  chance  that  A  and  B  attend  and  C  not=p,=}.{.|=y\. 
The  chance  that  A  and  C  attend  and  B  not=p,={.4.J=/j, 
The  chance  that  B  and  C  attend  and  A  noi=p^=l.^,i=^. 
The  chance  that  A  attends  and  B  and  C  not=p4=}.2.4=f4v. 
The  chance  that  B  attends  and  A  and  C  noi^=p^^=^l,i.\=^f. 
The  chance  that  C  attends  and  A  and  B  not=pj=i.J.4=jV» 
The  chance  that  A,  B  and  C  attend=|),=}.{.f  ==4* 

The  chance  that  A,  B  and  C  do  not  attend=;)g=i.}.4=f|'ft. 
|),=probability  required. 
Also  p,  +Pt +!>8  +1^4  +;'»+!>6  +!>i+l>8=l' 

AlHo  Holved  by  HBNBY  HRATON. 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 

Soadvet«d  by  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Montarty,  Y*.    All  oontrilratioiii  to  thii  dtpAitmtBt  ikovld  Im  MOt  to  Ua. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

40.   ftofont  ky  F.  M.  FBIB8T,  Hon*  Hovm,  St  Lonb,  Mitsovri. 

Suppose  two  cylindrical  iron  shafts,  each  6  inches  in  diameter  and  respectively,  20 
id  40  feet  in  height,  are  both  standing  perpendicular  at  the  sea  level.    They  start  to  fall 
still  air,  how  long  will  it  require  each  one  to  fall  to  a  horizontal  position  7 

SotetSoa  by  G.  B.  M.  ZEEB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  TezsrlEaBa.  Arkaiisa»>Tttai. 

Neglecting  the  atmosphere  and  supposing  the  cylinder  to  revolve  about  a 
iameter  in  the  base,  we  get,  if  I  is  the  length  of  an  equivalent  pendulum,  from 
orks  on  Mechanics  the  formula  for  the  time  of  vibration  of  a  pendulum, 

S  9"^  • 

dS 
|/  sin'la— 8in*}6^ 

In  this  problem  a  is  180^-^,  (i^^^'^in, 

.*.  tsBoo^  which  proves  that  in  a  perfectly  vertical  position  they  will  not 
ill  unless  moved  slightly  from  this  position.    Let  a«7r— <T  where  6  is  very  small. 

Let  <Ta>r,  {s^ length  of  cylinder,  b»  radius  of  base. 

.-.  f-(36'+4f«)/6Z=13.3349  feet  for  first  cylinder. 
{» 26. 66745  feet  for  second  cylinder. 
.\t  -2(.644328)(3.153498)»4.0638  seconds  for  first  cylinder. 
e»2(.911177)(3.153498)«5.7468  seconds  for  second  cylinder. 

41.   Piropotad  by  WQUAM  8TMM0ID8,  A.  M.,  Profttsor  of  Mathonatiet  sad  Attronomy,  Psdflfl  Col- 
g;  Santa  Boia,  Caliloniia. 

A  straight  inflexible  bar  of  uniform  weight  and  thickness,  length  m  is  suspended  at 
le  two  ends  by  a  string  without  weight,  length  l>m  passing  freely  over  a  peg  driven  in 
perpendicular  wall.  Describe  and  analyse  the  curve  traced  on  the  wall  by  the  ends  of 
IP  hanffinir  bar. 



8«lvtl«n  br  9.  B.  M.  ZUB,  1.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Tnuteu,  Axfcuuu^TciM. 

Let  0  be  the  peg,  ̂ fi  the  rod.     Lei  OB-r,  AO-i',  AB~m,  ^X 
IXOA-^. 

Now  in  equilibrium  OD  always  pa&aes  through  the 
mid-point  oi  AB. 

Then  r+r'-l   (1). 

m«-r»+/»— 2»t'cobC(*-#)   (2). 

rcoafl-r'coe^   (8). 

(3)  is  obtained  from  the  two  trianglee  OAC,  OBC. 
(1)  in  (2)  aiid  (3)  jpvea 

mi_r»+(l-r)*-2r(I-r)cofl(^-#)   (4). 

reoBtf— (1— r)co9^   (5). 

(6)  in  (4)  gives  I»-w»+2r'8in»«-2rI-2rBinV''-2rt+r»Bin«ff. 

.■.4r«(i«-i»»Bin*ff)_4rHI«-in«)+(("-»i»)»-0. 

'  2(i±m8iu«)  "    2{l±rtin«')  ' 

where  e«m/I. 

This  equation  represeutB  two  equal  ellipses  with  eccentricity —m/I, 
axis— I,  minor  axis— |/I*— m*,  and  0  ia  one  focus  of  each  ellipse. 

[The  above  ioItb*  ttaa  problem—'  *  An  elllpM  oonOned  to  one  vertical  plane  is  anepauded  tra 
poiBtln  ipuis.  oolnoldeat  with  ■  mov able  point  od  Ite  clroDrnfeienoe.    Dcuoiibe  the  earve  maiki 

EDITORIALS. 

With  January,  1R{)7,  the  Chicago  Opvn  Court  celebrates  its  decennia 
versary  and  now  appears  in  the  form  of  a  monthly  instead  of  a  weekly. 

Plane  anil  Solid  Analytical  Geometry,  by  Frederick  H.  Bailey,  A.  1 
Frederick  S.  Woods,  Ph.  D.,  ABsistant  ProfeBsors  of  Mathematics  in  Hat 
setts  Institute  of  Technology,  is  announced  as  ready  in  March  by  Oi: 
Company. 



President  H.  H.  Seerley,  of  tbe  State  Normal  School  of  Cedar  Falls,  lows, 
JQSt  ordered    a  complete  set  of  the  Monthly  for  the  library.     We  only 

a  a  few  more  complete  sets.     Who  wants  them  7 

We  are  in  correBpondence  with  several  excellent  mathematicians  who  are 
B  of  Becuring  better  positions  for  next  year.  If  any  of  our  readers  know 

I.  poaitioDB  which  are  vacant  or  likely  to  become  vacant  at  the  end  of  this 

J^ear,  we  shall  be  pleased  to  refer  them  to  these  gentlemen. 

VitfathianDmbdr  begins  the  foartb  volume  of  the  Monthly.   No  pains  will 
a  the  part  of  the  Editors  to  make  this  volume  better  than  any  of  the 
lua  ones,  and  in  this  efTort  they  earnestly  solicit  tbe  continued  aid  of 

t  cootributorB  and  subscribers.     This  number  is  sent  to  all  unr  old  sub- 

I,  with  bill  enclosed,  and  anyone  who  may  wish  to  discontinue  should  re- 
t  copy  with  his  name  written  on  tbe  wrapper. 

BOOKS  AKD  PERIODICALS. 

ElementB  of  Analytic<U  Oeometry  af  7W  Dimmnim$.  The  Konrteenth 
Kdition.  By  Briot  and  Bouquet.  Translated  and  Edited  by  Jamea  Harrington 
Boyd,  Instructor  in  Mathematics  in  The  University  of  Chicago.  Svo.  Cloth,  682 
Mges.     Introduction  Price,  $2.    Chicago  :     Werner  School  Book  Co. 

This  celebrated  work  *o  loog  known  to  mathematioloni  familiar  with  the  French 
aiguage,  i*  nowpat  in  English  dress,  and  is,  therefore,  at  the  service  of  American  itod- 
ita    Comments  on  the  material  and  the  method  of  this  work  are  unnecessary. 

The  work  is  divided  into  four  books.  Book  I  contains  four  chapters:  Chi^ter  I,  Con- 
•ningCoOidiDates;  Chapter  n,  Examples— The  OirclK,  the  Ellipse,  the  Hyperbola,  the 
ivabola,  Cissoid  of  Dioeles,  etc.;  Chapter  III,  Concerning  Homogenitj;  Chapter  IV, 
"Mnsfonnatlon  of  Coordinates.  Book  II  contains  three  chapters;  Chapter  I.  Straight 
be;  Chapter  II,  the  Circle;  ChapterIII,the  Geometrical  Loci.  Boole  III  contains  twelve 
i«pters:  Chapter  I.  Construction  of  Cnrves  of  the  Second  Decree;  Ciinpter  II,  Center, 
Lsmieter,  and  Axes  of  Curves  of  the  Second  Decree ;  Chapter  III.  Kediiction  of  the  Eqna^ 
Miof  tbeSeconl  Degree;ChapterIV,  the  Ellipse ; Chapter  V,  the  Hyperbola;  Chapter 
K,  Concerning  the  Parabola;  Chapter  VII,  Foci  and  Directrices;  Chapter  VIII,  the  Conic 
Mtlons:  Chapter  IX,  the  Determination  of  the  Conic  Sections;  Chapter  X,  Theory  of 
3kaaiMlPolsn;0hapter  XI.  General  Properties  of  Conic  Sections  ;Chapt«r  XII,  Secants 
ammon  to  Two  Conies.  Book  IV  contains  seven  chapters:  Chapter  I,  the  Construction 
'  Cnrtea  in  HectilinearCoOolinateB;  Chapter  U,  Conveiity  and  Concavity ;  Chapter  III, 
nmptotes ;  Chapter  IV,  Construction  of  Curves  in  Polar  Codidinates ;  Chapter  V,  Con- 
miing  Bimilitode;  Chapter  VI,  Graphic  Solutions  of  Equations;  Chapter  VII,  Notions 
aoeemlng  Dnlcorsal  Curves. 

Vraoi  the  table  of  contents  it  is  seen  that  a  leading  feature  of  the  work  is  its  scope. 
•  treat*  all  the  important  methods  invented  by  geometers,  sjid  includes  some  of  the  most 
HDtifal  discoveries  of  ancient  and  modem  times.  All  subjects  arc  treated  in  a  practical 
«  and  Illastrated  by  the  applications  of  the  theories  to  numerous  problems.  The  book 
Maotftol  ■•  well  u  profound.  The  typographical  and  mechanical  execution  of  the  work 
k  credit  to  American  text-book  makin);.  I  very  heartily  commend  this  work  to  the  core- 
]  CfHiaidentiofl  of  teachers  of  Analyticiil  Geometry  and  inathemntlcal  students  desiring 
good  Mark  on  the  subject.  B.  F.  P. 
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The  Ovtlines  of  Quaiemions.    By  Lieutenant- Colonel  H.  W.  L.  Himi 
188  pages.   Price,  $3.    Longmans,  Oreen  &  Go.     1894.     London  and  New  Yoik. 

The  first  chapters  de^l  with  the  properties  of  vectors.    In  the  remaining  pages  m 
are  introduced  to  quaternions  proper, — their  various  forms  and  properties.    The  brt 
chapter  treats  of  the  applications  of  quaternions  to  trigonometry,  the  triangle,  the 
conic  sections,  and  other  curves,  the  plane,  tetrahedron,  sphere  and  cone.  These  geomeU 
ric  applications  show  in  some  measure  the  usefulness  of  quaternions  and  give  freshnea 
and  interest  to  the  book.  There  is  no  preface.  The  addition  of  some  exercises  te 
solution  would  have  added  to  the  practical  character  of  the  work  for  class  uae.    J.  M.  C. 

Plane  Surveying.  By  William  O.  Raymond,  C.  K.,  Member  Americn 
Society  of  Civil  Engineers ;  Professor  of  Geodesy,  Road  Engineering,  and  Topo- 

graphical Drawing,  in  the  Rensselaer  Polytechnic  Institute,  Troy,  New  Yoik. 
8vo.  Cloth,  486  pages  (including  tables).  Price,  $3.  Chicago  :  American  Book 
Co. 

Some  of  the  valuable  features  of  this  work  are  the  detailed  descripticHi  of  the  nseil 
instruments,  accompanied  by  excellent  illustrations  and  diagrams  of  the  inatmiiiertl 
themselves ;  the  clear  and  comprehensible  presentation  of  the  subject  matter  of  the 

and  the  fine  form  in  which  it  appears  for  public  favor.     In  its  pages  may  be  found 
plane  table  work  and  the  use  of  the  slide  rule,  planimeter  and  stMlia  measarementib 
tables  and  numerous  examples  of  work  in  the  way,  both  of  underground  and  general  topo- 

graphy are  also  given.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Review  of  Reviews.     An  International  Illustrated  Monthly 
Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.    Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  advance.    Single  numben,  i 

26  cents.    The  Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  13  Astor  Place,  New  York  City.  J 
The  Review  of  Reviews  for  February  makes  **A  Plea  for  the  Protection  of  UsefalMci"  # 

from  bores  and  ''societies,"  and  all  well-meaning  people  who  bother  the  life  out  of  publii  I 
men  bv  letters  and  calls  on  the  pretext  of  seeking  assistance  in  some  worthy  undertakiaa  I 
The  editor  of  the  Review  publishes  letters  on  this  subject  from  the  late  Gen.  Francis  I  * 
Walker,  written  only  a  few  weeks  before  his  death.    In  one  of  these  letters  Genenl 
Walker  wrote,  **I  am  not  well,  and  neither  callars  nor  correspondents  have  any  mercy. 

B.  F.  F. 
The  Cosmopolitan,  An  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Edited  by  .Jobs 

Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1 .  per  year  in  *  advance.  Single  number,  10  cents. 
The  Cosmopolitan  Co.,  Irvington-on-the-Hudson,  New  York. 

The  January  number  of  the  Cosmopolitan  not  only  keeps  up  the  usual  literary  excel- 
lence, artistic  merit,  and  widest  interests  of  that  magazine,  but  also  adds  new  featum  to 

its  field  of  usefulness.    The  February  number  will  contain  the  second  part  of  Conan 
Doyle's  new  story.  ^ During  the  year  1896,  the  Cosmopolitan  reached  the  largest  clientele  of  intelligrat, 
thoughtful  readers  possessed  by  any  periodical  in  the  world.  The  smallest  issue  of  the 
year  was  900,000  copies.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Arena.  A  Monthly  Magazine.  Price,  $3.  Single  number,  25  cents. 
Boston  :     Arena  Publishing  Co. 

The  Arena  is  the  organ  or  mouth-piece  of  no  one  party,  faction,  or  creed.  It  is  on- 
mortgaged  and  unbribed — tifree  lance y  an  open  arena — wherein  all  honest  and  properly  ex- 

pressed and  authoritative  opinions,  having  in  view  the  betterment  of  human  conditiooi 
and  human  life,  may  be  expressed.  The  best  writers  and  authorities  on  leading  question! 
contribute  to  its  pages.  Among  the  leading  articles  in  the  January  number  are  the  foUov- 
ing:  The  Relision  of  Bums'  Poems,  by  Rev.  Andrew  W.  Cross ;  A  Court  of  Medicine  vA 
Surffery,  by  A.  B.  Choate;  Finance  and  Currency,  by  Gen.  Heman  Haupt;  Daniel  Web- 
ster^s  School  Days,  by  Forest  Prescott  Hall ;  England's  Hand  in  Turkish  Massaeres ;  etc. B.  F.  F. 
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FISICAL  FOSMirUE  FOB  APPROXIMATE  COMPUTATION. 

Bj  tba  Lata  AISBL  I.  ULLOOO.  of  ttw  Tork  Oltj. 

[NoTB.  The  following  paper  is  here  printed  in  the  exaot  form  in  which  it  waa  left  bj  the  author  at 
me  of  hla  death,  except  only  a  few  neceaaary  rerbal  alteratlona  which  are  distingniahed  from  the 
parti  of  the  paper  bj  an  endoanre  of  aqoare  braoketa.] 

The  following  symbols  have  the  same  signification,  throughout  these  form- 
,  the  only  exception  being  when  the  letter  '*cl"  is  used  with  a,  h,  c,  etc. 

n  = — =index  of  root. m 

m  = — =index  of  power. n 

7=quantity,  or  -i,  if  fractional. 

s=sum  of  q+p  (or  the  semi-sum).* 

fi=difference  of  q  and  p  (or  the  demi-difference).* 

^        3     • 

I7=the  sub-square,  or  under-square=(i/g— 1)*. 

I74=the  under-fourth=(4/g— 1)*,  etc. 

J^=Napierian  logarithm  of  number. 

/if=logarithm  of  number  to  base  4. 

r^root  of  number. 

•Thene  lent  ralnen  for  •  and  d  cannot  be  oiied  in  the  Kame  equation  with  p  and  q. 
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-I-  signifies  nearly  equal. 

-||-  signifies  very  nearly  equal. 

Mercator's  formula  for  the  extraction  of  roots  of  numbers  near  unity  wii 
equivalent  to  my  own  formula  No.  1,  as  shown  in  Hutton's  TraeU  on  Madtmal' 
icB^  Vol.  I. 

JJ^=Vg*  nearly   (1). 

Hutton  says  he  gave  a  formula  for  the  correction  of  this  result,  but  I  bin 
never  been  able  to  find  it.  Hutton  himself  gives  the  derivation  of  the  tbon 
formula. 

First  correction  of  above : 

^  <-'   ,     (««-l)d» 
fw— d dns 

n'  — 1 
Substituting  i  for  — 5—. ,  we  have 

i 

fw— d — 

B 

V9-I   ei-   ^^ 
ns 

Second  correction  of  above  : 

^  P        „,_ J _t(di+[OzV£]l)' 
ns 

(3). 
or  by  reducing, 

'  (n«+2)«+(2n«-2)/««-.d«-3nci      
This  nearly  equals 

m-i-d   s — X   

«•
 

d« 

^»^^-'   ;rnii — 35^   (5)- n«— d   IT —  X 

S  ^      d* 48 
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Simpler  than  these,  and  nearly  related  to  (3)  is 

M-flU./!  - 

td* 

nB^  u  ■ 

td* 

n»   m  ̂         n  a 

td* 

?»«"~0  ■ 

td* 

n«   

i/«-'^   nr-   (6)- 

ns 

Very  simple  and  excellent  is 

fi 

All  the  foregoing  are  what  I  call  equidistant  processes,  because  for  all  val- 
of  n,  the  difference  between  the  numerator  and  denominator  of  the  result  is 
[or  some  multiple) ;  that  is,  the  subtractive  corrections  following  d  are  the 
8  in  both  terms,  whether  q/p  be  a  proper  or  an  improper  fraction. 

Of  the  same  nature,  but  differently  derived,  is  formula  (8)  and  its  equiva- 
(8J). 

ft 

^„  ,  ni2»*-d*)  +  d*+2dt  ... 

,           n(28*-d*)+d(.28+d)  . 

•'«"'n(2.«-(i«)-d{2«-d)"-   ^®*^- 

The  fact  that  all  these  fractional  formulae  are  symmetrical  makes  their 
ation  comparatively  simple. 

In  extracting  roots  of  high  numbers 

m      n     I 

we  are  thus  always  enabled  to  use  q/2^  between  the  limits  i  and  2.    Hence, 
'oilowing  equation  becomes  of  value : 

dn  +  m — 
~  ~l/2»i=   p^,   (9), ""***   §n — 
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3n+Mi' 

9^_«*—
 «»• 

or  •/«,/2.|   ,      ̂       (W), 
Ofl-"lfl—   s   • 

*» — U~ 

^"""^   607S   

In  a  latent  form,  the  equidistant  principle  is  also  present  in  the  following: J 
-   jq_        (2n«+3n-fl)g>-K8n«-2)^-f(2n«-8n-H)y«  .-3 
\  p  "'"■  (2n«-.8n+l)<j«+(8n«-2)<y>+(2n«+8n  +  l)p«      ^   ̂' 

In  some  of  the  following  applications  p  is  taken  =1. 
This  [viz.  (13)]  becomes  : 

'»'V,   ^^i^   C.^« 

^'V,   IJ?!^^   0"! 

for 
\p   7q»  +  42gp  +  15»»     ^        ' 

f»'*''9    6,' +33,+ 11   (^^' 

for  'i/q 
91q«+286q  +  65 

55<i«+2869  +  91   *^        ' 

for'    /'»  20q»-i.659p+13 
^"'    VV   13o'  +  65op  +  20   "^'' 

,     ,  /  51<t»  +  170q+35  ,,,    „, 

r     .  /                                           95q»+323q  +  68  ,,„    .^ 
f°'V9   68q»+323,  +  95   ^'^^ 



89 '•    1-2-                                     77q*+mqp+57p*  ria_10^ 

\p   679«+266^  +  7V   li»— iwj. 

'  '    6667q»+26666<j+6767         uo— iw;. 

For  very  high  indices  use,  without  sensible  error, 

'   /i_    .    (.2n+3)q*+iinpq  +  {2H-Syp» 

\p         (2n-8)<}»  +  8i»pq  +  (2n+8)p»      ^     ''' 

(14)  is  the  equivalent  of  (2). 
Upon  the  logarithmic  fanction  depend  the  following  formalte  : 

E  ̂   (E       r-1 

v-j- — I  ,E  ;-i>   <^''>- 

/£       r-l\ 

JE    .  fE       r—l\    ■ 

V?-!—-^"-   (16). 

3— — 

n 

the  logarithm  of  9H--^|^i^        (17), 

.  if  9  be  fractional,  H-,  y!,"^^-   (18), 

,  in  terms  of  d  and  •"'"QTi^^jr   ^^^)' 

This  value  of  E,  ifq  be  between  .9  and  1.1,  is  true  to  the  seventh  decimal, 
t  may  be  corrected  with  very  great  accuracy,  even  up  to  the  ninth  or  tenth  dec- 

4d* 

al,  by  addin
g  

to  the  result
  

the    
 
,  ̂   th  part  of  itself.

 

If,  however  <^  be  so  great  as 

1.7  or  so  small  as  .6    use  44  in  place  of  45 

1.8  or  so  small  as  .56  use  43  in  place  of  45  " 
1.9  or  so  small  as  .53  use  42  in  place  of  45 
2.    or  so  small  as  .5    use  41  in  place  of  45. 
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The  accaracy  of  these  formnlsB  will  appear  from  the  natural  logarithn 
in  the  next  [paragraph]. 

[Same  verifieatums  of  formula  (18)  : 

For  q/p—H  '— 
By  the  formula :    log{q/p)=/ff=.096S101, 

error=rl  in  last  place. 
By  the  Ubles :   2.8978951 

2.3025851 

log(9/|))=  .0963100 
FoTq/p=\i:— 

By  the  formula :    log(9/;0=iHf  =^645385, 
correct  to  last  place. 

By  the  Ubies  :   2.7725887 
2.7080502 

.0645885 

For  q/p=}n  :— 
By  the  formula :    log(9/|))=fttvi  =00995033.] 

Reconverting  this  by  (15)  we  have 

14- .004975165  4- .000008251_  1.004983416 

1-. 004975165 +.000008251""    .995033086' 

To  this  denominator  add  the  100th  part, 

.995033086 

.009950331 

1.004983417 

Hence  the  real  nnmber  is  ]{}. 

From  the  foregoing  we  have  another  value  of  "^i/q  as  follows : 

2n  +  (3+r-7-;)(-^P*       ) 

(Of  course  r  can  only  be  taken  crudely,  but  may  by  successive  steps,  an 
the  required  approximation  is  reached.) 

Another  formula  akin  to  (15),  for  values  of  q  (or  r)  in  terms  of  £  is 

E      E* 

**'*'"2""*""12 

«  ̂  ̂         E      W   
^^^ 
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Let  us  call  e^  which  is  equal  to^^=— ,  a  root  eentrey  meaning  thereby  that, 

for  all  values  of  9,  and  degrees  of  n,    ^— =  nearly  equals  "1/9.     Then 

„^,<-i    I  (q-i)(r-i) "^     2     "^       6(r+l)   3   -.   ...      ,.--*|/9   (21). 
-.    9-1     .    (<-1)(t-1)         "^^  ^     ̂ 
"*^        2     "^       6(r+l) 

c,  if  g  is  under  10,  is  nearly   ^     (22). 

c,  if  g  IS  between  50  and  250,  is  nearly  same   ^r^   (28). 

«,  if  q  is  between  10  and  50  [correction  not  given]. 

Factor  Process. 

tive. 

Take  — x  -r-x   x — =q  :  then  — =g  and  the  series  is  consecu- 
ah  9  a     ̂  

_,  ,      6        d  h  ..       hd. , ,  ,h 
Take  —  x  — x   x — =g:  then   =g. 

a        e  9  «*• '  *   9 

Now  if,  to  take  the  nth  root  of  g,  we  assume  n  terms,  consecutive  or  non- 
consecutive,  and  nearly  equal  in  value 

V9=J4^   T7   77'   (24), V  «    .     V^'    I  .     V9 

1/6  "^    y'd'^   "^  i/h 

wherein  the  numerators  are  the  square  roots  of  the  terms  and  the  denominators 
the  reciprocals  thereof. 

If  the  terms  are  consecutive  and  odd  in  number 

ah+2bg+   +2de_ 

^^       2a<7+26/+   d   ^''"^ 

bat  if  oonsecntiTe  and  even  in  number 
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H ai+2bh'i'   +g»  ,^ 
^^~"  2a^+26^+   +2d«   ^ 

Also  if  the  aeries  is  consecutive, 

M 

(25)  and  (25i)  are  called  the  diagonal  process. 
To  separate  a  quantity  q/p  into  consecutive  factors  which  shall  be  ne 

equal,  and  which  shall  be  as  many  as  there  are  units  in  the  index  of  the  roo 
be  extracted,  and  whose  differences  shall  also  be  in  arithmetical  progression, 

for   expansor   -t|-,  and  then  arrange  terms  with  differences  themselves  diffe 

by  unity.   This  may  be  done  by  dividing  d' ,  the  difference  of  the  expanded  frac 

q'  /p\  or  q'  —p'j  by  n,  and  making  the  final  interval  -  ̂   -  I^bs  than  the  qaoti 

— after  which  ascend  accordingly. 
Illuatrations :     1.  Separate  f  into  three  factors  of  above  nature : — 

^^^-13.6.    Then^^,-  =  j^g,      -3-=4.5,     -g-^L 

Then  first  interval— 3.6.     Therefore  : 

17         21.6        Ji         ̂         1^        ̂  

13.6'         17*      21.5'"'*  27'       34'       43 

are  the  desired  terms. 

Applying  the  diagonal  process  : 

1458  +  14624-1462       4382     2191     ,  ̂ ^^.^^      „  /inn^w.ic 

11614-1161  +  1156  =^3478^  1739=^'^^^^^^-     
Krror^.OOOUOie. 

2.  Separate  }  into  4  factors  : — 
Expansor=16  gives  f=28  ;  first  interval=6.6. 
[The  series  of  consecutive  factors  is] 

64.6  62         70.6        ̂         109^        12£        141^        160^ 

48'       64."6'         62'       70.6' '^*'   96  '       109'       124'       141* 

3.  Separate  f  into  five  factors  : — 

Expansor— 12.5  ;  first  interval=3,  [and  the  series  of  consecutive  factoi 
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15.5        19.5       24.5       305       37^       31_        39        49        61^       75 
12.5'       15.5'       19.6'      24.5'      80.6' ^'25'      31'      39'      49'       61' 

If  the  foctora  are  consecative  and  in  arithmetical  progression,  then 

V7=    .         ,       „  .  (n-l)(n-2)  .      ,.,   (2^>' n«9-n(g— l)-f   ^   ^  (9—1) 

All  quantities  p/g  may  be  represented  in  n  terms,  which  group  in  three 
18868  as  follows : 

(— )'x  (— )  X  (— )=g/p,wherei+l;  +  i=n. 

Then  »^./^-it/^^^^0^■^^>"^^^)^•^•^(^^^^^^y  roa^ 

»^""i(/c-l-dOa  +  ifeC/a+fe«)c+Kaci+6c)«   ^^^• 

The  above  is  called  the  three-class  process. 
Sometimes  a  quantity  will  reasonably  resolve  into  n  terms,  which  group 

i  only  two  classes.     Hence  the  following  two-clase  process  : 

(4-)'^  (4)*='^ 
,   .    _  j{ad  4-  6c  -f  2cd)h  ->■  k(ad  4  fee  4-  2ah)d 

^'  ̂'~' i(aci-f  6c  +  2crf)a-»-ik(aci-f  6c+2a6)r   ^^^' 

Or,  the  following,  simpler  but  not  so  good  : 

n  /  n  -    (C'^d)jh  +  {a  +  b)kd 
»'^""  (c+d)ia+(a  +  6)tr      ^^"^• 

Of  all  these  processes  the  three-class  (28)  is  the  most  trust- worthy.  When 
2  does  not  naturally  resolve  in  such  terms,  take  q/pv  which  does,  and  extract 

'l  V,  and  multiply  results. 
In  the  consecutive  series 

he  eh 
—  X  T-  X   X  --r  X  — =7, 
ah  d        e       ̂  

ke  a  new  term,  of  the  first  expanded  q  times,  that  is  qb/qa.     Then  drop  the 

rm  5/a,  and  call  qb=g  and  qa—f,  giving  the  equation 
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^  —  -Z.  V      ̂    — 
6        c  e        f      ̂ 

Now  apply  the  diagonal  process,  according  to  the  spirit,  and  not  the 
ter,  of  (25),  and  we  have, 

26/+2c«+d«     '     I'  ̂   
 ^' 

Now  this  result  will  be  found  no  nearer  than  the  result  in  (25) 
the  mean  of  the  two  will  give  a  close  result.  It  is  not,  however,  a  fonDul 
value,  and  I  think  there  are  cases  where  the  error  of  (26)  and  (25i)  are  botl 
the  same  side.     Hence,  their  mean  would  be  of  no  value  in  particular. 

Procrss  for.  Special  Roots. 

For  Square  Root:  [[Hutton  gives  -^|-T— =  J— X  —"1. 

,             (c4d)6-f(a-h6)<i  , 

^^'^'  (c+«i)a-l-(a-hfe)i:   ^ 

2  /a  ,_   (|/"^xfe)-f(|/"H6.ci) ^  ̂"     (|/"75xa)  +  (|/"^xc)  ' 

or  =»!=  —  ^ —  . —  , —        
0|/  cd-tCy    ab 

If  we  call  r  an  approximate  value  of  the  required  square  root,  then 

9+r     ,    «/ Sl 

P 

For  Cube  Roots: — 

29»  4- 309«  4-429  +  7"'" 
 ̂""^ 

Also,  if  — X  — X  —  =9, 
^       a       c        e      ̂  
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v.-'-i?i^^   «')• 
This  is  the  best  of  all  cube  root  processes,  and  I  call  it  the  interweaving 

88.     It  has  remarkable  properties. 

For  the  I  Root : — If  —  X  t-  X  — =q  ;  then '  a       0        c      ̂  

g__-H=Vq,or»j/9»   (38). 

For  the  Fourth  Root: — Let 

a       h        c        a     ̂  

Thon  4    ̂ n  ,     (^gH-g<^)fe-f(ae-t-6d)e+(a(i-h6c)d-Kac-h6«)e 

inen    »/  q-i-  (5e+cd)a+(a«H-6ci)6  +  (adH-6c)c+(ac+6«)d   ^'*^* 

Under-Square  Formulje. 

U=(i/q-i/p)\  U^={i/q-i/p)\  U,=ii/q^^py   

(7)  is  an  under-square  formula  and,  if  <;  is  an  even  square,  is  precisely 
valent  to  the  inth  root  of  1/9,  by  the  first  correction  of  formula  1. 

The  first  correction  of  (7)  is 

■Jf- 

«.j.j       2(n»-l)  „     n*-4.. 

.       2(n«-l)  „     n«-4„ 

n  on       * 

(40). 

n.+d     2(n«-l)        (£-1)1^     n(n-2) 

Ai         "   IT    ^^   72~  ̂   —n^^  ...^ 
AI80,      ̂ p   H-  2(n«-l)„    <Jg-l)C^„  n(n-2)   ^*'^' "•"'*   3;r"  ̂    72~  '^      n-l 

Still  another  but  complex  value  of      \3-  is  : 

J     (2n»-n)„    (n»-4)£7«      (n»-16)(V9-^V''P)*x(,/9+l)v^p 
"           3n                    6n                                        *12» . .  (42). 

^     (2««-n)-.    (n«-4)tr.     (n»-16)(», -q- VP)*  x(|/9+l)|/P 
**          3n                    6n                                        •12n 

•It  aeema  that  lln  U  better  in  actual  practice. 
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For  cube  root  use  for  ooefficients  V"  '^^  i^f  iniitead  of  V  and  f^. 
IlluBiraiionH :  All  the  equidistant  formulae,  except  these,  approach  aoca- 

racy  only  when  <^  is  near  unity.  No  such  restriction  binds  these  [the  under- 
square]  formulae,  especially  those  which  are  most  developed.  And  here,  let  me 
say,  is  undoubtedly  the  beginning  of  a  series  which  I  think  the  Calculi  would  un- 

fold, and  I  trust  some  friend  of  science  will  take  the  burden  of  solving  it. 
So  developed,  I  am  satisfied  that  all  roots  of  all  numbers  would  be  extractable  to 
any  required  degree  of  accuracy. 

1.     Taking  (40)   extract  f^4096T 

^         3x40974-4095-7x3969-^x2401 
3  X  4097-  4096  -  V  x  3969-  A  x  2401 

122914-4095-7056-667  nearly  _g,^a_iw 

"^12291-4095-7056-667  nearly  ""  ̂
  — 1»-»-; 

but  teking  yS  instead  of  |%=VoV=17-f . 

2.     Taking  ̂ |/4096,  we  have 

4x40974-4095-1  x3969-tx2401_,^ 

4  X  4097-4095-t  x  3969-*  x  2401"^^'*" 

3.      Take  ̂ ^096.     By  (42), 

6 X 4097 4- 4095-  V  x 3969- f  x 2401-/g  x  ̂ f^x65  __  11907.2  _ 

~6x  4697-4095- V  4-  »^96^-f  X  2401- ,%  x  ̂ r  X  65  ~     3717    ""      ' 
but  8hould==4. 

To  Sum  a  Series  :     5=1,  r,  r*,    r*»-*,  n  terms. 

Let  «=ratio4"l=-=r4-l,  fi=r— 1. 

^  '-'-—t-i)d*   '''^- 

li  H  exceedB  2,  this  is  not  accurate  enough  to  be  of  value. 

Cube  Root  by  Dikfkrknck  Method. 

Take   a»<(/,    h^>q.     Call  r^— a»=/l,    h*''q=B.     Then 
o«^4-6M 

\ 

aB-^hA l-'|/</   (44). 
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CONVKHIEHT  FOBMUIM  FOR  RoOTS  OF  2. 

10ln+86+»Sr=l) 
U 

101n-35+«|LA) 

A  RouaH  Valck  of  q  in  Tkbm s  of  £. 

,/9+8F«+2g 
«-'   8^:^     (^)- 

LOQABITHMS. 

A  carioos  fact,  but  scarcely  a  asefnl  one,  is  :    The  logarithm  of  any  num- 
approaches 

K-     .                  x^Bxiq-R') 
■"'V-Bx(v'5-1)B"+(|/B

-1)9'^      ^*''' 

irein  K  is  the  logarithm,  B  the  base  of  the  system,  m  the  characteristic  of  the 
irithm  of  q,  the  qaantity.    Now  if  B=4,  the  formula  becomes 

«~'"   2g--f9    "*"    '   ^^^• 

If  q=q/p,  then  /ir«-l-?g^- + «   (4»). 

If  A\=^!i±^,  then  <,-i-5-(l  +2^)   (60) 

-'-^^5^   ^">- 

Since  Napierian  logi^«i»}f /if,  and  also,  since 

44  1 

61  2n 

roughly,  then 
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i»j/q=,„__   _?  roughly   (62). 

The  term  K  also  may  be  understood  to  mean  the  logarithm  of  q  to  base  4. 

K  of  10=f ;  then  9=4(1  +  })=10. 

The  error  by  this  method  is  easily  represented  by  a  curve. 
In  the  fractional  processes  continually  occur  the  coaddition  of  fractions,  or 

the  adding  of  numerators  together,  and  of  denominators  also,  when  the  latter  are 

not  the  same.  When  the  fractions,  two  or  more,  are  '^embracing,"  the  results 
are  close,  and  if  * 'harmoniously  embracing''  then  positively  accurate  geometric  \ 
averages.  They  are  harmonious  when  the  product  of  the  two  terms  of  each  fr•^ 
tion  are  the  same. 

Thus,  {  and  }  are  embracing,  and  their  co-sum  doubled  is  2  x|f  =2.727+. 
The  real  sum  is  {(=2.767  +  .  V,  V  ̂ ^^  V  are  embracing,  and  their  oo-som 

tripled  is  3  X  ||=4. 125.  The  real  sum  is  ̂ ff^^=4.2QO.  }  and  |  are  harmonioDS- 
ly  embracing.  Their  co-sum  is  4f  ̂^  }  which  is  their  square  root  and  precise 
geometric  average. 

Rough  addition  may  be  performed  by  co-addition.  Thus,  If  +  HH-}), 
or  ̂ \,  which  doubled  differs  from  {f}  as  3817  differs  from  3808,  or  1  in  423  parts. 

In  the  foregoing  processes  for  extraction  of  roots,  calculation  of  logarithms, 

etc.,  excepting  the  factor- process,  the  accuracy  increases  rapidly  as  q  approaches 
unity.  In  general  they  have  value  only  when  q  lies  between  .5  and  2.  Their 
value  should  be  tested  by  logarithms.  When  q  exceeds  2,  it  may  generally  be 
divided  by  the  nth  power  of  some  simple  quantity,  which  will  bring  it  near  unity. 
If  this  be  difficult,  use  the  nearest  power  of  2  (say  m)  as  previously  explained. 

Many  apparently  absurd  problems  are  readily  answered  by  these  formula. 
Thus  :     //  the  cube  root  of  2.5=;  ]  what  is  the  4th  root  of  3.333  +? 

Using  the  2-class  process,  formula  (29), — 

/19V      M\     /       *    ...,( 125x3x19) +  (645x4) 

(it)   ̂   (t)=(^^  ''  ̂*^      (375xl4)  +  (645x3) 

=<]J*=lHl=l-35545,  [error  here] 

or  by  (30), 

399 -h  132_ 531  _177^_.  ..^... 

294  +  99  ~  395"""  131  -l-^^^^*' 

V 
True  answer=l. 35120. 
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It  is  frequently  necessary,  or  desirable  to  compare  the  values  of  two  un- 
wieldly,  yet  not  very  unequal  fractions,  or  to  ascertain  approximately  the  com- 

parative value  of  two  ordinary  fractions  quickly,  even  if  only  approximately. 
Hence  the  following : 

Compare  h/a  with  (2/c.  Suppose  them  nearly  equal  to  z/y,  and  divide 
each  fraction  by  it,  giving  hyloA  and  dyjez.     Subtract  unity  from  each,  and  we  have 

^  which  make  equal  to   ,  and  —    which  make  equal  to   .  Then oz  ^  uctz  a  ^  vcz 

uaz^vcz  (tta:^vc)z 

{u(u)  X  {vcz)  uavcz 

=the  relative  excess  of  h/a  over  d/e.     If  u  and  v  are  each  unity,  the  process  is 
very  simple. 

lUuatrations :     1.     Compare  {  and  y\  with  {  as  measure. 

(*+t)-l=-,V  and  (,V-i-t)- !=-,»,. 

22-16         1  11-8  1 
=  ¥^i-»  or  =; 

22x16      681'  11x8x2      68f  ' 

True  answer=^e 

2.     Compare  {{  with  }{.     Take  base=:^|. 

by  _IU  (iy_196         195-f  117  _   312  _       1 
a*  ""117'        «  ""195'       196x117      22816       78.1+' 

_    ̂ .     .         ,      494-29  76  1 
By  the  formula  ̂ ^^--^^^=ggg^=:_. 

1911-1886        1 
True  answer=-^jp-  =  ̂ 3^. 

New  York,  1878— 1»83. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

OondveUd  by  B.  F.  FHKBL,  Sprisffltld.  Mo.   AU  MntrlbvtlOM  to  tkii  itfUtmmA  ikt«M  to  mtft 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PBOBLEKS. 

71.   Plropoood  bj  J.  ▲.  04fiDTOI!liP,  M.  It.,  Prottioor  of  MitbmoHw  te  Omnj  Uirfvwilly,  fflttttarg. 

A  man  owes  me  |200  doe  in  2  ye&rs,  and  I  owe  him  $100  doe  in  4  yean ;  when  ean  he 
pay  me  $100  to  settle  the  aoooont  equitably,  money  being  worth  6%  T  . 

I.   SohitioB  by  P.  8.  BBBO,  PHadpal  of  Sohooli.  Uciaoro.  lortk  Dakota ;  tad  tto  IWVOBIB. 

Let  x=the  time. 

Now,  the  present  worth  of  t200  for  (2— x)  years— the  present  worth  of 
$100  for  (4— X)  years  must=tlOO. 

10000 
-— — =present  worth  of  t200  for  (2— x)  yeanf  at  6%. 

5000 
-~=pre8ent  worth  of  tlOO  for  (4— x)  years  at  6%. 62 -3x 

10000         5000 :r=lOO. 

•  •  56-3x     62-3x 

.'.  x=.358615  years=4  months  and  9  days. 

n.   lohitioB  by  FIBDIBIO  B.  HOBBT.  Bew  Betod,  Oomioetievt 

The  present  value  of  tl.l2  due  2  years  hence  is  tl.OO.  Therefore 
the  present  value  of  t200.00  due  in  2  years  is  t200+1.12=t  178.571.  The 
present  value  of  tl.24  due  4  years  hence  is  tl.OO.  Therefore  the  present  value 

of  tlOO.OO  due  4  years  hence  is  tl00-^1.24==$80.645.  If  we  deduct  $80,645 
from  $178,571  we  have  $97,926,  the  amount  due  to  me  at  the  present  time.  This 
sum  placed  at  interest  at  6%  would  yield  $97,926  x  .06=$5.876  in  1  year.  The 
difference  between  $100.00  and  $97,926  is  $2,074,  the  interest  which  mast  accum- 

ulate in  order  that  the  sum  may  become  equal  to  $1.00.  Therefore  since  the  in- 
terest $5,876  accumulates  in  1  year,  the  interest  $2,074  will  accumulate  in 

2.074-4-5.876=0.3529  years.     Answer. 

78.    PropoMd  by  W.  H.  CABTEB,  ProlMior  of  MathoautUei,  Oontoairy  OoUoft  of  Loaiiiaaa.  JatkiH, 

Thoagh  the  length  of  my  field  is  1-7  longer  than  my  neighbor's,  and  its  quality  is  1-0 
better,  yet  as  its  breadth  is  1-4  less,  his  is  worth  $500  more  than  mine.  What  is  mine 
worth?    Encyclopedia  Britannica. 

SolnUon  by  Hums  BVA  JOBBS  sad  BBVA  GABOTHBBS.  Sonior  PupUi  of  Witt  Poiat  Ort4oi  SoImI. 

1.    I  :  r  ::  7  :  8.     Ist  condition. 

\ 

2.     7  :  r/  ::  9  :  10.     2nd  condition. 
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8.    6  :  6'  ::  4  :  3.    3rd  condition. 

4.    V  :  v'  ::  21  :  21,  mnltipiying  and  reducing,   and  remembering  thai 
le  value  «  l,h.q, 

6.     Also  ©—©'=$600.     Whence, 
6.  r=$10600.     From  (4)  and  (5), 

7.  ©'=$10000. 
ThU  i»roblem  was  also  aolTed  by  B,  F.  SINE,  NELSON  8.  MORAY,  P.  8.  BMBO,  F.  M.  MeOAW, 

\  C.  OOMBIN.  COOPER  D.  SCHMITT,  FREDERIC  R.  HONEY,  H,  C,  WILKES,  and  G.  B,  M.  EERR. 
U.  A.  Onib«r  sent  in  a  aolatioii  of  Problem  70,  DeiMutnent  of  ArithmeUo,  too  late  for  credit  In  last 

■me.    His  answer  la  e.tf  years. 

ALGEBRA. 

Condaetad  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Moattrey.  Va.   All  eoatribatioBi  to  thia  dtpartmeat  ihoold  bt  laat  to  htaa. 

SOLVTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

08.   Pnpoaad  by  ROBSST  JU080I  ALET.  M .  A.,  ProfstMr  of  MatbiiatteB  in  Indiana  Unifanlty,  Bloo» 
Iton,  Indiana. 

Sum  to  n  terms  the  series,  nco8^-|-(n— l)cos2/9-f  (n— 2)cos36^,  etc. 

[Chryatal^B  Algebra.l 
I.  Sohition  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M .  8e.,  Profaitor  of  MatbaaatiM  in  Colvmbian  Uniftnity,  Waahinftan, 

C. 

Let  S=ticos<^+(n— l)co82^+(n— 2)cos36/        Also  let  5,=sin^-f 

D2^+sin3^   ,  and  Se=cos6^-|-co82^-|-cos8^   

S=fi[cos^+co82^+cos8<V+   ]— [cos2^+2cos3^+   ], 

=(n+l)[co8/y+cos2^+cos3^+   ]  — [cos /V+ 20082^^+80088/^   ], 

ow5.=[co8{«n  +  l).^}8inKn<^)]/8inJ#,and5.=r[8in{JU+l).^)sinKn^]/sinJ/*. 

Q^f    ,  ,^eo8{Kn-H)<V}8inKn6)      d  fBiniin'^l)Mini(nff)  -| 

obably  as  compact  a  form  as  can  be  obtained. 

n.    Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR.  A.  M..  Pb.  D..  Taiarkaaa.  Arkansas. 

Let  £f=8um  required, 

28inJ/Vco8n^=8in{^  -|.?^^6'}-8in{<!^  -^^^^f^} 
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68inJ^co8(n-2)(?=38m{  ^4-^^6^}-38iii{6^  +^^^} 

88mJ6^co8(n-3)^=48in{  e^^^e}^AHin{0  +^^^^} 

2n8ini6«coB^=nBm(^+  i^-n8m(6^-i^). 

Adding  we  get 

2ainJ6^=(8in|6^+8mt6i+8in}^H-   +8in?~!^/?)-n8in*/9, 

=[8in(^^)BinKn^]/8inJ6^-iwinJft 

.-.  S=[8in  (-^|^^)8inJ(n^-«8jn«  J6r|/28in«J6^. 

The  series  in  parenthesis  above  is  summed  in  all  trigonometries  in  the  ser- 
ies, sina+8in(a+/?)  +  ,  etc.,  by  making  a=}^,  /3=S, 

UL   SolatfoB  by  J.  SOHEFFBS,  A.  M.,  Haftrttowa,  MaryUnd. 

The  given  series  may  be  broken  up  into : 

n[cos6'+co82^4"COs36^+   cosnff] 

—  [co826  +  2co83/V  +  3cos4^+   (n— l)cosi»q. 

To  sum  the  series  co86^+cos26^+cos3^4-   cosn^,  we  have 

sinj^— 8inf^=— 2cos6/8ini6^. 

sini^-8int6i=*2co82^ini6^. 

sin|^-sin}^=-2co836'6ini^. 

8inK2n-l)6'-8ini(2n+l)^=-2co8n^ini^. 

Adding,  we  have,  8inJ6^— 8inK2n  +  l)6/=-.28inJ6^2(n6'). 

.-.  2Cn60=[8inK2n+l)6/-8inJ^/28inJ6'=[co8Kn+l)^sinJn(y]/8inJ^. 

.-.  n-2(n6^=[nco8l(n  +  l)6'8inJn^/8inl/V. 
To  sum  the  second  part,  we  have, 

x«+2x»+3x*+   (n-l)a;«=[x«-na:»+i  +  (n-l)a:"+«]/(l— 1)«. 
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Putting  x=oo8^+t8in^,  and  employing  the  formula  (0086^4* t8in^*"= 
98m6-|-i8inm^,  we  obtain  after  putting  the  real  parts  of  both  members  equal,  and 
laking  all  necessary  reductions,  for  the  sum  of  the  second  series 

  cos6>— tioosn/V-Kn— l)cos(n+l)6> 
""  48in*i^  ' 

0  that  the  sum  of  the  given  series 

_nco8Kn-fl)^inin^      cos6^— ncosn^4-(n— l)cos(n-|- 1)6^ 
""  sinj^  ■*■  isin^P  " 

To  test  this  formula  we  must  of  course,  leave  the  coefficient  n  of  the  first 
expression  unchanged,  while  in  all  the  other  factors  and  terms  which  involve  n, 
1  must  be  put  successively=l,  2,  3,  4,  etc. 

Also  sowed  by  B,  W.  MORRELL. 

00.   PropoMd  by  0.  S.  WHITE,  A.  M.,  Trafalgar.  ladiaaa. 

Prove  that  a;»d=a^-Ha^-*:±:   -|-(d=l)«-ia;-|-(±l)"=(«:Fl)*=*= 
:(x:Fl)"~H^(aj=Fl)*"*=*=   +  (=*=l)*'x,  where  A,  B,  C,   are  the 
inomial  coefficients  of  the  (n4-l)th  order. 

L  SolatioB  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M .  8«.,  Proltnor  of  MathmuttlM  in  Colvmbiaa  UniTtnity,  WaaMaff , 
C. 

a:»dta^-i+a^--*+   ,  etc.=(a^+i-l)/(x— 1)   (1), 

r  a^+i+l)/(a;+l)   (2),  ={[(x-l)+l]«+i- 1 }/(«-!),   or 

[(x+i)-i]«+i+i}/(«+i),  =(«-ir+c;^i(x-i)«-i+c;^i(a!-ir-»+   , 

or  («+  l)«^C;^j(a!+  l)»-i+  c;^j(a!-ir-»-   

=(x:^l)"dti4(x:^l)*-i  +  J5(ir=Fl)'*-*+   

n.    SohitioB  by  S.  W.  M OBRILL,  Profiisor  of  MathomaUet  in  Montptlitr  Stminary,  M ontptUar,  VamoBt. 

Let  ̂ =x*=fca^-i-f  a^-*=t   +(d=l)*-ix-|-  (±1^- 

Pnt  z=yd=l,  expanding  and  observing  that  the  sign  of  the  last  term  of 
ich  expression  is  xk  if  n  is  odd  but  4  if  n  is  even,  we  may  write  : 

=(y=bl)'»=y*d=njr-i  + J[n(n-2)]3r-«dt   -k- {±\)^-Hy -k- {^ly 

a^-»=dt(yd=l)»-i=dtjr-i  +  (n-l)3r-«db   +(dbl)»-i(n-l)y  +  (=fcl)« 

-«=(ydtl)«-«=   3r-«d=   +(dtl)»-Kn-2)y  +  (=bl)- 

etc    etc. 
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(±1)— >a:=(±l)->(y±l)=   (±l)^'y+(±I)" 

(±1)-=   (il)"- 

By  adding,  and  simplifyiDg  the  coefficients  of  y,  we  have 

X-=y±(»  +  l)3r-'+lKn+11n]y-»±  . . ..  +(±1)— 4t(n+I)n]!/+{±l)"(n+l), 

which  has  binomial  coefficiente  of  the  (n+l)th  order,     Snbetitating  A,  B,  C, 
  for  the  coefficients  and  restoring  the  values  of  y, 

lf=(i=Fl)-±^Cat^l)"->+B(iTl)»-«±   J. . . .  +(±1)— >B(xTl>+(±I)'A. 

[Expanding  and  combining  the  terms  of  the  second  member,  we  get  tbc 
Arst  member  for  a  reenit,     Zerb,] 

GEOMETRY. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FBOBLEMS. 

M.   PnpoMd  br  J.  F.  W.  SOaiPFEB,  A.  H.,  a<««nu>wg.  tUrrlud. 

Thp  cnnM«ut{v<t  aidea  ot  n  qiiitdrilAteml  nre  n,  h.r,  H.     3nppo«ing  lU  dingonalti  to  he 

equkl.  And  them  itnd  kIso  tlie  aren  ut  the  qiindrilnterat. 

n.    SolDlioQ  by  1-  H.  BELL.  HiUitmni.  nKiioli. 

The  solution  as  published  simply  demonstrates  this  theorem,  a*  +h*+^ 

+  d*  =2x*  +  4JK*,    wilh    two    un- 
knowns, and  is  then  solved  f>ir  a 

particular  case. 
Let  the  sides  of  the  quadri- 
lateral AB,  nC,  CP,  and  AD.  bo  n, 

b,  e,  and  A ;  and  the  diagonals  each 

s=2i;  x+v,  I— «/=the  segmputs 
AO  and  6c;  and  BO  and  0D= 
z-f-i  and  X— z.  In  the  triangles 
AOB,  BOC,  and  COD  we  have 

(x-t-y)coBi<-Kx+*)ooBB=o,  coa^ 
={4x*  +  o*-fc')/(4ax),  coaB= 
(4x»  +  a»  — rf*)/C4nx),  making 



«C4x«+»»-d')=(2tt«+M+d«)«-8x»-(*i!»+a*-fc*)y    (J). 

Similarly  BOC,«(4ai«+6»-««)=(2b*+o*+c*)a!-ai:*-(o*-6*-4a:»)y   (2), 

mndOO/),  »(-4a!»  +  6*-c»)=(fc"  +  2c»  +  d»)i-fe»+(c»-d»+4««)y   (8). 

Subtracting  t2)  from  (1),  (a«— 6«+c«— <i'>=(o»— 6»— c»+(i»)«-8a!«y   (4). 

Snbtnctiag  (3)  from  (2),  ̂ *s={a*  +  b*-e*-d*)x-ia*-b*+e*-d*)y   (fi). 

Bqnatiog  the  valnefl  oft  in  (4)  and  (6)  aod  aolving  for  y,  after  letting 

((»•— fc»  +  e*— d»)=«,  a*—b*—c*  +  d'=f,  a*  +b'—c*—d*=g,  we  have 

y=(<j-8/i»)/(««-64x*).i   (6). 

Equating  the  yalues  of  i  uid  Bolving  for  y  in  (1)  and  (4)  after  letting 

a*—b*=m,    a*~d*=n,    2o»  +  6»+d'=p,    2e+f=q, 

and  noting  that  2n— c^^ffi  we  have 

y=i4^*-ep+Jhy(d2x*  +igx*~em).x   (7). 

Equating  the  Talnes  of  y  in  (6)  and  (7), 

512x«-64Ca*4ft«+e»+d»)i*  +  16[a«(6»-2c'  +  d»)+fc*(<:*-2d»)+e*d»]!e» 

+4(ttc-W)(oc+6d)(a*-6*+c«— d*)=0   (8). 

Leta:*=iy,  4a!*=iy,  2a:=v/Jy,  or  multiply  (8)  by  the  geometrical  aeriei, 
iHi  A>  ii  ■°<1  Ii  ratio=8,  then  (8)  becomes 

^-(a»+4»+e»+d*)y»  +  2[a«(fe»-2«»  +  d«)+6»(c*-2d»)+c»d»]y 

^  +4(ac— W)(ac+6d)(o»  -fc*  +e»— d»)=0   (9). 

When  thit  ia  solved  by  Cardan's  fbrmula,  then  since  there  are  given  the 
lido*  of  the  trianglee  ABC  and  ACD,  we  have  in  the  general  formula,  with  the 
afdea  a,  b,  and  2x,  and  c,  d,  and  2z,  the  area  for  the  qoadrilateral 

^^       ABCD=it/[ia  +  b)*-4x*]  x  [4r»-(o-fr)*] 

Bi"  +t|/Uc+d)*-4**]x[4i»-{c-d)»}. 

abMtwtoaaitormatlontOrfS]  U  to  pUta*-v.  >■—>'«.    WethengMy*— |(a>4t<+a*+d<)V 
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Example :    a,  ft,  c,  (i=6,  5,  3,  4,  respectiyely,  in  (9)  gives 

yt  _86y«  +  894y- 1216=0. 

By  Horaer's  method,  ̂ =75.7270176  +  .     Diagonal  2a;=6.1533+  agreeing  with  a 
close  drawing. 

[Mr.  Bell  sent  us  this  solation  March  14, 1896.  We  have  looked  it  over  carefully  ind 
believe  that  it  is  entirely  correct.  The  solution  published  in  the  July-August  number  o( 
Vol.  II  is  of  a  particular  case.    Editor.] 

CALCULUS. 

OoBdsotsd  bj  J.  M .  COLAW,  Montoray,  Va.   All  eootribatioiii  to  this  deptitmtat  ihaald  b«  Mat  to  hte. 

SOLVTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

67.   Propoiad  by  F.  M.  MoOAW.  A.  M .,  Profetior  of  lUthoauttiei  io  Bordentown  Military  ZastitaU,  B«* 
jdootowB.  lew  Jtnoy. 

Solve  the  following  equation  :     (I  +x*)-i-j-— 22^^  -f  22/=0. 

I.   Solation  by  WILLIAM  S.  HEAL,  A.  M..  Member  of  the  Loadoa  Mathematieal  Soeiaty.  aad  Tnumm 
af  Orant  Ooaaty,  Marion,  Indiana. 

Let  y=6xl    I  zdx-^  c  I  and  the  equation  becomes 

dz  dz  ^dx 

,a+..)5^4.2z=0.or^+^^^^=0. 

.-.  «=c'(l  +  [l/x«])  ;  y=6a;{c'(x-[l/«])+c},  =J5x+A(l-aj»). 

n.   Solation  by  H.  C.  WHITAKEE,  M.  S.,  Ph.  D.,  ProfeMor  of  Mathematiei  in  Maaval  Thdoiaf  Sehsil. 
Philadelphia,  PenniylTania. 

Proceeding  to  obtain  a  solution  in  series,  both  values  of  y  are  found  to  ter- 
minate immediately.     The  complete  primitive  is  y=Ax-^B{x*^l). 

m.   Solution  by  WILLIAM  HOOVER,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Profeiaor  of  Mathematiet  and  AstiwoBy  la  OHi 
State  UniTereity,  Athene,  Ohio. 

It  is  shown  {Forsyth's  Differential  Equations,  Article  58)  that 

d*y/dx*  +P{dy/dx)'^Qy=:R   (1) 

gives,  when  y=vw   (2). 
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^iSr+(2^+^'<')^+(d^  +  ̂ ^+<2«)f=iJ   (3). 

with  the  conditional  equations : 

-5^^P-^-  +  Q.=0      (4). 

^+[i2/w)^'^F\dv/dx=R/w   (6). 

w  being  supposed  known  from  (4)  gives 

to«^r-/PAr  ̂ A-hfwRifP^dx   (6), 

and  v=B-^Af-^e-yP^'^f-^i'fP^fwR€fP^dx   (7). 

Now  (4)  is  of  the  same  form  as  (1)  excepting  that  the  right  member  is  0 ; 
so  that  if  we  have  a  solution  of  (4)  we  have  that  of  (1)  when  1^=0. 

The  given  equation  is 

ix*     l^x*  dx  ̂ l+x«^^   ^^' 

d 
dx 

then  P=^2x/(l+x*),  and  a  particular  solution  is 

y=x   (9),  or  w=x   (10). 

Then  (7)  gives  v=B--Af(^+  l)=i?4-i4(ic-[a;/l]), 

and  y=tKt=£a;+i4(z'  — 1),  the  required  solution. 

[Ab  will  be  teen  from  the  last  solution  both  forms  are  correct.    The  first  form  is  giv- 

en as  the  answer,  on  page  886  of  Byerly*$  Integral  Caleultis.    Editor.] 
Also  aolred  1^  O.  W,  ANTHONY,  W.  C,  M,  BLACK,  J.  80HBFFBR,  O.  B,  M.  XEBB.  and  P.  8. 

58.   Piropotsd  bj  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M .  8«.,  PnfMtor  of  MathMiatlei  in  Oolvmbiaa  Uninrtity,  WasMagton, 
D.  C. 

A  line  passes  through  a  fixed  point  and  rotates  uniformfy  about  this  point.  Another 
line  passes  through  a  point  which  moves  uniformly  along  the  arc  of  a  given  curve  and  ro- 

tates uniformly  about  this  point.  Develop  a  method  for  finding  the  locus  of  intersection 
of  these  two  lines.    Apply  to  case  of  circle  and  straight  line. 
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SohitioB  kj  tht  PI0P08IB. 

Let  y=/[x)  be  the  equation  of  the  curve,  taking  the  fixed  point  as  orfgin. 
Let  (xi,  Vi)  be  the  position  of  the  moving  point  at  time  t.  Call  S^  the  angb 
which  the  line  through  the  fixed  point  originally  makes  with  axis  of  x ;  also,  lei 
a9i  be  the  rate  of  angular  rotation.    Then  the  equation  of  line  is 

y=tan(<»,«+6^i)aj; 

whence  e=((»,/l)[tan-i(y/«)-6^i]   (1). 

Also  the  equation  of  other  line  is 

y— y,=tan((»,«+6^,)(a;-xi) ; 

whence  e=(c»,/l)  (tan-i?^^£^-6^,)     (2). «— a? 

«=--^r[l+/'(*,)]*cix   (3).     y^=J(x,)   (4). 

To  solve  the  problem,  then,  we  integrate  (3),  solve  the  resulting  equatioD 
for  Xi ,  substitute  this  value  in  (4),  and  then  substitute  the  values  of  Z|  and  y^  in 
(2),  after  which  t  is  to  be  eliminated  between  the  resulting  equation  and  (1).  to 
apply  this  method  to  the  case  of  the  straight  line 

.-.From  (2),  e=— tan-i( — ^—r)-^i' 

Then   J-(tan--^-i^-6>,)=— (tan-^      /     /     x/.  ̂   ir  /  ■,     /i  x^^t  )■ oih^\  X        ̂ ^     a?,\  «*-(«! /<»i)(tan-*[y/a:]— 6^1 )      */ 

Let  y=psin^ ;  2=/:>co8^. 

Then  -i(^-«»,)  =  -rt«n-«(   ^^-^^Bt—---—)-»,l 

PCOS^— (!?,/(»,  )(^—^,)  •-    ■       O?/^         '-'J 

.  (t^i/Q>,)(^-<»i)tan[^,-f(a>,/a?0(^-(y,)] 

cos^tan[6^, +((»,/<»,  )(^—f/^)]—8in^      * 

the  polar  equation  of  the  curve. 
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The  case  of  the  drole  leads  to  complicated  results.  The  case  of  two  fixed 
points  is  interesting.  The  equations  of  the  intersecting  straight  lines  may  be 
written 

y=ton(c»,t-f/9^)«   (1),  and  y=tan((»,t+6g)(«-a)   (2). 

From  (1)  tan^tan(a>|e+<9t)- 

.*.  psin^=tan(o9,t+^B)(P<^B^— a); 

whence  p=[aiMn(aa^t+0^)]/[(SMttBniaf^t'^0^)^Hinf],  or 

p={atan[^(^-6^,)+<'.]}/{cos^n[^«(^-6lO  +  <',]-8in^}, 

={aBin[^i4-(»,)+9,]}/(Bin[i^-l)^+e,-^0,}}   .(«). 

If  they  both  start  from  the  initial  horisontal  (>ositJon  at  the  same  time, 

8m{[(<»,/a>,)-l]^} 

A  large  number  of  curves  is  included  in  equation  (m). 

ThiB  problem  wm  also  solved  by  0.  W.  M.  Black.    HIb  solution  will  appear  in  the 
next  issue. 

MECHANICS. 

OomiUUi  hij  B.  F.  fSMKEL,  SpriafflsUi,  Mo.   All  MBtribattou  to  tkii  <iysifH  ihoald  bt  Mat  to  Ub. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

41.   Piropoiod  hij  0.  W.  AHHOIT,  M.  So.,  Proitioor  of  llatlio«atiof,  ColnabiaB  Uaironity,  Watkiagtoa, 
D.  0. 

If  the  earth  were  a  perfect  sphere  and  had  a  frictionless  Burface,  what  would  be  the 
motion  of  a  particle  placed  at  a  given  latitude  7 

SohitioB  by  tho  FB0V08IB. 

Adopt  as  oodrdinates  the  latitude  of  the  particle  and  the  distance  measured 



in  milea  along  a  circle  of  latitode.  C*1I  the  latitude  X,  and  the  distance  meumd 
along  the  email  circle  x.     Alau  let  A,  be  the  initial  latitude. 

As  the  particle  muvea  towards  the  equator  under  the  resolved  compotMot 
of  centrifugal  force  there  will  be  no  acceleration  parallel  to  the  equator. 

Then  clearly. 

x— 2irii(coeX— coal,) . . . 

Also  for  the  acceleration  towards  the  equator, 

—^  =  -  -ri-fiBin2A,   or  -^^ 

Let  dX/dt=ft- 

« 

Then  /J=»'2-y  v'oos2A.-cob2A.,. 

Whence  I=K'2—  j  — ^  »—  I      —^ 
•^     "''  X,  1/C082X-C082X,         "•'  X,  i/si '  Xi  i/co82X— C082X 

LetsinX=BinX,Bin^.     Then 

•'♦,  v'l-ainU,HinV       "''■''  \    BinX,  7 

irLJo   ,    l-ein'A,ein'*      ̂ o   |/  l-ain'XjsinVJ 

=»(r/ff)[F(8inX,.  lw)-F(8inX,,  (t)]   13). 

Equation  (1)  gives  the  relation  between  the  coordinates  at  any  time,  ta^ 
(2)  gives  the  time  of  motion. 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

OondDvUd  br  B.  P.  FHUL.  BpriBfflald.  Ka.    All  eonteibntlani  to  thli  dtpulmiM  •konld  b«  ii 

SOLUTIOHS  OF  FB0BLEM8. 

A  mac  \%  at  the  center  of  a  circular  desert;  he  travels  at  a  given  rate  butinap«r/(ri- 
ly  random  manner.    What  in  th<>  probability  thftt  hp  will  be  nS  the  deeert  in  a  given  timpT 
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Balntlini  bj  tm  PSOPOSXX. 

Let  A=the  radius  of  deBert,  7':=tiine,  v=rate.     Let  P  be  the  position  of 
e  man  at  any  instant.     Draw  about  P  an  infinitesimal  circle,  MSK.     Call  the 

angle  JfPJV,  #.   Then  6i=ooa-'-^. 
Now  the  rate  at  which  the  man  moat  approach  the 

circumference  in  order  to  be  off  in  agiven  time  is  R/T.  In 
an  infinitely  small  time  the  distance  will  be  (,R/T)dt. 

Also  PSi=vdt. 

.  fi^cfM- ■m   '■'• 
Now  R,  T,  and  v  are  positive.  Therefore  the  value  of  0  defined  by  eqna- 

an  (1)  has  to  do  with  an  angle  leas  than  90°. 
Now  if  the  man  at  each  inat&nt  goea  within  the  angle  MPN,  he  wilt  get  off 

le  desert  in  the  given  time.     The  chance  that  he  will  do  this  is 

p  ̂  2coB-'KJi/ri,)]   (j^ 

Hence  the  required  probability  in  given  by  (2). 

If  fl=0,  or  T,  =",  ori>='°,  0=1.     If  R=Ti>,  0=0. 
If  R>  Tv,  C  is  impossible. 
Let  R=l,  and  v=l.     To  find  the  time  which  he  mast  have  at  his  disposal 

1  order  that  he  may  have  half  a  chance  to  get  off  the  desert. 
Clearly  T^,.  2. 

PBOBLEHS  FOR  SOLUTION. 

AniTHMETIC. 

71.   tivftfi  bj  J.  1.  CILDBSHUD.  M.  St..  fralMior  of  Miltmatloi  la  Cmrrr  Vtiitr^lj.  FltttbVf, 
nicTlniiia. 

If  M  men.  In  10  days  ot  IS  hours  each,  dig  a.  trench  300  yardg  long,  S  yards  wid(^,  6 
■et  deep  for  540  five-cent  loaves  when  flour  ia  |8  a  barrel ;  what  is  Hour  worth  a  bnrrel 
ben  46  m#n,  working  5H  <lafB  ot  10  hours  each,  dig  a  trench  ISS  yiuda  long.  6  yartla  widt>, 
feet  deep  for  820  fonr-cent  loaves  T    Solvt  hy  proportion. 

76.   Prapaudb7l.W.llOSBnL.FratonaollUtb«BatlMiaMOD4«lin8«ainiT.IIoatpdl«r.Tn>aDt. 
An  enstem  nobleman  willed  his  entire  estate  to  hii  three  sons  on  the  condition  that 

le  oldeat  sboold  have  one-half,  the  next  one-thiid,  and  the  youngest  one-ninth.    His  e«- 
ite,  on  inventory,  was  found  to  consist  ot  IT  elephants.    What  should  be  tlie  share 
rpschT 
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ALQKBRA. 

78.  PMpoMd  hf  J.  KABODS  BOOBMAI.  GMmltftllft  Mt^lwtdti,  CtoUMlor  ai  Um. 
Btwlttt,  LoBC  blud,  Vflw  Ttrk. 

Solve  2*  +  xy=10   (1) ;  jfl  +  xy^lH   (2),  for  all  the  roots,  and  ptoffe  tiyil 
they  are  the  roots. 

[Former  aolutions  in  print  are  defective.  See  Analy$t,  Vol.  Ym,  page  111 ;  YoL  IZ, 
page  68.    J.  M.  B.] 

78.   PropoMd  b7  0.  W.  M .  BLACK,  A.  M .,  PraiMMr  of  MitfcmiHw  is  Wtd^jaa 

Of  n  persons  A,  B,  C,  etc.,  A  first  gives  to  the  others  as  maeh  as  each  of 
already  has ;  then  B  gives  to  the  others  as  much  as  each  then  has ;  and  so  on  far  mA  h 
turn.    Finally,  A,  B,  C,  etc.,  have  respectively  o^,  6,  c,  etc.,  dollars.    How  nmeh 
At  first? 

80.   PropoMd  hf  0.  B.  M.  ZBBB,  ▲.  M .,  Ph.  D.,  Ttsarkaaa,  Irktasst. 

Solve  l+a*  =  a(l+ar)*  . 

GEOMETRY. 

74.   PlropoMd  by  BOBBBT  JUOSOV  ALBT,  M.  ▲.,  PraiMMr  of  Mtthwistkis  ia  Immmk  PainwHy. 
ia  Mslhtaatiet,  Uninnitj  of  Pnuiiylfaiiia. 

Let  0  be  the  center  of  the  inscribed  circle.    AO  produced  meets  the  eireamelide  in 
A'.    Find  the  ratio  ofilO  to  Oil'. 

70.   PMpoMd  by  WILLIAM  H00?BB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  PrslMMr  of  MsthoMtiti  sai  lUiisw^  ia  8lii 
Uahrinttj.  Athtai*  Ohio. 

A  plane  passes  through  (0, 0,  c)  and  touches  the  circle  2*  +  y*  »  o8  ,  mmM};  delsr- 
mine  the  locus  of  the  ultimate  intersections  of  the  plane. 

78.   Propooad  by  L.  B.  7RAKBR,  BowUof  Ortoa,  Ohio. 

Lines  run  from  a  point,  P,  within  a  triangular  piece  of  land  to  the  anises  A,  B,  and 
C  are  91, 102,  and  80  rods,  respectively ;  and  a  line  78  rods  in  length  passing  throa|^  the 
point,  P,  and  terminating  in  the  sides  AC  and  BC  cuts  ofiP  8024  square  rods  adjacent  to  an- 

gle C    Required  the  dimensions  of  the  land. 

CALCULUS. 

88.   Propoiod  by  OSOBOB  ULLBT,  Ph.  D.,  LL.  D.,  Portiaad,  OrofOB* 

A  string  is  wound  spirally  100  times  around  a  cone  100  feet  high  and  2  feet  in  diam- 
eter at  the  base.  Through  what  distance  will  a  duck  swim  in  unwinding  the  string  keep- 

ing it  taut  at  all  times,  the  cone  standing  on  its  base  and  at  right  angles  to  the  auilaoe  of 
the  water  ? 

88.   Plropofod  by  J.  X.  XLLWOOD,  A  M .,  Prindpal  of  Ootfai  Sehool,  PIttobvr*  PMasjhraala. 

Around  the  top  of  a  conical  frustum, — ^base  6  feet,  top  1  foot,  altitude  100  feet,— Is 
wound  a  rope  100  feet  long  and  1  inch  thick.  It  is  unwound  by  a  hawk  flying  in  one  plane. 
How  far  does  Mr.  Hawk  fly  ? 

87.   Propooad  by  BXIJ.  F.  TAIIXT,  A.  M.,  PrafoMor  of  MsthoMtios  ia  Moaat  Uaftoa  OoDsft.  lflhasi» 
Ohio. 

A  man  starts  to  walk  at  a  uniform  rate  across  a  draw-bridge  Just  aa  it  begios 
to  move.    He  walks  the  full  length  of  the  bridge  and  back,  in  the  same  time  that  It  lata 
the  bridge  to  make  a  half  revolution.    How  far  does  he  ride,  the  length  of  the  bridge  betaf 
260  feet,  and  its  velocity  uniform  about  a  center  axis  ? 



MBCHANIOS. 

by  t.  BIHl  SLOOOll,  UBiM  OoOtgt.  tifcwmli^yt  1^ 

A  ohain  16  feet  long  is  hung  over  a  nnooih  pin  with  one  end  3  feet  higher  than  the 
theat  end  and  then  let  go.  Show  that  the  ohain  will  run  off  the  pin  in  aboot  7-5  leoond. 
Wnghi'B  Meekamci,  page  «9.] 

M.  >>mm<<  by  J.  0.  lAOJ.  H.  An  0.  B.,  Proiimi  tl  OM  IiniMWiH>  Iffritidlml  lai  MmImiI- 

Find  the  loent  of  the  oenter  of  grayity  of  an  aio  of  oonttant  length  for  a  parabola. 

M.  fn§tni  by  0.  H.  wnstm,  f^ubbupiii,  a^  Ttft. 
A  body  alidea  from  reatdown  a  seriea  of  imooth  inclined  planet,  whoae  total  heighta 

re  A  feet.  Show  that  the  veloeity  at  the  bottom  is  v^2^A  feet  per  leoond.  [From  WrighV$ 
feehawici.] 

AVBRAQC  AND  PROBABILITY, 

fl.  AwytMdbye.  B.  UmB.  AH..n.  D.,TtaariaMkArkuMM. 

Three  points  are  taken  at  random  in  a  sphere  and  a  plane  passed  throagh  them. 
Ind  the  average  volume  of  the  segment  eat  off  from  the  sphere. 

by  B.  F.  flUBL,  A  H.,  H.  St.,  Proimir  tl  Mitbiiflii  tai  Phyrits  ia  Dnuy  CtoUtfe, 

A  straight  line  of  length  a  is  divided  into  three  parts  by  two  points  taken  at  random ; 

nd  the  ehanee  that  no  part  is  greater  than  6.     [From  HaU  and  Ktiight*$  Higher  il^^ra.] 

by  BsaatI  B.  Hanrood,  Praiiiiir  tl  Mitbiitiw,  8«itlNn  Diisoit  Btits  B«rasl  UMftr- 
«y. 

Four  Latin  sentences  are  given.  Number  one  has  12  words,  two  has  18  words,  three 
tid  four  have  6  each.  What  are  the  chances  that  two  papils  will  have  them  in  the  same 
tder  ?    Will  the  result  vary  with  the  number  of  pupils  in  the  class  ? 

EDITORIALS. 

President  Oeorge  H.  Barter,  of  Delaware  College,  Delaware,  has  just  or- 
ered  a  oomplete  set  of  the  Monthly. 

We  shall  be  pleased  to  pay  25  cents  each  for  a  limited  number  of  copies  of 

\o.  6,  Vol.  I,  and  No.  11,  Vol.- II,  of  the  Monthly.  Any  of  our  readers  wish- 
ag  to  dispose  of  these  numbers  should  write  to  us. 

We  are  greatly  pleased  to  note  that  the  Board  of  City  Trusts,  Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania,  has  recognised  the  long  and  ftithftil  service  of  Professor  Warren 
[oldmi  in  the  following  resolution  :  Resolved,  That  in  consideration  of  forty- 
▼e  years  continued  and  faithftil  service,  Warren  Holden,  A.  M.,  Professor  of 
[aihemaiics  at  Oirard  College,  be  retired  January  81,  1897,  at  a  salary  of  $2,fi00 
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So  far,  we  have  received  only  a  few  letters  respecting  the  matter  x>f  pub- 
lishing the  portraits  of  our  contributors.  We  shall  be  pleased  to  hear  still  far- 

thur,  and  those  who  favor  the  plan  may  send  their  photos  to  us  at  once. 

The  paper  by  the  late  Ansel  N.  Kellogg,  of  Chicago,  published  in  this  is- 
sue was  sent  to  the  Monthly  at  the  suggestion  of  Professor  Irving  Strlngham,  of 

the  University  of  California.  Professor  Stringham  says,  'They  [the  formula] 
take  us  back  to  methods  that  were  in  vogue  at  the  beginning  of  the  century.  But 
they  are  much  superior  in  accuracy  and  rapidity  of  convergence  to  any  I  have 

found  in  the  older  books.  They  will  be  of  some  interest,  I  think,  to  mathematic- 
al readers. 

Their  author,  the  late  Ansel  N.  Kellogg,  of  Chicago,  was  for  a  number  of 
years  prominent  in  newspaper  and  business  circles  throughout  the  country. 
Though  a  very  busy  man,  he  found  time  for  mathematical  meditation,  and  thit 

he  could  think  efficiently  in  this  domain  the  paper  presented  sufficiently  attests." 

As  we  are  very  anxious  to  increase  the  subscription  to  the  Monthly  ws 
make  the  following  liberal  offers  : 

1.  To  any  person  sending  us  75  new  subscribers  at  our  regular  price,  we 
will  make  a  present  of  a  handsome  set  of  the  Century  Dictionary  and  Encyclopedia. 

2.  To  any  person  sending  us  50  new  subscribers  at  our  regular  price,  we 
will  make  a  present  of  a  $100  Acme  or  Monarch  Bicycle. 

3.  To  any  person  sending  us  20  new  subscribers  at  our  regular  price,  we 
will  make  a  present  of  the  Standard  American  Encyclopedia  [see  advertisement 
on  cover.] 

4.  To  any  person  sending  us  15  new  subscribers  at  our  regular  price,  we 
will  make  a  present  of  a  copy,  in  one  volume,  of  the  Standard  Dictionary  (Funk 

and  Wagnalls'). 
In  all  cases  the  money  must  accompany  the  list  of  names  sent  in. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Determinants.  Designed  for  High  Schools,  and  Lower  Classes  of  Colleges 
and  Universities.  By  J.  M.  Taylor,  M.  8.,  Professor  of  Mathematics  and  Astron- 

omy in  the  University  of  Washington  and  Director  of  the  Observatory.  8vo. 
Cloth,  48  pages.     Chicago  :     Werner  School  Book  Company. 

In  this  little  book,  Professor  Taylor  has  set  forth  in  a  very  clear  and  concjse  manner 
the  fundamental  principles  of  Determinants.  We  feel  sure  that  this  little  work  will  go  far 
towards  popularizing  the  subject  and  bringing  it  within  the  easy  comprehension  of  the 
students  of  our  best  High  Schools.  B.  F.  F. 

^ 



ElementB  of  Theoretical  Physics.  By  Dr.  C.  Christiansen,  Professor  of 
lysics  in  the  University  of  Copenhagen.  Translated  into  English  by  W.  F. 
agie,  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Physics  in  Princeton  University.  Large  8vo.  Cloth, 
8  pages.     Price,  93.25.     New  York  :     The  Macmillan  Co. 

This  work,  at  first  sight,  presents  a  formidable  appearance  in  mathematical  notation 
1  formulie,  but  by  beginning  with  the  introdaction  and  carefally  reading  through  it,  the 
ider  is  led  on  to  overcome  difficulties  by  a  force  which  can  only  be  accounted  for  by  the 
raiirable,  clear,  and  interesting  treatment  of  the  subjects.  It  presents  the  fundamental 
nciples  of  Theoretical  Physics  and  developes  them  so  far  as  to  bring  the  reader  in  touch 
th  much  of  the  new  work  that  is  now  being  done  in  that  subject.  It  is  not  exhaustive  in 
sry  respect,  but  is  stimulating  and  informing  and  furnishes  a  view  of  the  whole  field, 

lich  will  facilitate  the  reader's  subsequent  progress  in  special  parts  of  it.  The  book  is 
in  ted  on  good  paper  and  is  well  bound.  Its  appearance  could  have  been  somewhat  im- 
)ved  by  not  printing  it  so  compactly.  B.  F.  F. 

Principles  of  Mechanism.  A  treatise  on  the  Modification  of  Motion  by 
eans  of  the  Elementary  Combinations  of  Mechanism  or  of  the  Parts  of 
eichines.  For  use  in  College  Classes,  by  Mechanical  Engineers,  etc.,  etc.  By 

lUman  W.  Robinson,  C.  E.,  D.  Sc,  till  recently  Professor  of  Mechanical  En- 
leering  in  the  Ohio  State  University.  First  Edition,  first  thousand.  Large 

o.  Cloth,  309  pages.     Price,  $3.00.     New  York  :    John  Wiley  <fc  Sons. 
In  this  volume  we  have  a  thoroughly  scientific  treatise  on  mechanical  movements, 

ey  are  treated  from  the  standpoint  of  both  theory  and  practice.  The  work  embodies  the 
jstance  of  lectures  given  by  the  author  during  the  past  twenty-seven  yean. 

The  work  is  largely  addressed  to  those  who  are  more  conversant  with  the  drawing 
ud  than  with  mathematics,  so  that  the  subject  has  been  treated  more  from  the  stand- 
int  of  graphics  than  of  pure  analysis.  This  feature  will  popularize  the  work.  Thedraw- 
^,  which  are  very  suggestive,  beautiful,  and  accurate,  are  very  numerous.  There  are 
merous  reproductions  from  actual  models.  B.  F.  F. 

(1)  Macaulay^s  Essay  on  Milton;  (2)  Shakespeare^ s  Midsummer  NighVs 
-earn  ;  (3)  ScotVs  Woodstock  ;  (4)  Milton^ s  L* Allegro,  II  Penseroso,  Comus,  Lyci- 
s;  (5)  ''George  ElioVs''  Silas  Mamer.  Price  of  (1),  (2),  and  (4)  20  cents,  of 
)  60  cents,  and  of  (5)  30  cents.  American  Book  Company,  New  York,  Cincin- 
ti,  and  Chicago. 

We  notice  collectively  this  group  of  texts  from  the  "Eclectic  English  Glassies"  ser- 
,  published  by  the  American  Book  Company.  The  texts  are  well  and  carefully  edited, 
th  introductions  and  explanatory  notes.  (1),  (3),  and  (6)  have  frontispiece  portraits  of 

Im  Milton,  Oliver  Cromwell,  and  "George  Eliot",  respectively.  These  books  are  clearly 
nted,  the  notes  are  concise  and  sufficient,  and  the  introductions  interesting  and  valua- 
).  There  is  so  much  advantage  in  extending  the  use  of  these  gems  of  English  Literature 
our  schools,  that  a  debt  of  gratitude  is  due  the  publishers  for  providing  them  in  such 
"viceable  shape  and  at  a  minimum  cost.  J.  M.  C. 

An  Elementary  Treatise  on  Plane  Trigonometry.  By  E.  W.  Hobson,  Be. 
,  and  C.  M.  Jessop,  M.  A.  299  pages.  Price,  $1.25.  Cambridge  University 
ess.     New  York  :     Macmillan  &  Co. 

This  treatise  on  trigonometry  is  a  work  of  recognized  merit.  The  chapter  on  solu- 
n  of  trigonometrical  equations  is  particularly  full  and  valuable.  The  plan  of  the  work 
j^ood  and  the  execution  thorough  and  satisfactory.  J.  M.  G. 
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The  Aremai  An  Illatlnted  Monthly  Magiiine.  Sdited  hf  Jdm  Clirk 
Badpaih  and  Helen  H.  Oftrdner.  Price,  18.00  per  year  in  edtaaoa.  8in^ 
nnmben,  25  cents.    Boeton  :    The  Arena  Company. 

The  March  Damber  of  Tke  Avtna  ia  the  initial  iisiie  of  the  ma^aiine  under  the  neir 
management  and  editorahip.  The  Oompany  haa  been  reovganiaed  on  a  aoiid  ffnaneial  baaia, 
and  the  current  nomber  of  the  magasine  cornea  in  a  form  and  aabatance  well  ealenlated  to 
win  pablic  favor,  and  following  ita  well  eatabliahed  policy  of  Uberaliam  and  refonn. 

The  nomber  opena  with  the  flrat  of  a  aeriea  of  important  cootrfbiitiooa  on  the  devd- 
opment  and  reform  of  city  government  in  the  United  Statea.  Tliia  flrat  article  ia  by  the 
Hon.  Joaiah  Qnincy,  Mayor  of  Beaton,  who  therein  ezpreaaea  hJmaelf  aa  in  favor  of  the 
mnnicipal  ownerahip,  though  not  neceaaarily  the  municipal  operation,  of  pnbUe  eervicet, 
aoch  aa  gaa  and  electric  lighting  and  atreet  railwaya.  An  excellent  portrait  oi  Mayor 
Qoincy  forma  the  frontiqiiece  to  the  nomber.  The  article  by  Profoaaor  LeOonte,  of  the 

Univeraity  of  Oalifomia,  on  ''The  Relation  of  Biology  to  Philoaophy/'  ia  a  aearehing  ad- 
▼erae  criticiam  of  the  aeventh  chapter  of  Profeaaor  Wataon'a  recent  work  on  "Oomte,  MID, 
and  Spencer ;"  but  it  ia  alao  very  mach  more,  being  a  thorooglily  ap-to-date  ezpoaition  of 
the  general  theory  of  organic  erolution,  and  ita  relation  to  religion  aa  well  aa  philoeophy. 

B.  F.  F. 

Tke  Review  of  Jtmewt .  An  International  ninetrated  Monthly  MagMioe. 
Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  12.60  per  year  in  advance. .  Single  numben, 
26  cents.    The  Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  18  Astor  Place,  New  York  City. 

The  editor  of  the  Review  of  Review  commenta  in  the  Mareh  nomber  on  the  flpaairii 

program  of  leforma  in  Ooba,  the  United  Statea  Senate'a  attitude  toward  the  arbitratioB 
treaty  with  England,  the  immigration  bill,  the  propoaed  international  monetaiy  eonlar- 
enoe,  Preaident-elect  MoKinley'a  cabinet  aelectiona,  the  recent  Senatorial  deetiona,  the 
New  York  Tmat  inveatigation,  the  famine  aitoation  in  India,  the  affair  of  the  Qfeeka  in 
Crete,  the  foreign  policy  of  Roaaia,  the  poaition  of  England,  France,  and  the  other  great 
powera,  and  many  other  mattera  of  corrent  intereat.  B.  F.  F. 
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Brrata  in  January  Number. 

2nd  line  of  problem  55,  for  '^gronhd"  read  ground. 
in  the  figure,  join  CF  and  CP. 

lat  line  of  aolution  II,  for  ̂ 'AMFHC'  read  AMFHC. 
line  1,  complete  the  parenthesis  after  last  term  of  equation. 

line  8,  place  —  between  two  terms  enclosed  by  brackets. 

line  14,  for  ''H3r>a«"  readH;r*a«. 
line  2,  for  "Va«''  read  Ya*. 
line  8,  read  cIp=2acos'<9-|-acos<9 — a=0. 
line  18,  for  '400"  read  100th. 
line  25,  read  ''add  and  suhtract  i?V4,  etc." 
line  15,  for  "(2mp)*"  read  (2iiin)*. 
line  8,  for  "is"  read  in. 
line  15,  for  "x+-f-(xl)"  read  «-f.(x+l). 
line  20,  for  "2892"  read  1898. 
lines  6,  11,  and  12,  read  I  where  1  occurs. 
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BIOOSAFHT. 

HUBERT  ANSON  NEWTON. 

BY  PROFESSOR  ANDREW  W.  PHILLIPS. 

UBERT  ANSON  NEWTON  was  born  in  Sherburne  New  York,  March 

19,  1830,  and  died  at  New  Haven  on  the  12th  day  of  August,  1896.*  He 
graduated  from  Yale,  taking  the  degree  of  A.  B.,  in  1850,  and  spent  the 
next  two  and  one-half  years  in  mathematical  study. .  He  became  tutor 

at  Yale  in  1853  and  on  account  of  the  sickness  and  subsequent  death  of  Professor 
Stanley,  the  whole  work  of  the  department  of  mathematics  devolved  upon  him 
^m  the  first.  In  1855  his  great  ability  was  recognized  in  his  election,  at  the 
early  age  of  twenty-five,  to  a  full  professorship  of  mathematics  at  Yale,  the  dut- 

ies of  which  he  assumed  after  spending  a  year  of  study  in  Europe,  where,  under 
the  inspiration  of  Chasles,  he  became  especially  interested  in  the  subject  of  Mod- 

em Higher  Geometry.  He  carried  on  most  vigorously  work  and  studies  in  var- 
ious lines  in  addition  to  the  duties  of  his  professorship.  Sometimes  it  was  a  pro- 

found study  in  pure  Mathematics,  sometimes  a  rich  contribution  to  the  education 
of  the  public,  and  sometimes  an  original  investigation  in  the  field  of  Astronomy. 

He  published  in  1857  a  paper  on  the  Gyroscope  in  the  American  Journal 
of  Seienee,  and  soon  after,  a  paper  in  the  Mathematical  Mo^ithly,  in  which 
he  seems  to  have  been  the  first  to  apply  the  principle  of  inversion  in  the  solution 
of  the  problem  of  constructing  circles  tangent  to  three  given  circles.  He  showed 
how  deeply  rooted  in  his  mind  were  the  ideas  of  the  Modern  Geometry  in  his 

•Professor  Newton  was  Vice  President  of  the  American  Mathematioal  Society  at  the  time  of  his 
death.    BDrroB. 
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elaborate  papers  published  Id  the  same  journal  in  1861  on  the  geometriot 
struction  of  certain  curves  by  points,  where  he  extended  the  ideas  of  Chasl 
de  Jonquiires,  and  of  Poncelet.  The  subject  of  transcendental  curves  he  st 
for  a  long  time  with  great  interest,  and  constructed  a  myriad  of  interestinf 
terns,  but  contented  himself  with  publishing,  in  the  joint  name  of  himseL 
his  pupil,  the  discussion  of  the  single  group  of  equations  which  he  found  n 
give  the  most  beautiful  and  symmetric  forms,  and  which  he  had  set  for  hit  ] 
to  investigate. 

Professor  Newton  was  very  active  in  securing  the  prompt  adoption  a 
Metric  System  of  Weights  and  Measures,  both  by  the  Connecticut  Legislatiw 
by  Congress  alter  the  Conference  of  Nations  on  the  subject,  held  in  Bed 
1868.  He  wrote  a  popular  tract  in  1864,  giving  an  explanation  of  thesyi 
He  contributed  in  1865  to  the  Report  of  the  House  Committee  on  Weigfati 
Measures  at  Washington,  and  also  to  the  Report  of  the  Smithsonian  Institotic 
this  subject.  He  prepared  an  appendix  consisting  of  these  tables  in  : 
for  school  instruction  for  one  of  the  leading  arithmetics,  and  interested  the  i 
ers  of  scales  rulers  in  graduating  their  devices  for  weighing  and  mem 
according  to  the  Metric  System.  He  gave  his  ideas  to  the  public  freely  in  r 
ence  to  the  graphical  representation  of  all  sorts  of  statistical  information,  and 
tributed  lavishly  his  ideas  to  the  authors  of  mathematical  books  used  in  m 
and  college  class-rooms,  although  he  published  no  text-books  in  his  own  n 
He  was  the  joint  author  with  Professor  Loomis  of  a  most  elaborate  paper  oi 
climate  of  New  Haven,  which  was  published  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Conn 
cut  Academy  of  Arts  and  Sciences.  He  prepared  articles  on  the  sufaje 
Meteors  for  two  leading  cyclopsdias  and  contributed  the  mathematicad 

astronomical  definitions  to  Webster's  International  Dictionary.  Professor  ] 
ton  was  one  of  the  highest  authorities  on  the  subject  of  Life  Insurance  and 
sides  the  important  actuarial  work  which  he  did,  computed  valuable  tables 
lished  by  the  New  York  Insurance  Department  in  1868,  and  later  in  the 
Bnglander,  a  paper  on  the  Law  of  Mortality  that  prevailed  among  former  i 

bers  of  the  Yale  Divinity  School,  and  still  later,  in  Professor  Dexter's  Ai 
and  Biographies,  on  the  Length  of  Life  of  the  Early  Yale  Graduates. 

But  the  contributions  to  human  knowledge,  which  most  entitle  hi 
fame,  are  those  which  he  made  on  the  subject  of  meteors,  shooting 
and  comets.  The  facts  of  the  great  star  shower  of  1833  had  g^ven  tc 
New  Haven  men — Professors  Twining  and  Olmstead — a  clue  to  the  true  tJ 
of  the  shooting  stars,  and  this,  together  with  the  interest  which  the  men  of  sc 
at  Yale  had  kept  up  in  the  subject  of  meteors,  influenced  Professor  Newt 
direct  his  studies  towards  these  bodies  as  the  time  drew  near  for  a  possible  i 
rence  of  the  great  November  shower  of  1833.  In  1860  he  published  his 

paper  on  this  subject  in  the  Journal  of  Science,  entitled  '*The  Fireball  of  Nc 
her  15,  1859,"  and  this  was  followed  by  two  other  papers  in  the  same  joi 
one  on  the  great  fireball  of  August  10,  1861,  in  which  also  the  August  gro 
meteors  was  discussed ;  and  the  other  on  the  two  fireballs  of  August  2  and  A 
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I IMO.  Professor  Ne¥rton  had  gathered  a  large  number  of  obseryatious  made 
r  perBons  in  the  localities  where  these  bodies  had  attracted  attention,  and  treat- 
'the  anbject  with  special  reference  to  determining  their  nature  and  their  veloc- 

'•  Early  in  1868,.  at  the  request  of  the  Connecticut  Academy,  he  prepared  a 
liar  chart  suited  to  observations  at  all  times,  which  was  distributed  to  persons 
vmrious  stations  for  observing  the  August  meteors.  A  vast  amount  of  material 
a  thus  collected  for  computing  the  altitudes  of  the  meteors  and  for  obtaining 
oe  idea  of  their  velocities.  In  June,  1863,  Professor  Newton  published  in  the 

tmal  a  paper  on  the  ''Evidence  of  the  Cosmical  Origin  of  Shooting  Stars  de- 
ed from  the  Dates  of  early  Star  Showers,"  which  not  only  established  beyond 

Bstion  the  fact  that  the  star  showers  are  caused  by  the  entrance  into  the  earth's 
ooaphere  of  bodies  revolving  about  the  sun,  but  gave  the  key  to  the  complete 
vtion  of  the  problem  of  the  November  meteors.  In  May,  1864,  he  published 
a  original  accounts  of  thirteen  remarkable  displays  of  the  November  shooting 
iXS,  ranging  from  A.  D.  902  to  1838,  and  in  July  of  the  same  year  he  published 
i«eond  paper  in  which  he  derived  from  these  accounts  the  length  of  the  annual 
■iod,  the  length  of  the  cycle,  the  mean  motion  along  the  ecliptic  of  the  node  of 
B  orbit  of  the  group,  and  the  length  of  the  part  of  the  cycle  during  which  show- 
a  may  be  expected.  He  also  showed  that  there  were  only  five  possible  period- 
times  which  could  satisfy  the  observed  conditions,  and  of  these  the  true  orbit 
IS  probably  either  one  with  a  period  of  854.6  days  or  one  with  a  period  of  38.25 
lars.  The  first  of  these  two  he  thought  the  more  likely,  and  computed 
«  other  elements  of  that  orbit,  but  he  pointed  out  at  the  same  time  a  criterion 
r  determining  which  was  the  true  orbit  when  the  position  of  the  radiant  should 
ft  more  accurately  established. 

In  August,  1864,  Professor  Newton  presented  to  the  National  Academy  of 
aences  a  comprehensive  memoir  on  the  Sporadic  Shooting  Stars.  He  had 
tortly  before  this  compiled  a  table  of  computed  altitudes  of  certain  shooting 
ITS  which  included  substantially  all  that  had  ever  been  published.  Using  this 
ble  as  a  basis,  he  deduced  the  distribution  of  meteor  paths  over  the  sky  in  alti- 
de  and  in  asimuth,  the  number  of  shooting  stars  that  come  into  our  atmosphere 
eh  day,  the  mean  length  of  the  visible  part  of  the  meteor  paths,  and  the  num- 
r  of  meteoroids  in  the  space  which  the  earth  traverses.  He  also  deduced  the 
narkable  fact  that  the  mean  velocity  could  be  determined  from  the  number  of 
Doting  staj^  in  the  different  hours  of  the  night. 

These  papers  of  Professor  Newton  aroused  the  greatest  interest  among 
ftthematicians  and  astronomers  in  the  subject  of  meteors,  and  especially  in  the 
ir  showers  predicted  for  November,  1865  and  1866.  The  facts  of  these  showers 

nfirmed  to  a  remarkable  degree  Professor  Newton's  theories.  Leverrier  and 
hiaparelli,  however,  by  independent  methods  showed  that  the  period  of 
a  group  was  most  probably  33.25  years,  and  Professor  Adams,  in  1867, 

r  applying  Professor  Newton's  criterion  added  the  last  link  in  establishing  this 
the  true  orbit  of  the  November  meteoroids. 

Professor  Newton,  by  his  papers  of  1863  and  1864,  laid  the  foundation  of 

i 
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the  Science  of  Meteoric  Astronomy.    His  subsequent  papers,  nearly 
in  number,   coyer  almost  every  topic  connected  with  the  subject.     Wi 
in  his  reviews  of  the  facts  concerning  the  November  shooting  stars  in  the 
sive  years  from  1864  to  1869,  or  in  the  discussion  of  the  Biela  meteors  of  1 
and  of  1885,  or  in  his  treatment  of  such  topics  as  the  origin  of  comets,  or  the 
rect  motion  of  comets  of  short  period,  the  capture  of  comets  by  Jupiter,  the 

upon  the  earth's  velocity  produced  by  small  bodies  entering  the  asmosphert, 
relation  to  the  earth's  orbit  of  the  former  orbits  of  those  meteorites  in  our 
tions,  which  were  seen  to  fall,  one  prominent  characteristic  of  his  inv 
was  always  its  exhaustive  character.     For,  whatever  Professor  Newton,  did 
was  not  worth  the  while  of  any  one  else  to  cover  the  same  field. 

Besides  the  papers  which  he  published,  his  scientific  activities 
duties  of  his  professorship  were  numerous  and  important.    He  organised  a 

ematical  society  in  the  early  '60s  to  which  he  was  the  principal  contributor, 
to  the  successor  of  this  society,  the  Yale  Mathematical  Club,  organised  in 
he  contributed  more  than  a  score  of  papers.    He  was  for  many  years  a 
of  the  Publishing  Committee  of  the  Connecticut  Academy  of  Arts  and 
He  was  an  associate  editor  of  the  American  Journal  of  Science  for  thirty 
He  was  one  of  the  principal  founders  of  the  Yale  Observatory  and  practically  M 
director  till  near  the  time  of  his  death. 

The  appreciation  in  which  his  scientific  ability  and  his  labors  were  heldii 
shown  in  the  honors  which  he  received.  In  1862  he  was  made  a  member  of  thi 

American  Academy  of  Arts  and  Science.  He  was  one  of  the  original  charts 
members  of  the  National  Academy  of  Sciences,  founded  in  1863.  In  180 
he  was  made  a  member  of  the  American  Philosophical  Society  of  Philadelphia. 

The  degree  of  LL.  D.  was  conferred  upon  him  by  Michigan  University  in  1868.' 
He  was  made  an  Associate  of  the  Royal  Astronomical  Society  in  1872.  He  wai 
Vice  President  of  the  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science,  pi^ 
siding  over  the  section  of  Mathematics  and  Astronomy  in  1875,  and  was  Presideflt 
of  the  Association  in  1885.  He  was  made  a  Foreign  Honorary  Fellow  rf 
the  Royal  Society  of  Edinburgh  in  1886,  and  a  Foreign  Member  of  the  Royal  So- 

ciety of  London  in  1892. 
At  the  April  meeting  of  the  National  Academy  in  1888  the  value  of  Pro- 

fessor Newton's  scientific  work  was  publicly  recognized  by  that  body,  in  award- 
ing to  him  the  J.  Lawrence  Smith  gold  medal  for  his  contributions  to  Meteoric 

Astronomy.  His  reply  to  the  address  of  presentation  reveals  at  once  his  modea- 
ty  and  his  own  true  scientific  spirit. 

**Sir :  I  beg  to  express  to  the  Academy  my  high  appreciation  of  the  hon- 
or you  have  conferred  upon  me.  To  discover  some  new  truth  in  nature,  eveq 

though  it  concerns  the  small  things  in  the  world,  gives  one  of  the  purest  pleaaJ 
ures  in  human  experience.  It  gives  joy  to  tell  others  of  the  treasure  foond. 

When,  therefore,  those  best  able  to  judge  of  the  value*of  this  addition  to  human 
knowledge  say  that  it  is  worthy  of  their  special  public  commendation,  that  joy  il 
greatly  increased. 
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I  shall  cherish  this  memorial  also  for  that  it  hears  the  likeness  of 

H  whose  tme  scientific  spirit  we  all  learned  to  admire,  and  whom,  for  his  gen- 
I  character,  we  all  learned  to  love." 

The  achievements  of  Professor  Newton,  great  as  they  were  from  a  scienti- 
standpoint,  give  no  adequate  idea,  taken  In  themselves,  of  his  power  and  in- 
mce.  These,  in  a  larger  sense  have  become  a  part  of  the  organic  life  of  the 
Iversity  where  his  work  was  done.  He  built  up,  during  a  leadership  of  forty 
Urs,  a  strong  and  symmetrical  department  of  Mathematics,  by  his  comprehen- 
i^  grasp  of  the  trend  of  Mathematical  thought,  and  by  his  wonderful  power  of 

'^ling  the  paths  which  lead  out  to  fruitful  fields  of  research,  both  within  the 
Qnain  of  pure  mathematics  and  in  its  applications  to  other  sciences.  Nor  was 
^  best  part  of  his  academic  activities  merely  in  his  own  department  of  studies, 
moulding  the  general  policy  of  the  institution  his  counsel  was  invaluable  ;  in 
«blishing  and  maintaining  the  moral  and  intellectual  standards,  his  influence 
m  preeminent ;  the  University  bears  the  indelible  impress  of  a  life  consecrated 
the  development  of  the  noblest  ideals. 

Yale  University. 

OH  THE  SOLITTIOH  OF  THE  aVADBATIC  EaVATION. 

By  G.  A.  MILLEB,  Ph.  D.,  Puris.  FranM. 

[Gontinaed  from  Janaary  Namber.] 

The  solution  of  the  quadratic  equation 

a^x^+ajX-f  ag=0    A 

clearly  equivalent  to  finding  the  two  factors  which  are  linear  inxof  thequantic 

aoX*+a,a;-f  a,. 

When  we  ask  whether  this  quantic  has  linear  factors  it  is  necessary  to  cen- 
ter the  domain  of  rationality  to  which  we  confine  our  attention.  For  illustra- 

D,  we  may  consider  the  special  quantic 
x«— 4x+l. 

If  we  confine  ourselves  to  tbe  simplest  domain  of  rationality,  viz  :  the  do- 
in  which  consists  of  all  the  rational  numbers,  we  have  to  say  that  this  quantic 
I  no  linear  factors.     In  other  words,  it  is  irreducible  in  this  domain.     Howev- 
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er,  if  we  enlarge  this  domain  by  adding  to  it  the  irrational  number  |/8*  we  ob- 
tain a  domain  in  which  the  qnantic  is  clearly  reducible.  This  domain  ia  ood- 

poeed  of  all  the  numbers  whose  form  is 

a-^fiy^S       (ff  and  fi  being  any  rational  numben). 

According  to  the  ftindamental  theorem  of  algebra  a  quantic  which  i 
only  a  single  variable  can  always  be  resolved  into  its  linear  factors  in  the 
obtained  by  enlarging  the  domain  of  its  coefficients,  if  necessary,  ao  as  to  indndi 
suitable  new  numbers.  If  the  coefficients  lie  in  the  domain  of  the  complex  nom- 
bers  the  added  numbers  must  also  lie  in  this  domain.  If  a  quantic  involves  se?- 
eral  variables  it  may  remain  irreducible  even  when  the  domain  is  enlarged  in  ef- 
ery  possible  manner. 

Let  zi  and  z^  be  the  two  roots  of  A.  Since  every  rational  aymmeciie 
fonction  of  the  roots  of  an  algebraic  equation  can  be  expressed  ratiooallly 
in  terms  of  its  coefficients  we  know  the  value  of  any  rational  symmetric  ftmctioii 
of  «,  and  Zg.  This  value  must  lie  in  the  domain  of  the  coefficients.  In  particu- 

lar, we  know  the  value  of  any  even  power  of  x,  — x,.  The  value  of  the  aquars  if 
given  by  the  equation 

(x,— «,)•=«,  •+«,•— 2x|X,=(X|-|-x,)«—4x,«g=a|«—4o,ag/a,«. 

To  find  the  difference  of  the  roots  from  the  last  equation  we  have  to  ex-  J 
tract  the  square  root  of  the  last  member.  This  may  be  impossible  in  the  domaifl 
of  the  coefficients.  If  this  domain  forms  a  group  with  ret«pect  to  the  extractioB 
of  the  square  root  it  is  clearly  possible  in  this  domain.  We  know  that  the  sji> 
tem  of  ordinary  complex  numbers  forms  a  group  with  respect  to  the  extraction  of 
any  root.  Hence  we  see  that,  if  d,,  a, ,  a,  lie  in  the  domain  formed  by  the  a^ 
dinary  complex  numbers,  the  difference  of  the  roots  of  ̂ 4  as  well  as  the  sum  of 
these  roots  must  lie  in  the  same  domain. 

The  roots  themselves  may  be  found  from  these  two  functions  by  means  of 
addition  and  subtraction.  As  any  domain  includes  all  the  quantities  resulting bj 
applying  these  operations  to  any  of  its  quantities  the  roots  of  A  must  also  lie  io 
the  given  domain  of  rationality.  The  roots  may  also  be  found  by  observing  thit 
their  general  linear  function 

ax, -f /?Xg 

is  rationally  expressible  as  follows  :t 

•By  enUrglns  *  domain  of  r»tlonall^  by  the  addition  of  a  qnanti^  !•  BMttat  tli«  Coffmtaf  ff 
the  HUAllest  domain  that  contains  the  frlven  domain  and  the  added  quantity* 

tThla  la  an  lUoatratlon  of  the  ̂ neral  theorem  that  any  rational  fonotlon  of  the  roota  of  ••  aluihnli 
eqoatlon  of  degree  n  la  rationally  ezpreealble  in  terma  of  a  «!  Talned  foaotldo  of  the  m  roota. 

\ 
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a*-(«+/^(«i/a,)4(«+/^/2a,|/a,»-4a,a,. 

By  letting  «=!,  /^=0,  Mid  a=0,  /^=1  in  this  identity  we  obtain  the  ral- 
lies of  S|  and  Zg  respectively. 

As  the  ordinary  complex  numbers  do  not  cmly  form  a  domain  of  rational- 

ity bnt  also  a  gronp*  with  respect  to  what  is  frequently  called  the  most  general 
algebraic  operation,  vis  :  that  jepresented  by 

(1I9,  a|,  a,,      ,  a.  being  ordinary  complex  numbers  and  n  any  poei- 
iTe  integer),  and  as  they  obey  the  commutative,  distributive  and  associative  laws 
of  operation  just  like  real  numbers  and  also  the  law  that  a  product  cannot  be  sero 
unless  one  of  the  factors  is  lero,  it  is  clear  that  we  can  reason  quite  generally  in 
regard  to  symbols  representing  such  numbers.  It  is  probably  largely  due  to  this 
fact  that  other  number  systems  are  not  more  generally  employed.  In  £mA,  no 
really  diflTerent  number  system  was  developed  until  1848.  In  this  year  Sir  Wil- 
liam  Hamilton  discovered  and  communicated  to  the  Royal  Irish  Academy  the 
system  known  as  QuaUmumB^  which  is  perhaps  still  the  most  important  system 
besides  that  of  the  ordinary  complex  numbers.  In  the  following  year  Orassmann 
published  his  AuBdehnungrishren  in  which  he  used  a  number  system  of  a  some- 

what diflferent  form. 

Among  the  investigations  of  later  years  those  of  Weierstrass  have  probab- 
ly, reoeived  the  most  attentionf  although  important  developments  have  been  made 

in  other  directions.  The  hd  that  the  ordinary  complex  numbers  correspond  to 
the  points  of  a  plane  very  naturally  led  to  the  thought  that  a  system  of  higher 
oomplex  numbers  of  the  form 

a-^fii-hyj       (or,  p^  Y  being  any  real  numbers) 

might  correspond  to  the  points  of  space.  It  was  easy  to  show  that  the  product 
of  two  such  numbers,  multiplied  according  to  the  rules  of  ordinary  numbers,  may 
be  sero  when  neither  of  the  factors  is  sero.l  This  result  naturally  led  to  the 
aiody  of  numbers  which  do  not  obey  all  the  laws  of  operations  which  the  ordin- 

ary numbers  obey. 
The  main  purpose  of  the  preceding  remarks  was  to  obtain  a  fairly  clear 

view  of  number  and  of  the  domain  of  rationality  as  these  two  concepts  are  funda- 
mental in  the  study  of  the  solution  of  algebraic  equations.  Incidentally  we  in- 
dicated several  methods  of  solving  the  quadratic  equation  A,  We  proceed  now 

to  consider  some  of  the  other  methods  of  solving  this  equation.  We  shall  not 
aim  at  a  complete  enumeration  of  the  methods  by  which  A  may  be  solved.     In 

•It  MOTM  Ihail  Polaeara  wm  the  first  wlio  oonaidsred  the  general  Bomber  qrstems  direotly  m 
Of.  OuMpm  BendM,  t.  It,  p.  711. 

tOoMiNfer  JfiaekrMMm,  IMI,  iMige  MB. 
(Of >  Baitaeee  aad  Morlert  f%ewv  V  #^hmMmm,  pec»  8. 
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fact,  if  we  woald  ooDsider  each  modification  of  the  operations  of  finding  the  rooti 
of  i4  as  a  new  method  the  number  of  these  methods  would  clearly  be  infinite. 
We  may,  for  instance,  form  an  infinite  number  of  quantics  of  the  form  of  a  quad- 

ratic each  of  which  contains  the  first  member  of  il  as  a  factor.  For  A  may  be 
written  in  the  form 

Squaring  both  members  and  combining  we  have 

ax*  -f  bx^  +  c=0, 

(a,  6,  e  belonging  to  the  same  domain  as  a^,  a,,  a,).  Since  the  result  is  of  the 
same  form  as  ̂ 4  we  may  repeat  the  operation  any  number  of  times.  Hence  A  is 
a  factor  of  the  quantic 

(i4o,  i4|,  i4,  belonging  the  same  domain  as  a,,  a|,  a^  and  a  being  any  positive 
integer).  The  roots  of  any  one  of  the  equations  obtained  by  making  these  qnao- 
tics  equal  zero  include  the  roots  of  i4.     As  the  roots  of 

are  the  2*~*  powers  of  the  roots  of  A  it  is  clear  that  none  of  these  transformations 
can  simplify  the  solution  of  ̂ 1.  By  elimination  we  may  clearly  obtain  an  indef- 

inite number  of  additional  equations  containing  the  roots  of  A  from  the  given 
system.  In  particular,  if  we  eliminate  the  constant  from  the  biquadratic  equa- 

tion by  means  of  A  we  obtain  a  biquadratic  equation  which  has  the  roots  of  A 
and  two  zero  roots.  Upon  this  elimination  depends  a  solution  recently  publish- 
in  this  journal.  The  same  result  might  be  obtained  by  multiplying  both  mem- 

bers of  A  by  a;*.  It  is,  in  general,  not  well  to  raise  the  degree  of  A  in  the  proc- 
ess of  solution  since  this  introduces  additional  roots  and  therefore  makes  the  op- 

eration more  complex. 
Perhaps  the  best  known  method  of  solving  A  is  that  by  which  its  first 

member  is  made  a  perfect  square  by  the  addition  of  the  same  quantity  to  each 
member.     To  make  the  quantic 

aoX*+a,a;  +  a, 

a  perfect  square  without  altering  its  degree  we  may  add  to  it  the  quantic 

ox'-f  fex+c 

where  two  of  the  three  numbers  a,  6,  e  are  entirely  arbitrary  since  it  is  only  nec- 
j  that  the  discriminant  vanishes.     This  idea  is  frequently  expressed  by  say- 
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ing  that  the  quantic  to  be  added  can  be  chosen  in  a  doubly  infinite  number  of 
ways.  Since  this  quantic  must  also  be  a  perfect  square  its  own  discriminant  must 
also  vanish.  As  this  imposes  another  condition  on  its  coefficients  we  can  select 

the  trinomial  to  be  added  to  both  members  of  .4  in  only  a  simply  infinite  num- 
ber of  ways. 

This  number  of  choices  might  at  first  appear  too  small  since  in  the  ordin- 
ary method  by  which  we  add  a  constant  to  both  members  of  A  we  apparently  se- 
lect both  a  and  6  arbitrarily  since  we  let  both  equal  zero.  This  would  imply  a 

doubly  infinite  number  of  choices.  This  apparent  contradiction  is  explained  by 
the  fact  that  the  vanishing  of  the  discriminant  of  the  added  trinomial,  i.  e.,  the 
equation 

fe«=4ac 

indicates  that  at  least  two  of  the  coefficients,  including  ft,  must  be  zero  when  one 
is  zero.  Hence  the  ordinary  method  implies  that  one  of  the  coefficients  of  the 
added  trinomial  is  selected  arbitrarily  and  the  other  in  accord  with  this  equation. 

To  illustrate  we  inquire  what  quantics  may  be  added  to  both  members  of 
the  special  equation 

x«— 4x-f  1=0 

so  as  to  make  both  members  perfect  squares.  Adding  the  given  general  quantic 
we  have  the  equations 

(a+l)x«-|-(6— 4)a;+c-f  l=a««-f6x-|-c. 

Since  the  discriminants  of  both  members  must  vanish  we  have 

(6— 4)«=4(a  +  l)(c+l)  and  6«=4ac. 

If  we  assign  to  6  the  arbitrary  number  2  and  eliminate  c  wc  have 

a«-fa-f  1=0. 

Hence  a  and  c  are  the  imaginary  cube  roots  of  unity,  a?,  and  <»,,  and  the 

given  equation  becomes'*' 

—  fi7,  *«• — 2x— a?,  ■=a7|X* -f  2x-|- fi7, 

or  — l(<»,«a;«-f2a;-f  <»g«)=fi7,«aj«-f2«-hfi7,«. 

Extracting  the  square  root  from  both  members  we  have 

=fct(<»,x-|- <»,)=a7gX-|- a?, 

•It  Ahoald  be  observed  that  the  product  of  the  two  imaginary  cube  rootn  of  unity  ia  unity  and 
the  Minare  of  one  1a  equal  to  the  other. 
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or 
=^!^^=2=fc»/8. 

If  we  let  6=4  the  first  dieoriminaiit  ahowa  that  one  of  the  two  fiMSlon 

a+1,  «+l  must  vaniah.  If  we  auppoae  that  thefonner  vaniahee  the  given  equa- 

tion becomes* 

— 8=— ««+4«— 4  or  «■— 4«+4=8. 

If  we  suppose  that  the  latter  of  the  given  &ctors  vaniah  we  obtain  the 
equation 

4x«-4x  +  l=8a;«. 

Inatead  of  assigning  an  arbitrary  value  to  b  we  might  clearly  aaaign  an  ar- 
bitrary value  to  either  of  the  other  coefficients.  The  simplest  method  is  probab- 

ly that  in  which  a  is  made  equal  to  sero.  By  making  a  and  h  equal  to  the  corres- 
ponding coefficients  with  the  signs  changed  of  the  equation  which  is  to  be  sol? ad 

and  selecting  ̂   so  as  to  satisfy  the  equation 
6«=4ac 

we  have  another  simple  rule  for  completing  the  square.    A  number  of  other  &ir- 
ly  convenient  rules  can  easily  be  derived  from  what  precedes. 

That  we  can  assign  the  given  values  to  a  and  h  follows  from  the  first  of 
the  given  discriminanta.  If  we  assign  this  value  to  a  we  determine  the  value  of 
h  at  the  same  time  but  if  we  commence  by  assigning  the  given  value  to  6  nttther 
a  nor  e  are  fully  determined.  We  still  say  that  the  number  of  choices  is  simplj 
infinite  since  a  finite  number  multiplied  into  a  simply  infinite  number  is  aaid  to 
give  a  simply  infinite  product.  The  preceding  remarks  apply  evidently  alao  to 
the  slight  modification  of  the  given  method  which  consists  in  writing  A  in  the 
form 

a*  — 6*=0  instead  of  a*  =6* 

and  factoring  the  first  member  according  to  the  well  known  formula 

a«-6«=(a+6)(o-5)=(-6-a)(6-a) 

instead  of  extracting  the  square  root  of  the  two  members. 
Another  simple  method  of  solving  A  may  be  described  as  follows  :  The 

equation  A  is  satisfied  by  the  affixes  of  two  points  and  gives  the  elementary  sym- 
metric functions  of  these  affixes.  As  all  rational  symmetric  functions  can  be  ex- 

pressed rationally  in  terms  of  the  elementary  symmetric  functions  we  know  the 
affix  of  the  middle  point  of  the  join  of  the  roots.  If  the  points  of  .the  plane  are 
so  transformed  that  this  point  becomes  the  origin  the  roots  are  the  affixes  of  the 
extremities  of  a  diameter  of  a  circle  whose  center  is  the  origin.    Henee  theequa- 

i 



in  the  new  nriable  miiBt  be  &  pure  qnadrKtic  uid  the  solution  is  readily 
>leted.  If  we  do  Dot  ftSBnme  that  the  coeflicientB  are  real,  one  root  ntay  be 
while  tbe  other  ie  imaginary.  In  fact  the  roots  may  be  the  affixes  of  any 

poiotB. 

HON-EUCUDEAK  OEOICETBT:    HI8T0BICAL  AKD 
EXFOSITOST. 

[OoDtlBniHl  (ram  Jannsir  Honibsr.  | 

Pbopobition  XXV.  Ij  two  tlraightt  (Fig.  30.)  AX,  BX  exitting  in  Ike 
!  plane  (itanAing  upon  AB,  on^  indeed  at  an  acute  angle  in  the  point  A,  and 
ither  perpendicular  at  the  point  B)  to  altoaye  approach  more  to  each  other  mu- 
ly,  toward  the  partt  of  the  point  X,  that  nevertheUit  their  distance  i»  alteaya 
ter  than  a  certain  aieigntd  length,  the  hypolheeit  of  acute 
e  i$  dftroyed. 

Proof.  Let  R  be  tbe  aseigned  length.  If  therefore 
X 18  asanmed  «  certain  BK  any  chosen  multiple  of  the 
HMed  length  R;  it  follows  (from  the  preceding  Scholion) 
tbe  perpendicular  erected  from  the  point  K  toward  the 
B  of  AX  will  meet  it  at  some  point  L ;  and  again  (from 
present  hypotheais)  it  follows  that  this  KL  will  be 
ler  than  the  aforesaid  length  R.  Furtfaemiore  BK  is 
irstood  divided  into  portions  KK,  each  equal  to£,  even 

I  KB  is  itself  eqa&l  to  the  length  R.    Finally  from  the  — 

ts  IC  are  erected  to  BX  perpendiculars  meeting  AX  in  ^^-  *'■ 
teL,H,D,  M,  evento  the  point  jV nearest  the  point  A.     Now  1  proceed  thus. 

Tbe  four  angles  together  of  the  quadrilateral  KHLK,  mure  remote  from 
»se  AB,  will  be  (from  tbe  preceding  Proposition)  greater  than  the  four  an* 
together  of  the  quadrilateral  KDHK,  nearer  to  this  base  ;  of  which  qnadri- 
al  in  the  same  way  the  four  angles  together  will  be  greater  than  the  fonr  an- 
tugethet  of  the  quadrilateral  KMDK  subsequent  toward  this  base.  And  so 
ys  even  to  the  last  quadrilateral  KNAB,  whose  four  angles  together  assured- 
ill  be  the  least,  in  reference  to  the  four  angles  together  of  each  of  the  quadri- 
als  ascending  toward  the  points  X. 

But  since  are  present  as  many  quadrilaterals  described  in  the  aforesaid 
ler,  as  are,  except  the  base  A  B,  perpendiculars  let  fall  from  points  of  AX  to 
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the  straight  BX ;  the  sum  of  all  the  angles  together,  which  are  comprehended  in 

these  quadrilaterals  can  be  reckoned.  We  assume  that  there  are  nine  such  per- 
pendiculars let  fall,  and  therefore  so  nine  quadrilaterals. 

We  get  (from  £u.  I.  13)  as  equal  to  four  rights  the  angles  comprehended 
hither  and  yon  at  the  two  points  of  those  eight  perpendiculars,  which  lie  in  the 
middle  between  the  base  AB  -and  the  more  remote  perpendicular  LK.  So  the 
sum  of  all  these  angles  will  be  32  rights. 

There  remain  two  angles  at  the  perpendicular  LK^  and  two  at  the  base 
AB,  But  the  angles  one  indeed  at  the  point  K  and  the  other  at  the  point  B  are 
supposed  right ;  but  the  angle  at  the  point  L  (from  the  Cor.  after  P.  XXIII.)  is 
obtuse.  Wherefore  (even  neglecting  the  acute  angle  at  the  point  A)  the  sum  of 
all  the  angles  which  are  comprehended  by  these  nine  quadrilaterals  eiA^eeds  35 
rights.  But  hence  follows,  that  the  four  angles  together  of  the  quadrilaterai 
KHLK,  more  remote  from  the  base  lack  less  from  four  rights  than  the  ninth  part 
of  one  right ;  and  that  indeed  even  if  an  equal  portion  of  the  aforesaid  sum  of  all 
the  angles  pertained  to  each  of  those  quadrilaterals. 

Therefore  less  yet  will  be  the  entered  defect,  since  the  sum  of  the  four  an- 
gles together  of  this  quadrilateral  KIILK  was  shown  the  greatest  of  all,  in  rela- 
tion to  the  four  angles  together  of  the  remaining  quadrilaterals. 

But  again  ;  in  consequence  of  the  supposition  upon  which  this  proposition 
proceeds,  so  great  a  length  of  BK  can  be  assumed,  that  as  many  quadrilaterals  aa 
we  choose  may  be  made  on  bases  AT/T,  each  equal  to  the  assigned  length  R. 

Wherefore  the  defect  of  the  four  angles  together  of  this  more  remote  quad- 
rilateral KHLK  from  four  rights  is  shown  ever  less  both  than  a  hundredth  and 

than  a  thousandth,  and  thus  under  any  assignable  part  of  a  right.  Further  how- 
ever, LK  and  HK  will  be  always  (in  accordance  with  the  aforesaid  supposition] 

greater  than  the  designated  length  R,  Therefore  if  in  KL  and  KH  are  assumed 

KS  and  KT  equal  to  KK  or  the  length  R  ;  ST  being  joined,  the  two  angles  to- 
gether KST^  KT8  will  be  greater,  in  hypothesis  of  acute  angle,  than  the  two  an- 

gles together  (from  Cor.  after  P.  XVI.)  at  the  points //and  L  in  the  quadrilateral 
THLS^  or  the  quadrilateral  KHLK ;  and  therefore  (the  common  right  angles  at 
the  points  AT,  K  being  added)  the  four  angles  together  of  |he  quadrilateral  KTSK 
will  be  greater  than  the  four  angles  together  of  that  quadrilateral  KHLK. 

But  now,  since  on  one  hand  is  stable  and  given  the  quadrilateral  KTSK^ 
in  as  much  as  constant  in  the  given  base  ATAT,  which  indeed  is  taken  equal  to  the 
assigned  length  R,  and  again  constant  in  the  two  perpendiculars  TAT,  SK  equal 
to  this  base,  and  finally  in  the  joining  TS,  which  comes  out  completely  determin- 

ate ;  and  on  the  other  hand  the  four  angles  together  of  this  stable  and  given  quad- 
rilateral have  now  been  shown  greater  than  the  four  angles  together  of  the  quad- 
rilateral KHLK  distant  as  far  as  we  choose  from  the  base  AB ;  assuredly  it  t)l- 

lows,  that  the  four  angles  together  of  this  stable  and  given  quadrilateral  KTSK 

are  greater  than  any  sum  of  angles,  which  lacks  *however  you  choose  of  being 
four  right  angles  ;  since  already  it  has  been  shown  that  a  quadrilateral  KHLK 
can  always  be  designated  such  that  its  four  angles  together  shall  fall  short  of  four 

\ 
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rights  less  than  any  assignable  part  of  a  right.  Therefore  the  four  angles  togeth- 

er of  this  stable  and  given  quadrilatersl  either  are  equal  to  four  rights  or  greater. 
But  then  (from  P.  XVI.)  is  established  the  hypothesis  either  of  right  angle 

or  of  obtuse  angle  ;  and  therefore  (from  P.  V.  and  P.  VI.)  the  hypothesis  of  acute 
angle  is  destroyed. 

So  is  established  that  the  hypothesis  of  acute  angle  will  be  destroyed,  if 
two  straights  existing  in  the  same  plane  so  approach  each  other  mutually  ever 
more,  that  nevertheless  their  distance  is  always  greater  than  any  assigned  length. 

Hoc  antem  erat  demonstrandum. 

Corollary  I.  But  (the  hypothesis  of  acute  angle  destroyed)  the  contro- 
verted Pronunciatum  Euclidaeum  is  manifest  from  P.  13  of  this  ;  just  as  that  by 

roe  in  this  place  it  would  be  disclosed  I  promised  in  Scholion  III  after  P.  XXI  of 
this,  where  we  spoke  of  the  attempt  of  the  Arab  Nassaradin. 

Corollary  II.  On  the  other  hand  from  this  proposition,  and  from  the 
preceding  XXIII  is  manifestly  gathered  that  not  sufficient  for  establishing 
Euclidean  geometry  are  two  following  points.  One  is  :  that  we  designate  by  the 

name  of  parallels  those  straights,  which  existing  in  the  same  plane  possess  a  com- 
mon perpendicular.  The  second  indeed  ;  that  all  straights  existing  in  the  same 

plane,  of  which  there  is  no  common  perpendicular,  and  therefore  which  accord- 
ing to  the  assumed  definition  are  not  parallel,  must,  being  produced  toward  either 

part  ever  more,  somewhere  meet  each  other,  if  not  at  a  finite,  at  least  at  an  in- 
finite distance. 

For  again  it  would  be  requisite  to  demonstrate,  that  any  two  straights  ex- 
isting in  the  same  plane,  upon  which  a  certain  straight  cutting  makes  two 

internal  angles  toward  the  same  parts  less  than  two  right  angles,  nowhere  else 
can  receive  a  common  perpendicular. 

But  that,  this  demonstrated,  Euclidean  geometry  is  most  exactly  estab- 
lished, will  be  shown  below. 

I  To  be  Continued.] 

KEW  AND  OLD  PROOFS  OF  THE  FTTHAOOBEAN  THEOREM. 

By  BEIJ.  F.  YAMVEY,  A.  M..  Mount  Union  College.  Alli&nee.  Ohio,  and  JAMES  A.  CALDERHEAD,  B.  Se. 
Cnrry  Univertity,  Pittsborg,  Penneylvania. 

(Ciintlnued  from  January  Number. 

XXVII.  Let  ABC  he  a  triangle,  right-angled  at  C.  With  0,  the  middle 
of  AB^  as  a  center,  describe  a  circle  to  which  either  of  the  other  sides,  as  IK\ 
shall  be  tangent.     Then, 
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BDBE=BPi 

or  {ic-ib%ie+ib)=ia*.     .-.  e»=a*+b*. 

This  and  XVI  are  special  cue*  of  a  more  gen- 
eral fbrin.  For  0  may  be  any  point  in  AB,  anch  that 

the  ratio  of  OB  to  ABehBiiben.  Onr equation  would 

then  become  ine—tib)ine+nb)=n*a*  ;  whence, 
e*=a*+b*.  Pig.  21. 

XXVIII.  Fig.  21. 

Suppose BC<AC.    Then  HCFC=FC. 

But  HC-FC=AFAH=AE-AD=:{ic-^ib)(.ic+ib),  and  PC=U'. 

.'.  e*=a*+b*. 

From  BC<AC  pass  to  BC=AC  hj  the  theory  of  limita. 

XXIX.  Let  ABC  be  a  triangle,  right-angled  at  C.    Describe  a  drele, 
each  that  its  center  0  shall  be  in  AB,  and  to  which  the 
other  sides  shall  be  tangent. 

Draw  OD  perpendicular  to  AB.    Then, 

AT=AE'AF=AS-E^=Ad*-K*   (1). 

S^=BFBE=B^f6=B0~CF   (2). 

Now,  ̂ 0  :  OT  ::  AD  :  OD; 

.-.  AOOD=OTAD.  Fig.  22. 

And,  since  OD=OB,  OT=TC=CP,  and  AD=AT-i-TD=AT+BP, 

.-.  ATTC+CPBP=AOOB   (S). 

Adding  (1),  (2),  and  2x(3), 

AT-i-BP+2ATTC+2CPBP=AO~fC+BO-cf-i-2AOOB; 

.-.  AT+2ATTC+fC+BP+2BPOP+CP=A^+2AO-OB+BO; 

.-.  AC+BC=AB. 

XXX.  Let  ABC  be  a  triangle,  right-angled  at  C,    Describe  a  circle,  sudi 
that  its  center  0  shall  be  in  one  of  the  l^;e,  a»AC,  and  to  which  the  other  leg 



I  bypotenuw  ■hall  Im  tangtot. 

Tbao  a£=AEAC=a6-2ACOE; 

Adding,  Slf+S^=AC+SC-2AC0E. 

.:  A^+2AC0E+S^=AC+SC. 

Now  AC :  AC  ::  OIK=OE) :  BC{.=BD) ;  Fig.  2 

.-.  ADBD=ACOE;  .-.  A^+'iADBD+BD=A^=AC+'SC. 
XXXI.  Fig.  23. 

A^=(.AB-BD)*)=rAC-2AC-0E^ 

.-.  AB-2A'BBD+BP=:AO-2ACOE. 

Ad^ng gD=BC,  A^-2BD-AD=AC*+BV-2ACOE. 

.-.  Xb=ac+b'o. 

XXXII.  Let  ABC  be  « triaagte  right-Knglad  at  C.     Draw  AE  parallel  to 
'ind^^C.     With  0,  the  middle  of  ̂ £,  a§ 
Mter,  deacribe  a  circle,  to  which  both  AC 
I RO  aball  be  tangent.     Then, 

f=4a-b)*}=BDBA=eic-AD)   (1). 

A\ao,  AD:  a  ::  26  :  c. 

.-.  AD=2ab/e      (2). 

in(l),  (o-h)»=c«-2a&.     .-.  c»=o»+f.».  Fig.  24. 

From  unpqaol  Bides  aboot  the  right  angle  pass  to  equal  sides  by  the  theory 
imita. 

ITo  he  OnntlBOwl.i 
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TWO  DEVELOPMEHTS. 

By  S.  D.  SOB.  JR.,  JMoriiN  PrafMMr  of  MitlitMrtw  ia  Ob«liB  CoOtgt,  Okcrfia.  Ohte. 

(A  paper  read  at  the  Jmnnary  meetJng  of  the  Americaa  Mtlwimitktil  Bocity.l 

It  is  desired  to  call  attention  here  to  two  developments,  whose  statement 
and  discassion  the  writer  has  no  where  met,  except  for  n=2,  and  then  not  from 
the  point  of  view  to  be  suggested  here.  Yet  it  is  qaite  possible  that  thej  mtj 
be  foand  elsewhere.* 

I.     Formulas. 

If  u=/(x, ,  X,,   Xn)  is  a  function  of  n  variables,  ̂ u  will  be  used  to 
denote  the  total  increment  in  the  function  due  to  a  change  in  all  the  variables, 

while  J^,,  X,   c^u  will  denote  an  increment  due  to  a  change  in  r  variables. 
The  two  developments  are  as  follows : 

1.       U-^Ju=U'\'/1x^U'^Jj^U'^ 
A  ̂  tt 

+^».^z.t*  +  ̂ ,.^,,u+   -^..^x,   A^jk 

T=n       ar,=n— r-hl     ar,=n— r+2 

=-^2'     2 
a, 

r=l 
a,=l 

a,._i=n— 1 

«,.  i=a',_2+ 1     /J',=af,_i4- 1 

«r= 

S"'""'- Or  in  determinant  notation, 

J  1 
-1        1 

n  = 

-1 
-1 

1       1 

-1  • 
-1    -1 

1 
1 

.A 

-1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

n 

•Slnoe  the  above  was  read  Professor  Fiake  of  Colombia,  haa  infonned  the  writer  that  **Dr.  MoCUft* 
took  called  attention  to  the  fact,  that  tiie  first  result  is  contained  in  a  general  formnla  which  he  gaTS  la 
Vol.  II.  page  116  of  tiie  Arnvr^an  Journal  cf  Maihematie9.    His  fonnnla  (77)  redacea  in  a  special  case  to 

iKE)--=(KE^^E^^   E^J  where  J5=l  + J. 
His  operation  8  reduces  to  R  when W=l. 

1) 
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=(l+^..)(H-^0 

r>='m 

(l  +  -d,,tt)=  jrr(l  +  J,,)«, ra«l 

r=fi 

80  that  as  operators  (1  + J)=  tt  ril  +  Jg),  or  the  operator  1  + J  is  developable 
r-l 

into  the  product  of  n  operators. 

2.     tt  —J  (itt=tt— J  (i,,u  -J  d^u   ''J  ̂'n^'^j  j  ̂.^^  +  J  J  ̂Ati  + 

+  ̂-^)''//   P'«<   ^'"'^ 

r=n       rr|=:n— r-fl     frj=n— r+2 

»-2'     2 
a, 

2 
a» 

r=l  flr,=:l  aj=«|+l 

tr-=:n 

Or  in  deterroinant  notation, 

-p 
-1 

1 

1 
It  = 

-1  -fd„ 
-1  -1 

-1  — 1.... 

1. 

1. 

1 

1 

-A 

n 

—1 1 

1 

1 

1 

U 

80 
that  as  operators  (1 — J  d)=7rr{l — j  d^.^),  or  the  operator  1 — J  d  is  develop- 

able into  the  prodact  of  n  operators. 
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II.     Proo&. 

1 .     Let  u=/(«, ),  then  Ju= J»,u,  and  u  +  Jn=u + J.jU=(l + ̂ ^}u. 

Let  u==/(3E|X,),  then  by  the  preceding,  u+ J«,u=(l  +  ̂«,)fi. 

Apply  the  operator  l  +  ̂«,  to  this  equation,  and 

u  +  J,,u  -f  J,,ti  +  J,.  J,,tt=(l  +  J..)(l  +  J,.)u. 

By  writing  out  the  left  member, 

/C«i, «f )  +/[«, ,  a?,  +  J,.  )  -fix, ,  x,)+/[x,  +  Jx, ,  «,)-/(«,«,)+/(«,  +  -^«i , «,  +-*«f) 

-/(a^i,  a:,-»-Jx,)-/(a;,+JX|,  x,)+/(x,,  x,) 

=/l«i«f)+/[«i+-ix,,  «,  +  ̂ «, )-/(«,,  x,)=u+-ltt. 

The  same  process  would  show  that  by  applying  (1  +  ̂ cJ  first,  (l  +  ̂s,) 
second,  we  would  also  get  u+^u.  Hence  would  follow  commutation  of  the  two 
operators,  so  that 

(1  +  ̂0(1  +  ̂0=^1  +  ̂*.  )0+^x.)=l  +  ̂» 

or  if  u=/(X| ,  X,,   a^n)  we  have  proved  that 

(l  +  ̂x,)(l+^0=(l  +  -^«*Xl  +  ̂'<)=l  +  ̂'<'»' 

i.  e.,  any  two  of  these  operators  are  commutative.     It  follows  (n=:2)  that 

t*+-^x.  t4+ J,,  U+ J,^  J,,  U=U'j-J,^  tt+-^*.  ti  +  J,,  J,,tt, 

and  since  the  ordinary  addition  is  commutative,  ^x,  ̂ s.tA=^x,  ̂ «,^*  ft  familiar 
result. 

Assume  foru=/[x,,x,   x«),  that  tt  +  ̂ u=(l+-J,J   (l  +  ̂«^)i». 
Let  l7=F(x,,x,   x»+i). 

Then  by  the  assumption 

t^+^z.   x„C7-(l  +  JO(l  +  ̂..   {l  +  ̂ rjU. 

Apply  (1  +  ̂x^^i)  to  both  sides  of  this  equation  remembering  that  we  have 
proved  commutation  of  operators.     We  get, 

U+^T.   x„  U+J.^^,U+J.,^,J„   x,l/=(l+^..)   (l+4.«+,)l7. 

By  working  out  the  left  member,  it  becomes  U-^^U,  hence  the  next  case 
takes  the  same  form  with  respect  to  n-f-l,  that  the  assumption  had  with  respect 
to  n,  and  since  the  assumption  is  true  for  n=2,  it  is  true  universally.     The  com- 

1 
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mutation  of  any  two  operators  brings  with  it  the  proof  that  ̂ xt^x,   *  ̂  ov^  is 
equal  to  any  other  one  of  r\  orders  in  which  the  r  operations  might  be  brought 
about.  The  determinant  form  was  suggested  by  the  formula  for  the  development 
of  a  determinant  in  terms  of  the  elements  of  its  principal  diagonal,  a  formula 
which  has  the  same  limits  and  number  of  operators  in  the  summation.  It 
is  easily  shown  by  adding  to  each  column  the  elements  of  the  last,  when  it  re- 

duces to  one  term,  its  principal  diagonal  term. 
2.  The  second  formula  is  easily  shown  after  it  has  been  proved  for  two 

variables.  Let  u==f(x^ ,  a;,).  Now  u  may  be  composed  linearly  of  a  constant,  a 
function  of  a:,  alone,  a  function  of  x,  alone,  and  a  function  of  (X|,  X|).  The  last 
must  always  be  present,  though  the  others  may  be  wanting.  About  the  constant 
we  are  not  here  concerned.     Neglecting  it, 

«=/i(«i)+/f(«i)-»-^(«i»  «f)- 

fdr,  «=/,(«,)  + ^a:,,  «,).       ffd^,dx.u=ffD^^DrJd^d^^.=aT,.  r,). 

Hence  without  a  constant, 

u  =  J  da,n  +  J  dg^u  —J  J  d^d^n, 

i.  e.,  we  have  here  complete  indeHnite  integral  of  tin,  and 

(1- J  rO-  (1- px.)(l-  p/x.)M=0, 

where  it  is  evident  that  there  ia  a  commutation  of  operators,  since  the  ordinary 
additions  are  commutative,  and  d^d^^u^dj^dj^n. 

Assume  for  u=/(x, ,  x,   x„),  that 

(l-/d«,)(l-/^.)   (l-/ci,^)u=0.     Let  C^=F(x,,  x,   Xn+i). 

Then  U=\  d^.U+^^ix^,  x,   ^fi),  where  ̂   is  an  arbitrary  function  of 

all  the  variables  but  X| .     By  the  assumption 

(l-/ci,.  )(l-/dr. ). .  •(l-/4.n+i)*=0,  also  ̂ =t^- Jd,,l7=(l- Jd,.  )U. 

Apply  the  operator  (1— J  rf*. )   ^^""J  ̂'w+i)*  ̂   ̂ *^  ®*^®^  ̂ ^  ̂ ^ 

equation,  remembering  that  commutation  of  operators  has  been  proved.     We  get 
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(1-frf.. )   (l-/d.,+,)^=(l-/d..)   (1  -/<t«+,)C^=o, 

since  the  left  member  is  zero  ;  also  the  last  has  the  same  form  with  respect  to 
n  +  ],  that  the  assumption  had  with  respect  to  n,  and  since  the  assumption  is  true 
when  n— 2,  it  is  universally  true. 

III.     Applications. 

1.  An  elegant  application  of  the  first  development  is  its  use  in  demon- 
strating that  the  total  differential  of  a  function  is  equal  to  the  sum  of  its  partial 

differentials.     Let  u==fix^  ,2;,   x^).    Then 

Jtt= Ja.,u  +  ̂«.u  4-   J,^n+  5'J;^^J,^-f.   '^^•,^«,   ^Jt^^' 

Multiply  through  by  n,  where  n  is  a  number  which  becomes  indefinitely 
great   as  the  principal  increment    becomes    indefinitely    small,   but    so   that 
If  m  /  \ 

j^^Ov^^'r^)^^^  finite  number,  which  is  called  by  Hamilton,  Serret,  and  J.  M. 

Pierce,  differential  of  u  with  respect  to  x^,  and  may  be  denoted  by  dr^u.  Consider 

Jx^  Jxt 

A  fortiori,  zero  will  be  the  limit  of  any  term  of  higher  order.  We  have 
then  at  once  by  taking  the  limits  of  both  members, 

dur=dx^  +  d*,n4-   ^'«^' 

2.  The  second  formula  gives  us  the  complete  solution  of  a  differential 
equation,  when  it  is  a  perfect  differential.     The  solution  is. 

+  (-1  )~-\f/   fdrd..   dr^U. 

To  this  a  constant  may  be  added  which  is  determined  as  usual  by  corres- 
ponding values  of  the  variables  and  function.  It  may  or  may  not  be  zero.  When 

the  function  is  such  that  farther  differentiation  of  the  first  differentials  will  cat 

them  down  rapidly,  this  formula  ought  to  be  practically  useful.  When  n=2,we 

can  by  this  formula  solve  the  problem  of  finding  the  orthogonal  and  isothenDal* 
curves  to  a  given  system,  n=r,  when  u  satisfies  the  equation  /)r*w  +  /?^*n=0. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

Condvetad  by  B.  F.  FIHKEL,  Spriaffield,  Mo.   Ail  eontribntioat  to  thii  dopartmont  ihontd  b«  unt  to  him. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

78.   Propoaed  by  IBLSOI  8.  BOSAT,  South  Jortey  Inttitiito,  Bridftton,  lew  Jonoy. 

A  man  owes  me  $100  due  in  2  yeArs,  nnd  I  owe  him  $200  due  in  4  years.  When  can  I 
pay  him  $100  to  settle  the  account  equitably,  money  being  worth  6%,  and  the  interest  to 
draw  interest  until  the  time  of  settlement  ? 

Solatioa  by  FSEDEBIO  E.  H0IE7,  low  Htvtn,  ComiaotioQt. 

One  dollar  placed  at  6%  compouDd  interest,  in  two  years  will  amount  to 

1.06*  =$1.1236.  Therefore  the  present  value  of  $100.00  due  in  2  years  is 
$100.00-4-1. 1236=$89.00  very  nearly. 

One  dollar  placed  at  6%  compound  interest  in  four  years  will  amount  to 

1.06«  =$1.2625.  Therefore  the  present  value  of  $200.00  due  in  4  years  is 
$200.00-«-1.2625=$168.416. 

Therefore  the  difference  between  $158,416  and  $89.00=$69.416,  is  the 
amount  of  my  debt  to  A  at  the  present  time. 

Since  $1.00  placed  at  6%  compound  interest  in  6  years  will  amount  to 

1.06*=$1.4185,  $69,416  at  the  same  rate  will,  in  6  years,  amount  to  69.416X 
1.4185=$98.4666. 

And  since  the  simple  interest  on  one  dollar  for  1  year  is  $0.06,  the  simple 
interest  on  $98.4666  is  98.4666  x0.06=$5.908  for  one  year.  Therefore  the  inter- 
est  $100.00-$98.4666=$1.5334  will  accrue  in  1.5334-4-5.908=0.2594  years. 

And  6. +0.2594=6.2594  the  number  of  years  hence  when  $100.00  should 
be  paid,  in  order  to  settle  the  account  equitably. 

J.  M.  Bandy  sent  solutions  of  Nos.  71  and  72  too  late  for  credit  in  February  number. 

GEOMETRY. 

Condiiotod  by  B.  F.  FIBKSL,  Sprioffleld,  Mo.   All  eontribntioiii  to  thii  dopartmtnt  should  bo  itnt  to  him. 

soLxrrioirs  of  problems. 

S7.   PropoMd  by  F.  M.  PRIEST,  St.  LoqU.  Mo. 

Required :  The  length  of  a  piece  of  carpet  that  is  a  yard  wide  with  square  ends, 
that  can  be  placed  diagonally  in  a  room  40  feet  long  and  90  feet  wide,  the  comers  of  the 
carpet  Just  touching  the  walls  of  the  room. 



L  S«l«i>m  brff.  B.  ILIKSX,A.IL,  Fk.D.,  TMUkuH,AitaMu;».  S.ma.  UrtM(«.lifttl>- 
k«M  1  J.  SCXKFFEB.  A.  M.,  SafwrtowB.  KuTlud ;  J.  M.  OOUV,  A.  IL.  Mwlwij.  nrrato  :  ■.  H.  Wl» 
Ons,  WHMnlU*,  Ohk  ;  J.  r.  TOranS,  WmfnOa.  OUo  ;  J.  T.  niKlHIUI,  OKWii  0>Uit«.  Mb ;  OIL 
0.  CBOU,  UrttanllU,  Ibrrlud ;  ud  0. 1.  VmOOSI,  OhiwfB,  miMte. 

Let  -4B=40=a,  BC=30=6,  BJ'=S=c,  BF=x,  BE=y. 

■■■  *»  +  V*=c'   (1). 

From   the  triangles  OHF  and  BEF  we    get 

flC  :  CF=BF  :  S£  or  o-y  :  fc-*=x  :  y. 

.*.  ay~y*=bx~x*   (2). 

(1)  in  (2)  gives  bx—x*=ay'e*—x'—c*+x*. 

.-.  4x*-4bx* Mn*  +b*-ic*)x*  +^e*x^e*-a*e*=0. 

.-.  4x»-120a(»  +  2464x»+64Oi;- 14319=0. 

.-.  1=2.43872  +  ,  y=1.7M14+-. 

SO={ia-y)'  +(,b-x)*}i  =  47.14494  +  . 

n.  mwom  ij  ooopn  d.  sghmitt.  rmaur  «i  ihatmiix.  Dainnitr  ri  Twimii.  n^ffc 
Tnaaui:W.  B-HAKVZr.  FoRlud.  Iblni;  and  B.  F.  niKXL.  A.  It.  M.  S*..  IMhMaril  fcflartla 
u<  nT«t«t,  Drerr  OoUtn,  SpiJBffitld,  Hlnoari. 

In  the  figure  used  above,  let  AB=DC=a=^  foot,  tbe  length  of  therooin, 

AD=BC=b=30  feet,  tbe  width  of  the  room. 

EF=6H=c==Z  feet,  the  width  of  the  carpet. 

Let  x^HF^QE,  the  length  of  the  carpet,  and  the  angle  CFH=the  ui^a 
HaD=ft. 

Then  xBia8=CF,  esin9=DH,  xcobO—HC,  and  «os»— DO. 

.-.  esinS+itcoBW-ZfC-o   (1), 

andsBinft  +  ccoBW— BC— fc     (2). 

Multiplying  (1)  by  (2),  and  collecting,  we  get 

eT(ein**'+coB*ff)+{a;*+c*)8in6'co86'™ab,  or 

rx+Cai*+c»)8inffcoa»— a6   (3). 

Squaring  (1)  and  (2)  and  adding  the  reeults,  we  get 

e*+a;*+4cxein*'co8#=a'+5'   (4). 

From  (3),  Bin''co8''=  (a(  — a:)/(x'  +c*).     Substituting  this  value  of  ain^cos' 
in  (4)  and  reducing,  we  get, 



x*-(o»+fc»+2«!«)ii»+4a6<a:-c«Ca»  +  6»-c*)-0   (6). 

Restoring  nambers  in  (6),  we  hive 

x'-S618x<  +1440Qi;-224I9-O. 

golTing  tfais  eqiulion  67  Horoer's  Method,  we  find  x— 47, 145  foet,  neiriy. 

CALCULUS. 

■«to«  t;  J.  M.  OOUW,  I 
SOLTTTIONS  OF  PBOBLEKS. 

BS.   frofoud  kj  0.  W.  AITHIurT,  M.  U.,  PralMMr  of  KitbMMttn,  CilmMMM  VilnnHr,  WuttactM. 

A  line  puHi  through  a.  9ied  point  and  rotat«a  uniformly  kbont  thli  point.  Another 
pftwea  through  ■  point  nhich  mavM  uniformly  along  the  dro  of  k  given  ourre  Mid  ro- 
•  nnifonnly  about  thl>  point.  Develop  •  method  for  finding  the  loou*  of  interMotloa 
IBM  two  linei.    Apply  to  case  of  cirole  and  itralgbt  line. 

n.    SalatiH  b7  0.  W.  It.  BUCK,  A.  M.,  PiglMMr  «l  MathMaHw  la  VmI«7U  AtUtmr.   mitnkaM, 

Let  0  be  the  otigio,  P^  the  fixed  point,  ita  cofirdinatee  being  (r,,  0,),  and 
AB  be  ft  given  position  of  line  through  P,.  Let  P|(r,,  8f)  be  position  of 
it  on  curve  and  CD  the  line  through  it,  both  cor- 
wnding  to  the  position  AB  of  other  line.  Also  let 

'  be  position  of  ̂ fi  revolved  through  an  /  4^,  and 
P,(r,,  S,)  and  EF  be  the  corresponding  position 

',  and  CD. 
Letr-yiff)  bo  equation  to  curve  P,P,.      Let 

the  angle  made  hy  AB,  and  r^,  the  one  made  by  CD  with  a  polar  axis.     Let 
angular  rate  of  revolntion  of  AB,  and  na  of  CD. 

.-.  z  between  CD  and  EF'^ni^. 

I.«t6-linearrateofmoveinentofP,.   Then  f6/a-P,Pt/*    (1)- 

Bqufttion  to  KH  is  r-[r,sinC»;+it— (!',)]/sin(i;+ifr— »)    (2). 

Equation  to  EF  is  r-(r,Bin(>?,  +nf~0,)yBm{iT,  +nf~ft)   (8). 

B7  intention, 



P, Pt  -/]Vr'  +  [trfT-/dW)]M/*-J]'  ̂ ayl: ")]'  +  [/'(«)]' rf«   (H 
which  gives  P,  P,  in  terms  of  #, ,  Ci  being  known.     Then  snbstitnte  from  (4)  in 
(1)  to  get  p  Id  terms  of  #«.     Substitute  this  value,  and  also ^"t)  fi>r  r,  in(2)ud 
(3).     Then  by  eliminating  (^,}  we  have  resulting  the 
equation  to  the  locus  of  the  intersecting  of  the  lines. 
The  solution  depends  on  our  ability  to  integrate  (4). 
Now  if  the  given  lines  are  not  straight,  it  is  evident 
that  the  only  changes  are  in  equations   (2)  and  (3). 
These  may  be  derived  from  the  equations  to  the  lines 
in  original  position  by  a  method  of  transformation  of 
coordinates.      For  example,  the  equation  to  HK  may 
be  derived  from  that  to  AB  by  revolving  the  pole  and 

polar  axis  about  /*,  through  an  angle  equal  to  0  and 
in  the  opposite  direction.     If  the  given  curve  is  a  circle  and  the  lines  stimi^ 
the  problem  can  be  definitely  solved  as  follows : 

Transform  coordinates  so  that  center  of  circle  shall  be  pole  and  OP,  tht 
the  polar  axis.     Then  r=j{H)  becomes  mc. 

Let  (r,,  CiKr,,  *i)(r,,  C,)  represent  the  new  coordinates  of  points  P„Pt. 
Pj ,  respectively. 

Thenr,— r,-c.     ff,-0.     P.^.-eW,.     From  (J)  ̂ =ncff,/h. 

(2)  becomes  r=[r,8in(v+acff,/b— ff,)]/8in(j?  +  acW,/&-#)   (6). 

(S)  becomesT  — [c8inC7, +nacfl,/fc— W,)]/8in(7,+nacfl,/6— (?)   (6). 

(5)  can  be  solved  for  H^  and  the  result  can  be  substiluted  in  (6),  giving 
the  equation  required.  Then  if  desired  the  coordinates  can  be  again  transfomiFd 
to  the  original  form. 

MECHANICS. 

CoBdncMd  br  B.  F,  FUTKEL,  8priD[flilil,  Mo.    All  coBtrlbnCioDi  to  Chii  daputment  ihonlil  b*  Mat  to  kn. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FBOBLEMS. 

48.  PropMtd  bj  B.  F.  FIIXEL,  A.  H.,  H.  8a.,  Prdauor  dI  MathaiutiM  aad  Fbjiloi  1b  Ontr  C«IUf*, 
8prlarfl*ld,  Mtuanrl. 

Two  weights  P  and  Q  reit  on  the  concave  side  ol  a  pnrabaln  whose  axis  is  horiiontnl, 
mid  are  oonnectect  b;  a  Htr[ng,  length  (,  wliich  pasBes  over  a  smooth  peg  at  the  roeus,  F. 

[BotBttr'i  Aruilytital  Mrchnnicii,  ps^  64.] 



L  SttatiM  kr  ALTISD  Htm,  0. 1..  D.  Sa.,  Prohuor  ol  bthuutin,  DniTinltT  ol  Wuinirpl ;  COL> 
lUI  BUOSOFT.  M.  .8a..  PnlMar  sf  lUthnwtlra,  Riimm  CoUtt*.  Blnm,  Ohio  ;  OEOKOE  ULLET,  LL.  D., 
rirtlaai,  Owwfm ;  S.  B.  M.  EEKX,  A.  M.,  Fb.  D.,  Inufcuft,  Arkuuu.  mil  tha  PBOPOSEK. 

L«t  AX  be  the  horuontal  axis  of  the  parabola,  F  the  focua,  P"  and  Q'  the 
poutions  of  the  weighta  P  and  Q,  T  the  tention  of  the  string  P'FQ',  N  and  N'  the 
normal  reactionE  at  P"  and  Q*  reBpectively,  f  and  S"  the  anglea  between  the  axis 
AX  and  the  focal  nuiii  to  P'  and  Q'  reepebtively,  A  the  intersection  of  the  axis 
and  the  tangent  it  P.     Denote  the  latna  rectum  by  4m. 

jift=-.iFAP+^FFA=2^FAF, 

y  of  parabola. 
.-.  lFAF=--i(f. 
Since  N  ia  inclined  to  the  vertical  at  the  same  angle  that  the  tangent  ia 

inclined  to  the  faoriiontal,  we  have  for  equilibrium  of  the  forces  at  P',  resolving 
vertically  and  faoriiontally, 

NeoBiff+TBinff^P,  and  N9miC=noBH, 
from  which 

Tlcotiecot(f+BiDff)=P,  or,  Tcotiit=P. 

Similarly,  Tcotiff'^Q.     .-.  coti'9=P/Qootl#'. 

From  the  polar  equation  of  a  parabola, 

2m 

FP= 
l-w 

Sut  FP'  +  F^=l. 

^   Up  -coa^)  +  weoeW-3m 
\  md-COBW) 

Then,   ootl9= _    ll(l-eos#)-Hncos»— 3m 
S  mCI-coeC) 

preceding  equation  gives  mliff= 
|/TO(P»  +  Q») 

n.   SotittoB  bj  r.  AIDIUOO.  A,  X.,  FrofMnr  sf  lf>tli*BiaUa>,  Obarlln  Callan.  ObarUo,  Obis. 

If,  in  the  figure  above,  ff  represents  the  angle  XFP,  and  f , ,  XFQ,  then 
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Since  2^C±=I-r,  sin*  i6^,  =Tzir>  *°*  ̂ *  *^i  =^^5^* 

Since  the  tension  is  the  same  in  all  parts  of  the  string  and  the  angle  be- 
tween the  radius  vector  and  tangent  is  half  the  angle  between  the  radios  vector 

and  the  X  axis,  r=Ptanl^=Qtani6^, . 

P         ctni6^  P«  r-^m     wctnM^ 

Q         ctni<^,  '      "  P*  +  Q*       l-2m       /-2ih    ' 

^  1/1         Pyl-2m 
.*.  ctni^= — ====. 

|/m(P«+Q«) 
nL   SolvtlM  by  WILLIAM  HOOVIR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  PnlMior  of  Mitttatttoi  aad  Aiiriioi  ii  OUi 

Uiiftnitj,  Athtag,  Ohio. 

Let  r\  r"  be  the  parts  of  the  string  2  joining  the  focus  and  the  weights? 
aad  Q ;  ̂  and  ff'  the  angles  which  r'  and  r'  make  with  the  axis  of  X, 

For  the  eqailibriam  of  P  and  Q,  resolving  along  the  tangents  through  P 
and  Q,  T  being  the  tension  in  the  string, 

5niinJfc=PoosJ^   ..(1).     7lBin|6r=Qcosi6r   (2). 

These  give  P/Qcoti6^=coti^       (8). 

The  equations  to  the  curve  are 

2m  2m 
r  =t    .   n  I     *•    = 

1+C08<^'  l-i-COSff' 

then  r'+r'=2n,{^^+^^)=l   (4). 

„             a     oot»J»-l           „    cot»*6»'-l  ,., 
N0WC08ff=^^,^^_^^,    co8y=^^,^y^^      (5). 

(3)  and  (5)  and  the  resulting  values  of  cos^  and  cos^  in  (4)  and  reducing  gives 

2P«cot«  1/^-1- (P»  +  Q«)         I 

2P* cot* iff  ""   2m 

(6). 
Subtracting  unity  from  both  members  of  (6)  and  taking  the  square  root  of 

the  result, 

UnJ<^  =     -^  f  ̂-^^     (7). m 

In  which  put  it^f^  for  ̂ Tor  Bowser's  result. 
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AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

DMdMUl  tf».r.  nmL,  ttitataM,  no.   lll  MaMbntlou  to  tUi  Itputant  ihovid  b«  MDt  U  Ua. 

SOLUTIONS  or  FSOBLEMS. 

1».    Fn|M»i  hr  BDIT  HUra.  M.  St.,  Itlullg,  low*. 
In  A  oirole  whose  ndiaa  U  a,  chtait  m  drawn  through  »  point  diBtaot  b  from  (he 

Mitar.    What  U  the  sTerage  length  of  luch  ehoida,  (1),  It  achoid  ii drown  from  every 
HriDt  of  the  drcnmference,  Uid  (2),  If  the;  are  dnwn  through  the  point  nt  equnl  luigular 
nterrabT 

■ohMlan  kr  tki  FSOFOUB. 

In   the  fignn,   let  BC  represent  the  chord  pafsing  through  the  point 
A  whose   distance  from  0  is  OA^b.    Put  BC=x, 
J.BOA=e,    ̂ BA0=4,  .<4,=first  average   required, 
and  jl|=8eoon(l  average  reqtiired. 

Then  x=2{a*~h*wa*4)^ . 

Hence,  At=\/n^xdS.      From  triangle  AOB, 

(isin(ff+^)=bB{n#.     .-.  «'+^ain->(V'<8in^). 

...  de=^i4+-^*^^. (n»— fc»8in*^) 

.-.  ./4,=2/»J'[(a»-li*Bin'*)t-fcco9fld^=-^  £{-^,  *»). 

A,=  l/>if  xd*  =~f^[l-(h* /a*)nn**y  d4=-^  e[-^,  l>r). 

.-.  Ai=A,.    lfb=0,Af=At^2a.     If  6=o,  -4,=^j=4a/jr. 
Thb  problem  wai  kIso  solved  by  O.  B.  H.  Zerr.    His  wlution  will  nppfar  in  thp  next 

,44.   Vnrmit  kj  HUST  KUIOI.  H.  8«.,  lUutia.  love 

What  la  the  average  length  of  all  the  choidi  that  may  be  drawn  from  one  pxtrcmitj 
f  the  major  axil  of  an  ellipse  if  the;  are  drawn  at  equal  angular  interrab  ? 

WataOam  Ij  S.  B.  H.  XOi.  A.  H,,  A.  n.,  Inartua,  Arkauu  ;  J.    SOSEFFEK,  A.   H..   Hiftrrion, 
acjiMtf.  aai  tki  noposKS. 

Let  r=5length,  fl=eccentrieity  of  ellipse,  W=angle  the  chord  maken  with , 
«jor  axis.    Then  1 

2oCl-<«)«>sff         .                  ,     _.^     -^0 
r^— j^ — = — ^-3--       <J;=aver8(«)  lengths   

'i> 
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4a(l- .-.  /!=• 
e«)  f*»     QO^Ue  .  4ai/l— e«         ,      e 

When  e=^,  J=   ,  since  — tan-* —  «1. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Condsetad  liy  J.  IL  COLAW,  Konterej,  VirginU.  All  eoatribntioiii  to  this  departmat  tlioald  be  Mit  U 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

48.   PrdpoMd  by  E.  B.  ESGOTT,  6183  Ellis  Afenne.  Ghieago,  lUiaois. 

To  find  a  triangle  whose  sides  and  median  lines  are  commensurable. 

Bohttioa  by  J.  W.  ISBCH,  in  "L'lDtarmediars  des  Mathsaistieieiis"  for  Oetobar,  1896.    TruHltti 
•daptod  by  J.  M.  OOLAW.  A.  M.,  KontMrey,  Virginia. 

Suppose the'sides  to  be  2a,  1  +  26— 6«  +  Ja«,  1— 26— 6«  +ia«;  then  wc 

have  mj— =fc(l  +  6«-lo«), 

m,«-i[4o«  +  (l-26-6«+Jtt«)«3-Kl-l-26-6«  +  la«)«, 

orm,«=Ao*+Kl7-66-6«)o«-fia-126  +  26«  +  126M 

In  order  that  the  second  member  may  be  a  perfect  square,  it  is  necei 

that  Vi(17-66-6«)«=4Xv^xKl-126-|-26«-fl26»+6*),  whence  26=3. 

Thus  the  sides  become  2a,  J+ia',  —  V+ Ja',  or 

(1)  16a,  2(a«-f  7),  =t2(o«-17)  ;  m,«db2(o«-13),  m,=o«+23. 

We  will  have  mj««»o*  +  190a»  — 191.     The  values  of  a,  which  rende 
second  number  a  perfect  square,  are  1,  3,  5,   ;  m,  =0,  40,  72,   
none  of  these  values  satisfy  (1) ;  therefore,  after  the  method  of  Euler,  {VcXL 

dige  Anleitung  zur  Algebra,  or  the  French  translation  by  J.-G.  Gamier,  2  i 
with  the  additions  of  Lagrange,  Paris,  1807),  it  is  necessary  to  proceed  as  foil 

By  supposing  a=s3-h^,  we  may  write 

(3  +  ̂)^ +  190(3 -|-;i)«-191  =  (40+;>;i  +  M)«, 

where  p  is  a  coefficient  to  be  determined.     Developing,  we  have 

1248+244/1+ 12M=:8()p  +  (80+|>«);i+2;>M. 
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Ifwe  take  80p<- 1248  or  ji-15+3/5,  we  find  h— (4+2/15),  which  gives 
"W/lb)*.  We  «l»o  have  fot  the  three  sides,  titer  some  easy  reductiooB: 
%  466, 884,  and  for  the  medians  659,  683,  208.  This  is  perhaps  the  simplest 
^  in  whole  nambers. 

U.  Pruwii  kr  B.  C.  WIUBS.  Skan  In.  WntTiiflait. 

To  find,  it  poMible,  a  right  angled  triangle,  the  bisectora  of  the  acute  anglea 
hicb,  can  be  exprcMed  by  integral  whole  numbers. 

I.   Sotatira  by  M.  1.  OIDBCR.  A.  ■-,  Wu  IXputBant,  Vuhlaftra,  D.  C. 

Let  ABC  be  a  right  triangle,  right  angled  at  C,  AD  the  bisector  of  /  A, 
BE  the  bisector  of  z  B. 

Pnt  BC~a,  ̂ C-b,  AB=c,  DC=-a^,  EC-b,,  EB 

,  and   AD-Cf     Then   fiZ)^a— a,,    and   AE=-b—b,. 
n  geonnetrical  relations  we  obtain  a' +&*~c*   (1); 
>i<w-b,(6-6,)   (2);    b-b,  :  6,=.c:  a   (3). 

From  (3)  we  getb  :  fr,— e+a  :  o;  whence  b,=ab/ 
ft),  and  6— b,-ftc/(c+a). 

.-.  c,«-ae-ai.*c/Ctf+a)»-ac-oe(c»-a«)/(c+o)'=2«'r,(»;+-0 
By  a  similar  process,  we  find  Cf'=2b*r/(c  +  b). 
From  {]),  c'-6»=aV  or  (<;+6){c-6)=.a'.  Put  c+h-(p«  snd  r-b-t^*. 

and  q  being  any  values.  Then  a^tpq,  fc»(Cp'— ^')/2,  and  c— f(p'+7')/2. 
;ncec,»-2l»j)»g»(p*  +  9»)/Cp  +  9)',  and  c,«-.i«(p»-g*)«{p' +i/»)/4p«. 

When  p»  +  y'"D,  c,»— D,  and  r,»-2xD.  When  p»  +  7*— 2xD, 
e2x  D,  and  c,*>-a. 

.'.  J!o(A  bisectors  cannot  be  rational ;  one  of  them  will  be  |.  2 times  annm- 
wben  the  olhfr  is  a  rational  whole  number. 

a.   S«iatl«B  by  Oa  PKOPOSEE. 

Let  bx,  by,  and  x+y  be,  respectively,  the  sides  and  base  of  a  right  angled 
igle,  and  let  x  and  y  be  the  greater  and  less  segments  of  the  base  cut  by  the 

ctor.  Then  the  bisector  will  be  ̂   ;/'{l»*  +  l)  and  if  the  bisector  be  integral, 
1  maBt=  D .  b  must  therefore  be  an  improper  fraction,  and  will  always  be 
quotient  of  the  sum  of  the  other  two  sides  divided  by  the  bisected  side. 

Now  let  CAB  be  a  triangle,  and  let  AB=x*+y*,  CA^x*—y*  and 
=2xy,  CA  +  AB/CB=^x/y.  (x/i/)«4l  may  be  a  square,  but  AB+CB/CA 

■■  +  y)/(.x—y).   [{x+y)/{x—y)']'  + 1  will  be  a  multiple  of  the  i.  2  and  cannot  be 

.'.  If  a  rational  right  angled  triangle  have  an  integral  bisector  of  one  of  its 
e  angles,  the  bisector  of  the  other  acute  angle  must  be  a  multiple  of  |/2  and 
cannot  be  integral. 

[Remark. — On  page  165,  Vol.  II.  of  the  Monthly,  we  have,  when  the 
a  are  69.4107,  47.4072,  35.8067,  the  bisectors  40  and  50.  It  is  doubtful 
ther  the  sides  and  bisectors  both  can  be  integral.     Zerr.] 
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44.   PropoMd  l»7  P.  8.  BBBO.  Priadpal  of  Bokools,  UriMrt.  lorth  SiMa. 

Two  trees  whose  heights  are  40  and  80  feet,  respectively,  stand  on  opposite  sito 
a  stream  80  feet  wide.    What  path  does  a  sqairrel  take  in  leaping  from  the  top  of  the! 
er  to  the  top  of  the  lower  ?    What  is  the  length  of  the  path  T 

8eIntioB  bj  0.  B.  M.  2EBS,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  TtwrHnt, 

The  path  is  a  parabola.  Let  the  top  of  the  higher  tree  be  origin,  '*sao0  ' 
the  river"  positive,  i;=velocity,  fl=Bngle  of  projection,  then  the  eqoatW  '^ 
is  y=ULnfix^gx* /(2v*coB*  fl),  in  which  we  ma8t  know  either  «,  or  ft.  SabstiM 
ing  x=30,  y=— 40  we  get 

v*=4dg/(4coB*/3+3Bin0oo%/r)   (!> 

i8f=-5   r^j      |/  «*co8*>tf  +  (^— r«8in/tfoo8/5)«<te. 

Let  »'er»8«/y— n,  gx—v^sin/ScoBfl^y,  S0g'-v*Biu/3coB/S=y^,  —  «'8in/06os/$=-fi. 

2^{yiV'«'+yi'+y.l/a-+y,«}  +~-log[(i/a«-hyi«+y,)/(|/a*+y,«-8fi)l 

Let  /tf=46'';  then  v*=90g/7,  y,=166j7/7,  y,=46^/7=a. 

.^5^  =  ,V(11|   m)+9j/2)4-tJlog[(|/Iio+ll)/(3|/2-3)]. 

Let  /?=0  ;  then  v^=45g/4,  y,=80(;,  3/,=0,  o=46flf/4. 

.'.  -5=5, /-73  +  Vlog[(|/"73  +  8)/3]. 

NOTES. 

INTERNATIONAL  CONGRESS  OF  MATHEMATICIANS  AT  ZURICH  IN  1897. 

'*It  18  known  that  the  idea  of  an  international  congress  of  mathematidm 
has  been,  above  all  in  these  latter  days,  the  object  of  numerous  deliberatiooB  oo 
the  part  of  scientists  interested  in  its  realization.  It  has  appeared  to  them,  IfJ 

reason  of  the  excellent  results  obtained  in  other  scientific  domains  by  an  inieni*' 

tional  'entente',  that  assuring  the  execution  of  this  project  would  have  vttj 
weighty  advantages. 

As  outcome  of  a  very  active  exchange  of  views,  accord  wm  readied  on  % 
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e  point.  Switierland,  by  its  central  geographic  situation,  by  its  traditions 
Lis  experience  of  international  congresses,  appeared  designated  to  invite  a 
attempt  at  a  reunion  of  mathematicians.  In  consequence  Zurich  is  chosen 
)at  of  the  Congress. 

The  mathematicians  of  Zurich  do  not  disguise  from  themselves  the  diffi- 
Les  they  will  have  to  surmount.  But  in  the  interest  of  this  enterprise,  they 
s  thought  it  their  duty  not  to  decline  the  overtures  so  flattering  that  have  been 
le  them  from  all  sides.  They  have  decided  therefore  to  take  all  preparatory 
isures  for  the  future  congress  and,  to  the  extent  of  their  powers,  to  contribute 
t8  success.  So,  with  the  concurrence  of  mathematicians  of  other  nations,  was 
ned  the  undersigned  committee  of  organization,  charged  to  bring  together  at 

'ich  in  1897  the  vnathematiciana  of  the  entire  world. 
The  congress,  in  which  you  are  cordially  invited  to  take  part,  will 

B  place  at  Zurich  the  9,  10  and  11  of  August,  1897,  in  the  halls  of  the  federal 
ytechnic  school.  The  committee  will  not  fail  to  communicate  to  you,  in  time 
»ortune,  the  text  of  the  program  determined,  begging  you  to  inform  them  of 
ir  adherence.  But  even  at  present  it  may  be  said  that  the  scientific  works 
I  questions  of  administration  will  pertain  to  subjects  of  general  interest 
recognised  importance. 

Scientific  congresses  have  also  this  precious  advantage,  to  favor  and  keep 
personal  relations.  The  local  committee  will  not  fail  to  accord  all  its  solici- 
e  to  this  part  of  its  task,  and,  with  this  aim,  it  will  elaborate  a  modest  pro- 
mme  of  f^tes  and  intimate  reunions. 

May  the  hopes  reposed  in  this  first  congress  be  fully  realized  I  May  num- 
us  participants  contribute  by  their  presence  to  create,  among  colleagues,  not 
ne  coherent  scientific  relations,  but  also  cordial  bonds  based  on  personal  ac- 
iintance  I  Finally,  may  our  congress  serve  the  advancement  and  the  progress 
Lhe  mathematical  sciences  I" 

The  invitation  of  which  the  above  is  a  translation  is  signed  by  eleven  from 
rich  and  ten  associates,  as  committee. 

Readers  of  the  American  Mathematical  Monthly  already  know  the  per- 
cent efforts  of  Vasiliev  of  Kazan  and  Laisant  of  Paris  td  establish  this  congress. 
It  is  matter  for  rejoicing  that  their  noble  endeavors  have  been  crowned 

;h  this  definite  success.  George  Bruce  Halsted. 

THE  SAME  OLD  BLUNDER. 

In  the  Nation  of  November  26,  1896,  in  a  review  of  Cajori's  History  of 
>mentary  Mathematics,  the  reviewer  himself  makes  a  blunder  so  appalling  that 
ihonld  not  go  unnoticed. 

He  says  Cajori  **does  not  name  Prof.  J.J.  Littrowof  Vienna,  whose  dem* 
(tration  is  yet  worth  notice.  Littrow  proves  first  that  the  three  angles  of  a 
mgle  are  =2/2.  Thus  :  When  a  side  a  and  angles  BC  are  given,  angle  A  is 
ermined  ;  it  is  =F{aBC) ;  and  as  an  angle  may  be  viewed  as  an  abstract  num- 

f  it  has  no  relation  to  one  measure  in  space  :  angle  A=F(BC)  simply,"  etc. 

i 



Now  where  has  the  Nation's  reviewer  been  buried  not  to  know  that 
very  pseudo-proof  was  given  by  Legendre,  and  its  fallacy  shown  by  George 
ton  Young  in  the  Canadian  Journal  for  November,  1856,  forty  yean 

and  again  in  the  Canadian  Journal  for  July,  18(>0,  pages  356-358  ? 
George  Bruce  Halsted. 

Austin t  Texas. 

James  Joseph  Sylvester,  the  great  mathematician,  Sivilian  piof( 
of  geometry  at  Oxford,  formerly  professor  of  mathematics  at  the  Johns  Hop] 
University,  and  in  1841  at  the  University  of  Virginia,  died  in  London  on  M 

15th,  aged  eighty-three  years.  Also  the  eminent  mathematician  Dr. 
Weierstrass,  died  at  Berlin  on  February  19th,  aged  eighty-one  yean,  b 
the  death  of  these  two  men,  mathematics  sustains  a  great  loss.  Both  did  modi 
to  broaden  and  deepen  mathematical  knowledge.  Sylvester  has  written  roQchot 
invariants,  the  theory  of  equations,  theory  of  partitions,  multiple  tlgebn, 
the  theory  of  numbers,  the  theory  of  reciprocants,  etc.,  while  Weierstrass  ha 
given  special  attention  to  the  theory  of  functions  of  a  complex  variable.  For  t 
biography  of  Sylvester,  by  Dr.  Halsted,  see  Monthly,  Vol.  I.,  No.  9.     B.  F.  f. 

BOOKS. 

Composite  Geometrical  Figures,  By  George  A.  Andrews,  A.  M.  63  pages. 
Price  55  cents.     Ginn  and  Company,  Boston,  and  London.     18%. 

The  figures  in  this  little  book  are  constructed  for  the  demonstration  of  more  thai 
one  proposition.  Ten  of  the  figures  are  designed  for  review  work,  while  the  last  geoenl 
figure  is  intended  for  re-review  work  of  all  the  theorems  of  plane  geometry.  Under  etdi 
figure  are  illustrative  demonstrations,  followed  by  series  of  easy  examples  which  reqoin 
the  pupil  to  apply  the  general  principles  of  geometry  to  the  specific  conditions  of  the  fi^ 
ures.  It  will  be  seen  that  the  book  is  not  designed  to  take  the  place  of  other  text-booki, 
but  is  intended  to  be  used  with  them  for  reviews  and  for  supplemental  easy  original  work. 
The  plan  of  the  work  is  rather  unique,  and  it  will  be  useful  to  teachers  who  feel  the  need 
in  their  classes  for  the  specific  application  of  geometrical  principles.  J.  M.  G. 

National  Geographic  Monographs:  (1)  Physiographic  Processes,  by  J.  W. 
Powell  ;  (2)  Physiographic  Regions  of  the  U.  S.,  by  J.  W.  Powell  ;  (3)  Lakes  and 
Sinks  of  Nevada,  by  I.  C.  Russell ;  (4)  Mt.  Shasta,  by  J.  8.  Diller.  Price 
20  cents  each,  or  tl.50  for  a  set  of  ten.  American  Book  Company,  New  York, 
Cincinnati,  and  Chicago. 

These  monographs  on  the  physical  features  of  the  earth's  surface  furnish  fresh  tad 
interesting  material  with  which  to  supplement  the  regular  text  books.  They  have  beei 
written  with  exceptional  care  and  ability  and  are  not  only  very  serviceable  for  such 
but  are  very  interesting  to  the  general  reader  as  well.  J.  M.  C.  ( 
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BIOOBAPHT. 

HOUEL. 

BY  GEORGE  BRUCE  HAT^TED. 

[lUILLAUME  JULES  HOUEL,  of  a  very  old  protesUnt  family  of  Norman- 
dy,  was  bom  at  Thaon  (Calvados)  on  April  7th,  1823,  and  died  at  Purlers, i near  Caen,  June  14th,  1886. 
The  key  to  hie  whole  mental  life  was  this  old  protestant  blood,  which, 

tans  BO  much  in  a  Roman  catholic  country. 
After  studying  at  the  lyceum  of  Caen,  and  the  college  Rollin,  he  entered 

)  great  Normal  School  of  Paris  in  1843.  On  leaving,  he  taught  at  Bourges, 
rdeaux,  Pau,  Alen9on  and  Caen. 

In  1855  he  took  his  Doctor's  degree  at  the  Sorbonne,  and  then,  declining 
)  overtures  of  Le  Verrier  to  join  the  working  force  at  the  Observatory,  he  re- 

ed to  his  home  at  Thaon  to  continue  his  researches.  In  1859  he  was  called  to 

x;eed  Le  Besgue  in  the  chsir  of  pure  mathematics  of  the  Faculty  of  Sciences  of 
rdeaux.  Here  he  found  dignity  and  facilities  for  work,  and  considered  the 
sition  as  final. 

The  idea  of  duty  was  the  essence  of  his  character,  remarkably  sweet  and 
m.  Not  only  in  his  official  position  did  he  forward  science,  he  spread  it  with 
(fusion  all  around  him. 

So  precise  and  rigorous  was  his  mind  that  he  scorned  Legendre's  and 
irant's  geometries,  and  the  conventional  neatness  of  the  French  texts,  in  favor 
he  eternal  geometer  Euclid. 
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In  1863  he  published  at  Greifswald  an  essay  on  the  fondamental  prind 
of  geometry.      In  this  he  has  already  reached  by  himself  the  idea  that  a  d 

stration  of* the  postulatum  of  Euclid  is  impossible.     He  says  :  **Since  long, 
scientific  researches  of  mathematicians  on  the  fundamental  principles  of  eli 
tary  geometry  have  concentrated  themselves  almost  exclusively  on  the  tbeoij 
parallels  ;  and  if,  hitherto,  the  efforts  of  so  many  eminent  minds  have  pi 
no  satisfactory  result,  it  is  perhaps  permitted  to  conclude  thence  that  in  p 
these  researches  they  have  followed  a  false  path  and  attacked  an  insoluble 
lem,  of  which  the  importance  has  been  exaggerated  in  consequence  of  i 

ideas  on  the  nature  and  origin  of  the  primordial  verities  of  the  science  of  qMN.**! 
To  the  mind  so  self-prepared  came  an  important  oommunication  in  iM 

from  Dr.  R.  Baltzer  informing  Hoiiel  of  the  fundamental  idea  of  Liobachivski 
Bolyai  and  announcing  that  Baltzer  would  mention  it  in  the  forthcoming  seooil 
edition  of  his  Elements  of  Geometry.  That  very  year  1866  Houel  iasaedUi 

translation  of  Lobach6vski's  **Geometrische  Untersuchungen  xur  Theom 
der  Parallellinien,"  and  in  the  preface  to  his  translation  quotes  from  W.  Boljii'l 
*'Kurzer  Grundriss  eines  Versuchs  etc.,"  and  mentions  the  work  of  J.  Bolji 
with  date  1832.  In  this  preface  he  says:  ''The  aim  of  the  author  is  to  pioii 
that  there  exists  d  priori  no  reason  to  affirm  that  the  sum  of  the  three  angles  d 
a  rectilineal  triangle  is  not  less  than  two  right  angles,  or,  what  comes  to  the  etM 
thing,  that  one  cannot  draw,  through  a  given  point  more  than  a  single  straigW 
not  meeting  a  given  straight  in  the  same  plane. 

In  spite  of  the  high  value  of  these  researches,  they  have  not  hitherti 
drawn  the  attention  of  any  geometer.  We  do  not  believe  however  that  we  exag- 

gerate their  philosophic  import  in  saying  that  they  throw  a  new  day  on  the  fon- 
damental principles  of  geometry,  and  that  they  open  a  path  yet  unexplored  cap- 

able of  leading  to  unexpected  discoveries.  Not  to  go  beyond  elementary  quei- 
tions,  one  cannot  deny  that  they  accomplish  an  immense  advance  in  methods  of 
teaching  by  relegating  among  the  chimeras  the  hope  still  nourished  by  so  many 
geometers  of  demonstrating  the  postulatum  of  Euclid. 

Henceforth  these  attempts  must  be  ranked  with  the  quadrature  of  the  cir- 

cle and  perpetual  motion." 
He  mentions  the  assumption,  (three  points  are  costraight  or  concyclic), 

given  by  W.  Bolyai  to  replace  Euclid^s* 
A  translation  of  J.  Bolyai  was  delayed  until  1868  by  Hoiiel 's  inabihly  to 

procure  a  copy  of  the  now  celebrated  Appendix.  How  this  difficulty  was  fortuD- 
ately  overcome  I  learned  while  in  Hungary  where  my  friend  Franz  Schmidt  en- 

trusted to  me  a  precious  file  of  HoiiePs  own  letters.  From  these  letters  it  ap- 

pears that  a  copy  of  Hoiiel's  *£ssai'  of  1863  having  come  by  chance  into 
the  hands  of  a  young  architect  of  Temesvdr  in  Hungary,  this  youth  (Fnos 
Schmidt),  desirous  of  continuing  his  mathematical  studies  wrote  for  counsel  to 
Hoiiel.  Hoiiel  had  answered  helpfully,  and  later  implored  the  aid  of  Schmidtto 

procure  Bolyai's  work,  and  besought  Schmidt  to  collect  what  materials  he  could 
for  a  biography.     This  Schmidt  did,  and  his  article  on  Grunert'a  Archiv,  186& 
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nained,  until  my  own  researches  and  my  journey  to  Hungary,  the  only  source 
information  on  these  wonderful  Magyars.  Schmidt  succeeded  in  procuring  for 

ciAel  two  copies  of  Bolyai's  work.  One  Hoiiel  proceeded  to  translate  himself; 
a  other  he  sent  to  Battaglini,  asking  him  to  make  known  in  Italy  this  wonder- 
l  idea.  This  he  did  hy  an  Italian  translation.  Thus  to  Hoiiel  belongs  a  per- 
slly  definite  and  permanent  place  in  the  final  history  of  human  thought. 

Much  else  he  did ;  so  much  that  I  could  not  attempt  to  enumerate  it  in 

•  brief  space  at  my  disposal  here.  Fortunately  it  has  been  most  sympatheti- 
Uj  done  by  H.  O.  Brunei  in  a  book  of  78  pages  most  obligingly  furnished  me 

r  Houel's  son-in-law,  Monsieur  H.  Barckhausen. 
M.  Brunei  cites  on  page  34  my  Bibliography  of  Hyper-Space  and  Non- 

odidean  Geometry  (1878),  and  also  that  published  at  Kiev  in  1880  by 
uhtchenkoZaharchenko,  but  omits  to  state  that  this  latter  was  simply  a  re- 
rint  of  mine  with  slight  additions,  as  is  also  that  given  at  the  end  of  the  Ka:zan 

lition  of  Lobach^vski's  Works,  1886.  Some  grotesque  effects  are  produced  by 
printing  or  attempting  to  reprint  my  English.  Thus  under  P.  G.  Taitthe  title 

the  work  is  given  as  follows :  ** Mentions  Hyper-Space  in  his  Address 
I  Pres.  of  Math.  Sect,  of  Brit.  Assoc,  at  Edinbvrgh."  Under  G.  P.  Young  we 
•d  *'The  relation  which  can  be  proved  to  subsist  between  the  Area  of  a  Plane 
riangie  and  the  Sum  of  the  Hypothesis  that  Euclid's  twelfth  Axiom  is  false." 
must  take  it,  from  this  extraordinary  summation  of  a  hypothesis,  that  English 
nearly  as  difficult  as  Russian,  though  neither  can  for  one  instant  compete  with 
le  Magyar. 

In  his  personal  character  Hoiiel  reached  that  perfection  which  he  has  done 
» much  to  introduce  into  the  foundations  of  Geometry. 

NOV-EUCLIDEAN  OEQMETRT:    HISTORICAL  AND 
EXPOSITORT. 

OXOBaS  BHUCX  HALSTED,  A.  M.  (Prineeton);  Ph.  D.  (Johns  Hopkins);  Member  of  the  London  Mathemat- 
ioAl  Soeietj;  and  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the  Uni?ersitj  of  Texas,  Austin,  Texas. 

[Continned  from  March  Number.  1 

Proposition  XXVI.  If  the  aforesaid  AX,  BX  {fig,  31.)  must  indeed  meet 
th  other y  hvt  only  at  their  infiaite  production  toward  the  parts  of  the  point  X:  I 
y  there  will  be  no  assignable  point  T  in  AB,  from  which  a  perpendicular  erected 
wards  the  parts  of  AX  does  not  at  a  finite  or  terminated  distance  meet  this  AX  in 

me  point  F. 
Demonstratur.     For  (from  the  preceding  hypothesis)  there  will  be  in  AX 
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some  point  If,  from  which  the  perpendicalu  NK  let  &11  to  BX  is  leu  tl 
awigned  length,  m  suppose  thia  TB. 

Bat  then  is  usumed  in  TB  a  portion  CB 
equal  to  NK,  and  ON  is  joined.  In  the  hjrpothe- 
sis  of  acute  angle  it  is  known  that  the  angle  NCB 
will  be  acute.  Therefore  (from  Ku.  I.  13)  NOT, 
which  is  the  adjacent  angle,  will  be  obtuse. 

Therefore  the  straight  which  is  erected 

toward  the  parts  of  AX  perpendicularly  from  the 
point  T  (disposed  between  the  points  A  and  C), 
does  not  meet  (from  Eu.  I.  17)  Clf  at  any  point ;  Fig.  81. 
and  therefore  (lest  it  should  enclose  a  space  with  AT,  or  with   TC)  it  stri 
terminated  AS  in  some  point  F. 

Therefore  even  in  the  hypothesis  of  acute  angle  (which  we  know  c 
alone  hinder)  there  will  be  in  this  AB  no  assignable  point  T,  from 
the  perpendicular  erected  toward  the  parts  of  AX  dues  not,  at  a  fibite  or  i 
ated  distance,  meet  this  AX  in  •  certain  point  F.  Quod  etc. 

Corollary  I.  But  thence  follows,  that,  point  M  being  assumed 

produced,  from  which  towards  the  parts  of  the  point  .X*  is  erected  a  perpen 
MZ,  this  cannot,  even  if  infinitely  produced,  meet  the  aforesaid  AX;  t 
otherwise  that  other  straight  BX  must  (from  the  foregoing  demonstratioi 
finite  distance  meet  this  AX ;  which  is  against  the  present  hypothesis. 

Corollary  II.  From  which  again  follows,  that  every  perpeoi 
erected  from  any  point,  but  not  however  infinitely  removed,  of  this  ABpp 
indefinitely,  must  at  a  finite  distance  meet  the  aforesaid  AX,  as  soon  asio 
is  assumed  tbat  «very  such  perpendicular  ever  more,  without  any  certain 
approaches  the  other  ever  produced  straight  AX. 

Corollary  III.  Whence  finally  follows,  that  not  even  at  its  infini 
daction  can  BX  be  cut  by  that  AX ;  because  otherwise  from  any  point  of  tl 
beyond  the  aforesaid  intersection  a  certain  perpendicular  ZM  could  be  sn 

let  fall  to  .^fi'produced  ;  whence  again  would  follow,  tbat  BX  (against  th 
ent  hypothesis)  met  the  aforesaid  AX  not  at  an  infinite,  but  wholly  at  i 
distance. 

But  this  last  dictum  ie  beyond  necessity. 
[Saccberi  here  handles  a  point  at  infinity,  or  figvralive  point,  as  if 

a  proper  point.  Upon  the  extent  to  which  he  realized  this  to  be  unallowa) 
peods  his  real  mental  attitude  toward  the  non-£uclidean  geometries  he  h 
covered.  Did  he  intend  his  work  to  suggest  what  he  would  not  have  b 
lowed  to  print  7J 



A  XSTHOD  lOX  DETELOPIHO  ooa-f  A)n)  aln'K. 

^BM.  0.  BTZma,  A.  IL,  DffUtMM  ■<  WitHMtlw,  Pnlll  Oilrtnltr,  lat^MU.  !■ 

Morgan  in  hia  Calcnlns  gives  a  method  for  expanding  co8*#  and  Bin'ff 

'is  an  integw  which  I  have  not  noticed  in  any  of  onr  American  works  on 
Ab  it  leads  to  an  easy  method  for  integrating  snch  expressions  aa 

^om'HB,    J'sin' 
I  have  tboogfat  it  might  be  of  interest  to  someof  the  readereof  the  Uonthlt. 
The  method  is  aa  follows  : 

\»=     "t       ■     Let  «<•=«,  then  «~"  =—,  and  cos*=*(x  +— )   (1) 

«^=a?',  then  e-^=^,  cosntf  =i(x»+^y 

Then  from  (l)cos"S=-^[j(z-+^)+  ̂ (7^-*+-^) 

•-^M-H^)   

=  -g;^root»«l+ncos(n-2)#+^i^^^coB(n-4)fl+   

If  »  be  an  even  nnmber=2Tn,  there  will  be  2m+l  terms  in  the  develop- 

mt,  which  will  give  m  cosines,  namely,  those  of  2mtf,  2(m— 1)6   down  to 
,  and  an  additional  term  which  will  not  contain  B,  the  value  of  which  is 

-i   1' ' " "   .     Bot    if  n    be    odd,    and=2m+l,    then    there    are 
■fS  terms  giving  m+1  cosines,  namely,  those  of  (2m+])^,  (2m— l)f   
irn  to  B,  with  no  middle  term.     Thus  we  have 

C08*C=,^(co866'+6coB4#+!5coB2fl+10>. 

Whence  the  integral  tiffx>»*8dB=i\jVmSfi+^imA0-\-\\a\a26+^^H. 
Also  cos' (»=,V(cob7*+7cob6»+21co93^+35cob*')- 

Whence  J  oos''0(2i'=,l,sin7i^+(IvaiD6«+r''iBin89-l-tlsin6'. 
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The  advantage  of  this  method  will  be  still  more  apparent  by  integn 

C08*3^C08^ci6'.     Here  C08»3^=K«'  +x-^)^=iix^  +x-»)  +  3(x»  +r-»). 
.  Multiplying  this  by  i(x+x~^)  we  at  once  have 

COS*3^COS<9=r  1008106^4-  lC088<9+  iC084^  +  fC082^. 

Whence  J'co8»3^co8M6'=,\8inl06'+Vf8in86'+A8in4^+A8in2V. 
It  will  be  noticed  that  this  form  is  well  adapted  for  substituting  vilQ« 

limits  of  integration.  For  instance  if  the  inferior  limit  be  0,  and  the  sapc 

limit  iTT  then  iV8i«iY^=— liol^S  ;  iiSinl7r=^^i^i/S  ;  A8int^=,»a 
T'eSin2</=Ai/3. 

.-.  r  '  cos'3<^co8M6'=,Virv '3. 
The  reader  will  have  no  difficulty  in  applying  the  same  method  to  clef* 

sin'*6^  and  then  for  integrating  8in''6'd^. 

It  will  be  observed  that  when  we  put  co8^=J(x-|   )  we  donotescapt 

impossible  ;  for  this  is  as  much   an  impossible  form  as  cos6^=i(^+^^ 

z  H — j-can  never  be  less  than  2,  and  2co8^  can  never  be  greater  than  2. 

CONCERNING  CONICS  THROUGH  FOXTR  POINTS. 

By  EDGAR  H.  JOHISON,  Profesior  of  Mathematiet,  Emory  College,  Oxford,  Oeorfia. 

The  equation  of  the  conic  through  a,&|,  02^2)  ̂ s^st  ̂ 4^4*  ̂ ^^  ̂  
point  Xi^i  is 

a 

a, a. 

xy 

y'
 

X y 
^i2/i 

Vi 

^1 

yi 

a, 6, 

h,' 

«i 

^1 

«2^« 

K' 

a. 

b. 

tts^s 

h,' 

«3 

h 04^4 

K' 

«4 

K 

=0, 

OT  Ax^+2Bxy'^Cy*  +  2Fx'h2Gy'hH=0,  where  the  coefficients  A,  B,  C,  .. 
are  of  the  second  degree  in  x,  and  y,.     The  conic  is  an  ellipse,  parabola,  oi 

*ProfeAflor  Waldo  first  called  my  attention  to  thin  ea»y  method  for  intefcratlnfc  tlilii  pai 
ezpreMion. 



Irbola  according  as  AC—B*  is  greater  than,  equal  to,  or  less  thau  zero. 
■rough  every  point  of  the  curve  AC—B*^0  (a:,  and  y,  being  now  general  co- 
dinateB)  may  be  drawn  a  parabola  also  passing  through  the  four  given  points. 
kw  it  IB  known  that  through  four  points  two  parabolas  can  be  drawn,  the  para- 
la  being  real  or  imaginary  according  as  one  of  the  four  points  does  not  or  does 

in  the  triangle  formed  by  the  other  three.  (See  Salmon's  Conic  Sections, 
Be  1^3,  ex.  1 ;  or  C.  Smith's  Conic  Hections,  pages  233-4). 

Since  tfaroagh  every  point  of  each  of  these  two  parabolas,  a  parabola  pass- 
B  through  the  four  given  points  is  possible,  the  curveMC—fi'=0,  of  the  fourth 
Bne>  decomposes  into  these  same  two  parabolas. 

Since  AC—B*  changes  sign  when  a  point  crosses  the  curve,  we  have  de- 
mined  the  locus  of  thoHe  points  which  with  the  four  given  points  determine  an 
Lipae  (or  hyperbola).  The  curve  divides  the  plane  into  regions  of  two  kinds, 

«we  for  which  AC—B'  is  positive,  and  those  for  which  AC—B*  is  negative, 
•ery  point  in  a  region  of  the  first  kind  determines  with  the  four  given  points  an 
lipae ;  every  point  of  the  second  kind  determines  likewise  an  hyperbola.  The 
kints  within  the  region  enclosed  by  the  two  parabolas  determine  hyperbolas, 
■oe  the  four  points  determine  a  pair  of  straight  lines. 
Msing  through  this  region,  and  fur  a  pair  of  straight 

Bes  AC—B*<0.  Points  in  the  regions  marked  H 
MS  fignre)  determine  with  the  four  points  of  intersec- 
«n  of  parabolas  conies  which  are  hyperbolas  ;  points 
1  the  regions  marked  E  determine  likewise  ellipses. 
>.  particular  case  of  special  interest  Hrises  when  the 

NT  points  become  two  pairs  of  coincident  points,  and 
be  system  becomes  that  of  conies  tangent  to  two  giv- 
n  lines  at  given  points.  It  is  easy  to  show  that  the  two  parabolas  become  coin- 
ident.  AC—B*  is  then  a  square  and  cannot  change  sign.  The  two  tangents 
onititute  one  conic  of  the  system  and  for  the  present  purpose  a  pair  of  straight 
iDes  is  a  hyperbola.  Hence  all  conies  of  the  system,  with  the  exceptions  of  the 
larabola  and  ths  pair  of  tangent  lines,  are  hyperbolas. 

In  the  above  we  have  supposed  points  and  conies  to  be  real.  It  is  easy  to 
ee  that  the  condition  for  the  passing  of  a  real  ellipse  through  four  distinct  real 
oints  is  the  same  as  for  a  real  hyperbola.  A  real  parabola  can  always  be  drawn 
iroDgh  four  real  points  not  in  the  same  straight  line. 
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nrTEOBAL  SIDES  OF  SIGHT  TBIAVGLE8. 

By  M.  A.  OBUBER,  ▲.  M.,  Wtr  Dtptrtmit,  WkaUactoii,  D.  0. 

Problem  I.     To  find  integral  tides  of  right  trianglee. 

Rule  1,    Take  two  integers,  both  odd  or  both  even.    %  the  sam  of  their 
equals  the  hypotenuse,  or  e ;  H  the  difference  of  their  squares  equals  one  of  the  Icfif « 
and  their  product  equals  the  other  leg,  or  a. 

Rule  i.    Take  any  two  integers.    The  sum  of  their  squares  equals  the  hypoteDON, 
e ;  the  difference  of  their  squares  equals  one  of  the  legs,  or  6 ;  and  twice  their 
equals  the  other  leg,  or  a. 

Rule  S.    If  prime  integral  sides  are  desired,  the  integers  choeen  must  be 
each  other ;  in  Rule  1,  both  odd ;  and  in  Rule  2,  one  odd  and  the  other  even. 

Note,  Rules  1  and  2  hold  good  also  for  fractional  values.  These  roles  are  dedMl 
from  the  two  formulas  mentioned  in  Problem  II,  and,  to  avoid  repetition,  are  not  diseoMt 
in  this  problem. 

Problem  II.  Given  one  of  the  lege  of  a  right  triangle  of  ifUegral  ridee  tefd 
the  other  leg  and  the  hypotenuse. 

The  sides  of  a  right  triangle  depend  upon  the  equation  a*46'=^iiB 
which  a  and  b  are  the  legs  and  c  the  hypotenuse  of  the  triangle. 

In  the  discussion  of  this  problem,  a  is  taken  as  the  given  leg. 

When  integral  equations  of  the  form  a*+b*-=e*  are  conaidered,  the  aiH 
of  values  for  a,  6.  and  e  are '(divided  into  two  classes :  (1)  Those  having  no 
mon  factor  ;  a,  &,  and  c  being  prime  integral  values.  (2)  Those  having  a 
mon  factor ;  a,  b,  and  c  being  found  by  multiplying  a,  &,  and  c  of  the  firat  dtfi 
by  the  highest  common  factor. 

Sets  of  prime  integral  values  are,  therefore,  the  basis  of  work. 
In  right  triangles  of  integral  sides,  any  integer  from  3  up  may  be  taken  il 

the  value  of  one  of  the  legs. 
There  are  three  kinds  of  integers  to  be  considered  :  (1)  Odd  numbers ; 

(2)  Even  numbers  divisible  by  4  ;  and  (3)  Even  numbers  that  are  2  times  an  odd 
number. 

a  may,  then,  be  any  one  of  these  three  kinds  of  numbers. 
When  a  is  an  odd  number,  we  have  the  formula 

(mn)«  +  (— 2— j  =(— 2— j 

by  means  of  which  to  find  b  and  e,  so  that  a,  b,  and  e  have  no  common  factor. 

m*^n^      ,         ,  m^+n^ 
mn=ay  — -^   =b,  and    ^ — =c, 

m  and  n  are  odd  and  are  prime  to  each  other,  and  m>n.     There  are  as  man 



of  prime  integral  Taliiee  of  a,  6,  and  c  as  m  and  n  can  be  made  sets  of  odd, 
ime,  integral  ftctors,  the  product  of  each  set  of  which  factors  equals  a. 

When    a   is    an    even   nufnber   divieihle    by  4,   we  have    the  formula 

i*)*+(w*— n*)*=(TO*+n*)*,  by  means  of  which  to  find  h  and  c,  so  thata,6y 
id  e  have  no  common  ftctor.    2mn=a,  m*~^n*=h^  and  m^+n'=^e.    m  and  n 

prime  to  each  other,  one  being  odd,  the  other  even  ;  and  m>n.    There  are 
many  sets  of  prime  integral  values  of  a,  b,  and  c  as  m  and  n  can  be  made  sets 
prime  integral  factors,  the  product  of  each  set  of  which  factors  equals  ia. 

When  a  is  an  even  number  that  ia  2  timen  an  odd  number,  we  first  find  the 
or  sets  of  values  for  a  equal  to  the  odd  number,  and  then  multiply  them  by  2. 

When  a  contains  odd  factors  other  than  itself  and  unity,  or  even  factors 

i'^iaible  by  4,  there  are  other  sets  of  values,  in  which  a,  b,  and  c  have  a  common 
»r.     There  are  as  many  sets  of  values  of  this  kind  as  the  sets  of  prime  integ- 

r  values  that  can  be  found  for  the  odd  factors  and  the  even  factors  divisible  by 
eantained  in  a.     In  this  case  we  first  find  the  sets  of  prime  integral  values  for 

of  the  factors  and  then  multiply  them  by  the  respective  numbers  that  pro- 
a. 

In  problems  relating  to  the  integral  sides  of  right  triangles,  unity  and  the 
Virimiber  itself  are  considered  factors  of  a  number. 

For  the  purpose  of  bringing  out  the  foregoing  statements  more  clearly  to 
le  mind  of  the  reader,  we  shall  present  them  by  way  of  illustration. 

Put  a=3,  the  lowest  integer  for  integral  sides  of  right  triangles.     Then 

i=3x  1 ;  whence  m=3,  n=l.     Substituting  these  values  in  the  formula' for 
odd  number,  we  find  6=1(3«  — 1*)=4,  and  c^i(3*  +  l*)=6.   There  is  but 

set  of  values;  viz.,  3,  4,  5. 
Put  a=4.     Then  2mn=4— 2x2x1;  whence  m=2,  n=l.     Substituting 
values  in  the  formula  for  a=an   even  number  divisible  by  4,  we  find 

t=2*— 1*=3,  and  c=2*-H*=6.     This  set  of  values,  4,  3,  6,  is  the  same  as  that' 
=3,  only  a  and  b  have  interchanged  values.     There  is  but  one  set. 

Put  a=12.     Then  2mn=l2=2x6xl  and  2x3x2.     There  are,  therefore, 
o  sets  of  prime  integral  values.     To  find  first  set,  m~6,  n=l.     To  find  second 
m=3,  n=2.     Whence  the  sets  are  12,  35,  37;  and  12,  5,  13.     But  12=4x3 

^nd  3x4.     Hence  there  are  two  ocher  sets  of  values,  each  set  having  a  common 
ftctor.      When  a=3,  6=4,  c=6.      When  a=4,  ft=3,  c=5.      Multiplying  these 
9ets  by  the  respective  numbers  that  produce  a=12,  we  obtain  the  required  sets, 
12,  16,  20;  and  12,  9,  15,  making  in  all  4  sets. 

Put  a=15.  Then  win=15=15x  1  and  6x3.  There  are,  therefore,  two 
sets  of  prime  integral  values  :  15,  112,  113;  and  15,  8,  17.  But  as  15=5x3  and 
8x5,  there  are  also  two  sets  of  values,  each  set  having  a  common  factor.  When 

a=^3,  6=4,  r=5.  When  a=5,  6=12,  c=13.  Whence  the  required  sets  are  15, 
20,  25;  and  15,  60,  65,— in  all  4  sets. 

In  order  to  find  the  number  of  sets  of  values  that  can  be  formed  for  a=an 

int^er,  we  shall  illustrate  by  toking  a=60.  Then  2iim=60=2x30xl, 
2  X 15  X  2,  2  X 10 X  3,  and  2x6x5.     Hence  there  are  4  sets  of  prime  integral  val- 
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ues.  But  60  contains  also  the  foHowing  factors  that  are  odd  nnmbers :  3=3  x  1 ; 
5=5  X 1 ;  and  15=15  x  1  and  5x3.  These  give  4  more  sets.  The  factors  that 
are  even  numbers  divisible  by  4,  are  4=2  x  2  x  1 ;  12=2  x  6  X 1  and  2  x  3  x  2  ;  and 
20=2x10x1  and  2x5x2.  These  give  5  additional  sets.  Hence  for  a=60, 
there  are  13  sets  of  values  for  integral  sides  of  right  triangles. 

A  THEOREM  ON  PBISMOID. 

By  P.  H.  FHILBRICK,  C.  E.,  FintTillf,  LonitiaBa. 

Theorem.  To  prove  that  the  error  of  the  ̂ ^end  area  volume**  of  any  jmt- 
moid  or  solid  to  which  the  prismoidal  formula  appliea,  is  twice  the  error  of  the  *  ̂mid- 

dle area  voluvie^  *  and  on  the  opposite  aide  of  the  true  result. 
Let  A  and  B  represent  the  end  areas,  M  the  middle  area,  and  I  the  length 

of  the  prismoid. 
Then  the  true  volume  is,  r=H(^+43f+^   (1), 

the  end  area  volume  is,  Vt^H^A-^B)   (2), 
and  the  middle  area  volume  is,  Vn^^lM   (3). 

Now  (l)-(2)  gives  error  of  (2)=  F-  V,^iH4M-2A-2B)     (4). 

and  (l)-(3)  gives  error  of  (3)=  7-  F«,=«U  +  J?-23f)   (5). 

But  (4)  is  twice  (5)  with  a  contrary  sign. 

ARITHMETIC. 

CoBdaetad  by  B.  F.  FIIXEL,  Sprin^tld,  Mo.   AU  eontribationt  to  thit  departmeiit  thoald  bo  teat  to  Ua. 

% 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

74.   Propotod  by  JOHI  T.  FAUtCHniD,  Prindp&I  of  Cniwfis  College.  Crawflfl  ColUgo.  Ohio.  | 

When  U.  S.  bonds  are  quoted  in  London  at  108|  and  in  Philadelphia  at  112|,  exchangp     | 
$4,894,  gold  quoted  at  107,  how  much  more  was  a  $1000  U.  S.  bond  worth  in  London  than 
in  Philadelphia  ? 

No  solution  of  this  problem  has  been  received. 
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76.   Aropotad  by  J.  A.  CILDESHEAD,  M.  8e.,  ProlMaor  of  lUthtmatiei  in  Carry  UniTinity,  PitUborf. 
PtBBsylfaaia. 

If  24  men,  in  15  days  of  12  hours  each,  dig  a  trench  800  yards  long,  5  yards  wide,  6 
feet  deep  for  MO  five-cent  loaves  when  floar  is  |8  a  barrel ;  what  is  flour  worth  a  barrel 
when  45  men,  working  5|  days  of  ten  hours  each,  dig  a  trench  125 yards  long,  5  yards  wide, 
8  feet  deep  for  820  four-cent  loaves  ?    Solve  by  proportion. 

Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZESR,  ▲.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Tuarkmna,  Arkanaai,  and  C.  ▲.  J0IE8,  Torronea,  Miss. 

The  price  of  flour  is  an  inverse  ratio,  hence  using  the  cauu  and  effect  pro- 
cess we  get  at  once 

\ 

241 

15 
12 

540 
5 

.'..(?)= 
24x15x12x540x5x125x5x8x8x3 
300x5x6x45x16x10x320x4 

=16i. 

.'.  Flour  is  worth  tl6.87i  per  barrel. 

70.   Propotad  by  E.  W.  MORRELL,  Proiosaor  of  Mathtmatiot  in  MontpoUer  Seminary,  Montpolior,  Ttrmont. 

An  eastern  nobleman  willed  his  entire  estate  to  his  three  sons  on  the  condition  that 

the  oldest  should  have  one-half,  the  next  one-third,  and  the  youngest  one-ninth.  His  es- 
tate, on  inventory,  was  found  to  consist  of  17  elephants.  What  should  be  the  share 

of  each  ? 

Sohition  by  FSSOXSIC  R.  HOIST,  Ph.  B..  Haw  Havan,  Connaetient,  and  CHAS.  C.  CROSS,  Laytonsrilla, 
llaryiaiid. 

If  the  will  was  obeyed  literally  the  eldest  son's  share  was  V  elephants  ; 
the  second  son's  V  ;  and  the  youngest' s  V»  making  a  total  of  V  + V  +  V^^^rV 
elephants.    This  would  leave  \\  of  an  elephant. 

The  following  solution  would  be  satisfactory  : 

We  have  i  +  i+l«»i3  as  the  denominator. 
\ First  son  receives 

;} 

JxH A 

Second  son  receives i 

Third  son  receives  - 

ixl?-iV 

ixlf 

,'t. 
Since  the  estate  consisted  of  17  elephants,  .'.  the  first  son  got  ,\  of  17b9 

elephants ;  and  the  second  son  got  ,V  of  11'^^  elephants ;  and  the  third  son  got 
^  of  17— 2  elephants. 

Rtmarki  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Taxtrkmna,  Arkaaiaa. 

As  17  is  prime,  the  elephants  should  be  divided  as  near  the  proportion  as 

possihle.     .*.  oldest  should  have  9,  next,  6,  and  the  youngest,  2. 

f 



GEOMETRY. 

OvBiMM  bj  B,  F.  mOL,  BrridCflM  Ho.   in  SMtrtMliM  ts  Ikll  <l)«WMt  AmH  b«  Mitlillft 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FB0BLEX8. 

Suppose  a  circle  of  unit  radius  divided  at  the  pointa  A,  A,,  A^,  A. 

into  n  equaJ  parte.     [This  division  cannot  in  general  be  aff«cted  by  geomili}.] 
Tbrougb  A  draw  the  diameter  OA  and  join  0  with  A„A,,  At, 
n  is  supposed  to  be  odd. 

Prove  that  Ovi,  — Ov4,  +  OX,-0^4  +   ±Oi<j_i,  every  other  eta* 
being  affected  with  the  mintis  sign.  * 

SdMiom  kr  S.  B.  M.  EEU.  A.  H.,  Pk.  D..  TnuktBk,  ArtHMC.  m4  0.  V.  M.  BUOK.  A.  >,  M» 
«  at  Mttt—llw  ia  WmKtu  tMitmj.  Wilbnfeaa.  WttM»tatWW, 

Let  OAj,  OA,,  OAt,  etc.-a,,  a,,  a,,  etc. 

Now  0^-2,  ̂ AOA,»  lA,OAt»elc.-n/n. 

.-.  Oj4r— o,-2cos(r»/n). 
-1  . 

(1)  When  ̂ -  is  eyen. 

-2(0,.-!-+ ««-?_-+ 00,-*^'-  +  ... 

+  CO.  <"-f) ',-«„<»- ■)'/.,„„' 

-,i„(f-^,/.ini-.,».  •,.... 
..(1). 

<l,+«4+«.+   +o,,i-2{co.— +  «,.iiH 

c„.«'
 

^  2coa[(«4  3)'r/4w]ain[(n-l)T/4Ti]       2coB[ty4  (3T/4n)]8iii[ty— (y/4ii)1 

8iuC»/n)  "     "  ein(ir/t») 

[cos(3T/4w)-8in(3T/4n)][cos(ff/4r>)-sin(T/4n)]        c<)8(T/2.i)-iinf  »■/■) 

—  Icosflc-s- — 1   (2). 
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s  s 

(2)    When  5^  is  odd. 

.'.  ai+ai+Of  +   +0^-1—  2(co8   hcos   hcos   h   
-|-  ii  ti  ti 

-  8in(-|-+  -^)/8in-^-lco8ec-^   (3). 

a,  -i-a.-i-a^-^-   +an-«B2(co8   hcos   hcos   h.. ..  4-C08 — c%        ) 
-|-  n  n  n  zn 

^  2oo8[(n-hl)y/4n38iD[(n-3)y/4n]  _^  2co8[t?r+(»'/4n)]8iD[t?r— (8y/4n)] 
sinC^r/n)  sinC^r/n) 

[coB(n/4n) — sin  ( n/4n)]  [co8(3  y /4n) — 8in(3  ?r/4n)]     co8(?r/2n) — 8in(  n/n) 
Bin{7r/n)  sinC^r/n) 

Ijfr  —  lco8ec(;r/2n)— 1   (4). 
r    ■ 

.*.  a|— a,+a,— a4+   — Oh-j+Oh-i—I. 

s 

Mi  IritBiii  ̂   WnUAM  HOOTIB,  A.  M..  Ph.  0..  ProitMor  of  MathMUitiei  m4  Aftroaomy  in  Ohio 
U  Atkw.  Ohio. 

Prove  that  the  locus  of  the  center  of  the  circle  which  passes  through  the 
of  a  parabola  and  through  its  intersections  with  a  normal  chord  is  the  par- 

abola 2y*«as— a*,  the  equation  to  the  given  parabola  being  y^^iax. 

Solution  by  the  PBOPOSSa. 

The  circles  being  («— m)*  -f  (y— n)*««r*   (1), 

and  passing  through  the  vertex  of  y*  «4az   (2), 

becomes  x*— 2tiM;+y*— 2riy«sO   (3). 

Now  the  extremities  of  the  normal  chord  being  (a(|',  2a(|),  (at,*,  2a(s), 
normal  at  the  former  point,  we  have 

a«t/-2mt,*  +  4a«e|«-4naej-0   (4), 

and  a^tg*— 2mt,*  +4a*eg«-4nae,-0   (SV. 
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Divide  these  by  at^^  at^  reRpectively,  and  take  one  resnlt  from  the  other 
and  divide  by  ti  — t, ;  then 

oUi  •  +t,  n,  +t,t,*)=2mt,  -4at|   (6). 

Divide  (4)  by  at,  and  take  (6)  from  the  result ;  then 

at,t,(e,  -I- t,)»-4n   (7). 

But  it  can  be  shown  that  ti-f  tj  —  — (2/t,)   (8). 

Substituting  in  (7)  and  reducing,  t,  =  (2n/a)  =  — t,  — (2/(,)   (9), 

which  gives  (,  —   ^     (10). a 

(10)  in  (6)  gives  2n«r,om-a«   (11). 

the  required  locus  of  center  of  (1). 
AUo  solyed  by  F.  M.  MeOAW, 
LNoTB.    SoIatloB  of  ProblenM  will  appear  In  the  next  issae.    Editor.] 

• 

MECHANICS. 

CoBdoeted  by  B.  F.  FOnUSL,  Sprin^eld,  Mo.   All  eontributtona  to  thii  dopartinoiit  should  be  nat  to  Ua. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

44.   Proposed  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  U.  So.,  Professor  of  Mathsmaties,  Columbian  University.  WashiaftBa, 
D.  C. 

There  is  a  triangle  whose  sides  repulse  a  center  of  force  within  the  triangle  with  an 
intensity  that  varies  inversely  as  the  distance  of  the  center  of  force  from  each  point  of 
the  sides  of  the  triangle.    What  the  position  of  equilibrium  of  the  center  ? 

SolntioB  by  HSHR7  HEATON.  M.  8e.,  Atlantie,  Iowa. 

Put  p=altitude  of  the  triangle  upon  the  side  a  as  base,  «=di8tance  of  cen- 
ter of  force  from  the  side  a,  a;=distance  of  any  point  of  side  a  from  the  vertex  B, 

^=:distance  of  any  point  of  the  side  h  from  the  vertex  C,  and  £=di8tance  of  any 
point  of  the  side  c  from  the  vertex  B, 

The  force  exerted  by  any  portion  dx  of  the  side  a  resolved  perpendicular 
to  it,  is  msdx  where  m  is  an  arbitrary  constant  depending  on  the  intensity  of  the 
force.  The  forces  exerted  by  portions  dy  and  dz  of  the  sides  h  and  c  are  respect- 

ively m[8— (6/p)y]dy  and  m[«— (c/j>)z](iz.     For  equilibrium  we  have 
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.-.  {a+6  +  c).=lp(b+c).     •••«=2(a+6+V 
p(& + c) Hence  the  distance  of  the  center  offeree  from  the  side  a  is  ̂ r    .  i.  ■    x* 

In  like  manner  it  may  be  shown  that  its  distance  from  the  side  h  is 

•       '     ,  and  that  its  distance  from  the  side  c  is  s-; — .  ,  .    ̂ .  when  g  and  r  are +  6  +  C)'  2(a+6+c)'  ^ 
altitudes  of  the  triangle  upon  the  sides  h  and  r  respectively. 
Alao  solyed  by  O,  B,  M.  ZEBB.    Hii  solatioii  will  appear  in  the  next  isane. 

45.   Aropotad  by  H.  C.  WHITAXES,  ▲.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  ProltMor  of  Mathtmatiei,  Manual  Traininf  Sehool, 
tolphia,  Ptnnsylfania. 

A  fifty-pound  cannon-ball  is  projected  vertically  upward  with  a  velocity  of  900  feet 
«cond.  Find  the  height  to  which  it  will  rise  and  the  time  of  flight,  assuming  the  ini- 
•esistance  of  the  air  on  the  ball  to  be  10  pounds  and  the  resistance  to  vary  as  the  square 
e  velocity. 

Solation  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEER,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Tuarkana,  Arkanaai. 

Let  A=height  required,  t=time  of  ascent,  t|=time  of  descent,  7'=£-f-ti  = 
I  of  flight,  «=velocity=300  feet  per  second.  W=50  pounds,  ̂ =32.2  feet  per 
nd.     /<«*=10  pounds= J  W. 

=t;i/6.     .'.  ib= 
PT  1  _    (ir__„ 

V|/6'
 

From  Bowser's  Analytical  Mechanics,  pages  306-7,  we  get, 

^=■2^*'^''^^^+^'''''^'  t=^tan-H;i:. 

•■•  ̂ =^-i««(l)=1273.9827  feet. 

^^V^tan-i— ̂ =876931  seconds. 
9  1/5 

e^=!J/^log  (^?^5  ̂)=9.03118  seconds. 

T=t-ft,  =17.79049  seconds. 
hlMO  aolyed  by  HENBT  HEATON. 
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^  H.  c.  wnnm.  A.  IL,  fh.  D^ 

ttt 'There  wu  an  old  wommn  toeeed  ap  in  a  basket 
Ninetj  timet  at  high  at  the  moon."  Maker  Chote. 

Neglecting  the  resistance  of  the  air,  how  long  did  it  take  the  old  ladj  to  go  a] 

L   BditiM  ̂   I.  L.  SHBWOOD.  A.  M..  U§mimtmimi  if  Otj  Biliuli,  W«t  Briat. 

The  equation  of  motion  is 

where  d$/di  or  v=0,  when  8=90xeO.3R  or  5427i2. 

Whence  C=—^. 

«•     (^)=^-5^orV'(^-4)- 

4.     di=   f    ̂      .  —  solving  dt  in  (3). 

for  <=0  when  «=a. 

|/  a«— «* 

5.  t=  in:  r 

7.  t-=   f-±_f|/ai2-i2«  -  javere-i— -h^)  where  a=6427/?. 

8.  t=11.35  + years,  by  substituting  values  and  reducing. 

n.    Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEER,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Toztrkmna,  Arkaniaa. 

Let  («time,  i2«3963  miles » 20924640  feet « radius  of  the  earth,  g^ 
feet "> gravity,  aa'90(60i2)»5400i2a' distance  the  old  woman  was  tosssd. 

e-30   f-4-(^l/  6399-2700i^vers-i,Virv+2700;r/?}. 
M  9^ 
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t«355287708.816  seconds-'ll  years,  8  months,  7  days,  8  hoars,  1  minute, 
16  seconds. 

AlAO  sotred  bj  /.  C.  CfOBBIN. 

47.   Aropotad  hj  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  Se.,  PrafMsor  of  MathMtttiei  in  (MuBbiaa  Unlvtnitj,  WtthlBftoi, 

What  is  the  focus  of  the  convex  surface  of  a  plano-convex  lens,  index  fi,  which  will 
erge  parallel  monochromatic  rays  to  a  given  focus,  the  rays  entering  the  lens  on  the 
e  side  7 

Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEER,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Ttariaaa,  Arkaaaas. 

Let/=the  given  focal  length.    F=rrthe  focal  length  required, 
ft=distance  of  origin  of  ray  from  lense, 
r,  «,  the  radii  of  the  first  and  second  surfaces  of  the  lense  respectively, 
t=the  thickness,  and  regard  all  distances  as  measured  from  the  posterior 

ice. 

Then  we  have  for  for  a  double  convex  lense, 

1  1  t    ' 

1  ̂   Ai-1         1       yu-l        yu 
f  8  u  r 

Parkinson's  Optics,  Art.  100,  Cor.  I,  page  91). 
I  tt=f 

'=« 

'. 

1 

■1 

i 

7- 

M 
(1). 

This  is  the  plano-convex  lense  with  light  incident  upon  plane  surface. 
Write  F  for/,,  and  let  «=u=«. 

1 • 

•  1 + 1 
== 

F r 
(2). 

This  is  the  plano-convex  lense  with  light  incident  upon  the  convex  sur- 
Since  we  are  using  the  same  lense,  r=«. 

.-.  r^zJ^tZ^^  from  (1). 

This  value  of  r  in  (2)  gives,  F=  -f^^'^l^ 

.\  Fib  found  independent  of  the  radius  of  convexity. 
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48.   PlropoMd  ̂   0.  B.  M.  ms,  A.  M.,  Ph.  0.,  Tttarkuft,  ArteMti. 

Two  equal  heavy  rings  connected  by  a  string  passing  over  a  peg  at  the  focns  of  • 
conic  section  will  be  in  eqailibrium  at  all  points  on  the  carve. 

Solvtioii  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  8o.,  FMitttor  of  lUtkomstlM.  CoteBMaa  UatTonity,  WukisfftM,  0.  C 

An  evident  property  of  any  curve  which  will  be  a  curve  of  equilibrinm  for 
two  weights  thus  attached  is  that  the  tension  along  the  string  shall  be  the  same, 
wherever  the  weights  are  placed  upon  the  curve.  If  this  were  not  so,  by  altering 
the  position  of  one  of  them,  by  changing  the  length  of  the  string,  the  teoBioo 
would  be  changed  and  the  other  wonld  no  longer  be  in  equilibrium. 

Call  T  the  tension,  W  the  weight,  ̂   the  angle  which  the  curve  makefiwitli 
the  horizontal,  and  ̂   the  angle  which  the  string  makes. 

Resolving  along  the  curve, 

fFcos^—  7'co8(  ̂ -  ̂ )  "0. 

CO80     "^    T   " 
.'.  cos^-f  sinHan^^il;. 

This  is  the  equation  of  a  conic  with  the  origin  at  the  focus. 

il;=««  +  C«(l(l  — e*). 

The  above  investigation  refers  to  the  case  in  which  the  tension  is  siinplj 
constant.     The  string  may  be  attached  to  the  fixed  point. 

If  the  string  be  now  considered  passing  around  the  focus  to  the  curve 
again  and  a  weight  YT  attached  there  also,  the  tension  will  be  doubled. 

Then  ifc-  JF/2T. 

If  W«2r,  or  TaaJfT,  the  equation  becomes  y*— 2<rxa»c*,  a  parabola. 
If  R^>2r,  or  T<\W,  the  curve  is  an  hyperbola. 
If  W<!IT,  or  T>\W,  the  curve  is  an  ellipse. 
The  above  may  be  put  in  the  following  form  : 
In  a  parabola  the  tension  is  equal  to  half  one  of  the  equal  weights  ;  in  an 

hyperbola  it  is  less  than  half  of  the  weight ;  and  in  an  ellipse  it  is  greater  than 
the  same. 
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AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

IbsM  bf  B.  r.  FmkL,  ̂ HailUld,  No.   AU  wotribntliiu  U  tUa  ttfUVMU  itgaM  b»  hdi  to  Um. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEHS. 

M.   hopoud  bj  HURT  HUTOV.  M.  8«..  Allantla.  lam. 

In  •  circle  nhoee  rMliua  la  o,  chorda  are  drawn  through  a  potnt  dlatant  b  [ram  the 
er.  What  i>  the  aTerage  length  ot  such  chords,  (1}>  if  a  chord  ia  drawn  fmin  ever; 
t  of  the  circumference,  and  (2),  it  the;  are  drawn  through  the  point  at  equal  angular 

n.   Sotmao  b7  S.  B.  M.  EZKB,  A.  H.,  Fk.  D.,  Tnutu*.  Artawu. 

Let.^C=Cf=o,  CD=b,  lFI)A=S,  lFCA=q>,Xax\e=^. 

Then  the  eqaation  to  DF  is,  y=mx+tiib   (1). 

The  equation  to  the  circle  is,  x^-^y*=a*   ,,  ,(2). 

From  (1)  and  (3)  we  easily  get  EF=2 

m*h* 
.  £F=2|/  a«-fi'Bin*#.     BDtBin#= 

I,'  (»*  +  b*  +  2  af(C0S9> 

pp_        2(ff'  +  aftcoBy)     _   2(a*4ot*— 2afcsin*iy) 
»/  a'  +  l>*+2(ibcoB9i       |,'Ca+6)'— 4o68in*i9>) 

The  limita  of  <p  for  b>o,  are  0  and  l«+sin~'(n/ft)=24. 

The  limits  of  q>  for  6<a,  are  0  and  \x+Ko.-\b/a)=2^. 

The  limiU  of  »  for  b>o,  are  0  and  »m-Ka/h)=V. 

The  limits  of  #  for  6<rt,  are  0  and  k". 

Let  J  and  J,  be  the  average  lengths  required. 
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Then    ""    2('»'+«>-2«>''i"V)
 

(a+6)|/l— e'sin*)^ 

.•.EF=  2a         .        2 —  =H   1/^  1— e'sin*)'   —    

pei/ah  0  0 

Let  6^=J;r+X.  .-.  6^'-J;r=X  to  — 1«'=X. 

^       J.4.  >(-6rz^«^^'^-^
^ 

J,=2j*'i/a«-6«8in«(yd/^/J*'d6=^^*'  (A.,  $  ),  6<a. 
M.   PlropoMd  by  J.  0.  WILLIAICS.  Bofton,  lUuMhotetU. 

At  the  end  of  the  fifth  inning  the  base  ball  score  stands  7  to  9.    What  is  the  probt- 
bility  of  winning  for  either  team  ? 

Sotatkm  by  J.  SOHIfFEB,  A.  M.,  Haftrttown,  Maryland. 

From  the  etated  score  we  are  able  to  estimate  the  respective  skill  of  the 
two  teams,  and  their  respective  probabilities  of  winning  the  game. 

The  respective  probabilities  are  y\  and  ,V*  ̂ ^  hsLwe  now  to  find  the  pro- 
babilities of  either  team  winning  at  least  3  games  out  of  4,  granting,  of  course,  9 
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liogs  to  be  played.     These  probabilities  are  respectfully,  (TV)^  +  ̂(T'ff)**iV 
Hin,  and  (tV)*+4.(/c)*.TV=imf. 

46.  Pround  bj  J.  A.  OALDIRHBAD.  M .  8e.,  PrafMior  ol  MatliaMtiM  to  Cvrry  aaftmitj,  Pitub«rr. 
ujlvmBia. 

Foar  men  starting  from  random  points  on  the  circumference  of  a  circular  field  and 
reling  at  different  rates,  take  random  straight  courses  across  it ;  find  the  chance  that  at 
It  two  of  them  will  meet. 

Professor  Heaton  says  :  "If  the  men  are  considered  points  the  chance  is 

*  [A  possible  though  difficult  problem  could  be  made  of  this  one  by  using  in- 
ad  of  men  segments  of  straight  lines  moving  along  random  secants  of  a  circle, 

\  velocity  of  the  segments  ail  being  dififerent.     Editor.] 

47.  ProfSMd  bj  HDET  HIATOI,  M.  8e..  AUantie.  Iowa. 

What  is  the  average  length  of  the  chorda  that  may  be  drawn  from  one  extremity  of 
major  axis  of  an  ellipse  to  every  point  of  the  curve  ? 

Sehition  bj  th«  FSOPOSER. 

The  length  of  a  single  chord  is 

[(a-.x)«+y«]*  =(l/a)[a«(o«-x«)  +  M(a«-x«)]*  . 

Put  5=distance  around  the  ellipse.     Then  the  required  average  is  ̂4  = 

^J^*  [a«(a-«)«-.6«(a«-««)]*  dS= 

a*8J  ̂ a  (a«— x«)»  "" 

2    r+«[a(a«-f6«)-(a«-M)x]*[a*-(a«-fr«)x»]*'(/x 
a*sJ  _a  (a+x)» 

This  is  readily  reducible  to  elliptic  functions  of  the  first  and  second  order, 
t  the  expressions  I  have  been  able  to  obtain  are  involved  radicals. 
Alao  ■ohred  by  O.  B.  M.  EERB  mnd  J.  F.  8CHBFFBR. 

NOTE  ON  PROBLEM  391 

BY  LEWIS  NEIKIRK,  BOULDER,  COLORADO. 

The  man  starts  at  0  moving  in  a  perfectly  random  manner.  After  t  sec- 
is  suppose  him  at  P  and  that  during  the  next  instant  dt  he  travels  through  da 

m  at  an  angle  0  with  the  line  OP.     Let  PM^dr^dscos&^vcosMl^  since  da^ 

.     He  will  escape  from  the  desert  if  J  dr^R  (the  radius)  the  limits  of  inte- 
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gration  being  those  which  correspond  to  0  and  Toft;  that  is,  if  I     vcoBOdi>R. 

But  this  integral  depends  upon  two  independent  variables.  Indeed,  ̂ ,  being 
wholly  discontinuous  from  point  to  point  according  to  the  conditions  of  the  prob- 

lem, can  not  be  considered  a  variable  at  all.  If  however,  we  assume  ̂   constuit 

(i.  e.  if  the  **perfectly  random"  motion  of  the  problem  means  motion  in  a  logar- 
ithmic  spiral)  then  the  condition  above  reduces  to  vTcosf^R ;  or  (f^coB-^R/vTj^ 
agreeing  with  Professor  Anthony. 

NOTE  ON  PROBLEM  39. 

BY  J.  BURKETT  WEBB,  C.  E.,  PROFESSOR  OF  MATHEMATICS  AND  MECHANICS, 

STEVENS   INSTITUTE  OF  TECHNOLOGY,  HOBOKEN,  NEW  JERSEY. 

It  seems  to  me  that  every  such  problem  should  have  a  complete  and  in- 
telligible physical  idea  behind  it,  and  further  that  a  solution  should  be  a  develop- 

ment of  the  physical  idea$  of  the  problem,  mathematics  being  simply  the  gnm- 
matical  language  of  physics. 

If  Professor  Anthony  has  a  complete  idea  in  the  problem  it  is  not  intelli- 
gible to  me  and  so  it  may  be  best  to  state  the  difficulties  which  appear  to  me. 

It  is  to  be  inferred  from  the  solution  that  the  * 'perfectly  random  manner" 
means  that  the  path  consists  of  differential  elements  of/equal  length  and  all  poe- 
sible  directions  arranged  in  a  chance  succession. 

If  so  the  man  will  never  reach  the  edge  of  the  desert,  or,  stated  otherwise, 
he  will  have  but  one  chance  in  an  infinite  number  of  doing  so. 

In  the  solution  the  rate  of  approach  to  the  circumference  is  spoken  of;  in 
random  movements  there  would  be  no  such  rate  except  as  the  average  of  actoil 
rates  and  this  is  not  the  use  made  of  it. 

The  solution  also  supposes  the  man  at  each  instant  to  go  within  the  an^ 
MPK,  but  this  he  does  not  need  to  do  to  get  off  in  the  time ;  so  the  deduced 
chance  seems  not  to  follow. 

In  fact  the  chance  C»etc.,  is  the  answer  to  a  different  problem,  as  I  see 

the  matter,  namely  :  Of  all  logarithmic  spirals  joining  the  center  and  circninfer- 
ence,  having  their  origins  at  the  center  of  the  circle  and  differing  from  each  other 
by  equal  increments  of  the  angle  between  the  radius  vector  and  curve,  what  is 
the  chance  of  choosing  at  random  one  whose  included  arc  shall  be  less  than  IV? 

To  make  the  problem  apply  to  the  case,  for  which  it  was  I  suppose,  in- 
tended, of  a  wanderer  in  a  desert  I  think  one  of  two  things  will  be  needed. 

Either  a  certain  finite  length  of  step,  taken  at  random  must  be  fixed,  or  a  law  es- 
tablished to  make  large  changes  of  direction  less  likely  than  small  ones. 

> 
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PROBLEMS  FOR  SOLVTION. 

ARITHMETIC. 

77.  ft^opoMd  bj  F.  S.  ELDER,  Profeiior  of  Mathematiet,  Oklahoma  UniTunitj,  lormaB,  Oklahoma. 

For  how  many  seconds  must  I  count  the  clicking  of  the  rails  under  a  train  that  the 
umber  of  rails  counted  may  be  equal  to  the  speed  of  the  train  in  miles  per  hour,  a  rail 
eing  80  feet  long  ? 

78.  n^opoMd  bj  IBLSOI  8.  RORAT,  Sooth  Jortty  Instltnta,  Bridgetoa,  Itw  Jenoj. 
Solve  by  pure  arithmetic,  no  algebraic  symbols :  A  Texan  farmer  owns  5169  cattle ; 

here  are  8  times  as  many  horses  as  cows,  plus  569,  and  4  times  as  many  cows  as  sheep, 

ninus  126 ;  how  many  has  he  of  each  7    [From  Brook9*  Higher  Arithmetic.] 

79.  PropoMd  bj  F.  M .  PRIE8T.  St  Louii ,  MiMoari. 
How  many  |20  gold  pieces  can  be  put  in  a  room  20  feet  long,  18  feet  wide,  and  9  feet 

iigh? 

GEOMETRY. 

77.  PropoMd  by  CHARLES  0.  CROSS,  Laytonfrille,  Maryland. 
A  line  is  drawn  perpendicular  to  BC,  of  the  triangle  ABC^  whose  sides  are  BC=a, 

■A=bf  and  AB=c,  through  ̂   to  D,  a  distance  d,  (d  being  equal  to  or  greater  than  a-\-b) ; 
nmi  D  a  line  is  drawn  to  ̂ ,  a  distance  «,  («  being  equal  to  or  greater  than  a-^-h-^-e)  on  BC 
ttended.  Required  the  area  of  the  ellipse  which  is  isogonal  conjugate  to  the  straight  line 
^E  with  respect  to  the  triangle  ABC, 

78.  PropoMd  by  J.  A  MOORE,  Profonor  of  Mathematies,  Milliaps  College,  Jaekioa,  MiaaiaiSppi. 

Required  the  number  of  normals  that  can  be  drawn  from  any  point  (a,  h)  to  the  par- 
3ola  y*  =  2px. 

77.   Propoeed  by  JOHI  MACEIE,  Profeeior  of  Mathematioa,  UniTenitj  of  lorth  DakoU,  UniTenitj, 
irth  Dakota. 

To  construct  a  quadrilateral  of  given  area,  the  diagonals,  one  of  which  is  given,  cut- 
ng  each  other  in  given  ratios  and  at  a  given  angle. 

MECHANICS. 

66.   Propoeed  by  ALFRED  HUME,  C.  E.,  D.  Se.,  Profeeior  of  Mathematiee,  Univenity  of  MieaieeSppI, 
livenity  P.  0.,  Miaeiaeippi. 

Three  equal  heavy  spheres,  each  of  weight  W,  are  placed  on  a  rough  ground  just  not 
»uching  each  other.  A  fourth  sphere  of  weight  nW  is  placed  on  the  top  touching 
1  three.  Show  that  there  is  equilibrium  if  the  coefficient  of  friction  between  two 

kheres  is  greater  than  tan^or,  and  that  between  a  sphere  and  the  ground  is  greater  than^ 
n^an/in+d),  where  a  is  the  inclination  to  the  vertical  of  the  straight  line  Joining  the 
fnters  of  the  upper  and  one  lower  sphere. 

66.   Propoeed  by  H.  C.  WHITAKER,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Profeeaor  of  Mathematioa,  Manual  Training  Sehool, 
iladalphia,  Pennsylvania. 

'*Hey-diddle-diddle,  the  cat  and  the  fiddle, 
The  cow  jumped  over  the  moon." 

Taking  the  weight  of  the  cow  to  be  600  pounds,  the  initial  resistance  of  the  air  to  be 
3  pounds  and  varying  as  the  square  of  the  velocity,  find  thQ  initial  and  final  velocities 
d  the  times  of  rising  and  falling. 
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67.   PropoMd  b  J.  0.  lAOLB,  M.  A.,  M.  0.  B..  PrafMior  ol  Of?U  ■agteMriaff,  AfriraUuttl  ud 
aaieal  Colltga  of  Texai,  CoU^ge  Sution,  Ttnf . 

Over  the  intersection  of  two  inclined  planes  slides  a  oord  of  uniform  maas  throogli- 
out  its  length.    Find  the  equation  to  the  path  described  by  its  center  of  gravity. 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 
ff4.   Propoied  bj  HEIRT  HIATOI,  M.  Be,,  AtUntie,  Iowa. 
A  man  is  nt  the  center  of  a  circle  whose  diameter  is  equal  to  three  of  his  steps.    If 

each  step  is  taken  in  a  perfectly  random  direction,  what  is  the  probability,  (1),  that  he  will 
step  outside  the  circle  at  the  second  step,  and,  (2),  that  he  will  step  outside  at  the  thud 
step? 

55.   Propotad  bj  0.  B.  M.  ZBER,  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  Tunrkaaa,  ArkaaMM. 
It  has  been  clear  for  15  consecutive  days,  what  is  the  chance  of  the  16th  day  being 

cloudy  ? 

55.   Propottd  bj  B.  F.  FHKEL,  A.  M.,  M.  8e.,  Profotsor  ol  Mathomatios  and  PhyilM  ia  finuy  CMItgi. 
Spriaglleld,  Mlstoiiri. 

Find  the  chance  that  the  center  of  gravity  of  a  triangle  lies  inside  the  trisn^ 

formed  by  three  points  taken  at  random  within  the  triangle.  [From  WiHiam9on*M  Jmiegnl 
Cahuiwi.] 

NOTES. 

NOTE  ON  MR.  BECKER'S  ARTICLE  IN  OCTOBER  NUMBER  OF  MONTHLY. 
BY  J.  B.  BALDWIN,  DAVENPOBT,  IOWA. 

In  Franklin  A.  Becher's  article  for  the  October  number,  (Vol;  III), 

I  notice  he  says,  ''Multiplying  an  infinite  number  by  another  gives  us  infinity  of 
a  higher  power,  or  dividing  gives  us  infinity  of  a  lower  power." 

How  does  he  reconcile  the  latter  part  of  this  statement  with  Wallia's  ex- 
pression for  the  value  of  ;r, 

.       2.2.4.4.6.6.8.8   „ 
l.o.o.o.o.7.7.«7   

In  this  expression,  we  have  the  quotient  of  two  infinite  numbers  equal  to 
a  finite  number. 

Mr.  Lilley's  criticism  (Monthly,  Vol.  III.,  No.  3.)  of  the  aolation  IV. 
(Monthly,  Vol.  II.,  page  190)  is  undoubtedly  valid,  but  the  statement  that 

'^Todhunter  failed  to  produce  a  direct  proof  of  it"  is  probably  incorrect.  The 
theorem  is  given  by  Todhunter  (Euclid,  page  316)  and  in  a  note  at  the  bottom  of 

page  317  he  says,  *'For  the  history  of  this  theorem  see  Lady^$  and  OentUmiii't 
Diary  for  1859,  page  88."  If  any,  reader  of  the  Monthly  has  the  Diary  for  that 
year  I  erhould  be  very  mu^h  pleased  to  see  the  history  of  this  theorem  published 

in  the  Monthly.  Todhunter' s  proof  of  the  theorem  is  indirect,  but  that  does  not 
argue  that  he  was  unable  to  discover  a  direct  proof.     I  remember  thai  many 

V 
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yean  ago  when  reading  Todhnnter's  Badid  I  attempted  a  direct  proof  of  this 
theorem  but  failed.  The  proof  on  page  157,  Vol.  II.  of  the  Monthly  is  a  direct 
proof  and,  with  the  exception  of  a  few  mistakes  in  lettering,  seems  to  be  free 
from  objection.  A  slii;ht  simplification  may  be  made  by  proving  the  equality  of 
the  triangles  ADB,  BFA,  instead  ADF,  BDF.  Wm.  £.  Heal. 

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL  GEOMETRY. 
BY  JOHN  N.  LYLB,  PH.  D.,  BBNTONVILLB,  ABKANSAS. 

The  concept  plane,  rectilineal  angle  implies  that  there  are  straight  lines  and 
also,  that  they  are  located  in  different  directions. 

Hence,  no  system  of  plane  geometry  or  of  spherical  geometry  for  that  mat- 
ter, is  free  from  assumptions  regarding  ̂ 'direction." 

In  some  geometrical  systems,  however,  larger  use  is  made  of  '^direction," 
both  word  and  thing,  than  in  others.  Euclid,  by  his  three  geometrical  axioms 

and  his  three  postulates  places  restriction  upon  '^directional  geometry"  which 
cannot  be  relaxed  without  endangering  these  axioms  and  postulates. 

According  to  the  Euclidean  geometry  there  is  but  one  straight  path  from 
the  point  A  to  the  point  B.  That  path  marks  the  direction  from  A  to  B. 
A  body  moving  in  this  direction  on  this  path  approaches  B  until  B  is  reached. 
A  body  moving  in  the  opposite  direction  along  the  same  straight  path  recedes 
farther  and  farther  from  B, 

This  is  the  pure  Euclidean  doctrine,  clear  and  strong,  free  from  the  sus- 

picion even  of  a  hypothetical  ''point  at  infinity"  where  ungeometrical  deeds  are 
reported  to  be  done. 

According  to  the  Euclidean  view,  then,  there  is  but  one  direction  from  A 

to  B.  According  to  Olans  Henrici's  view  as  given  in  the  Article  on  Geometry  in 
the  Ninth  Edition  of  the  Encyclopcedia  Britannica  there  are  at  least  two  direc- 

tions diametrically  opposite  to  each  other  from  A  io  B ;  one  direct  and  finite  in 

length  ;  the  other  roundabout  via  "the  point  at  infinity." 
This  latter  route  can  hardly  be  called  *'air  line."  Let  us  notice  just  one 

logical  difficulty.  Every  path  that  reaches  B  drawn  from  A  must  be  continuous. 
But  a  continuous  line  with  two  ends  A  and  B  must  be  finite.  Hence,  the 
hypothesis  that  a  continuous  line,  infinite  in  length,  can  be  drawn  between  two 
points  A  and  ̂   is  a  flagrant  violation  of  the  logical  law  of  Non-Contradiction. 
By  the  way,  this  logical  law  is  the  bed  rock  on  which  the  redurtio  ad  ab$urdum 
process  of  reasoning  is  founded. 

Another  species  under  the  genus  Directional  hypothesis  is  the  Multi- Dir- 
ectional hypothesis.  According  to  this  hypothesis  B  may  be  so  located  with  re- 

spect to  A  that  myriads  of  different  straight  lines  may  be  drawn  between  the  two 
points.  That  is,  B  is  myriads  of  different  directions  from  i4.  This  result  seems 
to  me  to  be  absurd.  Hence,  for  that  reason,  I  would  reject  it.  Many  modem 
mathematicians,  however,  regard  their  hypotheses  as  beyond  the  reach  of 
reductio  ad  abturdum  method  and  the  fundamental  laws  of  thought. 

# 
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EDITORIALS. 

Professor  Colaw  was  called  away  from  home  during  the  greater  part  of  the 

past  month,  which  fact  will  explain  why  his  departments  have  been  omitted  in 
this  issue. 

We  are  happy  to  announce  that  a  series  of  short  elementary  expository 

articles  on  Lie's  Transformation  Groups  by  Dr.  E.  O.  Lovett,  Baltimore,  Mary- 
land, will  begin  in  the  May  number. 

Professor  Ollis  Howard  Kendall  died  last  week  at  his  home  in  Philadel- 

phia. Professor  Kendall  was  for  a  number  of  years  Assistant  Professor  of  Math- 
ematics at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  at  the  same  time  that  his  father  ooco- 

pied  the  Chair  of  Mathematics. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Algebra  Reviews,     By  Edward  Rutledge  Bobbins,  Master  in  Mathematics 
and   Physics,   The   Lawrenceville  School.     Paper  Back,  44   pages.     Chicago: 
Ginn  &  Co. 

The  object  of  this  little  book  is  to  present  the  essentials  of  Elementary  Algebra  in  a 
form  sufficiently  complete  as  to  be  helpful  to  teachers  and  students  at  the  time  of 
review.  The  exercises  are  various  and  well  selected.  Teachers  desiring  such  a  book,  will 
find  this  one  well  suited  to  their  needs.  B.  F.  F. 

Thoughts  on  Religion,  By  the  late  George  John  Romanes,  M.  A.,  LL.  D., 
F.  R.  S.,  Canon  of  Westminster.  Edited  by  Charles  Gore,  M.  A.,  Canon  of 

Westminster.  Cloth,  gilt  top,  184  pages.  Price,  $1.25.  Chicago:  The  Open 
Court  Publishing  Co. 

The  value  and  importance  of  this  work  on  the  thought  and  conscience  of  the  world 
cannot  be  overestimated.  Coming  as  it  does  fix>m  one  of  the  foremost  agnostics  and  lei- 
entifio  thinkers  of  his  time,  it  comes  as  a  revelation  to  all  classes  of  readers.  In  this  book 

can  be  studied  the  evolution  of  a  master  mind  from  adhering  to  the  doctrine  of  agnosti- 
cism to  that  of  a  full  acceptance  of  the  religion  of  Jesus  Christ.  B.  F.  F. 

Danoin,  and  After  Darwin,  An  Exposition  of  the  Darwinian  Theory  and 

a  Discussion  of  the  Post-Darwinian  Questions.  By  George  John  Romanes,  M. 
A.,  LL.  D.,  F.  R.  S.,  Honorary  Fellow  of  Gonville  and  Caius  College,  Cam- 

bridge. I.  The  Darwinian  Theory.  Second  Edition.  Cloth,  gilt  top,  xiv  and 
460  pages.     Price,  $2.00.     Chicago :     The  Open  Court  Publishing  Co. 

The  first  volume  contains  ten  chapters.  Chapter  I,  Introductojw ;  Chapter  II,  Class- 
ification; Chapter  III,  Morphology;  Chapter  IV,  Embryology;  OhAptey  V,  Palieontology ; 

Chapter  VI,  Geographical  Distribution;  Chapter  VII,  The  Theory  of  Natural  Selection; 

% 
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Chapter  VIII,  Evidences  of  the  Theory  of  Natural  Selection ;  Chapter  IX,  Criticisms  of 
the  Theory  of  Natural  Selection ;  Chapter  X,  The  Theory  of  Sexual  Selection,  and  conclud- 

ing remarks.  A  more  earnest  and  convincing  argument  in  favor  of  the  Theory  of  Evolu- 
tion has  not  appeared  since  Darwin's  time.  Dr.  Romanes'  grasp  of  thought  and  power  of 

cogent  reasoning  appears  in  this  volume  with  telling  effect.  No  one  with  a  fair  knowledge 
of  the  methods  of  scientific  investigations  can  fail,  after  having  read  this  book,  to  be  con- 

vinced of  the  truth  of  the  theory.  B.  F.  F. 

University  Algebra.  By  C.  A.  Van  Velzer  and  Cbas.  S.  Slichter,  Profes- 
sors in  the  University  of  Wisconsin.  Pages  732.  Madison,  Wisconsin:  Tracy, 

Gibbs  and  Company.     1893. 
This  book  is  now  too  well  known  to  need  any  commendation  from  us.  The  authors 

are  ̂ ble  and  progressive  teachers  and  in  this  text  on  algebra  have  introduced  several  new 
and  valuable  features.  There  are  valuable  chapters  on  mathematical  induction,  theory  of 
limits,  derivatives,  complex  numbers,  the  rational  integral  function,  special  equations, 
separation  of  roots,  numerical  equations,  decomposition  of  rational  fractions,  graphic  rep- 

resentation of  equations,  and  determinants.  The  convergence  and  divergence  of  series  is 

admirably  treated.  The  accurate  ̂ 'historical  notes"  which  are  appended  to  the  treatment 
of  many  of  the  topics  will  be  appreciated.  Every  teacher  of  algebra  has  need  of  this  work 
in  his  library  whether  he  uses  it  as  a  class  text-book  or  not.  J.  M.  C. 

Text-Book  of  Dynamics,  University  Tutorial  Series.  By  William  Briggs, 
M.  A.,  F.  G.  8.,  F.  R.  A.  B.,  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  M.  A.  Cloth,  106  pages.  Price, 
50  cents.  Cambridge,  England:  W.  B.  Clive.  New  York  Depot:  Hinds  & 

Noble,  4  Cooper  Institute. 

We  called  attention  in  a  previous  number  to  the  text-book  on  Hydro-Staticn  by  the 
same  authors.  The  treatise  on  Dynamics  deserves  the  same  commendation.  Due  promin- 

ence is  given  to  the  principles  of  the  subject,  and  in  the  solution  of  problems  results  are 
deduced  as  far  as  possible  from  these  principles  themselves.  Worked  examples  are  freely 
inserted,  and  hints  relating  to  special  difficulties  are  given  where  needed.  The  examples 
are  numerous  and  practical,  the  examination  papers  well  selected,  and  the  summary  of 
results  after  each  chapter  of  special  value  in  reviews.  The  book  may  be  open  to  criticism 
on  some  minor  points,  but  there  are  few  text-books  on  this  subject  which  are  so  well  suit- 

ed to  the  needs  of  beginners.  J.  M.  C. 

Theoretical  Mechanics:  Fluids.  By  J.  Edward  Taylor,  M.  A.,  B.  8c. 

222  pages.  Price,  80  cents.  London  and  New  York :  Longmans,  Green  &  Co. 
Although  intended  to  meet  the  Science  and  Art  Department  and  London  Matricula- 

tion requirements,  this  book  may  be  used  successfully  in  any  school  where  a  good  text- 
book of  its  grade  is  required.  One  of  the  special  features  of  the  book  is  the  large  number 

of  model  examples  which  are  fully  worked  out.  The  author  believes  they  serve  to  fix  the 
subject  matter  on  the  mind  much  more  than  simply  reading  over  the  text.  This  feature 
also  makes  it  a  valuable  book  to  private  students.  The  text  is  supplied  with  numerous 
graduated  examples.  J.  M.  C. 

A  Treaties  on  Elementary  Hydrostatics.  By  John  Greaves,  M.  A.  Price, 

$1.10.     204  pages.     Cambridge  Press.     New  York:     Macmillan  <&  Co. 
The  author  aims  to  treat  the  subject  as  fully  as  possible  without  using  the  Calculus, 

except  in  alternative  proofs  when  by  its  aid  results  are  more  easily  obtained  or  more  con- 
cisely expressed.  The  mathematical  element  of  the  book  is  strong,  and  the  book  more  ad- 

vanced than  the  title  and  proposed  method  of  treatment  would  indicate.  It  is  well  print- 
ed and  furnished  with  sets  of  carefully  selected  exercises,  while  there  are  many  excellent 

illustrative  solutions.    The  topical  index  is  helpful  for  ready  reference.         J.  M.  C. 
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Oeomeiry  of  the  Siviilar  Figures  and  the  Plane.  By  C.  W.  C.  Barlow.,  M. 
A.,  B.  8c.,  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  M.  A.  Price,  60  cents.  128  pages.  UniTeiaitjr 
Tutorial  Series.  Cambridge :  W.  B.  Glive.  New  York  Depot :  Hinds  A  Noble. 

This  little  book  contains  the  Sixth  and  Eleventh  Books  of  Eudid,  togeUier  with  a 
summary  of  Book  V.,  and  many  important  additional  propositions  and  api^ications  ielat> 
ing  to  the  G^metry  of  Similar  Figures  and  the  Plane.  Euclid's  order  has  been  doidf 
followed,  while  the  additional  matter  is  mostly  in  the  form  of  illustrative  examplea.  The 
properties  of  centers  of  similitude  and  homologous  points  are  collected  in  a  soppleBient  at 
the  end  of  Book  VI.  In  addition  to  the  illustrative  examples,  numerous  ezereiaes  lor  si^ 
lution  follow  the  propositions  on  which  they  depend.  The  feature  of  giving  many  alteraa* 
tive  proofs  enables  the  teacher  to  make  his  own  choice  of  methods.  It  is  a  very  aaUsfaei- 
ory  book  in  a  useful  series.  J.  M.  G. 

Modem  Plane  Geometry.  By  G.  Richardson,  M.  A.,  and  A.  8.  Ramsay, 
M.  A.     Price,  $1.00.    ̂ 2  pages.     London  and  New  York  :   Macmillan  A  Co. 

This  treatise  includes  chapters  on  properties  of  a  triangle,  quadrans^e,  and  eirels, 
harmonic  and  anharmonic  ratio,  geometrical  maxima  and  minima,  involution,  reeipinea* 
tion,  inversion,  and  projection.  It  gives  all  that  is  best  in  the  recent  geometry  on  thess 
subjects  and  is  an  excellent  introduction  to  the  more  advanced  books  of  OremoDa  aod 
others.  In  arrangement  the  sequence  of  propositions  recommended  by  the  Aasoeiatioo  for 
the  improvement  of  G^metrical  Teaching  has  been  followed.  The  triangle  has  been  very 
fully  and  satisfactorily  treated.  The  book  will  serve  as  an  excellent  sequel  to  Boclid,  aod 
as  a  means  of  proceed ure  from  Euclidean  Geometry  to  the  higher  descriptive  Geometry  of 
Conies  and  of  imaginary  points.  J.  M.  C. 

Our  Notions  of  Number  and  Space.  By  Herbert  Nichols,  Ph.  D.,  assisted 
by  W.  £.  ParsoQS,  A.  B.  201  pages.  Price,  $1.00.  Ginn  &  Company,  Boston. 

This  book  is  an  experimental  contribution  to  the  "(ienetic  Theory  of  Mind.'*  It 
aims  to  trace  out  the  origin  and  development  of  our  present  perceptions  of  number  and 
space  from  the  nature  of  our  past  experiences.  The  experiments  were  conducted  with 
great  care  and  patience,  and  the  results  are  worthy  of  being  placed  in  this  permanent  and 
accessable  form.  The  general  survey  and  summary  at  the  end  of  the  book  are  helpful  and 
valuable.  J.  M.  C. 

Business  Forms,  Customs,  and  Arrounts.  By  Seymour  Eaton.  Price  of 
Exercise  Manual,  50  cents;  price  of  Book  of  Forms,  $1.00.  American  Book 

Company,  New  York  and  Chicago. 
This  manual  provides  a  course  of  instruction  in  busineas  which  may  be  need  to  ad- 

vantage in  schools  of  all  grades  where  the  principles  of  business  are  taught.  The  priod- 
pies  of  double  entry  bookkeeping  are  taught,  but  the  application  of  principles  to  the  needs 
of  each  particular  business  are  left  to  be  learned  in  that  business.  The  work  is  planned 
to  encourage  original  effort.  The  exei*ci8e8  are  drawn  largely  from  actual  tranaaetioos. 
The  questions  are  practical  and  suggestive.  The  excellent  Book  of  Forms  which  aeeom* 
panics  the  Exercise  Manual  will  serve  to  make  the  teaching  of  this  study  both  easy  and 
effective.  J.  M.  G. 

Spencerian  System  of  Penmanship:  Common  School  Course.  No.  10, 

"Connected  Business  Forms;*'  No.  11,  ** Double  Entry  Bookkeeping."  Price, 
8  cents  each.     American  Book  Company,  New  York  and  Chicago. 

These  books  afford  the  pupil  exercise  in  penmanship,  and  also  familiarise  him  in  a 
practical  manner  with  ordinary  business  forms.  J.  M.  C. 
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Patriotic  Cititen$hip.  By  Thomas  J.  Morgan,  LL.  D.  Price,  $1.00. 

B  pages.  American  Book  Company,  New  York,  Cindnnate,  and  Chicago. 
95. 

The  method  of  this  book  is  a  catechism  of  aboat  140  questions  with  as  many  concise 
1  eoo^prehensive  answers  by  the  author.  The  text  of  the  apswers  is  followed  by  brief 
ations  from  a  wide  range  of  authorities  chiefly  American.  Here  is  found  collected 
loh  of  the  finest  literature  on  the  selected  topics,  so  arranged  as  to  explain  and  enforce 
I  text.  The  book  is  designed  primarily  for  the  public  schools  following  a  course  in  U.  8. 
toiry,  but  it  is  also  a  good  book  for  the  citixen,  reading  circle,  or  family.  We  think  the 
ik  lacks  some  of  the  helps,  in  the  way  of  outline,  contents  or  index,  showing  the  rela- 
n  of  selected  topics  to  central  theme,  etc.,  which  would  have  secured  better  adaptation 
m  a  teaching  point  of  view.  The  study  of  this  book  will  give  good  results  in  stimu- 
Ing  patriotism  and  promoting  good  citisenship.  J.  M.  0. 

Elementary  Le$9an$  in  Algebra.  By  Stewart  B.  Sabin  and  Charles  D. 
wry.  Price,  50  cents.  128  pages.  New  York,  Cincinnati,  and  Chicago : 
lerican  Book  Company. 

This  little  book  was  prepared  to  meet  the  demand  for  a  text-book  exactly  suited  to 
rodoce  the  study  of  Algebra  into  Gramnuur  Schools.  The  development  is  inductive, 
I  In  arrangement,  method,  problems  and  exercises,  it  is  well  adapted  for  its  purpose. 

J.  M.  0. 

Elements  of  Plane  Geometry.    By  John  Macnie,  A.  M.,  author  of  "Theory 
Bquationa."     Edited   by  Emerson  E.   White,   A.   M.,  LL.  D.,  author  of 
White's  Series  of  Mathematics."      Price,  75  cento.      240  pages.     1895.    New 
»rk,  Cincinnati,  and  Chicago  :     American  Book  Company. 

In  this  edition  the  Plane  Geometry  is  bound  separately.  We  reviewed  the  Plane 
1  Solid  Geometry  as  bound  together  in  our  issue  of  June,  1886,  and  a  further  examina- 
a  gives  us  no  reason  to  withdraw  the  favorable  comments  made  on  this  book  in  that 
^ioe.  J.  M.  0. 

Inductive  Studies  in  English  Grammar.  By  William  R.  Harper,  Ph.  D., 
esident  of  the  University  of  Chicago,  and  Isaac  M.  Burgess,  A.  M.,  Professor 
the  University  of  Chicago.  Cloth,  12mo.  96  pages.  Price,  40  cento.  New 
irk.  Cincinnati,  and  Chicago  :     American  Book  Company. 

This  book  presents  in  a  brief  compass  a  systematic  course  in  English  Grammar, 
^h  special  reference  to  its  relation  and  analogy  to  other  languages.  The  essential  facts 
the  language  are  briefly  and  concisely  stated,  while  the  terminology  and  method  of 
Mentation  are  more  closely  adapted  to  that  used  in  Latin  Grammars.  The  pupil's 
owledge  is  tested  by  requiring  him  to  pick  out  concrete  examples  of  its  application  from 
actions  of  connected  English,  instead  of  giving  rules  with  classified  groups  of  examples, 
e  book  is  scholarly  and  has  many  strong  points,  and  is  excellently  adapted  for  a  review 
irse  in  English  preparatory  to  the  study  of  the  Ancient  or  Modem  Languages.  We  be- 
7e  it  will  meet  with  a  wider  use  for  this  purpose  and  as  supplemental  to  other  gram- 
irs  than  as  an  independent  class-book.  J.  M.  0. 

The  Cosmopolitan.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Bd- 
d  by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  Single  copies, 

cents.     Irvington-on-tbe-Hndson,  New  York. 
What  is  probably  the  most  important  discussion  of  the  educational  question  ever 

iy  has  been  opened  in  the  April  CoimopolUan.    President  Gilman  of  the  Johns  H 
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University  will  follow  the  introductory  article,  and  the  lending  educators  of  the  day  wO 

contribute  articles  upon  this  most  important  inquiry:  ''Does  Modern  Education  Edoetti, 
in  the  Broadest  and  Most  Liberal  Sense  of  the  Term  7"  Those  interested  in  the  inftrofr' 
tion  of  youth,  either  as  teacher  or  parent,  can  not  afford  to  miss  this  remarkable  sympoi- 
ium,  intended  to  review  the  mistakes  of  the  nineteenth  century,  and  signalize  theentruei 
of  the  twentieth  by  advancing  the  cause  of  education.  President  Dwight  of  Yale,  Preii- 
Schurman  of  Cornell,  Bishop  Potter  and  President  Morton  are  among  those  who  have  il> 
ready  agreed  to  contribute  to  what  promises  to  be  the  most  significant  series  of  edaeatioi> 
al  papers  ever  printed.  The  aim  is  to  consider  existing  methods  in  the  light  of  the  r^ 
quirements  of  the  life  of  to^ay,  and  this  work  has  never  been  undertaken  on  a  scale  iniBf 
degree  approaching  that  outlined  for  The  Cosmopolitan.    Write  to  us  for  subseriptiooi. 

B.  F.  F. 

The  Arena,     An  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.     Edited  by  John  Cltrki 

Redpath  and  Helen  H.  Gardner.     Price,   $3.(X)  per  year,   in  advance.    Singli 
Number,  25  Cents.     Boston :     The  Arena  Co. 

The  April  number  of  The  Arena  is  fully  up  to  the  average.  In  the  opening  artidi 
Governor  Pingree,  Mayor  of  Detroit,  continues  the  discussion  of  Municipal  Reform  bepa 
in  the  March  number  by  Mayor  Quincy,  of  Boston.  Mayor  Pingree,  in  his  breesy  pap9» 

affirms  that  ''contracts  are  the  centre  and  almost  the  entire  circumference  of  munie^ 
government,"  and  that  "almost  all  the  bribes  of  serious  influence  in  municiiiBlitiei  tft 
given  for  contracts."  His  remedy  is  the  letting  of  contracts  by  referendum,  or  dlictf 
popular  vote. 

Under  the  title  of  ''Lincoln  and  the  Matson  Negroes,"  Jesse  W.  Weik  details  tki 
history  of  a  curious  slave  case,  the  records  of  which  he  has  recently  unearthed,  in  wbkk 
Lincoln  was  concerned,  and  which  was  tried  in  the  circuit  court  in  Illinois,  in  1847,dttnif 
the  old  fugitive-slave  day.  None  of  the  numerous  biographies  of  Lincoln  makes  meotioi 
of  his  part  in  the  affair.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Review  of  Reviews.     An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magasioe.. 

Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.     Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  advance.    Single  Nombtf,! 
25  cents.     The  Review  of  Reviews  Co.,  13  Astqr  Place,  New  York  City. 

In  the  "Progress  of  the  World"  department  of  the  April  Review  of  Reviews,  the  edit* 
comments  on  the  change  of  administration  at  Washington,  on  the  tariff  bill,  and  othtf 

measures  before  the  extra  session  of  Congress,  and  on  President  McKinley's  diplomitil  ̂  
appointments ;  the  Greco-Cretan  situation  is  carefully  reviewed,  and  other  recent  defekf- 
ments  in  foreign  politics  are  treated  with  the  thoroughness  and  impartiality  to  which  tis 
Review* 9  readers  have  grown  accustomed.  B.  F.  F. 
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MATHEMATICAL  MONTHLY. 

Bntered  M  the  P<wt-offloe  st  Springfield,  Mlasoori,  m  Seoond-clma*  Mall  Matter. 

Vol.  IV.  MAY,  1897.  No.  4. 

Discussioir  or  merit  contests  in  college  examiha- 
TIONS  BT  THE  METHOD  OP  LEAST  SaUABES. 

Bj  CHABLE8  H.  KUMMELL,  U.  8.  CoMt  and  Gtoodetie  Snrrej,  WMhington,  D.  C. 

[A  paper  read  before  the  Philoaophioal  Society  of  Waahlngton.] 

It  is  well  known  that  it  is  customary  in  schools  and  colleges  to  estimate 
merit  on  the  basis  of  100   being  perfect.     If  then  a  number  of  students   1, 

2,  3,      n  receive  from  judges  A^  B,  C,   L  (number=m)  the  estimates 
of  merit  a|,  ft,,  C|,    2,  ;  a,,  6,,  c,,   l^\   respectively,  it  is  re- 

quired to  find  from  these  discrepant  data  the  most  probable  merit  of  each  student 
as  well  ap  the  personal  error  of  each  judge. 

Take  the  case  in  which  three  judges  A,  B,  C,  have  given  estimates  of  mer- 
it to  seven  students,  and  let  the  estimates  for  the  first  student  be : 

a,  =87  ;  6,  =70  ;  Ct=70. 

Let  Af,=true  or  most  probable  merit. 

Ja,=error  of  judge  A^ 

J6|=error  of  judge  B^ 

Jc,=error  of  judge  C, 

then  we  have  undoubtedly, 

ilf,=J(a,  +6,  +c,)  ±0.6745 J^V1j^^^£i_* 
=75.7±3.82  with  weight  p, =1.66. 
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If  there  was  but  this  one  student,  then  this  would  be  the  final  ana 
the  question  and  the  personal  errors  of  the  judges  must  be  taken, 

Ja,=- 11.8, 

J6i=+6.7, 

J(;,=+6.7. 

If  these  same  judges  give  estimates  of  merit  to  more  than  one  studei 
shall  have  more  or  less  discrepant  values  of  the  errors  of  the  judges  from 
a  mean  personal  error  may  be  determined.    Now  we  have  the  following  ini 
ual  results  for  the  seven  students  in  the  example, 

lf,=87-11.8=70+6.7=70+6.7=75.7=fc8.82 

lf,=92-4.8=76+11.7=95-7.3=87.7=fc3.98 

Af,=80-11.7=60+8.3=66+8.3=68.3=fc4.05 

JRf^ =93-8.3=68+ 16. 7=93-8.3=84.7±5.62 

Af,=86-11.7=67+6.3=68+6.3=73.3i:8.94 

Af,=96-7.3=78+9. 7=90-2.3=87.7=4=3.40  ;  i>,=1.98, 

Af,=96-9.0=80+7.0=86+2.0=87.0=fc3.19  ;  i>,=2.24. 

In  examining  these  results  we  notice  that  judge  A  always  over-estio 
judge  B  under-estimates,  and  that  judge  C  is  the  least  consistent  of  the 
judges,  as  can  be  roughly  seen  from  their  ranges,  being 7.4  for  A,  11.0  for  1 
14.0  for  C.  To  determine  the  personal  errors  of  the  judges,  the  arithn 
mean  of  their  errors  might  be  taken,  but  it  is  more  rigorous  to  take  their  wei 
mean,  using  the  above  weights,  which  are  reciprocally  proportional  to  these 
of  the  probable  errors.     We  have  thus, 

Ja=te3±0.6745    |[p^a«3-[pl'Ja« 

p,=1.44. 

p.=0.71, 

Pt=lA7, 

[p] 

Jl
 

[p](n-l) 
=personal  error  of  judge  A,  and  similarly  for  the  other  judges.     We  then 
the  numerical  results  : 

Ja=-9.0dc0.70  ;  P.=1.53. 

J6=+8.7d=0.79  ;  P^=l.20, 

Jc=+0.4d=1.31  ;  P,=0.44. 

It  is  obvious  that  if  we  correct  the  original  estimates  by  these  quar 
the  corrected  merits  by  judge  A  will  be  nearest  the  truth,  those  of  B  will  b 
best,  and  those  of  C  will  hardly  be  improved  ;  hence  the  merits  must  her 
mined  by  the  formula. 
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±0  6746    fi^a('Ja'  +  ̂ 'ar«)+P6(^6«4-J'6,«)+Pe(^g'-F^«gr') 

ich  gives  the  following  numerical  resalts  : 

Af,  =78.0-0.8=78.7-1.5=70.4+6.8=77.2=4=4.14, 

if,=83.0+2.4=84.7+0.7=95.4- 10.0=86.4=4=4.33, 

Af,=71.0-1.7=68.7-f0.6=66.4+3.9=69.8=4=4,0S{, 

if^=84.0-1.5=76.7+5.8=93.4-10.9=82.5±4.72, 

Jf,=76.0-1.2=75.7-0.9=68.4+6.4=74.8=fc4.12, 

Jlf,=86.0+0.9=86.7+0.2=90.4-3.5=86.9i:3.98, 

lf,=87.0+0.4=88.7-1.3=85.4+2.0=87.4d=3.97. 

These  resalts  show,  as  they  should,  that  the  corrected  estimates  of  judge 

ime  nearest  to  the  correct  value,  B'$  next  best,  and  C'<  hardly  improved  ; 
r  ranges  being  4.1,  7.3  and  17.7  respectively.  We  also  notice  that  now  con- 
int  7  has  the  highest  merit  while  in  the  first  approximation  2  and  6  came  out 
with  a  tie.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  2  and  6  received  very  high  marks 
I  judge  C,  which  have  very  small  weight  in  the  second  approximation, 
re  is  an  apparent  paradox  in  this,  that  the  best  values  of  the  merits  have 
srtheless  larger  probable  errors  than  those  of  the  first  approximation. 
'  each  of  the  arithmetic  means  of  the  first  approximation  involves  only  three 
re  out  of  the  27.  By  correcting  the  estimates  by  the  personal  errors  of  the 
es,  a  secondary  effect  of  the  remaining  24  errors  is  added  in  each  case. 

The  second  approximation,  although  sufficiently  close  to  the  true  values 
however,  yet  be  improved.  For  we  now  have  more  correct  actual  errors  of 
udges  as  follows  : 

Ja^=-9.8  ;  J6,  =  +  7.2  ;  Jc,  =  +  7.2, 

Jag=— 6.6  ;  J6g=  +  9.4  ;  Jc,=-9.6, 

Ja,=— 10.7  ;  J6,=+9.3  ;  Jc,=+4.3, 

Ja^=-10.5  ;  J64=  +  14.5  ;  Jc4=— 10.5, 

Ja,=— 10.2  ;  J6,=  +  7.8  ;  Jc,=  +  6.8, 

Ja,=-8.1  ;  J6,=  +  8.9  ;  Jc,=-3.1, 

Ja,=-8.6  ;  J6,  =  +  7.4  ;  Jc,=  +  2.4. 
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Tbe  weighted  meanB  of  these,  weights  being  given  socording  to  their 
probable  errors,  will  be  new  values  of  tbe  personal  errors  ̂ a,  ̂ b,  Jc  of 
the  judges  and  applying  these  we  obtain  new  values  for  the  merits.  It  is  easily 

seen  however  that  this  can  only  affect  tbe  0.01  and  thongb  theoretically  speaking  ' 
an  infinite  number  of  approzimatious  is  required  to  obtain  the  most  probable 

values  of  the  merits  we  may  safely  regard  the  second  approximation  a        ~ 

OK  THE  C3Cni.AB  POINTS  AT  INFINITT. 

Br  E.  D.  KOE.  JK.  AuMiMa  PrriMwr  at  MithimttlM  ia  Obfrlla  OolKt*.  Obtrils,  OU*. 

I.  Thk  Coordinate  Systeh.  In  the  following  discussion,  in  addition  to 
the  usual  Cartesion  coordinates,  homogeneous  point  and  line  coordinates  will  be 

used.     They  are  related  to  Cartesian  coordinates  as  follows  :* 

In  figure 

^i  Pi<  P(i  Pi '"^t^^P^rp^°*^''^''^''^'B*     I     '•  ?i>  9t>  ?■  "^  "^^  perpendicular 
tances  of  a  point  P,  from  the  sides  of        distances  of  a  line  Q,  froni  the  vertices 

the  coordinate  triangle.  |    of  the  coordinate  triangle. 

The  three 

point  coordinates  of  P  are  expressed 
as  follows  : 

fxc,  =p,«, 

px.-p.x.  (1) 

The  x's  and  \'t  are  six  constants  which 
for  convenience  are  chosen  in  a  particular  way. 

line  coordinates  of  Q  are  expressed  a> 
follows  : 

night  be  chosen  at  pleasure,  but 

iDfreD  ueber  deometrle. 
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In  Cartesian 

int  coordinates  the  equations  of  the 
les  of  the  triangle  may  be 

a,x+6,y-|-c,=0  for  i?0 
a,x+6ty-f  e,=0  for  CA        (2) 
«sa:+fe,y  +  c,-iO  for  AB 

line  coordinates  the  equations  of  the 

opposite  vertices  will  be 

i4,tt+^,t;  +  C,r«0for  i4 

i4gtt+^,v+C,=0  for  B     (2)' 
i43U  +  ̂ 3V+C,r.0for  C 

We  have  then 

Pi 

Vt 

Pm 

ggx-f  6gy-h  c, 

atg-hftgy-f  C3 

(3) 

9i 

7t 

9s 

_^. 

«+^, t»+C, 

c, 

,,/  t
t* 

+«» 

_^. 

u+B, c  +  C, 

c. 

.  K  «* 

+v* 
„^» 

U4-5, v  +  C, 

(3)' 

C,|/  n«+«« We  choose 

«,— |/a,»  +  6,«,  x,«|/a,«  +  ̂ «, 

•at«+6iy+Cg 

A.|a»C,,  a.,mC,,  ̂ s*»C^s 

and  write 

Solving  these  equations,  and  writing  r  for  (ahc), 

(TrCa, tt,  +a,U3+a|tt3 
^  p(i4|gi -f-iigX, 4^4,0:3) r 

p(C,x, +C,a;,+  CjX, 

u 

O-K^^tti+ftjUj-f  fcjUj 

1  = 

(TKCiU,  -f  C,U,-f  CgUs 

or 
il|X|  ̂ ilgXg^iTgXg 

^  "  C,x,+C3X,4-CjX, 

^"C,x, +03X3  +  03X3 

(5) 
n 

V   =s 

a,Ui+a,U3+a3U3 
Citt,+r,tt, +r3n3 

(5)' 

alt: 
Upon  our  choice  of  the   x's  and  X's  depends  the  following  important 
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(6) 

Hence  u^Xi+UgXg+u^x^  vaiusneB  whenever  iix+«y+l   vanishes.    V 
may  note  that 

(7) 

CiX|  +  C^x^  +  C,x,  »0  is  the  eqaation 
of  the  line  at  infinity.     It  gives  the 
condition  thatsmysoo. 

(7)' 

e]tt, +c,u
,+Ct

ii,i
BO, 

 

is  theeq
oitk 

of  the  origi
n  

of  coord
inate

s.   
 

It  gif« 

the  condi
tion 

 
that 

 
ii«>«

«<». 

II.    The  Gibculab  Points.* 
A.    Proof  that  all  eireleB  whatsoever  posa  through  two  pointe  at  infinity. 
The  eqaations  of  any  two  circles  may  be  written, 

«•  +  y  •  +  2y'a; + 2/ y + c' -0. 

(8) 

In  homogeneous  point  codrdinates, 

by  (5)  and  oar  equations  become, 

^« +J?« +  2(7i4C+2/BC+cC«-0. 

^•+B«  +  2^'i4C+2/'BC+c'C«-0. 

(») 

The  lines  passing  through  their  points  of  intersection  are,  by  subtraction, 

^[2(Sf-Sf'M  +  2(/-/')J?4-(c-c')C]-0.  (10) 

Of  these  the  line  C"-0,  is  the  one  that  interests  us.  It  is  the  equation  (il 
the  line  at  infinity.  The  infinite  points  are  found  by  solving  C«0,  viti 
the  equation  of  either  circle,  and  thus  we  find  them  from  C«>0,  and  i4*+B*«0 
or  in  Cartesian  coordinates  from  the  equation  of  the  line  at  infinity  iM 

x*-^y*^0]  this  would  give  the  ssme  solution  always  for  any  two  circles;  then 
fore  every  circle  passes  through  two  points  at  infinity. 

B.     Carteeian  equation  of  the  points  in  line  coordinates. 
The  equations  of  the  points  in  Cartesian  line  coordinates  may  be  readil 

obtained. 

•See  Olebaoh,  Vorleeimgen  neber  Oeometrie,  S.  146-148.    Salmon's  Gonlo  Sections,  i»ece»  »,  I 
Fiedler* s  Salmon,  Analytisohe  (Jeometrie  der  Kegelaohnltte,  S.  a08. 
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A  B 
Asx^-^,  y»-^— ,  the  eqaation  of  a  point   iix4vy+l«"0,  beooxneB 

Au+Bv+C»0. 

ap+yi»0,  gives  for  any  point  on  the  line         A+B%»0. 
We  mast  then  have  for  one  of  the  points    Au-^-Bv-k-C^O^  all  true. 

A-hBi^O 
C-0 

14 V 1 
1 

• 
0 

0 0 1 
Hence     1     t    0     ««0,  or  ui— v»0, 

0    0    1 

similarly  for  the  other  point  — ui— v-vO. 

For  the  pair  we  have  u*  +v*  »0.     (11) 
C,     Co^dinaiei  of  the  circular  points, 
1.  Homogeneous  rectangular  co^dinaiee.  We  saw  that  we  oonld  find  the 

oodrdinates  of  the  circular  points  by  solving  the  equations  of  the  line  at  infinity, 

x*+y*»0.  The  equation  of  the  line  at  infinity  is  Ox+Oy+c-O.  ac'+y** 

(x+yi)(x— yi)»0,  a  pair  of  imaginary  straight  lines  through' the  origin.  We  will 
find  the  intersections  of  a  line  az+hy-^c^O  with  a;+yi*»0,  and  x— yi-'O. 

Solving  ax+&y»— c,  we  get  x— — ._.    . 

X  t/  c 
Or  — r-—  -T-""  — : — T- •     If  DOW  we  introduce  a  third  coordinate  e  to  make  our — i         1  at— 0 

rectangular  codordinates  homogeneous,  and  consider  the  ratios  of  x,  y,  and  e  as 
coordinates,  we  see  that  the  coordinates  of  one  imaginary  circular  point  are  given 

by  X  :  y  :  c— -t  :  1  :  0,  2 
and  of  the  other  by  x  :  y  :  c^i  :  1  :  0.  ^ 

2.  Homogeneous  point  codordinates.  The  coordinates  of  the  circular 
points  however  assume  a  more  convenient  form  when  expressed  in  the  general 
point  ooddinates.  We  shall  obtain  them  in  proving  the  following  highly  inter- 

esting proposition : 
A  circle,  with  fixed  center  in  the  finite  region,  whose  radius  becomes  in- 

definitely great,  degenerates  into  the  two  circular  points  at  infinity. 
We  will  obtain  the  equation  of  the  circle  in  homogeneous  line  oodrdinates. 

We  express  that  a  line  u  is  always  at  a  distance  r  from  the  point  x',  the  center  of the  circle. 

Let  tt|X|  -f  tt,x, +U|X,»0  be  the  point  equation  of  the  line  [see  (6)]. 
This  by  (4)  is 

ii,(a,x+b,y+c,)4-ii,(a,x46,9  +  ̂ t)-('Vt(A|^+6sy+(;,)«0 
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or  (u,ai+u,at+U|as)a;+(U|b,+u,b,+U|b))^+(Ui<;i+tt,<;s-hti,C|)»0.     (13) 

Patting  this  in  cosine  fonn,  and  taking  the  square  of  the  distance  from  t'lj 
to  the  line  equal  to  r',  we  get, 

or  (Mf 

x,*u,*  +  x,*u,*  +  x,*tt/— 2x,x,u,tt,co8C— 2x,XjU,U|C0Si4— 2*|X,tt,U|C085 

The  reductions  in  the  denominator  depend  on  the  following  : 

,«  +  6«aBX|«,  etc.     o.at-f  6|6,r8X|X,(    ̂    *   +.    ̂    *    ) *  '  ^  '  1111  1     ̂ \x^H^  ̂ \^t  * 

aX|Xg(cosa|COsa,— sina,sin€r^)»X|jiCgC08C,  etc, 

where  or^ ,  a,,  a^  are  the  angles  that  Pi,  Ptt  Ps  ni&ke  with  the  axis  of  x,  aDdtht 
origin  is  taken  within  the  coordinate  triangle.  (14)  is  the  line  equation  of  thi 
circle.  Wd  notice  now  that  the  expression  in  the  denominator  may  be  factored, 

for  considering  the  variables  as,  XjU,,  ̂ t^ti  ̂ ^'^\i  ̂ ^  discriminant  is 

1 

— cosC 
— cos-B 

— cosC 
1 

— cos^ 

—  C085 —  C0S>1 
1 

and  that  this  is  zero,  may  be  shown  as  follows  : 
From  trigonometry  we  have  the  three  equations  : 

a  —  6co8  C—  ccos-B = 0 
—  acosC+ 6— cco8i4  =0 
—  acos^ — 6coSi4  +  C=*  0 

whence  it  follows  that  the  determinant  of  the  coefficients  of  a,  &,  and  c,  viniBheL 
Put  X|U,«=l,  etc.     Then 

i«  +m«  +n«— 2imcosC— 2inncoSi4— 2nIcos5=(/a+m/9+rir)(l«'+m/Sr'+n/) 

and  we  must  have  : 

•Gompare  Salmon's  Oohlc  Sections,  page  198,  Bx.  6. 

^ 
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oror'ssl.     Take  ar=co8J?— tsinB,     /'—  —  I, 
^^«1.  a'=C08J?  +  i8in5,    r'=-l, 
rr'=l'  /5=co8i4+t8ini4, 

/5r'aaco8i4— t8ini4, 

the  first  three  conditions  are  satisfied.     Also, 

+  a'/5«[cosU  +  B)-.tsmU  +  J?)  +  cosU+5)+tsinU  +  iO] 
-  2eos(i4  +  J?)  « — 2cosC. 

+ /^X  ̂   "  co8i4  — tsinil — co8i4  +  tsin^l  =»  — 2co8i4 . 

-I-  a'y^ — C085 + tsin5—  cos-fi— tsin^ = — 2cos  J?. 

Our  expression  therefore  has  the  two  factors,  viz  : 

[(cosJ?— tsin5)x,w,+(coSi4+*sini4)x,u,  — x,tt,]«:L. 

[(cosJ?+tsinJ?)x,w,  +(coSi4— t8ini4)x,u,  — XjUjJa-Af. 

Also  write  U|X,  +tA,x,  +^3X3  "-u,,  then  our  line  equation  of  the  circle  may 
written 

XAf: 
(^)V  (15) 

If  Y  hecomes  indefinitely  great  Uj*  does  not  become  indefinitely  fipreat,  for 

2"s  are  finite,  the  coordinates  of  the  fixed  center,  and  the  u's  by  (4)'  are  ai- 
rs finite,  since  u  and  %  are  always  finite,  and  for  a  line  which  is  moved  off  to 

Qity  approach  zero  together.     It  follows  that  ̂ .-^ool — ^^)«»0. 

Hence  the  equation  of  a  circle  whose  radius  is  infinite,  and  whose  center 
I  the  finite  region  is  in  line  coordinates, 

LAf-O.  (16) 

But  this  is  also  the  equation  of  a  point-pair,  and  since  we  have  proved  that 
y  circle  whatsoever  contains  the  two  imaginary  circular  points  at  infinity,  it 
iws  that  the  two  points  into  which  this  circle  has  degenerated  are  themselves 
two  imaginary  circular  points  at  infinity.  As  we  might  just  as  well  have 
>red  our  expression  LM  in  two  other  ways,  in  which  the  two  angles  B  and  C, 

'  and  i4,  play  the  same  part  as  A  and  J?,  we  may  write  the  coordinates  of  the 
points  in  the  three  ways,  as  follows : 

(!)• 

-"i. 

x,«-*o xje*'. 

-*i. 

x.e*". 

*,e-** 

(2). ".e*", 

-Xl. 

*,«
-^ 

X I  «-**', 

-''t. 

*j«". (3). 

*,«
-« 

*.«", 

-X,. 

*,««, H^tr^, 

-*»• 

(17). 
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Before  going  on  to  the  next  division  of  oar  discustion,  we  will  recall*  that  if 

2a|  t^i't  +  ̂t  s^t^s  +2^1  i^s^i  *0 

where  <iu^(^»i'^9  the  point  equation  of 
a  conic,  with  non-vanishing  discrim- 
inant, 

where  Aim^Atu  is  the  line  equation  <tf 
a  conic,  with  non-vanishing  discrim- inant, 

then 

«ii  «it  <*ii  ̂ 1 

<*tl  «11  «ts  ̂ 1 

0 
«B1   «Bt  <»BB  ̂ i 
Ui      1i( u. 

0.        (18) 

is  the  line  equation  of  the  same  conic. 

-^11  -^it  -^11  *t 

-^11  -^it  -^ts  *t 

^11  -^it  -"^tt  *i 

Xi     .^.     X.     0 

-0.       (18)' 

is  the  point  equation  of  the  same  oooie. 

and  that  always 

«ii  <*tt  <»ii  *i  *i 

<*tt  «it  «it  *t  «i' 
«il   <»it   «BB  *i  *1 

Xi    Xg     X|    0   0 

0 (19) 

X,'  Xt'  X|'  0   0 

is  the  equation  of  the  pair  of  tangents 

from  the  point  x*  to  the  same  conic. 

-0 

(19)' 

-^11  -^it  -^ii  ̂ 1  ̂ i' 

-^It  -^li  -^ts  ̂ t  **t' 

•^11  ̂ %t  ̂ %t  ̂ i  **i' U|       14,      U|       0      0 

u/  u/  t»,'  0    0 is  the  equation  of  the  pair  of  points 

where  the  line  u'  cuts  the  same  conic 

III.    Fundamental  Obombtrical  Reiations  Defined  in  Tebms  of  thi 
Circular  Points  at  Infinity. 

A,     The  equalion  of  a  circle  in  terms  of  the  circular  poinU, 
Our  line  equation  of  the  circle  (14)  may  be  written  : 

(r«Jr/-x,«)u,«  +  (r«x,«-x,'«)u,«-Kr«ic,«-x3'«)u3« 

— 2(r*x,ic,co8B+X|'x,')U|U,— 2(r«x,X3C0Si4+x,'X|')Ugt*| 

— 2(r«X|ic,cos-B+Xj'x/)ti|ii,-0. 

Therefore  by  (18)',  its  point  equation  is. 

I 

r*x- 

t   . 
—  (/'«X,X,C08C+X|'X,')         ^ir^H^X^OOBB-k-Xj'x^') 

—  (r*X|iir,cosC+x,'X|')      r'lir,*— x/*       —  (r*iirgiir,C0Si4+Xg'x,') 
— (r*x,iir,co8B+x,'x,')       —  (r*x,x,coSi4+x,'x,')      r*x^— Xf' 
X,  X,  Xf 

The  coefficients  of  X|*  and  x,x,  changed  in  sign  will  be  : 

0 

-0. 

•Olebaoh,  VoriMnncen  neber  Q«ooMtrle,  S.  lit. 

4 
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f«/,  (r**,*-x,'«)(r«Jr/-x,'«)-(r*iCgic,co8i4  +  a;,'a:,')« 

H-2(r*iCg  ic,co8i4 +a;,'a;,')(r«  X|  x,co8-B+«j '«,') 

•2(r*x,  Xgac/oosC— r*X|  x,oo8Cx|''  +r*x/«,'a!,'+r*X|  XgXC|C08i4co8J? 

Similarly  for  the  other  terms.     Put  terms  containing  r'  on  right  hand  side 
f  equation,  divide  by  r',  arrange,  and  reduce,  and  we  get  finally, 

-2jiCgiir,(X|X|'— X3  Xj)(«,x,'— x,'«,)co8^— 2X|X,(X|X,'— «,'x,)(x,x,'— x,'X|)C08J? 

— 2iir,X|(x,x,'— Xg'x,)(XjX,'— x,x,)C08C.*         (20) 

From  what  we  did  with  LM  of  (14)  it  is  clear  that  the  right  member  of 

\0)  can  be  factored.     Put  (xj'x,— XsX,')»2,  etc.     We  then  have  as  factors. 

U,e"-**+Tnx,e*^— n^s  or  if  pf , 
>X|C     ,    P^t  ̂ "'^f^ 

—  X|,    P^t  «  — X|. 

The  factors  become. 

p(/c,+wl,+nc,) 

p(II,'H-m,S'+n$,') 

id  by  suppljring  the  values  of  I,  m,  and  n,  these  become 

ft 

"•1 

«1        «! 

X,       X, 

X.      x< 

ft  ' 

"•I 

ft  ' 

X. 

Also  the  left  member  is  r*(C,X|  +C,Xs  +  C3X3)'  since 

x,X38ini4-ic,X3Sin(ar|  — ar,)«x,X3  V   *  *~j*^   M*C^n  etc., 

•OomiMre  Salmon's  Oonlo  8«otioiM,  paire  IV.  Bx.  6. 
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and  (20)  takes  the  form 

r*iC,x^  +  C,x,  +  C»»,)«  -p«(^«r')("«x').         (21) 

As  a  check  on  our  determination  of  the  coordinates  of  the  circular  pointi 
at  infinity,  let  us  see  if  the  coordinates,  pi,  p?  satisfy  this  equation  of  the  circle. 

They  certainly  reduce  the  right  member  to  zero,  for  (lc«')«0,  and  (c'c'x')«0. 
They  also  reduce  the  left  member  to  zero,  for  it  is  reduced  to  zero,  by  the  oo5r- 
dinates  of  any  infinitely  distant  points  [see  (7)].  We  thus  confirm  the  results  of 

(17),  and  (2.1)  is  the  equation  of  a  circle,  whose  center  is  at  x',  in  terms  of  the 
coordinates  of  the  circular  points  at  infinity.* 

B,     Oeneral  distance  formula  in  iertna  of  the  circular  co'drdinatea. 
The  preceding  result  (21)  may  be  used  as  a  formula  for  the  distance  be- 

tween two  points  z  and  x'.  It  must  first  however  be  made  homogeneous  in  til 
the  coordinates.     It  is  clear  that, 

C,X,+C,X,  +  CjX3  =  Kp^ 

«3 

••1 

"•1 

St'
 

for  the  vanishing  of  both  expressions  signifies  a  line  through  two  infinitely  dis- 
tant points.     To  determine  x,  let  x^^x^^O. 

Then  C,Xi«  xp* 
X,    , 
0 
0 

1 

=  xp«ir, (— x,x,(coSi4+tsini4)  +  X}X2(co8^— isinii) 

P*
 

= — 2^x,  Kg  x^i^xnA 

=»— 2xx,tC, . 

.*.  x=»   jrr-=i*,  and  we  have 
2t 

C,x,  +  C,x,  +  C,x,«KtP*)(«^5') 

a  constant  by  the  first  solution  of  (4). 

By  this  fact  we  can  make  r'  homogeneous.     For 

r*«/:- 
(gxx^)(g'xx') {xSS')KxSSy 

where  c  is  some  constant.      To  determine  it  let  the  distance  between  a  and  a'  be 

*A  question  might  arise  as  to  the  constant  p' .    That  can  be  disposed  of  as  la  done  In  the 
dlTlslon. 



anity.    Sobstitating  the  valae  of  e  so  obtained  we  have 

(cxx')(IW)(occ')«(a'cl')« 
(xcc  )'Cx  7n  )"(caa  ;(-  aa  ) 

which  is  seen  to  be  homogeneous  and  of  degree  zero  in  all  the  coordinates.  It  is 

also  clear  that  it  is  an  absolute  invariant  expression  in  ternary  forms,  for  on  ac- 
count of  the  multiplication  law  of  determinants  any  determinant  of  the  form 

(x'yV)  in  terms  of  the  new  variables  becomes  equal  under  linear  transformation, 
to  M{xyz)  where  M  is  the  modulus  of  the  transformation,  and  the  transformation 
equations  are : 

points. 
Our  distance  is   thus  defined  projectively  with  respect  to  the  circular 

C.     The  equation  of  the  pair  of  lines  from  a  point  x  to  the  two  circular  points. 

These  lines  will  certainly  be  given  by  (zx'c)(xa;'c')«0.     (23). 
By  (16)  the  equation  of  the  circular  points  in  line  coordinates  is 

x/u,*+x,tt,*  +  X3U,*— 2x,XgU,u,co8C— 2x,;c3WgM5COSi4— 2xsX,U5n,cos^»0, 

Now  the  equation  of  the  pair  of  tangents  from  x\  to  the  points  will  be  by  (19), 

Xl«        — x,x,( JOSC            —  X,KjCOSB 

^i 

X 

—  x,x,cosC H^            —  XgXjCOSil 

«f 

^1 

—  XjXjCOS^ 
—  H^  MUCOSA            M* 

«l 

X, 

< 

«1 

X,                              x. 0 0 

*t'
 

*.
' 

0 0 

0.     (24) 

It  follows  that  this  determinant  is  equal  to  the  left  member  of  (23)  multi- 
plied by  a  constant,  since  their  vanishing  represents  the  same  geometrical  form. 

Let  X  denote  this  constant.  Put  x,  »a4,  x,'«>&|,  above.  Xs'«*c,,  X|»(f|, 
Xy'ae,,  below.  On  the  left  handthe  term  containing  X|'x,''  will  be  represented 
by  a^hgC^d^e^,    The  number  of  inversions  of  order  i**3-i-3+2»8.     On  the 

right  hand  Mxf 
KxfXfH^ 

P«
 

•The  remit  of  tliis  dlrUion  Is  found  In  Klein's  Pint  Lecture.  Winter  Semester,  lflW-90,  on  the 
Nlcht-Badldsohe  Geometry/*  8.  40. 

J 
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P*
 

^1   *t       *1 

x-pV 

and  we  obtain  the  interesting  result  in  determinants,* 

—  X|X,cosC 
—  X,X,C08C —  X,X|0O8i4 

-iB 

«1 

0 
0 

0 
0 

D,     The  angle  between  the  lines. 
Let  as  take  the  four  lines, 

x+iy»0.     1. 
x  +  A.y-0.     3. 

x,e*« 

-iB 

(25) 

I— ty«0.      2. 

x  +  Vy-0.     4. 

The  double  ratio  of  these  is,  taking  them  in  the  order  named  using  the  rati", 

where  /^i^t,  A^f  =  — t,  ;'s=^»  A'4'=^'»  we  have 

(\  +  i)(i-V)  -'
^+''*' 

or  iA.'— 1— A.A.'— iA.  =  riA.— r— rA.X'— riA.'— 8A.— w— «A.A.'t  +  «A.. 

Or,  equating  the  real  parts,  and  the  imaginary  parts,  we  have, 

V-X«r(X-V)-8(l  +  U'),  C\-X')(r+l)=«(H-U'). 

l+U'-r(l+U')+«(^-V),  «(\-V)-(l-r)(l  +  Xr). 

\-V 

1+U'        1+r 

l~r 

And  we  see  that  r  and  s  are  restricted  to  the  relation  :     r*  +  «*»l 
denote  the  angle  between  the  lines  3  and  4, 

•Compare  Salmon's  Conic  Sections,  ptLge  188,  Bx.  8. 
fClebsoli,  Vorlesnngen  neber  Oeometrie,  8. 88. 

% 
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1+^         S  1+r 

If  we  denote  our  doable  ratio  of  the  four  lines  by  (i>£),  and  choose  the 
9wer  sign  for  «,  we  have 

(i)/2)-«cos2^— tsin2^,  or 

i^^^i\ogiDR).    (26) 

We  could  have  obtained  this  result  in  another  way.     If  the  equations  of  8 
Jid  4  were  written  more  generally 

ttx+vy+l— 0. 

Mi^T*      ,        ,.     If  2-x+yi,  we  have, 

log(2;+yi)-Jlog(x«+y«)+itan-KyA). 

log(x— yi) »  Jlog(x»  +  y« )— ttan-Ky/«). 

log   ^~-«»2ttan"Ky/«)"2i(»,  where  tana>»y/x. 
X— yt 

...        X— yi <»»hlog         f     . x+yi 

Using  this  as  a  formula  for  expressing  ̂ ,  we  get 

^  t*tt'  +  w'-i/'(uu'+W)«-(n«-f««)(tt'«+«'«)  / 

But  the  expression  under  the  logarithm  is  the  quotient  of  the  roots  of  the 
equation  in  X, 

tt«  +  r«  +2X(ttu'+w')+X«(u'  •  4-t;'  •)-0,t 

n  equation  obtained  by  substituting  in  the  line  equation  of  the  circular  points, 

11),  the  values  u+Xu',  v+Xv',  so  that  the  ratio  of  the  two  roots  of  X  is  again 
•First  gf Ten  by  Laipaerre:  NouTelles  AniuUes  de  Math.    1868. 
tflee  Clebaoh,  Voriemin^n  neber  Gtoometrie,  8. 148. 
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the  double  ratio  of  the  four  lines.  Klein  in  the  before  mentioned  lecture  on 

Non-Buclidean  Geometry  obtains  the  same  result  in  still  another  way.  The  an- 
gle between  two  lines  is  thus  also  defined  projectively  with  reference  to  the  two 

fixed  circular  points  at  infinity,  for  the  double  ratio  of  four  lines  is  an  absolote 

invariant  under  linear  transformation.  Some  special  results  in  angle  determina- 
tion may  interest  us.* 

1.  The  angle  that  a  line  to  either  of  the  two  circular  points  makes  with 
any  other  line  of  the  finite  region  is  to  be  regarded  as  infinite.  For  the  tangent 
of  that  angle  is  given  by 

tani^^— t       _. 

l+itan/'"     *' i,  and  tl\  being  the  tangents  of  the  two  lines.     Now  we  have, 

tanx«    .    t&nhxi^—,-—=-7 — r-.       «._    tanx=— v— ,  (tanxW*""— *• 

The  above  angle  between  the  two  lines  must  therefore  be  regarded  as  an 
infinite  one.  Similarly  for  the  line  to  the  other  circular  point.  By  our  new 

definition  of  angle,  the  matter  is  simpler  still,  for  then  in  this  case  Xst,  or  ̂ i, 
and  (i)i?)=r+n=0,  or  «,  whence  ̂ =00. 

2.  Two  lines  are  perpendicular  to  each  other  when  the  double  ratio  (26) 

is  equal  to  —1,  that  is  when  the  four  lines  form  a  harmonic  quadrupel.  For  us- 

ing — -i  as  log(— 1)  we  get  from  (26),  ̂ ««  J-.  Also  above,  put  r—  —1,  »«0,  and 
obtain  the  same  result. 

3.  Two  lines  are  parallel  when  r^l,  8=0,  that  is  when  the  double  ratio 
of  the  four  lines  is  unity. 

4.  Two  lines  make  an  angle  of  45'',  or  185^  when  ra=»0,  «adb/;that  is 
when  the  double  ratio  is  equal  to  zhi. 

5.  AH  angles  inscribed  in  a  circle  and  intercepting  the  same  arcareeqoal 
for  the  double  ratio  of  four  rays  from  some  variable  point  in  a  circle  to  four  fixed 
points  in  co^tant.  Here  the  four  fixed  points  are  the  two  finitepoints  at  the 
ends  of  the  arc,  and  the  two  fixed  circular  points  at  infinity.  But  if  the  double 
ratio  is  constant  r  and  s  are  constant,  therefore, 

\-V  s         1-r 

1+AX'       1-fr  8 

is  constant,  and  the  inscribed  angle  is  constant. 
IV.     Relation  of  the  Circular  Points  to  Non-Euclidean  Geometry. 
What  we  have  eatablished  in  the  preceding  seems  to  suggest  the  way  for 

investigations  and  generalizations  of  the  greatest  importance.  And  such  was  the 
course  of  history  on  the  analytic  side  of  the  passage  from  Euclidean  to  Non-Eoo- 

\ 

fClebftch,  Vorleftaniren  neber  Qeometrie,  8. 147-149. 
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lidean  geometry.  It  only  remained  to  make  the  generalization  that, 
^zx^^Oii^c^ft  sO,  being  the  equation  of  the  fundamental  form  in  point  or  in 
line  coordinates  as  might  be  needed,  the  expression 

2xx'^  |/  2xx'^  2xx\  2x'x 

should  be  in  general  the  distance  between  the  points,  or  the  angle  between  two 

lines.  If  xa)i,  and  2xx«»u*-i-v*  we  have  the  ordinary  Euclidean  angle 

between  two  lines.  If  2xx'  is  not  equal  to  u*  +t;',  we  evidently  have  something 
quite  different  from  that  angle,  x  times  the  logarithm  of  the  double  ratio  of  the 
two  lines  and  the  pair  of  tangents  to  the  conic  from  their  point  of  intersection. 

The  derivation  of  the  Euclidean  distance  formula  is  not  so  simple,  a  case 
of  limits  being  involved.  According  as  this  fundamental  conic  is  an  actual  one, 

a  point  pair,  or  an  imaginary  one,  we  get  hyperbolic,  parabolic,  or  elliptic  met- 
rical determination.  Cay  ley  seems  to  have  given  the  first  valuable  suggestions 

tending  towards  analytic  methods.  Klein  has  built  up  an  admirable  analytic 

treatment,  using  what  he  calls  the  *'Cayley'schen  Maassbestimmung"  as  a  basis. 
In  his  illustrations  of  elliptic,  and  hyperbolic  geometry  of  the  plane,  he  uses  as 

fundamental  conies  x*  +y« »— r*,  and  x*  +y*  =r*  respectively.  It  is  interesting 
to  note  that  the  square  of  the  element  of  length  in  each  is, 

dsf  =   —   ,        dsjf 

( 1+^^)'  ( .-^■?.«*-)' 

Now  if  r  becomes  indefinitely  great,  we  have  as  the  limit  of  both  ds^  and 

dsfy  daf^dx^-hdy*^  the  square  of  the  element  of  length  in  the  ordinary  Euclid- 
ean plane.      This  affords  incidentally  confirmationof  our  proposition  under  II. 

C,  2.  that  when  the  radius  of  a  circle  whose  center  is  in  the  finite  region  becomes 
indefinitely  great,  the  circle  degenerates  into  the  two  circular  points  at  infinity. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

Coadvetid  by  B.  F.  FUKSL.  Sprinfflcld,  Mo.  All  oontrilmtioiis  to  this  dtptrtaoiit  ihoald  bo  tost  to  bfa. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

74.   Propoiod  by  JOHI  T.  FAIBOHXLD,  Priadpal  of  Grawfli  CoUoft .  Grawfli  GoUigt,  Oklo. 

When  U.  S.  Bonds  are  quoted  in  London  at  106|  and  in  Philadelphia  at  1121,  exchange 
14.481,  gold  quoted  at  107,  how  much  more  was  a  $1000  U.  S.  bond  worth  in  London  than 
in  Philadelphia  ? 

SotatfoB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZEBB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Ttaurkana,  Arkaaaai. 

If  I  understand  tbe  problem  correctly,  the  exchange  price  ifl  not  necessary 
for  the  solution. 

tl000xl.l2i=tll22.50,  price  in  Philadelphia. 
tlOOOx  1.08|=t  1087.50,  price  in  London. 
But  one  dollar  of  London  gold  is  worth  tl.07  of  Philadelphia  currency. 

.-.  $1087.60x  1.07=$1163.62J,  price  of  London  bond  in  U.  8.  currency. 

.'.  tll63.62i-tll22.50-rzt41.12),  the  amount  the  London  bond  cost  lo 
American  more  than  the  Philadelphia  bond. 

To  find  the  difference  in  cost  to  an  Englishman  in  London,  we  proceed  as 
follows : 

tl000xl.l2l=tll22.60. 

tll22.53-i-1.07=tl049.06f*,^,  price  of  the  Philadelphia  bond  in  English 
gold. 

tl000xL08f=t1087.50. 

tl087.50-tl049.06,VT=*38.4;^jVT. 
t38.43,VT-^|4.89J=7£  178  .433d. 

[We  believe  Dr.  Zerr's  view  of  this  problem  to  be  the  correct  one.    BorroB.  J 

77.   PropoMd  by  F.  S.  ELDEB,  Profoitor  of  lUthematies,  Oklahoma  UoiTonity,  lormaa,  OUahoiM. 

For  how  many  seconds  must  I  count  the  clicking  of  the  rails  under  a  train  that  the 
number  of  rails  counted  may  be  equal  to  the  speed  of  the  train  in  miles  per  hour,  a  rail 
being  90  feet  long. 

I.   Solatlon  by  FBEDEBIG  B.  HOHST,  Ph.  B.,  law  HaTtn,  Conneetient,  and  CHAS.  C.  CB0S8,  LajtoM- 
▼1110,  Maryland. 

This  problem  is  similar  to  the  one  proposed  in  the  July-August  number. 
Vol.  III.  The  result  is  independent  of  the  number  of  rails  counted  and  of  tbe 
number  of  miles  per  hour  the  train  is  running. 

In  the  problem  referred  to,  the  answer  is  3a/88  minutes  during  which  thi 
poles  are  counted,  where  a  equals  the  number  of  yards  the  polls  are  apart. 

In  the  present  case,  a=10  yards.  Hence,  substituting,  3a/88  minutes^ 
30/88  minute8=20,^r  seconds. 
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n.    SolvtSoB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZESR.  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Ttarkana,  Arkaaaai,  tad  the  FB0P08EB. 

Let  t=namber  of  seconds,  n=Dumber  of  miles  per  hour. 

.'.  5280n/3600=22n/15  feet  per  second =8peed  of  train.    Also  in  t  seconds 
kin  goes  30n  feet. 

.'.  30n/t=number  of  feet  in  one  second. 

.-.  30n/e=22n/15.     .-.  t =20, V  seconds. 
78.    PropoMd  by  nSLSOI  8.  B0SA7,  Sovtb  JtrMy  ImtitaU,  Bridfttoa,  Itw  JtrMy. 

Solve  by  pare  arithmetic,  no  algebraic  symbols :  A  Texan  farmer  owns  5189  cattle ; 
lere  are  3  times  as  many  horses  as  cows,  plas  680,  and  4  times  as  many  cows  as  sheep, 

linas  128 ;  how  many  has  he  of  each  ?    [From  Brooks*  Higher  Arithmetic] 

Sohitioii  by  0.  B.  M .  ZEBR,  A.  M .,  Ph.  D..  Tmrkaoa,  ArkaasM,  sad  J.  C.  OOBBII.  Priadpal  of  Sehoolt. 
\m  Bhiff,  Arkaatai. 

5169+126— 569=4726=nQmber  of  cattle  when  there  are  4  times  as  many 
ows  as  sheep  and  8  tiroes  as  many  horses  as  cows. 

Every  time  he  takes  1  sheep,  he  takes  4  cows  and  12  horses,  or  17  in  all. 

.'.he  has  as  many  lots  of  1  sheep,  4  cows,  12  horses,  as  17  is  contained  in 
4726.     .-.  4726-1-17=278. 

.  • .  278  X 1  =number  of  sheep=  278 
278  X  4  -  126=num  ber  of  co ws=        986 
278xl2+669=numberof  horseB=3905 

Total=5169 

This  problem  was  solved  with  a  different  view  of  Its  enunciation  by  Frederic  R.  Honey,  and  O.  8. 
^astoott,  A.  M.,  8o.  D.,  Principal  North  Dirlsion  High  School,  Chicago,  Illinois. 

[Nora.    P.  8.  Berf  and  H.  C.  Wilkes  should  eaeh  have  receiyad  credit  in  the  last  number  for  solr- 
>9  problems  75  and  76.    Borroa.  ] 

ALGEBRA. 

Coadostsd  by  J.  M,  OOLAW,  Montersy,  ¥a.     All  eontribntioas  to  this  department  ihonld  be  ifat  te  him. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

70.   Proposed  by  J.  A.  CALDBSHIAD,  A.  B..  Professor  of  Xathematies  ia  Carry  Uaifenity,  PitUbnrf , 

Given  ̂ (o+x)  +  f^(a— x)=^^c  to  find  x. 

L  Solntioa  by  J.  MABGAS  BOOBXAV,  ConsnltatiTe  Meehanieian,  Conaselor  at  Law.  Infeator,  BU., 
vtott,  LoBf  Island.  lew  Tork ;  EDWABD  B.  BOBBIVS,  Master  in  Xathematies  and  Physios  in  LawreaeeriUe 
boot,  LawreaeeriUe.  lew  Jersey ;  B.  L.  SHEBWOOD,  A.  M .,  Priaeipal  of  City  Sehools,  West  Point,  Mississ- 
i ;  0.  W.  ABTHOBY,  M.  So.,  Colombian  UniTsrsity,  Washington,  D.  C;  A.  H.  HOLMBS,  Bmnswiek,  Maiae ; 
1  J.  8GHEFFEB,  A.  M..  Hagerstown,  Maryland. 

Cubing,  transposing,  etc., 

(a«-a;«)*  [(a+x)»  +(a— x)»  ]=(/;-.2a)/3,  or  (a«— x«)*  [c*  ]=(c-2o)/3. 
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n.    Solntion  bj  J.  H.  DRUMMOMD,  LL.  D.,  PwtUnd.  MiiM;  A.  H.  BELL.  HiXlabttro.  lUiaaii;  tk 
CHAS.  C.  GROSS,  LaytoiitTiUa,  Maryland. 

Transposing  f^(a— x),  cubing  and  reducing,  we  have, 

(a— x)l  — c*  (o— x)»  =(2a— cVSc* . 

Completing  the  square,  we  find. 

Hence  x=o—jj    c*  =*=x/(  »T  )  |  ;   or  transposing  «^(o+«),  and  pro- 

ceeding as  before. 

•=«[-*V(^')]"-- 
Messrs.  Bell  and  Cross  let  y  =^(a-f  x),  substitute,  and  then  solve  as 

above. 

m.   Solntion  bj  H.  G.  WHITAKES,  M .  S«.,  Ph.  D..  Profawor  of  XatbtmatiM  in  Um  Mamial  fniaiH 
Sehool,  Philadelphia,  PennsjlTania. 

For  convenience  in  writing,  denote  f^c  by  6,  fia-^-x)  by  y  and  "^(o— i) 
by  z.  Of  the  following  equations,  (1)  is  given  and  the  others  are  assumed. 

(Take  a»=l). 

y  +  2-.6=0     (1). 

ay+z^b=A      (2). 

a*y^z^b=B     (3). 

y^az"b=C        (4). 

ay-\-az~'h=D   (5).  ' 

a*y-\-az^h=E   (6). 

y+a*Z'^h=F    (7). 

ay-^a*Z''b=G   (8). 

a^y-\'a*Z'-b=H   (9). 

We  have,  by  multiplying  these  three  at  a  time. 

% 

[j/»  +  («-6)»][y»+(aB-6)»][y»+(a»z-6)»]=0. 
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Or,  completing  the  multiplications, 

Restoring  the  original  values  of  y,  z,  *and  6,  we  get, 

27c(x«— a»)=(2a-r)». 

Hence  a:=^(   ^L_   j. 

This  may  he  the  root  of  the  given  equation  or  the  root  of  any  of  the  as- 
imed  equations,  depending  on  the  various  values  of  a  and  c. 

[This  example  Is  found  In  Bonnycastle's  Algebrm  (1846),  page  97.  ] 
Also  solred  by  P.  8,  BBBQ,  H,  O.  WILKES,  snd  O.  B.  M,  ZBRB, 

71.   PropoMd  by  F.  P.  MATZ,  D.  8«.,  Ph.  D.,  Profetaor  of  MathematiM  and  Astroaoay  io  liriof  Col^ 
•It,  KechaBieaburf ,  PenaiylvaBia. 

When  x=0,  find  the  limit  of  the  expression 
1  1 

\m— x/  \m+x/ 

L   Solution  by  0.  W.  AHTHOIT,  M.  Se.,  Oolaoibian  Uni?ani(y,  Waihinfton,  D.  C,  and  0.  B.  M.  ZISB, 
^  IL,  Ph.  D.,  Totarkana,  Arkaaaas. 

* 

Lettt=w,+i*t.     .'.  tt|=^(   J      , '       '  '     Vm— x/      ' 

ogw,==(l/x){log(»+x)-log(m-x)} 

=(l/x){[logm+(x/m)-(xV2m«)  +  (xV3m»)—   ]— 

[logm-(x/m)-(xV2m»)-(xV3m»)-   ]} 

^  2  /     X           X*           X*                    \      ft/    1          x»           X*  \ 
'^"x"V""ir""^~3m»""*"~5m^'^   /        VliT"^  "Sm*""^  "Sw^"^   / 

=2/m,  when  x=0.     logtt,=— logu,=— 2/m,  when  x=0. 

.'.  u,=«^"*,  ttj^e-*/"*.     .'.  u=e*"*+«-*'^^'*  when  x=0. 

n.   Solation  by  H.  0.  wmTAKES,  M.  So.,  Ph.  D.,  ProftMor  of  MathomatiM  in  Philadolphia  Ifaanal 
raiainf  Sahooi,  FhiladolpMa,  Pinnsylvania. 

Since  (l+x)*/*=e  when  x=0,  we  have 



Inth.»m.,.,(=^)'  = 
Ik  (olred  by  J.  BCBErWMM. 

=«-*'■■  when  x=0.    Hence  «=«*"+r 

OMdmtUd  bj  B.  r.  n 

GEOMETRY. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FSOBLEKS. 

aa.    rrii|[niHTTnTlllHr[TTH"mi  11    l     rrrtiinT  il  W^t^ln>^lllH  ■■!  imini^  iin 

To  divide  ■  iquHe  emrd  into  righMined  sectioiu  in  a  muiner,  Uwt «  raeUni 
given  breadth  eao  be  formed  from  the  leotioni ;  likewlee,  torm  a  aqnnre  from  «  re 
Ureud. 

L   MitiM  bj  B.  I.  N.  ZEBK.  A.  N.,  Ph.  D.,  Touftut,  ArkuM*. 

(1).  Let  ABCD  be  the  square.  Prodnce  DA  to  H  meking  AH  w 

given  width  of  the  rectangle,  join  HB,  and  draw  KO  perpendicalar  to  HJ 

mid-point,  then  0  is  the  center  of  the  circle 

through  HB.  Prodace  AD  to  meet  circle  at  0; 

AO  is  the  length  of  the  required  rectangle.  Take 

AE=AH  and  complete  the  rectangle  AEFG. 

Now  the  right  triangle 

AHB^'iight  triangle  BCN=rigbt  triangle  MFO. 
.-.  CN=AEjind  DN=BE; 
.-.  £,BEM=£i.DNG. 
.-.  ABCD=ADNME+BCN+BEM 

=ADNME+MFO+NDG=AEFG. 
(2).     Let  AEFG   be  the  given   recUngle.     Produce  GA  to  H 

AH=AE.    Upon  HG  describe  the  semi-circle.    Then  AB  ie  a  side  of  the 

ed  square.     Complete  the  square  ABCD  and  draw  BG.     The  rest  of  the  j 

the  same  as  above. 

D.    SolMwa  bj  H.  A.  QKUBXR,  a.  II.,  Wu  DiputmtBt.  Wublspoa.  D.  C. 

(1).     Let  ABCD  represent  the  square  card.     From  A  lay  off  on  . 

the  width  of  the  rectangle  BacceBsively 

as  many  times  as  possible,  aa  AE,  EF. 

Then  from  the  opposite  comer  C, 

lay  off  ons  width  only  of  the  rectangle,  as 

CG.  Now  cut  through  on  line  OB. 

Then  cut  FH  and  EI  parallel  to  DA. 



161 Then  will  EFOHI  coincide  with  DIMKL,  FBH  with  LKO,  and  BCO  with 
0;  and  we  have  the  rectangle  AENO,  of  the  given  width  AE,  equivalent  to 
Mjiiare  ABCD. 

(2).  Let  AENO  represent  a  rectangular  card.  Find  the  side  of  a  aqnare 
valent  to  the  given  rectangle.     (Auy  geometry  will  show  construction.) 

Now  from  A  lay  off  on  OA  the  aide  of  the  square  anccessively  as  many 
B  as  possible,  ub  AD,  DL.     From  N,  lay  oS NM=AD. 

Now,  cut  through  on  line  OM.   Then  cut  CX* and  A/ perpendicular  to  AO. 
Then  will  the  sections  of  rectangle  form  a  square  as  shown  in  first  part  of 

tion.    The  proof  is  evident. 

m.   Utuk»  k;  0.  H.  WILSOI,  Ira  Xgrt.  f«w  Xtrk. 

Let  ABCD  be  the  given  sqnare,  and  EF  the  breadth  of  the  required  rect- 
e.     Find  OH,  a  third  proportional  to  EF  and  AB. 

With  C  as  a  center  and  radius  equal  to  QH,  describe 
re  cutting  AB  at  K.  (If  GH<BC,  use  EF  as  radius), 

off  the  triangle. OAK*  and  attach  it  in  the  position  DAL. 
w  KN  perpendicular  to  LD.  Cut  of  a  LKN  and  attach 
the  position  DCM.  NKCM  is  the  required  rectangle, 
i  it  is  equivalent  to  the  square,  and  its  area  equals 
xSK^OHxNK.       But    by  construction    OHxEF 

=.75».     ••.  EF=NK(Ax).  Fig.  1. 
If  i:  falls  beyond  A,  attach  ABCB  in  position 

I  TSDA,  cut  otlKAR  and  atUch  it  in  position  LTS. 
Then  proceed  aa  before. 
Reverse  operation  (Fig.   1.)  by  finding  mean 

I  proportional  between  MN  and  MC.   With  it  as  a  radios 
Fig.  2.  and  C  as  a  center,  describe  an  arc  cutting  MN  in  D. 

off  /^MDC  and  attach  it  as  NLK.    Draw  DA  perpendicular  to  KL,  cut  off 
ID  and  attach  it  as  KBC. 

On  AC,  t  side  of  the  given  square  ABCD,  draw  a 
[•drcle  AEC.  Heasnre  from  A  the  chord  AE  equal  to 
ipven  breadth  of  the  rectangle.  Produce  C£,  marking 
in  S.    On  CD  take  CM,  MN,  etc.,  equal  to  AS. 

Through  m,  n,  etc.,  draw  ml,  nr,  etc.,  parallel  to  CS, 
M  will  trace  the  lines  of  division  required. 

From  the  figure  it  is  plain  the  rectangle  AEOH  can 
mned  by  joining  fn^;mente,  AEC,  AES,  SM,  m,  Dm. 

(2).  On  one  of  the  longer  aides  j4H  of  the  given  rec- 
la  AEQn  describe  the  aemi-circle  ABH. 

Prom  A  lay  off  chord  AB  equal  in  length  to  side  of 
lired  sqnare. 



JoJD  BH.  Take  BO,  OB,  etc.,  equal  to  AB.  Throngb  0,  R,  etc.,  dnw 
Oif,  RL.  etc.,  parallel  to  BA.  marking  the  lines  of  division  MS,  LR,  etc. 

Hence  the  square  ABCD  forms  the  parts  of  the  rectangle,  AES,  SM,  MR, 
RLH,  HGF. 

CoBOLLARY.  When  AS  is  greater  than  AB,  or  conversely,  when  AB 
is  less  than  AS,  the  construction  is  quite  simple. 

Let  ABCD  be  the  given  square,  v4£=a+6,  AM 
=MK=OD=aE=a,  OK=OC=DE=b,  and  EF=b/r. 

Then  area  of  i4i>03f=a*  +  ab,  and  area  of  BNKU =ah. 

.-.  Their  8nm=a»  +  2o6. 
Let    b/a=r.    Then    a=br,    and    area    of   EFHQ 

=h/rxl»-=b*.     .-.  AFHM=ABCD. 

CALCULUS. 

OMiHUd  bf  J.  M,  OOL&W,  aamunj,  Vk.     All  wDtrtbadau  U  Ola  diputMU  OmU  to  (m  U  Ik. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  FAOBLEKS. 

W.   Prapmi  by  I.  F.  lUBI-SSOl,  Onidft  ChU*.  I«w  Tort. 
Find  (1)  in  the  leaf  of  the  Btrophoid  whoae  »)a  iB  a  the  axis  of  nn  Inseribrd  Iftel 

the  lemniaoata,  the  node  of  the  former  coinciding  with  the  crunode  of  the  latter.  Find  (il 
In  a  leaf  of  the  lemniBcata  whoae  axis  6  the  axis  of  a  of  an  inscribed  leaf  of  the  itnqihDil, 
the  node  of  the  former  also  coinciding  with  the  crunode  of  the  latter. 

MUlm  bf  S.  I.  H.  EUB,  A.  H.,  Fh.  D..  Ti 
Case  I. 

The  eqnatioD  of  Btrophoid  with  origin  at  node  is, 

y.=$r£)!   *         2o-a; 

The  equation  of  lenmiscate  with  origin  at  crunode  is, 

{x»+y'y=b'{x'-y*)   

In  order  that  the  latter  majr  be  inscribed  in  the  former  we  n 

'.     ,*.  z,  y,  and  dy/dx  must  be  equal  for  each  curve. 
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Sabstitating  y  from  (1)  in  (2)  we  get  after  redoction, 

x»-4ax«  +  f^'^*^°*)x-a»=0   (H). 

dy      b*x—2x*—2xy*   4ax*—4a*x+a*—x*  ^ .. 

dx    "~y(6«+2x«+2y»)~  y(2o-x)«       '' 

SobBtitating  y  firom  (1)  in  (4)  and  redaciug  we  get, 

!v  x*-6ax*  +  l2a*x*-["'^*^*~^*  )x+o«=0   (5). ■ 

(6)  may  be  written  as  follows  : 

a:* 

(3)  in  the  last  equation  gives, 

aei-5ax«-f  8a«x-^^'^'^7'*'  =^0   (6). 

(3)-(6)  gives,  x«   26»~*   26»            ^^' 

86*  _  a' 
— ^jl —  times  (3)-(6)  gives, 

(66i-a-)x«-(22a6«.4a3)x  +^^'^'-^^^f  ̂ '"^^'=0   (8). 

(66«—a«)  times  (7)— (8)  gives, 

_     4afe^-5a'fe«  -g. 
*— 2M-7a«6«+a*   ^  ̂' 

tt«6*-17a«6«+a«    .        /^.  .  a*-6a«6«  ^.         ,«,    .     ̂  
  2j^   times  (7)  +   ^fi   **™®*  (^)  8^^®^' 

From  (9)  and  (10)  we  get, 

66»  +  161a«6«-.141a*6*+26a«6«-.a»=0   (11). 
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Let  a*/h*=^u^  then  (11)  becomes, 

u*-26u»  +  141u»-161u-6=0   (12). 

.-.  14=1.586892.     .-.  a«=l.M68926«. 

.-.  a=1.26976.     .-.  6=.7938a. 
Case  II. 

The  equation  of  the  Btrophoid  with  origin  at  cninode  is, 

5«(a+x)   ^  a— « 

The  equation  of  the  lemniscate  with  origin  at  node  is, 

{(x+6)»  +  y«}«=6«{(«+6)»-y»}   (14). 

In  order  that  the  former  may  be  inscribed  in  the  latter  we  must  hafe  s,  3f, 
dy/dx  equal  for  both  curves. 

(13)  in  (14)  gives, 

(2a»+6»-4a6)x»+(4a«6-6a6«  +  6»)aj«  +  (4a«6»-2a6«)a;+a«6»=0   (15). 

dx  ""     y(a-«)«      ""  y(2x»+46«+36«+2y«)    ^   '* 

(13)  in  (16)  gives, 

(8o6-4a«-26»)x*  +  (8a»-20a«6+9a6«-6»)x» 

+(12a«6-16a«6»  +3a6>)x«  +  (8a>6»-3a«6»)x+a»6»=0. . .  .(17). 

(17)  may  be  written 

(8a6-4a«-26«)x*  +  (6a»-16a«6+8a6»-6»)x» 

+  (8a»6-10a»6«+2a6»)x»+(4a»6«-a«6*)a5 

+a[(2a«+6*-4a6)x»  +  (4a«6-5a6«  +  6>)x»  +  (4a»6»-2a6»)x+a»6»]=0...(l8). 

(15)  in  (18)  gives, 

2(2a«+6»-4a6)x»  +  (16a«6-.8a6«+6«-6a«)x« 

+  (10a»6«-8a«6-2a6«)x+a»6»-4a»6«=0. . .  .(W). 
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(19)-2  Umes  (15)  gives, 

^•6+2a6»-6»-.Cki»)««  +(2a«6»-8a*6+2a6»)«-a«6*-4a»ft»=0     (20). 

b  times  (19)— (b-4a)  times  (15)  gives, 

;»+5»-14a«6)a;»  +  (ai»  +  10aH-.8a«i«)«+8o»6«-2a«6»=0     (21). 

;»+i»-14a»6)  Umes  (20)-(8a«6+2a6«-6»-6o»)  times  (21)  gives, 

_  14a»6»-H6a'b4-8o«6*-28aH»->8aft'  ^ 
*  ""      4o»-88a"6«-f  8o6*-f  18a«6»-.36»           ^    ̂* 

(8a-2b)  times  (20)  +  (4a+b)  times  (21)  gives, 

_     10a»6«-24a^6+8o«6>-8a6^  ^ 
*  ""Ha'ft^-f  16o*+8a6»-28a»6-.86*       ^    ̂' 

From  (22)  and  (23)  we  get, 

»»  +  16a^*-148a«ft*-144a»ft«+468a*5-.176a»=0   (24). 

Let  b/a-=v^  then  (24)  becomes, 

9r»  +  ler*  -  148t?»  - 144»«  +  468t?- 176=0. 

.-.  v=l. 12257.     .-.  5=1.12257a.     .-.  a=.8908b. 

The  published  solution  assumes  that  both  curves  coincide  at  their  crunodes. 
is  is  not  what  the  problem  calls  for.  The  above  solution  realises  in  every  re- 
ct  the  demands  of  the  problem. 

MECHANICS. 

mtUUi  by  B.  P.  FOKBL,  Sj^riafflald,  Mo.  Ill  eontrilmtk»s  to  thii  doptrtaont  ilioild  bt  Mot  to  hia. 

SOLUTIONS  or  PROBLEMS. 

44.   Pirppoooi  by  0.  W.  AHTHOIT,  M.  S«.,  GohmbiftB  Viifinity,  Wubiagton,  D.  0. 

There  is  a  triangle  whose  sides  repulse  a  center  of  force  within  the  triangle  with  an 
oislty  that  varies  inversely  as  the  distance  of  the  center  of  force  from  each  point  of 
•ides  of  the  triangle.    What  is  the  position  of  equilibrium  of  the  center  T 



BolDttoB  br  8. 1.  M.  SEEK,  A.  M.,  Fk.  D.,  Tvartua,  aAhm*. 

Let  BC=a,  AC-=--b,  AB=e,  AP=h,  BP=k,  CP=l,  AL=9t,  PL=t 
IAPB=?,  lBPC=r,  LAPC=S. 

A«=m'  +n»,  t»=(c-m)*+n«,  I»=(6«Wj<— m)»+(*8m^— «)». 

If  P  be  the  required  point,  ̂   origin,  AX,  AY,Kxe^,  AM~x,  p^tvaa 
Mid  M  area  of  croes  section  of  the  lines  perpendicular  to  their  length,  f^inass 
Py  ̂ i^aotne  constant,  then  the  attraction  on  M  is, 

ftypttdt  _         fivpudx 

PM    ~{n*  +  (m-i)»}»" 

Call  ftyptf,  Q.  Then  the  resolved  part  of  the 
force  parallel  to  axis  of  X  ie, 

Q{v,-x)dx 

and  the  resolved  part  parallel  to  the  axis  of  Y  ie 

.  PD:=q\og(k/h),  PE=QiogLl/k),  PF=Q\og(,h/l). 

-«/.^r=^ -Q{Un-'(m/n)+tan-' 

.  P(!= -Q,i,  PH=-(ir,  PK=-QS. 

If  the  resultant  of  two  forces  is  equal  to  the  third,  the  three  forces  are  it 

eqailibrium. 
Regarding  PD,  PE,  PF  aa  three  forces  and  PG,  PH,  PK  as  three  fbreci 

we  get, 

{log(t/k)}«  +  {logC//fc)}«+2log{t/fc)l«g(J/t)eoBB={log(fi/I))') 

[      (1] 



log(l/l)}»  +  {log(V01*+21oga/*)log(VI)<»8C={log{i/A)}' 

yi  +  dt_2rtf8iiiC=jS* 

log(V0}'  +  {logt*/'')}'+21og(A/01o«C*/A)co8^={log(l/it)}») 

SabBtttoting  the  values  of  h,  k,  I,  ̂,  r,  ̂  in  terms  of  m,  n  in  either  (I), 

I),  or  (3),  we  get,  in  either  case,  tno  eqniitionB  in  m  and  n  from  which,  if  posst- 
t«,  the  valnes  of  m  and  n  may  be  foond  and  the  point  P  determined. 

FROBLXHS  FOE  SOLUTION. 

ARITHMenC. 

t  flr^OHd  bT  OHAILU  C.  CUBS,  Uruanlll*.  MujItMi. 

n  D  cnnk  oontaining  10  gallong  of  wine,  a  servant  drew  off  1  ipinon  each  daj,  for 
I,  each  time  supplying  the  defleienc;  by  adding  n.  gallon  of  water.  Afterwaids, 

Edelection.  he  again  drew  off  a  gallon  a  day  tor  five  days,  adding  each  time  a  gallon 

How  ninny  gallon!  of  water  still  remained  in  the  cask?  [From  Qiinctrnbini'  Jr- 1 
I  fropoHd  bT  B.  F.  mUL.  A.  M.,  M.  St.,  PmlM««r  ol  MuhtnUlM  uid  PkytiM.  Drary  Call<(l, 

un,  the  density  of  the  sun  being 

•L   FnroMi  by  CSISLEB  C.  OBOSS.  UyUaiTilK,  Hsrylssd. 

Two  men,  A  and  B,  started  from  the  same  point  at  the  same  time ;  A  traveled  Miiith- 
It  for  10  houn  and  at  the  rote  of  10  miles  per  hour,  and  B  due  south  for  the  same  time, 
ng  8  miles  per  hour;  they  then  turned  and  traveled  directly  towards  eiieh  other  at  the 
ne  ratei  respectively,  till  they  met.     How  far  did  each  man  travel? 

Oonitruct  a  general  Magic  Square  whose  sum  is  3tn. 

Ce.   tffant  bj  a.  B.  M.  ZEKS.  A.  M.,  n.  D..  Tuarteoa.  Arkasiai. 

If  *(R)  is  the  number  of  integers  which  are  less  than  R  noA  prime  to  it,  and  if  y  is 
rime  to  K,  show  that  ̂ (')~lsO(mod.K). 

(7.  Vnf—t  by  J08UB  H.  DBUHMDIO,  U.  D..  Portlaad.  Haia*. 

Each  of  jtfc  of  the  digits  may  be  the  terminal  figure  of  a  perfect  integral  square, 
•chofriffhffm  combinations  of  two  digits  may  be  the  two  terminal  figures  of  an  integral 

inare.  Bach  of  ont  hvadrnl  and  ninrUen  combinations  of  three  digits  may  be  the  tkrrr 
inninal  figures  of  an  integral  square.  Undrr  Ibrit  rondilioiif,  what  is  the  greatest  number 
!  arrangementa  of  the  nine  digits,  all  taken  together,  whose  three  terminal  flgnres  shall 
)  thoM  of  a  square  number? 
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MISCELLANEOUa 
68.   PlropoMd  by  J.  A.  OALDKRHKAP:  M.  8«.,  Prafmor  of  lUtktatttiM  in  Oarry  Uoirwri^.  TMUkm^ 

Pransyhraiiia. 
(a).    What  IB  the  highest  north  latitude  in  which  the  son  will  shine  in  at  the  nortk 

window  of  a  building  at  least  once  in  a  yearT 
(b).    How  many  days  will  it  shine  in  at  the  north  window  of  a  building  in  latitndi 

M.   PropoMd  by  8.  HABT  WSIOHT,  M.  D.,  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  Pwa  Tan.  Itw  Tork. 

On  latitude  40"  N.=r,  when  the  moon's  declination  is  6"  28'  N.sqd,and  the  tan'i f 
62'  S.s=  —6t  how  long  after  sunset,  will  the  two  horns  or  cusps  of  the  moon's  crescent  (»• 
cently  new)  set  at  the  same  moment,  the  crescent  with  its  back  down  having  touched  tbt. 
horizon  first?    Semi-diameters,  vefraction,  and  parallax  not  considered. 

65.  Plropossd  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  A.  M..  MonUrsy.  Tirfinia. 
Multiply  6  by  4.    Is  the  problem  legitimate  when  both  symbols  represent 

number? 

[Nora.    **A  measured  or  numbered  quantity  may  be  diTided  iatoanomberof  parts,  or titai 
nnmber  of  times;  bat  no  nnmber  oa^  be  multiplied  or  diTided  into  parts. '  '—MelMUm  and  DmMif 
thoiogy  qf  Number.    **Tlie  astoanding  thesis  is  maintained  that  number  is  not  a  magnitude,  doii  Ml 
possess  quantity  at  all,  and  that  *no  number  oan  be  multiplied  or  diTided  into  parCa* . '  >— L^ifv'f  MfKt 
b€r  and  its  Algebra.] 

BOOKS. 

Theory  of  Discrete  Manifoldness.    By  F.  W.  Franklin.     Pamphlet, 
pages.     Published  by  the  Author. 

Recent  Books  on  Quaternions  (from  **Science,"  Vol.  V,  pages  699—701).] 
By  Dr.  Alexander  Macfarlane. 

This  is  a  concise  criticism  on  the  following  works:  Theorie  der  Quatemionen,'Sm\ 
Dr.  P.  Molenbrbke;  Anwendung  der  QuaUmionen  auf  die  Otometrie^  by  same  author;  Tkij 
Oailine9  of  QuatemionB,  by  Lieut.  Col.  H.  W.  L.  Hime ;  A  Primer  of  QucUfmioM,  by  A.  &| 
Hathaway ;  and  Utility  of  Quatemioiu  in  Phync9^  by  A.  McAulay.  B.  F.  F. 

Application  of  Hyherholie  Analysis  to  the  Discharge  of  a  Condenser.    Bf 
Dr.  Alexander  Macfarlane.     Pamphlet,  16  pages. 

A  paper  presented  at  the  annual  meeting  of  the  American  Institute  of  ElectriealB^ 
gineers,  May  18th,  1897.  B.  F.  F. 

Introduction  to  American  Literature,  including  Illustrative  Selections  with 

Notes.  By  F.  V.  N.  Painter,  A.  M.,  D.  D.,  Professor  of  Modem  Languages  ii 

Roanoke  College,  Author  of  a  History  of  Education,  Introduction  to  English  lit* 
erature,  etc.    8vo.  Cloth,  498  pages.     Boston  :     Leach,  Shewell  and  Sanbon. 

This  is  the  best  prepared  work  on  American  Literature  with  which  we  are  soqoaiit* 
ed.  Only  the  very  best  productions  from  the  best  authors  are  selected.  The  seleetktf 
for  special  notice,  which  are  chosen  to  illustrate  the  distinguishing  characteristics  of  eiA 
author  are  supplied  with  explanatory  notes.  The  short  sketch  of  our  leading  writenk 
written  in  an  intensely  interesting  manner,  all  the  kernels  having  been  preserved  sod  il 
the  chaff  thrown  away.    Each  sketch  is  preceded  by  an  excellent  portrait.    B.  F.  F. 
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Monday,  March  15,  1897,  in  London,  where,  September  3,  1814,  he  was 
bom,  died  the  most  extraordinary  personage  for  half  a  century  in  the 
mathematical  world. 

James  Joseph  Sylvester  was  second  wrangler  at  Cambridge  in  1837. 
When  we  recall  that  Sylvester,  Wm.  Thomson,  Maxwell,  Clifford,  J.  J.  Thom- 

son were  all  second  wranglers,  we  involuntarily  wonder  if  any  senior  wrangler 
except  Cay  ley  can  be  ranked  with  them. 

Yet  it  was  characteristic  of  Sylvester  that  not  to  have  been  first  was  al- 
ways bitter  to  him. 
The  man  who  beat  him,  Wm.  N.  Griffin,  also  a  Johnion,  afterwards 

a  modest  clergyman,  was  tremendously  impressed  by  Sylvester,  and  honored  him 

in  a  treatise  on  optics  where  he  used  Sylvester's  first  published  paper,  ** Analyt- 
ical development  of  Fresnel's  optical  theory  of  crystals,"  Philosophical  Magazine^ 

1837. 

Sylvester  could  not  be  equally  generous,  and  explicitly  rated  above  Griffin 
the  fourth  wrangler  George  Green,  justly  celebrated,  who  died  in  1841. 

Sylvester's  second  paper,  ''On  the  motion  and  rest  of  fluids,"  PhUotophi" 
eal  Magannej  1838  and  1839,  also  seemed  to  point  to  physics. 

In  1838  he  succeeded  the  Rev.  Wm.  Ritchie  as  professor  of  natural  philos- 
ophy in  University  College,  Loudon. 

f 



His  unwillingness  to  submit  to  the  religious  tests  then  enforced  at  Cam* 
bridge  and  to  sign  the  39  articles  not  only  debarred  him  from  his  degree  and 

from  competing  for  the  Smith's  prises,  but,  what  was  far  worse,  deprived  him  of 
the  Fellowship  morally  his  due.     He  keenly  felt  the  injustice. 

In  his  celebrated  address  at  the  Johns  Hopkins  University  his  denanda* 
tion  of  the  narrowness,  bigotry  and  intense  selfishness  exhibited  in  theie 
compulsory  creed  tests,  made  a  wonderful  burst  of  oratory.  These  opinions  wen 
fully  shared  by  De  Morgan,  hit  colleague  at  University  College.  Copies  I  pos- 

sess of  the  five  examination  papers  set  by  Sylvester  at  the  June  examinatioo, 
session  of  1839-40,  show  him  striving  as  a  physicist,  but  it  was  all  a  false  start. 

£ven  his  first  paper  shows  he  was  always  the  Sylvester  we  knew.  To  the  "In- 
dex of  Contents"  he  appends  the  characteristic  note  :  *' Since  writing  this  index 

I  have  made  many  additions  more  interesting  than  any  of  the  propositions  here 

cited,  which  will  appear  toward  the  conclusion."  Ever  he  is  borne  along  help- 
less but  ecstatic  in  the  ungovernable  flood  of  his  thought. 

A  physical  experiment  never  suggests  itself  to  the  great  mental  experi- 
menter. Cayley  once  asked  for  his  box  of  drawing  instruments.  Sylvester  ani- 

wered,  *'I  never  had  one."  Something  of  this  irksomeness  of  the  outside  world, 
the  world  of  matter,  may  have  made  him  accept,  in  1841,  the  professorship  of- 

fered him  in  the  University  of  Virginia. 
On  his  way  to  America  he  visited  Rowan  Hamilton  at  Dublin  in  that  ob- 

servatory where  the  maker  of  quaternions  was  as  out  of  place  as  Sylvester  him- 
self would  have  been.  The  Virginians  so  utterly  failed  to  understand  Sylvester, 

his  character,  his  aspirations,  his  powers,  that  the  Rev.  Dr.  Dabney,  of  Virginia, 
has  seriously  assured  me  that  Sylvester  was  actually  deficient  in  intellect,  a  sort 
of  semi-idiotic  calculating  boy.  For  the  sake  of  the  contrast,  and  to  show  the 
sort  of  civilization  in  which  this  genius  had  risked  himself,  two  letters  from  Syl- 

vester's tutors  at  Cambridge  may  here  be  of  interest. 
The  great  Colenso,  Bishop  of  Natal,  previously  Fellow  and  Tutor  of  8t. 

John's  College,  writes  :  * 'Having  been  informed  that  my  friend  and  former  pu- 
pil, Mr.  J.  J.  Sylvester,  is  a  candidate  for  the  office  of  professor  ef  mathematics, 

I  beg  to  state  my  high  opinion  of  his  character  both  as  a  mathematician  and  a 
gentleman. 

''On  the  former  point,  indeed,  his  degree  of  Second  Wrangler  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Cambridge  would  be,  in  itself,  a  sufficient  testimonial.  But  I  b^  to 

add  that  his  powers  are  of  a  far  higher  order  than  even  that  degree  would  certify.'' 
Philip  Keliand,  himself  a  Senior  Wrangler,  and  then  professor  of  mathe- 

matics in  the  University  of  Edinburgh,  writes  :  ''I  have  been  requested  to  ex- 
press my  opinion  of  the  qualifications  of  Mr.  J.  J.  Sylvester,  as  a  mathematician. 

"Mr.  Sylvester  was  one  of  my  private  pupils  in  the  University  of  Cam- 
bridge, where  he  took  the  degree  of  Second  Wrangler.  My  opinion  of  Mr.  Syl- 

vester then  was  that  in  originality  of  thought  and  acuteness  of  perception  he  had 
never  been  surpassed,  and  I  predicted  for  him  an  eminent  position  among  the 

ematicians  of  Europe.      My  anticipations  have  been  verified.     Mr.  Sylves- 
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s  published  papers  manifest  a  depth  and  originality  which  entitles  them  to 
high  position  they  occupy  in  the  field  of  scientific  discovery.  They  prove 
I  to  be  a  man  able  to  grapple  with  the  most  difficult  mathematical  questions 
are  satisfactory  evidence  of  the  extent  of  his  attainments  and  the  vigor  of  his 

ital  powers." 
The  five  papers  produced  in  this  year,  1841,  before  Sylvester's  departure 

Virginia,  show  that  now  his  key  note  is  really  struck.  They  adumbrate 
le  of  his  greatest  discoveries. 

They  are :  ''On  the  relation  of  Sturm's  auxiliary  functions  to  the  roots  of 
dgebraic  equation,"  British  Assoc.  Rep.  (pt.  2),  1841 ;  '^Examples  of  the  di- 
ic  method  of  elimination  as  applied  to  ternary  systems  of  equations,"  Camb. 
Jour.  II.,  1841 ;  On  the  amount  and  distribution  of  multiplicity  in  an  alge- 

io  equation,"  Phil.  Mag.  XVII.,  1841 ;  ''On  a  new  and  more  general  theory 
inltiple  roots,"  Phil.  Mag.  XVIII.,  1841;  *'0n  a  linear  method  of  elimina- 
:  between  double,  treble  and  other  systems  of  algebraic  equations,"  Phil.  Mag. 
[II.,  1841 ;  "On  the  dialytic  method  of  elimination,"  Phil.  Mag.  XXI.,  Irish 
d.  Proc.  II. 

This  was  left  behind  in  Ireland,  on  the  way  to  Virginia.     Then  suddenly 
ira  a  complete  stoppage  in  this  wonderful  productivity.     Not  one  paper,  not 
word,   is  dated  from  the   University  of  Virginia.     Not  until  1844  does 
wounded  bird  begin  again  feebly  to  chirp,  and  indeed  it  is  a  whole  decade 
»re  the  song  pours  forth  again  with  mellow  vigor  that  wins  a  waiting  world. 

Disheartening  was  the  whole  experience  ;  but  the  final  cause  uf  his  sudden 

adonment  of  the  University  of  Virginia  I  gave  in  an  address  entitled,  "Orig- 
Research  and  Creative  Authorship^  the  Essence  of  University  Teaching," 

ited  in  Science,  N.  S.,  Vol.  I.,  pp.  203-7,  February  22,  1895. 
On  the  return  to  England  with  heavy  heart  and  dampened  ardor,  he  takes 

for  his  support  the  work  of  an  actuary  and  then  begins  the  study  of  law.  In 

7  we  find  him  at  26  Lincoln's  Inn  Fields,  "eating  his  terms."  On  Novem- 
22,  1850,  he  is  called  to  the  bar  and  practices  conveyancing. 

But  already  in  his  paper  dated  August  12,  1850,  we  meet  the  significant 
aes  Boole,  Cayley,  and  harvest  is  at  hand. 

The  very  words  which  must  now  be  used  to  say  what  had  already  happen- 
ind  what  was  now  to  happen  were  not  then  in  existence.  They  were  after- 
*d  made  by  Sylvester  and  constitute  in  themselves  a  tremendous  contribution, 
he  himself  says :  '*Names  are,  of  course,  all  important  to  the  progress 
bought,  and  the  invention  of  a  really  good  name,  of  which  the  want,  not  pre- 
iisly  perceived,  is  recognized,  when  supplied,  as  having  ought  to  be  felt,  is  en- 
h1  to  rank  on  a  level  in  importance,  with  the  discovery  of  a  new  scientific 

jry." 
Elsewhere  he  says  of  himself:  "Perhaps  I  may  without  immodesty  lay 

m  to  the  appellation  of  the  Mathematical  Adam,  as  I  believe  that  I  have 
m  more  names  (passed  into  general  circulation)  to  the  creatures  of  the  math- 

Aical  reason  than  all  the  other  mathematicians  of  the  age  combined." 
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In  one  year,  1851,  Sylvester  created  a  whole  new  continent,  a  new 
in  the  universe  of  mathematics.  Demonstration  of  its  creation  is  given  1 
Glossary  of  New  Terms  which  he  gives  in  the  Philosophical  Transaetumi 

143,  pp.  543-548. 
Says  Dr.  W.  Franz  Meyer  in  his  exceedingly  valuable  Bericht  Uber  die 

schritte  der  projectiven  Invariantentheorie,  the  best  history  of  thesubjectC 

**Als  ausseres  Zeichen  fiir  den  Umfang  der  vorgeschrittenen  Entwiel 
mag  die  ausgedehnte,  grosstenteils  von  St/^v^at^  selbst  herriihrende  Termin 

dienen,  die  sich  am  Ende  seiner  grossen  Abhandlung  iiber  Sturm'sche  Fm 
en  (1853)  zusammengestellt  findet." 

Using  then  this  new  language,  let  us  briefly  say  what  had  happened 

decade  when  Sylvester's  genius  was  suffering  from  its  Virginia  wound, 
birth-day  of  the  giant  Theory  of  Invariants  is  April  28,  1841,  the  date  atl 
by  George  Boole  to  a  paper  in  the  Cambridge  Mathematical  Journal  wh( 
not  only  proved  the  invariantive  property  of  discriminants  generally 
also  gave  a  simple  principle  to  form  simultaneous  invariants  of  a  system  < 
functions.  The  paper  appeared  in  November,  1841,  and  shortly  after,  in  1 
ary,  1842,  Boole  showed  that  the  polars  of  a  form  lead  to  a  broad  class  of 
iants.  Here  he  extended  the  results  of  the  first  article  to  more  than  two  f 

Boole's  papers  led  Cay  ley,  nearly  three  years  later  (1845),  to  propose  to  h 
the  pn)blem  to  determine  a  priori  what  functions  of  the  coefficients  of  an 
tion  possess  this  property  of  invariance,  and  he  discovered  its  possession  by 

1]  functions  besides  discriminants,  for  example  the  qu ad rin variants  of  binary 
tics,  and  in  particular  the  invariant  S  of  a  quartic. 

Boole  next  discovered  the  other  invariant  T  of  a  quartic  and  the  e: 
sion  of  the  discriminant  in  terms  of  S  and  T.  Cayley  next  (1846)  publis 
symbolic  method  of  finding  invariants.  Early  in  1851  Boole  reproduced 
additions,  his  paper  on  Linear  Transfonnations ;  then  at  last  began  Syh 

He  always  mourned  what  he  called  ̂ ^the  years  he  lost  fighting  the  world" 
after  all,  it  was  he  who  made  the  Theory  of  Invariants. 

Says  Meyer:    **sehen  wir  in  dem  Cyklus  Sylvester' scher  Publical 
(1851-1854)  bereits  die  Grundziige  einer  allgemeinen  Theorie  erstehen,  v 
die   Elemente   von   den   verscbiedenartigsten  Zweigen  der  spateren   Dis 

umfasst."     '^Sylvester  beginnt  damit,    die  Ergebnisse  seiner  Vorganger 
einem  einzigen  Gesichtspunkte  zuvereinigen." 

With  deepest  foresight  Sylvester  introduced,  together  with  the  or 
variables,  those  dual  to  them,  and  created  the  theory  of  contravariants  and 
mediate  forms.  He  introduced,  with  many  other  processes  for  producing  i 
iantive  forms,  the  principle  of  mutual  differentiation. 

Hilbert  attributes  the  sudden  growth  of  the  theory  to  these  process 

producing  and  handling  invariantive  creatures.  ^*Die  Theorie  dieser  G< 
erhob  sich,  von  speciellen  Aufgaben  ausgehend,  rasch  zu  grosser  Allgeme 
— dank  vor  AUem  dem  Umstaude,  dass  es  gelang,  eine  Reihe  von  beson 
der  Invariantentheorie   eigenthumlichen   Prozessen    zu   entdecken,   derei 

4 
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vendung  die  Aufstellang  und  Behandlung  invariantner  Bildungen  betrachtlich 
Efleichterte." 

'*Wa8  die  Theorie  der  algebraischen  Invarianten  anbetrifft  so  sind  die 
snten  Begrunder  derselben,  Cayley  und  Sylvester,  zugleich  auch  als  die  Vertreter 
der  naiven  Periode  anzusehen  :  an  der  Aufstellung  der  einfachsten  Invarianten- 
kDdiiDgen  und  an  den  eleganten  Anwendungen  auf  die  Auflosung  der  Gleichun- 
fen  der  ersten  4  Grade  batten  sie  die  unmitteibare  Freude  der  ersten  Entdeck- 

iog."  It  was  Sylvester  alone  who  created  the  theory  of  canonic  forms  and  pro- 
oeeded  to  apply  it  with  astonishing  power.  What  marvelous  mass  of  brand  new 
being  he  now  brought  forth ! 

Moreover  he  trumpeted  abroad  the  eruption.  He  called  for  communiea- 
ttms  to  himself  in  English,  French,  Italian,  Latin  or  German,  so  only 
the  ''Latin  character"  were  used. 

From  1851  to  1854  he  produces  forty-six  different  memoirs.  Then  comes 

•  dead  silence  of  a  whole  year,  broken  in  1856  by  a  feeble  chirp  called  ''A  Trifle 
DQ  Projectiles." 

What  has  happened?  Some  more  '^fighting  the  world."  Sylvester  de- 
imred  himself  a  candidate  for  the  vacant  professorship  of  geometry  in  Gresham 
Sollege,  delivered  a  probationary  lecture  on  the  4th  of  December,  1854,  and  was 

IDominiously  **turned  down."  Let  us  save  a  couple  of  sentences  from  this 
N^nre: 

**He  who  would  know  what  geometry  is  must  venture  boldly  into  its 
Icpths  and  learn  to  think  and  feel  as  a  geometer.  I  believe  that  it  is  impossible 
D  do  this,  to  study  geometry  as  it  admits  of  being  studied,  and  I  am  conscious 
t  can  be  taught,  without  finding  the  reasoning  invigorated,  the  invention  quick- 
tted,  the  sentiment  of  the  orderly  and  beautiful  awakeded  and  enhanced,  and 
QYerence  for  truth,  the  foundation  of  all  integrity  of  character,  converted  into  a 

txed  principle  of  the  mental  and  moral  constitution,  according  to  the  old  and  ex- 

weasive  adage  ̂ abeunt  studia  in  mores.^  " 
But  this  silent  year  concealed  still  another  stunning  blow  of  precisely  the 

Mune  sort,  as  bears  witness  the  following  letter  from  Lord  Brougham  to  The  Lord 
Panmure : "BROrOIIAM, 

PsiVATB.  28  Aug.  1R66. 
Mtdbar  p. 

My  learned  excellent  friend  and  brother  ninthematiciftn  Mr.  Sylvester  is  again  a 

Biodidate  for  the  professorship  at  Woolwich  on  the  death  of  Mr.  O'Brian  who  carried  it 
■giinst  him  last  year. 

I  entreat  once  more  your  favorable  consideration  of  this  eminent  man  who  has  al- 
■Bidy  to  thank  you  for  your  great  kindness. 

Yours  sincerely, 

H.  BRouonAM. 

On  this  third  trial,  backed  by  such  an  array  of  credentials  as  no  man  ever 

^ftwented  before,  he  barely  scraped  through,  was  appointed  professor  of  raathe- 
Ittics  at  the  Royal  Military  Academy,  and  served  at  Woolwich  exactly  14  years, 
)  months,  and  15  days. 
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A  single  sentence  of  his  will  best  express  his  greatest  achievemeDt 
and  his  manner  of  exit  thence : 

''If  Her  most  Gracious  Majesty  should  ever  be  moved  to  recogDJie 
palmary  exploit  of  the  writer  of  this  note  in  the  field  of  English  science  u 
ing  been  the  one  successfully  to  resolve  a  question  and  conquer  an  algel 
difficulty  which  had  exercised  in  vain  for  two  centuries  past,  since  the  timei 
Newton,  the  highest  mathematical  intellects  in  Europe  (Euler,  Lagrange, 
laurin.  Waring  among  the  number),  by  conferring  upon  him  some  honorary  di^l 
tinction  in  commemoration  of  the  deed,  he  will  crave  the  privilege  of  baiogat 

lowed  to  enter  the  royal  presence,  not  covered,  like  De  Courcy,  but  barefoottl,' 
with  rope  around  his  waist,  and  a  ̂ oot^-quill  behind  his  ear,  in  token  of  repeDtofe 
humility,  and  as  an  emblem  of  convicted  simplicity  in  having  once  suppoeadtUl 
on  such  kind  of  success  he  could  found  any  additional  title  to  receive  fair  and  jii 

consideration  at  the  hands  of  Her  Majesty's  Government  when  quitting  hii  i^ 
pointment  as  public  professor  at  Woolwich  under  the  coercive  operation  of  anoo* 

Parliamentary  retrospective  and  utterly  unprecedented  War  Office  enactmeDi'* 
Atheneeum  Club,  January  31,  1871.  Of  course  this  means  a  row  of  barren  jmii^ 
1870,  1871,  1872,  1873. 

The  fortunate  accident  of  a  visit  paid  Sylvester  in  the  autumn  of  187S  \f 
Pafiiuti  Lvovich  Chebyshev,  of  the  Universty  of  St.  Petersburg,  reawakened  ov 
genius  to  produce  in  a  single  burst  of  enthusiasm  a  new  branch  of  science. 

On  Friday  evening,  January  23,  1874,  Sylvester  delivered  at  the  Baft 

Institution  a  lecture  entitled  *'0n  Recent  Discoveries  in  Mechanical  Conntmllj 
of  Motion,"  whose  ideas,  carried  on  by  two  of  his  hearers,  H.  Hart  and  A.lJ 
Kempe,  have  made  themselves  a  permanent  place  even  in  the  elements  of  f60»1 
etry  and  kinematics.  A  synopsis  of  this  lecture  was  published,  but  so  curtaiM; 
and  twisted  into  tha  third  person  that  the  life  and  flavor  are  quite  gone  from  it 

I  possess  the  unique  manuscript  of  this  epoch-making  lecture  as  actually  delif* 
ered.  A  few  sentences  will  show  how  characteristic  and  inimitable  was  the  ori- 

ginal form  : 
*'The  air  of  Russia  seems  no  less  favorable  to  mathematical  acumen  thtt 

to  a  genius  for  fable  and  song.  Lobachefisky,  the  first  to  mitigate  the  severitjif 
the  Euclidean  code  and  to  beat  down  the  bars  of  a  supposed  adamantine  need* 
sity,  was  bom  (a  Russian  of  Russians),  in  the  government  ofNijni  Novgofod; 
Tchebicheff  [Chebyshev],  the  prince  and  conqueror  of  prime  numbers,  ablsti 
cope  with  their  refractory  character  and  to  confine  the  stream  of  their  erntia 
flow,  their  progression,  within  algebraic  limits,  in  the  adjacent  circumscription  el 

Moscow ;  and  our  own  Cayley  was  cradled  amidst  the  snows  of  St.  Petersborg." 
[Sylvester  himself  contracted  Chebyshev's  limits  for  the  distribution  of  primes.] 
'*!  think  I  may  fairly  affirm  that  a  simple  direct  solution  of  the  problem  oftkl 
duplication  of  the  cube  by  mechanical  means  was  never  accomplished  downH 
this  day.  I  will  not  say  but  that,  by  a  merciful  interpretation  of  his  oracle,  ApoDo 
may  have  put  up  with  the  solution  which  the  ancient  geometers  obtained  b) 
means  of  drawing  two  parabolic  curves ;  but  of  this  I  feel  assured  that  had  I  beei 
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alive«  and  could  have  shown  my  solntion,  which  I  am  about  td  exhibit  to 
Apollo  would  have  leaped  for  joy  and  danced  (like  David  before  the  ark), 

my  triple  cell  in  hand,  in  place  of  his  lyre,  before  his  own  duplicated  altar." 
That  in  the  very  next  year  Sylvester  was  taking  a  more  active  part  than 

tiltherto  been  known  in  the  organization  of  the  incipient  Johns  Hopkins  Uni- 
ty is  seen  firom  the  following  letter  to  him  in  London  from  the  great  Joseph 

ry: 
SMrrHBONiAN  Inbtitcttion, 

Aagust  25, 1875. 
teAB  Sir  : 

Your  letter  of  the  ISth  inst.  has  Just  been  received  and  in  reply  I  have  to  say  that  I 
written  to  President  Oilman  of  the  Hopkins  University  giving  my  views  as  to  what 
^t  to  be  and  have  stated  that  if  properly  managed  it  may  do  more  for  the  advance  of 
tore  and  science  in  this  country  than  any  other  institution  ever  established ;  it  is  en- 
independent  of  public  favor  and  may  lead  instead  of  following  popular  opinion. 
I  have  advised  that  liberal  salaries  be  paid  to  the  occupants  of  the  principal  chairs 
hat  to  fill  them  the  best  men  in  the  world  who  can  be  obtained  should  be  secured. 
I  have  mentioned  your  name  prominently  as  one  of  the  very  first  mathematicians  of 
ay ;  what  the  result  will  be,  however,  I  can  not  say. 
The  Trustees  are  all  citixens  of  Baltimore  and  among  them  I  have  some  personal 

la ;  the  President,  Mr.  GHlman,  and  one  of  them,  came  to  Washington  a  few  weeks  ago 
t  from  me  any  suggestions  that  I  might  have  to  offer. 
It  is  to  be  regretted  that  in  this  country  the  Trustees,  who  control  the  management 

^laests  of  this  character,  think  it  important  to  produce  a  palpable  manifestation  of  the 
;ution  to  be  established  by  spending  a  large  amount  of  the  bequest  in  architectural 
ays.  Against  this  custom  I  have  protested  and  have  asserted  that  if  the  proper  men 
the  necessary  implements  of  instruction  are  provided,  the  teaching  may  be  done  in 
abins.  • 
It  would  give  me  great  pleasure  to  have  you  again  as  my  guest,  and  I  will  do  what  I 

o  secure  your  election.  Very  truly  your  friend, 
Joseph  Hbnrt. 

We  know  the  result. 

Sylvester  was  offered  the  place ;  demanded  a  higher  salary ;  won  ;  came. 
I  was  his  first  pupil,  his  first  class,  and  he  always  insisted  that  it  was  I 

brought  him  back  to  the  Theory  of  Invariative  Forms.  In  a  letter  to  me  of 

ember  24,  1882,  he  writes :  ''Nor  can  I  ever  be  oblivious  of  the  advantage 
sh  I  derived  from  your  well-grounded  persistence  in  inducing  me  to  lecture 
tie  Modem  Algebra,  which  had  the  effect  of  bringing  my  mind  back  to  this 
set,  from  which  it  had  for  some  time  previously  been  withdrawn,  and  in 
ih  I  have  been  laboring,  with  a  success  which  has  considerably  exceeded  my 

apations,  ever  since."' He  made  this  same  statement  at  greater  length  in  his  celebrated  address 

le  Johns  Hopkins  on  February  22,  1877  :  ''At  this  moment  I  happen  to  be 
ged  in  a  research  of  fascinating  interest  to  myself,  and  which,  if  the  day  only 
mds  to  the  promise  of  its  dawn,  will  meet,  I  believe,  a  sympathetic  response 
the  professors  of  our  divine  algebraical  art  wherever  scattered  through  the 
i. 

"There  are  things  called  Algebraical  Forms  ;  Professor  Cayley  calls  them 
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Quantios.     These  are  not,  properly  speaking,  Geometrical  Forms,  althong^ 
pable,  to  some  extent,  of  being  embodied  in  them,  but  rather  schemes  of|tf 

cesses,  or  of  operations  for  forming,  for  calling  into  existence,  as  it  were,  ' 
braic  quantities. 

**To  every  such  Quantic  is  associated  an  infinite  variety  of  other 
that  may  be  regarded  as  engendered  from  and  floating,  like  an  atm 
around  it ;  but  infinite  in  number  as  are  these  derived  existences,  these 
tions  from  the  parent  form,  it  is  found  that  they  admit  of  being  obtained  by 
position,    by  mixture,   so  to  say,   of  a  certain  limited  number  of  fo 
tal  forms,  standard  rays,  as  they  might  be  termed,  in  the  Algebraic  Spectnnii 
the  Quantic  to  which  they  belong;  and,  as  it  is  a  leading  pursuit  of  the  pb; 
cists  of  the  present  day  to  ascertain  the  fixed  lines  in  the  spectrum  of 
chemical  substance,  so  it  is  the  aim  and  object  of  a  great  school  of  math 
cians  to  make  out  the  fundamental  derived  forms,  the  Covariants  and  Invariaoli^ 
as  they  are  called,  of  these  Quantics. 

**This  is  the  kind  of  investigation  in  which  I  have,  for  the  last  montb 
two,  been  immersed,  and  which  I  entertain  great  hopes  of  bringing  to  a  sui 
ful  issue. 

''Why  do  I  mention  it  here?     It  is  to  illustrate  my  opinion  as  to  the 
valuable  aid  of  teaching  to  the  teacher,  in  throwing  him  back  upon  his 
thoughts  and  leading  him  to  evolve  new  results  from  ideas  that  would  haveotbi^j 
wise  remained  passive  or  dormant  in  his  mind. 

''But  for  the  persistence  of  a  student  of  this  university  in  urging  upon 
his  desire  tj  study  with  me  the  modem  algebra  I  should  never  have  been  ledi 
to  this  investigation  ;  and  the  new  facts  and  principles  which  I  have  disco 
in  regard  to  it  (important  facts,  I  believe)  would,  so  far  as  I  am  concerned,  toi 
remained  still  hidden  in  the  womb  of  time.     In  vain  I  represented  to  this  i 
quisitive  student  that  he  would  do  better  to  take  up  some  other  subject  lying  kH 
off  the  beaten  track  of  study,  such  as  the  higher  parts  of  the  Calculus  or  Blliplil 
Functions,  or  the  theory  of  Substitutions,  or  I  wot  not  what  besides.     He  stock 
with  perfect  respectfulness,  but  with  invincible  pertinacity,  to  his  point.    A 
would  have  the  New  Algebra  (Heaven  knows  where  he  had  heard  about  it,  ftrl 
is  almost  unknown  on  this  continent),  that  or  nothing.     I  was  obliged  to  yiaU^ 
and  what  was  the  consequence?     In  trying  to  throw  light  upon  an  obscure  il^l 

planation  in  our  text- book  my  brain  took  fire;  I  plunged  with  reqnickened ad ^ 
into  a  subject  which  I  had  for  years  abandoned,  and  found  food  for  thoo^itoj 
which  have  engaged  my  attention  for  a  considerable  time  past,  and  will  probat^j 
occupy  all  my  powers  of  contemplation  advantageously  for  several  months  Hi 

come." 
Another  specific  instance  of  the  same  thing  he  mentions  in  his  pap^t 

"Proof  of  the  Hitherto  Undemonstrated  Fundamental  Theorem  of  Invarianti,* 
dated  November  13,  1877  : 

"I  am  about  to  demonstrate  a  theorem  which  has  been  waiting  proof  it 
the  last  quarter  of  a  century  and  upwards.     It  is  the  more  necessary  that  tUl 
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onld  be  done,  because  the  theorem  has  been  supposed  to  lead  to  false  conclu- 
1118,  and  its  correctness  has  consequently  been  impugned.  Thus  in  Professor 

\k  de  Bruno's  valuable  Thiorie  des  formes  hinaires,  Turin,  1876,  at  the  foot  of 
gB  ̂ 50  occurs  the  following  passage:  **Cela  suppose  essentiellement  que  les 
nations  de  condition  soient  tontes  indipendantea  entr^elles,  ce  qui  n'est  pna  tou- 
tr$  le  ea$,  ainsi  qu'il  r6sulte  des  recherches  du  Professor  Gordan  sur  les  nom- 
es  des  covariants  des  formes  quintique  et  sextique." 

The  reader  is  cautioned  against  supposing  that  the  consequence  alleged 

OTe  does  result  from  Gordan's  researches,  which  are  indubitably  correct.  This 
pfKMied  consequence  must  have  arisen  from  a  misapprehension,  on  the  part  of 

.  de  Bruno,  of  the  nature  of  Professor  Cay  ley's  rectification  of  the  error  of 
laoning  contained  in  his  second  memoir  on  Quantics,  which  had  led  to  results 

icordaot  with  Gordan's.  Thus  error  breeds  error,  unless  and  until  the  per- 
noos  brood  is  stamped  out  for  good  and  all  under  the  iron  heel  of  rigid  demon- 
mtion.  In  the  early  part  of  this  year  Mr.  Halsted,  a  fellow  of  Johns  Hopkins 

liversity,  called  my  attention  to  this  passage  in  M.  de  Bruno's  book ;  and  all  I 
old  say  in  reply  was  that  *the  extrinsic  evidence  in  support  of  the  independ- 
ce  of  the  equations  which  had  been  impugned  rendered  it  in  my  mind  as  cer- 
in  as  any  fact  in  nature  could  be,  but  that  to  reduce  it  to  an  exact  demonstra- 

m  transcended,  I  thought,  the  powers  of  the  human  understanding.'  " 
In  1883  Sylvester  was  made  Savilian  professor  of  geometry  at  Oxford,  the 

vt  Cambridge  man  so  honored  since  the  appointment  of  Wallis  in  1649. 
To  greet  the  new  environment,  he  created  a  new  subject  for  his  researches 

-Reciprocants,  which  has  inspired,  among  others,  J.  Hammond,  of  Oxford  ;  Mc- 
iahon,  of  Woolwich;  A.  R.  Forsyth,  of  Cambridge;  Leudesdorf,  Elliott  and 
alphen. 

Sylvester  never  solved  exercise  problems  such  as  are  proposed  in  the  Ed- 

Micnal  7*tiiie»,  though  he  made  them  all  his  life  long  down  to  his  latest  years, 
or  example,  unaolvfd  problems  by  him  will  be  found  even  in  Vol.  LXIL.and 
111.  LXIU.  of  the  Educational  Timea  reprints  (1895).  If  at  the  time  of  meeting 
ii  own  problem  he  met  also  a  neat  solution  he  would  communicate  them  to- 
itber,  but  he  never  solved  any.  In  the  meagre  notices  that  have  been  given  of 
flvetter  the  strangest  errors  abound.  Thus  C.  S.  Pierce,  in  the  Post,  March 

kh,  speaks  of  his  accepting,  ''with  much  diffidence,"  a  word  whose  meaning  he 
lT6r  knew ;  and  gives  1862  as  the  date  of  his  retirement  from  Woolwich,  which 
eight  years  wrong,  as  this  forced  retirement  was  July  31,  1870,  after  his  55th 
ithday.  Cajori,  in  his  inadequate  account  (History  of  Mathematics,  p.  326), 
its  the  studying  of  law  before  the  professorship  at  University  College  and  the 
ofessoTship  at  the  University  of  Virginia,  both  of  which  it  followed.  Effect 
D8t  follow  cause.  And  strange,  that  of  the  few  things  he  ascribes  to  Sylvester, 

» should  have  hit  upon  something  not  his,  *'the  discovery  of  the  partial  differ- 
itial  equations  satisfied  by  the  invariants  and  covariants  of  binary  quantics." 

It  Sylvester  has  explicitly  said  in  Section  VI.  of  his  '^Calculus  of  Forms :"  ''I 
liid^  to  the  partial  differential  equations  by  which  every  invariant  may  be  de- 
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fined.  M.  Aronbold,  u  I  colled  from  priTato  ioformatioii,  wm  tha  first  to  think 
of  the  ApplicatioD  of  this  method  to  the  rabject ;  but  it  wis  Mr.  Cayley  who  com- 
maoicated  to  me-the  eqnatiooB  which  defioe  the  invariuitB  of  foDCtions  oftws 

variables." 
Surely  he  needs  Dothing  but  his  very  own,  this  marvel  Ions  man  who  gin 

to  lavishly  to  every  one  devoted  to  mathematics,  or,  indeed,  to  the  highest  id- 
vance  of  human  thought  in  any  form. 

ITEW  ATtD  OLD  FBOOFS  OF  THE  FTTHAGOSEAV  THEOSSM. 

[Coatlnaed  trom  Karob  M 

III.     Proofs  Rbbultinq  psoh  Comparison  of  Areas. 

XXXIII.  Fig.  25. 
Rectangle  AM  is  equivalent  to  2£iFAC  is  equivalent  to  2£^EABn  equiv- 

alent to  square  EC.    Similarly,  rectangle  BAf  is  equivalent  to  square  KC. 

.-.  Adding,  square  AH  ia  equivalent  tn  square  fC+square  KC. 

Euclid's  Proof.     Prop.  47,  Book  I. 

XXXIV.  Fig.  2fi. 

Rectangle  ..13/ is  equivalent  to  parallelo- 
gram i4n=pamIlelogram  AO  is  equivalent  to 

square  AD.  Similarly,  rectangle  BM  is  equiva- 
lent to  squnre  RL. 

.-.  Adding,  square  All  is  equivalent  to 
square  APi  square  BL. 

Edwards's  Geometry,  page  160. 

XXXV.  Fig.  25. 

AB  Ad  is  equivalent  to  ABOE  is  equive- 
lent  to  ACPE. 

^£'£«  isequlvalent  to  ABKP  is  eqiiiva- 
Irnt  to  BKLC. 

.'.  Adding.  AB(,Ad  +  Br)  is  equivalent  to 
AB{Ad-i-dR)  is  equivalent  to  AR  AF^ABHFU 

Fig.  25. 

equivalent  to  ACDE+BKLC. 



XXXVI.  Pig.  25. 

AFMN  is  eqaivalent  to  AFaC  'n  equivalent  to  ACAf=ACDE.     Similar- 
ly, BHUN  is  equivalent  (o  BKLC. 

.-.  Adding,  ̂ B^f  is  eqaivalent  to  ACDE+BKLC. 
Vieth,  1806. 

XXXVII.  Pig.  25. 

FMa^AdE  ;  ASF=EDO  ;  ANnf=AdOe. 

.-.  AFUN  is  equivalent  to  ACDE.    Similarly,  BHMN  is  equivalent  to 
BKLC. 

.-.  ABHFii  equivalent  to  ACDE^-BKLV. 
B.  von  Littrow,  1839. 
XXXVIII.  Pig.  26. 

AVaF=RUCA  ;  FaH=AER;  HhB=PLKa^i\rx\^a\KT\itnRDU^CLKT; 
BhV=KBT. 

.'.  ABHF iB  equivalent  to  ACDE+BKLC. 

XXIX.     Pig.  25. 
AVaF=RUCA  :   FaH-^ AER;    RDU=ffm 

nW=.BKl£;    BhV 

.-.  ABHF  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+BKLC. 

XL.     Pig.  2». 
AFMR  is  equivalent  to  ACHO  is  equivalent  to  ACDE.    So,  BHMi 

equivalent  to  BKLC. 

.-.  ̂ WTF  is  equivalent  to  ACDE  +  BKLC. 
Sechhio,  1753. 

^^^       XLI.     Fig,  26. 
AFMR   iB  equivalent   to   AFaC=ESLD  is  equivalent  to  ACDE. 

BBMR  is  equivalent  to  BKLC. 

■     .-.  ABHFis  equivalent  t.1  ACDE+BKLC. 
Edwarda'B  Geometry,  |iage  158. 

XUr.     Fig  28. 
CAFVr=ACNS,  and  CaU=CND. 

.-.  FaCA  (is  equivalent  to  AFMR)  is  equiv- 
t  to  ACDR.  Ho,  8H.l/fti8e.|uivali-nt  \aRKLC. 

.  ABHF  is  equivalent  t<i  ACDK+-BKLC. 

rXUIl.     Pig.  26. 

I  Fn^AC=^Vn. 
.-.  F'l-Va  (Ib  equivalent  to  AF<iC)=ACDE. 
.  ARHF   is    eqnivalent    to    ACDE.     S<>, 

BHJUB  is  equivalent  to  BKLC. 

.'.  ABHF  is  equivalent  to  ACDE  +  BKLC. 

alMitto 

■ 



XLIV.     Fig.  2fi. 
AFHd=OABc  is  equiTaleot  to  AEOcC. 

BeB=KBTiB  eqniyalent  to  KBCb  +  ODc.    Btd=KLb. 
.-.  ABHF  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+BKLC. 

XLV.     Fig.  26. 

HaW=KLb.     AFHaWB  is  eqniTalent    to    ACBWF  is  eqnivtlrat  to 
ONP/A  is  equivalent  to  ONCA  +  NPfC  is  oqnivalent  to  ACDE+  BKbC. 

.-.  ABHF  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+BKLC. 
[To  bSOODtlBDHl.] 

irON-EXrCLIDEAir  GEOHETBT:    HISTO&ICAL  AHD 
EZPOSITOST. 

IConUDoed  from  AprO  Nwobw.) 

Proposition  XXVII.  //  a  alraight  AX  (Fig.  82.)  dravnat  anyhomMt 

rmaU  nngUj'roui  the  point  A  ofAB,  mu»l  at  length  mui  lanyhow  at  an  infinite  di*- 
tanet)  any  perpendimlnr  BX,  which  it  nppond  trerted  al  af?y  dittancefrmn  tku 

point  A  vpon  the  gtennt  AB:  J  «ay  there  mil  then  be  no  more  place  Jor  the  hypelk- 
esie  of  acute  angle. 

Proof.  From  any  point  K  choseu  at  will  in  AB  near  the  point  A,  ttit 
perpendicular  KL  is  erected  to  AB,  which  certainly  (from  Cor.  II.  of  the 

ing  proposition)  meets  AX  at  a  finite  or  terminated 
distance  in  soine  point  L.  But  now  it  holds  that 
there  may  be  assumed  in  KB  portions  KK  each 
equal  to  a  certain  assignable  length  R,  and  these 

more  than  any  assignable  finite  number  ;  since  in- 
deed the  point  B  can  be  situated,  in  accordance  with 

the  present  supposition,  at  however  great  a  distance 
from  this  point  A.  Fig.  32. 

And  accordingly  from  the  other  points  K  are  erected  to  ̂   B  perpendicuUn 
KH,  KD,  KP,  which  all  (from  the  aforesaid  corollary)  meet  the  straight  AX  Id 

certain  points  H,  D,  P  ;  and  so  about  the  remaining  points  K  anifurmly  desig- 
nated toward  the  point  B. 
It  holds  secondly  (from  Eu.  I.  16)  that  the  angles  at  the  points  L,  H,  D, 

P  will  all  be  obtuse  toward  the  parts  of  the  points  X  ;  and  jnst  so  (from  £u.  i. 
13)  the  angles  at  the  aforesaid  points  will  all  be  acute  toward  the  point  A. 



Therefore  (from  Cor.  11.  after  8  of  this)  the  side  KH  will  be  greater  than 
the  aide  KL  ;  the  aide  KD  greater  than  the  side  KH  ;  and  so  alwafs  proceeding 
towards  the  points  X. 

It  holds  thirdly  that  the  four  angles  together  of  the  qnadrilaterai  KLHK 
will  be  greater  than  the  four  angles  together  of  the  qnadrilateral  KHDK :  for  this 
in  like  case  has  already  been  demonstrated  in  XXIV  of  this. 

It  holds  fourthly  that  the  same  is  valid  likewise  of  the  qnadrilateral 
KHDK  in  relation  to  the  quadrilateral  KDPK  ;  and  so  on  always,  proceeding 
to  quadrilaterals  more  remote  from  this  point  A, 

Since  therefore  are  present  (as  in  XXV  of  this)  as  many  quadrilaterals  de- 
scribed  in  the  aforesaid  mode,  as  there  are,  except  the  first  LK,  perpendiculars 
let  fall  from  points  of  AX  to  the  straight  AB,  it  will  hold  uniformly  (if  we  as- 

sume nine  perpendiculars  of  this  sort  let  fall,  besides  the  first)  the  sum  of  all  the 
angles  which  are  comprehended  by  these  nine  quadrilaterals  will  exr«ed  36  right 
angles  ;  and  therefore  the  four  angles  together  of  the  first  quadrilateral  KLHK, 
which  indeed  in  this  regard  has  been  shown  the  greatest  of  all,  will  fall  short  of 
fonr  right  angles  by  less  than  the  ninth  part  of  one  right  angle.  Wherefore,  these 
qnadrilateials  being  multiplied  beyond  any  assignable  finite  number,  proceeding 
always  toward  the  parte  of  the  points  X,  it  holds  in  the  same  way  (as  in  the  same 

already  recited  theorem)  that  the  four  angles  together  of  this  stable  qnadrilater- 
al KHLK  will  fall  short  of  fonr  right  angles  less  than  any  assignable  little  por- 

tion of  one  right  angle. 

Therefore  these  four  angles  together  will  be  either  eqoal  to  four  right  an- 
glea,  or  greater. 

Bat  then  (from  XVI  of  this)  is  established  the  hypothesis  either  of  right 
angle  or  of  obtnse  angle  ;  and  therefore  (from  V  and  VI  of  this)  is  destroyed  the 
hypotheaia  of  acute  angle. 

So  then  it  holds,  that  there  will  be  no  place  for  the  hypothesis  of  acute 
ao^«,  if  the  straight  AX  drawn  under  however  small  angle  from  the  point  A  of 
A.B  must  at  length  meet  (anyhow  at  an  infinite  distance)  any  perpendicular  BX, 

i  is  supposed  erected  at  any  distance  ̂ m  this  point  A  npon  this  secant  AB. 
Qnod  erat  etc. 

SOKE  DIVISIBILITT  TESTS. 

Br  WIL  t.  BEAL,  l[«mb*r  ol  tt*  LaadiiD  Mtttnutkal  BaHMj,  MuIob,  lajiut. 

lo  the  Educational  Timet  for  March,  1897,  Professor  Sylvester  proposed 

the  following  problem :  "If  the  digits  r  in  number  of  any  integer  A'  read  from 
1^  to  ri^t  be  mnltiplied  repeatedly  by  the  first  r  terms  of  the  recurring  series 
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1,  4,  3,  —1,  -4,  -8  ;  i,  4,  3,  -i,  -4,  -8,  show  that,  if  the  sum  of  these  prod- 

uct8  be  divisible  by  13,  so  N  will  be,  aiid  not  otherwise."  The  reason  for  the 
rule  is  apparent  when  we  notice  that  1,  4,  3,  —1,  —4,  —3  are  the  remaiDders  in 
reverse  order  of  10' ,  10«,  10»,  10*,  10* ,  10*  mod.  13  ;  or  what  is  the  same  thing 
in  the  development  of  ̂ ^  as  a  circulating  decimal. 

Since  we  may  prefix  any  number  of  ciphers  to  any  number,  it  is  dear  that 
we  may  start  with  any  number  of  the  series  only  being  oareful  to  preserve  the 

cyclical  order.  For  example,  we  might  equally  as  well  write  the  series  8,  —1, 
-4,  -3,  1,  4. 

Example.  11140640173  is  divisible  by  13  because  1(1)  4-4(1)  4-8(l)-l(4) 
-4(0)-3(6)  +  l(4)  +  4(0)+3(l)-l(7)-4(3)=-26=-2(13). 

728  is  divisible  by  (13)  because  3(7)-l(2)-4(8)=-13, 
The  reason  for  the  rule  suggests  its  extension  to  any  number  whatever. 
Thus  i  developed  in  a  circulating  decimal  gives  the  oonstant  remainder  1 

and  we  have  the  well  known  rule  that  a  number  is  divisible  by  8  if  the  sum  of  its 

digits  is  so.  |  developed  in  a  circulating  decimal  gives  the  series  2,  8,  1,  — S, 
-3,  -1.  Thus  6028620892  is  divisible  by  7  because  2(6)+ 8(C) +1(2) -2(8) 
-8(6)-.l(2)  +  2(0)4-3(8)-|-l(9)-.2(2)=7. 

For  11  the  remainders  are  1,  ~1,  and  we  have  the  known  rule  for  divisi- 
bility by  11.  For  13  the  rule  is  as  stated  by  Sylvester.  For  17  we  find  the  ser- 

ies 1,  -5,  8,  -6,  -4,  3,  2,  7,  -1,  6,  -8,  6,  4,  -3,  -2,  -7.  Thus  442  is  di- 
visible by  17  because  3(4)  +  2(4)  +  7(2)=34=2(l7). 
For  19  we  have  the  series  1,  2,  4,  8,  —3.  —6,  7,  —5,  9,  —1,  —2,  -4, 

—8,  3,  6,  —7,  5,  —9.  It  is  clear  that  in  this  way  we  can  find  similar  tests  of 
divisibility  for  any  number  whatever,  but  it  does  not  seem  worth  while  to  pnsh 
the  matter  further  except  in  special  cases. 

A  simple  rule  for  divisibility  by  37  may  be  found  in  this  way.  The  re- 
mainders are  1,  —11,  10.  Thus  343619  is  divisible  by  37  because  1(3)— 11(4) 

■f  10(3)  + 1(6)- 11(1)  + 10(9)=74=2(37). 
May  7,  1897. 

INTRODUCTION  TO  DIFFERENTIATION. 

By  JOHV  MACins,  A.  M.,  Proieator  of  lUthematiei,  Uaivenity  of  Worth  Dakota. 

1.     In  the  identity^^^|-^=r~-*-»-r~-*+   r+1,      (1), 

Since  r  may  have  any  value,  let  r= — p^;   then,   by    substituting   this 

n-l 
value  for  r  in(l),  multiplying  both  members  by  z  m  ,  and  simplifying,  we  obtsia 

.   1 
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gl/m-glm  =  ̂    m+a;m«m+       «m2m+«ii»       (2). 

Dividing  both  members  of  (2)  by  the  factor  that  rendered  a;i/«»— ^i/w  ration- 

al,  we  obtain,  since,  by  (2),  a;—2=(x*'*»— «*'"*)(«  m   +   «  "»  ), 

«"  m    +«   «    2W+   Xmz   m    -f-2    m 

which,  as  m  may  have  any  value,  dbl  included,  is  a  general  expression  for  the 
ratio  of  the  difference  of  two  like  powers  to  the  difference  of  their  haeea. 

In  (3),  if  we  suppose  z=x^  since,  then,  there  are  in  the  numerator  of  the 
n— 1  m—l 

second  member  n  terms,  each=x  m  ,  and  in  the  denominator  m  terms,  each=x  m 
we  obtain,  for  z=x^ 

n  n 

[Xm  — Z  m  "1            0    

JLdL 

=   aj(i»/»»»)  -1 

*^~^        tji 

mx  m 

the  first  member  assuming  tne  indeterminate  form  on  account  of  the  presence  in 

numerator  and  denominator  of  the  factor  x^^^z^^,  which  becomes  zero  by  hy- 
pothesis.    Hence,  as  m  may  have  any  value,  the  formula 

[^S^L.=*^"   (^> 
holds  true  for  every  value  of  n.     For  the  sake  of  simplicity  of  statement  we  shall 
suppose  in  what  immediately  follows  m==l,  and  n=:a  positive  integer. 

Then  (3)  becomes 

X*— 2" 
X— 2 

=X*-*-|-X*  -«2-|-   X2* -*  +  «*-*       (3'). 

2.  Now,  instead  of  regarding  x  and  z  in  (3')  as  unknown  constants, 
we  may  regard  them  as  denoting  different  values  of  the  same  variable  z, 
as  it  varies  from  2=0,  through  2=x,  toward  2=+^.  From  this  point  of  view 

we  see  that,  assigning  any  two  values  to  x  and  2,  each  member  of  (3')  expresses 
the  ratio  of  the  increment  of  the  power  to  the  increment  of  the  base,  between  these  val- 

^$es ;  or,  briefly  expressed,  gives  the  rate  of  increase  of  2**.  For  example, 
let  «=0,  x=a ;  then  both  members  of  (3')  become  a^-^,  the  average  rate  of  in- 

crease of  2"  while  (  increases  from  0  to  a ;  i.  e.  while  z  has  increased  by  a  units, 
2"  has  increased  a^~^  times  as  fast.  We  say  * 'average  rate''  because,  as  will  be 
seen  by  giving  different  values  to  a,  the  rate  of  increase  of  2"  is  continually  accel- 
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erating,  just  as  the  velocity  or  rate  of  motion  of  a  falling  body  is  oontini 
accelerating. 

3.  If  now  we  8appo8ez=a;— /i,  h  being  infinitely  small,  the  second  n 

ber  of  (3')  will  be  less  than  m^-*  by  a  difference  infinitely  small  ;  and  if  we  i 
pose  z=x+h,  the  second  member  of  (3')  will  be  greater  than  nx*"*  by  a  differ 
infinitely  small  ;  we  infer,  accordingly  (the  values  of  that  second  member  b 

continnous)  that  nx^^^  represents  the  rate  of  increase  of  z"  when  z  is  pas 
throvgh  x.  For,  if  nx*-*  does  not  represent  the  rate  of  increase  of  «"  wheo 
passing  through  x,  for  what  value  oft  does  it  reprpsent  the  rate  ? 

The  difficulty  that  is  here  experienced  arises  from  the  fact  that  we  h 

here  to  deal,  not  with  a  constant  ratio,  as  in  algebra,  but  with  a  ratio  that  ' 
ies  continuously  as  its  terms  vary,  ratios  of  frequent  occurence  in  phy 
and  kindred  sciences.  Thus,  when  we  say  that  a  falling  body  at  a  certaiD  p< 
in  its  descent  has  a  velocity  of  50  feet  a  second,  we  do  not  mean  that  the  b 
moves  at  that  rate  during  any  assignable  period  of  time,  but  would  descend  1 
distance  in  a  second,  if  the  motion  continued  uniform.  In  the  same  way,  nx 

does  not  mean  the  rate  of  increase  of  z**  during  an  interval  of  increase  of  z  bot 
rate  at  which  z**  would  increase  if  the  rate  became  constant  from  x. 

From  the  limitation  of  our  faculties,  we  are  unable  to  realize  the  ahsoli 
as,  for  example,  to  draw  or  even  conceive  a  straight  line  absolutely  with 
breadth.  Yet,  while  admitting  this  inability,  we  ignore  in  our  reasonings  u 
straight  lines  all  that  is  inconsistent  with  their  definition.  Similarly,  while 
our  conception  of  a  variable,  a  changing  velocity  for  example,  we  can  not  1 
thinking  of  the  element  of  change  as  constant  for  some  interval,  however  min^ 
we  here,  again,  ignore  whatever  is  inconsistent  with  the  definition  of  a  varii 
as  changing  continuously.  There  is  no  objection,  then,  to  our  assisting  ourg;i 
of  the  idea  by  regarding  a  power  of  a  variable  as  changing  by  infinitely  si 

constant*  elements,  as  long  as  we  ignore  inconsistent  consequences. 
4.  Def.     Function,  as  usual.     Example,  x^  a  function  of  x. 
5.  Def.  A  variable  being  supposed  to  change  by  infinitely  small 

ments,  such  an  element  is  called  the  differential  of  the  variable.  The  differer 
of  a  variable  is  denoted  by  the  symbol  d  prefixed  to  the  symbol  of  the  varia 

Thus  dfx,  d<x*),  are  read  respectively,  the  differential  of  z,  the  differential  of:^ 
It  has  already  been  seen  that  (2(x^)==?ix**~^(2x,  that  is  when  the  variab 

passing  through  the  value  x,  the  power  is  changing  nx**~^  times  as  fast  as  the 
iable.     Hence  nx*-*  is  called  the  differential  coefficient  of  x*,  etc. 

6.  (Here  would  follow  the  demonstration  of  the  rules  for  algebraic  8 
of  variables,  found  much  as  usual.     The  rule  for  the  differential  of  products 
be  found  as  follows,  without  the  intervention  of  series.) 

7.  To  find  the  differential  of  the  product  of  two  variables,  say  xy, 

•.•  2xy=(x-|-y)«— x«— y*. 

.-.  2(£(xy)=2(x+y)xd(x+y)-d(x«)-ci(y«). 

«TluK  is,  oonstont  daring  an  infinitely  small  interval. 
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2d(iry)=2(« + y)(dx + dy)  -  2xdx-  2ydy. 

i.  e.  d(xy)=xdx-^xdy+ydx-^ydy'~xdx'^ydy, 

i.  e.  d(xy)=xdy-^ydx. 

From  this  may  be  derived  rules  for  d{xyz)^  etc.,  and  d(x/y), 
8.  Here  would  follow  demonstration  by  differentials  of  Binomial  Formula 

all  values  of  n,  with  exercises. 
9.  Here  would  follow  the  algebraic  deduction  of  some  such  formula  as  : 

log(l  +«)=lf («- »«•  +  J«»  -   ad  inf.) 

whence  (i(logl+2)=ilf(l— «+2*—   ad  inf.)ctx 

dOogl-i- z)=M.'j^.dx 

putting  X  for  1  +2  we  have 

dloga;=^(  (£«/«) . 

Whence  may  be  derived  ct(a')=a'loga,  etc. 
10.  Here  would  follow  the  algebraic  deduction  of 

8inx=a;-(xV3I)  +  (xV5I)-(xV7!)+       (1) 

and  C08x=l-(xV2I)  +  (xV4I)-(xVB!)+    (2). 

From  (1),  Aflinx)={l— (xV2!)  +  (xV4I)— (xV6I)+   }(ix=co8xd[x, 

I  from  (2),  d(cosx)=»sinxctx,  etc. 

11.  Then  might  follow  applications  to  questions  of  maxima  and  minima, 

Then  deduction  of  Taylor's  Theorem,  with  applications. 

ARITHMETIC. 

■tecud  fty  B.  F.  PIVKSL,  Spiinflleld,  Mo.   All  eontribations  to  thii  depftrtoieat  ihonld  bo  Mat  to  him. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

79.   PkvpMid  by  F.  M.  PBB8T,  St  Louie.  Mo. 

How  many  $20 gold  pieces  can  be  put  in  a  room  20  feet  long,  18  feet  wide,  0  feet  high? 
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Solntioo  by  B.  F.  IHKBL,  A.  M.,  M.  8«.,  Pirafwior  «l  lUthtmAtias  aad  FkjtiM,  Drvj  OoUifft.  Sfriir' 
SprinflleUi,  Mluonri. 

A  t20  gold  piece  is  about  ̂ i^  of  an  inch  thick,  and  about  lf\  inches  in  di- 
ameter. By  putting  the  pieces  in  cylindrical  layers  lengthwise  of  the  room,  we 

can  place  (18xl2)-4-l/5  or  160  cylinders  in  the  first  layer,  each  cylinder  contain- 
ing (20x  12)-«-|^S(r  or  3000  $20  gold  pieces.  By  rectangular  arrangement  of  the 

cylinders  we  can  put  in  (9x  12)-4-1yV  or  80  layers.  Hence,  by  this  arrangement, 
we  can  put  80  x  160x3000=38,400,000  pieces  in  the  room. 

By  laying  the  cylinders  of  the  second  layer  of  cylinders  between  two  cyl- 
inders of  the  first  layer,  the  distance  between  the  plane  of  centers  of  the  first 

layer  and  the  plane  of  centers  of  the  second  layer  is  }  (H)*  — (H)*==Hl^^- 
Hence,  there  can  be  placed  in  the  room,  by  this  arrangement,  (9x  12)-4-(}|/3  or 
92  layers+.376  of  a  layer. 

In  these  92  layers  46  layers  would  contain  160  cylinders  and  46  wonld 
cantain  159.  But  since  there  is  still  room  at  the  top  the  last  layer  can  be  placed 
in  so  as  to  contain  160  cylinders. 

Hence,  there  will  be  47  layers  of  160  cylinders  and  45  layers  of  159. 
Since  each  cylinder  contains  3000  t20  gold  pieces,  there  can  be  placed  in 

the  room  by  this  method  (47  xl60+45x  159)  x  3000=44,025,000  pieces. 
It  is  possible  that  by  considering  other  dimensions  in  the  same  way  as  the 

width  in  this  solution  a  still  larger  number  may  be  placed  in  the  room. 
Charles  C.  Cross  obtained  as  his  answer  88,400,000. 

80.   Propottd  by  0HABLE8  C.  CKOSS,  lAjtoMwOl;  Maryland. 

From  a  cask  containing  10  gallons  of  wine,  a  servant  drew  off  1  gallon  each  day,  for 
five  days,  each  time  supplying  the  deficiency  by  adding  a  gallon  of  water.  Afterwardi, 
fearing  detection,  he  again  drew  off  a  gallon  a  day  for  five  days,  adding  each  time  a  galkxi 

of  wine.  How  many  gallons  of  water  still  remained  in  the  cask  ?  [From  QuaekenhoM*  Ar 
ithmetic.  ] 

Solution  by  B.  F.  FinXL,  A.  M..  M.  So.,  Profotior  oi  Mathematiei  and  Pfaytiet,  Drary  CoUoft.  Spriir 
fold.  MiMOuri. 

Let  10  gallonR=a,  1  gallon=&,  the  quantity  of  water  or  wine  added  after 
each  draught,  j\=h/a:=l/n,  the  part  drawn  ofifeach  time. 

Then  a^a/n=al   j=quantity  of  wine  left  after  first  draught ; 

of — ^1  — 1/n  of  af — ^j=af   1  =quantity  of  wine  left  after  second 

draught  ; 

al — ^-)  —  1/n  ofaf   j  =  al   j  =quantity  of  wine  left  after  third 

(n—
 1\"* 

  J     =qua
ntit

y  

left  after
  
the  mth 

 
drau

ght=
^. 

\ 
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Then  a— il=water  in  the  cask. 

il+b=quantity  of  wine  in  cask  before  the  (tn+l)th  draught  since  6  gallons 
»f  wine  are  added. 

i4+6-[(i4/n)+(6/n)]  +  6=i<(-!^)+  6(-5^)=quantity  of  wine  be- 

biethe  (m-f2)th  draught. 

ssqaantity  of  wine  before  the  (m+3)th  draught. 

(n— l\«»+p     /«'— (n  —  ly^ 
  1      +6(   ^   -) 

In  the  present  case,  o=10,  ft=l,  l/m=|Vi  t»=5,  and  7»=6.     Hence,  sub- 

itituting.  we  have  lo[^^]'Vl.[  ̂ ^'^^y]-^)'  j=7.581884401    gallons, 

he  quantity  of  wine  left  after  putting  in  the  last  gallon  of  wine,  and,  therefore, 
L4181 15599  gallons=^quantity  of  water  in  the  cask. 

GEOMETRY. 

OMiMtod  by  B.  F.  TSnXL,  Spriiifiitid,  Mo.   All  eontributioni  to  thii  deptrtment  ihoold  b«  MBt  to  hhi. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

71.   fnjfWi  Wf  ROBBIT  J.  ALIT,  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  Profetsor  of  Matliem&tief,  IndUoa  UniTtnity,  Blooa- 

Prove  by  pure  geometry  :  A  perpendicular  at  the  middle  point.  Ma,  of 

0ide  BC  of  the  triangle  ABC  meets  the  circumcircle  in  A',  On  this  perpen- 
Icnlar  A"  and  A'"  are  taken  so  that  MaA"=MaA'  and  A"A'"=AH.  {H  is  the 
thocentar  of  triangle  ABC)    Prove  that  A"'  is  on  the  circumicircle. 



Let  M^,=M^,,  A,A,=AH,  to  prove  ̂ ,  on  the  drcamferenoe 
circle.      Since  A^A,  ia  ft  line  through  M,  the  center 
of  the  circle,  the  propoBition  Ib  in  effect  to  prove  A, 
one  extremity  of  the  diameter  through  Jf,. 

By  the  conditions  AH—AtA,,  and  is  parollet 
to  it,  therefore  ABA^A,  is  a  parallelogram. 

Also  triangles  BHA  and  M^MMi  are  similar, 
hence  since  2M^t=AS,  we  have  AH=2MM,. 

Therefore,  ̂ ,^,=^,^,+^,if.+iV^i 

=2Af,«f+^Af^, 

=2(Ar^,)=2r,  faence  j1,  ia  extremity  of  diameter. 

Q.  S.  D. 
Alw  •olrad  br  DBAS.  O.  <mOga,  ud  J.  W.  BOBOOaa. 
Mz.Oro—lunltbMtt 

If  a  line  with  it*  eztretnitie*  apon  two  carve*  move  in  any  n 
line  maj  vary  In  length),  and  Pa  point  upon  the  line  whioh  divides  it  in  thei«tio> 
aeribe  a  onrre,  the  area  of  thia  ourve  will  be  given  b;  the  formula — 

.   im*+nin)Aj+(n*+mn)At—mnAf 
^  (m+n)'  • 

No  solution  of  this  problem  has  been  received. 

T«.    FNfMW  br  KOBXST  J.  ILST,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  FrolMMr  st  lUthiitlni.  lodtaaa  Umkwmmj 
l^m,  Indlua. 

Prove  by  pure  geometry;  (1)  A' ,  B' ,  and  C"  axe  the  middle  points  of  the  ar 
CA,  Mti  AB  respectively.  With  tbeae  points  u  eenten,  circles  are  described  | 
through  B  and  C,  C  and  A ,  and  A  and  B  respectively.  Prove  that  these  circles  inl 
Id  0,  the  center  of  the  Incircle  of  the  triangle  ABC ;  (2)  that  0,  the  center  of  the  ir 

is  Nagel's  point  of  the  triangle  formed  by  joining  the  middle  points  of  the  sides. 
SdaUw  br  CRAXI.B8  0.  OBOSS.  Urtsanlll*.  lUrTUad.  ud  th«  PSDPOSES. 

(1)  AO  cats  the  circumcircle  at  A', 
for  AO  bisects  angle  A  and  also  its  subtending 

are.      ̂ OBA-=i{A  +  B). 
^BOA'^iiA-i-B)  for  it  is  exterior  an- 

gle to  triangle  £0.1. 

.-.  triangle  A'BO  is  isosceles. 
A'B=A'0.  By  similar  reasoning  it  is 

proved  that  B'A=ffO  and  C'A=C'0. 
.'.  The  oireles  intersect  in  0. 
(2)  It  is  a  well  known  property  of 

Nagel's  point  that  A<i  and  Oif.,  i'Qand  03f,, 
CQ  and  OJf,  are  respectively  parallel. 
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The  triin^e  M,MtM,  is  similftr  to  the  triangle  ABC. 

^OM,Bf^=:fQAC. 

^OMM.='i(.QCA. .  0  with  respect  to  the  triangle  M^M^M,,  ie  located  precisely  as  Q  ie  with 

|to  the  triangle  ABO. 
uence  0  is  Nagel'a  point  of  triangle  M^M^M,. 
b  MlTMl  W  '■  M.  MtOAW  ud  0.  B.  M.  MXBB. 

iJtapNid  ̂   lOBXST  J.  Ain.  A.  K.,  n.  D..  Pnliuor  d  MulwMUliu,  t><l*M  IIilTW^ 

L  attmtm  Wf  WILLUH  ■OOm.  A.  v.,  Pb.  D..  PrdMHT  si  lUUimitlM.  OUa  Uitvmiqr.  Atk«M, 

The  coSrdinates  of  A  are  (—,  0,  <)];  of  0,  (r,  r,  r);  and  nf  A',  those  of 

i«  intersection  of  |9— r=0   (1),  with  a^-^har+eafi=0   (2),  having 
le  eonstant  relation  aa+b^4i7=3^   (3).     These  give  for  the  coSrdinatee 

.,/       (6+c)*        2a         (fc+e)»   ,    2M6  +  e)  (b+c)*   .     2i(fc  +  c)\ 

The  distance  d  between  (<r,, ,},,  /',)  and  (it,,  ̂ ,,  r,)  is  given  by 

=-J^,{a(^,-.»,)(r,-r,)  +  6(r,-r,)('*,-<',)  +  eCn',-«,)C,*,-;S,)}    ...(4).- 

Pnttingflr,=(2a/a),  yS,=C,  r,=0;  «,=iS,=r,^r, 

7(J*=ftw(6  +  c-a)/2A     (5), 

Patting  a,,  />,,  ri    eqnal   respectively  to  the  coordinates  of  A',  and 
,^;i,=)-,=r  as  before,  in  (4),  we  get  an  expreBsion  for  OA^*. 

We  can  then  express  the  ratio  of  OA  to  OA'. 

a  b;  J.  SCKIITEK,  A.  K..  HactntowB,  Hurlud. 

%B  point  j4'  18  evidently  the  middle  point  of  arc  BC     Since  lA'OC^ 

I  Z^'C-0=-iU+B),  OA'=A'0~A'B. 

I  Ptolemy's  theorem,  MCi4'£  being  a  cyclic  quadrilateral, 

An7t.A'C-vAC-KA-B^AA'-/.nC,ar 

ty.QA'  •^h%.OA'={,AO-\^OA'n. 

.-.  OA  :  0,4'=6+<:-a  :  a=^3-a  :  2o. 
f.  S.  H.  KJtSX  aait  OB^S.  C.  Oa08B. 
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75.   PkvpoMd  by  WBUAM  HOOVBS.  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  FMlMMr  of  tUthtmatlM  an4  AitroMBy  ii  (Mi 
Uaiftnitj,  Atheni,  Ohio. 

A  plane  passes  through  (0,0,  e)  and  touches  the  circle  x<  -f-  y^  =  a*  ,  i;=0 ;  determine 
the  locus  of  the  ultimate  intersections  of  the  plane. 

I.   Solvtioo  by  tht  PB0F08SR. 

Let  the  plane  be  Ax-^  By-k-Cz'^p=0   (1). 

Pacing  through  (0,  0,  e),  (1)  gives  p=^cC   (2), 

and  (1)  becomes  ilx+By+Cz—cC=0   (3). 

The  X,  y,  z  of  (8)  are  those  of  x«+y«=a«   (4),  1=0   (6), 

and  also  of  i4x+ J?y— cC=0   (6). 

Making  (4)  homogeneous  by  aid  of  (6), 

r    1  .4«  -]    x«         2AB   .      r    1  B*  i_^  ,., 

For  (3)  to  touch  (7),  the  values  ofx/y  from  (7)  must  be  equal,  or 

r  1        i4«  nr  1        b*  n_A*B* 

L    a«        e*C*  JL   a*        c«C«  J"'c»0*     

(8), 

or,  A*/C*'^B*/C*^eya*=0   (9). 

From  (3),  A/C={t'^c)/x-(y/x)(B/C)   (10). 

Substituting  (10)  in  (9),  etc., 

^l+»Lsvc»  -?fc£lfi/c+ii=pl-cv««=o    (11). X  XX 

a  quadratic  in  the  undetermined  constant  B/C,  giving  the  envelope 

g'-fy'  __  (g-g)* 

(«). 

n.   SolotioB  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Toxarkana,  Arfcansaa. 

Let  the  plane  touch  the  circle  at  the  point  (x',  y'). 

xx'  t/t/' 
.•.  — —+  -rf — l-2/c=l,  is  the  equation  to  tlie  plane,  bat 

x'»  +  y'«=o»   (1).     .-.  dy'/dx'=-x/y=-x'/y'   (J). 
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(2)  in  the  equation  to  the  plane  gives, 

,  _  o»g(c— jg)         ,_  a«y(g— z) 

These  values  of  z\  y'  in  (1),  «*+y*  — (a*/c*)(c— «)*=0,  a  cone  of  revolu- tion as  the  locus. 

MECHANICS. 

QnJMtMi  by  B.  F.  fUUL.  Spriiifiifld.  Ko.   All  eoatritetioiii  to  tkit  dfpftrtmt nt  thooM  b«  Mot  to  hhi. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

49.   Pfopoiid  by  0.  W.  AITHOIT,  M.  So..  Profoiior  of  tUthtmatios,  GolvabiMi  UaiTtnity,  WftokiBf 
toa,  D.  0. 

A  rectangular  stick  of  timber  of  known  dimensiong  is  placed  upon  a  platform  of 
given  height  in  a  vertical  position  with  the  center  above  the  edge  of  platform,  and 
slightly  displaced  from  the  vertical.    Where  and  in  what  manner  will  it  strike  the  ground? 

L    Sofartioa  by  tho  F10F08IB. 

Any  body  rotating  about  the  center  of  an  end  has  the  energy, 

K(»«)m(a«+6«). 
If  the  body  has  fallen  through  the  angle  ̂ ,  the  energy  is 

16(1— cos^m. 

.-.  2(»«(a« -|-6«)=86(l-cos^+   (1). 

The  body  will  leave  the  platform  when  the  statical  pressure=centrifugal 

force.    The  pre8Sure=rniCOs6^.     Centrifugal  force=imG)*5. 

.-.  ̂ •fe=2cos^   (2). 

From  (1)  and  (2),  ai=J__^_.  ....  (3),  and  co8^=  J^'l^i.t      (4)- 
Take  the  edge  of  platform  as  origin.  Let  the  axis  of  x  be  horizontal  and 

the  axis  of  y  vertical.  Resolve  the  angular  velocity  of  the  center  of  gravity  into 
its  vertical  and  horisontal  components  at  the  instant  of  the  stick  leaving 

the  platform. 

Kx=16aKX)s^ 

(5). 1 
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For  the  accelerationB  we  have     . ,    =0,  .  ,    =— o. 

— ,  dx  t     dy 

Then        .    =<;,  and  — -^=— jft+c,. 

Let  us  begin  to   reckon  time  from   the  instant  that  the  body  leavep 
the  platform. 

Then   -^=Vr,  and-^=«Sf(+r^. 

When  t=0,  x=lfesin^,  and  y=16co8^. 

Then««-F^  +  16sin^ 1 and  y  =«  —  Jflrt*  +  Fyt  +  Ifccos^ 

These  give  the  motion  of  the  center  of  gravity. 

Call  T  the  time  taken  for  one  end  to  reach  the  ground.     Then  alter  leav- 
ing the  platform  it  will  have  rotated  through  the  angle  Too, 

It  therefore  makes  an  angle  6^+  Tco  with  the  vertical. 
The  center  of  gravity  has  fallen, 

Y.^^igT*  +  V^T+ibcoBff.     Also  X^ «  ̂ ,7+  Jfesin^. 

The  center  of  gravity  will  be  the  distance  J6cos(^+  Ttnf)  from  the  ground. 

Now  F,  +  Jfeco8(^+  T<o)^H,  the  height  of  tower. 

Or,  J6cos(^+  ro))- IsfT*  -»-  7y7'+16co8^=/Z'   (7). 
From  this  equation  T  may  be  determined.  The  horizontal  distance  from 

the  foot  of  the  tower  will  then  be  given  by  the  equation, 

X^X^  -f  J/>cos(^+  r«)=  V^T^  lt8in^+lfesin(^+  Toj). 

XL   Solotion  by  ALFRED  HUME,  C.  E.,  D.  Se..  Profetsor  of  Mathem&tiei.  UniTtnitj  ol  lOsaiitippi.  P.O. 
UniTtnity,  Miuiuippi. 

The  Stick  turns  about  its  lower  extremity  until  it  reaches  a  horiiontal  pos- 

ition with  an  angular  velocity  given  by  a?'»(3^/2f7),  2a  being  its  length. 
Subsequently  there  are  two  motions  which  may  be  considered  independ- 

ently. One  is  that  of  rotation  about  the  center  of  gravity  with  a  constant  angu- 
lar velocity,  a?;  the  other,  that  of  translation,  the  center  of  gravity  falling  vertic- 

ally with  an  initial  velocity,  a(o. 
Estimating  the  motion  from  the  horizontal  position,  the  stick  is  vertical 

when  it  has  turned  through  an  odd  number  of  right  angles ;  that  is,  at  the  end  of 
nn/2(io  seconds,  n  being  any  odd  number.  If  S^  denote  the  distance  from 
the  level  of  the  platform  to  the  lowest  point  of  the  stick  at  the  instants  of  verti- 
cality,  the  motion  of  translation  gives, 



or,  sabstituting  the  value  of  co, 

flf^a.{i4.j(«'n)[l  +  K«'n)]}a,  n  being  odd. 

Similarly  the  positiona  of  horizontality  are  given  by 

Sk^^{nn)[l  -j-  i(7rn)]n,  n  being  even. 

If  any  value  of  Sp  or  Sk  equals  Dy  the  distance  from  the  platform  to  the 
ground,  the  stick  will  strike  the  ground,  in  the  one  case  vertically,  in  the  other, 
horiiontally. 

The  discussion  might  be  continued  in  general  terms.  Instead  of  this,  how- 
ever, let  a^l  foot,  and  Z)alO  feet. 
Giving  to  n  the  values  of  1,  2,  and  3  in  the  proper  equations,  the  first  and 

second  values  of  S^  are  found  to  about  3.4  and  13.1,  and  the  first  value 
of  Sk  about  6.4.  Consequently  the  stick  will  strike  the  ground  in  passing  from  a 
horixontal  toward  a  vertical  position. 

Since  in  falling  6.4  feet  a  half  revolution  has  been  made,  the  time  for  this 
motion  is  n/oo  seconds,  and  the  velocity  of  the  center  of  gravity  when  the  stick 
is  horixontal  for  the  last  time  is  on-f  <7(^/<»),  remembering  that  a^l.  If  the 
stick  turns  through  an  angle  ̂   before  striking  the  ground,  the  center  of  gravity 
falls  through  (3.6^8in^)  feet  in  ff/oo  seconds,  giving  the  equation, 

3.6-sin/5^-[Gi«Sf(«'/Gi)](/y/Gi)+J^[(^/«)]«, 

which  reduces  to  3.6^8in^iB3.1^-f  i^*,  approximately  ;  from  which  6ib48''  20', 
about. 

The  horizontal  distance  from  the  edge  of  the  platform  to  the  point  at  which 
the  stick  touches  the  ground  is  1  +  cos^,  or  1  foot,  8  inches,  approximately. 

^  is,  of  course,  the  inclination  of  the  stick  to  the  horizontal  at  the  instant 
of  contact  with  the  ground. 

In  the  last  part  of  this  work  the  thickness  of  the  stick  has  been  neglected. 
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DIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

GoBdoeied  by  J.  M,  GOLAW.  MonUrey.  Va.     All  eontribotioat  to  thii  deputaMBt  thMld  b«  wnd  U 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

49.    Proposed  by  EDMUVD  FISH,  Hilltboro.  lUinoit. 

A  rectangular  field,  whose  length  and  breadth  in  rods  are  in  whole  numbers,  it  en- 
closed with  a  fence  and  subdivided  by  fences  on  both  diagonals,  the  total  length  of  the 

fences  being  2204  rods ;  required  the  sides  and  area. 

I.    Solution  by  0.  W.  AHTHOIT.  M.  So.,  Profotior  of  MathwMitits.  GohuiMaB  Uaivtralt]r.  Waalriaciao, 
D.  0.;  0.  S.  WESTGOTT.  lortb  DiTiiion  High  Sohool,  Gbietffo,  and  tira  PB0P08KR. 

Let  2x1/,  2*— t/',  and  z'+y'  be  the  length,  breadth  and  diagonal  of  the 
field,  respectively  ;  then  2x*-|-2a:y=1102. 

t  .          cci        u               ̂ 1                19x29 
.*.  x"-|-a:y=:561 ;  whence  y=   x,  =   — x. X  X 

As  X  and  y  are  known  to  be  integral,  551/x  must  be  integral,  which  crd 
only  be  when  x=19.     Hence  y=10. 

.-.  2xy=380  ;  and  x«-y«  =  261,  breadth. 

n.    Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR.  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  Toxarkana.  Arkantai. 

Let  x=length,  y=breadth  ;  then  2x-l"2^  +  2|   (x«+y«)=2204. 
.-.  607202 -fxy=1102(x  +  y).     .-.  1102 -y=  11 02(65 l-y)/x. 
Let  1102-y=«,  then  2=1102(x— 661)/x. 

.-.  x=1102-(2.19«.29V2)-     .•.2=29«.     .-.  x=380,  y=261. 
Area=99180  square  rods,  =619  acres,  14  square  rods. 

m.    Solution  by  M.  A.  ORUBER.  A.  M..  War  D«i»aitment  Wathhirton.  D.  G.;  JOSIAH  H.  DRUMlfOA 
LL.  D..  Portland.  Maine;  A.  H.  HOLMES,  Brunswick,  Maine;  and  P.  S.  BERO,  Larinort,  lorth  Dakota. 

As  the  field  is  a  rectangle,  the  diagonals  are  equal,  and  the  fences  form  the 

sides  of  two  equal  right  triangles  of  which  the  legs  and  hypotenuse  are  respect- 
ively the  sides  and  diagonal  of  the  field. 
Let  a  and  b  be  the  sides  and  c  the  diagonal  of  the  field.  Then  2a+26+2c 

-=2204,  and  a*-f6«=c«.  From  the  identity  (2mn)« +(m«—n«)«=(m« +  *«)«, 
the  formula  for  finding  integral  sides  of  right  triangles,  take  a=2mn,  6=m*^ii', 
and  c=m*+n^.  Then  2a  +  2fe-f  2c=4m(m  +  n)=2204.  Whence  m(mH-n)=551. 
We  now  separate  551  into  two  factors,  making  the  larger  factor  equal  m-f  ii,  and 
the  smaller  equal  m. 

551=19x29.  Then  m  +  n=29  and  m=19  ;  whence  n= 10.  Substituting 
these  values  of  m  and  n  in  the  values  for  a,  6,  and  c,  we  obtain  a=2f)in=380= 

the  length  of  the  field  ;  ?)=m*  —  n*  =261  =the  breadth  of  the  field  ;  and  c=m*  + 
n«=461=the  diagonal  of  the  field.  The  area=380x  261=99180  square  rod8= 
6191  acres. 

Almi  A4»lved  b}'  A    H.  BELL. 

I 
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M.   Puptud  Wf  8TLVB8TBR  B0BII8,  larth  Brandi  Dtpot,  Vtv  Jfnty. 

The  edges  of  a  rectangular  parallelepiped  are  within  1  of  the  proportion 

3  :  9,  and  they  are  2x=bl,  ax  and  9a;,  (2x=f:l)*-f  (8x)'+(9a;)*=the  diagonal 
ared=94x*=f:4«-|- 1=  D .    To  find  four  integral  values  for  x. 

I.    Sohitioa  hf  A.  H.  HOLMBS,  Box  MS.  Braatwiek.  MaiM. 

We  may  put  it  in  the  form  :     90a;«  +  (2x±:l)«=  D ,  or 
fii«««-(m«-90)x«  +  (2x=fcl)«=D. 

.-.  2iw(2xd=l)=(w«— 90)x;  4mxd=2m=m«x— 90x. 

.-.  x=d=(2m/(m« -4111-90). 
Let  m==nz.    Then  n«x«-4nx-90=±2n  ;  n«x«— 4nx+4=94±2n. 

Take  plus  sign  and  let  n=8.     .-.  3x=2  +  10=12.     .'.  x=4. 
Now  let  n^a/b^,    aH*/b^^4ax/b^  +4=94=fc2a/b«=(946«d=2c)/6«. 
Now  take  6=8.     .*.  a--rr6/2  and  a/6«-5/18. 
.-.  6J/18-24  29/8.     5x-36-f  174-210.     .-.  x-42. 
Now  let  6«10.     .'.  a-9/2  and  a/6* -9/200. 
.-.  9x/200« 24 97/10.     9x- 400 -I- 1940-2340.     .'.  x-260. 
Now  let  6m23.     .-.  0--8/2  and  o/6«--3/1068. 
.-.  -3J/1068- 2-228/28,  or  8x-8142.     .-.  x-2714. 
Forx—       4  we  have  :     94x»+4x  +  l— D. 
Forx—     42  we  have  :     94x«  — 4x-|-l— D  . 
For  x-  280  we  have  :     94x«  +4x+ 1  -  D  . 
For  X— 2714  we  have  :     94x'  — 4x-f  1—  D  . 

n.    Sofaitioa  by  A.  H.  BBU..  HUltboro.  nilnoU. 

The  equation  readily  reduces  to  :   <•— 94y*  —  —90   (1), 

I  x-(e=F2)/94         (2).      (l)-!-9  gives  e'«-94y'«--10,   and 
"•  1  :f     ̂ 9   

•  •  \ 

One 
cycle, 

t 

Mo.  of  Fno'tt:    lit 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 18 U 14 lA  U: 

iaBtuctfim- 
1  I>MKiai*rs  1  :  U     6     6 9 10 S 

15 
1 lA S 10 9 A 8 IS    1: 

toatB            f  :    1.    1.    S, 

1. 

1. 
A. 

1. 

(8). 

1. 
A. 

1. 

1 8 8 1  IS: 

1       •     •    !•       t*      fX       IM       %.*>       1*41        I04       lt»»»       1441*      N4S9N      ftifi      *"4AJt*      ̂ *Jlft*      I4»*S«I      tl4UM   .. 

The  convergents  preceding  the  denominators,  10  of  the  complete  quotients 

/y- 126/18  and  8i3a't8/8771   (4),  as  they  are  even  fractions. 
.-.  answer  the  —10  of  (8).  To  obtain  other  values  of  ('  and  y\  take 

94fi«-l   (6). 

:  (6)  and  dtWiSt'tivy'    (t  r±94uy')«-94(<'udtt;y')«  -  - 10 
(6). 

or,  C«-94y/«--10 1 
The  smallest  integral  values  for  v/u— 2148296/221064,  but  as  fractional 
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values  for  t'  and  \f  can  be  used  as  shown  in  (3),  to  obtain  these  we  soWe  (5). 
Let  v=^v'/z  and  u=n7«  ;  then  v'«— 2«=^94tt'«   
Now  let  tt*==p9  and  let  94=any  two  factors,  then  (7)  can  be  made 

r'-|-«=p*  or  2p«        ) 
v'-f=949«  or479«  j 

add  and  subtract,  etc.      v*=p^-^^Aq*  or  2p«+479«  ;  z=p«— 97g*  or  2p*-47 
t*'=2pv..   (8). 

In  the  right-hand  values  if  p=6  and  9=1,  r'=97  ;  «=3  ;  u'=10.     Tl 
are  an  infinite  number  of  values  but  these  are  the  only  ones  admissible. 

(7)  v=97/3  and  tt=10/3  ;  substituting  these  along  with  those  of  (4)  sej 

ately  in  (6)  we  have  t,.'=2/3  and  24442/3  ;  and  e.'=3946/3  and  16493426/3 1 
those  in  (4),  will  make  six  values  for  i\  and  now  in  (3)  and  (2)  x=0,  4,  - 
260,  -2714,  and  175462,  etc.      The  s]gn=side(2a;=bl).      v=94,  39,  407,21 
26313. 

m.   SohitioB  by  tira  FIOFOSER. 

This  problem  is  suggested  by  a  remark  in  No.  5,  Vol.  I.:  **x*— 1 
=d=l  ;  this  is  the  most  difficult  number  under  100." 

1.  Find  initial  terms  in  that  infinite  series  of  rational  rectangular  8o 
where  the  edges  of  each  term  are  in  proportion  as  2:3:9,  within  1 
the  ih\chne99. 

Let  2a;:kl,  3x  and  9x  be  the  edges  ;  then  94x*d=42;-|-l=a=(iiix^ 
==fM«««d=2wa:-f  1.     x=(±2m=f  4)/(94-m«). 

Say  m=|/(94)=9/l,  10/1,  29/3,  97/10,  126/13,  223/23,  1241/1 
1464/151,  etc. 

When  m= 

Then   x— 

10 
4 

29/3 

42 
97/10 

260 
223/2X 

2714 

2x±l= 

3x— 
9x— 

9 
12 

36 

83 

126 
378 

521 
780 

2340 

5427 
8142 

24426 

Thickness. Width. 

Length. 

V^(94x«=b4x-fl)- 39 407 2521 26313 
1  Solid  diago 

2.  Find  first  term  in  an  infinite  series  of  rational  parallelopipeds  w 
the  dimensions  of  every  solid  are  in  proportion  as  2  :  3  :  9,  within  1  in  the  wi 

Let  2x,  3xd=l  and  9x  represent  the  edges.  Then  94z*d=6x+l 
=(mxdtl)«=m«x«=b2wx+ 1.  Whence  x=(2m=T:6)/(94-m«),  m=r|/(94)=9 
29/3,  97/10,  126/13,  etc. w-29/3 126/13 

x~     24 
429 

2x-=     48 858 
3x=bl=     73 

1286 9x—  216 3861 
Solid  diagonal^  233 4159 
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3.  Find  a  term  in  an  infinite  series  of  rational  parallelopipeds  where  the 
dges  are  in  proportion  as  2  :  3  :  9,  within  unity  in  length. 

Let  2x,  3x,  and  dxdtl  be  the  edges.  94««dtl8a:+l=D=(ma;dtl)«= 
i*x*dt2fnz+l.  a:=(2mq=18)/(94-m«).  Substitute  w==  1464/161,  and  «=15865, 
r=31710,  3x=47666,  9x-l=142694. 

Proof:     31710«+47666«  +  142694«=163719«. 
4.  Find  some  term  in  an  infinite  series  of  rational  parallelopipeds  where 

9  dimensions  come  within   1   unit  in  the   thirkneaa  of  being  in  proportion 

3  :  6  :*7. 
Let  edges  be  3x=bl,  6x  and  7x.  94x«=b6x-|-l=D=(mx±:l)«=m«x«=fc2mx 

1. x=(2m=F6)/(94-m«). 
When  w- 29/3 m«  126/33 

X-  24 X-   429 

3x=bl«  144 3x=bl-  1286 
6x»  144 6x-  2574 

7x-  168 7x-  3003 

8.  d.»  233 8.  d.-  4169 

Proof:  73«+144«-»-168«-233«. 

etc. 

5.  Find  some  term  in  an  infinite  series  of  rational  rectangular  solids 
tiere  the  edges  come  within  1  unit  in  the  width  of  being  in  the  proportion  of 

:  6  :  7.     Let  the  edges  be  represented  by  3x,  6x=bl  and  7x.      Th^n  94x'=bl2x 
1— D»(m«=bl)«-m<x«-f2mx-|-l.      x«(2w=f12)/(94-w«).     When  w-|,^94 
....  1464/161.     Then  x-84268  or  367870. 

3x»262774  or  Hx- 1073610 
6x- 1  =  606647  6x  + 1  -  2147221 

7x  »  689806  7x  -  2606090 

Diagonal »  81691 1  Diagonal  -3469679 
6.  Find  a  term  in  that  infinite  series  of  rational  parallelopipeds  wherein 

16  edges  of  every  solid  are  within  unity  in  the  length  of  being  in  proportion  to 
leh  othelr  as  3  :  6  :  7. 

(3x)«  +  (6x)«  +  (7xdtl)«=94x«=bl4x  +  l-D-(tiixd=l)«. 
9ixztl4^m*xdt2m.      x^(2m=fl4)/(94-m*),      wa.|/94.       Now    when 

-29/3,  x-60,  3x=180,  6x«360,  7x-l»419. 
180«-f360«H-419«-581«. 

AlM>  aolTed  hj  J.  H.  DRUMMOND. 

f  1.  PUfMiil  by  H.  0.  WIL1E8.  SknU  Ran.  West  Vircinia. 
The  difference  between  the  roots  of  two  succefisive  triangular  square  numbers,  [i.  e. 

iangular  numbers  that  are  also  square  numbers],  equals  the  sum  of  two  successive  inte- 
al  numbers,  the  sum  of  whose  squares  will  be  a  square  number.  Demonstrate.  Or,  if  « 
id  I  be  the  roots  of  any  two  successive  triangular  numher  that  are  also  square  numbers, 
ore  that  i— ii=2ti-f  1,  where  n*  (m+I  )*  =D- 

L    Solstioa  by  0.  B.  M.  ZSRR,  A.  M..  Pb.  D..  TezarUaa.  Arkantai. 

n(n+l)   .                     .             (l4-|/2)«'"-f(l-|/2)«*-2 
  ~ — '-  IS  a  square  when  n—   — ^   ^ — - —   . 
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±    pTn~+ir_  ̂ .  I  (H-»/2)>»+«-(l-,/2)«»^«  j  (jj 

Taking  (2)+  and  (1)—,  and  then  taking  their  difference,  we  easily  get, 

^l-^^/2)»^^«-(l-^/2)'^^^^^       (l  +  |/2)«-~(l-,/2)«»    _^.., 

472  ■*■  V2      ^+'- 

.  (l-H/2)*»t'+(l-|^2)«»+'^^y^  ^ 

.    f  (l  +  ,.-2)»»^'+(l-,-2)»»^'    J  )  » ^ 

.••  2{<i±i^)^i^-^:ir:i>'::'i*}Vj.y.+(y+i).. 

In  above  m  can  have  any  positive  integral  value. 

n.   SoivttoB  by  M.  A.  ORUBBE,  A.  M.,  War  ntpartmtat.  WMUBftOB,  D.  C. 

This  problem  is  true  if  we  read  'The  sum  of  instead  of  *'The  differenoi 
between."  It  might  also  be  stated  as  follows  :  The  difference  between  the 
roots  of  two  successive  triangular  square  numbers  equals  a  number  wboee  sqiitn 
is  the  sum  of  the  squares  of  two  successive  integral  numbers. 

From  Solution  III  of  Problem  36,  Vol.  III.,  No.  3,  page  82,  we  findtbit 
when  one  of  the  triangular  square  numbers  is  n(n +  l)/2,  the  next  in  order,  in 

tMins  of  n,  is  (2n  +  l  +  3  j!il!L±i))  * . 
The  difference  of  the  two  roots  is  2n + 1  +  2   E^±il. 

The  sum  of  the  two  roots  is  2n  + 1  +4   l^^^dLl},  which  equals  the  som  of 

the  two  consecutive  integral  numbers,  n +2   |^(^"*"  I)  and  n-H-f-2    i?i^lLil. N       2  ^2 

But  (  n +  2 J^^^±i))  V  (n  + 1 +2  Jn^!Lt^ (»+l) •

>
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rhich  equals  the  square  of  the  difference  of  the  two  roots,  or 

(2n+l+2  Jli^ILLi))* Illustration. — From  the  series  of  triangular  square  numbers,  1*,  6',  85*, 
04«,  1189«,etc.,Uke6and35.   86-6=29;  86  +  6=41=20+21  ;  20«+21«=29«. 

This  problem  and  problems  No.  46,  (Vol.  III.,  No.  6,  page  168),  and  No. 
6,  of  Diophantine  Analysis,  are  very  closely  related. 

Also  M>lTed  by  the  PROPOSBR. 

68.    PropoMd  by  0.  W.  AHTHOIT.  M.  S«.,  ProfMtor  of  Mathematiei  in  ColnmbUm  Uaifariity.  Wuli« 
igton,  D.  G. 

Prove  thnt  a  *'ningic  Hquare"  of  nine  integral  elements,  whose  rowi*,  columns,  and 
iagonals  have  a  constant  sum,  is  only  possible  when  this  sum  is  a  multiph*  of  three. 

I.    SoloUoB  by  M.  W.  HASKKLIi.  M.  A..  Ph.  D..  Aa«>eisto  Prolsisor  of  MsthOBatiot.  UaiTinity  of  Osl- 
•mis,  Barhtloy,  C&Ufoniis. 

MM.LI 
Let  the  magic  square  be       I  d  I  «  |  f  I         &i^<l  ̂ ^^  ̂   ̂   ̂ ^^  constant  sum. 

Then  S=o+64c=d  +  «+/=jjr+fc  +  *=a  +  d+j=6  +  «  +  fc^c+/+*=a  +  « 
yk^c-i-e-^g. 

Adding  these  all  together,  we  have  8^=3a+26+8r+2c{+4e  +  2/+8</+2^ 
h8l;=8(a+c+^+l;)+2(6  +  «+A)+2((i+f+/).  But  the  last  two  quantities  in 
•arenthesis  are  each=5.     Hence  45=8(a+c+9  +  ib),  and  S  is  a  multiple  of  8. 

II.   SoiotioB  by  —  (Piper  Unsifiiod.) 

Suppose  the  numbers  occupying  the  magic  square  to  be  a,  6,  c,  d,  e,  /,  g^ 
,  k.     Now  o-f  «  +  l:«fe+«+fc— c  +  «+^»5. 

.-.  o  +  ifcsfc(mod  8),  6  +  ̂ iKniod  8),  c+^i:(mod  8),  where  5— csfc(mod  8). 
Adding  the  congruences,  (a-f  6  +  c)  +  (<3f  +  ̂  +  l:)sO(mod  8).  Or,  since 

ti+6  +  c)  +  (5f+^+l;)^(mod  8),  2i^(mod  8). 
Multiply  by  2,  and  divide  by  8,  and  the  result  \%S^,        Q.  E.  D. 

m.    BohittoB  by  W.  H.  CABTBR.  Profoitor  of  Msthemstiot,  CtBttasry  CoUtf e  of  Lovitisaa,  Jaekiei, 
misiaaA. 

Let  the  rows  of  the  '^square"  be  a,  b,  c  ;  ir,  y,  s  ;  and  I,  m,  n,  and  let  the 
>nBtant  sum  be  k.  We  have  to  show  that  k/Z  is  integral.  W.e  have  a+y  +n««ifc; 

+  y  +  tii«l;  ;  l-^y-^-c^k.  Add,  and  we  have  (a+6+c)-f(i+m+n)  +  8y«8ifc, 
lat  is,  2l;+8y-8l;. 

.-.  8y«ik.     .-.  y^k/3.     But  y  is  integral.     .-.  k/S  is  integral. 
Alao  solved  by  M.  A.  QBUBBB  and  Q.  B.  M.  ZBRB. 

f 
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AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Condseied  by  B.  F.  FIVKEL,  Springfleld.  Ko.   All  eoBtritetioiu  to  tkU  dtptrtMOt  iteald  b«  Mit  to  Ub.      | 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

i8.   Proposad  by  P.  H.  PHILBSICK.  C.  E..  Piafiille.  LosiiiAaa. 

A,  B,C,  /),  and  E  play  with  dice,  each  throwing  three,  three  suooeative  timet, for  i 
Btake  a.    A,  B,  and  C  throw ;  (J  throwing  the  highest,  52.    What  Ib  hiB  expectation  ? 

L   SoluUon  by  the  PROPOSER. 

If  Z)  or  E  or  both  throw  52,  C  gets  but  a  part  of  the  stake.     If  D  or  £  or 

both  throw  53  or  54,  C  gets  none  of  the  stake. 

52=18  +  18-1-16=18  +  17+17.     53=18  +  18+17.     64=18  +  18+18. 
The  chance  of  throwing  16  at  a  single  throw  is  ̂ f  ̂ . 
The  chance  of  throwing  17  at  a  single  throw  is  yf^. 
The  chance  of  throwing  18  at  a  single  throw  is  ffg. 
Hence  since  D  may  throw  16  (or  18)  at  any  one  of  the  three  throws,  hii 

chance  of  throwing  52  at  three  throws  is  3(y{fXy{fXjtc)+3(f}^vXf}fXi}|) 
=:p,  say.  E  has  the  same  chance  of  reaching  the  same  result.  The  chance  that 

D  (or  E)  will  not  throw  52  is  (1— Pi);  and  the  chance  that  D  or  E  will  throw  58 

and  the  others  not  is  Pi(l— Pi),  in  which  case  the  expectation  is|>|(l— 7«,)ia. 
The  chance  that  D,  and  E  also,  will  throw  52  is  p/,  in  which  case  their 

joint  expectation  is  Pi*ia.  Hence  the  expectation  of  D  or  E  or  of  both,  coming 
from  throwing  52  is,  2p,(l— ;),)ia+p,*|a=p,(3— p,)Ja. 

The  chance  of  D  or  E  throwing  53  is,  3(f  2f  X  yjf  X  ff  f)=pg;  and 
the  chance  that  one  or  both  will  throw  53  is,  ̂ p§il'-Pt)-^p/=Pt(^^Ptl  *<>^ 
their  joint  expectation  is,  Pt{2^p^)a. 

The  chance  that  D  or  E  will  throw  54  is  (f  U +  f  {f +  ffif)=Ps);  and  the 
chance  that  one  or  both  will  throw  54  is,  2j},(l— pi)+|)3*=p3(2— p,)  ;  and  their 
joint  expectation  is,  p%(2^p^)a.     Hence  C's  expectation  is, 

{l-4[;>.(3-;),)]-p,(2-p,)-p,(2-p3)}a=a+325p,«-47i),)«. 

n.   Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Twarkant.  ArkAnm.  and  J.  80HEFFIR,    A.  M..  Baff- 
iritowa,  Maryland. 

D  and  E  may  each  throw  52,  53,  or  54. 

52  can  be  thrown  as  follows  :  (6,  6,  6),  (6,  6,  5),  (6,  6,  5)  ;  (6,  6,  6), 
(6,  6,  6),  (6,  6,  4). 

53  can  be  thrown  as  follows  :     (6,  6,  6),  (6,  6,  6),  (6,  6,  5). 
54  can  be  thrown  as  follows  :     (6,  6,  6),  (6,  6,  6),  (6,  6,  6). 

D^s  chance  of  throwing  52,  53,  or  54  is, 

9.3.3.1  16  2* 
P  /^01A^3    "*"      OiAs 

(216)»    '      216»      '      216»      '      216»    ~  (216)»   ""    6»  ' 



l-p=l-2V6*=||!tlUII=^-  chance  that  D  will  throw  less  than  62. 
i"=cbaDce  that  D  and  E  will  both  throw  less. 

.'.  aP*=^C'B  expectation  on  the  supposition  that  0  wins  and  no  ties. 

M.  Pre;Bi»d  br  B.  F.  VmXU  A.  K..  K.  Sa„  tntmiir  ol  MathimtUw  ud  njiiM,  Dnrr  CoUtm, 
■|Md,IUn«arl. 

A  iquarp  whose  aide  IB  2a  and  sn  eqiiilntantl  triangle  whomt  altitude  is  3n  arc  fnaten- 
Dgpther  at  thoir  CPntnrs,  but  OtberwiM  tree  to  move,  II  they  are  thrown  on  a  floor  at 
lorn,  what  is  the  avernffe  areacommon  to  both  ? 

BotatiM)  bj  Hmr  HUTOl,  M.  8*.,  Atltatla.  Iowa,  tnd  tk<  FROPOSEE. 

In  the  figure  let  0  be  the  common  center  of  the  square  and  the  trinnffls. 
Then  OK=ON=OH=OM=OL=OP=--OI=n. 

Let  the  triangle  K0N='2». 
Then     /.N0H=iK-2B,     iHOU=U 

^Z,OJ'=l«-(ij:-2fl)=4«+2fl,  and    ̂ POlf 
r-(|»  +  20)  =  lir— 2fl. 

Area  of  surface,  KONQ,  =a.Haxt»  ; 

area  of  surface,  NOIIW,  =a'tan(i»r-tf)  ; 
area  of  surface,  HOMV,  =o«Un(/gT+fl) ; 
area  of  surface,  MOLU,  =a»tan(lit-»)  ; 
area  of  surface,  KOPT,  =u*UnCiiT+fl)  ; 
area  of  surface,  POIS,  s^n*Un(,%T— fl)  ; 
area  of  square,  OKDl,^a*. 
Hence  the  area  common  tu  the  square  and  triangle  is 

i»[l+tan«+tan(*a-ff)  +  tan(,V':+ff)+tan(|s-/o  +  tan(J.T  +  fl)  +  tBn{,',c-ff)]. 

The  positions  for  ''>i'fV  are  exact  repetitions  of  those  for  H<.,\x. 
Hence  the  required  average  area  is 

J"*'  8d«-*-f'^'  dft^■~^f''''^i+Un^*+iAn^^1r-f^)+ULni,\tr-^■H)-^- 

t*n(*)r-#)+taD(inr  +  fl)  +  Un(,',)r-#)  ldfl  =  o'ri  1--'^  log^T 
nia  pmblMa  wu  >lai>iinl*»d  In  BTory  siaellenl  DUBnar  bj  O.  B.  M.  Zerr. 

H.   Pii|nii  bi  a.  B.  ■,  ZERK.  A.  M .  Pb,  D..  Tuartut,  Arkuuu. 
Find  (1),  the  average  length  of  all  straight  lines  having  a  given  direction,  between  0 

■ ;  (2),  the  average  length  of  chord*  drawn  from  one  extremity  of  tlip  diainpter  a  of  a 
-circle  to  all  point*  tn  the  aetni-circumfRrenoe ;  and  (S),  find'  the  avnmfie  area  oT  all 
glee  formeal  by  a  ■traight  line  of  constant  length  n  Hliding  between  two  Htraight  lines 

^t  anglM. 
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(1).     Let  X— length  of  one  of  the  Btnigbt  lines.     Then  the  required  aver- 

age is  J    >'('x-t-J    dx— In. 

(2).  I.pi  #— angle  between  the  chord  and  diameter.  Then  the  length  of 
the  chord  ia  2acoeA,  and  the  average  length  of  all  chords  is 

2af^'  cos#(J»-*-J*'  d#-4«/)r. 
(3).  Let  0— the  angle  between  the  eliding  line  and  one  of  the  fixed  odm. 

The  area  of  the  triangle  is  (la'jsin^'cosW.  The  average  area  of  all  such  trianglM 
depends  upon  circnmstances.     If  the  areas  be  taken  at  equal  sngalar  interval!, 

the  required  average  i»  A,^  i      (_ia*)nnVoaiHdH-t-  j      dff^a*/2x. 

If  the  arean  be  taken  at  eqnal  intervals  as  ineunred  un  one  of  the  fixed 
lines  along  which  the  end  of  (he  eliding  line  moves,  the  average  area  is 

-*»  ■■  I     (ia*)sinAooa*rf(asin'')-*- J      d(<i8in*)"la* J     8in#ciisffd*'*i«'. 

This  is  but  a  repetiton  of  Problem  26,  alwnt  which  there  has  been  »o  much 
eontroTersy.  In  the  absence  of  a  distinct  statement  as  to  the  intervale  at  which 
the  areas  shall  be  taken  I  see  n<i  reMun  for  preferring  either  of  the  above  sok- 
tions  to  the  other. 

The  editor  qnotes  me  as  saying  that  there  is  no  correct  solution  of 
the  problem.  I  mnst  have  failed  in  expressing  myself  cJearly,  for  my  position 
is  that  in  snch  problems  no  solutiim  can  be  considered  a  full  one  that  does  not 
discnss  all  possible  cases. 

«l.   Frarowd  b7  G.  B.  V.  ZKU.  A.  H..  Pk,  D..  Tuwttu.  Artuuu. 

Tbrep  points  are  taken  at  random  in  n  Hphcre  and  a  plane  paaaed  through  them. 
Find  the  avernii?  volnme  ot  the  segment  cut  off  from  the  iiphpn>. 

Let  i4,  £,  C  he  the  three  random  points,  £F  the  diameter  of  the  section  of 
the  sphere  made  by  a  plane  through  A,  B,  C  \  M  XYte  center  of  this  section ;  Othc 
center  of  the  sphere ;  OQ  a  line  such  that  AB  is  parallel  to  the  plane  MOO. 

Let OE~r,  MA ~x,  AB~y,AC^t,  Z  EOM~»A 
lBAM->p,  LQAM~i>,  IMOG-X,  the  angle  Ihel 
plane  MOQ  makes  with  some  fixed  plane  through  0G\ 
-P- 

The  element  of  thesphereat^iBrsin<'df.2n;dx; 

tt  B,  y'dyd^tdk;  at  C,  ainig>+i>)iinXi'dxdfdp. 
Tbe  limits  of  6  are  0  and  Jir  ;  of  z,  0  and  raino, 

and  tripled  ;  of  9>,  — }»'  and  +1^;  of  i/.\  —tp  and  Jt. 
and  doubled  ;  of  X,  0  and  x  ;  of  p,0  and  2>r  ;  of  y,  0 

■,oft,0  and  2xcos^. 
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Let  rsinif'ix',  2xcos9By',  SxcoB^t— t*,  F— TOlame  of  Begment. 
OJf^rcosC.     .-.  The  height  of  the  segment  is  r(l— cos^}— 2r8in*tA. 
.-.  r-l«r'8iiiMW(3-28in'l^. 
Since  the  whole  namber  of  ways  the  three  points  can  be  taken  is  dur*)', 

reqaired  average  is, 

X  dfh*dxdg>dfdXdpy*dy 

TTJ       I    J       J      J      J      yiinBB'm{ip+f)aM*fcn
B*if'nnXx^d0dx 

X  d^d^dXdp 

— f- J       111      l''8in'*sin(^+i(*)coB'9»coB*y^^(«'</K(9>d^ 

— J- J       r  J    Csin''[3Cla'+9')siny+2coB^+sin*?»cosv]xcoa*^''df<tei9 

^  f*'   ('    Vainffx-^dfidx 

^P'BinM''(3-28inM'')Bin»''d»-(r». 

This  is  the  average  volume  of  the  leaser  segment. 

Jir'Cff— l)'-aveTage  volnine  of  greater. 
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EDITORIALS. 

The  Monthly  will  not  appear  during  the  months  of  July  and  August,  bot 
the  August-Septemher  number  will  appear  about  the  first  of  September. 

We  are  pleased  to  state  that  our  valued  contributor,  Dr.  G.  B.  M.  Zerr, 
has  been  called  to  the  presidency  of  The  Russell  College,  Lebanon,  Va.  May 
success,  as  we  know  it  will,  follow  him  in  his  new  field  of  work. 

The  Monthly  is  now  sorely  in  need  of  funds  to  carry  it  on  further.  Will 
those  of  our  subscribers  who  are  in  arrears  remit  the  amount  of  their  aubecrip- 
tions  at  once,  so  that  no  delay  may  be  caused  through  lack  of  funds  in  getting 
out  our  next  issue  ? 

The  degree  of  Doctor  of  Philosophy  was  conferred  June  9th,  by  the  Uni* 
versity  of  Pennsylvania,  on  Prof.  Robert  J.  Aley,  the  subject  of  his  thesis  being, 

**Some  Contributions  to  the  Geometry  of  the  Triangle."  We  congratulate  Dr. 
Aley  on  having  received  this  degree  as  it  is  not  an  honorary  one,  but  was 
obtained  by  actual  work  done  at  the  University  during  the  past  year. 

We  are  sorry  that  we  were  obliged  to  disappoint  our  readers  in  failing  to 

give  in  the  May  number  of  the  Monthly,  the  first  of  a  series  of  articles  on  Lie's 
Transformation  groups,  by  Dr.  Edgar  Odell  Lovetl.  Owing  to  some  unavoidable 
circumstances.  Dr.  Lovett  was  unable  to  prepare  the  articles,  but  he  assures  ni 
that  he  will  have  his  first  article  ready  for  the  August- September  number.  We 
shall  look  forward  with  a  good  deal  of  interest  for  the  appearance  of  the  next 
number. 

It  has  been  proposed  that  the  number  of  pages  of  the  Monthly  be 
increased  from  32  to  5(),  half  the  number  of  which  shall  be  devoted  to  papers  and 
the  other  half  to  the  solutions  of  problems,  and  the  price  of  subscription 

raised  to  $5.  per  year.  We  shall  be  pleased  to  hear  from  every  one  of  our  sub- 
scribers in  regard  to  this  matter,  that  in  case  the  proposition  meets  with 

the  necessary  endorsement  it  may  be  carried  into  execution  at  the  beginning  of 
the  fifth  volume.  We  are  at  all  times  open  to  advice  and  suggestions  from  our 
readers  and  no  pains  will  be  spared  on  our  part  to  increase  the  usefulness  of  oar 

journal. 

The  Uuiver&ity  of  Chicago,  Summer,  1897.  The  following  mathematical 

courses  will  be  offered  : — By  Professor  Moore  :  Abstract  groups  ;  Projective  ge- 
ometry.— By  Professor  Bolza  :  Hyperelliptic  functions  ;  Advanced  integral  cal- 

culus.— By  Dr.  Lovett  :  The  geometry  of  Lie's  transformation-groups. — By  Dr. 
Young  :  ̂  Conferences  on  mathematical  pedagogy  ;  *  Determinants  ;  Culture  Cal- 

culus ;  'Plane  trigonometry. — By  Mr.  Slaught  :  Integral  Calculus  ;  College  al- 
gebra. The  courses  are  four  or  five  hours  weekly  for  twelve  weeks  from  July  1, 

1897  ;  the  two  courses  marked  1  are,  however,  only  for  the  first  six  weeks,  and 
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!onrae  marked  2  is  ten  hours  weekly  for  the  second  six  weeks.  Those  who 
ict  to  work  in  mathematics  at  the  University  of  Chicago  during  the  coming 
mer,  as  well  as  those  who  desire  further  information,  are  requested  to  com- 
icate  with  Professor  Moore. 

It  was  our  intention  to  have  appear  in  this  issue  a  group  of  some  of  our 
ributors,  but  it  was  impossible  for  us  to  make  all  the  necessary  arrangements 
out  delaying  this  number.  So  we  have  decided  to  have  our  group  in  the 
ast-September  number. 

We  are  indebted  to  Dr.  Artemas  Martin  for  pamphlet  copies  of  his  valu- 

papers  on   ** Formulas  for  the  Sides  of  Rational'  Plane  Triangles/'   and 
Method  of  Finding,  without  Tables,  the  Number  Corresponding  to  a  given 

urithm."     These  papers  will  appear  in  Vol.  II.,  No^  11  of  the  Mathematical 
atine. 

We  have  received  a  copy  in  pamphlet  form  of '^Transcendental  Numbers," 
Prof.  Heinrich  Weber.  Translated  into  English  by  Prof.  W.  W.  Beman. 
rinted  from  the  BuUeiin  of  the  American  Mathematical  Society.  Thanks  are 

Professor  Beman  for  giving  us  this  reproduction  in  English  of  this  very  lu- 
sting and  valuable  paper. 

Ginn  A  Co.  announce  for  June  a  Higher  Arithmetic  by  Wooster  Woodruff 

lan,  of  the  University  of  Michigan,  and  David  Eugene  Smith,  of  the  Michi- 
State  Normal  School.  Teachers  will  await  with  much  interest  this  new 

k  on  arithmetic  by  these  well-known  authors.  The  same  publishers  announce 

sady  **i4n  Elementary  Arithmetic,^*  by  William  W.  Speer,  being  the  second 
I  of  this  new  series. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Differential  Equations.  By  D.  A.  Murray,  Ph.  D.,  of  the  Department  of 
hematics  in  Cornell  University.  Price  $1.90.  230  pages.  New  York  and 
don  :     Longmans,  Green  &  Co.     1897. 
Thin  work  aims  to  meet  the  needs  of  students  of  physios  and  engineering  who  wish 

le  the  snbject  as  a  tool,  as  well  as  of  those  students  who  hAve  more  time  to  give  to  the 
ral  theory  and  who  wish  to  proceed  to  tlie  study  of  the  higher  niAtheniAtics.  For  the 
class,  the  theoretical  ezplanAtions  liAve  been  given  as  briefly  as  is  consiMtent  with 
•nesa  and  in  most  cases  the  examples  hAve  been  worked  in  full  detAil.  In  addition, 
chapters  have  been  introduced  dealing  with  geometrical  and  physicAl  problems.  For 
leocmd  class  of  students,  notes  have  been  inserted  in  the  latter  pArt  of  the  book  giving 
LemoDstration  of  additional  theorems  and  more  vigorous  proofs  of  theorems  partially 
ed  in  the  first  part  of  the  book.    Interesting  historical  and  biographical  notes  have 
given  in  proper  places,  and  many  references  are  made  to  sources  where  fuller  ezplan- 
la  and  developments  than  the  scope  of  the  work  Allows  mAy  be  found.  We  commend 
look  AS  providing  An  excellent  introductory  course  in  DifferentiAl  EquAtions.  J.  M.  0. 
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Analyiieal  Geometry.    By  F.  R.  Bailey,  A.  M.,  and  F.  8.  Woods,  Ph.  D., 
Assistant  Professors  of  Mathematics  in  Massachasetts  Institute  of  Tecbnolou. 
871  pages.     Boston  and  London  :    Oinn  &  Co.     1897. 

This  book  it  intended  primarily  for  students  in  colleges  and  technical  schiiob.  Tki 
treatment  of  subjects  included  has  been  complete  and  rigorous.  Tliere  are  no  importail 
departures  in  method  of  treatment,  but  we  notice  that  more  space  than  is  u«ual  lias  bm 
given  to  the  more  general  form  of  the  equations  of  the  first  and  second  degrees ;  that  tJa 
eauations  of  the  conies  have  been  derived  from  a  single  definition  and  then  bv  translstids 
or  the  origin  equations  of  the  second  degree,  wanting  the  xy  term,  are  handled ;  snd  tint 
only  later  the  general  equation  of  the  second  degree  is  fully  discussed.  In  aolid  gpomKiy 
the  treatment  is  very  satisfactorv.  The  examples  are  numerous  and  well  chosen.  No  m 
is  made  of  determinants  or  calculus — a  feature  which  many  will  commend  and  others  erit- 
ieise.    Altogether  the  book  is  undoubtedly  a  good  one  and  it  should  prove  a  useful  text 

J.  M.  C. 

Higher  Algebra.  By  George  Lilley,  Ph.  D.,  LL.  D.,  Ex- President  Sooth 

Dakota  College.  504  psges.  Silver,  Burdett  &  Co.,  New  York,  Boston  tnd 
Chicago.     1894. 

The  first  400  pages  are  the  same  as  the  author's  ''Elements."  As  the  book  only  pro- 
fesses to  cover  the  ground  required  for  admission  to  colleges  and  universities,  this  featon 

Is  not  so  objectionable  as  it  would  be  in  a  work  intended  for  college  and  university  usp. 

Under  the  chapter  on  **Theory  of  Limits,"  there  are  several  features  which  invite  attM> 
tion,  such  as  the  proof  of  the  Theory ;  the  sum  of  an  infinite  decreasing  Geometrieal  Sn^ 
ies;  the  invention  of  a  symbol  to  represent  an  Infinitesimal,  etc.  However,  to  our  miid 

the  author's  interpretation  of  the  for  a  0,  or  0  a«  a  divisor,  is  objectionable,  and  the  proof 
that,  in  general,  aO=sOy  defective.    The  proof  as  given  is, 

12  12  12  12  12 

J£.6,  ̂ .12,   -^-0.  J-J—12. -if  —  6.  etc.. 
where  the  quotient,  0,  means  that  there  is  no  number  oftime$  uro  that  the  divisor.  0.  cia 

be  subtracted  from  12  and  leave  tero.     It  would  misrepresent  the  author's  position  not  ts 
add  that  he  invents  a  new  symbol  to  represent  an  infinitesimal  and  shows  that »  (sn  infii- 
ite8ima])=ao ,  and  he  would  not  confound  the  0,  arising  from  dividing  a  by  in/iHiift,  with 
the  abiolute  zero,  nor  perhavn  the  absolute  zero  with  the  zero,  meaning  **no  number  of 
times,"  in  the  quotient  a^'0=0.  In  interpreting  the  result,  tsaO,  in  Clairaut's  problem^ 
the  Couriers,  he  would  say,  as  there  is  no  number  of  times  zero  that  subtracted  from  < 
leaves  tero,  so  there  is  no  number  of  hours  when  they  have  been  or  will  be  together,  and 
that  the  form  a  0  indicates  that  ihr  problem  m  impo9nibir.  That  our  readers  may  cstch  tb» 
spirit  and  meaning  of  his  article,  we  have  invited  Dr.  Lilley  to  give  some  elabomtion  to 
his  views  in  a  short  article  for  the  Moktrly  to  be  published  in  a  future  number.  Al* 
though  we  do  not  approve  some  of  the  positions  which  the  author  has  taken,  still  we  r^ 
gard  the  treatise  on  the  whole  as  one  of  decided  merit.  The  book  has  evidently  bffs 
made  for  the  class  room  and  for  actual  use,  and  bears  the  marks  of  liavins  bert 
written  by  an  experienced  and  practical  teacher.  We  have  only  space  to  note  further  thf 
demonstration  for  ** Undetermined  Coefficients,"  on  page  419;  **Fascal's  Arithmetical  Tri- 

angle," on  pa^  442,  which  has  published  in  the  Monthly  for  December,  1894 ;  and  thr many  interestmg  notes  on  the  subject  of  logarithms  in  the  Appendix.  J.  M.  C. 
• 

The  following  periodicals  have  been  received  :  Journal  de  Math^matiques 

£l6nientaire8,  (ler  Jain  1897);  American  Journal  of  Mathematics,  (April,  1897); 

The  Mathematical  Gazette,  (February,  1897);  L'  Intenn6diare  dee  Math6roati- 
dens,  (Mai,  1897);  Miscellaneous  Notes  and  Queries,  (May,  1897);  The  Kansas 
University  Quarteriy,  (January,  1897);  The  Monist,  (April,  1897);  Bulletin  of 
the  American   Mathematical   Society,    (May,    (1897);  The  Educational  Times, 

(May,  1897),  Science,  (No.  for  June  11,  1897);  The  Review  of  Reviews,  (June, 
1897),  The  Cosmopolitan,  (June,  1897);  The  Arena,  (June,  1897). 
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BIOGBAPHT. 

PROFESSOR  DE  VOLSON  WOOD. 

# 

ROFESBOR  WOOD  was  a  man  of  wide  and  enviable  reputation.  It  had 
been  the  fortune  of  many  generations  of  students  to  sit  under  his  teach- 

ings, he  had  written  books  which  are  standard  in  the  technical  schools 
jpnd  among  engineers,  and  he  had  been  active  all  his  life  in  written  and  spoken 

phcnssions  before  the  several  societies  of  which  he  was  a  member.  Further- 
ire,  he  had  personal  qualities  which  impressed  themselves  promptly  and 

igly  upon  those  who  came  in  contact  with  him,  and  as  a  consequence  of  all 
conditions  he  was  one  of  the  best-known  professors  in  the  United  States, 

beyond  all  that  lay  extraordinary  ability  as  a  mathematician  and  as  an  anal- 
ly remarkable  strength  and  simplicity  of  character,  and  a  genius  for  teaching 

Vhich  made  his  reputation  a  good  deal  more  than  temporary  or  local. 
Professor  Wood  was  a  man  of  considerable  practical  mechanical  ability, 

^  that  ability  had  never  been  turned  to  very  important  results.  His  powers 
^  a  mathematician,  however,  have  given  him  a  permanent  place  in  the  litera- 
^t^  of  engineering,  and  no  student  of  the  higher  mathematics  of  engineering  can 
i^^iiain  ignorant  of  the  name  of  DeVolson  Wood.  But  his  real  greatness  was  as 
teacher.  In  one  sense  perhaps  that  is  a  misfortune  for  a  man,  because 

^  leaves  no  monument  except  in  the  hearts  and  the  minds  of  the  men  who  ac- 
^mlly  came  under  his  personal  influence.  His  fame  becomes  a  tradition,  fading 

%*fly  and  gradually  disappearing.  On  the  other  hand,  is  this  not  the  very  best 
^rk  that  a  man  can  do  in  the  world — the  work  of  a  really  strong  and  sound 
^ncher? 
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It  would  be  difficult  to  sum  up  in  a  few  words  all  the  qualities  whii 
made  Professor  Wood  great  as  a  teacher,  but  the  fundamental  quality  waf  k 
own  downright  sincerity  and  his  faith  in  his  own  work ;  his  mind  knew  onljoo 
test,  and  that  was  the  truth.     To  him  things  were  either  right  or  tbej  ww 
wnmg,  and  facts  were  facts  or  they  were  not  facts,  and  he  saw  no  oocasMm  k 
trying  to  find  any  middle  ground.     But  the  pursuit  of  the  truth  is  often  no9^ 
an  arid  enterprise,  and  a  man  needs  more  than  his  own  sincerity  to  get  jop| 
men  to  follow  him  eagerly  in  that  enterprise ;  and  Professor  Wood  did  git  Hi 
students  to  work  with  alacrity,  with  eagerness,  with  enthusiasm.     A  strong 
ment  in  this  was  his  own  rugged  and  wholesome  enthusiasm  ;  another  wn 
air.     His  solid  and  robust  figure,  his  keen  eye  and  square  jaw,  his  frank 

ready  smile — all  these  were  part  of  his  influence  on  the  young  men.    AdM 
the  genuineness  which  appeared  in  all  his  speech  and  all  his  manner  was  a 
of  geniality.     The  youth  who  came  in  contact  with  him  could  not  help  feeliq 
that  he  stood  before  a  real  man,  a  man  strong  and  sound,  mentally  and  phjiieA 
ly ;  and  while  youth  is  not  very  analytical  it  is  impressed  by  a  man  (tf  soch  qui 
ity  without  knowing  why  it  is  impressed.     The  writer  of  these  words,  who  hil 

the  fortune  to  sit  under  Professor  Wood  four  years  in  civil  engineering,  eiBtii» 
tify  that  no  other  teacher  ever  gave  him  such  hard  lessons  or  ever  got  oatof  Ua 
so  good  recitations,  and  yet  there  was  no  sense  of  hardship  in  it.     It  aeeiBci  i 
natural  and  inevitable  thing  to  work  about  five  times  as  hard  for  Profeisor  WmN 
as  for  any  other  teacher,  and  this  perhaps  was  largely  a  result  of  his  own  anItaN 
iasm  in  the  work.     He  had  furthermore  a  gift  of  personal   interast  h  W 

students.     Probably  a  very  small  percentage  of  his  pupils — and  they  moat  IM 
been  unworthy  students  at  that — failed  to  feel  that  Professor  Wood  had  a  paitii 
ular  personal  interest  in  them.     It  was  not  that  he  took  any  special  trouble  with 

any  one  man,  but  he  was  always  able  to  carry  a  man's  personality  in  hia  lai^ 
and  he  seemed  always  to  be  interested  in  knowing  something  about  a  man's  • 
reer.     And  so  it  came  about  that  his  influence  on  the  lives  of  his  students  M 

not  cease  when  they  left  his  class-room.  ' 
Professor  Wood  was  an  active  and  sincere  Christian  gentleman,  tinfi 

interested  in  good  work  and  always  exerting  a  good  influence  in  the  commaaiV 

about  him.  Among  a  select  body  of  students  his  name  will  be  known  and  bM* 
ored  for  generations  to  come  as  the  name  of  a  clear  and  able  writer  on  the  mstb* 
ematics  and  mechanics  of  engineering  ;  among  a  great  body  of  teachers,  stadests. 
engineers,  and  administrators  he  is  remembered  in  gratitude  and  love  as  a  strooi 

and  wholesome  and  stimulating  friend."  From  the  Railroad  Gateite  of  /vly  S 
1897. 

Professor  Wood  was  bom  near  Smyrna,  New  York,  on  June  1,  1832,  sn 
died  at  Hoboken,  New  Jersey,  June  27,  1897.  He  began  teaching  in  184 
teaching  for  three  terms  in  Smyrna.  In  1853,  he  graduated  from  the  Alban 
State  Normal  School.  During  the  same  and  the  following  year  he  was  prindpi 
at  Napanoch.  He  was  assistant  professor  of  mathematics  in  Albany  Nonns 
1854-5,  assistant  instructor  at  the  Renselaer  Polytechnic  Institute,  Troy.  185S- 
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n  which  he  received  the  degree  of  Civil  Engineer.     Hamilton  College  confer- 
.  the  degree  of  Master  of  Arts  in  1859. 

At  the  University  of  Michigan  he  was  professor  from  1857  to  1872, 
seiving  the  degree  of  Master  of  Science  in  the  second  year  of  his  professorship. 
iroQgh  his  labors  the  department  of  civil  engineering  was  organised.  He  be- 

ne professor  of  mathematics  and  mechanics  at  Stevens  Institute  of  Technology, 
oboken.  New  Jersey,  in  1872,  and  upon  the  withdrawal  of  Prof.  R.  H.  Thurs- 
B,  to  become  president  of  Sibley  College,  Cornell,  he  became  professor  of 
Bpbanical  engineering,  which  position  he  was  holding  at  the  time  of  his  death. 

He  was  a  member  of  the  American  Society  of  Civil  Engineers  from  1871 
1885,  also  of  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science,  since 

^9,  and  its  vice  president  in  1885.  He  was  a  member  of  the  American  Math- 
Rtical  Society,  and  of  the  Society  of  Mechanical  Engineers,  and  an  honorary 
mber  of  the  Society  of  Architects.  He  was  the  first  president  of  the  Society 
the  Promotion  of  Engineering  Education,  started  in  (Chicago  at  the  time  of 
World's  Fair. 

He  was  engineer  of  the  ore-dock,  Marquette,  Michigan,  in  1864,  and  in- 
itor  of  a  steam  rock  drill  and  air  compressor. 

He  contributed  articles  to  the  New  York  Teacher,  Johnson's  Cyclopaedia, 
pleton's  Cyclopsedia  of  Mechanics,  the  London  Philosophical  Magazine,  Van- 
Mrand's,  The  American  Engineer,  Michigan  Journal  of  Education,  Journal  of 
mklin  Institute,  Railroad  Gazette,  of  which  his  son  is  now  one  of  the  editors ; 
e  Mining  and  Engineering  Journal,  Science,  The  Mathematical  Visitor,  The 
alyst,  The  Annals  of  Mathematics,  The  American  Mathematical  Monthly, 
I  other  magazines. 

He  was  the  author  of  Trusses,  Bridges  and  Roofs,  published  in  1872, 

lod's  Edition  of  Mahan's  Civil  Engineering,  Treatise  on  the  Resistance 
Materials,  Elements  of  Analytical  Mechanics,  Wood's  Edition  of  Magnus'  Les- 
IS  in  Elementary  Mechanics,  Coordinate  Geometry  and  Quaternions,  Key  and 

>plement  to  Elements  of  Mechanics,  and  to  the  Mechanics  of  Fluids,  Trigon- 
siry,  Turbines,  and  in  1887  he  published  one  of  the  greatest  of  his  books, 
irmodynamics,  which  has  entered  a  number  of  universities  and  gone  through 
sral  editions. 



VOV-EVCLIDEAV  GEOMETKT :     HISTOSICAL  AMD 
EZPOSITOBT. 

*r  «EOMB  bukx  SAUfta.  a 

IContiBiied  Cnm  JBB»-JDt7  KaaUMr.] 

ScHouoM  I.  And  this  it  is,  that  I  said  before  in  Cor.  II.  »IIbt  %X 

tbia ;  obvioaaly  that  no  pUce  would  remain  over  for  the  bypothesis  of  aenl 
gle,  or  Enclidean  Oeometry  would  be  mo«t  exactly  establlshod,  if  anj 
BtraigbtB  exlBtiog  in  tbe  same  plane,  as  anppose  AX,  BX,  which  the  atiaigk 
meeting  (tbe  point  B  being  aasnmed  at  a  distance  from  tbe  poiot  .4  as  gre 
yoD  choose)  makes  with  them  toward  the  same  parts  of  tbe  points  X  two  a 
less  than  two  right  angles,  if  (I  say)  nowhere  at  another  place  (this  stan 
they  can  admit  a  common  perpendicnlar. 

For  then  these  two  AX,  BX  mntually  approach  each  other  ever  mor 
deed  either  within  a  certain  determinate  limit,  as  in  XXV  of  this,  or  witboa 
certain  limit,  and  therefore  even  to  meeting,  anyhow  after  infinite  pnM]acU< 
in  this  XXVII. 

fint  it  holds  that  in  either  of  the  aforesaid  cases  the  destractioD  of  th 

pothesis  of  acute  angle  has  now  been  shown.     Quod  intendelMtar. 
ScHOLiOM  II.  And  again  this  it  is,  that  I  promised  at  the  end  of  Scfai 

IV  after  XXI  of  this,  as  from  tbe  very  terms  clearly  shines  out. 
BcHOLiON  III.  Moreover  I  could  wish  here  to  bo  observed  the  difiie 

between  this  proposition  and  the  precediag  XVII.  For  there 

(recall  Fig.  Ifi)  has  been  sbowo  the  destruction  of  the  hypoth- 
esis of  acute  angle,  if  (the  straight  AB  being  as  small  as  you 

choose)  every  BD  erected  at  whatever  acute  angle,  must  at 
length  meet  in  some  point  K  the  perpendicular  A  H  produced. 

But  here  (viceversfl)  in  fact  is  permitted  the  designation 

of  however  most  small  an  acute  angle  at  the  point  A,  while 
Still  the  sect  AB  to  which  is  to  be  erected  the  indefinite  per- 
[tendicnliir  RX,  may  be  taken  of  any  length  nhatever. 



OV  THE  COMPLEX  ROOTS  OT  NTTKESICAL  EaUATIONS 
07  THE  THIBD  AKD  FOUBTH  DEOBEE. 

Bt  a.  C.  BUKIHAM.  Birlia.  OtrmuT. 

The  real  roots  of  a  numerical  equation  ran,  as  is  well  known,  be  found  to 

any  desired  degree  of  accuracy  by  Homer's  method  of  approximation.  The 
oomplex  roots  as  well  can,  for  cubic  and  biquadratic  equations,  be  very  easily 

fbond  by  the  same  method.  In  fact  a  single  application  of  Homer's  method  is 
in  these  cases  suflicient  for  determining  all  the  roots  to  any  desired  number  of 
decimal  places,  whether  the  roots  be  positive  or  negative,  commensurable  or  in- 
commensuntble,  real  or  complex. 

THK  cumc  KtilATHlN. 

Let  the  nibic  equation 

j;*  +  „,.v*+rt,.i+n,-0   (A). 

have  the  rootn  e,  a+bi,  a — bi,  since  one  root  must  be  real,  where  i=| '  -~1  and 
a,  b,  t  are  real.  The  earns  of  the  products  of  the  roots  one,  two,  and  three  at  a 

timn  are  eqnal  respectively  to  —a,,  n,,  —a,.     That  in 

I 
n  +  fei  +  n-6i+r--n,, 

(«+6t)(ffl-6t)+{a+6»)c+(a-ftt)c^rt.. 

2«+c=--rT,   (H. 

rt'  +  !.*  +  2nc  -n,   (2). 

(»'+''')'-«   (3). 

'Fom  thfBP  lliree  eqiintiona  it  is  not  didiciilt  to  gftt  tiie  foIlntviiiK : 

Srt>  +  Hrt,««+2(n,*+n.)n4<i,n.-n.  -II   

'.-   (a,  +  2»)orn-— j(«  +  n,)   

i;^Tric+'a|)' 

my  desired  degree  of  oci Kquatione  I,  II,  III  give  all  the  roots  to  any  desired  degree  of  accuracy. 

One  may  find  c  from  the  given  equation  (v^)  by  Horner's  method,  or  n  f 
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eqaation  I  by  the  same  method,  according  to  which  ie  the  easier.  The  a  or  c 

and  h  are  given  by  II  and  III  by  a  mere  substitntion.  It  is,  of  coarse,  immi- 
terial  whether  the  positive  or  negative  value  of  h  be  taken,  since,  in  any  case, 
both  are  used,  b  will  be  imaginary  only  when  the  original  equation  (A)  has  all 
three  roots  real.  It  is  also  of  no  consequence  which  of  the  three  values  for  a 
given  by  equation  I  be  taken,  but  I  will  in  no  case  have  a  greater  number  of  real 
roots  than  the  given  equation  {A). 

Example.     Find  the  roots  of  x*— 2x— 5=0. 

The  one  real  root  «,  easily  found  by  Homer's  method  is,  «=2.0945+. 
We  have  moreover,  a|=0,  0,=— 2,  ag=— 6.      Therefore,  a=— K«+fli) 

L 

=-1.0472+,  andfc=Jy^^-  (-1.0472)*    =1.123. 
The  roots  therefore  are  — 1.0472^:1. 123 1/—1  and  2.0945. 
In  this  example,  equation  I.  takes  the  form 

8a«-4a+6  =0, 

which  has  the  one  real  root  a=1.04724-.     This  is  the  same  result  as  above. 

The  Biquadratic  Equation. 

Let  the  roots  of  the  biquadratic  equation 

a:*+o,a;*4-a,x*+aja;+a4=0   {B). 

be  a:hbi,  ezhdi.     We  then  have  as  before 

»+fci+a— 6t+r+dt+c— dt=— a,, 

(o  +  W)(o— 6i)  +  (a+M)(c+di)  +  (a+W)(c-di)f(a— M)(c-hdt) 

+  (a-  W)((r—  di)  +  (r  +  dt)(c-  di)=a, 

(o+/n)(a-6i)(c+dt)  +  (a+6i)(o--M)(c--di)-f(o+fct)(c+cit)(c— di) 

+  (a— fci)(c  -I-  dt)(c— di)=— fl|, 

(a  +  6i:)(a-  hi){  c  +  di)(c-  di)=a,, 

or  2(a+(r)=— a,   (1). 

(a«+/)«)  +  (c«  +ci«)  +4ac=a,   (2). 

2c(a«  +6«)  +2/i(c«  +  d«)=— a,   (3). 

(a«  +  6«  )(c«  +  (£•  =a,   (4). 

From  these  four  equations  we  find 

^ 
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o=- J(2c+o,)    (6). 

=-K2o+a,)   (6). 

a.  +  t«=(^_??^=-£i-   II. 

If  we  now  eliminate  u  and  a  by  means  of  5,  I  and  II,  we  have  the  follow- 
ing equation  of  the  sixth  degree  for  c  : 

64c*  +96a,(r»  +  16(3a, «  +2o,)c*  +  8(4a|a,  +  a,  »)c» 

+  4(ag*  -f  2a,  'a,  +a,  a,— 4a4)c*  +2(a,ag*  +a,  'a,  —4a,  a4)c 

-f  a|0,aj— aj'a^— a3*=0   III. 

From  I  and  II  we  have  moreover, 

d==fc I  tt^^   (7). 

fc=d=|/t-a*.   (8). 

Therefore,  after  getting  a  single  value  of  e  from  III  by  Homer's  method, 
a,  ii,  (,  d,  and  &  follow  respectively  from  (5),  I,  II,  (7),  and  (8)  by  mere  substi- 

tutions, and  thus  a  single  application  of  Homer's  method  suffices  to  find  all  of 
the  roots,  no  matter  what  their  character. 

If  the  equation  {B)  has  no  real  roots,  then  III  will  have  only  two  real 
roots.  They  are  separately  the  values  for  a  and  c,  and  either  can  be  taken  for  r. 
That  is,  the  equation  of  the  sixth  degree  giving  a  is  the  same  as  III  giving  r. 

Example.     Find  the  roots  of  the  equation 

^♦-6i:»  +  18x«-80x+26=0. 

In  this  equation  o,=— 6,  a,=18,  a,— —80,  a^^=2b. 
We  have  therefore  as  equation  III. 

4i;«-86c»  -f  144c*-324c«  +  425r«-303c  +  90:^0. 

It  is  immediately  seen  that  one  is  a  root  of  this  equation,  therefore  r=l, 
from  which  there  follows. 

from  (5),  a=-K2-6)=2, 

from  I,  tt=[2.18-30+4(2-6)]/[-2]=5, 

§ 



from  II,  f=a4/«=V=6. 

from  (7),  d=±/'5^=±2, 

from  (8),  fc=±,/6^^=±l. 

The  roots  are  therefore  2±i,  l±2t. 
The  vKlae  2  for  a  Bstisfies  the  equation  III  as  it  shonid,  and  1  and  2  ue 

the  only  real  roots  which  III  poBBesies. 
If  the  given  equation  (£)  has  two  real  roots  and  both  are  known  to  anf 

desired  degree  of  accuracy,  the  two  other  roots  are  very  easily  found.     Put 

a  +  bi=h 
n~bi=k 

where  h  and  k  are  known.    Then 
a=H.h+k), 

h^-i(h-k)i, 

r=—i(,k+k+a,)  from  (5). 

and  u  is  found  from   I  and  d  from  (7)  as   before.     Thus  the  roots  are  all 
determined. 

,If  all  of  the  roots  of  {B)  are  real,  they  will  be  equally  well  given  by  the 
first  method  above.     Id  this  case  b  an(}  d  will  be  imaginary. 

A  DEVICE  FOE  EXTEACTIKO  THE  SQUAEE  SOOT  OF  CSB- 
TAIN  SUED  QUANTITIES. 

Br  SOBUT  J.  ALET,  A.  ■.,  Fh.  D..  PratMMT  ol  Malbimttln,  UalTtnltr  ol  ladlua.  Blooaiaitaa.  Utlim 

ABMN  is  a  sqmire.     OL  is  an  arm  revolving  freely  about  O.     This  am 
beyond  C  is  divided  into  equal  paru  at  E,  x.  y,  t, 
etc. 

To  determine  the  character  of  the  divisions 

made  on  FP  by  the  points  of  division  on  OL  as  OL 
revolves.  Call  the  side  of  the  square  AB,  2a ;  BC, 
h;  CE,c;  and  CD,  x. 

Then  OC=|''a«  +  (o  +  b)». 

00=2t/a*  +  {a  +  b)*+r. 
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/''C=2(a+6)+x. 

From  the  properties  of  two  intersecting  chords  we  have, 

x{x+2(a+5)}=c{c+2i/a«+(a+6)«  } 

ar«+2(a+c)x+(a  +  6)*=a«+2a6  +  6*+c«+2<?|'a«  +  (a+fe)« 

T+(a+6)  =  y'(a+hy  +<?»  +2c|,/a«  +(a  +  6)«. 

Sappose  that  we  examine  the  results  when  integral  values  are  given  to 
e  constants. 

Put  a-^r— 1,  fc=0.     (Let  c  take  successively  the  values  1,  2,  3,  4,   

Then  y+l-^|/24-2|/2, 

x+l=|  6  +  4|72, 

x  +  l=|/104-6|/2, 

x+l=r=|/l7+8|/2,  etc., 

id  the  law  of  the  series  is  readily  seen. 

Put  a--=<?=fe=l,  and  let  c  vary  as  before. 

j:+2=|/6  +  2|/6, 

a- 4-2=1/8  4- 4|/ .5, 

r+2=^|/13  +  6|/6, 

jr+2=|/204-8|  6,  etc. 

The  law  is  again  evident. 

Put  a=l,  6=2,  and  let  c  vary. 

a:+8=|/10+2v'10, 

a:+8=|  '18+4|/10, 

y48=|/  18+6|   10, 

x+8=|/25+8|   10,  etc. 

The  law  is  again  evident. 

Pot  a=l,  6=3,  and  let  c  vary. 



j:+4=?,/17+2i.  17, 

These  eximplea  show  how  the  vuioae  Beries  will  be  fonnd. 
From  the  previoDs  considerations  we  at  once  have  tbe  data  for  the  e»  . 

Btmctioti  of  a  eimple  mechanicaJ  device  for  the  extraction  of  roots  of  certain  mrd 

quantities. 
i40  18  an  npright  so  arranged  that  CD  will  slide  np  and  down  alwa^i  par- 

allel to  itself.     It  is  accurately  marked  to  scale  so  that  CD  may  be  set  at  injit- 

^SQ^^BH 

sired-a.  FE  works  in  a  slide  £jV  which  is  free  to  rotate  about  0.  ItistccDi- 
ately  ruled  to  srale  from  P  to  F.  By  sliding  it  in  LM,  P  may  be  set  at  u?  li^ 
sired  a  +  c.  CD  is  ruled  to  scale  and  is  also  provided  with  a  diagonal  scsle,  M 

that  by  the  use  of  dividers,  results  may  be  read  to  hundredths.  When  th<  in- 
strument is  set  at  any  chosen  a  and  b,  all  the  roots  for  that  set  may  be  read  of 

at  once. 
Tables  may  be  easily  constructed.     A  few  samples  are  here  given. 

The  d's  are  read  in  the  vertical  columns,  the  b's  horiiontally.  and  in  Hk 
sqnares  the  e'a  take  sutxessively  the  values  1,  2,  S,  etc.  But  three  ttm> 
are  given  in  each  square,  enough  to  make  the  law  perfectly  evident. 
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ARITHMETIC. 

Oa^miUd  bf  B.  P.  nmL.  SprlncMl  Mo.   AU  MaMb«tl*H  U  UK  lapwtwat  ikonU  b*  luit  to  klm. 

SOLUTIOirS  OF  FB0BLEK8. 

81.   Propoud  bj  B.  ?.  IHKBL,  A.  ■.,  M.  St.,  PraKMor  ol  MtttiMllw  ud  Ptajilei,  Drar;  CoU*n. 

the  dennity  of  llie  sun  being 

I^et  O^gTAvity  on  ann,  ;j=gravit7  on  earth. 
D=6enntf  of  sun,  d=denHity  of  earth. 
A=radias  of  ean,  r=radiue  of  earth. 

Then  0  :  g=DR  :  dr.     .-.  0=gDR/dr. 
Now  !i=32.2,  D=Md=^d,  R=109.&r, 

.,a=,-^?r2?™-5_^,.4,5. 

}C=440.737fi  feet,  the  distance  a  body  will  fall  the  first  second. 

n.   ftopoNd  bj  CUB.  C.  OBOSa.  Ujtranlll*.  lU. 

Two  men,  A  and  B,  sMrted  from  thesame  point  at  the  tame  time;  A  traveled  •outli- 
«*st  for  10  houTB  and  nt  the  rate  of  10  miles  per  hoar,  and  B  due  toath  for  the  wme  time, 
going  6  miles  per  hour ;  thej  then  turned  and  traveled  direotlj  towarda  each  other  at  the 
•aine  ratea  reapectivplj.  till  the;  met.    How  far  did  each  man  tntrelT 

I^et  C  be  the  sUrting  point ;  C.^=the  distance  A  traveled  sontheaat,  anil 
CB=tbe  distance  B  traveled  sontb.      Then  0.4=100 

milea,  and  CB=QO  milei.     Now  draw  j4Z)  perpendic- 
ular to  CB  prodnced  to  D.    As  Z  D—&  right  angle, 

and  1 0=46°,  then  CD=AD. 
Then  2:ii>«=ic»=100»;  whence  ^7)=fiO|/2, 

and  £/>=G0|  2-60,    .-.  From  the  right  triangle  Al>B, 

v4B=,  (50,/2)*  +  (50r2-60)»=|/lS600-6000,  2 

^^71.517261+  miles. 

A  and  B  together  travel  16  miles  per  hour,  and  the  time  required,  until 
they  meet  in  traveling  AB,  is  ,V  of  .<iS— 4.469828+  hours.  Therefore,  A  tniv- 
eled  44.60828+  miles  and  A.  26.81897+  miles  of  the  distance  ATt. 
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.'.  The  total  distance  traveled  by  A  is  144.69828+  miles,    and   by  B, 
86.81897+  miles. 

This  problem  was  also  tolTed  by  F.  B,  HONEY,  O,  A.  JONES,  and  E.  W.  MOBEMBLL. 

Bolatlons  of  problem  80  were  recelTed  from  G.  B.  M.  Zerr,  P.  8.  Berg,  B.  W.  Morrell,  P.  B.  H0M7. 
and  H.  C.  WUkea. 

NoTB.    Hon.  Joalah  H.  Drammond  Mys,  In  reference  to  problem  78:     **How  can  70a  make 
988X8 +fi8B'-8006T   The  qaeation  U  erroneooaly  enonolated  or  erroneooaly  aolTed ,  or  both. ' ' 

If  we  aaanme  that  the  problem  U  oorreotly  stated,  then  certainly  the  pnbUahed  aohitlon  la  not  At 
■olntf on  of  the  problem .    The  following  is  an  algebraic  statement  of  the  problem  as  proposed : 

Let  x^nnmber  of  cows.  Then  a»+B88=nnmber  of  horses.  Let  y^nnmber  of  sheep.  TlMa4|r~lll- 
number  of  cows.  Hence,  9»4|r-lS8,  ftr»l%-S78,  and  as+MO-l^-sra+ass-l^+lSl,  the  nimberor  hofiH 
expressed  in  terms  of  the  number  of  sheep.  Hence,  y,  the  number  of  sheep,  +4y— 188,  the  ■■■!> 
cows,  +i%+l8l,  the  number  of  horses,  or  i7y+8B-total  nnmber«>5l60.  Solrlng  this  equation,  we  do  aol 
obtain  Intecrral  results.  If  9  were  changed  to  6,  then  y  would  be  integral,  and  the  problem poaalble.  Ws 
failed  to  find  this  problem  In  Brooks'  Higher  Arithmetic.    Borron. 

ALGEBRA. 

Condnetsd  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Monterey,  Ta.   All  contributions  to  this  dtpartmoot  should  be  sent  to  Ua. 

SOLUTIOKS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

78.   Proposed  by  CBAS.  C.  CROSS.  UytonsriUe,  Md. 

Prove  that  -1—-  />  -   -0=1^—1   2  +  ]   3—2,  when  reduced  to  its  lowest  terms. 

I.   SolttUonby  JOaiAH  H.  DRUMMOin),  Portland,  Mains. 

2| /2-h|   3   ̂       1   2v  4-h2i   3      _         l-h|3 

4  +  1  6-1  2  "     4+,   2(,   3-1)    '  "   2,   2  +  1  3-1    ' 

^(l  +  v3)(2|  2-1  a+1)     __(2-,  3)(14-|  3)(2,/2-,'3+J) 

2(2+1  3)  »      -  -     .  -  -^  -     - 

^(,  3-l)(2,^2-,  341)     _^  ,_^  2+1  8-2. 

n.    Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZSSR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  RusisII  CoIIs^e.  Lobanon.  Vs.;  and  P.  S.  BBRO.  Priseiptl  il 
Schools,  Larimors.  H.  D. 

2|  2TT  3""^      I   6->-|   2        ̂ ^  (y  <>->-|   2)(4-f  |   6+|   2) 
4  +  1   6-1   2       4+16-1   2  '  (4+,    6)*-2 
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_l/6-f|/8-ht/2-h2     _(|/6-fi/8-f|/2-f2)(6-2|/6) 

"  6  +  2|/6         •  ""  26-24 

=l/6—|/2+ 1/8-2. 
AIM  aolred  by  CfOOPRB  D.  8CHMITT  and  the  PBOPOSKB, 

78.   Pr«poMdb7  0.B.M.  ZERR,  A. M., Ph.  D.,  PrMidtBtaiui  ProfttMir  oi Mathtwititi,  BumU  Ooll«ft, 
haBMi,?a. 

Find  the  worth  of  each  of  five  persons,  A,  B,  G,  D,  and  E,  knowing,  1st,  that  when 

'•  worth  is  added  to  a  times  what  B,  G,  D,  and  E  are  worth,  it  is  eqaal  to  m ;  2nd,  when 
'•  worth  is  added  to  6  times  what  A,  0,  D,  and  E  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  n;  8rd,  when 
's  worth  is  added  to  e  times  what  A,  B,  D,  and  E  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  p ;  4th,  when 
's  worth  is  added  to  d  times  what  A,  B,  G,  and  E  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  g ;  5th,  when 
's  worth  is  added  to  f  times  what  A,  B,  G,  and  D  are  worth,  it  is  equal  to  r. 

I.    8diti0Bbjth«PB0P0SIR. 

J^et  x,  1/,  2,  tt,  V  be  the  worth  of  ̂ 4,  B,  C,  7),  and  E^  respectively.   Then 

y  +  6(x+z  +  tt+i7)=n, 
2  +  c(T+y  +  tt  +  v)=p, 

i7  +  «(a;+y+2+u)=r. 

Let  x+y+«+t*+v=«  ;  then  x+a(«— a;)=m. 

a:=(w-o»)/(l-a)   (1).      Similarly,  y=(n-6«)/(l-?0   (2), 

=(p-c«)/(l-0   (8),    u=(<7-d«)/(l-d)   (4), 

i7.---:(r-c8)/(l-f)   (5). 

Adding  (1),  (2),  (3),  (4),  and  (5),  we  get 

.__           ^  — _ — j_  -f.  — _   -f  — - — __  ̂  

1-a  1-6  1-c  i-<i    '       1-c   * 

.'.  « 1  i-a  "^  1-6  "^  1-c  ̂   1-d  "*■  1-e  J 

C  1— a       1  —  6        1— c      1— o        1— c  J 

Thia  value  of  t  in  (1),  (2),  (3),  (4),  (5)  gives  r,  y,  2,  u,  v. 
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n.   Solution  by  COOPER  D.  8CHMITT.  M.  A..  PlrofoMor  of  Mathematiflt.  Uairmitj  of 
Ttan.;  ud  Profotaor  CHAS.  C.  CROSS,  LaTtonsville,  Md. 

By  the  conditions  we  have  at  once  the  five  eqtiations  ;  letting  x,  y,  2,  «, 

~i4,  B,  C,  /),  Ej  and  Fb  shares,  respectively  : 

X'^ay+az-^aU'^at=my 
/;x+y+6y+6tt  +  6t=n, 
cx-\-cy'^z+cU'i'Ct=p, 
d.T  -f-  dy + dz  +  tt  4-  dt=q, 
ex-^ev-k-ez-\-eu  +  t=r. 

Hence  by  Determinants, 

ar= 

y= 

m a a a a 1 a a a a 
n 1 b b b 6 1 b b b 

P c 1 c c •+- c c 1 

c. 

c 

(7 d d 1 d d d d 1 d 
r e t e 1 e e e t 1 

1 in a a a 1 a a a a 
h n b h 

'  b 

b 1 b b b 
c P 1 c c 

-r- 
c c 1 e c 

d 7 d 1 d d d d 1 d 
e r e e 1 e e e e 1 

and  SO  with  z,  it,  and  i^  each  determinant  possessing  120  terms,  when  expand 

GEOMETRY. 

Condaetod  by  B.  F.  FIHKEL,  Sprin^pld.  Mo.    All  eontribationi  to  this  department  thoald  b€  sent  to  htn 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

76.    Proposed  by  L.  B.  FRAKER.  Bowling  Green.  Ohio. 

Lines  run  from  n  point,  /',  within  a  triangulnr  piece  of  land  to  the  angles  A^  li, 
C  are  01,  102,  and  80  rods,  respectively ;  and  a  line  78  rods  in  length  passing  through 
point»  Pf  and  terminating  in  the  sides  A  C  and  HC  cuts  off  3024  square  rods  adjacent  to 
jjfle  ̂ .    Required  the  dimensions  of  the  land. 



BolittaB  hj  CHAS.  C.  CBOBS,  UrtsuTUIi.  Hd, 

I>et  ABC  be  the  reqnired  triangle.  AP=a=91  rods,  BP=b=102  rods, 
;p=c=80  rods,.  DE~d=7&  rods,   the   line  drawn 
Jiraugh  P  aod  cutting  off  3024  square  rods  adjacent  to 

be  angle  C,  CD^x,  CE=y,  PE=z,  and  area  of  tri- 
ngle  DEC=k.  < 

Draw  the  parpen di en larB  PG  and  PII,  from  the 
oint  P  to  tho  aides  BC  and  AC  reepectively,  and 
raw  CF  perpendicular  to  DE.     Then 

a-*— i,*+(i»±2iixFff,   whence 

Hence,    :^- 

2,1 

^-^^ 

.■hence— Ci:*—y*)'+2d*(i'+i/=)  =  16i'+d*,  an  equation  containing  two  nn- 
iiown  quantities.  Hence  since  no  other  conditions  are  given  by  which  soi  j/ 
■n  be  fognd,  it  follows  that  the  problem  is  indeterminate. 

By  trial,  we  find  that  x— 90  and  y— ti4  satisfies  the  above  equation. 
Hance,  these  values  furnish  a  Bolntion,  in  positive  integers,  of  the  prob- 

tm.     Then 

PF-J  e» — ^=.19,^  rods,  andF£-    f  ;, 

f,  i-rF+fff"fi2rodH. 

4*' 

>32,^  rods. 

Hut  B(!  +  C(J~  BC.      Hence, 
BtJ, 

By  similar  reasoninf;  with  the  triangles  APC  and  DPC  we  liml  thnt  Af 
165  rods. 

«M/tO;?-'(90»+84»  — l«')-(-2.90.84-.J. 

ABm.^    AC*  +BC* ~2AC.BCx.coBACIl~l4:i  rods. 

Hence,  the  dimenstonB  of  the  field  are  ̂ ^=-143  rods,  RC='1M  rode,  and 
C«  166  rods. 

TblKpmU«B  wxipTnTMllDilplvnDliutp  by  A.  H.  BrII. 
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77.   PropoMd  by  GHA8. 0.  GI088.  UjtOBiYiUt,  Kd. 

A  line  is  drawn  perpendicular  to  BC,  of  the  triangle  ABC,  whose  sides  are  BC 
CA^h,  and  ABase,  through  A  to  D,ti  distance  d^id  being  eqaal  to  or  greater  than  a- 
from  D  a  line  is  drawn  to  £,  a  distance  e,  {e  being  eqaal  to  or  greater  than  a+^+«)  oo 
extended.  Required  the  area  of  the  ellipse  which  is  isogonal  conjugate  to  the  straight 
DK  with  refipect  to  the  triangle  ABC. 

I.   8ohittoBbjO.B.]i.ZERR,A.]i..Pli.D..PrMidnitolRaiMUGoUaff«.Ltbuoa.?a. 

Using  trilinear  coordinates  and  letting  F  be  the  point  where  AD^d  c 

BC,  we  get  Z)F-(d-68inC),  JPF-|/««-(d-68inC)«-/. 
.'.  The  codrdinates  of/),  E  are  respectively, 

{— (fi— bsinC),  ecosC,  ecos^}  and 

{0,  —  (/— 6co8C)8inC,  —  (/+ ccogi?)8in  J?} . 

Let  i»«{(/— 6co8C)8inCco8C— (/+cco8J?)8inJ?co8J?}, 

m«— (d— 68inC)(/-f  «X)8J?)8inJ?,  and 

ni*((i— 68inC)(/— 6co8C)8inC. 

Then  Z/r+miHnr«-0,  is  the  equation  to  DE,  and  l^+mror-^na^^O, 
the  equation  to  the  ellipse  isogonal  conjugate  to  DE. 

Let  B  be  the  origin,  BC,  BA  the  axes  of  (x,  y). 

Then  a^yeinB,  /'nxsini^,  ̂ 5»(ac8in^— a/r— 17)/6. 
.*.  i3f«8inJ?(ac— ay— cx)/6. 
Substituting  these  values  of  or,  fi,  y  the  equation  to  the  ellipse  become 

rix*+rtny'  +  (ai  +  nji— 5w).ri/— ac/x— act)y«0. 

Let  J  —-J — i   7— i-   i— 4t  be  the  discriminant  of  the  ellipse. 
4arin— (at+cn— om)*  *^ 

The  two  values  of  z  in  the  equation, 

,       16(cf-i-an)J   64J^   

^         {4aWn— (aZ+(?n-6m)«}«     ̂        {4adn— (aZ+oi— 6m)«}>    ''^' 

give  the  values  of  the  squares  of  the  semi-axes. 
.'.  Area  of  ellipse 

^   8«^J    87ra«c«fa(2— en— gf) 

{4adn— (ai+cn— 6m)*}3    **    {\adn'--((d'\'Cn'-hmyY~' 
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n.   BolvttoB  by  WILLIAM  KOOYBR.  A.  M.,  Ph.  0..  Proftttor  of  lUthematiM  And  AttroBMiy  is  Oblo  Ual- 
iltj.  AthtBi,  OUo. 

The  codrdinates  of  D  are  (d,  — ^,,  — n)*  &ncl  of  £,  (0,  ?^^  — rt)f  ̂ "^  ̂ ® 
en  have, 

-(a6o/(4^»){aWt  +/?«)(r,-r,)+6d(r,  -rt)+<?d(^,  +/5f,)}   (l). 

The  equation  to  the  perpendicalar  to  BC  through  A  \h 

ycoBC-^acosA  «0 

C2), 

id  this,  passing  through  />,  gives 

riCosC  +  rfeoSi4«0 
(3), 

We  have  the  constant  relation 

a/r + ?>/^ + r;/ ■»  2  J 

^4), 

d  this  being  satisfied  by  the  coordinates  of  7)  and  E, 

ad-'hfiy  —cy^^^d 

fK 

Ms+fr,-2J 

(5). (C). 

The  equation  to  DE  is 

^(^tyt'^fitr^)+fi^yt  +  r^i/^t-o   (7). 

B  isogonal  conjugate  of  which  is 

firifiirt'\-ftty\)'^"ydrt-\-t9(idti^»o   (8), 

lich  by  the  problem  is  an  ellipse. 
The  area  of  (8)  is  expressed  by 

2;rJo5^  \      MA,,  0,  K/*,r»+>»t/',) 

0,  i*J,,  Wr,, 
a, 

/l 

—  a 

— c 

0 

.1 

■
I
 

. . .  (9). 

i5, ,  r^  are  determined  by  (3)  and  (5),  and  then  !i^  and  */*  from  (1)  and  (6), 
ing  K  in  terms  of  d  and  elements  of  the  triangle  of  reference. 

It  is  not  obvious  how  much  of  a  reduction  (9)  admits),  and  1  have  not  at- 

npted  any. 
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CALCULUS. 

CondnetMl  by  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Monttrey.  Ta.   All  eontrilmUoas  to  thii  d^partant  tlM«M  bt  Mat  U  hte. 

soLirrioirs  of  problems. 

60.   PropoMdbjM08E8  00BB8TEVXI8.]i.A.,  l>tpArta«td  llathfmatiM.PvdMnBi?«iitj.  I«i^ 
ftu^Iad. 

8o,„.^..+,.,.=[l+(-|-)*]'. 
[From  For»yih*i  Dijferentinl  Eguaiion*.] 

I.   SolnUon  by  WILLIAM  HOOVER,  A.  M..  Pfa.  D.,  ProffaMor  of  lUthomatiei  and  Attnumj  ia  Obio  SUM 
UniTanitj,  Atbons.  Obio. 

Let  y/x=^z,  d*y/dx*^=y/r  ;  then  the  given  equation  beooraes 

ni7|/l+2'-={l+pM^ 

n|/l  +  z*  «« 

Assnming  j)=(2— 0/(l+20»  (^)  reduces  t<> 

  «^^Z^?L_=_-    1    ̂0   (/?), 
[l  +  t«][(  +  (l/n)i     !  +  («]        1+2* 

in  which  the  variables  are  separated. 

n.   Solation  by  0.  B.  M.  ZXRE.  M.  A..  Pb  D.«  Pratidant  and  Proleaaor  of  Matbamatiea.  Ruaall  OoUtft.  U^ 
aaon,  Va. 

Let  x=-rcoa^,  i/=f8in^,  then  the  equation  becomes, 

dv  d^T  dj) 

.'.  (1)  becomes,  nr'+2nr/)'—nr*p-—~-^(r' +/)')*  . 

Let  p—r/v,  so  that  — ,- — —   j — • '  *dr  V  V*      dr 

.*.  (2)  becomes,  nv(]  -hv')dr-k-nrdv—(l-^v*)*  dr. 

(1). 



■'■  *'''  '     (l+i.')((l+»')l-ni.)     •  . 

.  ■)(n-.')i      ̂   ̂ rM:pyi_ 

•■•'{'•-(4-r!'— {-(4-)'}' 
•.<!«— ±- <r-^).lr  _.  (r-^OA- 

r|-»'r<-(r-.4)'  nr>,/  1  -  ((r-/()/(»r))  = 

.  »=±^,W=log[(„'-l)r  +  ̂  +  ,.'(>.'-l){r'«'-(r-yl)-)] 

.  li.n-'(yA)±8ro-»('  *''^^'jrjl)-B.^±-  i_^l.ig[(n'-l)|    r«fy« ^  n  I    *'+!/'  '  )  n'—  1 

re  .4  and  Ji  are  cnnstants  of  integration. 

M.    Pm»OMd  k;  BRR  PUTT.  C.  I..  Aufrte.  Mlak. 

To  ivmove  (l/o)tli  of  the  volume  ctf  a  apherp  of  n  givon  nKtiiiii  liy  n  <^ini<'nl  hole. 
•e  axis  U  the  asia  of  the  aphere.  and  whoac  vertex  ia  at  the  Kiirfiii'i'  of  I  Iip  Hiiliere.  lli-- 
ed  the  height  nf  the  oone  and  the  diameter  of  it-i  iHiKe. 

I.   SalBtlrabTJ.8CHEmR,  A.lI..Hat*nla«n.lU. 

Let  0  be  the  center  of  the  sphere,  JBr  the  cone,  AO-v.  I>R  -r.  AD--y: 
I  the  Toloroe  of  spherical  segment 

AnE-.^{?.T-r\ 

Ihftt  nf  thenme 

«D(lition,  therefore. 
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-^(8r-3t)+-^(2r-jr)=(l/a).t>rr».      SntaUtnting  y*=2rx—x*,  we  obuin 

the  flnnl  equation,  *»— 4r»r=— (4rV'i),  whence  a!=2r{l— [l-(l/a)]l  }. 

.-.  Height  of  none  2r-x=2r[l-(l/a)]» ,  uid  y=2r{[l-(l/a)]l  — [l-(l/a)]}l . 

a.   Matlu  brC.  W.  H.  BUCK.  A.  M.,  mtmarlUtAtrntH-  iBWwUfu  AiilT.  WtMnkn, 
Hut. 

Figure  shows  section  of  sphere  through  axis,  with  ̂ ££f  as  section  of  hole. 

Let  fc=./4ir--=height  of  cone  ;  fc=^ff=radiue  of  base  ;  dA=ACn=tlt- 
ments  of  area  AEB ;  x{=DK)ia  perpendicular  to  AB; 
H=^BAD. 

Then  dA=\Ab'd6=ir*iia»*U8. 
Center  of  gravity  of  ADC  is  at  distance  2x/8  I 

from  AB.    The  element  of  volume  (bund  by  revolv- 

ing ^40(7  about  ̂ B,  or  <iF=2c\(2r/8)x2r»cos*tf(to.  | 
But  z^j4/)8inA=2rcoB9sin0. 

.-.  dK=(16ff/8)r'oos'flBin(»dfl; 

.-.  Volume  .^£B^: 

16»r' ^.C0B-*|/i 

(fc/2r) 

cos»Ainfl(i»,=(=r/8)(4r«-i*), 

which  equals  (l/o)th  of  volume  of  sphere,  or  4^*  /So. 

.-.  A=2r|'[l-(l/o)]. 

Diameter=2fc=2| -^h"("2r-fc)  =4r J,  l-"(i7^[l-|   l-(l,'n)]. 

Volume  AEBF  can  be  as  easily  rmind  by  geometry  without  the  km  of 
calculus. 

m.   SdqllMkrS.B.H.IUR,A.K.,Ph.  D.,  Pmiiimt  ud  PratMwr  •!  MukMUlM.  ■■>«  OalW. 
Libuaa,  V*. 

Let  AO=r,  DO=y,  DB=x.      Volumeof  cone  ARC=\n{r-¥y)T*  ;  volom* 
of  segment  BDCB=:ijr(r—v)'C2r+y). 

.-.    JsCr+srjx'  +  lsC— y)'(2r+y):=(4«rV3a),      but 
z*=r*-y*. 

.'.  (»-+y)(r«-j/»)  +  (r-y)«(2r+y)=(4rVn). 

.-.  j(*  +  2ri/=(8flr*— 4r')/a. 

■  y=±2r 
■J^- 



The  pina  aign  alone  is  admisaible.     .■.  y=2r  J   r. 

.-,  Altitude  — r+y,  =2r^   ;  22r=diameter  of  b«ae-^2|  r*  —  t/». 

MECHANICS. 

ikkrM.f.raESL,irriMta.tU.Ttc.   AUeomIril»lloutotU*l«pMtJMatit«nUb«MMUklni. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PSOBLEMS. 

ri  br  J.  aOHimi,  a.  ■..  HaCMHon,  lU. 

m  qaadrUat«r«l  ANClf  in  the  vertical  wall  of  n  eiit«ni,  flll«d  with  water,  has 
mA,B,C,I)%t  the  distance*  10  feet,  *  tfet,  S  feet,  and  7  feet  rMpectlvelr, 

the  aurfaee  of  the  water.  Tlie  projectiona  of  AB.  BC,  CD  upon  the  lurfMse  are 

«tlTelr  2  feet,  S  feet,  and  1  foot.  Find  the  preuure  of  the  water  upmi  the  qnadrilat- 
and  the  pcMltion  of  the  center  nf  in 

la  ky  J.  0.  MBU,  A.  If Otril  XDflnMrinf  latka  StaU  Arinltanl  tad 
miml  Colbvf  <MIif>  Btatloa.  Tnu,  u4  th«  PftOFOSZB. 

In  the  figure,  ̂ £=10,  BF=A,  CG=ti,  DH^l.  EF^2.  FG 
coordinttes  of  the  vertices  A,  B,  C,  and  D  with 

ectioEHaad  EA  aaaxesarerespectively,  (10,  0), 

),  (5,  6),  and  (6.  7). 
Hence,  the  area  of  AJtCD 

Wt  Vi 

\ll\\']- 

1'i; 

nf  triangle  ./1 00=10  ;  and  area  of  yiC/)^7). 

Distance  of  center  of  gravity  of  a  ABC  from 

K10+4+6)=»*,  and  distance  of  center  of  gravity  uf  £^ACD  from  EH 

4+7)=74,  Denoting  the  distance  of  center  of  gravity  of  A  BCD  by  s, 

f'l7J«=10x«l  +  7ix71.  Hence,  i=:6U.  Hence,  preasure  of  water  np- 

3=17ix6|ftD— *l*w,  w  denoting  the  weight  of  a  cubic  foot  of  water. 

ri>=6'il  poanda,  we  find  the  preaaure  to  be  110981  potinda. 
■  AD  represent  the  aurfnce  nf  the  water,  A  BCD  a  rectangle,  BCE 

ttrian^e,  AE^a,  CD—b,  AD—c.     Then,  omitting  v.  the  moment  of  the 



pressure  upon  ABCD  with  respect  to  AD=r.  j     x'dx=ib*e,  and  the  mon 

the  pressure  upon  BC£=-~J(;a— b— a;)(H-h)Ma!=,'|«(o— (t)(rt*+2ofc- 
Adding,  we  find  the  moment  of  the  pressure  upon  the  trapesoid  . 

with  respect  to  AD=,\eia  +  b)(a*+b*) 

For  ABFE,  a=10,  6=4,  c=2';  .-.  Moment=270|. 
For  FBCG,  a=4,  (>=5,  c=3  ;     .-.  Moroent=92t. 
For  aCDH.a=b,  b=l,  e^\  ;     .-.  Moment=74. 
For  £-4/>H,n=10.  fc=7,  c=6  ;  .  .  Moment=]266i. 
Adding  the  moments  of  the  first  three  and  then  sub-  1 

trading  the  sum  from  the  momentof  the  fourth,  we  get  the  I 

moment  of  y4BC/)=829,',.     Therefore,  distance  of  the  cen-  ( 
ter  of  pressure  of  ABCD  from  £ff=829,\-i-Si»=7,Sj. 

Let  AECD  represent  a  trapecnid  with  right  angles  at  A  and  D,  A 
surface  of  the  water,  OP  a  perpendicular,  an 

a  perpendicular  to  OD  ;  AE=^a,  CD=b,  A 
OA^h,  MN-y,  AM~x. 

.-.  Momentof  preseorenpon  AECPvi 
spect  to  OP 

~M  y'i^  +  hydr,  where  y~ — j-(a— 6— »), 

Substituting,  we  get  for  the  moment  of  ̂  

with  respect  to  .4 />  the  expression  ̂ fC[c(a'  +iab  +  3h')+4h(a*  +ab+h')]. 
For  ABFE.  a-10,  fc-4,  ̂ -2.  fc-0  ;  .-.  Moment-SS. 
For  BCOF,  n'.4,  b-5,  c-Z,  k=2  ;     .-.  Moment-1101. 
ForC/>K6'.n=-5,  (>-7.  c-1,  fc=0  ;     .-.  Moment- lOOJ J. 
Vor  ADHE,a  =  10,  b->7,  e-6,  fi-0  ;  .-.  Moment-SSOl. 
Subtracting  the  sum  of  the  first  three  from  the  last,  we  find  fi) 

momentof  i1  fir/)  with  respect  to  AE,  330tl- 

.■.  Distance  of  the  center  of  pressure  from  iiff— 3301|-h'S*— 2|lji- 
And  thus  the  position  of  the  center  of  pressure  is  fully  determined. 

SI.    tnrotti  bj  H.  0.  WHTTUER.  A.  M..  fh.  0.,  Pralnur  ol  Mithnutla.  Mmanl  tnUH 

IB  UTow  trom  Dim 
  with  naoh  fl««tD 
•r  rail  behiDd  hi  ml 

atraag  oi  um  wu>  HiKvatha; 
H*  could  (hoot  Ma  urowi  npirard 

Sboot  tham  wllb  *ooh  *t — — •■  — '  - ThMtbalcathhadlaRt   .... 
Eretlia  Ontto  earth  had  lalleu." 

AMiiniing  Hinwathn  to  liave  t>eeTi  nble  to  BhiMt  nn  nrrow  every  acciind  and  t 

aimed  when  not  ahcxiting  vertical);  so  that  the  nrniw  miKht  have  the  luiiKPst  ranK^ 

was  Hiawatha's  time  in  a  huitdml  ;ardK  7 
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L    Solitioa  by  ALFRED  HUMS,  0.  B.,  D.  8c.,  ProfMtor  of  lUtkOMties.  UniTtrtity  of  MiatiMlppi,  UniTor- 

An  arrow  rises  4}  seconds  when  shot  vertically,  and  therefore,  the  initial 
city  which  Hiawatha  is  able  to  impart  to  an  arrow  is  {^  feet  per  second. 

The  angle  of  elevation  for  the  longest  range  is  45°,  and  therefore, 
loriiontal  component  of  the  velocity  of  the  arrow  is  t(9|/2)<7.  This  being 

ratha's  speed,  his  time  for  100  yards  is  a  very  little  less  than  3  seconds. 
In  the  above  it  has  been  assumed  that  Hiawatha  ran  the  whole  distance  at 

Ubrm  rate.     The  range  is  much  more  than  a  hundred  yards. 

IL  Sitatm  by  8.  SUOB  8L00UM .  Uoioa  OoUofO.  Sohonoetady.  V.  T.;  J.  P.  BURDBTT,  CImmm  *07.  Diok- 
IMhft,  OwUilo,  Pira.;  a&d  B.  W.  MORRELL.  A.  M..  ProfOMor  of  Mathomaties.  IfontpoUtr  Somiaary, 

Ml. 

Let  ("Btime  of  flight  when  the  arrows  are  shot  vertically  upward,  and  u  be 
nitial  velocity.    Then  t^2u/g,  and  u^igt^l^  feet  per  second. 
The  range  of  a  projectile  is  u'8in26^/^,  and  since  the  greatest  value 

o2ff  is  1,  the  maximum  range  is  u*/g. 
.*.  Range»ti'/^»648  feet.  Time  of  flight  for  projectile  is  2ti8in^/^ 

}68  seconds. 

.*.  Velocity— 648-i-6.363->  101.8 4-  feet  per  second. 
Time  for  100  yards « (BOO + 101. 8 +  )» 2. 94  seconds. 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

ndaeUd  by  B.  F.  PHOL.  SpriafflMd,  Mo.   All  ooatribotioas  to  this  dopartmoat  ihovld  bo  Mat  to  hia. 

SOLUTIONS  or  PROBLEMS. 

tt.   Proposod  by  B.  F.  PHOL,  A.  1C.»  M.  8o.,  Profotaor  of  Mathomatios  aad  Physiet.  Drary  Collofft, 
Ifldd.  Wttoort. 

A  straight  line  of  length  a  is  divided  into  three  parts  by  two  poiiitH  taken  iitTandom ; 

.he  chance  that  no  part  is  greater  than  6.    [From  Hall  and  Knighl\  Ififjhn'  Mgfbra,] 

:    SotatioB  by  HBIRJ  HEATOB.  M.  8o..  Atlaatie,  Iowa. 

There  are  two  cases.     I,  when   b>ia  and  <|a,   and    H,    when   h>ia 
<a. 
Case  I.  Let  AB  represent  the  line  a. 

P  be  the  position  of  the  first  point,  and 
4P->x.  Lay  off  PC  and  BD  each«&. 
I  the  favorable  positions  for  the  second 
t  lie  between  C  and  /).     7)C— «4-26— a.     The  limits  of  x  are  a— 2b  and  6. 

1      r^  (36— a) « 
Hence  the  required  chance  is  P, « — ^—J     ix-^2h^a)dxrm  —-^ — . 



Case  II.     In  this  cose  the  limite  of  x  ue  0  and  a—h. 

Hence.  />.  -/;-(.+ 26- a )d.-  ̂ 86-^) 
Corollary.     When  b-ia,  P,-/',-i. 

n.   8elBlloBbrJ.0.IUR0R7,B.B.,M.8.,0ndnur*llowvid  AwUttatln  Mstb 

Let  AB  be  the  etrught  line  of  length  a,  and  let  the  random  poin 

be  at  distances  r,  y  from  A,  so  that  AP'mx,  AQ^y,  and  P<2— a— z— y. 
orable  cases  we  most  have  x<^,  y<6,  and  a— x— y<6  ;  and  in  poesib 
x+y<a.  ^^^^^^^^__ 

Construct    the    right-angled    triangle  -'  '*  '' 
ABC  vhenAB^AC-a.     With  A  aa  origin  and  AC  and  .>4B  as  axe*  d 

the  lines  3flf,  LII,  and  RS,  whose  equations  are  y^b,  x— 6,  and  z-f  yva 
spectively.       (1)   When  h>in, 
tbe  favorable  cases  will  be  re-  [ 
stricted  to  tbe  ana  MNHL3R  in  I 

Fig.  1,  and  the  required  chance  I 

is  l-3[(a-6)/«]*.     (2)  When  I 
h<.ia,  the  favorable  cases  will  I 
be  restricted  tu  tbe  area  123  in  I 

Pig.  2.     This  is  a  right-angled  | 
isosceles  triagle  a  side  of  which  I 

FijE.  1.  \tAM~SL~b-(a-2b)-Sh-.,. 
ThfTcfiire,  the  remii red  chance  is  [(8Ip— a)/o]*. 

m.   Bo1aU«D  bjO.  B.  H.  ZESB.  M.  A.,  Pb  D..  Pruldmit  ud  FralMwr ot  IUU»>Uu.  BiumU  Oi 

Lm  AliCD  be  a  square  side  a.  and  Uke  AE~CF~h. 
a.  point  taken  at  randum  in  ABCD  are  the  distances  i>f  two 
such  points  from  one  end  of  the  line. 

Without  restriction  the  point  might  fall  anywhere 

npon  ABC,  butthe  condition  confines  itto the  triangle  £BA'. 

Fig.  2. 

EBF 
(.<i-h)\ I 

■(^^-r 

Profiwu>r«t)(-h?ft»  anil  Zerr  iihnDliI  bKC  recelvert  cro 
HilrlDR  problem  N,  uui  Prnfa»or  Ueory  HeaMD  Bbnald  bava 

M»  Milnttna  nr  prntilnn  SI  hiw  yn  htta  r»e»1v»c1. 

•r  nomlwr  ■•rthp 



MISCELLANEOUS. 

CndMted  b;  1.  IL  OOLAW,  KoaUnr.  Va.   All  somtilbitiau  to  tkti  d«putJMat  ibnU  ta  Hst  ta  bla. 

SOLTTTIONS  OF  FSOBLEXS. 

«.   ftwfMl*  »r  lOWUO  K.  KUBIIS,  Hutar  Im  lUthimtln  ud  Pbrtln.  lAwnnMrtUl  8«hMl,  Uw 

Roqufred  leverml  numben  each  of  which,  wlien  divided  bj  10  leaves  a  remainder  9; 
y  t  leavea  B ;  bj  8  loAvei  7 ;  bj  7  leave*  6 ;  and  *o  on.  AIM)  And  the  leait  Biidi  number 
rUeh,  when  divided  bj  2R  leaves  27 ;  bj  27  lenves  2S ;  by  28  leaves  26 ;  by  2&  leavea  34,  'f 

nky  ltV.HASXIIJL,A.  lI.,n.D.,  Otputwat  ol  Muhmuln.  Uolnnitj  «I  CalUanla. 
BU<UIL.KOUr,PnitMMrof  lUthiMtlai  laBantli  Jirttj  laititnta,  Brid(itan,  I.  J.:  A.  H. 
•.  DL,  a>d  R.  0.  WOJUU.  Blrall  IwL  W.  V>. 

(i  Tbe  problem  can  be  also  stated  as  follows:     Required  several  numbere 

H  which,  divided  by  10,  9,  8,  and  so  on,  leaves  a  remainder  (—1). 
'  If  then  L  be  the  least  common  multiple  of  10,  9,  8  and  so  on,  all  nam- 
of  the  form  kL—1,  where  t  is  any  integer,  will  have  the  required  character. 

|i         Now  the  least  common  multiple  of  10,  9,  8   2,  1  is  2520.     The  re- 

td  numbers  are  then  (2620  it— 1}  t.  if.,  2619,  6039,  7669,  10079,  etc. 
The  second  problem  is  solved  in  exactly  the  same  way.     The  least  eom- 

miiltipleof  2B,  27,  26,    2.  1  is  80H1.S483200.     Bo  the  required  namber 
I  nne  lesn,  or  80:41S433in9. 

n.    SolBtloBbjtttPROPOSXS. 

One  less  than  the  product  of  any  number  of  factors  will  be  divisible  by 
ly  of  the  factors,  or  products  of  any  or  alt  of  them,  with  a.  remainder  one  less 

an  the  divisor.  Because  ah*e*d*  —  l  divided  by  aitd  gives  b*ed*~l  for  quo- 
mt  and  acd—l  for  remainder.  Thus,  the  different  factors  occurring  in 
e  natural  numbers  ],  2,  3,  etc.,  to  10,  are  (1.2.2.2.3.3.5.7),  one  less  than 

!■  product  of  which  is  2519,  which  leaves  remainders  less  by  unity  than  the  di- 
ton  when  divided  by  numbers  1,2,3,   10.     All  multiples  (diminished 
Lone)  uf  the  continued  product  of  these  factors  will  satisfy  the  same  demands 

ma  problem,  to-wit :     7669,  10079,  12599,  etc.,  etc.,  ad  tihUam. 
I         The  fnctora  occuring  in  numbers  1   28  are  (1.2.2.2.2.3.3.3.5  5.7.11. 
.17.19  23)  and  one  lees  than  their  continued  product  gives  M)313433190,  the 

iniber  required. 
NoTf:.  Of  course  the  same  numbers  will  accomodate  6  and  C  ;  i)  and  10  ; 

and  12  ;  13,  14,  and  15  ;  17  and  18  ;  19,  20,  21,  and  22  ;  2:1  and  24  ;  26  and 
t  ;  27  and  28  :  and  so  on. 

m.   MalKB  by  JOSIAH  H.  DKnUHOHO.  PortUod.  Hkina. 

I.     10<(  f  9  answers  the  first  condition  ;  multiply  this  by  9  and  add  S,  and 
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we  have  90aH-89 ;  proceeding  in  the  same  manner  we  finally  have  8«628,800a+ 
3,628,799,  in  which  a  may  be  zero  or  any  number. 

*  II.  Or,  in  the  process  as  above,  we  may  leave  out  factors  of  Dumbers  al- 
ready used  and  we  reach  the  result  2520a +  2519,  in  which  a  may  be  aero  or  toy 

number  ;  if  a^zero,  we  have  2519,  the  smallest  number  that  will  amvcr 
the  conditions  of  the  first  question. 

III.  It  is  manifest  that  if  we  take  1  from  a  number  divisible  by  til  tin 
given  divisors,  the  remainder  when  divided  by  those  divisors  will  always  Imti 
a  remainder  one  less  than  the  divisor.  Hence  the  least  common  multiple  of  tlw 
given  divisors,  less  1,  is  the  number  required.  Hence,  omitting  the  oommoi 
factors  in  the  second  part  of  the  question,  we  have  28.27.26.25.23.22. 19.17... .1 
a80,313,433,199,  the  number  required. 

' 

IV.  Solvtioii  by  W.  H.  OABTXS,  Proftttor  of  Mathtontiet,  Centeaarj  CoUtft  of  LoviataM.  JMkm.  Kk 

Let  l(hj,o-l-9=the  number,  also,  9x,  +8  ;  8x^  +  7  ;  7x,+6  ;  6jPg+5;iai 
so  on  to  2x^  +  l=the  number. 

But  x^  and  x, «  are  both  integral. 

.-.  («|^-h  l)/9=m  an  integer.     .-.  X|o=9w— l~(90i»/10)— 1. 
The  value  of  x,  from  the  above  equation  is  (90m/9)— 1. 
Similarly  for  the  other  values,  the  expression  X|»=(90m/n)— 1,  giving  OM 

of  the  values  for  each  value  of  n  from  10  to  2.  But  since  all  these  values  are  ti 

be  integral,  90m  must  be  a  multiple  of  each  of  the  natural  numbers  from  2  to  10 
inclusive.  This  requires  m  to  be  4  x  7=28,  or  some  multiple  of  28.  If  iii=4S, 
a;,,=251. 

.-.  10x,^-|-9=2519=one  of  the  numbers. 
Taking  m=the  multiples  of  28,  we  get  other  numbers,  5039,  7559, 

10,079.  Still  other  numbers  can  be  obtained  by  taking  the  higher  multiples  of 
28  for  m. 

A  similar  solution  gives  for  second  statement,  the  number  80,313,433,199. 

V.  SolotioB  by  0.  W.  AMTHOIT,  M.  8e.,  Colnmbiaii  UniTtnitj.  170S  8  StrMt  Wailiiactoa,  D.  C. 

The  problem  in  question  may  be  generalized  thus  :  Find  a  number  sock 
that  if  it  be  divided  by  a  particular  number  or  any  number  less  than  this  number 
the  remainder  will  be  one  less  than  the  divisor. 

Let  X  be  the  required  number.  It  is  evident,  if  k  and  k-^-l  be  any 
two  numbers  less  than  the  first  divisor  in  question,  the  following  conditions  must 
be  satisfied  : 

x/k=u,+(k'-\)/k   (1).        l;/(*  +  0=ttg  +  (ib+i-l)  (1:+/)   (2), 

or  .r~Aru,4-fc-l   (3),     and  a;=(ik+Ottt +ib+i— 1      (4). 

Take  the  value  of  x  given  in  (3)  and  substitute  it  for  u^  in  (4).     Then 
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e=(i+Otfcwi+*— l]+*+I— 1   (5),  which  mav  bo  reduced  to  the  following 
bin :    z=t[ik+l)H,  +k+l-l}+k-l   (6). 

Tbos  (5}  and  (6),  which  are  identical,  contain  both  the  forms  (3)  and  (4). 
Ihus  if  we  snbBtitnte  in  the  manner  indicated  the  resnlt  will  contain  two  origin- 
it  forma.     Some  opecial  forms  required  by  the  problem  in  question  are  : 

=2>t,  +  l....(l):    r-3«,  +  2....(2);    r:^4.t, +3. . .  .f3) ;    r  -5", +4  . . .  .(4)  ; 

ic.,  etc.  Subatitnte  (1)  in  (2)  in  the  manner  indicated  above  and  vif:  have 
=^6tt,+5.  This  includes  (1)  and  (2).  Substitute  thin  in  (3)  ;  the  result  is 
=24u,+23.      This  includes  (1),  (2),  and  (3)  by  the  previous  demonstration. 

ontinuing  this  we  have  as  a  result  x=  \  fai,  +  |  t— 1—  |  t(«,  +  1)— 1   iA). 
his  contains  forms  (1),  (2),  (3),  (4),  etc.,  and  is  the  general  form  of  number  re- 
aired.  The  examples  cited  are  special  applications  of  this  general  form.  Thus 

=  I  8(w,  -t- 1)  — 1  nmtains  all  the  numbers  required  in  the  first  part  of  the  proii- 
im.  and,  letting  «,=^0,  and  Jt^25,  we  have  r—  |  2fi— 1,  the  number  required 
k  the  taat  part  of  the  problem. 

M.    FropoN<  by  1.  H.  HOLMES.  Boi  999.  Brsoiwiok.  Hunt. 

The  hue  BC  ol  the  trisuRle  ABC  ia  3c.  the  Hum  of  tlie  two  sides.  .1 II  luid  HI',  ih  -i-i. 
fP  in  slwnja  perpttndidilnr  to  AB  unA  ciitN  .f  in  /*.     Whnt  iii  t1i<>  tix-iiii  iif  the  |M>int  11 

I.   SalaUaa  bj  aSOROB  ULUT.  Ph.  D..  LL.  D..  3M  bllBtrHt,  Ponlud  On. 

Take  BC  for  the  axis  of  x;letP  be  (r,  y) :  draw  .4  /)  at  right  angles  tn  HC, 
imduced  ;  and  PE  at  right  angles  to  BC. 

Area  ABP+am  PBC^area  ABC.  or 

n-f),    x'+ij*  +  n/-t!X.4D   ,'1). 

Triangles  ABl)  and  BPE  are  similar, 

I#IK*,  AD-.[2t,la~r)]/yr»+yK   (2). 

Knim  (1)  and  (2),  (<i-'-)W  +  y')  +  eyi    r' +  y^-2ryl „  - r) . 
.•.  e*;i*(x*+y')=ia~r)*(2n/-~x*—y*),  for  the  required  locus. 
If  Z.ABC  be  an  acute  angle.*/  must  be  taken  negatively.  Then.  Bron  .t/tC 

-area  flPr^aroa  ABP,  or 

rxAn+c(-7i)^<n~c(f    x^+ji^   (;{). 

and  ADr--[2T(a^ey\/j    T^~+y^   (4). 

roro  (8)ftnd(4),  r»./»(«>-|.i,»)— (a-c)'C2«!-»;«-;/»)'. 



D.   SalmtkD  bj  S.  B.  K.  2EBK,  A.  M.,  M.  D„  UbMM,  Vt. 

liCt  B  be  the  origin,  Br  the  initwl  line, 

BP=r,  lCBP=f,  BC=2c,  AB=2ia~e). 
Then  C0BB=8inff. 

A  f =1  /8c* — 8(ic+4a*  -  8c(«-  c)Bin  ff. 

rr=,   4c«— 4rcc08fr+r*. 

r'+4(a-0'=^P»=C.4C+Ci')*. 
SnbBtilating  and  reducing  we  get  for  the  locos 

4c*(rrat.«+2neiii''— 2r-2fflin#)*  I 

^^(4c«-4rcro8«+r*({8c*— 8n«:+4«»— 8c(o— elain"}. 
AI>uiH>lrcil  b.T  A.  H.  KKLL. 

47.    Prapofid  b;  8.  HART  WKIOHT,  k.  H..  Pk.  D.,  Fmb  Tu.  I*w  Totfe. 

Ill  loii)[itiideT5ilPKreeRWMt  of  Greenwich,  latitude  43  degr«e»,  SO  minutetnortba 

JHniiHr;  1.  iR9G,  nt  3  o'clock  A.  M.,  loral  tfme.    Whnt  pain ta  of  tlie  ecliptic  wen  tbrniw- 
in|[.  iwuinR  dikI  on  rliP  m^ridinn?    An;  other  n*CMMrj  dfttn  nwy  he   Utkm  rrom  m 

ppliemprt!!. 

Mitfw  bj  tlw  PSOnSBl. 

January  1,  IKflfi,  3  A.  M.,  in  local  mean  time,  at  the  station,  is  December 

81.  1K»4.  loth  honr  astronomical  time.     And  I6h.  +  5h.,  the  longitndet=20h.. 

mean  solar  tiine=2Uh.  3m.  17.12V6s.  of  sidereal  time.    To  this  add  from  ephm- 
eris  siderefti  time  of  mean  noon  at  Greenwich,  ISh.  3(hn,  36.83s..  and  we  bin 

14h.  42m.  52.»696b.=^A,  the  sidereal  time  at  statioii. 

The  venial  equinox  is  then  A  hoars  vieat  of  the  meri- 

dian of  station,  or  24h.— A  eatl  of  it,  and  theiefon 

24-(ft  +  6)=3h.  17m.7.0406s.^49''I6'45.6': 
of,   and   bflnw  the  east  point  of  the  horiion  of  thi 

station. 

I,Bl  NQSBN  be  the  horison  of  station,  EIACt 

portion  of  the  ecliptic,  QOBC  a  portion  of  the  eqaUot. 

C  the  place  of  the  vemal  equinox,  A  the  rising  point 

of  the  ecliptic.  /  the  point  then  on  the  meridian,  and 

E  the  setting  point,  /'  the  autumnal  etguinwx.  and  A 
the  point  eitst  of  the  horiion. 

Then  ftO^n,  the  angle  BC.4.  7P0=obliquity  of  ecliptic--=23''  27'  19'  p« 

ephetneria  for  the  date.  Tlie  angle  ̂ fiC=90°  + the  latitude  of  8tation=133"3U'. 
In  the  spherical  triangle  A  BC.  we  have,  therefore,  the  angles  B  and  C  ̂ vsn  isd 

the  side  a~49^  16'  45.6"  to  hnd  the  side  AC=h.  By  spherical  trigonometry, 

h  ~'A  45'  15".  In  the  right  spherical  triangle /PO,  right  angled  at  0,  we  bin 

A-12  hoursr^2h.  42m.  52.fl596B.=PO=4U=  43'  14.4".  By  spherical  trigonom- 

etry, PI-4:i'  10'  3fi'.      Hence  the  rising  point  is  860°-fe^286''  14'  4B"oflh« 
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•elipUe,  and  m  great  drclea  intereeet  in  opposite  points,  E  will  be  180°  lesa  than 
A,  or  lOe"  14'  46',  and  180''  +  P/=228''  10'  36',thelonptndeof  thepoiotpasa- 
Jug  the  meridian. 
^^         The  senwleH  divinations  of  Astrology,  are  almost  entirely  based  npon 
^Mding  the  tliree  points  of  the  ecliptic  required  in  this  problem,  for  the  moment 

^■btnh,  at  a  given  place. 
H       Almiolred  brtDMOITDnaH.  Hlltoboro.  III. 

I*        «8.    rro;o»i*  ky  P.  F.  lUTI.  9.  U..  Ffe.  D..  Pnlnwr  of  MilfcwMllH  aat  Auntamj  li  Inlac  (Mllf*. 

In  eaM  of  miicKanee,  with  nbiit  force  vronld  the  oow,  weiKhiiift  1^=701)  |>oiin<lH.  Jump- 
lnKover  the  moon,  have  Btniek  Htr  Lunar  Hajmty  in  the  titer* 

Sofanla  b7  a.  B.  H.  IBKK.  A.  M..  Fb.  D..  FrMldnt  aU  PralMMr  of  Mathmatln,  BamU   CMItn. 
hteaoa.  Va. 

f^ttii^maee  of  cow  on  moon,  j?'=ij ^gravity  on  moon,  r~2163  miles^ 
radios  of  moon,  a=238840  mil ee=di stance  from  earth  to  moon,  .4=moraentam 

:=mv,  £=kineticenergy=)mT'. 

=239596.7ft  foot-ponnds. 

£:=(8Wr/8aXa-r)=lS203418G0.762foot-ponnd8. 
The  valae  of  A  is  the  force  required. 

FBOBLEMS  ?0B  SOLUTION. 

AHITHMKTIC. 
■S.   rTapoHdbrtkllaUIIT.«.W.UTU,a.M..PMkirsIlI.K.  Olwnk,SnttaiOltr.OU*. 
A  baa  three  notea ;  the  flnt  and  wcond,  (1000  each,  and  the  thiid  (467 ;  all  dated 

April  1, 18M.    The  lint  Ir  due  April  I,  1888,  lecond,  April  1,  1880,  and  the  third,  April  I, 
Un.  and  each  bearing  Interest  at  6%.    What  must  B  pay  for  the  three  note*  September 
SI,  1808  that  the  inveatment  will  bring  him  S%  compouml  tntereat  T 

[HoTB-^M  Bbora  problam  waa  (h«  laaolt  o(  «a  aotOBl  bnaloaM  traanaotlon .  1 

M.   tnrnti  *j  mrunt  KMBIW.  »ofth  Braa«h  TtfM.  ■■  J. 

fflww  how  to  flnd  iidei.  integral,  fractional,  and  irrational  for  twenty-tour  trianj^ea, 
rmeh  one  containing  SSO  squarp  jard*. 
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86.   PropoMd  by  E.  W.  MOBBSLL.  A.  M.,  ProftMor  of  lUtkOMtiM.  lCoatp«U«r  SmlUfy.  Mwtyilii 

In  turning  a  one-horse  chaise  within  a  ring  of  a  certain  diameter,  it  was  obse 
that  the  outer  wheel  made  two  turns,  while  the  inner  wheel  made  but  one.  The  wl 

were  each  4  feet  high ;  and  supposing  them  fixed  at  the  distance  of  5  feet  on  the  axlet 
what  was  the  circumference  of  the  track  described  by  the  outer  wheel  ?  Prom  Qrffnii 
National  Arithmetic. 

80.    Proposed  by  XDOAR  H.  JOHVSOI.  Profettor  of  Mathomatiei.  Emroy  CoUof o.  Oxford.  Oa. 

^=.142857  ;  t\^M  ;  tV«. 076923  ;  ̂ V-. 05882362941 17647. 
Observe  that  if  the  numbers  forming  the  first  half  of  the  repetend  be  added  resp 

iveiy  to  the  numbers  forming  the  second  half  of  the  repetend,  the  sum  is  in  every  eu 
What  is  the  general  law  of  which  these  are  special  cases  ? 

GEOMETRY. 
80.  Proposed  by  J.  C.  OREOO,  Snperintondent  of  Sehools.  Brssil,  lad. 

One  circle  touches  another  internally,  apd  a  third  circle  whose  radius  is  a  mean  ] 
portional  between  their  radii  passes  through  the  point  of  contact.  Prove  that  theot 
intersections  of  the  third  circle  with  the  first  two  are  in  a  line  parallel  to  the  comr 

tangent  of  the  first  two.     [From  PfiiUipn  and  Fink^*n  Geometry.] 

81.  Proposed  by  CHAS.  C.  CROSS.  LaytoDsville,  Md. 

A  circle  is  drawn  bisecting  the  lines  joining  the  points  of  contact  of  the  inscri 
circles  with  the  sides  produced.  Another  circle  is  drawn  passing  through  the  center 
the  circles  drawn  tangent  externally  to  the  in-circle  and  internally  to  the  sides  of  the 
angle.  Prove  that  the  centers  of  these  two  circles,  the  incenter  and  the  circumcenier 
collinear. 

88.   Proposmi  by  WILLIAM  STHMOIDS,  A.  M.,  Professor  of  MathemaUes  sad  Atroaoay.  PUifle  OA 
Santa  Soia,  Gal. 

If  the  extremities  of  the  base  of  a  triangle  be  joined  by  straight  lines  to  the  ex 
ior  angles  of  squares  constructed  upon  its  two  sides,  the   superior  pair  of  lines  I 
drawn  intersect  at  right  angles ;  the  inferior  pair  intersect  nt  a  point  in  a  line  drawn  f 
the  vertical  nngle  perpendicular  to  the  base. 

MECHANICS. 

58.    Proposed  by  ALFRED  HUME,  C.  E..  D.  So..  Professor  of  Mathematies,  University  of  Mississippi.  Ui 
sity.  Miss. 

An  endless  uniform  chain  is  hung  over  two  small  smooMi  pegs  in  the  same  hori: 
tnl  line.    Show  that,  when  it  is  in  a  position  of  equilibrium,  the  ratio  of  the  distance 
tween  tlie  vertices  of  the  two  catenaries  to  half  the  length  of  the  chain  is  the  tani^i 

half  the  angle  of  inclination  of  the  portions  near  the  pegs.    [From  Rulh^n  Analiftiral  . 
irtt.     Mathematical  Trifos,  1856.] 

69.   Proposed  by  WILLIAM  HOOVER.  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Mathematics  and  Astronomy  in  Ohio 
University.  Athens,  Ohio. 

Find  the  radius  of  sphere  of  given  specific  gravity  which  will  rest  just  imnienti 
n  fluid  whose  density  varies  as  its  depth. 

00.    Proposed  by  J.  SGHEFFER.  A.  M.,  Hagerstown,  Md. 

What  must  be  the  ratio  of  the  two  legs  uf  a  uniform  and  heavy  right  triangle 

pended  from  the  center  of  the  inscribed  circle,  if  this  triangle  will  i*est  with  the  ah 
leg  in  a  horizontal  position? 
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AVAR  AGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

57.  Propoted  hj>Q.  B.  M.  ZERR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Pmfdeiit  aod  Profouor  of  Mathematiot,  RasirtI  CoUeft, 
tenon,  Ya. 

A  chord  is  drawd  through  two  points  taken  at  random  in  the  surface  of  a  circle.  If 
second  chord  be  drawn  through  two  other  points  taken  at  random  in  tlie  surface,  And 
le  chance  that  the  quadrilateral  formed  by  joining  the  extremeties  of  the  two  chords 
ill  contain  the  center  of  the  circle. 

58.  FropMod  by  HEVRT  HEATOV.  M.  Se..  AtUntie.  Iowa. 

From  a  point  on  the  surface  of  a  circle  two  lines  are  drawn  to  the  circumference. 

Required  the  average  area  that  may  be  cut  from  the  circle  in  this  way  if  the  lines  ai*e 
apposed  to  be  drawn  at  equal  angular  intervals. 

Query  I.    How  does  this  differ  from  problem  32? 
Query  II.    Is  9ector  the  proper  word  to  use  for  the  surface  thus  cut  off? 
Query  III.    It  is  absolutely  correct  to  use  the  word  ranthmi  in  nvenige  problems? 

NOTES. 

THE  INTERNATIONAL  MATHEMATICAL  CONGRESS. 

The  meeting  at  Zurich,  August  9th-llth,  of  the  International  Congress  of 
[athematicians  was  in  every  way  a  success.  More  than  two  hundred  members 

N>k  part.  America  sent  seven  representatives,  including,  however,  three  Cam- 
ridge  graduates,  now  transplanted  to  Pennsylvania,  Professors  Harkness,  Mor- 
ij  and  Charlotte  Scott.  The  greatest  mathematician  in  the  world,  Sophus  Lie, 
as  not  expected  ;  and  the  greatest  French  mathematician,  Poincar^,  though 
own  for  a  speech,  did  not  come  ;  but  the  actual  program  was  particularly  rich 
nd  interesting. 

It  is  very  noteworthy  that  the  Congress  was  divided  into  five  sections  : 

1)  Arithmetic  and  Algebra  ;  (2)  Analysis,  and  Theory  of  Functions  ;  (3)  Geom- 
try  *;  (4)  Mechanics  and  Mathematical  Physics  ;  (5)  History  and  Bibliography. 

The  program  of  the  first  section  contained  the  only  title  in  English  :  ''On 
^asigraphy,  its  present  state  and  the  pasigraphic  movement  in  Italy,"  by  Ernst 
Ichroeder,  of  Karlsruhe,  author  of  ''Algebra  der  Logik." 

The  second  section  contained  a  title  from  Z.  de  Galdeano,  whose  heroic 

fforts  gave  Spain  a  Journal  of  Mathematics,  now  unfortunately  dead  in  the  de- 
adence  of  that  beautiful,  priest-ridden  land. 

The  program  of  the  third  section,  the  only  one  consecrated  wholly  to  a 

ingle  title.  Geometry,  contained  two  titles  on  the  non-Euclidean  geometry. 

Rurali:    I.es  postulats  pour  la  geom^trie  d'Euclide  et  de  Ijobatschewsky. 
Andrai^f:    "La  statique  non  enclldienne  et  diverses  formes  m^csniques  du  postulat- 

m  d'Euclide. 

In  Section  IV.  Stodola  treated  an  important  subject,  "Die  Beziehungen 
er  Technik  zur  Mathematik." 
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In  the  fifth  section  Bnestrdm  gave  an  important  diecneaion  of  bibliography, 
a  point  where  the  Congress  can  and  will  render  aid  of  fundamental  importsncs. 

In  the  first  general  assembly  Rudio  spoke  on  the  aim  and  organisation  of 
international  mathematical  congresses. 

It  was  determined  that  the  next  Congress  shonld  take  place  at  Paris  in 
1900,  under  the  auspices  of  the  Soci6t£  Math6matique  de  France. 

As  aims  were  specified  :  (1)  to  promote  personal  relations  between  math- 
ematicians of  different  lands  ;  (2)  to  give,  in  reports  or  conferences,  an  aper^  of 

the  actual  slate  of  the  divers  branches  of  mathematics,  and  to  treat  questions  of 
recognised  importance  ;  (3)  to  deliberate  on  the  problems  and  organisation  of 
future  congresses  ;  (4)  to  treat  questions  of  bibliography,  of  terminology,  etc., 
on  subjects  where  an  entente  intematiancd  appears  necessary. 

Rudio  mentioned  the  yearly  issue  of  an  address-book  of  all  the  maihems- 
ticians  of  the  world  with  indication  of  their  specialties  ;  also  of  a  biographic  dic- 

tionary of  living  mathematicians  with  portraits  ;  also  of  a  literary  joumsi 
for  mathematics. 

At  the  second  general  assembly  Peanogave  a  conference  :  '*Logica  mate- 
matica";  and  Felix  Klein  a  conference  on  teaching  higher  mathematics. 

Three  important  resolutions  were  introduced  by  Vasiiiev,  of  Kasau ; 
Laisant,  of  Paris,  and  O.  Cantor,  of  Halle,  constituting  :  (1)  a  commission  fbr 
preparation  of  general  reports  ;  (2)  a  standing  bibliographic  and  terminologj 
commission  ;  (3)  a  commission  to  give  the  congress  a  permanent  character  by  ar- 

chives, libraries,  stations  for  correspondence,  editing  or  publishing  noteworthy 
works,  etc. 

Surely  this  Congress  has  proven  that  it  came  only  in  the  fullness  of  time, 
and  that  the  world  moves  I  George  Brdce  Halsted. 

Austin f  Texas. 

EDITORIALS. 

Dr.  0.  E.  Lovett  has  been  called  to  Princeton  University  as  Assistant 
Professor  of  Mathematics. 

Dr.  George  Lilley,  LL.  D.,  has  been  elected  to  the  Chair  of  Mathematics 
in  the  State  University  of  Oregon. 

A  portrait  of  a  group  of  five  of  our  contributors  will  appear  soon.  We 
were  unable  to  complete  the  arrangements  for  this  number. 

Dr.  L.  E.  Dickson,  who  spent  last  year  at  the  Universities  of  Qottingen 
and  Paris,  has  been  elected  Assistant  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the  University 
of  California. 

i 
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Mi88  Mary.F.  Winston,  Ph.  D.,  has  been  elected  Professor  of  Mathematics 
•I  the  Kansas  Stete  Agricalturist  College,  Manhattan,  Kansas. 

Prof.  B.  D.  Roe,  Jr.,  Assistant  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Oberlin  Col- 

lage, is  taking  a  two  years  course  in  mathematics,  in  Oottingen,  Oermany. 

Professor  D.  A.  Lehman,  the  past  year  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the 
Coll^^  of  the  Pacific,  has  been  called  to  the  Chair  of  Mathematics  in  the  Balwin 
Dniveraity,  Berea,  Ohio. 

The  biography  of  Professor  J.  J.  Sylvester  which  appeared  in  the  June- 
July  number  of  the  Monthly  has  been  translated  in  Russian  and  published  by 
Pfofeater  Vasiliev,  the  great  Russian  Mathematician. 

We  regret  to  record  the  death  of  one  of  our  valued  contributors,  De  Volson 
Wood,  Professor  of  Mechanical  Engineering  at  the  Steven  Institute  of  Technology, 
Boboken,  N.  J.,  on  June  27,  at  the  age  of  sixty-five  years.  We  take  pleasure 
in  giving  our  readers  a  short  account  of  his  life  in  this  issue. 

We  are  pleased  testate  that  we  have  in  our  hands  Dr.  Lovett's  first  article 
On  Sophus  Lie's  Transformation  Oroups,  which  will  surely  appear  in  our  next 
ionie.  It  is  Dr.  Lovett's  purpose  to  make  th))  series  of  articles  very  elementary 
M  first  and  thus  bring  this  most  important  subject  within  the  comprehension  of 
Uie  moat  of  oar  readers.  These  articles  alone  will  be  worth  many  times  the  price 
tif  sabacription  to  the  Monthly. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

The  Nim-Regular  Transitive  Suhatituiion  Groups  whose  Order  is  the  Prod- 
net  of  Thru  Unequal  Prime  Numbers.  Reprint  of  a  paper  in  Vierieljahrsschrift 
der  Natufforsehenden  OeseUsehaft  in  Zurich.  By  Dr.  O.  A.  Miller,  Paris,  France. 
6  pages.  B.  F.  F. 

A  History  of  the  United  States.  By  Allen  C.  Thomas,  A.  M.,  Professor  of 
History  in  Haverford  College,  Penn.  8vo.  cloth  and  leather  back.  418  and 
Ixxiv  pages.     Boston  :     D.  C.  Heath  &  Co. 

This  is  the  best  school  history  of  the  United  States  that  has  yet  been  published. 
B.  F.  F. 

The  Tutorial  Statics.     By  William  Briggs  and  G.  H.  Bryan.     260  pages. 
Price,  tl.OO.     London  :     W.  B.  Clive.     New  York  :     Hinds  and  Noble. 

The  plan  of  this  work  is  good  and  the  execution  satisfactory.  With  the  exception 
of  some  looseness  of  statement  in  certain  paragraphs,  the  work  is  well  written  and  should 
prove  serviceable  for  class  use.  There  are  many  valuable  hints,  explanations  and  alterna- 

tive proofs,  and  a  large  selection  of  examples,  throughout  the  text.  An  excellent  sum- 
mary of  results  follows  each  chapter.  J.  M.  0. 
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Grammar  School  Arithmetic  6y  ChradeM,  Edited  by  Elimldm  Hafltingi 
Moore,  Ph.  D.,  Head  Professor  of  MatbemaUcs,  The  University  of  Ghicigo. 
8vo.  cloth.     352  pages.     Price,  60  cents.    Chicago  :     American  Book  Co. 

.  Some  of  the  prominent  features  of  this  work  are,  the  seeorste  definitions  of  tensi 
•eeording  to  modem  asage,  the  ase  throoghoot  of  the  indnctiTeor  laboratorj  method,  tiw 
nameroug  well  selected  problems,  and  the  entire  absence  of  rales.  The  treatment  of  ar- 

ithmetic as  given  in  this  book  is  a  definite  departure  from  the  old  rats,  and  we  beUere 
that  the  timely  appearance  of  this  work  will  go  far  towards  correcting  many  of  the  Tiekms 
and  unwholesome  methods  pursued  in  many  schools.  B.  F.  F. 

Elementary  Text- Book  of  Phy tries.  By  Prof.  Wm.  A.  Anthony,  formerly  6f 

Cornell  University,  and  Prof.  Cyrus  F.  Brsckett,  of  Princeton  University.  Re- 
vised by  Pruf.  William  Frances  Magie,  of  Princeton.  Eighth  edition,  revised. 

8vo.  cloth.  512  pages.  Price,  $3.00.  New  York  and  London  :  John  Wiley 
&8pns. 

This  work  deserves  especial  praise  for  the  direct  and  logical  manner  in  which  it  dis- 
cusses the  fundamental  principles  of  Physics.  The  pictorial  representations  of  appsrstoi 

are  purposely  omitted  as  are  also  the  illustrations  of  the  fundamental  principle*  l^detsiM 
description  of  special  methods  of  experimentation  fl;nd  of  devices  necessary  for  their  appli- 

cations in  the  arts,  and  thus  space  is  saved  for  the  discussion  of  important  principles. 
The  work  is  admirably  adapted  to  those  schools  and  colleges  having  a  large  coQse- 

tion  of  apparatus,  but  for  those  that  have  but  few  pieces  of  apparatus,  the  absence  of  pic- 
torial representations  in  a  text  book  would  in  many  cases  leave  the  student  without  any 

ideas  at  all  as  to  their  construction.  B.  F.  F. 

Theory  of  Phy$ics.  By  Joseph  8.  Ames,  Ph.  D.,  Associate  Professor 

of  Physics  and  Sub-Director  of  the  Physical  Laboratory  in  Johns  Hopkins  Uni- 
versity. Crown  8vo.  cloth.  514  pages.  Price,  tl.60  ;  by  mail,  $1.75.  New 

York  :     Harper  and  Brothers. 

'*To  present  successfully  the  subject  of  Physics  to  a  class  of  students,  three  thingi 
seem  to  me  as  necessary :  a  text-book,  a  course  of  experimental  demonstrations  and  lec- 

tures, accompanied  by  recitations,  and  a  series  of  laboratory  experiments,  mainly  quanti- 
tative, to  be  performed  by  the  students  themselves  under  the  direction  of  instructors.  I 

place  '"text-book"  flrst.  because  for  many  reasons  I  believe  it  to  be  the  most  important  of 
the  three.  None  but  advanced  students  can  be  trusted  to  take  accurate  and  sufficient 

notes  of  IfK^tures ;  and  a  text-book  which  states  the  theory  of  the  subject  in  a  clear  and 
logical  manner  so  that  recitations  can  be  held  on  it.  seem^  to  me  to  be  abaolatelj 

essential."     Preface. 
This  work  which  has  just  recently  been  issued  discusses  in  a  most  satisfactory  min- 

ner,  the  latest  discoveries  made  in  Physics.  The  doctrines  of  energy  are  stated  with  thf 
utmost  clearness  and  are  made  the  framework  for  a  consecutive  treatment  of  Physics  ass 
whole.  The  strong  points  in  favor  of  this  book  are  too  numerous  to  mention  in  the  limit- 

ed space  at  our  disposal.  B.  F.  F. 

The  New  Arithmetic,  Part  Part  One  for  Teachers.  By  William  W.  Speer, 

Assistant  Superintendent  of  Schools,  Chicago.     154  pages.     Boston  and  London: 
Ginn  &  Co.     1897. 

This  book  is  one  of  a  series  now  in  press.  Some  rather  radical  departures  are  pnv 
posed.  The  author  thinks  that  the  study  of  Arithmetic  should  be  advanced  from  the  sci- 

ence of  number  to  that  of  the  definite  relations  of  quantity.  The  book  gets  the  idea  of  terk- 
niral  meamirement  in  early.    Simple  ratios  are  made  the  key  to  the  solution  of  all  problem*. 
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Tbe  quotations  in  support  of  the  theory  of  the  book  it  seems  to  us  are  carried  to  excess. 
We  doubt  if  the  representation  of  cents  by  lineB^  p.  118,  leads  to  clear  ideas  of  relative  val 
OM,  and  the  "guessing"  exercise  on  page  42  seems  rather  ludicrous.    Notwithstanding 
minor  objections  the  book  is  undoubtedly  one  of  many  excellencies,  and  the  appearance  of 
the  other  books  of  the  series  will  be  awaited  with  more  than  usual  interest.    J.  M.  0. 

Mathemaiieal  QueHions  and  Soluiiona.  From  the  '' Educational  Times," 
with  an  Appendix.  £dited  by  W.  J.  C.  Miller,  B.  A.  Vol.  LXVI.  128  pages. 
Francis  Hodgson,  89  Farringdon  Street,  £.  C,  London. 

This  valuable  reprint  contains  solutions  of  145  interesting  problems.    The  price  is 
6s.  8d.,  postpaid.  J.  M.  G. 

Descriptive  Oeometry.  Straight  Line  and  Curves.  By  William  J.  Meyers, 
Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the  State  Agricultural  College  of  Colorado,  Fort 
Collins,  Colo.  Pagea,  66  and  several  pages  of  excellent  Plates.  Printed  by  the 
Author. 

The  author  has  aimed  to  strike  a  mean  between  an  abstract  and  difficult  treatment 
and  a  diffuse  and  easy  one.  The  method  is  based  on  the  authors  experience  in  his  class 
room.  The  book  is  well  supplied  with  suitable  exercises,  and  deserves  careful  examina- 

tion on  the  part  of  teachers  who  have  occasion  to  use  an  elementary  text  on  this 
•object.  J.  M.  G. 

Introduction  to  Infinite  Series,  By  William  F.  Osgood,  Ph.  D.,  Assistant 
Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Harvard  University.  71  pages.  Cambridge: 
Published  by  Harvard  University.     1897. 

This  little  book  deals  with  an  important  topic.  The  presentation  aims  to  acquaint 
^  student  with  the  nature  and  use  of  these  series  and  to  introduce  him  to  the  theory  in 
*Qch  a  way  that  at  each  step  he  sees  precisely  the  question  at  issue.  As  aids  to  this  end 
the  work  gives  a  variety  of  illustrations  of  applications  of  these  series  to  computations  in 
Pure  and  applied  mathematics,  a  full  and  careful  exposition  of  the  meaning  and  scope  of 
^e  more  diflBcult  theorems,  and  the  use  of  diagrams  and  graphical  illustrations  in  the 
ptt)ofs.  We  have  read  these  chapters  with  much  interest  and  heartily  commend  the  book 
to  our  readers  as  a  valuable  supplement  to  the  treatment  given  in  the  usual  text-books  on 
the  Differential  and  Integral  Calculus.  J.  M.  C. 

Intermediate  Algebra,  University  Tutorial  Series.  By  William  Briggs, 
M.  A.,  F.  C.  S.,  F.  R.  A.  8.,  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  Sc.  D.,  F.  R.  S.  375  pages. 
iMce,  tl.OO.     London :     W.  B.  Clive.     New  York  Depot:     Hinds  and  Noble. 

This  is  a  work  of  more  than  ordinary  merit.  It  is  based  on  the  treatise  of  Radhak- 
Mahnan,  with  such  alterations  and  additions  as  were  necessary  to  render  it  suitable  to  the 
irants  of  English  and  American  students.  The  simple  properties  of  Inequalities  are 
treated  at  an  early  stage,  the  important  properties  of  Zero  and  Infinity  are  adequately 
presented,  and  the  theory  of  Quadratic  expressions  and  Maxima  and  Minima  are  fully  dis- 
•usaed.  The  chapters  on  Logarithms,  Interest  and  Annuties  are  excellent  in  every 
letail.  J.  M.  C. 

Elefnentary  and  Constructional  Oeometry,  By  Edgar  H.  Nichols,  A.  B.,of 
,he  Brown  and  Nichols  School,  Cambridge,  Mass.  Pages  138.  New  York  : 

Longmans,  Oreen  &  Co. 

This  book  is  very  carefully  written  and  is  admirably  ̂ adapted  for  the  place  it  is  de- 
ii|)rned  to  fill.    The  author  uses  the  words  nifmjmrallfl  and  nntiparalUl  for  parallel  lines 
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tlmt  have  the  same  and  the  opposite  directions,  respeotively.  A  proper  use  of  the  Usnk 
pages  at  the  end  of  the  book  for  a  summary  of  facts,  definitions,  and  principles  will  sdd 
greatly  to  the  usefulness  of  the  book.  J.  M.  C. 

The  Science  of  Mechanics.  A  Critical  and  Historical  Exposition  of  Its 
Principles.  By  Dr.  Ernst  Mach,  Professor  of  Physics  in  the  University  of 

Prague.  Translated  from  the  Second  Oerman  Edition  by  Thomas  J.  McCor- 
roack.  With  two  hundred  and  fifty  cuts  and  illustrations.  Half  morocco,  gilt 
top,  marginal  analysis,  exhaustive  index.  Price,  $2.50.  Chicago  :  The  Open 
Court  Publishing  Co. 

This  is  one  of  the  most  readable  works  on  Mechanics  that  has  yet  come  to  our  no- 
tice. The  rigorous  and  rigid  mathematical  reasoning  is  interspersed  by  many  interesting 

historical  facts  concerning  the  application  and  development  of  the  principles  and«r  000- 
sideration,  as  well  as  giving  some  pleasing  accounts  of  the  first  discoveries  of  these  prind- 
ples.  The  work  is  in  every  way  worthy  the  highest  patronage,  and  no  difference  whst 
text-book  on  Mechanics  may  be  adopted  for  class  use,  Dr.  Mach's  book  ought  to  be  in  ate 
in  every  class  to  supplement  the  work  of  the  regular  course.  The  book  is  beaatifolly 
printed  and  handsomely  bound.  B.  F.  F. 

Elementary  Mathematical  Astronomy.  With  Examples  and  BxaminaiioD 
Papers.  By  C.  W.  C.  Barlow,  M.  A.,  B.  Sc,  Oold  Medalist  in  Mathematics  at 

London  M.  A.;  Sixth  Wrangler,  and  First  Class  First  Division  Part  II.  Mathe- 

matical Tripos,  Cambridge,  and  G.  H.  Bryan,  M.  A.,  Sc.  D.,  F.  R.  S.,  Smith's 
Prizeman,  Fellow  of  St.  Peter's  College,  Cambridge  ;  Joint  Author's  of  *'Codr- 
dinate  Geometry."  16mo.  cloth.  442  pages.  Price,  tl.50.  London  :  W.  B. 
Clive,  University  Correspondence  College  Press  ;  and  New  York  :  Hinds  sod 
Noble. 

Nothing  but  words  of  praise  can  be  said  of  this  work.  A  somewhat  careful  examin- 
ation leads  us  to  pronounce  it  the  best  in  the  particular  field  it  is  designed  to  cover.  The 

book  gives  a  most  excellent  description  of  the  methods  by  which  the  structure  of  Scienti- 
fic Astronomy  has  been  built  up  with  a  very  small  amount  of  mathematical  knowledge. 

The  book  should  be  the  delight  of  every  student  of  Astronomy.  The  arrangement  is  good, 
the  diagrams  clear  and  accurate,  and  the  whole  tre/itment  excellent.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Open  Court,  A  Monthly  Magazine  devoted  to  the  Science  of  Relig- 
ion, the  Religion  of  Science,  and  the  Extention  of  the  Religious  Parliament  Idea. 

Edited  by  Dr.  Paul  Cams  ;  T.  J.  McCormack,  Assistant  Editor  ;  E.  C.  Hegeler. 
and  Mary  Cams,  Associate  Editors.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  The 
Open  Court  Publishing  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 

Among  the  articles  in  the  August  number  are  the  following:  The  Religion  of  Islam, 
by  Hyacinthe  LoyiKin ;  History  of  the  People  of  Israel,  from  the  Beginning  of  the  Destruc- 

tion of  Jerusalem,  by  Dr.  C.  H.  Corniell,  Professor  of  Old  Testament  History  in  the  Uni- 
versity of  Konigsberg;  and  the  Evolution  of  Evolution,  by  Dr.  Moncure  D.  Conway. B.  F.  F. 

The  Cosmopolitan.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Ed- 
ited by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  Single  num- 
ber, 10  cents.     Irvington-on-the-Hudson. 
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The  Mathematical  Gazette.  Edited  by  F.  S.  Macauley,  St.  Paul's  School, 
West  Kensington,  London.  Issued  three  times  a  year,  viz  :  in  February,  June, 
and  October.     Price,  one  shilling,  net. 

The  June  number  contains  an  article  on  Spherical  Geometry :  I.  Orthojf^onal  Pro- 
jection, by  Prof.  Alfred  Lodge,  M.  A. ;  IL  Stereographic  Projection,  by  P.  J.  Heawood, 

M.  A.  Also  Notes,  Mathematical  Notes,  Examination  Questions  and  Problems,  Solutions, 
and  Reviews  and  Notices.  In  "Notes"  is  an  extended  notice  of  Dr.  Halsted's  article  on 

the  "Non-Euclidean  Geometry"  which  appeared  in  the  March  number  of  the  MoxTirLY. B.  F.  F. 

The  Moniat.  A  Quarterly  Magazine  devoted  to  the  Philosophy  of  Science. 
Edited  by  Dr.  Paul  Carus  ;  T.  J.  McCormack,  Assistant  Editor  ;  E.  E.  Hegeler, 
and  Mary  Carus,  Associate  Editors.  Price,  t2.00  per  year  in  advance.  Single 
number,  50  cents.     The  Open  Court  Publishing  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 

The  following  articles  appeared  in  the  January,  1897,  number:  The  Logic  of  Rela- 
tives, by  Ghas.  S.  Peirce ;  Man  as  a  Member  of  Society,  Introduction,  by  Dr.  P.  Topinard ; 

The  Philosophy  of  Budhism,  by  Dr.  Paul  Garus;  Panlogism,  by  E.  Douglas  Fawcett;  The 
International  Scientific  Catalogue,  and  the  Decimal  System  of  Classification,  by  Thomas 
J.  McCormack;  and  Literary  Correspondence — France,  by  Lucien  Arr^at.     fi.  F.  F. 

The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews,  An  International  Illustrated 
Monthly  Magazine.  Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  ad- 

vance. Single  Number,  25  cents.  The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews 
Co.,  18  Astor  Place,  New  York  City. 

We  are  pleased  to  note  that  since  our  last  issue  this  valuable  magazine  has  changed 
its  name  to  The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reriewa,  a  more  significant  title  than  its  for- 

mer one. 
The  September  number  has  a  good  deal  to  say  about  the  Andrews  incident  and 

Brown  University — not  so  much,  as  the  editor  remarks,  on  account  of  the  personal  inter- 
ests involved  in  the  case,  as  because  of  the  far-reaching  principles  affecting  academic  life 

and  liberty  which  have  become  matters  at  issue.  A  fair-minded  and  judicious  estimate  of 

President  Andrews'  services  to  Brown  is  given  by  a  writer  fully  conversant  with  the  facts, 
and  the  protest  of  the  faculty  is  printed  in  full.  The  editorial  comments  on  the  awkward- 

ness and  needlessness  of  the  situation  are  piquant  and  to  the  point. 
Among  the  contributed  articles  in  the  September  number  are  sketches  of  the  three 

members  of  the  new  Nicaragua  Canal  Commission — Admiral  Walker,  Capt.  O.  M.  Carter, 
Corps  of  Engineers,  U.  S.  A.,  and  Prof.  Lewis  M.  Haupt.  These  sketches  are  illustrated 
with  portraits,  and  serve  to  convey  an  idea  of  the  peculiar  qualifications  possessed  by 
these  gentlemen  for  the  task  to  which  they  have  been  appointed  by  President  McKinley. 

B.  F.  F. 

The  Arena,  An  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Edited  by  John  Clark 
Ridpath,  LL.  D.      Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  advance.      Single  number,  25  cents. 
Boston  :     The  Arena  Co. 

Every  true  American  citizen  should  read  Dr.  John  Clark  Ridpath's  splendid  paper, 
"The  Cry  of  the  Poor,"  and  his  "Open  Letter"  to  President  E.  B.  Andrews,  which  appear 
in  the  September  number  of  the  Arena.  In  them  the  Doctor  has  drawn  a  picture  that  ap- 

peals to  every  man  and  woman  in  our  land  who  has  God -given  rights  and  privileges  which, 
owing  to  the  intervention  of  plutocratic  influences,  they  are  not  allowed  to  enjoy. 

"Why,"  asks  the  Doctor,  "should  the  voice  of  the  poor  ever  be  heard  rising  like  a 
wail  from  plantation,  hamlet,  and  cityful  ?    Why  should  there  be  seen  standing  at 
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door  of  the  homes  of  the  American  people  the  gaunt  spectre — Want  ?"  "And  why,"  he 
again  asks,  ''should  we  allow  the  voice  of  our  teachers  to  be  smothered  bj  plutocntie 
powers  ?"  There  may  be  those  who  sanction  the  conduct  of  Brown  University  in  expell- 

ing Professor  Andrews,  but  it  is  very  evident  that  the  editor  of  the  Aretia  and  the  author 
of  'The  Bond  and  the  Dollar"  and  "The  True  Inwardness  of  Wall  Street"  does  not. 

Among  the  other  papers  are  "The  Concentration  of  Wealth,  its  Cause  and  Results: 
Part  I,"  by  Herman  E.  Taubeneck ;  '*The  Multiple  Standard  for  Money,"  by  EltweedPom- 
eroy;  "The  Future  of  the  Democratic  Party:  A  Reply,"  by  David  Overmyer;  "The 
Author  of  'The  Messiah',"  by  B.  O.  Fowler;  "Anticipating  the  Unearned  Increment,"  by 
I.  W.  Hart ;  "Studies  in  Ultimate  Society:"  I.  "A  New  Interpretation  of  Life,"  by  Laur- 

ence Gronlund ;  II.  "Individualism  vs  Altruism,"  by  K.  T.  Takahashi ;  "General  Weylei's 
Campaign,"  by  Crittenden  Marriott ;  the  "Plaza  of  the  Poets,"  "Book  Reviews,"  and  "The 
Editor's  Evening,"  make  up  this  bright  and  instructive  number. 

C0BBECTI0N8  AND  REVISIONS  OF  THE  ARTICLE 

"ON  THE  CIRCULAR  POINTS  AT  INFINITY," 

May  Monthly,  pp.  132 — 145. 

(P.=page  ;  1.  x=irth  line  from  above  ;  lb.  x=irth  line  from  below.) 
P.  132,  1.  1  of  the  article,  read  Coordinate  for  Coordinate  ;  1.  2,  Cartesian 

for  Cartesion.  P.  133,  (4)  and  (4)'  for  (.4)  and  {A)';  1.  19—21,  finish  parenthe- 
sis  ;  1.  23,  =  for  — .  P.  134,  1.  2,  vanishes  for  vanisnes  ;  interchange  lines  14 

and  16.  P.  136,  1.  4,  bring  *'all  true"  down  to  1.  6 ;  1.  12,  add  "and"  after  "in- 
finity";  1.  19  and  23,  coordinates  for  cooordinates  ;  1.  26,  coordinates  for  coodin- 
ates.  P.  136,  1.  4,  add  exponent  2  to  numerator  ;  1.  6,  p*  here  taken  equal  to  1, 
might  have  been  retained  in  the  numerator.  If  retained,  (21)  p.  140  would  con- 

tain fi^  instead  of  p',  but  this  would  have  no  effect  on  the  final  result  (22). 
Whether  p*  is  retained  or  not,  (14)  would  have  to  be  made  homogeneous  in  ail 
the  coordinates  involved,  as  well  as  (21),  for  practical  uses,  since  this  is  required 
of  all  such  equations.  (14)  can  be  made  homogeneous  by  the  use  of  the  solution 

of  (4).  1.  y,  +sinflr,8inflr,  for  — sina^sinor,  ;  — x^x,cosCfor  x,x,cosC;  lb.  6,  f 

for  C.  P.  137,  1.  16,  r  for  y,  P.  138,  lb.  4,  x,'«  for  x/«  ;  lb.  6,  r  for  >^ ;  lb.  8, 
cosC  for  cosB  ;  lb.  9,  a;,'*  for  x^*.  P.  139,  1.  6,  x^*  for  «,•  and  for  x,  ;  1.  12, 
x,'x,  for  a;,a;,.  P.  140,  lb.  2,  (x'^^y  for  (x'^^)«.  P.  141,  1.  14,  x'  for  x  ;  1.  17, 
x,*u,*-hX8***8*  ^or  Xft*,*-fXi|tAj*  ;  lb.  1,  «,'•  for  x^'  ;  in  foot  note,  "Nicht- 
Euklidische  Geometrie"  for  »»Nicht-Kuclid8che  Geometry."  P.  142,  1.  9,  -U 

for  — tB  ;  1.  11,  two  lines  for  the  lines  ;  1.  13  and  14,  x  and  y  might  be* 
interchanged,  though  this  is  not  necessary  ;  the  other  angle  between  the  two 
lines  would  be  given  ;  1.  16,  The  double  ratio  of  these  is  :  Taking  them  in  the 

order  named,  using  etc.;  1.  18,  «  for  6  ;  1.  19,  -f«A.'  for  +«A..  P.  144,  1.  11,  tanif' 
for^  ;  slopes  for  tangents  would  be  better  ;  1.  12,  it  is  necessary  and  sufficient 
that  the  purely  imaginary  part  of  x  should  become  indefinitely  great  ;  1.  18,  the 

German  word  '^quadrupel"  is  here  appropriated  ;  1.  23,  dbl  for  dbl  ;  1.  27,  is  for 

in  ;  in  foot  note,  *  for  t-     P.  146,  1.  4,  2xx.2xx'  {ot2xx\2x'x  in  numerator  and 

^^l^minator  ;  {2xx'y  for  2xx'  under  radical  in  denominator  ;  1.  6,  two  points 
^^^Bj^points  ;  1.  7,  2xz  for  2xx\ 
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80PHV8  LIE'S  TBANFORMATION  OBOXTPS, 

A   8EBIR8  OF   ELEMENTARY,    EXP08TT0RY  ARTICLES. 

By  ZDOAS  ODKLL  LOYXTT,  Priaettoii  UaiTanity. 

I. 

1.     Without  entering  unnecessarily  into  definitions  which  will  occur  more 
properly  later,  the  following  paragraph  may  serve  for  purposes  of  orientation. 
Among  the  most  important  notions  of  modem  pure  mathematics  are  the  idea  of 

a  group  and  its  associated  notions  Irantifarmaiion^  iuhstilvtion^  invariant  and  dt/- 
Jtrential  invariani.     Groups  fall  naturally  and  historically  into  two  classes,  dta- 
rontifittouf  and  continuous.     The  former  are  usually  called  ftubstitution  groupttcad 

are  not  infrequently  referred  to  as  Galois'  groups  ;  the  latter  are  known  as  con» 
iinuauB  tranifomiation  groups  and  may  with  propriety  be  called   Lie  groups. 
Substitntion  groups  find  their  greatest  usefulness  in  the  theory  of  algebraic  equa- 

tions, with  a  limited  range  of  application  to  geometry  ;  transformation  groups 
play  a  similar  r61e  in  the  theory  of  differential  equations,  with  a  wide  appli- 

cation to  geometry  and  mechanics.     The  idea  of  a  substitution  group  in  its 
KHodem  signification  and  in  its  relation  to  the  theory  of  algebraic  equations  is 
due  to  Galois  ;  Lie,  after  having  modified  and  extended  the  idea  of  a  substitu- 

tion group,  introduced  the  new  notion  into  the  domain  of  analysis  and  geometry 
Eind  thus  created  his  theory  of  transformation  groups. 

The  great  fruitfulness  and  remarkable  simplicity  of  Lie's  theories  are  their 
rnost  striking  characteristics.  Because  of  their  manifold  applications,  a  thorough 
^nd  systematic  study  of  the  fundamental  properties  of  continuous  groups  is 1 
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tain  to  yield  the  reader  a  liberal  education  in  mathematics  ;  in  addition  to  a 
knowledge  of  the  technicalities  of  the  theory  of  groups,  there  is  gained  at  the 
same  time  a  properly  proportioned  perspective  of  the  many  fields  of  the  pcieooe 
brought  into  one  domain.  The  group  idea  is  a  unifying  principle  which  tends  to 

reduce  the  various  and  in  many  cases  apparently  heterogeneous  subjects  of  math- 
ematics into  a  homogeneous  body  of  doctrine. 

It  is  the  purpose  of  these  notes  to  present  some  of  the  more  elementary 

theorems  of  Lie's  theories  and  to  call  attention  to  a  few  of  the  many  applications 
to  geometry  and  differential  equations.  The  material  has  been  drawn  from  the 

numerous  published  treatises*  and  memoirs  of  Lie  and  from  his  lectures  deliver- 
ed at  the  University  of  Leipsic  in  1895  and  '96.  In  order  to  an  intelllgeot 

perusal  of  the  sequel  no  more  is  required  than  a  familiarity  with  the  facts  aod 
processes  of  elementary  mathematics  including  the  simpler  operations  of  the  dif- 

ferential and  integral  calculus. 

2.  The  simplest  Lie  groups  are  those  of  one  parametf*r  ;  however,  before 
proceeding  to  the  fundamental  theorems  of  the  theory  of  groups  of  one  parameter 
a  few  examples  already  familiar  to  the  reader  of  analytical  geometry  as  transfor- 

mations of  coordinates  will  be  useful  in  introducing  the  notions. 
For  the  sake  of  simplicity  let  the  study  be  made  in  the  plane.  Consider 

the  plane  as  a  manifoldness  of  points,  i.  e,  as  a  space  whose  space  element  is  a 
point.  Since  it  takes  two  independent  coordinates  to  fix  the  position  of  a  point 

in  the  plane  we  may  say  that  there  are  oo '  points!  i"  the  plane  or,  what  amounts 
to  the  same  thing,  that  the  plane  is  a  two-dimension.al  space  if  the  point  is  its 
space  element.  Consider  the  ensemble  of  all  points  of  the  plane  and  suppose 
that  this  aggregate  be  moved  a  given  distance  in  a  given  direction.  By  this 
translation  every  point  in  the  plane  will  be  carried  into  the  position  of  one  of  the 
others.  In  order  to  represent  this  analytically,  let  us  suppose  that  the  x-axis  of 
a  Cartesian  coordinate  system  lies  in  the  direction  of  the  translation  and  that  the 
distance  through  which  all  the  points  of  the  plane  are  moved  is  a,  then  the  point 
(x,  y)  is  carried  over  into  the  point 

a;,=x-ha,  y,=y. 

The  segment  a  can  be  given  all  values  from  — »  to  -f  <^,  and  if  a  be  varied 
in  this  manner  we  obtain  <»^  translations  in  one  and  the  same  direction  or  in  its 

opposite  direction. 

*A  list  of  these  treatises  Is  to  be  foond  In  the  Jone  (1897)  namber  of  the  BuUetln  of  the  Amerteu 
Mathematloal  Society  or  In  Tenbner's  catalogue.  The  reader  who  desires  to  proaeonte  the  stndy  of  tbs 
subject  farther  than  the  scope  of  these  notes  will  find  the  foUowlnflr  order  of  attack  on  lie's  pnbUstod 
works  the  most  satisfactory:  l<*  Lectares  on  Differential  Bqoatlons  with  Known  TnHwif^fiimii  Tranafsr- 
matlons;  V  Lectares  on  Contlnaoas  Qroaps:  8*>  Geometry  of  Contact  Transformations;  4*  Theory  of  Traat- 
formation  Qroaps,  the  three  TOlames  of  this  treatise  In  their  order. 

fThis  notation  is  Tery  convenient.  Its  general  form  is— If  a  conflgaration  depends  on  n  independ- 
ent parameters,  of  which  none  is  snperflaoas,  the  conflgaration  assumes  o»h  positiona  If  the  iwmnntsfi 

are  allowed  to  vary  from  — oo  to  +oo.  So,  for  example,  there  are  o»*  points  on  a  line,  «•  In  the  plaas, 
00*  in  space,  since  the  position  of  the  point  depends  on  one,  two,  or  three  parameters,  respeotlTe^.  Sha- 
ilarly  there  are  oo*  circles  in  the  plane,  oo«  straight  lines  In  space,  o»*  oonlos  In  the  plane,  and  ooon.  As 
symbol  oot  in  this  connection  is  read  **ii-ply  infinite  number  of.*> 

i 



Soppoae  now  that  two  of  these  translations  ba  carried  ont  in 
the  first  throngb  the  distance  a  changes  the  point  (x,  y)  into  the  point 

and  the  Second  through  the  distance  a,  carries  the  new  point  (t,  ,  y, )  into  the 

position 

vhich  together  with  (x,  y)  and  (z, ,  y,)  lies  on  a  parallel  to  the  x-axis.  Now  it 
is  clear  geometrioilly,  that  the  passage  from  the  initial  position  (z,  y)  to  the  final 
position  (z,,  y,)  can  be  effected  by  a  single  translation  through  the  distance 

a+Aj,  and  in  fact  simultaneously  for  all  points  of  the  plane.  This  also  appears 
analjrtically  from  the  fact  that  the  eliminstion  of  the  intermediate  position 
(t,  ,  1/, )  from  the  above  equation  gives 

Thia  very  simple  result  may  be  fiirmulated  in  the  following  manner  : 

TheaueeenitenppliciUionof  two  Irantlationt  nf  the /nmily  of  <*> '  tranilalioni 

ta  tqviviilent  In  a  tranalnlion  helonginn  to  the  tame  family. 
for  this  reason  the  family  is  called  a  group  of  traniAationt.  It  contains 

one  arbitrary  parameter  a  and  hence  >'  translations  ;  accordingly  it  is  said  to  be 
a  ane-pnmmeieT  grony. 

S.  80  far  the  translations  have  been 

limited  in  direction  ;  let  us  now  consider  all 

translations  in  the  plane.  As  in  the  preced- 
ing case  let  all  the  points  of  the  plane  be 

moved  through  the  same  distance  a  and  in  the 

same  direction  a ;  if  a  and  a  be  given  all  pos- 

sible values  we  obtain  a  family  of  <»*  transla- 
tiona  which  includet  the  preceding  family  as 

a  particular  case.  Any  one  of  the  transla- 
tions of  the  family  changes  the  point  (x,  y)  into  the  point 

x,=i+a,  y,=y+6, 

where  a  and  b  are  two  arbitrary  valaes  but  remain  th;  same  for  all  points  of  the 

plane.  If  a  translation,  T, ,  carry  the  point  (z,  v)  into  the  position  of  the  point 
(z,,  y,),  and  a  second  translation,  T^,  carry  the  point  (z,,  y,)  over  to  (z,,  y,), 
it  is  clear  geometrically  that  the  point  (z,  y)  could  have  been  carried  directly  to 
the  position  (z,,  y,)  by  a  single  translation,  Tj.     The  length  and  direction  of 
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this  third  translation  T,,  equivalent  to  the  successive  application  of  7,  and  T,, 
is  found  by  constructing  the  third  side  of  the  triangle  formed  by  the  translation! 

7*1  and  T^,  or  in  kinematical  parlance,  by  taking  the  geometric  sum  of  7*,  and 
Tf.  This  result  appears  analytically  by  eliminating  x, ,  y,  from  the  eqaatioM 
representing  the  translations 

this  elimination  yields  the  equation 

7*3,    x,=x+a  +  a,,  y,=^y+ft-f6,, 

which  is  of  the  same  form  as  the  equations  representing  T,  and  T^  and  hence  be- 

longs to  the  same  family  as  7",  and  7,  ;  therefore  we  conclude  that 
The  succeaHve  application  of  any  two  tran$lation$  of  the  family  of  all  tram- 

lationi  of  the  plane 

X|=x+a,  yi==y+6 
• 

ie  equivalent  to  a  single  translation  belonging  to  the  same  family. 

.Because  of  the  possession  of  this  remarkable  property*  the  family  of  tU 
translations  of  the  plane  is  called  a  group  of  translations.  The  group  contains 

two  arbitrary  constants  a  and  6,  i.  e.  it  has  «>'  different  translations ;  for  tbie 
reason  the  group  of  all  translations  in  the  plane  is  called  a  two-parameter  group. 

4.  In  order  to  present  simple  concrete  examples  illustrative  of  seveial 
other  fundamental  notions  let  us  return  to  the  family  of  all  translations  parallel 
to  the  r-axis 

r,=a:4-a,  ?/,=y;  (1) 

among  these  »^  translations  there  is  one  to  be  noted,  namely  that  one  for  which 

•It  ia  eftty  to  see  that  thin  property  of  the  equiTalence  of  the  saccesaiTe  mppllcatJom  of  any  two 
tnuneformatloiui  of  a  family  of  trmnaformatlona  to  a  third  tranafomuttlon  belonging  to  the  aame  famfly  l> 
a  remarkable  one.  peculiar  to  certain  families,  and  not  common  to  all.    For  example,  the  equatioat. 

represent  a  family  of  «>  tranaformatlona,  which  may  be  readily  conatmcted  fpeometrically,  bat  atnat- 
formation  S,  changing  (x,  y)  inU> 

x,=a~z,    |f,«|f, 

followed  by  8,,  changing  (x,,  y,)  into 

x,=o,-ar,,    |f,=--», 

produces,  by  the  elimination  of  (x, ,  y,)  from  these  equations,  the  equations 

x,=(o,— a)l«,    |f,=», 

which  represents  the  transformation  8,  equivalent  to  the  successive  application  of  S,  and  a..  Bat  tha  s 
of  the  original  family  is  equal  to  a  constant  minus  the  old  x,  while  in  8,  the  new  ae  la  equal  to  a  ooutaat 
plua  the  old  x.  hence  S,  doea  not  belong  to  the  aame  family  aa  5i  and  8, .  The  o»*  tranaformattoaa  rtpr»* 
aented  by  the  above  equation  then  do  not  form  a  Lia  group. 
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a=0,  t.  e.  ft  translation  through  the  distance  zero.  By  this  translation  all  points 
of  the  plane  remain  at  rest,  and  strictly  speaking  the  term  translation  is  no 
longer  allowable.  If,  for  the  sake  of  continuity,  the  term  translation  is  to  be  re- 

tained as  applicable  to  this  case  also,  then  the  translation  by  which  every  point 
is  changed  into  itself  is  called  the  identical  tran$latian.  It  is  to  be  further  re- 

marked that  for  every  translation  of  this  group  there  is  a  translation  of  the 
group  which,  carried  out  after  the  former,  cancels  its  effect.  Thus  the  successive 

application  of  the  translations  corresponding  to  +a  and  to  —a  respectively  is 
equivalent  to  the  translation  a— a=0,  that  is,  to  the  identical  transformation. 
For  this  reason  the  two  translations  are  said  to  be  inverse. 

If  we  put  a  equal  to  an  infinitely  small  constant  d(,  we  obtain  an  infini- 
tesimal tran$lati<m^  which  gives  to  all  points  of  the  plane  only  an  infinitely  small 

motion 

r,-^x  +  d/,  1/,^?/. 

By  this  translation  the  coordinates  x,  y  receive  infinitely  small  increments 

and  if  the  infinitesivial  trannlatinn  be  carried  out  n  times  successively,  the  point 

(/,  y)  is  changed  inU^ 

if  the  infinitesimal  translation  be  repeated  an  infinite  number  of  times,  or,  what 
comes  to  the  same  thing,  if  n  becomes  infinite,  then  ndt  is  equal  to  some  finite 
quantity  a  and  we  have  again  a  finite  translation 

We  shall  find  later  on  that  a  one-parameter  group  contains  but  one  infini- 
tesimal transformation . 

Suppose  that  we  operate  on  a  definite  point  (x.^,  y^)  with  all  translations 

of  the  one-parameter  group  (1) ;  the  point  will  take  ̂ oi  different  positions  : 

x^Xp  +  a,  i/=i/o, 

the  aggregate  of  which  is  a  parallel  to  the  x-axis.  This  line,  the  locus  of  all  the 
points  into  which  a  definite  point  is  changed  by  operating  on  it  with  all 
the  translations  of  the  group,  is  called  the  path  curve  of  the  point,  or  path  curve 

of  the  one-parameter  group.  There  are  altogether  »^  path  curves  of  the  group  (1) 
consisting  of  the  family  of  straight  lines  parallel  to  the  x-axis. 

Any  translation  of  the  group  carries  any  one  of  the  path  curves,  as  a 
whole,  forward  in  its  own  direction  a  distance  a  ;  t.  e.  the  path  curve  as  a  whole 
remains  at  rest.     The  path  curves  are  invariant  by  all  the  translations  of  the 
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group.  In  addition  to  the  line  at  infinity  and  the  path  curves,  there  is  no  oth« 
invariant  curve  by  this  one-parameter  group,  t.  e.  no  other  curve  all  of  whose 
points  are  changed  into  points  of  the  same  curve  by  all  the  transformations  of 
the  group. 

If  a  function  of  {x,  y).  Fir,  y)  is  to  be  invariant  by  the  group 

x^^x-^-a,  y,~i/, 

we  must  have  F(x^,  2/i)=F(a;  +  a,  i/)=F(x,  y),  for  all  values  of  a.  In  order  to 
determine  the  function  F  we  need  only  to  take  an  infinitesimal  value  for  a,  sod 

carry  out  the  infinitesimal  translation  x^=x+dt,  y^=y*    Taylor*8  series  gim 

F(^      )^     a     BF(x,y)        a^S^Fjx.y)  ^  _^^ 

or  cancelling  F{x,  y)  from  each  side  and  neglecting  terms  of  the  second  order 
^nx,  y)_n 

dx       
 ""' 

that  is,  F  does  not  contait^  x  and  is  a  function  of  y  alone.  Hence  every  function 

F(y)  is  an  invariant  functiofi  by  the  one-parameter  group  (1).  An  invariant 
Junction  equated  to  a  constant  gives  an  invariant  equation,  which  represents  one 
or  more  path  curves  of  the  group. 

The  reader  may  find  it  interesting  to  verify  the  group  property  for  the 
following  families  and  to  determine  the  path  curves  and  forms  of  invsriant 
functions  : 

1-   Rotations  about  a  fixed  point   {llZ7Z7^"a; 
2'  The  affine  transformations  x^^=ma,  y,=y; 
3^  The  perspective  transformations  x,=ax,  y^=ay  ; 
4°  The  trsnsformations  x,=ax,  y^=y/a] 
5^  The  group  of  all  Kuclidesn  motions  in  ordinary  space 

y,=a,x4-a,2/+a52+ao, 

?/,=6tX-f/),t/-|-f)jr+66, 

2,=c,x  +  r,j/-fr,z+ro. 

Thf  Unirernity  of  Chicago,  10  September,  1897. 

[To  be  Contlnaed.] 

•In  order  that  a  fonctioii,  eqaation  or  curve  be  InTArimnt  by  all  of  the  finite  tmneformatiow 
of  a  one-«parameter  group,  it  is  necessary  and  sufficient  that  the  function,  equation  or  oorre  be  ISTaHaM 
by  the  infinitesimal  transformation  of  the  group.    This  theorem  wUI  be  proved  in  the  seqvel . 
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oir  A  soLUTioir  of  the  general  biquadratic 
sauATioir. 

Bj  A.  0.  BUUHAM,  Proletior  of  lUthematSef ,  UniTtnltj  of  Dliaoii,  UriNuia,  nUnoii. 

Very  often  in  mathematical  work  does  one  wish  to  write  out  without 
waste  of  time  the  value  of  the  unknown  in  a  given  biquadratic  equation. 

Nowhere  in  text-books  or  mathematical  writings  do  I  find  the  solution  to  a  bi- 
quadratic  given  in  such  form  that  one  by  merely  substituting  in  a  formula  may 
get  the  roots.  I  have  found  the  formula  here  given  convenient  and  I  do  not 
know  that  the  formula  or  this  particular  method  of  getting  the  result  has  ever 
before  been  published. 

Let  the  general  biquadratic  be 

and  let  the  roots  be  a,  6,  c,  d.    Then  follow,  as  is  well  known, 

a6+ac  +  ad+6c+6d+ccl=a,, 

a6c+ a6cl -h  acd -I- 6cd=— tti , 
ahcd^=a^ . 

Now  let 

z^=zah-¥ed 
z«=:ac-f  bd  V    •   !• \^^=zah-¥cd'\ 
53=ad-|-5c3 

Then  it  follows  that, 
* 

«i«i-f«i«»+«f««=(«t+c<*)(ac+5(i)  +  (    )(     )  +  (    )(    ) 

=a*6c-fa5*dH-c*ad-f  c6d*  +   +   .  • 

=2a*6c=a,a,— 4a4, 

and  2,2,«,=(a6  +  ccI)(ac+W)(a(f-f  ftf) 

=a/4-ai*a4— 4a,a4. 

Then  Sj ,  Sf,  2$  ̂ ^^  therefore  the  roots  of  the  reducing  cubic  : 

s» — o,«*-f  («!««— 4a4)2— (a,*  4-a,*a4—4a,a4)=0   II. 

Now  from  I  we  have 
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^a«6«  +  c«d«+2a4, 

...  j^t«4a4=a«6«+c«d«-2a6ccl=(a6-.cd)V 
.*.  |/Z|*— 4a4=aft— cd   (tf), 

but  2,rr=ttfe+rcl        (6). 

Therefore  by  adding  (a)  and  (6), 

a6==J{2jrf  |/«/— 4a4  )   («), 

and  by  subtracting  (a)  from  (b)  we  have 

rcer^J(z^-,/j^«-4a4)      (d). 

In  the  same  manner  we  get 

a(?=J(2f  +  |/2,*— 4a4)     (e), 

6c/-J(2,-|/Z,t_4aj   Q)^ 

a(i=J(2,  +  |/2s«-4o4)   ig), 

6r--=JC2,-|  V-4a,)   (fc). 

But  ab+ar-f  aci=a(6  +  c  +  <i) 

=-(— a,  — a)a,  since /»  +  o+d— — a, — a 
—  a-  — a,fi. 

Alsoa6-|-rtr4-ad=i{2|  -fSj  -1-2.,  +  |   r,*  — 4a4  4- 1   22«  — 4a4  4  r  ̂j*  — 4a4 

from  (c),  (<»),  and  (51).     Therefore, 

a*-|-a,a-|-i{aj-|- 1   2,*— 4a4-f  |   2/  — 4«4  4-|   z,*— 4a4  }=^(), 

which  is  a  biquadratic  equation  giving  the  vahie  of  one  root  a,  i.  e. 

— n,  ±    la.— 2{a2  +  |   2,*  — 4a4-h  |   2,«— 4^44-  1   2,*  — 4a4} 
a 

2 

The  four  roots  are,  therefore, 

';[    -^ij-a,d=  Ja,2-2{a,d=,   2,*-4a,d=,   2,«-4a4=b  ,   z7^4a;      HI, 

where  the  sequence  of  signs  under  the  main  radical,  as  can  be  seen  from  formnlip 
(r)  to  (h),  is 
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for  a,  -f  +  -f 

for  6,  4-  —  — 

for  r,  —  -f  — 

for  d,  —  —  + 

For  the  z,,  ?,,  z,  in  this  solution  III  must  be  substituted  the  roots  of  the 
ic  II. 

£xAMPLK.     As  an  example  take  the  biquadratic 

Here  we  have, 

I  which  the  cubic  becomes  z*  4- 7z*—25z— 176=0,  of  which  the  roots  are  5, 
and  —5.     Thus  the  roots  of  the  biquadratic  are 

J{l=b,   l-2{-7=bl=b5=fclK 

,  —  1,  —2,  8,  which  are  seen  to  be  correct. 
Care  must  be  exercised  that  the  proper  sign  before  the  main  radical  is  taken, 

Vrhana,  III.,  Oct  filter  .9.  1S97. 

EQUATION  OF  PATMENTS. 

J.  A.  CALDEitHEAD,  A.  B..  Proftstor  of  MathraiatiM,  Cnny  UoiTtnity,  PitUbnrff,  PtoniylYaaia. 

Let  it  be  required  to  find  the  equated  time  of  two  payments,  P  and  Py , 
at  the  end  of  t  and  i,  years  respectively,  and  r  being  the  rate  of  interest. 

Represent  the  equated  time  by  x  when  (>t, . 
I.     By  Simple  Interest. 

Ist  Method.  The  discount  on  P  for  ((— .r)  years  must  equal  the  interest 

\  for  (x— e,)  years. 

— ^^   — =di8Count  on  P  due  (<— r)  years  hence. 
14-((-a:)r 

P,(x— e,)r=interest  on  Py  for  (r— r,)  years. 

P{i—r)T       „  , 
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2iid  Method. 

p 
—1   -present  worth  of  /*  due  (  years  hence. 1  +  rt 

p 
'     — ]>re8ent  worth  of/*,  due  t,  years  hence. 1+rt, 

"14-r.r 
present  worth  of  P-k-P^  due  r  years  hence. 

^  P       ̂        P,  P-^P, 
.-.Suppose      ,  ,    ,    4-    ,  ,  '     ̂     ,  ̂     -; ^*  l-i-rt  1  +  rt,  1^+rx 

rnenr.-       p^-p^^PrlY^p-rt          
Since  (2)  differs  from  (1),  the  sum  of  the  present  worths  of  P  and  i 

in  (  and  t,  years  respectively,  at  simple  interest,  is  not  equal  to  the  f 

worth  of  P'\'P^  due  at  the  equated  time  ;  hence,  the  second  method  is  not 
when  we  compute  by  simple  interest. 

II.     By  CoMPorND  Interkst. 
Isi  Method. 

P\  1   rr   ^^  I— discount  on  P  for  ((— .r)  years. 

/*,[(l+r)'-''  —  J]— interest  on  /*,  for  (x— (,)  years. 

J_og(7> 4- P , ) [( 1  -M-)'(  1  -h v/ »  ] - log[P(  1  -h r)^  -f  /*,  ( IjfrjH 
■  '^    '  "  "  ""  logd  +  rY  ••• 
2nd  Method. 

p 
-^/--present  worth  of  P  due  (  years  hence. 

p 
*      —present  worth  of  /*,  due  t,  years  hence. 

(i+ry. 
P'\'P, 

'( 1  +  ry present  worth  of /*-h/*i  due  x  yeai-s  hence. 

„  P       ̂         Py  P-^P, .-.Suppose  —rr-. — 7+  ,,  .     ,         ,,  .         . *'  (l+r)'       (l+r)*'        (l-fr)' 
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Then  ̂ J^?!<Ltlim±iy^^  . . .  .(4). log(l+r) 

Bnt  (4)  and  (3)  being  identical,  either  method  may  be  used  when  com- 
[id  interest  is  considered.  The  first,  or  correct,  method  by  simple  interest 
lines  very  complicated  when  more  than  two  payments  are  considered  ;  yet 

}n  we  recall  the  fact  that  equation  of  payments  is  a  subject  of  no  practical  im- 
Mtnce,  making  approximate  methods  less  desirous,  it  matters  little  how  com- 
mted  the  method  may  be  if  it  is  correct  in  theory. 

The  following  method,  which  is  found  in  most  arithmetics  is  very  often 
much  better  than  a  good  guess.  A  review  of  the  solution  will,  at  once,  show 
erroneousness  of  the  method. 

7*((— a:)r=:interest  on  P  for  (t—x)  years. 

P,(x— (,)r=intere8t  on  P,  for  (a:— (,)  years. 

P((-ar)r=r/>,(x-t,)r. 

III.     By  Annual  Interest. 

TT-rn — \  .  iJ^.    -47^   r;^V=<i>8Count  on  P  for  {t-^x)  years. 
H-r[(t— x)-f  Jr(t— a:)((— X— 1)]  v        '/ 

P,r[(x— f,)+Jr(x— t,)(x— (,— l)]=interest  on  Pj  for  (x— f,)  years. 

Pr[(e-x)-hHt-X)((-X-l)]     _pr.        ,,..^,      ,  w,      ,         .X,  rn. 

From  (5)  x,  the  equated  time,  can  be  found. 

NON-EVOLIDEAir  OEOMETBY  :    HISTORIOAL  AlTD 
EXPOSITOBY. 

(lOBOB  BiaCB  HAL8TBD.  A.  M.,  (Prineeton) ;  Ph.  D..  (Jobiu  RopUiii) ;  Membtr  of  the  Londoa  Mathtmati- 
Ml  Soeiftj ;  And  ProfMior  of  Mathtmatief  in  the  UoiTnvitjr  of  TUas,  Aastin,  Toiaa. 

fContlnaed  from  the  Aiifraiit-September  Number.  1 

FsapOSiTiON  XXVIII.  If  two  straights  AX,  BX  (^produced  from  any-siud 
light  AB  toward  the  same  parts,  the  first  under  an  acute  angle,  and  the  other 
pendicularly)  mutually  approach  each  other  ever  more  without  any  certain  limit, 
i  at  their  infinite  production  ;  I  say  all  angles  (Fig,  38.)  at  any  points  L,  H,  D 
iXffrom  which  are  dropped  to  the  straight  BX  perpendiculars  LK,  HK,  DK, 



frit  will  all  bt  obtuH  tovard  (h«  parU  of  the  point  A ,  leeondly  «ntt  b«  ntr  U 
more  dittantfivm  thit point  A,  andJhuUty  tht  anplei  mora  and  more  JiHoM 
thU  Mtne  point  A  ever  more  tnlAout  any  certain  limit  approach  to  sftMilily 
rig}U  angle. 

I>emotistratDr.  The  first  part  follows  indeed  from  Corollu-7  I  to 
gition  XIII.  The  secood  part  however  is  proved  Ihns.  For  the  two  ao^ 
gether  at  LK  toward  the  base  AB  are  greater  (from 
Corollary  to  Proposition  XVI.)  than  the  two  internal 
and  opposite  angles  together  at  HK  toward  the  same 
b88e>4fi. 

Bat  the  angles  at  each  point  K  toward  the  base 

AB  are  eqaal  to  each  other,  ̂ a  being  right.  There- 
fore the  obtuse  an^e  at  L  toward  the  base  AB  ii 

greater  than  the  obtuse  angle  at  H  toward  the  same 
baae^£. 

In  like  manner  is  shown  that  the  aforeMid  ob- 

tuse angle  at  H  is  greater  than  the  obtuse  angle  at  the 

point  /). 
And  thus  ever,  proceeding  toward  the  points  A'.  Pig.  X8. 
Finally  the  third  part  requires  a  longer  disquisition.  If  therefore 

be  done,  let  there  be  assigned  (Fig.  84.)  a  certain  angle  M/fC,  than  which 
ways  greater,  or  anyhow  not  less,  the  excess  of  any 
aforesaid  obtuse  angles  above  a  right  angle.  It  t 
(from  Proposition  XXI.)  that  the  sides  ftW,  NC  cu 
bending  that  angle  UNC  can  be  so  produced  that  Ih 
pendicular  MC  frora  a  certain  point  M  of  ilX  let  fall 
yC  may  be  greater  (even  in  the  hypothesis  of  acnto 
than  any  assigned  finite  length,  as  fur  instance  the 
said  base  AB. 

This  standing  ;  assume  in  BX  (Pig.  35.)  a  c 
£7  equal  to  CN,  and  erect  from  tbe  point  Ttowanljl 

Fig.  34.  perpendicular    TS.    which    ob- 
viously (from  Scholion  toPropoaition  XXIV.)  meets 

AX  in  a  certain  point  S.  Then  from  the  point  S  let 
fall  to  AB  the  perpendicular  SQ. 

This  falls  (because  of  Euclid  I.  I7.j  toward  the 

parts  of  the  acute  angle  between  the  points  A  and  B. 
Again,  acnto  will  be  the  angle  QST  in  the  quadrilater- 

al QSTB,  since  the  remaining  three  angles  are  right  ; 
else  (against  Proposition  V.  and  Proposition  VI.)  we 
come  upon  the  hypothesis  either  of  right  angle  or  of 
obtuse  angle. 

Hence  the  straight  SQ  will  be  fireater  (frnm 
Corollary  I.  to  Proposition  III.)  than  the  straight  RT,  Pig.  35. 
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N  ;  and  again  the  angle  A8Q  will  be  greater  than  the  excess  by  which  the 
se  angle  AST  exceeds  a  right  angle,  and  thus  greater  than  the  angle  MNC. 
V  therefore  a  certain  SF  cutting  AQin  Fand  making  with  SA  an  angle  equal 

^NC.  Then  from  the  point  A  draw  to  5F  produced  the  perpendicular  AO. 
point  0  falls  (from  Euclid  I.  17.)  below  the  point  F,  since  the  angle  AF8 
Euclid  I.  16.)  is  obtuse. 

Finally,  however  ;  since  FS  is  greater  (by  Euclid  I.  19.)  than  QS  and  so 
h  greater  than  BT  or  CN,  assume  in  FS  the  piece  IS  equal  to  CN^  and  from 
jHiint  /  erect  to  FS  the  perpendicular  IR  meeting  AS  in  the  point  R. 

Bat  the  point  R  falls  between  the  points  A  and  S  :  for  if  it  fell  on  any 

%  of  AF^  we  would  have  iri  the  same  triangle  (against  Euclid  I.  17.)  two  an- 
graater  than  two  right  angles,  since  the  angle  at  the  point  F  toward  the  parts 
m  point  A  has  already  been  shown  obtuse. 

After  80  much  preparation  thus  I  conclude.  Since  in  the  quadrilateral 
!fi  the  angles  at  the  points  0  and  /  are  right,  and  the  angle  at  the  point  A 
■aclid  I.  17.)  is  acute  because  of  the  right  angle  AOS^  and  again  the  angle 
(by  Euclid  I.  16.)  is  obtuse,  since  the  angle  RIS  is  right  :  the  consequence 
ly  is  (by  Corollary  II.  to  Proposition  III.)  that  the  side  i40  is  greater  than 

tide  IR' But  (OQ  joined)  the  side  i4Q  is  greater  (by  Euclid  I.  19.)  than  the  side 
because  of  the  obtuse  angle  at  0,  since  the  angle  A  OS  was  made  right. 

Therefore  the  straight  AQ  will  be  much  greater  than  the  straight  IR^  or 
Euclid  I.  26.)  than  the  straight  MC,  and  so  much  greater  than  the  straight 
the  part  than  the  whole  ;  which  is  absurd. 

Therefore  it  is  not  posssible  to  assign  any  one  angle  MNC,  than  which  al- 
B  is  greater,  or  anyhow  not  less,  the  excess  of  each  of  the  aforesaid  obtuse 
es  above  a  right  angle. 

Wherefore  those  obtuse  angles,  more  and  more  distant  from  this  point  Ay 
morie  without  any  certain  limit  approach  to  equality  with  a  right  angle. 

Quod  erat  postremo  loco  demonstrandum. 
Corollary.  But  this  standing,  which  in  the  last  cose  was  demonstrated, 

anifestly  follows  that  those  straights  AX,  BX,  produced  infinitely  will  final- 
aTe«  either  in  two  distinct  points,  or  in  one  same  point  X  infinitely  distant, 
umon  perpendicular. 

But  again,  that  this  common  perpendicular  cannot  be  had  in  two  distinct 
Ai  flows  manifestly  from  IhiH,  because  otherwise  (by  Corollary  II.  to  Propo- 
B  XXIII.)  those  straights  would  thence  begin  mutually  to  separate,  and  so 
meet  each  other  at  an  infinite  distance  ;  so  that  also  (against  the  express  sup- 
tloD)  they  would  not  mutually  approach  each  other  without  any  certain  limit 
more  toward  those  parts. 

So  they  must  have  the  common  perpendicular  in  one  same  point  .V  infin- 
distant. 

I  To  be  Contlnneil.  I 

I 
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SEW  AXS  OLD  FBOOn  OF  TEE  FTTEAOOSEAV  THEO 

lOoDtlnowI  tToo  Juia- Jnlr  MniDlMr.  ] 

XLVI.     Fig.  27. 
ABLtt  18  equivalent  to  ABMK  a  equivalent  to  ACIK, 
NLFH=ABPO  is  equivalent  to  SEDC. 

.'.  ABFH  is  equivalent  to  ACIK+BEDC. 

XLVII.     Fig.  27. 
ABLN  is  equivalent  to  ACIK. 
NLPO  IB  equivalent  to  STER  is  equivalent  to  HTERC+  QFD. 
OPIH  is  equivalent  to  REFII  is  equivalent  to  REFQ+MBT. 

.■.^Bf/rieequivalentto  ACIK+BEDC. 

XLVIII.     Fig.  27. 

A  VUH  is  equivalent  to  2ACH  is  equiva- 
lent lo^C/fiT. 

VBFU  is  equivalent  to  2CBF  is  equiva- 
lent to  BEDC. 

.:  A BFHiBequin\eniio  ACIK+BEDC. 

XLIX.     Fig.  27. 
ABWX,  the  half  of  ABFH,  is  equivalent 

to  ABC+CBW+CX A. 

But  ABC=BEF  (is  equivalent  to  BIF£:+.4XAr). 

.'.  ̂ BITA"  is  equivalent  to  CBE+CAK. 

.-.  JBPH  is  equivalent  to  ACIK+BEDC. 

L.     Fig.  27. 

Byi=FDQ.    AzyC=AJIK.     ARH=BEF.    HRQ=ACJ. 

.-.  ABFH  is  equivalent  to  ACIK+BEDC. 

LI.     Fig,  27. 
ABC=BEF.     CRa=FDQ.    HRQ=IKa.    WJCo  is  equivalent  to, 

.-.  ABFH  ie  equivalent  to  ACIK+BEDC. 

That  HJCa  is  equivalent  to  IGAJ  is  evident  for  the  rollowing  re 
dACH  is  equivalent  to  ̂ ACI,  having  the  same  base,  and  equal  altitndet 

Hence,  subtracting  ̂ ACJ,  which  is  common  to  both,  we  have  AC 

equivalent  to  £^AJI. 
.-.  HJCa  is  equivalent  to  IGAJ. 



LII.     Fig.  28. 

ASC=SMF.    HR<l=ACJ.    ARH=HKA  la  eqnitnleDt to  AKIJ+FDQ. 

.-.  ASFIf  is  equivalent  to  ACIK+BEDC. 

LIII.     rig.  28. 
AMNH  is  equivalent  to  i4CLH  is  equivalent 

ACIK. 

So,  MBFS  iB  equivalent  to  BEDV. 
.:  ABFBae(i1livA\^nttaACIK+EEDC. 

Wipper. 
LIV.     Fig.  28. 
CLOJ  is  equivalent  to  CLHA  is  equivalent 

ACIK. 

BFLC  is  equivalent  to  BEDC. 
Bat  ABFH  ia  equivalent  to  BFOX 

..-.  ABFH UKtftavtXnAio ACIK ^BEnC. 
Hnfmtitin,  1800. 

LV.     Fig.  28. 

ABFB+BEF+FLH+HKA  is  equivalent  to  ACIK^BETK-^-ABC+CIL 
X 

.-.  ABFH  IB  equivalent  to  ̂ C/^+/?ff/)C. 

P     LVI.     Fig.  28. 
t'      ABC=SEF.    /CD=,f(fifi«  equivalent  to  y(*r//+FflO. 

S>'H=S«D,  and  VHT=IJT. 

.'.  By  properly  combining  and  substituting,  ABFH  is  equivalent  to  ACIK 
Bsnc. 

LVII.     Fig.  28. 
KDI,H=ACIK.    ARH-^BEF.     AI)C=HFI.. 

.-.  -4W/?  is  equivalent  to  ACIK+BEDC. 

■EVCLUmAS  OEOKETBT  WITHOUT  DISPUTED  AXIOMS. 

Bj  O.  t.  HOmXS.  laameui  la  HatlitaitlH  ind  Pfejiia  in  Hlth  Sahool,  lUiiBtinUr,  >«w  Hu>|Mhlra. 

Proposition  I.     If  two  atraigkl  Una  in  the  mnu  plane  be  perpentlinditr  to 
!  tame  itraight  line  they  are  paraUel. 

Prove  by  Axiom  11.  and  I,  27.* 
wn  nfw  to  tta«  B«A  ud  ProponlUon  In 



]  AC  u  K  and  jam  KB 

CO 

Pbopoiition  II.  J^rom  or  through  a  given  point  in  a  Hraifiht  line  only  m 
perpendia^r  (o  that  tine  can  be  drawn  in  the  eamepUau. 

pBoor.  If  there  could  be  two,  there  would  be  two  aneqnaJ  right  an^ 
which  is  impoBsible  b;  Axiom  11. 

(0  I 
PKOFoaiTiON  III.  If  two  paralM  itraight  line*  he  joined  by  a  eoanumffl 

pendienlar,  any  etraight  line  which  bieede  the  perpendiaUar  and  meite  the  liw  fo- 
aUelt  it  iteelf  bieeeted  by  the  perpendicular. 

Let  AB  be  a  etrkight  line.  Take  uiy  point  in  it  as  C  and  erMt  the  per- 
pendicular Ci>  (I,  XI].  At  D  erect  the  perpendicular  A£  (I.  11)  and  exiendit 

to  F  (Postulate  2).     Then  i^^is  parallel  to  AB  (a). 
Now  bisect  DC  in  //,  (I,  10),  take  any  point  ii 

(Postulate  I).  On  DE  cut  oSDN  equal  to  KC,  (I,  2), 
and  join  HN,  (Pustulate  1).  Therefarethe  two  trian- 

gles KCH  and  DHS  are  equal  to  each  other  (I,  IV). 
Therefore  KH  equals  Hif.  Again,  since  the  two  I 
triangles  KCH  and  DHIf  are  equal,  the  angle  DUN  I 
equals  the  angle  KHC.  being  homologous  angles. 
The  angles  KHC  and  KDB  are  together  equal  to  two 
right  angles  (1, 13).  Therefore  since  the  angle  DHN  equals  the  angle  KHC,  tb 
angles  DHN  and  KHD  are  together  equal  to  two  right  anglen,  and  therefore  Kl 
and  HN  form  one  and  the  same  straight  line  (I,  14).  Therefore,  since  Kittoi 
point  in  AB,  any  straight  line  which  bisects  the  perpendicular  joining  two  pual 
lei  straight  lines  in  bisected  by  the  perpendicular. 

Corollary.  If  two  parallel  straight  lines  be  joined  by  a  common  perpta 
dicular,  any  straight  line  meeting  the  parallels  and  bisecting  the  perpendienli 
cute  off  ei)ual  distances  on  the  parallels  on  opposite  sides  of  the  perpendicnlai. 

Proposition  IV.      If  a  etraight  line  iv perpendicular  lo  one  o/tmtg 
linee  it  ie  perpendicular  lo  the  other  alto. 

Proof.     Let  CP  be  a  straight  line.     Then  from  any  point  in  it  u  2 
HK  perpendicular  to  CD,  and  in  the  same  manner  draw  AS  perpendicular  It 
KHll,  11).  Then  AB  and  CD  are  parallel  (a).  Take  any  point  in  oneoftbt 

parallels  as  P  in  CD  and  suppose  PQ  be  drawn  perpen- 
dicular to  CD.  Then  will  PQ  be  perpendicular  to  Al 

also.  For  cutoff  HO=HP  (I.  2),  bisect  HK  ttHO, 
10),  and  draw  PS  and  OR  through  X.  Then  NO=Iif 

(I,  4).  hut  SN=NP  Bad  NO^NR  (c).  ThereforeJIS 
=NO^NP=NR  (Axiom  I).  Therefore,  similarij, 
OH=HP=KR=SK  (c.  Corollary).  With  JV  as  a  cenlw 
and  NO  as  a  radius  describe  a  circle  (Postulate  3).  Tbe 
circumference  of  this  circle  will  obviously  pass  tbTOii|h 

the  points  0,  P,  R,  and  S.     Draw  PR.     The  angle  NHO  is  greater  than  the  ■^ 

'1 
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NPH  (I,  16),  therefore  the  angle  NHP  is  greater  than  the  angle  NPH,  and 
efbra  NP  is  greater  than  NH  (I,  19).  Therefore  the  circnmference  of  this 
:e  will  intemect  the  two  parallel  linei  in  the  poitita  0,  P,  R,  and  S.  The  an- 
OPR  JM  a  right  angle  (III,  »1),  and  tberefbra  RP  is  perpendicolar  to  CD. 
QP  is  by  hypothesis  perpendicular  to  CD,  therefore  PQ  and  PR  cannot  form 
separate  lines  (b).  Therefore  PQ,  if  properly  drawn  must  be  identical  with 

But  the  angle  SRP  is  a  right  angle  (III.  81)  and  therefore  PQ  is  perpen- 
lar  to  AR.  Q.  K.  D. 

(O 

PBOPOsmOH  V.     1/  the  verter  of  an  angle  tubtended  by  the  diameter  of  a 
e  it  hetfceen  the  eeaUr  and  cireHwferenc;  the  angle  it  greater  than  a  right  an- 
and  if  the  vertex  it  without  Ihe  nirele  the  angle  it  lett  than  a  right  nngU. 

Pboop.  Let  AKH  be  a  circle,  AB  a  diameter 
■at  circle,  and  let  it  subtend  the  two  angles  ACB 
J>,  the  vertex  of  the  former  being  within,  and 

^tha  latter  withont,  the  circle.  Extend  AC  to 
inoe  at  point  H,  and  join  BB  and  KA 

■  1).  Therefore  the  angles  H  and  AKB  are 

IJM  (III,  81).  Therefore  the  angle  ACB  is 
ter  than  angle  H  and  angle  D  is  less  than  angle 
8  (I.  16). (/) 

PttotKMlTiON  VI.     If  two  paridlel  straight  linet  be  joined  by   lion  common 
■endieulart,  ihete  two  perpendiculart  are  egual  to  each  other. 

Proof.  Let  AB  and  CD  be  two  parallel  straight  lines  and  let  NH  and 
be  perpendicnlar  to  CD,  then  are  tbey  also  perpendicular  to  AB  (d).  Join 
and  HP  (Postnlate  1).  Bisect  HP  (1, 10),  then  with  the  middle  point  ot  IIP 
c«Dt«r  and  one-half  HP  as  a  radius  describe  a  circle  (Postulate  8).  The 

circnmference  of  this  cirele  will  obviously  pass  through 

the  points  H  and  P.  It  must  also  pass  through  N  aud 
K,  otherwise  the  angles  HKP  and  HKP  would  not  be 
right  angles  (e).  Again,  bisect  NK  (I.  10)  and  with 

its  middle  point  as  a  center  and  one-half  NK  as  a  rad- 
leacribe  another  circle  (Postulate  8).  The  circumference  of  this  circle  will 

pass  through  the  points  jV,  K,  P,  and  H  for  the  same  reason  as  the 
above.  Therefore  these  circumferences  will  coincide  with  one  another  (III, 
Therefore  there  can  be  but  one  center  point  which  being  in  both  the  lines 

and  HP  mnst  be  at  the  point  of  intersection  0.  Therefore  the  two  triangles 
f  and  POK  are  equal  to  each  other  (I,  4),  and  therefore  NH  e<)ual8  PK. 

Q.  E.  D. CoROLi^BY.     The  intereepts  on  two  parallel  straight  lines  by  two  common 
endicnlara  are  equal  to  each  other. 

For,  the  triangles  KOP  and  HOK  are  equal  to  each  other  (T,  4).     There- 
tfP  is  equal  to  HK,  being  homologous  sides  of  two  equal  triangles. 
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pROPOeiTiON  VII.     If  a  ttTaight  tine  faH  on  two  poTallel  ttraight  b 
matei  the-  alternate  angle*  equal  to  one  another,  etc.  (I,  29). 

Proof.  Let  tbe  Btniight  line  OR  fall  dq  the  (wo  parallel  iitr*igti 
A B  Uid  CD,  meeting  tbem  in  poinU  H  and  if  respectively.  Then  the 
BHK  and  CKH  shall  be  equal  to  one  another. 

From  H  draw  HP  perpeodicnlar  to  CD,  and 
from  iiT  draw  J^jV  perpendicular  to  ̂ £  (I,  12).  Then 

HP  is  alBO  perpendicular  to  .ilAand^A'io  also  perpen- 
dicular to  CD  (d).  Therefore  HP  equals  NK  (/), 

and  if  JV  equsla  PK  (/  Corollary).  Therefore  the  two  ] 
triangles  HPK  and  HNK  are  equal  to  each  other  (1, 
8),  and  therefure  the  angle  NHK  eqnala  the  angle  HKP,  being  bomo 
angles  of  two  equal  triangles.  Q.  E.  D. 

Proposition  VIII.  The  «um  of  the  anglea  of  every  plane  triangh  i 
(o  (ICQ  right  aiigUii. 

Proof.     Let  ABC  be  any  plane  triangle,  then  the  sum  of  thean| 
B,  and  C  is  equal  to  two  right  angles.      Tbrongb 
its  vertices  as  C  draw  DH  parallel  to  AB  (I,  81). 
tbe  angles  A  and  DCA  are  equal  to  one  another  I 
are  alsnr  the  angles  B  and  HCB  for  tlie  same  reasoi 
the  sum  of  the  angles  DCA,  ACB,  and  BCH  is 

to  two  right  angles  (I,  13).     Therefore  the  sum  of  the  angles. ./I,  B,  anc 
must  equal  two  right  angles.  Q.  E.  D. 

Proposition  IX.     Through  a  givfn  point  teithont  a  gioen  etraitfht  lit 
ime  line  ran  he  drawn  pOTnllH  to  the  given  line. 

Prook.  Let  BC  be  a  straight  line  and  H 
a  point  without.  Draw  AD  through  H  parallel 
to  BC  (I,  31).  Then  no  other  line  can  be  drawn 
through  H  parallel  to  BC.  If  possible  suppose 
KN  drawn  through  H  parallel  to  BC.  Then 
since  the  angles  ftllR  and  AHR  are  each  equal 
to  the  angle  11 RC  {g).  they  are  equal  to  each  other  (A; 
which  is  impo)>Mhle.     Therefore  KN  cannot  be  parallel 

Propopition  X. 

of  the  two  interior  anglei 

angle  AKH  equa^a  the 
fomier  we  have  the  i 

angles. 

If  a  straight  line  fall  on  two  pnrallel  ttraight  linei,  ti 
III  the  »awe  tide  of  that  line  ehall  he  equal  to  two 

angles . 
Proof.  Let  the  straight  line  ON  fall  o 

two  parallel  straight  lines  AB  and  CD.  The 

sum  of  the  two  angles  AKH  and  CHK  is  equal  t 
right  angles.  For,  the  sum  of  the  two  angles 
and  KHD  is  equal  to  two  right  angles  (I.  13)  ai 

gle  KHD  (g).  Therefore,  substituting  the  latterf' 
of  the  two  angles  AKH  ami  CIIK  eijual  to  two 

Q.  K  D. 
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Fropobition  XI.  If  a  itraight  line  meet  two  straigkt  lines  so  a«  to  make 

two  interior  angles  on  the  same  tide  of  it  taken  tdgether  legs  than  two  light  an- 
I,  thete  straight  lines,  being  conlinually  prodveed,  shall  at  tmgth  meet  on  that 
€  on  which  tire  the  angles  which  are  lest  than  two  right  anglft.     Euclid,  Axiom  12. 

Paoor.  Let  the  straight  line  FH  meet  the  two  slraight  lin«B  A  B  and  CD, 
king  the  two  anglea  BFH  and  FHD  together  tees  than  twn  right  angles,  then 
bbd  CD  afaall  meet,  if  continually  produced,  on  that  Bide  of  FH  towards  B 

^H,  Bince  the  angles  BFH  and  AFH  are  together 
^nio  two  right  angles,  they  must  be  greater  than  the 
Bf  the  two  angles  BFH  and  FHD.  Therefore,  the 

pi  AFH  must  be  greater  than  the  angle  FHD. 
oce,  dnw  the  line  OiV  through  ̂   making  the  angle 
W  equal  to  the  angle  AFH  (l,  23).  Then  OX  ib  par- 
il  to  AB  (I.  27).  Therefore  CD  cannot  be  parallel  to 
F  (t),  and  therefore  CD  and  AB  must  meet  if  suflicienlly  produced.  Since  the 
n  of  the  angles  AFH  and  FHO  equals  two  right  angles  (j),  the  sum  of  the 
;les  AFH  and  FHC  must  be  greater  than  two  right  angles.  Therefore  ̂ ffand 
'  cannot  meet  on  that  side  of  FH  toward  A  and  C  for  then  we  should  have 

*iangle  the  sum  of  whose  angles  would  be  greater  than  two  right  angles  which 
mpossihle  by  (h).  Therefore  they  must  meet  on  that  side  of  FH  toward  B 
I  D,  Q.  K.  D. 

!X0,  nmVITESIHALS,  IITFINITT,  AND  THE  FUITDAlCEir- 
TAL  STHBOL  OF  nrDETESMINATIOir. 

tftMtUn  ULLir.  Ph.  D.,  ProlMMtr  ol  MkthtBtUn.  Suu  OBlTinitj.  WuhiiftoB. 

The  fallowing  is  an  outline  of  the  method  I  use  in  explaining  to  the  atud- 
,  in  kigelwa  how  sero  is  used  as  a  multiplier  and  a  divisor,  and  how  iufinitesi- 
Is  and  infinity  are  ueed  as  divisors ;  also,  interpretations  of  the  results 

ained  by  their  use. 
If  wemoltiply  a  by  a  number  that  decreases  by  1  each  time  beginning 

h  any  namber,  as  -1-4,  and  continue  the  multiplication  nntil  —4  is  reached, 
h  product  will  decrease  by  a.    Thue^ 
a  a  n  a  a  a  a  a 

1-4.         +3         +1        lero  -1  -2         -?,         -4 
+4a  +8a  +n,.  lero,  — «  — 2o  -~3a  —ia,  where  ipro  is 
onitiuit  number  and  obtained  by  subtracting  any  number  from  itself,  as, 
[|s<D,  CD  representing  absolute  zero. 

Evidently  a  multiplied  by  zero  is  one  a  less  than  a  multiplied  by  -|-1,  or 
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ax  0=0;  also,  a  multiplied  by  —1  is  one  a  less  than  a  multiplied  by  sero, 
ax— 1— — a.     Similarly  ox— 2=— 2a,  ax— 3=— 3a,  etc. 

Hence,  If  a  constant  number  he  multiplied  by  terOy  the  product  i$  zero. 
Division  may   be  defined  as  the  process  of  finding  how  many  tii 

the  divisor  can  be  subtracted  from  the  dividend  and  leave  zero. 

Dividing  12  by  a  number  that  decreases  by  unity  each  time,  beginn 
with  4  3,  we  have 

12      .      12     ̂       12      ,^    /   12    \       12         ,^12         ̂ 12  .    ̂  

T3=^'  T2=^'  -41='^'    \-Ie-^h    -Zn[=-12,-^=-6,— =-4;et 

The  quotient  4  means  that  only  3  times  +4  can  be  subtracted  from  12 1 
leave  zero  ;  and  so  on  for  the  other  quotients. 

Since  the  divisor  decreases  by  unity,  the  divisor  one  less  than  1  is  bc 

The  divisors  less  than  zero  are  —1,  —2,  —3,  etc.,  respectively.     Then,  theq 
tient,  when  zero  becomes  the  divisor,  must  be  between  the  quotients  given 

taking  +1  and  —1  as  divisors,  or  between  +12  and  —12. 
12  12 

Then      or  -^-  =0,  where  ©  represents  no  number  of  times.    T 
zero  0  '  ^ 

is,  there  is  no  number  of  times  zero  that  the  divisor,  zero,  can  be  subtracted  fi 
12  and  leave  absolutely  nothing. 

Since  negative  numbers  are  less  than  zero,  0  is  not  the  least  divisoi 
12 

12,  or  of  any  other  number.     If  -^=infinity,  or  the  largest  possible  number, 
12                  12 

divided  by  —1  can  not  give  — 12  for  a  quotient.     If  "^7=^12,    or- 

can  not  give  infinity  for  a  quotient,  for  the  divisor,  —1,  is  one  less  than 
divisor  0. 

Hence,  in  general,  ̂ ^  =0. 

For  the  quotient,  0,  means  that  there  is  no  number  of  times  zero  that 
divisor,  0,  can  be  subtracted  from  a  and  leave  zero. 

Hence,  If  a  constant  number  be  divided  by  zero,  the  quotient  is  no  num 

of  times. 
It  is  a  consequence  of  confounding  the  0,  arising  from  dividing  a  by  in 

ity,  with  the  absolute  zero,  that  so  much  confusion  has  been  created  in  the  < 

cussions  on  this  subject.  All  absolute  zeros  are  constants.  The  other  O's,  u 
in  these  discussions,  are  infinitesimals  aod  variables,  and  may  be  less  than  0 

Since  an  infinitesimal  can  be  subtracted  from  a  an  infinite  number  of  tii 

and  leave  zero  ;  therefore,  ---=:oo,  where  (§)  represents  an  infinitesimal. 

That  is.  If  a  constant  number  be  divided  by  an  infinitesimal,  the  quotien 

infinity. 
Suppose,  for  illustration,  we  divide  a  by  a  number  that  diminishes  ( 
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1  each  time,  beginning  with  one  ;  we  will  have  the  Beries 

a 
-j-=a,  — =10a,    — r— =100a,  — y— =1000a,  — 7— =10000tt,   
^  10  iJo  1000  TOOIFV 

Evidently,  by  continuing  the  series  indefinitely,  the  divisor  becomes  le8$ 
)  any  assignable  number  however  small,  and  the  value  of  the  quotient 
eases  without  limit  and  becomes  greater  than  any  assignable  number  how- 
r  great. 

Hence,  If  a  constant  number  he  divided  by  a  decreating  variable,  as  the  var- 
!e  becomes  too  smaU  to  be  expressed,  the  quotient  becomes  too  large  to  be  expressed. 

Since  infinity  can  be  subtracted  from  a  the  infinitesimal  part  of  once  and 

re  »ero  ;  therefore,   =(§>. 00 

That  is,  If  a  constant  number  be  divided  by  infinity,  the  quotient  is 
nitesimal. 

Suppose  the  divisor,  in  the  above  illustration,  increases  each  time,  begin- 
g  with  1  ;  we  will  have  the  series 

Evidently,  by  continuing  the  series  indefinitely,  the  divisor  becomes 
ater  than  any  assignable  number,  however  great,  and  the  value  of  the  quotient 
Teases  without  limit  and  becomes  less  than  any  assignable  number,  however 
Ul. 

Hence,  If  a  constant  number  be  divided  by  an  increasing  variable,  as  the 
iabU  becomes  too  great  to  be  expressed,  the  quotient  becomes  too  small  to 
ijcpressed. 

This  subject  Js  also  illustrated  in  interpreting  the  results  obtained  by  as- 
ling  different  values  for  the  rates  of  travel  and  the  distance  apart,  in  Clair- 
8  problem,  of  the  Couriers. 

"Two  Couriers,  A  and  B,  travel  in  the  same  direction,  C/),  at  the  rates  m  and  n 

«  an  hour,  respectively.  If  at  any  time,  say  12  o'clock,  A  in  nt  P,  and  R  is  at  Q,  n 
«  from  /*,  at  what  time  and  at  what  place  are  they  together  ?" 

C  I  ,  D 

l^t  (=the  number  of  hours  traveled,  after  12  o^clock,  to  the  place  where 
rertakes  B,  and  d=ihe  number  of  miles  travelled  by  A  in  t  hours  ;  or  the 
iber  of  miles  from  P  to  the  place  where  A  overtakes  B. 

Since  the  number  of  miles  travelled  by  each,  after  12  o'clock,  equals  the 
multiplied  by  the  nun. her  of  hours,  we  have 

d-=mi,  and  d—a^r-zni. 
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Solving  these  eqaations,  we  have 

a  J       am 
w— n  m  —  n 

We  will  now  examine  these  values  under  different  conditions. 
1.     Ifm>n. 

This  condition  makes  the  values  of  (  and  d  positive.     That  is,  the  C 

iers  are  together  after  12  o'clock,  and  at  some  place  to  the  right  of  P. 
If  m<n. 

This  condition  makes  the  values  of  t  and  d  negative.  That  is,  the  C 

iers  are  together  before  12  o'clock,  and  to  the  left  of  P.  This  interpretation 
responds  with  the  conditions  made.  For,  if  m  is  less  than  n,  A  travels  i 
slowly  than  B,  and  it  follows  that  they  must  have  been  together  be 

12  o'clock,  and  before  they  could  have  advanced  as  far  as  P. 
3.     If  m=n,  or  w— n=zero. 

Then  e=-4-.andd=-^'" ©  '         ©  • 
As  there  is  no  number  of  times  zfero  that  subtracted  from  a  leaves  i 

there  is  no  number  of  hours  when  they  have  been  or  will  be  together.  Fut 
more,  as  every  number  of  times  zero  subtracted  from  a  leaves  a  ;  thi) 

a'-vx(D=a,  where  v  represents  any  number  whatever,  they  are  always 
same  distance  apart. 

Hence,  A  result  in  the  form  —^  indicates  that  the  problem  is  impossih^ 

This  interpretation  corresponds  with  the  supposition  made.  For,  if 
equal  to  n,  the  Couriers  travel  at  the  same  rate,  and  since  they  were  a  n 

apart  at  12  o'clock,  it  is  evident  they  never  could  have  been,  and  never  will 
together. 

4.     If  a=:zero,  and  m'>n,  or  m<Cn. 

Then  (=— '    -    and  d= m— n  m^n 

They  are  together  at  the  start,  as  shown  by  a=zero  ;  but,  as  there  ii 
number  of  times  m^n  that  subtracted  from  zero,  will  leave  zero,  they  can  d 
be  together  again. 

Furthermore,  the  longer  the  time,  the  greater  or  less  will  m — n  be  ;  he 
they  will  be  constantly  diverging.     For  example. 

In  1  hour,  zero— (m—n)=n—m,  distance  apart  ; 
In  2  hours,  zero-r2(m— n)=2n— 2m,  distance  apart  ; 
In  3  hours,  zer<^3(m— n)=3n— 3m,  distance  apart,  etc. 

Hence,  (=   indicates  that  they  will  be  together  in  zero  hours  afti m— ti 

o'clock,  but  never  after  or  before.     For  zero— ©  x(m— n)=3Bero,    is  the 
value  M  t  that  will  satisfy  the  conditions. 
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Similarly,  d=   means  no  distance  from  P,  and  shows  that  they  were 

id  together  by  the  conditions  of  the  problem,  a=xero,  but  for  dU  other  time 
Toblem  i$  impo$$ihle, 

6.     If  a=«ero,  and  w=n. 

Then  «=-^-,  and  d= 
(D  '  ®  • 

As  any  number  of  zeros  subtracted  from  zero  gives  zero  ;  that  is, 

— «x  0=zero,  where  v  represents  any  number  whatever,  they  are  together 
1  times  ;  for  t^=any  number. 

Hence,  1=—^=-  means  all  conceivable  times,  and  d=-pjr-  means  all    con- 

ible  distances,  and  are  indeterminate,  not  being  one,  but  every  value. 

Therefore,  A  result  —^  indicates  that  the  problem  i$  indeterminate. 

The  form,  —^$  is  a  symbol  of  indeterminaiiony  and  does  not  indicate  that 

olution  can  be  found,  but  that  too  many  can  be  determined.  The  indeter- 
ition  consists  in  the  fact  that  any  one  of  the  infinite  solutions  will  answer 
as  well  as  any  other. 

January  //,  1897. 

EDITORIALS. 

This  issue  of  the  Monthly  was  delayed  on  account  of  securing  sorts  for 
liOvett's  article. 

Prof.  E.  L.  Brown,  formerly  of  the  Capital  University,  Columbus,  Ohio, 
ow  a  member  of  the  Faculty  of  the  Department  of  Mathematics  of  the  Colo- 
I  State  University. 

The  articles  on  ** Euclidean  Geometry  Without  Disputed  Axioms,"  and 
Oy  Infinitesimals,  Infinity,  and  the  Fundamental  Symbol  of  Indetermina- 
*'  are  published  at  the  request  of  the  authors.  They  invite  criticism 
leir  respective  articles,  and,  if  there  is  any  defect  in  the  reasoning  by  which 
arrived  at  their  conclusions,  they  desire  to  have  the  same  pointed  out. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

A  Text-Book  of  Light.  With  Numerous  Diagrams  and  Examples.  By  R. 

ace  Stewart,  D.  Sc.,  London,  Author  of  '*An  Elementary  Text- Book  of  Heat 
Light,"  *'An  Elementary  Text-Book  of  Magnetism  and  Electricity,"  etc. 
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Third  Edition.  8vo  Cloth,  208  pages.  Price,  8«.  M.  London  :  W.  B.  Cle 

University  Correspondence'  College  Press.  New  York  :  Hinds  A  Noble, 
Cooper  Institute. 

This  little  treatise  on  Liglit  is  deiurly,  neatly,  and  accurately  written.  The  anil 
as  a  teacher  and  writer  needs  no  introduction.  His  works  all  bear  evideoee  of  a  mastcf 
the  subject  under  consideration.  This  book  in  the  hands  of  the  student  will  eoaUe  h 
to  read  with  interest  and  profit  the  investigations  in  this  most  fascinating  phenomeaoii 
nature.  B.  F.  F. 

On  the  Transitive  SubUitutian  Oroups  that  are  Simply  leomorpkie  to  i 
Symmetric  or  Alternating  Oroup  of  Degree  Six.     By  Dr.  Q.  A.  Miller. 

This  is  a  reprint  of  a  paper  read  before  the  American  Philosophical  Society  May 
1887,  and  published  in  the  proceedings  of  that  Society.  B.  F.  F. 

New  Prineiplee  of  Geometry  with  Complete  Theory  of  Parallels. 
Nicol&i  Iv&novish  Lobach^vski.    Translated  from  the  Russian  by  Dr.  Oeoi 
Bruce  Halsted.     Volume  fifth  of  the  Neomonic  Series. 

The  publication  of  the  translation  of  this  little  pamphlet  of  26  pages  promised 

Dr.  Halsted  at  the  Mathematical  Congress  of  the  World's  Columbian  Ezpoaitioo  was  < 
layed  for  a  personal  visit  to  Kazan,  the  home  of  Lobach^vski,  and  Maros  VisArhely,t 
home  of  Bolyai. 

In  this  pamphlet  is  some  interesting  matter  for  the  student  of  Non-Euclidaaii  Geo 
etrv,  and  it  should  be  read  by  every  teacher  of  geometry.  Several  of  our  readers  hi 
written  to  us  saying  that  they  codld  see  no  sense  in  the  Non-Euclidean  Geometry.  ̂  
say  to  these,  read  this  little  pamphlet,  then  with  the  light  yon  get  from  it  torn  btck  i 

read  the  first  and  all  subsequent  articles  of  Dr.  Halsted's  which  have  appeared  in  t 
MoKTHT^T  during  the  last  four  years,  then  turn  to  other  sources  for  informatioo  on  t 
subject.  After  having  done  this,  you  will  find  that  there  is  a  Non-Euclidean  Geomet 
that  its  argument  is  as  rigorous  as  the  Euclidean,  and  that  its  deductions  are  equally 
t^resting.  B.  F.  F. 

A  Text'Book  of  Phyfdce.  Largely  Experimental,  including  the  Harvi 

College  '^Descriptive  List  of  Elementary  Exercises  in  Physics  "  By  Edwin 
Hall,  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Physics  in  Harvard  College,  and  Joseph  Y.  Bergc 
A.  M.,  Instructor  in  the  Harvard  Summer  School  of  Physics,  and  Junior  Mast 
in  English  High  School,  Boston.  Revised  and  Enlarged.  8vo  Cloth.  5 
pages.     New  York  :     Henry  Holt  &  Co. 

This  book  needs  no  introduction  to  the  public^  The  first  edition  has  proved  its  oi 
fulness  in  all  experimental  courses  in  Physics.  The  second  edition  is  even  an  improf 
ment  over  the  first.  B.  F.  F. 

Ordinary  Differential  Equations.  An  Elementary  Text- Book  with  an  I) 

troductioii  to  Lie's  Theory  of  the  Group  of  One  Parameter.  By  James  Mori 
Page,  Ph.  D.,  University  of  Leipzig,  Fellow  by  Courtesy  Johns  Hopkins  Ui 
versity,  Adjunct  Professor  of  Pure  Mathematics  in  University  of  Virgin! 
8vo  Cloth.     226  pages.     New  York  and  London  :     The  Macmillan  Co. 

This  is  the  best  elementary  exposition  of  the  subject  of  Ordinary  Differentisl  Eqi 
tions  with  which  we  are  acquainted.  It  differs  from  the  older  text-books  upon  the  sub]* 
in  one  important  respect,  namely,  in  the  method  of  treatment.  Instead  of  giving  then 
of  integration  for  certain  classes  of  Differential  Equations,  as  for  instance,  the  Homof 
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18  or  Linear  Differential  Equations  as  is  done  in  the  older  works  on  the  subject,  the 
Jior  has  followed  the  method  of  Professor  Lie.  In  1870,  Lie  showed  that  it  is  possible 
labordinate  all  the  older  methods  or  theories  of  integration  to  a  general  method.  By 
)  method  of  Lie  it  is  possible  to  derive  all  of  the  older  theories  from  a  common  source 
L  at  the  same  time  build  a  broader  foundation  for  the  general  theory  of  Differential 
aations.  The  simple,  elegant,  and  clear  presentation  of  the  subject  in  this  work  makes 
KMsible  for  a  student  who  has  ambition  and  a  fair  knowledge  of  Analytical  (Geometry 
I  Calculus  to  master  this  book  without  an  instructor.  R.  F.  F. 

Oil  the  PriviUive  Suh$tituiian  Oroup$  of  Degree  Fifteen,  By  Dr.  G.  A. 
Her.     Pamphlet,  12  pages. 

This  paper  is  an  extract  fit>m  the  Proceedings  of  the  London  Mathematical  Society, 

I.  XXYXII.,  and  is  along  Dr.  Miller's  favorite  line  of  investigation.  B.  F.  F. 

Higher  Arithmetic.  By  Wooster  Woodruff  Beman,  Professor  of  Mathe- 

.tics  in-  the  University  of  Michigan,  and  David  Eugene  Smith,  Professor  of 
ithematics  in  the  Michigan  State  Normal  School.  12mo.  Cloth  and  Leather 

ck.     194  pages.     Price,  80  cents.     Chicago  :     Ginn  &  Co. 
Among  the  many  valuable  features  of  this  work  are  the  elimination  of  the  tra- 

ional  problems  which  have  become  the  common  property  of  nearly  every  arithmetic 
>lished  during  the  last  quarter  century ;  the  introduction,  instead  of  the  traditional 
>blems,  of  simple  problems  arising  in  the  study  of  elementary  physics,  as,  for  example, 
y  problems  in  Electrical  Measurements,  problems  coming  under  the  application 

Boyle's  Law,  the  law  of  Falling  Bodies,  Specific  Gravity,  etc. ;  the  treatment  of  the 
trie  System  in  the  first  part  of  the  book  (page  59)  and  the  frequent  use  made  of  it  in 
i  subsequent  part ;  the  introduction  of  the  common  graphic  methods  of  representing 
tistics ;  and  the  complete  omission  of  rules.  The  entire  omission  of  rules  is  a  very  com- 
n  feature  of  the  arithmetics  which  are  published  at  the  present  time  and  of  those 
ich  have  been  published  during  the  last  three  or  four  years.  It  is  my  belief  that  all 
es  that  can  not  be  established  easily  by  the  deductive  method  of  reasoning  should  be 
in  good  print  in  the  arithmetics.  This  is  especially  the  case  with  the  rules  in  Mensur- 
3n.  The  student  of  arithmetic  is  in  general  not  competent  to  follow  the  argument 
ich  establishes  the  rule  for  finding  the  area  of  a  triangle  when  three  sides  are  given, 
t  it  is  better  for  the  student  that  he  commit  this  rule  to  memory,  though  he  does  not 
>w  how  it  is  established,  than  to  be  ignorant  of  its  existence  and  the  means  by  which 
t  area  of  triangles  are  computed  wiien  the  sides  are  given.  It  seems  to  me  that  any 
thmetic  treating  the  subject  of  mensuration  ought  to  give  the  rules  for  finding  the  sur- 
e  and  volume  of  the  three  round  bodies,  the  area  dt  parallelograms,  circles,  and  trian- 
B,the  triangles  having  the  base  and  altitude  given  or  the  three  sides.  To  these  might 
added  the  rules  for  finding  the  surface  and  volume  of  prisms  and  pyramids.  Aside 
01  these  I  heartily  believe  in  the  omission  of  rules.  The  work  before  ajs  does  not  omit 
consideration  of  the  most  of  the  above  geometrical  magnitudes,  but  the  rules  are  not 
ressly  stated.  This  work  of  Professors  Beman  and  Smith  is,  however,  one  that  we  can 
y  cheerfully  recommend.  B.  F.  F. 

A  Brief  Introduction  to  the  Infinitesimal  Calculus,  Designed  Especially  to 
I  in  Reading  Mathematical  Economics  and  Statics.  By  Irving  Fisher,  Ph.  D., 

listant  Professor  of  Political  Science  in  Yale  University,  Co-author  of  Phillips 

I  Fisher's  Elements  of  Geometry.  12mo.  Cloth.  84  pages.  Price,  75  cents. 
¥  York  and  London  :     The  Macmillan  Co. 

This  little  work  on  the  Calculus  will  be  received  with  joy  by  n  great  army  of  stud* 

0 
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entt,  teacherg,  and  professors,  who  have  lacked  the  time  and  courage  to  attack  aomeof  the 
more  ezhaustive  works  on  the  subject  yet  felt  the  need  of  a  knowledge  of  the  Galculns  in 
order  to  enable  them  to  read  with  intelligence  the  highest  authorities  on  economic  as  well 
as  other  subjects.  Dr.  Fisher  has  prei>ared  this  little  work  with  a  special  view  of  the 
needs  of  this  class  of  students.  Any  one  with  a  clear  mind  can  very  easily  read  and  nnder- 
Btand  every  sentence  in  this  book.  There  is  no  metaphysical  speculation  nor  obseors 
statements  made  in  establishing  its  first  principles. 

In  considering  the  formula  s=i^(*,  where  a=Bpace  a  body  falls  nnder  the 
influence  of  gravity  in  the  time  (,  he  says,  pages  2  and  3,  '*Since  the  above  for- 

mula holds  true  of  all  points,  it  holds  true  now,  when  the  time  is  t+  A<  and  the 
distance  s+ Ah.  That  is  s+  A«=16U  + At)'.  This  gives  s+  As=16t*-f32t.Al 
+  16At«.     But  «:r=i6t«.    Subtracting,  we  have 

As=32t.At+16(A0*» 

whence --^=32t+16A«     (1). 

This  is  the  average  velocity  during  the  small  interval  a  (. 
Thus,  if  At=i  second  and  t  be  five  seconds,  the  average  speed  of  the  body 

during  that  half  second  (viz.,  the  one  beginning  5  seconds  from  the  rest)  is  32x5 
-fl9x  i,  or  168  per  second.  If  we  take  ̂ tv  <>^  ̂  second  instead  of  i,  we  have 
32x5+16Xx|9,  or  168.1  feet  per  second. 

The  speed  at  the  very  instant  of  completing  the  5th  second  is  obtained  by 
putting  A  t=M),  which  gives  160  as  the  instantaneous  speed. 

Now  when  A(=^,  we  call  it  di,  because  0  would  not  remind  as  of  the  kuid 
of  quantity  which  vanished,  whereas  dt  does  suggest  t,  the  magnitude  which  van- 

ished. When  A  i  becomes  0,  or  dt,  a  s  evidently  becomes  sero  too,  for  a  body 
can  not  go  any  distance  in  no  time.  This  zero  we  call  ds.  Equation  (1)  there- 

fore becomes  at  the  limit 

-^=^32e+[i6](ie, 

or  — jr — =^32(+0,  which  may  be  written 

-S-=»2t   (2). 
for  we  can  neglect  the  zeros  on  the  right,  but  not  those  on  the  left  (the  ratio  of 
two  zeros  does  not  reduce  to  zero). 

It  may  be  objected  to  the  reasoning  in  the  last  article  that  —j- —  or — g—  !• 

indeterminate.     This  is  true.  is  equal  to  2,  or  19,  or  1,  or  any  number  wc 

we  please.     But  the  limit   —  is  not  indeterminate.     We  thus  use     ̂      in  two 

J-  X-     *  1-       ̂ «        J    limA« 
distinct  senses,  viz  :  lim   —  and  -r-.   --. '  A  t  lim  A  ( 

The  first  is  determinate,  the  second  is  indeterminate,  though  for  that  very 

reason  it  may  always  be  put  equal  to  the  first.  Only  the  first,  or  lim  isim- 

portant.     This  is  the  ultimate  ratio  of  two  vanishing  quantities." 



Excepting  the  statement  in  the  next  to  the  laat  sentence,  viz.,  that  lim- 
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At 

is  determinate  and  t» — rr-  indeterminate,  we  claim  that  Dr.  Fisher  has  estah- 

lished  the  fundamental  principles  of  the  Differential  Calculus  in  a  simple,  rigor- 

OQS,  and  logical  manner.     By  the  principle  of  Limits,  the  lim   r  =  "r — tt> 
that  is  to  say,  the  limit  of  the  quotient  of  two  variables  equals  the  quotient  of  their 
limits.  Then  if  one  is  determinate  the  other  is  determinate,  or  if  one  is  indeter- 

minate the  other  is  indeterminate.  They  are,  however,  both  determinate.  The 
statement  that  dt  is  used  instead  of  0  to  preserve  the  trace  of  the  quantity  that 
vanished  will  be  considered  by  many  mathematicians  as  the  rankest  sort 
of  mathematical  heresy,  the'reanimating  of  Berkeley's  ̂ ^ghost  of  departed  quan- 

tities."    But  here  too  Dr.  Fisher's  position  is  absolutely  impregnable,  for,  since 

— jz —  is,  per  «e,  indeterminate,  but  determinate  by  the  equation  by  which,  in  ev- 
ery case,  it  is  defined,  it  may  be  replaced  by  the  ratio  of  any  two  quantities 

which  preserves  the  ratio  that  defines  — jr—.    So  in  the  case  above,  — jr—  can  be 
ds  y 

replaced  by      ,       or  — - —  or  the  quotient  of  any  other  two  quantities  which 

preserve  the  ratio  S2t.     But  — ^r—  is  replaced  by       .      to  preserve  the  trace  of 

the  quantities  which  vanished,  and  ds  and  dt  can  represent  large  or  small  parts 
of  8  and  (.    There  are  in  general  three  possible  ways  by  which  the  ratio  32(  can ds 
be  preserved  by      .     .     First,  da  being  considered  a  constant,  and  dt  a  variable  ; 

second,  ds  being  a  variable,  and  dt  a  constant ;  third,       ,      both  being  variables. ds 

Each  of  these  three  ways  of  viewing     ,      is  used  in  the  Calculus.     This  method 

of  exposition  is  used  in  my  classes  with  the  result  that  students  are  enabled  to 
use  the  Calculas,  not  as  a  machine  by  which  to  grind  out  problems,  but  as  an 
instrument  of  research. 

The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews.  An  International  Illustrated 
Monthly  Magazine.  Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  ad- 

vance.    Single  Number,  25  cents.     The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews 
Co.,  13  Astor  Place.  New  York  City. 

The  American  Monthly  Review  cf  Retiewn  for  October  Km  sevenil  articles  of  unasiial 

interest  to  women  readers.  .Miss  Frances  Willard  tells  the  story  of  the  World's  W.  G.  T. 

U.  movement;  Mrs.'Ellen  M.  Henrotin,  president  of  the  General  Federation  of  Women's 
Clubs,  outlines  the  benefits  of  those  organizations ;  Mrs.  Sheldon  Amos,  of  England,  writes 

of  a  London  Women's  Glub,  and  Miss  Mary  Taylor  Blauvelt  contributes  an  enlightening 
article  on  the  opportunities  for  women  at  the  English  universities.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Arena*  An  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Edited  by  John  Clark 
Ridpath,  LL.  D.  Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  advance.  Single  Number,  25  cents. 
Boston  :     The  Arena  Co. 
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The  Arena  for  October  continues  the  buttle  for  reform.    The  number  is  especially 
interesting  and  in  some  parts  brilliant ;  it  is  in  all  parts  aggressive  and  eoarageooa.    Hon. 
Charles  A.  Towne's  article,  '*The  New  Ostracism,"  is  in  the  author's  best  vein  of  critical 
analysis.    In  the  course  of  the  discussion  he  attacks  with  great  vigor  the  plutocratic  inter- 

ference with  professors  in  colleges  and  universities.    Herman  E.  Taubeneck  continues  his 
cogent  statistical  attack  on  consecrated  wealth.    Judge  Walter  Clark  sends  oat  a  power- 

ful plea  for  the  establishment  of  public  rights  over  semi-public  interests  and  institutions. 
The  Editor  of  The  Arena  continues  with  unabated  vigor  his  onslaught  on  the  organised 

forces  of  plutocracy.    His  article,  ̂ 'Prosperity :  the  Sham  and  the  Reality,"  is  one  of  his 
strongest  and  best.    Dr.  Kidpath's  exposition  of  the  bottom  purposes  and  methods  of  the 
money  power  is  as  caustic  as  it  is  true.    Mary   Piatt  Parmelee's  article  on  the  Political 
Philosophy  of  the  Father  of  American  Democracy  is  an  original  and  forceful  argument  for 

popular  liberties.    B.  O.  Flower  is  again  at  his  best  pace  in  **The  Latest  Social  Vision,"  in 
which  he  discusses  the  merits  of  Bellamy's  **Equality."    Perhaps  the  most  radical  and 
defiant  article  in  the  number  is  **The  Dead  Hand  in  the  Church,"  by  Rev.  Clarence  Lath- 
bury,  in  which  he  attacks  with  destructive  criticism  the  domination  of  the  dead  past  over 

the  living  present  in  the  church.    **  Hypnotism  in  its  Scientific  and  Forensic  Aspects"  is 
the  subject  of  an  interesting  and  useful  article  by  Marion  L.  Dawson.    '* Suicide:  lilt 
Worth  While  ?"  is  the  caption  of  Charles  B.  Newcomb's  startling  study  of  one  of  the  most 
interesting  and  painful  themes  of  the  age.    The  ** Plaza  of  the  Poets"  is  rich  with  the  con- 

tributions of  Ironquill,  Junius  Hempstead,  Clinton  Scollard,  Reubie  Carpenter,  and  Hele- 
na M.  Richardson ;  while  **The  Editor's  Evening"  sparkles  with  its  usual  gems  of  social 

and  poetical  philosophy.    Under  **Book  Reviews"  the  charming  poems  of  Madison  Cawein 
are  set  forth  with  merited  commendation.  B.  F.  F. 

The  Optin  Court,  A  Monthly  Magazine  Devoted  to  the  Science  of  Relig- 
ion, and  the  Religion  of  Science,  and  the  Extension  of  the  Religions  Parliament 

Idea.  Edited  by  Dr.  Paul  Carus.  T.  J.  McCormack,  Assistant  Editor,  and  £. 
C.  Hegeler  and  Mary  Carus,  Associate  Editors.  Price,  tl.OO  per  year  in  ad- 

vance. Single  Copies,  10  cents.  Chicago  and  London  :  The  Open  Court  Pub- 
lishing Co. 

The  following  is  the  table  of  contents  of  the  November  number;    "An  Introduction 

to  the  Study  of  Ethnological  Jurisprudence,"  by  the  Late  Justice  Albert  Hermann 'Post, 
Bremen,  Germany ;  **Hi8tory  of  the  People  of  Israel  from  the  Beginning  to  the  Destruction 
of  Jerusalem  by  the  Chaldeans,"  by  C.  H.  Comill,  Professor  of  Theology  in  the  University 
of  Koenigsberg;  *'The  Religion  of  Science ;  the  Worship  of  Beneficence,"  by  James  Odgen 
Knutsford,  England ;  ''Death  in  Religious  Art,"  by  the  Editor;  ''Vivisection  from  an  Eth- 

ical Point  of  View:  A  Controversy,"  by  Prof.  Henry  C.  Mercer,  and  others;  "Leonhird 
Enler,"  a  biographical  sketch  by  T.  J.  McCormack ;  "The  Sacred  Books  of  the  Buddhists," 
by  Albert  J.  Edmunds;  "Brief  Notes  on  some  Recent  French  Philosophical  Works;" 
Book  Reviews,  and  Notes.     Among  the  book  reviews  is  a  just  estimate  or  criticism  of 

"Finkel's  Mathematical  Solution  Book ;"  the  review  contains  about  a  page  and  a  half,  and 
is  written  by  Assistant  Editor  T.  J.  McCormack.  B.  F.  F.  ' 
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VASILIEV. 

BY  GRORQK  BRUCE  HAL8TED. 

/M  LEXANDER  VA8ILIEVITCH  VASILIEV  was  born  August  24  (old 

^^r  1^  Style),  1853,  at  Kazan.  His  father,  orientalist  already  academician, 
was  then  Professor  of  Chinese  Literature  at  the  University  of  Kasan. 
His  mother  was  a  daughter  of  Simonov,  Professor  of  Astronomy  in 

Lobach6vski's  time  and  his  predecessor  as  Rector.  In  1855  on  the  transference 
of  the  Oriental  Faculty  to  St.  Petersburg,  Vasiliev's  father  removed  thither.  In 
1870  Vasiliev  finished  the  course  of  the  fifth  St.  Petersburg  gymnasium  as  gold- 
Oaedalist. 

The  love  for  mathematics,  awakened  in  the  gymnasium,  where  in  Class 

Vl.  he  studied  Sturm's  Differential  Calculus,  carried  him  to  the  mathematical 
department  of  the  University  of  St.  Petersburg,  which  then  boasted  Somov  and 
the  great  Chebishev  (Tch^bychev). 

As  result  of  his  earnest  studies  for  1870-73  appears  the  work  '*0n  the  sep- 
aration of  roots,"  crowned  with  a  gold  medal.  In  1874  on  his  taking  his  first 

degree  he  was  invited  by  the  University  of  Kasan  to  begin  there  his  teaching  as 
Privat-docent.  Though  he  had  planned  to  continue  his  studies  at  Berlin,  he  ac- 

cepts this  invitation  to  his  birthplace  and  begins  in  November,  1874. 

His  Dissertatio  pro  venia  legendi  was  entitled  **0n  the  separation  of  the 
roots  of  simultaneous  equations."  In  January  1875  he  begins  to  lecture  on 
Fanctiontheory,  all  his  scholars  being  older  than  the  professor. 

g 
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Hi8  thesis  for  the  Master's  examination,  taken  in  1878,  was  ''On  singular 
solutions  in  connection  with  the  new  views  on  the  problem  of  integration  of  dif- 

ferential equations  of  first  order." 
His  Master's  Dissertation,  accepted  in  May  1880,  he  prepared  abroad, 

spending  the  year  1879  in  Berlin  with  Weierstrass  and  Kronecker,  and  in  Paris 

with  Hermite.  His  subject  was  ''On  the  rational  functions  analogous  to  the 
double- periodic."  Soon  after  he  was  made  Docent  in  the  University  of  Kaian. 
He  spent  the  next  summer  in  Germany,  and  wrote  *'The  teaching  of  matheIDa^ 
ics  in  Berlin  and  Leipzig  Universities." 

A  question  which  had  so  long  interested  him  was  treated  agaia  in'bis  Doc- 
tor's dissertation  in  1884,  ̂ 'Theory  of  the  separation  of  the  roots  of  ayatems  of 

simultaneous  equations."  No^v  chosen  Professor  Extraordinarins,  he  was  made 
Professor  Ordinarius  in  1887. 

In  1884  Vasiliev  was  made  president  of  the  physico-matbematical  aectioD 
of  the  Scientific  Society  of  Kazan  University.  In  1891  this  section  changed  it- 

self into  the  independent  'Thysico-mathematic  Society."  The  eight  volumet  of 
Proceedings  of  this  section  from  1880  to  1890  contain  a  series  of  important  arti- 

cles and  criticisms  by  Vasiliev.  Since  1883  he  has  been  the  authority  on  all 

Russian  works  in  Analysis  for  the  ''Fortschritteder  Mathematik."  In  the  yean 
1880-89  Vasiliev  was  particularly  active  as  member  of  the  local  aaaambly,  the 
Zemstvo,  in  the  government  of  Kazan.  By  his  influence,  the  number  of  folk- 
schools  increased  in  1883-89  from  43  to  90,  of  scholars  from  1692  to  3100.  Thus 
his  district,  Svijaschsk,  attained  a  first  rank  in  all  Russia  by  passing  from  one 
scholar  for  920  inhabitants  to  one  scholar  for  28  inhabitants. 

Since  1891  Vasiliev  has  edited  the  ''Bulletin  de  la  Soci6t6  Physico-Matb^- 
matique  de  Kasan,"  which  now  exchanges  with  110  learned  publications.  In 
the  brilliantly  successful  celebration  of  the  hundredth  birthday  of  Lobachevski 
by  this  society,  and  the  foundation  of  the  Lobachevski  Prizes,  more  than 
a  thousand  persons  from  all  over  the  world  took  part  as  subscribers. 

The  position  now  held  by  Vasiliev  in  the  Russian  mathematical  world 
may  be  judged  from  his  being  chosen  by  the  Academy  of  Sciences  to  report  on  t 
great  work  offered  in  competition  for  the  Buniakuvski  Prize.  The  book  received 

the  half  prize,  while  Vasiliev's  report  is  to  be  honored  by  insertion  in  the  Trans- 
actions of  the  Academy  and  the  award  of  the  Huniakovski  Medal. 

The  great  International  Congress  of  Mathematicians  just  bom  into  per- 
manent life  at  its  wonderfully  successful  first  meeting,  in  Zurich,  and  next  to 

meet  at  Paris,  owes  its  inception  to  Vasiliev,  who  pushed  the  idea  into  promi- 
nence in  every  country.  It  was  on  his  initiative  that  I  brought  the  matter  op  in 

the  American  Mathematical  Society  and  obtained  the  signatures  of  all  the  mem- 
bers present  at  the  Brooklyn  meeting  to  an  endorsement  of  the  idea  giving 

specific  credit  to  Vasiliev  as  originator.  At  the  actual  congress  he  was  most  ac- 
tive. From  him,  Laisant,  and  G.  Cantor  emanated  the  three  important  resolu- 

tions constituting  the  three  commissions  of  the  Congress. 
The  many  works  of  Vasiliev,  being  inaccessible  because  in  Rnsaian,  will 
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be  enamerated,  but  the  depth  of  his  thinking  and  charm  of  his  style  may  be 
ged  from  his  great  Address  on  Lobach^vski,  which  it  was  my  good  fortune  to 
e  to  the  world  in  a  literal  translation,  not  a  paraphrase.  This  translation  was 
eted  by  a  tremendous  outburst  of  enthusiasm  in  the  mathematical  world. 

It  must  here  suffice  to  give  a  few  detached  sentences  from  a  mass  of  let- 

I  sent  me.  '*I  am  astonished  to  find  these  researches  of  such  deep  philosoph- 
I  import,"  writes  Professor  Daniels  of  the  University  of  Vermont.  **I  have 
d  it  with  intense  interest/'  says  Cajori.  ''This  life  and  work  of  Lobachevski 
I  be  a  grand  inspiration  to  mathematicians,"  says  Zerr,  *4  rejoice  that  you, 
the  midst  of  the  virgin  forests  of  Texas.'  are  able  to  do  this  work,"  says  Pro- 
>or  Carman.  '^It  will  arouse  a  deeper  enthusiasm  for  scientific  achievement 
I  widen  the  horison  of  every  reader.  Surely  no  mathematician  should  miss 

I  gem  from  farthest  Russia,"  says  Dr.  L.  E.  Dickson.  ''By  translating  this 
Bt  interesting  Address,  you  have  earned  for  yourself  a  title  to  the  thanks  of 

mathematical  world,"  says  Dr.  Paul  Staeckel,  since  so  well  known  in  this 
y  line.  I  sent  this  translation  in  1894  to  Professor  Friedrich  Engel  of  Leip- 
,  to  whom  I  afterward  offered  for  translation  into  German  my  translation  of 

tMkchevski's  largest  work,  "New  principles  of  Geometry  with  complete  theory 
parallels."  He  issued  the  Address  in  1895,  saying  in  his  ATarWort :  ''Ich 
>e  die  Wassiljefi^che  Rede  nach  dem  Original  uebersetzt,  obwohl  bereits  eine 
[lische  Uebersetzung  von  G,  B,  Halsied  (Austin,  Texas,  1894)  vorlag  ;  es 
ien  mir  aber  fuer  einen  Deutschen  nicht  passend,  eine  russische  Schrift  nach 
er  englishen  Uebersetzung  zu  uebertragen.  Selbstverstandlich  babe  ich 
ir  die  Halstedsche  Uebersetzung  ueberall  verglichen  und  bekenne  gern,  dass 

mir  an  manchen  Stellen  gute  Dieuste  geleistet  hat." 
A  French  translation  and  an  (incomplete)  Spanish  translation  have  since 

lesred. 

This  transcendently  beautiful  production,  linking  forever  the  name  of 
liliev  with  that  of  Jjobachevski.  wins  both  for  author  and  object,  the  love  of 
ry  reader. 

A  personal  picture  with  scene  at  Kazan  the  ancient  capital  of  the  Tartars, 

St  be  reserved  for  a  subsequent  chapter  :     '*A  Visit  to  Vasiliev." 

SW  AND  OLD  PROOFS  OF  THE  PYTHAGOREAN  THEOREM. 

nj.  r.  TAHST.  a.  M..  Moaat  Union  CoUtf e.  AlUnnee.  Ohio,  and  JAMES  A.  CALDSRHEAO.  B.  So.,  Cnrrj 
UniTtnity,  PitUbnrg,  PtnntylTania. 
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LVIII.     Fig.  29. 

ALMHb  equivalent  to  2rAC-2nAE\B  equivalent  to  ACDK. 
JiKML  is  equivalent  to  liKXC  is  equivalent  to  BCFH, 

.-.  ABKI  is  equivalent  to  AODK^BCFIL 



LIX.     Kig.  2H. 
qiK=RAB.    BOP=AFQ.     OHKP=DEAR 

.-.  ABKI 18  equivalent  to  ACDB+BCFH. 

LX.     Fig.  29. 
BHK  ie  eqnivalent  to  AFQ  +  DEAR. 
Then  BAIIC  is  equivalent  to  BRQK. 

.-.  ABKI  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+ACFH. 

LXI.     Fig.  29. 
^frS  is  equivalent  to2ABH  is  equivalent 

to  BCFH. 

STKl^ALMI  is  equivalent  to  ACDE. 

.-.  yiSX"/ is  equivalent  to  .JCOE+BCF/T. 

LXII.     Fig.  29.  Fig.  29. 
Same  as  in  LXI,  except  that 
STKI  is  equivalent  to  ABVE  is  equivalent  to  ACDE. 

LXIil.     Fig.  29. 
WBKV,  the  half  of  ABKI,  is  equivalent  to  BWH+BHK+HVK. 

Bat  BHK=BCA  is  equivalent  to  BWC+DXE  ;  and  ffrA'=/4JCB. 
.-.  iABKIia  equivalent  to  iACDE  +  iBCFIf. 
.-.  ABKIit  equivalent  to  ACDE-i-  BCFH. 

LXIV.     Fig.  30. 

MAF=NFA.    Then,  KLI=FCD. 
ILN=DEM.    BHK.=BCA. 

.-.  ABKI  is  equivalent  in  ACDB-^BCFH. 

LXV.     Fig.  3 
KHI=DEF\i 

HIL^ALF. 
ILA=DEF\i 
BHK=BCA. 
.:  ABKI  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+BCFH. 

I  equivalent  to  iACDE. 

equivalent  to  iACDE. 

LXVI.     Fig.  30.  Fig.  30. 

LNOC  is  equivalent  to  LFDC-NFDO  is  equivalent  to  ACDE. 

For  LFDC  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+2FAE,  and  '2FAE  ia  eqnivalent  to 
iFAD  is  equivalent  to  NFDO. 

Alan.  ATLC^  is  equivalent  to  BCFH. 

.-.  KNOB  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+BCFH. 
But,  /IBA:/  JB  equivalent  ia  KNOB. 

.-.  ABKI  is  equivalent  to  ACDE+BCFH. 



LXVII.    Fig.  ;io. 

ISPK  \e  equivalent  to  ilFK=iADB  is  eqnivalent  ia2ACn-^-ACDE  i 
vatent  \a  ACB+FHQ-\-A  CDS. 

SAltP  is  equivalent  to  FABQ. 

.-.  ABKI  ifi  fqnivAlent  tn  ACDE+  BCFH. 

LXVIII.     Fig.  30. 
ILR=ACD,  and  ILF^AED. 
Then  IHK^IFA .    BHK^BCA . 
.:  ABKJ  w  equivalent  to  AC0E+Bf7FJI. 

IJCIX.     Fig.  30. 

LNOC  in  equivalent  t«  ZLAC=2FEn  is  eqiiivalent  to  ACDE. 
KLCB  18  e<|uivalent  to  BCFJI. 
.:  ABKI  is  equivalent  to  KSOB  n  equivalent  to  ACDE+BCFH. 

KOK-ETTCLIDEAK  GEOHETBT :    HISTORICAL  AND 
EXPOSITOBT. 

[CnntldiiMl  fmm  Ocmtter  Nnml 

Propoeiition  XXIX.  Remioiing  Ftp.  33  of  the  prtecding  prnpotitinn  :  I 
wmy  ttraigkt  AC,  uhieh  eala  anglt  BAX,  finall;/  at  a  finite  or  terminated  dit- 
I  (mm  in  hypothftU  of  acute  angle)  wilt  meet  BX 
Mrtatn  point  P,  i/  only  AC  be  produced  ever  more 
rd  the  parte  oj  the  pointe  X. 

Proof.  And  firstly  indeed  (lest  straight  AC 

ida  space  with  AX)  it  must  meet  at  finitcT  dis- 
t  the  Blraights  LK,  HK,  DK  in  certain  points  C, 

f ;  most  meet,  I  sajr,  unless  before  (and  that 
fiDUe  disinnce,  just  as  we  maintain)  it  meets 

in  tome  point  between  the  point  B  and  one  of  the 

tsA'. Then  (from  Corollary  I.  after  XXIII.)  the  an- 
ACK,  ANK,  AMK  will  be  obtuee. 

Moreover  those  angles,  always  obtuse,  approach  Fig.  33. 
D  the  preceding  proposition)  without  any  certain  limit,  to  equality  with  a 
:  angle,  when  indeed  that  .4  C  is  supposed  to  meet  BX  only  at  an  infinite  dis- 
i.    Therefore  such  an  ordinate  KMD  can  be  reached  that  at  it  the  angle  A  UK 

» 
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exceeds  a  right  angle  by  less  than  the  angle  DAC.  But  then  angle  DAC^  or 
DAM^  together  with  angle  AMD  will  be  greater  than  a  right  angle.  Wherefore, 
the  obtuse  angle  ADM  being  added,  the  three  angles  together  of  the  triangle 
ADM  will  be  greater  than  two  right  angles,  which  is  against  the  hypothesiiof 
acute  angle. 

Therefore  every  straight  AC^  which  cuts  that  angle  BAX,  finally  at 
a  finite  or  terminated  distance  (hypothesis  of  acute  angle)  must  meet  BX  io  t 
certain  point  P.     Quod  etc. 

Corollary  I.  Hence  no  straight  AZ,  which  toward  the  parts  of  the 
points  X  makes  an  acute  angle  greater  than  BAX  can  ever  meet  BX^  either  at  a 
finite,  or  at  an  infinite  distance.  For  as  far  as  so  should  happen,  now  ̂ JT  divid- 

ing angle  BAZ,  ought  (against  the  premised  supposition)  to  meet  BX  at  a  finite 
distance,  as  this  is  demonstrated  of  the  straight  A  C  dividing  angle  BAX. 

Corollary  II.  Moreover  it  follows  that  no  determinate  acute  angle  will 
be  the  maximum  of  all  under  which  a  straight  line  produced  from  point  A  meeti 
BX  at  finite  distance.  For  if  toward  the  parts  of  the  point  X  you  assume  toy 
point  higher  than  the  point  P,  it  follows  that  the  straight  joining  point  A  with 
this  higher  point  will  make  with  AB  tL  greater  angle  than  angle  BAP.  And  so 
ever  without  any  intrinsic  end.  Wherefore  angle  BAX  (since  indeed  AX  both 
always  approaches  ti  DX,  and  meets  it  only  at  an  infinite  distance)  will  be  the 
outside  limit  of  all  acute  angles  under  which  straights  produced  from  that  point 
A  meet  the  aforesaid  BX  at  a  finite  distance. 

[To  be  Contlnaed.l 

SOPHUS  LIE'S  TRANSFORMATION  OROITPS. 

A    8RRIE8   OF   ELEMENTARY,    EXPOSITORY   ARTICLR». 

By  EDGAR  ODfiLL  LOVETT,  Prineeton  Uniwwnilj. 

II. 

The  Group  of  One  Parameter.  The  Infinitesimal  TBANSPORMATioii. 

Existence  of  an  Infinitesimal  Transformation  in  a  Group  of  One  Parametkb. 

5.  Consider  the  plane  as  a  point  manifoldness,  t.  e,  a  space  whose  space 

element  is  the  point.     The  plane  will  then  be  two-dimensional,*  t.  e  contain  oc* 

*Thls  Idea  and  its  bearing  in  the  paragraph  are  emphasised  here  not  to  Introdaoe  any  unneoMssry 
ultra  refinement  but  beoaose  of  their  use  in  geometrical  iUostrations  to  appear  in  saooeedlng  artidti. 
For  example,  the  plane  is  one,  two,  three,  or  four  dimensional  according  as,  a  circle  with  fixed  eentar. 
the  straight  line,  a  circle  of  general  position,  or  parabola,  be  taken  as  space  element,  since  tlMrs  si« 
«o<,«o«, «*,««,  of  these  elements  respectively  In  the  plane.  Similarly  if  the  straight  Uae  Is  sleisittt 
has  no  dimension,  the  point  has  one  dimension,  the  plane  two  dimensions,  and  ordinary  apace  fMr 
dimennionn. 
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elements,  or  in  other  words  the  position  of  a  point  in  the  plane  will  be  determin- 
ed by  two  parameters,  the  coordinates  of  the  point. 

A  point-transformation  of  the  plane  into  itself  is  an  operation  by  which 
every  point  in  the  plane  is  conveyed  into  the  position  of  some  point  in  the  same 
plane.  In  order  to  represent  this  operation  analytically,  let  us  take  as  the  coor- 

dinate system  of  reference  an  ordinary  rectangular  Cartesian  system,  x,  y  ;  then 
the  point  transformation  is  expressed  by  two  equations  of  the  form 

«i=^(«i2/)i     3/1=^^(2^,  y),  (1) 

where  (x,  y)  is  the  original  point  and  (x,,  y,)  the  transformed  point.  It  is  fur- 
ther assumed  that  the  transformation  is  of  such  a  nature  that  every  point  (x^,  y,) 

of  the  plane  may  be  regarded  as  having  originated  from  some  point  in  the  plane 
by  effecting  the  transformation.  This  geometrical  assumptions  finds  its  analyti- 

cal condition  in  the  demand  that  the  two  functions  (p(x,  y)  and  ̂ *(x,  y)  be  inde- 
pendent functions  and  thus  the  preceding  equations  are  soluble  theoretically  with 

regard  to  x  and  y.  For,  suppose  that  <p  and  ̂ '  were  not  independent,  and  for 
example  let 

€pz=na(x,  1/),     f-^.7na{x,  y)  ; 

then  eliminating  a(x,  y)  from  the  equations  of  the  transformation 

y ,  ̂n<T(x,  t/),     y  1  =rna(x,  y) 

we  find  that  the  points  (x,  y)  of  the  plane  are  transformed  into  the  points  (X|^y,) 
of  the  straight  line 

m 

and  hence  point  of  general  position  no  longer  is  conveyed  into  point  of  general 
position  by  the  transformation. 

If  the  equations  (1)  be  solved  with  regard  to  the  variables  x,  y,  there 
result  two  equations  of  the  form 

x=~^{x^ ,  y, ),    y^lfix^ ,  y)  (2) 

which  represent  a  transformation  that  carries  the  point  (x,,  t/,)  back  into  the 
position  (x,  y) ;  this  transformation  (2)  is  called  the  inverse  of  the  transformation 
(1).  If  the  transformation  (1)  be  followed  by  the  transformation  (2),  that  is,  if 
the  two  transformations  be  carried  out  successively,  we  have  the  two  equations 

«i=«.    yi=y- 

These  equations  are  very  particular  cases  of  equations  (1)  and  hence 
should  represent  a  transformation.  The  transformation  which  they  represent 
obviously  transforms  a  point  into  itself,  or  in  other  words,  it  leaves  all  points  at 
rest,  for  this  reason  it  is  called  the  identical  transformation. 
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0.     if  the  eqaationfl  of  a  transformation 

ir,=^(r,  1/,  a),     ?/,=^f(r,  y,  a)  (3) 

contain  an  arbitrary  constant  a,  these  equations  no  longer  represent  a  single 

transformation  but  a  family  of  oo  >  transformations,  since  the  arbitrary  param- 
eter a  may  assume  all  values  from  —  oo  to  +  oo.  Let  us  make  the  hy|x>thetis 

that  the  equations  (3)  represent  such  a  family  of  transformations  that  (^e  tueeeh 
five  application  of  any  two  tranttformations  of  the  family  is  equivalent  to  a  trantfcr* 
mation  belonging  to  the  same  family  ;  in  this  case  the  family  (3)  is  called  sl  group; 

since  the  group  contains  one  parameter  a  and  hence  oo^  transformations,  the 
group  is  called  a  one  parameter  group,  or  a  group  of  one  parameter,  or  symboli- 

cally a  &, .  Further,  since  the  parameter  varies  continuously  the  group  is  said 
to  be  a  continuous  group.  As  the  group  contains  a  finite  number  of  parameters, 
in  this  case  but  one,  namely  a,  it  is  a  finite  continuous  group.  The  sentence 
above  in  italics  expresses  the  group  property  of  the  family.  A  footnote  in  the 
preceding  article  calls  attention  to  the  fact  that  the  group  property  is  peculiar  to 
certain  classes  of  families  and  not  common  to  all  of  them. 

The  analytical  criterion  for  a  otie- parameter  group  as  just  defined  reveals 
itself  in  the  following  manner.     The  transformation 

r,         x^=<pix,  1/,  a),     y^^tix,  y,  n),  (4) 

changes  the  point  (x,  y)  into  the  point  (x,,  y^)  ;  let  T^  be  followed  by  the  trans- 
formation r,  which  corresponds  to  the  value  a^  of  the  parameter  and  changes 

the  point  (x,,  t/,)  into  the  point  (x^,  i/,),  given  by  the  equations 

The  transformation,  T,,  say,  which  will  carry  the  point  (x,  y)  directly  in- 
to the  position  (x, ,  y^)  is  found  by  eliminating  (x,,  y,)  from  the  equations  (4) 

and  (5).     The  elimination  yields 

Cx^=-.<p{qj(r,  y,  a),  V(x,  y,  a),  a,  }, 
r,=r,  T,  ]  (6) 

If  this  transformation  is  to  belong  to  the  original  family  it  must  be  capable 
of  expression  in  the  form 

Xf^ipix,  1/,  A),     yj=^'A(.r,  1/,  A), 

where  A  is  a  certain  function  of  a  and  a^  alone. 
Hence  the  criterion  sought  is  that  the  two  equations 

<p{9(<^y  Vy  «),  ̂'(^1  y,  a),  ffil^W^,  V,  Ma,  a,)}, 
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f{^(«,  y,  «),  f(*,  y,  o),  fli  }=/•{«,  y,  Ma,  a,)}, 

must  exist  identically  for  all  values  of  x,  y,  a,  and  a, . 

7.  In  the  sequel  we  shall  study  only  those  continuous  groups*  which  con- 
tain the  invtrse  transformation  of  every  transformation  of  the  group,  t.  e.  to  a 

tranformation  corresponding  to  the  parameter  a, 

r,         x^=^a:,  y,  a),     y,=^f(x,  y,  a), 

there  corresponds  a  transformation  of  the  family  whose  parameter  is  n  say, 

T,        Xi=^a?i,yi,  tt),    J/i=lf'(«i,  yi,  a), 

such  that  Tf  cancels  T,  and  gives 

«i=^»   yt  ̂ yi 

the  identical  transformation. 

Accordingly,  if  the  transformations  of  a  group  are  inverse  in  pairs  the 

^roup  contains  the  identical  transformation.  Let  a^  be  the  value  of  the  param- 
eter which  gives  the  identical  transformation,  then 

^(«,  y.  «o)^t    ti^j  y»  ao)^y- 

A  transformation  of  the  family  whose  parameter  is  a^-hSa^  where  *<^a  is 
an  indefinitely  small  quantity  will  move  the  point  (x,  y)  through  only  an  infinit- 

esimal distance,  such  a  transformation  is  called  an  infinitesimal  transformation^ 
where  by  an  infinitesimal  transformation  of  the  group  is  meant  a  transformation 
whose  parameter  differs  by  an  infinitesimal  from  that  value  of  the  parameter 
which  gives  the  identical  transformation. 

8.  There  is  a  most  intimate  connection  between  the  notions  infinitesimal 
transformation  and  one  parameter  group.  It  is  proposed  to  derive  now  three  fun- 

damental theorems  of  Lie  which  establish  this  relationship.  The  first  proves 
that  every  one  parameter  group  contains  an  infinitesimcU  transformation^  the  second 
that  every  infinitesimal  transformation  generates  a  one  parameter  group,  and  the 
third  that  a  one  parameter  group  contains  hut  one  infinitesimal  transformation. 

The  three  theorems  show  that  an  infinitesimal  transformation  may  be 
taken  as  the  representative  of  a  one  parameter  group. 

That  a  group  of  one  parameter  contains  an  infinitesimal  transformation 
may  be  seen  geometrically  in  the  following  manner  : 

Let  a  transformation  of  the  group  which  corresponds  to  the  parameter  a 
and  which  is  designated  for  convenience  by  (a)  carry  the  point  p  (r,  y)  to  the 

position  J),,  (x,,  y^).  By  assumption  the  inverse  of  (a)  is  contained  in  the 
group.     Let  the  parameter  of  this  inverse  transformation  be  T;  r  is  a  certain 

*Tbe  reader  most  be  reminded  that  this  llmltatioB  is  really  not  a  restriotfon.  Lin  has  proTed  in 
Tolame  in  of  the  Theory  of  Transfonnatlon  Oroaps,  Theorem  S6,  that  the  deflninir  equations  of  any  oon- 
tlBiioas  irroop  can  be  derlred  from  those  of  a  irraap  whose  transformations  are  inrerse  in  pairs. 
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fDQOtion  of  a.    The  trutsformation  (.')  chuign  all  pointa  p,  into  the  potnte  p 
ag&in  respectively.     A  truisformatian  whoee  peremeter  differs  iDfiniteatmtUj 
from  r,  Mjr+da,  will  carry  the  point p,  not  back  top,  bat  to  a  posittoDitu 

infiniteBimal  diataoce  from  p.  My  ;<'.      The 
•acceuJTe  performance  of  (or)  and  (T+Sa) 

will  carry  p  to  p,  and  then  to  p';  bat  (cr)  and 
(a -f  tfa)  belong  to  the  group,  hence  the  third 
traneformation  to  which  they  are  equivalent 

belong!  to  (be  group  ;  that  is,  the  tran8forma< 

tion  which  carries  p  to  p',  a  point  ioGniteeimally  near,  belongs  to  the  gronp,  or 
in  other  words  the  group  contains  an  infinitesimal  tnuisformation. 

This  geometric  process  may  now  be  clothed  in  analytic  garb.     The  £nt 
transformation  (a)  is  given  by  the  equations 

x,^<fKx,  y,  a),     y^--=Hx,  y,  «)  ;  (7) 

the  second  transformation  (T  +  ia)  by 

x'=<fKx,,  v,.r  +  i*),    y'rr=f(x,,y,,T+aa).  (8) 

The  elimination  ofx,,y,  from  these  equations  gives  the  transformation 

which  carries  p  to  p',  namely 

x'=^{9>ix,  y,  a),  ̂ (x,  y,  a),  «+*«},  ;/'=if-{fl>C«,  y,  a),  f(r,  y,  «),  r+in|.  (9) 

Developing*  these  valnee  in  powers  of  dor  we  have 

x'^<p[q>{x,  y,  a),  i-{x,  y,  a),  -  }  -f    ̂ ^^'  ""     g/'  ""  '       ̂   -+   

■     ̂ ,     r  .     .,  .    -1        H{V(.X,v,'X),i:(x,y,n'),r]     8a 

y-=-.f{^{x,y,a),t{x,y,a).,)+     ^^-^^'J"     ff~'^'-  '-'  -'   —   "•"■■ 

Now  since  the  transformetioiis  (.a)  and  (T)  are  inverse 

Vivix,  y,  «■),  fix,  y,  a),  r}sx.     f{^x,  y,  a),  fix,  y,  a),  r}sy ; 

hence  the  equations  of  the  transformation  which  changes  p  into  p'  are 

^_    .    ̂V{'p(.x,  y.  a).  Hx,  y.  a)r}      8a '^-^+-  az  1  "^   (11) 

„.   ,   ̂tiVix.  y,  "),  t(T,  y,  a),  .  )     8a 
y..y+     -  ■    St    '  "       1     +■■■■  ' 

and  in  this  form  they  represent  an  infinitesimal  transformation  since  the  valnet 

U  tonoUou  here  ooaddand  ■!«  racnlttr  uatTtla  BmImi 

(10) 
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oivf  and  y*  differ  from  x  and  y  respectively  by  infinitely  small  quantities.  It  is 
easy  to  see  that  the  coefficients  of  ha  do  not  vanish,  for  if  we  put  for  ̂ x,  y^  a) 
and  ̂ ar,  y,  a)  their  equals  x,  and  y^  respectively,  these  coefficients  equated  to 
aeioare 

But  these  last  identities  assert  that  9  and  ̂   are  free  from  r,  that  is,  in 
general  the  equations  of  the  group  contain  no  parameter  which  is  contrary  to 
hypothesis. 

The  quantity  ris  a  function  of  a,  since  to  a  transformation  (T)  there 
corresponds,  by  hypothesis,  a  completely  determinate  inverse  transformation  (T). 
The  equations  (1)  of  the  infinitesimal  transformation  may  be  written  in  the  form 

x'r-rrx-|-*(ar,  y,  flr)rfaf+   ,     i/'=t/  +  >7(x,  ?/,  a)da-h   * 

LiK  thus  arrives  at  the  following  theorem  : 

I.  Every  one  para^neter  group  whose  trann/ormatums  are  inverse  in  pairs 

contains  at  least  one  infinitesimal  transformation. 

Princeton  CmrfrMity,  3i  October,  1897. 

[To  be  ContlnoMl.l 

ARITHMETIC. 

CoBdnettd  by  B.  F.  FIIKXL,  Sprinfflel4.  Mo.   All  ooDtrlbvtioBi  to  this  dtpaitinoDt  thonld  bo  lODt  to  hbi. 

SOLITTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

as.   Pnpoiod  by  tho  UU  UV.  0.  W.  BATES.  A.  M..  Putor  of  M.  B.  Chvroh,  Drosdon  Oity.  Ohio. 

A  hnft  three  notes;  the  first  and  second,  $1000  each,  and  the  third  $457;  all  dated 
April  1,  18S4.  The  first  is  due  April  1, 1888,  second,  April  1, 1889,  and  the  third,  April  1, 
lft90,  and  each  bearing  interest  at  6^.  What  mast  B  pay  for  the  three  notes  September 
21, 1886,  that  the  investment  will  bring  him  8%  compound  interest  ? 

Solatioii  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERE,  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  Protidont  of  RaitoU  CoUof  0.  Lobaaoa.  Mo. 

(I).     Regarding  the  notes  as  bearing  simple  interest.     We  get 
tlOOOx  1.24=tl240,  amount  of  first  note. 
tlOOOx  1.30=tlS00,  amount  of  second  note. 
$457  X  1.36=1621.52,  amount  of  third  note. 

«TlMoe  eqiimtloiio  contain  a  constant «  which  can  be  arbitrarily  chosen,  hence  we  can  find  an  inflnlt- 
ealmal  traaaformaUon  of  the  gronp  In  many  different  ways.  Bat  the  seqnel  will  show  that  all  these,  ex- 
eepilair  a  constant  factor,  are  identical  In  their  terms  of  the  first  order  of  inflnlteslmaU. 
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From  September  21,  1886,  to  April  1,  1888,  is  IJt  years. 
From  September  21,  1886,  to  April  1,  1889,  is  2II  years. 
From  September  21,  1886,  to  April  1,  1890,  is  sH  years. 
Let  r=amouDt  paid  for  first  note  ;  y,  for  second  ;  z,  for  third. 

.-.  x(1.08)Ul=1240,  or  log.r=logl240-liJlogl.08. 

.-.  .r=$1102.448. 

?/(1.08)«4l=13(X),  or  log?/=logl300-2lJlogl.08. 
.-.  2/=$1070.176. 
Iog2=log621.62-3ijlogl.08. 
.-.  £=$473,743. 
x+7/+2=$2646.367=whole  amount  to  be  paid  for  the  notes. 
(II).     If  the  notes  bear  compound  interest  we  get, 

$1000x(1.06)*=$1262.477,  amount  of  first  note. 
$1000x(1.06)«=$1338.226,  amount  of  Pecond  note. 
$457  x(  1.06) •-=$648. 263,  amount  of  third  note. 

.-.  Iog.r=logl262.477-li{logl.08. 

.-.  .r=$1122.43. 
Iog.v=logl338.226-2ijlogl.08. 
.-.  iy=ll01.G46. 
Iogz=log648.263-3ijlogl,08. 
.-.  z=$494.127. 
a:  +  i/4-z=$2718.20=whole  amount  paid  for  the  three  notes. 

GEOMETRY. 

Condaeted  by  B.  F.  FIVKEL,  Springfield.  Mo.   All  eontribntions  to  this  dopartmont  should  bt  soat  to  Ma. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

78.   Proposed  by  J.  A.  MOORE.  Ph.  D.,  Professor  oi  Mathematies,  Millsaps  Collefo.  Jaeksoa.  Miss. 

Required  the  number  of  normnl8  that  can  be  drawn  from  any  point  (/i,  /*)to  the  pa^ 

nt)o1n  //2  ='2pj\ 

I.    Solation  by  the  PROPOSER. 

The  equation  of  the  normal  to  the  parabola  in  terms  of  it«  slope,  (1),  i* 

//=-«.!•- l(«P)(2-f»«)   (1). 

Subptituting  a,  h  for  r,  //  in  (1).  and  putting  the  equation  in  a  new  form, 
we  have, 

M^-\-ip{p-^a)S'h(2h/p)r-A)   (2). 



Denoting  Sturm's  fiinctionB  by  F,  F,,  F^,  etc.,  we  have  the  following: 

F=»*  +  (2/p)(p-a)M+i2b/p}. 

F,=3»'+(Vp)(.p~a). 

F,=— 2(p-a)it— 86. 

F,^-~b*-iS/2-p)ip~ay. 
Consider  five  cues. 

(1).     Suppose  p—a<.0,  and  (8/27p)(p— a)*  namerically  greater  than  h*. 
Sturm's  Theorem  gives 

Hence  the  roots  are  real  and  unequal. 

(2),     Suppose  p—a<0,  and  {8/27p)(p~a)'  numerically  less  than  6*. 
Then 

Hence,  there  in  one  reel  root. 

(8).     Suppose  p— B>0.     Then 

F  F,  F.  /■', ■     ■+   3C.        +  +  —  — 
---*,-  +  +  - 

llen<w,  one  real  rout. 

(4).     Suppose  -ft'-(H  27j.)(p-'0"     l»- 
Then  there  are  equni  roots,  as  In  this  case  F  and  F,  have  a  common  divi- 

and  all  the  roots  are  real. 

(6).     Suppose  -fc»-(8'27ji)(p-a)«=0,andp=:n. 
Then  b-—0.  and  all  the  roots  are  equal,  each  being  0. 
Hence  if  MON  is  the  given  parabola  and  BAC  its  evolute,  that  Is,  the 

i  cubical  parabola  whose  equntion  is 

27p 

■(1-p)". 

Then,  (1),  if  the  point  (n,  b)  is  within  (to  the 
I)  of  the  evolute,  three  normals  ran  be  drawn  to 

parabola;  (2),  if  the  point  (n.  h)  is  on  the  evolute, 
not  at  A,  two  normals  can  be  drawn  ;  (3),  if  the 

t  (a,  b)  it  A,  or  is  without  (to  the  left)  of  the  evo- 
one  normal  can  he  drawn  to  the  parabola. 



If  tn  be  the  tangent  of  the  angle  which  the  normal  makea  with  t 
of  X,  the  normal  is  given  by 

tl^mj-—pm—(ip)m*   

This  panning  thmiigh  (a,  b)  gives 

b=^ata-pm—<Hp)m*       

a  cubic  in  m,  showing  that  the  required  number  is  three. 
Alio  anlTMl  bj  O.  B.  M.  tMMM  ud  /.  jr.  LA  WBEKCE. 

79.   hopoMd  bj  JOHI  lUdn.  froftiur  of  IbtkfmKtiu.  nal*arait)>  ol  lortk  Dakota,  OiItmi 

To  construct  •  quadrilateral  of  given  area,  the  diagonali,  one  of  which  is  gii 
ting  each  other  In  given  ratios  and  at  a  given  angle. 

Let  AC  be  a  rectangle  equivalent  to  the  |;iven  area  and  havlDg  a  i 
equal  to  one-half  of  the  given  diagonal.  Produce  ̂ £  to  £,  so  that  BB= 
A  construct  Z  EAF  equal  to  the  anmle  to  be  made  by  the  diagonala,  and 
meet  DC  produced  in  F.  Divide  AF  in 
0  in  the  ratio  of  division  of  one  diagon- 

al, and  AE  in  H,  in  the  ratio  of  tlie  giv- 
en diagonal.  On  an  indefinite  line 

drawn  through  G  parallel  to  AB  lay  off 
GK,  CL.  equal  to  AH,  HE,  respectively, 

andFJr,  FL,  AK,  AL;  A  KFL  is  the  n- 
quired  quadrilateral. 

J^nEF.  £^FAE=z>AC.  It  is 

also  equivalent  to  AKFL  ;  for  each  la  equivalent  to  une-half  the  paralli 
formed  by  drawing  parallels  through  the  extremilies  i>f  the  diagonals  Al 

Hence  AKFL ^'Z-  AC  ;  it  has  also  a  diagonal  KL--AE  --2AR ;  its  diagon 
are  divided  in  the  given  ration,  and  make  nn  nnglc  FGL-Z.EAF  th 
angle.     Hmicp,  etc. 

Let  ABbu  the  given  diagonal,  COB  the  given  angle,  A  the  givei 
m  :  n  the  given  ratio  for  the  known  diagonal,  p  :  i]  the  given  ratio  for  t 
known  diagonal. 

•From  the  well  known  Uiearem:     Any  quidriniile  [■  rqulTiLent  Ui  onB-taolf  t)ie  ptralleiucr 
•d  br  dnwlUK  llDM  thrangh  lu  vertloe*  parallel  In  lit  dlapinala;  follow  Uia  mrollarlM — 

m.    Two  qaadrangle*  are  eqalfilent  1[  tfaeir  diagonali  a»  respeotlTslr  eqaa]  ao<l  IntMH 
*am«  anicle.     (TriaDKle  aapeciil  caae.) 

b.    An.T  noailranale  laMinlvalenttutbpreotanitlenr  !!■  (Ilairnnala  ma1tlii1lr<1  by  hall  the  all 



Let  X— unknown  dii^nal,  ff—lCOB,  A=altitnde  of  trinngle  above  Ali, 
=,1he  altitnde  nf  the  triangle  below  AB,  n=given  diAgonnl. 

r=2A/(iein/S   (l). 

Divide  Alt  at  0  in  ratio  m  :  n  and  draw  the  indefinite  line  Kf,  making  an 
;le  ft  with  AB. 

I,et  CO^p,  DO=tf,  OK=y,  OL=z. 

.-.  i(=rMP+'?)=2;JA/{n(p  +  v)Bin/i}, 

i-^/(pf'/)=2ga/(n(p+7)8in/(}. 

Draw  Off,  OH  perpendicular  to  AB  and 
k,  A, ;  draw  (IK,  IH  parallel  to  ̂ fi,  cutting 

.  in  A' and  fj.     .'.  AKBI.  ia  the  cjundrilateral. 

m.   SotatlM  br  a.  H.  bill.  HUlibon.  Ul..  ud  p.  K.  BDHBT.  Ph.  B..  Hn  Hmio.  Gam. 

Let  a,  and  A,  equal  the  segments  of  the  given  diagonals. 
J^et  x  +  y,  and  t~y,  equal  the  segments  of  the  other  dingonnlR. 

I^et  r— the  given  ratio  of  the  later  diagonal,  and  V  the  angle.     Then 

h^
^ 
 
 

- 
#+6«iin

«^-=e  
the  given  area  

 

(2). 

^2>-'"
*^'>'=

(^TW«^
r-!^ 

 
 

f^>- 

tir-l)    ^   2rr  ,_   2e   

'(n  +  fcX'"+")"n'''     '  (o+(0{r+l)sinW'     ■*     ̂"■(o  +  (.)(r  +  l)8in«' 
Now  having  all  the  segments  of  the  two  diagonals  with  the  given  angle  be- 

!«n  them,  the  omstniction  of  the  required  quadrilateral  is  very  simple. 

MECHANICS. 

CsadaMad  br  B.  P.  FIBKEL.  Sprintfltld.  Mg.   All  loatrlbBtioiu  to  ttali  dtputaut  thoBld  ba  ■• 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

sa.   FTapaMdbrS.KLHU8LOCUIf,DilomCollHi.B«baBMUdT.Mi»Tork. 

A  cbain  16  teet  long  ta  hung  over  a  smooth  pin  with  one  end  'J  feet  higher  than  the 
er  end  and  then  let  go.    Show  that  the  elinin  will  run  off  tlif  jijn  in  nltout  7-fi  necond. 
Hfilirt  Jtrfliniiir',  rMge  OS] 
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Z.   SolvtioB  by  WniJAM  H(K)VBS,  A.  IL.  Ph.  D..  Proftmr  of  lUtkinUiM  ftBd  Aiti«B0^ 
lily,  Athm,  Ohio. 

Let  16  feet=2a,  9  feet=&,  and  x=the  length  of  the  longer  part  of  chain 
at  any  time  t  from  the  beginning  of  motion.  Then,  if  m  be  the  mass  of  a  unit 
of  length  of  the  chain,  ̂ ^32,  the  equation  of  motion  is 

-i-(2"*-SH«'i/(x-«)   (1). 

Multiplying  both  members  by  — -j- — —  and  integrating, dt 

When  x=6,  ̂^^^^^  =0,  and  C=-<7(6-a)«; 

.-.(2)  is  ̂^""^^1=^^  (a:-a)«-(6-a)«   (3). 

or    dt=\   Trrr-r^   -^    (4). 
\    .</    I     (3:-.a)«-(6-a)« 

Integrating,  «=^J  -^  log(x-a(  +|/  (x-a)«-(6-a)«  )  +  C'      (5). 

When  x=6,  t— 0  ;     .*.   C'—\-     log(6— a),  and  (f))  then  becomeJ* 

,^jv,^j,-i±j,£<gIHEiiL}   
Jntrodncing  numbers,  f   -1.88  sec^ndn. 

II.   Solntion  by  ALFRED  HUME,  0.  E,  D.  Se..  Professor  of  MAtheouttics.  UuTorsity  off  Mit&itsippi.  JJt&nih 
iity.  Miss.,  and  HEHRT  HEATOH.  M.  So..  AtUmtio.  Iowa. 

Let  8  denote  the  distance  through  which  the  lower  end  of  the  string  de- 
scends in  t  seconds. 

Then,  since  the  acceleration  equals  the  moving  force  divided  by  the  mass 
moved, 

dU       2-1-^ 

dr-   '       IB  '^' 

(da
  \' 

-if)
  
— 1.'/(

«'+2/
>),  

 

no   cons
tant

   

bein
g  

adde
d  

sinc
e   

when
 

(6). 

L 
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=0,    —.'-.=0.     From  the  last  equation —   =  '^    .     dt  which,  by  integra- 

ion,  gives  log/<+ 1  +  1   2^+0^)  — •     *    t,   the  constant  again  being  ssero,  since 

I'hen  t—0,  s—0,  and  logl— 0. 
Taking  this  between  the  limits  7  and  0,  t— |,  approximately. 

Alflo  Holved  b.T  a.  B,  M.  ZBXX,  C.  W.  M.  BLACK,  J.  8CHBFFBB,  and  the  PB0P08BB. 

63.   Proposed  by  J.  C.  HAOLE,  M.  A..  C.  E.,  Proffotaor  of  CiTil  Engioooriof ,  Agrienltiiral  and  Moehaaieal 
SoUtffa  of  Ttias. 

Find  the  locns  of  the  center  of  gravity  of  an  arc  of  constant  length  for  a  paraholfi. 

Solation  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR.  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  PrMident  of  RoMtll  Collar.  Ubaaon,  Va. 

Let  ti,  V  be  the  coordinates  of  the  center  of  gravity,  j/*— 4a.r,  be  the  equa- 
ion  to  the  parabola  for  any  point  on  the  curve. 

.'.  «n  =  I     Tai?-=Krt  +  2T)  |/  ax+x*   tt—  log  (   '   ) 

— Ka  +  2ir)|/    «x  +  ;k«  —    v-log^-^   --^   ) 

a*  /|   ar+i   a  +  arX         a    ; — p- 

4     ̂""^  V-— fi   h    4  "^'""  ̂    ̂""^^    ̂ • 

.*.  «w— }|  'a:(a  +  T)3  —kan     (1). 

HV^Cyds-i^   ̂ (a  +  r)?-4^«     (2). 

a  and  x  are  both  variable  in  (1)  and  (2).     It  does  not  appear  easy  to  elim- 
nate  a  and  x  and  thus  obtain  an  equation  in  n,  v. 

OIOPHANTINE  ANALYSIS. 

Condaeted  by  J.  M.  COLAW,  Montorty,  Va.   All  eontribntiona  to  this  dtpartmoat  should  bo  sent  to  him. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

AS.   Proposod  by  A.  H.  BELL,  Hillsboro,  Illinois. 

Given  r'  — 114lj/*=^3  to  find  the  least  values  of  a:  and  y  in  integers.' 
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I.   8ol«tioB  bj  the  PE0P08XR. 

It  can  be  demoniEitrated  Ihat  Z>,  in  x^^Ay^^D,  can  be  any  denominator 
of  tbe  complete  quotients  from  the  \/A,  and  that  x  and  y  are  the  nnmeraftor  and 
denominator  of  tbe  convergent  preceding  the  term  in  which  D  ia  taken.  Now 
the  complete  quotients  for  the  |/114i  are 

0-1- yim      loi+y^nn        n-k-yiui        8t-h|.  nn 
1         '                 4          '                 6          '  ^  ;  eic. 

No.  term   1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12,  etc.,  reveniing. 

/.  i/114t=i,  J«L  :  5,  3,  2,  1,  2,  1,  6,  2,  1,     1,  10,  10,  etc.,  reversing. 

Complete  denom'r8=l  :  4,  6,  7,  12,  6,  14,  3,  8,  9,  12,    2,  2,  etc.,  reversing. 

Hence  x  and  y  are  found  in  the  6th  convergent  and  also  the  15th  converg- 
ent, and  X  and  y=2096  and  196,  and  also  from  the  15tb  term  x=:42,  807,  834, 

and  y=3,  958,  154.     [Also  see  problem  38.] 

U.   Solution  by  JOSIAH  H.  DRUMMOID.  LL.  D..  PortUsd  MaiM. 

I  have  not  solved  this  problem  as  stated,  but  as  I  have  solved  it  in  this 

form  x^  — 114)y'db3=D  . . . . .  .(1),  and  as  that  is  a  pretty  question,  I  send  m? 
solution. 

Multiplying  by  4,  it  becomes  4.T'—457y 'db  12=  D=say  (2y— ih*=4i' 
— 4fnar+m'),  from  which  we  find 

_457;i/«  -Hyii«dbl2 
4ni 

(m=bl2)/4m  evidently  becomes  integral  when  m=6  ;  and  we  have 

457y«  .  „         457v«  .  , 
r^^+2,  or-^  +  1. 

457i/*/24  becomes  integral  wheni/=12>»,  andx=2742n  +  2,  or  =r^2743ii+l, 
according  as  the  -(-or  —  sign  before  3  is  taken. 

If  n=l,  y'—l2,  and  x=2744  or  2743  ;  in  the  former,  3  is  negative,  and  in 
the  latter,  positive,  in  order  to  make  the  expression  a  square. 

64.    Propoied  bj  JOSIAH  H.  DRUMMOID,  LL.  D..  PorUuid,  Maiao. 

In  the  expression  2ar*— 2aj+/)^,  find  two  series  of  values  for  r  in  integral 
terms  of  a  and  h, 

I.    SolaUon  by  the  PROPOSER. 

2j:'— 2nx  +  6*  is  evidently  a  square  when  x=a.  Take  T=y-|-a,  and  sub- 
stituting, we  have  2y'-f  2aj/+fc*  =  D=(say)(my— 6)*. 

Reducing,  i/=2(a4-^m)/(«i«— 2).  Taking  m=2/l,  10/7,  58/41,  etc.,  we 
have  one  integral  series  of  the  value  of  y,  viz  :  a+26,  49a  f  106,  etc.  Taking 
m=8/2,  17/12,  99/70,  etc.,  we  have  another  integral  series  of  the  value  of  y,  vii: 



2s:5 8a  + 126,  288a -f- 4085,  etc.  By  adding  a  to  each  term  of  each  series  we  have  two 
aeriea  of  the  yalue  of  x.  These  series  hold  good  when  either  a  or  &  is  zero  ;  but 
if  both  are  xero,  x^O. 

it  will  be  noticed  that  this  solution  applies  the  terms  of  the  question  to 

the  expression  2j*+2a7+5=D,  the  value  of  :r  in  the  latter  being  a  lesR  than  in 
the  former. 

n.    Sohttkm  by  0.  B.  M.  ZBEB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  PmidMit  and  Professor  of  MathoauiUes  in  Rossoll  CoUoffo. 
7ft. 

2a:«-2aa^+fc*=^0.     .-.  .r^K<»=fcv  a«-26«). 
Let  a=/)«-f  27«,  b^2pq.  Then  j=p«  or  27-. 
.*.     p  7  a  b  r, 
2  1  6  4  4  or  2, 
:5  2  \7  12  9  or  S, 
4  «  U  24  ie>  or  IS, 
1  2  »  4  1  or  S. 

etc.        etc.        eio,  et<*.        etc. 

AVERAGE  AND  PROBABILITY. 

Coadaetod  by  B.  F.  PUXBL,  Spriaffflold,  Mo.   AU  ooatribvtioBS  to  this  dtpArUstat  should  bt  soot  to  hia. 

SOLVTIOKS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

64.  •ProposodbyHBraTHEATOI.M.Se..AtUatie.Iow«. 
A  man  is  at  the  center  of  a  circle  whose  diameter  is  equal  to  three  of  his  steps.  If 

each  step  is  taken  in  a  perfectly  random  direction,  what  is  the  probability,  (1),  that  he  will 
Ktep  outside  the  circle  at  the  aecond  step,  and,  (2),  that  he  will  step  outside  at  the  third 
<eep  ? 

L    Solation  by  tho  PBOPOSBR. 

Let  0  be  the  center  of  the  circle,  .4,  the  end  of  the  Hrst  step,  snd  //,  the 
dnd  of  the  second,  and  f,  the  end  of  the  third. 

Ut  lOABr-Ji^  lOBC^^,  OH^x;  and  OC^y, 
Then  if  the  length  of  the  step  be  taken  as  the  unit  of  measure,  j':=28in}^, 

and  i/=(x«  + 1-2x008^)4  =(4sin«J6+l— 4sinJ^s^)*  . 

[f  7=},  B  falls  upon  the  circumference  of  the  circle,  and  ̂ :=28ia~~^}.  If  ̂  
be  >2sin^4,  and  <9r,  the  second  step  falls  outside  the  circle.  The  probability 
of  this  is  P,=r(»^-2sin-4)/?r. 

If  ̂  be  <2sin~4,*snd  y=|,  C  falls  upon  the  circumference  of  the  circle, 
and  4sin«i6^+l-4sint#cos^=l  or  ̂ ,=cos-H8int#-6/16sinJ^).  Hence  if  ̂   be 
>^,  the  third  step  falls  outside  the  circle.  The  chance  that  ̂   will  be  >^,  and 

<»'  is  (^— ^i)'r.  The  chance  that  ̂   has  any  particular  value  is  d&/7r.  Hence 
the  probability  that  the  third  step  falls  outside  the  circle  is 

M 



,  Vf"" 

(B— ^,)<i«. 

This  is  not  integrable  in  general  terms  but  it8  value  may  be  readily  ap- 
proximated by  methods  of  mechanical  quadrature. 

Let  AO=^a,  then  CO^§n. 
(1).     Let  his  first  alep  place  him  at  the  point  A,  then  in  order  that  he 

may  step  outeideon  the  second  step  he  must  step 
somewhere  on  the  arc  CPB. 

LetAl-J^l,  EC^n,^DAC=/3,  P=chance 

in  (1),  p— chance  in  (2). 
Nowu>=a«-(*=Jo«— (o+e)»,  .-.  e=la. 
.-.  COSyfl^^l. 

.-.  /'=tf/ff=co8-4/«=.460106. 
(2).  Let  chord  OM=ia,  then  in  order 

that  he  may  step  out  the  third  step  he  must  step 
somewhere  on  the  arc  Cif  or  its  equal  on  the  op- 

posite side 
^CAMr^6—!i~(f)+0AIU) 

'i^-T') 
M 

7',— chance  he  steps  on  thiB  arC"rf/ir~-,.S7'>034. 
If  his  second  step  places  him  on  arc  CWthen  his  third  utep  muBt  place 

m  on  the  arc  GKH.     The  Z  ICFH  may  vary  from  0  to  co8-'(— 1). 

.-.  p, ^chance  that  he  steps  on  arc  GKII=^'"^^~'^~*^  . 

Now  p-P,  x;j,  -rf/Tx^" -lj~*^--,n5253. 
H»lve<l  with  >  ilinerfD(  mult  h.r  CM  AS.  C.  CBOSS. 

Sa.   PrDpaMdbja.B.II.ZEKK,A,  H.,Fb.O„  Pr«ild<at>iidPr«lM*arolHMhe^ti«*iD  ttntU  CtOv- 

It  lin*  iiet-n  cleiir  for  IS  cnniieciitive  dnys,  wlint  in  lli?  clinnre  of  tlip  Jeili  dnj  bfing 

SolotlsD  b J  tk<  PKOPOSIE. 

Let  p~ehance,  |),  —chance  that  Ifith  day  is  clear. 

f  flit
' 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 

CradatUd  bj  J.  M.  OOLAW,  Moatert y,  Ya.   All  eontiibatioiis  to  tkii  dtpaitmMt  tbonld  bt  mt  to  hiai. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

49.   PftpoMdbjJ.  80HByFEE,A.  M.,  HafontowB.Md. 

Give  a  general  proof  that  the  centre  of  gravity,  or  centroid,  determines  that  point 
om  which  the  aum  of  the  distances  to  all  other  points  of  a  given  area  is  the  minimum. 

This  problem  is  almost  the  same  as  No.  30,  Miscellaneous,  solutions  of 
Mdi  were  published  on  pages  334-&of  Vol.  II,  and  on  pages  86-88  of  Vol.  III. 
lo  ftaiiher  solutions  have  been  received.  If  any  of  our  contributors  will  attempt 
tbar  lolntiens,  they  will  be  given  in  a  future  number.     Editor. 

iO.  Vt9pm9i  by  JOHI OBUT  KLLWOOD,  A.  M,.  PriaeipAl  of  the  Colfaz  SohooU  Pltttbarf.  Pa. 

Describe  and  compute  the  actual  path  traversed  by  the  moon  in  July  and  August, 
M»  taking  into  account  the  motion  of  the  earth  around  the  sun. 

No  solution  of  this  problem  has  been  received.  Dr.  S.  Hart  Wright  re- 

Mvks  that  '*a  solution  is  not  possible,  as  the  actual  path  of  the  moon  in  space  is 
N)iiired,  while  the  moon  and  the  earth  describe,  in  their  orbits,  neither  circles 
or  ellipses,  but  curved  lines  that  are  undulataryy  being  affected  by  perturbations 
ne  to  other  planets.  If  the  orbits  of  the  earth  and  moon  were  circles  or  ellips- 

},  the  moon's  path  would  be  an  epicycloidal  curve,  always  concave  towards  the 
m.*'  With  the  aid  of  a  Nautical  Almanac  or  data  of  the  moon's  path  during 
18  time  asked,  it  would  seem  that  a  practically  correct  solution  of  the  problem 
mid  be  effected.  We  shall  be  pleased  to  publish  anything  further  from  con- 
ibutors  on  this  problem.     Editor. 

fil.   PropoMd  by  F.  M.  SHIELDS,  Ooo^ood,  Milt. 

A  stock  dealer  traveled  from  his  home  U,  due  north  across  a  lake  L  40  miles  wide  to 
city,  and  bought  156  horses  and  177  mules  for  $28681 ;  he  then  traveled  farther  due  north 
>  A ,  and  bought  at  same  price  468  horses  and  286  mules  for  $52246 ;  he  then  traveled  from 
due  west  180  miles  to  B,  and  bought  120  cows ;  he  then  traveled  due  north  to  C, 

nd  bought  250  sheep;  he  then  traveled  from  C  due  east  880  miles  to  D,  and  bought  800 
iMit8,'paying  1-4  as  much  for  cows  as  horses,  and  1-9  as  much  for  sheep  as  mules,  and  1-2 
I  much  for  goats  as  sheep ;  at  D  he  turned  and  traveled  in  a  straight  line  to  the  city,  a 
istance  equal  to  the  sum  of  the  entire  distance  he  traveled  due  north  from  his  home  H; 
B  sold  all  his  stock  at  a  profit  of  20%,  How  far  did  he  travel  from  his  home  H  the  entire 
ip  around  and  back  to  the  city  ?  What  was  the  cost  of  each  head  of  stock,  and  what  was 
le  entire  gain  ? 

I.  SolntioB  by  P.  S.  BEEO,  A.  M.,  Prioeipal  of  SobooU,  Ltrimoro,  I.  D.;  CHARLES  C.  CROSS,  Laytoasfillt. 
d.:  H.  C.  WILU8,  SkoU  Run.  W.  Vs.;  J.  8CHEFFER,  A.  M.,  Hsfftrttowa,  Md.;  and  0.  B.  M.  ZERR,  A  M..  Ph. 
.,  Tbo  Raiioll  CoUoff,  Lobaaon.  Va. 

Let  x=price  of  each  horse,  i/=price  of  each  mule. 
Then  166x+177i/-^23e)31 ;  and  468T-h2a6i/=52246. 



.-.  I  -iw).  V-  na. 

i  or  |80==«80,  price  of  each  cow  ;  i  of  «63=t7, 
price  of  each  sheep  ;  ̂of<7=t!l.fiO,  price  of  each  goat. 
120x20=2400  ;  250x7=1750  ;  800x8.50=1060. 

12400 -f-<176O+tl06O+  «23681  +952245 
-181076,   entire  coat.     20%  of  tS1076*  916216.20, 
entire  gsin. 

Let.4H-w,  RC-'V. 

.-.  (40  +  «+t>)'-C.'  +  r)«  +  (200)». 

.'.  ti-4-e-480  miles. 

.-.  4S0  + 40+ 480  +  40  +  3:1(1  + i:«)-lWnmileH. 

0.   Muni)-  kr  M.  A.  OKHBKE.  A..  M..  Wu  DcputM-t.  WMklatua.  D.  C. 

Draw  a  i^iagram  of  the  traveling,  and  produce  line  HA  \o  Em  line  CD. 
Represeiit  the  city  bv  0.  Then  OKD  be  a  right  triangle  in  which  Ai>T*8S0-l30 
-200  milcB. 

Put  n^dJPtnnce  from  home  to  pity.     Let  t^OE  ■  then  O/)— t  +  h. 
Whence  (r  +  o)»  =  r*+200*. 

2lH)^--n5  200*  _ 
•■■'■"     "  2„      '■  ~    2.(       *"■ 

Now,  in  order  that  x  may  be  {KiBitive,  in<200V2'i ;  whence  n<20(l. 
But  ae  the  lake  is  40  miles  wide,  a  can  not,  be  less  than  40.     Thprefore  fur 

positive  vahieB  of  a:,  a  mny  have  any  valne  from  40  to  200. 

2(X)i   flt  2(X)'  +  rt* 
The diMance  due  north*- — a-   -+«•-— -ij   ;  and  the  entire ili«- 

2« 
 " 

tnnce  traveled-   ̂ ""'+''*   +4(iO. 

When  n  — 40,  or  if  H  and  0  are  sitnated  on  the  lake,  tlie  entire  diniiiiiM 
traveled- 1500  miles. 

When  n=-200,  r=0.  and  the  city  is  the  farthest  nitrtli  traveled.     .1  wonlil    '^ 
then  coincide  with  0,  and  C  with  R. 

When  a>200,  r  is  ntgalive.     Instead  of  traveling  north  from  the  city,  he       ~ 

wotild  then  gn  west  from  the  city  to  B,  and  thence  »atttk.  the  valne  of  z.  to  ('.    1''^ 
For  (i-ny  positive  valne  of  r,  A  may  be  at  any  point  in  a  due  north  line  betwrFU    , 
0  and  E. 

Let  k,  m.  c.  «.  and  j/  be  the  cost  per  head,  respectively,  of  burses,  nmlw,    , 

cows,  sheep,  and  gonu.     Then  l.'>6h  +  177m-»236ai,  (1) :  4^A  +  235ni-l5224£. 
(2)  ;  c-^A.  (8)  :  »~],m,  (4)  ;  and  jr-j(,  (5).     From  (1)  and  (2),  ̂ -980,  and    | 
111-983.     Whence  (;=|20,  8  =  97,  andp-iaj.  , 

.'.  The  stock  cost  «23631  +  952246  +  |2400  +  9175O+»lO50=981O76.  ' 
Ky  selling  his  stock  at  again  of  20?^,  he  gained  i  of  981076-916215.20.       | 

AIiui  <u>lri-il  hy  K.  H'.  MORRELL.  uri  JOSIAH  H.  DKUStMOKD,  LL.  O. 
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tt.   Wniuii  bj  1.  J.  WmBACt.  M.  a,,  at  PttmHri,  Pwa. 

What  ii  the  volume  of  a  (egtnent  of  k  right  cone,  wIiom  dianipier  1h  6  inelu>s  And 
mdieuUr  9  inchea  ?  The  Mction  being  pnrnllpl  with  the  perppiKlifiilnr  of  the  oane 
iMlndM  iatlu  circumference  at  the  brntc. 

L  MMm  kr  0.  W.  M.  BUCK.  A.  H..  ProliMor  d  Huhnutln  In  WmI^tu  Atidtmf ,  WUbntau,  Kui. 

Vet  OBE  be  section  of  cone  perpendicnlar  to  section  cutting  off  segment 
?.  By  conBidering  projection  of  hyperbolic  section 
OB  parallel  plane  through  the  axis,  it  ie  seen  that 

inymptoteB  are  Jnteraectiuns  of  latter  plane  wjtb  con- 
surface.  Acctffdingly,  if  OF^ti,  FA  —fe,  equation  to 
>rbnln  is 

a'ti*—b''i —  a'b^. 

Now  FA™C{}^\  side  of  square  inscribed  in  circle 
■  5l  2-ft.  OF:  FA-OC:CB,»rOF:^y2-'9:S; 
■9l  2™h.    Subatiluting  in  fonnnU  for  area  nf  hyperbola, 

APwih  hV|     r'-  «»-nMoK,('"*"'   '"'
"  ""V 

-Vl   2-Vl«Ml   2+1). 

inieof  conical  segment  0-40— JCOxarea  vlD,  — V~Vl 'S'o&Ci  2  +  1). 
kof  circular  segment  /(D" 9^/4— 4,  -.J(:r— 2). 

ime  of  conical  segment  OB/)»iOCxarea  DR,  —■/'"— 2). 
ime  ABD-~\o\ume  OBW— volume  0/li)— V^''— 2)— V^+ Vl   21og.{i  2  +  1) 

-V"-27+Vi    21og,(|    2  +  1),  — 2.Blfl+  cnbin  inches. 

Let  AFR—C  be  ihe  cone,  (If.DMFihe  section  made  by  the  plane  cutting 
Ihe  given   segment.     Let   AR-^Q—211,    OO-S^/i, 
-r.     Since  /  GOF-^/2,  GF~R^'  2. 

--i(3,   2)=^<r. 

Let  CA'--r,  then  CO  :  OB=CN  :  XK. 
or  fc  :  R=x  :  XK.     .-.  NK==Rx/h^NL. 

Similarly  CP=CO-DF=k-'^^^^= 

"'(■^)--r''^*''-'' 
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■■■  ^-/i,.  { ̂  "•-(4)-  -f  ./«-'j'=i^ 
}  ^.. 

=1*  { «•  oo.-.(-^)-!in-  SJ^*  4  Ion  f-^/f-'-)  j , 

=3{9co8-»(--^)-  9  H-^^log(|/2  +  l)},  =2.619  cubic  inches. 

m.   SolvtIoB  bj  J.  8CHSFFIR,  A.  M.,  HafftrttowB.  Md. 

I  Solution.     Designating^  the  radius  of  the  base  by  r,  the  altitude  by 
and  choosing  the  center  of  the  base  for  the  origin  of  orthogonal  coordiDates, 
for  the  axis  of  z,  the  radius  OB  for  the  axis  of  x  and  a  radius  parallel  to  thei 
tion  FDO  for  that  of  y^  we  find  the  equation  of  the  cone  to  be 

«=(V»-)(r-i/a:«H-y«, 
and  the  volume  V  of  COFGD 

.Af;(„  ,w--.M^'-±rj^)^, 

=Ua;|    r»~  x«  H-ir«;isin-Hir/r)-J  -^^-  log^^^tllZ!_J-.. 

Substituting  x=(r/2)j/2,  we  have  for  the  volume  COFGD  the  expressi 

!^[44.;r_y2.1og(v^2  +  l)],andforthatof5-FG/)^-[r-44-|  2.1og(,  2+ 

II  Solution.  Let  HK  be  a  circle  parallel  to  i4^  cutting  the  byperb 
FDK  in  the  points  L  and  Jf,  and  let  the  diameter  HK  cut  the  axis  DE$i 

Put  0£:=6,  0/'=r,  C0=^,  DQ:=z,  LQ=y.  We  find  from  the  geometry  of  1 
figure  t/'=(26r/x)x4-(r'//i')x'  as  the  equation  of  the  hyperbola  FDK, 

C         \ihr  r* 
.-.  Areaof  FZ)^=2 J  "O—jr"^  "I — fcT  ̂ *  between  the  limits  0, 

and  Z)J5  =^   — .     Integrating  we  find  for  this  area  the  expression, 

^(r,-7^^-?,.log:±i-^). 

.'.  Volume  of  COFGZ)=:-^J^(  r,/  r»- t«=6*log^lii— '^— ̂ W 
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1Wv^7firF-+  jr«/i«n-4-  j^  log  '±yL^^r^), 

h      ...    ,-:   r^.  .W«,      r+|./r«  — fe« 
d  volnmeof  ^FG/)=ir«ftco8-»   ihb^/  r«—  6«+i   log 

III  Solution.  Let  HK  be  a  circle  parallel  to  ABj  and  N  its  centre, 
tirough  N  draw  a  diameter  parallel  to  the  hyperbolic  section  FOD.  Put 
Ar=rx,  OE^b,  BO=r^  CO=h,  then  the  area  of  the  circular  segment  lying  be- 

reen  the  diameter  through  A'  and  the  parallel  chord  LM 

em-*   h h*  rx 

.'.  Volume  of  conical  section  COFGD 
A.   V  r* 

be  integrals  to  be  taken  between  h^DE=bh/r  and  h.     Thus  we  find  for  this 
olome  the  expression 

hb^  ,       r+y/  r«-fe^ 
Jfcfc|/  r«-  fc«+  4r«^sin-'      -  J-      log 

nd  for  the  volume  of  the  conical  section  DBFG, 

))     hb*        r+i/  r*— 6* 

Ir'/u^is-^-   -|A6|     r«-  6«  +  i         log  1-^1'   ̂       ° 

RnroBiOAL  NoTB.    The  famoas  MtroBomer  Kbplbb  triMi  hard  to  find  the  Tolwne  of  imoh  oonleal 
Bfkmii  AM  the  above,  but  all  his  efforta  prored  futile. 

Alao  aolred  by  OEOROB  LILLEY,  Ph.  D,  ,LL,D.,  and  OHABLES  0,  OBOSa,    Dr.  Ulley  obtained  a 
^erical  reaalt  of  t.TTl  cnblo  inohen,  and  Profeaaor  Croaa  obtained  LIMIT*  onblo  Inohea. 

PROBLEMS  FOR  SOLVTIOK. 

ARITHMETIC. 

87.   PftpoMd  bj  E.  W.  MORBILL.  A.  M.,  ProlMior  of  MathouitiM.  MoatHlitrSMdMUT,  Montfaliir,  It, 

A  and  B  set  out  frcm  the  same  place,  and  in  the  same  direction.    A  travels  uniform- 
18  miles  per  day,  and  after  9  days  turns  and  goes  back  as  far  as  £  has  traveled  daring 

kose  9  days;  he  then  turns  sgain,  and,  pursuing  his  Journey,  overtakes  B  22|  days  after 
le  time  they  first  set  out.     It  is  required  to  find  the  rate  at  which  B  uniformly  traveled. 
^roro  Oreffiifafi  Arithmftic] 

88.   Propoaad  by  J.  A.  CALPIRHIAP,  M.  Se.,  Proftttor  of  MathsmatiM,  Carry  Uaivtrtity,  Pltttbwf.  Pa. 

Find  the  principal  of  a  note  given  March  19,  1891,  bearing  interest  at  %%.  Pay- 
lento:  September  1, 1892,  |248.fiO;  January  19, 1898,  $6.90:  April  18, 1894,  |19.10;  Septem- 
»r  19, 1894,  $110.90.     Amount  due  Februnry  22,  1897,  $229.10. 
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ALGEBRA. 

a/- 

81.     Show   that  z   -,   r^ 
(ttj— o,)(a,— a,)(ai— 04)..,(a,— Oi,) 

^(  •  •  •  • 

is  «ero  if  r  is  less  than  n— 1 ;  to  1  if  r=n— 1,  and  to  a,-f  ag  +  ,-H  . .  .o„  if  r= 

[C.  Smith'i  Treatiu  on  Alf/ebn,] 

find  X,  3/,  and  z. 

[Wrf.) 

GEOMETRY. 

88.    Propoied  by  WILLIAM  HOOYEE,  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  ProfMSor  of  iUtkmmlOm  aad  Aitroaoay,  Okit  Uiii«^ 
sity,  Athens.  Ohio. 

0  being  variable,  find  the  locus  of  a  point  whose  coordinates  are 

atan(^  +  a),     6tan(<»-f /T). 

84.   Propoied  by  FREDERICK  R.  HOHET,  Ph.  B.,  Hew  Htfea,  Conn. 

Find  the  locus  of  a  point  which  will  trisect  all  arcs  having  a  common  chord. 

86.   Proposed  by  S.  F.  HORRIS,  Professor  of  Astronomy  and  Mathemtties^  BaltiflMrs  CKy  OoDsffe,  lilli* 
more,  Md. 

Prove  by  pnre  geometry.    Give  direct  proof,  if  possible. 
If  the  bisectors  of  two  angles  of  a  triangle  are  equal,  the  triangle  is  ososcelei. 

[From  WfrUworth'tt  Plnwt  G^m^try,  exercise  43,  page  72.] 

MECHANICS. 

01.   Propoied  by  WILLIAM  HOOVER,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Professor  of  Mathematies  and  Astronomy,  OUo  Vtinh 
sity.  Athens,  Ohio. 

A  body  Is  suspended  from  a  fixed  point  by  an  elastic  string,  which  ia  stretched  to 
double  its  natural  length  when  the  body  is  in  equilibrium.  Find  how  much  the  body  mint 
be  depressed,  so  that  when  let  go,  it  may  just  reach  the  point  of  suspension. 

62.    Propoied  by  J.  SCHEFFER,  A  M.,  Haserstown.  Md. 

A  particle  of  mass  m  moves  in  the  circumference  of  an  ellipse  with  constant  rate  t. 
It  is  constrained  to  move  In  that  circumference  by  attractive  forces  in  the  two  foci.   To 
determine  the  magnitude  of  these  forces. 

DIOPHANTIKE  ANALYSIS. 

68.  Proposed  by  E.  S.  LOOMIS,  Ph.  D.,  Profeieor  of  Mathematies  in  Clevelaad  West  Hich  SeSool.  lem,  0. 

**The  base  of  a  right-angled  triangle  is  106;  find  all  the  perpendiculars  and  hypote- 
nuses to  fit  it,  such  that  their  values  shall  be  integers.'* 

69.  Proposed  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D.,  Preeident  and  Professor  of  Mathematies  in  Rasssll  Oener* 
Lebanon,  Va. 

Find  the  sum  of  the  mth  powers  of  all  the  numbers  less  than  P  and  prime  to  It,  and 
then  by  substitution  find  the  snme  when  m=:l,  2,  3,  4,  6. 
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NOTES. 

THE  IRVING  HOPKINS  FALLACY. 

After  my  having  so  recently  pointed  out  in  The  American  Mathematical 
ONTHLY  (Vol.  III.,  pages  122.123)  the  fallacy  of  Professor  G.  C.  Edwards  of 
e  University  of  California  in  his  Elements  of  Geometry  in  treating  parallells, 
id  in  Science  (N.  S.  Vol.  VI.  page  491)  the  gross  blunder  made  by  Andrew 

'.  Phillips  and  Irving  Fisher,  professors  in  Yale  University,  in  their  Elements 
Geometry,  could  it  have  been  supposed  that  so  respectable  a  person  as  Irving 
opkins  would  deliberately  have  published  the  extended  fallacy  which  has  just 
>peared  in  The  American  Mathei^atical  Monthly  (Vol.  IV.,  pages  251-255) 

ider  the  ambitious  title  *  ̂Euclidean  Geometry  without  Disputed  Axioms"? 
It  is  a  simple  petitio  principii.  The  question  is  begged  in  his  Proposition 

iT,  which  explicitly  uses  Euclid,  III.  31.  If  any  one  will  turn  to  III.  31  in  any 
Qclid  they  will  find  it  proved  by  Euclid,  I.  32.  But  Euclid  I.  32  is  the  famous 
igle-sum  proposition,  which  since  1733  has  been  known  to  be  equivalent  to  the 
uallel- postulate,  the  most  disputed  of  all  axioms. 

In  The  American  Mathematical  Monthi^y*s  serial  Non-Euclidean  Geam- 
ry,  (Vol.  I.,  page  346)  is  given  the  Proposition  :  In  any  right-angled  triangle 
le  two  acute  angles  remaining  are  taken  together  equal  to  one  right  angle,  in  the 

ypothesis  of  right  angle  ;  greater  than  one  right  angle,  in  the  hypothesis  of'ob- 
ii8e  angle  ;  but  less  in  the  hypothesis  of  acute  angle.  In  other  words,  if  the  an- 

te inscribed  in  a  semicircle  is  right  the  geometry  is  Euclidean  ;  if  obtuse,  Rie- 
nannian  ;  if  acute,  Lobachevskian.  Georgk  Bruce  Hai^tep. 

Aiiftittf  Trxnit. 

There  are  several  errors  in  Mr.  Uopkin's  paper  on  ̂ ̂ Euclidean  Geometry 
Without  Disputed  Axioms,"  but  one  is  enough  to  which  to  call  attention, 
a  several  places  he  uses  Euclid  III.,  31,  which  depends  upon  I.,  32,  which  de- 
*«nds  upon  I.,  29,  which  depends  upon  Axiom  12  ! 

When  will  we  cease  trying  to  accomplish  what  the  masters  have  found  to 
B  impossible  ?  Ben.!.  F.  Yannby. 

Mt,  Union  College,  AWnnce,  Ohio. 

NOTE  ON  DR.  LILLEY's  ARTICLE  IN  THE  OCrPOBER  NUMBER. 

There  is  one  statement  in  Professor  Lil ley's  article  in  the  October  number 
K>Qt  which  I  wish  to  say  a  few  words.     Concerning  the  quotient  0.     I  define 
vision  thus  :     Having  given  the  product  of  two  factors,  and  one  of  the  factors, 
find  the  other  factor. 

Thus,  the  product  of  two  factor8==r2. 
One  of  the  factora=0. 
The  other  factor=0,  (Lilley). 

Hence  0x0=12.     Do  you  believe  it  ? 
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Take  thiR  illufitration — 

12-4-3=-4 
12+2^  r» 
12-*-l— 12 
12-4-.1--120 

12-*-.01-l200 

12-4-.001:---12()0O 
12-i-.000l--120000 

12-1— .0(K)1=-— 120000 
12-1— -.001  :rr.-ia(X)0 
12-4— .01=-- 1200 
12-1— .1=-12U 
12-1— 1=-12 

12-1— 2=-6 
12-1— 8=-4 

Here  the  dividend  is  constant.    The  divisor  varying  continuously,  top- 
pose,  changes  sign  in  passing  through  sero  (absolute)  and  at  the  same  time  the 
quotient  changes  sign  in  passing  through  infinity. 

The  following  definition  of  division  may  assist  in  reaching  a  condusum:    I 
Division  is  the  process  of  finding  how  many  times  a  number  may  be  subtracted 
from  another  without  changing  the  sign  of  the  remainder. 

Apply  this  definition  thus  :    How  many  times  may  lero  (absolute)  be  sub- 
tracted from  12  without  changing  the  sign  of  the  remainder. 
The  answer  is,  an  infinity  of  infinities,  rather  than  sero. 

Milton  L.  Combtock. 
Knox  College,  Oalethurg,  III. 

Upon  some  of  the  points  about  which  I  shall  disagree  with  Dr.  Lilley  he 
can  quote  in  his  favor  some  of  the  most  brilliant  mathematicians  that  the  world 
has  produced.  Nevertheless  I  shall  endeavor  to  show  that  they  and  he  ha?e 
failed  to  take  a  common  sense  view  of  the  subject.  Upon  one  point  I  think  I 

am  safe  in  saying  that  the  Doctor's  position  is  unique.  The  source  of  his  enon 
lies,  in  my  opinion,  in  his  conception  of  infinity  and  sero. 

Concerning  the  former  he  says  :  **If  12/0=infinity  or  the  largeH  pouMi 
number ^^^  etc. 

Prom  this  I  can  not  but  infer  that  he  thinks  infinity  is  a  constant  and  that 

that  constant  is  the  largest  possible  number.  He  says  '42/(D*-=0,  where  9 
represents  no  number  of  times."  Again  we  infer  that  he  believes  that  while  9 
represents  no  number  of  ttmee,  oo  must  represent  tome  number  of  times. 

He  uses  too  many  seros.  He  has  0=absolute  sero,  (D=no  number 
of  times,  and  ®  =an  infinitesimal.  He  refers  to  the  latter  sero  as  follows  :  It  ii 
a  consequence  of  confounding  the  0  arising  from  dividing  a  by  infinity,  with  the 

absoliite  xero,  that  so  much  confusion  has  arisen." 
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He  has  the  authority  of  Davies  and  Peck's  Mathematical  Dictionary  for 
lis  statement,  but  this  does  not  make  it  true.  Nothing  could  be  more  confusing 

>  the  average  man  of  common  sense  than  the  Doctor's  three  seros. 
I  have  no  use  for  more  than  one.  My  mind  is  perfectly  clear  as  to  what 

sat  is  but  it  is  not  so  clear  as  to  what  x>  is.  It  is  much  easier  to  tell  what  oo  is 
ot  than  what  it  is. 

If  we  suppose  a/hr=N,  where  ̂   is  a  very  small  positive  quantity,  then  N 
\  a  very  large  one.  As  ̂   grows  smaller  and  smaller,  N  grows  larger  and  larger, 

ut  A*  will  not  become  infinite  %o  long  as  h  has  the  smallest  shadon  of  value.  So 
)cg  as  h  has  the  slightest  value  we  can  form  some  conception  of  the  value  of  N. 
t  is  only  when  h  becomes  equal  to  0  that  N  suddenly  swings  clear  out  of  our 
owers  of  conception.     It  is  then,  and  then  only,  that  it  becomes  infinite. 

I  must  dissent  from  even  so  great  a  mathematician  as  Professor  De  Mor- 
an  when  he  said  that  he  dated  his  first  clear  conception  of  mathematical  infinity 

■om  the  time  when  he  rejected  the  relation  a/0=yo . 
The  very  fact  that  he  had  a  clear  conception  of  what  he  called  infinity 

roved  that  it  was  not  the  real  infinity. 

I  have  no  criticism  to  make  on  Dr.  Lilley's  disposition  of  0/0.  I  would 
ave  liked  it  belter  if  be  had  added  Art.  175  of  his  Higher  Algebra,  which  reads : 
The  symbol  0/0  does  not  always  mean  indeiermination.  It  is  often  the  result 
r  A  particular  condition  which  makes  a  factor,  common  to  both  terms  of  a  frac- 

on  become  lero.     Thus,"  etc.     Here  follows  the  well  known  illustration  by 

sing     —a-j-x. 

He  does  not  find  it  necessary  to  introduce  the  infinitesimal  to  prove  that 
16  expression  equals  2a  when  x=:a,  as  do  many  writers  on  the  differential  cal- 

alns  when  discussing  the  expression  -^ — ^—,     In  this  he  is  right,  for  if  a^x 

Xy    ~^iC rere  an  infinitesimal  the  value  of  the  fraction  would  differ  from  2a  by  an  infinit- 
simal,  and  an  equation  that  differs  from  the  truth  by  an  infinitesimal  is  not  true 
i  all.  Hknry  Hraton. 

We  see  no  place  for  confusion  in  the  use  of  the  symbols  0  and  oo ,  and, 
herefore,  of  course,  no  necessity  of  introducing  new  symbols  to  avoid  confusion, 
f  0  is  a  symbol  used  to  denote  the  absence  of  quantity,  and  oo  to  denote  a  quan- 
ity  larger  than  any  assignable  quantity  however  large,  then  all  operations  with 

bese  symbols  are  meaningless.  For  example,  5-i-ao  ,  O-i-5,  5-i-O,  O-i-O,  Oxoo  , 
tc.,  are  impossible  operations.  Standing  apart  from  conditions  imposed  upon 
uantities  from  which  these  symbols  arise  by  certain  limitations,  they  have 
o  meaning  whatever.  Hence,  when  these  symbols  do  arise  in  mathematical  in- 
estigations,  they  must  be  interpreted  in  conformity  to  fundamental  principles 

nd  conceptions.     When  we  say  that  5-i-  oo=0,  we  mean  that  the  limit  of  5-i-  a 

uantity  which  increases  indefinitely~0,  concisely  expressed  thus  t^|,|  -j-  I 
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This  is  an  abeolately  accurate  Btatement.  0  is  the  absolute  sero  and  not  an  in- 
finiianmnL  In  like  manner  5-i-0=  oo  is  an  abbreviated  and  inaccurate  expres- 

sion for  the  following:  5  divided  by  a  quantity  which  decreases  indefinitel? 

gives  a  qnotient  larger  than  any  quantity  however  large,  or  briefly  and  areurate- 

///thus    ̂ '^^,[AJ-    3C. 
DiftcusHion  on  a  subject  of  this  sort  is  trivial,  hut  if  it  results  in  giving 

clearer  notions  of  the  use  of  0  and  x,  a  good  work  will  have  been  done. 
B.  F.  F. 

nooKSvixn  pkriodicals. 

PUnie  and  Solid  Annliftical  (ieometry.  By  Frederick  H.  Bailey.  A.  M. 

(Harvard),  and  Frederick  S.  Woods,  Ph.  D.  (Gotteogen),  Assistant  Profesfmraof 
Mathematics  in  the  Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology.  Hvu.  Cloth,  871 

pagea.     Boston  and  Chicago  :     Ginn  i^  Co. 
BeHiden  the  iisiial  subjectfi  treated  in  the  ordinary  text-books  of  Analytical  Cveomet- 

ry,  the  following  additional  ones  are  treated  with  sufRcient  fullness  to  give  a  student  % 
fair  knowledge  of  them,  viz:  Radical  Axis,  and  Properties  of  Pole  and  Polars.  More  at- 

tention should  be  given  to  these  subjects  in  the  future  by  the  ordinary  student.  Besidm 
deriving  the  equations  of  the  conies  in  the  usual  way,  the  authors  have  also  derived  thf 
ef|uations  hy  fmssing  a  plane  through  a  right  circular  cone,  thus  emphasizing  the  relation 
of  the  geometrical  to  the  analytical  method  of  treatment.  About  seventy  pages  are  given 
to  the  trentment  of  Solid  Analytical  Geometry.  The  treatment  here  is  clear  and  concise, 
nffonling  the  student  an  excellent  introduction  to  this  important  suhjoct.      H.  F.  F. 

Ftnnons  Frnhlems  of  Elementary  Geometry. — The  Duplication  of  the  Cube: 
The  Triseotiiin  of  an  Angle  ;  and  The  Quadrature  of  the  Circle.  Authorized 

translation  Vortrage  Ueber  Au8ge\valte  Fragen  der  Elementargeometrie  Ausge&r- 
heitet  \UiX\  F.  Tiigert.  By  WooBter  Woodruff  Beman,  Professor  of  Mathematics 

in  the  I'liiversity  of  Michigan,  and  David  Eugene  Smith,  Professor  of  Mathemat- 
ics in  the  Michigan  State  Normal  College.  8vo.  Cloth,  80  pages.  Price,  55 

cent8.     Boston  and  Chicago  :     Ginn  <fe  Co. 

TIiIh  l)«M»k  (lenlrt  with  the  possibility  of  elementary  geometric  constructions  in  gener- 
al, the  nature  of  tninscendentnl  numbers,  and  with  the  transcendence  off  and  r.  While 

no  knowledge  of  the  cniculus  is  needed  to  read  this  book,  the  calculus  not  being  employed 
in  any  of  the  discussions,  yet  a  fair  knowledge  of  the  theory  of  equations  and  series  i«  tb- 
solutely  necessary  to  make  it  easy  reading.  The  translators  deserve  the  thanks  of  stud- 

ents and  teachers  of  mathematics,  and  for  putting  out  books  of  such  scientific  value  at  a 

very  reasonable  price,  the  publishers  should  r€»ceive  encouragement  by  a  large  sale  of  this 
book.  B.  F.  F. 

Pojnihir  Scientific  Lectures.  By  Ernst  Mach,  formerly  Professor  of  Phys- 

icjs  in  the  University  of  Prague,  now  Professor  of  the  History  and  Theory  of  In- 
ductive Science  in  the  University  of  Vienna.  Translated  by  Thomas  J.  McCor- 

mack.  Si'cond  Edition,  Revised  and  Enlarged.  Svo.  Cloth,  382  pages.  Price, 
$1.00.     Chicago  :     The  Open  Court  Publishing  Co. 

i 
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These  sixteen  lectures  on  various  scientific  subjects  are  full  of  interest  to  all  classes 

>f  readers.  The  lecture  "On  the  Relative  Educational  Value  of  the  Classics  and  the  Math- 

?»mAtico-Physical  Sciences"  is  especially  interesting,  and  is  a  fair  exposition  of  the  argu- 
ment pro  and  con. 
In  acquiring  an  education  two  things  are  requisite:  first,  the  development  of 

thought,  and  second,  the  power  to  express  thought  in  a  clear  and  forcible  manner.  The 
first  is  gained  by  the  study  of  mathematics  and  the  natural  sciences,  the  second,  by  the 
classics.  Hence,  in  securing  the  most  symmetrical  and  stable  development  of  the  mind,  it 
is  essential  that  the  student  pursue  his  study  in  the  classics,  especially  Latin,  as  well  as 
mathematics  and  the  natural  sciences.  Dr.  Mach  majces  this  very  pertinent  statement: 

"Here  I  may  count  upon  assent  when  I  say  that  mathematics  and  the  natural  sciences 
[lursued  alone  as  means  of  instruction  yield  a  richer  education,  an  education  in  matter  and 

'orin,  a  more  general  education,  an  education  better  adapted  to  the  needs  and  spirit  of  the 
inies,  than  the  philological  branches  pursued  alone  would  yield."  In  bringing  out  the 
rnn.slution  of  these  val liable  lectures,  the  translator  has  the  thanks  of  English  readers. 

B.  F.  F. 

Field'Afnnunl  for  Railrond  Engineers.     By  J.  C.  Nagle,  M.  A..  M.  C.  E., 
Professor  of  Civil  Engineering  in  the  Agricultural  and  Mechanical  College  of 

Texas.     4ix6}  inches,  Flexible  Morocco,  xv+894  pages.     Price,  $2.50.     New 

Vork  :     John  Wiley  &  Sons. 

This  book  is  in  every  way  a  model  field-manual.  It  contains  six  chapters.  Ghnpter 
I. — Ueconnoisance:  Chapter  II.— Preliminary  Surveys:  Chapter  III. — Ixx^ation,  Art.  7, 
Projecting  Location;  Art.  8,  Simple  Curves;  Art.  9,  Compound  Curves;  Art.  10,  Track 

Problems:  Chapter  IV.— -Transition  Carves;  Art.  11,  Theory  of  the  Transition  Curve;  Art. 
12,  Field  Work;  Art.  13,  Transition  Curve  Problems:  Chapter  V. — Frogs  and  Switches; 
Art.  14,  Turnouts;  Art.  15.  Crossovers;  Art.  16,  Crossing-Frogs  and  Crossing-Slips:  Chap- 

ter VI. — Construction  ;  Art.  17,  Definitions,  General  Consideration,  Vertical  Curves,  Ele- 
vation of  Outer  Kail ;  Art.  18,  Earthworks;  Art.  19,  Grade  and  Ballast  Stakes,  Culverts, 

Bridges,  and  Tunnels;  Art.  20,  Monthly  and  Final  Estimates. 
The  al)ove  abridged  outline  of  the  table  of  contents  indicates  very  imperfectly  the 

scope  and  character  of  this  work.  In  it  may  be  found  the  most  essential  things  to  be 
known  in  civil  engineering  discussed  in  a  way  not  only  that  may  be  understood,  but  that 
can  be  easily  understood,  by  any  one  familiar  with  algebra,  geometry,  and  trigonometry. 

B.  F.  F. 

A  Chapter  in  the  History  of  Mathematics.      An  Address  by  Vice  President 

W.  W.  Beman,  Chairman  of  Section  A,  before  the  Section  of  Mathematics  and 

Astronomy,  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Science,  Detroit  Meet- 

ing, August,  1897.     Pamphlet,  20  pages. 
In  this  very  able  address  by  Professor  Beman  is  gathered  together  some  valuable 

history  concerning  the  introduction  in  mathematics  of  the  square  root  of  negative  num- 
bers. The  address  bears  evidence  of  careful  research,  and  is  of  great  interest  to  all  who 

are  concerned  about  the  progress  and  development  of  that  great  body  of  doctrine  known 
ns  mathematics.  B.  F.  F. 

Darwin  and  After  Darwin  ;  Part  II.  Post-Daiivinian  Quextions.  Hered- 

ity and  Utility  8vo.  Cloth,  xii  and  344  pages.  Price,  $1.50.  With  portrait 

of  Romanes.     Chicngo  :     The  Open  Court  Publishing  Co. 

This,  HS  all  of  Dr.  Romanes'  works,  bears  the  evident  marks  of  a  profound  thinker 
ind  scholar.  The  volume  before  us  is  chiefly  devoted  to  a  consideration  of  those  Post-Dar- 
'Tinian  theories  which  involve  fundamental  questions  of  Heredity  and  Utility,  and  con- 
nin»  the  most  valuable  results  of  a  deep  study  of  the  evolutionary  problem.     B.  F.  F. 

f 
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The  Prohability  of  Hit  when  the  Probable  Error  in  Aim  ie  Known  with  a 
Comparinon  of  the  Probabilities  of  Hit  by  the  Metlhod  of  Independent  and  ParaJM 

Fires  from  Mortar  Batteries.  By  MaDsfield  Merriman,  Professor  of  Civil  BngiO' 
eering  in  Lehigh  University.  Pamphlet,  12  pages.  Reprinted  from  the  Jonnuil 
of  the  U.  S.  Artillery,  Vol.  VIII,  No.  2. 

The  problem  considered  in  thin  paper  is.  To  find  the  probability  of  hit  on  the  target 
or  deck  of  a  ship  whose  area  is  ̂ aA ,  where  2a  is  the  width  of  the  target  in  azimath  and  U 
its  length  in  range,  a  shot  being  fired  with  the  intention  of  hitting  the  center.    B.  F.  F. 

Contributions  to  the  Geometry  of  the  Triangle,  By  Robert  J.  Aley,  A.  M, 
Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the  University  of  Indiana.     Pamphlet,  32  pages. 

This  thesis  was  accepted  by  the  Department  of  Mathematics  of  the  Unifersity  of 
Pennsjh  ania  in  partial  fulfillment  of  the  requirements  for  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Phikw- 
ophy,  which  is  a  sufficient  testimonial  of  its  importance  and  value.  H.  F.  F. 

PeHotliro  di  Mathematica  Per  V Insegnamento  Secondario,  Dott.  G.  Im- 
zeri.     November- December  number. 

The  Mathematical  Gazette.  Edited  by  F.  S.  Macauley,  M.  A.,  D.  Sc. 
October  number. 

Bollettino  delta  Associazione  ^^Mathesis^^  Fra  OV Insignanti  di  Mathemaiim 
delle  Scuole  Medie, 

Revue  Semestrielle  des  Publications  Mathomatiques  Ridigie  sous  Us  autpicti 

de  la  Sociite  Mathematique  d^ Amsterdam.  Par  P.  H.  Schoute,  D.  J.  Korteweg, 
J.  C.  Kluyver,  W.  Kapteyn,  P.  Zeeman. 

The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews.  An  International  Illustrated 

Monthly  Magazine.  Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.  Price,  $2.00  per  year  in  ad- 
vance. Single  numbers,  26  cents.  The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Review* 

Co.,  13  Astor  Place,  New  York. 
Tlie  December  number  of  the  American  Monthly  Review  of  Revieirn  has  several  int^^ 

esting  features.  Mr.  Ernest  Knaufft,  editor  of  the  Art  Student^  contributes  an  eUbont< 
study  of  'Mohn  Gilbert  and  Illustration  ii\  the  Victorian  Era*' ;  Dr.  Clifton  H.  I^vj  wlli 
**How  the  Bible  Came  Down  to  Us,"  with  a  number  of  reproductions  from  ancien:  Bibli- 

cal manuscripts  and  printed  texts;  Lady  Henry  Somerset  pays  a  tribute  to  the  late  Dneh- 
ess  of  Teck ;  an  English  officer  in  the  Indian  service  writes  about  the  Ameer  of  Afghanii- 
tan;  Mr.  E.  V.  Smalley  discusses  Canadian  reciprocity,  and  Mr.  Alex.  D.  Anderson  sun* 
marizes  the  progress  of  the  American  Republics.  There  is  also  a  23-paKe  illustratfd  de- 

partment devoted  to  the  season's  new  books,  with  an  introductory  chapter,  by  Albert 
Shaw,  on  **Some  American  Novels  and  Novelists."  Altogether,  the  Review  is  not  Itckiif 
in  novelty  or  vnriety.  B.  F.  F. 
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I^EONUARD  EULER  (oi'ler),  one  of  the  greatest  and  most  prolific  mathe- 
glo  maticians  that  the  world  has  produced,  was  bom  at  Basel,  Switzerland, 

on  the  15th  day  of  April,  1707,  and  died  at  St.  Petersbarg,  Russia, 

November  the  18th  (N.  S.),  1783.  Euler  received  his  preliminary  in- 
struction in  mathematics  from  his  father  who  had  considerable  attainments  as  a 

mathematician,  and  who  was  a  Calvinistic*  pastor  of  the  village  of  Riechen, 
which  is  not  far  from  Basel.  He  was  then  sent  to  the  University  of  Basel  where 
he  studied  mathematics  under  the  direction  of  John  Bernoulli,  with  whose  two  sons, 

Daniel  and  Nicholas,  he  formed  a  life- long  friendship.  Geometry  soon  became 
his  favorite  study.  His  genius  for  analytical  science  soon  gained  for  him  a  high 
place  in  the  esteem  of  his  instructor,  John  Bernoulli,  who  was  at  the  time  one  of 
the  first  mathematicians  of  Europe.      Having  taken  his  degree  as  Master  of  Arts 

•Th9  J9iMyetop«dia  Brittanica  sayn  Buler*s  father  was  a  Calvlnlstlc  mlnlHter,  while  W.  W.  R.  Ball,  In 
hia  Hiaiori/  qf  MeUkemaiiet^  saj*  he  waa  a  Lutheran  minister.    Baler  himself  was  a  CalTinist  in  doctrine, 

as  the  followinfc,  which  is  his  apoloiry  for  prayer,  indicates:    *  *I  remark,  first,  that  when  Ood  establish- 
ed the  oonrse  of  the  nniTerse,  and  arranfred  all  the  erents  which  mast  come  to  pass  in  it,  he  paid  atten- 

tion to  all  the  drenmstanoes  which  shoald  accompany  each  erent;  and  particalarly  to  the  dispositions, 
to  the  desires,  and  prayers  of  erery  intelligent  being;  and  that  the  arrangement  of  all  events  was  dis- 
poeed  in  perfect  harmony  with  all  these  circamstances.    When,   therefore,  a  man  addresses  Ood  a 
prayer  worthy  of  being  heard  it  mast  not  be  imagined  that  sach  a  prayer  came  not  to  the  knowledge  of 
Ood  till  the  moment  it  was  formed.    That  prayer  was  already  heard  from  all  all  eternity;  and  if  the  Fath- 

er of  Mercies  deemed  it  worthy  of  being  answered ,  he  arranged  the  world  expressly  in  favor  of  that 
prayer,  so  that  the  accomplishment  shoald  be  a  conseqaence  of  the  nataral  coarse  of  events.    It  is  thou 

that  Gk>d  answers  the  prayers  of  men  withoat  working  a  miracle.** 
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in  1728,  Euler  afterwards  applied  himself,  at  his  father's  desire,  to  the  study  of 
theology  and  the  Oriental  languages,  with  the  view  of  entering  the  ministry,  but, 

with  his  father's  consent,  he  returned  to  his  favorite  pursuit,  the  study  of  math- 
ematics. At  the  same  time,  by  the  advice  of  the  younger  Bernouillis,  who  had 

removed  to  St.  Petersburg  in  1725,  he  applied  himself  to  the  study  of  physiol- 
ogy, to  which  he  made  useful  applications  of  his  mathematical  knowledge ;  be 

also  attended  the  lectures  of  the  most  eminent  professors  of  Basel.  While  he 
was  eagerly  engaged  in  physiological  researches,  he  composed  a  dissertation  on 
the  nature  and  propagation  of  sound.  In  his  nineteenth  year  he  also  composed 

a  dissertation  in  answer  to  a  prize-question  concerning  the  masting  of  ships,  for 
which  he  received  the  second  prize  from  the  French  Academy  of  Sciences. 

When  his  tHo  close  friends,  Daniel  and  Nicholas  Bernoulli,  went  to  Rus- 
sia, they  induced  Catherine  I,  in  1727,  to  invite  Euler  to  St.  Petersburg,  where 

Daniel,  in  1733,  was  assigned  to  the  chair  of  mathematics.  Euler  took  up  his 
residence  in  St.  Petersburg,  and  was  made  an  associate  of  the  Academy  of 
Sciences.  In  1730  he  became  professor  of  physics,  and  in  1733  he  succeeded  his 
friend  Daniel  Bernoulli,  who  resigned  on  a  plea  of  ill  health. 

At  the  commencement  of  his  astonishing  career,  he  enriched  the  Academ- 
ical collection  with  many  memoirs,  which  excited  a  noble  emulation  between  him 

and  the  Bernouillis,  though  this  did  not  in  any  way  affect  their  friendship.  It 
was  at  this  time  that  he  carried  the  integral  calculus  to  a  higher  degree  of  perfec- 

tion, invented  the  calculation  of  sines,  reduced  analytical  operations  to  greater  sim- 
plicity, and  threw  new  light  on  nearly  all  parts  of  pure  or  abstract  mathematics. 

In  1735,  an  astronomical  problem  proposed  by  the  Academy,  fur  the  solution  of 

which  several  eminent  mathematicians  had  demanded  several  months'  time,  was 
solved  by  Euler  in  three  days  with  the  aid  of  improved  methods  of  his  own,  but 
the  effort  threw  him  into  a  fever  which  endangered  his  life  and  deprived  him  of 
his  right  eye,  his  eyesight  having  been  impaired  by  the  severity  of  the  climate. 
With  still  superior  methods,  this  same  problem  was  solved  later  by  the  illustrious 
German  mathematician.  Gauss. 

In  1741,  at  the  request,  or  rather  command,  of  Frederick  the  Great,  he 
moved  to  Berlin,  where  he  was  made  a  member  of  the  Academy  of  Sciences,  and 
Professor  of  Mathematics.  He  enriched  the  last  volume  of  the  Melanges  or  Mis- 

cellanies of  Berlin,  with  five  memoirs,  and  these  were  followed,  with  astonishing 
rapidity,  by  a  great  number  of  important  researches,  which  were  scattered 
throughout  the  annual  memoirs  of  the  Prussian  Academy.  At  the  same  time,  he 
continued  his  philosophical  contributions  to  the  Academy  of  St.  Petersburg, 
which  granted  him  a  pension  in  1742. 

The  respect  in  which  he  was  held  by  the  Russians  was  strikingly  shown  in 
1760,  when  a  farm  he  occupied  near  Charlottenburg  happened  to  be  pillaged  by 
the  invading  Russian  army.  On  its  being  ascertained  that  the  farm  belonged  to 
Euler,  the  general  immediately  ordered  compensation  to  be  paid,  and  the  Empress 
Elizabeth  sent  an  additional  sum  of  four  thousand  crowns.  The  despotism 

|Mf  Anne  I.  caused  Euler,  who  was  a  very  timid  man,   to  shrink  from  public 



291> affairs,  aod  to  devote  all  his  time  to  science.  After  bis  call  to  Berlin,  the  Queen 
of  Prussia  who  reeeived  him  kindly,  wondered  how  so  distinguished  a  scholar 

ihoold  be  so  timid  and  reticent.  Euler  replied,  ̂ *Madam,  it  is  because  I  come 
from  a  country  where,  when  one  speaks,  one  is  hanged.'' 

In  1766,  Euler,  with  difficulty,  obtained  permission  from  the  King  of 
Prussia  to  return  to  St.  Petersburg,  to  which  he  had  been  originally  called  by 
Catherine  II.  Soon  after  reluming  to  St.  Petersburg  a  cataract  formed  in  his 

left  eye,  which  ultimately  deprived  him  of  sight,  but  this  did  not  stop  his  won- 

derful literary  productiveness,  which  continued  for  seventeen  years — until  the  day 
of  his  death.  It  was  under  these  circumstances  that  he  dictated  to  his  amanuen- 

sis, a  tailor's  apprentice  who  was  absolutely  devoid  of  mathematical  knowledge, 
his  Anleiiung  zur  Algebra,  or  Elements  of  Algebra j  1770,  a  work  which,  though 
purely  elementary,  displays  the  mathematical  genius  of  its  author,  and  is  still 
considered  one  of  the  best  works  of  its  class.  Euler  was  one  of  the  very  few 
great  mathematicians  who  did  not  deem  it  beneath  the  dignity  of  genius  to  give 

some  attention  to  the  recasting  of  elementary  processes  and  the  perfecting  of  ele- 
mentary text- books,  and  it  is  not  improbable  that  modern  mathematics  is  as 

greatly  indebted  to  him  for  his  work  along  this  line  as  for  his  original  creative 
work. 

Another  task  to  which  he  set  himself  soon  after  returning  to  St.  Peters- 

burg was  the  preparation  of  his  Letlres  d  une  Princesse  d' Allemagne  sur  quelque$ 
ttujeeis  de  Physique,  (3  vols.  1768-72).     These  letters  were  written  at  the  request 
of  the  princess  of  Anhalt- Dessau,  and  contain  an  admirably  clear  exposition  of  the 
principal  facts  of  mechanics,  optics,  acoustics,  and  physical  astronomy.     Theory, 

however,  is  frequently  unsoundly  applied  in  it,  and  it  is  to  be  observed  general- 

ly that  Euler's  strength  lay  rather  in  pure  than  in  applied  mathematics.     In 
1755,  Enler  had  been  elected  a  foreign  member  of  the  Academy  of  Sciences  at 
Paris,  and  sometime  afterwards  the  academical  prize  was  adjudged  to  three  of 
his  memoirs  Concerning  the  Inequnlitiea  in  the  Motions  of  the  Planets,     The  two 

prise- problems  proposed  by  the  same  Academy  in  1770  and  1772  were  designed 

to  obtain  a  more  perfect  theory  of  the  moon's  motion.     Euler,  assisted  by  his 
eldest  son,  Johann  Albert,  was  a  competitor  for  these  prizes  and  obtained  both. 

In  his  second  memoir,  he  reserved  for  further  consideration  the  several  inequali- 

ties of  the  moon's  motion,  which  he  could  not  determine  in  his  first  theory  on 
account  of  the  complicated  calculations  in  which  the  method  he  then  employed 
liad  engaged  him.     He  afterward  reviewed  his  whole  theory  with  the  assistance 

of  his  son  and  Kraf!l  and  Lexell,  and  pursued  his  researches  until  he  had  con- 
structed the  new  tables,  which  appeared  with  the  great  work  in  1772.     Instead 

of  confining  himself,  as  before,  to  the  fruitless  Integration  of  three  differential 

equations  of  the  second  degree,  which  are  furnished  by  mathematical  principles, 
he  reduced  them  to  three  ordinates  which  determine  the  place  of  the  moon  ;  and 
he  divides  into  classes  all  the  inequalities  of  that  planet,  as  far  as  they  depend 
eitiier  on  the  elongation  of  the  sun  and  moon,  or  upon  the  eccentricity,  or  the 

parallax,  or  the  inclination  of  the  lunar  orbit.     The  inherent  difficulties  of  this 
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task  were  immensely  enhanced  by  the  fact  that  Euler  was  virtually  blind,  and 
had  to  carry  all  the  elaborate  computations  involved  in  his  memory.  A  further 
difficulty  arose  from  the  burning  of  hief  house  and  the  destruction  of  a  greater 
part  of  his  property  in  1771.  His  manuscripts  were  fortunately  preserved.  His 
own  life  only  was  saved  by  the  courage  of  a  native  of  Basel,  Peter  Grimmon,  who 
carried  him  out  of  the  burning  house. 

Some  time  after  this,  the  celebrated  Weniell,  by  couching  the  cataract, 
restored  his  sight ;  but  a  too  harsh  use  of  the  recovered  faculty,  together  with 
some  carelessness  on  the  part  the  surgeons,  brought  about  a  relapse.  With  the 
assistance  of  his  sons,  and  of  Krafift  and  Lexell,  however,  he  continued  his  la- 

bors, neither  the  loss  of  his  sight  nor  the  infirmities  of  an  advanced  age  being 
sufficient  to  check  his  activity.  Having  engaged  to  furnish  the  Academy  of  St. 
Petersburg  with  as  many  memoirs  as  would  be  sufficient  to  complete  its  acts  for 
twenty  years  after  his  death,  he  in  seven  years  transmitted  to  the  Academy  above 
seventy  memoirs,  and  left  above  two  hundred  more,  which  were  revised  and 
completed  by  another  hand. 

£uler*8  knowledge  was  more  general  than  might  have  been  expected  in 
one  who  had  pursued  with  such  unremitting  ardor,  mathematics  and  astronomy, 
as  his  favorite  studies.  He  had  made  considerable  progress  in  medicine,  botany, 
and  chemistry,  and  he  was  an  excellent  classical  scholar  and  extensively  read  in 
general  literature.  He  could  repeat  the  JEnied  of  Virgil  from  the  beginning  to 
the  end  without  hesitation,  and  indicate  the  first  and  last  line  of  every  page  of  the 

edition  which  he  used.  But  such  lines  from  Virgil  as,  ''The  anchor  drops,  the 
rushing  keel  is  staid,"  always  suggested  to  him  a  problem  and  he  could  not  help 
enquiring  what  would  be  the  ship's  motion  in  such  a  case. 

Euler's  constitution  was  uncommonly  vigorous  and  his  general  health  was 
always  good.  He  was  enabled  to  continue  his  labors  to  the  very  close  of  his  life 
so  that  it  was  said  of  him,  that  he  ceased  to  calculate  and  to  breath  at  nearly  the 
same  moment.  His  last  subject  of  investigation  was  the  motions  of  balloons, 
and  the  last  subject  on  which  he  conversed  was  the  newly,  discovered  planet 
Herschel. 

On  the  18th  of  September,  1783,  while  he  was  amusing  himself  at  tea  with 
one  of  his  grandchildren,  he  was  struck  with  apoplexy,  which  terminated  the  il- 

lustrious career  of  this  wonderful  genius,  at  the  age  of  seventy-six.  His  works, 
if  printed  in  their  completeness,  would  occupy  from  60  to  80  quarto  volumes. 

However,  no  complete  edition  of  Euler's  writings  has  been  published,  though 
the  work  has  been  begun  twice. 

He  was  simple,  upright,  affectionate,  and  had  a  strong  religious  faith. 
His  single  and  unselfish  devotion  to  the  truth  and  his  joy  at  the  discoveries  of 
science  whether  made  by  himself  or  others,  were  striking  attributes  of  his  char- 

acter. He  was  twice  married,  his  second  wife  being  a  half-sister  of  his  first,  and 
he  had  a  numerous  family,  several  of  whom  attained  to  distinction.  His  iloge 
was  written  for  the  French  Academy  by  Condorcet,  and  an  account  of  his  life, 

^jrith  a  list  of  his  works,  was  written  by  Von  Fuss,  the  secretary  of  the  Imperial 

^^^jemy  of  St.  Petersburg. 
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As  has  been  Haid,  fiuler  wrote  an  immense  number  of  works,  chief 
of  which  are  the  following :  Introduciio  in  Analynin  infiniiorum,  1748,  which 
waa  intended  to  serve  as  an  introduction  to  pure  analytical  mathematics.  This 
work  produced  a  revolution  in  analytical  mathematics,  as  the  subject  of  which 
it  treated  had  hitherto  never  been  presented  in  so  general  and  systematic  a  man- 

ner. The  first  part  of  the  Analysis  Infinitorum  contains  the  bulk  of  the  matter 
which  is  fo  be  found  in  modern  text- books  on  algebra,  theory  of  equations,  and 
trigonometfy.  In  the  algebra,  he  paid  particular  attention  to  the  expansion  of 
varioos  functions  in  series,  and  to  the  summation  of  given  series  ;  and  pointed 
nut  explicitly  that  an  infinite  series  can  not  be  safely  employed  in  mathematical 
investigations  unless  it  is  convergent.  In  trigonometry,  he  introduced  (simul- 

taneously with  Thomas*  Simpson  in  England)  the  now  current  abbreviations  for 
trigonometric  functions,  and  simplified  formulae  by  the  simple  expedient  of  des- 

ignating the  angles  of  a  triangle  by  A,  B,  C,  and  the  opposite  sides  by  a,  &,  r. 
lie  alsc*  showed  that  the  trigonometrical  and  exponential  functions  are  connect- 

»d  by  the  the  relation  cos^  +  tsin^— «*•.  Here  too  we  meet  the  symbol  e  used  to 
rienote  the  base  of  the  Naperian  logarithms,  namely  the  incommensurable  num- 

ber 2.7182818  .  .  .  and  the  symbol  n- used  to  denote  the  incommensurable  number 
S.  14159265  .  .  .  The  use  of  a  single  symbol  to  denote  the  number  2.7182818  .  .  . 
leemes  to  be  due  to  Cotes,  who  denoted  it  by  M,  Newton  was  probably  the 

first  to  employ  the  literal  exponential  notation,  and  Euler  using  the  form  a', 
had  taken  a  as  the  base  of  any  system  of  logarithms.  It  is  probable  that  the 
choice  of  e  for  a  particular  base  wa8  determined  by  its  being  the  vowel  consecu- 

tive to  a,  or,  still  more  probable  because  e  is  the  initial  of  the  word  exponent. 
The  use  of  a  single  symbol  to  denote  3.14159265  .  .  appears  to  have  been 

introduced  by  John  Boumilli,-  who  represented  it  by  r.  Euler  in  1734  denoted 
it  by  p,  and  in  a  letter  of  1736  in  which  he  enunciated  the  theorem  that  the  sum 

of  the  square  of  the  reciprocals  of  the  natural  numbers  is  ̂ t*.  he  uses  the  letter 

?.  Chr.  Goldbach  in  1742  used  n,  and  after  the  publication  of  Euler's  Analysis, 
(he  sympol  n  was  generally  employed,  the  choice  of  w  being  determined  hy  the 

nitial  of  the  word,  nffji^f' f}finr--periphereia. 
The  second  part  of  the  Annlyttiti  Infinitorum  is  on  analytical  geometry. 

Snier  begins  this  part  by  dividing  curves  into  algebraic  and  transcendental,  and 
Mtablishes  a  number  of  propositions  which  are  true  for  all  algebraic  curves.  He 

ben  applied  these  to  the  general  equation  of  the  second  degree  in  twd  dimen- 

lions,  showed  that*  it  represents  the  various  conic  sections,  and  deduces  most  of 
heir  properties  from  the  general  equation.  He  also  considered  the  classification 
if  cubic,  quartic,  and  other  algebraic  curves.  He  next  discussed  the  question  as 
o  what  surfaces  are  represented  by  the  general  equation  of  the  second  degree  in 
:hree  dimensions,  and  how  they  may  be  discriminated  one  from  the  other.  Some 
>f  these  surfaces  had  not  been  previously  investigated.  In  this  work  he  also  laid 
iown  the  rules  for  the  transformation  of  coordinates  in  space.  Here  also  we  find 

,he  firtft  attempt  to  bring  the  curvature  of  surfaces  within  the  domain  of  mathe- 
natics,  and  the  first  complete  discussion  of  tortuous  curves. 
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in  1755  appeared  In»titui%oneis  Calculi  Differ eniialu^  to  which  the  Analy$ii 
Infinitorum  was  intended  as  an  introduction.  This  is  the  first  text- book  on  the 
differential  calculus  which  has  any  claim  to  be  regarded  as  complete,  and  it  may 
be  said  that  most  modern  treatises  on  the  subject  are  based  upon  it. 

At  the  same  time,  the  exposition  of  the  principles  of  the  subject  is  often 
prolix  and  obscure,  and  sometimes  not  quite  accurate. 

This  series  of  works  was  completed  by  the  publication  in  three  volumes  in 
1768  to  1770  of  the  Institutiones  Calctdi  Integralis,  in  which  the  results  of  sever- 

al of  Euler's  earlier  memoirs  on  the  same  subjects  and  on  differential  equations 
are  included.     In  this  treatise  as  in  the  one  on  the  differential  calculus  was  sum- 

med up  all  that  was  at  that  time  known  on  the  subject.     The  beta  and  gamniA 
functions  were  invented  by  Euler,  and  are  discussed  here,  but  only  as  methods 
of  reduction  and  integration.      His  treatment  of  elliptic  integrals  is  superficial. 
The  classic  problems  on  isoperimetrical  curves,  the  brtfchistochrone  in  a  resist- 

ing medium,  and  theory  of  geodesies  had  engaged  Euler's  attention  at  an  early 
date,  and  the  solving  of  which*  led  him  to  the  calculus  of  variations.    The  general 
idea  of  this  was  laid  down  in  his  Curvmum  Maximi  Miniiuive  Proprietate  Gaud- 
entium  Inventio  Nova  nc  Fncilis,  published  in  1744,  but  the  complete  develop- 
mentofthenew  calculus  was  first  effected  by  Lagrange  in  1759      The  method 

used  by  Lagrange  is  described  in  Euler's  integral  calculus,  and  is  the  same  as 
that  given  in  most  modern  text- books  on  the  subject. 

In  1770,  Euler  published  the  Anleitinig  zur  AUfebrn  in  twc»  volumes.  The 
first  volume  treats  of  determinate  algebra.  This  work  includes  the  proof  of  the 

binomial  theorem  for  any  index,  which  is  still  known  by  Euler*s  name.  The 
proof,  which  is  not  accurate  according  to  the  modern  views  of  infinite  series,  de- 

pends upon  the  principle  of  the  permanence  of  equivalent  forms,  and  may  be 

seen  in  C.  Smith's  I'reatise  on  Algebra,  pages  386-7.  Euler*s  proof  with  impor- 
tant additions  due  to  Cauchy,  may  be  seen  in  G.  Chrystars  Algebra,  Part  II. 

It  is  a  fact  worthy  of  note  that  Euler  made  no  attempt  to  investigate  the 
convergency  of  the  series,  though  he  clearly  recognized  the  necessity  of  ctmsider- 
ing  the  convergency  of  infinite  series.  While  Euler  recognized  the  ctinvergency 
of  series,  his  conclusions  in  reference  to  infinite  series  are  not  always  sound.  In 
his  time  no  clear  notion  as  to  what  constitutes  a  convergent  series  existed,  and 
the  rigid  treatment  to  which  infinite  series  are  now  subjected  wa:»  undreamed  of. 
Euler  concluded  that  the  sum  of  the  oscillating  series  1  —  1  +  1—1  +  1  —  1+.. 
=J,  for  the  reason,  that  by  stopping  with  an  even  number  of  terms  the  sum  i? 
0,  and  by  stopping  with  an  odd  number  of  terms  the  sum  is  1.  Hence,  the 
sum  of  the  series  is  1(0  +  1)  —  ̂ .  Guido  Grandi  went  so  far  as  to  c<mclude  that 
-J:=0  +  0  +  Oh  0  .  .  .     The  paper  in  which  Euler  cautions  against  diverjrent  »erip? 

contains  the  proof  that .  .  .  -^  +  —  +  1  +  ij  +  n-  -+  n'*  .  .  .       0.       His  proof  is  «?« 

-follows,  n  +  n- -I- ?!*  +  ...— •  ,1-+        + — i-h  .  .  .     -       ' 1  — /»  H         n*  /I  — 1 

~-0.      Euler  had  no  hesitation  in  writing  1— 8-f '^— 7  +  ̂ )—  ...      0.  and  lie  con- 
fidently believed  that  sin^— 2sin2^  +  8sin3^—  .  .  .     -0. 

A  remarkable  development,  due  to  Euler.  is  what  In*  named  the  hyper- 
geometrical  series,  the  summation  of  which  he  observed  to  be  dependent  ufHUi 
the  integration'of  linear  differential  equations  of  the  second  order,  but  it  reninin- 
ed  for  Gauss  to  point  out  that  for  special  values  of  the  letters,  this  serie.*?  repre- 

sented nearly  all  the  functions  then  known.     By  giving  the  factor.*?  (541  xOTCKWli 
ofthe  number  2**  + 1  ̂ -4294967297  when  n— 5,  he  pointed  out  the  fact  that  thin 

^■|mB8ion  did  not  always  represent  primes,  as  was  supposed  by  Fermat. 

^^B^    The  sources  from  which  this  biography  has  been  obtained  are  Cajori's  ami 
^g^Hifitnry  of  Mathematirn,  and  the  Enryrlnpedin  nrilannirn. 
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MOMENTS  OF  INERTIA. 

By  0.  B.  M.  ZERK.  A.  M..  Ph.  D..  President  and  Profesior  of  Matbematiee  in  Rnisell  CoUef e,  Lebanon,  Va. 

It  is  the  purpose  of  this  paper  to  put  on  record  formulic  for  the  Moments 

Inertia  of  the  plane  areas,  (      )  +  {-frj         ~1»  a»^^  the  solid  hounded 

the  surface,  (-)  +  (^)        +  {--)       ̂-1. 
Let  /i  be  the  mass  of  a  unit,  (a)  area,  (?))  volume, 

(a)  Areas,  when  n  and  in  are  positive  integers. 
For  the  .r-axis. 

'^^^ffir-drdy 
4n?)^/i  /•(w  +  ̂ )/t3ii+J) 

/Xm-|-3n4-3) 

v2m-f  l)(2n  +  l) 

2(mTHn+'2)(w4-3ti)(w-|-3n-fl)/'(m-f  3n) 

(1) 

1.8.5   (2ffi  +  l)xl.3.5     (6n  +  n       ̂         ,,,^    .  ,, 

2  4.B   2(m-h3n-H2)   r2.,ahK2n^l)   (2). 

For  the  i/-axis, 

-*^J.;       a.ra?/-     2(8m  +  n-f  2)(3m-hn-H l)(3m-f  n)/'(3m+n)  "      ^"^^ 

1.3.5   (6m  +  l)xl.3.5   (2n  +  l)      ̂         ̂ .,^     .  ,^  ,.^   .  27rpia^h(2m-\'\)       (4). 2.4.6    2(8m4n  +  2) 

For  an  axis  through  \i»  center  perpendicular  to  its  plane, 

1,^1-^1^   (5) 

The  product  of  inertia  of  a  quadrant  about  its  axes  is,- 

^n^h*  /*(2m-h2)/(2n+l) 
=  Mjf  n/rfjf/i/^   ^ /•(2w  +  2u  +  8) 

(2»iJH-l)(2?H-l) 

/ia»?>*tMTi(2*iiH-l)(2n  +  l)/J(2m)/X2H) 

"4(m-f  n  +  l)(m+n)(2iM  +'2n-»- 1)/T2ti?  -f  2m) 

(«) 
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1.2.3.4   (2m  +  l)x  1.2.3.4   (2n+l)  fJa^b* 
1.2.3.4   (2m-f2n+2)  4 

Lot  in--)r   ().      Then  for  the  ellipse,  (— )  +{'!-)  ̂1. 

Let  wi— ?i— 1.     Then  for  the  hypocycloid,  I  —  j  "'"("X")  ̂^^' 

(6)  Solids,  when  wi,  n,  and  /)  are  positive  integers. 
With  regard  to  the  plane  (yz), 

I.  S//  f  f  f  r^  fir  fly  (h 

(7). 

( 

i 

yX3m  +  ti-fp  +  J) 

(2m-f-l)(2«  +  l)(2p  +  l) 

4j/aVir(2m-f  l)(2n-H)(2p-H)f6?yi-H)/X3w-f  t)^Xn-fi)/'(p4i)  .^ 
(6m+2n  +  2/)H-5)(«m  +  2n  +  27)  +  3)(6m  +  2n  +  2p  +  l)/X3i?n-n+|>+l)  '" 

1.3.0   (6fyi-H)xl.3.5... ..  .(2n-H)x  1.3.5. ..:.  .(2p-H) 

1.3.5   (fimf  2n  +  *^7)-l-5) 

x4;iTfi«/ir(2m4-l)   (i^)- 

With  regard  to  the  ])]ane  (.»r), 

4i/a6V(2m-H)(2/>.4-l)(2y?-hl)(6?i-f  l)/Xm-h  ̂ )/'(3n4- i)/Xp-l- ;)   

(2m4-B/i-H2/>  +  5)(2m-h«?iH-2p  +  3)(2mV6n>"2p-hl")/Xm4-3H+pH-:)    **'  ̂     ̂ 

1.3.5.  .  .^.   (2'm-H)x  1.3.5     (Gn-fl)x  1.3.5.   (2p4-l) 
1.3.5   .C2m-f(m-f-2/)-h5) 

x4;iTfi^«c(2n-f  1)   (11). 

•    With  regard  to  the  plane  (.«v/\ 

Ij--  S  /Li  I   I   j  z'tlxdydz 

4^fi/)rH2>n-H)(2n-H)(2p-H)(r)p-H)/Xw-|-^)/Xn-h|)/X3p-f))  .^ 

"(2wr+2n  +  6;>  +  5K2m  +  2n4-6p4-3y2m  +  2nH-6pH-l)/Xm  +  n  +  3;>+J^    " 
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.3.5   (2m->-  l)x  1.8.5   (2n -hi)  x  1.8.5   (6/}-f  1) 
1  3.5   (2m+2n+6)>-f  5) 

x4M^nhe*i2p-hl)   (13). 

In^I  +  I,,  for  «-axi8,     l4=I+I,,  for  y-axie, 

l3=^r  +I«i  for  r-axis,     Ie==I-hIi  +It.  for  center. 

Product  of  inertia  of  an  octant  of  the  solid  with  regard  to  the  (i/,  2)  axes, 

/'  I  J  J  7f^dj'(Jydz^' 
Uiah^c^         /Xm-h^)02n-H)7X2p-t-l) 
8  /Xw4-2n  +  2/)  +  -i) 

(2m+l)(2n4-l)(2/)+l) 

  4A/a6«r»np(2wH)(2n-H)(2;«  +  l)/Xm-fi)/X2n)/X2/)) 
2m  +  4r»-i-4/)  +  5)(2m  +  4nH-4;)  +  3)(2m-f4n-|-4p  +  l)7Xm-f2n  +  2;)  +  J) 

...(14) 

2.3   (2n  + 1) X  1.2.3   (2p+  l)xi.|. J   (  2m^\  \ 

/2i>i-f4n-f4p-h5\ 
"f  •  i  •  2  •  -t      Y  2  / 

4 

(2w»  +  3)(2wiH-5)   (2m  +  4ri-l-4/)  +  5)         ̂   ^ 

With  regard  to  the  axes  (.r.  2\ 

7*1  —  /i  J   I   I  rzdxthidz  . 

4Aia</>c*mp(2iii-|-  l)(2n4- 1)( 2;) 4-1^X2 w)7T(n  +  ̂)/X2;})          
•   •   •  \  X  '  '  I lw-f2n-|-4p  +  5)(4m  +  2n-H4p  +  3)(4m  +  2n4-4/>  +  l)yX2m  +  n  +  2;>4-i) 

_    2«<»»P)1. 2.3.4   (2m4-l)xl.2.3  4   (2p4-l)         ,.  ,  - 

"    (2n4-3K2n-H5)......(4m  +  2n+4pH-5)  Ha  be  . .  ,    u/)- 

With  regard  t(»  the  axes  (r.  //), 

r*     y«     /* 

/%-;/)    )    I  rydnhidz 

  4A/a«6«cmTi(2w4-l)(2n-f  l)(2p4-l)/X2w)/X2n)/Xp-fi)          ,,0. 
4m  +  4»i-|-2p  +  5)(4m-f-4nH-2pH-3)(4w4-4n-f-2p  +  l)/X2m-h2»4-p-f  J)   " 

2«<"»  *>  1 .2.3.4. . .  ...(2wH-l)X  1.2.3.4     (2n  +  1)  , . , 

(2p  +  3)(2pH  5)   (4m  +  4n+2p  +  5")  •  ̂̂   ̂   ̂^-dO. 
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Let  m-^n.-pM).     Then  for  (^\*+(^.V^fJ^\=l, 

l=j\fA7ra^br,     l^^^^nah^c,     It^^^M^abe*, 

P^-^f^ob^^e\     J\-~^f4anr-',     P,=-,V/^«»6«/:. 

Let  m^n^p^l.     Then  for  (-^y-f  (-|-y-f  (-^^..l, 

64|iaft»c»  _     64aio<6c*  _     64|ia'fe<f 
15.18.11.7.5  '        '       15.13.11.7.5  '        -       15.18.1 1.7.5 

^30 

Thus  we  could  multiply  examples  without  number. 

Formula  (1),  (8),  (6),  (8),  (10>,  (12),  (14),  (16),  (18),  will  hold  for  «.  n. 
p  fractional  as  well  as  integral. 

For  the  radius  of  gyration  we  have  |i 

where  .1  and   Tare  known,  (see  American  Mathematical  Monthly.  )iage38U, 
Vol.  T..  No.  11.) 

A  SIMPLE  DEDUCTION  OF  THE  DIFFERENTIAL  OF  LOG/. 

By  J.  W.  inCHOLSON.  A.  M..  LL.  D..  ProfeBsor  of  M&them&tiet  in  Loaitiana  State  UniTenity. 

Lpt/(.T)-    logar   (1),     then/(.rv)r~-/(.r)+/(v)   (2). 

Differentiate,  f  {xy)iydx-^xdy)  -f  {r)d.r  -^f  (y)dy   O^i. 

Since  (8)  i8  true  when  x  and  y  are  independent. 

f(Ty)ydx^-J'(x)dx   (4),     and  f  (xy)xdy—f  (y)dy   (5). 

(4)H-rr,),    ̂ -.A-4^    ,0,. 

.\f'(x) — -       ,      f  (y)--    (7).     .*.  f/logr--         dx      iH 
'        ̂     '    X  '      '  y  '   '  X 



KOir-EUCLIDEAN  OEOKETKY:    HISTOKICAI.  AVD 
EZFOSITOEY. 

I  CoBUmiefl  from  Sovt 

Pbopohition  XXX.  To  any  terminnted  slraighl  AB  tlandt  al  right  anglta 
.  36.)  a  certain  unbounded  gtraight  BX.  1  layfirHly,  that  the  Hraight  A  Y, 
ed  perpmdiailarly  totoard  the  eiime  parti  ujion 
xeill  be  one  inlrin tie  limit  of  allthote  atraights, 
h  drawn  from  the  point  A  ovl  toward  the  tame 
»  hate  (in  hypothesit  of  acute  angle)  a  common 
endicular  in  two  distinct  poinlswilh  the  other 
>jinded  straight  BX.  I  say  secondly  that  no 
»  angle  will  be  the  minimum  of  all,  produced 
tr  which  a  straight  from  the  aforesaid  .point  A 
he  aforesaid  hypothesis)  has  in  two  distinct  Pig.  36. 
Is  a  comvion  perpendicular  viith  BX. 

Proof  of  the  first  part. 

For  since  A  Y  has  in  common  at  two  distinct  puints  A  aud  B  the  perpen- 
lar  AB  with  BX  \  if  any  straight  AZ  is  drawn  toward  the  same  parts  under 
btuse  angle,  it  follows  there  can  be  toward  these  parts  in  two  distinct  points 

ommon  perpendicular  to  AZ,  BX.  Otherwise  from  the  resulting  quadrilat- 
containing  four  angles  greater  than  four  right  angles,  we  hit  (from  Proposi- 
XVi.)  upon  the  alreiidy  rejected  hypothesis  of  obtuse  angle,  against  the  hy- 
lesis  of  acute  angle  in  this  place  assumed. 

Therefore  that  perpendicular  A  Y  will  be  from  that  aide  an  intrinsic  limitof 
be  straights  which  drawn  from  the  point  A  toward  the  same  parts  have  (in 
hypothesis  of  acute  angle)  at  two  distinct  points  a  common  perpendicular 
.  the  other  unbounded  straight  BX.     Quod  eratprimum. 

Proof  of  the  second  part. 
For  if  it  were  possible,  let  a  certain  acute  angle  be  the  least  of  all,  drown 

IT  which  AN  has  with  BX  in  two  distinct  points  the  common  perpendicular 
Then  in  BX  a  higher  point  K  being  assumed,  from  this  erect  to  BX  the 

lendicular  KL,  upon  which  from  the  point  A  let  fall  (by  Euclid  I.  12)  the 
lendicular  A  L. 

But  now,  if  this  AL  meets  HD  in  any  point  5,  it  certainly  follows  that 
e  BAL  will  be  less  than  BAN,  which  therefore  will  nut  be  the  least  of  all 

m  under  which  AN  has  with  BX  in  two  distinct  points  a  common  perpen- 
lar  ND. 

But  furthermore  that  the  aforesaid  perpendicular  ND  is  cut  by  this  per- 
licnlar  AL  in  some  intermediate  point  of  it  S  is  thus  demonstrated. 
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And  first  indeed,  that  BK  cannot  be  cut  by  i4L  in  any  |»oint  If  follows  Ab- 
solutely from  Euclid  I.  17,  since  otherwise  in  the  same  triangle  MKL  we  would 

have  two  right  angles  at  the  points  K  and  L,  apart  from  the  fact  that  in  this  esse 
we  would  have  our  assertion  about  that  angle  BAN,  that  it  is  not  in  such  circDm- 
stances  the  least  of  all. 

But  again  AL  cannot  be  the  continuation  of 'AN ;  because  otherwise  in  the 
quadrilateral  NDKL  we  would  have  four  right  angles,  against  the  hypothesis  of 
acute  angle. 

But  neither  can  it  cut  DN  produced  in  any  exterior  point  H ;  because  so* 
gle  AEN  (from  Euclid  I.  16)  would  be  acute,  on  account  of  the  external  angle 
AND  supposed  right ;  and  therefore  angle  DHL  would  be  obtuse,  and  so  in  the 
quadrilateral  DHLK  we  would  have  four  angles,  which  taken  together  would  be 
greater  than  four  right  angles,  against  the  aforesaid  hypothesis  of  acute  angle. 

Therefore  it  follows  that  the  angle  BAN  must  be  cut  by  this  AL^  and 
therefore  cannot  be  declared  the  least  of  all,  drawn  under  which  AN  h^A  with 
BX  in  two  distinct  points  a  common  perpendicular  ND, 

Quod  erat  secundo  loco  demonstrandum.     Itaque  constat  etc. 
Corollary.  But  hence  is  permitted  to  observe,  that  under  a  lesser  angle 

BAL  is  obtained  (in  hypothesis  of  acute  angle)  a  comnion  perpendicular  JUT, 
more  remote  indeed  from  the  base  ̂ ^,  as  follows  from  the  construction,  but 
moreover  less  than  the  other  nearer  common  perpendicular  JV7>,  which  ii 
obtained  under  a  greater  angle  BAN, 

The  reason  of  this  latter  is  because  in  the  quadrilateral  LKDS  the  angle  at 
the  point  5  is  acute  in  the  aforesaid  hypothesis,  since  the  three  remaining  angles 
are  supposed  right. 

Wherefore  (from  Corollary  I.  to  Proposition  III.)  the  side  LK  will  be  less 
than  the  opposite  side  SD,  and  so  much  less  than  the  side  ND. 

[To  be  Contlnaed .  | 

SOPHUS  LIE'S  TRANSFORMATION  OROXTPS. 

A    RF-RIE8   OF   ELEMENTARY,    EXPOSITORY    ARTICLES. 

By  EDOAR  ODELL  LOVETT,  Prinetton  UniTtnity. 

III. 

Construction   of   a   One   Parameter   Group  from   an    Infinitesimal 
Transformation. 

9.     Let  there  be  given  the  one  parameter  continuous  group 

^i=9i^^yya).     y^=iix,y,a);  (1) 
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Msnme  farther  that  it  contains  the  inverse  transformation  of  every  transforma- 
tiou  in  it,  t.  e.  that  the  solutions  of  the  equations  (1)  with  regard  to  x  and  y  have 
the  form 

in  which  b  is  a  canstant  depending  only  on  d.  In  the  preceding  paragraphs  the 
theorem  of  Lie  that  every  one  parameter  group  whose  transformations  are  inverse 
in  pairs  contains  an  infinitesimal  transformation  was  arrived  at  hoth  geometric- 

ally and  analytically.  Either  process  may  be  formulated  symbolically  as  fol- 
lows. If  Ta  represent  the  transformation  of  the  group  corresponding  to  the  par- 

ameter a,  its  inverse  Ta~^  is  also  contained  in  (1)  by  hypothesis.  Further  Ta  +  ta 
will  represent  the  transformation  corresponding  to  the  parameter  a-^6a,  and 
therefore  the  transformation  of  the  group  (1)  that  differs  from  Ta  by  an  infinites- 

imal. The  successive  application  or  the  product  of  Ta+ia  ftnd  ̂ a~^  namely 
Ta-k^iaTa"^  (which  belongs  to  the  group  by  virtue  of  our  first  supposition  that  the 
product  of  any  two  transformations  of  the  group  is  itself  a  transformation  of  the 

group),  differs  infinitesimally  from  7^,7^,"^,  the  identical  transformation,  and 
hence  is  itself  an  infinitesimal  transformation  belonging  to  the  group  (1). 

10.  On  the  other  hand  there  is  always  a  completely  determinate  continu- 
ous group  of  transformaticms  which  contains  a  given  infinitesimal  transformation. 

The  truth  of  this  assertion  may  be  made  to  appear  symbolically  in  the  following 
manner. 

Let  5  be  any  arbitrary  transformtition  in  the  xy-Y^lsihe.  Construct  the 
transformations  whicb  are  equivalent  to  the  repetition  of  5  once,  twice,  and  so 

on  to  T7-times  ;  also  the  inverse  of  8,  S'^,  and  those  equivalent  to  the  repetition 
of  this  inverse  once,  twice,  and  so  on  to  n-times  ;  we  then  have  an  infinite  family 
of  transformations, 

C-n  5-2    a-i    5f0    s\     St  ^n •     •     •     •    f      K^  m        •     •     •     •    I      m^  I      ̂ ^  I       mj         m      9^         •      9^         «         •     •     •     •    •      KJ        *         •     •     •     •    • 

where  S^  is  the  identical  transformation,  while  n  represents  every  possible  posi- 
tive whole  number.  This  infinite  family  is  a  group,  since  M  p  and  q  are  two  pos- 

itive or  negative  numbers,  the  product  of  5**  and  S"^  is  equivalent  to  5**^',  but  the 
group  is  a  discontinuous  one. 

In  this  manner,  beginning  with  an  arbitrary  transformation  8  an  infinite 
number  of  discontinuous  groups  in  x  and  y  may  be  constructed.  Passing  now  to 

the  limiting  case,  if,  in  particular,  iS  is  an  infinitesimal  transformation,  then  5" 
and  8^^^  differ  from  each  other  by  an  infinitesimal,  and  we  have  accordingly  a 
continuous  group  constructed  from,  and  containing  the  infinitesimal  transforma- 

tion, 5. 
11.  Lie  has  invented  an  ingenious  kinematical  illustration  of  this  limit- 

ing case,  which  serves  as  a  concrete  introduction  to  the  rigorous  demonstration  of 
the  theorem. 

The  infinitesimal  transformation  is  defined  by  two  equations  of  the  form 

x=x-k-^{x,y)6i^-..    .,     2/'-=i/+i7(a;,  i/)<ye....,  (2) 
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where  ̂   and  i;  are  any  two  given  fanctions  of  x  and  y,  the  quantity  St  an  infinit- 
esimal, and  the  terms  omitted  convergent  power  series  in  6t  beginning  with  W. 

The  coordinates  of  the  transformed  point  (x',  y')  differ  from  those  of  the 
original  point  (x,  y)  by  the  infinitesimal  increments 

6x=^{%,  y)St,     6y==rf{x,  y)6t, 

when  terms  of  the  second  order  of  infinitesimals  are  neglected.  The  infinitesi- 
mal transformation  makes  correspond  to  every  point  (x,  y)  an  infinitesimal  arrow 

(say)  whose  length  is 

and  direction  -^=—^; 

and  in  general  to  different  points  arrows  of  different  lengths  and  different  direc-  ' 
tions.  Ttie  infinitesimal  transformation  thus  pnts  all  the  points  (x,  y)  of  the 
plane  in  motion,  and  if  the  variable  t  be  taken  as  the  time,  these  points  describe 

in  the  element  of  time  d(,  the  infinitesimal  paths  (,'  c'  +  7'  S<,  whose  projections 
on  the  axes  are  ̂ 6t  and  i/df.  In  the  first  element  of  time  6t  the  point  (x,  y)  goes 

over  into  (x^y*)  describing  the  path  |/g(x.  y)*4-yy(x,  y)*  St,  in  the  next  element 
6t  it  runs  over  the  infinitesimal  path  |/5(x',  y'y-^vix^  y')*  St,  and  so  on.  The 
original  point  (x,  y)  assumes,  by  the  continued  application  of  the  infinitesimil 
transformation,  a  continuous  series  of  positions  which  may  be  represented  by  t 
curve.  This  motion  of  the  points  of  the  plane  is  characterized  by  the  fact  that 
the  components  of  the  velocity  of  every  point  (x,  y)  have  the  values 

which  depend  only  on  the  position  and  not  on  the  time.  Since  the  change  of 

position  is  to  repeat  itself  from  moment  to  moment,  the  motion  is  a  so-called  sta- 
tionary motion  and  can  be  compared  to  the  fiow  of  the  particles  of  a  compressible 

fluid.  That  the  phenomena  of  a  stationary  motion  exhibit  the  group  property  is 
readily  seen,  for  if  the  stationary  motion  carries  the  points  (x,  y)  to  the  position  > 
(X|.  y, )  in  the  timet,  and  then  these  new  points  (x,,  y,)to  the  positions  (x,,  y^) 
in  the  time  t^,  it  is  clear  that  the  motion  carries  the  original  points  (x,  y)  to  the 
positions  (x,,  y,)  in  the  time  t,  +t(  ;  t.  e.  the  successive  performance  of  two 
transformations  ((])  and  ((<)  of  the  family  is  equivalent  to  a  single  transforma- 

tion ((,  -l-t,)  of  the  family. 
12.     This  kinematical  illustration  may  now  be  replaced  by  the  following 

rigorous  analytical  reasoning. 
The  two  differential  equations 

-^=5(a:,,  y,),      -^=7(^11  2/1)1  (3) 

determine  x,  and  y,  as  functions  of  t,  and  the  initial  values  corresponding  to  (^=0 
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which  we  take  a^  X]=x,  Vi^^y*  In  order  to  determine  these  functions  x,  and  y^, 
it  is  necessary  to  integrate  the  simultaneous  system 

with  the  initial  conditions  that  x^=x  and  y,==y  for  t==0. 

This  integration  is  effected  as  follows*     The  differential  equation  in  Xj,  y^ 

dx^        _        dy^ 
S(,Xy,yy)         7(«i,y,) 

has  an  integral,  /2(rj,  y,),  which,  since  it  is  free  from  i;  is  also  an  integral  of  the 
whole  simultaneous  system  (4).  In  order  to  find  the  second  integral  of  the  sys- 

tem which  contains  (,  we  eliminate  say  j/,  between  the  two  equations 

dx •^(^n  yi)— constant =c,    and     —^7 — ^ — r=^^ 
^v«ii  2/1) 

and  obtain  a  differential  equation, 

dx^ 

=dt. 

Since  the  left  hand  member  of  this  equation  does  not  contain  t  it  can  be 

integrated  by  a  quadrature*  and  its  integral  has  the  form/(X|,  c)^t.  But  this  is 
not  an  integral  of  the  system  (4)  until  r  has  been  eliminated  by  means  of  the 

equation  .0(x,,  y,)=c.  Eliminating  c,  the  second  integral  of  the  system  (4)  ap- 
pears in  the  form  JF(x,,  yj)— (.f 
Finally,  determining  the  constants  of  integration  by  the  initial  conditions 

that  x,=x,  2/,  =2/  for  (=0,  we  have  as  the  result  of  the  integration 

^Kxt,  y^)=Dix,  y), (6) 

W(x,,y,)''t^W[x,y). 

Without  solving  these  equations  for  x,,  i/|  it  is  easy  to  see  that  they  de- 
fine a  one  parameter  group,  for  the  transformation  of  the  family  (5)  which  corres- 

ponds to  the  parameter  value  t  carries  the  points  (x,  y)  into  the  points  (X|,  y,), 
whose  coordinates  can  be  found  by  solving  the  equations  (5)  for  x,,  ̂ f.     A  sec- 

*By  the  term  quadrature  is  meant  an  integral  of  the  form  j  F(x)dx,   It  is  as- 

sumed  that  a  quadrature  can  always  be  performed. 
fThe  reader  will  observe  that  this  same  integral  would  have  been  found 

had  we  begun  by  eliminating  x,  from  — j-^ — -=(£«  by  means  of /l(x,,  y,  )=<:. 

V(x^,y,)  ^  
^'-^'^ 

This  elimination  would  have  given  the  differential  equation  yt— ̂ ^ — z=dt;  the  in- 

tegral  of  the  latter,  A/(2/i«  <^)~-^  is  found  by  a  quadrature  ;  eliminating  c  by  means 
of /2(X|,  y^)=r,^  we  have  finally  the  second  integral  of  the  system,  H^(X|,  yi)^i. 

J 
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ond  transformation  of  the  same  family  with  the  parameter  value  i^  will  change 
the  points  (x,,  y,)  into  the  points  (x,,  y^)  whose  coordinates  are  foand  ftt>Di  the 
equations, (ft) 

In  order  to  6nd  the  transformation*  which  carries  the  original  points  (X|,3f|) 
directly  into  the  final  positions  (x^,  y^),  it  is  only  necessary  to  eliminate  x,,  3f, 
from  the  equations  (5)  and  (6).     The  elimination  gives  at  once 

But  these  equations  represent  the  transformation  of  the  family  (5)  oorm- 
ponding  to  the  parameter  value  t+t,  ;  hence  the  family  (5)  possesses  the  gronp 
property.  The  group  contains  also  the  inverse  transformation  of  every  transfor- 

mation in  it  and  the  identical  transformation. 

The  equations  (5)  can  be  solved  with  regard  to  X|,yi  in  the  form 

Xi=^ix,y,t),    y,  =  W(x,y,t).  (7) 

These  two  functions  can  be  expanded  in  powers  of  i  by  Maclaurin's  theo- 
rem.    In  order  to  effect  the  expansion  we  must  have  the  values 

(dx,\  (d'xj\ 

\  dt  W       WM  /|=o'  '*' dx 
From  equations  (4)  we  have  — t~=^(Xi,  t/i),  with  x,=x,  yi=y,  for<=0; 

hence,  i^\j=^^'^^^  2/)- 

The  equations  (4)  give  also 

d*Xj^^d£(^^^^yy^dxj^^  d^(x^,  y,)    dy^ 
di^  5x,  dt  St/i  dt 

hence  \-dii')t^  -      dx      '^'''  y)+       fly     '^='-  »)• 

Similarly,     {-^ l_^-fi'^  V)^    V-dTr;,^  -  — 5^^" '^*'  y^  +  — d^"^*'")- 

Accordingly  equations  (7)  become  by  Maclaurin's  theorem, 
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x,=x+S{x,y)t+{  sJL+r^:^^+   (8) 

y.=y+«Kx,  y)t+{  e-g-+  ̂ }Yr+  ■■■■ 

The  reader  will  observe  that  t=0  in  the  equations  (8)  gives  the  identical 
insformation,  and  t=dt  gives  an  infinitesimal  transformation  which  to  terms  of 
e  second  order  agrees  with  the  original  infinitesimal  transformation  (2). 

All  these  facts  may  now  be  summed  up  in  the  following  theorem  of  Lie  : 
Every  infiniienmal  tranaformation 

\ong$  to  at  least  one  one  parameter  group  ufith  inverse  transformationsy  when  tn/Sn- 
iimaU  of  the  second  and  higher  orders  are  neglected.  The  finite  equations  of  this 
mj»  are  found  by  integrating  the  simultaneous  system 

dx^      ̂         dyt       ̂ j^ 

Ih  the  initial  conditions 

the  form 

Wix,,y,)-^t=Wix,y); 

solved  vyith  regard  to  x,  y,  and  developed  in  powers  of  t,  in  the  form 

t        /       dn  Bn  \  t* 

The  one  parameter  group  thus  generated  accordingly  possesses  an  infinitesi" 
d  transformation  which  in  its  terms  of  the  first  order  is  identical  with  the  original 
hiitesimal  transformation. 

We  have  now  proved  that  every  0^  contains  an  infinitesimal  transforma- 
n  and  conversely  that  every  infinitesimal  transformation  generates  a  G^.  We 
all  prove  in  the  next  article  that  a  O^  contains  but  one  infinitesimal  transfor- 
ttion,  with  the  converse  that  an  infinitesimal  transformation  belongs  to  but  one 

The  theorems  will  be  illustrated  by  concrete  examples.  These  theorems 
Ablish  the  equivalence  of  the  notions  one  parameter  group  and  infinitesimal 
.nsformation ;  that  these  notions  may  be  used  interchangeably  is  the  funda- 

^ntal  principle  of  Lie's  Theory  of  the  Group  of  One  Parameter. 
Princeton  University  ̂   I4  December  ̂   1897. 

[To  be  Ooottnued.i 

I    T  •  •  •  •  » 
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ALGEBRA. 

Condaetod  by  J.  M.  GOLAW,  MonUrey,  Vs.   All  eontribiitioni  to  this  departoMiit  iliovld  b«  Mat  to  Ua. 

SOLUTIONS  OF  PROBLEMS. 

74.   Propoiod  by  VELSOV  8.  RORAT,  South  Jonoy  InititnU*  Bridfotoo,  V.  J. 

Solve  according  to  the  conditions  given  : 
   3 

1     ̂ -fl  +1    ̂r.==. 
1      l+iT 

First,   square   without  transposing  and  then   solve ;  second,  transpose 
\/  x-^l  and  then  solve.     Obtain  the  same  roots  as  in  the  first  way  of  solving. 

I.   SolntioB  by  J.  M.  BOORMAV,  Oouiiiolor,  loTontor,  ote.,  ote.,  Hewlott,  L.  I.,  V.  T. 
   *   3 

Solve  (**condition8  given*')  ̂ z  x-j-l-^  ̂   :r=^ — =   {A). 

The  equation  is  of  first  degree.     .*.  can  have  but  one  root,  e.  g. 

First.       The      conditioned      operation      gives,      2(ir+l)  +  2|/(y+l)|'/ 

=  1  +  i~,r.     Thence  ̂   ~JTT.^  x— .(r  +  l)  +  J+ ^aT^- 
Square,  etc.,  and  reduce  :     .*.  8}(1  +  .t)«— 4Kl-fa:)r=20K 

Divide  and  supply  :     .-.  (H-ir)«- Jg(l-|-a;)+ ,fh-=*HS- 

•    •   •'     "5  »  •*'!  ■    ■  7    • 

BrT,  apply  y,  to  the  given  equation,    .*.  f — -•=-)}    —1  "if"^: — r"    \_y 

Now     7  ="1  '•      -I  M  -i-^i  ̂ \—n)' 

.'.  — 1|   7-=|  '7  ;  or  2|  '7— 0  !  !     So  x,— — '.«  is  not  a  root  of  equation  {A), 
   _3 

but  of  its  factor  ]     x-f-1  -fj   x— —  ,  that  inevrtnhlif  results  by  the  condi- 

tioned  involution.     Hencje  x—^  onhf. 

•SwoND  (direct)  **way.''     Transpose  and  square. 
9 

.-.  .1— x+  1  — 0-f  .    Thence r~i5,  [the  **«awie  root  an  in  thefirM  way.''] 

Proof.     Apply  this  r=i|,  in  equation  (^4). 

t.  e,  |/5=^|   6,  mtiafieii  equation  (i4).      .-.  x—^  is  the  one  root  of  (A).     Q.  K.  D. 
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U.    Solation  by  J.  SCHEFFER,  A.  M.,  HAfentown.  Md. 

Squaring  the  equation  as  it  stands,  we  get  2.r-f  l4-2i   t(;c+  1)  —  -—     . 

Clearing  of  fractions  and  leaving  the  radical  by  itself  in  the  first  member, 

e  get  2(r+l)i  .TtCj-f-O—S— 3x— 2x*.     Squaring,  arranging,  and  cancelling,  we 

Jt  the  quadratic  86j'+52.r— 64,  the  two  roots  of  which  are  r=f  and  —*;**,  the    jj 

le  former  of  which  satisfies  the  equation  §   .c-fl  f  |  a:= — rr—-,  and  the  latter 

— TT                      ̂  
IP  ecjufttion   I     j+J  —  I    .r— — _   

I    r+1 
Clearing  the  original   equation   of  its   denominator    |^^+1,    we    have 

■fl-f  1   r(r-fl)— 3,  or  I   j(r+l)=^2— r.     Squaring,  we  have  5r=4.     .*.  r— jj. 

m.  SolaUon  by  F.  M.  MeOAW.  A.  M..  Protestor  of  M&them&tiei  in  Bordentown  Military  Inititute,  Bordon- 
VB.  V.  J. ;  CHAS.  C.CROSS,  UytoniTUlo.  Md. ;  0.  B.  M.  ZERR.  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  Tho  RasMll  Colloge.  Lebanon, 

u :  and  J.  P.  BURDETTE.  Glasi  of  *07.  Dickinson  College.  Carlisle.  Pa. 

(1),     I   T+T-l-i   jv- —   .     2.r4-l4-2|   /-fr*"*  ,  ^     . 
I    1  +  r  H--*- 

.-.  8-2.r«-3r»2(.r4-l)r^T7«.     .-.  36r«-f  r52r«(>4.     .'.  x^i,  or  -2?. 

(2).     Regarding   |  '  .»  +  l  as  affected  by  the  ±  sign 
2— X               4  +  .r 

I   .!•«= — z^. — •■   or   — r.. 

I    1-1- . I  I    l4-:»: 

.-.  ;r=(4-4.i-+.r«)/(l  +  a:),  or  (1(>+S.r +  r^)/(l -|-.r). 

.-.  rsai,  or  .»=s=  — 2*. 
AliMi  Milved  by  A.  H.  BKLL.  • 

76.    Proposed  by  the  late  B.  F.  BURLESOV.  Oneida  Castle.  V.  T. 

Mr.  B's  farm  is  in  shape  a  quadrilateral,  both  inscriptible  and  circum- 
^iptible,  and  contains  an  area  of  ib=  10752  square  rods.  The  square  described 

D  the  radius  of  its  inscribed  circle  contains  r*=a2304  square  rods;  while  the 
|uare  described  on  the  radius  of  its  circumscribed  circle  contains  an  area 

'/?» SB 7345  square  rods.     Required  the  lengths  of  the  sides  of  his  farm. 

I.  Solution  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERR.  A.  M..  Ph.  D.,  President  and  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Russell  College. 
banon.  Va. 

Let  a,  fc,  r,  d  be  the  sides  required.     Jiy  the  condition.**  of  the  jjroblem, 

^e^^h-k-d  ;  a6rrf«it«  =  115005504   (1). 

Jr(a-|-/>  +  r  +  d)==it^  or  a-|-^  +  r+fi  =  2il'r=44S. 

.-.  a  +  c=6  +  ci^il/r=224   (2). 

/?=  I J  Ji^(^ 
l){ar.^hd){hc-\-ad) 

nbrd 



Sabstjiuting  (2)  in  (1)  and  (8),  we  get 

(224o-a')(2244-i')-I166066M. . . 

(«H-(224-o)(224-i))(o(224-o)  +  K224-k)){K224- .)+o(2S4-t)) 

..(3). 

£liinitiatiDg  6  from  (4)  and  (5),  we  get,  after  reducing  and  ractoring, 

{o-168)(a-128)(a-96)(n~56)-0. 

.-.  The  sides  are  l{»i.  128,  96.  66  rods,  respectively. 

n.    SolBIlM  br  i.  80HUTIR.  A.  K.,  HarmWvB.  lU.;  tai  OOOFU  D.  BOHXITT.  A.  ■.,  fwliirH 
lUUwMUlM  in  Ik*  DDfT«nl^  «l  T*u«nM,  KmctUU.  Imb. 

Denoting  the  four  consecutive  sides  of  the  qaadrilateral  by  a,  b,  c.  d,  we 
have,  from  well-known  geometrical  formnlte  and  principles: 

abcd-k'     (1)  ;     r*  ~abed/[a+e]*-k*/[a+ey   (3) ; 

a+c-h+d-k/r   (8);     ii'-{t'W=td]Cod+fe][afr+ed]}/16i;»   (4), 

Putting  ac^x,  and  hd'^y,  we  have  in  (4), 

Ca-+y]{ac[6'  +  d']+i,[o»  +  c»]}-I6i»fi»  ;  or 

[^+y]{4C'-'/r')-2!/l+y[(iVr')-2i]}-16i*B«  ;  or 

[x+y][[x+y][t*/r*}~4xj/}~l6k*R\  and  since  xy-afccrf-t*, 

[x+y]{[x  +y]-4r*]  —  l6R*r*  ;  or,  reduced 

[r+yy-4r*[x+y']^16R*r'  ;  whence  a:+y-2r*+2r|/r»  +  4fi», 

and  combining  this  with  xy—k',  we  Kijd  x  and  i/.     Thus,  we  find  for  the  given 
numerical  values  z+i/'='21ti9fi,  ri/-11660£fiU4,  whence  z— 12848,  i/<-9408.   Now 
we  have  ar;-12288,  a  +  e=224,  and  bcI-9408.  h  +  d~224. 

Whence  n 

.■:I28, 
c-224,  and  bcI-9408.  h  +  d' 
f-«6,  b-168.  H' 

m.    Solnnn  br  th*  FBOPOSER. 

Let  ABCD  represent  the  farm,  and  let  x^CD.  yDA 
order.     We  have  j  +i™y+vi   (1), 

»=x  +  j/+z+w,  the  perimeter  of  the  quadrilateral : 

fc*-A{[»-2r][»-2„][.-2i][«-2.P]}   C2) 

rg-2A..   (a);    t*  =  ri/iw   (4)  ; 

-{[»-2^][»-2?/][.-2t][«-2irJJ...   (5) 
Substitute  in  (2),  (4),  and  (6)  ; 

»t=.x;/+.i-j  +  rw+i/i+i/i''  +  :ic  ; 

^^^        n=-j-fiz  +  f!/w  +  .rzw  +  yzic  ;  and  ji^.qpw. 

AB,  M-BC,  in 
Also  the  fullawing,  where 
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Then  we  shall  have  by  involving  terms  and  re-factoring, 

»=l6p-«4  4.4i,t^_H«ii   (6)  ;     k*=^p   (7)  ; 

/?«=16p-«*+4««w-8*n=--n«-4ptii +;}/»«   (8). 

From  (8),  (6),  (7),  and  (8),  we  obtain  by  elimination  and  resolution, 

Jib/r=448  ;     w=[ib«+r«n]/r»A=71872  ;    n=2rl;+2it|/[4/?*+r«]  =4859904  ; 

p=^fc«  ̂ 115605604. 

We  now,  by  the  *  Theory  of  Equations,"  construct  the  biquadratic,  the 
r  roots  of  which  will  be  the  values  of  .r,  t/,  z,  and  to. 

j:4_448a:«  +  71872r«-4859904.i~-116605.504   (9). 

The  four  roots  of  equation  (9),  we  find  to  be  56,  96,  128,  and  168.  Ar- 
ging  these  values  in  conformity  with  equation  (1),  we  have,  C/)=x=56  rods, 

=y=m  rods.  AB^z-\ii^  rods,  and  ̂ (7-.-tr-^12«  rods. 

IV.    SoliiUonb7A.H.BEUi,Hill8boro.nUBoii. 

Since  circumscriptible  quadrilaterals  have  the  sums  of  their  opposite  sides 

al,  take  x  +  y,  x  +  z,  x— y,  x— z,  for  the  sides  AB,  EC,  DC,  and  AD. 

.-.  2rx^k,  x—kf2r   (1). 

S7>*--[^+y]*  -l-[^-2]*-2[x  + j/][r-2]co8/t   (8). 

Bl)* = [i-  +  z]  *  +  [.r-  */]  *  +  2^-  ,/][.i-  4-  2]co8.4 , 

{COSC.    COH[l8()-yl]-^-COSi4  }   (4). 

.-.  coSi4  =->^^ — i-.     8m*yl-  1— cos«i4--^     r-¥     -rii — ■ 
(5). 

[-^  "-?/  ]  4sm*i4  ^ 

2ib=[x-f2/][r—z]sini4 +  [;!:— y][.i- 4- r]8ini4,  or  [;t«— y*]sini4=l:   (7). 

Substituting  the  value  of  Mini4,  (5)  in  (7),  and 

^•-y*][af*-2*]-^*   (8), 

Then  (6)  becomes,  [ar«— y*  +  .r«-2«][.r*-?/«2*]=r4/?ik*   (9). 

Let  the  product  of  the  opposite  sides  v-x^—y'*.      .*.  i/*^=:.r«  — «   (10) ; 

m=a:*— «*.       .'.  z*--r*— IT   (11). 

Then  (8),  and  (1),  vw=^k^--=4r*x*   (12) ; 

(9)  reduces  to  [i?+tr]«-4r«[t?+tr]-r--16/?*r«   (18> I 
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.-.  v+t(7=2r«d=2r|/4/?«+r«   (14). 

(14)«-4(7),  etc.    v-t<?-2r[4/?»  +2r*-4x«=h2ri/4ft«  +H]*   (16). 

(14)d=(15)  after  Bobstituting  the  given  values,  v»  12288,  and  ios9408. 

(1),  (5),  and  (6)  a;>-112,  t/"-56,  and  zsl6,  and  the  required  sides  ̂ ^,BC, 
CD,  and  AD  are  168  rods,  128  rods,  56  rods,  and  96  rods,  respectively. 

Also  BD^  158.22  rods. 

Also  solved  by  CHABLBS  C.  CBOSS  and  H.  C.  WILKB8. 

CALCULUS. 

Ooadveted  by  J.  H .  OOLAW,  H oaUrey,  ¥a.   All  eontribvtioai  to  this  dsptrtmeat  slionld  bs  stat  to  kia. 

SOLUTIOirS  OF  PBOBLEMS. 

01.   Proposed  by  W.  H.  GABTER,  Professor  of  Matheoiaties.  Genteasry  College  of  Lovisiaaa,  Jaeksoa,  Is. 

If  r^aBinnO  is  tha  polar  equation  of  a  curve,  show  (1)  that  the  curve  con- 
sists of  n  or  2n  loops  according  as  n  is  an  odd  or  an  even  integer ;  (2)  that  its  area   i 

is  i  or  i  of  the  circumscribing  circle  according  as  n  is  an  odd  or  an  even  integer. 

I.   Solvtioo  by  0.  B.  M.  ZERB,  A.  M.,  Ph.  D..  President  and  Professor  of  Mstheoiaties  in  Rnssell  Golkft. 
Lebanon,  Va. 

r^asinnO,     Let  r=0,  then  8inn^=s0.  l 

.'.  ̂ sssO,  2;r/n,  47r/n,  6;r/n,  8^/91,   ,  are  the  angles  at  which  the   j 
the  curve  cuts  the  polar  axis  at  the  pole. 

(ir/(i6=»naco8n6/=sO.     .'.  6'«7r/2?i,  3^/2n,  5^/2n,  7;r/2n,     ,  gives 
the  points  where  r  has  its  greatest  value,  namely,  d=a. 

When  n  is  odd  the  values  of  nft  for  the  angles  0,  2;r/n,  4;r/n,  6T/n,  S^/n, 
  ,  are  0,  2;r,  47r,  6^,  8;r,   

When  n  is  even  the  values  of  n(^  for  the  angles  0,  2;r/n,  4jr/n,  G^r/n, 
87r/n,   ,  are  0,  tt,  2;r,  Stt,  4^,   

.*.  When  n  is  even  the  polar  axis  is  cut,  at  the  pole,  2n  times,  but  only  « 
times  when  n  is  odd. 

A  =*area  of  one  loop. 
•^  0 

na 

4»    ' 

na*  na*     ̂   ,,      na*      ̂          na*     . - —  X  n  = — - — ,  forn  odd;  — j —  x2n«8     ̂      ,  forn  even. 4n  4  4n  2     * 
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n.   SolnttoB  by  KiL.  SHERWOOD.  A.  M.,8npeHBt«adtat  of  CHy8«hooU.  West  Polot,  Milt. 

Equation  given  p^asinnO,     We  may  oberve  that, 

pr»0,  a,  0,  —a,  etc.,  when 

8inn^«0,  1,  0,  —1,  etc.,  when 

n^aO,  J^,  w,  |7r,  etc.,  when 

^={[c/n].l^},  where  c  is  0,  1,  2,  3,  4,  etc.,  up  to  4n  (4n  being  determined 

The  series  of  values  will  be  as  follows : 

[2«+i]^  ■••  ' 

If  n  is  eren,  p—0,  a,  0,  — o   0±o   0,  o. 
If  n  is  odd,  p=-=0,  o,  0,  — o   ±a,  0   0,  — o   

^^•2^^     P^+^3^      ^-t 
*  0  d=o                0 
d=o  0        0 

In  each  series  are  4n  terms  (the  first  coincides  with  the  last),  and  p^a 
umerically  in  2n  of  them.  But  whenn  is  odd,  the  radius  vector  traces  each  loop 

ivice  for  ?r/2n  and  a  is  the  same  point  as  {[2n+l][7r/2n]}  and  —a. 
.*.  There  are  2n  loops  when  n  is  even,  and  n  loops  when  n  is  odd. 

Area   »lj  p*d^,  where  p*=o>sin*n^. 

) 

a* J  sin'nd^, 

.   .fi..        sin2n^T/»*       ̂ a*    ̂      ii 
=.j„.|_j,   __J^    «^_  for  Hoop. 

or  7ro*/4n  for  an  entire  loop. 
.-.  For  2n  loops,  area=ira*/2  ;  and  for  n  loops,  arear«jra*/4. 

AlBO  Bolred  by  /.  SCHBFFEB  and  C  W.  M.  BLACK, 

68.    PropoMd  by  A.  H.  HOLMES.  Brnniwiek.  Maine. 

A  bucket  is  in  the  form  of  a  frustum  of  a  cone  having  its  smaller  end  as  a  base.  It 
I  a  inches  in  diameter  at  base  and  h  inches  in  diameter  at  top,  and  its  perpendicular  height 
I  c  inches.  It  contains  water  the  perpendicular  height  of  which  is  |c  inches.  What  is  the 
reatest  height,  from  the  plane  on  which  the  vessel  rests,  to  which  the  surface  of  the  water 
ill  rise  when  the  bucket  is  overturned,  no  allowance  being  made  for  the  thickness  of  the 
laterial  of  the  bucket  ? 

i 
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P>rtl»l  Sohrtiw  by  0.  W.  M.  SUOL.  1.  M.,  fiilwidt  tt  Mulimukt  l>  WtOtj*'  *i»*ir.  WIIM^ 

Let  AEFL  be  section  of  frnatum.  Complete  the  cone  to  the  apex  N.  L«t 
NM  be  axis,  H^  surface  of  water,  PQ  plane  on  which  tm- 
sel  rests,  j4  A  height  of  surface  of  water  above  PQ.  Deootc 

Z  O^T^  by  <r,  ON  by  I,  JETK'  by  x,  HM  by  y. 
Then  EO^OA^ia,  FL—b.  Denote  angle  which 

axis  makes  with  PQ,  /  ONR  by  #,  ilf£  perpeDdicolar  to 
NB  by  fc. 

Now  as  vessel  is  tipped  over,  notti  II  reaches  S,  toI- 

urns  of  cone  NHK  is  constant,  and  ~  inlia+ib)*[l+ie]- 
Denote  it  by  C. 

Base  BK  is  an  ellipse,  whose  major  axis  is 

a:-Acot[«-«]-fccot[»+a]   (1). 

Fig.  1.  AlBoffJIf-y, -Acot«+Acot[#+«]    (J). 

Let  z—semi-minor  axis,  »ordinate  in  circular  section  throogh  S,  middle 

point  of  HK.    Let  r->radias  of  section. 

Then*-|/r«— T5*,  -i/r'-[(j;/«)-y]»8in»#. ..     (3), 

since  i  TMS-  L  ONR,  -W.     Also, 

r-Arnan..-[^+(^-j,)c«»#]t«,«   (4). 

Volume  JV^Ar-[iff]fc[x/2],  -C   .•   (B). 

Letcot^./S,     cot«-t.     (1)  becomes,  x~  ̂^*S^* j",^^       (6); 

12)  becomes,  ,»^i^^   (7).  and  -^-y-!^^i^     («). 

From(4)byC8),r-'-^=L£_p       (9). 

Substituting  in  (3), 

„  u-fcg'+i]    f<''[<''+ii    .  I25E  .        (10). 

(5,  become.,  H.^,>,J^!^^>c  /.J^-  [l.]».i(^^)'-C ; 

wh„ce»-J^J^      (")• 
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•V    AB  =h-hmfi+iacosff,   =^-^1-^1^   J=+   ^=_. ^  nk  \   fi*  +  l       ,/^t  +  i      2i//»«  +  l 

JJ^^ir=^_,+ 

|/  /*»  + 1      2|//»< 

a? 

■2-      (12), 

l//»«  + 1 

which  /$  is  the  only  variable.    dAB/d?=^ =0 

/*»+l 

Equating  to  zero,  and  clearing  of  fractions, 

laring  and  clearing,  [30/irqi  /?«[l  +  t«]«=[Ja+f/^ »[*«-/?•].     Whence, 

»  +  ai^«  +  {[30/»t]l  [l  +  t«]«  +  Ja*-J«ifc«}i5«-aft«/5- Ja*t«=0   (13). 

Now    f=Jacota,  =hah]  also,  ifc={c/J[ft-a]},  ={2c/[6-a]}   (14). 

.-.  30/;rl;={[2a+61  V216}   (16). 
Substitating  (14),  (15),  (16)  in  (13), 

-a]  '     ̂   fc-a'^    ̂ V  36[6-a]« 

By  solving  this  for  fi  we  get  the  maximum  values  of  AB,  provided  (Fig.  1) 
loea  not  -^ass  E.     In  Fig.  2,  representing  this  condition  Z  EAB=fi, 

.'.  i4B=acos^. 
Accordingly  (17)  will  produce  critical  values  of  ̂ ;  provided  cos^  is  not  > 

/a,  AB  to  be  determined  from  (12). 



It  is  evident  that  for  anjr  position  of  HK  which  cuts  EA,  the  valae  of  AB 
will  be  greater  than  that  determined  by  the  sappoaitioD 
made  above.  We  must  seek  for  maxima  in  this  cau  b^  i 
different  method. 

DKA  (Fig.  3)  representB  section  of  volume  of  water. 

Volume=[««/9]{tla»  +  [irtfl6]'  +  *a[i'»  +  *fcl}. 

=[n'c/324][19a»  +7o6  +  fc»]      (IB). 

Equation  (!}— (4)  and  (6)— (10)  apply  here  as  in  Fig.  1. 
Now  volume  A DK =eoi\%  NDK~ coae  NDA,=\i% 

[area  elliptical  segment  />^— ilx[area  circular  aegmoit 
Ar)\      (19). 

LeiAB^a,  lDAC=»,  lBKA=H~a, 

/>Ar=i>B+BA",=(ttan«+rtMt[ff-rt],=«| 

Area  segment  DK~ 

!-{« 

~?p=?i 

,[og-i»]     nK-ii  I      /. 

..(»). 

SnbBtitute  from  (6),  (10),  and  (20); 

Now  »=A— lBinS  +  i«co8#. 

.*,  A^^g+lBinW— J/icobW, S+     1-:. 

2i//3'  +  l 

i4/)=Me(iW,: 
_a|/P'  +  l 

Area  segment  A{>=ii •Iff  — COB-'  I  — 

•) 

-  i^'-  'W^'^^  -^^^)]   "■ 
SubBtilute  from  (18),  (21),  (22),  and  (23)  in  (19), 
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lH/0*  +  l+l-ia(fyf  .r  tjk+fi] 

I  .-COS-  r   'L*-K/^   —  ,-| 3[A'-/J»]5  I  U{.  +  [(2i-o/J)/(2,/l+/9«)]} 

+  r   iM___   l1 
L,?{«+[(2J-n/JV(2|//J»  +  l)]}        J 

N   /5{8  +  t(2J-a,J)/(2,/,J»  +  l)]}L  ̂ {«+t{2i-fl<i)/(2|//i«  +  l)]}J3 

24 

hich  equation  contains  only  8,  /?,  and  constants.     However,  the  chance  of  solv- 
ig  it  after  differentiation  seems  extremely  slight. 

PROBLEMS  FOB  SOLUTION. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

M.   Proposed  by  S.  HART  WRIGHT.  A.  M.,  M.  D.,  Ph.  D..  Ponn  Tan,  V.  T. 

In  latitude  40*^  N.=A.,  when  the  moon's  declination  is  5"  23'  N.=8,  and 
le  ami's  declination  0^  52'  S.=~S',  how  long  after  sunset  will  the  cusps  of  the 
lOOn's  crescent  set  synchronously,  the  moon  having  recently  passed  its  conjunc- 
on  with  the  sun  ? 

§7.  Proposed  by  OEOROE  LILLET.  Ph.  D..  LL.  D.,  Professor  of  Mathematies  in  the  Oregon  State  UniTsrsity. 
Oregon. 

A  particle  is  placed  very  near  the  center  of  a  circle,  round  the  circumfer- 
DCe  of  which  n  equal  repulsive  forces  are  symmetrically  arranged  ;  each  force 
aries  inversely  as  the  mth  power  of  its  distance  from  the  particle.     Show  that 

he  resultant  force  is  approximately  — ^^^  ̂  ̂^ — -  x  CP,  and  tends  to  the  center  of 
he  circle,  where  m,  is  the  mass  of  the  particle,  CP  its  distance  from  the  center 
f  the  circle,  and  r  the  radius  of  the  circle. 

EDITORIALS. 

The  credit  of  preparing  the  index  for  this  volume  is  due  Editor  Colow. 

Dr.  Artemas  Martin,  of  the  U.  S.  Coast  and  Geodetic  Survey,  has  been 
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promoted  to  Chief  of  the  Library  and  Archives  Division,  at  a  salary  of  $1800  per 
annum,  the  promotion  taking  effect  July  1,  1897.  Dr.  Martin  baa  just  been 

elected  a  member  of  the  ̂ 'Circolo  Matematico  di  Palermo,"  Italy. 
We  regret  to  announce  the  death  of  Prof.  B.  F.  Burleson,  which  oocnnred 

at  his  home,  in  Oneida  Castle,  New  York,  on  December  2.  Mr.  Burleson  was 
born  in  Stockbridge,  July  7,  1835,  but  had  resided  in  Oneida  Castle  for  many 
years,  where  he  was  highly  esteemed.  For  a  number  of  years  he  occupied  tlM 
position  of  Principal  of  the  Union  School,  and  in  this  position  he  proved  a  most 
successful  and  acceptable  teacher.  He  was  extremely  fond  of  mathematics  and 
was  very  expert  in  solving  difficult  problems.  For  many  years  he  was  a  firequenl 
contributor  to  most  of  the  mathematical  journals  published  in  this  country,  and 
enjoyed  a  wide  acquaintance  with  well-known  mathematical  teachers  in  variom 
parts  of  the  country.  Five  years  ago  he  was  stricken  with  paralysis  and  had 
since  suffered  from  several  strokes,  which  was  the  final  cause  of  his  death.  Mr. 
Burleson  was  one  of  those  promising  but  unfortunate  men  who  possessed 
only  the  advantages  of  a  common  school  education.  His  knowledge  of  mathe- 

matics was  obtained  by  self  application  and  in  this  way  he  became  a  very  able 
analyzer  of  difficult  mathematical  problems  as  his  solutions  of  many  difficult 
problems  will  show.  Had  he  possessed  the  advantages  of  a  mathematical  oonne 
in  one  of  our  leading  universities,  his  influence  would  undoubtedly  have  been 
felt  in  a  larger  way.  All  honor  is  due  him  for  what  he  made  of  the  opportunities 
he  possessed  and  the  advantages  afforded  him.  There  survive  him,  his  widow,  a 
daughter,  and  one  son,  George  Burleson,  of  Buffalo,  and  a  sister  residing  at 
Oneida  Castle. 

BOOKS  AND  PERIODICALS. 

Elements  of  the  Differential  and  Integral  Calculus,  By  William  S.  Hall, 
£.  M.,  C.  £.,  M.  S.,  Professor  of  Technical  Mathematics  in  Lafayette  College. 
250  pages. ,  Price,  $2.26.     (1897).     New  York  :     D.  Van  Nostrand. 

Great  activity  has  be^n  displayed  within  the  last  year  in  the  production  of  textson 
the  subject  of  the  Calculus.  Among  the  more  recent  books  on  this  subject,  ProfesMr 
Hairs  treatise  is  entitled  to  very  favorable  consideration.  The  two  branches  of  the  Cal- 

culus are  treated  together  to  great  advantage.  The  formulas  for  differentiation  are  estab- 
lished by  the  method  of  limits,  but  the  method  of  infinitesimals  is  also  explained,  and  the 

differential  notation  used  wheii  there  is  advantage  gained  by  it.  The  numerical  problemi 
illustrating  the  text  and  showing  applications  in  engineering  practice  is  an  excellent  fea- 

ture of  the  book.  The  table  of  integrals  for  convenience  of  reference  is  more  extended 

than  is  usual  in  books  of  the  same  scope.  Throughout  the  work  there  is  a  great  oompaet* 
ness  both  in  the  methods  and  form  of  treatment,  and  we  find  more  subjects  presented 
than  in  most  of  the  elementary  texts.  The  chapter  on  Differential  Equations  is  one  of 
the  best  features  of  the  book. 
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7^«  Calculus  for  Engineers^  toith  Applications  to  Technical  Problems,  Dy 

Professor  Robert  H.  Smith. Pages  176.  Price,  $3.00.  1896.  London  :  Charles 

Griffin  and  Company.     Philadelphia  :     J.  B.  Lippincott  Company. 
The  aim  of  this  treatise  is  to  introduce  the  student  at  once  to  the  more  important 

oaes  of  the  Integral  Calculus,  and  incidentally  to  those  of  the  Differential  Calculus.  The 
development  of  the  rattionaU  of  the  subject  is  based  on  essentially  concrete  conceptions. 
Considerable  use  is  made  of  the  graphic  method  where  admissable.  The  effort  has  been 
made  to  make  the  treatment  less  formal  than  usual,  and  the  meaning  and  use  of  results  is 
fllnstrated  by  many  applications  to  mechanics,  thermodynamics,  electrodynamics,  prob- 

lems in  engineering  design,  etc.  One  of  the  most  distinctive  and  important  features  of 
the  book  is  the  very  complete  and  extended  Classified  Reference  Tables  of  Integrals  and 
Methods  of  Integration,  which  occupy  42  pages.  The  chapter  on  the  integration  of  Dif- 

ferential Equations  will  prove  an  important  aid  in  pointing  out  methods  of  dealing  with 
various  classes  of  problems.  The  book  has  some  practical  features  that  will  especially 
recommend  it  to  engineers  and  physicists.  J.  M.  C. 

The  Tutorial  Trigonometry,  By  William  Briggs,  M.  A.,  F.  R.  A.  S.,  and 

G.  H.  Bryan,  So.  D.,  F.  R.  S.  London  :  W.  B.  Clive.  New  York :  Hinds 

ft  Noble.     Pages  326.     Price,  $1.00.     1897. 
This  latest  issue  in  the  series  of  Tutorial  texts  is  a  very  satisfactory  book.  The 

definitions  of  the  trigonometric  functions  is  wisely  introduced  early.  Most  of  the  articles 
are  written  with  commendable  clearness,  and  it  is  only  in  minor  points  that  we  have 
noticed  any  defects  or  inaccuracies  in  the  book.  The  chapter  on  the  ambiguous  case  in 
the  solution  of  triangles  is  especially  clearly  and  concisely  stated.  The  large  number  of 
well-choeen  examples  attached  to  each  chapter  add  much  to  the  completeness  of  the  book 
for  class  use.  The  relative  importance  of  subject-matter  is  indicated  by  the  use  of  differ- 

ent type,  which  somewhat  mars  the  appearance  of  the  printed  page,  but  this  is  a  slight  ob- 
jection as  compared  with  the  advantage  gained  in  clearness  and  in  effective  presentation 

of  the  subject  to  students.  While  very  much  after  the  order  of  the  long  list  of  trigonono- 
metries  now  in  use,  this  book  seems  to  cover  about  the  right  ground  and  bears  the  marks 
of  n  well-constructed  text-book.  .1.  M.  C. 

Regular  Points  of  Linear  Differential  Equations  of  the  Second  Order,  By 

Maxime  B6cher,  Ph.  D.,  Assistant  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  Harvard  Univer- 
sity.    Pages  23.     1896.     Cambridge:     Harvard  University  Press. 

This  excellent  little  treatise  is  intended  quite  as  much  for  students  of  mathematical 

physics  who  may  not  be  able  to  carry  the  subject  further  than  is  here  done  as  for  those  in- 
tending to  make  a  more  extended  study  of  the  modern  theory  of  linear  differential  quota- 

tions. J.  M.  C. 

Past  and  Present  Te^idencies  in  Engineering  Education,  By  Mansfield 

Merriman,  Professor  of  Civil  Engineering,  Lehigh  University,  South  Bethlehem, 

Pennsylvania. 

This  pamphlet  of  17  pages,  reprinted  from  Volume  IV  of  the  Proceedings  of  the  So- 
ciety for  Promotion  of  Engineering  Education,  contains  the  instructive  presidential 

address  of  Professor  Merriman  before  that  society,  at  its  meeting  on  August  20,  last. 

Marfarlane  on  Discharge  of  Condenser.  This  pamphlet  contains  the  inter- 

eating  discussion  of  Dr.  Macfarlane's  paper,  which  was  presented  at  the  meeting  of  the 
American  Institute  of  Electrical  Engineers  in  May  last,  in  which  Mr.  Steinmetz,  Dr.  Ken- 
nelly,  and  Dr.  Perrine  took  part,  and  also  the  communicated  reply  of  Dr.  Macfarlane. 
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Numerical  Prohlema  in  Plane  Geometry,     By  J.  O.  BBtill,  of  the  Hotcbkisa 
School,  Lakeville,  Conn.     144  pages.     1897.    New  York :     Longmane,  Oreen 
&  Co. 

These  problems  are  meant  to  be  used  with  other  geometries.  The  book  oontaini  a 
graded  set  of  problems  on  the  five  books  of  geometry,  as  the  division  into  Booka  is  gener- 

ally made.  The  use  of  the  metric  system  is  begun  at  the  very  first.  The  problems,  and 
the  entrance  papers  in  the  latter  part  of  the  book,  seem  to  have  been  selected  with  great 
care  and  excellent  judgment.  The  discussion  of  logarithms,  and  the  explanation  of  their 
use,  and  the  use  of  the  table,  have  been  clearly  made.  In  as  much  as  some  knowledge  of 
the  metric  system  and  the  ability  to  solve  numerical  problems  in  plane  geometry  is  now 
required  for  admission  to  most  colleges,  this  little  treatise  should  be  especially  aooeptable 
to  preparatory  schools.  J.  M.  0. 

Euclid  :  Books  I, — IV,  Bv  Rupert  Deakin,  M.  A.,  Headmaster  of  King 

Edward's  Grammar  School,  Stourbridge.  Price,  70  cents.  1897.  London  :  W. 
B.  Clive.     New  York  :     Hinds  &  Noble. 

This  edition  of  Euclid  was  prepared  for  the  well-known  "Tutorial  Series."  The 
notes  at  the  end  of  each  book  supply  excellent  comments  upon  and  analysis  of  the  pn^oii- 
tions,  especially  aiding  the  student  to  group  together  propositions  in  which  similar  meth- 

ods of  proof  are  used.  Special  care  has  been  taken  to  encourage  the  working  of  ̂ 'riders," 
and  a  section  is  given  in  which  methods  of  attack  are  suggested,  while  exercises  oo  the 
various  methods  have  been  interspersed  throughout  the  text.  The  book  is  attractivdj 
printed,  and  should  furnish  an  important  aid  in  teaching  elementary  Euclid.       J.  M .  0. 

School  Oeometry,  By  J.  Fred  Smith,  A.  M.,  Principal  of  Iowa  College 

Academy.     320  pages.     1897.     Chicago  :     Scott,  Foresman  &  Co. 
While  there  is  no  special  novelty  or  marked  improvement  in  this  on  other  text-boob 

of  like  purpose  and  scope,  yet  it  is  well  written  and  has  several  good  features.  The  sub- 
ject is  approached  gradually,  and  as  far  as  may  be  the  abstract  through  the  concrete;  it 

is  more  elementary  than  many  of  the  books  in  common  use.  and  in  the  earlier  part  separ- 
ate figures  indicate  the  successive  steps  of  a  construction  instead  of  one  figure  for  all  the 

steps  combined.  The  equation  is  early  introduced  and  frequently  used.  Emphasis 
is  placed  upon  the  importance  of  original  work,  and  a  large  number  of  theorems  and  prob- 

lems are  given  as  additional  exercises.  The  side  references,  usual  in  other  books,  showing 
the  authority  for  each  step  in  a  demonstration  are  omitted,  but  we  doubt  if  this  featare 

will  be  much  in  its  favor  with  most  teachers.  The  book  is  well  printed,  but  not  very  neat- 
ly nor  substantially  bound.  J.  M.  C. 

Infallible  Logic.  A  Visible  and  Automatic  System  of  Reasoning.  By 

Thomas  D.  Hawley,  of  the  Chicago  Bar.  8vo.  660  pages.  Full  Leather  Bind- 
ing.    Price,  $5.00.     Chicago  :     The  Dominion  Publishing  Co. 

Standard  books  are  ever  welcome  when  they  come  to  us  in  forms  and  bindings  rep- 
resenting all  the  embellishments  of  the  art  of  bookmaking.  Such  a  book  is  InfaUHbU  Logie 

published  by  The  Dominion  Company,  Chicago,  a  copy  of  which  has  just  come  to  our  desk. 
The  contents  are  well  arranged,  the  illustrations  are  fine,  the  print  is  clear  and  neat,  and 
the  binding  is  superb.  The  Dominion  Company  is  forging  ahead  as  the  leading  western 
publishing  house  making  a  specialty  of  fine  subscription  books.  Having  salespeople 
in  nearly  every  nook  of  the  country,  the  company  enjoys  a  large  and  growing  trade.  Ai 
this  company  has  a  known  i*eputation  for  liberality  towards  its  agents  and  fair  treatment 
of  them,  an  agency  in  this  community  for  the  above  book,  or  some  other  published  by  this 
company,  would  be  a  source  of  considerable  profit  to  the  one  fortunate  enough  to  secoie 
it.    Interested  readers  should  write  the  company  for  full  particulars. 
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Elementary  Arithmetic.  By  William  W.  Speer,  AssistaDt  Superintendent 
Schools,  Chicago.    314  pages.     1897.     Boston  :     Ginn  &  Company. 

To  the  first  book  of  this  series  we  have  previously  directed  special  attention.  The 
thor  emphasises  the  importance  of  early  bringing  into  view  the  definite  relations 
quantity.  The  idea  of  relative  magnitude  is  made  the  basis  of  treatment  in  this  new 
ies  of  books.  Hence  simple  ratios  are  made  the  key  to  the  solution  of  all  problems, 
e  treatise  is  sufficiently  different  from  others  of  a  similar  purpose  to  give  it  field  for 
at,  and  in  the  hands  of  competent  teachers  we  predict  it  will  give  profitable  results. 

J.  M.  0. 

The  American  Monthly  Review  oj  Reviews,     An  International  Illustrated 

>nthly  Magazine.     Edited  by  Dr.  Albert  Shaw.     Price,  $2.00  per  year  in  ad- 
nee.     Single  numbers,  25  cents.     The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews 

•.,  13  Astor  Place,  New  York. 
The  January  number  of  the  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews  is  one  of  the  best  is- 

ss  in  the  histOi*y  of  that  magazine.  From  cover  to  cover  it  is  thoroughly  '*]ive,"  alert, 
1  forceful.  The  opening  editorial  department  of  *'The  Progress  of  the  World"  gives  a 
ar  and  exhaustive  New  Year's  summary  of  political  conditions  in  both  hemispheres  at 
)  threshold  of  1808.  The  elaborate  article  on  **The  Future  of  Austria-Hungary,"  by  an 
Btrian,  is  by  all  odds  the  best  account  yet  given  in  the  English  language  of  the  warring 
tses  which  threaten  to  undermine  the  dual  monarchy  of  central  Europe ;  Mr.  Charles  A. 

nant's  clean-cut  analysis  of  the  present  demands  for  currency  reform  in  the  United  States 
lomething  that  no4)ractical  man  of  affairs  should  fail  to  read ;  Dr.  W.  H.  Tolman's  sum- 
ng  up  of  the  municipal  progress  of  New  York  Gity  under  Mayor  Strong  is  just  what  is 
eded  at  this  time  as  an  encouragement  of  efforts  for  civic  betterment  everywhere ;  Lord 

asaey's  remarkable  paper  on  "The  Position  of  the  British  Navy,"  with  Assistant  Secre- 
cy Roosevelt's  comments,  is  full  of  food  for  thought  when  read  in  connection  with  the 

mpact  digest  of  the  United  States  annual  naval  report,  which  follows,  and  the  review  of 

ptain  Mahan's  new  book;  two  noteworthy  letters  of  Count  Tolstoi  on  the  doctrines  of 
mry  (George,  one  addressed  to  a  German  disciple  of  George  and  the  other  to  a  Siberian 
laant,  are  also  published  in  this  number.  Besides  these  important  and  spirited  special 

itures,  the  magazine's  regular  departments  of  '*Ourrent  History  in  Caricature,"  '*Lead- 
l  Articles  of  the  Month,"  "Periodicals  Reviewed,"  and  **New  Books"  cover  such  timely 
>iC8  as  Hawaiian  annexation  and  the  great  strike  in  England. 

The  Cosmopolitan.  An  International  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Ed- 
d  by  John  Brisben  Walker.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  Single  num- 
r,  10  cents.     Irvington-on-the-Hudson. 

Among  the  leading  articles  in  the  January  number  are  the  following:  Stephen  Gir- 
1  and  His  College;  The  Real  Klondike ;  Harold  Frederick's  "Gloria  Mandi";  and  A  Brief 
story  of  our  late  War  with  Spain. 

The  Arena.  An  Illustrated  Monthly  Magazine.  Edited  by  John  Clark 
dpath,  LL.  D.  Price,  $2.50  per  year  in  advance.  Single  number,  25  cents. 
mion  :     The  Arena  Co. 

The  Open  Court.  A  Monthly  Magazine  devoted  to  the  Science  of  Relig- 
1,  the  Religion  of  Science,  and  the  Extension  of  the  Religious  Parliament  Idea, 
lited  by  Dr.  Paul  Cams  ;  T.  J.  McCormack,  Assistant  Editor  ;  E.  C.  Hegeler, 
d  Mary  Carus,  Associate  Editors.  Price,  $1.00  per  year  in  advance.  The 
>en  Court  Publishing  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 
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The  following  periodicals  have  been  received  :  Journal  de  MaihimaiiqueM 

^limentaireSj  (1**"  Decembre  1897)  ;  American  Journal  of  Mathematie$,  (October, 
1897)  ;  The  Mathemaiiral  Gatetie,  (October,  1897) ;  VIniemUdiare  dea  MathHna- 
iieiena,  (Novembre  1897) ;  Miacellaneoua  Notes  and  Queries,  (October,  1897) ;  The 
Kansas  University  Quarterly,  (October,  1897) ;  The  Monist,  (October,  1897) ;  TV 
Educational  Times,  (December,  1897)  ;  Science,  (Nob.  for  the  year  to  September 
24, 1897) ;  Bulletin  of  the  American  Mathematical  Society,  (November,  1897) ;  The 
Ohio  Teacher,  (November,  1897). 

The  American  Mathematical  Monthly's  Clubbing  List : 
RBOULAR  PRICB.         WITH  MONTIfLT. 

The  American  Monthly  Review  of  Reviews   $2  50    $4  00 
The  Forum      8  00    4  60 
The  Cosmopolitan       100    285 
The  Arena      8  00    4  50 
The  Century      400     550 
St.  Nicholas      800     450 
Popular  Astronomy      250    425 
Atlantic  Monthly      4  00    5  00 
The  Critic  (weekly)      8  00    5  00 
The  Outlook      8  00    4  76 
The  Ohio  Educational  Monthly       150    S60 
American  Journal  of  Education       1  00    2  60 

McClure's       100    2  80 
Mathematical  Magazine  (quarterly)       1  00    8  00 
Annals  of  Mathematics  (bi-monthly)      2  00    4  00 

Other  magazines  not  mentioned  above  may  be  obtained  from  us  at  reduced  rates. 
R.  F.  FiNKBL,  J.  M.  CoLAW,  Editors. 

Some  Errata  in  No.  11. 

Page  282,  line  2,  for  ''Ay''  read  Ay*, 
Page  282,  line  17,  for  **(2x-m«''  read  (2x-w)*. 

Page  283,  line  6,  for  **  +  6"  read  -|-6«. 
Page  286,  supply  letter  D  in  the  figure. 
Page  286,  line  14,  insert  will  before  OED. 

Page  286,  line  6  from  bottom,  for  ''W  read  ih. 
Page  287,  line  17,  for  **27''  read  27/2. 

Page  288,  line  2,  for  "i2«"  read  R*. 

jdy''  read  J  ̂  r/jj  idy. —»>«—«•  ^yr*-z* 

Page  288,  line  12,  for  ̂ ^J*]''  ''^^^  J^- 
Page  288,  line  18,  for  ''OP'  read  OB, 
Page  288,  line  19,  for  **(26r/x)^'  read  (26r//i). 
Page  288,  line  20,  for  "0"  read  0. 
Page  290,  last  line,  for  '*sume"  read  sums. 














